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S. RES. 60 
IN THE SENATE OJ!' THE UNITFJD STATES 

FEBRUARY 5, 1973 

Mr. EnvIN (for himsl'lf and Mr. MANHFrnLD) submitted the following resolu
tion; which ,ms ordered to be placed on the ciilendar. 

FEBRUARY 7, 1973 

Considered, amended, and agreed to 

[Omit the part struck through and Insert the part printed in italic] 

RESOLUTION 
To establish a select committee of the Senate to conduct an 

investigation and study of the extent, if any, to which 

illegal, improper, or unethical activities were engaged in by 

any persons, acting individually or in combination with 

others, in the presidential election of 1972, or any campaign, 

canvass, or other activity related to it. 

1 Resolved, 

2 SECTION 1. (a) That there is hereby established a 

3 select committee of the Senate, which may be called, for 

4 convenience of expression, the Select Committee on Presi-

5 dential Campaign Activities, to conduct an investigation and 

6 study of the extent, if any, to. which illegal, improper, or 

7 unethical activities were engaged in by any persons, acting 

VII-0 
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1 either individually or in combination with others, in the 

2 presidential election of 1972, or in any related campaign or 

3 canvass conducted by or in behalf of any person seeking 

4 nomination or election as the candidate of any political party 

5 for the office of President of the United States in such elec-

6 tion, and to determine whether in its judgment any occnr-

7 rences which may be revealed hy the investigation and study 

8 indicate the necessity or desirability of the enactment of new 

9 congressional legislation to safeguard the electoral process 

10 by which the President of the United States is chosen. 

11 (b) The select committee created by this resolution shall 

12 consist of fi¥e seven Members of the Senate, thfee four of 

13 whom shall be appointed by the President of the Senate 

·14 from the majority Members of the Senate upon the recom-

15 mendation of the majority leader of the Senate, and tw& 

16 three of whom shall be appointed hy the President of the 

17 ~enate from the minority :l\f embers of the Senate upon the 

18 recommendation of the minority leader of the Senate. For 

19 the purposes of paragraph 6 of rule XXV of the Standing 

20 Rules of the Senate, service of a Senator as a member, chair-

2l man, or vice chairman of the select committee shall not be 

22 tilken into account. 

23 ( c) The select committee shall select a chairman and 

24 vice chairman from among its members, and adopt rules of 

25 procedure to govern its proceedings. The vice chairman shall 

26 preside over meetings of the select committee during the 
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1 absence of the chairman, and discharge such other responsi-

2 bilities as may he assigned to him by the select committee or 

3 . the chairman. Vacancies in the membership of the select com-

4 mittee shall not affect the authority of the remaining mem-

5 hers to execute the fnnctiom; of the select committee and 

6 shall be filled in the snnrn mmmer ns original nppointments 

7 to it are made. 

8 ( d) A majority of the members of the select committee 

9 shall constitute a quomm for the transaction of business, but 

10 the select committee may fix a lesser number as a quomm 

11 for the purpose of taking testimony or depositions. 

12 SEC. 2. That the select committee is authorized and 

13 directed to do everything necPssnry or npproprintc to make 

H the inveRtigation and study s1wcifiC'd in st•c·.tion 1 ( n) . With-

15 out ahridging or limiting- in any way the authority conferred 

1G upon the select committee hy the pn•ceding sentence, the 

17 Senate further expressly nuthorizes and directs the select 

18 committee to make a complete investigntion and study of the 

19 activities of any nnd all per::;om or groups of persom; or orga-

20 nizations of any kind whi<'h have nny tendency to reveal the 

21 full facts in respect to the following matters or questions: 

22 ( 1) The breaking, entering, and bugging of the 

23 headquarters or offices of the Democratic Nationnl Com-

24 mittee in the vY atergate Building in Washington, District 

25 of Columbia; 
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1 (2) The monitoring by bugging, eavesdropping, 

2 wiretapping, or other surreptitious means of conversa-

3 tions or communications occurring in whole or in part in 

4 the headquarters or offices of the Democratic National 

5 Committee in the Watergate Building in Washington, 

6 District of Columbia; 

7 ( 3) Whether or not any printed or typed or written 

8 document or paper or other material was surreptitiously 

9 removed from the headquarters or offices of the Demo-

10 cratic National Committee in the Watergate Building in 

11 Washington, District of Columbia, and thereafter copied 

12 or reproduced by photography or any other means for 

13 the information of any person or political committee or 

l4 organization; 

15 (4) 'l'he preparing, transmitting, or rece1vmg by 

16 any person for himself or any political committee or 

17 any organization of any report or information concern-

18 ing the activities mentioned in subdivision ( 1) , ( 2) , 

19 or ( 3) of this section, and the information contained in 

20 any such report; 

21 (5) Whether any persons, acting individually or 

22 in combination with others, planned the activities men-

23 tioned in subdivision (1), (2), (3), or (4) of this 

24 section, or employed any of the participants in such 

25 activities to participate in them, or made any payments 
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24 

25 

7 

5 

or promises of payments of money or other things of 

value to the participants in such activities or their fam

ilies for their activities, or for concealing the truth in 

respect to them or any of the persons having any con

nection with them or their activities, and, if so, the 

source of the moneys. used in such payments, and the 

identities and motives of the persons planning such ac

tivities or employing the participants in them; 

( 6) Whether any persons participating in any of 

the activities mentioned in subdivision ( 1) , ( 2) , ( 3), 

( 4), or ( 5) of this section have been induced by brib

ery, coercion, threats, or any other means whatsoever 

to plead guilty to the charges preferred against them in 

the District Court of the Distriet of Columbia or to 

conceal or fail to reveal any knowledge of any of the 

actiYities mentioned in subdivision ( 1) , ( 2) , ( 3) , 

( 4) , or ( 5) of this section, and, if so, the identities 

of the persons inducing them to do such thing~, and the 

identities. of any other persons or any committees or 

organizations for whom they acted; 

( 7) .Any efforts to di~rnpt, hinder, impede, or saho

tagc in any way any campaign, canvass, or activity con

ducted by or in behalf of any person seeking nomination 

or election as the candidate of any political party for the 

offiee of Prl'~itkut of the F11itl'd Stat('s in H)72 by in-
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1 filtrating any political committee or organization or head-

2 quarters or offices or home or whereabouts of the person 

3 seeking such nomination or election or of any person 

4 aiding him in so doing, or by bugging or eavesdropping 

5 or wiretapping· the conversations, communications, 

6 plans, headquarters, offices, home, or whereabouts of the 

7 person seeking such nomination or election or of any 

8 other person assisting him in so doing, or hy exercising 

9 surveillance over the person seeking such nomination or 

10 election or of any person assisting him in so doing, or hy 

11 reporting to any other person or to any political com-

12 mittee or organization any infom1ation obtained by such 

13 infiltration, eavesdropping, bugging, wiretapping, or 

14 1 surveillance ; 

15 ( 8) Whether any person, acting individually or in 

16 combination with others, or political committee or orga-

17 nization induced any of the activities mentioned in sub-

18 division ( 7) of this section or paid any of the partici-

19 pants in any such activities for their services, and, if so, 

20 the identities of such persons, ·or committee, or organiza-

21 tion, and the source of the funds used by them to procure 

22 or finance such activities; 

23 (9) -Any fabrication, disseminationi or_ publication 

24 of any false charges or other false information havirig 

25 the purpose of discrediting any person seeking nomina-
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1 ' tion or election as the candidate of any political party 

2 to the office of President of the United States in 1972; 

3 ( 10) The planning of any of the activities men-

4 tioned in subdivision ( 7) , ( Sh , or ( 9) of this section, 

5 the employing of the parti<iipants in such activities, 

6 and the source of any moneys or things of value which 

7 may have been given or promised to the participants in 

8 such activities for their services, and the identities of 

9 any persons or committees or organizations which may 

10 have been involved in any way in the planning, pro-

n curing, and financing of such activities. 

12 ( 11) Any transactions or ciroumstances relating to 

rn the source, the control, the transmission, the transfer, 

14 the deposit, the storage, the concealment, the expendi-

15 tm'e, or use in the United States or in any other coun-

16 try, of any moneys or other things of value collected or 

17 received for actual or pretended use in the presidential 

18 ' eleetion of 1972 or in any related campaign or canvass 

19 or activities preceding or accompanying such election 

20 by any person, group of persons, committee, or orga-

21 nization of any kind acting or professing to act in behalf 

22 of any national political party or in support of or in 

23 opposition to any person seeking nomination or election 

24 to the office of President of the United States in 1972; 
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.1 (12) Compliance or noncompliance with any act 

2 of Congress requiring the reporting of the receipt or dis-

a bursement or use of any moneys or other things of value 

4 mentioned in subdivision ( 11) of this section; 

5 (13) Whether any of the moneys or things of value 

6 mentioned in subdivision ( 11) of this section were 

7 placed in any secret fund or place of storage for use in 

8 financing any activity which was sought to be concealed 

9 from the public, and, if so, what disbursement or expend-

10 iture was made of such secret fund, and the identities 

11 of any person or group of persons or committee or or-

12 ganization having any control over such secret fund or 

13 the disbursement or expenditure of the same; 

14 (14) Whether any books, checks, canceled checks, 

15 communications, correspondence, documents, papers, 

16 physical evidence, records, recordings, tapes, or mate-

17 rials relating to any of the matters or questions the select 

18 committee is authorized and directed to investigate and 

19 study llave been concealed, supvressed, or destroyed by 

20 any persons acting individually or in combination with 

21 others, and, if so, the identities and motives of any such 

22 persons or groups of persons ; 

23 ( 15) Any other activities, circumstances, materials, 

24 or transactions having a tendency to prove or disprove 

25 that persons acting either individually or in combination 
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I with others, engaged m any illegal, improper, or un-

2 ethical activities in connection with the presidential 

3 election of 1972 or any campaign, canvass, or activity 

4 related to such election; 

5 ( 16) Whether any of the existing laws of the 

6 United States are inadequate, either in their provisions 

7 or manner of enforcement to safeguard the integrity or 

8 purity of the process by which Presidents are chosen. 

9 SEC. 3. (a) To enable the select committee to make 

10 the investigation and study authorized and directed by this 

11 resolution, the Senate hereby empowers the select committee 

12 as an agency of the Senate ( 1) to employ and fix the com-

13 pensation of such clerical, investigatory, legal, technical, and 

14 other assistants as it deems necessary or appropriate; ( 2) to 

15 sit and act at any time or place during sessions, recesses, and 

16 adjournment periods of the Senate; ( 3) to hold hearings for 

17 taking testimony on oath or to receive documentary or physi-

18 cal evidence relating to the matters and questions it is author-

19 ized to investigate or study; ( 4) to require by subpcna or 

20 otherwise the attendance as witnesses of any persons who 

21 the select committee believes have knowledge or information 

22 concerning any of the matters or questions it is authorized to 

23 investigate and. study; ( 5) to require hy subpena or order 

24 any department, agency, officer, or employee of the exccu-

25 tive branch of the United States Government, or any private 
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1 person, firm, or corporation, or any officer or funner officer 

2 or' employee of any political committee or organization to 

:-J produce for its consideration or for use as evidence in its 

4 inrnstigation and study any books, chccki,;, canceled checks, 

5 correspondence, connnunications, document, papers, physicnl 

6 evidence, records, recordings, tapes, or materials relating to 

7 any of the matters or questions it is authorized to investigate 

8 and study which they or any of them may have in their 

9 custody or under their control; ( 6) to make to the Senate 

10 any recommendations it deems appropriate in respect to the 

11 willful failure or refusal of any person to appear before it in 

12 obedience to a subpena or order, or in respect to the willful 

10 failure or refusal of any person to answer questions or giye 

14 testimony in his character as a witness during his appearance 

15 before it, or in respect to the willful failure or refusal of any 

]6 officer or employee of the executive branch of the United 

17 States Government or any person, firm, or corporation, or any 

18 officer or former officer or employee of any political committee 

19 or organization, to produce before the c-0mmittee ai1y books, 

20 checks, canceled checks, correspondence, communications. 

21 document, financial records, papers, physical evidence. rec-

22 ords, recordings, tapes, or materials in obedience to any sub-

23 pena or order; ( 7) to take depositions and other testimony on 

24 oath anywhere within the United States or in any other 

25 country; ( 8) to procure the temporary or intermittent serv-
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1 ices of individual consultants, or organizations thereof, in the 

2 same manner and under the same conditions as a standing 

3 committee of the Senate may procure such services under 

4 section 202 (i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 

5 1946; (9) to use on a reimbursable basis, with the prior 

6 consent of the Government department or agency concerned 

7 and the Committee on Rules and Administration, the serv-

8 ices of personnel of any such department or agency; ( 10) to 

9 use 011 a reimbursable basis or otherwise with the prior con-

10 sent of the chairman of any other of the Senate committees 

11 or the chairman of any subcommittee of any committee of 

12 the Senate the facilities or services of any members of the 

rn staffs of such other Senate committees or any subcommittees 

14 of such other Senate committees whenever the select com-

15 mittee or its chairman deems that such action is necessary or 

16 appropriate to enable the select committee to make the in-

17 vestigation and study authorized and directed by this resolu-

18 tion; ( 11) to have access through the agency of any mem-

19 hers of the select committee el' tffiY ef its ittvestigtt.tory <-»' 

20 legal e,ssistttBts tlesigtt&tetl by it & itf! ehninmtB ffl' the ffillli-

21 ittg JBitteflt:y Ifl.ettteet·, chief majority counsel, minority coun-

22 sel, or any of its investigatory assistants jointly designated by 

23 the chairman and the ranking minority member to any data, 

24 . evidence, information, repo1t, analysis, or document or papers 

25 relating to any of the matters or questions which it is author-
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1 ized and directed to investigate and study in tho custody or 

2 under the control of any department, agency, officer, or em-

3 ployee of the executive branch of the United States Govern-

4 ment having the power under the laws of the United States 

5 to investigate any alleged criminal activities or to prosecute 

6 persons charged with crimes against tho United States which 

7 will aid the select committee to prepare for or conduct the 

8 investigation and study authorized and directed by this reso-

9 lution; and ( 12) to expend to the extent it determines nec-

10 essary or appropriate any moneys made available to it by the 

11 Senate to perform the duties and exercise the powers con-

12 £erred upon it by this resolution and to make the investigation 

13 and study it is authorized by this resolution to make. 

14 (b) Subpenas may be issued by the select committee 

15 acting through the chairman or any other member desig-

16 nated by him, and may be served by any person designated 

17 by such chairman or other membex anywhere within the 

18 borders of the United States. The chairman of the select 

19 committee, or any other member thereof, is hereby au.thor-

20 ized to administer oaths to any witnesses appearing before 

21 the committee. 

22 ( c) In preparing for or conducting the investigati,on and 

23 study authorized and directed hy this reso)ntion, the select 

24 committee shall be empowered to exercise the powers con-

25 ferred upon committees of the Senate by section (3002 of title 
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1 18 of the United States Code or any other Act of Congress 

2 regulating the granting of immunity to witnesses. 

3 SEC. 4. The select committee shall have authority to 

4 recommend the enactment of any new congressional legis-

5 lation which its investigation considers it is necessary or 

6 desirable to safeguard the electoral process by which the 

7 President of the United States is chosen. 

8 SEC. 5. 1rhe select committee shall make a final report of 

9 the results of the investigation and study conducted by it 

10 pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and 

11 its reoommendations as to new congressional legislation it 

12 deems necessary or desirable, to the Senate at the earliest 

13 practicable date, but no later than February 28, 197 4. The 

14 select committee may also submit to the Senate such interim 

15 reports as it considers appropriate. After submission of its 

16 final report, the select committee shall have three calendar 

17 months to close its affairs, and on the expiration of such 

18 three calendar months shall cease to exist. 

19 SEC. 6. The expenses of the select committee through 

20 February 28, 197 4, under this resolution shall not exceed 

21 $500,000, of which amount not to exceed $25,000 shall be 

22 available for the procurement of the services of individual 

23 consultants or organizations thereof. Such expenses shall he 

24 paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers 

25 approved by the chairman of the select committee. 
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1 The minority members of the select committee shall have one-

2 third of the professional staff of the select committee ( includ-

3 ing a minority counsel) and such part of the clerical sfa/f 

4 as may be adequate. 
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RESOLUTION 
To establish a select committee of the Senate to 

conduct an investigation and study of the 
extent, if any, to which illegal, improper, or 
unethical activities were engaged in by any 
persons, acting individually or in combina' 
tion with others, in the presidential election 
of 1972, or any campaign, canvass, or other 
activity related to it. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. MANSFIELD 

FEBRUARY 5, 1973 

Ordered to be placed on the calendar 

FEBRUARY 7, 1973 

Considered, amended, and agreed to 
., ! 
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S.RES. 95 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

APRIL 6, 1973 

Mr. EnnN submitted the follmving resolution: ,vhich "·as considered and 
agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To amend S. Res. 60, of Ninety-third Congress, first session. 

l Resolved, 'l'hat S. Res. 60, Ninety-third Congress, be 

2 amended ns follows: in section 3 (a) -

3 1. Renumber subsection ( 12) as subsection ( 13) . 

4 2. Insert the following between the ";" at the end 

5 of subsection ( 11) and renumbered subsection ( 13) : 

6 " ( 12) to procure either through assignment by the 

7 Rules Committee or by renting such offices and other 

8 space as may be necessary to enable it and its staff to 

9 make and conduct the investigation and study 11,µ,thorized 

10 and directed by this resolution i", 
V 
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RESOLUTION 
To amend S. Res. 60, of Ninety-third Congress, 

first session. 

By:Mr. ERVIN 

APRIL 6, 1973 

Considered and agreed to 
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

JUNE 25, 1973 

Mr. ERVIN (for himself and Mr. BAKER) submitted the following resolution; 
which was considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To increase the sums allotted to the Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Acti:vities for the expenses of conduct

ing the investigation and study authorized and directed by 

Senate Resolution 60 which was adopted on February 7, 

1973. 

1 Resolved, 

2 SECTION 1. That the first sentence of section 6 of Senate 

3 Resolution 60, which was ad'lpted on February 7, 1973, is 

4 hereby changed to read as follows: "The expenses of the 

5 select committee through February 28, 1974, under this res-

6 olution shall not exceed $1,000,000, of which amount not 

7 to exceed $40,000 shall be available for the procurement 

8 of the services of individual consultants or organizations 

9 thereof." 

V 
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RESOLUTION 
To increase .the sums allotted to the Senate 

Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 
...-4 Activities for the expenses of conducting the 
<N investigation and study authorized and di

rected by Senate Resolution 60 which was 
adopted on February 7, 1973. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. BAKER 

.TUNE 211, 1973 
Considered and agreed to 
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED RTATES 

OCTOBER 10, 1973 

Mr. ERVIN (for himself and Mr. BAKER) submitted the following resolution; 
which was considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the chairman of the Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities to testify and produce 

committee records before the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York pursuant to sub

poenas issued in a criminal case pending in such court. 

Whereas the Senate finds: 

1. That a criminal case entitled United States of Amer

ica vs. John N. Mitchell, Maurice Stans, and others, which 

is numbered 73 Cr. 439 (LPG) and which involves n 

campaign contribution for $250,000 allegedly made by 

Robert Vesco, is pending in the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York; 

2. That Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., (who is hereafter 

called Senator Ervin) , Chairman of the Senate fdect Com-

V 
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mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities (which is here

after called the Select Committee) , has been served with 

three subpoenas issued by a deputy clerk of said District 

Court upon the ·application of John N. Mitchdl and Mamice 

Stans commanding him to appear before said District Court 

at Foley Square, room 906, in the city of New York on 

October 23, 1973, at 10 o'clock a.m. to testify in the afore

said criminal case and to bring with him various things 

allegedly in the possession of the Select Committee, whieh 

are described in the several subpoenas; 
3. That the things mentioned in the first subpoena are 

described in it as follows: "All records, tape recordings, 

notes, memoranda of conversations, interviews or testimony 

in executive session of the Committee conducted by Com

mittee members, counsel, or staff of John W. Dean, III, 

which relate in whole or in part, directly or indirectly to the 

following: (a) The $250,000 contribution from Robert 

Vesco; (b) That portion of the SEO investigation bearing 

on the $250,000 contribution; and ( c) Dea.lings with the 

SlW, Depattment of Justice, United States Attorney

Southern District of New York."; 

4. That the things mentioned in the second subpoena are 

described in it as follows: "All records, tape recordings, 

notes, memoranda of conversations, interviews or testimony 

in executive session of the Committee conducted by Commit

tee members, counsel, or staff of Hugh Sloan which relate 

in whole or in part, directly or indireotly to the following: 

(a) The $250,000 contribution from Robert Vesco; (b) 

trhat portion of the SEO investigation bearing on the 

$250,000 contribution; and ( c) Dealings with the SEC, 

Department of Justice, United States Attorney-Southern 

District of New York."; 
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5, That the things mentioned in the third suhpoena an• 

described in it as follows: "All reports, files, recordR, n<Jh'f;, 

memoranda, and other tangible evidence of contributions, 

donations or gifts in excess of $1,000 made to all candidates 

in the 1972 Presidential Campaigu of either the Republican 

or the Democratic Party, including but not limited to pri

maries, which specify or relate to the following: (a) The 

names and addresses of the contributors and recipients; (b) 

The dates of all such contributions; and ( c) The manner of 

payment of such contributions, whether it be by a check, 

cash, security or some other form of payment."; 

6. That Senator Ervin believes it is the duty of all pl'r

sons to cooperate with the courts in the administration of 

criminal justice, and for this reason asks the Sennte for 

authority to appear and testify in person on the trial of said 

criminal case if the defendants, John N. l\fitehell and Maurice 

Stans, so desire, despite the fact that he is not aware of. any 

personal knowledge which would make him a competent 

witness on the trial; 

7. That the Select Oommitte.e did not investigate till' 

contribution of $250,000 allegedly made by Robert V:esco 

or collect any information relating to it because it understood 

thnt the defendants, John N. )fitthell and l\fauri·ee Stnns. 

were indicted in the pending ci·iminal case on some charg·(• 

arising out of such contribution, and because iti,refrains from 

investigating matters covered by pending indictmcn~,; 

8. That for this r.eason, the Relect Committee does rn,t 

have in its custody, control or possession any of the things 

described in the first and second subpoenas; 

9. That the Select Committee is virtually without any 

original reports, records, or memoranda of any kind rclatin,:r 

to cam}Jaign contributions but does have in its pQssession 
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enormous quantities of following: (a) Copies made by its 

investigators from original reports, records, and memoranda 

relating to campaign contributions now in the possession of 

others; (b) Notes of interviews of numerous persons con

ducted by committee investigators; and ( c) Notes made by 

counuittee investigators for the purpose of refreshing their 

r<'collection in respect to what their oral investigations 

revealed; 

10. That since the third subpoena makes no distinction 

between the originals and copies of reports, records, and 

memoranda, the Select Committee belieYes that it may have 

in its possession copies of reports, records, and memorand11 

called for by the third subpoena; but the Select Committee 

is unable to determine without further enlightenment whether 

any of these copies of reports, records, or memoranda are 

relevant to any of the issues joined in the aforesaid criminal 

case; 

11. That all members of the Select Committee believe 

that it is their duty to cooperate with the courts in their 

administration of criminal justice, and for this reason they are 

desirous of having the S~lect Committee and its Chairman 

make available to the defendants, John N. Mitchell and 

Maurice Stans, any of the copies of reports, records, and 

memoranda in the possession of the Select Committee which 

are relevant to the issues involved in the aforesaid criminal 

case; 

12. That the Senate believes that the most appropriate 

method by which such relevancy can be ascertained is by 

consultation between the Select Committee and counsel for 

the defendants, John N. Mitchell and Maurice Stans, or 

by preliminary orders entered by the said District Court 

upon appropriate motions made hy the Seloot Committee; 
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13. That all of the members of th'fl Seleot Committee are 

desirous that the Senate adopt t4is res(,)lution; Now, there~ 

fore, be it 

1 Resolved, That the Senate hereby authorizes Senator 

2 Ervin to appear and testify in person before the United 

3 States District Court for the Southern District of New 

4 York in the aforesaid criminal case in the event the defend-

5 ants, John N. Mitchell and Maurice Stans, desire him to 

6 do so. 

7 SEc. 2. That the Senate hereby authorizes Senator 

8 Ervin to make return to the first and second subpoenas stat-

9 ing that the Select Committee does not have in its possession 

10 any of the things described in them. 

11 SEC. 3. That the Senate hereby authorizes Senator 

12 Ervin, as Chairman of the Select Committee to produce 

13 before the United States District Court for the Southern 

14 District of New York on the trial of the aforesaid criminal 

15 case the originals or copies of any reports, records, or memo

ld randa mentioned in the third subpoena which may be rele-

17 vant to the issues involved in the aforesaid criminal case; 

18 SEC. 4. That the Senate authorizes the Select Commit-

19 tee to ascertain by consultation with counsel for the defend-

20 ants, John N. Mitchell and Maurice Stans, or by motions in 

21 the United States District Court for the Southern District 
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1 of New Y or\ the relevancy, if any, to the issues involved in 

2 the aforesaid criminal case ·of'any of the things in the pos-

3 session of the Select Committee which are described in the 

·1 thi~d subpoena. 
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RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the chairman of the Senate Select 

· Committee on Presidential Campaign Ac
tivities to testify and produce committee 
records before the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of New York 
pursuant to subpoenas issued in a criminal 
case p!'nding in such court. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. BAKER 

OoToIIEB 10, 1973 
Considered and agreed to 
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93D CONGRESS s RES 194 1ST SESSION 
• 4! 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

NOVEMBER 2, 1973 

Mr. ERVIN (for himself, Mr. BAKER, Mr. GuRNEY, Mr. b,ouYE, Mr. MoNTOL\, 
Mr. TALMAOOE, and Mr. WEICKER) submittPd the following resolution; 
which was ordered to be placed on the calendar 

NOVEMBER 7, 1973 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Relating to S. Res. 60. 

1 Resolved, That-

2 SECTION 1. By S. Res. 60, Ninety-third Congress, first 

3 session ( 1973) , section 3 (a) ( 5) , the Select Committee on 

4 Presidential Campaign Activities was and is empowered to 

5 issue subpenas for documents, tapes, and other material to 

6 any officer of the executive branch of the United States Gov-

7 ernment. In view of the fact that the President of the United 

8 St.ates is, as recognized by S. Res. 60, an officer of the 

9 United States, and was a candidftte for the office of President 

10 in 1972 and is therefore a person whose activities the select 

11 committee is authorized by S. Res. 60 to investigate, it is 

V 
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1 the sense of the Senate that the select committee's issuance 

2 on ~uly 23, 1973, of two subpenas duces tecum to the Pres-

3 ident for the production of tapes and other materials was 

4 and is fully authorized by S. Res. 60. Moreover, the Senate 

5 hereby approves and ratifies the committee's issuance of 

6 these subpenas. 

7 SEC. 2. On August 9, 1973, the select committee and its 

8 members instituted suit against the President of the United 

9 States in the United States District Court for the District of 

10 Columbia to achieve compliance with the two subpenas ref-

11 erenced in section 1 above, and since that time, in both the 

12 district court and the United States Court of Appeals for the 

13 District of Columbia Circuit, have actively pursued this litiga-

14 tion. It is the sense of the Senate that the initiation and pur-

15 suit of this litigation by the select committee and its members 

16 was and is fully authorized by applicable custom and law, 

17 including the provisions of S. Res. 262, Seventieth Congress, 

18 first session ( 1928) . In view of the entirely discretionary 

19 provisions of section •3 (a) ( 6) of S. Res. 60, it is further 

20 the sense of the Senate that the initiation of this lawsuit did 

21 not require the prior approval of the Senate. Moreover, the 

22 Senate hereby approves and ·ratifies the actions of the select 

23 committee in instituting and pursuing the aforesaid litigation. 

24 SEC. 3. The select committee and its members, by issuing 

25 subpenas to the President and instituting and pursuing litiga-
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1 tion to achieve compliance with those subpenas, were and 

2 are acting to determine the extent of possible illegal, im-

3 proper, or unethical conduct in connection with the Pres-

4 idential campaign and election of 1972 by officers or 

5 employees of the executive branch of the United States Gov-

6 ernment or other persons. It is the sense of the Senate that, 

7 in so doing, the select committee and its members were and 

8 are engaged in the furtherance of valid legislative purposes, 

9 to wit, a determination of the need for and scope of corrective 

10 legislation to safeguard the processes by which the President 

11 of the United States is elected and, in that connection, the 

· 12 informing of the public of the extent of illegal, improper, or 

13 unethical activities that occurred in connection with the 

14 Presidential campaign and election of 1972 and the involve-

15 ment of officers or employees of the executive branch or 

16 others therein. It is further the sense of the Senate that the 

17 materials sought by the committee's subpenas are of vital 

18 importance in determining the extent of such involvement 

19 and in determining the need for and scope of corrective 

20 legislation. 
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1ST SESSION e • 

RESOLUTION 
Relating to S. Res. 60. 

By Mr. ERVIN, Mr. BAKER, Mr. GuRNEY, Mr. 
lNoUYE, Mr. MONTOYA, Mr. TALMADGE, and 
Mr. WEicKER 

NoVEMBER 2, 1973 
Ordered to be placed on the calendar 

NOVEMBER 7, 1973 
Considered and agreed to 
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93n CONGRESS s RES 209 1ST SESSION 

• • 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

~CEl\lBER 1,1973 

Mr. ERVIN (for himself and Mr. BAKER) submitted the following resolution; 
which was ordered to be placed on the calendar 

DECEl\lBER 4, 1973 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To mcrease the sums allotted to the Senate Select Committee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities for the expenses of 

conducting the investigation and study authorized and di

rected by S. Res. 60 which was adopted on February 7, 

1973. 

I Resolved, That the first sen:tence of section 6 of S. Res. 

2 60, which was adopted o~ F{!bruary 7, 1973, is hereby 

3 changed to read as follows: "'l'he expenses of the select 
/ 

4 committee through February 28, 1974, under this resolu-

5 tion shall not exceed $1,500,000, of which amount not to 

6 exceed $50,000 shall he available for the procurement of the 

7 services of individual consultants or organizations thereof.", 

V 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, 1 .. 4 
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RESOLUTION 
To increase the sums allotted to the Senate 

Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 
Activities for the expenses of conducting the 
investigation and study authorized and di
rected by S. Res. 60 which was adopted on 
February 7, 1973. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. BAKER 

DEOEM'.BEB l, 1978 

Ordered to be placed on the calendar 
DEOEKBEB 4, 1973 

Considered and agreed to 

\ 
I 
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!l3n CONGRESS s RES 286 2o SESSION 

• • 
[Report No. 93-716] 

IN 'l'HE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

FEBRU.\RY 19, 1974 

l\Ir. Env1N ( for himself and l\fr. BAKER) submitted the following resolution; 
which was referred to the Committee on Hules and Administration 

FEBRUARY 28, 1974 

Reported by Mr. CANNON, without amendment 

MARCH 1, 1974 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To increase the sums allotted to the Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities. 

1 Resolved, That the first sentence of section 6 of S. Res. 

2 60, which was adopted on February 7, 1973, is hereby 

3 changed to read as follows: "The expenses of the select 

4 committee through l\1ay 28, 1974, under this resolution 

5 shall not exceed $1,800,000, of which amount not to 

6 exceed $70,000 shall be available for the procurement of the 

7 services of individual consultants or ,organizations thereof." 

V 
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[Report No. 93-716] 

RESOLUTION 
To increase the sums allotted to the Senate Se-

~ lect Committee on Presidential Campaign 
c,:, Activities. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. BAKER 

FEBRUARY 19, 1974 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration 

FEBRUARY 28, 1974 
Reported without amendment 

MARCH 1, 197 4 

Considered and agreed to 
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03n CONGRESS s RES 287 2u SESSION 

• • 

IN THE SENA'fE 01-1' THE UNITED STAT~JS 

FEBHL\IlY l!J, 107 4 

l\fr. EnnN ( for himself and Mr. B.HrnH) submitted the following rt>solntion; 
which was considl·red and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To extend until l\Iay 28, 197-!, the time of the Senate Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Acti vi tics, whid1 was 

created by S. Res. 60, for making its final report and recom

mendations to the Senate. 

I Resolved, That the first sentence of section 5 of S. Ile~. 

2 60 be amended to read as follows: "The select committee 

3 shall make a final report of the results of the investigation 

4 and study conducted hy it pursuant to this resolution, to-

5 gether with its findings and r~commendations as to new 

6 congressional legislation it deems necessary or desirable, to 

7 the Senate at the earliest practicahle date, but no later than 

8 )fay 28, 1974." 

V 
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2D SESSION • • 

RESOLUTION 
To extend until May 28, 1974, the time of the 

Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities, which was created by 
S. Res. 60, for making its final report and 
recommendations to the Senate. 

By Mr. ERVI:S and Mr. BAKER 

FEBRUARY 19, 1974 

Considered and agreed to 
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930 CONGRESS s RES 288 2DSESSION 

• • 

IN 'fHE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

FEBRUARY 21 (legislatirn day, FEBRF.\RY 19), 1974 

Mr. Ennx submitted the following resolution; which was considered and 
agreed to; pn'tunblc agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To authorize the dissemination of certain information to the 

Internal Revenue Service by the Senate Select Committee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities; and the inspection 

by the Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activi

ties of certain income tax returns, applications for tax ex

emption, and related documents held by the Internal Rev

enue Service. 

'Whereas the Internal Revenue Service, in furtherance of certain 

on-going investigations, has requested information from the 

Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activ1-

ties; and 

Whereas, it has come to the attention of the Senate Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities that the 

Internal Revenue Service has, in the course of the afore

mentioned on-going investigations discovered information 

V 
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which relates directly to the Senate investigation being con

ducted by the Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities pursuant to Senate Resolution 60 (93d 

Congress, 1st session) . Now, therefore, be it 

l Resolved, That the Senate authorizes the Select Com-

2 mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities to make avail-

3 able to the Internal Revenue Service such information re-

4 quested by that agency; and be it further 

5 Resolved, That in accordance with the prov1s10ns of 

n sections 6103 (d) and 6104 (a) (2) of the Internal Hev-

7 enue Code of 1954, the Senate authorizes the Select Com-

8 mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities to investigate, 

9 receive and insped" any data, documents or other informa-

10 tion held by the Internal Revenue Service which relates 

11 directly to that investigation presently being conducted by 

12 the Internal Revenue Service and by the Senate Select Com

m mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities as authorized 

l:l- by Senate Resolution 60 (93d Congress, 1st session). 
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• • 

RESOLUTION 
To authorize the dissemination of certain infor

mation to the Internal Revenue Service by 
the Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

- Campaign Activities; and the inspection by 
-tji the Select Committee on Presidential Cam-

paign Activities of certain income tax re
turns, applications for tax exemption, and 
related documents held by the Internal Rev
enue Service. 

By Mr. ERVIN 

FEBRUARY 21 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 19), 1974 

Considered and agreed to ; preamble agreed to 
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93D CONGRESS s CON RES 86 2DSESSIOY 

• • • 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

.Mw 15,1974 

Mr. EnvIN submitted the following concurrent resolution; which wus refcned 
to the Committee on Rules and Administration 

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the printing of additional copies of the hearings and 

final report of the Senate Select Committee on !>residential 

Campaign Activities. 

1 Resolved by the Senate ( the JI ouse of Repl'ese11tatiees 

2 concurring), That the authorization ( pursuant to S. Con. 

3 Res. 29, Ninety-third Congress, agreed to ·June 28, 1973) 

4 for the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Cam-

5 paign Activities to have _,rrinted for its use five thousand 

6 additional copies of its hearings on illegal, improper, or un-

7 ethical activities during the Presidential election of 1972 he 

8 extended through the duration of its existence as a select 

9 committee. 

10 SEC. 2. There shall be printed for the use of the Senate 

11 Select Committee. on Presidential Campaign Activities six 

12 thousand additional copies of its final report to the Senate. 

V 
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the printing of additional copies of 

the hearings and final report of the Senate 
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 
Activities. 

By Mr. EnvIN 

JIIA Y 15, 197 4 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration 
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930 CONGRESS s RES 327 2DSESSION 

• • 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

MAY 20,1974 

Mr. ERVIN (for himself and Mr. BAKER) submitted the following resolution; 
which was ordered to be placed on the calendar 

MAY 21,1974 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
To extend the time of the Senate Select Committee on Presiden

tial C11mpaign Activities for making its final report to the 

Senate, and for prosecuting its judicial a.ction against the 

President for certain taped recordings. 

1 Resolved, That section 5 of S. Res. 60, which was 

2 adopted February 7, 1973, is hereby amended to read as 

3 follows: "The select committee shall make a final report of 

4 the results of the investigation and study conducted by it 

5 pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and isnch 

6 legislative proposals as it deems necessary or desirable, to 

7 the Senate at the earliest practicable date, but no later than 

8 June 30, 197 4. The seleot committee may also submit to 

9 the Senate such interim reports as it considers appropriate. 

V 
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1 After submission of its final report, the select committee 

2 shall have three calendar months to close its affairs, and on 

3 the expiration of such three calendar months shall cease to 

4 exist: Provided, however, That in case· the judicial action 

5 brought by the select committee against the President to ob-

6 tain specified taped recordings of conversations in which the 

7 President and his former aide, John W. Dean, participated is 

8 not finally adjudicated before the expiration of such three 

9 calendar months, the select committee shall continue in exist-

10 ence thereafter until thirty days subsequent to the occurrence 

11 of one of these alternative events, namely, the judicial action 

12 is finally adjudicated adversely to the select committee, or the 

13 specified taped recordings are actually received by the select 

14 committee pursuant to the final adjudication of such judicial 

15 action or otherwise. In case the last event occurs, the select 

16 committee is empowered to report to the Senate an adden-

17 dum to its final report setting forth findings and legislative 

18 recommendations based on what the taped recordings 

19 diisclose.". 
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RESOLUTION 
To extend the time of the Senate Select Com

mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities 
for making its final report to the Senate, and 
for prosecuting its judicial action against 
the President for certain taped recordings. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. BAKER 

MAY 20,1974 

Ordered to be placed on the calendar 

MAY 21, 1974 

Considered and agreed to 



RULES OF PROCEDURE 
FOR THE 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 

ACTIVITIES 

1. Preliminary investigations may be in
itiated by the committee staff with the ap
proval of the Chairman or at his direction. 

2. Committee hearings or meetings shall 
be conducted by the Chairman or member 
designated by the Chairman. 

3. The Chairman shall give each member 
written notice of the subject of and scope of 
anyhearings 24 hours prior to the time such 
hearing 'is to begin within the District of 
Columbia; otherwise 48 hours prior thereto. 
No hearings shall then be held if any member 
objects unless upon the subsequent approval 
of the majority of the committee. 

4. The Chairman shall have authority to 
call meetings of the committee which author
ity he may delegate to any other member. 
Members shall have at least 24 hours notice of 
any meeting of the committee within the Dis
trict of Columbia; otherwise 48 hours prior 
thereto. 

1 

Should a majority of the members re
quest the Chairman in writing to call a 
meeting of the committee and should the 
Chairman fail to call such meeting with
in 10 days thereafter, such majority may 
call a meeting by filing a written notice 
with the Clerk who shall promptly notify 
each member of the committee in writ
ing. If the Chairman is not present at 
any such meeting, and has not desig
nated another member to conduct the 
meeting, the ranking majority member 
present shall preside. 

5. A quorum for the transaction of com
mittee business shall consist of a majority of 
the committee members. Unless otherwise 
specified in these rules, decisions of the com
mittee shall be by a majority of votes cast. 
For the purpose of hearing witnesses, taking 
testimony, and receiving evidence, a quorum 
will consist of one Senator. 

6. No person shall be allowed to be present 
during a hearing or meeting held in executive 
session except members and employees of the 
committee, the witness and his counsel, 
stenographers, or interpreters of the com
mittee. Other persons whose presence is re
quested or consented to by the majority of the 
members of the committee present may be 

2 



admitted to such sessions. 
7. It shall be the duty of the Clerk and staff 

director to keep or cause to be kept a record of 
all committee proceedings; including the rec
ord of votes on any matter on which a record 
vote is taken and of all quorum calls together 
with all motions, points of order, parlia
mentary inquiries, rulings of the chair and 
appeals therefrom. The record shall show 
those members present at each meeting. Such 
record shall be available to any member of the 
committee upon request. 

8. A vote by any member of the committee 
with respect to any measure or matter being 
considered by the committee may be cast by 
proxy providing the proxy authorization is in 
writing to the Chairman, designating the 
person who is to execute the proxy authori
zation, and is limited to a specific measure or 
matter and any amendments pertaining 
thereto. Proxies shall not be considered for 
the establishment of a quorum. 

9. Subpenas for attendance of witnesses 
and the production of memoranda, docu
ments, and records may be issued by the 
Chairman or any other member designated by 
him, and may be served by any person desig
nated by such Chairman or member. Authori
zation for the issuance of a subpena shall be 
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given by the Chairman or Vice Chairman of 
the committee, or both, or by the majority of 
the members of the committee present at a 
meeting, if either the Chairman or Vice 
Chairman or both requests that the authori
zation for the issuance of any particnlar sub
pena or subpenas be decided by the committee. 

10. Each subpena shall be accompanied by 
a copy of the Senate resolution authorizing 
the investigation with respect to which the 
witness is summoned to testify or to produce 
papers. 

11. Witnesses shall be subpenaed at a rea
sonably sufficient time in advance of any 
hearing in order to give the witness an oppor
tunity to prepare for the hearing, employ 
counsel should he so desire, and/or produce 
documents, books, records, memoranda, and 
papers called for by a subpena duces tecum. 
The committee shall determine, in each par
ticular instance, what period of time consti
tutes reasonable notice; however in no case 
shall it be less than 24 hours. 

12. Except when publication is authorized 
by the Chairman, no member of the committee 
or staff shall make public the name of any 
witness sabpenaed before the committee or 
release any information to the public relating 
to a witness under subpena or the issuance of 

' 
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a subpena prior to the time and date set for 
his appearance. 

13. All witnesses appearing before the 
committee, pursuant to subpena, shall be 
furnished a printed copy of the rules of pro
cedure of the committee. 

14. All witnesses at public or executive 
investigative hearings shall give all testimony 
under oath or affirmation which shall be ad
ministered by the Chairman or a member of 
the committee. 

15. The time and order of interrogation of 
witnesses appearing before the committee 
shall be controlled by the Chairman. Interro
gation of witnesses at committee hearings 
shall be conducted by committee members and 
authorized committee staff personnel only. 

16. Any objection raised by a witness or 
his counsel to procedures or to the admissibil
ity of testimony and evidence shall be ruled 
upon by the Chairman or presiding member 
and such rulings shall be the rulings of the 
committee, unless a disagreement thereon is 
expressed by a majority of the committee 
present. In the case of a tie, the rule of the 
Chair will prevail. 

17. Any witness desiring to make a pre
pared or written statement for the records of 
the proceedings shall file a copy of such state-

s 

ment with the counsel of the committee 24 
hours in advance of the hearings at which the 
statement is to be presented, unless the Chair
man waives the requirement. All such state
ments or portions thereof so received which 
are relevant and germane to the subject of 
investigation may, at the conclusion of the 
testimony of the witness and with the ap
proval of a majority of the committee mem
bers be inserted in the official transcript of 
the proceedings. 

18. A witness may make a statement, 
which shall be brief and relevant to the sub
ject matter of his examination, at the begin
ning and conclusion of his testimony. Each 
such statement shall not exceed three minutes 
unless an extension of time is authorized by 
the Chairman. However, statements which 
take the form of personal attacks by the wit
ness upon the motives of the committee, the 
personal character of any members of the 
Congress or of the committee staff, and 
intemperate statements, are not deemed to 
be relevant or germane, shall not be made, 
and may be stricken from the record of the 
proceedings. 

19. All witnesses at public or executive 
hearings shall have the right to be accom
panied by counsel. Any witness who desires 

6 



counsel but who is unable to secure counsel 
may inform the committee at least 24 hours in 
advance of his appearance of his inability to 
retain counsel and the committee will en
deavor to secure voluntary counsel for the 
witness. However, failure to secure counsel 
will not excuse the witness from appearing. 

20. Counsel retained by any witness and 
accompanying such witness 111hall be per
mitted to be present during the testimony of 
such witness at any public or executive hear
ing. The sole and exclusive prerogative of the 
counsel shall be to advise such witness while 
he is testifying of his legal rights and consti
tutional rights. Provided, however, that any 
Government officer or employee being inter
rogated by the staff or testifying before the 
committee and electing to have his personal 
counsel present shall not be permitted to 
select such counsel from the employees or 
officers of any Government agency. 

21. A witness shall not be excused from 
testifying in the event his counsel is not pres
ent or is ejected for contumacy or disorderly 
conduct; nor shall counsel for the witness 
coach the witness, answer for the witness, or 
put words in the witness' mouth. Tb.e failure 
of any witness to secure counsel shall not 
excuse such witness from attendance in re-
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sponse to subpena. 
22. At the conclusion of the interrogation of 

his client, counsel shall be permitted to make 
such reasonable and pertinent requests upon 
the committee, including the testimony of 
other witnesses or presentation of other evi
dence, as he shall deem necessary to protect 
his client's rights. These requestl!I shall be 
ruled upon by the committee members 
present. 

23. Counsel for witnesses shall conduct 
himself in a professional, ethical, and proper 
manner. His failure to do so shall, upon a 
finding to that effect by a majority of the com
mittee members present, subject such counsel 
to disciplinary action which may include 
warning, censure, removal of counsel from 
the hearing room, or a recommendation of 
contempt proceedings. 

24. There shall be no direct or cross-exami
nation by counsel appearing for a witness. 
However, the counsel may submit in writing 
any questions he wishes propounded to his 
client or to any other witness. With the con
sent of the majority of the members present, 
such question or questions shall be put to the 
witness by the Chairman, by another member 
or by counsel of the committee either in the 
original form or in modified language. The 
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decision of the committee as to the admis
sibility of questions submitted by counsel for 
a witness, as well as their form, shall be final. 

25. Any person who is the subject of an 
investigation in public hearings may submit 
to the Chairman questions in writing for the 
cross-examination of the witnesses. Their 
formulation and admissibility shall be de
cided by the committee in accordance with 
rule 25. 

26. Any person whose name is mentioned 
or who is specifically identified, and who be
lieves that testimony or other evidence pre
sented at a public hearing, or comment made 
by the committee member or counsel, tends to 
defame him or otherwise adversely affect his 
reputation, may (a) request to appear per
sonally before the committee to testify on his 
own behalf, or, in the alternative; (b) file a 
sworn statement of facts relevant to the testi
mony, or other evidence or comment com
plained of. Such request and such statement 
shall be submitted to the committee for its 
cons::deration and action. 

27. No testimony taken or material pre
sented in an executive session, or any sum
mary or excerpt thereof shall be made avail
able to other than the committee members 
and committee staff and no such material or 

• 

testimony shall be made public or presented 
at a public hearing, either in whole or in part, 
unless authorized by a majority of the com
mittee members or as otherwise provided for 
in these rules. 

28. No evidence or testimony, or any sum~ 
mary or excerpt thereof given in executive 
session which the committee determines may 
tend to defame, degrade, or incriminate any 
person shall be released, or presented at a 
public hearing unless such person shall have 
been afforded the opportunity to testify or 
file a statement in rebuttal, and any pertinent 
evidence or testimony given by such person, 
or on his behalf, is made a part of the tran
script, summary, or excerpt prior to the pub
lic release of such portion of the testimony. 

29. A complete and accurate stenographic 
record shall be made of all testimony at all 
public and executive committee hearings. 

30. A witness shall, upon request, be given 
a reasonable opportunity before any tran
script is made public to inspect in the office of 
the committee the transcript of his testimony 
to determine whether it was correctly tran
scribed and may be accompanied by his coun
sel during such inspection. If the witness so 
desires, the committee will furnish him a copy 
of his testimony, at no expense to the witness. 

10 



31. Any corrections in the transcription of 
the testimony of the witness which the wit
ness desires to make shall be submitted in 
writing to the committee within 5 days of the 
taking of his testimony. However, changes 
shall only be made for the purpose of making 
minor grammatical corrections and editing, 
and not for the purpose of changing the sub
stance of the testimony. Any questions aris
ing with respect to such editing shall be 
decided by the Chairman. 

32. A copy of the testimony given in public 
session or that part of the testimony given by 
the witness in executive session and subse
quently quoted or made part of the record in 
a public session shall be made available to any 
witness at his expense, if he so requests. Any 
witness shall be given a reasonable opportu
nity to insp~ct any such public testimony in 
the committee office. 

33. Whenever the Chairman so permits, 
any committee hearing that is open to the 
public may be covered, in whole or in part, by 
television broadcast, radio broadcast, and 
still photography, or by any other media cov
erage, provided that such coverage is orderly 
and unobtrusive. 

34. The coverage of any hearing of the 
committee by television, radio, or still 

:u 

photography shall be under the direct super
vision of the Chairman, who may for good 
cause terminate such media coverage in whole 
or in part, or take such other action as the 
circumstances may warrant. 

35. A witness may request, on grounds of 
distraction, harassment, or physical discom
fort, that during his testimony, television, 
motion picture, and other cameras and lights 
shall not be directed at him, such requests to 
be ruled on by the committee members pres
ent at the hearing. 

36. No recommendation that a witness be 
cited for contempt of Congress shall be for
warded to the Senate unless and until the 
committee has, upon notice to all its members, 
met and considered the alleged contempt and 
by a majority of the committee voted that 
such recommendation be made. 

37. All staff members shall be confirmed 
by a majority of the committee. After con
firmation, the Chairman shall certify staff 
appointments to the financial clerk of the 
Senate, in writing. 

38. The Chairman sha11 ~ave the authority 
to utilize the services, information, facilities, 
and personnel of the departments and estab
lishments of the Government, and to procure 
the temporary or intermittent services of 
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experts or consultants or organizations there
of to make studies or assist or advise the com
mittee with respect to any matter under 
investigation. 

39. In preparing for or conducting the 
investigation and study authorized and di
rected by the resolution creating this com
mittee the committee is empowered to exer
cise the powers conferred upon committees of 
the Senate by sections 6002 and 6005 of title 
18 of the United States Code or any other act 
of Congress regulating the granting of im
munity to witnesses. 

40. All information developed by or made 
known to any member of the committee staff 
shall be deemed to be confidential. No member 
of the committee staff shall communicate to 
any person, other than a member of the com
mittee or another member of the committee 
staff, any substantive information with re
spect to any substantive matter related to the 
activities of the committee. All communica
tions with the press and other persons not on 
the committee or committee staff in ;respect to 
confidential substantive matters shall be by 
members of the committee only. Official re
leases of information to the press on behalf 
of the committee shall be made only with the 
express consent of the Chairman and Vice 
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Chairman. 
41. These rules may be modified, amended, 

or repealed by a decision of the committee, 
provided that a notice in writing of the pro
posed change has been given to each member 
at least 48 hours prior to the respective 
action. 
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On Monday, April 16, 1973, the Select Com
mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities 
met and unanimously adopted guidelines re
garding testimony and appearances of pro
spective witnesses before the Select Commit
t.ee. The text follows. 

In investigating the matters mentioned in 
S. Res. 60, the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities will observe 
its standing rules, its previously established 
procedures for staff interviews of prospective 
witnesses, and these guidelines: 
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1. The committee will receive oral and 
documentary evidence relevant to the matters 
S. Res. 60 authorizes it to investigate and 
matters bearing on the credibility of the 
witnesses who testify before it. 

2. All witnesses shall testify before the 
committee on oath or affirmation in hearings 
which shall be open to the public and the news 
media. This guideline shall not abridge, how
ever, the power of the committee to take the 
testimony of a particular witness on oath or 
affirmation in an executive meeting if the 
committee would otherwise be unable to as
certain whether the witness knows anything 
relevant to the matters the committee is au-
thorized to investigate. · 

3. All still and motion picture photography 
will be completed before a witness actually 
testifies, and no such photography shall occur 
while the witness is testifying. Television 
coverage of a witness and his testimony shall 
be permitted, however, under the provisions 
of the Standing Rules of the Committee. 

4. In taking the testimony of a witnesses, 
the committee will endeavor to do two thinga: 
First, to minimize inconvenience to the wit
ness and disruption of his affairs; and, second, 
to afford the witness a fair opportunity to 
give his testimony without undue interru~ 
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ti.on. To achieve the first of these objectives, 
the committee will honor the request of the 
witness to the extent feasible for advance 
notice of the time and place appointed for 
taking his testimony, complete the taking of 
of his testimony with as much dispatch as 
circumstances permit, and release the wit
ness from further attendance on the commit
tee as soon as circumstances allow, subject, 
however, to the power of the committee to 
recall him for further testimony in the event 
the committee deems such action advisable. 
To afford the witness a fair opportunity to 
present his testimony, the committee will per
mit the witness to make an opening statement 
not exceeding 20 minutes, which shall not be 
interrupted by questioning, and a closing 
statement summarizing his testimony, not 
exceeding 5 minutes, which will not be in
terrupted by questioning: Provided, however, 
questions suggested by the closing statement 
may be propounded after such statement is 
made. 

5. The committee respects and recognizes 
the right of a prospective witness who is in
terviewed by the staff of the committee in ad
vance of a public hearing as well as the right 
of a witness who appears before the commit
tee to be accompanied by a lawyer of his own 
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choosing to advise him concerning his con
stitutional and legal rights as a witness. 

6. If the lawyer who accompanies a wit
ness before the committee advises the witness 
to claim a privilege against giving any testi
mony sought by the committee, the committee 
shall have the discretionary power to permit 
the lawyer to present his •riews on the matter 
for the information of the committee, and the 
committee shall thereupon rule on the validity 
of the claim or its application to the particular 
circumstances involved and require the wit
ness to give the testimony sought in the event 
its ruling on the claim is adverse to the wit
ness. Neither the witness nor any other officer 
or person shall be permitted to claim a privi
lege against the witness testifying prior to 
the appearance of the witness before the com
mittee, and the committee shall not rule in 
respect to the claim until the question by 
which the testimony is sought is put to the 
witness. 

7. The committee believes that it may be 
necessary for it to obtain the testimony of 
some White House aides if the committee is 
to be able to ascertain the complete truth in 
respect to the matters it is authorized to in
vestigate by S. Res. 60. To this end, the com
mittee will invite such White House aides as 
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it has reason to believe have knowledge or 
information relevant to the matters it is au
thorized to investigate to appear before the 
committee and give testimony on oath or 
affirmation in open hearings respecting such 
matters. In this connection, the committee 
will extend to such aides the considerations 
set forth in detail in guideline No. 4 and the 
right to counsel set forth in detail in guide
lines Nos. 5 and 6. In addition to these con
siderations and rights, the committee will 
permit the White House to have its own coun
sel present when any White House aide ap
pears before the committee as a witness, and 
permit such counsel to invoke any claim that 
a privilege available to the President forbids 
a White House aide to give the testimony 
sought by the committee, and the committee 
shall thereupon rule on validity of such claim 
or its application to the particular testimony 
sought in the manner and with the effect set 
forth in guideline No. 6 in respect to a claim 
of privilege invoked by a witness or his coun
sel. The committee will not subpena a White 
House aide to appear before it or its staff 
unless such aide fails to make timely response 
to an invitation to appear. 

8. The committee may require the Sergeant 
at Arms of the Senate, or any of his assist-
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ants or deputies, or any available law en
forcement officer to eject from a meeting of 
the committee any person who willfully dis
rupts the meeting or willfully impedes the 
committee in the performance of its functions 
under S. Res. 60. 

9. Whenever the committee takes testi
mony through the agency of less than the 
majority of the members of the committee, 
as authorized by its standing rules, the mem
ber or members of the committee taking the 
testimony shall be vested with the powers set 
forth in these guidelines and shall be deemed 
to act as the committee in exercising such 
powers. j 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES, IO, l3D CONC'.iiRESS) 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

Admissibility of Hearsay Statements of a Co-conspirator 

While Congressional hearings are not limited to 

the receipt of evidence competent at a criminal trial, this 

memorandum will summarize for the information of th~ Select 

Committee the evidentiary rules regarding the admissibility at 

a trial of out-of-court statements of a co-conspirator. 

A. The Rule. 

The basic rule as to the admissibility of a hearsay 

statement of a co-conspirator against other co-conspirators is as 

follows: If there is a conspiracy, the statements of any 

co-conspirator in the course of and in furtherance of a conspiracy 

are admissible as substantive evidence against all conspirators. 

The fact of a conspiracy and its membership must be proved, 

but it may be proven either by circumstantial or direct evidence, 
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and this evidence need not be presented before the co-conspirator's 

statements are heard. If the hearsay statement is presented 

before proof of the conspiracy, the statement is admitted con

ditionally, with the final determination of its admissibility 

dependent upon the presentations of such proof. 

To illustrate: In order to induce ~ to participate 

in the venture or to do a particular act (which need not be criminal 

in itself),!! (a participant in a crime) tells~that ~and (2_ were 

active with~ in an unlawful conspiracy. The testimony by ~as 

to A's out-of-court statement is admissible in a federal criminal 

trial, as an exception to the hearsay rule, to prove that ~and£.. 

~s well as A were participants in the conspiracy, so long as 

independent evidence of the conspiracy and participation by ~and 

f is introduced at any point in the proceeding. 
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B. The Authorities. 

The case law, which clearly establishes the 

admissibility against other co-conspirators of a co-conspirator's 

out-of-court statements, has an early beginning in the common 

law, One of the more important English cases is Regina v. 

O'Connell, 5 St. Tr. N. S. 1, 710-11 (1843): 

When evidence is once given to the jury of a 
conspiracy, against A, B, and C, whatever 
is done by A, B, or C in furtherance of the 
common criminal object, is evidence against 
A, B and C though no direct proof be given 
that A, B, or C knew of it or actually parti
cipated in it , • • • If the conspiracy be 
proved to have existed, or rather if evidence 
is given to the jury of its existence, the acts 
of one in furtherance of the common design 
are the acts of all; and whatever one does in 
furtherance of the common design he does as 
the agent of the co-conspirators. 

The modern federal cases apply the same rule, 

One such case is United States v, Pugliese, 153 F. 2d 497 

(2d Cir, 1945), in which Pugliese and his wife were charged with 

illegally possessing distilled spirits without having the required 

revenue stamps, Policemen approached the Pugliese house, 

talked to Mrs, Pugliese, searched the house and the adjoining one 
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and found the illegal liquor. Mrs. Pugliese and then Mr. 

Pugliese were arrested and tried together, Mr. Pugliese was 

* 
convictedl and on appeal argued that it was error for the jury 

to be allowed to use as substantive evidence "against Pugliese 

the talk between his wife and the policeman. 11 Judge Learned 

Hand, writing for the Court, stated that the admissibility of 

the evidence 

depended upon whether what she said was 
a steP, in a venture to which both were parties. 
If it was, it was admissible in any prosecu
tion or in any civil action • • • As we said 
in Van Riper v. United States, 13 F. 2d 961, 
967: "When men enter into an agreement for 
an unlawful end, they become ad hoc agents 
for one another, and have made a 'partnership 
in crime'. What one does pursuant to their 
common purpose, all do, and as declarations 
may be such acts, they are competent against 
all, 11 See also United States v, Goodman, 2 
Cir, 129 F. 2d 1009, 1013, The admissibility 
of the wife's declarations in the case at bar 
was for the judge, and the fact that the jury 
later acquitted her was irrelevant, The issue 
before him was altogether different from that 
before them: he had only to decide whether, 
if the jury chose to believe the witnesses, 
Pugliese and his wife were engaged in a joint 
undertaking; they had to decide whether they 
believed the witnesses beyond a doubt, Nor 
did it make any difference that, when the 
judge ruled, the prosecution had not yet proved 

r 
- Mrs. Pugliese was acquitted, 
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a common enter-prise; the order in which 
the evidence goes in is never important. 
Cohen v. United States, 2 Cir. 157 F. 651, 
655; Hoeppel v. United States, 66 App. D.'C. 
71, 85 F. 2d 237, 242; United States v. 
Manton, 2 Cir., 107 F. 2d 834, 844. C!2_. 
at 500.) 

The Pugliese case was approved and relied upon 

in United States v. Annunziato, 293 F. 2d 273 (2d Cir. 1961), 

which affirmed the conviction of a union business agent for re-

ceiving money from an employer in violation of the Labor Management 

Relations Act. One important piece of evidence in that case was 

the testimony of Richard Terker, who had succeeded his deceased 

father, Harry Terker, as President of the Terry Co~tracting 

Company, Inc. Judge Henry J; Friendly described the challenged 

evidence: 

( Richard Terker) was allowed, ove'r objection to 
testify to a luncheon conversation with his father 
late in June or early in July, 1957, The father 
informed the son "that he had received a call from 
Mr, Annunziato" and "that he had been requested 
by Mr. Annunziato for some money on the par
ticular project in question, the Bridgeport Harbor 
Bridge. I asked him what he intended to do, and 
he had agreed to send some up to Connecticut 
for him, 11 Cross examination developed the sum 
of money mentioned was $250. !!._d. at 376) 
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The Court held that Richard Terker could testify as to what his 

father had told him about his conversation with Annunziato, 

since Harry Terker's statement was a declaration of a con

spirator in furtherance of the conspiracy and therefore admissible 

against Annunizato. 

Another important case is Allen v. United States, 

4F. 2d 688 (7th Cir. 1925) in which seventy five defendants were 

indicted for violation of the prohibition laws and other offenses. 

The Court described a situation where "from police to mayor, from 

baliff to the court, coFruption was rampant, vice was protected, 

bribery was common, and justice was a mockery;' Id. at 691. The 

challenged testimony was of a newspaper reporter who related a 

conversation he had with an uni<ilentified barmaid at one of the drinking 

establishments in question. The Court ruled that her being in back 

of the bar showed her to be a co-conspirator and hence "her 

admission was receivable as against other conspirators, it being 

made while the conspiracy was in force, and otherwise pertinent." 

Id at 694. 

The Allen court explained: 

A conspiracy may be established by circumstantial 
evidence or by deduction from facts. The common 
design is the essence of the crime, and this may be 
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made to appear when the parties steadily pursue 
the same object, whether acting separately or 
together, by common or different means, but 
ever leading to the same unlawful result. If the 
parties acted together to accomplish something 
unlawful, a conspiracy is shown, even though 
individual conspirators may have done acts in 
furtherance of the common unlawful design apart 
from and unknown to others, All of the conspirators 
need not be acquainted with each other, They may 
not have previously associated together, One 
defendant may know but one other member of the 
conspiracy. But if, knowing that others have 
combined to violate the law, a party knowingly 
cooperates to further the object of the conspiracy, 
he becomes a part1 thereto, (Id, at 691) 

As can be seen from the Allen and Pugliese cases, 

the amount of independent evidence needed to permit consideration 

of a. co-conspirator's out-of-court statement is well below that 

needed to secure the conviction, See also United States v, Geaney, 

417 F, 2d l116, 1120 (2d Cir. 1969) ("a fair preponderance of the 

evidence independent of the hearsay utterances."). 

Of course, if the conspiracy has ended or the state-

ment is not in furtherance of the conspiracy, for example, a 

confession by on conspirator after his arrest, the evidence is not 

admissible against his co-conspirators, In Krulewitch v. United 

States, 336 U.S. 440, 443.-444 (1949), the Supreme Court,by Mr, 

Justice Black, stated: 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 6 
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It is firmly established that where made in 
furtherance of the objectives of a going 
conspiracy, such shtements (of one co
conspirator against another) are admissible as 
exceptions to the hearsay rule. This pre
requisite to admissibility, that hearsay statements 
by some conspirators to be admissible against 
another must be made in furtherance of the 
conspiracy charged, has been scrupulously 
observed by federal courts. 

The leading commentators are fully in accord with 

this position, See Wigmore, Evidence, Sec. 1079 (Chadbourn rev. 

1972); McCormick, Evidence, Sec,, 267 (1972 ed), The proposed 

rules of evidence for Federal courts issued by the Supreme Court 

on November 20, 1972 makes a statement of a co-conspirator 

admissible on the ground that co-conspirators are each other's 

agents, Rule 80l(d)(2)(E). Under this approach the statements are 

not even considered hearsay, 

// 

- ~{f,e,,<,::-,o/ 

May, 1973 

Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

David Dorsen 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

~~-~ 
RondD.Roturida 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S, RES, ISO, PD CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM RE CONTEMPT OF CONGRESS 
UNDER 2 U.S.C. §192, 194 

This memorandum provides a general outline of 

the acts that constitute contempt of Congress under 

2 u.s.c. §192 and the procedures for the prosecution 

of such acts as set forth in 2 u.s.c. §194. The 

pertinent statutory provisions are attached to this 

memorandum. A more comprehensive legal memorandum 

supporting the basic conclusions herein presented is 

in preparation. The memorandum in preparation also 

deals with Congress' ~-statutory contempt powers. 

An individual who has been validly subpenaed 

under Senate Resolution 60, sec. 3(a) (4) or (5) and 

ordered to appear and testify or produce records is 

within the jurisdiction of this Committee. After 

being subpenaed, the individual may commit contempt 

by failing to appear or by appearing but refusing to 

be sworn, to testify or to produce the records re

quested. United states v. Hintz, 193 F.Supp. 325, 

327-28 (N.D. Ill. 1961). 
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A. Failure to Appear 

Section 192 provides that every person summoned 

to testify who "willfully makes default" shall be 

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine 

of not less than $100 nor more than $1000 and imprison

ment for not less than one month nor more than twelve 

months. "Default" does not occur until the subpoena 

return date. United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 

330 (1950). The "willfully" determination merely 

requires a showing that the failure to comply was 

deliberate and not the result of inadvertence or 

accident. Fields v. United States, 164 F.2d 97, 100 

(D.C. Cir. 1947), cert. denied, 332 U.S. 851 (1948). 

A witness who, without permission, absents himself 

from the hearing after voluntary appearance or 

appearance procured by subpoena can also be held in 

contempt. Townsend v. United States, 95 F.2d 352, 

357 (D.C. Cir. 1938),. cert. denied, 303 U.S. 664 (1938). 

B. Appearance And Refusal To Be sworn 

The refusal of a witness to be sworn contitutes 

a refusal to give testimony that warrants prosecution 

for contempt. Eisler v. United States, 170 F.2d 273, 

280-81 (D.C. Cir. 1948), ~. denied, 338 U.S. 883 

(1948). A witness who declines to be sworn must first 

be informed that such conduct is grounds for contempt 

and ordered to take the oath. If he continues to 
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maintain his refusal, a prosecution for contempt 

may be instigated. 

c. Appearance And Refusal To Testify 

Section 192 declares that every person "who, having 

appeared, refuses to answer any question pertinent to 

the question under inquiry," is in contempt. Thus, 

a witness under oath must answer all questions rele

vant to the subject matter of the investigation unless 

he has a valid Fifth Amendment objection and has not 

been granted immunity under 18 u.s.c. §6001 et seq. 

See the accompanying "Preliminary Memorandum Re Pro

cedures For Conferring Immunity And Compelling Testimony 

And Production Before Senate Select Committee". The 

witness is entitled to an explanation of the pertinency 

of a question that must describe the topic under inquiry 

and the connective reasoning by which the precise 

question asked relates to it. The explanation must 

be sufficiently clear to enable the witness to determine 

for himself whether a proper nexus exists between the 

request and the subject matter under investigation. 

Watkins.v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 214-15 (1957). 

If, after the explanation is given, the Committee 

still wishes the witness to answer the question, it 

must specifically order the witness to respond. Failure 

to direct the witness to answer may result in a finding 
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in a subsequent contempt prosecution that the Conunittee 

acquiesced in the witness' objections. Quinn v. United 

States, 349 U.S. 155, 165-70 (1955). A witness' good 

faith belief that a question is impertinent or his 

reliance upon attorney advice that he need not testify 

is no bar to a conviction for contempt if, in the sub

sequent prosecution, the refused questions are found 

proper. Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263, 299 

(1929). 

D. Appearance And Refusal To Produce Documents 

The willful failure of a witness to supply docu

ments requested by ~onunittee subpoena that are pertinent 

to the subject matter under investigation is also punish

able under 2 u.s.c. §192 (1970), unless a valid Fifth 

Amendment privilege is asserted. All that is necessary 

to sustain a finding of willful failure to produce is 

a showing of intentional and deliberate failure to do 

so. United States v. Tobir, 195 F.Supp. 588, 614 

(D.c.n.c. 1961), reversed on other grounds, 306 F.2d 

270 (D.C. Cir. 1962), ~- denied, 371 u.s. 902 (1962). 

Each witness has the right, upon request, to an 

explanation of the pertinency of the records demanded. 

Such explanation must describe the topic under inquiry 

and the connective reasoning by which the documents 

relate to it. The explanation must be adequate to 

allow the witness to determine whether a sufficient 

relation exists bet~een the request and the investi

gation. Watkins v. United States, supra. 
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II. Procedure To Institute Prosecution For 
Contempt Of Congress 

The relevant procedures regarding a contempt 

prosecution are found in 2 u.s.c. ~194. This pro

vision, in essence, provides that when a witness 

under subpoena refused to comply with the Conunittee's 

demands, the factual situation in which that refusal 

occurred shall be reported in writing to the Senate 

pursuant to the statutory language, or to the Presi

dent of the Senate if it is not in session who then 

must certify the statement of facts to the appropriate 

United States Attorney who, in turn, is obligated to 

bring the matter before the grand jury. 

Despite the language of §194 that.makes mandatory 

certification of the statement of facts by the Presi

dent of the Senate to the United States Attorney, it 

appea
1
rs that, before certification, the matters must 

be put to debate by the Senate and a vote taken, at 

least if the Senate is in session at the time of the 

report. If the Senate is not in session, the President 

of the Senate apparently must make an independent judg

ment whether certification is warranted. See e.g., .. 
Wilson v. United states 369 F.2d 198, 201-03 (D.C. 

Cir. 1966). However, once the report is certified 

to the United States Attorney, he has no discretion 

not to present the case to a grand jury, but must so 

proceed. The statute does not require that, upon the 

return of an indictment, a prosecution must be com-
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menced, thus apparently leaving the United states 

Attorney with some discretion whether actually to 

prosecute. 

The statement of facts submitted by the Committee 

should include, inter alia, a designation of the 

questions which the witness refused to answer or 

the records not produced, and a statement that the 

questions or records were pertinent to the subject 

under inquiry and that the Committee was thus deprived 

of information. Excerpts from the transcript of the 

proceedings before the Committee showing the exact 

context in which the questions were asked and the 
,..-------··:; 

refusals made may be included i :be ~eport • 

. ~/tratllf!,?{ 
April, 1973 Chief Counsel 

·~~~~ya.-. 
Ja:nes l~amilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

··~-0-~ Ron . D.Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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(3) For the purposes of this subsection, the mem
bers of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy who 
are Members of the Senate shall be deemed to be a 
committee of the Senate. (Pub. L. 91-510, title II, 
§ 252,(a), Oct. 26, 1970, 84 Stat. 1173.) 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effective immediately ,prior to noon on Jan. 3, 
1971, see section 601(1) of Pub. L. 91-510, set out as a 
note under section 72.a of this title. 

§ 190k. Appropriations on annual basis for continuing 
programs and activities; review by Senate and 
joint committees; Committee on Appropriations 
of the Senate, exception. 

<a> Each committee of the Senate (except the 
Committee on Appropriations>, and each joint com
mittee of the two Houses of Congress, which Is au
thorized to recetive, report, and recommend the 
enactment of bills and joint resolutions shall, In its 
consideration of all bills and joint resolutions of a 
public character within its jurisdiction, endeavor to 
insure that-

( 1) all continuing programs of the Federal 
Government and of the government of the Dis
trict of Columbia, within the jurisdiction of such 
committee or joint committee, are designed; and 

(2) all continuing activities o'f Federal agen
cies, within the jurisdiction of such committee 
or joint committee, are carried on; 

so that, to the extent consistent with the nature, 
requirements, and objectives of those programs and 
activities, appropriations therefor will be made 
annually. 

<b> Each committee of the Senate (except the 
Committee on Appropriations), and each joint com
mittee of the two Houses of Congress whlch is au
thorized to receive, report, and recommend the en
actment of, b!lls and joint resolutions with respect 
to any continuing program within its jurisdiction 
for which appropriations are not made annually, 
shall review such program, from time to time, in 
order to ascertain whether such program could be 
modified so that appropriations therefor would be 
made annually. (Pub. L. 91-510, title II, § 253(a), 
(b), Oct, 26, 1970, 84 Stat. 1174.> 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effective tmmedlately prior to noon on Jan. 3, 
1971, see section 601 ( 1) of Pub. L. 91-010, set out as a 
note under section 72a of this title. 

§ 191. Oaths to witnesses. 

The President of the Senate. the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives, or a chairman of any joint 
committee established by a joint or concurrent reso
lution of the two Houses of Congress, or of a commit
tee of the whole, or of any committee of either House 
of Congress, Is empowered to administer oaths to 
witnesses in any case under their examination. 

Any member of either House of Congress may ad
minister oaths to witnesses In any matter depending 
in either House of Congress of which he Is a Member, 
or any committee thereof. (R.S. § 101; June 26, 1884, 
ch. 123, 23 Stat. 60; June 22, 1938, ch. 594, 52 Stat. 
942, 943.) 

DERIVATION 

Acts May 3, 1798, ch. 36, § 1, 1 Stat. 554. and Feb. 8, 
1817, ch. 10, 3 Stat. 345. 

CoDD'ICATION 

R. S. § 101 constitutes flrst sentence, and act June 26, 
1884, constitutes second sentence. 

§ 192. Refusal of witness to testify or produce papers. 
Every person who having been summoned as a 

witness by the authority of either House of Congress 
to give testimony or to produce papers upon any 
matter under inquiry before either House, or any 
Joint committee established by a joint or concurrent 
resolution of the two Houses of Congress, or any com
mittee of either House of Congress, willfully makes 
default, or who, having appeared, refuses to answer 
any question pertinent to the question under inquiry, 
shall be deemed ~ilty of a misdemeanor. punishable 
by a fine of not more than $1,000 nor less than $100 
and Imprisonment in a common jail for not less than 
one month nor more than twelve months. (R. S. 
§ 102; June 22, 1938, ch. 594, 52 Stat. 942.) 

DERIVATION 

Act Jan. 24, 1857. ch. 19, § 1, 11 Stat. 155. 

SUBPOENA RIGHTS OP HOUSE COMMITl'EE ON UN-AMERICAN 
ACTIVITIES 

The Chairman of the Committee on Un-American 
Activities of the House of Representatives ls empowered 
to sign subpoenas issued by the committee to require 
attendance at any hearing by the provisions of section 
121 (q) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, act 
Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 753, title I, part 2, § 121 (q), 60 Stat. 828. 

CBoss REPEBENCES 

Joint Committee on Immlgratton and Nationality 
Policy, appllcabll1ty of section, see section 1106 (g) of 
Title 8, Aliens and Nationality. 

Minor offenses tried by United States magistrates as ex
cluding offenses punishable under this section, see section 
3401 of Title 18, Crimes and Criminal Procedure. 

SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 

This section ls referred to in section 194 of this title; 
title 18 section 3401: title 25 section 640; title 42 section 
2254; title 43 section 1398. 

§ 193. Privilege of witnesses. 
No witness is privileged tq refuse to testify to any 

fact, or to produce any paper, respecting which he 
shall be examined by either House of Congress, or by 
any joint committee established by a joint or concur
rent resolution of the two Houses of Congress, or by 
any committee of either House, upon the ground that 
his testimony to such fact or his production of such 
paper may tend to disgrace him or otherwise render 
him infamous. <R. S. § 103; June 22, 1938. ch. 594, 
52 Stat. 942.) 

DErltvATION 

Act Jan. 24, 1862, ch. 11, 12 Stat. 333. 

SECTION REFEBBED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 

This section is referred to tn title 25 section 640; title 
42 section 2254; title 43 section 1398. 

§ 194. Certification of failure to testify; grand jury 
action. 

Whenever a witness summoned as mentioned In 
section 192 of this title fails to appear to testify or 
fails to produce any books, papers, records, or docu
ments, as required, or whenever any witness so sum
moned refuses to answer any question pertinent to 
the subject under inquiry before either House, or any 
joint committee established by a joint or concurrent 
resolution of the two Houses of Congress, or any 
committee or subcommittee of either House of Con
gress, and the fact of such failure or failures Is re-
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ported to either House while Congress is in session, 
or when Congress is not In session, a statement of 
fact constituting such failure is reported to and flied 
with the President of the Senate or the Speaker of 
the House, it shall be the duty of the said President 
of the Senate or Speaker of the House, as the case 
may be, to certify, and he shall so certify, the state
ment of facts aforesaid under the seal of the Senate 
or House, as the case may be, to the appropriate 
United States attorney, whose duty it shall be to 
bring the matter before the grand Jury for its 
action. <R. S. § 104; July 13, 1936, ch. 884, 49 Stat. 
2041; June 22', 1938, ch. 594, 52 Stat. 942. l 

DEJUVATION 

Act Jan. 24, 1857. ch. 19, § a. 11 Stat. 156. 

Cr.oss REFEBENCl'B 

Joint Committee on Immigration and Nationality 
Polley, appUcabtuty of section, see section 1106 (g) of 
Title 8, Aliens and Nationality. 

SECTION REFERRED TO IN 0rHER 8EcTI0NS 

This section is referred to in title 25 section 640; title 
42 section 2254; title 43 section 1398. 

§ 195. Fees of witnesses in District of Columbia. 
Witnesses residing in the District of Columbia and 

not in the service of the government of said District 
or of the United States, who shall be summoned to 
give testimony before any committee of the House 
of Representatives, shall not be allowed exceeding $2 
for each day's attendance before said committee. 
<May 1, 1876, ch. 88. 19 Stat. 41.> 

HOUSE RULE ON PAY OP WITNESSES 

Rule XXXV, Rules of the House of Representatives, pro
vides that: ''The rule for paying witnesses subpenaed 
to appear before the House or either of its committees 
shall be as follows: For each day a witness shall attend, 
the sum of nine dollars; for each mile he shall travel in 
coming to or going from the place of examination, the 
sum of seven cents each way; but nothing shall be patd 
for traveling when the witness has been summoned at 
the place of trial." 

§ 195a. Restriction on payment of witness fees or 
travel and subsistence expenses to. persons sub 4 

penaed by Congressional committees. 
No part of any appropriation disbursed by the 

Secretary of the Senate shall be available on and 
after July 12, 1960, for the payment to any person, at 
the time of the service upon him of a subpena re
quiring his attendance at any inquiry or hearing 
conducted by any committee of the Congress or of 
the Senate or any subcommittee of any such com
mittee, of any witness fee or any sum of money as an 
advance payment of any travel or subsistence ex
pense which may be incurred by such person In 
responding to that subpena. <Pub. L. 86-628, § 101, 
July 12, 1960, 74 Stat. 449.l 

§ 196. Senate resolutions for investigations; limit of 
cost. 

Senate resolutions providing for inquiries and In
vestigations shall contain a limit of cost of such 
investigation, which limit shall not be exceeded ex
cept by vote of the Senate authorizing additional 
amounts. <Mar. 3, 1926, ch. 44, § 1, 44 Stat. 162.l 

§ 197. Compensation of employees. 
The rate of compensation for any position under 

the appropriations now available for, or hereafter 
made for, expenses of inquiries and investigations of 

the Senate or expenses of special and select commit
tees of the House of Representatives shall not exceed 
the rates fured wider chapter 51 and subchapter m 
of chapter 53 of Title 5, for positions with comparable 
duties; and the salary limitations of $3,600 attached 
to appropriations heretofore made for expenses of 
inquiries and investigations of the Senate or for ex
penses of special and select committees of the House 
of Representatives are repealed. <Feb. 9, 1937, ch. 9, 
title I, § 1, 50 Stat. 9; Oct. 28, 1949, ch. 782, title XI, 
§ 1106 (a) , 63 Stat. 972.> 

AMENDMENTS 

1949-Act Oct. 28, 1949, substituted "Classification Act 
of 1949" for "Claaslffoa.tton Act of 1923", which for pur
poses of oodlflca,tlon has been translated as chapter 61 and 
subchapter m of chapter 53 of Title 5. 

§ 198. Adjournment. 
<al Unless otherwise provided by the Congress, 

the two Houses shall-
(1 > adjourn sine die not later than July 31 of 

each year; or 
<2> In the case of an odd-numbered year, pro

vide, not later than July 31 of such year, by con
current resolution adopted in each House by roll
call vote, for the adjournment of the two Houses 
from that Friday in August which occurs at least 
thirty days before the first Monday in September 
(Labor Day) of such year to the second day after 
Labor Day. 
(bl This section shall not be applicable in any 

year If on July 31 of such year a state of war ex:ists 
pursuant to a declaration of war by the Congress. 
<Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 753, title I, § 132, 60 Stat. 831; 
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, title IV. § 461(b), 84 
Sta;t. 1193.> 

AMENDMENTS 

1970----IPub. L. 91-510, in revising the provisions, incor~ 
corporated existing subject ma.tter in subsec. (a) ( 1), sub
stituted therein an adjournment date not later than July 
31 of each year for prior provision tor a date not later 
than last day (Sundays excepted) in month of July In 
each year, added subsec. (a) (2), added subsec .. (b), which 
incorporated former exception to adjournment in time of 
war, and deleted another exception to adjournment dur
ing national emergency proclaimed by the President. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1970 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 91-510 effective inunediately 
prior to noon on Jan. 3, 1971, see section 601(1) of Pub. 
L. 91-510, set out as a note under section 72a of this tltle. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effective Jan. 2, 1947, see section 142 of act 
Aug. 2, 1946, set out as a note under section 190 of this 
title. 

Chapter 7.-CONTESTED ELECTIONS 

§§ 201 to 226. Repealed. Pub. L. 91-138, § 18, Dec. 5, 1969, 
83 Stat. 290. 

The subject matter of former sections 201 to 226 of tll1s 
title ls now covered generally by chapter 12 of this title. 

Section 201, R.S. § 105, provided that whenever any 
person In tended to contest an election of any member of 
the House of Representatives he had to give notice ln 
writing to that member within thirty days of the result 
of such election. 

Section 202. R.S. § 106, provided that a member of the 
House · of Representatives whose election was contested 
serve an answer within thirty days after service of notice 
uponhlm. 

Section 203, R.S. § 107; Mar. 2, 1876, c. 119, § 2 18 Stat. 
338, provided the ttme and order for taking testimony. 
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MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

THE CONGRESSIONAL CONTEMPT POWER 

This memorandum is in addition to the "Preliminary 
*I 

Memorandum re: Contempt of Congress" previously submitted.-

I. INTRODUCTION 

The investigatory power of Congress, buttressed by 

the sanction of contempt, is a very broad one. Although no

where in the Constitution is there expressly granted to either 

House of Congress a general power to investigate in aid of 

legislation, the Supreme Court has recognized that such a power 

is to be implied as an essential concomitant of Congress' legis

lative authority. Access to outside sources of information is 

deemed essential to the legislative process, and the Courts 

have recognized that compulsory procedures are therefore 

required. See, e.g., McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 

161, 174-75 (1927), one case which gives explicit judicial 

recognition of the right of either House of Congress to commit 

for contempt a witness who ignores its summons or refuses to 

.:JThe use of the court's process to aid in the enforcement of 
a lawfully issued congressional subpoena as an alternative to 
the use of contempt is presently the subject of litigation 
involving the Select Committee and President Nixon. Conse
quently, it is not the subject of this memorandum. 
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*/ 
answer its inquiries.- The rule in McGrain has much earlier 

roots as that case recognized. The very first trial by the 

Congress for contempt (in this case the trial was by the House 

of Representatives) was in late 1795 and early 1796, One 

Randall was "convicted" of an attempt to corrupt two members 

of the House of Representatives. The aid of the Courts was 

not needed for the House to imprison Randall. He remained as 

a prisoner of the House until January 13, 1796. 0ne Whitney 

was discharged on January 5, 1796 because the evidence against 

him was found to be insufficient. There was no appeal of the 

.:}In McGrain the high court upheld a Senate investigation as 
to whether the Department of Justice was performing or neglecting 
its duties. Such an investigation was one on which legislation 
could be based and thus the Senate had the power to compel the 
attendance of witnesses to give information on the subject, 
although the Resolution did not expressly avow that the investi
gation was in aid of legislation. 273 U.S. at 177-78, See also 
Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 187 (1957); Woodrow 
Wilson, Congressional Government (Boston: 1885), at 303-04: 

"·rhe informing function of Congress should be 
preferred even to its legislative function. The 
argument is not only that discussed and interro
gated administration is the only pure and efficient 
administration, but more than that, that the only 
really self-governing people is that people which 
discusses and interrogates its administration ••• " 

(emphasis added) 

Congress also has a right to compulsory process when it exer
cises its function of judging an election, e.g., Barry v. United 
States ex rel. Cunningham, 279 U.S. 597 (1929) (investigation of 
!ffinatorial election), or determining if a member should be 
expelled, In re Chapman, 166 U.S. 661 (1897), Similarly if 
Congress were to exercise its quasijudicial function of impeach
ment it would have the right to compel the attendance of wit
nesses. 
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imprisonment to the Courts by either Randall or Whitney. 

Moreland, Congressional Investigations and Private Persons, 

---40 s. Cal. L. Rev. 189, 190, et seq. (1967). 

In the above case, the House used its common law power of 

contempt; there now exists also a statutory contempt procedure 

(2 u.s.c. §192). This memorandum will first consider the common 

law contempt remedy; then it will analyze the statutory procedure, 

which is in addition to -- and does not preempt -- Congress' 

common law contempt power. 

II. NONSTATlJTORY, COMMON LAW CONTEMPT -- SUBSTANTIVE LAW 

The first judicial recognition of a common law power 

of either House of Congress to punish for contempt is Anderson v. 

Dunn, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 204 (1821). The Court upheld in broad 

terms the right of either House to attach and punish a person 

other than a Member of Congress for contempt of its authority, 

without using the judicial process. The prisoner, of course, 

could test the validity of his imprisonment by applying for a 

Writ of Habeas Corpus or suing the Sergeant at Arms. Thus, in 

Anderson v. Dunn, supra, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 204 (1821), plaintiff 

saed the Sergeant at Arms of the House of Representatives for an 

assault and battery and false imprisonment. See also Marshall 

v. Gordon, 243 U.S. 521 (1917)i Congress has implied power of 

contempt but may not arrest a person who only published matter 

slanderous of the House of Representatives and which presented 
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:.I 
no immediate obstruction to legislative processes. Appellant 

in this case applied for habeas corpus after his arrest by the 

Sergeant at Arms. 

has: 

Congress has the implied power of contempt because it 

"the right to prevent acts which in and of 
themselves inherently obstruct or prevent 
the discharge of legislative duty or the 
refusal to do that which there is inherent 
legislative power to compel in order that 
legislative functions may be performed." 
Marshall v. Gordon, 243 U.S. 521, 542 (1917). 

Thus the Senate may hold in contempt a witness who had been 

commanded to produce papers and who instead destroyed them after 

service of the subpoena. The punishment for a past contempt is 

appropriate to vindicate the "established and essential privi

lege of requiring the production of evidence." Jurney v. 

MacCracken, 294 U.S. 125, 149-150 (1935). 

This inherent common law power of contempt has been 

reaffirmed in dicta in several more recent cases. See Groppi 
-lH/ 

v. Leslie, 404 U.S. 496 (1972): "Legislatures are not con-

stituted to conduct full-scale trials or quasi-judicial proceed

ings and we should not demand that they do so although they 

.:/But Congress has the power to order the arrest of a witness to 
compel his attendance, without first serving a subpoena, if it 
has reason to believe that the witness will not appear if sum
moned. Barry v. United States ex. rel. Cunningham, 279 U.S. 597, 
616-19 (1929 . 
-'.f*/ 
~The Groppi case involved a state legislative body; there is no 
reason to believe the case would have been decided differently 
had it involved either House of Congress or a Committee thereof. 
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possess inherent power to protect their own processes and 

existence by way of contempt proceedings." Id. at 500; 

Russel v, United States, 369 U,S, 749, 756 & n,8 (1962). 

Nonstatutory contempt has some advantages over statu

tory contempt, 2 U,S,C, R 192, discussed infra. Although a 

United States Attorney has a nondiscretionary duty under the 

statute to refer a possible Section 192 violation to the Grand 

Jury, Ex parte Frankfeld, 32 F. Supp. 915 (D.D.C. 1940), see also 
cr,J 

2 U,S.C, R 194,- it ls unclear what procedures are followed if 

the l:Jnited States Attorney fails to perform his duty or engages 

in a less than energetic prosecution. In additi:m, while the 

President has pardoned statutory contempts of Congress -- pursu

ant to his constitutional right of pardon -- it is unclear as 

to his pmrer to pardo,1 for nonstatutory contempts of Congress. 

Professor Corwin, in his The President: Office and Powers 

(3d rev. ed. 1948), at p. 436 n.134 states that the President 

may not pardon for nonstatutory contempts of Congress. See also 

Ex parte Grossman, 267 U.S. 87, 118-20 (1925); Corwin, supra, at 

457, n. 132. 

*I However, before the United states Attorney may act on an 
apparent section 192 violation, there must be a certification to 
him by either the House involved or the President of the senate 
or the ~peaker of the House when congress is not in session. TherE 
is no automatic certification to the United States Attorney, for 
the Committee report of the apparent section 19?. violation is then 
subject to further consideration on the me~its. ~Tilson v. United 
states, 369 F.?.d l98(D.c. Cir.1966) (case construing section 194.) 
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It appears that the power of either. House to maintain 

an individual in custody for nonstatory contempt is limited 

to the duration of the current session of that House. Anderson 

v. Dunn, 19 u. ,. (6 Wheat.) 204, :?.31 (1821). Though the c:enate 

is in theory a continuing body, McGrain v. Daugherty, .?73 TJ. S. 

135, 181-192 (19?7), it is nonetheless thought that a confinement 

by the Senate also only exists until the end of its session. 

Moreland, rongressional Investigations and Private Persons, 

40 S. Cal. L. Pev. 189, 199 n.31 (1967). And in any trial 

before either House due process will require that the contemnor 

be given notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to convic

tion and sentencing. Groppi v. Leslie, 404 U.S. 496 (1972). 

III. NONSTAT'JTOFY, COMMON LAW CONTEMPT PFOCEDUFE 

Citations for nonstatutory contempt are normally 

made as follows. A subpoena is issued by the committee which 

desires to question a witnessr the subpoena is personally served 

on him. Tf he fails to appear, or appears and refuses to answer, 

the committee reports the matter to the full House or "·enate 

which then adopts a resolution that the r;peaker of the Hou.se or 

President oro tempore of the r;enate command the Sergeant at Arms 

or hi·, dcouty to arrest the offending party and bring him before 

the bar of the House in question to answer pertinent questions 

and to be kept in custody to await further order. McGrain v. 

Daugherty, 273 'J. s. 135, 152-54 (19?7). 'lhe arrest warrant is 

valid anywhere within the territory of the united c:tates. 

34-966 0 • 7 4 • pt. 1 • 7 
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Anderson v. Dunn, 19 U. s. (6 Wheat) 204, ?34 (18?1). 

The witness is then brought before the bar of the House 

or ,enate, and again asked the question sought or confronted with 

the charges against him. He may be given time to prepare a 

defense or the right to counsel, and allow.S!d to speak in his own 

behalf. If he refuses to comply with the demand of the House 

(or c:2nate) he is cited for contempt by majority vote 0f the 

House (or senate), and remanded to the custody of the Sergeant 

at Arms to be held in the common jail of the District of Columbia 

or in the guardroom of the Capitol Police. He will be held 

until he has purged himself of the contempt. or until released 

at the end of the session or by vote of the House (or senate). 

The exercise of the inherent contempt pow~r of Congress 

may be t8sted by a writ of habeas corpus. ~x parte Nugent, 18 

F. cas. (No. 10375) 471, 481-83, (D.C. Cir. 1848). Cf. ,::-urney 

v. Maccracken, 294 U.S. l'.15 (1935). congress can exercise its 

contempt power only within the scope of its constitutional 

power, and when Congress engages in a "proceeding in a matter 

beyond their legitimate cognizance... the judiciary will 

interv2ne. Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 TJ. ,. 168, 197 (1881). The 

scope of review is, however, limited, for courts have been 

reluctant to interfere with the exercise by another branch of 

government of one of its inherent powers. The court will review 

only the character of the offense to the extent of determining 
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that the House has jurisdiction over the prisoner. The issue 

of guilt of the charge is left to the judgement of Congress. 

,Turne,; v. Maccracken, ?94 u. S.- 1.25 (1935) (3randeis, ,L) 

"This contention /-of Maccrackon7 goes to the question 
of guilt, not to that of the jurisdiction of the 
~enate •••• Whether he is guilty, and whether he has 
so far purged himself of contempt that he does not 
now deserve punishment, are the questions which the 
Senate proposes to try. The respondent to the petition 
did not, by demurring, transfer to the court the 
decision of those questions. The sole function of the 
writ of habeas corpus is to have the court decide 
whether the Senate has jurisdiction to make the dster
mination which it proposes." rd. at 152. 

1ne scope of a federal court's review in a normal habeas pro

ceeding has expanded considerably since Turney v. Maccracken, 

~' but the fact still remains that habeas review is consider

ably more narrow than the review a court would exercise on direct 

appeal. ~ee generally, Davelopments in the Law-Federal Habeas 

Corpus, 83 Harv. r". Fev. 1038, 1113 et seq. (1970). Thus the 

scope of a court's inquiry over a House of Congress' common law 

contempt action should be much narrower than the scope of a 

court's inquiry ovor a statutory contempt conviction. For 

example, in a COITU1\on law contempt action, the nature of the 

punishment required as rs::medial action would be within the dis

cretion of the legislature and will not be judged by the courts 

unless there is "an absolute disregard of discretion and a mere 

exertion of arbitrary power ••• ", Marshall v. Gordon, ':143 U. s. 

521, 545 (1917). ·:.::e also Barry v. 'Jnited :;tates ex. rel. 

Cunningham, 279 U.S. 597, 620 (1929). 
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Since congress has in recent years relied exclusively 

on statutory contempt, th0re are only a few cases in which the 

courts have ruled on the exercise of the inherent contempt power. 

1n two, Kilbourn v. Thompson, supra, and Marshall v. Gordon, 

supra, has the Court refused to uphold the Congressional action. 

rt is therefore not entirely clear as to the limits of Congres

sional power in this area. At the least, all investigations 

must be made pursuant to a valid legislative purpose, and 

lacking that purpose, a witness cannot be punished for refusing 

to cooperate. Kilbourn v. 'I'hompson, 103 'T. s. 168, 194-96 (1881). 

,:t also appears that no one can be compelled to disclose infor

mation on matters which fall outside the authorized scope of 

inquiry of a committee, for the investigative power is inherent 

in the House of congress as a whole, and a committee is restricted 

to the mission delegated to it by the Congress. Watkins v. 

United -:;tates, 354 U.S. 178,;).06 (1957). Thus, a question
1 
must 

*I 
meet a pertinency standard - in order for a contempt forl failure 

to answer the question to pass constitutional muster for 1"a 

* 
The pertinency standard for. statutory contempt is discussed 

in part III of this memorandum, "'ltatutory Contempt." 
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witness rightfully ma_:/ refuse to answer wher.a the bounds of 

the power are exceeded or the questions are not pertinent to 

the matter under inquiry." McGrain v. Daugh:::,rty, 273 U.,. 135, 

176 (1929). tJhore th2 witness is called before the entire House 

and the questions asked again, it may well be that pertinoncy 

would be measured by the full scope of the investigatory power 

of Congress and not that of only the committee before which the 

t8stirnony originally took place. 

"\ince Congress has the power to judge guilt or inno

cence of tho contempts it charges, a finding of willfulness would 

be a matter to be determined by tho appropriate House of congress, 

subject only to the limited review discussed, supra. To what 

extent the requirements read into statutory contempt proceedings, 

discussed infra, may be found to actually be a part of due 

process, it is difficult to determine. 1'o date, duia process 

has b0en applied to IegislativG contempt proceeclings only to the 

extent of requiring notice and an opportunity to be heard. 

Groppi v. T,eslie, 404 u. s. 496 (1972). -i:t ma::, well be tho case 

that the due process requirements of Groppi will be extended and 

not limited to the facts of that case. 1he Sroppi Court, however, 

did explain that due process does not require a quasi-judicial 

proceeding by a T,egislature in order to have a valid contempt. 

Id. at 500. 

'3ecaus,;:, of the unclear lirni tations on non statutory 

contempt and b,~causo cont.~mpt trials are tine consuming, in 1857 
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Congress enacted a statute providing for criminal process in 

the federal courts with prescribed penalties for contempt of 

Congress. The present da~; version of that statute is 2 U. :-:.c. 

section 192. 'I'his statute is merely supplemDntary of the 

nonstatutory power of Congress: it does not preempt the field. 

In ro Chapman, 166 TJ. s. 661, 671-72 (1897). However, since 

congress, by the use of that statute, se8ks the aid of the 

federal courts, th" courts require that evory defendant prose

,:;utcd Eor a statutory violation be accorded all of the guarantees 

and safeguards which the law gives to every defendant in a federal 

criminal cas2 -- even though the defendant would not have the 

right to all of those·guarantees had congress used its own 

common law power of contempt and not n:isort.3d to the courts. 

s.g., ~atkins v. united states, 354 u.~. 178, ~06-08 (1957). 

It is to section 192 that we now turn. 

JV. ~TM'HTOPY CON'I'SMPT 
*/ 

2 U.S.C. section 192 (1970) provides as follows: 

,., l ·:ec also: 
·~ 193. Privilege of witnesses 
"l~o witn'3ss is privileged to refuse to testify to any 
fact, or to produce any paper, respecting which he shall 
be examined by either House of congress, or by any 
joint committee Gstablished b 1 a joint or concurrent 
n:isolution of the two Houses of congres:;, or by any 
committee of either House, upon the ground that his 
testimony to such fact or his production of such paper 
may tend to disgrace him or otherwise render him 
infamous." 

"§ 194. r:ertification of failure to tcsti fy· grand 
jury action failing to testify or produce records 
"',J'hen,cv2r a witness summoned as montioncd in section 192 

footnote continued on following page. 
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"~ 192. T-efusal of witness to h,stify or produce 
papers 

"i!!very person who having been summoned as a witness 
by the authority of either House of ~ongress to give 
testimony or to produce papers upon any matter under 
inquiry before either House, or any joint committee 
established by a joint or concurrent resolution of the 
two Houses of Congress, or any committee of either 
House of congress, willfully makes default, or who, 
having appeared, refuses to answer any question 
pertinent to the question under inquiry, shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine 
of not more than $1,000 nor less than ~100 and 
imprisonment in a common jail for not less than one 
month nor more than twe1.ve months." 

This section has been used extensively in recent years, especially 

since World :,rar I:r:, and the provision has been considered at 

length by tho courts. Four major elements of the crime have 

bo:m identified: 

(1.) 'l'he investigation during which the contempt occur

red must be in aid of a valid legisla.tive purpose. 

footnote continued from preceding page. 
fails to appear to testify or fails to produce any book& 
papers, records, or documents, as required, or whenever 
any witness so summoned refuses to answer any question 
pertinent to the subject under inquiry before either 
House, or any joint committee established by a joint 
or concurrent resolution of the two Houses of congress, 
or any committee or subcommittee of either House of 
congress, and the fact of such failure or ·failures is 
reported to either House while Congress is in session, 
or when Congress is not in session, a statement of fact 
constituting such failure is reported to and filed with 
the President of the, ~enate or the ~peaker of the 
House, it shall be the duty of the said President of 
the ~enate or opeaker of the House, as the case may be, 
to c0rtify, and he shall so certify, the statement of 
facts aforesaid under the seal of the ~enatc or House, 
a., the case may be, to the appropriat-, united ~tates 
attorney, whose duty it shall be to bring the matter 
before the grand jury for its c1ction." 
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(2.) '.i:'he committeo conducting the investigation must 

be authorized to conduct the particular inquiry in 

question. 

(3.) 'I'he question that was refused an answer or the 

papers the production of which was required must be 

pertinent to the authorized inquiry. 

(4.) ".'he default must be willful. 

1. Legislative Purpose. The nature of the investiga-

tive power requires that each inquiry be based on a constitution

al grant of legislative authority. That power is, however, very 

broad, ~atkins v. nnited qtates, 354 u.q. 178 (1957)! 

"lt .:.omcompas'.:les inquiries concorning the admini5tration 
of existing laws as well as proposed or possibly 
needed statute5. It includes surve~s of defects in 
our social, economic or political system for the 
purpose of enabling the congress to remecy them. It 
comprehcmds probes into departments of the ?ed,.:?ral 
Covernment to expose corruption, in-::,fficiency or waste." 
Id. at 187. 

Howewir, there is no power to expose the activities of individuals 
e,/ 

merely for the sake of exposure without justification in terms 

*I Howev2r, Congress and its Coromittees do hav,:, the power "to 
inquire into and publicize corruption, maladministration or incffi
cLmcy in agencies of the covernment. 'I'hat was tho only kind of 
activity described by '•!oodrow Wilson in Congressiona 1 Government 
when he wrote, 'The informing function of Congress should be 
preferr'2d even to its legislative function.' Id. at 303. "'rom 
the 0arliest times in its history, the ,iongrcss has assiduously 
pe,formed an 'informing function' of this nature. See r~andis, 
Constitutional Limitations on the congressional Power of ,nvesti
gation, 40 Harv. r~. rev. 153, 168-94," ,,ratkins v. 'Jnited ~tates, 
354 TJ. 'o. 178, .?00 n. 33 (1957) (emphasis addea). 
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of functions of Congress; it is not the function of Congress 

to conduct legislative trials. 1d. at 187, 200. Private 

affairs may be inquired into, however, and their exposure 

compelled, in pursuit of an independent legislative purpose. 

Ji• at 200, 206. The existence of a valid legislative purpose is 

to be judged simply by whether the legislative body has juris

diction over the subject matter of the investigation. United 

c:tates v. f.umely, 345 U.3. 41, 44 (1953) (an enabling resolution 

contains the grant and limitations of the committee's power). 

The fact that a committee has reported no legislation at all as 

the result of an extended series of hearings does not negate a 

conclusion that the committee has a legislative purpose. Townsend 

v. United States, 95 F.2d 352, 355 (D.C. Cir. 1938). 

The Court declared in McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U. S 

135 (1927), that a legislative purpose was to be presumed when 

th,:, subject matter of the investigation was within the juris

diction of Congress, since the only legitimate purpose a house 

could have in investigating would be to aid it in legislating. 

1d. at 178. The presumption cannot be rebutted by impugning the 

motives of individual congressmen, for motive is irrelevant as 

long as the assembly's legislative purpose is in fact being 

served. Watkins v. United states, 354 U.'L 178, 200 (1957). 

Accord, Barrenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109, 132-133 

(1959). See also Eisler v. United c;tates, 170 F.?.d 273, 278-79 

(D.C. Cir. 1948), cert. dismissed, 338 U. -;,. 883 (1949). The 
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court will simply refuse to hear allegations that the ulterior 

motive of the investigators is not to aid legislation but to 

harass individuals for their political beliefs. Eisler v. United 

ctates, ~- Tenney v. Brandhove, 341 rJ.c;. 367, 377-78 (1951) 

cf. United ~tates v. 0''3rien, 391 TJ.,. 367, 38?.-86 (1968). 

Once a legislative purpose is established, the permis

sible scope of the investigation is as far reaching as the 

potential legislative function to which it is related. Townsend 

v. United ,tates, 95 F.:?d 352, 361 (D.C. Cir. 1938). It can 

emcompass all matters necessary to the fulfillment of the 

legislative purpose. 

?. Authority of thG Committee. A witness can be 

punished for refusal to testify before a congressional committee 

only if that committee and in turn its subcommittee were author

ized by its parent House or committee to conduct the investiga

tion to which the testimony pertained. This raquirement is an 

element of the requirement that the question be pertinent: it is 

therefore jurisdictional. United states v. Orman, ?.07 F.?.d 148, 

153 (3d Cir. 1953). c:uch authority can be conferred bf statute 

or by special resolution. It is an element of the offense, and 

must be pleaded and proved by the government. Cojack v. United 

,tates, 384 U.,. 702, 705 (1966). (Contempt citati6n reversed 

because no showing that parent committee had delegated to sub

committee before whom the witness had appeared the authority to 

make the inquiry· the full committee also had not specified the 
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ar,:,a of inquiry). The authorization do fines the subject of the 

inquiry and thus puts some limits on its scope· the due process 

rights of the accused requini that tho authority be clear and 

c2rtain, and conferred in accordance with law. i:a.at 708, 714. 

The requirement of committee authorization is composed of two 

elem,mts, c'irst, the committee or subcommittee must be empowered 

to conduct the speci fie investigation undertaken. ·,econd, it 

must be shown that the inquiry with respect to which the con

tempt occurred was within the scope of the delegated authority. 

TJnitea ,tat,::;s v. r,amont, 7.36 F.7.d 31?., 314 (?d Cir. 1956). 

Tn tho case of the House Un-American Activities 

committ0e, th·e c:upreme court was willing to read th.;, committGe's 

authorizing resolution very broadly. Although the court had 

criticized the, vagu~,ness of the HUAC resolution and the ambiguity 

of its op8rative t0rrns in Watkins v. 'Jnited '.tates, 354 U.S. 178, 

202 ct seq. (1957), it read Watkins narrowly and the resolution 

broadly in Barenblatt v. ,Jnited States, 360 'J. s. 109, 117-18 

(1959):" :ust a3 legislation is often given meaning by the gloss 

of legislative reports, administrative interpretation, and long 

useag-", so th,::: propar meaning of an authorization to a congression

al committee is not to be derived alone from its abstract terms 

unrelated to the defini tc content furnish2d them by the course 

of congressional actions." Td. at 117. 'rho committee's history 

forc'"d the Court to conclude that its logislative authority to 

conduct the instant inquiry was "nna3sai lable". Id.at 1?2. 
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In other areas, however, the courts have read authori

zing resolutions narrowly, particularly where required to avoid 

the necessity of facing a constitutional que:3tion. The Court 

of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has refused to 

find that the 3enate Select Committee on Lobbying Activities 

was authorized to inquire into attempts to influence general 

public opinion through the publication and distribution ?f 

political books and pamphlets. The Court found that the subject 

was too remote from the authorized investigation to sustain 

abridgement of the freedoms of speech and of the press which 

might bo involved. rumely v. Unitad ,tates, 197 F.?d 166, 172-

75 (n.c. Cir. 1952). SGe r.1lso TJnited -:;tates v. Kamin, ·136 13'. ,upp. 

791, 801-04 (D. Mass. 1956). And the District of Columbia Circuit 

took a similar position with respect to a Congressional investi

gation of the New York Port Authority. A broad House subpoena 

duces tecum which called for internal memoranda and intra

authority documents was met with a claim of executive privilege. 

The court did not decide the claim of privilege, but held that 

the general authorizing resolution could not be construed to 

permit an investigation of such scope and depth, especially 

when, contrary to the situation in Barenblatt, such an inve"lti

gation had not befor,3 been attompted. Tobin v. United ::;tates, 

306 F. '.'d 270, ?74-75 (D.C. Cir. 1962). R,3fore it would feel it 

nec2ssar 1 to reach squarely the constitutional question raised 

by an investigation of the magnitude claimed, the court would 
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require the authorization to be spelled out in S?ecific terms. 

Td. at 275. 

Authorizations go only to the 1Jermissible subject 

matter of an investigation. They do not import authority over all 

activities of persons related to the subject matter. 'The affairs 

of a witness may be investigated only in so far as they relatG 

to that subject· there is no power to inquire beyond it. 

Fumely v. United states, 197 F.2d 166, 176 (D.C. cir. 1952). 

3. Pe,tinency. Closely related to the problem of the 

authority of the committee is the requirement that the questions 

asked be pertinent to the subject under inquiry. Pertinency 

is an explicit statutory requirement of 2 U. S.C. section 19::!, 

which refers to a refusal to answer "any question pertinent to 

the question undGr inquiry •••• " Because of thG pertinency re

quirement, authorizations must be clear and specific. Pertinency 

is an element of the offense, and since in a criminal proceeding 

the presumption of regularity of congressional activity is out

weighed by the presumption of innoc.:mce of the accused, it must 

be pleaded and proved by the government. ,inclair v. United 

States, 279 U.S. 263, ?.95-97 (1929). It is the particular sub

ject under inquiry at any given time, and not the full investiga

tive authority of the committee, to which the question mu,t be 

pertinent; thus the indictment must specify the question under 

congressional conunittee inquiry at the time of the defendant's 

alleged default. Pussell v. United ctates, 369 U.S. 749, 771 

(1962). 
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Pertinency is a broader concept than that of relevance 

in the field of evidence, extending in its broadest reach to 

the entire field of inquiry permitted by the legislative purpose. 

United States v. Orman, 207 F.2d 148, 153 (3d cir. 1953). 

It is a question of law to be decided by the court rather than by 

th,) jury, and good faith mistake as to the law is not a defense 

for the defendant. ,inclair v. United ·~tates, 279 :J. s:;_ 263, 298-

99 (1929), Braden v. United states, 365 U.S. 432, 436 (1961). 

It is the question and the possible answer which must be pertin

ent; the pertinence of the actual answer is immaterial. United 

c:tatcs v. Orman, 207 F. 2d 148, 154 (3d Cir. 1953). Since per

tincncy is an element of the offense, low,2r courts have held that 

the defense is not waived by a failure to object to a question on 

pertinency grounds. United ~tates v. Orman, 207 F.2d 148, 154 

(3d Cir. 1953): Bowers v. United states, 202 F.2d 447, 452 (D.C. 

Cir. 1953). The ~upreme Court has suggested to the contrary in 

dictum. Barenblatt v. United states, 360 u. s. 109, 123-24 (19591 

~ee also Deutch J. United states, 367 u.s:;. 456, 47?-73, 475 (1961) 

('Frankfurter, Clark, Hi!!rlan <:: Whittaker dissenting). 

When a question is not clearly pertinent on its face, 

the government will be allowed to introduce extraneous evidence 

to establish pertinency. Powers v. United -;tates, 202 F.2d 447, 

450, 453 (D.C. Cir. 1953). There are generally five methods by 

which pertinency can be shown: 

(1) From the definition of the inquiry found in the 
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authorizing resolution or statute, 

(2) from the-opening remarks of the committee chairman 

(3) from the nature of the proceeding'. 

(4) from the question itself, and 

(5) from the response of the committee to a pertinency 

objection. 

'>Tatkins v. united ~tates, 354 u. s. 178, 209-n4 (1957). 

C:ince statutory contempt is a criminal offense subject 

to the same due process safeguards as any other o{fense, avoid

ance of the infirmity of vagueness requires that a witrn~ss be 

able to know when he is violating the law. The pertincncy of 

the question must therafore be made chiar to the witness before 

he is compelled to answer, at least so long as he makes an ob

jection based on pcrtinency. Since the witness acts at his 

peril if he refuses to answer, he is entitled to know in advance 

the subject of the inquiry to which the committee deems the 

question pertinent. "'atkins v. TJnited 'tates, 354 u.c:. 178 (1957\ 

~atkins explained that a witness is entitled to be informed of 

the relation of the question to the subject of the investigation 

with the same precision as the due process clause requires of 

statutos d-Jfining crimes. Id. at '.108-09. c•,ee also id. at '.114-15. 

,Tudge '3urger., now Chief .Justice, while sitting on thG 

District of Columbia Court of Appeals, interpreted Watkins as 

creating a reasonable man standard: it requires not that the 

witness in fact subjectively appreciate the p.:ertinency of the 
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question, but only that it be demonstrated with sufficient 

clarity that a reasonable man would have understood it. Sacher 

v. rJnited ~tates, 252 F. ?.d 828, 835 (D.C. Cir.), rev'd on othor 

grounds, 356 U.S. 576 (1958). 

4. willfulness. ,Willful default is the fourth rG

quirement of the statute, and must be proved beyond a reasonable 

doubt. Quinn v. United States, 349 U. s. 155, 165 (1955). '<lill

fulness does not, howeve;:, require action with an evil motive 

or purpose; all that is required is an intentional and deliberate 

act, not the product of inadvertence or accident. Good faith 

on the part of the witness is not a defense. Sinclair v. United 

States, 279 U.S. 263, 298-99 (1929). Fields v. United States, 

164 F.2d 97, 100 (D.C. Cir. 1947), cert. denied, 332 U.,. 851 

(1948): Townsend v. United ,tates, 95 F. 2d 352, 358 (D.C. Cir. 

1938). The statute encompasses all forms of intentional failure 

to testify: failing to appear, refusal to be sworn or to answer 

questions, and leaving the hearing before being excused. 

Townsend v. united states, 95 F.2d 352, 356 (D.C. Cir. 1938). 

The witness is, however, entitled to a clear ruling by the commit

tee on his objections to their demands. United States v. Kamp, 

102 F. supp. 757, 759 (D.D.C. 1952). He must not be made to 

guess as to his legal position; it must be made clear to him that 

the committee demands an answer notwithstanding his objection, 

and at what point the cornrnittee considers him to be in default. 

Quinn v. United States, 349 U.S. 155, 165-66 (1955). see also 
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Flaxer v. United States, 358 U.S. 147 (1958) (Douglas, J.) 

Any withholding of subpoenaed documents is a violation 

of the statute if it in fact results in obstruction of the 

inquiry, regardless of the form in which it is manifested, 

although the default does not mature until the return date of the 

subpoena. If the witness is in fact unable to comply with the 

request, the burden is on him to come forward to explain that 

inability. United states v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 329-33 (1950). 

V. OTHEP FIGHTS OF WITNESSES 

1. Pules of Procedure. 

Congress has the power to determine how its hearings 

are to be conducted, generally without review by the courts of 

its procedures. United States v. Hintz, 193 F. Supp. 325, 331 

(N.D. Ill. 1961). For example, there is no right to cross

examine unless allowed by the cormnittee., United States v. Fort, 

443 F.2d 670, 679 (D.C. Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 932 

(1971). The witness is compelled to abide by the procedures 

set out, and may not ordinarily impose conditions on his testi

mony, either by demanding the right to make a statement or to 

give his testimony in closed session. Id.: Eisler v. United 

States, 170 F.2d 273 (D.C. Cir. 1948), cert. dismissed, 338 U.S. 

883 (1949). A witness, however, can claim the benefit of the 

Committee's rules. The failure of the cormnittee to abide by its 

own rules can be a defense to a refusal to testify at a hearing 

conducted not in accordance with them. Yellin v. United States, 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 8 
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374 U.S. 109 (1963). An investigation by a subcommittee not 

authorized in conformity with the rules of the committee is 

likewise void, and will not sustain a conviction for refusal to 

testify. Gojack v. United states, 384 U.S. 702, 712 (1966). A 

committee, in short, should exercise care in following its own 

rules. 

2. Fifth Amendment. 

The fifth amendment right to refuse to incriminate 

oneself is available to a witness testifying before a congression

al committee. Quinn v. United states, 349 u. s. 1_55, 162 (1955). 

The privilege is a personal one, however, and cannot be claimed 

on behalf of a corporation or in relation to documents kept in a 

representative capacity. McPhaul v. united States, 364 U.S. 372, 
* 

380 (1960): Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43 (1906). No particular 

form of words is necessary to invoke the fifth amendment privi

lege; all that is required is.that the committee be able to 

understand the claim; the burden is on it to inquire into ob

jections which are unclear. Quinn v. United States, 349 U.S. 

155, 162-64 (1955). The privilege, however, is waived unless it 

is invoked and the witness cannot select the place to stop in his 

testimony. Once answers to incriminating questions have been 

given, the privilege is waived as to other questions on the same 

subject, which can be refused only if they present a real danger 

* 
Thus, it may not be able to be claimed by the committee to Pe

elect the President (C.R.P.), an organization, not an individual. 
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of further incrimination. Ilogers v. United States, 340 U. s. 

367, 370-74 (1951). The waiver may occur even though the witness 

was not aware until it was too late that the right had been 

waived. Pogers v. united States, supra. 

The witness is not the sole judge of his claim. 

Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 479 (1951). The privilege 

cannot be used by the witness as a subterfuge to avoid answering 

innocent questions. It can be claimed only when there is a 

reasonable apprehension on the part of the witness that his 

answer would furnish evidence or reveal sources of evidence which 

could lead to his conviction for a criminal offense. He may 

therefore be asked to explain his claim of such a reasonable 

apprehension, although he may not be forced actually to disclose 

the information. United States v •. Jaffe, 98 F. Supp. 191, 193-94 

(D.D.C. 1951). He need not disclose the incriminating facts in 

order to sustain his claim· it need only be evident that an 

answer or explanation of refusal to answer might result in in

jurious disclosures. Emspak v. United States, 349 U.S. 190, 

198-99 (1955). 

3. Necessity of a Ouorum. 

The necessity of a quorum as a prerequisite to a valid 

contempt is unclear. The presence of a quorum was required to 

sustain a conviction for perjury in Christoffel v. United States, 

338 U.S. 84 (1949). But one year later the ~upreme Court held 

that the lack of a quorum did not excuse a witness from honoring 
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a valid subpoena issued by an authorized committee. United states 

v. Byran, 339 u.s. 323, 329-32 (1950). While a quorum is probably 

not necessary, keeping a quorum at the time a witness commits 

his contemptable act is certainly the more cautious course. 

4. Presence of Communications Media. 

A witness does not ordinarily have a right to object 

to the presence of the communications media at a hearing. United 

3tates v. Hintz, 193 F. Supp. 325 (N.D. Ill. 1961). In one 

case, however, a lower court held that the presence of TV 

cameras and reporters made it iw.possible for the witness to 

testify in a calm, considered and truthful manner, and that that 

condition justified his refusal to testify. United States v. 

Kleinman, 107 F. supp. 407, 408 (n.n.c. 1952). Kleinman has 

certainly not been extended by other courts. In United States v. 

~. 207 F.?.d 148 (3d Cir. 1953), for example, the court held 

that the question of whether a witness before a congressional 

committee should have a right to demand that information given 

by him which cannot aid the committee in its legislative purpose 

be withheld from the public is for legislative, not for judicial 

control. 207 F.2d at 159. And in United ~tates v. Hintz, 193 

F. Supp. 325 (N.D. Ill. 1961), the court stated: 

"This court has no power to impose upon Congress, 
a coordinate branch of our government, either a 
proscription against or a prescription for radio, 
television, movies or photographs. This court 
is of the opinion that the mere presence of such 
mechanisms at an investigative hearing does not 
infect the hearing with impropriety." 193 F. Supp. 
at 331-32. 
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The I'!int~ court specifically rejected any reading of Kle\ninan 

which would~~ prevent a conviction of any witness who 

commits a contempt of congress "while in the presence of 

spectators and the sensory apparatus which permits the nation 

to see and to hear." Id. at 329. However, at a trial the 

defendant may seek to prove that the conditions of testimony were 

not reasonably conducive to that clarity and accuracy to which 

defendant was normally capable. The question is for the fact

finder. Id. at 332. See also Rules of Procedure for the SGlect 

Committee, Pule 35. 

5. Multiple Counts of Contempt. 

Witnesses are often indicted on multiple counts of 

contempt, one for each question asked and refused. It has been 

hold, however, that where separate questions relate to a single 

subject of inquiry or seek to establish a single fact, only one 

penalty for contempt may be imposed. United states v. Orman, 

207 F.2d 148, 160 (3d Cir. 1953). Where there are separate re

fusals to answer separate questions, it is proper for each 

refusal to be set out as a separate count. l!!· One who has 

flatly refused to testify further can be prosecuted only for that 

one refusal; the committee cannot multiply contempts by continu

ing questioning. United States v. Costello, 198 F.2d 200, 204 (2d 

Cir.), cert. denied, 344 U.S. 874 (1952). A witness should still 

be asked several questions so that if a court subsequently finds 

that some questions were improper, there will be other questions 
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upon which a valid conviction may be upheld. 

November 16, 1973 

Chief counsel 

David Dorsen 
Assistant Chief counsel 

r--~--..., 
A:;-n ,:_Yi;(, ,0. ~~ ?u,. c>;; 
Fonald D. Potunda 

Assistant Counsel 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES, GO, HD CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20510 

PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM RE PROCEDURES FOR CONFERRING 
IMMUNITY AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION BEFORE 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

This memorandum outlines the procedures that this 

Committee must follow to obtain an order from a United 

states district court that confers immunity on a witness 

before the committee and compels him to testify and 

produce pertinent records. A more detailed memorandum 

substantiating the conclusions here presented is in 

preparation. 

The relevant statutory provisions, which were 

part of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970 and 

are now found at 18 u.s.c. §6001, 6002, 6005, are 

attached to this memorandum. At the outset, it should 

be noted that the immunity conferred upon a witness 

under §6002 is not total "transactional" immunity. 

Rather, it is immunity from the "use", for purposes 

of prosecution, of compelled testimony or records, or 

any information directly or indirectly derived from 

such testimony and records, except in a prosecution 

for perjury, giving false statements, or otherwise 

failing to comply with the order. The Supreme court 
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in Kastigar v. United States, 406 u.s. 441, 453 (1972), 

held that a witness, under §6002, could be constitu

tionally compelled to testify and produce records 

over his Fifth Amendment objection even though §6002 

does not provide complete protection from future 

prosecution. 

I. Basic Operation of Statutory Procedure 

Unlike previous immunity statutes that automatically 

conferred immunity upon a witness when he testified, the 

current provisions require that the witness expressly 

claim his privilege against self-incrimination, or, 

where the witness has not yet been called, that there 

be an indication that he may claim his privilege (see 

section II, below), before the immunity process can be 

set in motion. Thus §6002 provides that immunity may 

be granted "/w 7henever a witness refuses, on the basis 

of his privilege against self-incrimination, to testify 

or provide other information in a proceeding before or 

ancillary to • either House or Congress, or a 

committee or a subcommittee of either House." The 

purpose of the change was to ensure that a witness 

receives immunity only when he asserts his privilege 

and to eliminate the previously existing situation 

where a witness, merely by testifying, would receive 

an "immunity bath" in regard to all offenses indicated 

by his testimony. 
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Once the claim of privilege has been made or it 

appears that it may be made, certain specific procedures 

must be followed before a district court can issue the 

immunizing order and compel testimony or production. 

These procedures, which are set forth in §6005, are: 

(1) '!'he request for an immunizing order must be 

approved by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the 

members of the full Committee and the application for 

the order must certify that the application was so 

approved. 

(2) At least ten days prior to the date on which 

the request for the order is made, the Committee must 

serve the Attorney General with notice of its intention 

to submit the request; moreover, certification that the 

Attorney General has been properly notified must 

accompany the application. 

The purpose of notice to the Attorney General is 

to allow him to isolate from the immunity grant any 

incriminating information already in his files, thereby 

establishing the "independent source" necessary for 

possible future prosecution. '!'he government has an 

affirmative burden, in a later criminal prosecution, 

to demonstrate that evidence used in that prosecution 

was not derived from immunized testimony or records. 

see Kastigar v. United States, supra, at 460. 
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The Attorney General does not have the power to 

veto a request for immunity. Moreover, the Court has 

no discretion to refuse the order provided the pro

cedural prerequisites described above, i.e., an 

affirmative two-thirds vote of the Committee and 

notification of the Attorney General, are fulfilled. 

However, the Attorney General may, under §600S(c), 

require the District Court to defer the order's 

issuance for a period not more than twenty days from 

the date the order is requested. This provision was 

inserted to allow the Attorney General to obtain 

additional time, if necessary, to establish an 

independent basis for future prosecution. 

A witness may challenge the application for an 

immunizing order only on the ground that the prescribed 

procedural requirements have not been met. No attack 

on, e.g., the scope of the Committee's jurisdiction 

or the breadth of the production request, is allowable 

at this stage. 

II. Pre-Hearing Issuance of Direction to Testify 

Section 6005 authorizes a grant of immunity and 

compulsion to testify and produce records regarding 

a witness who "may be called to testify or provide 

other information." (emphasis added) It is thus 

possible for the statutory procedures to be put into 
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operation before the witness actually appears and 

asserts his privilege against self-incrimination. 

See, e.g., Kastigar v. united States, supra. The 

purpose behind this provision is obvious. In many 

cases a committee will know in advance that a witness 

will refuse to answer without immunity protection. 

To require the witness to appear before the Committee 

and claim his privilege before the immunity procedure 

is initiated would be a useless ritual. 

An advance order fs obtained by following the 

procedures, described above, necessary for the 

acquisition of a regular immunity order. It appears, 

however, that, as a technical matter, immunity is not 

actually conferred until the witness asserts his 

privilege and is directed to testi~_y by the chairman 

of the committee. 

APRIL, 1973 

~- (" /p(,C;/£/ \ 
( as 
~- ,,-- Connsel 

~ (~, )t-
-_:,0v~\_-,c';'-\+('lc,cct cc, 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

~~~~ Rond t. Rotuna 
Assistant Counsel 
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TRANSFER OF P'uNCTIONS 

All functions of all other officers of the Department 
of Justice and an functions of all agencies and employees 
of such Department were, with a few exceptions. trans
ferred to the Attorney General, with power vested in htm 
to authorize their performance or the performance of 
any of his functions by any of such officers, agencies, and 
employees, by formel' sections 1 and 2 of 1950 Reorg. Plan 
No. 2, §§ 1, 2, eff. May 24, 1950, 15 F. R. 3173, 64 Stat. 1261. 

§ 5037. Parole. 

A juvenile delinquent who has been committed and 
who, by his conduct, has given sufficient evidence 
that he has reformed, may be released on parole at 
any time under such conditions and regulations as 
the Board of Parole deems proper if it shall appear 
to the satisfaction of such Board that there is rea
sonable probability that the Juvenile will remain 
at liberty without violating the law. (June 25, 1948, 
ch. 645, 62 stat. 858.J 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

Reviser's Note.-Based on title 18, U. S. C., 1940 ed., 
§ 927 (June 16, 1938, ch. 486, § 7, 52 stat. 766). 

Reference to section establishing the Board of Parole 
was omitted as unnecessary. 

Minor changes were made in phraseology. 

EXCEPTION FROM 'TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS 

Functions of the Board of Parole were not included 
in the transfer of functions of officers, agencies and em~ 
ployees of the Department of Justice to the Attorney 
General, made by former sections 1 and 2 of 1950 Reorg. 
Plan No. 2, § 1, eff. May 24, 1960, 15 F. R. 3173, 64 Stat. 
1261. 

CROSS REFERENCES 

Board of Parole established, see section 4201 of thts 
title. 

Part V.-DBIUNITY OF WITNESSES 

Sec. 
6001. Definitions. 
6002. Immuntty generally. 
6003. Court and grand jury proceedings. 
6004·. Certain administrative proceedings. 
6005. Congressional proceedings. 

AMENDMENTS 

1970-Pub. L. 91-452, title II, § 20I(a), Oct. 15, 1970, 84 
Stat. 926, added part V and items 6001 to 6005. 

PART REFERRED TO lN 0rHER SECTIONS 

This part is referred to in title 7 section 2146. 

§ 6001. Definitions. 
As used in this part-

( 1 J "agency of the Unlt,ed States" means any 
executive department as defined in section 101 
of title 5, United States Code, a military depart
ment as defined In section 102 of title 5, United 
States Code, the Atomic Energy Commission, the 
China Trade Act registrar appalnted under 53 
Stat. 1432 <15 U.S.C. sec. 143), the Civil· Aero
nautics Board, the Federal Communications 
Commission, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, the Federal Maritime commission, 
the Federal Power Commission, the Federal 
Trade Commission, the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, the National Labor Relations 
Board, the National Transportation Safety 
Board, the Railroad Retirement Board, an arbi
tration board established under 48 Stat. 1193 (45 
U.S.C. see. 157), the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the Subversive Activities Control 

Board, or a board established under 49 Stat. 
31 <15 U.S.C. sec. 715dJ; 

(2) "other information" includes any book. 
paper, document, record, recording, or other 
material; 

(3) "proceeding before an agency of the United 
States" means any proceeding before such an 
agency with respect to which it is authorized to 
issue subpenas and to take testimony or receive 
other Information from witnesses under oath; 
and 

(4) "court of the United States" means any of 
the following courts: the Supreme Court of the 
United States, a United States court of appeals, a 
United States di.strict court established under 
chapter 5, title 28, United States Code, the District 
of Columbia Court of Appeals, the Superior Court 
of the District of Columbia, the District Court of 
Guam, the District Court of the Virgin Islands, the 
United States Court of Claims, the United States 
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, the Tax 
Court of the United States, the Customs Court, and 
the Court of Military Appeals. 

<Added Pub. L. 91-452, title II, § 201 (aJ, Oct. 15, 
1970, 84 Stat. 926.J 

EFF'ECTIVE DATE; SAVINGS PROVISION 

Section 260 of Pub. L. 91-452 provided that: "The pro
visions of part V of title 18, United States Code, added by 
title II of this Act (this part], and the amendments and 
repeals made by title II of this Act {sections 835, 895, 
1406, 1954, 2424, 2514 and 3486 of this title, sections 15, 
87f, 135c, 499m, and 2115 of Title 7, section 25 of Title 
11, section 1820 of Title 12, sections 32, 33, 49, 77v, 78u, 
79r, BOa-41, BOb--9, 155, 717m, 1271, and 1714 of Title 15, 
section 825! of Title 16, section 1333 of Title 19, 
section 373 of Title 21, sections 4874 and 7493 of Title 26, 
section 161 of Title 29, section 506 of Title 33, sections 405 
and 2201 of Title 42, sections 167 and 362 or Title 45, sec
tions 827 and 1124 of Title 46, section 409 ot Title 47, sec
tions 9, 43, 46-48, 916, 1017, and 1484 of Title 49, sec• 
tion 792 of Title 50, and sections 643a, 1152, 2026, and 2155 
of Title 50, Appendix I, shall take effect on the sixtieth day 
following the date _of the ena9tment of this Act (Oct. 15, 
1970). No amendment·to.or repeal of any provision of law 
under title II of this Act shall affect any immunity to 
which any individual is entitled under such provision by 
reason of any testimony or other information given before 
sllch day." 

AMENDMiNT OR REPEAL OF INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS 

Section 259 of Pub. L. 91-452 provided that: ''In addi
tion to the provisions of law specifically amended or 
speclftcaJiy repealed by this title (see effective date note 
set out under this section), any other provision of law 
inconsistent with the provisions of part V of tltle 18, 
United States Code (adding by title II of this Act) (thiB 
part J, is to that extent amended. or repea.led ... 

§ 6002. Immunity generally. 

Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his 
privilege against self-incrimination, to testify or 
provide other information in a proceeding before or 
ancillary to--

(1) a court or grand jury of the United States, 
(2) an agency of the United States, or 
(3J either House of Congress, a joint committee 

of the two Houses, or a committee or a subcommit
tee of either House, 

and the person presiding over the proceeding com
munlcat.es to the witness an order issued under this 
part, the witness may not refuse to comply with the 
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order on the basis of his privilege against self-in
crimination; but no testimony or other information 
compelled under the order <or any Information di
rectly or indirectly derived from such testimony or 
other information) may be used against the witness 
in any criminal case, except a prosecution for per
jury, giving a false statement, or otherwise falling to 
comply with the order. <Added Pub. L. 91-452, title II, 
§ 201 <a), Oct. 15, 1970, 84 Stat. 927.) 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effective on the sixtieth da.y following Oct 15, 
1970, see section 260 of Pub. L. 91-452, set out a.s a note 
under section 0001 of this title. 

SECTION REFF.RRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 

This section is referred to in sections 6003, 6004, 6005 
of this title. 

§ 6003. Court and grand jury proceedings. 
(al In the case of any individual who has been or 

may be called to testify or provide other information 
at any proceeding before or ancillary to a court of 
the United States or a grand jury of the United 
States, the United States district court for the judi
cial district in which the proceeding is or may be 
held shall issue, in accordance with subsection (b) 
of this section, upon the request of the United States 
attorney for such district, an order requiring such 
individual to give testimony or provide other infor
n1ation which he refuses to give or provide on the 
basis of his p1ivllege against self-incrimination, such 
order to become effective as provided in section 6002 
of this part. 

(bl A United States attorney may, with the ap
proval of the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney 
General, or any designated Assistant Attorney Gen
eral. request an order under subsection (al of this 
section when in his judgment--

(1) the testimony or other Information from 
such individual may be necessary to the public 
interest; and 

(2J such individual has refused or is llkely 
to refuse to testify or provide other informa
tion on the basis of his privilege against 
self -incrimination, 

(Added Pub. L. 91-452, title II, § 20Ua), Oct. 15, 
·1970, 84 Stat. 927.l 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effective on the sixtieth day following Oct. 15, 
1970, see section 260 of Pub. L. 91-452, set out as a note 
under section 6001 of this title. 

§ 6004. Certain administrative proceedings. 

(al In the case of any individual who has been 
or who may be called to testify 01· provide other in
formation at any proceeding before an agency of 
the United States, the agency may, with the ap
proval of the Attorney General, issue, in accordance 
with subsection (bi of this section, an order requir
ing the individual to give testimony or provide other 
i,uormation which he refuses to give or provide on 
the basis of his privilege agaiff·t ~elf-incrimination, 
such order to become effective ac provided in section 
6002 of this part. 

( b) An agency of the United States may issue an 
order under subsection (al of this section only if in 
its judgment--

(!) the testimony or other information from 
such individual may be necessary to the public 
interest; and 

(2) such individual has refused or is likely to 
refuse to testify or provide other information 
on the basis of his privilege against self
incrimination. 

(Added Pub. L. 91-452, title II, § 201 <al. Oct. 15, 
1970, 84 Stat. 927.) 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effeeUve on the sixtieth day following OCt. 15, 
1970, see section 260 of Pub. L. 91-452, set out as a note 
under section 6001 of thls title. 

§ 6005. Congressional proceedings. 
(al In the co.se of any individual who has been 

or may be called to testify or provide other informa
tion at any proceeding before either House of Con
gress, or any committee, or any subcommittee of 
either House, or any joint committee of the two 
Houses, a United States district court shall issue, in 
accordance with subsection (bl of this section, upon 
the request of a duly authorized representative of the 
House of Congress or the committee concerned, an 
order requiring such individual to give testimony or 
provide other information which he refuses to give 
or provide on the basis of his privilege against self
incrimination, such order to become effective as pro
vided in section 6002 of this part. 

(b) Before issuing an order under subsection (a) 
of this section, a United States district court shall 
find that--

(1) in the case of a proceeding before either 
House of Congress, the request for such an order 
has been approved by an affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Members present of that House; 

(2) in the case of a proceeding before a commit
tee or a subcommittee of either House of Congress 
or a joint committee of both J!ouses, the request 
for such an order has been approved by an affirm
ative vote of two-thirds of the members of the 
full committee; and 

(31 ten days or more prior to the day on which 
the request for such an order was made, the At
torney General was served with notice of an in
tention to request the order. 
(cl Upon application of the Attorney General, the 

United states district court shall defer the issuance 
of any order under subsection (a) of this section for 
such period, not longer than twenty days from the 
date of the request for such order, as the Attorney 
General may specify. (Added Pub. L. 91-452, title II, 
§ 20l(a), Oct. 15, 1970, 84 Stat. 928. l 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section effective on the sixtieth day following Oct. 15, 
19'70, see section 260 of Pub. L. 91-452, set out as a note 
under section 6001 of this title. 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO s. RES, eo, ao CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20510 

MEMORANDUM OF LAH 

Co:f~ressional Immunity for Witnesses* 

L. Introdu~ 

It has long been recognized that immunity is a 

useful and necessary tool to uncover and prosecute 

crime. See, e.g., Lord Chancellor Macclesfield's Trial, 

16 Howell's State Trials 767, 1147 (1725); 8 Wigmore, 

Evidence sec. 2281, at 492 n.2 (McNaughton rev. ed. 1961). 

(Immunity statute enacted by Parliament to aid in its 

investigation of the Lord Chancellor Macclesfield,) 

Mr. Justice White, concurring in Murphy v. W_aterfront 

Commis~~, 378 U.S. 52, 94-95 (1964), observed that 

immunity statutes: 

"have for more th:m a. century been resorted 
to for the investigation of many offenses, 
chiefly those whose proof and punishment 
were otherwise impracticable, such as 
political bribery, extortion, gambling, 
consumer frauds, liquor violations, commercial 
larceny, and various forms of racketeering." 

*This memorandum supplements an earlier memorandum submitted 
to this Committee respecting procedures for granting immunity 
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Mr. Justice Frankfurter has said that immunity statutes 

have "become part of our constitutiona1 fabric," Ullman 

v. United States, 350 U.S. 422, 438 (1956), and the Supreme 

Court, in the recent case of Kastigar v. United States, 

406 U.S. 4hl, 446 (1972), recognized that immunity is 

or~ten necessary because "many offenses are of such a 

character that the only persons capable of giving useful 

testimony are those implicated in the crime." 

II. Historical Back~~ound 

The power of the Government to compel a person to 

testify bc'"':'oce governmental bodies has its origins in 

early c ;1,t.,,::1 law. For example, the power with respect 

to cot,i·ts was established in England by statute over 

four hundred years ago, Statute of Elizabeth, 5 Eliz. I, 

c. 9, sec. 12 (1562). The riower to compel testimony, 

however, is limited in this country by the Fifth 

Amendment privilege against compulsory self-incrimination 

and a simil~r privilege also exists in British law. 

The Fifth Amendment privilege protects a witness against 

disclosures which could be used in a criminal prosecution 

against him or could lead to evidence which could be 

used in such a prosecution. This privilege may be 

asserted in any proceeding, civil or criminal, judicial 
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or otherwise. The scope of the Fifth Amendment privilege 

is limited, in turn, by the power of the Government 

to grant inmmnity from prosecution, (or "indemnity" as 

the English call the concept). See generally Leonard W. 

Levy, Origins of the Fifth Amendment at 328, 495 

(Oxford u. Press 1968). In fact, immunity is about 

as old as the privilege against self-incrimination. Id. 

The first Congressional immunity statute was 

passed in 1857, Act of Jan. 24, 1857, 11 Stat. at 

Large 155. The specific purp·ose behind the enactment 

of this statute was to compel witnesses to testify before 

a Congressional investigation into alleged corruption 

within tl:0 IIcuse of Representatives. Under that Act, 

witnes;:,_.3 -.::mld acquire immunity simply by testifying 

before a Congressional Committee. The immunity conferred 

by the Act was "transactional" im..'!lunity, which meant that 

by testifying a witr.e2s could completely immunize himself 

from prosecution for the transaction about which he 

testified. This kind of immunity was tantamount to 

a pardon. The resulting "immunity baths" during the 

next five years prompted Congress to reform the immunity 

statute. A new immunity statute was passed which 

provided only "use" immunity. Under the r,ew statute 

the testimony actually given before Congress could not 

be used against the witness in a subsequent prosecution, 
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though the witness could still be prosecuted. Act of 

January 24, 1862, 12 Stat. at Large 333. However, as 

this reformed statute was drafted, evidence derived from, 

or the fruit of, a witness• compelled testimony could 

be used to prosecute him, even though the actual compelled 

testimony could not be used against him. 

A statute similar in all essentials to the Act of 

January 24, 1862 was attacked in Counselman v. Hitchcock, 

142 U,S,547 (1892). The Supreme Court held that the 

limited immunity statute there involved was unconstitutional 

in that it did not bar the use of the fruits of the 

testimony as well as the testimony itself. There was 

dictwn in the case, however, which said that an immunity 

statute 1.1cm t "afford absolute immunity against future 

prosecution for the offense to which the question relates." 

Id. at 586, Within three weeks after Counselman was 

decided, Congress bec;o.:-. to amend its immunity statutes 

to confer transactional immunity in order to comply with 

the broad dictum in that case. However, Congress did not 

get around to amending the Act of Jan. 24, 1862 -- which 

applied to Congressional investigations -- until the 

Immunity Act of 1954, which was codified in 18 u.s.c. 
sec. 3!186. Under that statute (now repealed) Congress' 

immunity power was limited to national security 

investigations. 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 9 
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In spite of the fact that many federal statutes 

after Counselman offered total transactional immunity, 

the Supreme Court, in Murphy v. Waterfront Comm.ission, 

378 U.S. 52 (1964), suggested that the broad dictum of 

Couns~l.!!1-~ was not the law. In that case, which 

involved a state immunity statute, the Supreme Court held 

that a witness in a state proceeding may be con3titutionally 

compelled to give testimony incriminating under federal 

law as long as the Federal Government is prohibited from 

making any use of the compelled testimony or its fruits. 

378 U.S. at 79. The Federal Government could still 

prosecute, but it could not use a witness' compelled 

testimon;y ( or evidence derived from that compelled 

testirr.cry) against him. 

III. Congressional Immunity - 1970 

After careful stuly, the National Co~Jnission on 

Reform of Federal Criminal Laws recommended that the 

federal im,~unity laws be reformed. The Commission 

concluded that a narrow, use immunity provision such 

as considered in the Murphy case would meet constitutional 

requirements. See Corcmisriion .Working Papers at 14IJ.6 (1970). 

Congress agreed, and in 1970 enacted the immunity 

provisions of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970, 

codified at 18 u.s.c. sec. 6001 through 6005, which 
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include the provisions relevant to the Select Committee's 

operations. These immunity provisions only provide 

that a witness' compelled testimony, or any information 

derived directly or indirectly from such compelled 

testimony, may not be used against him in a subsequent 

criminal prosecution. The witness may still be prosecuted, 

however, using independently derived evidence. 

The narrow use immunity provided for in 18 u.s.c. 
sec. 6001 et seq.was attacked as unconstitutional in 

Kastigar v. United Stai:_~, 406 U.S. 441 (1972). The 

petitioners argued, inter alia, that, in order to compel 

a witness to testify, it was necessary to confer full, 

transacticmal immunity, narrow use immunity being 

insuf'f:Lic,1t. The Supreme Court disagreed and upheld 

the constitutionality of the statute: 

"We hold that such irrmmnity from use and 
derivative use is coextensive with the scope 
of the privilese against self-incrimination, 
and therefore is sufficient to compel 
testimony over a claim of the privilege. 11 

406 U.S. at 453. 
11The statute, like the Fifth Amendment, grants 
neither pardon nor amnesty, Both the statute 
and the Fifth Amendment allow the government 
to prosecute using evidence from legitimate 
independent sources." 406 U.S. at 461. 

_Kastigar involved testimony before a Grand Jury, 

but there is nothing in the logic or language of the 
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case that would make constitutionality depend on whether 

a Grand Jury or a Congressional Committee is seeking 

testimony. 

The legislative history of the immunity provisions 

of section 6001 et~· is useful in explaining its 

operation and intent. H.R., Rep. No. 91-1549, 91st 

Congress, 2nd Session (found in 2 U.S. Code Cong. and 

Admin. News 4017-18 (1970)) states that: 

"Section 6002 contains the basic immunity ••• 
authorization • The witness must 
claim his privilege to receive immunity. 
The proposed provision is not an immunity 
bath. See United States v. Monia, 63 s •. ct. 409, 
317 u.s. 42-zr;-8'7r:-:-Ed. 370(1943). Refusal 
to_testi~[ following communication of---E'ne~
imm1111i t:r order warrants contempt procee1inp;s. 
I,o o~·al testimony or other informaT:fonsecured 
:~::·or: .:i. witness can be used against him in a 
c.':L ..• ,1al proceeding. This statutory immunity is 
intended to be broad as, but no broader than, the 
privilege against self-incrimination. (See 
Senate hearings at p. 326.) It is designed to 
reflect the use-restriction immunity concept of 
Murphy v. Water~ront Co~.mission, ••• rather 
than the transa~~ion immunity concept of 
Counselman v. Hitchcoclc, •••• The witness 
is also protected against the use of evidence 
derivatively obtained •••• The exception for 
perjury, false statements or other failure to 
comply with the order is probably unnecessary. 
See United States v. Monia, •••• 

* * * * "Section 6005 sets out the procedure to be 
followed in congressional proceedings. A 
court order must be obtained based on an 
affirmative vote of a majority .of members 
present in a proceeding before either House 
or a two-thirds vote of the members of the 
full committee in a proceeding before a committee. 
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Ten days' notice must be given to the Attorney 
General prior to seeking the order. The 
court must defer issuance up to 20 days at 
the Atto:cney General's request. However, 
The Attorney General is not given veto 1?.9wer. 
Hor is. the court given any powe.£.._to withhold 
the order if the :t'actual prerequisites a.re met." 
"(":E::nphc1."sis added) -· 

The reason the Attorney General is given a right 

to ten days notice before the request for an immunity 

order is filed (and the right to a 20 day deferral 

after the request is made before the order is entered) 

is to provide the Attorney General vTith the opport'.lnity 

to isolate any incriminating data already in his files 

and thus establish the independent source necessary 

for later criminal prosecution. See Hational Commission 

for the :le;:''.:'rm of Federal Criminal Laws, Working Papers 

at 140G. 

As the above legislative history makes clear, 

under the statute nelther the Attorney General nor 

the Court has discretion to veto a decision of 

Congress {or a committee thereof) to grant immunity. 

If the court determines that the procedural prerequisites 

have been met(~, at least two-thirds of a Committee 

have voted for immunity and the required notice has 

been given), it must enter the order. It would have 

been particularly inappropriate to give the Attorney 

General power to veto a Congressional decision of 

immunity "because in a Teapot Dome-type Congressional 
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investigation, the Attorney General himself would be 

the focus of the inquiry." See Commissicn Working 

Papers at 1440. It also follows from the above that, 

where procedural regularity is present, a prospective 

witness cannot prevent the grant of immunity. In re 

McE3=!.~\~, 2L18 F.2d 612, 617 (D.C. Cir. 1957) .(en bane) 

(concurring opinion). 

Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

'-~~\ I I\\ \ _.;,. \ \\ ,,~ hv V:/~~ ~ 

.' 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

June, 1973 \, , . . .. '., / I ~--_,£-;--·/ 
RonaB Rotw1::la 
Assistant Counsel 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES, Ill, DD CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, 0,C, 20510 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

Attorney-Client Privilege 

I. The Basic Rule 

Professor Wigmore summarizes the basic rule governing 

the application of the attorney-client privilege as follows: 

"(1) where legal advice of any kind is sought 
(2) from a professional legal adviser in his 
capacity as such, (3) the communications re-
lating to that purpose, (4) made in confidence 
(5) by the client, (6) are at his instance 
permanently protected (7) from disclosure by 
himself or by the legal adviser, (8) except the 
protection be waived." 8 Wigmore, Evidence, 1l 2292, at 554 

(McNaughton rev. 1961) (footnote 
omitted; emphasis in original omitted). 

The attorney-client privilege is governed by statute 

in many states, but for the most part the statutes are 

merely declaratory of the common law rule summarized above. 

8 Wigmore, supra, 1l 2292 at 556-57. Certain features of the 

privilege that are or may be relevant to this committee's 

activities are discussed below. 

II. The Policy Reasons Behind the Attorney-Client Privilege 

Certain evidentiary rules,~· the hearsay rule, 

exist in order to exclude from the jury evidence which 

the law considers untrustworthy. The attorney-client 

privilege, on the other hand, excludes perfectly competent, 

valid evidence because of a policy decision that the exclu

sion promotes another valid objective of law: 
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"In order to promote freedom of consultation 
of legal advisors by clients, the apprehension 
of compelled disclosure by the legal advisors 
must be removed; hence the law must prohibit 
such disclosure except on the client's consent." 
8 Wigmore, supra§ 2291 at 545. 

Because the exercise of this privilege conflicts with the 

search for truth, the commentators and the courts have 

long held that the privilege "ought to be strictly confined 

within the narrowest possible limits consistent with the 

logic of its principle." 8 Wigmore, supra§ 2291 at 554. 

Wigmore's principle has long been recognized by the case 

law. ~-· Foster v. Hall, 29 Mass. (12 Pick.) 89, 97 (1831): 

"The rule of Privilege, having a tendency to prevent the 

full disclosure of the truth, ought to be construed strictly." 

See also, McCormick, Evidence§ s 72,77,86 (1972). 

III. Some Guidelines Governing the Scope of the Attorney
Client Privilege 

(A) The first requirement of the attorney-client 

privilege is that legal advice must be sought.' See 

generally, 8 Wigmore, supra, ~ 2296 at 566. Thus, communi

cations with an attorney seeking,~· his business advice 

is not within the privilege. United States v. vehicular 

Parking, Ltd., 52 F.Supp. 751, 753-54 (D. Del. 1943). 

However, where the client generally seeks legal advice, 

the existence of nonlegal, incidental communications between 

them does not result in loss of the privilege. United 

States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 89 F. supp. 357, 359 
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(D. Mass. 1950) (Wyzanski, J). Accord, McCormick, supra, 

~ 88, at 179-80. 

(B) A client may not claim the privilege if the 

communications was in furtherance of a criminal or 

fraudulent transaction. Wigmore states that the privi

lege does not attach where the advice is sought for a 

knowingly unlawful end; it is, ha-1ever, not necessary, 

in order to determine that the privilege is invalid, to 

conclude that the attorney actually became a participant 

in the client's intended wrong.~-, A.B. Dick Co. v. 

Marr, 95 F.Supp. 83, 102 (S.D.N.Y. 1950) (Medina,J.); In 

re Sawyer's Petition, 229 F2d 805,808-09 (7th cir. 1956) 

(a client's communication to his attorney in pursuit of a 

criminal or fraudulent act yet to be performed is not 

privileged in any judicial proceeding). 8 Wigmore, supra, 

~ 2298, at 573, 577. Wigmore also declares that the 

intended, unlawful end, may be either a crime or any 

"deliberate plan to defy the law and oust another person 

of his rights, whatever the precise nature of those rights 

may be." Id. at 577. The traditional common law view, how

ever, requires that the communication be in furtherance of 

a crime or fraud before the privilege is ruled nonexistant. 

McCormick, supra, ~ 96 at 201. Rule 26 (2) of the Uniform 

Rules of Evidence appears to agree with Wigmore and would 
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deny the privilege if the communications were in furtherance 

of any crime or tort, but proposed Federal Rule 503 (d) (1), 

of the Proposed Rules of Evidence for 1:he United States 

Federal District Courts, uses the "crime or fraud" language.* 

In order to determine if the legal advice was tainted 

and is thus not within the privilege the test is as follows: 

"Where there is some evidence of crime or fraud 
apart from the communications with the attorney, 
and there have been transactions with him, let 
the burden be on the attorney to satisfy the""°court 
(apart from the jury) that the transaction has to 

his best belief not been wrongful, before the 
claim of privilege is allowed." Wigmore, supra, 
§ 2299, at 578 (emphasis in original). 

See also, Pollock v. United States,202 F.2d 281, 286 (5th 

Cir. 1953), cert. denied, 345 U.S. 993 (1953): 

"rw7here the party is being tried for a crime in 
furtherance of which the communication to the 
attorney was made and evidence has been introduced 
giving color to the charge, it is well settled that 
the communication is no longer privileged.f"""citations 
omitteg." 

In short, it is not necessary that the court make a finding 

that the client's purpose was in fact criminal: if there is 

* Proposed Rules of Evidence for the United states Federal 
District Courts were promulgated on November 20, 1972 by 
the Supreme court. They have not yet been enacted. A copy 
of proposed Rule 503 is attached to this Memorandum. The 
Advisory Committee's Note to Proposed Rule 503 may be found 
at 56 F.R.D. 235-40.' 
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some evidence giving color to the charge, the privilege must 

yield. In determining whether the client had an unlawful 

purpose in consulting with an attorney, it is the client's 

guilty intention which is controlling; the good faith or 

lack thereof of the attorney is 1irrelevant. McCormick, 

supra, s 95, at 200. Evidence of the client's wrongful 

intent may be circumstantial. Id. at n. 51, citing 

Sawyer v. Stanley, 241 Ala. 39, 1 So. 2d 21 (1941). 

(C) If a client tells the attorney about the contents 

of a preexisting document, the attorney may not ordinarily 

be forced to ~estify about such conversations, even thpugh 

the client may be compelled to testify as to the contents 

of documents as well as required to produce them. Wigmore, 

supra, ~ 2308. However, if the communications were part 

of an attempt by the client to avoid production of the document's 

contents, the privilege does not apply. 1.£. at 596. It 

is also generally true that information regarding the exis

tence, execution or place of custody of a document is 

ordinarily not within the privilege. Wigmore, supra, S 2309. 

Communications about documents should be distinguished 

from the documents themselves. A document never acquires 

any privilegedcharacter by virtue of being passed from a 

client to his attorney, and thus client documents in the 

possession of an attorney are subject to subpoena. Falsone 
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v. United States, 205 F.2d 734, 739 (5th Cir. 1953); 

McCormick, supra, ~ 89, at 185. 

(D) The purpose of the attorney-client privilege is 

to protect confidential communications. Communications 

to a lawyer not intended to be confidential are not pro

tected. !.:..9:.., United States v. Tellier, 255 F.2d 441 (2d 

cir. 1958); see generally, 8 Wigmore, supra, ~ 2311, at 

600. Thus, communications to an attorney in the presence 

of a third person who is not the agent of either the 

attorney or client are not privileged. 8 Wigmore, supra, 

at 601-02. If the client intends that the lawyer reveal 

the conversations to third persons there is no privilege. 

!.:..9:.., United States v. Tellier, 255 F.2d 441 (2d Cir. 1958) 

(Attorney's advice to client not privileged where client 

expected attorney to prepare letter to third person setting 

forth client's position). Wilcox v. United States, 231 li'2d 

384 (10th Cir. 1956) cert. denied, 351 U.S. 943 (1956) (client's 

private instructions to attorney that at preliminary hearing 

he should propound certain questions to witnesses not privileged). 

(E) If two (or more) clients retain the same attorney 

and then have an altercation, there is, in a subsequent 

controversy between the two clients, no attorney-client 

privilege regarding conversations by either to the joint 

attorney. 8 Wigmore, supra, ~ 2312 at 604. ~nd, in any 

dispute between a lawyer and his former client (~., a 

suit for fees). the previous communications between the 
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lawyer and client are not privileged. Id.at 607-08. An 

attorney must be able to protect himself against charges 

by his former client, who may not shield himself by use of 

the privilege. When the client and attorney become embroiled 

in a controversy, "the seal is removed from the attorney's 

lips." McCormick, supra, § 91 at 191. See also A.B.A. 

Code of Professional Responsibility, D.R. Rule 4-101 (c). 

"A lawyer may reveal. •• (3) Confidences or secrets 
necessary ••• to defend himself ••• against an accusa
tion of wrongful conduct." 

(F) If the client, by mistake or otherwise, discloses 

the substance of his confidential conversations to outsiders, 

his privilege as to those conversations is lost for all 

time. ~., Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Shields, 

18 F.R.D. 448, 451 (S.D.N.Y. 1955). 

"Once there has been disclosure to an outsider, by 
the client or by the attorney with the client's 
authority, of the confidential communication it 
is no longer privileged." 

See also, McCormick, supra,~ 93, at 197. Even if the 

outsider learns of the conversations because there were 

insufficient precautions to preserve secrecy, the privilege 

is still lost. 8 Wigmore, § 2326 at 633. Moreover, under 

traditional principles, if the attorney loses written confidential 

communications or they are stolen from his office, the privilege 

is nonetheless extinguished as to their contents since the 

confidentiality has been lost, albeit involuntarily. See also, 

McCormick, supra, § 75 n. 19. However, Proposed Federal Rule 

503 would prohibit loss or theft from destroying the privilege. 
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see Advisory committee's Note, 56 F.R.D. at 238. 

(G) The Attorney-Client privilege may not be used to 

keep secret the identity of a client: 

"The weight of authority denies the privilege 
for the fact of consultation or employment, 
including the component facts of the identity 
of the client, such identifying facts about 
him as hisaddress, and occupation, the identity of 
the lawyer, and the scope or object of the 
employment." McCormick, supra, § 90, at 185-86 
(footnote omitted). 

(H) The client may voluntarily waive the attorney

client privilege. If he does so, the attorney must testify 

since the privilege belongs only to the client, not to the 

attorney. See 8 Wigmore, ~ 2327. A client may also be 

found to have waived the privilege if he makes a partial 

disclosure. Having revealed a portion of his communications, 

he may not withhold the remainder. 8 Wigmore, supra, s 2327, 

at 636; McCormick, supra, s 93. 

(I) Under traditional common law, the attorney-client 

privilege protects the relationship between a lawyer and his 

private client and does not extend to communications to an 

attorney representing the Government or Governmental officials 

regarding their official duties. McCormick, supra,s 88, at 181. 

There are several reasons for limiting the privilege to the 

private client and his private lawyer. In the Government there 

is not so much an attorney-client relationship as an employee

employer relationship, which serves to provide the necessary 
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degree of confidentiality for the employer. More importantly, 

the employer is not the actual client of the Government lawyer. 

It is the people who not only pay the Government lawyer's 

salary but who are supposed to be the beneficiaries of his 

legal work and his true client. Thus, the Government lawyer 

unlike a private one, may take an oath to uphold the Constitution 

and laws thereunder. The Code of Professional Responsibility 

also applies differently to a Government lawyer, for his 

duty is to the public at large and not to a narrow client 

interest. See,~·· A.B.A. Code of Professional Responsibility, 

D.R. Rule 7-103. Finally,in the executive branch of Government, 

any necessary confidentiality is provided by Executive Privilege. 

When that privilege is waived, the only privilege of confid

entiality that the Executive has is waived. However, some 

recent cases have extended the privilege to cover lawyers 

for a government. ~. Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. 

Shields, 18 F.R.D. 448, 450-51 (S.D.N.Y. 1955) (without stating 

its reasons, the court states that lawyers for the Bellevue 

Bridge commission are covered by the privilege insofar as the 

Commissioners' communications were only with their lawyers). 

Proposed Federal Rule 503 (a) (1), if enacted would change the 

traditional law and apply the privilege to attorneys for 

governmental bodies. See 56 F.R.D. at 237. 

(J) The attorney-client privilege is generally considered 

to apply to corporations and unincorporated associations. 
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~-, Radiant Burners, Inc. v. American Gas Association, 320 

F.2d 314 (7th Cir. 1963), cert. denied, 375 U.S. 921. 

However, not every employee of a corporation speaks for it 

for purposes of the privilege. It is the general rule that 

when the client is a corporation only members of the "control 

group" of the corporation are clients for purposes of the 

privilege. The "control groups" are those who are authorized 

to seek, and act upon, legal advice for the corporation. see 

City of Philadelphia v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 210 F. 

Supp. 483 (E.D. Pa. 1962). Lower-level employees are not 

"clients;" they fall in the category of witnesses, and 

information communicated by them to an attorney is not privi

leged. See generally, D.I. Chadbourne, Inc. v. Superior Court, 

36 Cal. Reptr. 468, 60 Cal. 2d 723, 388 P. 2d 700 (1969) 

(statement of corporate employee delivered to corporation's 

insurance carrier is not privileged). 

(K) In any dispute before the Select committee as to the 

applicability of the Attorney-Client privilege, the Chair will 

have to make a ruling. If the Chair rules that the privilege 

does not apply, the attorney-witness must then answer, even 

if his client maintains his objections: 

"!t seems clear that, unless in a case of flagrant 
disregard of the law by the judge, the lawyer's duty 
is merely to present his view that the ·testimony is 
privileged; and if the judge rules otherwise, to submit 
to his decision." McCormick,~ 92, at ·193-94 (footnote 
omitted). 

See 8 Wigmore ~ 2321 at 630; see also A.B.A. Code of Profess

ional Responsibility, D.R. Rule 4-101 (c): 

"A lawyer may.reveal. •• (2) Confidences or secrets 
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when ••• required by law or court order." 

It would be unfair to require the lawyer to risk contempt 

for his client. 

June, 1973 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, I - 10 

James Hami 1 ton "'------=--
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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Rttlt 503. Lcrn ycr-Clic11t Privileye 

(c) I>cfinilicn;s.--:\s used in this rule: . 
(1) A 11rlie11t" is 3 pcr~on. pul~lir offic·cr. or corpora-. 

tion. assoriatiou. or other organization or entit~·. either 
public or· priYntc. who is n'llcl<'r<'d prof<'ssional lr~.1.l ~CIT

iccs by a l::nryrr, or who consult!": a lawyer with a ,·icw to 
obtaining profr::sionnl lrj!nl ~<'rYi<"cs from him . 

. (2) A ''lawyer" is a prrson authoriz<'d. or rcason
nblr h<'liC'wcl by thC' c·lirnt to bC' authorizrd. to practice 
law in any statC' or natio11. 

(!i) A "rPprrH'ntatiYc of thC" · Jnwyer" is one cm
ployrd to assist thr lawyrr. in thC' rrndition of profC'ssional 
legal H'1Ti<"r::. 

(4) .\ co1rn1mni<"ation is 11ronficlr11tinr· if not in
tcndrcl to br cli~rlo::r,l to third prrsons oth<'r than those, 
to whom clisd0;:;un• is in furthrrn11('C' of tlw n•nclition of 
profrssionnl leµ::11 scrYit<'S to th<' dirnt or tho~c rcnrnn
nhly 1l<'C'C'Ssnr.Y for tlw trnnsmi~~ion of the rommuni('ation. 

(b) Gc11crnl rule vf pririlcuc.-.·\ l'lirnt has n pri,·il<'ge 
to rrfusr to cli~c·lo.:::<' :incl to 1n·<',·r11t :rny otiirr p<'r~on 
from cfo:do~i11~ rn11fidP11tial <·011m11111ieatio11s m:1cll' for the 
Jmrpo~r of foc·ilit:1ti11~ tlw rrndition of pwfC':-~ion:11 kgal 
sc1·,·irr=-to the di<'nt. 0) hC't\\'<'1'11 him~<'lf or hi::; rl'prr
srntnth·<' awl hi,: bw.,·<'r or hi~ bwyer·~ l"l'Jll"C':"l'llt:1tin~ •. 
or (2) lwtwrrn hi~ hwy<'r n1icl tli<' la,,·yt'i'\ r<'prr~C'11t:1ti\'C'. 
or (3) hy him or his bwyt•r to a bwy<'l' n•prrs<'nting 
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nnotllC'r in a 111atlrr of c·ommon intrrrst. or ( 4) hctwocn 
rcprrsen tat i vC's of the rl

0

ir11 t or hrt wcrn the rlicnt and a 
rcpresrntath·c of thr rliC'nt. or (5) brtwrcn bwycrs rcp
rescnti11g the client. 

(c) Jr/io may dni111 tltr prit'ilcor.-Thc pri"ilcge may 
be claimrcl by tlw client. his guardian or consrn·ator, th(' 
}>C'l'SOllal l'<'lll'C'~<'llt:lti\·l' i,f fl. dl'C'C'.1SC'd die11t. Of the SllC

t'CSSSOf. tmst<'<'. or simil:lr·r<'Jll'<'H'lltntin• of a corporation. 
association. or other, organization. wlwther or not in 
existcner. The person \\·ho was the lawyrr at the time 
of, thC' communication mny claim the priYikge but only 
on brhalf of the eli~nt. His authority to clo so is prc
sumrcl in thr ahsC'11er of c,·iclenee to the rontrnry. 

(d) E:rceptio11s.-Th<'rc is·uo pri\'ilegc undrr this rule: 
(1) Furthcra11cc of crime or fraud.-If the sen·ices 

of the lawyer wrrc soup:ht or obtaiurcl to enahlr or aid 
an_yone to commit or pla11 to commit what the client 
knew or reasonably should haw known 1o be a crime or 
fraud; or __ 1 

(2) Clai111a11ts through same clccenscd clicnt.-As to 
a communiration relrYant to an issue bct,Yeen. parties 
who claim throu~h the same dreeasrd elient. regardless 
of :whether th<' claims a1·e by trstate or. intestate succes
sion or by inter rii·o.r~ trnmaction; or 

UJ) Brcnc/1 of duty l,y lalt'yer or clic11t.-As to :i 

comnrnnication rrlr,·ant. to an issue of l>rr:1rh of duty by 
the Jnw-yrr to his clit•nt or by the clirnt to his lawyer; or 

(4) Dow111c11t attested by lmcyer.-.:\s to n. com
munication rrlrY:rnt to an isstH' concerning an :lttC'strd 
document to \\·hirh the Jawyl'l' i$ Ull nttrsting witnes~; 
or 

(5) Joint dic11fs.- •. \s to n communication rclc,·:1nt 
to n mattt•r of common interrst uetwern two or more 
rliC'nts if the co1111m111il·ation w:1s mar!e by :111y of tllt'm 
to :\ fawy<'r rdaincd or c·onsultt•d in rommon. whrn 
offrrrcl in nn action ul'lwrcn any of the clients. · 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S, RES. to, PD CONQRESS) 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20510 

PRELIMINARY 

MEMORANDUM TO SELECT COMMITTEE 

RE CONGRESSIONAL POWER TO SUBPOENA DOCUMENTS IN WHITE 

HOUSE CUSTODY 

President Nixon, in his letter of July 6, 1973 (attached) 

has refused to permit The Select committee access to papers 

prepared or received by his personal staff, which papers he 

has.termed "Presidential papers." Though he has declined to 

use the term, he is, in fact, asserting the doctrine of 

executive privilege as to all "the private papers of his 

office, prepared by his personal staff" in order, it is 

said, that his personal staff may "communicate among them-
1 

selves in complete candor." 

There is substantial debate among legal scholars as to 

whether executive privilege has any legal existence. Professor 

Raou~ Berger had contended quite forcefully that there is 

no such concept. See generally, Berger, Executive Privilege 

1. Perhaps because he has already waived executive privilege 
as to testimony of his staff, the President ostensibly 
bases his refusal to produce Presidential papers on the 
doctrine of separation of powers, but his arguments sound 
in executive privilege terms. 
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1 
v. Congressional Inquiry, 12 u.c.L.A.L.Rev. 1044 (1965). 

Other authorities, however, contend that some sort of ex

ecutive privilege should be recognized. see Kramer & Marcuse, 

Executive Privilege -- A Study of the Period 1953-1960, 29 

Geo. Washington L. Rev. 623, 827 (1961). No federal court has 

ever been directly presented with the proposition of law 
2 

advocated by Mr. Nixon, and consequently there is no legal 

precedent in his favor. However, it is not necessary to 

settle the debate as to whether executive privilege actually 

exists for it appears that in no event would it be applicable 

in the instant case. 

First, it is reasonable to conclude that the privilege 

has been waived: presidential aides and former aides have 

- been allowed to testify in full regarding the Watergate 

affair without any assertion of the privilege; presidential 

documents in the possession of witnesses have been submitted 

1. See further, 93 Cong. Rec. 40-41 (1930) (Remarks of Senator, 
later Justice,Black); 3 Hinds' Precedents of the House of 

·Representatives at 185, quoting House Report No. 271(1844): 
"Thus it appears that there exists no rule which would 
exclude any evidence from the House or a committee of the 
House, which are as competent to guard the interests of the 
State, and have as high motives for doing so as the Execu
tive can have." 

:2. It is worth noting, that a like 0
· issue has been decided 

by at least one state court. o
1

inion of the Justices, 328 Mass. 
655,660-61, 102 N.E. 2d 79, 85 1951): 

"The attempt of the Senate to secure such information as 
might be contained in the report was not an interference 
with the executive department of the government in viola
tion of art. 30 of the Declaration of Rights, relating to 
separation of powers ••• 
••• It was a permissible exercise of an attribute pertaining 
to legislative power." (emphasis added.) 
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to the Select Committee without any claim to privilege. Mr. 

Nixon has "opened the door" to evidence and it is now difficult 

for him to argue that presidential documents regarding Water-
1 

gate may be withheld. 

In this regard, it is worth noting that the distinction 

between testimonial and documentary evidence which the letter 

of July 6, 197~ attempts to draw is unpersuasive. The letter 

(at p.2) contends that testimonial evidence "can, at least, 

be limited to matter within the scope of the investigation." 

(However, the President recognizes that the oral testimony will 

be,· in fact, "unrestricted.") But the letter fails to recog

nize that documentary evidence can also be restricted. Any 

I. See Kramer & Marcuse, Executive Privile e--A Stud of the 
Period 1953-1960, 29 Geo. Washington L. Rev. 827, 901 196 , 
noting that at the time of the Army-McCarthy hearings it was 
felt that certain information would have been privileged "had 
not the Administration opened the door by volunteering infor
mation about it." The waiver principle is well-recognized in 
the law. see Tigar, Foreward: Waiver of Constitutional Rights: 

'Disqgiet in the Citadel, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1970): 

"Voluntary disclosure of any such fact (which may in 
any degree form a link in a chain of evidence against 
the witness) evinces, the argument runs, an intention 
not to rely upon the privilege, at least not in that 
forum, and not with respect to the entire subject 
matter to which the initial disclosure relates. The 
same general rule is followed with respect to all testi
monial privileges, constitutionally -based or not, in
cluding the lawyer-client, clergy man-penitent, and doctor
patient privileges.:, Id. at 9-10 (citing Preliminary 
Draft of Proposed Rules of Evidence for the U.S. Dis
trict courts) (emphasis added). 
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Select Committee subpoena can be carefully drawn so that it 

is, in the letter's terms, "limited to matters within the 

scope of the investigation." If a particular document covers 

matters both within and outside of the investigation, the 

irrelevant parts can be excised. There is, in short, no 

reason to draw a distinction between documentary and testi

monial evidence and waiver of rights as to the former 
1 

should also result in waiver as to the latter. 

The second reason that executive privilege is inapplicable 

in the present circumstances is that the doctrine may not be 

used as a device to conceal information relating to the· 

commission of a crime. Serious charges of criminal mis

c9nduct at the highest level of government have been made 

before the Select Committee. certain files presently in the 

custody of the White House may support or rebut the charges. 

Such highly relevant information may not be shielded from the 

public on grounds of executive privilege. 

President Nixon's prior statements on the privilege 

appear to support this conclusion. In his Guidelines of 

·May 3, 1973, he defined Presidential papers as "all documents 

produced or received by the President or any member of the 

White House staff in connection with his official duties." 

1. Moreover, as noted, some Presidential documents regardinc 
Watergate have been received without Prezidential objection. 
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(emphasis added). But no document produced or received 

in furtherance of a crime may be justifiably considered 
l 

one resulting from an exercise of an official duty. See 

also the Presidential Press Release of May 22, 1973, at 8: 

"Executive Privilege will not be invoked as to any 
testimony concerning possible criminal conduct or 
discussion of possible criminal conduct in the 
matters presently under investigation, including 
the Watergate affair and the alleged cover-up." 

The case law supports the use of a subpoena .to 

the President to achieve relevant information regarding 

the commission of crimes. Chief Justice Marshall, in 

United States v. Burr, 25 Fed. cas. at 187 (No. 14964) 

(c.c. Va. 1807), with respect to relevant evidentiary doc

u"ments in the custody of the President, stated: 

"That the President of the United States may be 
subpoenaed, and examined as a witness, and re
quired to produce any paper in his possession, 
in not controverted." 

Though the Burr case is an old one, it is still good 

law as evidenced by the Supreme court '·s favorable citation 

in Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 689 n. 26 (1972). The 

l. The "precedents" cited by Mr. Nixon are not sufficiently 
delineated to allow conunent on each, but we kn~w of ~o 
incident where a President, faced wit~ compelling e~i~rnce 
that crimes have been committed, has invoked the privi ege 
to w·i thhold documents that might bear on these or. other 
criminal violations. See gene:ally Berqer, Execut~ve 1044 
privilegev.Congressional Inquiry, 12 U.C.L.A. L.R v. 

(1965). 
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Court also quoted with approval Jeremy Benthan's observation: 

"Were the Prince of Wales, '!'he Archbishop of Canterbury, 
and the Lord High Chancellor, to be passing by in the 
same coach, while a chimney-sweeper and a barrow-woman 
were in dispute about a halfpenny worth of apples, and 
the chimney-sweeper or the barrow-woman were to think 
it proper to call upon them for their evidence, could 
they refuse it? No, most certainly." 408 u.s. at 689 
n. 26. 

July 10, 1973 

amuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

James Hfunilton -=== 
Assistant Chief counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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THE WHITE HOllSl-: 

W.'\SHING'fON 

• The Western White House 
San Clemente 

July 6, 1973 

' ....... , 

i'LDear Mr. Chairman: ,~. . ' ' '. ~ 
J:! i azn ~:vis.ed that members of the Senate Select Committee·. 
:1J~ye raised the desirability of my testifying before the ', 
'.'\ <;:<,rjunltt«;,e. · .. ram further advised that the Committee has·,/ 
;7 ~·e~uested access to Presidential papers prepared or 

··received by former members of my staff. 
ic-'·.•,c 
.... ,:t{'',/.'" , . ,,•.·i._.., ·,·. .~:' . 
. }•Ju tbisJe~r I shall state the reasons why I shall not testify;, 
,0; J>'efore the,,.Comrnittee or permit access to Presidential · 
·.·· ~~.; ,. ' . . · •. ;, · .. t:: '. 

·:, ,p~pers~ . .,·. · 
._.-. '.~;'.,{· ·'.:.-·:. ··' ' . ' . .,, 

· .I yr.uit to strongly emphasize that my decision, in both cases, 
;){ is based·~11. rny Constitutional obligation to preserve intact > 
·•·the. powers and prerogatives of the Presidency and not upon ; 

'any desire to withhold information ::-elevant to your inquiry-, :: 
~--·1:, I 
.-'' ·. . ' . .,· 

f :¥f staff is under instructions to co-operate fully with your~'' 
!C,b(furnishing information pertinent to your inquiry. On :>•.t 
i,f 2.2. May 1973, !"directed that the right of executive privilege;{ 
('')'as to ~y testimony concerning possible criminal conduct\}, 

'
:::.i~,Q:S.: distus~iO\ls o! poss~ble. criminal conduct, _in the 'matter·;·tj.· 
<''.-presently up.der investigation, 11 no longer be invoked for .'.· ::(, 
,>. present or former members of the White House staff. In -'--f 'c! 
f}the:·case of my former Counsel, I waived in addition the ·\i 
',·!fa•rney:.client privilege. ,· ;,\ 
·.?'.~~:>_;:.:::.:~.(·:·.'-~/~'~ · ~. : -.. :.. , .. '~ ·r' ~i) )~ 

',.:'~seacts·ofcooperation with the Committee have been ·., 
?-'}'genuine. extensive and, in the history of such matters, ·· 
7;,ile·· xtraord; ..... ry .. · i., ;;,,j , . . .-....u, • 

·,,if.i .• 
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' iThe pending requests, however, would move us from proper 
,;Presidentia~ cooperation with a Senate Committee to jeopardizjng : 

:.:.,,_ ~~ f'1Jldamental Constitutional role of the Presidency. '}_,,·. 
t<:;1, , :, i ' . }/~t 

· This l must and shall resist. 
Ht.' • '. 

\ No President could function if the private papers of his office. , 
•.,/prepared by his personal staff, were open to public scrutiny •. · 
:/Formulation of sound public policy requires that the President .· . 
"'. and:hl.s personal staff be. able to communicate among themselves ;;;~ 
; in complete candor, and that their tentative judgments, their 
ix_EµC:ploration of alternatives, and their frank comments on issues . 
··:·and personalities at home and abroad remain confidential. I·. ·· 
·y.r:~cognize that in your investigation as in others of previous.•. ,):''. 
:'. years, arguments can be and have been made. for the identification/ . 
:;;:and, perusal by the President or his Counsel of selected documents{ 
\''for possible release to the Committees or their staffs. But ·, '· r. s.uch a coltrse, I have concluded, would inevitably result in".'· '{'J 
,. the attrition, and the eventual destruction, of the indispensable .. ;,}, 
::principle of confidentiaJity ef Presidential paper&<'. . \·'· ~- ,/J)i _____ ,..,...,- .·:,.-, ., ._,·~·:::_ 

\ •, ~,· - . ;. ' :rt,{--~~-;. .• · ' ·:. _:, 

.· .. The question of testimony by members of the White Hous·e .f?/?(1~,. 
·'. staff presents a difficult but different problem. While no~·~·:1:: ; '':? 
Y_:~d p~pers ofte~ inv~lve a wide-rangi~g variety and inter-·,~l:::.>~i~; 
, nunglmg of confidential matters, testimony can, at least, be,,,, ~, 
,·limited to matters within the scope of the investigation. For>:,'., \' 
"~s reason, and because of the special nature of this particular, ;t 
1 investigation, I have agreed to permit the unt_estricte.rl testiro<injf';! 
,.of present and former White House staff members before your· ,,,; 

;:ro~ttee. ·.. . ' . ·. )· 
\,,-··,. ,. ·. :·.'\~-f~{}i/ 
::The question of my own testimony, however, is another mattel".• : 
'I have _concluded that if I were to testify before the Committee • , 
irreparable damage would be done to the Constitutional principle 

' of. separa.tion of powers. My position in this regard is supported 
: l>y· ample precedents with which you are familiar and which JJ.eed 
.~.:. ' \ :... . . " : , 

. ;, ' 
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.~ nofbe recited here. It is appropriate, however, to refer•' 
_;to,~e particular occasion on which this issue was raised.•., 

' . . 
.. ~ .. .: 

In 1953 a Committee of the House of Representatives sought' 
•\'to:subpoena former President Truman to inquire about .. ·_-~ 
:;:·tru!,tters of which he had personal knowledge while he had . ,. 
<'.•served as President. As you may recall, President Truman .. 
:,ideclined to. comply with the subpoena on the ground that th~ : · 
.{'-·separation of powers forbade his appearance. This position 
({was not challenged by the Congress. 
~ .. )t \·.~ . ,·, . , .. ) ": 

:,l)It i~ difficult to improve upon President Trum~ 1s dis~ussion:· ,. 
;~_-··of this.'matter. Therefore, I request that his letter, which. is 
}:.

1~n~losed for the Corrunittee 1s convenience, be made part of; 
,., the Co:minittee•s record. 

·\: !j \1:: 

;}\The'Consti.tutional doctrine of separation of powers is 
'.J?i~aan:i,entalto our structure of government. In my view, a~ .. 
C:' 1n the view of previous Presidents, its preservation is vital. : 
T.,,! ·" .. , . . . , ~ ~ ~, 
:-,.rlti this respect, the duty of every President to protect and ', 
-.'~1,-~fend.'1:he·Constitutional rights and powers of his Office:is ". 

:\a:ii·obligation that· runs directly to the people of this country;·:.-_:_. 
.•·, .. , (,: .. , . I,:._. 

\.':_ne-White ·House s~aff will continue to cooper~te'f~ly with,'·'· 
i("the .. Committee in furnishing information relevant to its ,., 
((i11.vestigation except in those instances where I determine 
i;!that. ~eeting the Conunittee 1 s demands would violate my 
,.:;}constitutional responsibility to defend the office of the ·. 
}''Presidency against encroachment by other Branches. , _ 
i ~~/:::·. ·~ > ' I ;' 

\;:At an ·appropp.ate time during your hearings~ I ·intend to:, ,·. ·j:, \::, 
';J<jaddress pq.blicly the subjects you are considering. .In the· ',',:iJ{.;\ 
\<tneikgme·, 'in the context of Senate Resolution 60, I considei-,'~<} 
:{it'my Constitutional responsibility to decline to appear personally 
\'.:4 •. : .. ,, ' • . ' _1 > '-i:~~r any circumstances before your Committee or to -gr~:_;~/'' 
'.;",'~ Presidential files •.... -/ . , _ ',;, :, 0 

· 

~:~;¥~-~p~ct: ~-=-sponsibilities piaced upon you and you~:, ·. 
F~oUeagues by Senate Resolution 60. I believe you and :_ 
\T!~~:\1 · ._._· :~~-. ·/;' \ · ·· --.. 
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'.,?)·:: :·:\· 

'.C·your Committee colleagues equally respect the responsibility. 
?,-placed upon me to protect the rights and powers of the · ·· 
:!-' Presidency under the Constitution. 

Sl.ncerely, 

'',, 

\,,h-:\<: \ . ·.,,~. ··, :,.: . 
/:_1 .. :.~_-:'. .) . " . . . 
,"i,Jtonorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr. 
(/Chairman- , 
/>'Select Committee on Presidential 
)\,;,,·.campaign Activities t Uai~te~ States _Senate 
,.)}V'a~hington, D. c. 20510 
{Ht::~~<.,\ - . 
;:( EnclosU:r~: . 
. .;,; 
-··.),, 
\ ,~ ,~--. ,, ' ,;, . 
~t>>t.;{;~ .. -i·: ... ; -: .~.:.. . ; 
,.\~c:\Honorable Howard H. 
.· ~-:.,: ·y~-:, t):,. . .. 

Baker 
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,:ar fil" . TRUMAN LETTER . ; \~}:f ~ 
.. _;:,- I have your subpoena dated November 9, 1953, directing my },/t:':'::ei 
.cappearance before your committee on Friday, November 13, in,- , -,~<}:: 

_ :,Washington. The subpoena does not state the matters upon which:;l~if,)\ 
_;./-'seek my testimony, but I assume from the press stories that you seeiJ_ J: 
· ,t~ examine me with respect to matters which occurred during my' , :-/;J,s 
_:;'te.n'!Jr_e of the Presidency of the United States. . . _ ... 

\:·/·:. . In $pile of my personal willingness to cooperate with your JiA}r . 
. committee, I feel constrained by my duty to the people of the_ Unlted ''4•/' \; ·:, 

;:,si,tes tod:cline to comply with the subpoena: ' ' d~:;t\:\ 
;h(,>~:. _'In doing so, I am carrying out the provisions of theCe>nstituVor() .. /: :. 
'-'.;-of the United-States; and am following a long line of precedents, cori'Urie:ticing ;
; · '\vi.th Ge~r~e Washington himself in 1796. Since his day, Pre'.sidents'Jeffe'rsoli; 
,(Monroe, .Jackson, Tyler, Polk, Fillmore, Buchanan, Lincoln, Grant,;Hayes/ 
'-.-,c~eveland, Theodore Roosevelt, Coolidge, Hoover and Franklin D. ··Roo11evelt 
,\ have deoc:lined to respond to subpoenas or demands for information of variohs-
; ;kinds by Congress. ~t/?'t·:. 'i'.' 
:,.>··.··t/·.·>.~ :_,. ·.' . . . !~~.' ·. f~. ; ? 

'., -iLJ.· , . The j.Jnderlying reason for this clearly establishe<l and U~VEtX:~c!;11Y, \J 

'}{~e'c::og~zed constitutional doctrin~ has bee_n s~ccinctly se~!<>,rth br, ~i:~.:,;;>(i\ 
,;_ \ Cl;iarles Warren, one of our leading constitutional authorities, as:·a,;\\'.'!'i~ ;-·.\'.\ 

~~-·:·_·!o~l9w~} · ~--'. . · - · · ;);I ')·;~~-:-
~ , .,.,: ,( l'" .. ·I.t)'. ·>.• 
}:'» "In this long series of contests by the Executive to;maintain\,~:·-;::' 
: ,.. ,, • . .. . . r ' •·ff'.~ 
, •ihis constitutional integrity, one sees a legitimate conclusion from \,J.;-:-· :. · 
,(,:our theory of government. ***Under our Constitution, each branch:{.J\>}:· 
;_,i:f'.of;·tli/al. Gove

0

rnment is designed to be a coordinate representative of \j/,)',},:,; 
:/, the will of the people. *''':'Defense by the Executive of his consti- {,;;{i>,:1: 
f_:;1~tional pqwers becomes in very truth, therefore, defense of popular,,·,,f.:\
, i,\/~ights--defense of power which the people granted to him. « · · t \ ·)J/.\; 
-/:;_;·}><~ ... · - : . . . \.. -<~r):rt;t::.~fi:'} 
\1.(:f-'· t ~ '.; "It was in that sense that President Cleveland spoke of his •)'.;'6fs:· 
\./duty to the people not to relinquish any of the powers or his great ;';'·.Y:t-)f 
·.,,t,.: ~\. ·,. :.·, .. , .. · • · . . · .. 1~ .:·,.-.t.~X)--~·,·.' 
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· . pffi,ce. It was in that sense that President Buchanan stated thilj).~ . ':;}, 

have rights _and prerogatives in the execution of his office by the /\;,:;rct;. 
.. . .. .t: ,-•::0:.1,· _ ... 

President which every President is under a duty to see I shall ney'et;;· !<;,''i, 

· be, violated in his person' but 'passed to his successors unimpair!l4 ~yfi.f 
' the adoption.of a dangerous precedent. I In maintaining his rights'\(;:':'ift 
. : ·a:gafost a trespassing Congress, the President defends not hhns~J!t'/\;,'r\':5:7

1 
, · but popular government; he represents not himself but the people,.',--,;;:,,.:/, 

,bre~:~~~-=i::~::: :t;~:::: •,~::e:,~~;;; Cong~••• t~ri;Ji t:l 
,, ·'.·•·. "For myself I shall repel all such attempts as an invasii.m:~f."\.':::J'/ 
the,principles of justice as well as the Constitution, and I shall ,. · · ·,-'.:'!\,'/} 

,f'¢staem it niy. sacred duty to the people of the United States to resist'}/<,'\:\ 
'thei:;has I would the establishment of a Spanish Inquisition. 11 • , '., <'·,,< ···,·· 

'' ' ;- .. '.').!,_. ' .... 

. .. , }might .commend to your reading the _opinion of one of the, '/';':(:{t:/.' 
/CO~i.ttees of the Haus~ of Representatives in 1879, House Report ,1;_)'!:/:,. 

>j41Mar~h 3, 1879, Forty-fifth Congress, Third Session, in which ".'_,{,';~;,+ 
the House··J:udiciary Committee said the following: );r,::'_ 

··;,:,_~ . · IJ'fhe :Executive is an independent of either house of Congress'i?,iT>. 
:·'·as eithe:i.,house of Congress is independent of him,· and they cannot,, :')( '' 
\ call for .the· records of his actions, or the action of his officers aga~st\,. {i-
·._i_ - . • -·" ., { 

,''his CQXJ.sent, any more than he can call for any of the journals or records{ 
.'i"ofthe House or Senate." ·.,,.;: :·.,'J,.,,·,r 
.. ·. ,: ~~._: ... ' ':,. .·.; .- . •:,•:·, ., ... ' ·:t_:;.'_:t:;( :/'.\./.:t;_1.~~ 
,VJ\:~:: It'must be obvious to you that if the doctrine of sepa·;~tiol\ot-;/~;-;{, 
;,;.po;~rs and the independence of the Presidency is to have any' validity({):; 
;•at·all,,it must be equally applicable to a President after his term;of :: ···· 
i'>office has expired when he is sought to be examined ~ith respect to . .-:,,t>, 
):any ,acts occµrring while he is President. .. ·'\;';};.f.._ 

,\ ~ ' i .. 

'.tf·:'._ .. ' The doctrine would be shattered, arid the President,·. ~ontrary·'.{r 
·/tii 011:r 'fundamental theory of constitutional gave rnment, would become/>' 
(''-mere·arrp of the Legislative Branch of the Government if he would '· 
':/feel during his term of office that his every act might be subject to ' 
c:''ofq.cial inquiry·and possible distortion for political purposes •. 

' ~· ~1 , ·•-:: 
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,SI\}~;:·', 

If your intention, however, is to inquire into any acts as a;'" c'\, 

private individual either before or after my Presidency and unrelated to , 
any acts as President, I shall be happy to appear. , 

' Honorable Harold H. Velde 
Chairman 

Yours Very Truly, 

HARRY S. TRUMAN 

Committee on Un-American Activities 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 
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The Hatch Act governs a wide range of political behavior 

on the part of certain federal, state and local government employee& 

The purpose of this memorandum is to review certain provisions of 

the Act which are relevant to Presidential elections. The discus-

sion is divided into four parts. Part I sununarizes the legislative 

history of the Act and its amendments. 

Part II deals with section 9 (a) of the Act which prohibits 

certain federal employees from taking an active part in political 

management or in political campaigns. 

Part III covers section 2 of the Act dealing with interfer

ence with federal elections by administrative employees of federal, 

state, or territorial governments; section 3 dealing with the 

promise of employment or other benefits for political activity; and 

section 4 dealing with the deprivation of employn,ent or other 

benefits for political activity. 

Part IV is a discussion of the constitutionality of the 

Hatch Act with particular emphasis on the recent Supreme court 

decision in United States Civil Service Commission v. National 

Association of Letter carriers. 

I. Legislative History 

Thomas Jefferson first imposed restrictions upon the political 

activity of federal officials in 1801, and although subsequent 

Presidents issued executive orders restricting political activity of 
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various federal employees, it was not until 1907 that President 

Theodore Roosevelt extended such restrictions to employees in the 

competitive classified service. Roosevelt's executive order did 

not specifically enumerate the acts prohibited, but since it per

mitted an employee to express his political views only in private, 

it was more severe than the provisions now contained in the Hatch 

Act. The executive order later became Civil service Rule I, a 

provision which was the subject of some 3,000 adjudications by the 

Civil Service Commission before enactment of the Hatch Act in 1939. 

The Civil Service rule dealt with the political activity of civil 

servants as follows: 

Rule I. No person in the executive civil service 
shall use his official authority or influence for 
the purpose of interfering with an election or 
affecting the results thereof. Persons who by the 
provisions of these rules are in the competition 
classified service, while retaining the right to 
vote as they please and express privately their 
opinions on political subjects shall take no 
active part in political management or in political 
campaigns. (emphasis added) 

The political activity of government employees again came under 

scrutiny in 1936 when congress faced criticism that politics was 

influencing administration of the Emergency Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1936. The administrator of the Works Progress Administra

tion (WPA) responded to the criticism by issuing a directive to 

WPA state administrators that candidates for or holders of elective 

office should not be employed on administrative staffs of the WPA. 
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To further implement the administrator's policy, Senator Bilbo 

introduced an amendment to H.R. 12624 which adopted the substance 

of the directive. The amendment passed and was incorporated into 

subsequent Emergency Relief Appropriation Acts. 

In 1937, senator Carl Hatch proposed an amendment to the 

Works Progress Administration {WPA) appropriations bill which would 

have prohibited federal employees in administrative positions from 

using their influence to interfere with conventions, primaries or 

other elections. The amendment also provided that "any such person 

shall retain the right to vote as he pleases and to express his 

opinions on all political subjects, but shall take no active part 

in political management or political campaigns." The amendment was 

an attempt to apply to holders of administrative positions in the 

WPA the same restrictions imposed on civil service employees under 

Civil Service Rule I. Although the wording used in the amendment 

later became section 9 of the Hatch Act, the amendment was defeated 

in the Senate on June 2, 1938. Approximately two weeks later on 

June 16, 1938, the Senate adopted s. Res. 290 which directed the 

Special Committee to Investigate Senatorial Campaign EXpenditures 

and the Use of Government Funds,chaired by Senator Morris Sheppard, 

to conduct an investigation of the alleged use of relief and work

relief funds for political purposes. On January 2, 1939, the 

Sheppard Committee reported that funds appropriated for relief 

programs had been diverted to political activities. s. Rep. No. 1, 
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76th Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1939). Although the Committee made 16 

recommendations (attached hereto as Appendix A) as a result of its 

investigation, it did not suggest prohibiting voluntary political 

activity. 

Immediately after the Sheppard committee reported, ,enator 

Hatch introduced two bills (S. 212 and 213) which he later con

solidated into a single bill, s. 1871. Although the bill stated 

that "~E_7o such officer or employee shall take any active part 

in·political management or in political campaigns," it did not 

specify the activities prohibited. During debate on the Senate 

floor, the bill was attacked for its inherent lack of clarity. 

Objections to the bill centered around its adoption of all rulings 

by the Civil Service Commission under its Rule I prior to passage 

of the Act. The statute incorporated the findings contained in 

approximately 3,000 rulings as follows: 

~.T.7'he provisions of this Act which prohibit persons 
to whom such provisions apply from taking any active 
part in political management or in political campaigns 
shall be deemed to prohibit the same activities on the part 
of such persons as the United states Civil Service 
Commission has heretofore determined are at the time 
this section takes effect prohibiting on the part of 
employees in the classified civil service of the United 
States by the provisions of the civil-service rules 
prohibiting such employees from taking any active part 
in political management or in political campaigns. 

,enators objecting to this provision pointed out that no one on the 

floor of ~he Senate, not even Senator Hatch, knew what rules and 
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*I 
regulations were contained in the rulings. In spite of these 

objections, S. 1871 passed the Senate on April 13, 1939. As 

enacted by both Houses of Congress it was entitled "An Act to 

Prevent Pernicious Political'Activity," but it subsequently became 

known as the Hatch Act. President Roosevelt signed the Act on 

August 2, 1939 and sent it, along with his interpretation o.f the 

law, to Congress. The President contended that the new law was 

constitutional because the federal government may prescribe quali

fications for its employees, but noted that such qualifications 
**I 

cannot interfere with free speech or the right to vote.~ 

The original version of the Hatch Act dealt with the political 

activity of government employees as follows: 

Sec. 1 makes it unlawful to, or to attempt to, intimidate, 

threaten, or coerce, any person to affect such person's 

vote in elections of Federal officers. 

:./ 5 St. Mary's L. R-=v. 216, 217 (1973). Senator Minton remarked: 

It will not do much good to put into the RECORD the rules 
and regulations we are writing into the statute. if we do 
not know what they are. No one on the floors of the senate, 
not even the ,enator from New Mexico (Senator Hatch}, now 
knows what these rules and regulations are. 

86 Cong. ~. ?940 (1940). 

**/ Report entitled "The Hatch Act" by Elizabeth ::adlosky, Legis
lative Attorney, American Law Division, Congressional Research Ser
vice 197, 207 (1966). It should be noted that President Roosevelt, 
before signing the Act, made an unsuccessful attempt to persuade 
Congress to place administrative employees of the WPA under civil 
servics. 
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Sec. 2 makes it unlawful for any person employed in any 

administrative position by the United States to use his 

official authority for the purpose of interfering with, 

or affecting the election or nomination of any candidate 

for Federal elective office. 

Sec. 3 makes it unlawful to promise any employment or other 

benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in part 

by any Act of Congress, as consideration for political 

activity in any electien. 

Sec. 4 makes it unlawful to, or to attempt or threaten to, 

deprive any person of any employment or other benefit pro

vided by any Act of Congress appropriating funds for work 

relief purroses, on account of race, creed, color, or any 

political activity, support of, or opposition to any can

didate or any political party in any election. 

Sec. 5 makes it unlawful to selicit funds for political 

purposes from any person known te be receiving any benefit 

provided for or made possible by any Act of Congress appro

priating funds for work relief or relief purposes. 

Sec. 6 makes it unlawful to furnish or disclose or receive 

a list of names of such persons receiving work relief bene

fits for political purposes. 

Sec. 7 makes it unlawful to use money appropriated under 

any Act of Congress for work relief for the purpose of inte!'-
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fering with, restraining, or coercing any individual in 

the exercise of his right to vote at any election, 

Sec, 8 provides that any person who violates any of the 

foregoing provisions of this Act upon conviction thereof 

shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not 

more than •ne year, or both. 

Sec, 9 makes it unlawful for any person in the executive 

branch of the Federal Government to use his official author

ity or influence for the purpose of interfering with an 

election or affecting the result ther~of; provides that no 

officer or employee of the executive branch shall take any 

active part i~ political management or in political campaign~ 

provides that any person violating this section shall be 

immediately removed from the position or •ffice held •Y him. 

Sec. 9 (a) makes it unlawful for any person employed in any 

capacity by any agency of the Federal government to have 

membership in any p•litical party or organization which 

advocates the overthrow of our constitutional form of 

government in the United States; provides that any person 

violating this section shall •e immediately removed from the 

p•sition or effice held by him. (53 Stat. 1147). 
V 

~ Yadlesky, The Hatch Act Prescription Against Participati•n by 
ate and Federal Employees in P•litical Management and Political 

Campaigns: A Legialative Hist.-ry 2 (1973). 
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In 1940 Senator Hatch offered an amendment to the Act to 

extend its coverage to state and local officers and employees of 

federally financed projects. The bill pa.ssed the House of 

Representatives on July 10, 1940 and was signed by the President 

on July 19, 1940. The Act exempted from its political activity 

prohibitions local elections in Maryland and Virginia. In addition, 

it imposed a $5,000 ceiling on contributions to candidates by any-
*/ 

one other than state and local political committees.- The Act 

also placed a prohibition on contributions to any political party 

or candidate by persons or firms having contracts with the federal 

government. 

In 194, the Hatch Act was amended to exempt from the political 

activity prohibitions officers and employees of educational and 

religious organizations supported in whole or in part by the 

federal government. In 1948, the 80th Congress enacted into law 

Title 18 of the United states Code, recodifying and clarifying the 

sections of the Hatch Act which appeared in that Title. In 1950, 

the portion of section 9 of the Hatch Act requiring mandatory re

moval for violations was amended to vest in the Civil service 

Commissicn the discretion to determine whether a violation of the 

Act justifies removal from office. 

!:._/ 'r'his provision was repealed by the Federal Election Campaign 
Act of 1971. 
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II. Section 9(a) 

section 9(a) of the Hatch Act was designed by congress to 

prohibit "pernicious political activities" on the part of certain 
*I 

federal employees.- This provision, now contained in 5 u.s.c. 
**I 

; 7324(a), is probably the most crucial section of the act.~ 

It provides that an employee in an executive agency or an indivi

dual employed by the government of the District of Columbia may 

not (1) use his official authority or influence for the purpose 

of interfering with or affecting the result of an election: or 

*! Hatch Act I 9(a), ch. 410, 53 Stat. 1148 (1939), as amended 
5 u.s.c. !I 7324(a) (1970). 

**I 5 u.s.c. § 7324(a) (1970) provides: 

(a) An employee in an Executive agency or an individual 
employed by the government of the District of Columbia may 
not--

(1) use his official authority or influence for the 
purpose of interfering with or affecting the result of 
an election: or 
(2) take an active part in political management or in 

political campaigns. 
For the purpose of this subsection, the phrase "an active 
part in politica 1 management or in political campaigns" means 
those acts of political management or political campaigning 
which were prohibited on·the part of employees in the compet
itive service before ,Tuly 19, 1940, by determinations of the 
Civil <;er.vice commi,sion under the rule, prescribed b.t the 
President. 
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(2) take an active part in political management or in political 

campaign.s. The section d.afines "active part in political manage

ment or in political campaigns" as those acts f.orbidde11 by the 

Civil ,G,vice Commission prior to 1940 undelr rulus pru'3cribcd by the 

Presi.dent. 'Ibis part of the statute incorporates the 3,000 

rulings made by the rivil ,ervice commission under rule I before 

:ruly 19, 1940. Although section (a) appears to impo<,c sevare 

restrictions upon the personal freedom of. federal employees to 

participate in the political process, section (b) mitigates the 

restraints to a certain degree. It provides that an individual 

to whom section (a) applies retains th0 right to vote as he chooses 
-II/ 

and to express his opinion on political subjects and candidates. 

It 3hould be noted that the Hatch Act provision, contrary to Civil 

·;ervice r>ule I, i;>ermi ts fedGra l employees to express political 

opinions publicly a'3 well as privately. Unfortunat.~ly, the 

extGnt of this privilege is somewhat unclear sine.:; expr•:ssions 

of opinion may not rise to the level of cami;,aigning. Nonetheless, 

it is clear that section 73?4(a.) (?) does not prohibit nonpartisan 

political activity on the part of employees covered by the section. 

Political activity i" p,2rmitted if it aris0s in connection with: 

~, 5 lJ.1.C. ~ 73?4{b) (1970) providas: 

{b) An employeo or. individual to whom sub,;;inction (a) of 
this section applies retains the right to vote as he chooses 
and to express his opinion on political subjects and candi~ 
dates. 
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(l) an election and the preceding camr;,aign if none 
of tha candidates is to be nominated or elected at 
that election as representing a party any of whose 
candidates for presidential elector received votes 
in the last preceding election at which presidential 
electors were selected: or 

(2) a question which is not specifically identified 
with a National or state political party or political 
party of a territory or possession of the united States.~ 

The tenuous distinction between a permissible expression 

of opinion and a prohibited act amounting to "an active part in 

political management or in political campaigns" was considered in 

Wilson v. United States Civil Service Commission, 136 F. Supp. 

104 (D.D.C. 1955). Plaintiff in the case was an employee of the 

Railway Mail 5ervice of the united ".ltates Post Office Department. 

He had mailed to the Houston Post an unsolicited letter which 

recommended the defeat of a certain partisan candidate for 

governor of the state of Texas. 

The Civil Service commission instituted removal proceedings 

against the plaintiff under Section 9(a} of the Hatch Act, alleging 

that writing the letter with the intent to have it published const

ituted participation in a political campaign. The Commission found 

*! 5 u.s.c. § 7326 (1) & (2). The importance and number of 
political issues thus excepted, e.g. Sunday movies, local school 
bond issues, location of local parks, election of local officials 
in whom no political party is interested, are obviously very 
small. United States Civil Service Commission v. National Associa-
tion of Letter carriers, 413 u.s. (1973). 
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plaintiff in violation of the Act and directed that he be suspend

ed from employment for a period of ninety days. In plaintiff's 

subsequent action for injunction and declaratory judgment, the 

District court for the District of Columbia rejected the commissions 

interpretation of section 9 (a). The court held that an isolated, 

unsolicited, unpaid for expression of opinion which might never have 

been published does not indicate a premeditated effort to engage 

in or actively participate in a political campaign. The finding 

of the court was based on the constitutional protection of free 

speech as well as the wording of the statute which permits either 

private or public expression of political opinion by federal 

employees. Although the conclusion of the court is a sound one, 

it is doubtful Whether the finding can properly be extended beyond 

the factual situation presented. 

In 1939 the coverage of Civil Service Rule I was somewhat 

limited because only 67.7 percent of civil servants were in the 

classified civil service. The extension of political activity pro

hibitions to virtually all employees of the executive branch, im

posed by section 9(a), was, therefore, a major extension of 

President Roosevelt's prior executive order. There are, however, 

major exceptions to the coverage of section 9(a) as enacted in 

section 7324(a) of Title 5 of the United States Code. _5ection 7324 

(a) does not apply to any "im:Uvidual employed by an educational 

or research institution, establishment, agency or system which is 
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supported in whole or in part by the District of Columbia or by a 
*I 

recognized religious, philanthropic, or cultural organization.-

Section (d), which exempts a number of specific individuals from 

the restrictions of section (a), provides: 

(d) Subsection (a) (2) of this section does not apply to-
(1) an employee paid from the appropriation for the 

office of the President: 
(2) the head or the assistant head of an Executive 

department or military department, 
(3) an employee appointed by the President, by and with 

the advice and consent of the S~nate, who determines policies 
to be pursued by the United States in its relations with 
foreign powers or in the nationwide administration of Federal 
laws; 
(4) the Commissioners of the District of Columbia· or 
(5) the Recorder of needs of the District of Columbia. 
Pub.L. 89-554, Sept. 6, 1966, 80 Stat. 525 • .::_/ (emphasis 
added) 

Section (d)(l) has been construed to exempt from section 7324(a) 

of the Hatch Act all employees of the White House Office only. It 

does not exempt from coverage competitive service employees working 

in the ~1hite House but not paid from appropriations to the White 

House Office. section (d) (3) exempts, among others, ambassadors 

and ministers appointed by the President with Senate approval, U.S. 

Representatives and Deputy U.S. Representatives to the United 

Nations and Bureau Chief positions filled by Presidential appoint

ment subject to Senate confirmation. Included in the latter cate

gory are the Treasurer of the United states, Director of the Mint, 

::J 5 u.s.c. i!I 7324(c) (1970). 

**/Amore complete list of positions which qualify for the 
statutory exemption is attached hereto as Appendix B. 
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Chief of the Women's Bureau, Director of the Children's Bureau 

and the Commissioner of Education. Under certain conditions, heads 

and members of commissions or task forces created by statute or ex

ecutive order are also exempted. It is noteworthy, however, that 

Schedule C Special Assistants to exempted Presidential appointees 

are not entitled to the general exception. 

Persons employed on an intermittent or irregular basis, such 

as experts or consultants on a per diem basis, are subject to the 

political activity restrictions of the Hatch Act while in an active 

duty status only and for the entire 24 hours of any da} of actual 

employment. The employing agency has the duty of enforcement in the 

cases of those employees in the excepted service. Temporary, part

time and emergency employees are subject to the Hatch Act. 

III. sections 2,3, and 4. 

Section 2 of the Hatch Act, codified in 18 u.s.c. § 595, 

prohibits certain federal and state employees in administrative 

positions from using official authority for the purpose of inter

fering with or affecting the nomination or election of candidates 
*I 

for certain federal offices.- The prohibition applies only to 

those employed in connection with any activity which is financed 

in whole or in part by loans or grants made by the United States or 

any department or agency thereof. The penalty for violation of the 

*/ The offices included are President, Vice President, Presidential 
elector, Member of the Senate, Member of the House of Representa
tives, Delegate from the District of Columbia, and Resident com
missioner. 
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section is a $1,000 fine or imprisonment for one year,or both. 

Exempted from the section are acts by offices or employees of any 

educational or research institution or establishment "supported in 

whole or in part by any state or political subdivision thereof, or 

by the District of Columbia ••• or by any recognized religious, 

philanthropic or cultural organization." There are no cases re

ported under this section. 

Unfortunately, the legislative history of section 595 does 

not clearly indicate the specific activities prohibited by the 

provision. Originally, the bill was passed without debate in the 

,Gnate, and the views of the House members who debated the bill 

ara so varied that few conclusions can be drawn from them. The 

Senate debated and concurred in the House amendments after Senator 

Hatch made assurances that the bill still had the teeth that were 

in the original Senate version. 

section 3 of the Act, codified in 18 u.s.c. "i 600, makes it 

a misdemeanor to promise employment or other benefit in consider

ation for political activity or for the support of or opposition 

to any candidate or any political party in connection with any 

primary, general or special election. The provision also applies 

to any political convention or caucus held to select candidates 

for any political office. The penalty for violation of the pro

vision is a $1,000 fine or imprisonment for not more than one year, 

or both. 
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Section 4 of the Act, n~w 18 u.s.c. § 601, makes it a 

misdemeanor to deprive another of any employment, position, work 

or other federal relief benefit on account of race, creed, color, 

or any political activity, or opposition to any candidate or any 

political party in any election. The penalty for violation of the 
*I 

section is the same as that imposed by section 600.-

IV. Con1titutionality 

Eight years after passage of the Hatch Act, the Supreme Court 

d0cided United Public Workers v. Mitchell, 330 U.S. 75 (1946), 

the first major case challenging the constitutionality of the Act. 

Mr. Poole, plaintiff in the case, was an employee of the United 

States Mint in Philadelphia who had served as a ward Executive 

Commit.teeman for the Democratic Party. While holding this position 

he had served as a worker at the polls and had assisted in paying 

the party workers for their services on election day. The Civil 

Service Commission found that he had taken an "active part in 

political management or in political campaigns" in violation of 

section 9(a) of· the Hatch Act and issued an order for his removal 

from federal employment. Plaintiff alleged that enforcement of 

section 9(a) was violative of his rights under the first, ninth 

a·na tenth amendments. The court acknowledged that the nature of 

political rights reserved to the people by the ninth and tenth 

*/The only reported case under sections 3 and 4 held that primary 
elections were not covered. This limitation was later removed by 
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. 

34-966 0 • 74 • pt. I - 12 
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amendments was in issue. The Court also stated that the Hatch Act 

imposed a "measure of interference" on what otherwise would be the 

freedom of the civil servant under the first, ninth and tenth 

amendments. Having recognized the possible infringement of these 

basic constitutional rights, tho Court pointed out the "accepted 

constitutional doctrine that these fundamental human rights are not 

absolutes." Balancing the constitutional guarantees of freedom 

against a congressional enactment designed to free the civil service 

of the evil of partisan politics, the Court upheld section 9(a) 

as a permissible mode of regulating the political conduct of its 

employees. 

The Court noted that by accepting the privilege of federal 

e~ployment an individual sacrifices some of the rights he enjoys 

as a private citizen. This logic bears out the theme of Mr. Justice 

Holmes' assertion that "the petitioner may have constitutional 

right to talk politics, but he has no constitutional right to be 
, *I 

a policeman."-

In Mitchell, the majority of the court rejected Pooles' 

contention that section 9(a) violates the fifth amendment because 

it is so vague and indefinite as to prohibit lawful activities as 

well as activities which are properly made unlawful by other pro

visions of law. Justice Black dissented, however, stating that the 
**I 

case should be controlled by earlier first amendment decisions:~ 

*I McAuliffe v. New Bedford, 155 Mass. 216, 29 N.E. 517 (1892) 
(dictum). 
:.::._/ Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940); Marsh v. Alabama, 326 
u.s. 501 (1946); Bridges v. California, 314 U.S. 252, 260, 263(1941} 
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Certainly laws which restrict the liberties guaranteed 
by the First Amendment should be narrowly drawn to meet 
the evil aimed at and to effect only the minimum number 
of people imperatively necessary to prevent a grave and 
imminent danger to the public • .:,/ 

In brief, the majority of the court in Mitchell concluded 

that a federal employee, as a recipient of the privilege of public 

employment, had not been deprived of any rights by the act since 

ho might retain his political freedom merely by rejecting the 

benefit conferred. 

A number of state court cases construing "little Hatch Acts" 

arose following the decision in Mitchell, but the supreme Court did 

not decide another case dealing with the constitutionality of the 

Hatch Act until the 1973 decision in United ~tates Civil Service 

Commission v. National Association of Letter carriers, 413 U.S. 

___ (1973). The plaintiffs, National Association of Letter Carrier~ 

AFL-CIO, and six federal employees alleged that the Hatch Act ban 
**I 

on federal employee political activity violated the freedom 

of speech guarantee of the first amendment. Specifically, the 

plaintiffs asserted that the statute was overbroad in its sweep, 

thus imposing a chilling effect on expression protected by the 

first amendment, A divided three judge district court held that 

section 7324 (a) (2) waa.,overbroad and that the government must 

devise less drastic means of protecting its legitimate interest 

*/ United Public Workers v. Mitchell, 330 U.3. 75, 111 (1946) 
(dissenting •pinion). 

**/ 5 u .. s.c. ~ 7324 (a) (1970). 
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:.I 
in assuring a non-partisan civil service. The decision was 

appealed directly to the gupreme court where it was reversed in a 

four to three decision. The Court set the tone for its opinion by 

reiterating its conclusion in Pickering v. Board of Education: 

the government has an interest in regulating the conduct 
and 'the speech of its employees that differ f"""s7 
significantly from those it possesses in connection with 
regulation of the speech of the citizenry in general. 
The problem in any case is to arrive at a balance 
between the interest of the /"""employee?, as a citizen, 
in commenting upon matters of_public concern and the 
interests of the rgovernment/, as an employer, in promoting 
the efficiency of-the public-services it performs through 
its employees. 391 U.5. 563, 568 (1968). 

The Court stated that employees of the Executive Branch, or of its 

agencies, should administer the law in accordance with the will of 

Congress, not in accordance with their own will or the will of a 

political par.ty, and it noted that a major theme of the Hatch Act 

is impartial execution of the laws. Upholding the Mitchell case, 

the Court found that plainly identifiable acts of political manage

ment and political campaigning could constitutionally be prohibited 

on the part of federal employees. 

A majority of the Court also rejected appellee's contention 

that the statute was both unconstitutionally vague and fatally 

over.broad. 

The court noted that section 15 of the Hatch Act defines "an 

active part in political management and political campaigns" as 

!:] Nat'l. Ass'n. of Letter Carriers v. Civil serv. Comm'n, 346 F. 
Supp. 578, 585 (D.D.C. 1972). 
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those activities which had been prohibited prior to 1940 by the 

Civil Service Conunission under Rule I. The District Court had 

held that section 737.4(a) and the definitional addendum of section 

15 were insufficient to guide employee behavior because many of 

the 3,000 adjudications were "undiscoverable, inconsistent, or 

incapable of yielding any meaningful rules." The ',upremc court 

took a different view of the statute, holding that the Civil 
*I 

Service Conunission's regulations- were a current and accurate 

statament of the Statute. Furthermore, the Court addressed itself 

to these regulations and the statute itself for purposes of deter

mining whether section 7324(a) was unconstitutionally vague or 

overbroad. 

In conclusion, the Court declared that section 7324(a) is a 

constitutionally permissible method of regulating the political 

conduct of federal employees. Although LTustice Douglas, in his 

dissenting opinion, held that the "chilling effect of these vague 

and generalized prohibitions is so obvious as not to need elabora

tion," the majority reaffirmed the constitutionality of the Act 

as establishdd in Mitchell. 

*/ The pertinent regulations, contained in 5 CFR Ii 733, are attached 
hereto as Appendix c. 
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APPENDIX A 

Report of the Special Committee on Senatorial Campaign Expenditures 

and Use of Goverrunent Funds. s. Rept. No. 1, 76th Cong. 

I. The committee in the course of its work has been compelled 

to give much of its attention to charges of undue political activity 

in connection with the administration and conduct of the Works 

Progress Administration in certain States. While many of these 

charges, after investigation, were not sustained, the committee 

nevertheless finds that there has been in several States, and in 

many forms, unjustifiable political activity in connection with the 

work of the Works Progress Administration in such States. The 

committee believes that funds appropriated by the Congress for the 

relief of those in need and distress have been in many instances 

diverted from these high purposes to political ends. The committee 

condemns this conduct and recommends to the Senate that legislation 

be prepared to make impossible, so far as legislation can do so, 

further offenses of this character. 

II. The committee recommends legislation prohibiting contri

butions for any political purpose whatsoever by any person who is 

the beneficiary of Federal relief funds or who is engaged in the 

administration of relief laws of the Federal Goverrunent. The com

mittee also recommends legislation prohibiting any person engaged 

in the administration of Federal relief laws from using his official 

authority or influence to coerce the political action of any person 

or body. 
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III. The committee recommends that section 19, title 1, of 

the present Work Relief Act, making it a misdemeanor for any per

son knowingly, by means of fraud, force, threat, intimidation, 

boycott, or discrimination on account of race, religion, political 

affiliations, or membership in a labor organization, to deprive 

any person of any of the benefits to which he may be entitled 

under the Work Relief Act, be so amended as to make such violation 

a felony instead of a misdemeanor. 

IV. The committee recommends that all Federal relief acts 

should be so amended as to provide that any person who knowingly 

makes, furnishes, or discloses any list of persons receiving bene

fits under such acts or of persons engaged in the administration 

thereof, for delivery to a political candidate, committee, campaign 

manager, or employee thereof shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. 

V. The committee recommends that section 208, Title 18, of 

the United States Code be so amended as to prohibit not only the 

soliciting and receiving of political contributions by officials, 

employees, and persons now named in that section, but also by any

one acting in their behalf. 

VI. The committee recommends that section 211, Title 18, of 

the United ~tates Code be so amended as to ~~ohibit political con

tri~utions not only by Federal employees to any Senator or Member 

of or Delegate or Resident commissioner to Congress, but also to 

any candidate for such offices, or to any person or committee acting 
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with the knowledge and consent and especially in behalf of such 

Senator or Member of or Delegate to Congress or Resident Commission

er therein, or of any candidate for such office. 

VII. The committee recommends that there should be a limita

tion upon contributions which individuals may make in behalf of a 

candidate seeking election to Federal office. 

VIII. The committee reconunends that section 209, Title 18, 

of the United ,tates Code, relating to solicitation for political 

contributions in any room or building occupied in the performance 

of official duties by any person in the employ of the Federal 

Government be so amended as to.include solicitation by letter and 

telephone, as well as in person. 

IX. The committee recommends the adoption by the Senate of a 

rule requiring all candidates for the Senate to file with the 

Secretary of the Senate, in response to appropriate questionnaires, 

a full and complete statement of receipts and expenditures incurred 

by or in behalf of such candidates in their campaigns for nomination 

as well as for election. 

X. The committee recommends that section 313 of the Federal 

Corrupt Practices Act be so amended as to prohibit any contribution 

by any national bank, any corporation organized by authority of 

any law of Congress, or by any corporation engaged in interstate 

or foreign commerce of the United States, in connection with any 

primary or general election. 
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XI. The committee recommends that subsection (c), section 

309, of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act be so amended as to re

quire candidates to report all their campaign expenditures, includ

ing those exempted in determining the amount they are allowed to 

spend under the law. 

XII. The committee recommends that section 310 of the Federal 

Corrupt Practices Act be so amended as to prohibit candidates from 

promising work, employment, money, or other benefits in connection 

with public relief. 

XIII. The committee recommends the enactment of a law 

regulating more strictly the use of the franking privilege. 

XIV. The committee recommends that the Senate take under 

consideration the question whether or not a contribution for politi

cal purposes made either voluntarily or involuntarily by persons in 

the employ of the Federal Government should be permitted. 

xv. The committee recommends that the senate take under 

consideration the question of legislation in connection with 

coalition and group tickets. 

XVI. The committee recommends that the Senate adopt a rule 

authorizing the Vice President to appoint, at the beginning of each 

Congress, for the duration of said Congreaa, a senate committee 

on investigation of senatorial campaign expenditures, campaign 

activities, and use of governmental funds for the purpose of influ

encing primaries and general elections. 
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Memo by Office of General Counsel U.S. Civil Service Commission. 

PARTIAL LIST OF FEDERAL POSITIONS EXCEPTED FROM 

RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL MANAGEMENT AND CAMPAIGNING 

The listing below reviews some of the position which qualify for 

the statutory exception. 

I. An employee paid from the appropriation for the Office of 

the President. 

This category includes employees of the White House Office 

only. 

This category does not include: 

(a) competitive service employees who are detailed to the 

White House but not paid from funds specifically 

appropriated for the White House Office. 

(b) employees of the Bureau of the Budget, Office of 

Economic Opportunity, Office of Emergency Planning, 

and other agencies within the Executive Office of the 

President which do not come within the appropriation 

for the White House Office. However, presidential 

appointees in the Executive Office agencies who are 

confirmed by tle Senate may be otherwise excepted. 

II. An employee appointed by tle President, by and with the 

advice and consent of the senate, who determines policies 

to be pursued by the United States in its relations with 

foreign powers. 
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Positions in this category include: 

(a) ambassadors and ministers appointed by the President 

with senate approval. 

(b) (1) u.s. Representative to the united Nations 

(2) Deputy U.S. Representatives to the United Nations 

to the security Council 

to the Economic and Social Council 

(3) U.S. Representative on the Trusteeship Council 

Not excepted: Chairman, U.S. Section of United States-Mexican 

Border Development Commission (Senate confirmation not re

quired.) 

III. An employee appointed by the President by and with the 

advice and consent of the Senate who determines policies 

to be pursued by the United States in the nationwide 

administration of Federal laws. 

(a) •"Bureau Chief" positions filled by Presidential appoint

ment subject to Senate confirmation, such as: 

(1) Treasurer of the United States 

(2) Director of the Mint 

(3) Chief of the Women's Bureau 

(4) ·Director of the Childrens' Bureau 

(5) Commissioner of Education 

(b) Heads and members of commissions or task forces 

created by statute or Executive order. Positions are 

excepted if the following conditions exist: 
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(a) appointment by the President, 

(b) subject to confirmation by the Senate, and 

(c) responsibility for determining policies to be 

pursued by the United States in the nationwide 

administration of Federal laws. 

- Members of Commissions and Task Forces created by 

statute would be excepted under the three conditions 

stated above, e.g., commission on Civil Rights. 

- Members of Presidential Commissions or Task Forces 

created by Executive order would not, in most instances, 

be excepted because the second condition, i.e., Senate 

approval, would not usually exist. 

-Members of ad hoc part-time Commissions or Task 

Forces created by Presidential memorandum would not 

be excepted because their appointments would not be 

subject to senate approval. 

- Members of statutory Boards or Commissions with 

full-time appointments are excepted if the three 

conditions exist. Members of the SACB, Foreign Claims 

Settlement commission, and Indian Claims commission 

qualify for the exception. 

NOTE: Any part-time member of a Commission, Board, or Task 

Force who does not qualify for any of the exceptions 

discussed herein is bound by the full restriction of 
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the statute on days of active service only, 

(c) Solicitors and General Counsels who are appointed by 

the President subject to senate approval are excepted, 

for example, Solicitor of Labor, General counsel of 

the Department of Defense, and others. 

IV. Schedule C Special Assistants to exempted Presidential 

appointees are not entitled to the general exception, It 

may be noted, however, that the Special Assistant to the 

Secretary of Health, Education,and Welfare comes within 

exception III above in view of the fact that he is 

appointed by the President subject to Senate confirmation 

and has policy making responsibilities in health and 

medical affairs. 

V. The Head or Assistant Head of an Executive department or 

military department. 

This category includes: 

Heads of departments 

Undersecretaries 

Deputy Heads including Deputy Postmaster General 

and Deputy Attorney General 

Assistant Secretaries 

Not excepted are: 

Deputy Undersecretaries 

Deputy Assistant Secretaries 

Assistant Attorney General for Administration 
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Permissible Activities 

~ 733.111 Permissible activities. 

(a) All employees are free to engage in political ac.tivity to 

the widest ,,xtcmt consistont with the restrictions imposed by law 

and this subject. Each employee retains tha right to-

(1) Register and vote in any election; 

(2) Express his opinion as an individual privately and public

ly on political subjects and candidates; 

(3) Display a political picture, sticker, badge, or button; 

(4) Participate in the nonpartisan activities of a civic, 

community, social, labor, or professional organization, or of a 

similar organization; 

(5) Be a member of a political party or other political organ

ization and participate in its activities to the extent consistent 

with law; 

(6) Attend a political convention, rally, fund-raising func

tion; or other political gathering; 

(7) Sign a political petition as an individual; 

(8) Make a financial contribution to a political party or 

organization; 

(9) Take an active part, as an independent candidate, or in 

support of an independent candidate, in a partisan election covered 

by§ 733.124; 

(10) Take an active part, as a candidate or in support of a 

candidate, in a nonpartisan election; 
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(11) Be politically active in connection with a question 

which is not specifically identified with a political party, such 

as a constitutional ~endment, referendum, approval of a municipal 

ordinance or any other question or issue of a similar character; 

(12) Serve as an election judge or clerk, or in a similar 

position to perform nonpartisan duties as prescribed by State or 

local law; and 

(13) Otherwise participate fully in public affairs, except as 

prohibited by law, in a manner which does not materially compromise 

his efficiency or integrity as an employee or the neutrality, 

efficiency, or integrity of his agency. 

(b) Paragraph (a) of this section does not authorize an 

employee to engage in political activity in violation of law, while 

on duty, or while in a uniform that identifies him as an employee. 

The head of an agency may prohibit or limit the participation of an 

employee or class of employees of his agency in an activity permit

ted by paragraph (a) of this section, if participation in the 

activity would interfere with the efficient performance of official 

duties, or create a conflict or apparent conflict of interests. 

Prohibited Activities 

§ 733.121 use of official authority; prohibition. 

An employee may not use his official authority or influence 

for the purpose of interfering with or affecting the result of an 

election. 

~ 733.122 Political management and political campaigning prohibi

tions. 
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(a) An employee may not take an active part in political 

management or in a political campaign, except as permitted by this 

subpart. 

(b) Activities prohibited by paragraph (a) of this section 

include but are not limited to -

(1) Serving as an officer of a political party, a member of a 

National, State, or local committee of a political party, an officer 

or member of a committee of a partisan political club, or being a 

candidate for any of these positions: 

(2) Organizing or reorganizing a political party organization 

or political club; 

(3) Directly or indirectly soliciting, receiving, collecting, 

handling, disbursing, or accounting for assessments, contributions, 

or other funds for a partisan political purpose: 

(4) Organizing, selling tickets to, promoting, or actively 

participating in a fund-raising activity of a partisan candidate, 

political party, or political club; 

(5) Taking an active part in managing the political campaign 

of a partisan candidate for public office or political party office: 

(6) Becoming a partisan candidate for, or campaigning for, an 

elective public office: 

(7) Soliciting votes in support of or in opposition to a 

partisan candidate for public office or political party office: 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 13 
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(8) Acting as recorder, watcher, challenger, or similar 

officer at the polls on behalf of a political party or partisan 

candidate: 

(9) Driving voters to the polls on behalf of a political 

party or partisan candidate: 

(10) Endorsing or opposing a partisan candidate for public 

office or political party office in a political advertisement, a 

broadcast, campaign literature, or similar material: 

(11) Serving as a delegate, alternate, or proxy to a political 

party convention: 

(12) Addressing a convention, caucus, rally, or similar 

gathering of a political party in support of or in opposition to a \r/ 
partisan candidate for public office or political party office; 

and 

(13) Initiating or circulating a partisan nominating petition. 
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This is the first of a series of memoranda prepared by the 

staff of the Select Committee in preparation for the Committee's 

investigation of campaign financing practices. 
:.I 

In this memoran-

dum, we broadly review the existing federal statutes governing 

political contributions and spending limitations in connection with 

elections for federal office. Our discussion is divided into 

three parts. The first part covers the various restrictions on the 

making of political contributions and the requirements, where such 

contributions may validly be made, that they be disclo3ed. Here, 

we discuss also the restrictions on credit furnished by regulated 

industries. The second part is concerned with limitations on the 

amounts that may be expended by the candidates themselves. In the 

final section, we deal with certain tax aspects of campaign finan

cing, particularly the special income and gift tax consequences of 

gifts to political committees. 

I. Festrictions and Disclosure Requirements 

A. Corporation and Union Contributions 

The first congressional action in the area of campaign finan

cing was the Act of January 26, 1907, which prohibited direct 

contributions by corporations in elections for the Presidency, 

Senate, and House. This legislation, in slightly revised form, 

became the Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1910, 36 stat. 822 

(1910). In 1921, the qupreme Court in the ca3e of Newberry v. 

United States, 256 U.S. 232 (1921), held that the Act was unconsti-

tutional as applied to senatorial primaries held prior to the 

*I Other memoranda will cover such areas as contributions by foreign 
sources and the relevance of the Hatch Act to federal campaign 
financing. 
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enactment of the constitutional amendment (Seventeenth Amendment) 

which provided for the direct election of Senators. This caused 

the Congress to pass the corrupt Practices Act of 1925 which defined 

the term "election" to exclude primaries and political conventions. 

In addition, the law defined "contribution" in the broad sense as 

including gifts of money or anything of value and subjected the 

recipients as well as donors of such gifts to penalties. 

During World War II, Congress extended the prohibition against 

corporate contributions to labor unions. such a provision was in

cluded in Section 204 of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 

(the Taft-Hartley Act) and the Corrupt Practices Act was concomitant

ly revised to include labor unions as well as corporations, to in

clude "expenditures" as well as contributions and primary elections 
*I 

as well as general elections. 18 u.s.c. ~ 610 (1947).-

As it read in 1971, the relevant section of the corrupt Prac

tices Act thus provided that: 

It is unlawful for any national bank, or any corporation 
organized by authority of any law of congress, to make 
a contribution or expenditure in connection with any election 
to any political office, or in connection with any primary 
election or political convention or caucus held to select 
candidates for any political office, or for any corporation 
whatever, or any labor organization to make a contribution 

!:./ It seems clear that Congress constitutionally may regulate 
presidential or congressional primaries as well as nominating 
conventions for national office. See Chambers & Potunda, Reform of 
Presidential Nominating Convention:-S-6 va. L. Rev. 179 (1970). 
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or expenditure in connection with any election at which 
Presidential and Vice Presidential electors or a senator 
or Representative in, or a Delegate or Resident Conunissioner 
to Congress are to be voted for, or in connection with any 
primary election or political convention or caucus held to 
select candidates for any of the foregoing offices, or for 
any candidate, political conunittee, or other person to accept 
or receive any contribution prohibited by this section." 

Every corporation or labor organization which makes 
any contribution or expenditure in violation of this section 
shall be fined not more than $5,000; and every officer or 
director of any corporation, or officer of any labor organ
ization, who consents to any contribution or expenditure 
by the corporation or labor organization, as the case may 
be, and any person who accepts or receives any contribution, 
in violation of this section, shall be fined not more than 
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and 
if the violation was willful, shall be fined not more than 
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or both. 

Until 1971, the term "contribution" was defined as: 

a gift, subscription, loan, advance,or deposit, of money, 
or anything of value, and ••• a contract, promise or agree
ment to make a contribution, whether or not legally enforce
able. 18 u.s.c. § 591. 

In 1971, Congress passed the Federal Election Campaign Act, 

18 U.S.C. § 591, which amended the Corrupt Practices Act set out 

above. The Act by its terms did not take effect until April 7, 1972. 

What it did ~ssentially was to clarify the definition of an illegal 

"contribution." First, congress codified the principle recognized 

by a federal court decision that a national or state bank could 

make a loan "in accordance with the applicable banking laws and 

regulations and in the ordinary course of business," a principle 
*/ 

that had been recognized by the federal courts.- More significant, 

*/ U.S. v. First National Bank of Cincinnati, 329 F. Supp. 1251, 
Ts.n. Ohio 1971). 
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however, was the additional language specifying permissible and 

illegal "contributions or expenditures" by corporations and labor 
*I 

unions, language which is set out in full below.-

The 1971 Act makes it clear that certain political activities 

are expressly permissible. The law exempts communications between 

a corporation and its stockholders and their families (but not 

between a corporation and its employees). Similarly excluded from 

'!:.f The provision reads in full: 

·As used in this section, the phrase'contribution or 
expenditure' shall include any direct or indirect payment, 
distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, 
or any services, or anything of value (except a loan of 
money by a national or state bank maae in accordance with 
the applicable banking laws and regulations and in the 
ordinary course of business) to any candidate, campaign 
committee, or political party or organization, in connection 
with any election to any of the offices referred to in this 
section: but shall not include communications by a corporation 
to its stockholders and their families or by a labor organi
zation to its members and their families on any subject; 
nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns by a 
corporation aimed at its stockholders and their families, 
or by a labor organization aimed at its members and their 
familiesi the establishment, administration, and solicitation 
of contributions to a separate segregated fund to be utilized 
for political purposes by a corporation or labor organization: 
Provided, That it shall be unlawful for such a fund to make 
a contribution or expenditure by utilizing money or anything 
of value secured by physical force, job discrimination, 
financial reprisals, or the threat of force, job discrimination. 
or financial reprisal; or by dues, fees or other monies re
quired as a condition of membership in a labor organization 
or as a condition of employment, or by monies obtained in any 
commercial transaction. 
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the law are communications by unions to members and their families 

"on any subject." In both instances, Congress has gone on to 
*I 

allow nonpartisan registration and "get-out-the-vote campaigns ... -

Finally, the 1971 Act permits a corporation or labor union to 

provide for "the establishment, administration, and solicitation 

of contributions to a separate segregated fund to be utilized for 

political purposes." The corporation or union need insure only that 

the money was not obtained through force or the threat of employ-
**/ 

ment reprisals, or "in any commercial transaction." The 

provision in the new act for a separate fund basically codifies the 

decision of the Supreme Court in Pipefitters Local ·562 v •. 

United States, 407 U.S. 385 (1972). There, the Court sanctioned 

the common practice of separate funds for political purposes set 

up by labor unions governed by the older Corrupt Practices Act, 

so long as the persons contributing to the fund were fully aware 

*I Although the statutory language talks only of nonpartisan activ
ities aimed at stockholders and union members and their families, 
the Justice Department has interpreted the law to exempt nonpartisan 
activities aimed at the general public. Letter and staff Memoran
dum from Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney General to Rep. 
James Harvey, Aug. 23, 1972, reprinted in H.R. Rep. No. 93-1, 93rd 
Cong., 1st Sess. 273-74 (1973). The Justice Department position is 
consistent with case law prior to the passage of the Federal Elec
tion campaign Act. United States v. Lewis Food co., 366 F.2d 710 
(9th Cir. 1966). 

**/The penalty for violation of the provisions governing corporation 
and union contributions, is a maximum fine of $5,000 for the 
corporation or labor organization involved. An officer or director 
of a corporation or union who consents to an illegal contribution 
and any person who receives one are equally subject to a fine of 
$1,000 or a one-year prison sentence or both. If the violation is 
wilful, the maximum penalty is a fine of $10,000 and a two year 
sentence. 
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*I 
that their contributions were voluntary.-

It is in this area of voluntary funding that the new campaign 

Act may be most unclear and possibly subject to abuse. The Act 

specifies that the use or threat of physical force, job discrimina

tion or financial reprisals will render a contribution involuntary, 

and the Supreme Court has said, as we have noted, that under the 

previous legislation contributors had to be aware that their dona

tions were strictly voluntary. However, the thrust of the Act is 

to allow the corporation or labor union to solicit contributions 

from their employees to fulfill whatever purposes may be served by 

a political fund. Here the line between what is permissible soli

citation and what is coercion becomes clouded. An executive might 

be asked to supervise solicitation of a certain group of stockhold

ers, employees, or union members, for example. Arguably, it would 

be permissible for this person to administer such a program on his 

own time, but since executives are not called upon to punch time 

clocks, it is very difficult to say what portion of his efforts 

relate to his employer's time, and thus possibly to non-voluntary 

action, and what he has done on his own time. In addition, the 

executive might be asked to invest more than time; he might be asked 

!:_I Dicta in the Pipefitters case suggests that prior to 1972, labor 
unions could not have used general union funds to administer a 
political fund; the Court added, however, that the new law "plainly 
permits it." 407 U.S. at 427. 
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to sign a letter inviting contributions from various sources. This 

would be a contribution of the employees' name to a political 

campaign and may well be viewed by his employer as voluntary activ

ity. But in reality it may be assumed that any high officer, when 

asked by his superior to undertake such a project, would naturally 

feel some pressure, real or imagined, to comply with his employer's 

request. Each case will then have to be viewed by the courts on a 

case-by-case basis, and absent any guidelines yet drawn by the 

courts. it is. unclear.just how this provision will be viewed and 

applied. 

An additional source of abuse may be in the area of partisan 

solicitation among corporation employees (apparently this took 

place on a widespread basis during the 1972 presidential campaign). 

The law provides that a corporation may communicate anything to 

its stockholders, including partisan appeals for campaign contri

butions. It may also establish a segregated fund to which the 

general public presumably can contribute. If the corporation estab

lishes a partisan fund, however, and solicits donations for it from 

persons other than its stockholders, it is, under a strict inter

pretation of the law, arguably making an illegal contribution, in 

the form of solicitation and administration costs, to a particular 

candidate or party. Following this interpretation, in order to 

solicit from its employees or the general public, a corporation 

must establish a nonpartisan campaign fund -- one which clearly is 

within the control of the corporation officers. There would be no 

indication that the funds are intended for a particular candidate 
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or party, although contributors might draw their own conclusions 

about what kind or even what specific candidates a particular cor

poration is likely to support. The problem here is that the statute 

is not clear enough on its face, and no judicial decisions have yet 

addressed themselves to this set of circumstances. 

Before turning to the disclosure aspects of federal campaign 

law, we should briefly discuss one other restriction on political 

contributions -- 18 u.s.c. ~ 611 which prohibits contributions by 

federal contractors. Prior to 1972, there was confusion as to how 

this prohibition applied to corporate contractors. The 1940 amend

ments to the Hatch Act, of which the original section 611 was a part, 

were designed, as shown by the legislative history, to prohibit 

contributions by "persons, corporations or firms" engaged in govern

ment contracting. During the floor debates, however, the word "cor

porations" was deleted, on the theory that any corporate contribu

tions were already prohibited by the corrupt Practices Act. Although 

the word "whoever" (defined in another section of the Act to in

clude corporations) was substituted for the term "persons or firms" 

in 1948, the original wording remained in the section title, and in 

1961 the Justice Department was still interpreting the section as 
*I 

inapplicable to otherwise permissible corporate contributions.-

The 1971 law, however, specifically covers donations by corporate 

contractors, and thus arguably prohibits donations from segregated 

*/ Letter from Burke Marshall, Assistant Attorney General, to 
Senator Williams, April 20, 1961, in Cong. Fee. daily ed., Jan. 10, 
1964. 
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political funds otherwise permitted under§ 610. 
y 

B. Disclosure Requirements 

Both the Corrupt Practices Act and the Federal Elections Cam

paign Act have required public disclosure of campaign donations. A 

gaping loophole in the law prior to April 7, 1972, however, was the 

provision that a political committee which operated in only one 

state and was not a branch of a national party was not required to 
**I 

report contributions. The new law requires that all committees 

handling more than $1,000 per year report contributions in excess of 

$100. It also replaces the requirement under the old Act that 

individuals making expenditures in excess of $50 in more than one 

state must report such contributions, with a stronger provision 

applying to all individuals making large contributions or expendi

tures other than through contributions to a candidate or committee. 

Another problem was the vagueness of the Corrupt Practices Act 

with regard to when, in a given campaign, the disclosure require

ments took effect. The law specifically exempted disclosure of 

primary election financing and the requirements were frequently 

interpreted to become operative only upon the nomination of a 
***I 

candidate by a political party.~- The new law clearly requires 

*/.The maximum penalties for violation of section 611 are five years 
Tmprisonment or a $5,000 fine, or both. 

'!:.'!:.I 2 u.s.c. i 241 (c) 

***/ This interpretation has been challenged, however, on the 
grounds that much "pre-convention financing", particularly in 
campaigns involving incumbents, is aimed at the general election. 
Common Cause v. Finance Committee to Pe-elect the President (D.C. 
D.C.), Civ. Action No. 1780-72. 
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disclosure as soon as a candidate or committee handles its first 

financial transaction. 

In general, Title III of the Act requires disclosure by candi

dates and political committees of all contributions, transfers, 

and expenditures in excess of $100. Persons making contributions 

or expenditures in excess of this sum other than by contribution to 

a "committee" or "candidate" as defined by the Act are required to 

personally report such contributions. The new law in contrast to 

the old Corrupt Practices Act, also prohibits contributions in the 

name of another or the knowing acceptance of such contributions. 

"Candidate" is defined by the Act as anyone who has (1) filed 

for federal office or (2) accepted a contribution, made an expendi

ture or authorized same with a view to bringing about his nomination 

or election to federal office. A "political committee" in turn is 

any group handling more than $1,000 in contributions or expenditures 

in a calendar year. Thus a contributor who gives more than $100 

to a "minor" committee is required to make an independent report of 

his contribution. The definition of political committee does not 

include individuals, as every committee must have a chairman and 

a treasurer who must be separate person3, and no contributions or 

expenditures can be handled by a committee when there is a vacancy 

in either office. Finally, "contributions" includes gifts or loans 

of anything of value, including the services of an employee, but 

excludes the services of a bona fide volunteer. 
-:_I 

*I The entire text of the 1971 Act is appended as Appendix A to this 
memorandum. Title III is set out at pages 5-9 of Appendix A. 
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Under the provisions of the 1971 Act, reports are made to the 

appropriate supervisory officer: the Comptroller General in the 

case of executive candidates, or the Secretary of the Senate or 

Clerk of the House of Representatives. Each of these officers has 

since drawn up appropriate regulations for the process. Political 

committees must register with the appropriate officer as soon as 

they anticipate handling contributions or expenditures of $1,000 

in a year. Reports are made by the candidate or committee on the 

tenth day of March, June, and September. In addition to reporting 

contributions and expenditures in excess of $100, a committee 

treasurer is required to keep records of contributions in excess of 

$10 and all expenditures. 

The new law, in another departure from the Corrupt Practices 

Act, is clear concerning solicitations or expenditures by an un

authorized committee on behalf of a candidate: All of the commit

tee's advertisements must include on their face a notice that the 

committee is not authorized by the candidate and he is not respon

sible for its activities. There is no such disclaimer requirement, 

however, applicable to the unauthorized activities of an individual 

acting on behalf of a candidate or committee. But such persons 

cannot escape the basic disclosure requirement. For if they accept 

any contribution in excess of $10 in the name of a committee, the 

Act mandates that they report this fact to the committee treasurer 

within five days and the report becomes a part of the committee's 

required records and reports which are submitted to the supervisory 
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officer. Moreover, if the individual makes expenditures on behalf 

of either a committee or candidate he must himself file a report 

with the supervisory officer. If he accepts contributions and then 

forwards them to a candidate he cannot do so in his own name under 

the new law since to do so would be considered a conspiracy to 

make contributions in the name of another. 

A special problem is presented by the section of the Federal 

Election Campaign Act governing corporate and union contributions 

(18 u.s.c. § 610) read in conjunction with the disclosure require

ments ofthe Federal Election Campaign Act: Does a corporation or 

union in setting up a segregated fund as permitted under§ 610 

constitute a political committee subject to disclosure requirements? 

It has been argued that if a corporation, for example, solicits 

and forwards checks from its stockholders made out to a candidate 

or committee, it acts only as a conduit for contributions, and 

should not itself be subject to reporting requirements. Under this 

rationale, the eventual recipient of the fund would record and 

report the individual donations channeled through the corporate 

mechanism. There would be no report, however, that these contri

butions were actually the result of a stockholder solicitation drive, 

possibly massive, financed with corporation funds. This may, in 

fact, be legal. It is certainly not consistent, however, with the 

spirit of the disclosure law. 

If the corporation or labor union does not act merely as a 

conduit for funds designated by individual contributors .for specific 
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candidates or committees, but assumes control over the funds it 

solicits, then it clearly becomes a political committee (or the 

officers or employees who control the funds become a committee), 

and it is subject to reporting requirements. 

Commentators disagree as to what, if any, loopholes remain in 

the new reporting provisions. some argue that disclosure can be 

avoided by earmarking contributions made to a multicandidate 

committee (such as the Democratic and Republican Congressional 

campaign Committees) to be used for a particular candidate. It has 

been reported that the National Committee for a Democratic Congress, 
*I 

for example, handled over $415,000 in earmarked funds in 1972.-

Strictly construed, however, the law requires full disclosure, since 

earmarking funds would seem to constitute the equivalent of making 

a contribution in the name of another. And again, it is difficult 

to predict, absent judicial or regulatory guidelines, the precise 

manner in which the relatively new legislation will be construed 

by the federal courts. 

c. The Extension of unsecured Credit 

A special form of campaign "contribution" is the furnishing of 

unsecured credit for the candidate's transportation, communications, 

and the like. The problem of such credit first became a public 

issue during the presidential campaign of 1968, when published 

reports indicated that the Democratic candidate, Senator Humphrey, 

had ended his campaign with rather sizable debts to certain airlines 

!:./ Washington Post, December 1, 1972 at A 17, col. 2. 
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and communications media. This issue was then considered by 

Congress in the debates on the Federal Election Campaign Act of 

1971. 

Section 401 of the Federal Election Campaign Act required 

three regulatory agencies, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal 

Communications commission and the Interstate Commerce commission, 

to promulgate regulations with respect to unsecured credit given 

by any person regulated by the agency to a candidate for federal 

office. Each agency has now promulgated its regulations, and they 

differ somewhat. we have attached copies of the Regulations as 

Appendix B, and briefly review them here. 

The Federal Communications Commission has placed no flat 

prohibition on the extension of unsecured credit. Instead, it has 

required only that if a carrier extends such credit to one candi

date or his representative, it must be extended to all candidates 

"on substantially equal terms and conditions to all candidates .•• 

for the same office, with due regard for differences in the esti

mated quantity oE service." In addition, the FCC requires that the 

carrier give notice of intent to discontinue service within 7 days 

if bills are not paid within 15 days and that carriers with annual 

operating revenues in excess of $1,000,000 make semi-annual reports 

listing any amounts due and unpaid. 47 C.F.R. § 64.801: 

The Interstate Commerce Commission has expressly forbidden 

the granting of unsecured credit. The ICC regulations simply state 

that all agreements extending credit to federal candidates by 

persons subject to the Commission's regulations must be in writing 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 14 
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and contain a detailed description of "the deposit, bond, collateral 

or other means of security, used to secure payment of the debt." 

49 C.F.R. §i 1325.l and 1325.2. 

The Civil Aeronautics Board has adopted regulations which 

allow carriers to authorize unsecured credit but restricts the use 

of such credit in certain circumstances and calls for reports by 

both the carrier and the candidates. 14 C.F.F., § 374 a. 

At least once a month the carrier must send to the candidate a 

statement of current unsecured credit. The carrier also may not 

extend further credit for transportation or other purposes '30 long 

as there remains any "overdue indebtedness", as defined below. No 

credit may be advanced for transportation to a candidate in an 

election campaign subsequent to the effective date of the regulation 

without a written statement from the candidate seeking such credit. 

Finally, similar to the FCC regulation, the CAB requires that the 

carrier give notice of past indebtedness within 7 days after the 

debt becomes overdue, and if the debt is not paid with 14 days 

after the notice, no further unsecured credit may be extended by 

a regulated air carrier. 

II. statutory Limitations on Campaign Spending 

The present limitations on the amounts that may be expended 

by candidates seeking federal office are set forth in the Federal 

Election campaign Act, which we have already discussed in Part I. 

To review what we have said above, the Act applies not only to 

general and special elections but also to all primaries, nominating 
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;/ 
conventions, and caucuses. All federal offices are included 

within its coverage and the Act defines a "political committee" as 

any individual or entity which accepts contributions or makes 

expenditures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount·exceeding 

$1,000. 

Section 104 of the 1971 Act lists certain limitations with 

respect to political broadcasting. Prior to the Act, the only 

limitation in this area was the so-called "equal time" provision of 

the Communications Act of 1934, which basically required a broad

caster offering free time to a candidate for federal office to 

offer each of that candidate's opponents an equal amount of free 

time. The Act, by contrast, sets specific limitations on spending. 

The Act provides that any legally qualified candidate for 
**I ***I 

fede~al office""" may not spend or have spent on their behalf~-

for "communications media" in his election campaign a sum in dollars 

equal to 10 percent of the resident voting age population in the 

*/ The Act also explicitly covers the election of delegates to a 
constitutional convention. This extension of the Act would appear 
to be free of constitutional defect. See note;/ at page 2, supra. 

*'''/ The Act defines "legally qualified candidate" as "any person 
who (A) meets the qualifications prescribed by tte applicable laws 
to hold the Federal elective office ••• , and (B) is eligible under 
applicable state law to be voted for by the electorate directly or 
by means of delegates or electors." § 102 (4). 

***/ The provision which, in effect, limits the right of citizens to 
use the media in support of candidates of their choice is arguably 
violative of the citizens' First Amendment rights and may be 
challenged on this basis in the courts. 
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state or district in which he or she seeks office, or the sum of 

$50,000, whichever is greater. "Communications media" under the 

Act includes all forms of broadcasting (i.e., radio and television) 

and newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising facilities and 

telephones used by a candidate. The Act further requires that no 

more than 60 percent of the applicable sum be used for the use of 

broadcast stations. With regard to all nonpresidential primaries, 

including runoffs, the candidates are subject to the same statutory 

limitations as are in force with respect to federal elections. 

candidates for the presidential nomination are in turn restricted 

to spending in each primary the total sums allowable to a candidate 

for 8enator from the state in which the primary is being held. For 

purposes of the Act, a person is considered to be a presidential 

candidate during the period: 

(i) beginning on the date on which he (or such 
other person) first makes such an expenditure 
(or, if later, January 1 of the year in which 
the election for the office of President is held), 
and 

(ii) ending on the date on which such political 
party nominates a candidate for the office of 
President. 

Finally, the Act establishes a maximum rate for broadcasting charges 

for a period of 45 days preceding a primary and 60 days preceding 

a general or special election, and precludes the candidates from 

being charged more than a comparable use charge for nonbroadcasting 

communications and for broadcasting time prior to the commencement 
y 

of the 45 or 60-day periods. 

*/ section 104 of the Act also contains an escalation clause pegged 
to the consumer price index for increasing the spending limitations. 
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Prior to the effective date of the 1971 Act, federal legisla

tion prevented individuals (but not political committees) from 

making contributions for any candidate for federal office in an 

aggregate amount each year in excess of $5,000. 18 u.s.c. § 608. 
1,j 

In addition, political committees- could not receive total annual 

contributions in excess of $3,000,000 or make expenditures in ex

cess of that sum for any one year. 18 u.s.c. i 609. And an 

individual candidate was allowed to personally spend no more than 

$25,000 for a senatorial campaign or $5,000 for a campaign for the 

House, plus personal, traveling, printing, postage, and other re

lated expenses. 2 u.s.c. ~ 248. 

The 1971 Act removed the $5,000 and $3,000,000 limitations, 

replacing them with the disclosure requirements discussed earlier 

in this memorandum. Furthermore, the Act placed a $50,000 limita

tion on expenditures from personal funds for the office of Presi

dent and Vice-President, increased the limitations on personal 

spending with respect to senatorial and congressional campaigns to 

$35,000 and $25,000, respectively, and applied this limitation to 

cover the candidate's immediate family as well as funds from his 

own person. The new Act also deletes the exception for those items 

such as travel and stationery that were specifically excluded from 

the maximum allowable sum under the pre-1971 legislation. 

*/ The definition of "political committee" here, too, was restricted 
to a committee operating in two or more states or as a branch of a 
national committee. 
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III. Tax Consequences of Gifts to Political Committees 

A. Gifts of Appreciated Property and the Status of 

Political Committees 

During the 1972 campaign the appropriate tax treatment of 

capital gains from the sale of appreciated property by political 

parties and committees emerged as a controversial issue and indir

ectly brought into the open the overall question of the tax status 

of political committees. The capital gains issue arose because 

both political parties were receiving contributions in the form 

of property, usually securities, with a relatively low tax basis 
*I 

but high current market value.- The campaign organization ordin-

arily would sell these securities at the current market value and 

use the proceeds to finance the campaign. This arrangement per

mitted the contributor to obtain "political credit" for the full 

market value of the stock even though the original cost was rela

tively small. Alternatively, the donor would transfer the securi

ties from a personal brokerage account to the brokerage account 

of the political organization. The organization would then sell 

the stock, and return to the donor the amount of his original in

vestment. In this situation the contributor was able to avoid 

capital gains tax on the profit, for the Internal Revenue Service 

would allow both the donor and the political organization to avoid 

the capital gains tax when contributed stock was sold. The donor 

*/ Recent estimates suggest that the Finance committee to Re-elect 
the President received approximately $8,850,000 and the McGovern 
organization received approximately $1,440,800 in securities. 
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was not taxed on the appreciation because his donation was consid

ered a "gift" for income tax purposes. since there were no regu

lations or rulings specifically covering this situation, it is 

unclear why such gains were not taxed to the committee. 

This anomalous tax treatment of contributed property was 

presented to the American public in a September 27, 1972, article 

appearing in the Wall Street Journal. ,hortly thereafter, on 

October 3, 1972, IRS issued a News Release (IR-1257) which announced 

that "£)_7n view of the recent and common practice of transactions 

involving appreciated property for political purposes, the Internal 

Revenue Service must now consider what tax results arise where such 

property is sold." The Service then ,olicited briefs and comments 

on the subject and announced that public hearings would be held in 

connection with the issues involved. on August 1, 1973, after 

receiving twenty-eight submissions in response to the invitation 

and holding public hearings, IRS issued a Policy Statement in 

which it proposed a new course of action. The statement constitu

ting the current IRS position made basically four points, 

1) It had been the long-standing practice of the Service not 

to require political parties or committees to file tax returns, 

but that, the Revenue Service would now, since there was no 

Code provision on the subject, require such entities to file 

returns: 

2) That unincorporated political parties or committees may be 

treated for tax purposes as associations taxable as corpora

tions or as trusts (or possibly partnerships) depending upon 
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standards to be developed: 

3) That the gross income of political parties or committees 

shall include interest and dividends from investments: income 

from any ancillary activities and gains from sales of appre

ciated property by the committees or parties: and 

4) that gains on the sale of appreciated property, net of any 

losses, should be included in income of political parties or 

committees to the extent provided in the Internal Revenue Code. 

The Statement went on to note that the Internal Revenue 5ervice 

would not seek to enforce the legal conclusions announced in the 

Policy Statement "until it appears that congress has had an oppor

tunity to consider the problem specifically." In any event, the 

rules and requirements were not to apply to sales of appreciated 

property prior to the date of the IRS statement of concern with the 

problem on October 3, 1972. And, finally, the Service announced 

that it would not require political parties and committees to file 

tax returns for years prior to 1972. 

Turning to the legal considerations, the service, as we noted 

above, has for a number of years taken the position that transfers 

to political organizations are gifts for gift tax purposes. The 

Internal Revenue Code provides that the gift tax will apply to the 

extent that the transfer is not made "for an adequate and full 

consideration in money or money's worth." For income tax purposes, 

however, a transfer will be treated as a gift if it is given with 

"detached and disinterested generosity" and is motivated by "affec

tion, respect, admiration, charity or like impulses." 3ince gift 
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tax law and income tax law are not in pari materia, it might be 

argued that a political contribution is subject to gift tax as well 

as income tax. Assuming here that the current IRS position that a 

political contribution is a gift for income tax purposes is correct, 

it follows that the donee political committee takes the donor's 

basis in the contributed property and would thus ordinarily realize 

gross income upon the sale of the appreciated property. 

The threshold question with respect to taxability of the in

come is whether a political party or committee is a taxable entity. 

Political parties are not specifically exempted from taxation under 
*I 

the Internal Revenue Code. During the course of a 1965 case, the 

Government alleged that "all political parties .•• are taxable 

associations" under the Code. Furthermore, Rev. Proc. 68-19 states 

that "Li?f an unexpended balance of political funds is set aside 

in a separate bank account, the political candidate, committee, or 

organization hol9ing such funds may report any income credited to 

the account on a U.S. Fiduciary Income Tax Return ••• and pay any 

tax shown by such return to be payable." From this language a 

strong implication may be drawn that a political party or committee 

is a taxable entity. Unfortunately, the service cast doubt on this 

proposition in the August 1 statement. It noted that historically 

IRS has never required political parties to file tax returns. It 

also emphasized that Rev. Proc. 68-19 was directed principally at 

funds maintained for individual candidates and did not provide 

~/ communist Party of the U.S.A. v. Commissioner, 373 F.2d 682, 684 
(D.C. Cir. 1967). 
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definitive guidelines for political parties or committees. And 

it further set forth the proposition that there are no definitive 

guidelines which show whether, and to what extent, deductions are 

allowable against income reported by a political party or committee. 

Apparently, the current IRS position is that the administrative 

"history" of not requiring political parties to file returns is a 

stumbling block to taxation of capital gains from the sale of 

appreciated property. 

In conclusion, there is some controversy as to the past and 

present approach of the Internal Revenue Service toward taxation of 

gain resulting from the sale of appreciated property given to 

political committees. The view that the donor should be taxed on 
*I 

the gain- is supported by the fact that ordinary money contribu-

tions are made in after-tax dollars. Another view is that the poli

tical committee itself should pay tax on the gain. Here, there are 

diverse opinions as to the best legal theory to support taxation of 

political c9mmittees. It is not clear, for example, whether a poli

tical committee should be taxed as a corporation, a trust or an 

::J This view is suggested by Rev. Rul. 60-370, 1960-2 Cum. Bull. 
203 and the district court ruling in Rollins v. United States, 302 
F.Supp. 812 (W.D. Tex. 1969). Contra, Jacobs v. United States, 280 
F.Supp. 327 (S.D. Ohio 1966): sli'e'ppard v. United states, 361 F.2d 
972 (Ct. of Claims 1966). 

One problem is that it is inconsistent with the general prin
ciple that gain on gifts is taxed to the donee rather than the dono~ 
Perhaps, however, this problem could be resolved by providing that 
campaign contributions could only be made in the form of money, and 
thus necessarily would represent a taxable gain(or loss) to the con
tributor who had sold his property in order to contribute the pro
ceeds. 
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association. What is clear is that none of the existing legal 

theories of taxation can readily be applied to political committees 

without modification. Furthermore, absent statutory clarification, 

it is possible that an attempt to tax political committees via 

exemptions to or modifications of existing legal theories could 

create a spill-over in which the exemptions engulf the rule. In 

this area, then, there would appear to be .four possible issues for 

congressional resolution. These are: 1) Whether a political con

tribution is a gift for gift tax purposes, :?) Whether tax on capi

tal gains from the sale of appreciated property should be paid by 

the recipient political organization or by the donor, 3) Whether 

a political party or committee is a taxable entity and, if so, 

whether it should be taxed as a corporation, a trust, an associa

tion or another organizational entity, and 4) Whether, and to what 

extent, expenditures by a political organization are deductible 

from income. 

B. The Gift Tax Exclusion 

The gift tax was enacted to prevent evasion of the estate tax 

by means of~~ transfers. Although the tax originated as 

a backdrop for the estate tax, it has long been the IRS position 

that transfers to political organizations are gifts subject to the 

gift tax. 

Generally, the Internal Revenue Code provides for a gift tax 

exclusion in the amount of $3,000 per donee. In addition, each 

taxpayer is entitled to a $30,000 lifetime exclusion over and above 
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the $3,000 annual exclusion. The Supreme court in Helvering v. 

Hutchings, 312 U.S. 393 (1940), held that the taxpayer was entitled 

to one exclusion for each beneficiary o.E a trust to which he had 

made a gift. The Court observed that a literal approach to the 

exclusion would lead to use of multiple trusts as conduits estab

lished to avoid the gift tax. To avert this possibility, the 

Internal Revenue Code subsequently was amended to disallow such an 

exemption in the case of "every gift in trust." There.fore, multiple 

trusts cannot be used to avoid the gift tax on gi.Ets to private 

individuals. In Heringer v. Commissioner, 235 F.2d 149 (9th Cir. 

1956), ~ denied, 352 u.s. 927 (1956), the Hutchings rule was 

extended to apply to corporations as well as trusts. 

Armed with the Hutchings and Heringer cases as precedent, the 

Service in 197'- was faced with the question whether each political 

committee supporting a candidate for office should be entitled to a 

separate $3,000 exclusion. This approach, if adopted, might appear 

inconsistent with the rule that it is the beneficiary of a gift 

that is significant. Historically, IRS had allowed a political 

contributor to avoid the gift tax by dividing a large gift into 

$3,000 fragments to be disbursed to any number of "dummy" committees, 

each one entitled to the $3,000 annual exclusion. However, with the 

proliferation of such committees just prior to the 197'- elections, 

IRS issued Rev. Rul. 72-355 on July 17, 1972. 

Revenue Ruling 72-355 basically did not establish effective 

guidelines to prevent the use o.E multiple committees to avoid the 
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gift tax. Rather, the Ruling simply provided for the aggregation 

of dummy committees for purposes of the exclusion in the following 

manner: 

In general, political organizations will 
be recognized as separate donees for purposes of 
the annual gift tax exclusion. Where, however, 
political organizations have essentially the 
same officers and supported candidates and no 
substantial independent purpose, the organizations 
will be treated as one and gifts to them by an 
individual will be aggregated for purposes of 
section ~503 (b) of the Code. For purposes of this 
paragraph, the officers or supported candidates 
will not be deemed to be essentially the same if 
at least one third of the officers or candidates 
are different in each of the committees. 

Political organizations can easily avoid this Ruling by estab

lishing committees which have at least one-third of their officers 

or candidates distinct from the makeup of all other committees. In 

fairness to the Service's position, the problem of formulating 

standards for distinguishing between a dummy committee and a valid 

one is evident. For example, should a committee be considered 

valid simply because it has full-time employees, rented office space, 

or a certain number of contributors? But while there may be diffi

culty in employing any rigid standards in this area, the problem 

merits further consideration aimed at eliminating the present tax 

avoidance devices. 

Perhaps the question of multiple exclusions could be resolved 

by a re-evaluation of the gift tax itself. In the absence of a 

Code provision supporting the current IRS position, the better view 

may be that the gift tax should .!!2!_ apply to political contributions 

at all. This approach is supported by the rationale in stern v. 
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United ~tates, 436 F.2d 1327 (5th Cir. 1971), a lower court ruling 

affirmed by the u.s. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. Edith 

Stern was a taxpayer who was affiliated with a group of individuals 

who sought to promote a slate of candidates dedicated to protecting 

the interests of the group. The group collected contributions from 

its members and made campaign expenditures for handbills, posters, 

sample ballots, and newspaper and television advertising. The 

expenditures of the group were held to be full and adequate consid

eration for the contributions. Although not made in the ordinary 

course of business by the group, the contributions were not taxable 

gifts to the extent they were "bona fide, at arm's length, and free 

from donative intent." IRS did not appeal the case beyond the 

Court of Appeals, but the service has limited application of the 

rule to the Fifth Circuit. The significance of the~ case lies 

in the realization that most political contributors, like Mrs. Stern, 

are making bona fide, arm's length contributions free of the dona

tive intent which accompanies gifts made outside the political area. 

Finally, it seems fair to conclude that in addition to elim

inating the need for multiple committees to avoid the gift tax, 

congressional action in removing the gift tax from political con

tributions would have the salutory effect of simplifying adminis

tration of the reporting and disclosure laws. In this context, it 
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should be kept in mind that the gift tax is a relatively insignifi

cant source of revenue for the federal government. 

December, 1973 

Samuel Dash 
Chief counsel 

David M. Dorsen 
Assistant Chief Coun3el 

Donald S. Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

w. Dennis summers 
Assistant Counsel 

Martha Talley 
Bruce Quan 
Research Assistants 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 

To: President Richard M. Nixon, The White House, Washington, D. C. 

P u rs ua n t to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COM.."viANDED 

to make available to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Senate of the United 

States, on Thursday, July 26, 1973, at 10:00 o1clock a.m., at their 

committee room, 318, Old Senate Office Building, the following: 

Any and all records, or copies of records including but not 

limited to, documents, logs, records, memoranda, correspondence, 

news summaries, datebooks, notebooks, photograph:s, recordings or 

other materials relating directly or indirectly to the attached list of 

individuals and to their acti vi.ties, participation, responsibilities or 

involvement in any alleged criminal acts related to the Presidential 

election of 1972 which the Committee is authorized to investigate pursuant 

to Senate Resolution 60 including but not limited to, .the break-ins of the 

Democratic National Com.mittee offices on or about May 27, 1972 and on 

or about June 17, 1972, the surveillance, electronic or otherwise of said 

offices, and efforts made to conceal information or to grant executive 

clemency, pardons or immunity and payments made to the defendants 

and/or their attorneys relating to the above stated matters. 
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Hereof fa i1 not, as you will answer your default under the 

pains and penalties in such cases made and provided. 

TO 

to serve and return. 

Given under my hand, by order of the 

committee, this 23rd day of July, in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine 

hundred and seventy-three 

Chairman, Senate Select Com'rnittee on 
Presidential Campaign Activites. 
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l'f.itchell, John 

Moore, Richard A. 

Shumway, DeVan 

Strachan, Gordon 

Timmons, William 

Young, David 

Ziegler, Ron 
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Buchanan, Patrick J.; 

Butterfield, Alexander P.; 

Campbell, John 

Caulfield, Jack 

Chapin, Dwight 

Colson, Charles 

Dean, John 

Ehrlichman, John 

Fielding, Fred 

Haldeman, H.; Robert 

Higby, Larry 

Howard, Richard 

Hunt, E.'i Howard 

Kehrli, Bruce 

Krogh, Egil 

LaRue, Frederick 

Liddy, G,;'' Gordon 

Magruder, Jeb Stuart 
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UNITED STATES OF AM.ERICA 

CONGRESS OF THE Ul\'"ITED STATES 

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 

To: President Richard M. Nixon, The White House, Washington, D. C. 

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED 

to make available to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Senate of the United 

States, on Thursday, July 26, 1973, at 10:00 o'clock a.m., at their 

committee room, 318, Old Senate Office Building, the following: 

Any and all original elect:::onic tapes and recorded telephone 

messages of the below listed conversations or oral communications, 

telephonic or personal, between President Nixon and John Wesley 

Dean ,III, discussing alleged criminal acts occuring in connection with 

the Presidential election of 1972 which the Committee is authorized to 

investigate pursuant to Senate Resolution 60 including but not limited to 

the break-ins at the Democratic National Committee offices on or about 

May 27, 1972, and on or about June 17, 1972, and any efforts made to 

conceal information or to grant executive clemency, pardons or immunity 

and payments made to the defendants and/ or their attorneys relating to the 

above incidents at the dates and times of the attached list of conversations: 
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September 15, 1972 (personal) 5:27 p. m •. to 6:17 p, rn, 

February 28, 1973 (personal) 9 :12 a. m, to 10:23 a. m, 

March 13, 1973 (personal) 12:42 p. m. to 2:00 p. m. 

March 21, 1973 (personal) 10:12 a. m, to 11:55 a. m. 

and 5:20 p. m. to 6:01 p. m. 

Her e of fa i 1 not, as you will answer your default under the 

pains and penalties in such cases made and provided. 

To 

to serve and return. 

----e ;-.J 1-0l:J) ... \ f I ,-·N:1A.11~ L. 

Given under my hand, by order of the 

committee, this 23rd day of July, in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred 

and seventy-three.; 

Chairm.a.n, Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activites 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPENA DUCES TEqUM 

To: President Richard M. Nixon, individually and as President of 

the United State_s~ The White House, Washington, D. C. 

Pursua~t ,~ lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED 

to make available to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESI

DENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Senate of the United States 

Lr 1(, 1f'J ,/ ' -
on the day of January, ,_. at 10 a. m. at Room 1418, 

Dirksen Senate Office Building, all of the materials in your custody 

or possession, or the possession or custody of the Executive Office 

of the President, or The White House, actual or constructive, 

listed in Attachment A, hereto.; 

Hereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains 

and penalties in such cases made and provided. 

To: to serve and 

Served on: 

By: 

Time: 

Date: 

Place: 

return. Given under my hand, by 

order of the Committee, this / 1 ~ 
day of December in the year of our 

Lord one thousand nine hundred and 

seventy-three. 

5~ ~C\.-a;~· ~--
Chairman, Senate Select Commitlee 
on Presidential Campaign Activities-
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ATTACHMENT A 

Any and all documents, materials, records and 

copies thereof including, but not limited to books, 

files, ledgers, books of accounts, correspondence, 

receipts, appointment books, diaries, memoranda, checks, 

check stubs, deposit slips, bank statements, petty cash 

records, p~otographs and negatives, recordings, notes, 

telephone records, credit card vouchers and records, airline 

and railfoad records, relating directly or indirectly, 

in whole or in part to: 

(1) The break-ins on or about May 27, 1972, and 

on or,about June 17, 1972, and electronic surveillance 

at the Democratic National Committee Headquarters; 

(2) The planning or execution of any break-in 

and/or electronic surveillance at the office, home, or 

other premise of Herman Greenspun; 

(3) Any communications relating to concealment 

and suppression of information and evidence of the break

ins and electronic surveillance of the Democratic National 

Committee offices on or about May 27, 1972, and on or 

about June 17, 19721 

(4) Any offers of or authorizations to offer 

executive clemency to Messrs. James McCord, G. Gordon 
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Liddy, E. fioward Hunt, Bernard L. Barker, Eugenio R. 

Martinez, Frank A. Sturgis, Virgilio R. Gonzales, 

or any m~mbers or former members of President Nixon's 

White House staff or the Committee to Re-elect the 

President; 

(5) The payment or authorizations of payment of 

money to Messrs. Liddy, McCord, Hunt, Barker, Martinez, 

Sturgis, or Gonzales; . 

(6) ~ instructions given or involving any 

official of the Departme~t of Justice, including 

officials of the FBI, relating, in whole or in part, 

directly or indirectly, to any limitation on the 

investigation of the events involving the break-in 

and electronic surveillance at the Democratic National 

Conunittee Headquarters at the Watergate and related 

events prior and subsequent thereto, or any limitation 

on the prosecution of those responsible for such events; 

(7) Any discussion or instructions given or 

involving the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (or 

any official thereof) relating, in whole or in part, 

directly or indirectly, to any possible involvement by 

the CIA (or any official thereof) or use of any CIA fonds 

in any financing of or payment of money to Messrs. Liddy, 

McCord, Hunt, Barker, Martinez, Sturgis, and Gonzales 
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after June 1, 1973; any contacts, communications, 

meetings, or te1ephone ca11s between the CIA (or any 

officia1 thereof) and the Federa1 Bureau of Investigation 

(or any officia1 thereof) or the Department of Justice 

(or any officia1 thereof) re1ated, in who1e or in part, 

directl.y or,indirectl.y, to any Government investigation . 
of the events invo1v1ng the break-in and e1ectron1c 

s~ei11ance at the Democratic Nationa1 Committee 

' Headquarters at the Watergate, inc1ud1ng but not 

11m1ted to any Government investigation of possib1e 

Repub1ican campaign contribution which a11egedl.y 

passed through Mexiab; 

(8) Any discussion or instructions given or 

invo1v1ng perjury or possib1e perjury of anyone 

connected ·with the investigation of the events 

invo1v1ng the break-in and e1ectron1c survei11ance at 

the Democratic Committee Headquarters at the Watergate 

and re1ated events prior and subsequent thereto, inc1ud1ngJ 

but not 11m1ted to,the break-in at the ofr!ce of the 

psychiatrist of Danie1 E1l.sberg; 

(9) Any discussion or instructions given or 

1nvo1v1ng the "Responsiveness Program" or sim11ar 

program or programs however designated from the period 

of January 1, 1971, to November 7, 1972; 
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{10) The drafting of any public statements on the 

break-in and electronic surveillance at the Democratic 

National Committee Headquarters at the Watergate and 

related events prior and subsequent thereto, including, 

but not limited to, first and subsequent, drafts of the 

President's statements and speeches made. on August 29, 

1972; April 17, 1973; April 30, 1973; May 9, 1973; 

May 22, 1973; and August 15, 1973; 

{11) ' The investigation conducted by John D. 

Ehrlichman of the "Watergate Incident" at the request 

of the President· ··and reports thereof to the President 

and/or to any other individual including but not 

limited to that made to the President on April 14, 1973; 

(12) The taping of any conversation between the 

President.and John w. Dean on April 15, 1973, or the 

taping of any recollection thereof as referred to by 

the President in his conversation with Assistant Attorney 

General Henry Petersen on or about April 15, 1973, 

including but not limited to any tape, dictab&lt, 

transcripts. or notes relating to this conversation; 

{13) The report from Assistant Attorney General 

Henry Petersen to the President concerning the Watergate 

investigation including but not limited to the 

memorandum submitted to the President on or about 
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April 15., 1973; 

(14) .All. 11Politica1 Matters Memoranda" and a11 

"tabs.," "attachments.," or "appendices" thereto f'rom 
' Gordon Strachan to H. R. Ha1deman f'rom January 1., 1971., 

to December 31., 1972; 

(15) As identif'ied in exhibit #lof> in the hearing 

"In Re: Subpenas Duces Tecum Issued to President 

Richard M. Nixon f'or Production of' Tapes" bef'ore Judge 

Sirica., tl'\e f'ollowing contents of' H. R. Ha1deman f'iles 

labeled: 

"Jan-Mar 1973 Notes of' Ha1demanfi 

"April 1973 Notes of' Ha1deman"; 
11Ha1deman Notes Apr-May-June 1 72"; 

"Feb/Mar 73"; 

"April 73"; 

"Strachan·etnon HRH Book #III Dec 1971"; 

"Chron f'lle Strachan Memo to HRH June 1971"; 

"Chron f'ile Strachan HRH only Book #J.. March & April"; 

"HRH Ta1king Papers March/April 1972; 

11Chron file Strachanf Mar 72 A-L (l)f Mar 72 M-Z 
. (2)., Apr 72 A-L (lJ., Apr 72 M-Z (2J 11

; 

1113-Camp. 12-17/~31-71 11
} 

"File fl:21., Strung (sic) f':Ue"; 
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"HRH & AG Meeting 6/30/71 11
; 

"File #13, Straucqi {sic) file"; 

"Part IV March 3-28, 72 18-campaign"; 

"HRH Talking Papers 1971 11
; 

"Talking Papers 1972"; 

"Talking Papers-Feb/Mar 1972 11
; 

"H to AG 1-31-72"; 

"Campaign 72 #14 Jan 111
; 

"campaign 72 #15 11
; 

"HRH Political File (Personal-Confidential) Aprll.1971"; 

"Jack Gleason Report #16 through Nov. 6., 1970 (3 pgs)"; 

"Jack Gleason Report #15 through Oct. 31, 1970 (3 pgs)"; 

"Jack Gleason Report #14 through Oct. 23, 1970 {2 pgs)"; 

"Jack Gleason Reports /fl through :/fJ.3"; 
''Memoranda for H. R. Haldeman from Charles Colson, subject ITT 
(16) A memor·andum dated June 30., 1971, from Mar. 20/72;' 

Herbert Klein to H. R. Haldeman. Haldeman on the 

subject of ITT's $400,000 support for the Republican 

Convention; 

(17) A memorandu of April, 1969, from Deputy 

Attorney General R. Kleindienst and Assistant Attorney 

General Mcnaren to J. D. Ehrlichman regarding ITT; 

(18) A memorandum of April., l.970, from T. HU:Uen 

to Assistant Attorney General R. McLaren regarding ITT; 

(l.9) A memorandum of September., l.970, from J. D. 

Ehrl.ichman to Attorney General J. Mitchel.]. regarding Ir!'; 

34-966 0 • 74 • pt. 1 • 16 
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(20) A memorandum dated May 5, 1971, from J. D. 

Ehrlichman to Attorney General Mitchell regarding lT":t:; 

(21) A memorandum on or about May 5, 1971, from\ 

J. D. Ehrlichman to the President regarding ITT; 

(22) Duties and/or services of John Caulfield on 

behalf of Richard M. Nixon including but not limited 

to those for which he was compensated and thanked on 

or about December 25, 1970; 

(23) '"Project Sandwedge11 or any and all private 

security or investigative organizations or plans relating 

thereto involving John Caulfield, Vernon Acree, Myles 

Ambrose, Roger Barth, and/or Joseph Woods9 

(24) Lawrence O'Brien and any corporation, 

partnership, or business entity owned in whole or in 

part by Lawrence O'Brien, including, but not limited 

to, the memorandum from H. R. Haldeman to John Dean, 

subject Larry O'Brien, dated on or about January 8, 

1971, and the files on Larry O'Brien maintained by 

H. R. Haldeman, Rose Mary Woods, John Dean, John 

Ehrlichman, and John Caulfield; 

(25) Any or all records and documentation of access 

to the original and copies o~ tajle recordings of 

Presidential conversations, from the installation of 

the taping system to December 19, 1973, including, but 

not limited to, the documentation of access referred to 

in Mr. Buzhardt•s letter to Mr. Cox of July 25, 1973; 
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(26) Any and all records and documentation of 

access to the files of H. R. Haldeman, J. D• Ehrlichman, 

John W. Dean, and Charles w. Colson from the date of the 

termination of their employment with the Executive Office 

of the President to the present; 

{27) Copies of all Executive Protective Service 

Clearance Form #2.lforrns from the San Clemente Presidential 

Compound for July 3, 4, and 5, 1970; 

(28) 1Executive Protective Clearance Form #21 forms 

for the White House, the Executive Office Building, Camp 

David, and the San ClementEt : :: and the Key Biscayne 

Presidential Compounds for Richard Danner, Robert 

Maheu, Charles G. Rebozo, Robert Abplanalp, I. G. 

"Jack" Davis, James Crosby, Seymour Alter, Frankl.in 

s. DeBoer, from January 1, 1969, to the present; 

(29) Any and all records of contributions to 

the Presidential Campaign of 1972 and/or of any compensa

tion to Richard M. Nixon maintained by Rose Mary Woods; 

(30) "President Richard N:l.xon1 s Daily Diary" for 

January 1, 1970, to December 19, 1973; 

(31) Telephone-records f'rom;Ja.nuary, 1971, to 

December 15, 1973, for all phones in the following 

locations: 

The Oval Office 

The President's Executive -Office Building Office 
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The Lincoln Sitting Room 

The Second Floor Residence in the White House 

500 Bay Lane and 5].6 Bay Lane in the Key Biscayne 

Compound 

Casa Pacifica 

Aspen Cabin., Camp David 

Dogwoo~ Cabin., Camp David 

Mr. Haldeman•s office andhhome extension 

Mr. Eprlichman 1s office and Home extension 

Mr. Bull's office and home extension 

Miss Woods1 office and home extension 

Mr. Haig 1 s office and home extension 

' " 

Mr. Richard Moore's office and home extension 

Mr. Colsorlsoffice and home extension 

Mr. Hunt's office and home extehsion 

Mr. Higby 1s office and home extension 

Mr. Strachan 1s office and:home extension 

(n) Any relationship between F. Donald Nixon 

and any of the following individuals or organizations; 

Charles Adams., Em11o Aguado., Arthur Blech., E. L. 

"Jack" Cleveland., Gene Bowen., Howard Cerny., R. w. 
Chambers., James Crosby., Mr. Dahl., I. G. "Jack" Davi.s., 

John Dean., Henry Eddy., John Ehrlichman., Robert Finch., 

Virgil Gladieux., Louis Gonzalez., Rolando Gonzalez., 

Herman Greenspun., Mr. Grotsis·:; William Haddad., Anthony 

Hatsis., Dennis Hill., J>atr:l.ck Billings., Barry Hallqµiare., 

WilliantHallamare., Howard_ Hughes., ·Her,bert Kalmbach., 
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Herbert Kl.ein, Dr. Isaac Newfon Kraushaar, Frederick 

La.Rue, Norman Locatis, Robert Maheu, John Meier, Cliff 

Miller, Meyer Minchen, John Mitchell, Ray Murphy, 

Rita Murray, Thomas Murrai, Charles G. Rebozo, Mr. Thatcher, 

Leonard Traynor, John Suckling, Robert Vesco, ABC 

Gladieux Corporation, Air West Airlines, Atlas Corporation, 

Basic Indust.ries, Inc., Georgetown Resources, Hallamore 

Homes, Hughes Air Corporation, Hughes Tool Company, 

International Dye Foundation, J-TEC Associates, 

' ' Robert A. Maheu Associates, Meier-Murray Productions, 

National Biff:-Burger Sys_tems, Inc., National ~Ile 

Carriers, Nevada Environmental Foundation, Richard 

Nixon Foundation, Oceanographic Fund, Inc., Ogden Foods, 

Resorts International, San/Bar Electronics, Separation 

Recovd.ry Systems, Inc., Summa Corporation, Toledo 

Mining Company; 

( 3 3 ) Any memoranda or reports on Donald A-; 

Nixon, F. Donald Nixon, or Edward Nixon or their 

activities, including, but not limited to any memoranda or 

reports prepared by John Ehrlichman, Johr_ ~$c:Lll•· John 

Mitchell, Fred La.Rue, Stanley McKi.ernan, or Cliff Miller; 

(34) All logs, summaries, transcripts,. tapes;; 

and reports associated with any electronic and/or physical 

surveilll;flces of F. Donald Nixon; 

(35) The solicitation, negot:lation, delivery 

and/or storage of a $100,000 contribution to .the 

Presidential Campaign of l972 frOll11.:Howard,Hughes or,, 
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the Hughes Too1 Company to Char1es G. Rebozo and/or 

the return of said contribution to Howard Hughes, the 

· Hughes Too1 Company, Summa Corporation, Chester Davis, 
I 

or any agent, representative, or designee of the Davis 

and Cox law firm; 

(36 j PfrY memoranda· to or from Richard M. Nixon, 

Char1es G. Rebozo, John Mitchell, John D. Ehr1ichman, 

H. R. Haldeman, Char1es W. Co1son, Herbert Kal.mbach, 

' Herbert Klein, John Dean, John Cau1fie1d, Rose Mary Woo.ds, 

Richard KJ.eindiesnt, Richard McLaren re1ating to the 

acquisition of Air West by the Hughes Too1 Company 

(hereafter known as·HTCo), the acquisition of the 

Dunes Hote1 in Las Vegas, Nevada by HTCo, the reso1ution 

of 1itigation between Trans Wor1d Air1ines and HTCo, 

and the cessation of nuc1ear testing in Nevada; 

(37) The actua1 copy of each dai1y news summary 

from January 1, 1972, to December 19, 1973, that was 

transmitted to the President and upon which he made hand

written notations or instructions, whenever,such hand

written notations or instructions re1ate, direct1y or 

indirectly, :l.n1lh>1e Or in part, to the events, individua1s, 

and organizations referenced in items 1 tm,ough 36· above. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPENA DUCES TECUM 

To: President Richard M. Nixon, The White House, Washington, D. C. 

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED 

to make available to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Senate of the 

United States, on ~~~~~:riJ~,_~,1.i1J-~'7l 10 a.m., at 

Room 1418 Dirksen Senate Office Building, all materials '. 
listed on Attachment A, hereto. 

Hereof faii not, as you will answer your default 

under the pains and penalties in such cases made and 

provided. 

TO··---------------- to serve and return. 

Served on: 

By: 

Time: 

Date: 

Place: 

·Given under my hand, by order 
. ..,,/ 
of the Committee, this~ day 

of December in the year of our 

Lord one thousand nine hundred 

and seventy-three. 

Chairman, Senate Select Commlttee 
on Presidential Campaign Activities 
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ATTACHMENT A 

All records in your personal custody or in the custody 

or control of the Executive Office of the President or the 

White House, .including any tape recording, summary or any o 

other record, whether written or otherwise, for the period 

January 1, 1970, to and including December 17, 1973, re

lating to: (A) price support levels for milk and dairy · 

products: (B) import liuotas for dairy products: (C) me~tings 

between the President and representatives of <lairy farmer 
. . . . . 

groups in September~ 1970, on March 23, 1971, and in September, · 

1971: (D) _a meeting on March 23, 1971, _between· the_ Preside_nt 

and certain Presidential advisors_concerning _milk price 
. . . .. 

supports: (E) politi~al c~mtributions by th~ dairy industry, 

dairy farmers or dairy politi.cal groups or trusts to the 

Presidential Campaign of 1972: (F) the case of Nader v. Butz, 

civil action number 148-72, currently pending before the United 

States District court for the District of Columbia: (G) an 

investigation by the Department of Justic_e of Associated Milk 

Producers, Inc., and a subsequent civil antitrust suit filed by 

the Department on or about February 1, 1972, and currently 

pending against Associated Milk Producers, Inc.: (H) an audit 

or investigation conducted by the Internal Revenue Service of 

the income tax return of Milk Producers, Inc.; and (I) con

versations, meetings or other 
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communications between the President and Presidential 

advisors, including cabinet members, relating to matters 

(A) through (H); including but not limited to the following: 

1. A memorandum dated January 18, 1971, concerning the 

1971 - 1972 dairy price support program. Attached to this 

memorandum are various.charts and economic information, and 

a Department of Agriculture memorandum regarding dairy price 
. ' .. .' . . . . ... 

supports dated January 7, 1971°. Also attached i~ a memorandum: 

of the Office of Management and Buaget (0MB) dated March ·3,. 1971, 

setting forth various recommendations and considerations.with 

respect to the 1971 - 1972 price.support program. 
. . 

2. A memorandum, dated February~' 1971, between officials 

within the White House Office. concerning a proposed meeting by 

the President with leaders of, the dairy industry. 

3. A memorandum, dated February. 2, 1971, between officials 

within the White House Office concerning a proposed meeting by 

the President with leaders of the dairy industry. 

4. A memorandum, dated February 4, 1971, between officials 

within the White House Office concerning a proposed meeting by 

the President with leaders of the dairy industry. 

5. A memorandum, dated February 16, 1971, between officials 

within the White House Office concerning a proposed meeting by 

the President with leaders of the dairy industry. 
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6. An.undated document containing notes prepared by a 

White House Office official concerning a proposed meeting by 

the President with leaders of the dairy industry. 

7. A memorandum, dated February 24, 1971, between 

officials within the White House Of_fice concerning a proposed 

meeting by the President with leaders of the dairy industry. 

8. A memorandum, dated March 3, 1971, between officials 

within the White House Office to which is attached another 

memorandum, dated Ferlruary 24, 1971, bet\./een officials in 

the White House Office concerning a proposed ·_meeting by the 

President with leaders of the dairy industry._ 
. . 

9. A .memorandum dated March. 3, 1971, betw~e·n pers·onnel _ 

in the Office of the council of Economic Advisors. 

10. A-memorandum, dated March 4, 
0

1971, from the Assistant 

Director, 0MB, _ to the Director, 0MB, and ·a Presidential assistant 

and regarding the dairy price support program. 

11. A memorandum, dated March 5, 1971, from the Assistant 

Director, 0MB, to the Director, 0MB, copies of which were trans

mitted to Presidential assistants, concerning the dairy price 

support program. 

12. A memorandum, dated March 5, 1971, from officials 

within the White House Office. 

13. A memorandum, dated March 4, 1971, from the Director, 

0MB, to a Presidential assistant regarding the dairy price 

support program. 
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14. An undated memorandum between personnel within the 

White House Office to which is attached a copy of the March 4, 

1971, memorandum from the Assistant Director, 0MB, to the 

Director, 0MB, and a Presidential assistant, previously referred 

to in paragraph 10 above. 

15. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant, dated 

March 5, 1971, to another Presidential assistant and Director, 

0MB, regarding the dairy price support program. 

16. A memo~andum 1from a Presidential assistant to another 

Presidential· assistant and the Director, OM~,· dated March 5, 

1971, regarding daixy price supports. 

17. A memorandum from. a Presidential assistant to another 

Presidential assistant, dated March 5, 1971, regarding the dairy 

price support program, to which is attached a typed restatement 

of the same memorandum. 

18. A memorandum from a ·Presidential assistant to another 

Presidential assistant and the Director, 0MB, dated March 5, 

1971, to which is attached tbe March 4, 1971, memorandum 

previously referred to in pa~agraph 10. 

19. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant to the 

Director, 0MB, dated March 9, 1971~ regarding the dairy price 

support program. 

20. A memorandum for the President, dated March 9, 1971 

from the Director, 0MB. 
./ 
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21. Memorandum dated September 16, 1970, from one White 

House assistarit to another with attached handwritten page. 
i 

22. A memorandum from. a Presidential assistant to another 

Presidential assistant, dated March 12, 1971 regarding the 

dairy price support program. 

23. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant to another 

Presidential assistant, dated March 18, 1971, to which is attached 

a memorandum,_ dat.ed Mjlrch 16, 1971, from a Presidential assistant._ 

to another Presidential assistant regarding the ?airy price 

support program. 

24. A memorandum, dated March 19, 1971, from a Presidential 

assistant to another Presidentia.l assistant regarding the dairy 

price suppor_t program. 

25. ·A memorandum for th~ President from a Presidential 

assistant, dated March 22, 1971. Attached to this m·emorandum 

are a list of prospective attendees at a Presidential meeting 

with dairy industry leaders, a proposed statement to be made 

by the President at such meeting, and a fact memorandum 

prepared by the Department of Agriculture concerning the dairy 

industy. 

26. A memorandum, dated March 23, 1971, from a Presidential 

assistant to another Presidenti.al · assis.tant regarding the meeting 

with dairy industry leaders. 

27. A memorandum,cated March 23, 1971, from a P£esidential 

assistant to the President's fi.le concerning the President's 

meeting with dairy industry leaders. 
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28. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant to 
I 

another Presidential assistant, _dated March 24, 1971, concerning 

the possibility of the President's attending an annual meeting 

of a dairy farmer cooperative association. 

29. A memorandum from the Undersecretary of Agriculture 

to the Assistant Director, 0MB, dated March 24, 1971, to which 

is attached a proposed press release. 

30. A memorandum for the record from a Presidential assistant, 
' ' 

dated March 25, 1971, regarding the President's meeting with 

dairy industry leaders on March 23, 1971. _ 

31. A memorandum froi-n one Presidential _assistant. to 

another Presidential assistant dated December 18, 1970, discussing 

the dairy industry and its representatives. 

32. A memorandum dated M~rch 23, 1971, from a Presidential 

assist0nt to the President's file ~oncerning a Presidential 

,neeting with other governmental officials involving decision_ 

making with respect to the dairy price support program. 

\ '· .-, l. 

assistant to another Presidential assistant regarding a 

Presidential address to a dairy farmer cooperative association. 

,d: i_al 

ar:;~;i.~.t.:ant t.o ,_1no·C11cx: J?:cosidential assistant which ):cfc:c:3, ,:rnong 

other things, to the dairy price support program. 
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I 
35. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant to another 

Presidential assistant,· dated Juiy 27, 1971, regarding a 

proposed speech by the President to a dairy farmer cooperative 

association to which is attached a memorandum containing various 

consiperations for use 'in the proposed speech. 

36. A memorandum, .dated November 22, 1971, from a Presi~-

dential assistant to ,the President Is file. concerning the 

dairy price support program. 
. . 

37. A memorandum from a Presidentiai assistant to the 

file, dated March 8, 1972, regarding the ·<lairy :pr,ice support 

program. 

38. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant to another 

P:rresidential assistant, dated. March 7 ~--1972, regarding the dairy 

price support program. 

39. A memorandum, dated March 6, 1972, from a Presidential 

assistant to another Presidential assistant regarding the da.iry 

p:cice support progi·i:.1.m. 

40. A memorandum from a Presidential assistant to another 

Presi.dnnti;,l assistant, dated March 9, 1972, regarding the 
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41. Memorandum from one Presidential assistant to 

another datfd August 8, 1970. 

42. A memorandum from the Secretary of Agriculture 

to a Presidential assistant, dated July 19, 1972. 

43. Memoranda, dated February 1, 1972, Feg.ruary 1, 1972, 

August 31, 197?,. Sep~ember 28, 1972, and Decf~r 15, 1972, 

from the Counsel to the President to Presidential assistants 

concerning the pending case of Nader v. Butz. Attached to ,, . 

the February I, 197~memoranda is a routing slip from a 

Presidential assistant to the Counsel to the President re

turning the memoranda for the sender's files. 

44. A memorandum dated August 12, 1970, from a 

Presidential assistant to another Presidential assistant 

regarding a meeting with dairy industry leaders. 

45. A memorandum dated September 2, 1970, from a Presi-

dential assistant to another Presidc,n,:i.al "-ssic;tani: lhrou9h 

a third Presidential assistant regarding a meeting between 

the President and dairy industry leaders. 

a Presidential assistant, setting forth the President's 

schedule of meetings for a one-hour period on Sept<"nber 9, 1970, 

which includes reference to a meeting ,vii:h two clairy industry 

leaders. Attached is an undated briefing memorandum for the 

Pr(~si.c'?:~nt f:-rom a Prcsic1enti.al assistant :r:-clai-::i 1·u1 to the 
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47. Memorandum :for the Director of the 0:f:fice o:f 

Management and Budget :from an assistant to the Director 

. dated March 24, 1971, on the subject o:f dairy price supports. 

48. Memorandum :from one Presidential assistant to 

another dated March 10, 1971; on the subject o:f cheese 

imports with a brief reference to parity levels, and 

with a covering note transmitting the memorandum to a 

third fresidentia1 assistant. 

49 •. An undaped and unsigned c_over note, attached to 
. . . . 

the copy of ·a memorandum for the President. dated March 9, 

1971, :from a Presidential assistant, which discusses 

the position of the Secretary_ot Agricul,ture on the 

price support level at tha~ time-. 

50. Memorandum dated. March 6, -1972, :from one · 

Presidential assistant to another on the subject of milk 

price support J_evels to ;•,hich is att:.,,chcd a 1·out:Jng sJ.i.p 

dated March 6, 1972. 

51. Memorandum dated February 27, 1970, from one 

seven pages of lwnd1·,1°itten notes.· 

52. Memorandum from one Presidential ass5.st,J.nt to 

1970, with attachment. 

53. Herc,o:,:.~.udum from one Presidential assistant to 

·.,,·,i;:1.al re:: · :; :;,.) 
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55. Memorandum dated September 16, 1970, from 

one White House assistant to another with attached 

handwritten page. 

56. Memorandum from one Presidential assistant to 

another dated November 3, 1970, with attached newspaper 

article and attached memorandum dated November 2, 1970, 

from one Presidential assistant_ to another. 

57. Memorandum dated_ September 29, 1971, from 

one White House assistant to another with attaohed 

routing_slip. 

58. Memorandum from one Presidential· assistant to 

another dated August 8, 1970. 

59. A memorandum dated March 7, 1972, from an 

official within the Council of Economic Advisors.to.the 

Chairman, CEA. 

60. A memorandum d2,ted Febx·u2.j'Y l5, '1.9'(3, for the 

President from the Chairman of the Council of Economic 

Adv:i.sors to wh:Lch is atta,ched a letter to the President 

.J. '· 

and a memorandum to the Chairmen, CEA, f1·om an official 

1-iitM.n the CEA dated February 13, 1973. 

61"' /.,_;1 1.·1i.J.cla. tecl ,1:· .... :1~·..1.,.·, : ,.~i.nm f:i:Y1•u t.hc .l\ssj_.s i;.:,nt DiTE:(.:·;_:.Jr., 

0MB, to the D:i.:cector, 0MB, to which are attached three 

internal 0MB memo:.:nndP., dated respect:i.veJ.y, March 8, J.972, 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, I - 17 
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62. A memorandum between personne1 in the Office of 

Management and Budget dated November 6, 1972. 
I 

63. A memorandum from an official in the Department_ 

of Agriculture to the Assistant Director, 0MB, dated 

January 26, 1973, to which is attached an internal 

Department of Agriculture analysis which involves the 

dairy price support program with particular regard to 

cheese import quotas. 

64. An undatbd internal memorandum within the Office 

of Management and Budget concerning the 1973-74 dairy 

price support program to_ which are attached various 
.·. ·. 

documents, some of which are in draft form,_ concerning 

the dairy price support program. 

65. A memorandum dated January 13, 1972, to an 

Assistant Director, 0MB, from an official within the 

Offj_ce of Management D.,;d ::~11C.l get, to wn:i.ch various .charts 

and explanatory material are attached. 

66. A memorandum bet1-:ecn personnel wi th:l.n the 

to which is attached a memorandum within the Office of 

'". "'"'.~,,-_,, :nt :'nd 13udget do;ted December 20, 1972. 

with two attachments dated lfay 2'7, 1971, concerning 

·- :,. '. ','., ,' ,::, 
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68. An undated memorandum notation by a Presidential 

assistant to which there is attached a memorandum from 
\ 

the Undersecretarr of Agriculture to a Presidential assistant 

dated March 22, 1971. Also attached is a memorandum setting 

forth considerations.regarding the dairy industry. 

69. An undated sheet of handwritten notes making 

reference to the price support program. 

70. White House and Executive Office logs or :records 

for the persons listE!d below, of meetings, conversations, 

telephone calls or any other contacts or communications 

during the period Ja~uary. 1, 1970, to and ·includin_g December 17, 

1973, relating to matters .(A) ;.... (I) . des~r-ibed above·: 

(1) the President (9) Jack Gleason 

(2) Henry Cashen (10) H. R. Haldeman· 

(3) Murray Chot:l.ner 
•. en> john Mitchell 

( ) Charles Colson {12) Donald Rice 

( . John Connally (13) Gordon Strachan 

(' ) John Dean (14) George Shultz 

(/) Harry Dent (15) J"lJlm )}hittaker 

(8) John Ehrlichman (16} David Wilson 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPENA DUCES TECUM 

To: President Richard M. Nixon, individually and as President 

of the United States, 'l'he White House, Was~ington, D.C. · 

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED 
• ! 

to make available t'o the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Senate of the United States on the 

'/- rf, I 
----- day of January, at 10 a.m. at Room 1418, Dirksen 

Senate Office Building, all of the materials in your custody 

or possession, or the possession or custody of the Executive 

Office of che President, or The White House, actual or 

constructive, listed in Attachment A, hereto. 

Hereof fail not, as you will answer your default under 

the pains and penalties in such cases made and provided. 

To 

s·erved on: 

(: 

'i1 ime: 

Date: 

Placn: 

to serve and 

Y."(ji:u.-i:-n. Gi_v,.~~n 1.t'.!,]1?.t: my hand, by 

order of Lhc Coi. !u_ 

day of December in the year of 

our Lord one U1ousand nine hundred 

.~ 
···"'....-:-.•·,: .... 

! 1 , ~ ,' 

,.... 
9<-1··.,,-.,:,' 



ATTACI-1'1ENT A 

l\ny "'"d all tc:;;:,c: recorc:_1:gs, other electronic and/or mechanical recordings or 

.r<o:coductions, memorar,ca, notes, transcripts, fiies, correspondence, diaries, telephone 
' 

rC-cords, wric:'-ngs or other materials relating to the following meetings and telephone 

cu:::...s: * 

*cs,:;:-2: :::n regard to t'nco conversations and meeti-ngs listed in the subpena, when more 
t,,, __ : c.:c, ~J2.:'::_cipant (o·::C,er thar. the President) is listed as present at a meeting, 
al~ __ ,: ::_c::__; __ :_cs were r.ot necessarily present throughout the entire meet~ng. 



The ~'o::..:.owing telephone calls and meetings including, but .not limited to, all 

tape recort~~Gs, memoranda., notes, telephone records, files, and correspondence 

rel~ted t~e~cto: 

,:·.''_r,.-,, FROM <n(' ~v PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

~'.°ov. :. 7' " (,C,C• 
-/l..) 9:30 a.m. 11:25 .o...m. President met with Mr. Ziegl.er Key Biscayne 

l.2: 18 p.r.i. 12:19 p.m. President cal.led Miss woods Key Biscayne 

12\ 21 p.m. 12:22 p.m. President called Miss Woods Key Biscayne 

l:35 p.m. 2:::.0 p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler Key Biscayne 

11:59 p.m. 12:04 a..m. President called Mr. Col.son Key Biscayne 

So\~~ - ~ 

:.973 ll.:05 11:46 President met with Gen. Haig Oval. Office _.:,, a.m. a.m. 
and Mr. Ziegl.er 

11:46 a.m. 12:07 a..m. President met with Messrs. Ova.l Office 
Powers, Buzhardt, Ziegler 

7:15 p.m. 8:l5 p.m. President, Mrs. Nixon met with Key Biscayne 
Mr. Rebozo, Miss Woods (dinner) 

Nov. ::..5, :.9'13 l2:36 p.m. 1:15 p.m. President met with Gen. Ha.ig Oval Office 

1:18 p.m. Un.~c.."lown President called Miss Woods EOB Phone 

l:21 p.m. Wr..>· ... '1own President cal.led Mr. Ziegler EOB Phone 

1:29 p.m. :. : .:.r.6 p .m. President met with Mr. Ziegler President's 
Office 

Phone 

Phone 

Phone ~ 
0:, 

EOB 
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DN2.'}~ FROM ~o PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

15, 1973 2:43 p.m. 2:-+6 p.m, President met with Mr, Bu1l President's EOB 
(.;,::;~_·::,: c:..) Office 

2:47 p.m. Unknown President called Mr~ Ziegler EOB Phone 

2:55 p.m. '3:0l p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler President's EOB 
Office 

3:0l p.m. 3:07 p.m. President met with Miss Woods 
. 

President's EOB 
Office 

3:07 p.m. 3:l7 p.m. President met with Mr, Ziegler Pr,esident' s EOB t..:i 
~ Office --l 3:17 p.m. 3:23 p.m. President met with Miss Woods President's EOB 

Office 
3:23 :? .m. Ur.:mown President called Mr, Ziegler Et:>B Phone 

3:25 :i,m. s:·2s p.m. President called Mr. Bu1l EOB Phoq~. -
3:29 :9 .. m. 3,35 p.m. President met with Mr, .Ziegler President's EOB 

Office 
4:15 9.m. L!-:16 p.m. President called Miss Acker Residence Phone 

4:3!1. p.m. 5:07 p.m. President met with Meesrs. Oval Office 
~i.r.~ler, Buzhardt, and Gen, 

6:45 p,m, 6:53 p.m. President met with Yiiss Woods Oval Office 

6:53 p.m. · 7:17 p.m. President met with Ml', Ziegler, Oval Office 
Gen. Haig, Miss Woods 
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DJ:.~·::~ FROM r::io PARTICIPA .. "{TS LOCATION 

Nov. ::_5, :.Sr"3 9:55 
(Co!:.t 1 d.) 

p.m. :_:_ . :.5 p.m. President met with Gen. Haig Residence 

l0:32 p.m. 10:37 p.m. President called Mr. Ziegler Residence Phone 

lJ.:J..4 ,.m. 1:.:18 p.m. President called Mr. Ziegler Residence Phone 

Oct. .. :~S'"'~ "-, 2:08 :,.m. 2 :15 p.m. President met with Miss Woods President's EOB 
Office 

2:25 p.m. 2: ~~l p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler President's EOB 
Office 

2:44 :,.m. 2:l.:.7 :,.m. President called Rebozo EOB Phone 

2:45 p.m. 3:05 p.m. President met with Gen. Haig President's EOB I:',:) 
_ Office H'"-

Sc;·..:. 29, :..s?3 9:19 a.om. 9:36 a.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler Oval Office 00 

9:37 a.m. 9:50 a.m. President met with Gen. Haig Oval Office 

12:26 :,.m. 12:;;.5 p.m. President with Gen. Haig Oval Office 

1:58 p.m. 2:05 p.m. President met with Mr. Bull Ca.mp David 
and Miss Woods Dogwood Cabin 

2:09 p.m. 2:21 p.m. President called Gen. Haig Camp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

2:23 p.m. 2:36 p.m. President cal1ed Donald Nixon Camp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

4:46 p.m. 4:i~9 p.m. President called. Mr. Ziegler Camp David -
Aspen Lodge Phone 



FRO!>: 

Se~t. 29 1973 6:19 J.m, 
( c;,,:,t, d, J 

6:42 p.m, 

6:54 p.m, 

7:30 p.m. 

IJ·-1.ne 4, 1973 9:00 a.m. 

TO 

6:50 p,m, 

6:53 p.m. 

7:02 p,m, 

7:35 p,m, 

10:0.:; P,l!l, 
(Approximate ·~i:nes) 

Ap~·. so., :..sr(~ 11:24 p.m. 11:23 p.m. 

A;;;:.. .... 29, , 0'7':: 
v!-:Jt....J 2:49 p.m. 3:25 p.m. 

Apr. 27~ ..:....:.,,_, 6:49 p.m. 8· ~-. .v~ p.m • 

Apr. 26, is,··.,,~ 8:55 a.m. 1Q;2L; a.m. 

3:52 :::~~. 3:54 p.m. 

3: 59 -"' ~--!· 9:03 p,m, 

Apr. 25, 1973 11:06 a,m, 1:55 p.m. 
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PARTICIPANTS 

President met with Miss Woods 

President called Gen. Haig 

President called Mr. Bul:hardt 

President met with Miss Woods 

President (including short 
meetings with Messrs. Bul.1, 
Ziegler, Dr, Kissinger, and 
revlew of Presidential tapes) 
President called Colson 

President met with Mr. 
Ehrlichman 

President met with Mr. Haldeman 

President met with Mr, Haldeman 

ifir. Haldeman caJ.led President 

?resident met with Messrs •. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Bull, 
and Ziegler 

President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman and Ehrlichman 

LOCATION 

Camp David 
Aspen Lodge 

Camp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

Camp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

Camp David 
Aspen Lodge 
President's EOB 

Office 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 
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~ ~ !Q. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

ADl'. 25, 1973 
·(cont 1d.) 

4:40 p.m. 5:35 p.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

6:57 p.m. 7:14 p.m. President called Mr. Hald.ema.n Unknown· 

7:46 p.m. 7:53 p.m. President called Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

Apr. 22, 1973 7:55 a.m. 8:21 a.m. President caJ.J.ed Mr. Colson Key 
Biscayne Phone 

8:24 a.m. 8:39 a.m. President called Mr. Dean Key 
Biscayne Phone 

~ 

9:45 10:16 President caJ.J.ed Mr. Haldeman Unknown 01 a.m. a.m. 0 

10:26 a.m. 10:38 a.m. President called Mr. Ehrlichma.n Key 
Biscayne Phone 

A):'. 20, 1973 8:15 a.m. 8:39 a.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 

:::07 a.m. 11:23 a.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 

:1:32 a.m. 11:40 a..m. President called Mr. Petersen Oval Office Phone 

12:15 p.m. 12:34 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Office 
Haldeman and Ehrlichman 

:.2:34 p,17,. 12:37 p.m. President met with Y.r. Moore Oval Office 
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DATE ~ TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Apr. 20, 1973 12:57 p.~: .• 1:40 p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler Spirit o;C .. 116 
(Cont'd.) 

3:53 p.m. 3:58 p.m. President caJ.led Mr. Petersen. Key Biscayne 
ResidentiaJ. Phone 

5:29 p.m. 5:41 p.m. President c_alled Mr. Ziegler Key Biscayne Pool 
Phone 

Apr. 19, 1973 9:31 a.m. 10:12 a.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Office 
HaJ.deman and Ehrlichman 

10:12 a.m. 11:07 a.m. President met with Mr. Petersen OvaJ. Office t.:I 
<:.rt ,_. 

12:29 p.m. 12:48 p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler OvaJ. Office 

1:03 p.m. l:30 p.m. President met with Mr. OvaJ. O ft'ic e 
Ehrlichman 

l:39 p.m. l:41 p.m. President called Mr. Ziegler EOB Phone 

l:45 p.m. l:46 p.m. President caJ.led Mr. Ziegler EOB Phone 

l:48 p.m. 1:50 p.m. President called Mr. EOB,·Bhone 
Ehrlichman 

\ 
3:38 p.m. Unknown President caJ.led Mr. Moore EOB Phone 

3:46 p.m. 5:00 p.m. President met with Mr. Moore President•s EOB 
Office 
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DA'i:·:C ~ TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Ap:', 19, 1973 5:15 p.m. 5:45 p.m. President met with President's EOB 
(Co::-~'d.) Mr. Ehrlichma.n Office 

5:58 p.m. 5:59 p.m. President talked with EOB Phone 
Mr. Ehrl1chma.n 

6:00 p.m. 6:03 p.m. Mr. Ehrlichma.n called Presiden:t · President's EOB 
Office 

8:26 p.m. 9:32 p.m. President met w1th Messrs. President's EOB 
W1lson a.nd Strickler · o:f':f'ice 

~ 
9:37p.m. .9:53 p.m. President called Mr. Haldeman EOB Phone I:,:) 

10:54 p.m. ll:04 p.m. Mr. Ehrlichma.n called President ·Residence Phone -
Apr. l8, ., C?-. 

..i.."';), j 12:05 a..m • 12:20 a.m • President called Mr. Haldeman . Residence Phone 

8:ll a..m. 8:38 a..m. President met. with Messrs. Oval 0:f':f'ice 
Haldeman, Ziegler 

12:25 p.m. 12:33 p.m. President met w1th Messrs. Oval 0:f':f'ice 
Haldeman, Ziegler 

2:50 p.m. 2:56 p,m. President called Mr. Petersen ·EOB Phone 

3:05 p.m. 3:23 p.m. President met w1th Mr, Oval 0:f':t:ice 
Ehrlichma.n 
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DArrE FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Ap1·, :i..8, -s;o7--. 6:28 p.m. 6:37 p.m. President called Mr. Petersen Camp David -./•::; 
(Cont'd.) Aspen Lodge Phone 

6;30 p.m. 8:05 p.m. President met with Messrs. Aspen Lodge 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

8:07 __ .m. 8:18 p.m. President called Mr. Ziegler Aspen Lodge Phone 

8:18 p.m. 8:20 p.m. President called Mr. Aspen Lodge Phone 
Ehrlichman 

8:21 p ,;11, 8:23 p.m. President called Mr. Ziegler Aspen Lodge Phone ~ 
CJ, 

AfJ:." ~ :.:r' ··e-··-,;,· 
-..;, ...., 9:19 a.rn. 9:25 a.m. President called Mr. Dean Oval Office Phone i:i.:i 

9:30 a.m. 9:46 a.m. President met with Mr. Garment Oval Office 

9:47 a.m, 9:59 a.m. President met ~,ith Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 

12:35 p.m. 2:20 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Office 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Ziegler 

2:30 p.rr .. 2:40 p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler Oval Oi'i'ice 

2:39 p.m. 2:40 p.m. President called Mr. Ehrlichman Oval Office Phone 

2:46 p.m. 3: 1~9 p.m. President met with Mr. Petersen Oval Office 

3:50 p.m. 4:35 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Office-
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 
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Dk_-- FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATIONS 

A~::"'. 'l.7, 1973 4:48 p.m, 5:03 p.m. President met with Mr, Ziegler Oval 0:f':f'ice 
( Cont 1d,) 

6:17 p.m. 6:21 p.m. President called Mr. Ziegler EOB Phone 

5:50 p.m. 7:14 p.m. President met with Messrs, President's EOB 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman O:f':f'ice 

Apr, _5, :.s;i'tj 12:08 a.m. 12:23 a.m. President called Mr. Haldeman · Unknown 

8:18 a.m. 8:22 a.m. President cal.led Mr, Ehrlichms.n • Unkllown 

9:50 a.m. 9:59 a.m. President met with Messrs, Oval. 0:f':f'ice 
Haldeman and Ehrlichman 

~ 

10:00 a.m. 10:40 a.m. President met with Mr, Dean Oval O:f':f'ice 
Clt 
~ 

10:50 a.m. ll:04 a.m. President met with Mess'rs, Oval 0:f'.t'ice 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

:2:00 p.m. 12:31 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

:2:58 p.m. l:37 p.m. President met with Mr. Ziegler Oval Office 

1:39 p.m. 3:25 p.m. President met with Messrs. President's EOB 
Petersen, Ziegler O.t'.t'ice 

3:25 p.m. 3:25 p.m, President met with Ml', Ziegler President's EOB 
O.t'.t'ice 

3:27 p,m. 4:04 p.m. President met with Messrs, President's EOB 
Ehrlichman, Ziegler O.t'.t'ice 

4:04 p.m. 4:05 p.m. President called Mr, Dean President's EOB 
Phone-
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DATE FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATIONS 

Apr, 16, 1973 4:07 p.m. 4:35 p,m, President met with Mr, Dean President's F.OB 
(Cont'd.) I Of'f'ice 

I 

8:58 p,m, 9:14 p,m, President called Mr, Petersen EOB Phone 

9:27 p.m, 9:49 p.m. Mr, Ehrlichman called President Residence Phone 

Apr. 15, 1973 12:09 a,m, l2:l6 a.m. President called Gen, Haig Unknown: 

l:Ol a.m. l:04 a.m. President cal led Mr, Ziegler Unknown 

10:13 a.m. 10:15 a.m. Mr, IQ.eindienst called Yresident Unknown 
~ 

10:35 a,m, 11:15 a.m. President met with Mr, Oval Of'f'ice CJ1 
Ehrlichman CJ1 

l:12 p,m, 2:22 p,m, President met with Mr, ·President• s EOB 
IQ.eindie:ast Of'f'ice 

2:30 p,m, 3:30 p,m, President met with Mr, President's EOB 
Ehrlichman Of'f'ice 

3:27 p.m. 3:L:.4 p.m. President called Mr, Haldeman EOB Phone 

3:l,i-8 p,m, 3:49 p,m. Mr, IO.eindienst called President EOB Phone 

4:00 p,m, 5:15 p,m, President met with Messrs, President's EOB 
Ja.eindienst, Petersen 0:f'f'i:ce 

7:50 p,m, 9:15 p,m, President met with Messrs. President's EOB 
Ehrlichman, Haldeman Of'f'ice 



A,)r. 15, 1973 8:14 p.m. 
(Cont'd.) 

8:25 p.m. 

9:17 p.m. 

9:39 p.m. 

10:16 p.m. 

11:45 p.m. 

Apr. 14, 1973 8:55 a.m. 

8:18 p.m. 

8:26 p.m. 

10:12 p.m. 

9:41 p.m. 

ll:15 p.m. 

11:53 p.m. 

ll:31 a.m. 

ll:32 a.m. 12:30 p.m, 

\ 
l:55 p.m, 2:13 p.m. 

2:24 p.m, 3:55 p.m. 

5:15 p.m. 6:45 p.m. 

ll:02 p.m. ll:16 p.m. 

11:22 p.m. 11:53 p.m. 

-ll-

PARTICIPANTS 

President called Petersen 

President called Mr. Petersen 

President met with Mr • .Dean 

President called Mr. Petersen 

President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

President called Mr. Petersen 

President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

LOCATION .. -· -

EOB Phone 

EOB Phone 

President's EOB 
O:f':f'ice 

EOB Phone 

President's EOB 
O:f':f'ice 

Residence Phone 

President's EOB 
O:f':f'ice 

President met with Gen. Haig, President's EOB 
Dr. Kissinger O:f':f'ice 

President met wit~ Mr. Haldeman Oval 0:f':f'ice 

President met with Messrs. Oval O:f':f'ice 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman President's EOB 

O:f':f'ice 

President called Mr. Haldeman Residence Phone 

President called Mr. Ehrlichman Residence Phone 



0 

DA12.1
:: ~OM 

Apr, 13, 1973 9:16 a.m. 

ll:22 a,m, 

12:59 p,m. 

2:50 p,m. 

4:22 p.m. 

5:48 p.m. 

6:16 p.m. 

6:44 p.m. 

7:26 p,m. 

Ap;:il 12, 19?S 9:17 a.m. 

ll:30 a .. m. 

2:30 p.m. 

TO 

10:47 a.m. 

ll:4o a.m. 

l:29 p.m. 

4:20 p.m. 

4:26 p.m. 

5:58 p.m. 

6:31 p.m. 

6:47 p.m. 

7:30 p.m. 

9:55 a.m. 

ll:43 a,m, 

3:45 p.m. 
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PARTICIPANTS 

President met with 
Mr. Ehrlichman " 

LOCATION 

Oval Office 

President met with Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 

President met with 
Mr. Ehrlichman 

President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

President met with 
Mr. Ehrlichman 

Oval Office 

President• s EOB 
Office 

Oval Office 

President called Mr. Haldeman Residence Phone 

Mr. Ehrlichman called President Residence Phone 

President called Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

Mr. Ehrlichman called President Unknown 

President met with Oval Office 
Mr. Ehrlichman 

President met with Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 

President met with President's EOB 
Mr. Ehrlichman Office 
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DATE ~ !2. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Apr. l2, 1973 4:00 p,m, 5:21 p.m. President met with Mr, Connally Oval Office 

7:31 p,m, 7:48 p,m, President called Mr, Colson 
Residence Phone · 

Apr. ..:...i., 1973 ll: 05 a,m. ll:50 a.m. President met with Oval Office 
Mr, Ehrlichme,n 

12:34 p,m, l:20 p,m, President met with Oval Office 
Mr. Ehrlichman 

l:40 p.m, 2:59 p,m, President met with Messrs. President's EOB 
Haldeman, Ziegler, Ehrlichman Office 

t....;) 

3:18 p.m. 4:49 p,m, President met with Messrs. Oval Office 0-. 
00 

Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Ziegler 

6:24 p,m, 6:34 p,m, President called Mr, Ziegler Ca.mp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

6:4·3 p.m. 6:45 p.m, Mr, Ziegler called President Ca.mp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

6:59 p.m. 7:03 p.m. Mr, Haldeman called President Ca.mp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

7:06 p.m. 7:ll p,m, President called Dr. Kissinger Ca.mp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

7:14 p.m. 7:26 p,m, Mr. Ehrlichman called President Ca.mp David 
Aspen Lodge Phone 
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DATE FROM .!Q PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Apr. ll, 1973 7:30 p.m. 7:32 p.m. Mr. Ha.J.;deman called President· Camp Dav.id 
Aspen Lodge Phone 

7:38 p.m. 7:43 p.m. President called Mr, 
Ehrlichman Camp David. 

Aspen Lodge Phone 

Apr, 10, 1973 8:16 a.m. 8:31 a.m. . President met with Mr, Haldeman Oval Office 

10:44 a.m. ll:05 a.m. President met with Mr, Haldeman Oval Office 

12:48 p,m, 2:00 p.m. President met with Mr. Oval Office 
~ Ehrlichman 0--. 
<:D 

5:59 p.m. 6:09 p.m. President met with Mr. President•s EOB 
Ehrlichman Office 

6:20 p,m. 7:0l p.m. President met with Mr, Haldeman President's EOB 
Office 

Apr, l, 1973 2:23 p,m, 3:03 p.m. Mr. Colson called President San Clemente 

4:55 p.m. 5:0l p.m. President called Mr. Colson San Clemente 

Mar. 23, 1973 12:44 p.m. l:02 p.m. President called Mr. Dean Key Biscayne 

3:28 p.m. 3:44 p.m. President called Mr. 
(Dean in Camp David) 

Dean Key Biscayne 

Mar, 22, 1973 l:57 p.m. 3:43 p.m. President met with Messrs. President's EOB 
Haldeman, Ehrlichma.n, Office 
Dean, Mitchell 
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DATE FROM !Q. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Mar. 21, 1973 9:15 a..m. 10:12 a.m. President met with Mr. Unknown 
Ehrlichma.n 

10: 05 a..m. ll: 55 a..m. President met with Messrs. µnknown 
Haldeman, Dean 

5:20 p.m. 6:0l p.m. President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Dean, Ehrlichman, • 

Uriknowrr· 

Ziegler, Gen. Sccwcroft 

7: 53 p.m. 8:24 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Mar. 20, 1973 10:46 a..m. l0:47 a..m. President called Mr. Dean Unknown ~ 

10:47 12:10 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
8 

a.m. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman 

12:59 p.m •. l:00 p.m. President called Mr. Dean Unknown 

l:42 p.m. 2:31 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Dean, Moore 

7:29 p.m. 7:43 p.m. President called Mr. Dean Unknown 

Mar. 19, 1973 5:03 p.m. 5:41 p.m. President met with Messrs. President ls EOB 
\ 

Dean, Moore Office 

8:34p.m. 8:58 p.m. President call.ed Mr. Colson Unknown 

5:43 p.m. 6:10 p.m. President met with Mr. Unknown 
Ehrlichman 
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DATE FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Mar. 17, 1973 l:25 p,m. 2:10 p.m. President met nth Mr. Dean Oval Of'f'ice 

Mar, 16, 1973 10:34 a.m. ll:06 a.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Of'f'ice 
Dean, Ziegler 

7:53 p.m. 8:12 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

8:14 p.m. '8:23 p.m. President called Mr, Dean Unknown 

3:00 p.m. 4:47 p.m. . President met nth Mr. President's EOB 
Ehrlichman Of'f'ice ~ 

Mar. 15, 1973 4:36 p.m. 6:24 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Of'f'ice -Dean, Moore 

Mar. 14, 1973 8:55 a..m. 8:59 a.m. Mr. Dean called President Unknown 

9:43 a.m. 10:50 a..m. President met nth Messrs. Dean, President's EOB 
Kissinger, Ziegler, Moore Of'f'ice 

12:27 p.m. 12:28 p.m. President called Mr. Dean Unknown 

12:47 p.m. l:30 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Moore, Dean 

4:25 p.m. 4:26 p.m. President called Mr. Dean Unknown 
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DATE ~ TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Mar, 'J..4, 'J..973 4:34 p.m. 4:36 p.m. Mr. Dean caJ.'J..ed President Unknown 

Mar, 'J..3, 'J..973 'J..2:42 p.m. 2:00 p.m. President met with Messrs. Dean, OvaJ. Office 
HaJ.deman 

5:45 p.m. 6:29 p,m, President met with Messrs, Unknown ~ 
0:, Ehr'J..ichman, HaJ.deman, ~ 

Zieg'J..er, Dr, Kissinger 

Mar, 'J..'J.., 'J..973 'J..0:47 a.m. 'J..0:57 a.m. Mr, Ehr'J..ichman caJ.'J..ed President Unknown 

4:'J..9 p.m. 4:5'J.. p.m, President caJ.'J..ed Mr. Co'J..son Unknown 

Mar. 'J..O, 'J..973 9:20 a.m. 9:44 a.m. President caJ.'J..ed Mr. Dean Camp David 
Phone 

Mar. 8, 'J..973 9:5'J.. a.m. 9:54 a..m. President met with Mr, Dean. OvaJ. O:f':f':!,9e_ 
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~ FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

i"!ar. 7, 1973 8:53 AM 9:16 AM President met with Mr. Dean Oval Office 

Mar. 6' 1973 11:49 AM 12:00 noon President me·t with Mr. Dean Oval Office 

12 :48 PM l2:56 PM President met with Mr. 
Ehrlichman unknown 

Mar. -, 1973 9:18 AM 9:46 AM President met with Mr. Dean Oval Office 

10:36 AM ::.o :44 AM President met with Mr. Dean Oval Office 

1:06 PM 1:14 PM President met with Mr. Dean Oval Office 

Feb. 28, 1973 9:12 AM 10:23 AM President met with Mr. Dean Oval Office 

Feb. 27, :_973 3:55 PM 4:20 PM President met with Mr. Dean oval Office 

5:21 PM 6:35 PM Presid.ent met with Messrs. ~ 

Ehrlichman, Hitt unknown 0:, 
CJ,j 

Feb. 21, ::.sn 4:08 PM 4:58 PM President met with Messrs. 
Ehrlichman, Haldeman, 

unknown 

Fe1J. l4, 1973 10:13 AM 10:49 AM President met with Mr. Colson oval Office 

12:38 AM 1:46 AM President met with Mr. Haldeman unknown 

Feb. 13, 2..S73 9 :48 AM 10:52 AM President met with Mr. Colson Oval Office 

Peb. 10, :.sn 1\:20 AM 1:55 PM President called Mr. Colson ·san Clemen·te phone 

Feb. 8, 1973 l: so· PM 2:15 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 

Feb. 7, 1973 10:23 AM 11:44 AM President met with Messrs. 
Ehrlichman,·Haldeman, Ziegler, unknown 

12:45 PM 1:20 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 
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DA':'E FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Feb. 6, 1973 2:52 PM 3:37 PM President met with Mr. Colson, 
Mr. Bull, Dr. Kissinger President's EOB 

Office 
Feb. 5' 1973 4:10 PM 4:46 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 

Office t..:i 

Feb. 4, 1973 9:54 AM 10:29 AM President called Mr. Colson Camp David ~ 
phone 

Feb. ~' 1973 11:05 AM 12:08 PM President met with Mr. Colson Oval Office 

1:32 PM 1:57 PM President met with Mr- Colson Oval Office 
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~ ~ '.£9. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Feb. 2, 1973 9:35 AM 10:33 AM President met with Mr. Colson, 
Mr. H.R. Hald~man Oval Office 

Jan. 31, 1973 4:17 PM 4:52 PM President met with Messrs. 
Colson, Ehrlichman 

oval Office 

Jan. 30, 1973 8:21 PM 8:57 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

9:55 PM 9:57 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

Jan. 27, :'..973 8:51 AM 9:10 AM President called Mr. -€Olson Key Biscayne phone 

Jan. 25, 1973 3:31 PM 4:33 PM President met with Messrs. 
Colson, H.R. Haldeman, Bull President's EOB 

Office t>:) 
0:, 

7:14 PM 7:30 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown ~. 
Jan. 24, 1973 8:12 AM 8:28 AM President met with Mr. Colson Oval Office 

1:49 PM 1:55 PM President met with Messrs. President's 
Colson, Bull EOB Office 

7:17PM 7:31 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

Jan. 23, 1973 10:49 AM 11:00 AM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

11:37 AM 11:48 AM Mr. Colson called the President unknown 

1:59 PM 2:30 PM President met with Mr. Colson_ President's EOB 
Office 

6:22 PM 6:36 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 

Jan. 22, ;_973 3:40 PM 4:35 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 
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DATE FROM !£ PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Jan. 22, 1973 8:47 PM 8:50 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 
(continued) 

Jan. 20, 1973 1:04 AM 1:46 AM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

Jan. 17, 1973 9:34 PM 9:33 PM President called Mr. Colson Key Biscayne phone 

Jan. 9. 1973 3:09 PM 4:25 PM President met with Messrs. President's EOB 
Colson, Haldeman Office 

Jan. 8, 1973 4:05 PM 5:34 PM President met with Messrs. 
Ziegler, Colson, Col.- Kennedy President's EOB. 

Office 

Jan. 7, 1973 9:47 AM 10:08 AM President called Mr. Colson camp David phone 
from camp David 

Jan. 6, 1973 9:46 AM 10:17 AM President called Mr. col.son Camp David phone l:v 
~ 
~ 

12:19 PM 12:39 PM President called Mr. Colson Camp David phon'!! 

Jan. 5. 1973 12:02 PM 1:02 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 

4:55 PM 5:29 PM President met with Mr. 
Ehrlichman unknown 

7:38 PM 7:58 PM President called Mr. Colson camp David phone 

Jan. 4, 1973 8:46 AM 8:50 AM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

8:53 AM 8:55 AM President called Mr. Colson unknown 
I 

1:06 PM 1:46 PM President met with Mr. Halde-
man unknown 
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DATE ~ !.Q. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Jan. 4, 1973 3:02 PM 5:15 PM President met with Messrs. 
(continued) Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Collins, 

Dr. Kissinger unknown,,_. -
5:16 PM 5:50 PM President met. with Mr. Colson President's 

EOB Office 

7:06 PM 7:12 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

8:13 PM 8:34 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown tv 
0:, 

" Jan. 3. 1973 8:39 PM 8:59 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

Jan. 2, 1973 9:30 AM 11:20 AM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 

2:45 PM 3:30 PM President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 
Office 

4:41 PM 6:09 PM President met with Mr, Colson Oval Office 

6:33 PM 6:37 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

9:44 PM 10:00 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 

10:34 PM 10:37 PM President called Mr. Colson unknown 
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DATE FROM 1Q.. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

ran. l, 1973 9\:40 a,m. 10:40 a.m. President met with Mr. Colson Oval office 

11:20 a.m. 1:10 p.m. President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB Office 
and Mr. Bull 

Dec. 31, 1972 ll:17 a.m. ll:47 a .m. President called Mr, Colson Ul)known 

12:24 p.m. 12:41 p.m. Mr. Cols on called the President Unknown 
I:'-' 

1:19 p.m. 1:34 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 
0:, 
00 

1:57 p.m. 2:06 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

2:43 p.m. 3:00 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

7:34 p.m. 7:44 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

8:00 p.m. 8:02 p,m, President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Dec. 30, 1972 2:35 p.m. 2:53 p,m, President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

7:06 p.m. 7:13 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

7:30 p.m. 7:39 p.m. Mr. Colson called the President Unknown 

Dec. 25, 1972 11:55 a.m. 12:00 noon President called Mr, Mitchell Unknown 
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~ FROM IQ_ PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Dec. 5, 1972 8:26a.m. ·a:27 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown· 

8:29 a.m. 9:50a.m. President met with Mr. Colson, President's EOB Office 
Mr. Haldeman, Col. Kennedy 

2:00 p.m. 3:35 p.m. President met with Messrs. President's EOB Office 

\ Colson, Haldeman, Ziegler, 
Gov, Connally 

Camp David Phone 
t..? 

10:05 p.m. 10:34 p.m. President called Mr. Colson cs, 
co 

Nov. 30, 1972 7:56 p.m. 8:15 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Nov. 29, 1972 8:12 p.m. 8:20 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Nov. 20, 1972 2:05 p.m. 2:21 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Camp David 'Phone 

7:15 p.m. 8:00 p.m. President had dinner with Messrs. Camp David 
Haldeman, EhrHchman, Ziegler 
and Colson 

8:00 p.m. 8:15 p,m. President met with Mr. Colson Unknown 

Nov. 19, 1972 9:35 a.m. 10:45a.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

Nov. 15, 19 72 5:55 p.m. 6:08 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Camp David Phone 
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DATE FROM 1Q.. PARTICIPANTS LOCAtroN 

Nov. 14, 1972 2:40 p.m. 3:08 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Camp David Phone 

5:25 p.m. 5:36 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Camp David Phone . 
7:34 p .m. ·1.:42 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Camp David . Phone 

Nov. 13, 1972 12:27p.m. 12:50 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Camp David · Phone 

5:30p.m. 7:30 p.m. President met with Messrs. Camp- David-
Colson, Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman 

t...:> 
Nov. 6, 1972 8:34 a.m. 9:06 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Western White House -..:J 

0 

1:00 p.m. 1:02 p.m. President called Mr. Mitchell Unknown 

6:56 p.m. 7:14 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Western White House 

9:13 p.m. 9:19 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Western White House 

Oct. 24, 1972 ll:59 a.m. 12:32 p.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

\ 
Unknown 12:lSp.m. 12:29 p.m. President called Mr. Colson 

12:57 p.m. 1:24 p.m. President called Mr. Colson 'EOB Office Phone 

4:16 p.m. 6:30 p.m. President met with Messrs. EOB Office 
Colson, Connally, Mitchell, 
MacGregor, Ehrlichman, and 
Haldeman 
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.!2hTI... FROM .IQ_ PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Oct. 2 3 , 19 72 11:20 a.m. 11:46 a.m. President met with Mr. Colson Unknown 
tv 

Oct. 22, !972 9:21 a.m. 9:45a.m. President called Mr, Colson Camp David Phon·e 
'-1 -

Oct. 17, 1972 2:10 p,m. 3:00 p.m. President met with Mr. Colson Unknown 

4:07 p,m. 6:24 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Office 
Mitchell, Haldeman, Connally, 
MacGregor, Ehrlichman -

Oct. 5, 1972 12:26 p.m. 1:35 p.m. President met with Mr, Colson Unknown 
and Mr, Haldeman 
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DATE Ff{OM !Q PARTICIPANTS ~~ 

Oct. 5, 1972 3:04 p.m. 4:46 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval O:f':f'ice 
(cont'd) Mitchell, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, 

MacGregor, Dole, Harlow 

6:35 p.m. 6:48 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

7:50 p.m. 8:05 p_.m. President called Mr, Colson Unkno,m 

Sept, 15, 1972 3:15 p.m. 6:17 p,m, President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Haldeman, Dean 

9:09 p.m. 9:25 p.m. President called Mr. Colson ~nknown 

Sept. 14, 1972 2:50 p.m. 3:40 p.m. President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB O:f':f'ice 
t,:) 

7:20 p.m. 7:36 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown "" t,:) 

Sept. 13, 1972 5 :55 ',P!.!11.• 6:08 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Camp David Phone 

6:10 p.m. 6:36 p.m. President met with Messrs. Camp David 
Haldeman, Mitchell, MacGregor 
and Gov. Connally 

Sept. 8, 1972 2:31 p.m. 3:01 p.m. President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB 0:f':f'ice 

3:00 p.m. 3:40 p.m. President met with Messrs •. President's EOB O:f':f'ice 
Krogh, Ehrlichman 

Aug. 29, 1972 8:08 p.m. 8:30 p.m. President called Mr. Colson San Clemente 

Aug. 28, 1972 1:37 p.m. 1:58 p.m. President called Mr. Colson San Clemente 

Aug. 27, 1972 12 :44 p.m. 1:17 p.m. President called Mr. Colson San Clemente 

Aug. 25, 1972 7:28 a.m. 8:03 a.m. President called Mr. Colson San Clemente 
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0 DA'rE ~ !Q PARTICIPANTS ~ 
~ ... 
'l'. 

Aug. 25 
(cont'd) 

1972 8:17 a.m. 8:25 a.m. President called John Mitchell San Clemente 

:;; Aug. 14, 1972 9:_03 a.m. 10:42 a.m. President met with Messrs. oval Office 
Mitchell, Haldeman, MacGregor 

Aug. 11, 1972 6:1!1 p.m. 6:35 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Aug. 10, 1972 8:12 p.m. 8:35 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

Aug. 9, 1972 7:09 p.m. 7:36 p.m. President called Mr. Colson ..lnknown 

Aug. 7, 1972 9:04 a.m. 9:32 a.m. President met with Messrs. oval Office 
Colson, Butterfield 

ts:i 
5:25 p.m. 6:20 p.m. President met with Mr. Colson President's EOB Office '1 

c.,.:i 

July 29, 1972 10:42 a.m. ll:19 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

1:09 p.m. 1:22 p.m. President called !ta-. Colson Unknown 

5:49 p.m. 6:09 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unkmwn 

July 28, 1972 12:24 p.m. 12:28 p.m. President called r,<,r. Colson Unknown 

6:411 p.m. 9:01 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

July 21, 1972 2:01 p.m. 3:ll p.m. President met with Messrs. oval Office 
Mitchell, Haldeman, Agnew 

6:05 p.m. 10:45 p.m. Presid.ent met with Messrs. Camp David-
Colson, 
(dinner) 

Connally, Haldeman 

July 16, 1972 7:05 p.m. 9:17 p.m. President met with Messrs. San Clemente 
Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Ziegler, 
Dr. Kissinger and Gen. Haig 
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July 11, 1972 8:48 a.m. 9:02 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

12:43 p.m. 12:49 p,m, President called Mr·, Mitchell San Clemente 

10:34 P,m, 10:5.2 p,m, President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

July 10, 1972 10:10 a.m. 10.:35 a.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

5:07 p.m. - 5:19 p,m, Mr. Colson called the President Unknown 

6:43 p.m. 6:53 p.m. Mr. Colson called the President JJnknown 

8:39.P,m, 9:06 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

10:43 p.m. 10:59 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown ~ 
~ 

July 7, 1972 8:22 a,m. 9:35 a.m. President met with Mr, : San Clemente ~ 

Ehrlichman 

10:30 a.m. 10:50 a.m, President met with Messrs, San Clemente 
Ehrlichman, Ziegler 

July 6, 1972 10:ll a.m, 12:06 p.m. President met with Messrs. San Clelnente 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, MacGregor, 
Malek, Timmons, Ziegler and 
Dr, -Kissinger 

unknown unknown President called Mr. Gray San Clemente 

12:39 p.m. 3:00 p.m. President met with Messrs. San Clemente 
Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Ziegler 
and Miss Woods 

5:10 p.m. 5:43 p,m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

July 5, J.972 9:36 a..m. 10:32 a..m. President met with Mr. San Clemenj;e 
Ehrlichman and Dr. Kissinger 



DATE FROM 

JulY 2, 1972 8 :J.3 a,m, 
I 

9 :00 'a,_in. 

JulY 1, 1972 8:50 a.m. 

5:J.3 p.m, 

June 30, 1972 8:o6 a.m. 

8:50 a,m, 

12:17 p.m. 

12:55 p,m, 

3:2lf p,m, 

4:30 p.m. 

7:10 p.m. 

June 29, 1972 1:00 u.m. 

3:55 n.m. 

9:57 p,m, 

10:38 p.m. 

June 28, 1972 11:16 a.m. 

TO 

8:46 a.m. 

9:05 a.m. 

10:05 a,m, 

5:36 p.m. 

8:50 a.m, 

9:05 a,m, 

12:44 p,m. 

2:10 p.m. 

4:22 p,m, 

6:16 p.m. 

7:40 p.m. 

1:28 p.m. 

4:35 p.m. 

10:02 p,m, 

10:54 p,m. 

1:55 p.m. 

30 

PARTICIPANTS 

President called Mr, Colson 

President called Mr, Mitchell 

LOCATION 

San Clemente Phone 

San Clemente Phone 

President met with Mr, Colson, Oval O:f':t'ice 
Mr. Haldeman, Mr. But.terf'ield 

President called Mr, Mitchell San Clemente Phone 

President met with Mr, Haldeman Unknown 

President met with Mr, Haldeman Unknown 

President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Haldeman, Colson 

President met with Messrs, 
Haldeman, Mitchell 

President met with Messrs, 
Haldeman, Kleindienst 

President met with Messrs, 
Haldeman, MacGregor 

President called Mr. Colson 

President called Mr, Colson 

President met with Mr, Colson, 
Dr. Kissinger, Mr, Butterfield 

President called Mr, Colson 

President called Mr, Colson 

President met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Colson 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Camp David Phone 

President's EOB Of'f'ice 

Unknown 

Unknown 

President's EOB Of'f'ice 
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DATE FROM TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

June 28) 1972 4:05 p.m. 4:14 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 
(cont'd 

4 ::ll p.m. 4:38 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

June 27, 1972 3:35 p.m. 4:40 p.m. President met with Messrs. President's EOB Office I:,:) 
Haldeman, Colson " 0:, 

9:44 p.m. 10:20 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

June 26, 1972 10:59 a.m. ll:o6 a.m. President met with Mr. Unknown 
Ehrlichman 

ll:07 a.m. ll:30 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Oval O:f':f'ice 

2:23 p.m. 2:24 p.m. Mr. Colson called President Unknown 

2:25 i:,.m. 3:00 p.m. President called Mr. Colson President's EOB Office 

3:03 p.m. 3:05 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Oval Office 

5:52 o.m. 6:]2 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

\ 
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DATE FROM .TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

June 2.5, 1972. 2.:2.9 p.m. 2.:50 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Camp David 
Phone 

June 2.4, 1972. 9:2.2 a,m, 9:50 a.m. President called Mr, Colson Camp David 
Phone 

7:12. p.m. 7:34 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Camp David 
Phone 

June 2.3, 1972. 10:04 a.m. 10:39 a,m, President met with Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 
and Mr. Ziegler 

1:04 p.m. 1:13 p.m, President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown· 

tv 
2.:2.0 p.m. 2.:45 p.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman EOB Office -..:r 

and Mr. Ziegler 
-..:r 

June 2.2, 1972 11:29 a.m. 11:39 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

4:36 p.m, 5:20 p.m. President met with Messrs. Oval Office 
Haldeman, Ziegler, Colson, 
Butterfield 

7:45 p.m. 8:ll p.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

June 21, 1972. 9:30 a.m. 10:38 a.m. President met with Messrs, Oval Office 
Haldeman, Colson, Butterfield 

1:24 p.m. 3:11 p. m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Oval Office 
and Mr, Ziegler 

2:11 p,m, 2:15 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

3:56 p.m. 3:57 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 
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DATE . FR.OM ... TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

June 21, 1972 4:0?~:m, 5:15 p.m. President called Mr, Colson President's EOB 
(cont'd) Office Phone 

7:38 p.m. 7:56 p,m, President called Mr, Colson Unknown 

June 20, 1972 10:ZS a,m, ll:ZO a,m, President met with Mr,· Ehrlichman President's EOB 
Office 

11:26 a.m. lZ:45 a.m. President met with Mr, Haldeman EOB Office 

1:27 p.m. Z:10 p.m, President met with Qen, Haig President's EOB 
Office 

'. 
1:45 p,m, 1:49 p.m. President called Mr, MacGregor President's EOB 

Phone t>;) 
'1 

Z:16 p,m, Z:17 p,m, President called Mr, Colson President's EOB 
00 

Phone .. - -
Z:ZO p.m, 3:30 p.m. President met with Mr, Colson Presidenl:'s EOB 

· Office 

4:35 p,m, 5:25 p.m. President met with Mr, Haldeman President's EOB 
Office 

~:08 p,m, 6:12 p,m, President call'!'d Mr. Mitchell ' Lincoln Sitting __ 
Room 

7:52 p.m. 7:59 p.m. President called Mr. Haldeman President's EOB 
Phone 

8:04 p.m. 8:Zl p.m, President called Mr, Colson President's EOB 
Phone 

8:42 p.m. 8:50 p.m. Mr, Haldeman called the President Unknown 

U:33 p.m. 12:05 a.m. President called Mr, Colson Residence Phone 
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DATE ~ TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

June 19, 1972 9:22 a.m. 9:26 a,m, President called Mr; Haldeman Unknown 

9:59 a,m, 10:02 a.m. President called Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

10:49 a.m. 11:48 a.m. President called Mr. Colson Key Biscayne 

ll:50 a.m. 1:05 p.m. President called Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

8:52 p.m. 9:47 p.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Spirit of '76 
(in Flight) 

June 18, 1972 12:01 p.m, 12:19 p. m, President called Mr. :W:aldeman Unknown 

3:00 p.m. 3:31 p.m. President called Mr, Colson Key Biscayne 

, 6:39 p.m. 6:48 p. m. 
ts:) 

President called Mr. Colson Key Biscayne -..J 
c.o -·· 

June 17, 1972 10:58 a.m. 11:02 a.m. President called Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

April 4, 1972 Unknown Unknown President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown 
(discussion of ITT and confirmation 
hearings) 

9:44 a.m. 10:06 a.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

10:48 a.m. 11:45 a.m. President met with Mr, Haldeman Unknown 

4:13 p.m. 4:50 p.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown 
and Mr. Mitchell 

6:03 p.m. 6:18 p.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman Unknown 

December 22, 1971 3:27 p. m. 4:40 p.m. President met with Messrs, Unknown 
Ehrlichman, Ha.ldeman, Mitchell 
and Young 
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DATE !:£QM. .!.Q. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Nov. 30, 1971 5:2.l p.m. 6:09 p.m. President m"t with Mr. Colson Unknown 
and Dr. Kissinger 

Nov. 20, 1971 8:45 a.m. 10:45 a. m. President met with Mr. E:aldeman, Unknown 
Mr. Colson and Dr. Kissinger 

Nov. 18, 1971 10:55 a.m. 12:42 p.m. President met with Mr. Colson, Unknown 
Mr. Haldeman. and Dr. Kissinger 

3: .. 7 p.m. 3:51 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Un.known 

6:56 p.m. 7:07 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Nov. 15, 1971 7:03 p.m. 7:20 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown tv 
00 
0 

Nov. 4, 1971 8:24 a.m. 9:50 a.m. President met with Mr. Colson, Unknown 
Mr. Haldeman, Dr. Kissinger 
and Miss Woods 

3:47 p.m. 3:52 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

4:57 p.m. 4:59 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

Oct. 30, 1971 8:54 a.m. 9:58 a.m. President met with Mr. Haldeman, Unknown 
Mr. Colson and Dr. Kissinger 

12.:09 p.m. 12:37 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Haldeman, Colson and Ziegler 

S.:.34 p.m. 5:41 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

6:10 p.m. 6:18 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 



DATE !.Q. 

Oct, 29, 1971 5:2.3 p.m. 6:08 p.m. 

6:11 p.m. 6:19 p.m. 

Oct, 27, 1971 5:29 p.m. 6:14 p.m. 

Oct, 22, 1971 5:24 p.m. 6:2.0 p.m. 

Oct 5, 1971 3:59 p.m, 4:33 p.m. 

9:25 p.m. 9:44 p.m. 

36 

PARTICIPANTS 

President met with Mr, Haldeman, 
Mr. Colson and Dr, Kissinger 

President met with Mr. Haldeman, 
Mr. Colson and Dr. Kissinger 

President met with Mr, Haldeman, 
Mr. Colson, Dr, Kissinger and 
Miss Woods 

President met with Mr. Colson, 
Miss Woods, Mr. Butte·rfield and 
Gen. Haig 

President met with Mr, Colson, 

~rd J;:d;~J.:'r!I'eiPr· Kissinger 

President called Mr, Colson 

LOCATION 

Unknown 

Haldeman's 
Office 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 
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~ IBQM. .!Q_ PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Sept. 28, 1971 12:04 p, m, 1:35 p. m. President met with Messrs. Colson, (unknown) 
Haldeman and Dr. Kissinger, 

. 4:55 p.m. 4:57 p.m • President called Mr. Colson (unknown) 

6:26 p.m. 6:30 p.m. President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

8:27p.m. 8:37 p.m. President called Mr. Colson (unknown) 

Sept. 18, 1971 11:59 a, m. 2:05 p.m. President met with Messrs, Ziegler, 
Ehrlichman, Haldeman and Colson, (unknown) 

Sept. 13, 1971 4:36 p.m. 6:40 p.m. President met with Messrs. Haldeman 
and Colson. (unknown) 

Sept, 7, 1971 8::33 a,m, 10:35 a, m. President met with Mr. Ehrlichman (unknown) ~ 
NJ 

10:37 a.m. 12:00 p. m. Present met with Messrs. Haldeman 
and Colson (unknown) 

5:32 p.m. 5:43 p.m. President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

Sept, 6, 1971 
\ \ 

2:14p.~. 2:26 p.m. Mr, Colson called the President (unknown) 

Aug. 16, 1971 11:30 a,m. 1:40 p.m. President met with Messrs, Colson, 
Haldeman, Ziegler and Miss Woods (unknown) 

7:52 p.m. 8:16 p.m. President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

Aug, 11, 1971 12:59 p. m.. 1:43 p.m. President met with Messrs. Colson, 
Ziegler, Haldeman and Miss Woods, (unknown) 

Aug. 5, 1971 1:48 p.m. 2:40 p.m. President met with Mesers. Haldeman 
and Colson (unknown) 
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DATE F~~G:-1.: TO PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

Aug. 5, 1971 7:2.1 p.m. 7:30 p. m. President called Mr. Colson (unknown) 
(cont'd) 

Aug. 4, l!:)71 l:SSp.m. 2.:18 p.m. President met wi.th Mr, Colson (unknown) 

Aug. 3, 1971 10:19 a,m, 10:32. a.m, President called Mr. Colson (unknown) 

7:39 p. m, 8:05 p. m, President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

July 24, 1971 9:43 a. m. 10:36 a, m, President met with Mes-srs, Ehrlichman, 
Haldeman and Dr. Kissinger (unknown) 

12:36 p, m, 1:03 p,m. President met with Messrs, Ehrlichman, 
Haldeman and Krogh (unknown) 

1:-.? 
00 

July 21, 1971 5:20 p. m, 6:19p,m, President met with Dr,. Kissinger and i:,.:i 

Messrs, Haldeman and Colson (unknown) 

July 12, 1971 11:00 a,m, 12:22 p.m. President met with Messrs, Ehrlichman, 
F. Donald Nixon, Richard C. Nixon. 
and Ro be rt Mardian (unknown) 

July 7, 1971 7:30a,m, 7:59 a. m. President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

July S, 1971 10:41.a. m, 10:58 a.m. President called Mr, Colson (tnknown) 

2:16p.m. 2:25 p, m, President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

July 4, 1971 11:41 a,m. 12:00 noon President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

July 3, 1971 4:12.p.m. 4:22 p.m. President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 

4:37 p, m, 4:38 p. m. President called Mr, Colson (unknown) 
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~ FROM 12. PARTICIPANTS LOCATION 

July 2, 1971 9:15 a.m. 10:39 a.m. President met with Unknown 
I Haldeman, Colson, I Flanigan 

4:14 p.m. 4:22 p.m. President called Mr. co_;son Unknown 

July l, 1971 10:27 a.m. ll:49 a.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Haldeman, Colson, Ehrlichman, 
Dr. Kissinger 

6:30 p.m. 6:37 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

June 17, l97l 2:42 p.m. 3:04 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 1:-..? Colson, Haldeman, Ziegler 00 
~ 

June 16, 1971 4:30 p.m. 5:15 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Colson, John M. O'Neill, 
Melville Stephens, Butterfield, 
Dr. Kissinger 

June 15, 1971 3:45 p.m. 4:30 p.m. President met with Messrs. Unknown 
Ehrlichman, Mitchell, 
Ziegler 

June 4, 1971 ll:l9 a.m. 12:02 p.m. President met with Mr. Unknown 
Ehrlichman 

2:34 p.m. 2:54 p.m. President called Mr. Colson Unknown 

8:56 p.m. 9:02 p.m. President called Mr. Ehrlichman Unknown 

June 3, 1971 9:59 a.m. l0:04 a.m. President met with Messrs. Unknc,wn 
Ehrlichman, Mitchell, Hoover, 
and Krogh 



\ . 

All meetfngs.or telephone calls between the President and (al Egil Krogh or 
(bl David Young, from July 1, 1971, to September 1, 1973; 

All meetings or telephone calls between the President and (al H.R. Haldeman, 
(b) J.D. Ehrlichman, (c) c.w. Colson, or (d) J. Mitchell from May l, 1973, through 
December 19, 1973. 

All meetings or telephone calls between the President and G. Gordon Liddy from 
July 1, 1971, to June 16, 1972. 

All meetings or telephone calls that relate directly· or indirec~ly, in whole 
or in part, to the "Responsiveness Program" or similar program or programs however 
designated from January l, 1971, to November 7, 1972. 

- - - -
All meetings or telephone calls between the President and (a) H.R. Haldeman, 

(b) J.D. Ehrlichman, (cl c.w. Colson, (dl John Mitchell, and/or (el Dwight Chapin 
regarding Donald segretti and his activities from January 1, 1971 through December 19, 
1973. 



Apr. 19, 1971 Unknown Unknown 
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PARTICIPANTS 

President called Mr. 
l<J.eindienst 

LOCATION 

Unknown 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES, A, 13D CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D,C, 20510 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Samuel Dash 

Ronald D. Rotunda 

January 21, 1974 

SUBJECT: Justifications and Priorities for Subpoenas 
Issued to President on December 19, 1973 

Part I 

Attached is a memorandum discussing in detail 
those papers and conversation subpoenaed from the President 
on December 19, 1973, to the extent that the subpoenaed 
materials relate primarily to the Watergate phase of the 
Select Committee investigtion. The other materials (re
lating primarily to the investigation of political sabo
tage and campaign financing) are considered in another 
memorandum, attached to this memorandum. 

The attached memorandum is a brief justification 
of the conversations subpoenaed; it also recommends a set of 
priori ties among the subpoenas: from "A" ( very high priority) 
to "D" (low priority.) 
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PAPERS TO BE SUBPOENAED 
I 

t~..,,. ~ -rv \ 
PRIORITY; 

B . \ 1. A11 memoranda, papers, transcripts, or other 
WJ"1t1ngs re1at1.ng to any of the meet1.ngs or telephone calls 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

to be produced by the subpena of tapes and/or other e1ectron1c 
and/or mechanical recordings or reproductions of meet1.ngs 
and telephone calls. · 

2. The actual copy of the da!ly news summaries from 
June 1, 1972, to the present, transmitted to President 
Nixon and upon which he made his own notations, whenever 
such daily news summaries and notations relate directly 
or indirectly in whole or in part, to: 

(a) the break-in and electronic surveillance 
at the Democratic National Committee Headquarters 
at the Watergate; and/or 

(b) any offers of or authorizations to offer 
executive clemency to Messrs. McCord, Liddy, Hunt, 
Barker, Martinez, Sturgis, Gonzales, or any 
members or former members of President Nixon's 
White House staff; and or 

(c) any discussions or authorizations of the 
payments of money to Messrs. Liddy, McCord, Hunt, 
Barker, Martinez, Sturgis, or Gonzales; and/or 

(d) any discussions or instructions related 
to, or involving, any official of the Department of 
Justice or the FBI relating, in whole or in part, 
directly or indirectly, to limit or otherwise 
affect the course of any investigation or prosecution 
of the events involving the break-in and electronic 
surveillance at the Democratic National Committee 
Headquarters at the Watergate and related events 
prior and subsequent thereto; and/or 

(e) any discussion or instructions related to 
or involving, the Central Intelligence Agency {CIAi 
(or any official thereof) relating, in whole or in 
part, directly or indirectly, to any possible 
involvement by the CIA (or any official thereof) 
or use of any CIA funds in any financing of or 
payment of money to Messrs. Liddy, McCord, Hunt, 
Barker, Martinez, Sturgis, and Gonzales after 
June 1, 1973; any contacts, communications, meetings, 



B 

C 
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\ 
or te1ephone ca11s between the CIA (or.any officia1 
thereof) and the Federa1 Bureau of Investigation 
(or any officia1 thereof) or the Department of 
Justice (or any officia1 thereof) re1ated, in who1e 
or in part, direct1y or indirect1y, to any Government 
investigation of the events invo1ving the break-in 
and e1ectronic survei11ance at the Democratic 
Nationa1 Committee Headquarters at the Watergate, 
inc1uding but not 11mited to any Government 
investigation of possib1e Repub1ican campaign 
contribution which a11eged1y passed through Mexico, and/or 

(f) any discussion or instructions re1ated 
to or involving perjury or possib1e perjury of 
anyone connected with the investigation of the 
events 1nvo1ving the break-in and electronic 
surve111ance at the Democratic Committee Headquarters 
at the Watergate and re1ated events prior and 
subsequent thereto, inc1uding but not 11mited to 
the break-in at the office of the psychiatrist 
of Danie1 Ellsberg, and/or 

(g) any discussion or instructions related to 
or invo1ving "the Responsiveness Program!' 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 20 
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A 

A 
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TAPES TO BE SUBPENAED 

~ Conversation with President Nixon 

1. Possible Executive Clemency Discussions 
According to Dean testimony (1 Hearings 973-7ll), Colson 
told Dean on January 5 that sometime between January 3-5, 
1973, he discussed executive clemency with President 
Nixon. This could have taken place during any or all of 
the following conversations. 

January 3, 1973, 8:39-8: 59 p.m.: President called Colson 

January 4, 1973, 8:46-8:50 a.m.: II 

January 4, 1973, 8:53-8:55 a.m.: II 

January 4, 1973, 5:16-5:50 p.m.: President met with Colson 
in EOB Office 

. January 4, 1973, 7:06-7:12 p.m.: President called Colson 

January 4, 1973, 8:13-8:34 p.m.: President called Colson 

January 5, 1973, 12:02-1:02 p.m.: President met with Colson 
in IDB Office 

January 5, 1973, 7:38-7:58 p.m.: President called Colson 
from Camp David 

2. Presidential Investigative Efforts -- Colson 
claimss(N. Y. Times article, 6/10/73, news file 2345) that 
during this meeting he urged the President to force Mitchell 
to admit his role in burglary.. He says Nixon• s remarks 
prove he knew no more about the burglary and cover-up than 
he has publicly admitted. 

February 14, 1973, 10:13-10:49 a.m.: Oval Office meeting 

3. Colson and Nixon engaged in a phone ~~11- o~-D~~~--
on the Watergate problem. Newspaper clipping file at 
p. 2981, NYT, July 2, 1973, at 1 + 17. 

March 21, 1973, 7:53 p.m.-8:24 p.m.: Colson-Nixon phone cal~ 
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EHRLICHMAN CONVERSATIONS WITH PRESIDENT NIXON 

l. Ellsberg Burglary -- Acc6rding to 
Ehrlichman, in March of ~973, he had 
a discussion with the President on 
the Ellsberg burglary affair and the 
need for security. 
(Select conunittee Tr. 5919-20, July 30, 1973). 

Meeting in March, 1973 between Ehrlichman 
and the President on the Ellsberg Burglary 
affair. 

2. Executive Clemency -- According to 
Ehrlichman, during July, 1972, Ehrlichman 
and the President discussed executive 
clemency and why it should not be dis
cussed in the future as applying to the 
Watergate defendants, according to 
Ehrlicbman. 
(Select Conunittee Tr. 5421, July 25, 1973). 

Meeting between Ehrlichman and the President 
regarding Executive Clemency with respect 
to the Watergate defendants, in July of 1972. 

3. CIA -- According to Ehrlichman, on 
July 6th or 7th, 1972, he and the President 
had a meeting dealing with the President's 
concern over a possible relationship 
between the CIA and the Watergate affair. 
(Select Conunittee Tr. 5291, July 24, 1973). 

Meeting(s) with the President and Ehrlichman 
on July 6th and/or 7th, 1972, dealing with 
possible relations between the CIA and the 
Watergate affair. 

4. October 24, 1972 -- Watergate discussion. 
According to Mitchell, Mitchell, the Presi
dent, Ehrlichman, Connally, MacGregor, 
Colson, Haldeman, and Butterfield, had a 
meeting on October 24, 1972, concerning 
political activities, Watergate, and the 
possibility that the President should 
appoint a Special Conunission (with Connally 
a member) to investigate Watergate. 
(Mitchell Interview of May 10, 1973, at 10). 

October 24, 1972 
4:16 - 6:05 P.M. 

President, Mitchell, 
Ehrlichman, Connally, 
MacGregor, Colson, 
~~,n~m~n ~ Butterfield. 
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1 
Ehrlichman Conversations with President Nixon 

5':' Possible Executive Clemency -- According to 
Dean ('1 Hearings 973-74), Ehrlichman was involved 1n 
discussions of executive clemency with the President 
around January 3-5, 1973. 

· A January 4, 1973, 3:02-4:30 p.m. meeting 

A January 5, 1973, 4:55-5:29 p.m. meeting 

6) According to Ehrlichman, he met with the 
President on March 30, 1973, at which time the President 
said that it was evident to him that Dean nwas in the 
thing up to his eyebrows." {DlfC Tr. of Ehrlichman 
Deposition at 154-56) • 

. B March 30, 1973, 12:02-12:18 p,m.: Meeting with Ehrlichman 

c. 

C 

C 

C 

A 

and Ziegler 

And any notes on the following meetings which may 
not have been taped, between Nixon and Ehrlichman alone: 

3:03-3:10 p.m,: President and Ehrlichman by helicopter 
to Andrews 

3:l8-5:l7p,m.: President met with Ehrlichman 1n flight 

4:20-5:17~.m,< President and Ehrlichman met 1n flight 
lPSTJ 

5:33-5:47 p.m,: Manifest-El Toro to San Clemente 

7.;. Ehrlichman Report to the President -- According 
to Haide;nian {Haldeman Interview, June 14, 1973, p. 12), 
on Saturday, April 14, 1973, Ehrlichman gave the President 
an outline of his report, developing on a purely hearsay 
basis a theory of who was involved 1n Watergate. 

White House logs show possible meetings on April 14, 1973: 

8:55-11:31 a.m.: President and Ehrlichman 
(Haldeman 9:00-11:30) 
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2:24-3:55 p.m.: President with Ehrlichman and Haldeman 

5:15-6:45 p.m.: President with Ehrlichman and Hal.deman 

al.so telephone conversation 

11:22-11:53 p.m.: President placed local cal.l to 
Ehrlichman 

t. On April 15~ 1973, Nixon met with Dean who 
testified that, inter al.ia, the President told him that he 
had been joking when he said that he approved the raising 
of $1 million for the Watergate defendants; that he had 
been foolish to have discussed executive clemency with 
Colson; moreover, Dean told him about his meetings with 
the u. s. Attorney's Office. On this important date, 
the President had several. meetings with Ehrlichman, both 
before and after the fateful Dean meeting. At one of 
these meetings, the destruction by Gray of certain 
documents was discussed. (See Haldeman DNC Dep., May 25, 
1973, a:t 254-55.) 

1:24-3:30 p,m,: President met with Ehrlichman 
(IQ.eindienst 1:12-2:.2_g)_ 
(Rebozo 3:25~-5:26.i!7) 

7:50-9:15 p,m,: President met with Messrs, Ehrlichman 
and Haldeman 

10:16-11:15 p,m,: President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldeman 

9, On April 16, 1973, Nixon tried ·to have Dean sign 
one of two incriminating statements offering his resignation 
or a leave of absence, Dean refused, Both before and 
after this meeting the President talked to Ehrlichman, 
(Dean Tr, 2375-79) 

8:18-8:22 a.m.: President placed local call to 
Ehrlichman 

9: 50-9: 59 a,m,: President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldemii.n 
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10:50-11:04 a.m.: 

12-12: 31 p.m.: 

3:27-4:02 p.m.:. 

9:27-9:49 p.m.: 
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President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldeman -

President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldeman. (This meeting noted 
on Haldeman 1s bookf not on 
Ehrlichman 1s logs., 

President met with Ehrlichman 
(Ziegler 3:35-4:04) 

President received local call rrom 
Ehrlichman 

16. On April 17, 1973 (the day arter Dean refused to 
resign) private Presidential meetings with Haldeman increased 
dramatically ror one day. The Dean problem probably was 
discussed on April 17. 

12:35-2:20 p.m.: 

2:39-2:40: 

3:50-4:35: 

6:19-7:14: 

Ehrlichman 

President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldeman (Ziegler rrom 2:10-2:17) 

President placed local call to Ehrlichman 

President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldeman 

President met with Ehrlichman and 
Haldeman alone 
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Liddy, Krogh, and Young 

Any Presidential. meetings involving Egil Krogh, 
David Young, or G. Gordon Liddy will very likely shed 
significant light on the burglary of El.lsberg•s 
psychiatrist•s office and the break-in at the Watergate. 

All meetings or telephone cal.ls between the 
President and (a) Egil Krogh; {b) David Young; or 
{c) G. Gordon Liddy from the time the President's 
tape system was set up through the time it was 
diBma.ntled. 
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I 
Tape of the Tapes 

June 4, 1973, 10-12 hours, ending around 10 p.m. 
during which the President listed to various Watergate 
tapes. If he did not use earphones, we could have a 
tape of important White House tapes. Even if he did 
use earphones, he may well have made relevant remarks out 
loud,~. "Get me the April 15th tape." 

June 4, 1973, 10-12 hours, ending around 
10 p.m., during which time the President listened 
to various tapes previously recorded. 
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I 
Dean Meetings rith the President 

1. On February 'Zf, 1973, Dean had his 1'irst Water
gate meeting with the President since September 15, 1972. 
Nixon told Dean that Dean had been doing an excellent job 
01' dealing with the Watergate matter. There was also a 
discussion 01' the Senate Watergate hearings. (3 Hearings 
991-92). 

February 27, 1973, 3:55-4:20 p.m.: President and Dean 
Oval 01'1'ice 

2. On April 16, 1973, Dean was asked by the President 
to sign incriminating letters 01' resignation (3 Hearings 
1017-18). 

April 16, 1973, 10-10:·40 a.m.: President and Dean in 
Oval 01'1'ice 

4:07-4:35 p.m.: President and Dean in 
EOB 01'1'ice 

4:04-4:05 p.m.: President telephoned Dean 
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Tapes of Meetings Subpenaed by Cox 

PRIORITY '-

,.. 

i 

A l.. Meetings of June 20, l.972 -- Nixon met with 
Ehrl.ichman and Hal.deman in his Ol.d Executive Office 
Buil.ding Office on June 20, l.972, from l.0:25 a.m. until. 
approximatel.y l.2:45 p.m.; l.0:25-l.l.:20 a.m., Ehrl.ichman; 
l.l.:26-l.2:45 p,m,, Hal.deman (subpenaed by Cox), 

A 

A 

A 

A 

2, Tel.ephone cal.l. of June 20, l.972 -- Nixon tal.ked 
to Mitchel.]. from 6:08 to 6:l.2 p,m, (subpenaed by Cox), 

3, Meeting of June 30, l.972 -- Nixon met with 
Hal.deman and Mitchel.l. for one hour and l.5 minutes in his 
EX>B Office (subpenaed by Cox) from l.2:l.5-2:l.O p,m. 
The next day Mitchell resigned, 

4, Meeting of March 22, l.973 -- Nixon met with 
Dean, Ehrl.:l.chman, Hal.deman, and Mitchel.]. from 2 p.m. to 
3:43 p,m, (subpenaed by Cox), 

5, Meeting of A~ril. 15, l.973 -- Nixon met w:l.th Dean 
from 9:l.5-10:12 p,m, lsubpenaed by Cox), 
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Haldeman Conversations with the President 

1. June 17-19, 1972; Haldeman-Nixon contacts in ~he days 
immediatel.~ following the June 17 burgl.ary, when Watergate 

was likely o be discussed, were as fol.l.ows: 

June 17, 1972, l.0:58-11:02 a.m.: President pl.aced l.ong
distance cal.l. to 
Hal.deman 

June 18, 1972, l.2:0l.-12:l.9 p.m.: President pl.aced l.o~al. cal.l 
to Hal.deman 

June 19, 1972, 9:22-9:26 a.m.: President pl.aced l.ocal. 

9:59-10:02 a.m.: 

cal.l. to Hal.deman 

President met with 
Hal.deman 

l.l.:50 a.m.-l.:05 p.m.: President met with 
Hal.deman 

2. June 23, 1972 -- CIA meetings: Haldeman told the 
President that Dean had said the FBI was concerned about 
getting into CIA matters in its investigation of Watergate. 
T'ne President said to get together with Hel.ms and Wal.ters 
and find out if the CIA was involved. This CIA meeting 
occurred on June 23, 1972 {Hal.deman interview, June 14, 
1973, p. 5). 

10:04-10:39 a.m.: 

l.:04-1:l.3 p.m.: 

2:20-2:45 p.m.: 

Haldeman met with the President in 
the Oval Office; Ziegler was present 
from 10:33-10:39. 

Hal.deman met with the President 
in the Oval. Office. 

Haldeman met with the President 
in the EOB; Ziegler was present 
from 2:40-2:43; this meeting 
was logged on Haldeman 1s calendar. 
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4. April 14, 1973 -- Haldeman explained-that in a 
meeting with Haldeman and the President, Ehrlichman 
presented a theory, based on hearsay evidence, that 
Mitchell, Magruder, and Dean were involved. The President 
said to set up a meeting with these three and to tell them 
that they were not serving the President if they were not 
telling the truth. Haldeman and Ehrlichman couldn't reach 
Dean, were told by Vdtchell that his conscience was clear, 
and heard from Magruder that he had just told the whole 
story to the u. s. Attorney. Haldeman and Ehrlichman 
returned to the President's office and told him this. 1'he 
President expressed concern (Haldeman interview, June 14, 
1973, p.12). 

9-11:30 a.m.: 

2:24-3:55 p.m.: 

5:15-6:45 p.m.: 

Haldeman met with the President. 
Ehrlichman was present from 8:55-Jl:31. 

Haldeman and Ehrlichman met with 
the President. 

l'aldeman and Ehrl.khman met with 
the President. 

5. April 15, 1973 -- On the same day that the meeting 
on executive clemency occurred between Dean and Nixon (the 
tape of which is missing), the President met several times 
with Haldeman and Ehrlichman. One m2eting took 
place late at n,.ght immediately after the Dean meeting. 
It is extremely likely that the President ta1ked to 
Haldeman and Ehrliclunan about what he would say or had 
said to Dean on that important day. 

7:50-9:15 p.m.: 

10:16-11:15 p.m.: 

3:27-3:44 p.m.: 

Haldeman and Ehrlichman met with 
the President 

President placed a local call 
to Haldeman 
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6, April 16, 1973 -- The day after the important 
April 15th meeting with Dean, the President asked Dean 
to sign two incriminating resignation letters (Dean 
Tr. 2375-79), The President met with Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman several times that day (see Ehrlichman 
section). The President made a phone call to Haldeman 
alone, a call which may well be important, 

12:08-12:23 a.m.: President placed local call to 
Haldeman 

7, April 17, 1973 -- On the day after Dean refused 
to resign, private Presidential meetings with Ehrlichman 
increased dramlAtically for one day~ The Dean problem 
probably was discussed on April 17, 

9:47-9:59 a.m.: 

12:35-2:20 p.m.: 

3:50-4:35 p.m.: 

6:19-7:14:p,m,: 

Haldeman log 

President met with Haldeman 

President met with Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman 

(Ziegler 2:10-2:17) 

President met with Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman 

President met with Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman alone 

Haldeman resigned f1·om h:l.s Wh:i. te House posj_ U.on on 
April 30, 1973, under cha.rges of being iJT,pli.ca ted tn 
the Watergate conspiracy and subject to possible 
indictment. Yet after that resignation under fire, he 
still has had private meetings with the President, 

All meetings or phone calls only between 
Haldeman and the President alone from April 30, 1973, 
and the time the White House taping system was 
dismantled. 
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MITCHELL CONVERSATIONS WITH PRESIDENT NIXON 

The day before Mitcheli officially 

resigned, the President had a series of 

meetings and phone calls with Haldeman, 

Colson, Mitchell, Kleindienst, MacGregor 

and Colson. Given the individuals con

sulted by the President at great length, 

it would be extremely unlikely that Mitchell's 

resignation and the Watergate affair was not 

discussed. 

A 8:06 a.m. 

Place 

8:50 a.m. Pres. met with Haldeman Unknown 

9:05 a.m. Pres. met with Haldeman A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

8:50 a.m. 

12:17 p.m. 12:44 p.m. Pres. met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Colson 

12:55 p.m. 2:10 p.m. Pres. met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Mitchell 

3:24 p.m. 4:22 p.m. Pres. met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, Kleindienst 

4:30 p.m. 6:16 p.m. Pres. met with Messrs. 
Haldeman, MacGregor 

'7:10 p.m. 7:40 p.m. Pres. called Mr. Colson 
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On J,~;:-..~il. 19, 1'.//1., 1>xc:i1v~ a lli.eet.:i..--1g 1-;lt.:l E}r:J-5.cl-<0~;,n .snd 
Sci:uJ.tz ·Jl1 c=.:11+,:i:!..,:::··c~s 1.:, ,·! ·• {!~-, \: c Pr2sic'lr:;11t i~;; s ~.,1f':E··; :.e.j C'y 
f.}i:cJ3.ch.:-: :.:n t.1~.::::t t.hp , _ .. :, ·,,;:,1.t 1;as procced:L?lg x:tt.h an 
sp.:_:..-~aJ. on tho }~.i1'1' C;:itoe. 'l';·,_c Ft',.•,J.,i:::-_d:, r;c.1JJ.od Attorney Gcn")ral 
l<J.o)_:~\r.!'.Lc!1st Cu::r.:-~.Q$ the t~e1J·'.: .. ~-1~J, ~1r::.J t1_l_d '·,:1.:~1 not. to A)~•,121 the 
c.::::.:'J. (7:,:csident.5.al White Papt::r) 
PJ.~:i_:, '~.-1:.y: A 

·.:i.C:c:1t,1s i-,-c,::.:i.n:~ 1::i_th ?ln,J.:ic}1,;·::n, E5.tcl!.etl, E')o\ror, 
.,.,.f,i:·y J_1J· ~J.;r ·';..,J (:t~3Gu.ss prJbl(T:U of Ce-'~;.:.:,:t'i·)1 ·1_r.a>·s, 

~,:1c; ;1;0 of n;_::·C:i.c:,.:.,l f::21...:lrcity wiretaps, a!ld r·:· -·'._bly L!lo 
custody of r~~t:i.,)rnJl secm•:i.ty wiretap logs which Sul J ·i .. , ;;1 t'<;:~oved 
and gave to ?hrlicb!lan. According to Hunt, t,J;.e F}f~ i:d:.ry!~)ed 
11blc:ck b3g c:,;abil1.tyn 2bout this ti::·.c. 
Pr5.or;i.ty: C 

to the!~ 173?;~ c 7.~; ~~.;1\f~ :· ;2 

~; .1~ ~{ :.::~ :t.::~c d ;~ :·~~~~-~:~ 3-~~~ :.:v~ :·::·i :/ ~~\~i iJ;;~~~ 0na J: 
sccu: .. ~:tt,y 1·::~_J:::-t21)s. 'i.'Jrn \'Ci' ca:.:,c .xc,):;o:_;r;d :-::,c!.;t1.c1:'~:1t. l:as :fJ.:sJ b:):ing 
(lL,r.:1:.sscd l;·,1_::~~·~g t.}:5.s ix:;.:;i,)d, J,:ali.-i)1~ il.? "t,1 ;.:c:r0:tt:!1':3 :·:cno c)f. J·__;~1e 
:1_7, 1971 :J·.,~;·,l.:i11~::1g t.!10 1n·0~)o~;ed tcrrns. E!ri:l:i.c!.-:-1.~~,n H);J~_d ha-..-c L-.xm 
in ::.!1V0J.v\;d in all I'lT settlemGnt discussions with the President. 
Priority: D 

Cb 6/13/71 t':lc Prmtagon Po:,ers were published, and the 
Prcs5.clen.t has i::1d5.c:;ti3d (5/?.7/72) ·~1-:at it 1-;2s frDr:;-13 thr) :foll0t-:i.T).g 
1-:--2ck -;:.~·;_;:t l:c 0:p~·~:·c-",,.Gd tl,o c:~··:..,:·:·,~ .. ,,.1 ,;f ., :\ ·:..-c<~:-'.:,:;~;,~·::.J.r:m.:; u.:1:i.t. 
·.-~-:\~,r:!\l~::::~.i:,ns ;r:s·\'j t':.12 ?: .. '.::::,;_:_~ 8;)1.GD:!, l:~,.-;:,c;r!., E.--:_1. ~.:;:;:', 
-~~:i_,::~;1.f.··~· 0nd Ej.<:::5~!..:;c"i.' ::0y 6-i:. J_e:;,;~t ·-·- r.: . .c.·t. -:.:-o -::.:-:.2 ·:.: . .:d .~or 
a 1.:Jxu--'x>:"'s U.,-il.J.:, -:-,nd ·::.o ·:;;;a ; ,_-::,:ic\·;a-'.-.,c:l. ·r,!15-~c H,Ju~;:;a : .. ·;:s;;:,:1;.;c :Oo the 
publicat5.i:m of t!w Pc:r~cgon .·2p,,1·s. (1fotc that on June 17 t!',e neet
ing with the President ends at 3 :Ol( rr: end that E:},.rliclv1-:.;n, l:oore, 
Haldeman, Kissinger, Dean, Zieglc::.~ ;:~rd ~".2cGregor meet again at 
6:00 p.m.) 
Pr5.ority: B+ 

Ch J•me 28 }~llsb:-!1•g s.1.rrendered to authorit~.t:-s in :Sost!:m. 
On June 30, Kle:b1 writes to Halde;-,cn sett5.n3 .fo:cth the 

arrangement for $400,000 in cor..vention sup;mrt .from I 1i"l'. Copies 
:: t~;s memo went to Mitchell et al; the President may have C.iscussed 
l.u 1·11.1.,h Colson. 

Ch July 1., Young is detailed to the Plumbers Unit, and Hunt is 
:L'ltcrviewed ior a job. Conve~·sation that day between Hu.'lt and Cols)n 
expresses Colson! s hope that Ellsberg ca:1 be gotten into a 11hell1:Y?. 
situation" thc·t, ~d.11 Ciscre:-:it t1~.e -;<!vla ~.;sw J,.;ft. C0J.son. asks i.f 
this coulG be ti..:r20d :'.2! .. VO a r-.~<;n• ::·.~~~:.tc ca2"c. C,:.zt!5.b5_t l\·~) 

/i.t this -~iy::, GJ""-~-:,:;. >:.c·.::".v-Jr: a:; c:J:?Y of ~La :::.:JJd..::.c;1 t) -:ean 
:'"':'3I'1J i11::.;;.::;.1c.t/_:15 1.:.~·:G C<.Ytl ...... ':'.CJ. t.o 7.:.c/k ~ ~--"'".' ,:,• .. :~tion D::l '.)I ~i::l,s.;: Is 

:.:-aJ.-::"C,5_,):~::;!-~5.l) 1-;:".·:.!l E0i:ard E·-.:_;:·.:·:~ but to :)e carz~u~ ;:.o kee~ -'1,02'::20 ;.;~d 
}~e:n:1:/:.·t ,:.•·v.t c..i it. 
Priority: B (r.8cting) 

C (phone) 
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Discu::s:t:m.5 5n t.h:ts por5.Jd 1·:cre l:U--:oly to l:.270 r!c::]"i.t 1:~:i.th 
the c.1:,crcing Pl11;··:h0rs' g,:m1J ;2 nd ho1-1 t0 (bal 1r:i.i:.h EllsboPG. n-1 
'//2/71 a nc.no f.r,,:o r:.,1_,,,. .• , •:,, J'.c·i.r:.·· :•,, 
·:..} _Q val.1;0 of r;r:11.t, ~-·.d :-.11,1 -·i ·~:;_t;· 

i::i.-J:o :l.r-.::;; ·.·) : Y, r::~.fl :1 ,..;; 

//.o;.''.'cy: C 

. ,,1/ '.,,] . .-. 

;:·::,,~:.·-::,,,t, 
·:,,::c ·.lT·:·.1 

O;i '//~2/n, ;:,.,·.o ,:'..c:' > 1 C- ... ,_ .. :l 1:, 
faJ.sc dGct1.;·,crr'.;a·:_/i.o::1, cte. 

·1 -;;,) 

;1t 'i'~O r'.:sd b::.,-n 
(F::.;11:tb·U:. :1t,8) 

,z t;i·(f_'}x;•11:t:..y 
• .. ., .. ,eel 

_._.,, -;·,~:c n 
,,_]{! : i ':·i_;) ;,.,·10. 

?hrlichr1an says tte Preside:;1t aut.hor5.zed ttc t3pcci-:1l 5.nvestir;.s
t:i.on Unit on ,J-.;J_y 2h, 1971. Krogh at..tGn.Ced the second rr:oot5.ng on 
7/2h/71; :Lt is 1~,_kcly that both r;ecthl[/i relate t.v ~~~:.::_11•ryval r;f t:le 
::?;·,_·:~·:')c:t311 r-:c:Ji r::0::~t:~:~ 1 -~.1--;c:i..r r'..2rcJ1j_':'J..~ o:~'ck:rs. 

·-.l~·C.;:osr.:n ".:-.he ?l'n:-:;5.:-':-:· ··; ·>.1~ 
Since one Df 

; ·~ :,.;_; 
.; ~· ·:~ ·;_ ·, ·· .. ) s. 

On 7 /28/71 }h.Ett K/.tes tv G:'.1 .. :·1 :,~1 tl1.c :·L 1 -)t 
EJ.ls'=>erg 11 5.nclud~g 2~ oi;:-:: 2tior.. i:,J.0~1 o:·.J::C::d 2t C2,s<:..:<,~' ~ <~ 1 :::.>, ··; 1 s 
publ5.c ::I:agc. Q1 A1:.[_i\J.G\i 3, 1971 Erogh and You...11g :·;rit..e Cols,:.:i 

:-cfcn·rJ.-:u!~ ;-~~8,./~~~.1
~iso c;;~i~!;i;~o~u.r:i.ng 1-;!1-ich J,?ck Jinde.rson 

siJu.sl1t co!1fi:~"'Y-'F~:t.ion for his 8/6/71 st,ory that t,:::,~1cr had dclive1·ed 
$100,000 to Rebozo. 
?.civ.:-5:ty: B 

On Augu.st ll, 1971 Krogh and Young wrote to Ehrlich.,2n as~d ... rig 
fur ~ermissio!l to c:Jnduct a "covert o:i_Je!',Ttion11 on F'.!..8~.C.ing1 s off5_r;~. 
(E:.-:hi05.t 90) It is reasonr.bJ.e JV,J t:·:~t ::-: ·;-::·c.::·:.-~'1 ·.111 tu::;·t:st ! 1_ 

2;.:d Ai.:.::.;-c;t 15 t'..::clt p2rtieT:i.1 ~-:.i.:.h ':1
_·~. :3 0 i~e 

GrJ-vTlG)f:::':. :i.n l~~· .. r:t/Liddy· ;-:'.~)(.(:~:_2"1_ 

1:-:}_~_::.:·x::r:; ~:;:_eC: :·.r:..'1CCG:!t ;)r.. ).) (! .• 
.::..,,,,,,t c-~ .. --. .:_-··-·-.,.,<"'! .,,-~:-. .:':-··",.:;. i_s ~.;·;_._·/:.. -,_;·'/~-:-_,...::-:-_:, 

:::,.'::;.::l }J-32!1 t.J L;1.::r ' ... .!.,~ .. ---~-i r::1~ ./···,:-::; c,·:- ·.:. ---~~.2 r.-1.;,.:::;. 
~}:2 r:er,;o dB.els \·.-.'.·i:..:1 ;_:·-_·i;.~)lc~ of 1~;n ,.1 .• -·<; ~;·)' ·i_ ~:~ eel c~:(cios 2~1d 
~,:,~1e use of the ..... p--.-_..,,:-01_ :; .:::·.~i!~nc:::'y .:J:;;2:.:l:3lj ~::: .. :.ch 1'e:;.:;:.:ics. 11 (i:3:i::-
Tr. 2597) 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 21 
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rn :1 S0,~te::;~x:.:c 9 :;:..;r.o fI·or.1 Go'.lsv:.1 t.o Doun, C·Jlson ro.fGrs to 
dO!..>it;,.v.::ttr ... g ',:>:·::~L<'.t! ·'.;,) \·'(:.:iH ~ ,.~,;;1J,l r:;·7:,;,] ;-,,,r> ~1,_,:i.r)::.>Ly o II (Rxb:Lbit I.;.9) 
F::.::i.,:,cit.y: B. 

:i.;his ;i.s :i.r,::1.;,~:;_; ::, :Iy ,..i. :...t, ... 

:-:·ct1u.~n to U.:.12!):jn3t.cn.. 
?r;tDi~:i_t,y: A 

t, 

iJ:::,ri}1 ":-\·1y1,;"'.l.g'.,s nJtcs appour t.o :::-eflu~-t. a ].i<'.:/chy di0cw-:;s:i.on 
, . ., .. :_-()1 l):·•:·,.1::(:~ ... ~':.1 ,)n 9/12,/?l rssr::·dL1~ ,-:hat p:.3~:-c_·.:·-: i..:i~}:.t be ;\.:~].;:c~dJ'icd 
;-'·,:c-1·1 .;/'-''' ~ ·) -.·;1;_0 ;· -· :: :t:is'.-.:.~;:.t:i.•Jns -t,) :;] 1:iSG t~L>) :(? ·y? '·.' ,1 ~ :: <,::, .f:,·,,: 1 :/:i.nt. I·T: n 

'i:,'.) G'..~l-:a, r.\;i.:: ,\.:·:1 ···.J ?:r,J..'U·3j j_t S;32;.":.3 l-,.C<J~~i)~~-;;~fT_c -~;J :1:;:--:-..~.r:n t)."~ 0 t.11G 
potcnti.:Jl CJ!1::c,;_,-,-,~: .... ~s3 of 2.J.ch C.ocJ.:~ss:Lf:LG2-°GLm "1-:,3:::·o ttts·:;.:..;.,;;5c;d by 
Colson ,-:ith the P:..~c:.:dde:it the !1ex!i day. .1\lso n.:rl:.c t.h,1t. C:,ls0n f'_ad 
jtu:;t 1~0cor,-.;-:10~1ded the 1:in:i.t:i.ng of i::,e Bn.o'(.15.,:~s :rJ:t~:lj to 20 r:<:·1;:0':l. (L'r;,1,1 
test;l!-,1.1n.y) 
Pr·io:::ity: D 

Y1;-~,,1~'s ;;.J7,GS r.:::Ye.31 t!~at 1\')iil 5'il.3 ·'.)c--:~.y'.·:~11 ~?/?]_ -:~:-,L") 

-,~; (;-.~nr·,n) t)~) ~!_c--;,·31 r:5.s,~·u,;-;~_,>l':.-'3 A:)_:1i·'.·, ·:n :C' .,, ,t·; ·~~_;iJ.s 

°:.'.J ::c:.:~:::ir.:--:1)1 .. ~ ·:..J · .. ·l.:il·."·_;.-?~., C,JJ.:::.Jn 
.:; ::i <·;_::·c·:.·_::.5:::d ~-::·,,1 :-·1 ,_.·.11.c~ · ~.1-··r:d ,.;:7_:~1 '=.1:i .\-,;·.:-;n 

!1n0ther of the rm:!eti.11..gs bet1-;cen the Prcsic:c~~t, Colsvn and 
Kiss:"i .. ngcr o~cu.r on this date, folJ_ry,;ed by sr;-vo:~·~l C.:Jlls !~:·obe:JJ_y 
CGol:in,c; 1:-'5.th the sar:~ :3· . ._1_:)~ect.. 

C1 ;~/?J'./0., Y,:'.,\\f -::.::; .!~~: ·;,;l. 0 ,:.Jl ·--,:.:n 
1-·:·.s , .. )·.-..; ·0:J (~~.? .. 

.-.~1·;.,:1:.::.> ?:.'cd.::."--.,:xt, Co}.:::.::,::,_, !·.~_::-'~~, 
on :·~o:..,GGd s·:.,c:t-8 :=102art;-ie11t cabJ.c:s c>· 

S:: :::~ial :µ}·lone b5-1led t.0 c:-:.: 
office et about this -tir.e. 

_, ·:.1,Jc-':::.5..:;:-~; 
-':.): ~-8 f],J;,.t~"! • 

10/22/71 FrGsidcut, CoJ.son, Haig rneetiP.s; ?~;d.:; _ -~:1J.)-·, _;_-:/vi::s i.~1 for 
Kissinse1". E"c·..:2t lJropared false State Dopt. cc::'.Jii].s t1:5.s , ,··:-,_. 
Priority: C 

10/27/71 Presidant, Colso!l, I:ie~L.15e:i." nee-~i.'1..;; Hu.'""!.t prepGred false 
State Dept. cables ti:is ncm.th. 
Prio:"ity: C 

1::/2:/Tl President, Colson, Kiss:i::"!S:G!"' ,:_,A-,;,_: .. _,.,~, HtL"1.t perpc·-:--~.· ·"'::;' :-e-:;. 
·,0to DJ'?t. c2blcs this rn:;.t::. 

··~:c2· ,,: C 

J.0/J~/?l i!"'CS2.Cr::·nt, Gr1~-,,,, i-·;-:::-:-i_n_-;r:cr --~,r.,,t-'>,:-~; Hm1t ::-::,_ ·r::c: ::'al.~a 

n;t/71 

S"!-.3tG r:~./i.: .• '.~.,.:~~,_,:, :.!:~.::: :~J::-_th. 
Pric,rit.y: C 

President, ColsLJ!l, Kissinger nectings; this 1-;cs ti1e i:'):-!th 
:in 1,:rhich Hunt 1-:as ir..struct.cd to give falsified cu:>1Gs to Conien 
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A f.cco:1.<l F'.}J.r.:b. -.•g l' ',11"')., G 

lTY.11::·:bGJ'.". 
0..1 H,y,_-,v_:1J 13l~ J!, .1~:11, [_;'·.:·:"<:> ·:cl a 1.1cct.5ri..,g ·:5th 

1
~~:~~~~:

1~d~:;):t{~~;;~11:\/( ~-~~~~:·~-~.r;~~:3~/,1~ >~'/1 
e 

Priority; B 

!J/J.5/71 Th5_s ~·;as t.ho E-:?J.)I'ox5r-:d:.e t:Lne of tl:c ft:e:-.:t :·· r\A·::tr!.·t-o 
Colr;o:'l r.:1y L:::vo 1::· ·. ,. ;3rJ.'vi.:c;(~d of ;_i_t, b;/ c/.::!, ~i r)l"' 

Q~,:·:T!':. ·:r.~.:J .:_;·1;; ;_•":.::;') ?;.:,:~1-. 1!:, :,11) .. S ·\:,_.i-

Jl/18/ii Presidc:1t, CGJ.son., Kiss~_.ngcr rr.eetinss; E:1nt 5-nst:-....,1c·t.cd to 
g~~-,re fals:Lfied cables t:i Gonion dr:_r;i_p..g t!lis month. 
Priority: C 

:lJ./t:0/?1 P~:c:-/.c~~;-r,_1j, Go:-1.scin., 
t,'.) gj_vo _f':J1.s:i.r:i.cd c:2blss 
the bJ~.:b1i·t::; of l!D:..·th 
~:>eJ.2te t,J J.•.,::t. 
'F1~5.::,r5.:1

:,;:,:: D 

•):1/~h~ ·,,_·,~-J t/:.et 
'i.}ri_s -~ :uVi :1y also 

JJ_/30/71 P:c 1siderrt., Co1~0n, 10.ss'.Lnger L,:eGi.ng. 

12/22/TJ. 

1:/4/72 

6/17-
6/19/72 

Priority: C 

T_.5 .. _-1.;y-rs J')b); 
-J.f Kiss:C1icr, 
22:'~'...:)rity: B 

for 

Haldm:r.an h,3s testified that 0.::1 April ).t :~.:; -l.,.'.'l' :--:".-~h 
t..11.e P:::·G:siCent (5 days c.fter tl-18 Colson memo). 1·1~0 >--.. :·5.o:l ~-s c~_so 
Lr.:pcrtant; this ·Has the day of the ,>/isconsin Pri1,a: .. y, it, ;-;as 5.n 
the midst of car.:paign intelligence pla!1.i"'ling, and at the high point 
o.f pre-/1.pril 7, 1972, c~r;paign d)nations. H ote that the V esco 
CO!Y::.~~ibut,ion was received sho:tly after this date. (The rr.eet:L~ 
Kith 1::ttchell is the nost ir.:::_)ortant.) 
Priority: A 

These were the President's first conversations with 
Haldeman and Colson following the Wateq_;ate breakin. 
Note that prior to and after Col.son's chrne 19 10:1,9 to 
11:48 call, Colson ,,:as involved in discussions relating 
to Howard Hunt. (It is unlikely that any tE~p2s of these 
conversations exist as the President ,,:as in Key Biscayne 
at the time.) 
Priority: A 
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On .!;J:.::"'! 1.9, less ch.-1.11 !1.8 hotn:s after th~ P2.tergate 
b·, ,~.1\~tri, ;_\ :·:,:1:5.es of si.gtd.fi_r._:,nl: · ,-..ct::in~:1 r--:n,~~< pJ.;1ce • 

. St·,\''(·:'.'ll :t: Haldcr;::111 :~;:Hl .',~ .• ~, .. .:,~.d :t_i_:11 11, :·,J.i ;_·i_,~al 

~;::~~'.,~
3

.~

1

u'.1 ,},''.ci~,~nJ~~~!nt~:.; i:'.;'.;~ l~;t;:.~:\:, ,; · '\//):.~94) 
· Ehi:U.ch,;,,1n cal.led and subsequently 1oet wi.th John 

Dr:.:.1t1, i11:3L;:-uctJ.ng him to investigate the affair; Ehrlich-
1.· ·n .s,id T\ ·,n J.,,t,'r ,, .. ,,: wi.th Colson at whjch thee Ehrlich-
"'.:.1 (ht~ •d !:°:': ~1 hJ ;;·.::or:c :~·-1c:t ar~d hr·.,,_·-c; l·,;·t ,;_,·,~ L~h.2 

t: ··1•·.1i:J:y. ··tu:l.i_~:i!:,-: 1.11 laU~):· chaugc':d ,1 !_!~ ,,1 ·,d ;)_'id i:bis 
order 1...~es(~f_rnl:::d. 

At this meeting, Dean ·wa.s i.11t1truc.1·.z.:d Lo t)pen and 
exalnine Hunt 1s safe; and also l:o d(~U~'J_T1:i.nc i;.,,hat Hunt's 
sf atus ns a l!hitc Ennsc e1.:~JJ.oy:.·c :,:,~!:'.t1.inr?.d. (Dc~;~.n-·-~-~T;"t:2J./~ ·/-'>) 

Hitchcll, T,·1""".1:2 ;.'.u-1 ~'·: ,·.U:·.~1 -,_ci:t1.,·r.1.c>.d f.·i:1);:.1 Cal:L(o:cnL:1 
.:-1·.d -i;..,·pnt to :-Utc.f.,_;l_l'~, 1-,.c;, .. c, h'lF:t.:e i:h,.::.y r,.:{r: -:J.U~h Strachan, 
_Slo:1.n, J,iddy, l-!"~ ;_:;.1:uder and D:>qn. Hc~1:e, :l('C()i.'d. r n3 to Dean, 
t:he first :;t:eps of a "cover up" 1,c;:c L:>3u1. ( 1>,an··--
·.n.: ~76 7-69) 

\1 JuL~e 19 or June ?..O, De.ctn cor.t·.::ei.:~.d Lo1·.h !(teind:i.cnst 
,·,,d P,,Lei·sen about the Watergate investigation, relaying 
t·o E:ffU.chman his impression that Petersen would pursue 
his invcnt:igation fairly without following a wide open 
inr,uil:y into the 1-:hite House. (D2,in .. - ·TR:?.l.77·-80) 

On the 20th, Ehrlichman, Htt.l.c?.(~r;'.~~:1, H:i_t,~:--,,:1.1, D,.~;·_n .-:i.nd 
Kleindienst met regarding the :Lr,;c:;t.i.iy1t5.oo. (1·:tu.·l.i.1~lEr"n 
TR:5923-2l,) The same day, Dean inForm2d Ehrlichuan of. the 
contents of Hunt's sa~e, in0icnting that politically sensi
tive r.1aterinJ.s \·:e:ce n.1,;0n3 the cont:r:nts; Ehrlichman advised 
1>~an to 1\).t:'.0p s.ix:t s1~_ch .l.tc;as. (OC<lt1 ·····3:938) 

W\'.i .. h J:c:F.e:i:c:ncc to the i.::ctiug b:~t:\'Cen Lhe President 
and General Eaig on June 20th at 1:27 i:'.'.·I., it should be 
noted that Haig was involved in and aware of the original 
national security activities of the plumbers; it is likely 
this meeting dealt with related matters and the involvement 
of Hunt in both plumber and Watergate activity. It should 
also be noted that, during his meeting ivith Haig , the 
President placed a. phone call to MacG:?:?gor at 1:45. 
Priority: A 

During this period events and significant meetings 
related to the Watergate affair: 
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On .!11JH~ ::?1, Dean rtnd CY:a.y ''\~t 1:,.~;~:-1:;:-d.inp, th~ FHI 
inv0c;t:LL.-1i·i.1.:.i.1 ;· :d th.c uncovcriu~ of t'.ic! )"l:·h.·1.~.:',.':~ (1-~.:c'.~s 
5-n Ba.:d::.(~rs b:'p 1z .c11-.:i:nunl:. The folJ.01"1L1;~ r~:ly, G,:;~y ·i"·.--~1.:1i:,-::{l 
Lo Dern, hts t:~ ',::i·"':-i ct1 :):c c..ise, :L:(:.1_1 .. i. i;;.!~ t.~,e ~·-1.,;.;i_i)i_J.-:_i:y 

o-C CIA iuvu:t-:-1- 'J.1f:. r\1 .r,-,.~.: ~~ or Jt"!ce ?..3, 1;, :.:1.1 5.:.L(c:, :,::::d 
n~~J.dc~r&1il of this l~O:;;~;.,_L.iJ.·t_i:y. 

On June 23, 1972, lL.!J.dc·.-1~1n 1:cportcd to Nixon; Kfxon 
directed that llaldernan and Ehrlichmnn 1--cet uith Helms and 
\·Jalters. He 1;,w.s ronc('.'~cned that the FJ~l fn\,2'..:t1;-~·-:Li.nn n0t 
cc:·'.;~)-.. ·r,1,1J'.sc o-U.--;.'-".r 1:f~,. f-.·.,:i:.-i_vii:_i_:~s. 

l L , '1 'i: :,:i -·_llf!,, K;·";;_J?J::3 ·tecal.1.s 1·.t·v:1.t i-I::1.ld21c~-.::1.n used Lh:~ 
c:v~p:r.Y!ss5-on "i.t l.,;·;. s the President's wish 11 in instructinR 
him to i,;:,,et: wtt:h (FBI director) Gray. Haldem~,, hns ,,cLdJ.,c,'l 
tha.t :,,e p,:obably di.cl i.nvoke the President's 1l'.",,1e. (2nd 
Hal(_,~·.;:an Jnt.) 

On Ju.ne 22, the FBI i.ni.c,:v::.,--., ~d Col.· ~r1, f()J J_r:·,;~:d by 
:i.nte:cviews with other car,1paign ancl \:ti:U.:2 1~on:;e i.,,:rsonnel. 
The FBI intervi.0.w with Ct:eflnr,ult, souzht i.n late .June, 
was pa:cticul:1.rly s0.nsi.t.tve (Ck,nnault could cor.:ipromise the 
pl:1:·:17~.c! 1_·s ac t-f.vi_ tf(;;,; ')n .July ?. , r)he ,;,1.:1 s joined in I en don 
by }'j_cJ.di11g r.,~J.0 r•:i.c:1:_{;cl hc~1: 11p <:\~1d coached hP.r on t:1":e 1tpco111ing 
YBI interr03utior1.) 

On June 23, J-:hrlicll-.r.:.:c:n 1,,,1as v:i.sited by Hugh D).oan, Jr., 
the cc.mpaign Treas .. n:er. Sloan told Ehrl:tch~an about his 
apprehensions regaJ:ding the very recent Patergate arrests. 
Sloan got as far as expressing his concern that CRP might 
be connected with the Watergate situation when Ehrlichr,ien 
stopped him and said that EhrJ.i.chman did not want to know 
the details. (TR:1339-41; 1446-48) 

Dean, on JLE~8 ?.6, ct5.scnr3sed ,;,;it:h H,").lt,~:,:s the uee of 
the CIA in curtail:i.03 1.::1e J.<'Bl iuvesi:i:~a1::i.on :i.:it:o the 
l··f2xican bank chec~zs aspect of the \7at8rgat.e investieation 
and in the use of CIA funds to provide support for the 
Watergate defendants. Walters refused to intervene except 
on orders from Nixon .. Dean informedEhrlichrran of this 
discussion, and was directed to attempt to. convince Walters 
of the necessity for CIA intervention. (TR:2202-05) 

On June 27, 1972, Gray called Helms and arranged a 
meeting for .June 28 at 2:30 P.M. Gray at that time asked 
Helms if there was any CIA interest in Mr. Ogarrio. 
About an hour later Helms called, confirmed the meeting, and 
said that there was no CIA interest in Ogan:io. The next 
day, Ehrlichman called Gray in the morni.ng and said, 
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n,~ou r.--:nc,~l yr)tn: rn?.c.i:jng ,:.,5th IIeJx,,s t:.Pll ~\1J.1:c~rs tod.:1.y. It 
i_:; ,·,,Jf: :_;',~i.-.~.-c::;~y." (lfcCl.:lJ.;1.11 ,~or:1, ... ri ;·i_ ·.,~ "i:'1!.: 1.33 ... 39) 

nn .Titi·,,~ ?.3, i-.1.f:i'":.;"':.).' it hc:r.Pr;1~ n.pr··: t .~:.11t U1:1.i: iJ_\:';1."C 'h70ll.ld 
bQ. uo n.:_;:d:.i ··uc;:?' (o:,; the F·1i_·(~rgat:c cter~"'h1. -.it:i, {.:.,>t the 
Cl:A, De .... ,n ;.;,.)t \·;1th Hitchell, J.,ttRue, and l·fr1.:,.c1:tan about the 
1:i::::d £01: support 1.'itoney in exclu~nge for the silence of the 
''"'11 :i.n jaU.. HaJ.dcm:::n and Ehd.ichu-,n appt"ovcd tha use of 
·:,-,,_b K'.l1.u1,:•.cl1 to ra:i.se such funds. On .TLma 29, Dean ,cat 
·?-~_1_,):·:1.ch, i.nl.d h5.ra \·Jhat he knew, P.nd :tnd.i.cc1.tRd Ui:tt 
r.,. l 1.>"": i.~.n, i,::, ,:-1_5.chF;:.:n, .'1l1d l•f:i_tcbc l l 'l\•.3.rttC'Q h}.1:1 i·r) '{;;(1 

1 .. ~:,CJ [or the u.pp.cc.hcndc.d burgla1:s. ~"·1J.1)_·.·.ch J:;.i·.:~:t-: c1)ufi1't:•:.:d 
lhis w5.th Ehrlichman. (Dean---3:91:-9-'jl.) '.Hth5.n a week, 
Kalmbach had returned with money 1.ld.eh lie i-;:ansfon:ad to 
Tony Ul.?.sc\•1:i.cz. A r,,,'.<:~f-:i.ng \·7:1S hc:!J.d at tl1nt ti.rn(-! between 
T,:--1.P..1.1c .and Kal.mlx~.c"'.h Lo <~.J.f;1:u~;s ;·.!-:.:} 1.1.---~1·.:.d.ls of \dH) ·w,:i.s to 
~c.; c,~ :i. v.; I.~ ow ut1..c h • 

nn .1\,.ne ?..8, ,1.EtcJ:' a di.scuss:i.on ,;.,1it:h Ehrliclmv1n, Dean 
go.ve G1::1.y i:he politically s~ns:i.t:i.vc r~at~,~r:i.als f:fom Hunt I s 

;.\t a 1·,:_,~t:i.ng with P1.·,:::;·i_(\Cnt i>Ji.J:,;11 on .·r,,,.;,~ 30, Clark 
:'.:.cG1·egor 1·1as asked to take over as head of the Cornmittce 
i:o Raelect the President. Mitchell rasigned on July 1; his 
conversations with the President on June 30 and July 1 and 
2 probably relate to his rasignation, gronnds for and ar,ainst 
it, and its relation to the Waterg.q te bn,,:,k in. 
Priority: A 

(NOTE: According to both Ehrlichman and the Prasident, 
in July the two discussed e:<ecutive clemency and why it 
should not be discussed in the fnl.:nre :ts :.:~)plying t:o the 
~-:'a tcrgn. te defcndo.nts. (}~h:cl:i.ct11.i:.1n·· ·· ". T•~.: '.).':./.1.; Pre s.i.dent---
8/15/73 statament)). 

At 9:36 A.M. the President met with Dr. Kissfoger and 
Mr. Ehrlichman; matters of mutual concern probably included 
the national security considerations related to the Hater
gate break-in and burglars. 
Priority: B 

On July 6, at 10:04 A.M., FBI Director Gray met General 
Walters, who told Gray there was no reason why Ogarrio and 
Dahlberg should not be interviewed. A discussion followed 
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that Nixon should 1Je <-Jdv'Lf;crl t:h:.1t l l:r; i_,';~T i i~0 (;T:\_, n11d 

i:hat Nixon hinsclf W~T.·c~ vict:1-1TL~:cd liy ; : :~ i.l<! :r )1'~.r! 

staff. At 10:51 A.H., Cray tcl.e101'r,;':'.d ··,,,,,, .. •;·,,,,:, Ucl.Jfil.'; 
hL:1 thn.i: he :ii.:d FalteTs \-:·r!-[:c. 1n:bap1:y :"J: i !,1~ !:·:,5.t·e IIou:;2 
(' 1lnf1-u::i_1);) ~:ct :U:s ·r (](1_-u: f\:2:,:e: l"iC(~ U) Lh.e ~-··,-~ i: 't.d i.be CJA. 
r:1:·:y ~··?11;;.-:·-:i'"r'd rh:i~_; 1:\ ,_t.l_d f:1_;p,::~ bocb (J:i.'f·, '-1:i·.-;:1.t--:fons ,1nd 

tn.1, .'\,·\}.ng )~~cc. 

::',_.•cd.<3.c!lt:. At J.l:1.8 
r: ;·o , ,·1.-1:1 ld.s fe:(~1:ir.LS t:o the 
.H., ·)Jl tr~lr~phon(:d Gray to 

·--;:ulc1t1..~ ld.1:1 en i'.·.,~ f.'s Jl<::~ j_n dc:·11-:_1'(~ ,:·!•·lt ;:ir"! 
1 i[1g j_q ~~lll ?, , ;~(·_-; ,; .0. (;.·:.~y i 1.)1.d. ·;1 ; I i: ! <"'! 

•ii:·!:. 'd to f)):ing to the 1?1.:i:~sidcut's ;:< 11-r; ,.1 r,,>.J':, ;'.nd 
Cn 1 i (~rs 1 :Ceeling that people on Ni~<0n' 8 ;_~i . .:tfi: ,_.;(:! 1.,:! trying 
ico .i.njni·e lU,con through the use of the CIA ;end FJ3I. 
f'::-i.~-J1n i:.nld h:i_r1 11?,~.t, you conf·i.r:112 to cond.11c.t :;,ro1r1: ;~~.:\J:r::,-~ 
Si\·-2 Pl 1 d i:ll., ,r:11()1 .i1.;"-1 1·~:.;L·:,:,:1i_:_ic,q

0

11 (e,_-,-,J _;,::i·:'.~ ,/:) 
'J.'it~•.'Ot1St· .. c11i_: Ut~ J.":r: l.~!1:.~z:1.· of J.t)j')., ;\ ,. i.,·~-S 1){ ; ···) 

were rn;ide to the Watergate .defendants. On i.:bfs daf:<~, 
$32,000 was deposited in the account of. Ho;c;an and llarte,on 
f:or Howard Hunt. 
Prir,·cU:y: A 

AccorcU.ng to Ehrli.chman, on July 6 or 7, J. ')7 2, he 
and the President had a meeting dealing with the President's 
concern over possible J:eJ.at:to,ish:i.ps between the CIA and the 
\··aterr,ate affair. (E'.u:Uchc~n----TR:5291) 
Pdority: A 

Evidencing a continuing concern on the part of Charles 
Colson with his relationship to Hm;>a-cd Hunt, Col,.:on sent a 
meno to John Dean on July 7 indicating his lack of knowlcd::,c.i 
as to why Howard Hunt's office phone nuraber uould be list,ad 
as Colson's extension. Note that in a memo from General 
Walters to FBI Director Gray on the same date, Walters indi
cates that Howard Hunt was provided with false identification 
and devices in July and August of 1971. 

Note also that several days later, on July 13, Colson 
prepared a memo to Clark MacGregor on Democratic charges 
against Nixon, with suggestions for counterattacks on 
McGovern's positions. (CRP archives 730090380-381) It 
is probable these and other Watergate related matters were 
considered in the President's conversations with Hr. Colson. 
Priority: A 
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i/JJ>/72 G:i.vr:n i·l:e 1~n.1:ticipnnt:s in i~he .Tnly 1G 1.1::~c:t5ng, 

l /21/12 

7 /?.8·· 
7/29/72 

8/7-
8/11/7?.. 

it ·:i.s J.fkc.ly i:o have rcl.:1.ted to t:h1~ nc:<~e:-:::-d.\·y :'nd J.:..:nns 
ot kr;~pJue the pl.t1rnbers 1 0xi.stcnce ::H1d :-l!i.:L9:i.i:·iJ:s .1. ::::0.cr.et 
:1r,d oui: of the p.1_·Qss. 
2,··i(Y1·i i·y: C 

0n Jn.T.y ?.l, i.:hc 2:i.r:fddJ:rit i::~i.: \·Jith Hitcl.1(~11, Halderr'.an, 
nnd l_j.cc1v; il likely topi.c of: c,lnvcrsati.on <-:ould have been 
l'l'T, one of U1:: fc.·1:,1 ;_~)J'.:1S nf :,i-i. 1 :1.l. co11ccrn, nr. ~}-:lJ:;J:al 
cn1:1p.1.ign .s.ctivj_1:i.0.s. 
l':c:i_ority: A 

At the dinner meeti.ng on the same date, it is likely 
the poU.lcical. implications of Watergate wen, di,;cussed. 
Px·-i.01: i.i:y: · D 

l..lk'U(: tc-n c.}D.ys iuto July, 1972, KrtJ.1.·tb::cb bec'~1
.,.:~ 1:·•:1-

cerned about his raising money and distribul:i.ng it to the 
defend2nts. He decided to meet with Ehrlic: man to discuss 
the matter. l(alrnbach met with Ehrlichmc:n on .Jn1y 26, J.9/?., 
at v1hlch t:i,,, Ehrlichroan told KnL 0 ,11ach d1at be .-;as a\Jare of 
Ka.1mbach 1 s a.:;ignrnents, that Dc:c1n h.:id the r;.utho:city to 
onler the assignment and that the whole operation was proper. 

If the President were aware of such activities, par
ticularly as they related to Howard Hunt, it is likely he 
would have discussed them with Charles Colson. 
Priority: C 

During this period Kalmbach was keeping Ehrl.ichman 
appraised of his progress in raising funds for the Wateri,:ite 
defendants. Through July and August, Hrs. Hunt has in
dicated she received several payments for distribution a11d 
deposit. As Hunt was the principal beneficiary of these 
payments, it is possible they were discussed by the 
President and Colson. 
Priority: B 

8/14/72 During the period of the convention, a "plot was 

8/25-
8/29/72 

hatched" to have MacGregor make Watergate disclosures while 
the President was in Hawaii. (Exhibit 107) 
Priority: A 

Dean has testified that as early as mid-August the 
White House had learned that an iuvestigation was being 
conducted by the House Banking Committee into aspects of 
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the 'Watergate break in. 0!1 8/?.5 r:t·aff 1.nvcstigators r.;~1n2 
l:o t:be T~e;p11bl:i.c.:~n National Conv<:~ur::i.nn f:o :i.nt:ervicw Stnn~, 
who they finnlly spoke with on 8/30. 

!~l::.--.11:-J \:,n . .s :--.·cLuJi1lr:rt t.C? appear 011 ~ .... ,..,t)i.r',.1i.'-n't· 1.l:- befo·ce 
i:il(! <~1~!.:,)i.l:i1J~; :,,~·i.t),: lrJ i!,-i_s, discu~;s-if-:·1):-; .~J'(:! h,~Jd with 
·:_'::f,:,_·;._:·~n :~ud j·.1·-tr:,:/1-?l.l. · hc:i 1 i: i~he pl:oblcms of: ,::;p,_;[l .·,1n app,..-:ar
::~-;ce.. ~)L.c.11s d.Ld ~;')f: .:11)1:c.;;;-_· on the grounds !:hat it v-.1ould 
te clctr:im2ntal to the c:ci.I!1fnal inve·stie;ation proceeding. 
(D•·crn 3:'JS!:.--60) 

.:\c,;oJ:cLi.ng to D::a.11, 2s de:·.--1.nnds rni_· c::uey by i:t1c Pri.Le:-.c
c.;aLc {1.'.!1:.".rl1i;:.ni:s :Lncreascd t:h:i-:oL~zh .Jnly ;-:nd Augu.st, dis
cus,d_,J,rn 1:c,:0 held about usi.n3 $350,000 of pre-1972 funds 
For payu~~~nts. (As the existence o:E such a fund X.\~prcsent:ed 
a ;_,01:0.111:ial Cc,n1in.:i_f~n _.\ct v·i.ol_af··:)11 for Haldcr;,::n, Colson, 

,d :T,y,.,-:1:cd, c0ns:i tJ.::.:::1. rfon '·::1.:3 ::. "!.::co :;~;_,.-en UJ L';·.1 ft uight 
1_;·~;:i 1.l.y be ,Hsposed of.) 

Dm:ing the latter part of August, pressure was incr·ea.•;rcd 
when Hunt sent Colson a letter, which he turned over tg 
.John Dean. At t:hc1t time, Colson asked hi.s sec,:ci-nry, .Joan 
Ha J.l, to conUic. t Hunt and deliver a reass~1ri ng L''.°: :--;;sa3,e · on 
his behalf. (Dean 3:967··968; Joan Hall affadavit) 

(NOTE: On August 29 the President announced "Dean's 
findings" that no one then e;~ployed at the White House or 
in the adninistration was involved in the Watergate inci.dent.) 
Priority: A 

On September 8, the President met with Clrnrles Colson 
immediately followed by John Ehrlichman and Egil Krogh. 
It can be anticipated that his conversations dealt at least 
in part with the l·Jhite !louse plumbers. 
Priority: B+ 

Immediately prior to this period, Dean had received a 
Presidential request from both Haldeman and Colson, ordering 
a series of lawsuits be initiated to counteract the DNC 
civil suits. 

On 9/11 Dean submitted to Haldeman a memo detailing 
these potential suits; he later saw the memo had been initialed 
with a "P" that indicated review by the President. (Dean---
3: 956) 

At a cabinet meeting on 9/12, Kleindienst stated that 
the investigation of the Watergate was the most intensive 
effort since the assassination of JFK. (President's 8/15/73 
statement) 
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It should ;1.l:::o he noted that the ind.i.ct;;;::~tits ,;·:CTe 
1':.·:1{"ct·ed to Lei h··nclt':d d0~1n nn Scptc.r:iber 15; this w:is p-co
bnbly a r·ord.c. of r:onnidc:i~able concern. 
f:ci.u:.:fLy: /\. 

J/J~)//2 011 9/lS/ /2, .iudicl.,i·.::~ni:s CtJl." l.hc sf':ven Hatcrgal:e b1rq~ta .. .:a 
we,·c h:rndcd du::n. Tater that day the P,:(' nJ.dcnt met with 
.folrn Dean and H. \{. Hnlden,an, and nc,co1:cl.i "g to Dean, the 
P:iJ:~_;:i.denl: c()r:;~:..,0 f"t1J_:1.i·c:d h:i.n on doin3 A. ;:}~:nd Jnb And indicated 
1::1r-'L ~'(~ ·.;:•.s n,_:1_:-····.•d th:_? case l!n.d ::::t:c1.,i'::(l '.rU.h l.:i1ldy. 11 

l."I1cy df~:,~u·;~('d t.:-,1~ (: .. ::Ld.d,1.l cnses and civil C[.l,80S -.1nd the 
l-'11r:entj_al bcnxJngs bc~ore the Pattman comF1ittee. At one 
point :tn the convers:1t:i.on, Dfcnn recalls the President telling 
him to keep a good li_.r;t n( U.1~ p .. :css people eiving the 
r:dr;i:i.nistrati.on trouble, !;o U,,:y (~()uld 1Y'l\e life difficult 
for them after the election. 'Ch~:! conve)_·:.at:i.on also touched 
on the use of the Internal Revenue Service to a t:tack admin
istration enemies. (Dean 3:957-59) 

(i,:OTE: On Septc>cs1ber 19, four days 1 .. '.,.f:,,r, a ic,:cuo .from 
Dor.othy lfon t to Wi. l.U.,•m Bittrnc1n i.ndi..c,~ t,, s 1·tia t "he had 
received a call h:om "i·lr. Rivers" (Anthony Ulasewicz) and 
arranged to pick up $53,500 from him.) 
Priority: A 

J.0/5/l?. On October 3, two <'ay•o previo·1sl.y, a vof:c for snbpoena 
r1y,.,rc:!r by the House )32n!<i.ng and Cu:crr:ncy Curn .. ii_ttce i·,1as de
feated ,ifter a major lobbying effort by the Administration. 
During this period, John Dean received a memo from Ehrlich
man indicating that Herb Kalmbach 11as thinking ahead to the 
possibility of the matter of privilege being raised, and 
had suggested there should be a written retainer arrangement 
in existence in advance. 
Priority: B 

10/17/72 The Washington Post reported on 10/15/72 that Donald 
Segretti had named Dwight Chapin as one of his contacts. 
This was followed by a 10/23/72 Time magazine report that 
Segretti had been hired by Chapin~ and Strachan and paid 
by Kalmbach; the report also indicated the FBI had begun it's 
probe of Segretti because of contacts and phone calls with 
Howard Hunt. 

NOTE: Records of Hogan and Hartson indicate a deposit 
of $20,000 was made to the account of Howard Hunt four days 
before, on October lJ. 
Priority: B 
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10/??..·· i·':rs. 1T.n11l: ,~::lJ . .-,(i. ,Tr::111 :Tall on ·)_0/7.?., ccF1pJ.ain:i.ng tl•at 
·'-;"1.·1t1?. sd.i ::1d::,; : .. ~(]. f';,·,-q ".(J:;. i·,) :'.·c 1_7 :1,; ;_;~ 1l:~((',.1r.iants i..:>,1t 

twd t,()I: !·.: ,"'11 )·:<~t. ;_::·.r:s. r~,;)·tt ·i_r,ll:i.c:1.t··-:-il i:'.l·'L ::~~:: ~-:onld call 
:\s<1in ()i.1 ·10/24. 'fhis j_nfo:Cf:.,,.,;::.on, :i.n ··,'1~.i;·~ ,n ;rJ 1: :·i.ng 
·,.'(~l."ly0d Lo Ch:1rl1=:s CoL::::on, ~HlS p·-1.!:1ocd en t_~) ,'-:.:-,;;1 ;, '·,.,. 

:i.orLt:y: A 

10/24/72 Acc0rding to }Iitchell, he, the Prcsi,lcnt, EhrliclITTan, 
c;.-;,1c:~J1.y, i'!:.'.cG:c, CqJ;:;1:;n, ~-!r1.1r_~(':r 1:-Jn, ;:~nd 1-;1,.t:t0.rficld 
l-;·1.d a ··.~Lillg en ·1 2 c-_:i:,.,,·:i:i1~.n~ ~-:;Jl:i_t·i_,:-·.l ··ci L'..c·U:·;_e:s, 
Eatergate, and Lh.c~ i.,<Jssibilily U1,".t th(; 1?.:,-:•;i_1_~",1i.: :;l1t;11.ld 

appoint a special commission (with Gene,·, lly ., 1c::o,aber) to 
Luvest'i,::te h'atergate. (Mitchell 1>1,:::,/J.0/73 p. 10) 

:n.-·i r:y: A 

i_i_/()... J.c:,:: Ca_,, ·.r.:0~1:0 :_;r;!nt a ·i"··-=:1.:0 Lo 
11/15/ /2 Donald N:i.xon L:h:t,::~-:le11ing i_:llc d.lt,clo~:h·c of cash cont:ribut-tons 

unless legal proceedings against ICC nnd l0S ,-:rer:e dropped. 
Hitche.ll lertrned of this n-'3no, and t: \·7:i.l h su,.11s r)n J\:ove:ti1-
be:c 5, to ct1·_sc11~s cit:-1r1;:-;e:s .i_11 t:hc ~;r.:c 1·, ··)J :.i1.1t. (~-'-''.G 1_11dict.·~ 
rceni:)) 

On l.l./10, Dean met with Segretti in California, record
ing their conversation. On 11/12, at the request of Ehrlich
rnan' s assist2.nt, Dcrin .flew to FJ.orida c1cnd pl,2yed the taped 

D1-n:·i_t1[:; U15-s ·::.:r··ci.od > ;_<,_·s. iiLnl: :1.1.1(; .,,c~;e..r:a l ;~:_:ouc. ca_lls 
to Colson' s sccreLary, Joan Ha 11, disr.ussing the need for 
money so that Hall might pass it on to Colson and get so1i1e
thing done about it. Also during this ti.me, Howard Hunt 
contacted Charles Colson directly .•rnd asked Colson if he 
would be willing to talk to Hunt's att,i,:uey. At this time, 
Hunt also indicated that financial cor:,nite1cnts ,,,ere not 
being met, that money was necessary, and that now that the 
election was over someone should be concentrating on cleaning 
these problems up. (Exhibit 152) 

At a meeting with Haldeman and Ehrlichman on 11/l.5, 
Dean played a tape of the previous conversation between 
Hunt and Colson and informed them of new and increasing 
demands for money being transmitted from Hunt's lawyer to 
Hr. O'Brien. Dean then flew to New York and met with John 
Mitchell, again playi.ng the tape and relating the demands. 
(Dean---3:968-970) 
Priority: A 
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1_1_/1'.J-- In 1;.~LC: ;•Tc~·,, ·;.h""!r, 'fald(~J:1'10 i~old 1):"'('!l ;:;,~ ::?·ces:idcnt 
IJ(:'.'1,/F) ·,:d!-::h0d 1.:0 ;1,;t ,·:id ,)f: P·,:c.•.·r~:)LC? :i.nd y._:J_;11·"·i·1 1.;~;~:'::l"[; by 

J.2/1-
1.2/:ll/72 

12/5/72 

1:-;_yii;g tb~;·,1 nr: 0 q; \,:'.·:~q J)::r:1.1 :,-:;,_:,:1.1 !li:Cd ld.s :io1F,):, "''{l'..ion on 
1·,·.,; -, r·-r:.1.'Lr H:IJ.dt_')_·:·:1 ";·;c,"._:(l f.~)- ·.i.: .·.t cJj_d 11of-: ,: ;·n be 
.l ·,. • -i, 1

:~ ~1l::i_0n. I~nlc:: . .-.:,,-,;1.11 t:h::n ··\·;<l T'i~::i.n t.o · '.•'"! ,1 

-:,,-;i·: ,;1 ,'i,·i:, :i..nchHlinE; a nc!U 1 ~:-.,.i.: r1n i:hc <.>'· ··i.i."t 
~:';~Lt·,:.,:. , .. :i,., 1.?/5, Dc~::.n submittl:~d ::ti.ch :1 d.-i.·.-ift to i~:11.i.~J !.::,11. 

(Dean ·····J:.')fj/) 
Di,;:_;,~:1 i':;_..-, r-~~.:·Jod, 1-~.i:s. H11nt told r·•.' 1.:J 7-~cC.01:d that 

·:.:. ~Jo .... ';)·,:d :~1 -ii: 11 .. id c1.:_ci·;:J:,!d r.t J.r:Lt:c-c ··:i.J:i.ch ,:._::1.h;r;;~ci tf 
:r:11.'--11:·1 i:be ,,fi.1-Lt.c 1:011..:;c ,)ui: of the \i/.:J. tcr. 11 

For:e that Charles Colson tendered his resignation to 
d1e ·p1:·esi.dent on December 2; conveJ:sat:ions on No\,r:ubcr 29 
·~11d .30 r.·r:;,_y '.-;:'\~~ ·1:c<t.::1. f-.~d i~o f·lvu:. 
','.,).>.".;i_.y: ,\ (Jif.'J.11jl:;); :1 (!;/:.) 11/··.-) 

Colson clai1.1s he <l:i.scusscd the cover--up with i.:he Prcs
i.dont rluci.ng this period; Hunt began to put on increased 

. ~ r:1:11·,_·c ro:c support P ·id funds; ~lhi.te J!.9_nsc ~0~1r<::~ s ... j~,r··i_!-.~>} 1:t?. 
;·:1,:! I',.t:.'-;idr:'.1t 1._s F:O~_t __ ~·:,.~J_!:~:!~<:i t~bJ11t: 1:.n..1:~s (,1,,1 1:his . .1::.r:.t9q. 
·Prior{ty: A 

On December 5, Dean furnished Haldeman wi.th a draft of 
a public pf:atc>n:c-nt on Writergate. Betwre"n Decenber 5 and 13, 
21 :·Jr::;-.,;:n ;·~··.,-:r:: .i.t: 1:0 ~<l1;.-l:i.c!r1:1::n 1+::I10 in LP•ll :)~\1C~ it to 
:,~c::1.gJ.r~r. 0,1 l~/J.3 ;:n.J.d.c;!A.n, Dean, l·.~t)Oj_·e :.::wl '.l.;~:i.g)J:'.C lij_::.;cuf_;sr.>d 

t:hc pro1:oscd stl'te;;,2nt and decided that nothi.ng should be 
uac:e pnbli.c. ("l'R: 2253-55; 2674-75) 

. Priority: A 
(12/19/72) (;-:o-1_'E: On Dccer.1ber 19, Cbarl.es Colson l.ef:t the h'hite 

12/25-
12/30/72 

House, Note that, following this, Colson had no 1:outine 
responsibilities or reporting duties to fulfill; contacts 
with the President continued to be frequent and extended, 
and may be assumed to have dealt with the issues and items 
,.1ost important to the President,) 

McCord has testified that, during the month of Decem
ber, the Watergate defendants were subject to intensive 
pressure, urging them to falsely claim for purposes of 
defense that l-,atergate was a CIA operation. McCord stated 
that on 12/?.1 and 12/26 he was contacted by Bittman (through 
Alch) with such instructions. Further, Mitchell has 
testified that between 12/20 and 1/9, he had learned that 
Dean had instructed Caulfield to contact McCord. 
Priority: A 
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J')/''0/12- Dt1:d1;,1 1.:,.c, ">·;0c,k of Dto.c.·:·'c,;: )';, :',:{\Ji·rl Hroi-,, a 1,,ttor 
J./3//3 t:O f: 1 1dJi.;~Jtl, ·,i.~.,-.-1.ng th::: .. t, n\f. ~i;,:; (:r) r,:;,:·~;LW.dC 1-h2 

~}:,f":(~J.:.'.,;:.u~ (/J'.{,:,.:.5.-::.:t:; to b1,q1i1c the CT.\· :·1,t· i·!_·11~ hi."t~:1-k :i.n did 
\JOt ,~:.:'.:,~, 1'-.·,·,:.'j i, ·,;::~ -t_q i·!·.f! for.'(!:;t _:i·!-1. ::".1_f1

•
11 

J./3-
)/g/n 

1/8-
1/17/73 

1/20-
1/24/73 

(Fx:1 i_h}.i.: ~:/:.--)')) 
(\1 J.?/3J., Y~Diii: ,.,,_ ); __ '. ::1) C:)J.;~;on, ::.s\·1.ng i:i::~i: CnJ:;on 

speak w:U.:h Hunt's o.t:Lo1.T:::y, Bii~.tL!.'~.n; f:he J.etl.:cr also P.sks 
Colson to rca.l:i.zc the rea;-:ons :!:or I-h111 l's guilty pl2A.. In 
a 1/7./73 t ·1 :·1J D:::1.11, ,;Jitl.i a ct);_,y ')f U1at }(~f ;:01: :1 U·,,.,,-'.··'.•1, 
r.01.i~nn ···\g, : -.,;,., ,; :~:-!t th:'! I12:ll d.1J I do?'' (,<'·.11·;_1,;.i: ··;1: .. ;.,.·;) 

2r.lo1:it.y: .\ 

Acc.01:ding to Dea.n's i--:c.si.::i_r.::10,-17, r1;h·rl:i.cb::::1n ,'lnd Colson 
WATC. ... n1:\·,· d i. 1.1 ,1~ ;;r.1,~r:·ir:1,1,3 n{ i·i_· . .- ~ 1"'.~.<: 1: Lc.y ,;,Jith the 
P:i~r::s:i_()_:·-,_,;·. 1. n .T: ~:1·.:.}.j J ;: cl S. 

Col:,·.H1 ·.·.:t s;·1i.;·h /.:r.1-r:·-;_n un .J<ti1i1:1.).:y 1, l 1J/3. •;u .h:.n1-v1.-t'Y SJ 
Colson 1'1Cet with Doan and Ehrlichman indicatiug Le had 
spoken with Bittman and given him general assurances of 
cle,~.ency. Colson had further told Bitt:,,v:rn, "A yea,: is a 
long ti.me." (Dc~,n- .. ··'fi,: 2270·· 7l) 

On Janunry 6, Dcn.n called Liddy to expJ.a:i.n ,,_:.by Lid.dy 
had not been called by Krogh; Liddy at that i:ine said h.e 
hoped there would be money forthcoming :for his lawyer. 
(Dean stateraent) 
I'1:io:i. 4 ity: A 

Colson discusses executive clemency. 
HcCord is contacted by Bi.ttroan on January 8. On the 

saI:Ie day, nnd ag~1.in on the J.2.t:h, ]/1-f":h nnd 15th, Caulfield 
spoke 1·:5.l:h i ... ~.-~co\:d :_~;:;()11i: a ,'j11.iJ.ty pl:.:a; C.-!ulf:i_eld inCerred 
interest and co,1ce,:n in "hj_3h pJ.;1ccs," (lkCord 5/18/73 
statement) 

On January 11, Hunt pleaded guilty in Di.strict Court. 
Following this, on January 15, Barker, Sturgis, r.onzalez, 
and Martinez plead guilty as well. 
Priority: A 

On 1/19/73, in response to demands on the part of Hunt 
that financial commitments be met, Kalmbach was again asked 
to raise money for the Watergate burglars. Kalrabach refused 
to do so. (Kalmbach testimony) 
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1/?5· 
?./U/73 
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J11n:.i.r,g r:h:f.s p~r:i.oct Canlfj_c ld h:couzht to T):-.:;ln J-JcCord' s 
,;.-. ·> "·:,::3:~"1.·d.:il:r, J.r!~Ci..:n:·d int:crccpi:rrl phone calls to .!"o:,:r::d.gn 

,. ,1,;,.:,,;i,,s. (f),,:'.n s1·:.u:,,,,,0n1:) 

~i;·,1i: ::.i.1:::,l )? 11.,()(:() f·r) jl·i.s .. ~.~1':',:,1Jt: 0n l/?A./73. 
·. ,:1.( ,.·i Ly: A 

(Dnr:i.ug this p ... '!.ci.od it appcrit·s i}~,1 c:1J\a'1.'.)." np hr1.(l h2~un 

lo coi~ic ap~rt, and tbe President turned i:o Cb..-u:l::.s Colson 
:'01: ,,,,.·,d.<:<'. (S,A.)) 

'>1 :·/·(~ ;; ; .) 1.i-: 1-::~:Co:i:e ::c!nf.'r"11c:i.np;, Gan1Fi...?1_d t\ _ _::1 ;.11 

C.')!)i. ·.c:i cl ·.\J\.,.,:,.l .::nd 1:.::.:qc~.·2d or:f>:).'$ 0£ (:XC:icut:ive cL.:;".,:~!:cy. 
CaulJ:i.c d t:oJ.d lfcCo:cd he \·:as, 1'fouling up the game plan.n 
(HcCord statement) During the Gray hearing throu3h Feb
:cuA.ry o:f: 1973, G:.-:ay' s tc~ st:L·;nny J".'C[;,.u:d.:i.ng evidr~ncf! turned 
1.)VC!t' t:Q L'.ic F:GI '..::-1.s cons:i.dej:c•:d ·veY:y Ecn~d.Live. (?_1 . .1c!st5.nns 

of c::zecui.::i.ve privilege v.'ere also raised ,,:hen the post3.i.bjJ_:i.ty 
of Presid<~ntial Aides being called to testify became 
apparent. The investi3ation of the Hatergate break in by the 
FBI, .:ind t.:hc 1}!{<:sl::i.011 of \·;ho nt U.1c ~1:1:U.:G rrous~ 1-..1.-:i.s apprniscd 
,,:.nd L,-,:n:f. 1..-.~_(.i ·iq ;;•:1""h -~ltl ·i:.:;,·, -i·.5:_.,:'.i·.··,,}, .:,·,~ pr:.~,·· :Ji"J.!d A.S 

1.s:-~1!,~ ·;. :1)t,·,:.i.i\g i::1fs pt~:i:.;.od, ~1Lld ;_ti.e ~-.~, 1: :.ud i t.<·::<.d.rt t:ely 
preceding it, discussions arnong the key tJhite IIot·se staff 
and with the Prcsi.dent, probably dealt at least partially 
with the FBI's role in the investieaU.on, Gray's role and 
act:Jvj_t:L~s, the <1,.-~;;tr:1.1ction of c.vicL:nce, executive µrivclt:;';c.~, 
and :celai.:cd j_r.;f:nc:s:.:;'On ?./5/73, cb.air1Jan Ervin introduced 
the resolution to create the Select Committee. From this 
date until the defeat o:f: all amendraents and the naraing o:f: 
Cor:miittee members scve,:al days later, Dean indicated of 
meetings and discussions c:i:.ong the ,;ttitc 1-~ouse sta (f. 
revolved around means of tc.upcring the Coru:.1it:i:ee I s wandate 
and performance. (Dean stateraent) 

The President himself has indicated that his interest 
in Watergate rose in February and March as the Senate Com
mittee ,,as organized and as hearings were held on the Gray 
norainations. During this period, he began to meet fre
quently with Dean in connection with these matters. 
(8/15/73 statement} 

On 2/9/73, Dean met with Director Schlesinger of the 
CIA regarding the retrieval of certain Watergate evidence 
from the Departraent of Justice. Prior to this time, Dean 
had learned that photographs linking Hunt to the Fielding 
break in had been turned over to the department; Ehrlich
man sought the retrieval on grounds of National Security. 
(Dean statement) 
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Jn J_:-1r·(~ :i?r::bJ~n,1.ry, Walt<;;:·.s i·1)lcl ·(;.,.., ..... n ;.t v:r.uld J·nt to 
'J~:;:i,bJ_e lo.-i: ':~ CTi\ to ·,_·c!Lcfcve :-:t:d.1 .:-_,_111:·•,1(;2. 

Pr.i_or.i.ty: A 

?./J/:/F3 Col_rr:n ;; 1-:,,'; ;_i._:::. (:l·1-i.,,·:d U.•nt C1!ci,:j i1i:-; ·::t:i.11g, 

!';! l1Xf/:':d UH! r ... ,::.lc·i_r:;_:.~it \.J) ,:i·,·,:,; !'-LU:ct":..cll to . ii: !:·-i_s 

•1.·ole in the bur..·glarly. He s.'.::.ys Ni.:o:on 1 s r.·crnn.1·\-.s pr:nvc he 
knew no i-:.1ore 2bout the burglary aud cover up tbc:ln he has 
publid.y :1(1:'-d.l:J-c:d. (Ye,, Yo:('~ T'rr:c,s c,·,:Ucle, 6/1.0/7.1, 
news fiJ.n ?3/~5) 
PriorHy: A 

(}_./J.6/73) (NOTE: Nixon met with Pnt Grny ,:.,,;a;:,Hng 1:he no,;1iu:1, 
t:i.on ro:i: fgJ :1)--r,.·,:,;_·/·n:r:-. "d: 1·11:i.r; j··> ~ bt; i) l.11 (>: iy he 1.-~;s 

Y,~1.1-r •l i\!; 1<:rf_ ·1)-:·, "(~j·,)J~ "d'. 1·-1:3 1;~01J: ,-n:y. 
(Grny J,d:: 'i)) 

2/21/73 On February 19 or 20, Haldeman requested that De,:in 
draw up an·.· agenda for a meeting w5 .. th the Pi:esident rc
g.:trding crti:t:~:,_'S \,:h-f.r.h t:he Prc~si.d.l~.ut ':hould :ceflP.ct on 
as a ri:r;uJ.t of tlv~ La Co'..1f:a 1:'r~ci::1-ngs ,::nd snbscr:,1-•.-:nt events. 
This was a lik<oly topic on Februar.y 7.1, 1973. 

The next day, February 22, Halder.1an requested Dean 
p1:epare a briefing paper for Hi:. Nizon's rneet:Lng th,it day 
,;,~d.th Atto)~ncy C2\~c:ca.l K.1P}n\11.r~n1;t:. Halder.1an, .:tnd es
pecially F.hrlichman, had cor.iplrtined about Mr. Kleindienst's 
passive role in the investigation and prosecution. (Dean-··
TR: 2308) 

There was an effort to bring Kleind1_enst back into the 
family i:o p.r:n1~cct the Hbit:e House in c;ise further crii"Jinal 
investizat.i.0.1s sbould lead back there. The White House 
wanted favorable, active direction from the Attorney General. 
(TR: 2307-09) 

That talking paper is Dean exhibit 34. It explains 
that Kleindienst should be asked to remain in office until 
after the Watergate hearings have passed; the White House 
felt it could not afford a new Attorney General to handle 
the potential problems. (Dean TR:2975-76) Haldeman told 
Dean that exhibit 34 had been reviewed by Mr. Nixon (TR:2309). 
Priority: A 

2/27/73 On February 27, Dean had his first l{atergate meeting 
with the President since September 15. At this meeting, 

the President discussed his conversation with Senator Baker 
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:~ 1 :d /\ f·. r:o \.T:;-:. y (':-~1.1'.! ?::~ J. Kle; f ud.:i.?.n ~; i:. '!'hi} P·1:·' i:d.d.2.n t ;:i r:;~_::cd 
1):-.an t,.1 i.'i~r,.:n:t dfn~,::f:ly :·o hit":1 i.n i-; '! (pi:11·,_c~, "nd cni.it_;'. 1.t:uJ..1.t-· 
0d hin en die~ e>:c~J.J.c"nt job Dean hn.d <3.,~111~ in <3(':lJ.ing ··with 
i·l:c~ 1·~nf:~rG:',te :i.~,;t:._1:~. ( 1)c~,:,: ··· 04 3:991··9?.) 

(",,OT!•~: '1.'h.,~ ::.:-r;i:iug \·ri.i:11 the l't·esi.d.r~nt, Fll:c]Jch1;1:a1, 
·" ucl Yfi.J:f:; :i.t is unc J_c,::. r: i;,:i.irJ 

1)Iitt" is, bnt i.t r;l_1ould be. 
,_,'cnl.1.r:d i.-:!::it ,q Hrs. Hitt is on Che board of the Nixon 
1?01I!-:t1 :-11-::i.on :1-10. a Hr.. Hitt \·1as invotved in the funneling 
uf c:·•.irT; f.~L1 F::11d.s r:o \Ji UJ!Li: Hills•) 
:CJ:i.o.t·j_f.:y: A 

?./?:3(13 Acco1:dfog to t,\e \i[d.tc House, DP,•\IJ t.ol.d th,~ l?r:r>,d.u•·,nt 
on February 28 that there was no Whi.te House involvcraent 
in the Watergate, that Maurice St.1ns t--1as a victim of 
,::.i.rct:nstance:s, And that Col!.:·:on \·::1 3 a l.i.:;htnf11g i:Od bcc.cu1se 
of his .i.'(~p:~i:;4-tJon. (F.yJifh'i.i: "!(\;\) 

Dc~.:...~.n r.>Latc.s Lhat he Cold U1c Pi~csidcnt:, he (D(:.an) 
'\,as also involved in the post J11ne 17 activities regarding 
lfatergate" and described to the P;:esident "why he had 
1::~·ll prohl0ns. 11 The P·1:er::i.dcnt ,.·nuld. not: t•.cecpt. his 
;'.n:-d.ysis, :11~d told be h,ctd i~O such rn·ohlci,-1s. 

The President also asked what part, if any, his brother 
had played in the Vesco affair. (Dean---3:992-93) 
Priority: A 

3/l/7.3 On 1f:!1:ch l, Dean n:ct uith the P.r:esidcnt to 1n:cpare 
f:or an upco1--aing press co11.Cr~:r.-ence. At this 1:j_rne, the 
question of why Dean was sitting in at FBI interviews was 
anticipated. According to Dean, the President asked him 
to gather r.,atei:ial rer;ardi.ng the uses and 
abuses of the FBI by previous adninistrations. The Fhite 
House account does not include this request, but indicates 
the President did ask Dean to prepare a report. (Dean---
3:993-994; exhibit 70A) 
Priority: B 

3/73 (NOTE: According to Ehrliclunan, in March of 1973 he 
had a discussion with the President on the Ellsberg burglary 
and on the need for security. (Ehrlichman---TR:5919-5920)) 

3/6/73 Dean states that around March 4 or 5 he told Ehrlichman 
he thought it would be difficult to win a court test of 
executive privilege regarding Dean's communications with 
Nixon because Dean seldom met with Nixon and had very few 
conversations which could be protected. Following this 
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3/cl/73 

3/10-
3/11/73 

3/13/73 
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f:Oli\/r~·i:·.,_'i\Li-~n ·;i_i·h F::u.-li.cli::·.:~n, n,~: q 1 t';/'il i:• 0.r:;Li.11}1 ,1.:1d 
;_,,~11d_1·;g 1)ii::t In· "u r:_1·:_1 ·i: d \g ·,.,,.y, :1 1: l)L~o~1's 
i_·::c;ur::;i:. ("r;~:'./~~/.0 -)J.) 

C:1 1-.f;~:i:ch 0, i);":~~1 .,,:a Ute. :!it .:i: d {J.·j_f_;cu:-~r~'~d 
execul.:Lv1.:! l>:;:_i.vclcr_::/~-Lidrl.~lJ.,1(:s, :i::-:;;r)lvJ,,g ;.i :it ;:L_ ~y t~l:.c111l1l 

(·over fo:i·::;.:r ;;r; \·:ell .::ls cu,.:.:,.:iiL VhiLt; L'.c.Lu:e c "i'lc;-c..:.:;s. 
CR~J1i.~>i.t ;C.\:\) 
l:'i:1n,. i.;:y: H 

011 · :,:Th / .-::~n.l.t \"/.U~h Gt,'.y 1 
!.> .t i '. ": , ~11.'1 ; 

Coh1adttee. The Presi.dcnl.: ·.:-as c,:.i.L:i.c:tl o{ C:(:JJ, n.ud 1_11 .. 
structcd Dean Lo tell i:il;. /,_1·;·1)).'t1ey Cc.ne.r:al Lo cut off Gray 
frou fx::u1inr; ov:~r 2ny '~, , :,:, i: t';; Le _::cpnJ_·i":s ,i·o t.h0. 
,Ti1 rl rc:·! .::;:y r~f)!;, ii_ u:,··c~. .3: ) 

The \;~1Lt,~ EiJHU2 I ·11,,'t.' :11i: J.~, 1' .. li.:1.t T':.-;:-:11 :·;jiiti Li)l.d. t..hr.! 
President the h'hite '.·?iJS clean. (Exhibit /OA) 

Exhibit 10?., a tape r.ecord:i.ue of a conver:..;ation 1x~tv::Cen 
Gray and Fh 1:J.iJ.'.hcnn D'.l .1/7 or 3/8, j_ndicrtt<:'s tlint l)c',...,n nnd 
Fh:i:1::.\::-. '!l : tl lJ ·,·,u,::.1.; t.:l:i (1:"JE.~::d Dean's L'" · j:-:•i,r_; \;!_i·h i 11,~ 
P,:esi(j_1:ni:. 
l';:iori. t:y: B 

De.~~n si:aLf;s thP.t tbis I~<:t~f::i.ng .:.igain dealt with Gray's 
p:L'O\dd:tn;_; .i:iJ.cs to Uu~ .Juc.lic.i.,:i:y C1J1.:,.d.ti.:ces; i hr.:! \~\i_i:r:! 

House indicates the President asked at this c.::i.1 r· "~1cLh1~r 
Chapin had assisted Segretti and had been told lie hPsd toot. 
(Dean---3: 996; Exhibit 70A) 
Pd.or.j. ty: B 

On J:h:cch 10, the :h:csi.clc.L1t phouc~d John Dean regarding 
the issuance of a staler,,ent on executive privilege. This 
was issued on l1arch 12. (3:995) 
Priority: A (JDE and CCC); B (Dean) 

At this Iileeting between the President and Dean, with 
Haldeman present for part of the conversation, Dean testi
fied executive privilege was discussed, and that he had 
told the President of the money demands of the convicted 
Watergate defendants. The President cor.:c,ented that $1,000,000 
should be no problem, and asked 11,10 was primarily responsible 
for such demands. 

34-966 0 - 74 • pL 1 - 22 
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Th~ \':,:·C;sfcl;:nl: nlso i ,'"'.ni::ioiH~d that Il11nt h,-=:..d ~-.. :.en 
-J.,:::d r:~--~"c11i:i_\/:.'"! cJ.r:;·:'.H'!y, <'ntl t:!1.:1.i.: he had clf~-:r11s{;'.:c.l 

i".Lc ·,·J.Li".0.J. ".Fi.i·h Col;>.n1 ;HHl 1<',f1.1:J.JcL+.i:~n., (D0an···p~-3:9':)5) 
i'.c:~n.1:ii:y: A-:-

3/J.l:-/ /3 '1':,c l?;:·c,_;j_dent: and Dc:an cUscus:;cd u 1 .• ·,·., i.c1g p;:ess 
c.onrcrcnce and the issue of L~::ccutive p,:tv1J::;:r-:. 'J.'he 
l.,_ccsidont al~o rai0<:=d the q112st:ion of how to 3et rt.on 
7(._'-:-..·."i_.·~:._r __ : .• _1

1
.J~.-c (1:f:f: i:h{": h.1:-nlz ,Jn 1.,~:1Lc:~q~.:1te :celntcd 'F'r~:~i:~nt1'.~. 

. ..J:')"::,) 
·v!_·::\)J:iLy~ A 

3/15/73 Follow.ing a press conference, the President met with 
Dr.arr0.nd ;.~no:r~~. They d.iDcossc.d tlle press conference nnd, 
<''.cc~o:i:ding Lo T::h:f IJ} T'.,:;\1.sc. n_t·,-:onnt:s, r~solved to 11.~;:~ H,-.~ i.. 'i_,.t',·· 

l-J.on o_i: lJO\,e~cs11 1:aLher than e:<ecutive p:c.i.v:i.J,~~~e L,:;::i··.d.inlogy 
(Exhibit 70A) 
Priority: B 

(Not.e·that 3:00 P.M. to 4:1+7 P.l1. F,-cc,U.ng should be 
on j':.f.:p~c:£1 1.5 :,:,:1tJ1.r.~:,: l~~i;Jn U:1 ,.ch 1.5) 
Priority: A 

I 
I 

continu.ed 
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·.-.,:~,! 1r:1:tte ::,J:tt;c Li_1..\i.cates t~1c i'",·:;::i,\'.•!!: net: ,Tith il0;1.n 
a,·d i:r·.fterat:,~·1 h:is opr·ositlon to t~1~ use of r.::w lt:n ri·:\:s 
\y U:~ Jit,1-i 1~:i '", i·y C(r,n:U: r:ec. :!e al~.-o .sn,;:(;';i:P,.l 71.;:,n 1 ~, j=e:;>ort 
~)!°! ;'(~•~n· <:-::·t~Yi.i::.1~ \; ~':l. ;'lJ?t,1;1-=.f"i I:; '!),:;"".n :inr' i.c<!l·.·il. (·1·<~ -~nt.i:·H~J.), 
r0,J_ca~0. uf: :, · 1 ·U-:.c~l ;·,;1 ,)1.'I: 11!.;:ht ;1J:ej~u1i.u~. t\e 1::t:}<ts of 
L-moccn.t pcopJe. 

J:n h:t-; r,~tatenent, ,..\:A.n r1(;~~cl {!1c.d ti"d.s 1:cc.tJ.~10 ,1S dfs
.-:.11::-~:dr;~ ·-:i.th ?i.r>:p;J.cr ~:::ttu~s to h,_! roJ .. 1.r::'.'C:<1 ,,~) '':\ :,'.'"t•:r.· t71G 
:n-c··vJ.C,'l.S ·T:_i.y1 c; n!.'f"~!.'.S ;~n:1:::-1'.l"('.r;r,0.. (r'~-:~·if.bjt 7:L\; ''r:· .. 1. -'):''•)(>) 

Prior:i_ty: A (Cobon c~ll) 
ll (remainder) 

>ir'.:;.n dcsc1:i~)~;r; tl15..'. :1c-::-!ti.ng ,1s a TP.la:,.-:P:d, rc1a:1h1.fn~ 
1'(Y. -,-:··,i:i_n,1. (.l: 1·-1::~); ;:•,,~ ~~'.,U:c ·•,y_: ,·,-.h.~:~ :~1-:v1:1·.1l 

;·,\,fc::> ,F:;u.i(·:_c,1. lt:t:;, -,: : ·-:~ i·.o t.,:11 i_h :.t ;C.\, 1,J_·,~~'«•: 1.L.oi.)' to 

Uds ne:c-:U.•1:1, the r:u-:::, l,(r,.nt h.-1,l .~n .. ,~c a LOLI'! on a lff'?.SS 
survey contaiaj_n3 .:i.n art:i.c1c alledgjn3 ll'},ite Pause involve
ment for follou-up. At the Fiecttng, :1e~n sua3c.sted aga:i.n that 
they f:ri.ng out 19'5fl !Ju3~i.n3 ;:i.;.1.d t~1c ?rr::sident anrl Kle5.:1rl:f.r.rst 
h.2.d JJ):v.{::~(1 11f<·l ;J~~.'.:1.L~~:t 5 .. t. S,::veni.1 nn:,12s ~ .. -f!re c!i.sc.ns~].-:.1~ as 
r,or-:sil,J.y sHbj(':'et to titt~1ck; r:olson, -~alrlc·.:'lf'.n, E~n:lJck-i.in, 
JatcLcll, and :'kan, hiNself. T!-1.e President asked ~en.n point 
:)lank if he kne~v about the planned Cre:.ik·-in in advance; 
Dean said Po, there. pas no actual \~1ite !Iouse involve:1nnt 
rc::-:;tn-\U.e;s of '-'-PY!.3.ra:;.ces 2:-,cc?t :--.ossi-~.1ly Str~c1:an. Dean 
told t:.c I'res:l'.,Jw1t, ::c?.:;ni:l~r had r,us~l(:!d L"i.c~(-ly 1,.~rd, but 
th:it l'·i.lc 1c;nn i.?as not involved. The Prcs:i.rient uantcd 
F.1l<leI11an, rhrJ.ic!l.rrian, and Dean to talk to the Cormittce, 
and De.1.n resisted. 

It ,;Es r:1.lso at t!d.c; nr-eti.n~, .=i.ccordin3 to both the 
Phi ta :~0-.1~:;e ~.,1.r:;-:.c-,ry a.-1d ;'ru~Li t:nt ;;i_::~on' s 8/ 15/73 sta te,:.ent, 
that :;ixon first learned of t~1e pluri.ters' brea~;:.-in to the 
office of Bllsberg's psychiatrist, Dr. Fielding. 
Priority: A 

Senator Ervin appeared on Face the :-·ation, accusing 
Dean of hiding behind Executive Privilege. At this 
raeeting, it was discussed what an appropriate response to 
the Judiciary Committee's questions might be. (Exhibit 70A; 
3:997) . 
Priority: B 

(on :r."3.rch 19, 1973, !'aul O'~rien caJ11.e to Dean 1 s office 
and said that Hunt wanted 72,000 for living expenses and 
$50,0')0 for attorney's fees or he l-·ould reveal the seamy 
things Hunt had done for F.hrlich..'11an at the Hldte House. 
Pean told Ehrlic~Ban v!10 instructed Dean to call ;atchell. 
On :!arch 21 or 22, ':iitchell told Ehrlichnan that Hunt was 
taken care of properly. (Dean Exec. Sess, 118-119)) 
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'.lt:,~n ~t,~i:C'S he <lif>r.n:>s::rl pj th tl~c Prcsider1t (!rafts of a 

~~:~t'\:;1~ ~;~ :~~;c\~~c t:~~~)J;; ~::i.~~ya~;:;:~~~: t~~:1v~~;!a!;~~r i.,'~~:~ 
;~~~;;: ~~~~i/1 ~~:~:n<':r::~-;~: i ~~ :::s\~~:1e ~!'.~1~.~:~~:;~ '\~:;t/~~ :~:::h~:!1~; 
re;,.l:i.ze :dl the fncts ;}.nrl t!:c. i111plfr·;1t-tors of +.~·., :,c {;lr,U; for 
t!-;.c 1:'"h.i.te }!ou:-,c. 

'1.'hc ·1.'"!dtc Ponse <1e.tafls a ncA.ti.ng ~1hi.ch uas a <li.:.~cusrdon 

'..~; t~·; .r~ \'.-~ • _: 7 ~;~ .',; ~~\~h.\~·;.::,~; :-~ ~:-::~~,j_ ~~ ~~~ tG~:r;e;:~·,~l::r~~~(~::~.::::~~~~e. 
·:.~1c:ul.cl \e. ,·ddc puhl.i.cj later that (1ay, the Pi:es.i.:.!eut called 
Dean and ,.,as reassured that there was "r:.ot a scinti.lla of 
~videncc\l to indicate T-J'hi.te !{ouse i.nvolveincnt. Dean sur,gcsted 
at t!1is tine th.1t ~1e ~i.v~ the l'reside.nt a nore in-de:-th 
l::t.·iefi:•.;; Oil. \7~1,'1t Ji-Hl 
T'ri.m:i i:y: A 

rcm1 1~et ~:ith the Prcs:i.nc.nt on the morning of ~-farch 21. 
1\cc.ord:fn.C} to Dean, his purpose in thts nccting uas to give 
the Prcsi_clent "a full re,ort of all t!:c f1.cts that he l:ne~-1 and 
ex1)l;1·i;1 to h:tr.1 w·hat he believed to l1~ t?-,e i,1!1l_j_c:1tlon of t1--:ose 
fa~ts. H Pe told tht~ l.1 .o:1~~d<.lcJ1t G(('rc ,.,.,s a c.a;·1ccr grouin3 in 
the presidency and that if it verc not n~r.-ioved, the Presi<lent, 
himself, would he ~dlled by it. Pean dfsc11f;sed the planning of 
the 1fater3ate affair and its frrple.mentation. He ~iscussP.d the 
January and Fc 1)1~11.1.ry p:ta;1ni.!:~ 7:18etinr,s, and -:n~ntion~d he 
l~ad inforrcd )!olc~(i.':.rm of t~1et1 ,:md re.ce.l.Vt".d insti:uctions f1·or1 
hin to !1:we r,ot:d.n~ to do wj_th the project. J{c :=;:-d.d that Colson 
hnd put sor.:c pre-i-:atergate pressure on !·!a~ru<ler relating to 
the operation, but that he did not have the facts as to the 
degree of pressure. :-!e said he was not sure if ;atchell had 
r>rior kno,-11c(1:--;c of the bre;J!:--i11, lrnt that he h;,.<l hP-en told 
that hoth ·atchr.11 ar<l r3Jf1c>· •:-.n (t11rou~:1 Citracl~P.11) had 
received wire-tap infor~1atton. 

Dean then recounted "the highlights of the cover-up." 
He said that he, Ehrlichman, 1'.alc.ernan, Hitchell, and 
Y..almbach had been involved in raising and paying nioney to 
the defendants to achieve their silence. He said that the 
1:ioney-deriands from the defendants, especially Hunt, were 
increasing, and that Hunt was threatening to reveal the 
"seamy things • • • he had done for the White House" if his 
requirements were not met. Dean told the Presi<lei,t that 
!-~gruder had committed perjury before the Grand Jury Fith 
::lean' s assistance. J:e st.1.ted that nore r:ionc.y and more 
perjury would be required !'to perpetuate the cover-·up". After 
:'.:>ean nade this nresentation, Haldenan cane into the 
President's office. (Transcript 2329-2334.) 
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a 
(~n:-.,;,,·;"· ; 1.::·~_n-l) :i:; st::·1·ii"·ic.1,·1-1.y (1i_i.f'.r.i:.:1 :t L:.;1c n[ I:'.~(: 

(T,·:1 ·::r:c:t:_1t 
7r•.\) . 

SJJ_?. .. J.5) :,s i.;~ i::H:. •Tl,lt:,::! ~·r:,•1'>1:. :1cco11,.t ('· ~;dhit 

. ~,t a .c_:cco11rl ~-:.L:,~ti·,.1~ on U;c ;~f.C.e.1.Tl)On of i:'.~2 ~1 ~.:t, I:~:,! 

?1~e·:.i{\3nt 1~ct uft!1 :'lean, Fctlr1,~i'1;:,.n, :::ir-~_,;J.er :1,1d ;-:;!rl.tc!·,;, 1 ,.1.n. 

~ean t.1:.stif:5.8il i..:
1
lrtt be toJ.d. t'.:c ;-':cesic~c·1·ct t::at '1i:,;n,,,,;f·:1._1J:',_::_'t~:

1
:_'c',,~". 

:.1nd :'.hrlich'."1aa ··~:ere all j_,:·}·L:t,:;.1:-lc fur o"o::,tn-1ci:in.:1 ~-- - -

1\:! i·:1_:i_cl it \'f'.S ro 1_on~:;ct '._)0.~~~;j~,~-e t:o :1r:t·11-··t1 ·:·t..~ 1; 

,::·:d. ~.-''.,.tt \i~ ~:n111_(! '.0 loi~:::/~r ;)!J'1.·t-i,,;_;·-r1tc )q ii·, c· ... 
22l;-·J5) 

Tie ver::d.ons of the 1·,--:o('ti.r;.:-:; :_n~r'-:_);,;~,·d ~)y '',tl•lP.-:an and 
t:l1c rn1ite 1\.fq:;(', :1::,,-iin 1011fl:ir.t •.'.i.t:11 ri,·.·1 1':; .'cr:c, 1:1t. 
('!:a]c~(~;·1;:•.n-~--r1·,,,.,:::i:-.:r __ )t; '.i/1.(-J.~), .";,://); i\"t ,,-,.,) 

Priority: 

The Pres5-Cent wet uith EAlde•,1an, Ehrlic!r,::an, ;u tc11ell, 
and Dean. T'can Cescribe.s the CUscu.:::sions aJ.Dost exclusively 
t~··:voted to tb? 1.1_u0r.tion of hot,1 to c1ca1 1·i.th. tl:e ~rvi.n 
lo ·1:iittc,~~ he heJ.d -;_t: :1_:~ a f\1rtl·,,::,r 7 :.,H.r::1_t.,_0;1 t~~:~t l:~:,:re 
~-onld ~)i-:! 71.0 i:(Cm:t to ~;top :::~c~ r:cver -np f:·(cn co.1f:·)_,. d.:t'.:,• 

C'0,on 3:1001--10~;<) 

It ~;r,1.g 2.l.:-0 on 1/'J.2 th2t ~r2y, t~stifyin~ b(~{ore the 
::::-,,.,;,..,_te J,1di.c::.21·y ('n- 1 ~ittc-0., st,1~:cd tL;it :1e;::in ~:,·d ··:·i:u':;·t:J1.y 

0 riority: A 

::cr.ord ~-:rrot~ a letter to the r.ourt, cL~n;7,i:1g :icrjnry, 
y,olitic::i.1 1,r~;;:-:~irc "1:td t11e i~volvcr.2.nt of ot:;Prs i.~ the 
'7ntc-r'_':;;ci.tc c;J.s,3.. T\e ~)·i:. 0.:--;f,",'.·1t s~nt T';r',~!l tor,:.,,~ '':rvJ.J to 

Priority: A 

(After Dean had spent a weel:end at Camp David ~-.. 11.thout 
:preparing a report, the Presi~ent turned to J:hrli.ch----:P..n and 
·atchell, wilile naking in~uiries of others. :Sy 1:,id-.':.:1ri.J., 
he had received both reports~ ~1e turned all infor;1:1tion ov~r 
to Henry Petersen and ordered all staff to testify before 
the Grand Jury. (?resident 8/15/73 statenent)) 

(riean, at Haldeman's ir..sistence, met with ~:a~rnder aJ'd 
;_lfitchelJ., They asl:ed how he ~J..1.r,~er! to )·,2.ncl.le the mc-etings 
of l/27 and 2/4, st.1.tin~ t~1at 5-f ':1e tc-:3tifi~,1 Ciffr:!;re:~tly from 
their earlier testinony, it ~rnuld cau;-;e ::iroble .. :,1s. Dean did not 
a:sree to corroborate their accounts. (~~an 3 ~ 10.'.)G-1007)) 
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(·.Jtr.~c l t !":r~c;:,-1~ o:)'Fi. 1)Uf; t1,-i.t T''c 1n ~·c1t1.J ·1wt yc,-'.p.-n:c ~1. 

rc~1ort of 1--::{s -1_';·,vcqtJ?Jltln1,, t~1c T''1·('.:;1,'c-,1f: ,1 i;:,·cr:,,tt 
1:-fi:i-J.:tch:·qn to i_ •\·~sti;•:,-l-::c, co.7,'.i'Li.io; t'c:<t .it·, .'W ,·._vi'.t't•.,1t ··o 

'.-if;·1 t:'.·-~ t n~,\~::~1 ·;~r:;;: i. t/~n r\;~:\.~ ~; •-;~ ~·~ii,;\~~;
1
~! :~j",''.J j ·; -~ 

~/ '--~.-i:~~:~·:;:))-i 

(''.1i.s f.s i:!~r?: 0111.y convc:r:·,:1.i:tnn 1.•i.th C:oJ,;,):1, :',ctr;cu1 1/?.l/73 
';d l:/l''/1'.3. :·,)tC t~nt: ;\,,,t 1·,,,:c'._-i_v(!d ,;;-,·.ol'JC·') (~Hein~ t:'.cis 

')C~rjo~l, ,,,:ii.ch L: 1~(!·1:)~;jt(~(1 on !i/!1/73. (It is urd:i.'.:,-..l\• t~1-is 

~ee~ing will be on ~ape, as it apparently took pl~cc· ln 
San Clemente.) 
Priority: A 

(:~:'ti:l_ic~' .-,1 ,: ,_sct1:-::' ' ~c1~, ,-)::i.::,i_hi 1 j;·-_;, :: •i_tJl '>,tt ·::.J;1c, Jr., 
J;icl;,c j:1 f'.12 'J.1 ·::~,,:ir~ c:t3i~.) 

(:._urL1g the Ariril 5-l.5 :)Prio<l, F'..rli.c:1,.·:1r1 con('.ucted 10 
intervi.ews pursuant to 1-:h:on r(;r,,uest he i:"'.ves~i.1:~t<! r.r:tite 
House ;,cople ::tnvolved in T!aterr:?.te. On .\;ff:i.l 5, at San 
Sle:'""10:nte, 0'0r-i.~n told ,·.11rlic!-,-i.:m a~:-out t~,e. ~J,!1111:i.n.9; of t~1e. 
,·.:tr:r,:--,~,t0. ""':c:!rt,::--i.11: T:hrJichn..1:1 t110.n i;)forr-·.e{l ·:ixon. 
(r~1rli.c:-1r,,;,.n tL1r:sc{·i~t: 57fll-5782; 5?75)) 

(0n lt/f/71, ?hrl~.ch!rlan ;-1et nith '~-''tl'""l~)ach to 1:Uscuss 
r,..,J·,-:1:1r:h's testi0ony ref";:=rc 1tn"?, t!,C' i:-2~sf.ri5'. of ::rn.cy for tl-.e 
:•,.-.1:.-_:,~_-r-. ..,t:: :t:(";;rl::1,1:s. ?o1.}c,;.:];F:: t:Ji.s 1··0 ,-:!i::i_,..,_,.,., i.t f.s li_~:.,~lv 
-i::>rJ3c~1:T'.r:. 1.·ould h~·,e (!iscussed 1:r1l11h;-1ch and h.i.s 3.CLiviU_cs 
with t:1e President.) 

(T)ean told Silbert about docu!7'1C.nts given to Gray, vhich 
Gray !1ar! demieJ rcceivin3. ?ete:::'s€!n suS9ec:1tently discussed t:1is 
,,;it:1 t:~e ?ri?.Sil~e:it, indicatin:; to 'h.in t'.12t Gray's position •.:as 
unte.:1.ahle. (?etersen interview)) 

On /.pril 2, u~an' s attorneys went to the 3overr .... -ient 
prosecutors and to.!.d then :lean ,-~as willfn~ to co:ne fon.•2.rd 
Fith evcryt\in<_:?; he 1~ad 011 t~e case. 

0:!. the :1orr~in.z of ,A.pril 8, ~ea!l contact'2.c1 ~.::aldc-,,,:an (then 
ir:. Cal:i.~ornia) r.tnd tolC. hi!'!:1 that \e ·-·as ::,-_oi!S to :reet with the 
:irosecutors t~:2_t c1a~·· :.'1--.at rtft2.rnoon, aft2.r seei.ng the 
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11t0s,'c.ntm::-, ::c:-t~\ r.10.t ·Fith ;·,:1 .. ~c-.,.,;,·1 .-~,1tl ;::1,rl1'.ch:"'"l.-'-n in 
1:··,_·H'c~~.:1~0.a';; orr.·i.ce. The .'.:011.(1' i·,1g :1ay, ,\)ril 9, T:,.._,.m ):'(~t 

vf_;:11 "itci··•"':.11. ~1,--..,1 tolfl hi.:-1 l1e ,,.; ·,1 !,1;; to tcsttfy ful~.y 
;1_:'d !· )"' •;;:J.y. 

';_'J1~·n113:1oc1t 1:he \.'c::~\, ;',::-.Jn 110.t "\·J:i.th ~:cJJ.rfr-'.nan ,"'.rnl ~:!irlfc.;,,..,_..,_11 • 
.\ '.">fTr>.tc:;-.;y r::ppearc.d to l~e t~\.:vclopj n~ to :,artfaJly micoveJ: the 
c:ovc.r-·up; to 1:.;:wc ]:j_tchcll str~:, fon.,,n:<l. 

d .. ·• ,·1i,'. \"(:\ 

1 ';)1 ,J 1 \._,_1l r],:\~t··J.,,~,ed a )1 .. 1 · o .ti.tch}l_l tmt" 1
; tile.y ,:c.tc 

c,mi(~:i.l :1~:ont f'oJ.:~011''.1 iLion a-:1rl f,-..1.t he 1-;as scrar,1bling to 
~,~·01:l::ct hLtsnlf. (:),::<n1 :l·_i;)'.}-1:)J.3) It is li!~ely that tl1cse 
n2tters ~~;;re t>e r,u~.ij:--:.,:t of, 1Jr J~:;ferr~d to, in conversations 

Priority: A 

Oa l~pril ll•, Ehrlich,1<.~n, at .::1. ~· 0ctin?, ~Iith ~~alr?c ·Laa ~;nd t~,e 
PresiG.e:1t, had presented a theory of the ~!at0r~,"' 1_:c ·{ff::d_r. 
Based on hearsav evidc-r.ce, it held that ;:>;itchell, ·:a:~ru0.ex, 
<1-A T}e,?.n u,~rc j_;vo1.v0.11. ;>.e ?rc,31_r}011t sairl to s•~t il) ;-1 i·c.r:.t:i:n~ 
¥·5.t)1 e:0.'3e. t'.ff,~.e ,"lnd to tel.1_ LL0::1 t.!1:-<.t 1:;1.-.7 1;r,:.:ce r10t ~:ccvlnp: t~:c 
::'1~c:>Bid(!nt :i_f they ~/(')~C uot tr~Jling the tn1t!1. 

Ealdc1~1an an<l E11rliclman couldn't reach Jean, ·were told by 
?tttchcJl t!1at his con.science was clear, :1nd ::2ard fro;ri 
:~ag:r.uder t\at he had just tolrl t:\e ~.:··,oJ_e story to t:~~e F. S. 
/-.ttorney. I'.'aldc•:lan .1.n<l ;:h:r.]l_c:,,::tn ±~,~i.:1,:.--,~d to t\c rr:·!side11t's 
office an<l told hiJTt thi.s. 'i_''.,c rres:i.,!ent ezpr.cs·:;Qd co:1ccrn 
(>'al<lenan intcrvie" 6/H/73, ~.17-). 
Priority: A 

1.I,t0.r
0~:1~~;:5.!!·,! 5 ;14 ~::).~;~~: ~~;~r:-1

;~ ~,.;:~~:\~t ;;~:n~::~o b:::t~!~~~g t!:~:~ 

'!-le saj_d that \e a;)proved t:1e raf.sir:::; of $1 !'.i.llion for the 
\'atcr3ate defendants; that he had been foolish to have dj_scussed 
!:::e.cutive Clel'lency with Colson; JT1.ot'eove.r, !Jean told hj1n aS'out 
his meetings with the U.S. Attor~ey's office. On this c'ate, the 
President had several rrieetings with Ehrlich.man, '!Joth before 
and after the significant Dean r.1ceting. At one of these 
meetings, the destruction, by Gray, of certain docuraents \\T8.S 

discussed. (Haldeman D;ic Deposition 5/25/73, 254-255) 
Priority: A 

Following a neeting with ";lctersen r:ind the F2te-c~ate 
prosecutors, l~leindienst contacted ::ind rr:.et with the President 
on April 15. Then, and at a neeting later that <lay with the 
President and Henry Petersen, they discussed :~3ruder' s 
testinony and the findinfS of the prosecutors. The serious 
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in•.ro1.vc::c:•t of t!~a '.?~·::ttc !•o;.1s0. st.'lff l:1 t\c t,:':1tc-r:3atc ;?.f:f:air, 
,.1.,,.d i.n su~)Gcr:,ucnt Lwr>::.ti~at:lons, l~d ~n f'. h'.<U.r~~!;t to rr~·=~ovc 
ldnself fro:11 the case. ?(!t0.rs:?: 11 ~·7(1S eivea rC'spori_sibility for 
tl'c i.1·:vc'.r-:t).:3;1ti0n. 
Pt·.;m:ity: A 

l~c~tr·1:PJ1 i"lC:•~t:L1f_.:S ~d.t~l ;• :_l(\"c:·:;':\ :trrl :-~1·.r.1.ic:"<.T1 <A!l, the 
rr.-.13Jc1c,1.t :1s1:c<l :-Je.:'!.n to sJ.g~1 l·;;o "i!·.cci.>-di :tt:in~ J.~;:ttxs of 
rcsi3n~tion. Jenn rcfusnd to Jo SO. (~0~n 3:lA}]--1013) 
T'rlori.ty: A 

The ?:::csi<~~~'!.t c.:i!led !~c:ters•..!n :11:ll ,!:rtd ;)c::~n J0,1<l r:laJ.ncd he 
~1:.a,i ~ccn r,r.n.r.te.d i.Jt1·:onity; r1ucstio~.cd Peters~n on the. ~;11hject 
,-in<l :i.m~icr!t~cl !1e ~·,.:1.d t;1A. ~~~,_n call on tn~)e. (1'etcrsen interview) 
?rfority: .\ 

The Prcsic!l".t1t :·:1---:..·,Jn:~c:·,.d >e L,cl 11·"'","r~,,~d on f~:1.rch ~1 of 
new factors in the irNe:,ti:i,atJon, an<l that new i.nqnirfcs ,;:.;rere 
underuay. 

The Presi<lent net alr:.o!;t cont-i\.:u:1J.J.y with '!1:1'.s 
to:> staff. 
Priority: A 

On April 18, 1973, Nixon learned that the Justice 
Departnent had interro3ated (or ,.;as plannin3 to interro::;ate) 
~\.mt :,~:,out t;c. ?ieldinp; hr~ak--5.n. At t~~.-i.t ti:v~, ;;i:··:on ,tirr::cted 
Petet'S.r::!n to r::tlck to the 1~.-1to::.;:~tc :i:,:vt;:;t t32i:ll):l .ln•;teat-l of 
?",1.tional Security n.nt t1;rs. 
(:Tixon-'lYT 3/16/73 ?) 
Priority: A 

~n April 19, 1~oorc told ~::i.xon :);.:,,.,1. !:-:id sl10nn ~!oore a 
list of ~-!hite !1ouse personnel F:;o r~cs:c:G).ly co1-1ld b~ :f.n,:icted. 
:!.oore specifically told !~ixon E:-irlichr!an 11i~.ht be :i.nvolved 
in the Ellsberg case. (!foore--trar.script: 3~43-3346) 
Priority: A 

During this period, the PresiCent had his first ~cetings 
with Petersen and Wilson, and made his decision to ask for the 
resignation of Dean, Halde~an, and ?.hrlichman. 

On the 25th, at the ur~ing of ;tleindienst, the 
President rescinded his previous orders and allowed Petersen 
to disclose the plumbers' brea!~-in. 

It was also during this period that I'.alm'!>ach testified to 
the Grand Jury. All th~se conversations arc li~:ely to relate in 
whole or in part to such !·.Yatergate-related topics or events. 
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According to )~ull, the f·in>t r0r~w 0 :;t i:o i-:-::v·ic__;,.1 
:)rc·i.s:tGe:ntL1.l tapes CDJHe .\pril. ?.?, 1973. ,\i: i:'.·••t ·t.i:,;,~ 
Ptll<lP:'1,1X\ f,:;·1f:r3ed f:ro,11 :U::on's offic~ ;•·,;d 1!,· 1 ic::'1°1:0. !1c ~·ould 
lll:.0.. ,:,cc.css to a ~er:tt:s of the rccon1.i..F;'.>. C':ill ·'LC. 

I'f:';~1\~Ylt?Jt-··1
K)) 

Cray 2.tte::;:1tcd to rr~;:eh ·;i;~nn to tc:Htc~r \:ts r2.'.-;i3;1:.tti_on; 
spoke j_n'3tcad to ~1:i.~hy ~-lw <s:1i.d he ~.-onl<l rc1.ay the 1.1.essar,~ 
t:o :Hxon, i~aldc.11.1.n c1:1d !:\rli.1:: ·~1':' .• 

(G1~ay·-·-tr2n,~cr~_pt: 71111-1~2) 

lialdenan, Ehrlichr,1an, !:'lean and ?J.rd.ndicnst rcsi.p,-;:-i. 

'<~aJ,.,;1:1.c.~1 a nit ~,,c'.:_i0::o ,'. i:;,_u;; ;t~d r-,~."'r.:•:\•llil' ~~ ('~--,, :,::~ 
rr::_:m:d·i_:,r, a $10'.1,'/f;') cor.l:(:!,nU_oil .!.n).1 ~:1)• ·1·c1 ;.,.·1;3°'.t~i,. 
Priority: l,.+ 

On June 4, 1973, for 10 to 13 hours, endJ.ng around l~:GO 
p.m., the Presi.dent li.stenec1 to various T-.!:itergrtte t8.pcs. If 
h2. did not use c,::>xp!rnr_es, 'lC c.ould !>ertve a u-1;1c of fr:t)0rL.1nt 
-.~d.tc :~0,1-se ta;ies. Even if he cH,1 u,,;~ (~;11:):;0;1cs, he Pay ~,:eJ.l 
have maclc relevant remarks, i.e., 11gct me the April 15 tape". 
Priority: AH+ 

On Septe~ber ?.9, 1973, •:iss ··.,.oods beP,an tr~_nscr;_bing tl:.e 
Presidential ta:)es. At t!1:ts t:i.·,'.e, the :?rc~-:,ir~e!"lt li.stcP.ed to 
part of one tRpe. 

October 1 was t"he Gay on t·f:lich ·?ass '·!ooGs informed the 
President she had, in sor:ie r~2mv?.r, caused a r,ap in the 
si<_:!:nificant recordings. (:!one of these co!1versations s~ould 
be on tape.) 

This \..'"as a period during \·;rhich the White House maintains 
the President, Buzhardt, et al, first realized that the June 20, 
1972 tape of Haldeman' s neeting with the President (uhich 
contained an lS-r.1inute gap) vas, in fact, a sub:_)OCTaed tape. 
The Presi.Ge:it supposedly surr"loned :.Lr. 1ull and · ~lss ~·:roods on 
:.,.ovei"lber 15 and e;.uestionecl each re::;arJi;:,~ t~C?.ir role in 
t~1e erasure (none of these cor.ve.rsations s'!"'.ould be on ta~e). 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUAHT TO S. Rl!S. Ill, flD COHGMSS) 

WASHINGTON, D,C, ZOSIO 

May 7, 1973 

The Honorable Richard G. Kleindienst 
Attorney General 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. Z"E)530 

Dear Mr. Kleindienst: 

Enclosed please find Notice of Application for Order Conferring 
Immunity and Compelling Testimony of G. Gordon Liddy in conformance 
with Title 18, United States Code, Sections 600Z(3) and 6005. 

The Senate Select Committee requests that you waive the ten 
day notice provided for in the Statute as well as the additional twenty 
day period which the Statute also permits you to request on receipt of 
Notice by the Select Committee. 

If you are agreeable to this request of the Select Committee; I 
would appreciate your sending a form of Waiver of the Notice under 
the Statute to me at thE! earliest possible date. · 

Chief Souns el 

Encl. 

cc: 
Henry E, Petersen 
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~NITED STATES DISTRIC coui':'r-' 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of: 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
CO~u~ITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. 70-73 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY 
AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY OF WITNESS 

TO: ATTORNEY GENERAL, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Main Justice Building, 10th and Constitution Avenue, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 17th day of c.cMc..a.._y __ 

1973, at 10:00 a.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 

heard, in the courtroom of the Honorable John J. Sirica, Chief 

Judge, United States District Court, District of Columbia, 

located in courtroom No.2, United states District courthouse, 

'!'bird and constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.,the 

undersigned, acting on behalf of the Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities of the United States Senate, 

will apply to the court, pursuant to the provisions of 

Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002(3) and 6005, 

for an order conferring inununity upon and compelling 

G. Gordon Liddy to testify and provide other information in 

an inquiry conducte~ by said Committee. 

ief Counsel 
Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Dated this 7th day of 
~. 1973--
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ASSIST.un' A rt'ORNEY GENltRM. 

C,m,11HAL OIVJSIOM 

~cpnrlm:ent nf Wustite 
~a~ 20530 

Mr. Samuel Dash 
Chief counsel 

May 10, 1973 

Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. c. 20510 

Dear Sam: 

This is in response to your letter of 
May 7, 1973, with which you enclosed Notices of 
Application for Orders Conferring Immunity and 
Compelling Testimony of Witnesses G. Gordon Liddy, 
Virgilio Gonzalez, Eugenio Martinez, Frank Sturgis 
and Bernard Barker in conformance with Title 18, 
u. S. Code, Sections 6002(3) and 6005.' 

As you know, 28 C.F.R. 0.176 delegates to 
the Assistant Attorney General, criminal Division, 
the authority vested in the Attorney General by 
Section 6005 of Title 18, u. s. Code. Pursuant to 
that delegation, I hereby waive the notice provision 
of 18 u.s.c. 6005(b) (3). 

Enclosed are formal waivers for each of 
the above named witnesses. 

Furthermore, I will not apply for the 
issuance of orders for deferral of the orders for 
which you are applying with respect to these 
individuals. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

United States Senate Select 
committee on Presidential 
campaign Activities 

For an Order Conferring Immunity 
and compelling Testimony of Witness 

Misc. No. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SERVICE AND WAIVER OF DELAY 

Now comes Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney 

General in charge of the Criminal Division of the Department 

of Justice, appearing herein pursuant to the authority 

vested in him by 18 u.s.c. 6005, and 28 C.F.R. 0.176, and 

acknowledges service on May 7, 1973, of notice by the 

Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of 

the United States Senate, of its intention to request an 

order or orders requiring G. Gordon Liddy to give testimony 

or provide other information at a proceeding before iti and 

said Henry E. Petersen hereby further waives the ten-day 

delay provided by 18 U.S.C. 6005(b) (3). 

nated this 10th day 
of May, 1973. 

// 1//' ·,·--··· __ j -;-_;;_ .,<_~~: ... ~> t,.-3.,,. : ... ·~ , r:: · • I - ---,.'-'---"---"----=,.----~----· -~---
Assistant ~torney General 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: 
,COMMITTEE 9N PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc, No. 70-73 

APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND 
COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROMI 
G. GORDON LIDDY 

The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the 

United States Senate, by its Counsel, hereby applies to this Court for an 

order conferring immunity upon and compelling G. GORDON LIDDY {the 

"Witness") to testify and provide other information before this Committee 

pursuant to the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 

and 6005. In support of this application the Committee states: 

l. The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 

pursuant to Senate Resolution 60, Section l(a), 93rd Congress, 1st 

Session, is inquiring into the extent, if any, that illegal, improper, or 

unethical activities were engaged in by any persons, acting individually or 

in combination with others, in the Presidential election of 1972, or any 

campaign, canvass, or other acti_yit_y related to it. 

2, The Witness will be subpoenaed to appear before this Committee 

during hearings that will be held in the near future. 

3. It is anticipated that the Witness will invoke his Constitutional 

privilege against self-incrimination and refuse to testify or provide other 

information relating to his activities that come within the scope of the 

investigatory authority established by SenaJe Resolution 60, 

4. This Application has been approved by an affirmative vote of all 

seven members of the Select Committee as attested to by the Certification 

of Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel, Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

34-966 0- 74 - pt. l - 23 
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Campaign Activities. The Certification is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

5. Notice of·an intention to request this order was given to the 

Attorney General's designate of the United States as required by Title 18, 

U.S. C. ss 6005(b}(3) on May 7, 1973, as attested to by the Certificate of 

Service attached hereto as Exhibit 2. The Attorney General's designate 

has acknowledged service of this notice and has waived his statutory right 

to a ten day waiting period between notification and request for the order 

provided for in~ 6005 (b)(3), as indicated by the documents attached hereto 

as Exhibit 3. The Attorney General's designate has also stated that he will 

May,, 1973 

~. CT\, ~ '- .· 
~IM? 'V, w.<JJP":=-

Jame,. Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

~L}~ 
Ronald D .• Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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SELC:Ci' COMMITTEE ON 
PRi:SIQENTIAL CAMPAI.GN ACTIVITI.S 

U"IJRSUAH1' TO .. RU.'°• UD COHCM ... ) 

WASHINGTON. 0.C. 205JO 

GER TIFICATION OF VOTE 

I, Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel of the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the 

United States Senate, do hereby certify that the APPLICA

TION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND 

COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF IN., 

FORMATION FROM the Witness filed pursuant to the 

provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002. 

and 6005 was approved by a unanimous vote of the seven 

EXHIBIT l 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PU1uU"""'1' TO 8, Rli:IJ. ISO. OD CONOfli:M) 

WASHINC.TON. 0.C. 2.0510 

CERTIFICATE OF .SERVICE 

I, .Samuel Dash, do hereby certify that on the _..t:::::.. 
day of May, 1973, I served a notice of our intention to seek a.n 

order conferring immunity upon and compelling testimony and 

production of information from the Witnesses, upon the 

Honorable Richard Kleindienst, Attorney General of the United 

States and Henry Peterson, his designate, by having said notice 

hand delivered to him at his office, located in the Ma.in .Tustice 

Building, 10th and Constitution Avenue W~·, Washington, D.-C~· 

Ma.y I/ 1973. 

·EXHIBIT Z 
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UNITED STATES DIS'i'Rl .' COVln' 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of: 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDE~"'TIAL CAMPAIGN 
ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. J.9.::11_ 

NO.TICE OF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY 
AND: COMPELLING TESTIMONY OF WITNES2 

TO: :ATTORNEY GENERAL, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Main Justice Building, 10th and Constitution Avenue, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530 

PLEASE TAKE.NOTICE that on the 17th day of _M_a_y~-

1973, at 10:00 a.rn. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 

heard, in the courtroom of the Honorable John J. Sirica, Chief 

·Judge, United states District Court, District of Columbia, 

located in courtroom No.2, United states District courthouse, 

Third and constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.,the 

undersigned, acting on behalf of the Select Committee on 

Presidential campaign Activities of the United States Senate, 

will apply to the Court, pursuant to the provisions of 

Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 (3). and 6005, 

for an order conferring immunity upon and compelling 

G. Gordon Liddy to testify and provide other information in 

an inquiry conducted by said Committee. 

I. 

Dated this 7th day of 
~. 1973--

ief counsel 
senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

·. In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED ST.ATES SENATE SELECT: Misc. No. 70-73 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
C.AMPAIGN'ACTIV·ITIES 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT 
OF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON 
AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF IN. 
FORMATION FROM BERNARD BARKER. EUGENIO MARTINEZ~ 
FRANK STURGIS. VIRGILIO GONZALES. AND G. GORDON 
LIDDY. 

The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of 

the United States Senate has applied to_ this Court for an Order conferring 

immunity upon and compelling Bernard Barker, Eugenio Martinez, Frank 

Sturgis, Virgilio Gonzales and G. Gordon Liddy to testify and provide 

other information before the Committee pursuant to the provisions of Title 

18, United States Code, Sections 6002. and 6005. 

These sections, in pertinent part, provide: 

"Section 6002.. Immunity generally. 
"Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his 
privilege against self-incrimination to testify or ,· 
provide other information in a proceeding before 
or ancillary to -- · 

*** 
11{3}' either House of Congress, a joint committee of the two 
Houses, or a committee or a subcommittee of either House 
and the person presiding over the proceeding c_ommunicates 
to the witness an order issued under this part, the witness 
may not refuse to comply with the order on the basis of his 
privilege against self-incrimination; but no testimony or other 
information compelled under the order (or any information 
directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other · 
information} may be used against the witness in any criminal 
case,, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false state
m~nt, or otherwise failing to comply with the order." 
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"Section 6005. Congressional proceedings. 
"(a) fa the case of any individual who has been or may 
be called to testify or provide other information at any 
proceedings before either House of Congress, or any 
committee, or any subcommittee of either House, or any 
joint committee of the two Houses, a United States district 
court shall issue, in accordance with subsection · 
(b) of this section, upon the request of a duly 
authorized representative of the House of Congress or the 
Committee concerned, an order requiring such individual· 
to give testimony or provide other information which he 
refuses to give or provide on the basis of his privilege 
against self-incrimination, such o.rder to becqme effective 
as provided in section 6002 o.f t.his part. 11 

· "(b) Before. issuing an order under subsection (a) of this 
· section, a United States district court shall find that --

* * * 
11(2) in the case of a proceeding before a committee or 
a subcommittee of either House of Congress or a joint 
committee of both Houses, the request for such an order 
has been approved by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of 
the members of the full committee; and 

"(3) ten days or more prior to the.day on which the 
request for such an order was made, the Attorney General 
was served with not.ice of an intention to request the order. 

"(c) Upon application of the Attorney General, the United 
States district court shall defer the issuance of any order 
under subsection (a) of this section. £or such period, not 
longer than twenty days from the date of the request for 
·such order, as the Attorney General may specify. 11 

As the exhibits attached to the present Application indicate~ the 

procedures '.required by Section 6005 have been met. All seven members 

of the Select Committee have approved this Appl.tcation. Moreover, the 

Select Committee, through its Counsel, has notified the Attorney General1s 
_::, 

designate of its intention to r.equest the instant order. The Attorney 

General's designate has acknovdedged notice and has waived his right to ten 

days delay between notice and request under Section 6005(b)(3), as well as 

his right to fui·ther deferral of the order pursuant to Section 6005(c). 
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Because the requirements of Section .6005 have been complied 

with, the attached order should be entered, 

MayL1973 

Respectfully submitted, 

C!?e:s<eecf I~ (l(t?~ 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Select Committee on 
Pr es idential Campaign 
Activities 

~L-,~ 24-e-t'rr--(RP«; 
'-James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

·••·K~·:•··· .. ~ 
· Ronald):). Rottµ1<;fa 

A s.sisi:anl; CoU:n:sel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

1-----------------i In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: 
COM.ivIITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No . .l.Q:::2l_ 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROM 
G. GORDON LIDDY. 

The United States Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities, having made written application for an order con

ferring immunity upon G~ Gordon Liddy and compelling him to testify and 

provide other information before it, pursuant to Title 18, United States 

Code, Sections 600Z and 6005, and on Court finding that all procedures 

specified by 13 6005 have been duly followed, it is hereby this 

May, 1973. 

day of 

ORDERED that the said Witness in accordance with the 

provisions ofTitle 18, United States Code, section 6002 and 6005, shall not 

be excused from testifying or providing other information before the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities on the ground that the 

testimony or other information sought may tend to incriminate him. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the said Witness appear 

when subpoenaed by said Committee and testify and provide such other 

information that is sought with respect to the matters under inquiry by 

said Committee. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or other in-

formation compelled under this ORDER {or for any other information directly 

or indirectly derived from such testimony or other information) may be used 
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aga.~::1st the Witness in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, 

giv~.'.".6 a false statement, or otherwise failing to comply with this ORDER. 

United States District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that on the 11th day of Ma.:o fi 
1973, I served a copy of the attached documents on Thomas A. -

Kennelly, Esq., attorney for G. Gordon Liddy, 819 H Street, N. V,::, 

Washington, D.C. 20006, by depositing same in the U.S. Post 

Office, postage prepaid. 
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For The District ot Columbla 1AMfS £ DAVEY "le. 
·, ., fK 

SENATE SELECT C<l-IMITTEE ON ) 
) MISC. NO. 70-73 

IN RE: 

· 1 PRESIDE?-.'TIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES ) 

(George Gordon Liddy) 

YRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 

PAGES: 1-14. 

TELE: 426-7454 

wednesday, May 16, 1973 

(Immunity) 

NICHOLAS SOKAL 
OFFICIAL REPORTEH 

4800- F U. S. COURThOUSE 
WASH.lNGTON. D. C. 20001 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLli'!BIA 

IN RE: SENATE SELECT CCl'lMI'ITEE ON ) 
) MISC. NO. 70-73 

PRESIDENTIAL C/,MPAIGN ACTIVITIES ) 

Wednesday, May 16, 1973 

The above-entitled cause callle on for hearing on 

application by the United States Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Acti'Jities for a Grant of Immunity In Re 

George Gordon Liddy, at 10:00 o'clock a.m., before THE HONORABLE 

CHIEF JUDGE JOP.N J, SIRICA, 

APPEARANCES: 

On Behalf of the Senate Select Comnittee: 

RON.<\LD ROTUNDA, Esq, 
DAVID DORSEN, Esq. 

On Behalf of George Gordon Liddy: 

PETER l'..AF.Otri..IS, Esq, 
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PROCEEDINGS 

(Mr, Liddy is present in court.) 

THE COl.m.T: All right. 

2 

MR. ROTUNDA: Hay it please the Court, my name is 

.Ronald D. Rotunda, Assistant Counsel to the United States 

Senate Select Canmittee on Presidential Campaign Activities. 

On behalf of the Canmittee we are applying today for 

an order conferring immunity and compelling testimony frc:m Mr, 

G. Gordon Liddy. Let the record reflect I am handing to the 

clerk the application. 

The application indicates that the witness will be 

subpoenaed by this Ccmmittee during hearings that will be held 

in the near future, The application also indicates by unanimouc 

vote cf the Senators of that Camnittee voted to apply for immunity 

for Hr. Liddy on May 2nd, 1973. The statutory notice to the 

Attorney General designate was given en May 7, 1973, and on 

May 10 Hr. Petersen formally waived his right to e ten day delay 

and also waived hls right to request a further twenty-day delay. 

We served papers on Mr. Liddy's attorney. 

'£RF.: ~OUP.T: Mr. Maroulis. 

MR. HAROULIS: Good morning, Your Hunoi:. 

On behalf of Ur. Liddy I am opposing this .appiic&t:!.or. 

un:1 the opposition is based upon the Fl.fth l.r,cndillent to the 

Unitecl St~tr~r: C:instituti;._,n,., 

The ?ifth /,r,1endment poi:Lions which we rely on &re tvio: 

The i:':trs.t part is: 
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"No person shall be held to answer for a capitol or 

otherwise infamous crime unless on a presentment or indict

' ment of a grand jury." 

We submit to Your Honor that there is massive historical 

precedent that precludes requiring my client to appear before 

any body absent an indictment or presentment of a grand jury. 

And I intend to address myself to the historical precedents 

hereafter, 

The second portion of the Fifth Amendment that we 

rely on is: 

"Nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be 

a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, 

or property without due ~rocess of law." 

Regarding the decisions of this circuit the Court's 

attention is respectfully cal.led to Frank vs United States, 

347 F.2 486; Jones vs United States, 342 F.2. 663; and Powell vs 

United States 226 F.2 269. 

As to the historical argument I would like to, wtth 

the pennission of the Court, take a few minutes and go through 

the historical argument that I have been able thus far to p;;:;; 

together to bring before the Court. 

When the Constitution-makers dre\, up the Fif.::h 

knenc!ment, they were l'.o.t art:i.culatinz a privile1:e be!'towed C>n 

the individual by the state; they were rather stating a rl~ 

of the i.ndividu::i.l which ,~as founded in a thou!!at:.d years of ccmmc!'! 

law histo::y, .arid wl1ich would .:henr...::forth be fcr:1slly prctecV;:d 
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and guaranteed in this nation by the Constituti~n. 

The first clause of the Fifth hnendment states: 

"No person shall be held to answer for a capitol, or 

otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentr:lent or in,. 

dictment of a Grand Jury ••• " 

That clause was seated on the very basis of our legal 

system which is accusatorial rather than inquisitorial; that is, 

no man is bound to accuse himself. 

Initially, England followed the ancient Germanic 

adversary procedure for determining innocense or guilt. Upon 

accusation proof of innocense could be established three ways: 

(1) by ordeal, wherein the accused would be miraculously 

untouched if innocent; 

(2) by canpurgation, wherein friends or kindred of the 

accused and the accused himself would swear to his innocense; 

(3) or trial by battle, wherein the accused would be 

victorious if innocent. 

These irrational methods ca111e to be replaced in the 

800's and thereafter by an accusational system on the part of 

the state, and an inquisitorfal system on the part of the church, 

From the 13th century to the end of the 17th century 

there was continual opposition to the inquisitional method. It 

was a struggle between cOOllllon law and Rar,ish procedure, the 

common 1.:i-.., being '::,asic;illy accusitorial and the Roman law beirg 

inquisitorial. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 24 
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In ti1e 12th cent1;1X'Y Henry Il extended the old Frankish 

system of inquiry by neighbors, whit:h was the begining of our 

grand and petit juries. At this time the accused had the GeDDanic 

right to the oath of purgation, or the (),'!th of innocense, whe1111by 

he showed his innocense with compurgators. In 1215 King John 

signed the Magna Charta, and Articles 38 and 39 have particular 

interest in this vein: 

Article 38 says: 

"No bailiff fron henceforth shall put any man to 

his law up~n his own bare saying, without credible 

witnesses to prove it." 

Article 39 of the Magna Charts says: 

"No freeman shall be t.s!;en or :imprisoned, or disseised, 

or outlawed, or banished, or any ways destroyed, 

nor will we pass upon h:bn, nor will we send upon 

him, unless by the lawful judgement of his peers, 

or by the law of the land." 

It would appear that these two articles articulate 

in writing for the first time the requirement of presentment 

which appears in almost every statute pertaining to legal pro

cedure during the ne1=t three centuries and ,;,1hich finally evolves 

into the first clause of the Fifth hnGndment. That arg•.ment 

wae stated by Circuit Justice 't-lisdcm, speaking fer the majority 

:f.n DeLuna vs United States 308 F.2d 140. He recognized there 

that th& germ of tha Fifth hncmdment is related to .i\.rti.cl~ l8 

of the !!ag~,a. Clmrta. 
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f1hile these changes ~ere taking place in the civil law, 

there were also innovations in the canon law. From 1198 to 1216 

Innocent III instituted the inquisitional system through a series 

.of decretals outlining the ex officio oath procedure in which 

the church official had the power by virtue of his office to re

quire a person to answer truthfully upon his oath all ques~ions 

put to hil11. The official was not to proceed against a person 

without reason, either camnon report or notorious suspicion. 

Cardinal Otto introduced this procedure into England in a consti

tution resulting £ran the Pan-Anglican Council of London in 1236. 

The civil courts began to abandon the old method of 

Qllth by canpurgation or oath of innocense in favor of the more 

efficient method of the canon oath ex officio. At the same time 

the safeguards that Innocent intended were ignored in both the 

canon and civil courts resulting in widespread opposition to the 

procedure. Throughout the following 500 years of struggle 

against the ex officio oath, the grounds were essentially the 

sane: people were opposed to judgement by an official. rather 

than by their own grand jury of neighbors and peers. They were 

opposed to the interrogatory fishina expeditions which retmlted 

when part:l.es were questioned without proper p-resencnent, that 

being contrary to the Magna Charta and. contrary to the common 

law. They were opposed to a procedure wh:!.ch required a man 

to accuse himself, his family or his friends. 

Duri.ng the 14th century there were repeated petition: 

to the King to prohibit the use of the :>ath. And .::rn s. ra,;ult 
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Edward III issued several important statutes, one of them re

lating to civil courts. 42 Edward III, Chapter 3 states: 

"No man shall be put to answer without presentment 

before justices, or matter of record, or by due 

process and writ original, according to the old 

law of the land." 

Edward III's De Articuli Cleri incorporates a previous 

prohibition of Henry III, limiting the use of the oath by 

ecclesiastical courts to matrimonial and testamentary causes. 

It reads:-

"And they suffer not that any La,rnen within their 

Bailiwick, cane together in any places to Aake 

such recognitions by their Oaths, except in Causes 

of Matr:[mony and Testamentary." 

In 1382 the prelates had an alleged Act of Parliament 

put on the statute books which was supposedly enacted during 

the second session of parliament in the 5th year of the reign 

of Richard III. The act (Statutes of the Realm 25-26) gave the 

church the power it wanted against here.tics --enforced :bnpr:!.son

ment of suspects until they confessed. But at their next session, 

Croimons said they had n'!Ver assented to the enactment and asked 

the King to declare the act void, which he did. 

De Articulus Cleri was made ineffectual by Henry IV 

who gave the c:mon cour!::i the right to determine h-::rc:::y .nccc::dinr; 

.to the canonical decrees. 
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In 1487 the statute which sanctioned the Star Chamber, 

that is 3 Henry VII, l, expressly gave it the power to e."tS!lline 

the accused on oath in criminal cases with no mention of the 

restrictions named in the ecclesiastical rulings such as necessary 

presentment. This was the first foxmal statement acknowledging 

the power to use the ex officio oath in civil cases. And by 

that I mean non-clerical cases. Although as I have mentioned 

before it is not the first use of it. The authority behind this 

power was purely statutory and not in keeping with the camnon 

law. The Star Chamber survived almost 200 years under this 

statute. 

To abait protest against the ex officio oath Henry VIII 

enacted a statute providing tl1at: 

"Every person and persons being presented or 

indicted of heresy or duly accused or detected 

thereof by two lawful witnesses at the least to 

any Ordinaries of this Realm having power to 

examine heresies,· shall and may after every such 

aecusation or presentment and none otherwise nor 

by any other means be cited, convented, arrested, 

or taken ••• " 

The grievance relieved by this statute is clearly against the 

ex officio e&th and the negligence on the part of the courts in 

not re~uiring due presentme~t. 

Edw,.-i:d VI took away the church's ju:-isdictfon ever_ 

here:1y. Ha:ry r.epealed the st,\t:utes of Hei.ry VIII .and r.P.viv:e<l 
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those of Henry IV and the repudiated statute of Richard II. And 

in the first year of the reign of Elizabeth, she consolidated 

all power, ecclesiastical and civil, under the auspices of the 

crown, thus giving her canplete jurisdiction in all matters. 

She had the Star Chamber with its carte ~lanche statutory powEE"s 

to investigate and decide civil matters, and she 'had the Court 

of High Canmission with equally undefined power in·ecclesiastical 

cases. 
\ 
\ 

The opposition this time was led by the Puritans. The 

basis of their dissent was that the inquisitional technique of 

forcing a man to accuse himself or infonD on his family and friends 

on oath was contrary to the canmon law tradition and to the 

dignity of man. The P\ttitans had good legal counsel and the 

sympathy of Canmons throughout the battle. . During this time 

the canmon-law courts nullified punishnents imposed by the High 

CCl!lllission far refusing to take the oath. 

During this time the courts, speaking for the Queen, 

made many erroneous historical argunents refuting the accurate 

historical arganents made by the Puritano. It is sometimes 

difficult to separate fact frcm half-truth &n::! fiction during 

this period. But as the Puritan opposition grew, cases arose 

in which men flatly refused to take the oath; their statements 

and the decisions in those cases are clear and·. irrefutable. 

In 1584 an alliance was fotl'l'.e<l between the Puritans 

and Croimons and there was public support i.n the form of letters 

to the Queen for the Puritan cause ,;igned by many ;,1.·c.d.uent 
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members of Lords. Also in this year Can:nons drew up a series 

of complaints, one of which was: 

" ••• to forbear ••• exaninations ex officio mero of 

godly and learned preachers not detected, that is, 

accused unto then ••• and only to deal with them for 

such matters as shall be detected in then ••• " 

The 1.egal issue centered on a matter of procedure. The Star 

Chanber and High Ccrmnission were requiring men to answer on 

oath to crimes for which there was no presentment, and sanetimes 

.to answer on oath to questions designed to feret out a chargeable 

crime. 

In 1590 the preacher Udall, before the High Ccrmnission 

refused to answer on the grounds that there was no indictment 

against him; however, a few months later, before a canmon law 

jury with proper presentment, he cannot make that claim. 

Udall's arguaent against answering on oath was a new one in the 

Puritan struggle; it was an appeal to freedan of conscience 

and claimed that t~e oath was contrary to caDI11on-law tradition. 

'i:his reliance on the history of the camnon-lav tradition was tha 

turning point in the Puritan struggle against royal prerogath;e. 

The same circllllstances held in the Jesuit Garnet's 

trial of 1606: 

"When one is asked a question before a magistrl.te, 

he is not bound to answer before soae witnes~es 

be produced against him." 

'that was the proposi.tion. 
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AB Wigmore notes this is not a flat refusal to answer, 

only an ackn~ledgement of the right to proper presentment • 

.John Lilburne says: "If I had been proceeded against by a bill, 

I would have answered." In his appeal to the House of Lords in 

1646, Lilbu:rne's lawyers argued: 

"The ground whereof being that Mr. Lilburn refused 

to take an oath to answer all such questions as 

should be denanded of h:bn, it being contrary to 

the laws of God, nature, and the kingdan, for any 

man to be his own accuser." 

The House of Lords vacated his sentence, saying it was illegal 

and most unjust, against the liberty of the subject and the la~ 

of the land and Magna Charta. · 

It should be noted that the Star Chamber and High 

Camnission had been abolished in 1641; so that the ex officio 

oath was prohibited. At the t:bne they were abolished England 

was in a state of upheaval, Camnons was in open revolt, Charles 

had to give up his royal prerogatave. Thus ended in England 

the inquisitional practice of forcing a man to accuse himself. 

Thereafter it began to be accepted that no man is bound 

to incr:bninate hiri1self on any c.harge, no matter how instituted, 

in any court. The jurisdictional distinction of proper presentment 

became unncesssary. Acceptance csne first in the criminal tr:f.als 

and afterwar.ds in civil cases. bY the ecd of Charles II's reign. 

the privilege to remain sil1mt was a:<tcmded to ordinary witnesses, 

not just t:o the accused. However, this 'Illas in r'.!cality not much 
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more than a rule that judges twuld 't'ccognizc only on demand. 

"The old habit of quest:1.oning and arguing the accused died hard 

did not disappear, indeed, until t!1e 1700' s had begun." 

In light of the earlier grievances and their resulting 

statutes, it is clear that Wi:;more' s app!aisal of the development 

of the right to silence as an outgrowth of jurisdictional jealousy 

between church and the state in the 16th and 17th centuries is 

not an adequate explanatioQ The accusatorial system goes as far 

back as the Germanic adversary procedure which began to change 

around 800 towards a more rational. judicial process. The oath 

of the ancient common law was :m oath of innocense, not an in

quisitional oath. With the introduction of t: he Rcmish inquisi

tional procedure, the English people fought against the power 

that system affords the state as being contrary to the canmon 

law and the dignity and autonomy of the individual • 

. . 'l'o that sentence, "that the power that system affords 

the state as being contrary to the canmon law and the dignity 

and autonany of the individual.'' I add the first clause of the 

Fifth Amendment and respectfully ask the Court not to grant the 

order requested. 

THE COURT: l take it fran your argunent, and I have 

not interrupted you, I think you talked something like 20 minutes 

or more. Mr. Li.ddy has ell of the r.ight:fl and the Select C001111ittee 

has no right,,s. Is that the interpretation you place on the law 

in this case'? 

MR. ~.AROULIS: I say this, chat the Fifth /,;ae11a1;1Gnt 
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says that he need not: answer, he ne:ed not: bo held to answer for 

a capitol, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment 

or indictment of a Grand Jury. 

THE COURT: As I remember correctly Mr. Liddy had c,ne 

opportunity, he was granted immunity sanet:lme ago when he went 

before the grand jury and certain questions were propounded to 

him, I believe, and he still refused to answer before the grand 

jury, is that correct? 

MR. MAR.OULIS: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: What is the status of that case before 

our Court of Appeals today? 

MR. MAROULIS: The appeal, I believe, is being docketed 

on the 21st. 

THE COURT: How many days ago did that happen? I have 

forgotten n~., when he appe.ired before the grand jury. 

MR. MAROULIS: I can only estimate, Judge. It has to 

be in excess of a month ago. 

THE COURT: Here he is asked to cooe before a duly consti

tuted Canmittee of the Senate which is conducting an investigation 

and one of the principal purposes of that investigation as I 

understand it is to find out what occun:ed in this si.tuation, 

this mattet", and 1£ necesssxy r5:.co::llllend r.emed:l.al legiulatitin tr..1 

the Congress to correct any evil that they 111ight uncover. '1.,1at 

is usua:tly the purpose of cv•.!?:y investiga.tior>. of that Canmitte,;, 

Yo,,. say Congresfl doesn't have th<! right i:o do th~t .!'.rld 

he has tho right to fla;mt hki.;;elf iv t.he fr:c:c of c1 lr.wfully 
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issued subpoena after he is granted lllll!IUnity, is that your argu .. 

ment to th~ Court? 

MR. K\ROULIS: My argm.ent is that he ha:1 that right 

~nder the i'ifth A'ncncment. 

THE COURT: Well, I disagree with you. 

I will grant the request of the government. Do you 

have any objection to the papers filed as to £om in this case? 

I take it you have seen the papers? 

MR. MAROULIS: Yes, Your Honor, I have been presented 

with a copy of the papers. I have no objection as to the fcrm 

of the papers. 

THE COURT: All right. 

* * * (10:35 a.m.) 

CERTIFIC:\TE 

It is certified the foregoing is the official 
transcript of proceedings indicated. 

C::tJ // /4 ° 
/{:.14:/,~C>-~ ..'(f .!Jt?,f..}<._. 
NICHOLAS SOKAL 

Official Reporter 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the A pplicatio,1 of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL Misc. No . .2.£.:.ll.. . "• // ,-..,, 
CAJV1PAIGN ACTIVITIES ,t·,·1,,. .. , -~~/ 

J• .,,, l -
'/if:,1"6. F o I>/-:.; 

. D;c;,, . .. 
.,-e:.-,,., 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING ', C\,
1
;r, 

TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFOR!v'i.ATION FROM 1 

G. GORDON LIDDY. 

The United States Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities, having made written application for an order con

ferring immunity upon G. Gordon Liddy and compelling him to testify and 

provide other information before it, pursuant to Title 18, United States 

Code, Sections 6002 and 6005, and on Court finding that all proce1,ures 

/fu. 
specified by § 6005 have been duly followed, it is hereby this I b day of 

. I 

': May, 1973. 

ORDERED that the said Witness in accordance with the 

provisions ofTitle 18, United States Code, section 6002 and 6005, shall not 

be excused from testifying or providing other information before the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities on the ground that the 

testimony or other information sought may tend to incriminate him. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the said Witness appear 

when subpoenaed by said Committee and testify and provide such other 

information that is sought with respect to the matters under inquiry by 

said Committee. 

_AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or other in-

formation compelled under this ORDER {or for any other information directly 

or indirectly derived from such testimony or other information) may be nsed 
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against the \Vitnef.s in any crirninal case, except a prosecution for pr:!rjury, 

giving a false staleinenl, or otherwise failing to cornply with this ORD.SRq 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT couR ~ -:.:;;;, 
1fDiF{ 1 ,g·rj 

_______ F_O_R_~_l_fi_E DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA!~--
J '•'" F -·.··,;v I ., .. J,0 • :- 1..'.J. 

c:.c:.~'< 
UNITED STA TES OF AW.t.ERICA 

- V -

JOHN DOE, et al. 

M;sc. N". t7-73---~- ·-------
-c:~_-:ea-s-e-x-cr.--i--s-2-~r-~ 

MOTION TO OBTAIN DOCUMENTS BY THE SELECT SENATE 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Comes now the Select Senate Committee on Presidential Camp;,ign 

Activities (hereinafter referred to as "the Committee"), a regularly 

constituted committee of the Senate of the United States of America, by 

its Chief Counsel, Samuel Dash, to move to obtain certain docwnents 

hereinafter described that may be under the control and custody of .this 

Honorable Court: 

l. On or about May 4, 1973, John Wesley Dean ill (hereinafter 

"Dean") by his attorneys, Shaffer, McKeever & Fitzpatrick, in a Motion 

to Lodge Docw;nents with the Court {hereinafter "Motion to Lodge Docu

.nents"), moved that this Honorable ·court accept custody and control of 

certain documents which Dean had deposited in a safe deposit box located 

in the Alexandria National Bank (hereinafter "the Bank"). 

z. In their Motion to Lodge Documents,· Dean's attorneys indicateci 

(a) that J;)ean had had in his possb\sion certain documents identified as a 

"document containing forty-three (43) numbered pages together with eight 

(8) s~pplementary documents, plastic-bound in a blue cover" (Motion to 

Lodge Documents at Paragraph 8); (b) that the documents were classified 

within the meaning of Title 18, United States Code, Section 798; (c) that 

Dean was sent a communication by Senate Majority Leader Mike 
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Mansfield in the nature of i> directive to preserve records or documents that 

~ . 
might have a bearing on the, Committee's investigation; (d) that Dean has 

:reason to believe that the documents relate to the subject matter of the 

Committee's investigation; (e) that Dean, anticipating the possible illegal 

destruction or removalof the documents, secured them in a _safe deposit box 

at the Bank; and (f) that Dean delivered the keys to that· safe deposit box, 

No. 592, to.this Honorable Court. 

3. The Committee-has reason to believe that the documents stored 

in the Bank's safe deposit box No. 592 relate to "illegal, improper, o_r 

unethical activities" in relation to the 1972 presidential campaign that the 

Committee is empowered to investigate. (Appended hereto as Exhibit A is 

S. Res. 60, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973),. authorizing the Committee.) 

4. Evidence has been developed and received by the Committee to 

the effect that on prior occasions per sons then or previously connected with 

the White House staff illegally and improperly removed and destroyed 

records and documents relating to the mandate of the Committee. 

5. The Co~ittee appears to fall within the following subsection (c) 

of Title 18, United States Code Section 798, which creates an exception to 

the otherwise restricted access to designated classified material: 

"Nothing in this section shall prohibit the furnishing upon 
lawful demand of information to any regularly constituted 
committee of the Senate or House of Representatives of 
the United States of America, or joint committee thereof. 11 

\ 

6. Alternatively, and in the event that this Honorable Court does not 

have control or custody or relinquishes control or custody of the 

documents requested herein,subpoenas for.the production of these documents 

have been served on Dean, the Bank, and the Executive Office of the 

?resident. 
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WHEREFORE, the premises considered the Committee prays this 

Honorable Court to pass an, Order: 

1. Directing the Clerk of this Honorable Court to deliver to a duly 

authorized representative of the Select Senate Committee the k<;ys to Safe 

Deposit Box No, 592 at the Alexandria National Bank .. to gain 

access to and to copy the documents described herein •. 

2. For such other and further relief as this Honorable Court shall 

deem appropriate, 

/ 0; / 
~:c:c-c./{- lC_;i~·-1 I 

Chief Counsel '· 
SELECT SENA TE COMMITTE~ 
ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAiGN 1 
ACTIVITIES 

David M, Dorsen 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA 

- V - Criminal Gase No. 1827-72 

JOHN DOE, et. al. 

MEMORANDUM OF POU\/TS AND AUTHORITIES IN 
SUPPORT OF THE SELECT SENA TE COMMITTEE 
ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES MOTION 
TO OBTAIN DOCUMENTS 

I. The authority of Congress to compel production of documents 

or records is recognized as a necessary correlative to. its inherent power 

to conduct investigations .... so long, as tl:ese investigations are in further-

ance of a legitimate legislative function. McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U. s. 
* . 

135 (1927); · Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S~· 178 ,(1957). Congress's 

authority to c;ompel the production of doc~11nents or records is denoted in 

Title 2, United States Gode, Section 192*.-

2. By Joint Resolution of the Senate, the Select Senate Committee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities is empowered to investigate "illegal, 

improper, or unethical activities" in connection with the 1972 presidential 

election, and to determine the "necessity and desirability" of new legis

lation to "safeguard the electoral process, 11 S. Res •. 60, 93rd Congress, 

1st Session ,{1973)* ,{appended hereto as Exhibit A). The Committee has 

reason to believe that the documents that it seeks to obtain from this Court 

relate to "illegal, improper, or unethical" activities in connection with the 

.. \ 

1972 presidential campaign, 

3. John Wesley Dean Ill in his Motion to Lodge Documents with 

the Court state<i that these documents were classified under Title 18, United 

States Gode, Section 798(a) ;{3}. The protection afforded these documents 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 25 
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has an exception in the case of a 11 
••• lawful demand, of information to 

any regularly constituted ~ommittee of the Senate or House of Represent

atives ••• "U.S. C. § 798(
0

c) (1970). * 

4. The Judiciary may not act to prevent the production of 

doc~ments or records,_ordered by Congress pursuant to its inve_stigatory 

powers until the party subject to the Congress's order has refused to 
. . -

comply with the order and some event "such as arrest,. indictment, or 

conviction brings an actual controver'sy into the sphere of judicial authority. 11 

Pauling v. Eastland, 2.8/l F. 2.d 12.6, ·12.9 (D. C. Cir. 1960), ...£!:!!· denied, 

364, U.S. 900 (1960). * The court in this case refused to issue a declara-

tory judgment as to the legality of a Senate order for the production of 

certain documents, s_tating that 

"The courts cannot interfere upon the 
petition of a person potentially liable 
to some such event. It is clear to me 
the doctrine of the separation of powers 
prevails here. II 

2.88 F. 2.d at 12.9. In the instant case, Dean's '.'lod_ging of the documents with 

the Court" is, in effect, asking the Court for ~n advisory opinion or 

declaratory judgment as to the status of the documents that are the subject 

of this Motion. Thus, under the authority of this Circuit's ruling in Pauling v. 

Eastland, this Court would seem to be. without authority to withhold from the 

Select Senate Committee the documents that it herein seeks to obtain. 

IN CONCLUSION, and in view of the authorities hereinbefore cited, the 

Select i:i"enate Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities should obtain 
~. 

the documents as set forth in its MOTI N T..O OBTAIN DOL]. ENTS. 

~~. //J. 
.. .,,._ •. ,#" .,,(.:.,,{' ~-/ .,..(_ -11.r: .. 

Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel 
Senate Select Committee on Pr~sidential 

1 - 1/I 
C;tpaign ActiviJ%-es 

\. -.::X. ~.. ~ , l...._Q... 
David M. Dorsen, Asst •. Chief Counsel 

* <;;ases or authorities primarily relied upon are marked by asterisks. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY GER TIFY· that copies of the foregoing MOTION 

TO OBTAL'l DOCUMENTS and the supporting.MEMORANDUM OF 

POINTS AND AUTHO_RITIES were delivered this ___ day 

of May, 1973, to Charles Norman Shaffer, 342 Hungerford 

Court, Rockville, Maryland, 20850, _Counsel for John Wesley 

Dean, Ill: Earl Silbert, Assistant United States Attorney, United 

States Courthouse, Washington, D. G 0 20001; Leonard Garment, 

· Counsel t_o the President, Executive Office of the President, 

The White House, 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W • Washington, 

D.C. 20500; and Mr. E 0 Guy Ridgely, President, Alexandria 

National Bank, 330 N. Washington Avenue, Alexandri.a, Virginia 

22313. 

David M. Dorsen 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT CvURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT ,JF CJLUMBIA 

UNITED STATES OF AMERIGA ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

vs MISC. NO. 77- 73 

JJI-IN D.JE, et al 

(John Wesley Dean III) 

'Monday, May 14, 1973 

The above-entitled cause came on for hearing at 

9:30 a.m., before THE H.JNJRABLE CHIEF JUDGE J.Jl!N J. SIRICA. 

APPEARANCES: 

HARJLD TITUS, U.S. ATTJRNEY FJR D.C. 
EARL SILBERT, ASSIST. U.S. ATTORNEY 
SEYMaUR GLANZER, ASSIST. U.S. ATTORNEY 

CHARLES NORMAN SHAFFER, ESQ. 
RO~ERT C, M:; CANDLESS, ESQ. 

5, (; tv' 11,c -"' r l t c.;; <'om,,117T r·· 
DAVID WRSEN, ESQ., JP'f!6E ;)F SPEC'EAI:. l'RJloi;tXTlR 
WILLIAM MAYTON, ESQ., aFFICE ,JF SFEeflltb FRJSEJl:ff.J 

C)(I) P,1:--s,ppJ11·,.,-,,,1{ C,rt11fr/l(; 

CHARLES MJRGAN, ESQ, Ac. T/111 Tl t-~ 

NICHOLAS SOKAL 
OfflCIAL COURT REPORTER 

'800•• UNITED STATES COURT H0119£ 
:,JASIIINGTON, D. C. ?flOOl · 

'%6 · 7454 . 
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P R J C E E D I N G S 

MR. SHAFFER: Good morning, Your Honor. 

May it please the Court, brothers at the Bar, ladies 

and gentlemen, my name is Charles Shaffer. I am from Rockville, 

Your Honor, and I have the privilege of representiq; Mr. John 

W. Dean, III, who is the movant in the matter before the Court 

this morning. 

Your Honor, the motion is somewhat self explanatory. 

Mr. Dean, as you know, and as has been widely circulated in the 

press and as a fact of which you can take judicial notice was 

until last Monday employed on the staff of the White House and 

in his capacity at the White House which terminated sometime 

around noon and was announced on national television by the 

President on April 30th, enjoyed the privilege of possessing and 

using certain classified materials. Upon his termination his 

classification also terminated, Your Honor, and at that moment h 

was confronted with his possession or having under his custody ad 

control certain classified documents which are obliquely describ d 

in the motion. 

At that point he first addressed himself to his contin ing 

problem of not having the clearance but having these items in hi 

control. As you ~now from the motion, the Honorable Mike Mansfi ld, 

the Majority Leader of the Senate, had written my client sometim 

in January and had asked him to take,in a requesting way, had 

asked him to take certain steps to insure that any documents tha 
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my client thought might have a bearing upon an undescribed up

coming investigation conducted by the Senate would be preserved. 

My client considered that not only as a prefatory request but 

also one that may have some directory power and might subject 

him to contempt of the Senate if he did not heed that 

as a citizen he thought he should. 

So prior to his termination he took steps to insure t 

these documents would remain in his custody and control should 

be abruptly terminated, and as he anticipated, should he not b~ 

able to get into his office. 

As Your Honor knows in this affair, and Your Honor kn ~s 

perhaps more than the rest of us knows about, and I say that 

properly from your continuing connection with the matter in thi 

courtroom--

THE CJURT: --there might be some doubt about that. 

MR. SHAFFER: Your Honor, I haveno 9oubt about it and 

I don't say it in a facetious way, and as a matter of fact, tha 

is why I filed the motion under the miscellaneous number that 

I did, so that the matter would be brought to your attention. 

As a lawyer I felt I had to advise my client, I had to advise 

him in light of the security statute which said he couldn't 

control that document any longer, and I didn't want him to make 

a judgment on his own nor did I want to make it for him as to 

whom he should deliver that document to, and I was always taugh 
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by my father that when you are in trouble the policeman was you 

friend, and when I got a little older and went to law school I 

learned that the Court took the place of the policeman, so I 

thought the best thing to do would be to come to the Court and 

let the Court decide what disposition if any should be made of 

the document. 

I would also like .to say, Your Honor, the reason we 

went through the mechanics that we did, putting it in a safe 

deposit box, I had never possessed the document, Your Honor, an 

I say that as an officer of the court and hope you accept that s 

a true statement, and I never reviewed the contents of the docu 

meat and I make that statement under the same circumstances and 

I have deliberately avoided doing that because I do not enjoy 

the classification that my client once did, and under the statue 

I didn't want to violate it. I didn't want to unwittingly put 

the Court in the position of violating the statute. 

THE COURT: By golly, I don't want them to put me in 

jail. 

MR. SHAFFER: Your Honor, I have no fear of that. 

I just said to my client, look, you are possessing it now and 

there is no sense enlarging the circle, continue to possess it ut 

get it to a safedeposit box and give me the keys and I'll turn 

the keys over to the Court and in that way it will be beyond 

your control because you don't have the keys and it won't be in 

anybody alse's control until you respond to the appropriate 
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So, Your Honor, I don't care what you do with the 

document. Now I have seen a lot of people have come in and say 

they want the document. I don't consider it my place to tell 

Your Honor what you should do or shouldn't do with the document 

even in an advisory way. You don't need advice from me and I 

have none to offer. And if you do accept the keys to the box 

we will follow whatever directive you suggest. And I would like 

to be excused from further proceedings onceyou accept the keys, 

if you do, because I properly have no further place in the motio 

Now I did notice that I was directed to bring my clien 

to the courtroom today and I have. And I certainly will abide b 

whatever rules the CaJrt sets. 

THE COURT: Do you have any objection to the Court pro 

pounding a few questions to your client? I want to know the ty e 

of classification we have in this case. 

MR. SHAFFER: I have none whatsoever, Your Honor, but 

I do want to say this 

THE COURT: --he doesn't have to say anything that 

might incriminate him. 

MR. SHAFFER: Under the Ellis case I am going to make 

appropriate objections should Your Honor in my humble judgment 

go beyond the scope of what we have admitted in the motion. 

THE ~OURT: Maybe you can answer the question. 
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MR. SHAFFER: Your Honor, I don't think I can answer 

the question because I don't know what the document is. 

THE COURT: As I understand the statute there are 

three specific classifications. The first is Top Secret, 

Secret, or Confidential. 

MR. SHAFFER: That statute is out-dated, Your Honor. 

They got something better than Top Secret. 

THE COURT: What have they got now? 

MR. SHAFFER: I don't know what they call it but that 

is what this document is. 

THE COURT: That is what I wanted to ask your client. 

I wanted the classification. 

MR. DEAN: It is Top Secret - Handle via ~ommit Chann ls. 

THE COURT: Who decides what classification should be 

given to documents or papers, or anything? Who makes the de

cision? 

,MR. DEAN: In this instance it would be the agency wh 

did the classifying. 

THE COURT: Which agency was that? 

MR. DEAN: This was a combination of several agencies 

including the FBI and other national security agencies. 

THE COURT: All right. 

Now, without disclosing the specific contents of the 

material can you tell the Court in what manner they might effec 

the national security? 
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MR. DEAN: Your Honor, the fact that it has the class

ification on it would indicate that those who did the classifyi 

felt there were items in there that could someway effect the 

national security. Having read the statute that covers disclos e 

of national security matters it would seem in 

some of those restrictions of that statute. 

THE COURT: All right. Thank you. 

Now, are you a party to this litigation, counsel 

(addressing Mr. Morgan)? 

MR. MORGAN: Well, sir, I havea't been served but if 

the contents of those documents are wiretap conversations I 

would think I would be. I wonder would the Court inquire the 

words "via Comaeni' as he said the classification? 

THE CJURT: I don't follow you. 

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Dean said it was Top Secret via 

Comment Channels. 

MR. DEAN: It is handled commit --c-o-m-m-i-t channel 

THE CJURT: All right, thank you. Mr. Silbert, or 

Mr. Glanzer? 

MR. SILBERT: May it please the Court: Earl Silbert, 

appearing on behalf of the United States together with Mr. 

Glanzer, Mr. Campbell and Mr. Titus. 

If the Court please, we have filed as I am sure Your 

Honor is aware, a response to the motion of Mr. Dean. Our 

position is fairly straight-forward. Since as Mr. Dean acknow

ledges in the motion that the property that he has filed and 
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placed in a safe deposit box is property of the United States, 

that he came into possession of while he was an employee of the 

United States and because he is no longer an employee of the 

United States the position of the United States is that that 

property, that is, the documents should be returned to it. 

That is the first reason for our position that we oug t 

to have possession of the documents. 

The second reason is also, or emanates from the fact 

that Mr. Dean in his motion alleges these documents may have a 

bearing oa the matter under investigation by the grand jury whi h 

is an arm of this court. For that reason we also want possessi n 

of the documents so we may examine them to determine what relev nee 

if any they have to the iavestigatioa and if they have any rele 

vance at all to submit them to the grand jury for its considera ion 

ia its ongoing investigation. 

That briefly is our position, if the Court please. 

We have also since we filed our response to the motio 

of Mr. Dean received copies of motions filed by the Senate 

Select Committee through its chief counsel, Mr. Dash, and his 

assistant Mr. Dorsen. We also received a copy of the motion 

filed by attorneys ia the socalled Common Cause litig atioa. We 

are prepared to respond tolhose at this time or at a later time 

after they have aa opportunity to present their position to the 

Court, depending oa Your Honor's desire. 
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THE CClJRT: That is a separate proceeding. I am not 

going to hear the Common Cause matter today. You have so many 

days to answer their med.on. We will have another hearing if 

necessary on that. 

MR. SILBERT: Very well, Your Honor. 

With respect to any position that we have taken with 

respect to those documents we have at no time accepted custody, 

of course we never seen the documents, we have no idea what is 

in them other than is contained in the allegations of the motio s 

filed by Mr. Dean and also the allegations or statements made b 

his counsel here this morning. In fact, at the time the motion 

was filed we did not even have a top security clearance;since 

that time we have received such a clearance so I believe we hav 

access to those documents. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. SILBERT: Now at the appropriate time, if Your 

Honor pleases, I will r~spond to the request of the Senate for 

access to those documents. 

I might also say if the Court please, as indicated in 

our motion, though we have asked for return of the documents we 

have absolutely no objection to a copy of them being retained 

by Your Honor for whatever use, if any, you deem appropriate. 

THE COURT: That is very kind of you offering to dot at. 

Thank you. 

Is Mr. Dorsen here? 
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MR. DOR.SEN: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE C0URT: You represent the Senate Committee? 

MR. DJRSEN: Yes, I do, Your Honor. My name is 

David Dorsen, I am assistant chief counsel with the committee. 

Like other persons who appeared today we do not know 

of course what is in the documents. On the other hand from the 

description of Mr. Shaffer it appears to be within our mandate 

and we would like to have an opportunity to obtain a copy of th 

documents. We take no position ..hatsoever on whether the gover -

ment should have the original documents, we are simply seeking 

copies of those documents. 

As our motion papers indicate there is a threshold 

question which we pointed out to the Court, and that is whether 

there is anything correctly before the Court in the nature of 

jurisdiction over being handed keys to a safe-deposit hox. 

Jur position is that if theCourt has jurisdiction 

we should be entitled to a copy of the documents. If the Court 

does not have jurisdiction we have subpoenaed the various perso s 

who might get the documents should Your Honor return the keys t 

Mr. Dean, namely, Mr. Dean, the executive office of the Preside t, 

I and the bank at which the safe deposit box is located. 

In sum, we believe as the record now stands we are I 
entitled to ro py of those documents and regardless of dispositi1n 

Your Honor makes on any other portion of the motion that we shoJld 

I be entitled to a copy of those documents. 
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THE COURT: All right, sir. Mr. Silbert? 

MR. SILBERT: Your Honor, I neglected to indicate so 

as the motion, the motion before Your Honor is a motion by Mr. 

Dean to file the documents with the Court, via the form he has 

indicated. We have absolutely no objection to the granting of 

that motion and our position becomes relevant only after Your 

Honor makes a disposition of that motion. We join in his motio 

They should be filed with the Court because of the circumstance 

in which he finds himself and in a sense he is filing the equiv -

lent of an interpleader motion. 

Now, the reason for the suggestion with respect to 

Your Honor retaining a copy of the documents even though the 

United States feels it is entitled to their return to avoid any 

possibility of the appearance of subsequent descruction or mis

handling of the documents, retention of the documents by Your 

Honor, copy of the documents would clear away the possibility o 

such an allegation ever being made or having any substance to i 

if indeed it was made. 

With respect to the position of the Senate, Your Hono 

we do not oppose the Senate receiving a copy of those documents 

r 

We do have one problem, however, and that is because of the fac 

that as represented to Your Honor by both Mr. Shaffer and his 

client, Mr. Dean, the nature of the security classification of 

those documents as an initial matter we think if Your Honor gra1ts 
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access to the Senate Select Committee that access should be 

limited to the Chairman, Senator Ervin, or the Vice Chairman, 

Senator Baker, or any other senator who is a member of that 

committee, senator or senators designated by the chairman or 

vice chairman. 

Based on what these documents turn out to be and thei 

relevance if any to the investigation, then if the Senate wants 

to take appropriate steps to make sure the staff members receiv 

the appropriate clearance then of course we would fully coopera e 

with them iv this matter and have no objection. 

So to summarize again, if the Court please, no object on 

from our part to the Senate Select Committee having either acce s 

to or copy of those documents retained by the Court, but as an 

initial step we simply point out to the Court because of the na ure 

of the security classification that initial access should be 

limited as I previously outlined to Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. Anything else? 

Title 18 of the United States Code, Section (4)(c) 

states: 

"Nothing in this section shall prohibit the furnishin 

upon lawful demand of information to any regularly consti

tuted committee of the Senate or House of Representatives 

of the United States of America, or joint committee thereo 

I think you gentlemen have probably come to the same 

" 
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conclusion I have come to in this matter. 

First of all, I will ask counsel to prepare an order. 

Agree upon an order wiich will contain the substance of what I 

am about to say. 

'nle original copies of the documents should remain in 

the possession of the Clerk of this Court. 'nlis Court does not 

Wint to look at those documents at this time, at least. 'nle 

Clerk will furnish certified copies of those documents to couns 1 

for the government for such use as they think they are entitled 

to use them for. For instance, matters before the grand .i ury 

or other matters. 

Also, a certified copy of those documents in the safe 

deposit box will be furnished to Committee counsel. 

I think the suggestion that Mr. Silbert made is a 

good one. For the time being at least they ought to be limited 

to the Chairman, the vice-chairman and such other members the 

chairman might designate, or vice chairman. In other words, 

these documents should be kept secret until such time as the 

committee believes they should be released to the public or 

released in a public hearing. And I am sure the government 

counsel realize the importance of that also. 

That will be the order. Counsel prepare an order. 

I will ask my clerk, Mr. Christofferson, Mr. Dean, counsel for 

Mr. Dean, go to the bank, turn the keys over, obtain those 
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documents, bring them back, turn them over to Mr. Capitanio 

(courtroom clerk) and he will have xerox copies made and certifi d 

for counsel. The originals will remain in the possession of the 

Clerk of the Court. I am sure they will be safe there. 

Anything further? 

MR. SHAFFER: Your Honor, it is implicit you granted y 

motion but may we say that in the order? 

THE CuURT: Yes. Motion granted; government's reques 

is granted. All right. Everybody wins. 

* * * (10:25 a.m.) 

CERTIFICATE 

It is certified the foregoing is the official 
transcript of proceedings indicated. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 • 26 

'7.:;c,,(~:>--J"'d~ 
NICHJLAS SJKAL 
ufficial Reporter 
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UNITED S'l'l\TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

United States of America 

v. Miscellaneous No. 77 - 73 

John Doe, et al. 

0 R D E R 

r:I'[ ,,,. ., I. : D , 
M/\y 1113?3 

.II\ME.s F · DA,r·r t. , C/,y/1 
This matter having come before the Court ·on the motion 

of John Wesley Dean, III, to Lodge Document with the Court; and 

Both the United States of America, through the United 

States Attorney, and the Senate Select Committee on Presidentjal 

Campaign Activities, through its counsel, having filed pleadings 

in which they requested or moved the Court to furnish them with 

the documents referred to in the motion of Dean; and 

The Court having held a hearing on this matter on May 14, 

1973, at which time Mr. Dean was present and re;:,res.ented by 
/ 

counsel, and the United States Attorney and counsel for the Senate 

Select Committee were present; and 

The Court having heard oral argument of counsel; and 

The Court having examined the motions and other pleadings 

relevant to this matter; ~!./ .. 
. /L{v;il"-
rt is by the Court this _~_ day of May, 1973, 

ORDERED that the motion of Jolm Wesley Dean, III, to lodge 

documents with the Court is hereby granted; and it is 

FURTHER ORDERED that Mr, Dean is her.eby directed to receive 

from the Court or its authorized representative the keys previously ... 
delivered to it to the safety deposit box specified in his motions; 

that upon receipt of the keys,_Mr. Dean, with his counsel, with 

the courtroom clerk, Mr. James Capitanio, and with a la1-1 clerk 

of the Court, D. Todd Christofferson, is to proceed forthwith 

to the safety deposit box and remove from it the documents; that 

Mr. Dean, upon removal of the documents, is to deliver them to 

the courtroom clerk Mr. Capitanio; and it is 
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FURTHER ORDERED that the cnurtroom clerk is to take 'ens l ody 

of these docu111ents and place tl1em under seal;' ~nd it is 

FURTHER ORDERED that a certified copy of these
0 

rlocmnrJJts 

is to be given to the United Stntcs by r]elivery to the approj>riate 

represent~tive of the Office of the United States.Attorney for 

the District of Columbia; Z:J.n<l it is 

FURTHER ORDERED that the Onited States Atton1ey or his 

authorized representatives are to submit to the grand jury for 

its consideration any or parts of the documents which relate 

directly or indir.ectly, to its investigation into the Watergate 

incident; and it is 

FURTHER ORDERED that certified_ copy of the documents is 

to be given to counsel for the Senate Select Committ.ee on Presi

dential Campaign Activities for delivery to the Chairman of the 

Corrm1ittee, the Vice-Chairman of the Committee, or a1;y United 

States Senator who is a member of the Committee, dei,iignated by 

the Chairman or Vice-Chairman as authorized to receive t'he 

documents. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COU: 
FOF THE DIS'IRICT OF COLUM 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: Misc. No.~ 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

APPLICATION FOR OR DEF CONFEF RING IMMUNITY UPON AND 
COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION 
FROM JEB STUART MAGRUDEF 

The Select Committee on Presidential Caltl>aign Activi~ies of .the ~,/ 

;•;::, .... i~ •. 
United States Senate, by its Counsel, hereby applies to this Court for an ···:.,·!( 

/ )~:;;},~, . :c. 
order conferring immunity upon and compelling Jeb Stuart Magruder (the· 

"Witness") to testify and provide other information before this 

. ;·,:·· 

pursuant to the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 

and 6005. In support of this application the Committee states: 

.. 1. The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 

.; ·r::rsuant to a.; l'llte R eaolution 60, Section l(a), 93rd Congresa_'i~ Seseio 
;, ~ ·, <-=-·! . .r~-J:~ >..:' 

:i.s·.inqairing into the extent, if any, that illegal, improper, or 111>athu:al 
~~ . ~ 
;+ !&c:tl.Yities were engaged in by any persons, acting individually or- in z it., 

{ombination W'ith-~hera, in the Presidential.el~ction of 197Z, 

campaigi,~-canvass, or other activity related to it. 

.,./' 

z. The Witness will be subpoenaed to ~f>p.~ar before this Committee 
_...,/ 

during hearings that will be held in the n,;;:r future. 

3. It is anticipated that the Witness will invoke his Constitutional 

privilege against self-incrimination and refuse to testify or provide other 

information relating to his activities that come within the scope of the 

investigatory authority established by Senate F esolution 60. 

4. This Application has been approved by an affirmative vote of all 

seven members of the Select Committee as attested to by the Certification 

of s:muel Dash, Chief Counsel, Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
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Campaign Activities. The Certification is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

5. Notice of an intention to request this order w'as given to the 

Attorney General's designate of the United States as required by Title 18, 

U.S. c. ss 6005 (b){3) on May 7, 1973, as attested to by the Certificate of 

Service attached hereto as Exhibit 2. The Attorney General's designate's 

ten day wailing period between notification and request for the order 

provided for in 8 s 6005 {b}(3), has expired. 

May 1a. 1911 

Respectfully submitted, 

4 --11,R O«.L l4?!2 J 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Select Committee o_n 
Presidential Campaign 
Activities 

~ .34, ..:t4a Cf<P't) 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Q?..,.,J..u> G!Z, Z. 
Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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SELECT COMM!TT'EE ON 
PR£SIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(ruRSUMT TO a. R&s. .. , UO CONGR&.sa) 

WASHINGTON. D,C. 20510 

CERTIFICATION OF VOTE 

I, Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel of the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the 

United States Senate, do hereby certify that the APPLICA-

TION FOI ORDER CONFEilF ING IMMUNITY UPON AND 

COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PB ODUCTION OF IN-

FOFMATION HOM Jeb Stuart Magruder filed pursuant to 

the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 

and 6005 was approved by a unanimous vote of the seven 

members of said Committee on May 2, 1973. 

May 18, 1973 

4, .I -DoJ (~IJ'. 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

EXHIBIT 1 
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SELECT COMMl1TEE ON 
PRS:S1DENTIAL CAMPAIGN AcrlVI~ 

(ruRauaHr TO .. 1'Uo ... DD CiDHUm) 

WASHINGTON. C.C. Z0510 

CERTIFICATE OF ~_EFVICE 

I, Samuel Dash, do hereby certify that on the 7th 
. . 

day of May, 1973, i served a notice of our intention to seek an 

order conferring immunity upon and compelling testimony and 

production of information from Jeb Stuart Magruder, upon the 

Honorable El icba:i;-d Kleindienst, Attorney General of the United 

States and Henry Peterson, his designate, by having said notice . -
.! . 

hand deli~red to him at his office, located in the Main Justice 

B~ding, 10th and c·~nstitution Avenue, N. W., Washingto~, o." C. 

A copy of this notice-is attached to this Certificate of Service. 

May 18, 1973 

S-.mu.el Dash 
Chief Counsel 

EXHIBIT Z 

·~-~··""' - . 
,:.,~tf ;.~ -
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u .... .i·£.·.&!..AJ ~·~'A'.i.'&:::. DI&'.L'.l{j.C'1' '""""·u: 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COW.MBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of: 

. UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDE~'TIAL CAMPAIGN 
ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. 1..Q.=11_ 

.NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY 
AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY OF WITNESS 

ATTORNEY GENERAL, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
.Main Justice Building, 10th and Constitution Avenue, 

N.w., ·Washington, D,c. 20530 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the l1!h day of~; 

1973, at 10:00 A.M. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 

· .: heard, in the courtroom of the Honorable John J. Sirica, Chief 

Judge,·united States District Court, District of Colwnbia, 

located in Courtroom No. 2, United states District courthouse, 

Third and Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.c., the 

,undersigned, acting on behalf of tha Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities of the United States Senate, 

will apply to the Court, pursuant to the provision& of 

Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002(3) and 6005, 

for an order conferring immunity upon and compelling 

··Jeg Stuart Magruder to testify and provide other info~tion in 

u:~ ~ l:)y. &a.id Committee. 
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UNITED STA TES DISTI<.ICT GOUR T 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. 70-73 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPOF T 
CF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFE FF ING IMMUNITY UPON 
AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PIRODUCTION OF 
INFCllMATION F1ROM JEB STUAlll T MAGRUDEF-

. The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activit_ies of 

the United States Senate has applied to this Court for an Order conferring 

immunity upon and compelling Jeb Stuart Magruder to testify and provide 

other information before the Committee pursuant to the provisions of Title 

18, United States Code, Sections 6002 and 6005. 

These sections, in pertinent part, provide: 

"Section 6002. Immunity generally. 
11Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis 
of his privilege against self-incrimination 
to testify or provide other information in a 
proceeding before or ancillary to - -

*** 
"(3) either House of Congress, a joint Committee 
of the two Houses, or a committee or a subcommittee 
of either House and the person presiding over the 
proceeding communicates to the witness an order 
issued under this part, the witness may not 
refuse to comply with the order on the basis of 
his privilege against self-incrimination; but no 
testimony or other information compelled under 
the order (or any information directly or indirectly 
derived from such testimony or other information) 
may be used against the witness in any criminal 
case. except a prosecution for perjury, giving a 
false statement, or otherwise failing to comply 
with the order. " 
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"Section 6005, Congressional proceedings, 
"(a) In the case of any individual who has been or may 
be called to testify or provide other information at any 
proceedings before either House of Congress, or any 
committee or any subcommittee of either House, or any 
joint committee of the two Houses, a United States district 
court shall issue, in accordance with subsection (b) of this 
section, upon the request of a duly authorized representative 
of the House of Congress or the Committee concerned, an 
order requiring such individual to give testimony or provide 
other information which he refuses to give or provide on the 
basis of his privilege against self-incrimination, such order 
to become effective as provided in section 6002 of this paTt. " 

"(b) Before issuing an order under subsection (a) of this 
section, a United States district court shall find that--

*** 
"(2) in the case of a proceeding before a committee or a 
subcommittee of either House of Congress or a joint 
committee of both Houses, the request for such an order 
has been approved by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of 
the members of the full committee; and 

· ,··"(3) ten days or more prior to the day on which the request 
.for such an order was made, the Attorney General was served 
. with notice of an intention to request the order. 

'"(c) Upon application of the Attorney General, the United 
States district court shall defer the issuance of any order 
under subsection (a) of this section for such period, not 
longer than twenty days from the date of the request for 
such order, as the Attorney General may specify." '-

As the exhibits attached to the present Application indicate, the 

procedures required by Section 6005 have been met. All seven members 

of the Select Committee have approved this Application. Moreover, the 

Select Committee, through its Counsel, has notified the Attorney General's 

designate of its intention to request the instant order. The Attorney 

General's designate's ten day waiting period between notification and 

request for the order provided for in Ss 6005 (b)(3), has expired. 
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Because the requirements of Section 6005 have oeen complied 

with, the attached order should be entered. 

May !.8., 1973 

B espectfully submitted, 

J.~ AJ l /( p,e.) 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

if~~{R~ 
James Hamilton~ 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda · 
Assistant Counsel ._ 
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Ui-1 _ _ .l:,.,\j .:,·J;'A'l1.l!..J D.lb'.uu.i,;'i Wu.h.i.' 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of: 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. 1.Q::D 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROM 
JEB STUART MAGRUDER 

The United States Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities, having made written application for an order 

conferring immunity upon Jeb Stuart Magruder and compelling 

h1m to testify and provide other information before it, pursuant 

to Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 and 6005, and 

on Court finding that all procedures specified by ss 6005 have 

been duly followed, it is hereby this day of May, 1973 

ORDERED that the said Witness in accordance with the 

provisions of Title 18, United States Code, section 6002 and 

6005, shall not be excused from testifying or proViding other 

information before the Select Committee on Presidential. Campaign 

Activities on the ground that the testimony or other int'ormation 

sought may tend to incriminate him. 

AM> IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the said Witness appear when 

subpoenaed by said Committee and testify and provide such other 

information that is sought with respect to the matters under 

inquiry by said Committee. 

ANDJ:l.'lSFURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or other informa

tion compelled under this ORDER (or for any other information 

directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other 

information) may be used against the Witness in any criminal 

case, except fO! perjury. giving a false statement, or 

otherwise failing to comply with this ORDER. 

United States District Judge· 
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CEJR TIFICA TE OF SER VICE 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that on the 18th day of May, 

1973, served a copy of the attached documents on the Honorable Fichard G. 

Kleindienst, Attorney General of the United States and Henry E. Petersen, 

his designate, by having said papers hand delivered to his office, located in 

the. Main Justice Building, 10th and Constitution Avenue, N. W., 

Washington, D. C. and I served a copy of the attached documents on 

Mr. James Bierbower, attorney for Jeb Stuart Magruder, by having 
• .. 

said papers hand delivered to his office, located at 1625 K Street, N. W., 

Washington, D. C. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
POR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

i 
In the Matter of the Appl+cation of 

I 
United States Senate Select Committee) 

Misc. No. 

on Presidential Campaign Activities) _____ ) 

APPLICATION TO DEFER ISSUANCE OF ANY ORDER 
REQUIRING THE TESTIMONY AND. 

PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION 
FROM JEB STUART MAGRUDER 

Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney General in 

charqe of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, 

aooearinq herein pursuant to the atithority ve~ted in him by 

18 u.s.c. 6005, and 28 C.F.R. 0.176, hereby-acknowledges the 

JQ£.~ipt by him on May 7, 1973, of Notice by Senate Select 

committee on Presidential Campaign Activitie~ that said 

select committee acting through its Chief Counsel, Samuel 

Dash, would on May 17, 1973, apply to.this Court, pursuant 
I 
I 

to.the provisions of 18 u.s.c. 6002{3) and 6005, for an·order 

conferring immunity upon and compelling Jeb Stuart Magruder to 

testify and provide other information in an inquiry conducted 

by said Select committee. 

Pursuant to the authority vested in him by 18 u.s.c. 6005 

and 28 c.F.R. 0.176, the said Assistant Attorney General 

Henry E. Petersen hereby requests this Court, purstan t to the 
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I 
provisions of 18 u.s.c. 6005(c), to1defer ror a period of 

i 
twenty (20) days from the date of the request by the Select 

I 
Committee £or such order the issuance of ariy order under 

\ 
18 U.S.C. 6005(a) requiring Jeb Stuart Magrrder to give testimony 

or provide other information at any proceeding before the Select 

i Committee 

Dated this ~,-'l·:~-day of 
May, 1973. 

Assistant Attorney General 
I./ 

. I 
' 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing Application 
to Defer Issuance of any Order Requiring the Testimony and 
Production of Information from Jeb Stuart Magruder has been 
mailed to Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel, United States Senate, 
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 
Washington, D.C. 20510, this 21st day of May, 1973. 

EARL J; SILBERT, Principal 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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IN Tl!E UNITED STATES DISTRICT COUR'r • ·, 
FOR 'rHE DISTRICT or,· COLIJ1'!BL4, 

: .. 'IN .. llf)''~/ ) 
'·:;,::/: '· ·· .. .-:. '~· . . . .· ... ) 
(i..<.ilPJ.'LICfoTioN OF-THE UNITED STATES ] 
!i' /'·SENATE ~SELECT COMMITTEE ON . . ) 

,~('fRESID.BNTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES ] 

0 RD ER 

'r .• Upon consideration of 

· '.'Testimony and Production of 

, filed with the Court on lfay 21, 1973, it is by the 

." QtJ)I(_ day of May, 1973, 

·' r 
ORDERED that the Application of 

t~ck~~;~l~b~, and the same hereby is, granted, 
• ~, > •' 

i ~ ·~ 
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In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: 
COMMIT:t'EE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

FILED 

mr 3/ 1773 

Misc, No, 70-73 

JAM.ES i, DAVEY 
CLERl< 

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN 
SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY 
UPON AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF 
INFORMATION FROM JEB STUART MAGRUDER 

On May 18, 1973, the Select Committee filed an Application to this 

Court for an order conferring immunity upon and compelling Jeb Stuart 

Magruder to testify and provide other information before the Committee 

pursuant to 18 U. S. C. 'l. ss 6002, 6005. The Court has asked for briefing 

as to whether it has discretion to deny this application if the procedural 

requirements specified by the statute have been met (as they hav!>-~een in 

the present case). It is the Select Committee's position that it is patent 

from the language of the statute, its legislative history and applicable 

case la~ that no such discretion exists and, perforce, the requested order 

must issue. 

1, The prescription in ~ 6005 could hardly be plainer, That section 

provides that if the requisite procedures haw been followed--i. e., the 

rE11uest for an immunity order has been approved by a two-thirds vote of 

the members of the Committee and the Attorney General has been notified 

ten days previous to the filing of the Application- the order "shall issue." 

This provision, we respectfully urge, leaves no room for Court discretion. 

Moreover, the Attorney General has no power under the statute to 

block the issuance of an immunity order. The statute does provide that 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, 1 - 27 
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he be notified ten days before the request is filed (a right he can waive); 

it also provides that the Attorney General can require the Court to defer 

issuance of the order for an additional twenty days thereafter. Nowhere, 

however, is it even suggested that he has veto power over issuance of the 

order.* It is useful to juxtapose the Attorney General's powers in this 

regard with those he has under sections 6003 and 6004 regarding grants of 

immunity to those testifying before Grand Juries, in criminal trials, or 

in administrative proceedings; in each of these situations the Attorney 

General can prohibit the issuance of an immunity order. Surely, if 

Congress had intended that the Attorney General--or the Court ... have power 

to deny an immunity order in the Congressional context, it would have used 

different language than that employed, 

z. The legislative history of section 6005 supports these conclusions, 

As stated in H, R, Rep, No, 91-1549, 91st Cong,, 2d Sess, (Sept. 30, 1970) 

at p, 43: 

* 

"Section 6005 sets out the procedure to be followed in 
Congressional proceedings, A court order must be 
obtained based on an affirmative vote of a majority o'r· 
members present in a proceeding before either House 
or a two-thirds vote of the members of the full committee 
in a proceeding before a committee. Ten days• notice 
must be given to the Attorney General prior to seeking 
the order, The Court must defer issuance up to 20 days 
at the Attorney General's request, However, the Attorney 
General is not given veto power. Nor is the court given 
any power to withhold the order if the factual prerequisites 
are met, " {Emphasis added) 

The right to what amounts to a thirty day delay between notice 
and the actual issuance of the order allows the Attorney 
General to isolate evidence independent of the witness• testi• 
mony upon which to base a subsequent prosecution, National 
Co=mission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws, Working 
Papers at 1406, This is the sole protection Congress has 
provided to insure that criminal prosecution not be je·opardized · 
--there is no further provision allowing the Attorney General 
to block immunity if he believes it will make future prosecution 
more difficult, Moreover, we would suggest that, in the 
present case, the government has had enough time ... around 
eleven months--to isolate independent evidence with which to 
prosecute Mr. Magruder. 
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The last t1M> sentences of the above paragraph are repeated verbatim 

in Senate R<port 91-617, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (Dec. 18, 1969), at 146. 

And, at 145, the Senate Report states: 

"The court's role in granting the order is merely to 
find the facts on which the order is predicated. The 
statutory language is 'shall. ' 11 

That neither the Court nor the Attorney General has discretion to 

deny an immunity order when the appropriate procedures haw been 

3 

' 
followed is also clear from the Working Papers of the National Commission i 
for the Reform of Federal Criminal Laws, the body that proposed the 

initial draft of what became section 6005. In regard to the powers of the 

Court, the Commission (at p. 1440) said: 

"The draft statute, accordingly, in continuing the 
requirement of application· to a United States district 
court, makes more clear than the present statute the 
intention that the court's function is not discretionary. 
The court 'shall' issue the direction to testify 
subject to a finding that the procedural requirements 
concerning specified voting arrangements in Congress, 
and notice to the Attorney General, have been met. 11 

(emphasis added) 
Respecting the Attorney General's prerogatives, the Commission 

(at 1440) declared: 

"In the special instance of congressional inquiries, in 
contrast to administrative proceedings, it would be 
-.irtually unthinkable to give the Attorney General the 
additional power of disapproval of conferment of 
immunity, because in a Teapot Dome-type congressional 
inwstigation, the Attorney General himself would be the 
focus of the inquiry. " 

3. There is also case law in this jurisdiction that bolsters the 

conclusion that the Court must grant the order if procedural regularity is 
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apparent. In re McEhath, 101 U.S. App D. C. 290, 248 F 2d 612 (1957) was an 

en bane decision, involving a request for immunity by the Senate Committee 

on the Judiciary and its Internal Security Subcommittee to which the prospec

tive witness objected, that was decided under the predecessor to section 

6005. That statute would, on its face, have allowed far more discretion to 

the District Court than the present statute. The McElrath statute provided 

only that the requested immunity order "may be issued upon application by a 

duly authorized representative of ••• the committee concerned." Judge Burger,' 

speaking for four concurring judges, stated: 

"The discretion of the District Court is limited 
at this stage to a determination of the procedural 
regularity of an application and does not embrace 
such issues as the scope of the inquiry of the 
Committee, the pertinency and relevancy of the 
questions propounded or the constitutionality of 
the statute." 101 U.S. App D. C. at 295. 

The present statute, of course, provides that "a United States 

district court shall issue •••• upon the request of a duly authorized representa.-

tive of the House of Congress or the Committee concerned, an order requir-

ing such individual to give testimony ••• " In view of the unchallenged 

language in the McElrath concurrence that concerned a far less re'strictive 

statute than now involved, we fail to see how this Court in the present case 

can conclude that it has discretion to deny the requested order since all 

procedural requirements have been observed. 

4. There is a further consideration that counsels against the Court's 

denying immunity in this case. We deal here with a delicate issue of 

separation of powers. The Congress has enacted -- and the Executive has 

signed into law -- a statute that on its face allows a Congressional 

Committee, in regard to a witness testifying before it, to obtain an 

immunity* order even if the District Judge believes the order is unfair 

* 
The use of immunity is, of course, a well-recognized investigatory tool 

frequently employed by both prosecutorial and legislative bodies. See e.g. 
Kastigar v. United States, 406 U. S, 441 {1972~: Murphy v. Waterfront 
Commission, 378 U.S. 52, 94-95 (1964) (White, J. concurring) 
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OT unwise. We uTge with deference that this CO'.irt should be 

extremely hesitant to interfere with the Select Committee's prescribed 

investigatory prerogatives, which are plainly a necessary concomitant 

to the Senate's legislative functions, in the absence of a clear statutory 

command authcr izing such interference. 

WoTthy of note in this regard is Justice Frankfurter's 

opinion for the Court in Ullman v, United States, 350 U.S. s 4ZZ (1956) 

which concerned a predecessor immunity statute dealing with applica

tions by the United States Attorney that required the immunity grant 

to be "necessary to the public interest. 11 Justice Frankfurter, in order 

to avoid a construction of the statute that would raise serious 

constitutional problems of separation of powers, held that the statute 

gave the District Court no discretionary power to determine whether an 

immunity grant was in the public interest once it was determined 

that certain procedural requirements had been met. !!!.. at 431-4. 

The conclusion that the "public interest" required immunity was to be 

left solely to the U, s. Attorney. Such a nondiscretionary functi~n by 

the Court would be within its proper judicial power and would not usurp 

the constitutional power of a coordinate branch: 

"Since the Court's duty ••• is only to ascertain 
whether the statutory requirements are complied 
with by the grand jur1,1, the United States Attorney, 
and the Attorney General, we have no difficulty 
in concluding that the district court is confined 
within the scope of 'judicial Power, 1 Interstate 
Commerce Commission v, Brimson, 154 u. s. 447, 11 

350 U.S. at 434. ---

The present statute, drafted with !!ll!!!!!! in mind (see Working Papers 

at 1408) avoids serious constitutional problems by giving the Court no 

discretion to deny the immunity a Congressional body requests if the 

procedural prerequisites are met. 
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For the above reasons, the Application for an order 

conferring immunity upon and compelling testimony and producing 

of information from Jeb Stuart Magruder should be granted, 

May 31, 1973 

~~(RPv 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

~~~ 
Ronald D, Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

6 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE" 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that on 

the 31st day of May, 1973, I served a copy of the 

attached Supplemental Memorandum of Law on the 

Honorable Elliot L, Richardson, Attorney General 

of the United States, and on Archibald Cox, 

special prosecutor, by having said Memorandum 

hand delivered to their offices in the Main 

Justice Building, Tenth Street and Constitution 

Avenue, N.W., Washington, D,C, I also served a 

copy of said Memorandum upon James Bierbower, Esq,, 

attorney for Jeb Stuart Magruder, by depositing 

same in a United States Post Office, postage 

prepaid, addressed to his office at 1625 K Street, N,W,, 

Washington,D,C, 

~ .. ~ 
Ronald D, Rotunda 
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t~:iT?D S'! !,'iES !JTSTHH;r C8:~~(r 
;·c~~ -r·1fo DI~Ta .. i..'.1 or cc1.u.,rn1A 

In th~~ Matt~r of the Appl ico.tion of/ 

m,rn;o STA'fCS SZNATE SBLECT 
CONMITTJIE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMP., 1GN ACTIVIIIES 

Misc, No. 70-73 

MENJRANDUl-1 o:·r. PftlAl.f OF THE SPECIAL PROSEClITOR 
0~ LPPLIU TION FCR lVUJERS CONFERRING IMMUNITY 

This rJerrioranJum is f;l:!.irn.itted i~1 rcspon.s~ to a request that the Attorney 

General furnish his view:; n-:?g&rding the powers and duties of the District: 

Court in acting ·1poJ"1. c.pp!.ic.:,tions by the Senate Select Cmnmittea for ordlC!rs 

granting imm,nity and compel_ling testimony pur.suant to 18 U.S.C. 6005.· By 

Department of Juctice Crdcr 517-73 (?,:ay '.H, 1973), the: Attorn£:.'f Gen~ral 

dclegat~d to the Special ProsecL,tor the authorj ty to investigate and prose

cute, among others, all c,ffenses arisi.ng out of the Watergate matter. 

Included in this authority is the responsibility for handling applications 

for immunity. 

The Special Prosecutor is of the opinion that the continued conduct of 

.: public and televised Senate· hearings creates very serious "danger: (1) of 

impeding investigation of the tla.tergate affair and associated misconduct; 

(2) of· widespread, pre-trial publicity which might prevent hr lnging to 
_/ 

justicP. those guilty of serious offenses in high government office, The 

~xamination of major participants and possible defendants under use immunity 

__ /Weare attaching, for the Court's information, a copy of the 
l~tter ~ent to Sen.:.toc Ervin by thk.' Specj.nl Prosecutor. 
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Ccmro.itt.ce of the Senate nevertl:c.less rejr.::::-.t,..?d a request that hcal,:ing.s be 

temporari J y suspencled. 

Under these circumstances~ the Special Prosecutor deems it in~ppropriate 

to raise technical obstacles to the Select Committee's further conduct of 

the hearings. At the same time, this Court has a duty to consider steps 

within its power to _insure both the integrity of grand jury proceedings and 

the fairness of any trial upon indictments resulting therefrom. We, as 

officers of the Court, have an obligation to advise the Court upon its 

powers,. as we understand them, aqd also upon t.he circumstances affecting its 

.exercise of discretion. 

In our view, these are the applicable principles: 

1. Once the express conditions set forth in 18 U.S.C. 6005 are 

met, unconditional denial of ~ny order to testify under immunity would be 

beyond the Court's discretion. Subject only to some question whether John 

Dean is a witness within Section 6005 (a) who 11refusee to give or provide 

Ltesti1ric,n'i7 on ·the basis of his privilege agai.nst self-incrimination," we 

belie've the express condifio.ns have been st1.tisfied. 

2. Although the matter is certe.inly not free fro~o doubt, w;;: believe. 

the Court has power to condition ar.y order granting immunity upon measures 

safeguarding the integrity of grr.nd jury investigations and the fairness of 

any resulting trials for criminal. offenses, 

3. From the standpoint of the integrity of grand jury proceedings 

and the fairness of any subsequent trials, the most appropriate order would 

,be one requiring the testimony to be taken in executive $~~sion without sub
/ 

sequent publication, Bearing in mind the decicion of the Select Senate 

Committee to push forward with public hearings, the most appropriate condi

tion would seem to be the exclusion, during the giving of compelled, self

~ncriminatory·testimony, of live or recorded radio, television, and other 
_/ 

coverage not permitted at a criminal trial. 

_/ The Spccia,1 Prosecutor would also seek from time to· time to persuade 
the Select Committee to .:iccommodate i.ts hearings to the needs of 
criminal investigation and prosecution, 
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I. ::·L: Dj.3t~·~,c ·~ C-:)u.rt ~:-~_, ::o Pu,;cr ;~,:__: '!):;:nz.1.. 
Uncondj t.icri.:UlJ~1:i.:-1ce 01" ~.)1r. ?..,'.!r.·1s.::: :.:.,.:!. C::dcr. 

The Select CoimrJ.ttee1s request is prasented under 18 U,S,C, 6005, 

Both the language of the statute and its history make clear that, once all 

statut.ory pr!lrequisites have been met, t.he Court cannot den;y, uncondi

tionally, a request for an order granting immunity, Sec.tion 6oo5(a) directs 

that a district court "shall" issue ~e requested order compelling testimony, 

if the various statutory conditions are met, The legislative history also 

demonstrates an intent that the decision to request an order should not be 

questioned, See Senate Report at 146; ££.· ~ v. United States, 350 U,S, 

422, 433-34, 

The statute contains a number of explicit requ1.rements upon which this 

.Court's power to issue the order is predicated, We assume that all of t.~ese 

requirements have been met, but the record is unclear on one point, Section 

6005(a) requires some evidence that the witness will invoke his Fifth .Amend

ment privilege, On June 3, 1973, a news story appearing in the Washington 

~ reported that Hr, Dean has indicated his willingness to testify before 

the Committee whether or ,not he is granted immunity, The record should be 

clear on this point, 
.J . 

II, The District Court Has Power to Impose Conditions Up~n 
a Grant of Immunity So A,; to Reconcile and Further the Pur ses of 

Section 00 and to Safe ard the Inte"ri 1.. of Criminal Proceedin .•s, 

A, It is by no means clear that section 6005 would be constitutional ~f 

it required a court to issue orders compelling testimony at ·congressional 

request without granting the court, at the same ti.me, the power to iJopose 

protective conditions where these were necessary, There is certainly language 

in~ v, Thompson, 103 U,S, 168, 193094 (1880) suggesting that Congress 

_/We have no indication as to whether Hr, Magruder intends to claim 
his privilege as a basis for refusing to testify, He has testified 
at some length before the grand jury, 
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cou.lci not. prcperly coi,:p~.i. tcstjJ1wny whf!re tc· do so wo1J1d be "to ir1trjr·fere \.;i tb 
_I 

a suit pending in a court of conpetent jurisdiction." Fortunate1,, this 

Court need not reach a."\y such issue, for analysis of the purposes of, and 

precedent re+ated to 18 U .s.c. 6005 suggest a statut·ory intention to permit 

such judicial conditions. 

Section 6005 of Title 18 and its legisiative history reflect three.basic 

Congressional policies: providing the Congress with access to needed testi

mony; protecting, at the same time, the Fifth Amendment rights of witnesses; 

and avoiding any unnecessary interference with prosecution for crimes against 

the laws of the United states. Where the terms and context of a part5.cular 

request for immunity unnecessarily impinge ~pon on~ of the three basic purposes 

of the statute, we believe the Court has power to condition a grant of inmronity 

on steps designed to reconcile these basic purposes. 

The lnnguage of the section is silent on '\;he subject of such conditions, 

and our research into the legislative history has uncovered no cons~deration 

of the question; but precedent under closely related statutes suggests that 

such power exists. For example, in several instances courts dealing with 

immuni t.y requests under re'lated statutes have ·held that. the order to testify 

under a grant of irmnunity can be conditioned upon compliance with other pro

cedures designed to serve the statutory purpose of assuring adequate protec-
' I 

tion of the witness's Constitutional rights,-

_/ The Court stated (at 193-194): "The case behg one of a judicial 
nature, for which the power of the courts usually afford the only 
remedy, it may well be supposed that those powers were more appro
priate and more efficient in aid of such relief than the powers 
which belong to a body whose function is exclusively legislative." 

_/ See Bur&ey V, United states, 466 F.2d 1059, 180-1081 (C,A. 9) (in 
connection with innnunity grant under 18 U,s.c. 2514 court may order 
government to allow witnesses to inspect and copy transcript of 
his testimony); In re Min.~off, 349 F. Supp. 154 (D.R. I.) (court 
conditioned an order compelling testimony under 18 U,s.c. 6003 on 
the government's agreement to prepare a transcript of the testimony 
and provide it to the witness); In re Russo, 53 F,R.D, $64 (c.n. Cal,) 
(court ordered provision of transcript in connection with grand 
jury testimony compelled under 18 U,S.c. 2514). 
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Section GG05 ·Has to evoid immuniid.ng guilty p:'!.rties from prosecut,ion ar1d. 

conviction so long a.s this was \4'1neccssary tD Congress I obtaining the infor

mation needed for the proper discharge of its lecislative responsibilities. 

Prior to enactment of the "use ilnmunity" statute under which these orclers 

are being requested, federal compelled-tes·timony statutes conferred "trans

actional immunity, 11 shielding a witness completely against prosecution for 

any matter respecting which he had given compelled testimony. That result 

was thought to be required by the decision of the Supreme Court in Counselman 

v. Hitchcock, 142 u.s. 547. However, following the decision in !:!fil:Vl.'~ v. 

Hate:rfront Coi;1mission, 378 U.S. 52, which dealt with interjurisdictionc.l . . . 
irnmunity, it became apparent that it might be constitutional]y permissib:te 

to compel tesU111ony without automatically i.mr,mnizing the witness fron all 

prosecution, a proposition subsequently confirmed by the recent decision of 

the Supreme Court in Kastig~r v. United States, 406 u.s. !141, upholding the 

validity of the legislation under ·whici1 this Court is asked to act. 

Thus, a fundamental policy underlying the enactment of J.8 u.s.c. 6001-

6005 was a Congressional judgment that the ahHity t.n pr~aer,ute witnesses 

on the basis of evidence wholly independent of their compeLled testiloony 

should be preserved. See Senate Report, pp. 53-55. As Senator McClella:'l, 

the principal sponsor of this legislation, advised the -~nate (Cong. Rec. 

s. 2638 {daily ed. , J1archJ.l, 1969)): 

If the underlyiq; premise of Counselman -- t.hat there is no 
way to protect the witness from the derivative use of his 
compelled testimony - has indeed been rejected, it seems 
clear that granting imnnmity from pimecution rather than 
use of tcstirnony is no longer constitutionally compelled 
on any level, State or Federal. Giv::.ng immtm.ity where it 
is not necessary is giving an unnecessary gratuity to a 
crime, a step no sane society ought ever to take. 

c. The Ninth Circuit and the District Courts in Rhode Island and 

California found that they lad the power to impose conditions designed to 

serve one of the three basic purposes of statutes very similar to 18 u.s.c. 
6oo5: protecting Fifth Anend:11ent rights against 1umecessary risks associat,,d 
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conclitiorn; C.esi&ncd t0 precerve, c.g:ainst, ur.::ecessary ri~ks ar.scc1.~ted with 

to.1idespread publicity, the statutory purposo of not tal<.ing, in Senator 

McClellan 1s wo:rds, "a step no sane society ought ever to talce": "eiving 

an unnecessary gratuity to a cr:illle.11 Such conditions on aey grant of the 

Select Committee's request are essential to preserve the purposes cf Congress 

in this case. In the absence of conditions restricting the publicity 

accorded statements compelled by this Court, it now appears likely that the 

testimony will be carried on nation-wide television, reaching into millions 

of homes. tihile it is impossible to judge at this tiln0 the precise impact 

of this publicity on the conduct of the forthcoming cases, there is, at the 

least, a significant possibility that the Committee 1s procr,edil'.(;S will 

·imperil the government's ability to empanel an unbiased jury for the trial 

of any offenses charged, Q!• Delaney v. United states, 199 F,2d 107 (C,A. 1), 

The proposed testimony would raise difficulties excneding even the tra

ditional problems associated 1ri.th pre-trial publicity, s::nce what is expected 

is th~ dramatic, bro2dcast confessions of these witne&ses, implicating 

themselves :md others in; variety of crim~.naJ. acts, This compel1i:irl., "iY,t"Y'~Tl';_ 

nating testimony would, of course, be inadmissible at trial against the wit

nesses, £!· ~ v, Arizona, 384 U,S, 436, Its availability to prospec

tive jurors prior to trial might make itimpossible to provide a fair trial at 

all, See~ v, Louisiana, 373 u.s. 723, If the anticipated publicity is 

given to the testimony of these witnesses, "the risk that the jury /Jhat may 

be called upon to try them and otheri7 will not, or canno~, follow instruc-

' tions /Jo disregard the extra-judicial confessioni7 is so great, and the 

consequences of failure so vital*** that the practical. and hum,m limita

tions of the jury system cannot be ignored," ~ v, United States, s1:!£ra, 

391 U,S, at 1~$, 

At least in the absence of an express waiver by a witness of objections 

to pre-trial publicity Dowing from national television coverage, the result 

of an uncondit.ional gra..'1t of' 11use immunity 11 in this matter, therefore_, may 

well be the award of complete anmesty to these witnesses and all those 1,ho 
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a:ted in conce:-.rt wit.h them. Th.is ctinl::lc<-rc:.ence W(ruld stand. on its head the 

very statute under which the CorrJflitte:e v..a.l:~cs it,s request - a statute 

intended t> elisd.nate the canplete freedom from cr:iJl!inal liability associated 

with "transaction" innm.mit.y, The Court need not assume that Congress, which 

said nothing to preclude the imposition of judicial conditions, :intended to 

authorize a Com:ni ttee to impose grave. risks of barring all fu·ture prosecu

tion of the witness called, Certainly no such assmnption is warranted when 

judicial conditions on the grant of immunity, limiting the araount of publicity 

that can be accorded the testimony of the immunized witness, does not inter

fere with any other of the basic purposes of the inm1unity statute, The 

Select Connni t tee remains free, as Congress intended, t.o receive the witness 1 

testimony and to make full a1l effective use of that testimony in the leeis-
/ . 

lative process,- Nor are the witness' Fifth Amendment rights in any way 

abridged by restricting the publi.city that earl be given his statement, 

Conditions restricting pre-tri!G. publicity will, in sum, reduce substantially 

the risk of "giving an unnecessary gratuity to a crime" without impinging 

significant!y on Congress' other purposes·in passing 18 U,S,C, 6o05, 

~ See, in this regard, the Supreme Court's decision of May 29, 1973, 
in~ v. ~, reported at 41 L,W, 4752, 
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'1. Wholly ,apart ftora th~ nt·ed to impnse- protective cond~ clons in 

order Lo pra:serv(-'. ::he objectives of the ''u~e immunity" statutt!: itself, grant 

of the protE>cti.ve relief we request is consonant with long es tab] ished and 

well recognized principles of judicial power Bnd re,.ponsibility to preserve 

the integrit-y of criminal trials, "Judicial supervision of the administra

tl.on of criminal justl.ce in the federal courts implies the duty of establish

ing and maintaining civilized standards of procedure and evidence." McNabb 

v. United States, 318 U.S. 332, 340; Jenk!_ v. United~. 353 U.S. 657; 

Hill, The Bill of Rights and The Supervisory Power, 69 Colum. L. Rev. 181, 

214. 

Speaking in the context of inflammatory pre-trial publicity, the Supreme 

Court and the courts of appeals have emphas,ized the absolute necessity for 

the exercise of these supervisory powers. The Supreme Court has described 

the right to a fair trial as "the most fundamental of all freedoms" which 

"must be maintained at all costs" (~ v. 1~, 381 U.S. 532, 54-0-541), 

and has directed the trial courts to take o.11 necessary action to t:protect 

their processes from prejudicial outside interferences" which pre-trial 

publicity may inject int;> criminal proceedings. Sheppard v. ~. 384 

U.£. 333, 353. Sec also ABA Standards Relating to }''air Trial and Fr_ee Press, 

54 A.B.A.J. 347, 350. 

Moreover, while many o( the cases speak of the necessity of protecting 

a defendant's ability to obtain a fair trial, the government has an equal 
I 

interest in this worthy objective:- As the court of appeals observed in 

United States v. Tijerina, 412 F.2d 661, 666 (C.A. 10), certiorari denied,· 

396 U.S. 990, affirming the contempt conviction of two def.endants who vio

lated an order against making public statements (412 F.2d at 666}": 

The public has an overriding interest that justice 
be done in a controversy between the government and 
individuals and has the right to demand and expect 
'fair trials designed to end in just judgments.' 
Wade v. Hunt~, 336 U.S. 684, 689; 69 S.Ct. 834, 837; 
93 L. Ed. 974; and Mares v. United States, 10 Cir., 
383 F.2d 805, 808 and 809. This objective may be 
thwarted unless an order against extrajudicial 
statements applies to all parties to a controversy. 
The concept of a fair trial applies both to the 
prosecution and the defense. 

~' Under Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution, there is established 
a general policy that the "Trial of all Crimes, except in cases of 
Impeachment, shall be by Jury" and the government's right to insist 
on a trial by jury -- a fair and impartial jury, of course -- is 
confirmed by Rule 23(a), Fed. R. Crim. P. See Singer v. United 
~. 380 U.S. 24. 
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In :[~, the Snpr~mt' Court inv .. 1lidated a titate cri':"d.nal convict~ou becatu.~ 

the proceedings had been tclevi.se.d. The, Court !-:-p~c if:f.catly rulP.d that tlwre 

was no First Amendment· impeditu;;nt to exclusion of n1dio and tel::vision 

broadcasters where it is necessary to prcsHve the integrity of official 

proceedings. ''While maximum f:i:eedom must .be allowed the press in carrying 

on Lit!!} important function in a demo.cratic society i.ts exercise must nece,;

sarily be subject to the maintenance of absolute fairness in the judicial 

process." 381 U.S. at 539. 

The Supreme Court echoed this same theme in Sheppard v. Ma>n·:'..9._!l, supra, 

where the trial court was held to have erred in concluding that "it lacked 

power to control the publicity about the trial." ·3s4 U.S. at 357. The 

Court ruled that trial ~ourts have an obligation to use imaginatton and 

discretion in regulating press coverage (384 U.S. at 358), in pr~venting 

witnesses from discussing their testimony wHi, the press (384 U.S. at 359) 

and in cont:-olling 11the release of leads" by the "witnesses, and the counsel 

for both sides" (!!?.!.!!). The Court summarized its approach as follows (384 

U.S. at 363): 

But we must remembe.r that reversals are but palliatives: 
the cure lies in those remedial measures that will 
prevent the prejudice at its inception. The courts 
muet take such steps by rule and regulation that will 
protect their processes from prejudi.cial outside: 
interference. 

In the present matter, the.Senate Committee, by invoking this Court'R 

jurisdiction and seeking the exercise of the judicial process to confer 

testimonial immunity, c~early has subjectE-d "t.tself tc, ac.,:Prt:.mce o1 1..·1:.uson-

1able conditions designed to accocm1odate the fundamental· constitutional 

interests &t stake. Cf. Krippendorf v. ~. 110 U.S. 276, 283. The pro

posed public testimony of the witnesses Dean and Magruder on nationwide 

television would in all likelihood present a clear and present danger (1) to 

ihe ability of other persons whom they may implicate to obtain a fair trial, 
.~/ 

(2) to the validity of any indictments which are handed up during the period, 

_/Compare~ v. ~ ~. 199 F.2d 107, 111-112 (C.A. 1) 
and Silverthorn~ v. ~ ~. 400 F.2d 627, 633 (C.A. 10). 
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net-:s(-;S who may bt: i:1aki11g cc11£essions on ua::ionwide televisic,·! t1hich sho,:J.d 

not he used agalnst them at trial, Sef' L'i9eau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 72.6. 

While, ordinarily, techniques whid1 "include continuance, change etf 

venue, sequestration of the jurors, sequestration of Witnesses, voir dire of 

prospective jurors and cautionary instructions 11 may. suffice to avoid the 

effects of pre-trial publicity, "in ma~y cases, particularly those of a 

highly sensational nature, the use of these traditional procedures has not 

proven sufficient to assure the. defendant a fair trial. Moreover, some of 

them will involve additional complications such as, in the case of a pro

tracted continuance, prejudice to the right of a defendant to a speedy trial 

and the interest of the public in the prompt administration of justice." 

Report of the Judicial Conference Committee on the Operation of the Jury 

System on the "Free Press Fair Trial" Issue, 45 F.R.D. 391, 413. 

'i'he Court here has the opport,unity and, s,,e respectfully submit, the 

res?onsibility to take reasonable preventive action essential to the public 

interest in insuring a fair and prompt disposition of most serious criminal 

charges, particularlY since such action will at the same time vindicate the 

legitimate Congressional interest in obtaining' f.nformation essential to i.ts 

legislative function. 

It is true that the imposition of protective conditions to guard against 

prejudicial publicity concerning the compelled testimony of witnesses Dean 

and Magruder will restrict the latitude of the Committee in publicizing some 

of its activities. But it is the Committee which has asked to use the 

Court's process in this case and it thereby necessarily subjects itself to 
' ·/ 
'reasonable conditions under long-established principles.~ The recent 

decision of the Supreme Court in Doe v. ~' No. 71-6356, 41 U.S. L.W. 

4752 (decided May 29, 1973), lays to rest doubts about the constitutional 

propriety of judicial action to block publication of Congressional reports 

~' It is fundamental that a federal court has both the inherent power 
and the positive "duty to ptevent its process from being abused to 
the injury of third persons"; "* * * the equitable powers of courts 
of law ovqr their own process to prevent abuse, oppression, and 
injustice are inherent and equally extensive and efficient, as is 
also their po"'er to protect their own jurisdiction** *. 11 

Krippendorf v. ~' 110 U.S. 276, 283. This inherent power is 
now codified in the All Writs Act, 28 u.s.c; 1651, which authori.zes 
the federal courts to "issue all writs necessary or appropriate in 
aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to the usages 
and principles of law." 
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where even injunctive relitlf war, so'J;-;ltt, the Supreme Court determined that 

neither the Speech and Dcuate Clause, n:,r the pi-Llciple of s~paratiou cf 

powers, nor the doctrine of ,:,fficial immunity barred this Court from prevent

ing a Congressional committee, its staff, and other officials from publishing 

certain information that Congress had an interest in developing as part of 

the legislative process but did not have a protected interest in disseminating 

to the public. In speaking of its own history of involvem~nt in this area, 

the Supreme Court noted (41 U.S.L,W. at. 4756 n.12): 

While an inquiry such as is involved l.n the present 
case, because it involves two coordinate branches of 
Government, must necessarily have sepat3tion of 
powers implications, the separation of powers doctrine 
has not previously prevented this Court from reviewing 
the acts of ·Congr-.?ss, see, ~·B.·, .K:f.lbol!!!l v. Thomp!'lon, 
supra (103 U.S. 168); ~!ii. v. ·Eastl~, supra 
(387 U.S. 82); even when the E~ecutive Branch is also 
involved, see, !.·&·, ~ ~ v. ~. fil!.e!.!!. 
(408 U.S. 501); £!~ v. Jl'.!!.!£i ~. supra (408 
u.s. 606). 

See also Powell v. McCormack, 395 11.S. 486. 

Ill. The Conditions Whfch the Court Should Consider Imposing. 

In view of the foregoinz analysia, we believe it would be llppropdate 

for the Court to impose reasonable corditions on the orders granting immunity 

.in these cases -- conditions designed to accommodate the Committee's need 

for the testimony of these witnesses with the legislative policy underlying 

_the "use immunity" statute, the public interest in criminal justice, and the·· 

rights of potential defendants. Among the alternatives that have either 

been approved by the Supreme Court or adopted by other federal courts in 

1 somewhat similar contexts are the ·following: 

1. Requiring, as in the case of criminal trials, the exclusion of 

the broadcast media (radio and television), when an immunized witness is 

required to furnish self-1.ncriminating testimony, at least in the absence 

of an express waiver by ·the witness and his counsel of any objection to such 

potentially prejudicial coverage, 
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2. ~· .. im.itin;,.. \..~ .. --; gr;;r.t o.C an o::<lt:1. C.i1·cctinz t:h;•. \<.'Jtn.ess ' ·~ ':.if ' 

3. Condi.tioning the grant of the Committee's application on the 

assuranr€> that it will receive the testimony on!y in ext=cutive session aud 

will not release the transcript of the testimony or any summary of it pend

ing completion of the Committee's investigation . . 
4. Supplementing one or more of·the above by directing the witnesses 

not to discuss or comment upon their ·testimony with members of the press or 

w!.th any persons other than their counsel, members of the Committee and its 

staff, and prosecuting officers of the Department of Justice. 

5, Supplementing one or more of the above by conditioning the 

grant of imm'.lnity, op. an undet:standing t~at the Committee and its staff will 

not make public
0 

statements about the witnesses' testimony pending comple~ion 

of the Com;nittee I s investigation. 

This listi.ng of possible conditions is P.Ot intended to be exhaustive; 

nor do we suggest that each of these conditions would be appropriate in this 

case. We do contend that the plain pur[)'Oses of 18 U.S.C. 6005 would be 

furthered by some such conditions; that ·the judicial authcrity found in the 

immunity statute itself 1·s supplemented by the Supreme c"ourt 's decisions in 

cases like Doe v. McMillant supra, Dombrowski v. Eastland, ~!t a~d Powell 

v, McCormack, supra, establishing the Court's power to require such protective 

' action; and, finally, that under the decisions in Sheppard and~ the 

Court may have an obligation to. tailor ~ form of order that will protect 

the integrity of the criminal justice process. As we have indicated above,. 

from the standpoint of the integrity of grand jury proceedings and the avail-

/ ability and fairness of subsequent trials, the proper condition might require 

the use of executive sessions. But, in light of the decision of the Select 

Senate Committee to push forward with public hearings, the most appropriate 
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sclf-incrir:inating testimony, of 1 ive r,r recorded radio, televisic.t, .:...nd 
_/ 

otlie-r co·ren,ge not pcrr,itted nt ri cr1"1inal trial. 

Respectfully sub::iitted, 

JUNE 6, 1973. 

ARCHIBALD COX 
. Spec:J.al Prosecutor, 
~t!:rgatc Special _l:_r"'lsecution Force, 
Depnr_!.!!.:!_!1!_2f Ju::-;ti.cP. 1 

1425 1: ~:trect 1 N.W., 
~l!!J',.!£!1 1 D.C. 20005 

-

_/ Tt>is is much the position adopted by .the American Bar Association 
in 1952 and 1954. See 77 ABA Reports 429. 
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WATERG:\l E SPEClAI. PROSECUi. _;, FORCE 
· United !c;tates Dcr,,;,mcnt of Justice 

1425 K Street. :-.-.w. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Honorable Sam J. Ervin 
Chai.rm an 
Select Committee on ?residential 

Campaign P.ctivitiPs 
United Statt~ Seriate 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Senator Ervin: 

June 4, 1973 

I am lffiting you as Chair~1c\'D of the Select Committee 
on Presidential Campaign Activities to urge the national 
importance of at lear,t temporarily suspencing public 
hear:Lngs. 'I'he continuation of hearings at this time ·.·,o•.,ld 
create grave danger that the fu11· facts about the Watergate 
case and related matters will never come to light, and that 
many of those who are c~ilty of serious wrongdoing will 
never be brough, to justice. 

I am not suggesting that the hearings now be called 
off. I am urging that the Special Prosecutcr be given 
time to assess this enormously complex case and to advise 
tl,,, Select Committee about the consequences of the appear
ance of particular witnesses at televised hearings. 

I 

Today, we all face a new situation -- which requires 
new thought. When the Select Committee began its hearir.c;s, 
the Executive Branch had not undertaken an exhaustL·e 
investigation with ;,Jeauate resources. Now a Specj_al 
Pro·secutor has been given full authority, the ,,ssurence of 
adequate resources, and absolute incieper.dence in investig&-· 
ting end prosecuting not only the Watergate affair h~t also 
all othe1· offenses during the 1972 Campaign and all 
allegotior.s against U:e President, members o:' the White 
House staff, and Presidential appointees. I have µle~g9d 
myfelf to pursue every avenue of investigation wherever 
it lead.:;. 
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The creation of a Special Prosecutor was largely the 
work of the Senate, including the Select-.Committee. The 
Select Committee end I have the same goals: to get at the 
truth whatever it may be, to have the truth brought out in 

_public fairly and responsibly, and to restore public con
fidence in the integrity and capacity of our governmental 
institutions. I have the additional duty of prosecuting 
the wrongdoers. 

II 

My reasons for believing that a su·spension of the 
hearings will promote our mutual goals fall into four groups: 

1. Immediate public hearings will impede investigation. 
They make it impossible to get at the truth frcm botto~ to 

. top. 

(a) Witnesses often come forward with testimony because' 
of fear of heavy prison sentences. Additional publicity 
through televised hearings will relieve this fear by 
increasing the cnance that pre-trial publicity will fore
stall successful prosecution, .and this will, in turn, reduce 
the chance of getting truthful. testimony. The pressure on 
witnesses to tell the truth would also be diminished by the 
other impediments to successful prosecution (discussed 
below) that may result from immediate continuation of hearings. 

{b) Premature disclosure of testimony and other leads 
in the possession of investigators aids anyone disposed to 
fabricate explanations, and it increases the difficulty of 
getting.truthful information from potential witnesses. 

(c) Witnesses torn between conscience, on the one 
hand, and awe of office or loyalty to superiors, on the 
other, are likely to be more willing to give information 
to the Special Prosecutor than. to make full disclosure in 
front of television cameras. 

(d) I have been assured of access to all documents, 
files and other papers in the Executive Branch. This 
assurance, plus the determination to publicize any with
holding, gives my office great power to develop evidence 
of this character. 
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2. Public hearin.gs prior to the further development 
of the investi17,ation will increase ti1e f1sk that major 
guilty parties will go unpunished. Quite possibly, all 
would go free. . 

Each of the points made above supports this proposition. 
There are two additional, important considerations: (1) the 
danger that pre-trial publicity will prevent fair trials 
from ever being held; (2) the risk that the Committee•s 
granting ir..munity to major potential defendants will bar 
successful prosecution. Prosecution o:f a Senate witness 
may be impossible if he testifies under use immunity before 
a record can be made by the Special Prosecutor demonstrating 
that the case was developed with9ut leads from the immunized 
testimony. 

There is much more to this question than whether one or 
two people go to jail. Confidence in our institutions is 
at stake. We must find a way both to expose the truth and 
to punish the wrongdoers. Failure to convict persons in 
high office 1;ho1~n guilty of crime -- even a.a a consequence 
of Senate hearings -- could well shatter public confidence 
in our governmental institutions, particularly confic.lence 
in our system of justice. At a tir.le when the Nation 1 s 
concern about crime has focused attention on our system of 
justice, it would be discriminatory and therefore demoraliz
ing for the powerful to go scot-free while ordinary citizens 
are sentenced to prison. 

3. Both the Senate Committee and the Special Prosecutor 
should presei'Ve, for the present_, freedom -to brinf( out~-
one time and in a comprehensi.ve presentnt:Lon all ·th~s 
concerning the President of the United States. -

Allega.tions have been made concerning "the implication 
of the President of the· United States. It seems unlikely 
that all the facts are known and all the available evidence 
has been assembled. There is grave danger of confusion if 
bits and pieces emerge from day to day or week to week. 
This method of disclosure also makes it more difficult to 
develop additional information. 
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I do not now know what facts will develop or the best 
place, time or procedure for a comprehcns.ive presentation. 
Perhaps it is before the Select Committee. Quite possibly 
it will turn out that no such presentation can be made, and 
that the Senate should later resume its hearings as planned. 
My only point is that, for the present, this option should 
be preserved. 

4. We should also remember that innocent persons can 
be questioned an·d exonerated within the confines of grand 
jury secrecy while even the most. careful public hearing 
may injure the innocent. ' 

III 

I must emphasize that I am not requesting -- and have 
never requested -- the Select Committee immediately to 
carr-off all hearings. My only request is that the Committee 
having forced a broaci, vi1;orous and independent investigation' 
--now enable the S-;:;~,.::--.:Cal Prosecutor to pursue his responsi
bilities unimpeded until an appropriate time for revi.ewing 
the situation together and deciding in cooperation how 
next to proceed. 

It is very difficult to specify the exact amount of 
time needed before discussing the problem again with the 
Select Committee. Three months seems reasonable, but I 
would be grateful for any significant period. The more 
time I can have, the more accurately I can later advise 
the Select Committee c.n the likely effect of resumption of 
the hea.rings upon the full development. of information and the 
best way to assure the possibility of fair trials. I would 
expect, of course, to keep the Select Committee advised of 
the general progress of our work. 

!realize that this is a very trying request to put to 
the Select Committee bec·ause granting it .. mic;ht give rise 
to unwarranted charges that the Committee was delayed or 
diverted in bringing out the truth. It is an even more 
diffi.cult request for me to make because there will be 
false charges that I am attempting to cover up the truth. 
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Only the conviction that the above points have critical 
importance induces me to write this letter -- and to hope 
that upon full consideration the Select Committee will 
grant my request. · 

If you think it useful, I would value the opportunity 
to explore these points with the. Select Committee in 
Executive Session in more detail. 

· · Sincerely, 

~ -7' ,-.,, I/ L) 
~ ..._ .... A-A.-UUJc:; c" x 

ARCHIBALD COX 
Special Prosecutor 

Copy to Senator Edward J. Gurney 
Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr. 
Senator Herman E. Talmadge 
Senator Daniel Inouye 
Senator Joseph M. Montoya 
Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. 

Copy also to members of Senate Judiciary Committee 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

7 1973 

JAUS F. !t.t 1.1-::f 

CL.f!."lij{ 

Misc. No. 70-73 

REPLY MF.MORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
APPLICATIONS FOR ORDERS CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Special Prosecutor seeks to persuade this Court not 

only to violate the clear terms of the inununity statute under 

consideration (18 u.s.c. ~ § 6002, 6005), but also to ignore 

the Constitutional doctrine of separation of powers. His 

extraordinary request should be denied. 

The Special Prosecutor admits --- as he must --- that the 

inununity statute gives the Court no power to deny a Select 

Conunittee request for immunity that is attended by the 

required procedural regularities. He contends, however, that 

this Court has power to impose severe conditions to the 

inununity grant that would impinge upon basic Conunittee 

prerogatives and perhaps debilitate its effectiveness. 

If the Special Prosecutor's position were accepted, the 

testimony of critically important witnesses would be excluded 

from public view. It was, however, the judgement of a unanimous 

Senate and a unanimous Select Conunittee that, at this time of 

crisis in government, there is a pressing need not only to 

explore remedial legislation, but also for full public scrutiny 

of all the facts relating to the Watergate scandal. There can 

be no doubt that a basic function of Congressional hearings is 

to inform the populace of corruption in government. As the 
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Supreme.court stated in Watkins v. United states, 354 U.S. 178, 

200 (1957): 

"£""There is i7 power of the Co~~ 
to inquire into and publicize corruE::_ 
tion, maladministration or inefficiency 
in agencies of the Government. That 
was the only kind of activity described 
by Woodrow Wilson in Congressional 
Government when he wrote: 'The inform
ing function of Congress should be 
preferred even to its legislative func
tion.' Id., at 30.3. From the earliest 
times in its history, the Congress 
has assiduously performed an 'informing 
function' of this nature." l (emphasL; added). 

Indeed, the informing process is a necessary concomitant to 

the enactment of legislation; it is a well recognized fact of the 

legislative process that legislation lacking popular support 

rarely survives. 

It is the Select Committee's view that the Special 

Prosecutor's bold attempt to employ the im_munity statute to 

impose on this Committee his own views as to the proper conduct 

of Congressional hearings flies in the face of the statutory 

language, does violence to its legislative history, is not 

supported by the relevant case law, and raises serious Constitu

tional problems of separation of powers that this Court has a 

duty to avoid. Moreover, this Committee rejects the Special 

Prosecutor's dire predictions that its proceedings will prevent 

1. President Wilson's discussion continued with the following 
significant observation: 

"The argument is not only that discussed 
and interrogated administration is the 
only pure and efficient administration, 
but, more than that, that the only really 
self-governing people is that people 
which discusses and interrogates its ad
ministration .••• It would be hard to con
ceive of there being too much talk about 
the practical concerns .•• of government." 
Congressional Government (Boston: 1885). 
303-304. 
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the conviction of guilty parties.To the contrary, we are 

confident that this Court, by granting appropriate continuances 

and following the· other procedures suggested in Delaney v. 

United States, 199 F.2d 107 (1st Cir. 1952), and its progeny, 

can devise means by which the right of fair trial for all 

concerned can be secured. 
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II. THE STATUTORY LANGUAGE 

Section 6005 is unambiguous. It expressly provides that, 

where the procedural prerequisites are met, the Court "shall 

issue" the immunity order. Nowhere in the statute is there the 

faintest suggestion that the Court may impose conditions upon 

the grant of the order. The Special Prosecutor himself concedes 

that Section 6005 offers no support to his position. The 

statute does impose one qualification on the issuance of the 

order. The Attorney General (as he has done in the cases 

of John Dean and Jeb Magruder) can require the Court to defer 

the issuance of the order up to twenty days from the date 

the request was made. It is clear from the statutory language 

that this was the only qualification Congress intended and 

the explicit recognition of this qualification precludes the 

appendage of any qualifications on the order not expressly 

allowed by the statute. 

When this statute was enacted in 1970, Congress was 

quite aware that Committee hearings could well be conducted 

before television cameras and the writing press, and thus be 

widely publicized. Surely, if Congress had intended that 

immunity grants connected with hearings of extreme public 

interest be made conditional on restricting or prohibiting 

televised hearings, then it would have so provided in the 

statute. 
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III. THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

That the Court, under sections 6002 and 6005, has no 

power to condition a grant of immunity is also completely 

clear from the statute's legislative history. The Special 

Prosecutor states that he finds no support for his unique 

theory in the legislative history, but he neglects to inform 

that, far from being silent on the issue, the legislative 

history plainly indicates that conditional grants are unauthor

ized. 

The working papers of the National Commission on Reform 

of Federal Criminal Laws (whose draft statute formed the model 

for the statute under consideration) state, at 1440, that the 

Congressional inununity statute was drafted to avert "problems 

both of constitutionality and of insuffici'ency of information 

for meaningful judicial scrutiny , • by making the court's 

function a weak and paltry thing ministeriai, not 

discretionary in nature." (emphasis added) We fail to 

perceive how a statute, which makes the Court's function 
11 a weak and pal try thing, 11 permits the Special Prosecutor to 

divine some extraordinary power of the Court to control the 

internal procedures of a Select Committee established by a 

coordinate branch of government, 

It appears to be the Special Prosecutor's notion that, 

because the Select Collk~ittee under the statute must come to 

the Court for the immunity order, the Court somehow has 

jurisdiction to impose conditions on the conduct of the 

Committee's business. The Working Papers (at p. 1408) belie 

such a conclusion. It is clear that Congress intended to 

remove the Court.from all determinations (excepting those 

regarding procedural regularity) in the Congressional immunity 

context: 
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"An immunity grant is not a matter of 
right or wrong, but a discretionary 
governmental act. The Federal district 
court may of course scrutinize the 
record to make certain that the congressional 
request for an immunity order is 
jurisdictionally and procedurally well 
founded, and that the Attorney General 
has been notified. But if the Attorney 
General should oppose the congressional 
request for an immunity order solely because 
he feels it is "unwise," the court would 
have no constitutional or-o1;i'ier legal oasis 
for siding wi-.:;h the Congress, sidini:,; w~ 
The Attorney General, or mal,ing f"ts own 
calculation 01-,--tn:e-de::;ree of nuol'i.c need 
for the infor,ne.tion, balanced agc:inst 
the loss of the nossTole onportunity to 
prosecute a possibJ.e cr:Lminal. Woridng 
Papers at 141'(. ( emphasis added) 

The Working Papers go on to maJ,e plain that the statute, by 

eliminating any discretion on the Court's part, was devised 

to obviate "a conflict between congressional and executive 

policy concerning granting immunity to a congressional witness 

,0;hay the Court would have no bas:Ls under our separation 

of powers system for deciding." Patently the Special 

Prosecutor 1 s recommendations would, contrary to the lce;islative 

purpose, place the Cou:ct !'squarely in the middle" "of an 

open conflict between the Attorney General ,0;hrough his 

Special Prosecutoy and the Congress on an issue of policy." 

See Working Papers at pp. 1408-9.* 

*·It is worthy of note that Congress, in 1970, basically 
expanded rather than restricted its immunity power since 
previous to that time it could obtain immwiity only in 
national security cases. See Working Papers at 1406. 
The immunity prerogatives of the Attorney General, hm·1ever, 
were diminished being reduced from transactional to use 
immunity. 
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IV. THE CASE LAW 

Decisional authority also supports the Committee's 

contentions regarding lack of authority to condition an 

immunity grant. 

While the Special Prosecutor (at p. 3) acknowledges the 

Supreme Court's decision in Ullmarnv. United States, 350 U.S. 

422 (1956) (Frankfurter, J.) he fails to deal with the problems 

its holding creates for his legal theory. In Ullmarna potential 

witness sought to have the court reject a 

order put forth by the Attorney General. 

statute required the immunity order to be 

request for an immunity 

Although the Ullmann I 
in the "public interest," 

the Court (per Justice Frankfurter) held that the judicial 

branch had no discretion to deny the order if the procedural 

prerequisites were met. Quoting District Judge Weinfeld, the 

Court stated that an-interpretation giving the Court discretion 

would "raise a serious constitutional question under the doctrine 

of separation of powers." Id. at 433. 1 

1. As the National Commission's Working Papers (p. 1418-9) make 
clear, Ullmamholds that a district court is "simply to certify" 
that the statutory requirements have been met. The court "is 
not to exercise any independent judgement on the merits of grant-t 
ing immunity." Under the present statute, courts should "continu 
to view their role here as being solely ministerial --i.e.; ser
vice as a recording agency. This approach was outlined in the 
leading case of Ullmannv. United States, 350 U.S. 422 (1956) .•.• " 
Id. at 1435. 
- The National Commission, in fact, wondered whether the then 
proposed immunity statute should allow any role for the Court at 
all: it concluded that a deletion of the requirement of a 
congressional application to the Court "would not sacrifice any 
vital interest," but" the retention of the requirement is 
harmless as long as district courts respect the Ullmamprinciple. 
~ at 1442. ---
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The Special Prosecutor's interpretation of the 
l 

ute, which was carefully drawn with ~in mind, 

instant sta t_l 

would allow 

a Court discretion to place its conditions on the internal 

workings of a legislative committee. We submit that, after, 

Ullmann, the Special Prosecutor's interpretation is indefensible. 

Oddly enough, the Special Prosecutor offers (pp.6,9) only 

casual reference to Delaney v. United States, 199 F.2d 107. 

(1st Cir. 1952), the leading case involving pretrial publicity 

provoked by a congressional hearings. After Delaney was indicted 

on matters relating to the administration of the Internal 

Revenue laws, he was subjected to adverse publicity by hearings 

dealing with tax matters conducted by the so-called King sub

committee. The Circuit Court reversed Delaney's conviction 

because of the District Court's failure to grant such a continu

ance, but noted that this indictment could still stand and that, 

with an appropriate continuance, Delaney could have received a 

fair trial. The Court stated further: 

"We mean to imply no criticism of the 
King Committee. We have no doubt that 
the Committee acted lawfully, within 
the constitutional powers of Congress 
duly delegated to it. It was for the 
Committee to decide whether consider
ations of public interest demanded at 
that time a full dress ublic investi
gation_ of Delaney~ " Id. at 1 4. 
(emphasis supplied) 

The Court emphasized that the Delaney case involved an 

individual already under indictment. In a statement that portend 

the present situation, the court said: 

1. See, p. 

"We limit our discussion to the case 
before us,and do not stop to consider 
what would be the effect of a public 
legislative hearing, causing damaging 
publicity relating to a public.official 
not then under indictment. Such a situation 

7 , supra, note 1 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. I - 29 
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may present important differences from 
the instant case. In such a situation 
the investigative function of Congress 
has.its greatest utility: Congress is 
informing itself so that it may take 
appropriate legislative action; it is 
informing the Executive so that exist-
ing laws may be enforced; and it is 
informing the public so that democratic 
processes may be brought to bear to 
correct any disclosed executive laxity. 
Also, if as a result of such legislative 
hearing an indictment is eventually pro
cured against the public official, then 
in the normal case there would be a much 
greater lapse of time between the publicity 
accompanying the public hearing and the 
trial of the subsequently indicted official 
than would be the case if the legislative 
hearing where held while the accused is 
awaiting trial on a pending indictment." 
Id. at 115. (emphasis added.) 

The language of Delaney provides compelling support for the 

Select Committee's present hearing; indeed it is our view that 

we would be unpardonably remiss if, in this time of national 

emergency, we did not push forward to full revelation of the 

facts. We also note, in this regard, that further indictments 

in the Watergate Case are not expected for three months and that 

consequently trial must be six months to a year away, thus 

minimizing the effect of pretrial publicity at this time. 

The cases that follow Delaney support its reasoning. 

~' United States v. Rosenberg, 200 F 2d 666 (2d Cir. 1952) 

(Swan, c.J.); United states v. Flynn, 216 F2d 357, 375(2d Cir. 

1957) (Harlan, J.,) where the court also noted that there was no 

proof" as to the extent to which already existing public 

opinion .•• was heightened by any of the activities of 

Government officials and agencies of which complaint is made." 

( emphasis added); in this regard, it would appear most un

likely that public information would be reduced if the Select 

Committee's hearings were placed in Executive Session or other-
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wise interferred with by this Court. Indeed, it is more reason

able to believe that public speculation, as opposed to informed 

ooinion,would increase. Beck v. United States, 298 F2d 622, 

628 (9th Cir. 1962). In the recent case of Silverthorne v. 

United States, 400 F 2d 627, 633-4 (9th Cir. 1968) the Court 

said: 

"The Senate investigation was, among 
other things, initiated for the pur
pose of informing the Executive so 
that existing laws may be enforced: 
In this respect the Senate Committee 
and the federal grand jury are 
associates in exposing criminal activity 
and moving towards its curtailment. 
What illegality the Sem, te Committee 
uncovers cannot hecome"~for~ 
fruit of t11e grand jury's consideration 
merely because in the process of un
covering, prejudice to the perpetrator 
may accrue." (emphasis added). 

In his concurring opinion in Hutcheson v. United states, 
369 U.S. 599 (1962>1 Justice Harlan observed: 

" ••• rs7urely a congressional committee 
which Is engaged in a legitimate legis
lative investigation need not grind to a 
hal_! whenever responses to its inquiries 
might potentially be harmful to a witness 
in some distinct proceeding ••• or when 
crime or wrong doing is disclosecf:"" McGrain 
v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135,179-180." 369 
U.S. at 618 (emphasis added). 

* * * 
"Nor can it be argues that the mere pendency 
of the state indictment ipso facto constitution-

l. This case, in which the witness before the congressiom,.l 
Commi.ttee was already under indictment in a state court, was 
argued (and won) foribe government by Solicitor General Cox. 
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ally closed this avenue of interrogation 
to the rcongressional7 Corrnnittee." .!£. 
at 613.- -

Finally, see Hearst v. Black, 87 F 2d 68, 71-72 (D.C. 

Cir. 1936): 

"If a court could say to the Congress that 
it could use or could not use information 
in its possession, the independence of the 
Legislature would be destroyed and the 
constitutional separation of the powers 
of government invaded. Nothing is better 
settled than .that each of the three great 
departments of government shall be inde
pendent and not subject to be controlled 
directly or indirectly by either of the 
others." (Emphasis added) .1 

Cf. Mississipoi v. Johnson, 4 Wall. 475 (1886). 

1. We suggest to the Court that our Corrnnittee, as it has already 
will take all appropriate steps to insure that ours is a digni
fied hearing that does not unduly prejudice those who may 
be eventually indicted. We submit that, because we are a 
corrnnittee of a separate branch of government, the responsibility 
for determining how we run our business rests with us rather 
than the Special Prosecutor. In his only request to the Corrnnitte, 
the Special Prosecutor asked that the hearings be recessed. He 
did not recorrnnend any of the conditions he now asks this Court 
to impose on the SelectCorrnnittee. A copy of the Corrnnittee's 
resolution and rules is appended to this memorandum. 
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The cases and materials upon which the Special Prosecutor 

chooses to rely are, for the most part, irrelevant and, in 

any event, totall_y unpersuasive. 

The references (pp. 4,5) to cases in which courts have 

ordered the Department of Justice Attorneys to allow 

witnesses to copy and inspect transcripts of their testimony 

are inapplicable. Such cases did not confront separation of. 

powers problems, 

The Special Prosecutor's reference (pp. 8-10) to 

Sheppard v. Maxwell, 284 U.S. 333 (1966), and related cases, 

and the ABA Standards Relating to Fair Trial and Free Press, 

ignores several important facts. First, all of these 

authorities must be read in the context of the doctrine of 

separation of powers. That a court should· regulate its 

o~m proceeding. (as proclaimed in Sheppard) does not mean 

that it has power to regulate proceedings before a coordin:i.te 

branch of government. The most the Sheppard case would 

suggest is that a criminal trial be postponed because of 

a Congressional hearing; in no way can a power in the court 

to regulate a Congressional proceeding be squeezed out of its 

language,Y 

y In Sheppard, even after massive pretrial publicity by news 
media explicitly designed to stir up passion, the indictment 
was not dismissed. Rather, the trial court was held in error 
because it did not grant a change of venue, or continuance, or 
use other judicial devices (~, extra preemptory challenges, 
a careful voir dire of the jurors) to assure a fair trial. 
Surely the Special Prosecutor is not arguing that one who 
commits a heinous crime must go free because of the resulting 
pretrial publicity --- that a Sirhan Sirhan or Charles Manson 
may not have a fair trial because of the notoriety resulting 
from their acts. Both such individuals received much 
publicity; they still received a fair trial and their convictions 
withstood attack. As noted above, we reject any notion that 
this Court cannot secure a fair trial for those involved after 
the Select Co1mni ttee' s hearings. 
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The Special Prosecutor's reference to the ABA Standards 

Relating to Fair Trial and Free Press (Approved Draft, 

March, 1968) is misleading, None of the recommendations of the 

Standards are designed to regulate Congressional committee 

hearings, but were solely intended to apply to court proceedings, 

For example, although Section 2.1 of the Standards recommends 

that law enforcement officials adopt certain internal regulations 

to curb pretrial publicity, Section 2,1 adds a significant 

exception: 

"Nothing in this rule precludes any 
law enforcement officer, , • from 
participating in any legislative, 
administrative, or investigative 
hearing •••• " 

Other authorities relied on by the Special Prosecutor are 

equally unpersuasive. Doe v. McMillan, ___ U,S, __ _ 

(May 29, 1973) (No, 71-6356)(see Mem, pp. 10-12) only holds 

that in certain limited circumstances involving the privacy 

of small children there may be a justiciable cause of action 

against the Government Printing Office printer and the 

Superintendent of Documents that is not prohibited by the 

Speech or Debate Clause of the Constitution. To this cause 

of action the defendants could raise defenses, "constitutional 

or otherwise," Slip Opinion at 19. However, the fiercely 

divided Court did appear to be unanimous that the Separation 

of Powers doctrine protects the Congressional power to hold 

public hearings, Dombrowski v. Eastland, 387 U.S. 82, 85 (1967) 

and Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 are factually unique 

cases with holdings not relevant to the present matter. 

(See Mem. ll-12)Ef 

g; Certain citations by the S~ecial Prosecutor are, at best, 
mystifying. He appears (p.10 1 to find some solace in the 
All Writs Act but surely would not contend that this statute 
overrides the Constitutional doctrine of separation of powers. 
(Footnote continues on next page.) 
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(11ootnote continues from preceding page) __ 
He cites (p.6) Miranda v. Arizona 387 U.S. 436 (19b6), a case 
that would seem singularly irrelevant where a grant of 
immunity that would prohibit the use of compelled testimony is 
involved. Finally~ reference is made to Kilbourn v. 'I'l1omnson, 
103 U.S. 168 (1881J, but this case, which involveu a contempt 
proceeding, only held that Congress may not pry into private 
affairs beyond the scope of its resolution and without some 
valid legislative :purpose. But see Sinclair v. Un\tcd States, 
279 U.S. 263 (1929). Hutcheson v. United States, 3i'.l9 U.S. 
599 (1962). -~ 
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V, CONCLUSION 

As·we have previously stated to this Court, the present 

matter deals not only with a statute clear on its face but 

with a delicate issue of separation of powers. We submit 

that, in these circumstances, the Court should not tamper 

with the inter-workings of the legislative process. The 

requested immunity orders should issue,* 

_,j~ .0~ (RP&) 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

';t"'~ ~~ (. Rt?~) 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Ronald Rotu.,"1da 
Assistant Counsel 

*To resolve our final issue, counsel for both John Dean and 
Jeb Magruder have represented to the Committee that their 
clients, without immunity, will invoke their Fifth Amendment 
privilege where appropriate; the Committee has so certified to 
this Court and has received no subsequent representation 
from counsel for Dean and Magruder to the contrary. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on the 7th day of June, 1973, I so served a copy 

of the attached Reply Memorandum on the Honorable Elliot Richardson, 

Attorney General of the United States, on Archibald Cox, Esq., Special 

Prosecutor, and James Bierbower, Esq, attorney for Jeb Stuart Magruder, 

by hand delivery. I also served a copy of the attached Reply Memorandum 

on Charles Shaffer, attorney for John W. Dean III, by depositing the same, 

postage prepaid, in a United States Post Office. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. 70-73 

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
AMICUS STATEMENT 

American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC), Columbia 

Broadcasting System, Inc. (CBS), National Broadcasting Company, 

Inc. (NBC) and Public Broadcasting Service (~BS) hereby 

respectfully request leave to file the attached Statement as 

amici in connection with this Court's consideration of the 

Application of the Special Prosecutor for Orders Conferring 

Immunity. 

Jun0 7, 1"73 

Thomas N. Frohock, Esq. 
Attorney for American Broadcasting 

Companies, Inc. 
1150 17th Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

~A~, »~ f-;,,./IVCr t.J,, 

1990 M Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

---JJ , ; . 
~· u( t /( :C' i (.,,i,_) 
Howard Monderer, Esq. 
Attorney for National Broadcasting 

Company, Inc. 
1800 K Street, N. w. 
Washing~on, D. c. 20006 

I 
I: r' ~-, 

·-------
Norm~m M. S incl, Esq., 
l\tto1:ncy for Public Broadcasting Snrvic..:-! 
4B5 L 1 l':nfant Pla?.a, S. w. 
\V'.".whi1v1Lon, n. c. 2002'1 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the l',pplication of 

llNI~'ED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COJ'f~'UTTEE ON PRESIDEN'I'IAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITII:S 

STATEMENT 

Misc. No. 70-73 

American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC), 

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc 0 (CBS), National Broadcasting 

Company, Inc. (NBC) ai,d Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) 

join in this amicus statement. If the Senate Watergate 

Committee p:coceeds in open session, the broadcast p:cess 

should not be prevented from exercising its responsibilities 

to the publk. 

We do not address ourselves to the merits of the 

arguments of the Senate Committee and Special Prosecutor, 

except in this respect. We u1-·ge this Court to take cognizance 

of the fact that the Senate Committee investigation and 

its hearings are important news events of which the public 

has an undcniaLle right to know. 

Public Senc1te hearings have historically been open to 

live telcvicsion coverage. If the Senate Watergate Committee 

hearings are open to press coverage -- as they should be if 
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the hearings are public -- there should be no court 

prohibition against live radio and television coverage. 

June 7, 1973 

Respectfully submitted, 

I: 
i '· 

Thomas N. Frohock, Esq. 

··,1 

Attorney for American Broadcasting 
Companies, Inc. 

1150 17th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

·',: 
!I 
/·· 'l 

Joseph DeFranco, Esq.* 
Attorney for Columbia Broadcasting 

System, Inc. 
1990 M Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 
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Howard Monderer, Esq. 
Attorney for National Broadcasting 

Company, Inc. 
1800 K Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

Norman M. Sinel, Esq. 
Attorney for Public Broadcasting 

Service, Inc. 
485 L'Enfant Plaza, s. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20024 

* Me>mhr,r of the Bar o [ the St,,lc of N<·,v York 
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PROCEEDINGS 

THE COURT: All right. 

2 

MR. DASH: May we approach the bench, Your Honor? 

( AT THE BENCH ) 

MR. DASH: Your Honor, I an approaching the Bench to 

advise I am a menber of the Suprene Court of Pennsylvania and 

the Suprene Court of Illinois but not yet admitted to this cour 

and would like to be admitted for this case. 

THE COURT: Glad to have you participate. Will you 

make a motion? 

MR. HAMILTON: Yes, sir. I am James Hamilton. I 

would so move, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right, 

MR. HEYMANN: I am a menber of this Bar, Your Hc,nor. 

THE COURT: You may be admitted. 

MR. SHAFFER: I second Mr. Dash's motion. 

THE COURT: All right. I received a motion to inter

vene this morning by the three networks and I granted leave to 

file. I can't see there is any objection to the attorneys par

ticipating in this arg\Jllent. It is only"a two or three page 

menorand\J'.11 attached. Did everybody get a copy? 

MR. HEYMANN: We did not, Your Honor, 

THE COURT: We will permit you to argue your matter 

today. All right, 

( END OF BENCH. OPEN COURT ) 
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THE COURT: Mr. Dash, are you ready to proceed? 

MR, DASH: Yes, Your Honor. 

3 

Your Honor, I am Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel for the 

Senate Select Canmittee onPreside~tialcampaign Activities and 

I am arguing in case No. Misc. No, 70-73 before this Court. 

This case comes before the Court on the application 

by the Senate Select Canmittee for Presidential Campaign 

Activities for immunity orders for Mr. Jeb Magruder and Mr. 

John Dean under 18 U,S.C. Sections 6002 and 6005 which in 1970 

gave Congress for the first time powers of granting immunity, 

use immunity, to witnesses who would not testify before an 

investigating camnittee on constitutional grounds. 

The issue that the Court asks counsel to argue is the 

interpretation of the statute where a congressl.onal coromittee 

has submitted application to the Court, where if the requiremen s 

of the statute are met --and the requirements of this statute 

are that two-thirds of the members of the cormnittee have voted 

to apply for such an order and that there be notice, ten days 

initial notice given to the attorney general that an applicatio 

will be filed and that after such notice is given that applicat on 

is filed the attorney general may request twenty additional day 

and be granted, 

If those procedural requirements are met does the 

Court have the mandatory duty to sign the order,or does the 

have discretion to sign it or not sign it? 
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Although the Special Prosecutor, Mr. Cox, concedes in 

his memorandum to this Court that 18 U,S,C. Section 6005 makes 

it mandatory that the Court issue the :immunity order as to Mr. 

Magruder and Mr. Dean which has been applied for by the Senate 

Select Committee, he seeks to dilute this clear mandatoryprovis'on 

by advocating that the Court attach conditions to the inununity 

order and the conditions generally without specifying them woul 

1:imit up to the publicity of the hearings, to one extreme that 

the hearings be held in executive session and if not that, that 

there be restrictions on television and radio broadcasting and 

commenting until the final report or after trials by members of 

the staff or members of the committee, 

It is submitted that the Special Prosecutor request 

flies in the face of the express language of the statute and 

its legislative history and it invites this Court to engage in 

a severe invasion of the constitutional doctrine of separation 

of powers. 

First, on behalf of the Committee, I would like to ad 

dress myself to Mr. Cox's reasons for seeking to have these 

conditions :imposed, And basically his reason is that ongoing 

public televised hearings involving the test:imony of witnesses 

like Mr, Magruder and Mr, Dean testifying under a use :immunity 

order will prevent the cr:iminal prosecutions of major principal~ 

involved in the Watergate case. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, I - 30 
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Your Honor, the Camnittee rejects this claim made by 

the Special Prosecutor. First, it must be emphasized that the 

Select Camnittee is not a regular camnittee of Congress which 

is seeking to butt in in an existing criminal prosecution, It 

was created by a unanimous vote of the Senate at a time of eris s 

and of course I think I need nol press this kind of arg1.ment 

before Your Honor who presided at the first Watergate trial and 

knew of the extreme interest of the public and your own express d 

positions as to the need to know who else besides those who wer 

indicted were involved and what the real facts were. I think 

tnis was an area and a period, and still is, in which the at

mosphere in the country presented an overwhelming impact or 

evidence of loss of public confidence in governnent, and when 

there was obvious suspicions of cover-up due to what was appare t 

to a nunber of people of incanplete prosecution of the first 

Watergate trial in January. An~ I make that statement without 

any reference or any implication to the diligence or efforts 

of the present prosecutor, but I think that the present evidenc 

that is accunulating now indica~es that that trial was in fact 

an incanplete trial in terms of who was involved. 

The Camnittee's broad resolution, and a copy of that, 

Your Honor, is attached to our u1emorand1.111, shows that the 

Canmittee is mandated to conduct an :IJDmediate public investig~ on 

of the facts of the Watergate case and any other illegal or imp opet 
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activities connected with the presidential campaign of 1972. 

That such a function is a proper function of the Congress is 

made very clear in the Supreme Court decision of Watkins vs 

United States, cited on page 2 of our memorandun, and I would 

like to quote what I think is a pertinent quotation. The Court 

said at page 200: 

"There is a power of the Congress to inquire into 

and publicize corruption, maladministration or in

efficiency in agencies of the goverrment." 

That was the only kind of activity described by 

President Woodrow Wilson in Congressional Goverrment, a book 

he wrote, when he wrote in that book: 

"The infonning function of Congress should be 

preferred even to its legislative function. Fran the 

earliest times in its history the Congress has assiduously 

performed an infonning function of this nature." 

I state to the Court the informing function of Congre s 

is not to be just a convening investigating CCllllilittee to inform 

the public. The Congress cannot do its business. No legislati n 

of importance can really be enacted unless it has public suppor 

and if enacted without public supportit cannot long survive. 

Therefore, the public informing function is an integrated role 

of the legislative function as well in order to receive public 

support for what Congress wishes to do. 
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At the time the Committee began its public hearings 

on May 17th there were no new indictments returned by the grand 

jury and still at this time there are no new indictments, 

Indeed, the U.S. Attorney's Office has indicated that indictmen s 

may not be forthccming for about 60 to 90 days. By that time 

the Watergate phase of the Ccmmittee's hearings will have been 

ccmpleted, No witness testifying under use :immunity before tl-e 

Committee is shielded frcm prosecution, If the Prosecutor has 

independent evidence such a witness can be indicted, tried and 

convicted, Indeed, this was the very purpose of the new legis

lation in 1970, to limit the :immunity to use :immunity rather 

than tranactional :immunity, so if a Congressional committee 

needs the testimony of a witness and nas to grant :immunity ot 

does not impede the prosecutor frcm prosecuting that person if 

the prosecutor has independent evidence. And the only 

which we are requesting before this Court under the statute is 

use :immunity alone, And we submit that Mr. Cox's fears that 

our receiving such testimony under such use :immunity would impe e 

or prevent prosecution is totally unfounded, and in fact was 

contemplated by the Congressional act and was taken care of by 

the use :immunity provision. 

Further, despite the attendant publicity of the 

public hearings this alone, Your Honor, has never been held by 
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any court to prevent a prosecution. 

The Delaney case has frequently been cited and we 

refer to that case in our brief and I will go into it more in 

depth later, but in t he Delaney case which is probably the 

leading case on the issue of the impact of a prosecution and 

a Congressional camnittee hearing, the remedy was not condition ng 

or restricting the Congressional camnittee but was continuing· 

the criminal case. In Dela~ey a request for continuance by the 

defendant was denied and the Court reversed on that basis. But 

Delaney clearly, as I will i~dicate, states that the Congressio al 

camnittee's hearing has a right to go on and makes this a very 

special distinction in a situation where the Congressional 

camnittee hearing is begun prior to indictment. 

Now, first I would like to address myself to the 

specific language of. the statute. 

Section 6005 and Section 6002 in no way by the clear 

language of the statute support the position of Mr. Cox that 

this Court can impose conditions on the order of immunity. 

Indeed, the statute says that when the application is made and 

alleges and sets forth that the statutory requirements are met 

the Court shall issue the order. And the word "shall" was not 

put there without particular purpose because the legislative 

history makes it clear that "shall" was meant, and I will brief y 

get into that legislative history, 
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Prior to that, I think if one wanted to read into 

the statute the kind of condition that Mr. Cox would suggest 

to this Court one would have to do major surgery on this statut. 

One has to recognize that the statute is only three years old. 

It was passed by Congress at the height of television camnuni

cations. Clearly, Congress contenplated highly publicly charge 

'hearings in the Congress that would be on television, on radio, 

and covered by the press, and if Congress was concerned and 

wanted,to give the Court the power to condition an order by 

restricting television or radio coonnunication, Congress clearly 

has the means to do so. It could put such words in the statute 

or legislative history but the legislative history makes it 

clear that Congress was so concerned about the important consti 

tutional doctrine of separation of powers that it didn't even 

contenplate adding any condition to the Court's power to grant 

the order, and rather it enphasized in its legislative history 

that the Court's duty was ministerial and mandatory and not dis 

cretionary. 

Let me just briefly get to that legislative history. 

It is very clear in the legislative history from the House 

Report and the Senate Report, that the Congress in contemplatin 

this statute made it clear that there would be no discretion 

in the court and that the court's responsibility was to sign 

the order and that the attorney general himself had no discreti n 

to vetoe the application of the Canmittee. 
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Perhaps one of the most :Important parts of the legii;

lative history are the working papers of the National Ccmmissi 

on the Reform of Federal Cr:hninal Laws. This is the socalled 

Brown Ccmmission which for a period of years drafted reccmmenda ions 

for the revision of Title 18 of the penal code. And the Brown 

Conunission, actually the draft on immunity, was the very model, 

was actually the initial draft of the statute that found its 

way into the Organized Cr:hne Control Act of 1970, which is 18 

u.s.c. 6005 and 6002, And much of the legislative history is 

to be found there. On page 1440 the working papers in con-

struing what the statute was to mean said that the Congressiona 

statute was drafted to avert problems both of constitutionality 

and of insufficiency of information frcm meaningful judicial 

scrutiny. By making the court's function a weak and paltry 

thing, ministerial and not discretionary in nature; 

And more illlU!linating, the working papers at page 

1417 which was I think quite pathetic of what is occurring thisi 

morning before the Court, the draftsmen of the working papers 

said the following concerning this provision: 

"An immunity grant is not a matter of right or 

wrong but a discretionary govern1nent act. The federal 

district court may of course scrutinize the record to 

make certain the Congressional request for immunity order 

is jurisdictionally and procedurally well founded, and 
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that the attorney general has been notified, but if the 

attorney general should oppose the Congressional request 

for :lnmunity order solely because he feels it is unwise, 

the Court would have no constitutional or other legal 

basis for siding with the Congress, siding with the attorn y 

general, or making its own calculation of the degree of 

public need for the infotmation balanced against the loss 

of a possible opportunity to prosecute a possible cr:IJninal" 

Later on it goes on to say that it was never contem

plated with the three separate branches of goverrunent under 

separation of powers that a confrontation between the Executive 

Branch and Congressional Branch and put the Court in the middle 

and in order t o preserve t lat t he Court was given a mandatory 

ministerial or really record keeping function to see the statut ry 

provisions are met. 

Now under the case law I would submit, Your Honor, 

that actually there is really no support for Mr. Cox's position 

Rather, the major cases both in t he Supreme Court of the Unite 

States and lower courts clearly support the position of the 

Select Camnittee before this court. 

There is a reference in Mr. Cox's brief to the leadin 
of 

case/ Ullman. vs United States, 350 U.S. 422, 1956. This case, 

Your Honor, dealt with the statute that preceded the Organized 

Cr:IJne Control Act of 1970 and dealt with the :Immunity powers 
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of the attorney general at that t:lllle, In that statute, Your 

Honor, the attorney general in his application had to allege th t 

it was in the public interest and the question presented by a 

person who was to be granted :Immunity as to the constitutionali y 

of that statute was that the Court had to resolve that decision 

as to whether or not it was in the public interest, and since 

the Coutt had to do so the statute required the Court to :llllpose 

discretion on the prosecutor's discretion and this involved a 

violation of the doctrine of separation of powers. 

Mr, Justice Frankfurter indicated that really is not 

so, that despite the language there had to be an allegation of 

public interest, that was a requirenent of the statute but that 

detennination of the public interest was solely the attorney 

general's and the Court could not go behind it if it were to 

preserve its judicial power and not go into executive power. 

And therefore, in order to read the statute and make it· 

constitutional, Justice Frankfurther said that the statute 

meant so long as the attorney general said :It was in the public 

interest and put forth all the other requirenents of the statut 

then the duty of the court was ministerial and had to issue the 

order. 

That was the only way the Suprene Court said the 

statute would be constitutional under the doctrine of separatio 

of powers, 
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THE COURT: May I interrupt you a minute on that poin. 

I have some questions here I want to ask you but I think this 

is an appropriate point to discuss this. 

First of all, is it your contention that 6005 gives 

the attorney general time to isolate his evidence against a 

potential defendant and to urge the camnittee to reconsider 

its immunity request, but that it does not give the attorney 

general the right to object in court to the grant of immunity? 

Is that your position? 

MR. DASH: Yes, Your Honor, In fact that is the cle r 

statement, what you just read is in the legislative history. 

THE COURT: Now, second: if the Court should --and 

I an not saying that I will or I can-- if the Court for some 

reason believes that an application for immunity pursuant to 

Section 6005 in some way constitutes an abuse of the Court's 

process, is the Court powerless to deny the application for 

immunity?. 

MR. DASH: I would say, Your Honor, under Ullman 

the application for an immunity order by the attorney general 

or by Congress, was held not to be an abuse of the Court's 

process but actually a proper use of the Court's process. In 

fact, in further response to Your Honor's question, the legis

lative history for Section 6005 actually went into the question 

whether when Congress now in light of Ullman was enacting a I 
new immunity provision, should they leave any role for the Courf 
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at all? Why not have a provision which if Congress wants to 

grant immunity to have a two-thirds vote, notify the attorney 

general and after the notification is over the imnunity attache, 

or if the attorney general wants it he makes the decision and 

that is the ultimate decision. And there was sane feeling that 

perhaps was an appropriate thing to do, but in reviewing the 

role of the court in the past, the traditional role, to serve 

as a recording function to see to it the statutory requirements 

are met; and also I think another important role and I think 

Your Honor yourself has seen this role when you notified the 

counsel for the parties referred to in these :Immunity applicati ns 

to be present although the statute doesn't require it, I think 

Your Honor has notified them and I think it is quite appropriat 

because in the legislative hisbory it states there may be situ

ations where a congressional camnittee is before a court asking 

for an order of :Immunity when the scope of its authority in its 

resolution would not allow it to have that witness cane before 

it because no question put to that witness would fit within the 

scope of authority. I think if the witness so felt he could 

make that argunent to the Court that is a matter the court coul 

determine because the scope of the resolution is clearly within 

Your Honor's jurisdiction. 

So the legislative history makes it clear there is a 

very proper formal function of the court, it is a mandatory 

function in the sense of issuing an order the statutory requirm nts 
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are met, but that determination is an :Important function and no 

abuse of process of this court, 

lt is true that in caning to court we do invoke the 

process of the court and l think this is sort of the weak straw 

that Mr, Cox relies on in asking Your Honor to :Impose condition 

because his position is since we cane to court to ask for an 

order then we subject ourselves to whatever conditions the cour 

seeks to :Impose or feels is appropriate to :Impose, But Ullman 

was a s:lmilar case. The attorney general also had to invoke 

the process of the court and Justice Frankfurter made it very 

clear that if tl:e court went beyond ministerial function of 

determining the statutory requirements were met it would step 
the statute 

on the doctrine of separation of powers and/would be unconsti-

tutional and therefore l suggested what Mr, Cox is asking this 

court to do is to take that step which would violate the 

separation of powers, 

Now the case which is also referred to but not 

really at length by the Special Prosecutor is Delaney vs 

United States, which I referred to earlier, And here the sub

camnittee on the administration of internal revenue laws which 

was called the King Camnittee, held hearings, In Delaney, and 

I think it is very :Important, the witness had already been 

indicted and then he was called before the camnittee, Then wh n 

he went to trial he asked for a continuance and the continuanc 

was denied. Delaney holds that where there is highly publiciz d 
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ccmmittee 
congressional/hearings and a trial follows, that the defendant 

has a right to a continuance to a time when the prejudicial 

effect of those hearings has been dissipated. But it is clear 

in the Delaney case what the court said was that is the remedy 

because the court in the Delaney case itself said --and I am 

quoting fran page 8 of our memo: "We mean to imply no critici 

of the King Ccmmittee. We have no doubt the canmittee acted 

lawfully within the constitutional powers of Congress duly del 

gated to it, It was for the camnittee to decide whether con

siderations of public interest demanded at that time a full 

dress public investigation." 

And I think much more important, Your Honor, is what 

the court had to say about our situation because Delaney was 

the case where indictments had caned own and then the ccmmitte 

went ahead with its hearings. Delaney said we do not decide 

that case but suggested this in the dictum of the opinion, and 

I think this is very pathetic and important at this time. 

The courtsaid: ''We limit our discussion to the case 

before us and do not stop to consider what would be the effect 

of a public legislative hearing causing damaging publicity re

lating to a public official not then under indictment. Such a 

situation may present important differences fran the instant 

case. In such a situation the investigative function of Congre s 

has its greatest utility, Congress is informing itself so that 
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it may make appropriate legislative action, it is informing 

the Executive so existing laws may be enforced, and is informin 

the public so the democratic processes may be brought to bear 

to correct and disclose executive actions. Also, if as a resul 

of such legislative hearings an indictment is eventually pro

cured against a public official then in a normal case there 

would be much greater lapse of time between the publicity ac

ccmpanied by the public hearing and trial of a subsequently 

indicted official than would be the case if legislative hearirg 

were held while the accused is awaiting trial pending indictmen 

Your Honor, I think that language fits like a glove 

the case before you. 

Now, one of the leading cases is the Hutcheson case. 

And we cite the Hutcheson case on page 10 of our memorandum. 

I think it is a very relevant case because it is a very recent 

case. Hutcheson dealt w:lth the McClellan Camnittee hearings 

and I would suppose if any hearings were more publicly charged 

and received more publicity on television and the news media 

it was the McClellan hearings looking into improper labor 

activities, scmetimes called the Hoffa hearings, or Teamster 

ings. 

THE COURT: This was back in about 1960? 

MR. DASH: In the '60s, yes. There, Your Honor, you 

had even, I think, a tougher situation for the particular 

II 
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individual involved. Hutcheson had been indicted. And he was 

called before the McClellan Camnittee and was asked questions. 

Now, the McClellan Camnittee astutely kept away fran asking 

any questions which would relate to the pending indictment; 

but nevertheless, it asked many questions involving criminal 

activity and :Improper activity. The defendant, or the witness, 

appearing before the camnittee refused to answer questions on 

the ground he was indicted pending trial and that this would 

seriously jeopardize his chances for a fair trial. The Camnitt e 

ordered him to answer, he didn't, and he was cited for contempt 

I think it may be significant that the lawyer who successfully 

argued that case before the Supreme Court taking the position 

that we take before you this morning was Solicitor General Cox 

who argued that the congressional camnittee had a right to 

continue its hearing and had a right to issue that citation for 

contempt, and this was upheld by the Supreme Court. 

I think that is a case, Your Honor, which probably is 

even a stronger situation than this one because there indictme ts 

were down and it really affected a witness before a camnittee 

held in contempt while he was under indictment. 

Now, Your Honor, very briefly I would just like to 

distinguish a number of cases which Mr. Cox has raised in his 

memorandum. I think overall, and I respectfully submit to the 

Court that none of these cases are either relevant or support 

his position. 
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THE COURT: In their legal memorandun, the governments, 

they rely upon cases in which the indictments were returned, 

In this case we have no indictments, no defendants in this sea:> d 

phase. 

MR, DASH: lhat is true, Your Honor, 

THE COURT: This does make, I think, a considerable 

difference. 

MR. DASH: But even in those cases, Your Honor, the 

cases where indictments, like Hutcheson the Court still said 

that the Legislative Camnittee had a right to continue, In 

Delaney the Court did make the distinction that you make, 

and I think the distinction is this: that if indictments cane 

down the courts have held that the congressional camnittee ough 

to be very careful in considering whether it should proceed in 

public hearings. But if there are no indictments Delaney says 

there is practically a duty on the congressional canmittee to 

proceed because its public function is to go forward sot he 

Executive of the government will do its job, 

THE COURT: As a practical matter doesn't it frequent y 

happen in connection with congressional investigations, assunin 

that no indictments have been returned, that the goverrment is 

at somewhat of an advantage in this respect, that it gets certa n 

leads and infonnation fran the congressional investigation that 

might be helpful in connection with the grand jury proceedings1 

I don't know whether they have gotten any infonnation helpful 
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to the grand jury investigation or not, but I recall many years 

ago, I think it was 1957 or 1 58, when I bec811le a member of the 

Court, It link I tried the first case growing out of the labor 

racketeering investigation on the Hill, I think President 

Kennedy was then chairman of that committee and there was a man 

by the n811le of Frank Brewster in charge of the Western Division 

of the Te811lsters, he was convicted in my court for contempt of 

congress for failure to answer certain questions, It seemed 

to me the investigation had gone on for sanetime and indictment 

were returned after the investigation and there was quite a bit 

of publicity around the country, front page news, etc, So it 

is not without precedent that an investigation precedes indict-

ments, 

MR. DASH: I think that is true, Your Honor, I think 

a congressional inve&tigation actually could first-clause a 

prosecutor to contemplate, 

THE COURT: I think that happened in the Teapot Dane 

scandal, I think there was an investigation first on the Hill 

and subsequent to that there were indictments returned, 

MR, DASH: Yes, And that is why I think although 

that may not be the case here because there is an on-going 

grand jury investigation of the U,S, Attorney's Office and it 

was not our position that it was instigated because of our 

committee hearings but as a matter of precedent in the future 

in order to maintain public confidence in goverrment and permit 
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Congress to initiate these things it is important to preserve 

the right of Congress to conduct these investigations, 

I think in the Hutcheson case the important language 

should be quoted, It says on page 10 of our brief: 

"Surely a congressional canmittee which is engaged 

in legitimate legislative investigation need not grind 

to a halt whenever responses to its inquiries might 

potentially be harmful to a witness in sane distinct 

proceeding or when crime or wrong-doing is disclosed." 

And as indicated in that case there was in fact an 

indicbllent and we don't have it here, 

Just briefly, Your Honor, I would like to touch upon 

a nunber of cases which are presented by Mr, Cox. As I sug

gested most of these cases, what he attanpts to do with these 

cases is provide a basis or platform for the court drawing san 

power to impose these conditions. ·And what I suggest to Your 

Honor none of these cases even suggested, he doesn't find help 

in the statute, he doesn't find any help in the legislative 

history, rather far fran being silent as he suggests, it is 

quite canpelling there is no power to impose conditions. He 

then looks for a nunber of cases which are fragmentary in thei 

references to the issue and helps to build up a platform, 

I think one of the cases he relies on heavily is a 

recent Supreme Court case --Doe: vs Mellon, and emphasizes this 

is a case in which the court did interfere with the publicatio 
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of a camnittee's hearing, but that case, Your Honor, was House 

District of Columbia Camnittee which looked into the public 

school system and after the hearings was going to issue a repor 

and in that report was going to publi~ the records of little 

children test-takers, their absenteeism, their delinquency, and 

what the court said there didn't seem to be sufficient legislat ve 

purpose to expose the little children's absenteeism and failing 

test records to the public. 

By the way, the interesting thing is the court said 

there could have been no interference with the congressional 

camnittee itself if during the hearing it wanted to have the 

evidence submitted there would be no effort to enjoin or preven 

it, but felt there was no legislative purpose to bring it out. 

The suit was brought by the families of these kids. 
canpare that, to 

To/protect the privacy of children in school with an 

investigation mandated by the Senate where there is evidence 

of major official corruption, and I read the Watkins quote, 

clearly there is quite a distinction between wh!ther or not th 

informing function of Congress to inform the public about 

official corruption and a case that deals with the privacy of 

little children in school I think there is no basis to canpare 

that case to the instant case. 

The Danbrowski vs Eastland case that Mr. Cox cites 

on page 12 of his memo merely states where the act of the 
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congressional committees, mainly its staff, is not any way re

lated to its authority or resolution the Court can permit a cau e 

of action to proceed, 

Sheppard is cited by Mr, Cox, and it is a very famous 

case involving fair trial, free press and the extreme publicity 

of a famous murder case, That had to do with court roan decor 

and what was going on at the time of trial, 

THE COURT: They didn't have a sequestered jury in 

the case, they had 20 newspapermen stretched across inside the 

rail and one was a few feet fran the jurors, I think,· The 

judge was running for reelection, and the prosecutor, Every

thing happened, 

MR, DASH: And, Your Honor, despite all that the 

decision of the court isn't that the case be dismissed but that 

it could be retried at a proper time, 

By the way, I am really mystified, My famous case 

--I consider famous --

THE COURT: --you notice I have the reporters, if I 

have roan, sit behind the rail when I have a jury inthe box, 

MR. DASH: As I say, the case which mystifies me is 

the Miranda case, but Miranda deals with custodial confessions. 

We are dealing with use immunity which can never be used again t 

that witness, What Miranda has to do with this situation I do 't 

know, Bruton is a case where a confession of the co-defendant 
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was used in trial, and it deals with the fact realistically a 

judge's instruction may not be able to wipe out that prejudice 

of a jury but here we are dealing with pretrial publicity where 

the renedies are continuance, voir dire, and other matters and 

the Bruton case I submit is canpletely irrelevant. 

Kilbourn, also cited by Mr. Cox, on page 3 deals 

again with a congreS!i.onal camnittee trying to stick its nose 

in a bankruptcy suit where it didn't have a resolution and I 

think our resolution is quite different. 

So I say this respectfully, Your Honor, to the Court 

and to Mr. Cox, that his line of authorities cited support his 

position probably as strongly as would a thread of gossamer. 

Now in conclusion, we are before this Court at a time 

of great energency concerning public confidence in its governme t. 

The Select Camnittee fully respects the role of the Special 

Prosecutor and urges him to push ahead to secure indictments 

and prosecute at trial those indicted in appropriate time. If 

he has the evidence we have, and if he has the evidence that we 

no doubt know he had, he can obtain conviction. However, the 

Select Camnittee is doing the urgent public business in public 

under a unanimous mandate of the Senate with the need to report 

the facts now. The statute makes it mandatory that the order 

issue without conditions and that the manifest public interest 

is against the Special Prosecutor's proposal to conceal the fac 
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of what happened in the Watergate c411 from the public at this 

time when this is the greatest time for the public to know, 

THE COURT: Mr, Dash, one or two questions just so I 

can get your position clear in my mind. 

Now, is it your understanding that if the :Immunity 

orders are signed the witness must invoke his Fifth Amendment 

privilege in response to a question? 

MR. DASH: Yes, Your Honor, 

THE COURT: Fran the camnittee before the :Immunity 

actually takes effect? 

MR, DASH: Yes, Your Honor, 

THE COURT: I am referring to the following language 

and 1 say this for the benefit of counsel for the govermnent, 

referring to the following language found in the working papers 

of the National Camnission on the Reform of Criminal Laws which 

are cited in your menorandum on page numbered 1442 which state: 

"In subsection (b) of Section 1 the proposed draft 

authorizes the issuance by the appropriate authority of 

the direction to the witness to testify or produce other 

information in advance of the time when the witness actual y 

asserts his privilege against self incrimination, lt is 

made clear, however, that the direction does not become 

effective, that is, :Immunity is not conferred until the 

witness does assert his privilege on the direction to 
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testify is communicated to him by the presiding official 

at the inquiry." 

That is the way I understand it, 

MR, DASH: Yes, Your Honor, very much so. Any order 

you may sign based on our application does not becane effective 

until the witness who is sworn appears before the committee and 

in fact refuses to answer the question on the grounds of the 

Fifth Amendment or any other constitutional grounds that protec 

him. If he answers without it he does not have immunity. 

THE COURT: We have in sane cases followed a differen 

procedure, I think Mr. McCord appeaud before the grand jury 

first, asserted his Fifth Amendment privilege and was brought 

into court and the reporter took the stand and read a series rf. 

questions propounded to him, I heard the questions, I think eve y

body in the courtroan heard it, but apparently you do it a litt e 

differently, 

MR, DASH: I think similarly -- it is our position th t 

if the witness is asked the first question and refuses, as 

Senator Ervin who sits in executive session will generally pro

pound a couple other questins and will then ask the witness if 

questions of the same sort were put to him within the resolution 

of the committee, would he persist in refusing to answer, and 

I think if you have that statement that meets the requirement. 

THE COURT: Now, in what way is televizing of the 

testimony of Mr. Magruder and Mr. Dean necessary to fulfill the 
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legislative functions of the camnittee? 

I think you touched upon that briefly. 

MR, DASH: Yes, Your ffonor. Just briefly it is not 

our purpose, and I would like to make it very clear, it is not 

the purpose of the camnittee to put a show-hearing on in this 

country. It never was our purpose and I hope the hearings as 

they are being presented are being presented with dignity and 

professionally. 

Now, as to the televized portions and why it is our 

position that the hearings should be not only public but reach 

every hane in the country if possible is because we are in this 

time of crisis and loss of confidence by the public and this ne ds 

remedial legislation. Our camnittee is not a prosecuting camni tee, 

It is an investigating camnittee for legislation and we hope wh n 

we are through we will have documented the need for remedial 

legislation, but we are in an area where the kind of remedial 

legislation will have tremendous impact in the political sector 

and the only way I think Congress will enact such remedial 

legislation it have very strong support from the public, and 

that support £ran the public will not come forward unless the 

public is convinced if certain things that occurred,if they occ r 

again can destroy democracy. 

THE COURT: One further question. You may not be abl 

to answer this question, maybe Mr. Silbert can. 
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Has Mr. Magruder testified before the grand jury? 

MR. DASH: I don't know the answer to that, Your Hono, 

THE COURT: I will ask Mr. Silbert. 

If he has testified has he been granted :immunity? 

I don't recall signing an order granting him :immunity. Maybe 

Mr, Silbert can answer that. 

If he has testified before the grand jury and waived 

any Fifth Amendment privilege he might have, does that affect 

your request? 

MR. DASH: I submit it doesn't based on counsel's 

position to us. I presented, by the way, Mr. Bierbower who is 

in court, who sent a letter to me prior to our wishing to inter 

view Mr. Magruder, that if he were called he would reserve the 

right to assert constitutional privileges. I did raise the 

question with him if he is appearing before the grand jury and 

testifying without :immunity in what way should he be asking 

:immunity from our ccxnmittee and his answer was that our resolut on 

is much broader than the focus of the grand jury and that ques ion1 

that we will and may put to Mr. Magruder will go beyond the 

focus of the present grand jury and therefore he may want to 

--and I use this tenn advisedly-- purchase a certain amount of 

criminality but not much more, and I think in this particular 

case before our ccxnmittee he feels he is not waived, and anythi g 

he testifies before the grand jury I don't believe serves as a 
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waiver of the defendant's rights when he canes before a legis

lative canmittee and is being asked broader questions in terms 

of other cr:llllinal acts. 

THE COURT: All right, thank you. 

MR, HEYMANN: , , , 

( NOTE: The remainder of these proceedings 
have been previously transcribed and 
are filed under separate cover, 
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It is certified the foregoing is the official 
transcript of proceedings indicated, 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 

9:30 a. m. 

THE COURT (Sirica, C. J.): This morning I have 

filed an opinion outlining the reasons for my decision con

cerning the immunity request from the Senate Select Committee. 

After careful study, it is the Court's opinion that 

its duties in this matter are purely ministerial and that 

any attempted exercise of discretion on its part either to 

deny the request or to grant immunity with conditions would 

be an assumption of power not possessed by the Court. 

I will, therefore, sign the order granting immunity 

and compelling testimony as proposed by the Select Committee. 

Inasmuch as the Court·is without discretion in this matter, it 

has not invited comment and will not comment on the wisdom or 

unwisdom of granting immunity in this case or on the desirabili 

or undesirability of implementing the Special Prosecutor's 

proposal. My decision and action, therefore, cannot be 

interpreted as anything more than the Court acting as is 

required by the law to act. 

Copies of the Court's Opinion will be made available 

to those who desire them in my Chambers following the 

proceedings this morning. Please see my secretary or lawclerk. 

The Court also has before it a motion to quash a 

Grand Jury Subpoena filed on behalf of Mr. Johan Dean. After 
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careful consideration of the papers and oral argument, the 

Court has decided to deny the motion to quash. Mr. Dean will, 

therefore, be required to appear before the Grand Jury 

immediately following the proceedings this morning. 

[Recess at 9:35 a. m.] 

(CERTIFIED The Official Transcript. 

~c~ 
~;;,Ja~k Maher 

Court Reporter ] 
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UNITED--STATES DISTRIC't.. COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF C . 'JMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of: ,_:~l; 
UNITEI> STATES SENATE SELECT Misc;._ No~~ 70:..p·· !~" 

·~.~-IDEWfiAC .· •;::rt~~·\ 
.l\• 

'· 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND 'co~mf,,:{~,q 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROM}1'i'•;;' ., q t 
JEB STUART MAGRUDER . .:· · ,.\':, ,i} . " 

( ''.. ~ '. {.:(~,;~~r,:\< 
The United States Senate Select Comm1ttee·on.Presig~t1 

•.'. . . .• .. ·ji/.i'' ~<";·:·. <;, 
Campaign Activities, having made written appl1ca.tio11, to-,: ,an, 

. -~ , • ·1 : <}{ ,'\',,'.-"/~ 
_conterring 1mmun1ty upon Jeb Stuart Magruder ·and comt>ll;lling,'. 

. _.,_; .. '.;. ~·-···.' .;,.;., .. ·:-
him to testify and provide other information before itif'p~s 

.. '·-· ·. ~ ·•· \" .!' . . -·t 
· to Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 and_ 6005.._ :~ 

• . . , •. / • \'> \ 

. on c_ourt finding that all procedures specif1:eJ. by_: ~~-;~~~,i 

. been duly tollowed, it is hereby this / .2 ,11't.,.d~ ot-,Ma;ri'l 
. ._ 't;._-·Vf,\'.·,. }· 

ORDERED that the said Witness in accordance with['the°}>-''i, 
. · ..• \!'}:.,:;_ : •• 

provisions ot Title 18, United States Code, ·section 6<»a.~ · 
6005 0 shal.lj_.11ot be excused from testifying or p~Vid,'~;),~; 
· .. ·· ~ I·, ,_.'_>-';_!;.'l/·:1,. 

· 1ntormat:Lon betore the Select.Committee on Pres~en~.caaip. 

Activities on the ground that the testimony or othe~ int~rmli.
:sought may tend to incriminate him. . _.· ,:_:_'{:&lt 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the said Witness appear\ 
,. . . .,_._'•f.<~ ); ~: _:, 

l!Ubpoenaed by said Committee and testify and provide ·aui:l!J"o 
,..... • . '!',:- - ,·\-~t,!,· .. ,.·.r 
.information that is sought wi~ respect to the mat1-9!•d~~ 

'~ry by said ·eomm1ttee. · ··· '. ·· · ! .:f? 
ANI>l!rilSFURTHER ORDERED that no testimDny or oth~;'. · 

' ,--,:~t ·'· \~,,>~;~) 
tion compelled under this ORDER { or tor any other intoriila, 

. . . . -'~/ ,;·:L-, 

directly or indirectly derived from such testimony o:r"'otfu.' 
, ' . ·, .. ~\>?$•;\~t;-
intormation) may be used against the Witness.'in any er · · 

-~ase • . ;xcept tor perjury, giving a false statement. 

-~therwi,se' tailing to compl,y with this ORDER. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

IN RE: APPLICATION OF 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc, No, 70-73 

FILED 
JL;. 1~1973 

JltMl:S F. DAVEY, Cler~ 
The Court has today entered orders which will confer what 

is commonly ·termed "use immunity" on two witnesses who are scheduled 

to appear before the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign. 

Activities (Select CODllllittee), The orders provide that should the 

witness refuse on Fifth Amendment grounds to give testimony as re

quested by the.Select Committee, "use immunity" may be conferred by 

the Committee chainiian, Thereafter, on pain of contempt, the witness 

will be required to fully answer the questions put to him and provide 

the information sought unless such testimony is otherwise privileged, 

The prospective witnesses, Jeb .Stuart Magruder and JohnW. Dean, III, 

have not opposed entry of these orders, The Attorney General, however, 

1/ as represented by Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox,~ has objected to 

grants of immunity without attendant conditions limiting the publication 

of testimony, The Court, upon application of the Attorney General's 

representative, granted a 20-day delay in consideration of the Senate 

requests, and in the meantime asked the Select Committee and the Special 

Prosecutor to file written memoranda treating the question of judicial 
2/ 

discretion under the applicable statute.~ Specifically the Court 

asked whether 

..J:._/ Throughout these proceedings, the Court has considered 
the Special Prosecutor to be acting, for the purposes of his assignment, 
in the capacity of Attorney General, 

2/ A joint statement amicus curiae was also filed on be
half of four networks:· American Broadcasting Companies, Inc., Columbia 
Broadcasting System, Inc., National Broadcasting Company, Inc. and 
Public Broadcasting Service. 
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a court might properly exercise any discretion to deny an immunity 

request of the legislative branch even though procedural prerequisites 

were met. The Court subsequently heard oral argument in the matter. 

Pursuant to the reasoning set forth below, the Court has concluded 

that in this case, its duties are purely ministerial, and that any 

attempted exercise of discretion on its part, either to deny the 

requests or to grant immunity with conditions, would be an assumption 

of power not possessed by the Court. 

We are dealing with the series of statutes under Title 18 

of the United States Code; beginning with§ 6001, which control the 

granting of immunity to witnesses. The specific section here construed 

is§ 6005, titl\3d "Congressional proceedings" and is set out below: 

(a) In the case of any individual who has.been 
or _may be called to testify or provide other infor
mation at any proceeding before either House of Con
gress, or any collllllittee, or any subcommittee of either 
House, or any joint co11111ittee of the two Houses, a United 
States di~trict court shall issue, in accordance with 
subsection (b) of this section, ·Upon the request of a 
duly authorized representative of the House of Congress 
or the collllllittee concerned, an order requiring such 
individual to give testimony or provide other infor
mation which he refuses to give or provide on the 
basis of his privilege against self-incrimination, 
such order to become effective as provided in section 
6002 of this part. 

(b) Before issuing an order under subsection (a) 
of this section, a United States district court shall 
find that 

(1) in the case of a proceeding before 
either House of Congress, the request 
for such an order has been approved by an 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Mem
bers present of that House; 

(2) in the case of a proceeding before a 
committee or a subcommittee of either Houae 
of Congress or a joint colllllittee of both 
Houses, the request for such an order has 
been approved by an affirmative vote of 
.two-thirds of the members of the full 
committee; 

(3) ten days or more.prior to the day on which 
the request for such an order was made, the 
Attorney General was served with notice of 
an intention to request the order 

2 
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(c) Upon application of the Attorney General, 
the United States district court defer the issuance 
of any order under subsection (a) of this sec
tion for such period, not longer than twenty days 
from the date of the request f~f such order, as the 
Attorney General msy specify.~ 

Prior to the effective date of§ 6005 and its companion sec

tions (December 15, 1970) the immunity of witnesses was controlled by 

·at least 50 spesrate statutory provisions,_i/ With the enactment of 

§ 6001, ~ ~·, however, all other such provisions have been repealed 

thereby bringing under one roof and standardizing for the first time 

federal.immunity measures,-5.I 

3/ § 6002, referred to in subsection (a) of§ 6005, defines 
the practii;;-1 import of immunity whether in a court, grand jury, 
legislative or administrative se·tting. § 6002 reads as follows: 

Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his privilege 
against self-incrimination, to testify or provide other 
information in a proceeding before or ancillary to --

(1) a court or grand jury of the United States, 
(2) an agency of the United States, or 
(3) either House of Congress, a joint committee 
of the two Houses, or a committee or a subcommittee 
of either House, 

and the person presiding over the proceeding communicates 
to the witness an order issued under this part, the witness 
msy not refuse to comply with the order on the basis of 
his privilege against self-incrimination; but no testimony 
or other information compelled under the order ( or any 
information directly or indirectly derived from such testi
mony or other information) may be used against the witness 
in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, 
giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to comply 
with the order, 

4/ Hearings, Senate Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and 
Procedures:-9lst Cong., 1st Sess. (March 26, 1969) at 281-288. 
[Hereinafter cited as Senate Hearings), 

5/ Though not relevant to the instant matter, one current 
exception should be noted, Title 18 u.s.c. § 2514, which allows 
United States Attorneys to seek immunity from prosecution for a 
witness for any "transaction, matter or thing" about which the wit
ness may testify, the so-called "transaction immunity," has a repeal 
date ofDecember 15, 1974, and is.therefore still in force at the 
present time. 

3 
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I 6005 deals with "uae" as opposed.to "tranliaction" ilmUllity, 

Transaction immunity may be simply described as that which precludes 

prosecution for any transaction or affair about which a witness testi

fies, Use illlnunity, by contrast, is a grant with limitations, Rather 

than barring a subsequent related prosecution, it acts only to suppress, 

in any such prosecution, thw witness" testimony and evidence derived 

directly or indirectly from that testimony, Evidence obtained wholly 

independently of immunized testimony may serve as a basis for prosecut

ing the witness for activities and transactiona including those covered 

in his own statements, 

The question has naturally arisen as to whether use immunity 

adequately supplants one's Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, 

Following.the Supreme Court's decision in Counselman v, Hitchcock, 142 
/ 

U.S. 547 (1892), in which a use immunity statute was struck down, it was 

for some time supposed that only transaction immunity could afford pro

tection co-extensive with the privilege against. self-incrimination. A 

later case, Brown v, Walker, 161 U.S. 591 (1896), upheld the immunity 

concept (that of exchanging the right to silence for protection from 

prosecution) but dealt only with a transaction immunity.statute, The 

Murphy v. Waterfront Commission, 378 U.S. 52 (1964) decision, however, 

implied that the traditional interpretation of Counselman was incorrect 

and that protection against the direct and derivative use of co~lled 

testimony could adequately replace the Fifth Amendment privilege. 

Finally, last year, the Supreme Court sustained Title 18 u.s.c. § 6001, 

~!!!I.• as constitutionally sound on its face. See Kastigar v, United 

~. 406 U.S. 441 (1972), For the purposes of the matter now under 

consideration, the Court considers Kastigar as definitively establish

ing the constitutionality of§ 6005, 

4 
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The model for what is now§ 6005 originated with the National 

CommiBBion on the l!Bform of Federal Criminal Laws (Commission) • ..2J At 

the tills the Commission.was pursuing its studies, the Senate Judiciary 

Committee was engaged in hearings on s. 30 (organized crime control 

bill) which included at Title II provisions treating the question of 

immunity in grand jury and court proceedings. The Commission later 

recommended to the President that a general and comprehensive use immunity 

statute be adopted which would be applicable in grand jury, court, 

legislative, and administrative proceedings. In April, 196?, the 

President conveyed such a recommendation to the Congress, and on May 

12, 1969, Senator McClellan for himself and Senators Ei:vin and Hruska 

introduced S, 2122 in the Senate and Congressmen Poff, Edwards and 

7/ 
Kaetenmeier-- introduced a companion bill, H, 11151, in the House. 

These bills implemented the Commission's recommendation with no sub-

stantive changes as far as the provisions for congressional proceedings 

were concerned • ...!/ The Senate Judiciary·co11111ittee substituted S, 2122 

...E_/ The Commission was appoin.ted by the Congress in 1966 
"to undertake a study of the Federal criminal laws and reco111DBnd 
improvements." The Commission consisted of twelve members: three 
appointed by the President, three Federal judges appointed by the 
Chief Justice, three Senators appointed by the President of the 
Senate, and three members of the House of Representatives appointed 
by the Speaker, See Senate Hearings at 280. 

7/ All three House sponsors were members of the Commission. 
Congresaman""°Poff served as its Vice-Chairman, 

...!/ As drafted by the Commission, the proposed statute read: 

Section (4). Immunity Before Congress 
(a) When the testimony or other information is to be pre

sented toai\::lie-e House or a committee of either House or a 
joint committee of both Houses of Congress, the direction 
to the witness to testify or produce other information shall 
be issued by a United States District Court, upon application 
~efa by a duly authorized representative of the House or 
committee concerned, and subject to the requirements of this 
section, 

(b) Before issuing the direction, the court must find 
that application was authorized, in the case of proceedings 
before one of the Houses of Congress, by affirmative vote 
of a majority of the members present of thar Rouse, or in 
the case of proceedings before a committee, by affirmative 
vote of two-thirds of the members of the full committee. 
(continued to next page) 

5 
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for the original Title II of S.· 30, and the House Judiciary Co-ittee 

subsequently reported out the new version of s. 30 Title II, The billa 

were enacted without further amendment on October 15, 1970._j} 

8/ (continued) 
~ (c) Notice of the application for issuance of the direction 
shall be served upon the Attorney General at least ten days 
prior to the date when the application is made, Upon request 
of the Attorney General, the court shall defer issuance of 
the direction for not longer than thirty days from the date 
of such notice to the Attorney General. 
See Senate Hearings at 292. 

s. 2122; by comparison, was aa follows: 

f 6005. Congressional proceedings 
(a) In the case of any individual who haa been or aay 

be called to testify or provide other inforiaation at any pro
ceeding before either House of Congress or any committee, or 
any subcommittee of either House, or any joint colllllittee of 
the two Houses, a United States district court shall issue, 
in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, upon the 
request of a duly authorized representative of the House of 
Congress or the conmdttee concerned, an order requiring such 
individual to give testimony or provide other information 
which he refuses to give or pro'Q'.ide on the basis of his 
privilege against self-incrimination, such order to become 
effective aa provided in section 6002 of this chapter. 

(b) Before issuing an order under subsection (a) of this 
section, a United States district court shall find·that --

(1) in the case of a proceeding before either 
House of Congress, the request for such an order 
has been approved by an affirmative vote of a 
majority of the Members present of that house, 

(2) in the case of a proceeding before a 
·collllllittee or a subCOlllllittee of either House of 
Congress or a joint colllllittee of both Houses, 
the request for such an order baa been approved 
by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the 
members of the full coanittee; and 

(3) ten days or more prior to the day on which 
the request for such an order was made, the Attorney 
General was served with notice of an intention to 
request the order, 

(c) Upon application of the Attorney General, the United 
States district court shall defer the issuance of any order 
under subsection (a) of this section for such period, not 
longer than twenty days from the date of the request for such 
order, as the Attorney General may specify, 

See Senate Report No. 91-617, 91st Cong,, lat Seas., (Dec, 16, 1969) at 
7. (Hereinafter cited as Senate Report]. 

9/ For a complete account of the legislative history see 
Senate Report at 55, 56. 
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In its Working Papers, the National Conaission thoroughly 

explored the language and intent of what is now I 6005, and indeed 

anticipated the type of situation now before the Court. Both the 

Bouse and Senate Committees relied heavily on the testimony of 

Collllllission members and adopted the Commission's recollllD8ndations 

concerning immunity without significant modification. Counsel for 

the Select Committee and for the Special Prosecutor have both made 

references to these Papers, For these reasons, the Court believes 

it appropriate to refer in the following discuaaion to the c~arifying 

and interpretive language of the Couaiasion'a Working Papers. 

I. 

On its face, § 6005 casts the role of the Court in terms 

of ministerial duty. The language is mandatory: " ••• a United 

States district court shall issue, • upon the request of a duly 

authorized representative of the Bouse of Congress or the colllllittee 

concerned, an order ••• 11 (emphasis added), The statutory .. language 

10/ 
imposes only two prerequisites or conditions,~ both procedural, for 

issuing the requested order: (1) if the proceeding is before a Bouse of 

Congress, the request for an immunity order must have been approved by 

a majority of the Members present; if the proceeding is before a com

mittee, subcommittee, or joint committee, the request must have been 

10/ It is taken-as granted by the statute that: (1) the 
individual"""Irom whom the testimony is sought, has been or may be called 
to testify, (2) the witness refuses or will refuse to give testimony 
on the basis of his privilege against compulsory self-incrimination, 
(3) the request from the concerned Bouse of Congress or committee 
is made through a duly authorized representative, and (4) the proposed 
order indicates that the witness' privilege against self-incrimination 
is to be supplanted by the limited immunity conferred under§ 6002, 
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approved by two-thirds of the full committee membership, (2) at least 

tan days prior to filing the i111111U11ity request with the court, the 

coamd.ttee or House must have provided the Attorney General with notice 

of an intention to seek :Lm!Dunity for the named witness or witnesses. 

In short, judicial discretion cannot be found on the face of the 

statute. 

It is significant also to note that when the i11DUDity re-

lates to congressional proceedings,. the Attorney General is deprived 

of the discretion he enjoys under other sections of the sta~ute. For 

grand jury and court proceedings (I 6003) and certain administrative 

proceedings(§ 6004) the Attorney General may deny permission to seek 

an imnunity order from the C~urt. Although§ 6005 permits the Attorney 

G6neral to apply to the court for a 20-day extension in which the court 

"shall defer the issuance of any order," no veto power or other authority 

is bestowed. 

A recourse to the legislative h~story of§ 6005 for aid in 

defining the Court's role indicates that the drafters specifically 

intended the court, in normal circumstancea, to grant il11111111ity orders 

without regard to its own judgment or opinion. The Senate and House 

Report• contain almost identical statements on this point. 

A court order must be obtained baaed on an affir
mative vote of a majority of members present in 
a proceeding before either House or a two-thirds 
vote ot the members of the full committee in a 
proceeding before a collllllittee. Ten days' notice 
must be given to the Attorney General prior to 
seeking the order. The court must defer issuance 
up to 20 days at the Attorney General's request. 
As in administrative proceedings, however, the 
Attorney General is not given veto power. Nor 
is the court given any power to withhold the order 
if the factual prerequisites are met. (Emphasis 
added). 

See Senate.Report at 146, and House Report No. 91-1.$49, 
91st Cong., 2nd Seas. (Sept. 30, 1970) at 43. 

The language of the Working Papers, though somewhat blunt, is clear. 
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In speaking of what is now I 6005, tha Papers state: 

, , , [P]rob181118 both of constitutionality and 
of insufficiency of information for meaningful 
judicial scrutiny, have been averted by making 
the court's function a weak and paltry thing -
ministerial, not discretionary in nature; 

The draft statute, accordingly, in continuing 
the requirement of application to a United States 
dL!!.trict court, makes more clear than the present 
statute the intention that the court'• function ia 
not diacretionary, The court "shall" iasue the 
direction to testify subject to a finding that the 
procedural requirements concerning specified voting 
arrangements in Congress, and notice to the Attorney 
General, have been met. 

Working Papers of the National Comiasion on Refora 
of Federal Criminal Laws, Vol, II (1970) at 1440. 
[Hereinafter cited as Working Papers], 

Counsel have directed the Court's attention to two cases 

which discuss judicial discretion in the context of the predecessor 

statutes to S 6001, ~ .!!.!!i• The firat of these ia Ullman v, United 

States, 350 u.s. 422 (1956), In~. a potential witness aought 

to have the Court reject a request for an. tmaunity order put forth 

by the Attorney General. Although the Ullman atatute required the 

i11DUnity order to be in the "public interest," the Court (pe-r Juatice 

Frllllkfurter) held that the judicial branch had no discretion to deny 

the order if·the procedural prerequiaitea were met, Quoting Dietrict 

Judge Weinfeld, the Court stated that an interpretation giving th~ Court 

discretion would "raiae a serious constitutional question undll.1" the 

doctrine of separation of powers," (350 U.S. at 433), 

A nondiscret:1.onary function on the court's part, said Justice 

Frllllkfurtar, would be within its proper judicial power and would not 

usurp the constitutional power of a coordinate branch, in this case the 

Executive, The second case, a decision by the Court of Appeals in this 

Circuit, construed a statute which again was phrased in terlllll lass 

restrictive on the court than I 6005. In re McElrath, 101 U.S. App, D,C, 

- 9 -
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290, 248 F.2d 612 (1957), an~ ~decision, involved a request 

for immunity by the Senate Couaittee on the Judiciary and its Internal 

Security Subcommittee to which the prospective witness objected, The 

statute involved would, on its face, have allowed far more. discretion 

to the District Court than the present one, It provided only that the 

requested immunity order "may be issued upon application by a duly 

authorized representative of, , • the committee concemed," Judge 

Burger, speaking for four concurring judges, stated: 

The discretion of the District Court ia limited 
at this stage to a determination of the procedural· 
regularity of an application and does not embrace 
such issues as the scope of the inquiry of the 
Committee, the pertinency and relevancy of the 
questions propounded or the constitutionality of 
the statute, 101 U.S. App. D,C, at 295, 

If then, neither the Attorney General nor the court may deny 

a congressional application, the question naturally arises, "For what 

purpose does I 6005 require notice to the Attorney General and approval 

by the court?'' Though the statute itself is silent here, the Working 

Papers again include a comprehensive discussion. With respect to the 

Attorney General, the Working Papers state at page 1440: 

In the special instance of congressional inquiries, 
in contrast to administrative proceedings, it would 
be virtually unthinkable to give the Attorney General 
the additional power of disapproval of conferment of 
immunity, because in a Teapot Dome-type congressional 
investigation the Attorney General himself would be the 
focus of the inquiry. 

Nevertheless, the Comission and the Congress:: ,,, did recognize the 

seriousness of immunization against punishment for crime and the potential 

adverse effect the conferring of _i111111unity might have on criminal law 

enforcement, It was with the intent of minimizing any prejudicial impact 

on present and future law enforcement plans that the provision requiring 

notice of intended immunization was adopted. It was expected that timely 

notice would allow the Attomey General to assess the effect of a grant 

of illllllUility on investigations or prosecutions and then,_ should he feel it 

10 
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necessary, communicate with the concerned House of Congress or com

mittee to "lobby" for a modification of immunity plans. (Working 

Papers at 1406}, The memorandum filed by the Special Prosecutor 

indicates that he has made use of this opportunity although to no 

avail, as yet. It was also anticipated that a period of time up to 

30 days would permit the Attorney General to "insulate from the immunity 

grant any incriminating data already in his files prior to the witness' 

testimony." (Working Papers at 1406). Presumably, if such incriminat

ing data is available to the Special Prosecutor in this case, he has 

taken advantage of the opportunity to "insulate" it, Thus, though he 

is accorded no right to be heard in court in opposition to an immunity 

request, the Attorney General is given some protection in his role as 

the administrator of Federal law enforcement by the notice requirement 

of§ 6005. 

With regard to court approval, the Commission expressed some 

strong reservations. It suggested at page 14~6· of·:the Working Papers, 

that Congress give serious consideration to eliminating the judicial 

role altogether. The basic objection to court participation concerned 

the constitutional "separation of powers" doctrine. The problem was 

highlighted in the Ullman v. United States case cited earlier. To uphold 

an immunity statute which required use of the judicial process, the Supreme 

Court felt constrained to read the statute as giving courts no discretion 

to deny immunity, the reason being that the judicial function is a determina

tion of "right" or "wrong" while a decision to grant immunity is not "right" 

or "wrong" but purely a matter of discretion. The Working Papers sum up 

the import of Ullman thusly: 

Immunity is the fixed price which the government must 
pay to obtain certain kinds of information, and only 
the government can determine how much information it 
wants to ''buy" in the light of the fixed price. Viewed 
thusly, a court bas nothing on which to base a deter
mination whether a given immunity grant is "right" or 
''wrong," whether it should be made, or whether it should 
not be made. Indeed, for a court to attempt to make such 
a decision, or for Congress to attempt to confer such a 
role upon·a constitutional court, would raise serious 
questions of separation of powers under article III, i.e., 
conferment on a constitutional court of a function not 
"judicial" in nature. 

11 
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Working Papers at 1434-35. 

An attempt to force upon the courts the necessity of second-guessing 

the propriety or wisdom of specific immunity requests would, perhaps 

unconstitutionally, put the courts "in the middle." 

An immunity grant is not a matter of right or 
wrong, but a discretionary governmental act. 
The lederal district court may of course scrutinize 
the record to make certain that the congressional 
request for an i11111unity order is jurisdictionally 
and procedurally well founded, and that the Attorney 
General has been notified. But if the Attorney 
General should oppose the congressional request 
for an :llDmunity order solely because he feels it 
is "unwise," the court would have no constitutional 
or other legal basis for siding with the Congress, 
siding with the Attorney General, or malting its 
own calculation of the degree of public need for 
the information, balanced against the loss of the· 
possible opportunity to prosecute a possible 
criminal. 

Working Papers at 1417, 

All this is not intended to suggest, however, that the court 

is nothing but a rubber stamp, I 6005 clearly requires that it be a 

checkpoint for assuring proper compliance with the established pro~ 

cedures, The Commission has suggested additional functions as well 

which derive largely from the courts' inherent powers. 

A further supporting reason for continuance of the 
requirement of application to a district court is that 
it could conceivably be converted into s sort of declara
tory judgment proceeding not on the wisdom of conferring 
immunity or no, but on the question of constitutional 
jurisdiction of Congress over the inquiry area, statutory 
(or resolution) jurisdiction of the particular agent of 
Congress.over the inquiry, and relevance of the informa
tion sought to the authorized inquiry. 

Under our decided cases concerning congressional investi
gations there are potentially four kinds of restraints 
of a jurisdictional nature which the courts may impose, in 
an appropriate proceeding. First, a court may review to 
ascertain whether the investigation falls within the 
total constitutional scope of the congressional investiga
tory power. Kilbourn v, lbompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880); 
McGrain v, Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135 (1927); Sinclair v. 
United States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929). Second, a court may 
review to ascertain whether a colllllittee investigation ex
ceeds the scope of the authorizing resolution, or perhaps 
is wholly unauthorized, United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 
41 (1953). Third, a court may review to ascertain whether 
the testimony sought is constitutionally privileged under 
the fifth amendment's self incrimination clause, which is 
irrelevant in thfs immunity statute context, or is privileged 

12 
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under some other constitutional provision such 
as the first amendment. Although the Supreme 
Court has not yet allowed a congressional witness 
to shelter under the first amendment, it has been 
willing to take a look and has split five to four 
on the issue, Barenblatt v. United States, 360 
U,S, 109 (1959); cf. Gibson v. Florida Legislative 
Investigation Committee, 372 U.S. 539 (1963). ' 
Fourth, a court may review to ascertain whether 
the testimony sought is relevant to the authorized 
inquiry, Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178 
(1957); Deutch v. United States, 367 U.S. 456 (1961}. 

Working Papers at 1441-42. 

To this list might be added the sort of discretion which a court exercises 

in denying an immunity request because it believ_es that the. statute 

compelling testil!IOtly may be unconstitutional as applied, (See s.g,, 

In Re Grand.Jury Witness Sara Baldinger, Crim,.Misc. No, 3016 (WF), 

U.S. Dist Ct, Cent, Dist. Calif. March 14, 1973,} In the present cir

cumstances, none of the above-noted situations are disclosed. 

II. 

While the Special Prosecutor acknowledges that the Court 

cannot withhold entry of the immunity orders here at issue,·he never

theless asks the Court to make such orders conditional, The specific 

conditions recommended are listed from the Special Prosecutor's memo

randum. 

1. Requiring,.as in the case of criminal trials, 
the exclusion of the broadcast media (radio and 
television}, when an immunized witness is required 
to furnish self-incriminating testimony, at least in 
the absence of an express waiver by the witness and 
his counsel of any objection to such potentially pre
judicial coverage, 

2. Limiting the grant of an order directing the 
witness to testify before the Committee to testimony 
given'in executive session. 

3. Conditioning the grant of the Committee's 
application on the assurance that it will receive 
the testimony only in executive session and will 
not publicly release the transcript of the testimony 
or any summary of it pending completion of the 
Collllllittee's investigation. 

4. Supplementing one or more of the above by direct
ing the witnesses not to discuss or comment upon their 
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testimony with members of the press or with any 
persons other than their counsel, members of the 
Committee and its staff, and prosecuting officers 
of the Department of Justice, 

5. Supplementing one or more of the above by con
ditioning the grant of immunity on an understanding 
that the COUllllittee and its staff will not make pub- · 
lie statements aqout the witnesses' testimony pending 
completion of the Committee's investigation • 

. In oral argument, counsel for the Special Prosecutor apparently 

abandoned most of the above recommendations and urged upon the Court 

a single restriction; that the immunity orders direct the witnesses 

to testify only outside the presence of television cameras and radio 

microphones, thus permitting them to assert a Fifth Amendment privilege 

based on the type of news coverage given their testimony. 

Insofar as the Special Prosecutor's proposals ask the Court 

to judge the wisdom of granting immunity to these witnesses or the 

appropriateness of coverage by the broadcast media, the foregoing dis

cussion suffices to show that the Court lacks completely any power of 

intervention. Insofar as the proposals ask the Court to exercise in

herent powers in the interest of preserving the rights of potential 

defendants, additional considerations forbid judicial interference with 

the Select Committee's investigation and procedures. 

The Special Prosecutor has cited a variety of cases which 

highlight the sort of judicial protections which he seeks, Prominent 

among these are: Sheppard v. Maxwell, 284 U.S. 333 (1966), Miranda v, 

~. 387 U.S. 436 (1966), Estes v, Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965), 

Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723 (1963), and Delany v. United States, 

199 F,2d 107 (lat Cir. 1952), As precedents for judicial intervention 

in legislative matters he cites such cases as: Powell v. McCormack, 

395 U.S. 486 (1969), Dombrowski v, Eastland, 387 U.S. 82 (1967), and 

Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1881), 
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These decisions, however, ar~.not precedents for what the 

Special Prosecutor proposes. The one distinguishing feature found in 

each of the cases regarding fair trials and defendants' rights is ·the 

fact that indictments were extant and defendants identifiable. The 

Court here cannot confront any such "case or controversy." Counsel 

for the Special Prosecutor at the.hearing represented to the Court 

·that indictments tn the matter being investigated by the Select Com

mittee are sure to be forthcoming, although a time cannot be estimated, 

and that Mr. Magruder and Mr. Dean would very probably be n~d as 

defendants in such indictments. To broadcast nationally the possibly 

self-incriminating testimony of Messrs. Magruder and Dean, compelled 

pursuant to the orders herein, would, asserts the Special Prosecutor, 

endanger (1) the ability of any persona named by the witnesses in 

their testimony to obtain a fair trial, (2) the validity of future 

indictments, and (3) the ability of the Government subsequently to 

prosecute the witnesses. The fact remains, however, that there are 

no indictments, no defendants, and no trials, However much the Court 

may sympathize with the Special Prosecutor's wish to avoid serious 

potential dangers to his mission, it cannot act on suppositions, and 

the Special Prosecutor himself has been unable to show where any court 

has so acted. The matter is simply not ripe for judicial action. 

Where a court has indictments or trial proceedings pending 

before it, it can draw on a well-stocked arsenal of measures designed 

to preserve the integrity of proceedings and the rights of individuals. 

It may act to change venue, grant a continuance as in Delany, supra, 

restrict extrajudicial statements as in United States v. Tijerina, 

412 F.2d 661 (10th Cir, 1969), ~--.~ 396 U.S. 990 (1969), control 

the courtroom as per Sheppard v. Maxwell, supra, etc. But even suppos-

ing that a court might be able to act in a premature situation such as 

the instant one, it is clear that the court could not go beyond administer

ing its own affairs and attempt to regulate proceedings before a coordinate 

branch of government. ,The case authorities cited by the Special Prosecutor 
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cannot suatain intervention in this situation under the iDBDunity 

statutes. On the contrary, decisional law mandates a ''bands-off" / 

policy on tbs Court's part. A sampling of cases will suffice. 

Delaney v. United States, 199 F.2d 107 (lat Cir·. 19.52), is. 

a leading case involving pretrial publicity provoked by a congressional 

hearing, After Delaney was indicted on matters relating to the adminis

tration of the Internal Revenue laws, he was subjected to adverse pub

licity by hearings dealing With tax matters conducted by tbs so-called 

King subcommittee, The Circuit Court reversed Delaney's conviction 

because of the District Court's failure to grant ·-···:. a continuance, 

but noted that this indictment could still stand and that, with an 

appropriate continuance, Delaney could have received a fair trial. 

The Court stated further: 

We mean to imply no criticism of the King 
committee. We have no doubt that the Com
mittee acted lawfully, within the constitutional 
powers of Congress duly delegated to it. It 
was for the CoDBDittee to decide whether co~ 

, siderations of public interest demanded at that 
time a full dress public investigation [of 
Delaney.] 199 F,2d at 114, (emphasis supplied) 

The Court emphasized that the Delaney case involved an individual 

~lready under indictlllent. In a statement that portends the present situation 

the Court said: 

We limit our discussion to the case before us, 
and do not stop to consider what would be the 
effect of a public legislative hearing, cauaing 
damaging publicity relating to a public official 
not then under indictment, Such a situation may 
present important differences from the instant 
case. In such a situation the investigative 
function of Congress has its greatest utility: 
Congress is informing itself so that it may take 
appropriate legislative action; it is informing 
the Executive so that existing laws may be en
forced; and it is informing the public so that 
democratic processes may be brought to bear to 
correct any disclosed executive laxity. Also, if 
as a result of auch legislative hearing an indict
ment is eventually procured against tbs public 
official, than in the normal case there would be a 
much greater lapse of time between the pu~licity 
accompanying the public hearing and the trial of 
the subs·aquently indicted official than would be 
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the cue if the legialative hearing were held while 
the accuaad 1a awaiting trial OIi a pending indictaant, 
199 r.2d at 11s. 

In hie concurring opinion in llutcheaon v, United Statea, 369 U.S. S99 

{1962) Juatice Harlan obaarved: 

• , , [S)urely a congraaaional coimdttea which 
ia engaged in a legitimate lagialative inveatiga• 
tion need not arind to a halt whenever raaponaH 
to its inquiriaa might potentially be harmful to 
a witneas in soma diatinct proceeding, • , or when 
crime or wrong doing is disclosed, McGrain v, 
Daugherty, 273 U,S, 135, 179-180. 369 U.S. at 618. 

Ror can it be argued that the mere pandency of 
the state indictment ipso!.!£!.!!. constitutionally 
cloaad this avenue of interrogation to the 
[Congreaaional) Committee. 369 U,S,· at 613, 

The 'recent Supreme Court decision in Doe v, MaClllillan, __ 

u.s. ____ 41 u.s.L.W, 47S2 (1973) holda that public diatribution by a 

congreasional committee of libeloue or actionable material may impose 

liability on persona outside the legialative branch, for example, those 

who do the publishing, 'l'hua, as a practical 1DStter. a coadttae might 

in aome caaea want to be aatiafied with internal diatribution of infor

mation ao •• not to aubject others to liability, R~re in the deciaioa, 

however. does the Court even hint that the judiciary hu power to direct a 

c~gresaional cotllllittee so to act, 

It ia apparent u well that a coanittea!a legialative purpoae 

aay legitimately include the publication of information, All the Sup~ 

Court atated 1n Watltine v, United Statea. 354 U.S. 178, 200 {1957): 

[There 1a al power of the Congreaa to inquire 
into and publicize corruption, maladministration 
or 11.nefficiency in aganciea of the Governmant, 
That wu the only kind of activity deacribed by 
Woodrow Wilaon in CongreHional Government when 
ha wrote: "The informing function of CongreH 
ahould be preferred even to ita legialative 
function." (citation omitted), From the earlieat 
timaa in ita hiatory, the Congreaa bu aaaiduoualy 
performed an "infondna function" of this nature, 

Saa alao.Bearat v. Black, 87 r.2d 68 (D,C. Cir. 1936), 
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In conclusion, the Court finds that the Select Committee 

requests have met the two procedural requiremente established by 

I 6005, The Court is, therefore, COIJIPelled to grant unconditionally 

the imnunity orders sought, Insamucb as the Court is witltout.dis

cretion in this matter, it is not invited to cOllll8nt on the wisdom 

or unwisdom of granting imiunity in this csae 1111' to express its opinion 

on the desirability or undesirability of implementing the Special 

PTOsecutor's proposals, To comment would be not only gratuitous but 

graceless. The Court's decision and action, therefore, l:annot be 

interpreted as anything more than the Court acting as it ia required 

by the law to act. 

June 12, 1973 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT CO lf'IL& 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLU BIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

0

JUN 2 1 \913 

JAUS F. DAVEY 
CLERK 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

MISC. NO. 70•73 

APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND 
COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION 

FROM DAVID YOUNG 

The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities 

of the United States Senate, by its Counsel, hereby applies to this Court 

for an order conferring immunity upo'1 and compelling David Young to testify 

and provide other information before this Committee pursuant to the 

provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 and 6005. In 

support of this application the Committee states: 

1. The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities, pursuant to Senate Resolution 60, Section l{a), 93:fd Congress, 

1st Session, is inquiring into the extent, if any, that illegal, improper, or 

unethicaJ activities were engaged in by any persons, acting individually or 

in combination with others, in the Presidential election of 1972, or any 

campaign, canvass, or other activity related to it. 

z. David Young will be subpoenaed to appear before this 

Commit!ee during hearings that will be held in the near future. 

3. It is anticipated that Mr. Young will invoke his_ Constitu• 

tional privilege against self"incrimination and refuse to testify or provide 

other information relating to his activities that come within the scope of 

the investigatory authority established by Senate Resolution 60. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, 1 - 33 
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Page Two 

4. This Application has been approved by an affirmative 

vote of all members of the Select Committee present, as attested to by 

the Certification of Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel, Senate Select Committee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities. The Certification is attached hereto 

as Exhibit 1. 

5. Notice of an intention to request this order was given 

to the Attorney General of the United States as required by Title 18, U.S.C. 

~ 6005 (b)(3) on June 13, 1973, as attested to by the Certificate of Service 

attached hereto as Exhibit 2. The Attorney General has acknowledged 

service of this notice and has waived his statutory right to a ten day waiting 

period between notification and request for the order provided for in ~ 6005 

(b)(3), as indicated by the documents attached hereto as Exhibit 3. The 

Attorney General has also stated that he will not seek a deferral of the 

order pursuant to ~ 6005(c). See Exhibit 3. 

June J./., 1973 

Respectfully 8ubmitted, 

~ r)Ja-J. (,e/JRj 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

. ~~ ':::¥~ {R#te) 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 
(PURSUANT TO s. RES. 60,130 CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

CERTIFICATION OF VOTE 

I, Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel of the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activites of the United 

States Senate, do hereby certify that the APPLICATION FOR 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING 

TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROM 

DAVID YOUNG filed pursuant to the provisions of Title 18, 

United· States Code, Sections 6002 and 6005 was approved 

by a unanimous vote of the members of said Committee 

present on June 12, 1973. 

June'J../, 1973 

~ o(Q~ ((?~/2J 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

EXHIBIT 1 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 80, UD CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Samuel Dash, do hereby certify that.on 

the 13th day of June, 1973, I served a notice of our intention 

to seek an order conferring immunity upon and compelling 

testimony and production of information from David Young, 

upon the Honorable Elliot L. Richardson, Attorney General 

of the United States, and Archibald Cox, Special Prosecutor, 

by having said notice hand delivered to them at their offices 

located respectfully in the Main Justice Building, 10th and 

Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC and at 1425 K St., 

MW, Washington, DC. A copy of this notice is attached to 

this Certificate of Service. 

June~/ 1973 
I 

~ oJ &Jr+z,4 {.1?.J¥c) 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

EXHIBIT 2 
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE 
United States Department of Justice 

Mr. Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 
United States Senate 

1425 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

June 15, 1973 

Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Sam: 

This is in response to your letter of June 13th to 
Attorney General Richardson requesting a waiver of the ten
day notice provided for in Title 18 United States Code Section 
6005 with respect to an order conferring innnunity on and 
compelling testimony of David Young. I hereby waive the ten
day notice provided for in the statute, and I shall not apply 
for the twenty-day deferral of issuance of an order under 
Section 6005 which is permitted by subsection (c) of that 
Section. You are ·free, of course, to submit this letter to 
the Court as evidence of my waiver of the notice requirement. 

Sincerely, 

ARCHIBALD COX 
Special Prosecutor 

EXHIBIT 3 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA -., ... ' 

·in the Matter of the Application of '• ;i:1::11,rr 
UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No; 

' C 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY 
AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY OF WITNESS 

TO: ATTORNEY GENERAL, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
MAIN JUSTICE BUILDING, 10th and Constitution Avenue, N.w;,: 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 23rd day of ~• 1973 at·, 
,: 

10:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, 'in· 

the co.urtr.oom of the Honorable John J. Sirica, Chief Judge/;: 

United States District Court, District of Columbia, located.in 

Courtroom No. 2, United States District Courthouse, Third and.::_ 

Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., the undersigned,,·'· 

acting on behalf of the Select cornmittee on Presidential· 

Campaign Activities of the United States senate, will apply· 

to the Court, pursuant to the provisions of Title 18, United ·)~ 

States Code, Sections 6002(3) and 6005, for an order confe'rrim/ 

irnmuni ty upon and compelling David Young to testify and provicle.' 

other information in an inquiry conducted by said Committee. 

Dated this 13th day of 
June, 1973 

, ... }.; 

' -~:~~:./\'.(~; 
' •. /y. 'la--,wF ,Dad{ :.{RVi{)::· 

', Cpief Counsel . · . .,:_, ·· 
Senate select Committee on :·.:(· 
Presidential Campaign Acti~l,t'~.esl 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT: 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

MISC, NO: tO-f 3 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
APPLICATION FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND 
COMPELLING TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION 

FROM DAVID YOUNG 

The Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities 

of the United States Senate has applied to this Court for an Order conferring 

immunity upon and compelling David Young to testify and provide other 

information before Sections 6002 and 6005, These sections, in pertine~
1 

part, provide: 

"Section 6002, Immunity generally, 
"Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his \ 

privilege against self-incrimination to testify or provide 
other information in a proceeding before or ancillary to--1 

* * * 
"(3) either House or Congress, a joint committee of 

the two Houses, or a committee or a subcommittee of \ 
either House, and the person presiding over the pro
ceeding communicates to 1he witness an order issued· 
under this part, the witness may not refuse to comply \\ 
with the order O!l the basis of his privilege against self• 
incrimination; but no testimony or other information 
compelled under tJ;ie order (or any information directly\ 
or indirectly derived from such testimony or other.infoi\• 
mation) may be used against the witness in any criminal\ 

case, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false/ \1 
statement, or otherwise failing to comply with the order,'.'\ 

/I 
"Section 6005, Congressional proceedings. 1 

"(a) In the case of any individual who has been or 
may be called to testify or provide other information at 
any proceedings before either House of Congress, or any 

\ 
\ 
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subcommittee of either House, or any joint committee 
of the two Houses, a United States district court shall 
issue, in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, 
upon the request of a duly authorized representative of 
the House of Congress or the committee concerned, an 
order requiring such individual to give testimony or 
provide other information which he refuses to give or 
provide on the basis of his privilege against self
incrimination, such order to become effective as provided 
in section 6002 of this part. " 

"(b) Before issuing an order under subsection (a) of 
this section, a United States district court shall find that-1 

* * * 
"(2) in the case of a proceeding before a committee or 

a subcommittee of either House of Congress or a joint 
committee of both Houses, the request for such an order 
has been approved by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of 
the members of the full co,nmittee; and 

"(3) ten days or more prior to the day on which the 
request for such an order was made, the Attorney Genera 
was served with notice of an intention to request the order 

"(c) Upon application of the Attorney General, the 
United States district court shall defer the issuance of 
any order under subsection (a) of this section for such 
period, not longer than twenty days from the date of the 
request for such order, as the Attorney General may 
specify. 11 

As the exhibits attached to the present Application indicate, 

the procedures required by Section 6005, have been met. All members of 

the Sel-ect Committee present have approved this Application. Moreover, 

the Select Committee, through its Co 1msel, has notified the Attorney General 

of its intention to request the instant order. The Attorney General 1 'has 

acknowledged notice and has waived his right to ten days delay between 

notice and request under Section 600S(b)(3), as well as his right to further 

deferral of the order pursuant to Section 600S(c). 
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Because the requirements of Section 6005 have been complied 

with, the attached order should be entered. 

June 2} 1973 
) 

Respectfully submitted, 

Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

~~(l<P/eJ 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CA¥J'AIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc. No. 70-73 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROM 

DAVID YOUNG 

The United States Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities, having made written application for an ·order conferring 

immunity upon David Young and compelling him to testify and provide other 

information· before it, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Sections 

6002 and 6005, and on Court finding that all procedures specified by fi 6005 

have been duly followed, it is hereby, this day of June, 1973, 

1 
ORDERED that David Young, in accordance with the provision, 

of Tith: 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 and 6005, shall not be excused ' 

from testifying or providing other information before the Select Committee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities on the ground that the testimony or 

other information sought may tend to incriminate him. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that said David Young appear 

when subpoenaed by said Committee and testify and provide such other infor

mation that is sought with respect to the matters under inquiry by said . 
Committee. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or other 

information compelled under this ORDER (or any information directly or 

indirectly derived from such testimony or other information) may be used 

against David Young in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, 

giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to comply with this ORDER. 

United States District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

,.,; .:!!:-
I do hereby certify ,that on the __ o<:--=------ day 

of June, 1973, I served copies of the attached documents upon the 

Honorable Elliot L, Richardson, Attorney General of the United 

States, Archibald Cox, Special Prosecutor, and Tony Lapham of 

Shea and Gardner, attorney for David Young, by causing said 

copies to be hand delivered to them at their respective offices, 

JJ;:., 
June)/ 1973 ., 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
CCl.lMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

MISC. NO. 70-73 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTI-!ORITIES SUBMITTED 
BY DAVID R. YOUNG IN RESPONSE TO APPLICATION OF 
UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES FOR ORDER 
-CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND CCMPELLING 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FRCM 
DAVID YOUNG AND IN RESPONSE TO PROPOSED ORDER 

1. Introduction 

David R. Young submits the following memorandum in response to 

the application for an order, and the proposed order, compelling him to 

testify before the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities (hereinafter referred to as "the Committee"), and to provide 

other information to the Committee, pursuant to the federal use immunity 

statute, 18 U.S.C. §6001 et ..§.§9.. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to urge an amendment of the 

last paragraph of the order proposed by the Committee, clarifying a point 

of statutory construction that bears importantly on Mr. Young's rights and 

liabilities under that order. The need for clarification arises mainly as 

a result of the recent decision in In Re Baldinger, 356 F.Supp. 153 (G.D. 

Cal. 1973), holding that the immunity provisions in 18 U .S.C. §6002 do not 

preclude the use against a witness of his compelled testimony in support of 

possible criminal charges relating to prior statements or testimony of the 

same witness on the same subject matter. If that interpretation of the 

statute is sound,then there is little room for doubt as to the soundness of 

the constitutional holding in Baldinger that the use immunity conferred by 
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18 U,S,C, §6002, where it leaves a witness exposed to the possibility that 

his compelled testimony could be used against him to establish criminal 

conduct in relation to past statements or testimony, is not an effective 

or adequate substitute for the Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory 

self-incrimination, 

Mr, Young has made a prior statement to the FBI and has given prior 

grand jury testimony touching matters that in all probability will be covered 

in any examination before the Committee, Thus Mr. Young is within that class 

of persons who, according to Baldinger, would be deprived of their Fifth 

Amendment rights if compelled to testify by an order issued purs_uant to 

18 U.S.C, §6002, That is true even though l.lr, Young has no apprehension 

that his prior FBI statement or prior sworn testimony were false in any 

respect, To assure that his Fifth Amendment rights are preserved, Mr, Young 

therefore requests that the order proposed by the Committee be amended to 

make it clear that, contrary to the interpretation of 18 U,S,C,§6002 adopted 

in Baldinger, no testimony or other information may be used aga:L.,st Mr. Young 

any criminal case relating to prior conduct, including prior statements or 

testimony. 

2. The issues in the context of 
the relevant statutory language 

The legal consequences that attach when a witness testifies or 

provides other information pursuant to an order issued under 18 U,S,C. §6002 

are spelled out in that section in the following terms: 

•• , no testimony or other information 
compelled under the order (or any information 
directly or indirectly derived from such testimony 
or other information) may be used against the 
witness in any criminal case, except a prosecution 
for periurv, giving a false statement. or otherwise 
failing to comolv with the order," (Emphasis added) 

These exact terms, including the underscored language, are tracked in the 

order proposed in this case by the Committee, The question of statutory 

construction is whether the underscored language refers only to possible 
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prosecutions relating to the compelled testimony, or whether as held in 

Baldinger that language refers also to possible prosecutions relating to 

prior statements and testimony of the witness. The constit-.itional question 

is whether, assuming a construction of the language that would permit use of 

the compelled testimony in possible prosecutions relating to prior statements 

or testimony, 18 U.S.C. §6002 is constitutional as applied to a witness -

such as the witness in this case -- who has made prior statements and given 

prior testimony or whether, again as held in Baldinger, the statute is un

constitutional as applied in such circumstances. 

J. The issue of statutory constr-.iction 

There are persuasive reasons to believe that the Baldinger decision 

does not reflect an accurate interpretation of 18 U.S.C. §6002, and that it 

defines too narrowly the scope of the immunity conferred by that section. 

To begin with, Baldinger appears to be in direct conflict with Kastigar v. 

United States, 406 U.S. 441 (1972), the Supreme Court's comprehensive decision 

upholding the constitutionality of the federal use immunity statute. Further, 

the traces of legislative history of the provision in 18 U.S.C. §6002 granting 

immunity against use of compelled testimony "in any criminal case, except a 

prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to 

comply with the order," are also at odds with the interpretation of this 

provision in Baldinger, as indeed is the wording of the provision itself. 

These considerations are discussed briefly below. So far as they concern the 

issue of statutory construction, they all point to a conclusion that 18 u.s.c. 

§6002 precludes the evidentiary use of compelled testimony in possible 

prosecutions relating to prior statements or testimony. However, if the 

contrary conclusion reached in Baldinger is correct, then so must be the 

conclusions reached in that case on the constitutional issue -- namely, that 

the use immunity conferred by the statute affords significantly less pro

tection than the privilege against compulsory self-incrimination and that 

the Fifth Amendment therefore bars, as to a witness who has given prior 
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statements or testimony covering the same subject matter, enforcement of 

an order compelling testimony and the production of other information 

pursuant to 18 U,S,C, §6002, 

(a) The Kastigar decision 

In Kastigar v, United States, supra, decided shortly after the 

1970 enactment of the federal use immunity statute, the Supreme Court 

reviewed and affirmed contempt judgments entered against witnesses who had 

refused to answer questions before a grand jury in the face of an order 

compelling them to do so and granting them immunity pursuant to 18 U,S,C. 

§6002-6003. The view expressed by the Court as to the scope of use immunity 

was central to its holding that the statute met constitutional standards: 

"We hold that such immunity from use and derivative 
use is coextensive with the scope of the privilege 
against self-incrimination, and therefore is sufficient 
to compel testimony over a claim of the privilege. 
While a grant of immunity must afford protection 
commensurate with that afforded by the privilege, it need 
not be broader, ••• Immunity from the use of compelled 
testimony, as well as evidence derived directly and in
diTectly therefrom, affords this protection. It pro
hibits the prosecutorial authorities from using the 
compelled testimony in.§ll;Y respect, and it therefore 
insures that the testimony cannot lead to the in
fliction of criminal penalties on the witness." 
406 U.S. at 453 (Emphasis in opinion) 

Thus the Court was emphatic in construing the immunity provisions of the 

statute as precluding .NfY use of compelled testimony against a witness in 

criminal proceedings, and that construction was basic to the approval of 

the statutory procedures as coextensive with the privilege against self

incrimination. To the extent that these same immunity provisions were 

construed in Baldinger to permit the use of compelled testimony as evidence 

against a witness in connection with criminal charges relating to prior 

statements or testimony of the witness, that decision is fundamentally 

inconsistent with Kastigari, 

I 
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(b) Legislative history and other considerations 

As recognized in Baldiru;er, 356 F.Supp. at 157-158, what little 

legislative history there is on the point indicates that the proviso in 

18 U.S.C. §6002 authorizing the use of canpelled testimony against a witness 

in "a prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement, or otherwise failing 

to comply with the order," refers only to prospective aonduct of the witness. 

So, for example, the Justice Department comments on the legislation included 

the following: 

"'Title II provides that when a witness refuses 
on the basis of the privilege against self-incrimination 
to testify or to provide information in a proceeding 
before a Federal court or grand jury, a government agency, 
or either House of the Congress or a Congressional 
connnittee, testimony may be ordered, but the testimony 
which is compelled or information obtained from the 
testimony which is compelled may not be used against 
the witness in any criminal case. An exception of 
course is made for criminal offenses connnitted during 
the testimony, such as perjury and false statement, 
and for failure to comply with the order itself.' 
Hearings on s. 30 Before Subcomm. No. 5 of the House 
Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., 
at 162 ( 1970)." (Emphasis added) 

Similarly, the House Report on the legislation contained a remark to the 

effect that the "exception for perjury, false statements or other failure 

to comply with the order is probably unnecessary," J/ and the only ex

planation for a remark of that kind is that the liability of a witness 

for offenses committed after entry of an order would be obvious even without 

an exception in the statute. Certainly the exception would not have been 

thought "probably unnecessary" ii' the intention was to expose witnesses to 

use of compelled testimony as evidence of prior offenses. 

Finally, 18 u.s.c. §6002 indicates on its face that compelled 

testimony or other information compelled by an order may not be used as 

evidence of prior offenses. The statute provides that such testimony or 

1..../ R.R. Rep. No. 91-1549, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), 1970 U.S. Code Cong. 
& Admin. News 4018, citing United States v. Monia, 317 U.S. 424 (1943). 
That decision also stands for the proposition that a grand jury investigation 
is a "criminal case" for purposes of the Fifth Amendment and for purposes 
of immunity legislation. lg. at 427. 
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other information may not be used against a witness "in any criminal case, 

except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement, or otherwise 

failing to comply with the order," (Emphasis added), The word "otherwise" 

simply makes no sense in this context unless it means that a prospective 

failure to comply with the order is the only event with which the exception 

is concerned, and that "perjury" and "giving a false statement" are but two 

examples of such a failure, If prosecutions relating to prior statements 

or testimony, neither of which could involve a fail';U'e to comply with the 

order, were within the contemplation of the exception in the statute, the 

word "otherwise" would obviously have been omitted, 

4, The position of the witness in this case 

Mr, Young has given a prior statement to the FBI and has testified 

twice under oath concerning at least so~e of the matters about which he is 

likely to be examined by the Committee;~-/ He has no specific reason to 

expect that any cc~pelled testimony before the CQTu~ittee will differ in any 

material respect from his prior FBI statement or sworn testimony, Nevertheless, 

Mr. Young does not have access either to his FBI statement or to transcripts 

of his prior testimony, Obviously he does not have total recall as to the 

questions that were asked or the answers that were given on those occasions, 

In these circumstances there is at least a theoretical danger that_on some 

point a contradiction could appear between any compelled testimony.before the 

Committee and Mr, Young's prior FBI statement or sworn testimony, 

2.../ The FBI statement was taken in July 1972. The first of the two examinations 
under oath was a deposition taken in September 1972 and subsequently read 
to the Watergate grand jury in the District of Columbia, The second 
examination under oath took place on May 16, 1973, when Mr, Young ap-
peared before the Watergate grand jury pursuant to an order issued by 
Judge Sirica under 18 U,S,C, §§6002-6003, In connection with his May 16 
appearance before the grand .jury, Mr. Young had no occasion to voice the 
concerns expressed in this memorandum, since the Baldinger decision had not 
yet been officially reported. His understanding at that time was that his 
compelled testimony could not be used against him in support of criminal 
charges relating to prior sworn or unsworn statements. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 34 
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Under the interpretation placed on 18 U.S.C. §6002 in the Baldinger 

case, Mr. Young's compelled testimony before the Committee could be used 

against him to establish criminal charges relating to his prior FBI state

mentor sworn testimony. Still worse, if Baldinger is accepted and if as 

much as an inadvertent contradiction appears between any compelled testimony 

before the Committee and prior sworn testimony before the grand jury, evidence 

of that fact would not only be usable against Mr. Young but might alone be 

sufficient to convict him;]_/ These are possibilities, however remote, to which 

Mr. Young may not be exposed without depriving him of his Fifth Amendment 

privilege against compulsory self-incrimination. 

5. Conclusion 

As noted at the outset, the purpose of this memorandum is to seek 

an amendment of the order proposed by the Committee, clarifying the scope 

of the immunity conferred by 81 u.s.c. §6002, in the light of the Baldinger 

decision. Absent such a clarification, Mr. Young carmot determine with any 

certainty what protection is afforded to him by the proposed order compelling 

him to testify and to provide other information to the Committee. He there

fore cannot determine whether that protection is coextensive with his Fifth 

Amendment privilege, as the Supreme Court has said in Kastigar that it must 

be before compulsion to testify may be exerted under the federal use 

immunity statute. 

N.r. Young would not object to the issuance of the order proposed 

by the Committee if the last paragraph thereof were amended to read as 

follows: 

"AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or 
other information compelled under this ORDER (or any 
information directly or indirectly derived from such 
testimony or other information) may be used against 
David Young in any criminal case, except a prosecution 
for perjury or giving a false statement while testifying 
or providing other information"pursuant to ;UJJ,s ORDER, 
or otherwise failing to comply wflh ihis 1lIIDER." 

J_/ See the federal false declaration statute, 18 u.s.c. §1623.-
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In consenting to the issuance of the proposed order if amended 

in the manner provided above, Mr. Young of course does not intend to waive 

any rights he may have, whether under the Conunittee•s rules of procedure or 

otherwise, in connection with any appearance before the Committee, 

Dated: June c3, 1973 

Respectfully subnitted, 

Anthony A. Lapham 
734 Fi~eenth Street, N,W, 
Washington, D. C. 20005 
737-1255 

Counsel for David R. Young 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Misc, No, 70-73 

MEMORANDUM OF SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES SUBFUTTED IN RESPONSE TO DAVID R. 
YOUNG'S REQUEST THAT THE SELECT COMMITTEE'S PROPOSED 
ORDER BE AMENDED 

This Memorandum is in response to the request of David R. 

Young that the Select Committee's proposed immunity order be 

amended to provide additional protection from the use of 

testimony compelled under the order to prove that he has made 

previous false statements which would subject him to criminal 

charges, The Select Committee opposes this amendment as 

unnecessary, 

The Select Committee's proposed order, an order that this 

Court has previously adopted in regard to other witnesses before 

this Committee, tracks the provision of 18 U,S,C. § 6002 which 

provides an exception from immunity for "prosecution for perjury, 

giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to comply with 

the order." Mr, Young is concerned that this exceptions clause 

would expose him to a, "theoretical danger 11Y of prosecution for 

previous statements that are demonstrated false or perjurious by 

his compelled testimony, But the language of§ 6002 and its 

legislative history clearly indicate that the exceptions clause 

is meant only to apply to criminal offenses committed in 

1/ Young Memorandum, p.6 
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connection with an immunity order.~ Indeed, the validity of 

this reading of the statute was established by the Supreme Court 

in Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441 (1972) where the Court 

held that the immunity provided by§ 6002 was coextensive with 

the Fifth Amendment's protection against self-incrimination. 

If the statute allowed present testimony to be used in a 

prosecution for prior perjury and false statements, it would not 

provide protection coextensive with the Fifth Amendment and thus 

would not be constitutional. He also note that this Court, in 

its opinion. of June 12, 1973, at p.4, confirmed the 

constitutionality of the statute thereby ruling out any 

interpretation that would afford a witness less protection than 

that granted by the Fifth Amendment. 

The authority contrary to the foregoing ipterpretation of 

the exceptions clause of§ 6002 is the recent District Court 

opinion in In re Baldinger, 356 F. Supp. 153 (1973), ]/ 

where the Court found that a witness before a grand jury for whom 

immunity was sought under 18 u.s.c. §§ 6002, 6003 could be 

subject to prosecution for making previous statements to the 

FBI if these statements were proven false by the witness' 

compelled testimony. Having so interpreted the statute, the 

Court ruled it unconstitutional as not coexten~ive with the Fifth 

Amendment privilege. Not only does the Court's interpretation 
, . 

2/The phrase "otherwise failing to comply with the order" plainly 
denotes that the statute refers only to a witness' committing 
perjury or making a false statement while testifying under an 
im.munity order. Moreover, in hearings before the House, the 
Justice Department commented that testimony which is compelled 
under§ 6002 "may not be used against the witness in any criminal 
case" but that 11ra 7n exception of course is made for criminal 
offenses committed during the testimony, such as per.jury and 
false statement., and for failure to comply with the order." 
Hearings on s.30 before Subcommittee No. 5 of the House Committee 
on the Judiciarr, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., at 162 (1970) 
(emphasis added). 

1'j/ Notice of Appeal filed on May 10, 1973, by the u. S, Attorney 
for the Central District of California 
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seem extraordinarily strained in view of the statute's language 

and legislative history, but also violates ~he principle that 

statutes are to be interpreted, if possible, to avoid their 

invalidation on co~stitutional grounds. E.g., United States v. 

Harriss, 347 U.S. 612, 618 (1954); United States v. CIO, 335 

u.s. 106, 121-22 (1947). 

To summarize, the Select Committee, while concurring with 

Mr. Young's position that~ 6002 denies the use of immunized 

statements xo prove prior perjury or false statement~, opposes 

amending its proposed order because the present language of 

this order adheresto the language of~ 6002, which, under a 

p
0

roper interpretation, provides the entire protection that 

Mr. Young seeks. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Samuel Dash 
_Chief Counsel 

James Hamil ton, Assistant Counsel 

Ronald D. Rot_unda, Assistant· Counsel 

~illiam D. }layton, . .Assistant Counsel 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 3d day of July, 1973, I served 

~copies of the attached Memorandum upon Anthony A. Lapham, 

attorney for David R. Young, and upon Archibald Cox, Special 

Prosecutor, United States Department of Justice, by causing 

copies to be delivered to them by hand at their respective 

offices. 

William T. Maytop. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

MISC. NO. 70-73 

RESPONSE OF SPECIAL PROSECUTOR 
TO APPLICATION OF UNITEQ STATES 
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 
FOR ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY 
UPON,-AND COMPELLING TESTIMONY 
AND PRODUCTION OF OTHER INFOR
MATION FROM, DAVID R. YOUNG, AND 
TO YOUNG MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE 
TO COMMITTEE PROPOSED ORDER 

The Special Prosecutor, on behalf of the Attorney 

General, does not oppose the application made by the 

Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §~6002 and 6005, for 

an order conferring immunity upon David R. Young and 

compe.lling Mr. Young's testimony and production of 

other information before the Committee. 

The Special Prosecutor believes that the immunity 

provided by 18 U.S.C. §6002 is coextensive with the 

Fifth Amendment's protection against self-incrimination, 

and that the proposed standard form of immunity order 
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submitted by the Committee, without amendment, satisfies 

the concerns expressed by Mr. Young regarding the possible 

use of his testimony and other information compelled 

before the Committee in a proseation for perjury or false 

statements against him based on earlier sworn testimony. 

Dated: July 4, 1973 

Respectfully submitted, 

ARCHIBALD COX 
_Special Prosecutor 
Watergate Special 

Prosecution Force 
Department of Justice 
1425 K St., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing Response 
of Speci~l'Prosecutor to Application of United States Senate 
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities for 
Order Conferring Immunity upon, and Compelling Testimony 
and Production of Other Information from David R. Young, 
and to Young Memora~dum in Response to Committee Proposed 
Order has been mailed'to Samuel Dash, Esquire, Chief 
Counsel, United States Senate Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Actitivies, Washington, D. C. 20510, and to 
Anthony A. Lapham, Esquire, Counsel for David R. Young, 
734,J'ifteenth St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20005 this 
I.\""'-. day of July, 1973. 4 · 

~t.~ 
Assistant Special Prosecutor 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COL'llmIA 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT CCMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

MISC. NO. 70-73 

f 

/ ' i 

(David Young) 

Thursday, July 5, 1973 

BEFORE THE HONORABLE CHIEF JUDGE JOHN J. SIRICA. 

APPEARANCES: 

RONALD D. ROTUNDA, ESQ., Senate Select Canmittee 
STEPHEN E. HABER.FELD, Office of Special Prosecutor 
WILLIAM T. MAYTON 
STUART GER.SON 

ANTHONY A. LAPHAM, ESQ., for Mr. Young. 

NICHOLAS SOKAL 
OfflCIAL COURT REPORTER 

4800 • F UNITED STATES COURT HorsE 
''WASDJNGTON, D. C. 20001 

426 - 7454 , 

I 
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PROCEEDINGS 

(10:10 a.m.) 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. ROTUNDA: Good morning, Your Honor. 

,2 

May it please the Court, Ronald D. Rotunda, Assista t 

Counsel, u.s. Senate Select Camnittee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities. I am a member of good standing of the Bar of this 

Court and I move for the admission for the purpose of this casr, 

Mr, William T. Mlyton, a member of the Bar of the Superior Courr 

of the District of Columbia. 

THE COURT: Motion granted. Any other motions? 

THE DEPUTY CLERK: Mr, Stuart Gerson, Assistant U.S. 

Attorney will move for admission of Stephen Haberfeld, 

MR. GERSON: Good morning, Your Honor. It is my 

pleasure to move pro hac vice for the admission of Mr, Stephen 

Haberfeld, a member of the Bar of New York and of Pennsylvania, 

This is my only motion before this Court this morning and I 

ask pellllission to leave, 

THE COURT: Granted, Very well. Are counsel ready? 

MR. MAYTON: Your Honor, my name is William T, Mayton 

and I represent the Senate Select Camnittee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities in the matter of the Application of the 

United States Senate Select Camnittee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities, Misc, No, 70-73, 
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The Camnittee is applying to this Court for an order 

conferring immunity upon and canpelling David Young to testify 

before the Camnittee pursuant to Sections 6002 and 6005 of Titl 

18 use. 

Mr. Young will be subpoenaed to appear before the 

Camnittee during hearings that will be held in the near future. 

The Camnittee anticipates that Mr. Young will invoke his privil g 

against self-incrimination and refuse to testify before the 

Camnittee. The Camnittee's application for immunity for Mr. 

Young and an order canpelling him to testify has been approved 

by the affirmative vote of all Camnittee members present. This 

vote is attested to by the certification of Samuel Dash, Chief 

Counsel for the Camnittee which certification has been submitte 

to this Court. Notice of an intention to request an order of 

:Immunity for Mr. Young has been given to the Attorney General 

as required by Section 6005{b)(3) of Title 18. The Attorney 

General has acknowledge service of this notice and has waived 

his statutory right to a ten-day waiting period. Also, the 

Attorney General has stated he will not seek a deferral of the 

order. The Attorney Generats letter in this regard has been 

submitted to the Court. 

In conclusion, Your Honor, the Canmittee has met the 

requirements set by Section 6005 for the issuance of this propo e 

order, and having canplied with these requirements it is reques e 
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that the Court issue the Camnittee 1 s proposed order conferring 

immunity upon Mr. Young and canpelling him to testify. 

Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Very well. Counsel for Mr. Young, are yo 

ready to make a statement? 

MR. LAPHAM: Yes, Your Honor. 

Good morning, Your Honor. My name is Anthony Lapham 

and I represent Mr. David Young in connection with these pro

ceedings. 

As Mr. Mayton has indicated, the matters before the 

Court thl.s morning' on the Senate Select Camnittee 1 s application 

for an order canpelling testimony and granting Mr. Young use 

immunity pursuant to Section 6002 of Title 18, U.S. Code. 

The dispute before the Court is a relatively narrow 

one. There is no dispute as to the Camnittee having met the 

procedural requirements of the statute, nor does the dispute 

have to do with the meaning of the federal use immunity statute 

nor does it have to dowith the scope of immunity afforded by th t 

statute. On these key issues there is full agreement between 

Mr. Young and the Senate Select Canmittee. There is also agree 

ment as I understand it as to the constitutionality of that 

statute if it is interpreted as we both agree it should be. No 

is there any disagreement as to the unconstitutionality of the 

statute if it is given sane more narrow interpretation whereby 

the use of Mr. Young's canpelled testimony would be permitted i 
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support of any criminal charges relating to any past statements 

or past testimony given by Mr. Young in connection with the sam 

subject matter which is canpelled testimony. 

THE COURT: Will you elaborate on the last statement 

a bit, what do you have in mind? 

MR. LAPHAM: Well, the issue that does exist, Your 

Honor, and the disagreement that does exist is whether the pr 

posed order submitted by the Canmittee is adequate to assure Mr 

Young the full measure of the protection guaranteed by the use 

immunity statute. The relevant paragraph of the order is the 

final paragraph which tracks the statutory language and provide 

and I am quoting: 

"It is further ordered that no testimony or other 

information canpelled under this order (or any information 

directly or indirectly derived fran such testimony or othe 

information) may be used against David Young in any crimin 

case except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false 

statement, or otherwise failing to canply with this order.' 

THE COURT: What is )'OUr interpretation of that langua • 

MR. LAPHAM: As set forth in the memorandun filed wit 

this court on June 29, as I understand this is an interpretatio 

of the statute which the Camnittee counsel agrees, the language 

means that any canpelled testimony of Mr. Young's could be used 

in connection with a prosecution for perjury or giving a false 
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statement while responding to the order of this Court, that is ', 
\ 

to say that the exception is a prospective one. The words 

"except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement, 

or otherwise failing to canply with this order" refer to the 

statute as I understand and the Camnittee's interpretation of 

the statute to future conducts of the witness. Those words do 

not refer to prosecutions that may be made :or prior testimony 

Mr. Young has given with the same subject matter or past state

ments Mr, Young may have given in connection with the same sub

j ect matter, 

THE COURT: The statute doesn't say that,does it? 

MR. LAPHAM: The statute is not precise as to the 

meaning of this exception clause and that is the consideration 

that pranpted me to file my menorandun. 

THE COURT: In other words you think Mr. Young should 

be protected if by chance he has made a statement we' 11 say, to 

an FBI agent or saneone under oath, not before the Camnittee7 

MR, LAPHAM: Right, 

THE COURT: That immunity statute should protect him 

as to that. 

MR. LAPHAM: I don't say it should protect him agains 

a prosecution on account of the falsity of any prior statement 

or on account of falsity of any prior testimony, I do say that 

the statute protects him against use of his canpelled testimony 
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to prove any charges that may relate to any prior statements or 

any prior testimony. 

THE COURT: The language of the statute seems to be 

clear and unambiguous to me; indirectly derived fran any such 

testimony or other information may be used against the witness 

in any c~.iminal case except a prosecution for perjury. 

Now, if he canmits perjury before the Senate Select 

Canmittee it is clear he can be prosecuted. 

MR. LAPHAM: No question about that, Your Honor. 

THE COURT:' Do you want to go beyond that? 

MR. LAPHAM: No, I don't want to go beyond it; I want 

an order that indicates that is the only use that can be made 

of the canpelled testimony and the canpelled testimony cannot b 

used in connection with any prosecution or any criminal charges 

that may relate to any prior testimony or prior statements. I 

want the order to reflect the interpretation of the statute sue 

that these words in this exception clause relate only to pros

pective conduct of the witness and not past criminal conduct of 

the witness. 

I mights ay, Your Honor, we have no specific reason 

to fear any prosecution relating to any prior statements made 

by Mr. Young or any prior testimony given by Mr. Young, but fee 

we are entitled to the fullest protection this statute affords 

and must afford if it is to be consistent with Mr. Young's 
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constitutional rights. 

Now the case that pranpted the filing of the memorand 

that we filed on June 29 is a recent decision in the Central 

District of California, In Re Baldinger, decided April of this 

year. 

THE COURT: Decided by Judge Ferguson. 

MR. LAPHAM: Yes, sir, it was. That decision puts 

on the statute an interpretation contrary to the one I ask be 

put on and contrary to one the Senate Select Camnittee agrees 

is the correct one. What the decision does is create doubt as 

to meaning oft he exception clause in the last paragraph of th 

Camnittee's order. I am asking that doubt be clarified by tang age 

amending the order and I have set forth the amendment that I 

desire on page 7 of the memorandlEI filed on June 29. 

As I indicated at the outset, Your Honor, this is not 

an interpretation as to which there is any disagreement between 

Mr. Young and the Senate Select Camnittee. They agree the inte -

pretation is correct. They take, however, the position there i 

no need to amend the order since the order attracts the statuto y 

language and th! interpretation would give me the protection I 

seek. On the other hand I don't want sanewhere down the line 

to be faced with the need to interpret the order or contention 

Mr. Young's testimony can be used in support of any criminal 

charges relating to past conduct. What I want is an order 

clearly expressing Mr. Young's rights and liabilities under the 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, I - 35 
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statute and those are rights and liabilities the Canmittee 

agrees he has. 

THE COURT: All right, I understand your position. 

MR, LAPHAM: If I could be helpful any further to the 

Court? 

THE COURT: I think I understand your padtion, Let m 

ask counsel for the Camnittee, or Prosecutor rather. 

MR. HABER.FELD: Your Honor, I am Stephen Haberfeld, 

and I am an Assistant Special Prosecutor. 
. . 

We have filed with the Court this morning and handed 

to your court clerk this morning a response to the application 

by the Senate Select Canmittee and the response to Mr. Young's 

memorandum, 

With respect to the application we certainly do not 

oppose the grant of :Immunity to Mr. Young for his testimony 

before that Canmittee. 

With respect to the memorandun, we take the position 

that we interpret the statute in exactly the same fashion as it 

has been represented to you this morning by the Canmittee 

counsel and by Mr. Lapham, We, on the other hand, do not see 

that the concern expressed on behalf of Mr, Young is one that 

is not already covered by the proposed form of order submitted 

to Your Honor. We believe the statute is clear that the inter

pretation by everyone present is in perfect agreeement and we 

would think that the amendment suggested to the proposed order 
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is unnecessary. 

THE COURT: All right, sir. 

I have considered the matter raised by Mr. Lapham. 

The Court agrees that in order to be constitutionally valid an 

order canpelling testimony must bar use of that testimony in an 

prosecution of the witness for prior false statements or 

perjury, Otherwise the immunity is not coextensive,itself with 

the Fifth .Amendment privilege as required. The Court is of 

the opinion, however, Section 6002 as written, and the proposed 

order as written affords such protection. The exception provis ons 

of 6002 states that a witnees's testimony may be used against 

h:lm only in a prosecution for perjury, giving false statements, 

or otherwise falling to canply with the order. 

The Court construes that provision as having referenc 

only to the testimony given by the witness pursuant to the :Im

munity order. It has no application to prior statements or tes i

mony. 

That being the case, the immunity order drafted by 

the Senate Canmittee quoting verbatim the exceptions proviso 

of 6002 gives Mr. Young the protection he seeks. There is no 

need for revision. 

I will therefore sign the order submitted, The Court 

will file a brief opinion to accanpany this immunity order with n 

the next few days. The opinion will set forth the construction 
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of Section 6002 I have just explained, the Court's reasoning 

and its disagreement with the Baldinger decision. 

All right. 

* * * 

CERTIFICATE 

It is certified the foregoing is the official 
transcript o~ proceedings indicated. . 

·7~,.LLa /~,d_ Mcious SOKAL 
Official Reporter 
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UNITED STATES.DISTRICT COURT/ILE D 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA . 

. ~~L 5 1973 

In the Matter o{ the Application of 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

JAMES F. DAVEY, Clerk 

Misc. No. z.!'.::]I___ 

ORDER CONFERRING IMMUNITY UPON AND COMPELLING 
TESTIMONY AND PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION FROM 

DAVID YOUNG 

The United States Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

- I 
Campaign Activities, having made written application for an order conferring] 

immunity u.pon David Young and compelling him to testify and provide other ! 

information before it, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Sections 

ii 6002 and 6005, and on Court finding that all proced. u,;es specifi
1
ed by ; .6,005)· 

11 / Y/~4 (lf.,t I: have been duly followed, it is hereby, this ,5-:-J:; l day of~, 1973, 

I! ORDERED that David Young, in accordance with the provisionS: 

of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 6002 and 6005, shall not be excused ' 

from testifying or providing other information before the Select Com.mittee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities on the ground that the testimony or 

other h~formation sought may tend to incriminate him .. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that said David Young appear 

when subpoenaed by said Committee and testify and provide such other infor

mation that is sought with respect to the matters under inquiry by said 

Committee. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or other 

information compelled under this ORDER (or any information directly or 

indirectly derived from such testimony or other information) may be used 

against David Young in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, 

giving a false statement, or otherwise failing to comply with this ORDER. 
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(COPY FOR: MR ROTUNDA) 

( 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

IN RE: APPLICATION OF THE UNITED STATE:S 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON P&.SIDE1'IITIA1 Misc. No. 70-73 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

P/ l £ D 
'''L >u 9 /37J 

JA.Mts F 
. DA.\1£y 

, Clerk 
The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Activities 

(Cormnittee) has applied to this Court for an order conferring 

immu.nity upon and compelling the testir:!ony of David R. Young pur

suant to Title 18, United States Code §§ 6002 and 6005. The 

Attorney General, as represented .by the Watergate Special Prosecutor, 

has waived the statutory 10-day notice requirement and the 20-day 

deferral period. The witness, Mr. Young, has no objection to entry 

of the immunity order sought by the Co::'lnittee, but raises a point 

of statutory construction bearing on the form of the order. The 

problem centers on the exceptions proviso of § 6002, Title 18, and 

the construction given that proviso in a recent California case, 

In Re Baldinger, 356 F. Supp. 153 (C.D. Cal. 1973). 

Section 6002 comprises a general definition of "use 

immunity" and is incorporated by reference in subsequent sections 

of the statute, §§ 6003-6005, which relate use immunity to grand 

jµry, administrative and congressional proceedings. The final 

clause of § 6002, the exceptions proviso, bars the use of immunized 

testimony for purposes of prosecuting the witness except in a 

11prosecution for perjury·, giving a false statement, or otherwise 

failing to comply with the order. 11 On itS face, this language 

applies only to the testimony for which immunity is given. As Mr. 

Young notes, however, the Baldinger decisi.?n has construed the 

provision otherwise. 
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In Baldinger, a grand jury witness opposed imnunity on 

the ground that § 6002 did not preclude the use of her compelled 

testimony in a possible prosecution for prior false statements to 

FBI agents. The court there agreed that t.~e statute left open such 

a possibility and therefore found § 6002 unConstitutional as applied. 

Mr. Young dissents from this interpretation, but to resolve any 

doubt, he suggests that the Court modify the immunity order proposed 

by the Corrrrnittee, which in its present form tracks the § 6002 proviso, 

so as to eliminate any possibility that his Senate testir:-:ony might 

be used in a criminal action involving prior statements or testicony. 

The Court cannot acquiesce in the Baldinger construction 

of § 6002. The statute's language, its legislative history, and the 

well-established principle that wherever reasonable, statutes must 
2/ 

be read so as to preserve their constitutionality-:- all combine to 

affirm that the exceptions proviso has a prospective application 

l-_/ 

only. The Court holds that the statute and proposed ir:i.munity order, 

as written, satisfy the wio-ss' concerns,. and no amendment is needed. 

The Baldinger decision presents what may be a permissible 

interpretation of the § 6002 proviso, but that interpretation. is by 

no means a necessary one. Indeed, a natural reading favors a conclusion 

Jj The witness proposes the following paragraph. The ur..derlined 
portion is that which is offered by way of clarifying amendment. 

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no testimony or 
other information compelled under this ORDER (or any 
information directly or indirectly derived from such 
testimony or other information) may be used against 
David Young in any criminal case, except in a prosecu
tion for perjury or giving a false statement while 
testifying or providing o-ther information pur~ to 
this ORDER or otherwise failing to comply with t11is 
ORDER. 
In his memorandur:i, Hr. Young emphasizes that he has no reason 

to anticipate a prosecution for prior false statements or perjured 
testimony, rather he is acting out of an abundance of caution. 

3__/ See~. United States v. Harriss, 347 U.S. 612, 618 (1954) 
and United States v. CIO, 335 U.S. 106, 121-22 (1947). 
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just the opposite of that reached in Baldinger. As pointed out by 

Mr. Young, the word "otherwis~," for example, makes no sense in the 

context of the statute unless it means that a prospective failure to 

comply with the order is the only event with which the exception is 

concerned, and that "perjury" and "giving a· false statement" are but 

1.1' 
two examples of such a failure to comply. If prosecutions relating 

to earlier statements or testimony were within the conter::plation of 

the exception, the word "otherwise" would have been omitted. 

Congress, as evidenced in the legislative history of § 6001, 
'±_/ 

et • ..§.~·, was well aware of the limitations which must be imposed on 

the use of compelled testimony to make immunity co-extensive with 

the Fifth Amendment privilege. The case authority extant at the 

time made it clear that testimony could not constitutionally be 

compelled if it were subject to use, dlrect or indirect, in support 

of criminal charges against the witness. It is inconceivable that 

Congress, in its specific attempt to devise a constitutionally sound 

use immunity statute~ should have intended or permitted exceptions 

to the use of compelled testimony other than the obvious ones for 
'jj 

offenses committed in the course of testimony. 

lf '1 [N]o testimony or other information compelled under the ori!er 
. may be used against t.ite witness in any criminal case except a 

prosecution for perjury, giVing a false statement, or otherwise 
failing 'to comply with the order." Title 18, U.S.C. § 6002. (Emphasis 
added). 

!±_/ See~' Senate Report No. 91-617, 91st Congress, 1st Sess.ion, 
(Dec. 16, 1969) at 55 and 56. 

5/ The House Report referred to the exceptions proviso as "probably 
~nnecessary, 11 in other words, the liability of a witness £or offenses 
cori!mitted while testifying (or refusing to comply with the order) is 
probably obvious without any specific exception in the statute. The 
statement of exceptions was not intended to go b<:!yond the apparent, 
but was included simply as a matter of caution. [R.R. Rep. No. 91-1549, 
91st Co~gress, 2nd Session (Sept. 30, 1970) at 42.] 

Note also the Justice Department 1 s comments at hearings on the 
immunity bill: "An exception of course ·is made for criminal offenses 
committed during the testimony, such as perjury and false statement 
and for failure to co:nply wlth the order itself. 11 [Hearings on S. 30 
before Subcommittee No. 5 of the House Committee on the Judiciary, 
91st Congress, 2nd Session, (June 10, 1970) at 162.] 

3 -
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It strains the language of § 6002 to read it as having 

any other than a prospective application. Not only is the statute 

susceptible of a constitutional interpretation, the Supreme Court 

its elf has found that it fully satisfies the Fifth Amendment rs 
y 

proscriptions. Cons truing § 6002, then,. in the specific case 

now before the Court, the immunity order as· drafted by the Committee 

protects Mr. Young against any prosecutorial use of his Senate 

testimony, direct or indirect, the sole exception being that if 

Mr. Young Perjures himself before the Senate Committee or otherwise 

fails to comply with the instant order, his testimony may be used 

in prosecuting him for such· offenses. The procedural req-\:lirements. 

of § 6005 being met, the i~unity order will be entered as requested. 

q•ik, 
July I ,1, 1973 

E_/ Kastigar v. United !.!:a'tes~ 406 U.S. 44! (I9n). 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS 
AD TESTIFICANDUM 

MISC. NO. 70-73 

The United States senate Select Committee on Presidential 

campaign Activities, by its counsel, respectfully represents 

to the Court as follows: 

1. One E. Howard Hunt is a necessary witness at hearings 

before said Committee. 

2. The said E. Howard Hunt is currently in the custody 

of the united states Marshal, District of Connecticut; and 

the Warden, Danbury Federal correctional Institution. 

WHEREFORE, the petitioner moves that this Court issue 

a writ of Habeas Corpus Ad Testificandum, directed to the 

United states Marshal, District of Connecticut; and the 

Warden, Danbury Federal correctional Institution, ordering 

the release of the said E. Howard Hunt into the custody of 

the United states Marshal in and for the District of Columbia, 

or into the custody of one of his authorized deputies, for 

return to this District to testify before the Select committee 
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relative to the above-captioned matter. 

Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotun.da 
Assistant Counsel 

Let this ~ftt of Habeas Corpus Ad Testificandum issue as of 

this ~d/U{_day of July 1973. 

·( 
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COPIES FOR: RONALD ROTUNDA 
ASSISTANT COUNSEL FOR 
COMhITTEE . 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

In Re: 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

MISC. N0.70-73~ 

TO: United states Marshal, District of Columbia; United 
states Marshal, District of Connecticut, Warden, Danbur· 
Federal Correctional Ins.ti tution. · 

You are hereby commanded to produce the body of E. Howard 

Hunt, by you imprisoned and detained as it is said to the 

united states Marshal for the District of Columbia, or one of 

his authorized deputies, so that he may produce on July 24, 

at 5:00 p.m., the said E. Howard Hunt under safe and 

secure conduct before the Senators and Staff on the United 

states senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities, Room G 308, New senate Office Building, at First and 

Constitution, N.E., for the purpose of giving testimony before 

said committee, and after said prisoner shall have gi~en his 

testimony on the above matter, that he be returned by the said 

united states Marshal for the District of Columbia, or one of 

his deputies to the custody from whence he came. 

\'! \ '.' jj1/J' ! I 

WITNESS the Honorable Chief Judge 
of said Court the 20th day of 

11 
ii 
11 
Ii 

i:~§11~ 1; ,, 
li 

I: 

July, 1973 ~~-

JAM~ F. DA~Y, Clerk 
By: '7'Y'-Lef_R~~ 

James P Ca~Deputy Clerk 

!'. 
EXECUTED this Writ in the above-entitled case this~~~~ day 

of July, 1973. 

UNITED STATES MARSHAL 
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. ~: .... c:',.,u, <, ; .. /..: ... < 1 •/j I~/ 7 '.'i 

~//v,·. ,~;;:/:~:~---;; '~-~<-~ Y.:iJ-.c-"··t·"· 
~/1'< 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 
CJV. la (2·60 

(Formerly D.C. Form No.4Sa Rev. (6-49)) 

lllutte~ ~late.a 1lli.atrid (!fourt 
FOR THE 

Di:strk:t of Columbia 159:1-73 

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. ----

SEN.ATE SELEC? COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the UNITED STATES, 

et al 

Plaintiff s 

v. 

_,.zCHABD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

To the above named Defendant 

You are hereby summoned and required to serve upon 

SAMUEL DASH 
Chlef Counsel 

SUMMONS 

plaintiff's attorney , whose address · is United States Senate 
Washlngton, D, C. 20510 

an answer to the complaint lrhich is herewith served upon you, within 60 days after service of this 

summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be 

taken against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 

Date: 

NOTE:-This summons is issued pursuant to Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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RETl'RN ON SERVICE OF WRIT 

I hereby certify and return, that on the 9i-t'( day of 

I received this summons and served it together with the complaint herein as follows: 

~ :r. r:~ ¥'.R-, j~ 
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By ?~~;J»•,~-iY,~,:--

. • v}J -/- · .-- //' , 717 
Subscribedandsw:2._tobefor~me,a ,;/·e-tc.~•'l-,.::f-__:.:"· __ o,.._ ... l" this ·/3 

dayof c--~- ~19 '7"'. / a 0 
rsEALJ ( Y, ~~-;Cr~.::,/:1-/:c'_l,,_, .) U __ Jee_,-) 

~1y emru,.~1 ,µ.,,, ".,. 'JJ ;•- -, J) • 
-<: ..-0.,.-r,;.C, ',,j:, LI': l n--- 'LJL 

Note:-Affida\·it required only if ~erYice1 is made by a pen,on other than a lTnitt'd States Marshal or his Deputy. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACrIVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the UNITED 
STATES, 

and 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR.; HOWARD H. BAKER, JR.; 
HERMA.l'! E. TALMADGE; DANIEL K. INOUYE; 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA; EDWARD J. GURNEY; 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of the 
Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities. 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICF..ARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States. 

The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Defendant_ 

FILED ./frJ 
AUG ~ ffl 

Civil 
Action 
No. 

/S13-73 --
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT, 

l>'iA.NDATORY INJUNCTION AND MANDAl,flJS 

1. This action seeks a declaratory judgment, a mandatory 

injunction and a writ of mandamus to direct Richard M. Nixon, 

individually and as President of the United States, to comply 

with two subpenas duces tecum, duly served upon him by the 

Senate Select Com.~ittee on Presidential Campaign Activities 

pursuant to its authority under Senate Resolution 60, 93d Con

gress, 1st Session (1973), attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

2. This action arises under Article I of the Constitution 

of' the United States, which vests investie;ative and legislative 

powers in the Cone;ress of the United States, and under Article 

II of the Constitution of the United States, ,·:hich vests execu

tive powers in the President of the United States. 
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Parties 

3. The plaintiff Senate Select Col!4~ittee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities is a duly authorized and constituted com

mittee of the Senate of the United States. It was created pur

suant to s. Res. 60, which was enacted by a unanimous vote of 

the Senate on February 7, 1973. Under S. Res •. 60, the Select 

Committee is empowered to investigate and study "illegal, 

improper or unethical activities 11 in connection with the Presi

dential campaign and election of 1972 and to determine the 

necessity of new legislation "to safeguard the electoral process 

by which the President of the United States is chosen." The 

Select Committee is further empowered by a standing order of the 

Senate, Senate Resolution 262, 70th Congress, 1st Session {May 

28, 1928), attached hereto as Exhibit B, "to bring suit on 

behalf of and in the name of the United States in any court of 

competent jurisdiction if the committee is of the opinion that 

the suit is necessary to the adequate performance of the powers 

vested in it or the duties imposed on it by the Constitution, 

resolution of the Senate, or other law." 

4. The plaintiffs Senator Sam J, Ervin, Jr., of North 

Carolina {Chairman), Senator Howard H. Baker, J1;., of Tennesse(;l 

{Vice Chairman), Senator Herman E. Talmadge.of Georgia, Senator 

Daniel K, Inouye of Hawaii, Senator Joseph M. Montoya of New 

Mextco, Senator Edward J, Gurney of Florida, and Senator Lowell 

P. Weicker, Jr., of Connecticut are duly designated members of 

the plaintiff Senate Select Com.mittee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities. Each of the aforementioned members of the Select 

Committee is suing in his official capacity as a member of that 

Committee. 
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5. The defend::mt Richard M. Nixon is President o'f the 

United States and was a candidate for that office in the 1972 

Presidential campaign and election. He is sued in both his 

official and individual capacity. 

Jurisdiction 

6. The jurisdiction of this Court rests on 28 U.S.C. 

§1331, granting to this Court "original jurisdiction of all 

civil actions wherein the matter in controversy exceeds the sum 

or value of $10,000, ezclusive of interest and costs, and arises 

under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States." 

This case arises under the Constitution of the United States. 

The matter in controversy exceeds,· exclusive of interest and 

costs, the sum of ten thousand dollars. 

7. The jurisdiction of this Court further rests on 

28 U.S.C. t,11345, granting to this Court "original jurisdiction 

of all civil actions, suits or proceedings commenced by the 

United States, ••• " and on Article III of the Constitution of the 

United States, vesting in this Court jurisdiction over "Con

troversies to which the United States ff.!.?.7 a Party. 11 The 

plaintiff Select Committee is authorized to bring this suit 

"on behalf of and in the name of the United States" by virtue 

of S. Res. 262, 

8. 'Ehe jurisdiction of this Court further rests on 

28 u.s.c. 01361, granting to this Court "original jurisdiction 

of any action in the nature of mandamus to compel an officer or 

employee of the United States or any agency thereof to perform 

a duty 01,ed to the plaintiff." 

9. The jm·isdiction of this Court further rests on the 

Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 0701-706, giving this 

Court jurisdiction to remedy any "legal wrong" suffered by the 

pl~1.intiffs as the result of Presidential action for which no 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 36 
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adequate review proceeding is otherwise available. 

10. In order to aid and supplement the exercise of this 

Court's jurisdiction under the foregoing sections of the United 

States Code and the United States Constitution, the plaintiffs 

invoke the authority of this Court to render declaratory judg

ments and grant other relief under 28 u.s.c. §§ 2201 and 2202, 

and to issue "all writs necessary or appropriate in aid of ••• 

£'"itiJ jurisdictio£'"!!7' and agreeable to the u·sages and princi

pl-Js of law" under 28 u.s.c. §1651. 

11. By virtue of Sec. 3 (a) (5) of s. Res. 60, the plain-

tiff Select Committee is empowered 

" ••• to require by subpena or order any department, 
agency, officer, or employee of the executive branch 
of the United States Government, or any private per
son, firm, or corporation, or any officer or former 
officer or employee of any political committee or 
organization to produce for its consideration or for 
use as evidence in its investigation and study any 
books, checks, canceled checks, correspondence, 
communications, documents, papers, physical evidence, 
records, recordings, tapes, or materials relating to 
any of the matters or questions it is authorized to 
investigate and study ,·1hich they or any of them may 
have in their custody or under their control; ••• " 

12. Pursuant to this section, the plaintiff Select Com

mittee, on July 23, 1973, addressed t~10 subpenas duces tecum, 

signed by its Chairman, to "President Richard M. Nixon, The 

White House, lfasl\ington,D.C., 11 which sought specified material 

within the defendant President's sole possession, custody or 

control. Both subpenas were duly served on that date. The 

t,'iO subpenas, with their proof of service, are attached hereto 

as Exhibits C and D. 

13. The subpena appended as Exhibit C directed the defend

ant President to make available to the Select Committee certain 

specified electronic tapes that recorded personal conversations 
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"between President Nixon and John Wesley Dean, III, discussing 

~egeJ crimin~l acts occuring in connection with the Presid

ential election of 1972 which the Committee is authorized to 

investigate pursuant to Senate Resolution 60. 11 L'.Emphasis 

addey 

14. The subpena appended ·as Exhibit D directed the 

defendant President to make available to the -Select Committee 

documents and other materials 11relatin1; directly or indirectly 

to ~iJ attached list of individuals and to their activities, 

participation, responsibilities or involvement in any alleged 

crim:!,_q~acts related to the Presidential election of 1972 

which the Conm1itte~ is authorized· to investigate pursuant to 

Senate Resolution 60. 11 _LEmphasis adde_il 

15~ Both of the aforesaid subpenas were returnable on 

July 26, 1973, at 10 a.m. at the Caucus Room (Room 318), Old 

Senate Office Building. Neither on that date nor on any other 

date has the defendant President complied with the subpenas or 

otherwise. made available to the Select Committee the materials 

demanded by the subpenas. The defendant President's refusal 

to comply with the subpenas 1·ms announced in a letter of July 25, 

1973, which was addressed to Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Chair

man of the Select Com.~ittee, and received by him on July 26, 

1973. (Said letter is appende~ hereto as Exhibit E.) In jus

tification of his refusal to comply with the subpenas, the 

defendant President relied in part on reasons stated in letters 

dated July 6 and July 23, 1973, from him to the Chairman (which 

are appended herto e.s Exhibits F and G). Thus the defendant 

PrcsJdent did willfully and intentionally refuse to comply with 

either subpena, in ,_·hole or in part. 

16. At no time has the defendant President moved in this 
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Court or any other Court to quash, modify or narrow the scope 

of either subpena. 

17. At no time has the defendant President denied that he 

has the sole possession, ·custody and control of all the materials 

requested in the aforesaid su~penas or denied that he is capable 

of submitting those materials to. the Select Committee in .com

pliance therewith. In a letter dated July 23., 1973, to the 

Chairman of the Select Committee, the defendant President 

stated that "the tapes, which have. been under my sole ·personal 

control, will remain so. 11 
( See Exhibit G, appended hereto.) 

18. The electronic·tapes and other materials sought by 

the aforesaid subpenas, which rel~te to alleged criminal acts 

in connection with the Presidential campaign and election of 

1972, are relevant to the subject matters of the Select Commit

tee's investigation pursuant to s. Res. 60. With respect to 

t,he tapes, the defendant President, in his letter dated July 23, 

1973, to the Chairman of the Select Committee (Exhibit Ghere

to), has conceded the relevance of those tapes to the Select 

Committee's investigation, stating: 

"The fact is that the tapes would not finally settle the 
central issues before your Committee. Before their exis
tence became publicaly known, I personally listened to 
a number of them. The tapes are entirely consistent with 
what I know to be the truth and what I have stated to be 
the truth. However, as in any verbatim recording of in
formal conversations, they contain com.~ents that persons 
with different perspectives and motivations would inevit
ably interpret in different ways." 

Moreover, sworn testimony of John Wesley Dean, III., and 

II, R. Haldeman before the Select Committee has demonstrated 

that the subject matter of the five specified conversations 

falls within the investigatory jurisdiction of the Select 

Cor:mj_ttee, (See Exhibit H hereto.) Furthermore, the defendant 

President, e.cting through his Special Counsel, has revealei alleged 
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facts demonstrating that the subject matter of these,conver

sations is within the Select Committee's jurisdiction. (See 

Exhibit I hereto.) 

Cause of Action 

19. The defendant President's refusal and failure to 

make available the electronic tapes and other materials in 

response to the Select Committee's lawfully issued subpenas 

are unlawful, unwarranted and in breach of his legal duty 

to respond to and to comply with such subpenas. 

20. The defendant President's refusal and failure to 

make available said electronic tapes and other materials 

cannot be excused or justified by resort to any Presidential 

power, prerogative or privilege. 

21. If there be any doctrine of Presidential power, 

prerogative or privilege that protects materials in the 

possession, custody or control of the President, such a 

doctrine does not extend to the protection of materials 

relating to alleged criminal acts and thus cannot justify 

the refusal of the defendant President to respond to or 

comply with the two subpenas. 

22. If· there be any Presidential power, prerogative 

or privilege that renders confidential and protects 

materials in the possession, custody or control of the 

President, that confidentiality has been breached and the 

alleged power, prerogative or privilege has been waived 

in regard to certain, if not all, of the materials sought 

by the Select Committee's subpenas because the defendant 

President has himself partially revealed the contents 

of these materials and has permitted his agents and 

subonllnates, both present and past, to reveal portions 

or versions of these materials. 'l'he breach of conf'identiali ty 
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and the waiver of any alleged Presidential power, prerogative, 

or privilege are the result of the following actio.ns (among 

others): 

(a) The defendant President's statement of May 22, 

1973, that: 

"/-E7xecutive privilege will not be invoked .... 
as to any testimony concerning possible 
criminal conduct or _discussio•1s o.f possible 
criminal conduct, in the matters presently 
under investigation, including the Watergate 
affair and the alleged cover-up." 

(The defendant President's entire statement of this date is 

appended as Exhibit J .·). 

(b) The communications by. the defendant President a:id 

his agents asserting that the defendant President would not 

invoke executive privilege or the attorney client priviiege 

in regard to the testimony of certain present and former aides 

before the Select Committee. (See, e.g., Exhibit K hereto.) 

(c) The communications by the defendant President's 

counsel to the Select Committee purporting to summarize cer

tain Presidential meetings and telephone conversations with 

John Wesley Dean, III, which are the subject of Exhibit I. 

(d) The defendant President's action in turning over 

certain of the tapes now under subpena to H. R.'Haldeman, a 

private citizen, who was instructed by the defendant President 

that he could listen to them. 

23. The investigation of the plaintiff select Committee 

is a continuing one, for which the subpenaed electronic tapes 

and other materials are vitally and immediately needed if the 

select committee's mandate and responsibilities under s. Res. 

60 are to be fulfilled. The defendant President's continuing 

refusal and failure to comply with the select committee's 

lawful subpenas are irreparably injuring the work of the Select 
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Committee and the interests of the United States on wnose 

. behalf and in whose name the Select Committee sues.. There is 

no remedy at law adequate and appropriate in the present ci~

cumstances to the resolution of this controversy, which is of 

widespread public interest and concern, and relief through 

injunction and/or mandamus is therefore in order. 

24. This case presents an actual controversy and is there

fore appropriate for declaratory and other relief pursuant to 

28 u.s.c. §§2201 and 2202. 

25. The public interest in, and need for, the swift com

pletion of the functions-of the Select Committee and the unique 

and critical Constitutional considerations raised by the actions 

of the defendant President warrant expedition of this action 

at all stages a~d prompt resolution of the dispute. 

Prayer 

Wherefore, the plaintiffs pray th_at: 

1. This Court issue a declaratory judgment stating that 

(a) The two subpenas duces tecum were lawfully 

issued by the plaintiff Select Committee, were lawfully served 

upon the defendant President, and must therefore be responded 

to, and complied with, by the defendant Presiden,t. 

(b) The defendant President may no·t refuse to 

respond to, o:i;-comply with, said subpenas on the basis of any 

claim of separation of powers, executive privilege, Presidential 

prerogative or otherwise. 

(c) The defendant President, by his actions in 

revealing, and in permitting others to reveal, the subject 

matters of certain of the materials sought by the subpenas 

has breached the confidentiality of those materials and has 

waived any claim to the applicability of doctrines of separation 
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of powers, executive privilege or Presidential prero~ative 

respecting those materials. 

2. This Court, if such be deemed necessary, issue 

to the defendant President (a) a wr·it of mandamus and/or 

a mandatory injunction, if 1t be determined th~t he is 

withholding the subpenaed mate.rials in his official capacity, 

or {b) a mandatory injunction,· if it be determined that· 

he is withholding the subpenaed materials in.his personal 

capacity, directing him to make available to the plaintiff 

Select Committee all materials designated in the subpenas. 

3. This Court award the plaintiffs such other and 

further relief as may be deemed just and equitable under the 

circumstances. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jero;ne A. Barron 

Washington, D. c. 
Of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
Chlef Consultant·to 
the Select Committee 
Washington, D. C. 

Of Counsel 

/ 

red • Thomp n 
Unori ty Counsel 

~J, 1 Zv·~v~~L 
RufustEr!misten 
Deputy Counsel 

~-~ 
~OM,,.......,~ 

James ff'ii.mil ton · 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

'J{:J_ft-~~1J --William T. Ma ton 
Assistant Counsel . 

~~&b.~ 
Ronald ~Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. c. ·20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 
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S. RES. 60 

. ·mBIT A 

IN THE SENATE 0]' THE UNITF)D STATES 

FEBRUARY 5, 1973 

Mr. ERVIN ( for himself and Mr. MANSFIELD) submitted the following resolu
tion; which was ordered to be placed on the calendar. 

FEBRUARY 7, 1973 

Considered, amended, and agreed to 

[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic] 

RESOLUTION 
To establish a select committee of the Senate to oonduct an 

investigation and study of the ext®t, if any, to which 

illegal, improper, or unethical activities were engaged in by 

any persons, acting individually or in combination with 

others, in the presidential election of 1972, or any campaign, 

canvass, or other activity related to it. 

1 Resolved, 

2 SECTION 1. (a) That there is hereby established a 

3 select committee of the Senate, which may be called, for 

4 convenience of expression, the Select Committee on Presi-

5 dential Campaign Activities, to conduct an investigation and 

6 study of the extent, if any, to. which illegal, improper, or 

7 unethical activities were engaged in by any persons, acting 

VII-0 
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1 either individually or in oombination with others, in the 

2 presidential election of 1972, or in any related campaign or 

3 canvass conducted by or in behalf of any person seeking 

4 nomination or election as the candidate of any political party 

5 for the office of President of the United States in such elec-

6 tion, and to determine whether in its judgment any occnr-

7 rences which may be revealed hy the investigation and study 

8 indicate the necessity or desirability of the enactment of new 

9 congressional legislation to safeguard the electoral process 

10 by which the President of the United States is chosen. 

11 (b) The select committee created by this resolution shall 

12 consist of :fwe seven Members -0f the Senate, thPee / our of 

13 whom shall be appointed by the President of the Senate 

14 from the majority Members of the Senate upon the recom-

15 mendation of the majority leader of the Senate, and ~ 

16 three of whom shall be appointed by the President of the 

17 ~ena.te from the minority Members of the Senate upon the 

18 recommendation of the minority leader of the Senate. For 

19 the purposes of paragraph 6 of rule XXV of the Standing 

20 Rules of the Senate, service of a Senator as a member, chair-

21 man, or vice chairman of the select committee shall not be 

22 taken into account. 

23 ( c) The select committee shall select a chairman and 

24 vice chairman from among its members, and adopt rules of 

25 procedure to govern its proceedings. The vice chairman shall 

26 preside over meetings of the select committee during the 
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1 absence of the chairman, and discharge such other responsi-

2 hilities as may be assigned to him hy the select committee or 

3 the chairman. Vacancies in the membership of the select com-

4 mittee shall not affect the authority of the remaining mem-

5 hers to execute the functions of the select committee and 

6 shall be filled in the same manner as original appointments 

7 to it are made. 

8 ( d) A majority of the members of the select committee 

9 shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but 

10 the select committee may fix a lesser number as a quorum 

11 for the purpose of taking testimony or depositions. 

12 SEC. 2. That the select committee is authorized and 

13 directed to do everything necessary or appropriate to make 

14 the investigation and study specified in section 1 (a) . With-

15 out ahridging or limiting in nny way the authority conferred 

1G upon the select committee hy the ])l't>Ceding sentence, the 

17 Senate further expressly authorizes and directs the select 

18 committee to make a complete investigation and study of the 

19 activities of any and all persons or groups of persons or orga-

20 nizations of any kind whid1 have any tendency to reyeal the 

21 full facts in respect to the following matters or questions: 

22 ( 1) The breaking, entering, and bugging of the 

23 headquarters or offices of the Democratic National Com-

24 mittee in the Watergate Building in Washington, District 

25 of Columbia; 
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1 ( 2) The monitoring by bugging, eavesdropping, 

2 wiretapping, or other sul'l'eptitious means of conversa-

3 tions or communications occuning in whole or in part in 

4 the headquarters or offices of the Democratic National 

5. Committee in the Watergate Building in Washington, 

6 District of Columbia; 

7 (3) Whether or not any printed or typed or written 

8 document or paper or other material was suneptitiously 

9 removed from the headquarters or offices of the Demo-

IO cratic National Committee in the Watergate Building in 

11 Washington, District of Columbia, and thereafter copied 

12 or reproduced by photography or any other means for 

13 the information of any person or political committee or 

14 organization ; 

15 ( 4) The prepa.ring, transmitting, or receiving by 

16 any person for himself or any political committee or 

17 any organization of any report or information concern-

18 ing the activities mentioned in subdivision ( 1) , ( 2) , 

19 or (3) of this section, and the information contained in 

20 any such report; 

21 ( 5) Whether any persons, acting individually or 

22 in combination with others, planned the activities men-

23 tioned in subdivision (1), (2), (3), or (4) of this 

24 section, or employed any of the participants in such 

25 activities to participate in them, or made any payments 
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or promises of payments of money or other things of 

value to the participants in such activities or their fam

ilies for their activities, or for concealing the truth in 

respect to them or any of the persons having any con

nection with them or their activities, and, if so, the 

source of the moneys used in such payments, and the 

identities and motives of the persons planning such ac

tivities or employing the participants in them; 

( 6) Whether any persons participating in any of 

the activities mentioned in subdivision ( 1) , ( 2) , ( 3), 

( 4) , or ( 5) of this section have been induced by brib

ery, coercion, threats, or any other means whatsoever 

to plead guilty to the charges preferred against them in 

the District Court of the District of Columbia or to 

conceal or fail to reveal any knowledge of any of the 

activities mentioned in subdivision ( 1) , ( 2) , ( 3) , 

( 4) , or ( 5) of this section, and, if so, the identities 

of the persons inducing them to do such things, and the 

identities of any other persons or any committees or 

organizations for whom they acted; 

(7) Any efforts to disrupt, hinder, impede, or sabo

tage in any way any campaign, canvass, or activity con

ducted hy or in behalf of any person seeking nomination 

or election as the candidate of any political party for the 

offiee of l're~ideut of the United Stat<'s iu 1972 hy in-
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1 filtrating any political committee or organization or head-

2 quarters or offices or home or whereabouts of the person 

3 seeking such nomination or election or of any person 

4 aiding him in so doing, or by bugging or eavesdropping 

5 or wiretapping the conversations, communications, 

6 plans, headquarters, offices, home, or whereabouts of the 

7 person seeking such nomination or election or of any 

8 other })ersou assisting h!im in so doing, or by exercising 

9 surveillance over the person seeking such nomination or 

10 election or of any person assisting him in so doing, or hy 

11 reporting to any other person or to any political com-

12 mittee or organization any information obtained by such 

13 infiltration, eavesdropping, bugging, wiretapping, or 

14 1 surveillance; 

15 (8) Whether any person, acting individually or in 

16 combination with others, or political committee or orga-

17 nization induced any of the activities mentioned in sub-

18 division ( 7) of this section or paid any of the partici-

19 pants in any such activities for their services, and, if so, 

20 the identities of such persons, ·or committee, or organiza-

21 tion, and the source of the funds used by them to procure 

22 or finance such activities; 

23 (9) ·Any fabrication, dissemination, or publication 

24 of any false charges or other false information having 

25 the purpose of discrediting any person seeking nomina-
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1 ' tion or election as the candidate of any political party 

2 to the office of President of the United States in 1972; 

3 ( 10) The planning of any of the aotivities men-

4 tioned in subdivision ( 7) , ( 8) , or ( 9) of this section, 

5 the employing of the participants in such activities, 

6 and the source of any moneys or things of value which 

7 may have been given or promised to the participants in 

8 such activities for their services, and the identities of 

9 any persons or committees or organizations which may 

10 have been involved in any way in the planning, pro-

11 curing, and financing of such activities. 

12 ( 11) Any transactions or circumstances relating to 

13 the source, the control, the transmission, the transfer, 

14 the deposit, the storage, the concealment, the expendi-

15 ture, or use in the United States or in any other coun-

16 try, of any moneys or other things of value collected or 

17 received for actual or pretended use in the presidential 

18 ' election of 1972 or in any related campaign or canvass 

19 or activities preceding or accompanying such election 

20 by any person, group of persons, committee, or orga-

21 nization of any kind acting or professing to act in behalf 

22 of any national political party or in support of or in 

23 opposition to any person seeking nomination or election 

24 to the office of President of the United States in 1972; 
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l ( 12) Compliance or noncompliance with any act 

2 of Congress requiring the reporting of the receipt or dis-

a bursement or use of any moneys or other things of value 

4 mentioned in subdivision ( 11) of this section; 

5 ( 13) Whether any of the moneys or things of value 

6 mentioned in subdivision ( 11) of this section were 

7 placed in any sec'.ret fund or place of storage for use in 

8 financing any activity which was sought to be concealed 

9 from the public, and, if so, what disbursement or expend-

10 iture was made of such secret fund, and the identities 

11 of any person or group of persons or committee or or-

12 ganization having any control over such secret fund or 

13 the disbursement or expenditure of the same; 

14 ( 14) Whether any books, checks, canceled checks, 

15 communications, correspondence, documents, papers, 

16 physical evidence, records, recordings, tapes, or mate-

17 rials relating to any of the matters or questions the select 

18 committee is authorized and directed to investigate and 

19 study have been concealed, supµressed, or destroyed by 

20 any persons acting individually or in combination with 

21 others, and, if so, the identities and motives of any such 

22 persons or groups of persons; 

23 ( 15) Any other activities, circumstances, materials, 

24 or transactions having a tendency to prove or disprove 

25 that persons acting either individually or in combination 
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I with others, engaged in any illegal, improper, or un-

2 · ethical activities in connection with the presidential 

3 election of 1972 or any campaign, canvass, or activity 

4 related to such election; 

5 ( 16) Whether any of the existing laws of the 

6 United States are inadequate, either in their provisions 

7 or manner of enforcement to safeguard the integrity or 

8 purity of the process by which Presidents are chosen. 

9 SEC. 3. (a) To enable the select committee to make 

10 the investigation and study authorized and directed by this 

11 resolution, the Senate hereby empowers the select committee 

12 as an agency of the Senate ( 1) to employ and fix the com-

13 pensation of such clerical, investigatory, legal, technical, and 

14 other assistants as it deems necessary or appropriate; ( 2) to 

15 sit and act at any time or place during sessions, recesses, and 

16 adjournment periods of the Senate; ( 3) to hold hearings for 

17 taking testimony on oath or to receive documentary or physi-

18 cal evidence relating to the matters and questions it is author-

19 ized to investigate or study; ( 4) to require by subpena or 

20 otherwise the attendance as witnesses of any persons who 

21 the select committee believes have knowledge or information 

22 concerning any of the matters or questions it is authorized to 

23 ·investigate and study; ( 5) to require hy suhpena or order 

24 any department, agency, officer, or employee of the exccu-

25 tive branch of the United States Government, or any private 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 37 
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1 person, finn, or corporation, or any officer or fonner officer 

2 or employee of any political committee or organization to 

B produce for its consideration or for use as e,·idence in its 

4 i11rnstigation and study auy books, checks, canceled checks, 

5 correspondence, communications, document, papers, physicnl 

6 evidei1ce, records, recordings, tapes, or materials relating to 

7 any of the matters or questions it is authorized to investigate 

8 and study which they or any of them may have iu their 

9 custody or under their control; ( G) to make to the Senate 

10 any recommendations it deems appropriate in respect to the 

11 willful failure or refusal of any person to appear before it in 

12 obedience to a subpena or order, or in respect to the willful 

13 failure or refusal of any person to answer questions or give 

14 testimony in his character as a witness during his appearance 

15 before it, or in respect to the willful failure or refusal of any 

16 officer or employee of the executive branch of the United 

17 States Government or any person, firm, or corporation, or any 

18 officer or former officer or employee of any political committee 

19 or organization, to produce before the c-0mmittee any books, 

20 checks, canceled checks, correspondence, communications. 

21 document, financial records, papers; physical evidence. rec-

22 ords, recordings, .tapes, or materials in obedience to any sub-

23 pena or order; (7) to take depositions and other testimony on 

24 oath anywhere within the United States or in any other 

25 country; ( 8) to. procure the temporary or interllilittent serv-
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1 ices of individual consultants, or organizations thereof, in the 

2 same manner and under the same conditions as a standing 

3 committee of the ,Senate may procure such services under 

4 section 202 ( i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 

5 1946; ( 9) to use on a reimbursable basis, with the prior 

6 consent of the Government department or agency concerned 

7 and the Committee on Rules and Administration, the serv-

8 ices of personnel of any such department or agency; ( 10) to 

9 use on a reimbursable basis or otherwise with the prior con-

10 sent of the chairman of any other of the Senate committees 

11 or the chairn1an of any subcommittee of any committee of 

12 the Senate the facilities or services of any members of the 

rn staffs of such other Senate committees or any subcommittees 

14 of such other Senate committees whenever the select com-

15 mittee or its chairman deems that such action is necessary or 

16 appropriate to enable the select committee to make the in-

17 vestigation and study authorized and directed by this resolu-

18 tion; ( 11) to have access through the agency of any mem-

19 hers of the select commit,tee fW ftfty ei its investig;tt.tory <tf 

20 legal assistants tiesig,Btliteti lty it fW its eha.inmtft ffl' the fttttk.-

21 iftg minority me1aher, chief majority counsel, minority coun-

22 sel, or any of its investigatory assistants jointly designated by 

23 the chairman and the ranking minority member to any data, 

24 , evidence, information, report, analysis, or document or papers 

25 relating to any of the matters or questions which it is author-
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1 ized and directed to investigate and study in the custody or 

2 under the control of any department, agency, officer, or em-

3 ployee of the executive branch of the United States Govern-

4 ment having the power under the laws of the United States 

5 to investigate any alleged criminal activities or to prosecute 

6 persons charged with crimes against the United States which 

7 will aid the select committee to prepare for or conduct the 

8 investigation and study authorized and directed by this reso-

9 lution; and ( 12) to expend to the extent it determines nec-

10 essary or appropriate any moneys made available to it by the 

11 Senate to perform the duties and exercise the powers con-

12 ferred upon it by this resolution and to make the investigation 

13 and study it is authorized by this resolution to make. 

14 (b) Subpena.s may be issued by the select committee 

15 acting through the chainnan or any other member desig-

16 nated by him, and may be served by any person designated 

17 by such chairman or other member anywhere within the 

18 borders of the United States. The chairman of the select 

19 committee, or any other member thereof, is hereby author-

20 ized to administer oaths to any witnesses appeariug before 

21 the committee. 

22 ( c) In prepa1ing for or conducting the invel'ltigation and 

23 study authorized and directed by this resolution, the select 

24 committee shall be empowered to exercise the powers con-

25 ferred upon committees of the Senate by section (>002 of title 
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1 18 of the United States Code or any other Act of Congress 

2 regulating the granting of immunity to witnesses. 

3 SEC. 4. The select committee shall have authority to 

4 recommend the enactment of any new congressional legis-

5 lation which its investigation considers it is necessary or 

6 desirable to safeguard the electoral process by which the 

7 President of the United States is chosen. 

8 SEC. 5. 'fhe select committee shall make a final report of 

9 the results of the investigation and study conducted by it 

10 pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and 

11 its recommendations as to new congressional legislation it 

12 deems necessary or desirable, to the Senate at the earliest 

13 practicable date, but no later than February 28, 197 4. The 

14 select committee may also submit to the Senate such interim 

15 reports as it considers appropriate. After submission of its 

16 final report, the select committee shall have three calendar 

17 months to cfose its affairs, and on the expiration of such 

18 three calendar months, shall cease to exist. 

19 SEC. 6. The expenses of the select committee through 

20 February 28, 1974, under this resolution shall not exceed 

21 $500,000, of which amount not to exceed $25,000 shall be 

22 available for the procurement of the services of individual 

23 consultants or organizations thereof. Such expenses shall he 

24 paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers 

25 approved by the chairman of the select committee. 
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1 The minority memhers of the select committee shall have one-

2 third of the professional staff of the select committee ( includ-

3 ing a minority counsel) and such part of the clerical staff 

4 as may be adequate. 
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RESOLUTION 
To establish a select committee of the Senate to 

conduct an investigation and study of the 
extent, if any, to which illegal, improper, or 
unethical activities were engaged in by any 
persons, acting individually or in combinac 
tion with others, in the presidential election 
of 1972, or any campaign, canvass, or other 
activity related to it. 

By Mr. ERVIN and Mr. MANSFIELD 

FEBRUARY 5, 1973 

Ordered to be placed on the calendar 

FEBBU ART 7, 1973 

Considered, amended, and agreed to 
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S. RES. 262, 70th CONGRESS, lst SESSION (1928) 

.Resolved, That hereafter any committee of the Senate is 

hereby authorized to bring suit on behalf of and in the name 

of the United States in any court of competent jurisdiction 

if the committee is of the opinion that the suit is necessary 

to the adequate performance of the powers vested in it or the 

duties imposed upon it by the Constitution, resolution of the 

Senate, or other law. Such suit may be brought and prosecutetl 

to final determination irrespective of whether or not the Senate 

is in session at the time the suit is brought or thereafter. 

The committee may be represented in the suit either by such 

attorneys as it may designate or by such officers of the 

Department of Justice as the Attorney General may designate 

upon the request of the committee. No expenditures shall be 

made in connection with any such suit in excess of the amount 

of funds available to the said committee. As used in this 

resolution, the term "committee" means any standing or special 

commjttee of the Senate, or any duly authorized subcommittee 

thereof, or the Senate members of any joint committee. 
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Exhibit C 

UNITED ST.ATES OF .AMERICA 

CONGRESS OF TB'E UNITED ST.ATES 

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 

To : President Richard M. Nixon, The White Hous~, Washington, D. c. 

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED 

to make a.va.Ua.ble to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the s.:.nate of the United 

States, on Thursday, July 26, 1973, at 10:00 o'clock a.. m., at their 
/•·~ 

?• 
committee room, 318, Old Senate 0£fice Building, the following: 

Any and all original electronic tapes and recorded telephone 

messages of the below listed conversations or oral communications, 

telephonic or personal, between President Nixon and John Wesley 

Dean ,III, discussing alleged criminal acts occuring in connection with 

the Presidential election of 1972 which the Committee is authorized to 

investigate pursuant to Senate Resolution 60 including but not limited to 

the brea.k"ins a.t the Democratic National Committee offices on or a.bout 

May 27, 1972, and on or about June 17, 1972, and any efforts made to 

conceal information or to grant executive clemency, pardons or immunity 

and payments ma.de to the defendants a.nd/or their .attorneys relating tot:,., 

above incidents at the da.tes and times of the attached list of conversa.t~ons: 
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September 15, 1972 (personal) 5:27 p.m, to 6:17 p,m, 

___.--February 28, 1973 (personal) 9:12 a.m, to.10:23 a,m, 

March l~; 1973 (personal) 12:42 p. m, to 2:00 p. m, 

March 21,. · 1_973 (personal) 10:12 a, m.· _to ll:55 a, m, 

and 5 :20 p. m, to 6 :Ol p,; m, 

Hereof fail not, as you will ans,,;.,er your d_efault under the 

pains and penalties ln such cases made and provided, 

To J?tcfu. s L. Eel IJ1; <, ±e ;{,'V;SRR y f I :·h//J I~ 

.· . /' 
to serve and return, 

Given under my hand, by order of the 

.committee, this 23:z:d day of July, in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred 

~nd seventy-three.· 

Chairman, Senate Select Committee on 
Prestdentlal Campaign Activttes 
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UNITED STATE~ .OF AMERICA 

COi:,lGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 

Exhibit 0 

To: President Richa.rd M,; Nixon, The White House, Washington, D. C. 

P utsua.nt to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEB.EBY COMMANDED 

to ma.ke a.va.ila.ble to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTE.E ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Sena.te of the United 

States, on Thursday, July 26, 1973, a.t 10:00 o1clo~],a.. m.., a.t their 
' . I • 

committee room., 318, Old Senate Office Building, the foll.owing: 

Any a.nd a.ll records·, or ·cop.ies of records including but not 

limited to, documents, logs, records, m.emora.nda., correspondence, 

news summaries, da.tebo~ks, notebooks, photogra.ph;s, recordings or 

other ma.teria.ls relating directly or indirectly to the a.tta.ched. list of 

indivic!ua.ls a.nd to their a.cti vities, pa.rticipa.tion, responsibilities or 

involvement in a.ny alleged criminal a.cts related to the Presidential 
y 

election of 1972 which the Com.m.ittee is authorized to investigate pursuan:; 

to Sena.te_Resolution 60 including but not limited to, the brea.k-ins of the 

Democratic Na.tiona.l Com.m.ittee offices on or a.bout Ma.y 27, 1972 a.nd on 

or a.bout June 17, 1972, the surveilla.nce, electronic or otherwise of sa.id 

offices, a.nd efforts ma.de to concea.l information or .to gra.nt executive 

elem.ency, pardons or im.m.unity a.nd payments. m.a.d~ "to the defendants 
I 

a.nd/or their a.ttorneys rela.ting to the a.bove sta.ted matters. 
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Hereof £ail not, asyouwillansweryourdefaultunderthe 

pains and penalties in such cases ma.de and provided. 

TO 

to serve and return. 

Giv.en under my hand, by order 0£ the 

committee, this 2.3rd day of July, in 

the yea.;, of our Lord one thousand nLne 

hundred and seventy-th~_ee 

! 
:;..., ,,c......· 

Chairman, Senate Select Commit'.:ee on 
Presidential Campaign Activites. 
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Buch.a.nan, Patrick J.: 

But-tei·field, Alexander P. 

Can1pbell, John 

Caulfield, Jack 

Cha.pin, Dwight 

Colson, Charles 

Dean, John 

Eh:rlichman, John 

.Fielding, Fred 

Haldeman, H.;· Robert 

Higby, · Larry 

Howard, Richard 

I-<ehrli, Bruce 

Krogh·, Egil 

:::..a.Rue, Frederick 

Liddy, G,;'l Gordon 

Ma.,p:uder, Jeb Stuart . . . 

1 
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Mitchell, John 

Moore, Richard A. 

Shumway,_ DeVan 

Strachan, Gordon 

Timmons, William 

Young; David. 

Zieglei·, .Ro~ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 25, 1973 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

White House counsel have received on my behalf the two 
subpoenas issued by you, on behalf of the Select Committee, 
on July Z3rd. 

One of these calls on me to furnish to the Select Committee 
recordings of five meetings between Mr. John Dean and 
myself. For the· reasons stated to you in my letters of 
July 6th and July 23rd, I must respectfully refuse to produce 
those recordings. 

The other subpoena calls on me to furnish all records of any 
kind re,lating directly or indirectly to the "activities, partici
pation, responsibilities or involvement" of 25 named individuals 
"in any alleged criminal acts related to the Presidential election 
of 1972." Some of the records that might arguably fit within that 
subpoena are Presidential papers that must be kept confidential 
for reasons stated in my letter of July 6th. It is quite possible 
that there are other records in my custody that would be within 
the ambit of that subpoena and that I could, consistent with the 
public interest and my Constitutional responsibilities, provide 
to the Select Committee. All specific requests from the Select 
Committee will be carefully considered and my staff and I, as 
we have done in the past, will cooperate with the Select Committee 
by making available any information and documents that can 
appropriately be produced. You will understand, however, 
I am sure, that it would simply not be feasible for my staff 
and me to review thousands of documents to decide which do 
and which do not fit within the sweeping but vague terms of 
the subpoena. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, 1 - 38 
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Honorable Sam J. Ervin -2-

It continues to be true, as it was when I wrote you on July 6t..'1., 
that my staff is under instructions to cooperate fully with yours 
in furnishing information pertinent to your inquiry. I have 
directed that executive privilege not be invoked with regard to 
testimony by present and former members of my staff concerning 
possible criminal conduct or discussions of possible criminal 
conduct, I have waived the attorney-client privilege with regard 
to my former Counsel. In my July 6th letter I described these 
acts of cooperation with the Select Commii.1:ee as "genuine, 
extensive and, in the history of such matters, extraordinary. 11 

That cooperation has continued and it will continue. Executive 
privilege is being invoked only with regard to documents and 
recordings that cannot be made public consistent with the confi
dentiality essential to the functioning of the Office of the President. 

I cannot and will not consent to giving any investigatory body 
private Presidential papers. To the extent that I have custody 
of other documents or information relevant to the work of the 
Select Committee and that can properly be made public, I will 
be glad to .xnake these available in response to specific requests. 

Honorable Sam J. Ervin 
Chairman 
Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Western White House 
San Clemente 

July 6, 1973 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am advised that members of the Senate Select Committee 
have raised the desirability of my testifying before the 
Committee. I am further advised that the Committee has 
requested access to Presidential papers prepared or 
received by former members of my staff. 

In this letter I shall state the reasons why I shall not testify 
befor,e 'the Committee or permit access to Presidential 
papers. 

I want to strongly emphasize that my decision, in both cases, 
is based on my Const!tutional obligation to preserve intact 
the powers and prerogatives of the Presidency and not upon 
any desire to withhold information relevant to your inquiry. 

My staff is under instructions to co-ope'rate fully with yours 
in furnishing information pertinent to your inquiry. On 
22 May 1973, I directed that the right of executive privilege, 
"as to any testimony concerning possible criminal conduct 
or discussions ·of possible criminal conduct, in the matters 
presently under investigation," no longer be' invoked for 
present or former members of the White House staff. In 
the case of my former Counsel, I waived in addition the 
attorney-client privilege. 

These acts of cooperation with the Committee have been 
genuine, extensive and, in the history of such matters, 
extraordinary. 
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The pending requests, however, would move us from proper 
Presidential cooperation with a Senate Committee to jeopardizing 
the fundamental Constitutional role of the Presidency. 

This I must and shall resist. 

No President could function if the private papers of his office, 
prepared by his personal staff, were open to public scrutiny. 
Formulation of sound public policy requires that the President 
and his personal staff be able to communicate among themselves 
in complete candor, and that their tentative judgments, their 
exploration of alternatives, and their frank comments on issues 
and personalities at home and abroad remain confidential. I 
recognize that in your investigation as in others of previous 
years, arguments can be and have been made for the identification 
and perusal by the President or his Counsel of selected documents 
for possible release to the Committees or their staffs. But 
such a .course, I have concluded, would inevitably result in 
the attrition, and the eventual destruction, of the indispensable 
principle of confidentiality of P}'esidential papers. 

The question of testimony by members of the White House 
staff presents a difficult but different problem. While notes 
and papers often involve a wide-ranging variety and inter
mingling of confidential matters, testimony can, at least, be 
limited to matters within the scope of the investigation. For 
this reason, and because of the special nature of this particular 
investigation, I have agreed to permit the unrestricted testimony 
of present and former White House staff members before your 
Committee. 

The question of my own testimony, however, is another matter. 
I have concluded that if I were to testify before the Committee 
irreparable damage would be done to the Constitutional principle 
of separation of powers. My position in this regard is supported 
by ample precedents with which you are familiar and which need 
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not be recited here. It is appropriate, however, to refer 
to one particular occasion on which this issue was raised. 

In 1953 a Committee of the House of Representatives sought 
to subpoena former President Truman to inquire about 
matters of which he had personal knowledge while he had 
served as President. As you may recall, President Truman 
declined to comply with the subpoena on the ground that the 
separation of powers forbade his appearance. This position 
was not challenged by the Congress. 

It is difficult to improve upon President Truman I s discussion 
of this matter. Therefore, I request that his letter, which is 
enclosed for the Committee's convenience, be made part of 
the Committee I s record. 

The Constitutional doctrine of separation of powers is 
fundamental to our structure of government. In my view, as 
in the view of previous Presidents, its preservation is vital. 
In this respect, the duty of every President to protect and 
defend the Constitutional rights and powers of his Office is 
an obligation that runs directly to the people of this country. 

The White House staff will continue to cooperate fully with 
the Committee in furnishing information relevant to its 
investigation except in those instances where I determine 
that meeting the· Committee I s demands would violate my 
Constitutional responsibility to defend the office of the 
Presidency against encroachment by other Br~ches. 

At an appropriate time during your hearings, I intend to 
address publicly the subjects you are considering. In the 
meantime, in the context of Senate Resolution 60, I consider 
it my Constitutional responsibility to decline to appear personally 
under any circumstances before your Committee or to grant 
access to Presidential files. 

l respect the responsibilities placed upon you and your 
colleagues by Senate Resolution 60. I believe you and 
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your Committee colleagues equally respect the responsibility 
placed upon me to protect the rights and powers of the 
Presidency under the Constitution. 

Sincerely, 

Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr. 
Chairman 
Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Enclosure'· 

cc: Honorable Howard H. Baker 
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. THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 23, 1973 

Dear Mr, Chairman: 

I have considered your request that I permit the Committee 
to have access to tapes of my private conversations with a 
nwnber of my closest aides, I have concluded that the 
principles stated in my letter to you of July 6th preclude me 
from complying with that request, and I shall not do so, 
Indeed the special nature of tape recordings of private 
conversations is such that these principles apply with even 
greater force to tapes of private Presidential conversations 
than to Presidential papers, 

If release of the tapes would settle the central questions at 
issue in the Watergate inquiries, then their disclosure might 
serve a substantial public interest that would have to be 
weighed very heavily against the negatives of disclosure, 

The fact is that the tapes would not finally settle the central 
issues before your Committee, Before their existence became 
publicly known, I personally listened to a number of them, 
The tapes are entirely consistent with :what I know to be the 
truth and what I have stated to be the truth. However, as in 
any verbatim recording of informal conversations, they contain 
comments that persons with different perspectives and 
motivations would inevitably interpret in different ways. 
Furthermore, there are inseparably interspersed in them 
a great many very frank and very private comments, on a 
wide range of issues and individuals, wholly extraneous to 
the Committee's inquiry. Even more important, the tapes 
could be accurately understood or interpreted only by reference 
to an enormous nwnber of other documents and tapes, so that 
to open them at all would begin an endless process of disclosure 
and explanation of private Presidential records totally unrelated 
to Watergate, and highly confidential in nature. They are the 
clearest possible example of why Presidential documents 
must be kept confidential, 
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Accordingly, the tapes, which have been under my sole 
personal control, will remain so. None has been transcribed 
or made public and none will be. 

On May 22nd I described my knowledge of the Watergate 
matter and its aftermath in categorical and unambiguous terms 
that I know to be true. In my letter of July 6th, I informed 
you that at an appropriate time during the hearings I intend 
to address publicly the subjects you are considering. I still 
intend to do so and in a way that preserves the Constitutional 
principle of separation of powers, and thus serves the interests 
not just of the Congress or of the President, but of the people. 

Sincerely, 

~ r:1~~7.,........1 -

Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr. 
Chairman 
Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 
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Exhibit H 

This Exhibit consists of excerpts from the sworn testimony of 

John Wesley Dean, m, and H. R. Haldeman before the Select Committee 

at public session. The relevant portions of the transcript are marked 

with brackets; the dates of the conversations involved are added to the 

right-hand margin. 
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( DEAN) · 
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document was 

President. I later learned thatthe President was pleased 

and wanted a full follow-up on the items in thEl :memorandum. 

The markings on the memo are Mr. Haldeman's markinga. 

It was also about this time, later July -- early 

September, that I learned during a meeting in Mitchell's office 

that Mr. Rhoemer McPhee was having private discussions with 

Judge Richey regarding the civil suit filed by the 

Democrats. I believe this fact was known to Mr. Mitchell, 

Mr. LaRue, Paul O'Brien, and Ken Parlcinson (and lat:er again by I 
McPhee), that Judge Richey was going to be helpful whenever 

he could. I subsequently talked with Mr. McPhee about this, 

as late as March 2nd of this year, when . he told ~ he was 

going to visit the Judge in the Judge's rose garden over the 

weekend to discuss an aspect of the case. 

On September 15th the Justice Oepartlilent announced the 
I 

h~ding down of the seven indictments by the Federal Grand 

Jury investigating the Watergate. Late that afternoon I 

received .a cell requesting me to COlUe to the PresidGnt•s 

oval office. When I arrived at tho oval office I found 

!Sept'. 
15 

\ 
I 
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l 1-;.:ldeman and 

. 2230 15 

the President. 1'he President asked me to sit 

! 
1 
1 
1 
~ 
d 

'i 

t 

23 

down. Both men appeared to be in very good spirits and my 

·reception was very wiu:in and cordial. The President then .told 

me tbat Bob -- referring to Haldeman -- had kept him posted on 

my handling of the·watergate case. ~he President told me I 

had done a good job and he appreciated how difficult a task 

it had been and the President was pleased that the case ha6. 

atopp@d with Liddy. I responded that I co1,1ld not take credit 

because others had done much more difficult things than I: 

I b&d done. As the President diacussed the pre.sent status of 

the situation I told him that all that I had been able to I 
do was to contain t:t.e case and assist in keeping it out of J. 

the White House. I also told him that there was a long way to 

go before this matter would end and that I certainly could mak, 

no assur&nees that the day would not COl'il8 when this matter 

would sblrt to unravel. ' 

Early in our conversation the President said to mG that 

fozmer FBI Director Hoover had told him sho~'tly after he hlild 

&DfJWDed office in 1969 that his campaign had been bugg~ in 

196&. 'rhe President said t."lat at some point we ehould get tho 

facts out on this and uae this to counter the problems that 

we were encoWltering. 

'rhe !?resident asked l!IG when the c:riJninal case would cc...a 

l , 24; ~to trial and .would it start before ·the election. I told the 

254 President that I did not know. I said that the Justice 

! 
_l 
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oopartment had held off as long as possible the return of 

the indictment&, but much would depend on which judge got 

the c:&se. ·· The President said that ha certainly hoped that the 

case would not come to trial before the election. 

The Pra:.idoot then aokcd me about the civil cases that 

hc.d bean tiled by tho 01amocratic Natioual Comittce and the 

== cauoe case and about tho counter suits that we had file< ·1 
r told him that the lawyerG at the Re-Election COl\lll\ittee· 1 

woro handling those casen and that they did not see tho common 

couae suit ao any r.eal problem before the election becaUBe 

t.hoy thought they could keep it tied up in discovery 

procaedings.· ! then told the President that the lawyers at 

tho Re-Election Collllllittee were very hopeful of slowing down 
I 

the civil suit filed by the Democratic National Committee ! 

because they had been making ex pa.rte contacts with the jud']e I 
hlllldling the case and the judge wao very understanding and j 
trying to accommodate their problems. The President was pleas,dl 

jto he.ir this and reoponded totthe effect that "Wall, that's 

!helpful." I also recall explaining to the President about the 

suits that the Re-Election Ccmntlttee lawyers had filed against 

the De~o~atu as part of their counter-offensive, 

There w11s a brief discuasion apout the potential 

ea.rings before the Pabnan Committe~. 'l'he Preaident askod me 

~hat we were doing to deal with the hea~ings .m4 I reported 
j 
that Dick Cook, who had once worked on .l?atman's C::ororr,ittee 
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i I '"", ~ _.,.., ® eh• p<obi... "'° ,re,iaont . ,...,,,..., 

that Bill Timmons should stay on top of the hearings, that 

we did not need the hearings before the election. 

The conversation then moved to the press coverage of the 

j 'Watergate incident and how the press was really trying to make 

l ! this into a major campaign issue. At one point in this 

7 j conversation I recall the President telling me to keep a 

8 

10 

,3 

!4 

'.6 

17 

18 

19 

21 

23 

?A 

,,:, I, 
ii 

goo4 list of the press people giving us tro\lble, because we 

will lllllke life difficult for them after the c.lection., The 

conversation then. turned to the use of the Internal'Rcvenue 

Service to attack our ene111ies. I recall telling the Preeident 

that we had not made much use of this because tte White House 

'did not have the clout to have it done, that the Internal = .:::: :::.=_ 7.:;::':::::.~·"111-
'?bo President, se81118d somewhat annoyed and said that the 

ll>9JIIO<;:ratic Administrations had used this tool well and after 

the election we would get people in these agencies who would 

ba responsive to the White House requir0111ents. 

The conversation then turned to the President's poat

election plans to replace people who were not on our team in 

all tho agencies. It was at this point that Haldeman, I 

remcmbor, started taking notea and he also told the President 

that he had been developing info:i:ination on which people shoul 

i5 
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several days after my meeting with tho President, I was 

talking to Dan I<ingsly, who was in charge of dovalopin9 the 

list for Haldeman au to people who should be r.emovcd after 
I , , 

uie election. I told Kingsly tha·t this matter had come up 

during my conversation with the President a11d he said he had 

wondered what had put new life into.his project as he had 

received seve~al c:a.lls frOlll Higby about the status of his 

I 

I 
l 

I 
I 

Sept. 
15 

The meeting ended with a L 
conversation with tho Preuident about a book I was reading. • 

~. 1 

project within the last few days. 

I left the meeting with the impreHion that the President! I 
I 

was well aware of what had been going on rega.1:ding the success!' 

of keeping the Whit& Bouse out of the Watergate scandal and 

I also had expressed to him my concern that I was not c:onfiden : 

that the covex;-up could be 111Aintained indefinitely. 

I would next like to turn to the White House efforts to 

' blq~ the Patman Committee hearings. As early as mid-August, 

1972, the White House learned through the Congressional 

relations staff that an investigation was being conducted by 

the staff of the House Banking and, mrency Committee, 

und~ the direction of Chairman Patman, into many aspects of 

the Watergate incident. 'l'he focus of the inveutigation at the 

outset was the funding of the Wal:6rgat.o incident, and other 

possible illegal funding that may have involved banking 

violations. The Whil:Alt House concern was two-fold: First, the 
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what had all:eady been repc,rt"'d to me b1• Bald~wn, that. he bad 

i ji told Senator Baker that he ... ould noi permit Whi~. House stll.f:i: 

3 j! 
C 

to s.ppeu before the Select Cowaitt.ae, rather he would only • . i 
I• 

I 
?er.mit the taking 

• 1 
I s.gread. with this anci'I said that written interrogatories 

;, l wero something that could be handled whereas appearances might 

create serious problems. He told me he would never let 

I /1 !laldcman and Ehrlichlllan go to the Hill. Ile also told :me that 
I ; I Seni.tor Gurney would be ve:i:y friemdly to the White Rouse and 

10 I that it would not be necessars.7 to contact him becii.use the 
.. I 
· 1 /i President &aid Senator Gurney would k....ow t1bat to do on his own, 

!2 11 on the way out of his office he told ma I had clone mt excellent, 
i 

13 job of dealing with this matt.0r during the carupaign; that it hu I 

been the only issue that McGovern had had and the Democrats 

15 had tried to make 1Jomathing out of it but to no avail. I told 

161 
i7 

1a I 
10 

20 

him &S we were walking together out of the office that I haf 

only lllllnaged to contain the matter during the cs.upaign, but 

I WWI not sure it could be contained indefinitely. He then 

told me that we would have have to fight back and he waa 

that I could do the job. 

21 \-1 The meeting pn February 28th with the President. 

22 I had received word before I arrived at nry office that 

24 

the President wanted to see l.lle. He .>.sked 111e if I had talked to 

the Attorney General regarding Senator Baker. I ~old hi.Ill thjt 
' tho 1\tf:oruny <.:r,.)uu~nl u;o, ,.,.,,,lt i WJ t·u 1nu,1,l'. wt. th Or .. 1. ~, tl,:iJnh., 1rt. .. -·l 

I 
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d'· . ~ ; , ,...,. ... ,.....,, -., .. , "'"' • _.,,, .... ,., _ ,., I' 
., I'·· ~ bOQJl firmed up. I told him t.110.t I knew it was the Attorney i 

3 ,/ aonoral's wish to turn over the FBI investigation and the ! 
'. I ~ 

,i ' President said that he did not t.'linr. we should, but asked me i 
j 

5 f:;'lhat I tl'..ought cf the idea. I told him that I did not think I 
I 

~ tlult there was much .damaging i1.1fo.rmation in the FBI investiga• j 

10 

IS 

i 
i6; 

19, 

20 

21i 
J 

' tion,..l.though there could be some bad public relations from 

it.. He told me to thinlt about thia matter. Ho also said that 

hG had rea.d in the 1110rning paper about the Vesco case and 

asked 1111:1 what part, if =Y, his brother Ed had had in the 

matter. I told him what I knew of his brother's involveni;,.nt, 

which was that he was .:in innOCGnt aqent i11 the contribution 

tranaa.ction. We then discussed the leak to Time magazine 

of tbEl fact that the White Houao had placed wiretaps on 

nowam:m and White Howse staff people. The President asked 

me if I knew how this had le.iked. I told him that I did not; 

that I knew several people we..e aware of it, but I did not 

know any who had leaked it. He asked me who knew abO\lt it. 

told him that Mr. Sullivan had told 100 that ha thought that 

Director Hoover had told sOlllebody about it shortly after it 

I 

happened because Hoover.was against it and that Sullivwi said 

! I 
ii 
l I 
I . 
i 

l 
I 
I 
l 

that he had heard that th:l.s information had qone to Governor 11 
Rockefeller and in turn had c:ome back from Governor Rockefelle; 

to Dr. Kissinger. We then talked about the executive privileg~ :] 

1Jtaten1ont 1md th,~ J,>:,;nad.<lout: ,rnpr.<"11nnd hi.o ,1<,11i,:o to \f<lt t.hfll -L--~ 
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! 1 II statGLWnt out well in ll.dvance of the watei:ga·l:e hearings so 

' II ' 21. tru:.t it did not .ippear to be i11 response to the Watergate 

S ! hcurings. 

41! 
We also diacum:ied l'lr.Molleul1oft's inter;.;st in the 

l'ib.gerald case, and he aak<ild we to look ir,to ·l::he matter for 

I 

ti 
l 
j 

i 

} : ( .1r. Mollsnhoff. 
l 

-.:ho w.tter that I should report directly to him and not througt, I 
7 I Halcio:lli.Ul i.nd Ehrlicruuan, l told him that I thought he should 'i' 

t 
I 
I 

1. 

0 I 
9 regarding Watergate. 

lmow tllat I wu alao involved ·l:he pocrc-June 17th activities 

I briefly described to him why I t.~ought 

i: 
1! 

10 I had legal problems, in t.l':at I had been a conduit for many 

of the decisions that were made axtd, tl",e:cefore, ccmld ba I: 
12 involved in an obstruction of just.ice. He woilld not accept my !' 
13 analysis and dianot want me to get into it in any detail other 

14 than what l had just related, He reassured me not to worry, 

15 thwt I had no le.gal probloms. (I raised this on another 

16 occasion with the President, when Dick Moore was present.) 

.17 Meeting of March 1st: 
_, 

I 

iS The first meeting on this date and the afternoon meeting 

JO which occurred on March lot, related to preparing the 

Z.O President for his forthcoming preas conference. The President 

i1 

22 

asked ma a nUlllber of questions about the Gray nell'iination hearir.~a 

and facts that b&d coma out during those hearings. In particula.~ 

I can recall him stating that there should be no problEl'lll Yith 

the fact that I had received the FBI reports. He said that I 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. I - 39 
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The phone conversation of March 10th. The President 

called me to tell me that he felt we should get the 

Executive privilege statement out immediately; that this 

should be done before I was called before the senate 

Judiciary Colllmittee in connection with the Gray hearings so 

that it would not appear that the stat<.."lllent on Executive 

privilege was in response to the action by the Senate 

COllllllittee. 

'rhe meeting of March 13th. This was a rather lengthy 

·lilGeting, the bulk of which was taken up by a discussion about 

the Gray hearings and the fact that the senate Judiciary 

COllllllittee had voted to invite me to appear in connection with 

Gray's nomination. Xt was at this time we discussed the 

potential of litigating the matter of Executive privilege and 

thareby preventing anybody from going before any Senate 

Committee until that matter was resolved. The President liked 

the idea very much• particularly when X mentioned to him that 

it might be possible that he could also claim attorney/client 

privilege on me so that the strongest potential cue on 

Exacutiva,privilega would probably rest on the counsel to the 

President. X told him that obviously, this area would have 

to Ix, researched. He told nie that he did not want Haldeman 

rind Ehrlichluan to go before tho Ervin hearings and that if= 

were litigating the matter on De.m, that no one would havo to 

I 
Ma!r. 

131 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
l 

I 
I 

\ 
Tuwn1."(1 ·t:hc:ii nm., or C:lu, f~f.,nvc,rNt'l.1. ltlll, w,, ..,,,s. Jut_f) " --1 I . 
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~rrr:r 
d 
it of Watergate matters specifically. :C told '<:he 

President about the fact that there were money demands bein•J 

made by the seven convicted defendemta, and tlla'I:: the 

sentencing of these individuals was not far off. It was 

during this conversation that Haldeman cmue into the office. 

ti 
d 

II 
II 

After this brief interruption by Haldeman's coming in, but \! 
while he was still there., I told the Pre:aidemt about the fact t 

11 that there was no money to pay these individuals to meet 

their demands. He asked me ho-d much it would .cost. I told 

hinl that I could only make im estimate that it might be as 

high as a million dollars or more. lie told mo that that 

was no problem, and he also looked over at Halc:1eru;;m and 

repeated the same statement. He then aalted roe who was 

demanding this money and I told him it was principally COll\ing 

from Hunt through his attomey. The President then i:eferred 

to the fact that Hunt had been ~omised Executive clemency. 

He said that he had discussed this matter with Ehrlichman 

and contrary to instructions that Ehrlichman had given Colson 

not to talk to the President abou·t: it, that Colson had also 

discussed it with him later. He expressed some annoyanca at 

the fact that Colson had also discusned this matter with bim. 

The conversation then turned back to a question fro.u the 

l?rasident regarding the money that was being paid to tho 

defendants. He asked me how this was done. r told him I 

didn't know much about it othor thnn tho fact that tho monay 

I 
I 

Mar. 
13 
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wer:-r ' was lawidered so it could not be traced and then there 

secret deliveries, I told him I waz learning about things I 

had never known before, but the next ti."lle I would certainly 

be more knowledgeable, This comment got a laugh out of 

Haldeman, The meeting ended on this note and there was no 

I 
11 
I' 
1 

:~~::~i::::::::d~:t~e matter and it was left hanging just I 
!l'ha meetings on March Uth. The meetings which occur1-ed f 

on this day principally involved preparing the President j 
for a forthcoming press conference. I recall talking about I 

Eltecutive privilege and making Dean a test case in the 

courts on Executive privilege, The ,President said that he 

would like ve:ry much to do this and if the opportunity Callra 

up in the press conference, he would probably so respond, 

I also recall that during the meetings which occurred on this 

day, that the President was going to try to find an answer 

that would get Ziegler off the hook of tho frequent questions 

asked him regarding the Watergate, He said that he waa going 

to say that he would take no further questions on the Water

gate until the completion of the Ervin hearings and that 

Ziegler in turn could repeat the s=e statement and avoid 

future interrogation by the press on the subject. 

The meeting on March 15th, It was lat.e in the aftarnoon 

after the President's press conference that he asked Dick ~.ooro 

and I to come over to vinit with hi.n. lln wan in a very 
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possible about the Watergate matter bocnuae I did not think 

that he fully reali:imd all tho facto and the implicatim1 of 

those facts for people at the White House as well as himself. 

Ile said that I should meet with him tho nmr.t 1norning about 

10 o'olock. 

Before going in.to t~ll the President some of these 

things, I decided I shQuld call Haldeman bocausa I knew that 
11 
8 his name would come up in ·.:he mattar. I called Halde.,,an and 

, 1

1 

«>1' >tln """' , wu ....., "' do =• a.ldo- .,,,..,., eh•< , 

10 should proceed to so inform the President of the situation. 

11. 

t2 

14 

The meeting of March 21st. As I hava indicated, my 

purpose in requesting this meeting particularly with the 

President was that I felt it necessary thtt I give him a full 

report of all the facts that I knmt and explain to him what I 

15, believed to be the implication of those facts. It was my 

particular concern with the fact that the President did not 16 

17 

1a 

22 

seem to understand the implications of what was going on. For 

example, when I had earlier told him that I thought I was 

involved in an obstruction of justice situation he had argued 

with me to the contra1.-y after I had ,u.-plairi.ed it to him. Aloo, 

when the matter of money demands had come up previously he had 

very nonchalantly told me that that was no problam and I did 

not know if he realized that he himself could be getting 

involved in an obatwction of juati.ce by having promised 

Mar. 
21 

orning) 
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was to have the President tell me that we had to end the 

matter -- now. Accordingly, I gave considerable thought to 

how I would present this situation to the President and try 

to make as dramatic a presentation as I could to tell him how 

serious I thought the situation was that the cover-up 

continue. 

! 
i 
I 

I 
I 

I began by telling the President that there was 

growing on the Presidency and that if the cancer was 

I a cancer . 

not remove i l 
I 

that the President himself would be !tilled by it. I also told 

him that it was important that this cancer be removed 

immediately because it was growing more deadly every day. 

I then gave him what I told him would be a broad overview of 

' the situation and I would come back and fill in the details 

and answer any questio.'UI he might hav~ about the matter. 

I proceeded to tell him.how the matter had commenced in 

lata January and early February but that I did not know how 

the plans had finally been approved. I told him I had 

infoi;med Haldeman what was occi.rring, and Haldeman told me I 

should have nothing to do with it. I told him that I had 

J le..rned that there had been pressure from Colson on Magruder 
! 

211 but I did not have all the facts as to the degree of presoure. 

22\ I told him I did not know if Mitchell had approved the 
' 1-----

23 

24 

25 
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pl&ns but I had be.en told tl1at Mi.tchell had been a recipient 

of the wiretap info:rmationandthat Haldeman had also received 

Gome information through Strachan. 

I then proceeded t? tell him so:.ue of the highlights 

I I: 
II 

7 

8 

l:htlt. had occurred during the cover up. I told bilil that 

lt&llllbi.ch had been used tO' raise funds to pay thatie seven 

individuals for their silence at the instructicns of 
!, 
I 

I Eb.rlicluna11, Haldeman, find Mitchell and I had been the con-

l 
veyor of thia inBtruction to l.tall\1bach. I told him that aft.er 

the decision had been inade that Magruder was to re111a:l.n at the 

Re-elect.ion Committee l had asi.ist:ed Magruder in preparing his 

I 
!. 

false st:orJ for presentation to the grand jury. I told him 

that cash that had been at the White Hou~e had been fumu,led 

baclt to the Re-election Committee for the purpose of paying 

the seven individuals t:o remain silent. i 
I then proceeded to teil him that perj\ley had been colllllli -1

1 tod, and. for this cover up to continue it would require more, 

perjury and more money. I told him that the del!landa of tho 

convicted individuals were continually increasing and that 

with aentencing imminent, the delllr.mds had becOr.le speo1f1c. 

I told him that on Monday the 19th, I had received a 

I 

spoken directly with Bunt and that Bunt had sent 11 • 

meaaage 

who had 

from one of the Re-election Committee lawyers • J 
to me demanding money. I then explained to him the 

maosagc. that Bunt had told Paul O'Bri~ tl1e procoding Friday~ 

meooago 
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to bo passed on~ me. I told the President I'd asked O'Brien 

why to Doan llWd O'Bricm had .i.sked HU."lt l:he same question. But 

!'lunt had merely said you just paGs thisi message on to Oean. 

'l'"ne meassage was that Hunt wanted $72,000 for living ei~encos 

.md $50,000 for attornoys fees and if he did not get tho monoy 

and get it quicklythat he would h~~e a lot of seamy things to 

c;;.y @out what he had done for John Ehrlichm1m while he was 

.:.t the t-ibite Bouae. If he did not reoeive the money, b.o would 

hl:lVO to recoruiidor his opU.ona. 

I inforill1lld the President that I had passed this ~asage 

on to both Haldaman and Ehrlichman. !i!brlichwm asked me if 

I !led discussed the matter with Mitchell. I had told 

!Ehrlichman that I had not done so and Ehrlichman asl,ed 111a to 

do Go. I told the Preeident I had called Mitchell pursuant 

to Ehrlichman's request but I had no idea of what was happen

ing with regard to the request. 

I then told the Preiiiident tbat this was just typical 

of the type of blackmail tllat the White House would continue 

to be subjected to and that I didn't know how to deal with it. 

I also told the President that I thought that I would as a 

result of my name coming out during the Gray hearings be calle 

be.fore the grand jury and that if I was called to testify b11-

fore the grand jury or the Senate Collllllittee I would have to 

tell the facts the way I know them. I said I did not Jcnow if 

oxocutivo pr1vilo90 would ho npplic~ble to any appoar•noe, I 
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11 might have 

!Mar. 
! 21 

-re 
before the grand jury. I concluded by sayi,.g that j; 

12 

17 
i 

' 19 
l 

20 

21 

it ia going to take continued perjury and continued support I\ 

of these individuals to pei--petuate the cover-up and that I did '1·::··.· 

not. believe it was possible to do contim1a it; rather I 'Ii 
thought it was ti.ma for surgery on the cancer itself and that i 

all thoae involved muat stand ui;, and account for the:ms,10lvea \\ 

and that. the President. hirqself get out in front of ti.is roatterf 

I told the President tha.1': I did 11ot believe that all 1 ', 

of the seven defendants would maL'l.tain their a.Hence forever, 

in fact, I thought t.'lat one or more would very likely break 

rank. 

After I finished, I realized that I had not really 

llUlde the President understand because after he asksd a few 

quostions, he suggested that it. would be llll elOOellent 

idoa if I gava soma sort of briefing to the Cabinet and that 

he was vary impressed with my kno-dedge of the oiro1111WtanCt1s 

but bo did not seem particularly concerned with their impli

oot:ions. 

It was after my presenatation to the President~ 

during our subsequent conversation the Prsidant c.illed 

Hald=n into the office w,,d th0 President sucnestQCI that -

havo a meeting with Mitchell, Haldeman and Elu:lichman to dis-' 

diocussion after Haldeman cii1"ile into the office was that John 

J'IH:oholl ohou)c1 aoconnt. for· hlinnol r for th" p,: .. -Jm1~, J "/U'"---

i: 
H 
! 
!: 
! 

I; 

Ii 

' !, 
I 

l 
_J 

I 
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activities which had occ~red after June 17th. I 

After I departed the President's office i subseque11tly 

went to a meeting with Haldeman and Ehrlich..ian to discw;s the 

1.1attor further. 'l'he sum and substance of that discussion 

l:lWJ that the w&y to himdle this new j,IU for Mitchell to step 

foxw..rd and if Mitcholl were to otep forward we Ulight not be 

confronted with the activities of those involved in the White 

I 

1 

ll 
& 11 

o 'I Bouse in the cover-up. I 
Mar. 

Accordingly, Baldeman,ao I recall, called Mitchell &nd I 
aslr.ed bilil tocome down the nent day for a meeting with the 21 

ts!ll~ In the late afterm.on of March 21st, Haldem&n and 

141 Bhrlicbiaan and I had a second meeting with the President. Be-

t5i fore entering this meeting I bad a br1,ef dioouoaion in the t 
J 

15 ~ 

) 
10! 

I 
19j 

20l 
' 

2. i I 
22: 

z:,i',! 
:\1 

24i ! 
1: 

Pro1ddent •s outer office of the Elcecutive Office Building 

suite with lklldeman in which I told him that we had to op

tionsa 

one is that this thing goes all the way and deals with 

both the ·pra_-activitiea and the po11t...11ctivitiea, or the 

socond alternative, if the cover-up wi.o to procsed wa would 

havo to draw the wagons in a airalo around the Whit:o itow:o Md 

tru,.t the White llOUIICo prot<>ct iW<olt. l: told llald""'"''' Uu,t it 

h~d baan the Whit= House' e aooic.tanco to the re-electio¥1 c~t!-
! 

r h11.t: Ju,,\ ~Jot:tinn nn in•,.. r·t,,,h ,,r thi ff problernR\ld n"''" th('t. 
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only hope would be to protect ourselves from further involve- 1,1 
ment. 

I 1 
'l'he meeting with the Presid:mt t:1,at afternoon with 

mont to me becauae it was quite clear that the cover-up as I 
Bal~, Ehrlichman and myself wam a t:reinen<'loua dioappoi,,t-

far as t:he White House waa concexned was going to continue. I 
I recall that while Haldeman, Ehrlicb.raan and I were sit.ting at 

a amall table in front of the President inhis 2.:eoutive l 1 
Office Building office that I for the fir.st tim,-~ said in front 

of the Preaident that I thought that Haldeman, Ehrlichman and l 
~ wore all indictable for obstruction of Justice and t.~at 

waa the reason I disagreed with all that was being discussed 

at that point in tiJna. 

X cquld tell that both Haldeman, and particularly 

Ehrlichman, were very unhappy with flll' co=nte. I had let 

them verY clearly know that I was not going to participate in 

tho matter any further and that I thought it was tiine th&t 

ev..ieybody start thinking About telling the truth. 

I again repeated to them I did not think it waa pooaiblo 

uow wae I to p0rpetuate the cover-up and t.~e important thing 

to et the Proeident out in front. ----'-

'l'"no mooting of ti .. rol\ 22nd, th" t1rr:..n1;1,:,1nent" ha<l bo<l>n 

ma.do to have a =oting dl:cr lunch witll the President with 

Elu:liohman, r.al,1...xnan, Mitchell and mysalf. Mr. Mitchell 
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request and asked him to meet with Ehrliclulian that day. 

2 I have turned over to the Committee a tape recording of this 

3 conversation. At the time ~e tal.Jted, Magruder had 

4 . already decided to tell the full truth, and in fact, i 

s l>olievo, had dona so in a meoting with tho U.S., Attorneys, 

6 During the phoni:i conversation, Magrudor said that his tosti-

7· mony 'llad not implicated me. He also sud that one of the 

8 problOIDS he. 'lll'ao facing was that he had committed perjury whon 

9 ~-tified before the ,Grand Jury and the ti:ial. I i:espo.'ldcd 

10 that I did not know anything about that, and he replied that 

'II avon if I dicln'~, he did, He did not contradict me, thue shi:.w-

12 ing that, at that point :l.n time at least, I did not know ho 

is had perjured himself. 

14 Turning to tho September 15 meeting, I was in meotinga 

15 with the President all afternoon on September 15, 1972. At 

16 

17 

tho end 9f the a~n, the President had John Dean ca,ue in. 

'i'hia was the 4ay that the indictments had l>een brought:·down 

18 

i· 
in the Watergate case, and the President lcncw John Dean had boo::.: !· 

19 

20 

21 

23 

?.$ 

concentrating for a three-month period on the invest:1-.gation I 
' 
I for tho Whito Bouse. I am sure therefore that tho) :Presidon,;: 

thought: it would 1>e a good t1llle to give Doan a pat on.the i 

back. 

'l'hero was no mood of exuberance or excitement on the 
t 

l1i:ooidl1lllt' s part at the time the incUc:1tmonts were l>rought dc.wn, I I ; .. I 
Ha d!)es not: take joy from the misfo:rtunas of other people, liUl~_j 
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.:on 

Sep"• 
15 
I -·~· 

.,Ud" 

beon . inllioted) ! N11t11J:ally ,. however·; it was good news as far as 
i"l,c. ...,,. :;•· i:/°:_ .~· , .. !',, ?· 

the Whi~ llouoe;anil- .. the.Mministration· wore concerned that 

when · the 'inili~t;menU.,wore brought. down, after. a., thorough invoo'.oi. • 
' ' ,, ' . ' .' ' ! 

gation, it had bee'\ established there was not ant involvemont I 
by any'!ne·in the White 0 House. This confirmed what Mr, Dean 

had been te111ng,us, ·and.we had been reporting to the Prosi

dent over the perio4 of•'tbe past three months. 

' As was·the case· with all meetings in the OVal Offico 

wbon the President wu 'there, this meeting with Ml:. Deim was 

recordeil. At tho President's request, I recently ~viewed tho 

recording· of that meeting (at which I was present throughout) 

in" order· to report oa lts contents. to the PResident. I should 

interject hero that I also reviewed tho recording of tho M..rch 

21st meeting of the Presid,{<n~, Mr. Dean and myself for tho . . \ 
srune purpose, and x·have made repor~a ta the President on both 

' ' 
of those meetings. I have not at any time listened ta any o~o~ 

recordings of the 111881:inga in the President's offioe or of <:Z,o 

President's phone oalls. 

The. President did not open the meeting of Septombor 15th I 
with the sj:atcment that . "Bob haa kopt me posted on your 

handling of the Watsrgate• or anything even remotely reaemblin~ I 
~ that. He said, "lli, this was quite a day, you~ve got Water-

~~ gate on the w~• or something to that effect~ Dean responded I 
!:. that it hail been quite a three months and then reported to 1:=._ 11 
l I I 
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' .... '.'.: . , \::r '.·, : ;};:,i\t\i\:-'.f \f ;r/N \ 
Pri.uid'\nt on· ho.( tlla 'J?r<l110 ,Wllll · handltng tho indiot01nenta 

, . . ••. :_. :, ... . , ,; '. ·_;, ';: ,,· :! '·.', : :,i,_: :. ~ ;·~ ,; ;- 'i.' , I .• 

. % apoai.-.;;ntly,.·a· Cl.i:d:. l\l;;acc:i:e<;r'or' prooO co~flili:enca • ." 
' . ·. ,, ;· . \ •' ·;·· ... ,. ''•.'.'• . 

3 ! ;' , ~ •" ~l~ , d{c~uoat~ri ~/ '.~oV~r~d ' tbe llUltter of the. nt'M bug . . 
',: • .. !', .1..!·1,' ,:, :·~ .. i'·:'.-, .. / ,; . .' / :· . ~.... ·,:-~· , • .. , ·' ·I''., ~ .: 

4 that hod: .breoontly · beon '1iu.cover¢ · · in the:, Deuiooi:-atio National 
' ., ...... :'~ .:;: .. :.t .• .':;·\,:., ···:."'·~f' -···::\·:,,, .. ·.,' ,· . : ·. '• .... :····· .. ·.'.· ,· 

7 

8 

:9 

10 

" 
12 

13 

14 

16 

16 

17 

18 

19 

co!lllllit~e,.&11d_tho quoa~on f,f whether it had been planted 

by tho DNC and tho matter of Mr~ Nixon'P campaign being bugged 

in '19G8.4nd 001113 a:tocu11a:l.on of whether to try to get out ovi

danoG of that:. 'l'here waa BOll\e diBousBion about Judge ltiehoy 

hearing the. civil case and a comment that he would,;keep 

nocmar McPhee ~roast of what was happening.I, don't recall any 

c~~,;ent about the judge trying to accommodata'~an •s hopes of 

slowing down the suit:, but there was some discussion about 

tile problem of the civil caae depositione interfering with the 

criminal prosecution~ apparently aa a result .of a con~ersa

t:l.on.between.3udge Richey and Assistant u. s. Attorney Silbert. 

D.'tan indicated.that th• :f.nd:l.otmenta 111eant the en4 ot the 

investigation by tho Grand Juey and now there would be the 

GAO audit:· and eome congreaoional inqu:1.riea, aucb aa tho . . " . 
Pa:tman. coimidttoe, but he assured the President that no~n~, . 

20 would come out to aurpi-iae WJ • Xn other worda, there was 

a1 

22 

23 

apparently llO 1nfo1'111At:ion that would be harmful that had not ,, 
beon unoo~re4' alread.Y. 'the President did at that point OOllllllllnd 

Deo.n for his handling of the whole Watergate llllltter, which was 

,1: 
+-·' 

24 ~ a perfoctly PAtural thing for h:1.111 to do. Dean reported that he 
11, • ·-- ~- !i 

25 ~wno keeping a cloae eye on poaa:l.ble Cll!llPa:l.gn law ~1olatio~~ 
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6093 _j~ 
tht·, opp'osition; said there were some pr.oble;.'IIS of bittern,~:.13 

i: ilt the Rc,-election Coilllllitteca between the Finance Co111111it.tee 
i! 

i 
i 

., i: ~ .. id Political Group; and said he was trying t:o keep notes on 

~ !! 
: II 

;,eople who were e111ergi111g Ollt of all tbi!i. that were clearly 

:iot our friends. 

'l'here was, as Mr. Dean has indicated, quite a lengthy 

discussion of the Patman hearings and the various factors in

volved in that. '.!'here was sog1e discu11rnion of the reluctance 

o1 the IRS to follow-up on complainto _of pos,:l'~,ple violations 

against people who were supporting our opponents because there 
· ......... 

are so many Democrats in the IRS bureauor-;cy th&t they won't 

take lilly action. 

T"nere was a discussion of cleaning house after the 

election, moving quickly to replace people at all levels of 

the Government.The meeting closed, as I recall, with a fai:rly 

long philosophical discussion, 

I totally disagree with the conclusion that the Presi-

dent was aware of any type of cover-up and certainly Mr. 
Dean j 
-

did not advise him of it at the September 15th meeting. 

)_· __ 
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HV,-,, .. tJ. ,.,.,·,,: .. ,,, 

Mr. Haldeman. I will proceed then with t.be add,mdum cm 

the March 21 meeting. r was pre>Jent for the final 40 minu.:,:,a 

of· the President• s meeting wit.>i Jobn Dean on the: morning of 

March 21. Wllilte l'. was not preosenI; for tho first hour of tne 

meeting, I did listen to the tapeof the .ent,iro meeting·. 

Following is the substance of that meeting to the bool! 

of my recollection. 

Dean reported some facts regardinq the planning a11d 

the break-in of the DNC and said again there were no lvhite 
~ ,\ 

House personnel involved. Ht He felt "'.,agruder was fully 

aware of the operation, but he was not·~ure a.bout M.i tchell. 

:: ,1 :: ::• .:::::•::. "'"..:~:.:::• ,:::::'.'°~ w,cec- j 

1

1

4

51

1

1 

said that his only concerns regarding the White House were in 

16 I 
17 

18 

relation to the Colson phone call to Magruder whicl• 

might indicate 'White House ~ressure and the possibility that 

Haldeman got some of .the "fruits• of the bugging via Strach"n 

since he had been told the "fruits" had been supplied to 

:
90 

111

1

1 

Stranchan. 

~ He outlined his role in the January planning meetings 

21 and recounted a report he said he made to me regarding the 

22 I second of those meetings. 

I Regarding the post-June 17th situation, he indicated 

24 concern about two problems, money and clemency. He said thr,d:: I 1 

25 Colson had said something to Hunt about clemency. He did 

II 
I ~ 

not ij 
__!..1 

I 
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any other. offers of clmn,mcy v.lthough he said, lv, fol\.: 

<i 
5 !i Vblved. There was a bad appeara.,ce which ouuJ.o. be 6.evelopc<i. 

I, 
6 j! into a oircumstan·tial chain of evid0nce rega::iiia9 obstruction 

7 !ll of justice. He said that Kalmbach had raieed ,.ane::r for tho 

S 1:1

1

dei:endants; that Haldeman had okayed {:he return of tho; ,:35il,G00 

9 tc the Committee; and that Dea.n had handled ·t""..11,e dealings ;)e-

;o li i tween the parties in doing this. He said <;l1a/\:he mcn0y wo.s 

i! .l~r 
i1 jl ior lawyera' i:een. ~ 

i! 
ii 

'12 ij 
if 

Ha also reported on a current !ic.n\.". Ulac.kJi!all threat. 

13 p said Hw)t. was demanding $J.20 ,000 or ~J.:;e he -...rc~u1.:J. t:e1l. ~b .. :.hl'c 
11 
:! 

14 Ji the seamy things he had done for h'h~·lici,man. '!'he President 

Hi II pursued this in considerable detail., ouv.Lo1>:.ly t1:yir1g to smo!,,-. 
ii 

,6 1! lout what was really going on. He led Dc,an Oil regarding the 

,II 17 'i proceea and what he would recommend doing. Ile askcsd 
!; 

;s !\ las -- •well, this is the thing you would recorun,md? we ought: 
1, 

,;;, 1! ,·.:.o do this? is that right'l" and he as:,ed where the 
id 

2;,; !j jcome frora? how it would be delivered? and so ,oa. !!<"l askedhaw 

,,- !; lmoney would be involved over the ye.,.:s and Deem sail! •r:cobubly '
1
, [ 

l!.i :1 . ~ 
::.:2 !! a trd.li.ion dollars -- but tl1.s firoble.:n is that it is hli~·:d to 

raise. 11 '£.he President; said uth<:-.i:e :!.s no problem in 1:aising l!'I\ 

million dollars, we can do "11.at., bu;;; i!:: would be w.:-e;n,r." r 

h&v& the clear impression t.J:u1t he w,,a trying to iind out. Wh(l't i ;. __ Li 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 40 
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nash3 Mar. 21 
(morning) 
6114 

it was Dean waa saying and what Dean was re.co=ending.ilc wa1, 

trying to get Dean's view and he was asking him leading ques

tions in order to do that. 'l'"nis is t.he method the !?resident 

ofetn used when he was moving toward a detei:minatio,'\. 

Dea."\ also mentioned his concern about other activities 

getting out, such as the 0 Ellsberg• brea.~-in, soniething re

garding Brookings, the o~er H\Ult activities for Colson on 

Chapp_aquiddick, the Segretti matter, use of Kalmbach funds, 

etc. 

When X entered the meeting, there was anoJler dis-
'."\"' 

cussiou regardin<;( the llunt threat and. l:he P.r¢.'sident again 

explored in considerable depth the various options and tried 

to draw Dean out on his recolllll\endation. 

'l'he meeting then turned to the question of how to deal 

with this situation and the President mentioned Ehrlichman's 

recOJN11endation that everybody should go.u, the Grand Jury. 

'l'he President told Dean to explore all of this wit.'l Halde111an, 

Ehrlichman and Mitchell. 

There was no discussion while X was in the room (nor 

zo I do X recall anydisoussion on the tape) on the question of 

21 ,1 clemency in the context of the President. s11ying that he had 

22 I ·discussed this with Ehrlichman and with Colson. The only 

23 II 1nention of clemency wos Dean's report thai: Colson bad dis

cussed clemenoy with Hunt and the President's statement that 24 

he could not offer clemency and Dean's agreement -- plus a 
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Ii no.:,,u•l 

Ii 
' 

a c,omment that Dean thought tho others e;q;iec,ted it, 

(mo., 
6llS 

' I 

• 
1 I 

Dean men-!;ioned several t.imes during thio .,aeeting his a.,,ci.rc,·-1 I! 
:: 11 ness that he was telling the Prasidellt things the Presiden'i: hi..d 

4. ,
1 

known nothing abo11t. 
Ii 

I have to 1:1w.'1Ui.se that there . is a genuine confusion in 5 ii 
6 l! Mr, Dean's mind as to what happened on Marc,h 13th versus what 

: 1'1 ::P:~:: ~v~r::t:::t:sb::::::i::~no~:::tl:~d~::i::sfact, 
9 ji happen on March 21st. The point about my laugh:i~,g at his being 

10 Ii more knowledgeable next time, an<l. ·cl':e questt~n that he sayo 

it I' he raised on Marc,h 13th regarding the tuillion. dollars are so 
l 

12 j1 accurately desc,ribed, up to a poL~t, a,; to what really happer,2d 

13 1

1

.1 on March 21st that I believe he is confused between the two 

14 j dates. 

15 ,\ Mr, Dean's recollection that the President had told him 

1G !Jon March 13 that Ehrlichman nad discussed an offer of clemency 

11 II tollunt with him and he had also discussed Hunt's clemency, 

16 I! with Colson is at total variance with everything that X have 
pi 

IO './! ever heard from the President., E.'1rl:lclu,i.an or Colson. I don' 11: 

2•) Iii recall such a discussion in either the l/1?.rch 13 or the Ma:tch 

21 \l" 2l meeting . 
. :I I 

22 l:'I Now, to the question of 
n 

impression. Mr. Dean drew I 
13 iii the erroneous conclusion that 

ll 
l ' 

the i?r'.:lBider1t was fully knowledge·· 
;::,i. I! able of the cover-up at the time. of: the March 13th meeting in 

;m iJ the sense (l) of being aware that money had been paid for 

l 
i 
! ~ 

__LJ. 
Ii i 
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'· 
(mo1·r,it:.r,( 

611G ! --:, 
silence and that (.2) the money demands could reach a 111.1.llion I 

I 
dollars and that the t>z:esident: saicl that was no problem. He I 

drew his aonalus.ion from a hypothetical discussion of ques·· 

tions since the Prestdent told me lat~i: 

to do anything whatever about money and had no knowledgt! of 

the so-called cover-up. 

:r 
:-'it .. ..... ~' 
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to the Con110ittee? 

Mr. Do.sh. :Reproduced 110w. 

Senator Baker. 'I'hank you very much. 

Senator ERvir,. 1rol, may pro<.-eed with your original state-

ment. Mar. ?3-
(afternoon) 

Mr. lialdeman. Thank you, sir. 

Mr. Dean, Mr. EhrJ.iclllllan and I met with the President 

la,ter that afternoon of the 21st. That meeting dealt with 

the questions of the grand jury, tho Senato Comrni t,tee and 

executi.ve privilege in co,1neq'i::ion with gathering the facts 

and getting them out. I think t.he::ISl waD scra.e d~?ussion of 

' 

I 
m·,rliohnmr,' s theory that evecybody zhou,ld gci to the gx:and jury;! 

I 
I 

I 

and Dean's reaction that that would b,a fine as long as we had 

inununity. Mr. Ehrlichman, as I recall, very strongly shot 

dow11 that thought from Dean saying it did not maJ,e any sense 

&t all. Dean has testified that he aL·gued that. the way to get I 
tlte truth out would be to send everybody to the grand jury with\ 

immunity. That, in itself, ia rather indicative of th& differo,t 

attitudes. Mr. Ehrlichluan was a~guing for going to the grand 

jury without immunity in order to get tha truth out. Mr. Pean 

wae arguing for going to the grand jucy uith iminunity to get 

the truth out. 

I recall an incident after 

Dean alao recalls, but he says 

that afl:.c~·noon mooting that~ 

H: toolt pl&ce before and he l it n little bit dif:!erently. I r.-..~u•lber that Donn and 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, ET. AL: 

Plaintiffs 

Exhibit I 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

v. ) 
) 
) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, ) 
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES) 

~::::. ! 
No. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF FRED D. THOMPSON 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Fred D. Thompson, being sworn, deposes and says: 

l. Early in June, 1973, the White House transmitted 

to the Select Committee a memorandum (which is attached to this 

affidavit) listing certain oral communications, both face-to-face and 

telephonic, between President Richard M. Nixon and John Wesley Dean III. 

This memorandum, inter alia , includes the exact times and durations of 

these communications. and, in the case of face-to-face communications, 

the other participants, if any, in those conversations. 

I 
I 

I 
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2. Shortly thereafter, I received a telephone call 

from J. Fred Buzhardt, Special Counsel to the President. During 

this telephone call, Mr. Buzhardt related to me his understanding 

as to the substance of certain portions of the enumerated conversations 

between the President and Mr. Dean. 

3. During my discussion with Mr. Buzhardt, I 

made detailed notes on the information that he gave me. Upon 

conclusion of the conversation, I promptly prepared a "Memorandum 

of Substance of Dean's Calls and Meeting with the President," a 

copy of -.iiich is attached to this affidavit. It is my belief that this 

memorandum accurately reflects the information imparted to me by 

Mr. Buzhardt. 

Subscribed and s~uorn to. befo:-o 

me. this 9m day of a_,_,_<!,.u.// 192'.,1 0 . 

~v 
Notary Public, D.C. 

My Commission Expires 1</#!..r' l·J~ .. 
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MEETINGS AND TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN 
THE PRESIDENT AND JOHN W. DEAN, III 

No contact between the President and John W. Dean, III, during January, 
February, and March 1972 

April 13, 1972 

PM 4:31 4:34 President met with Frank OeMarco, Jr., and 
John Dean to sign 1971 income tax returns, 

May l, 1972 

PM 3:02 3:07 President had photo opportunity in Rose Garden for . 
National Secretaries Week. Mr. Dean attended 

No contact between the President and John W, Dean, III, during June and 
July 1972, 

August 14, 1972 

\ 
PM 

12:45 1:11 
The President met to sign persona],, legal documents with: 

The First Lady . 
12:49 l :09 JohnJ. Ratchford 
12:49 l: 11 Mr. Butterfield 
12:49 I :11 Mr. Haldeman 
12:49 l :12 Mr. Ehrlichman 
12:49 l :12 John W. Dean, III 
12:49 l :12 John H. Alexander 
12:49 I :12 Richard S. Ritzel 

No other contact during August 1972 
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September 15, 1972 

PM 

3:15 6:17 
5:27 6:17 

The President met with: 

Mr, Haldeman 
Mr, Dean 

(The President talked with Mr, MacGregor by 
phone from 5:36 to 5:38) 

No other contact during September 1972 

October 9, 1972 

PM 3:10 3:34 

3:23 3:34 

The President met with Samuel Newhouse, President 
of Newhouse Newspapers and Newhouse Broadcasting 
and Herb Klein. 

John Dean joined the meeting. 

November 8, 1972 

The President attended a senior staff meeting in tht11 
Roosevelt Room. Mr, ·John Dean was in 
attendance, 

November I 2, 1972 

8:40 8:44 The President met aboard "Spirit of 176" with 
Rose Mary Woods and Mr, and Mrs, John Dean 

No contact between the President and John W, Dean, Ill, during Nov,mber 
and December 1972, 
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January 21, 1973 

AM 11 :05 12:04 fresident and First Lady hosted Worship Service. 
John De'!-n attended • 

. February 27, 1973 

PM 3:55 4:20 President met with John Dean alone in Oval Office, 

February 28, 1973 

AM 9:12 10:23 President met with John Dean in Oval Office. 

March l, 1973 

AM 9:18 9:46 President met with his Counsel, John W. Dean, III, 
in the Oval Office. 

10:36 10:44 President met with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office. 

PM l :06 I :14 President met with Mr, Dean in the Oval Office 

March 6, 1973 

AM 11:49 12:00 President met with Mr, Dean in the Oval Office. 

March 7, 1973 

AM 8:53 9:16 

March 8, 1973 

AM 9:Sl 9:54 

President met, with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office, 

President met with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office. 



March 10, 1973 

AM 9:20 9:44 

March 13, 1973 

619 

President talkecJ long distance with Mr. Dean. 
President initiated the call from Camp David 
to Mr. Dean who was in Washington, D. C. 

PM 12:42 2:00 President met with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office. 

March 14, 1973 

AM 8:36 

8:55 8:59 
9:43 10:50 

(Mr. Haldeman was present from 12:43-12155) 

President telephoned Mr, Dean. The call was not 
completed, 

Mr. Dean returned the call and talked with the President. 
President met with Mr. Dean in the P's EOB Offi,:e·, 

Also present were: 
Mr, Kissinger (departed at 9:50) 
Ronald L. Ziegler 
Richard A, Moore (9:55-10:50) 

,pM 12:27 12:28 President telephoned Mr, De141, 
12:47 1:30 Presid~nt met with Mr, Moore and Mr, Dean. 

I 
t 

I 4:ZS 4:26 President talked with Mr, Dean. (The President 
initiated the call, ) 

4:34 4:36 President talked with Mr. Dean. (Mr. Dean 
initiated the call.) I 

March 15, 1973 

PM 4:36 6:24 President met with Mr. Dean and Mr. Moore 
in the Oval Offic,·. 
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March 16, 1973 

AM 10:34 11:06 President met with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office. 
Mr. Ziegler was present from 10:58-11:10. 

PM 8:14 8:23 President talked with Mr. Dean. (The President 
initiated the call. ) 

March 17, 1973 

PM I :25 2: 10 President met with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office. 

March 19, 1973 

PM 4:59 President requested that Mr. Moore and Mr. Dean 
join him in his EOB Office. 

5:03 5:41 President met with Mr. Moore and Mr. Dean in 
his EOB Office, 

March 20, 1973 

AM 

PM 

10:46 10:47 President talked with Mr. Dean. (The President 
initiated the call. ) 

12:59 1:00 President talked with Mr. Dean. (The President 
initiated the call,) 

1:42 2:31 President met with Mr. Dean and Mr. Moore. 

,7:29 7:43 President talked with Mr. Dean. (The President 
initiated the call. ) 
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April 16, 1973 

AM 10:00 10:40 President met with Mr, Dean in Oval Office, 

PM 4:07 4:35 President met with Mr, Dean in the President's 
EOB Office, 

4:04 4:05 President talked with Mr, Dean, (The President 
initiated the call,) 

April 17, 1973 

AM 9:19 9:ZS President talked with Mr, Dean, (The President 
initiated the call,) 

April ZZ, 1973 

AM 8:24 8:39 President phoned Mr, Dean from Key Biscayne. 
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March 21, 1973 

AM 10:12 11:55 President met with Mr. Dean in the Oval Office. 
Mr. Haldeman was also present for at least 
part of the time 

PM 5:20 6:01 President met with Mr. Dean in the President,.s 

March 22, 1973 

EOB office. Also present were: 
Mr. Ziegler (departed at 5:25) 
Mr. Haldeman 
Mr, Ehrlichman (5:25 - 6:01) 

PM 1:57 3:113 President met with Mr, Dean in the President'• 

March 23, 1973 

EOB Office, Also present were: 
Mr. Ehrlichman (2:00-3:40) 
Mr, Haldeman (2:01-3:40) 
Mr, Mitchell (2:01-3:43) 

PM 12:44 1:02 President talked long distance with Mr, Dean, 
(The President initiated the call from 
Florida to Mr. D,aan who was in Washingt~ 
D, C.) 

3:28 3:44 President talked long distance with Mr, Dean 
(The President initiated the call from 
Florida to Mr, Dean who was in Camp 
David, Md,) 

No contact during the period April 1-14 

April 15, 1973 

P,M, 9:17 10:12 President met with Mr, Dean in the President'• 
EOB Office, 
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MEMORANDUM OF SUBSTANCE OF DEAN'S CALLS 
AND MEETINGS WITH THE PRESIDENT 

September 15, 1972 

February 27, 1973 1 
February 28, 1973. 

March 1, 1973 

March 6, 1973 • 

Mareh 7, 1973 

Dean reported on IRS investigation of Larry O'Brien, 
Dean reported on Watergate indictments, 

Discussed executive privilege, minority counsel 
for Watergate Committee, Dean suggested White 
House aides submit answers to interrogatories. 

President inquired of Watergate, Dean aaid no White 
House involvement, Stans was victim of circumstancea, 
'Colson was lightning rod because of his reputation. 
Discussed wiretappings which had been brought up 
in the Oray hearings. Sullivan, Deputy Director, 
was friend of Dean and Dean suggested they make 
sure that wiretaps of prior years (other Administra
tions) be made known. 

Preparation for press conference -· go ovell' question 
and answer book. Was decided the question would 
come up as to why Dean was sitting in on FQI inter
views and that the reason was he was condutting an 
investigation for the President, President Hked 
Dean to write a report. Dean was also critical of 
Gray. , 

(March 2 press conference) 

Discussed executive privilege guidelines, decided 
to cover former White House personnel as well as 
present. 

Again discussion executive privilege guidelines, 
Dean again told the President the White House was 
clear. The President inquired as to how Pat Gray 
was doing. Dean informed him E, 13, Will»m• had 
dropped out of the civil case. 
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President inquired as to whether Chapin had 
helped Segretti. Dean said no. 

? 

(March 12: Issued statement on executive privilege, 
applies to present and former staffers but will pro
vide information. ) 

Preparation for press conference. Went over ques
tions and answers. President inquired as to Ken 
Rietz, Dean said no illegality involved, President 

.- .asked if Colson or Haldeman knew Segretti. President 
asked if Mitchell and Colson knew of Watergate. 
Dean said there was nothing specific on Colson; that 
he didn't know about Mitchell but that Strachan could 
be involved. President states again that Dean should 
compile a written report about the matter. Dean 
said Sirica was a hanging judge, the President said 
he liked hanging judges. They discussed fund raising 
before April 7. Dean said that everything that had been 
done was legal. 

Press conference was discussed -- questions and 
answers. Discussed executive privilege. Decided 
they needed a Supreme Court test. Decided tt,at 
the President should discuss his ~osition. 
That afternoon the President suggested Dean should 
possibly appear before the press and discussed whether 
Chapin should make a statement about Segre~i. The 
Gray hearings and the use of FBI files were Jlso 
discussed. 

President held press conference. That afternoon 
discussed that day's press conference and decided on 
use of "separation of powers" instead of executive 
privilege terminology. · 

The President reiterated his position on use of raw / 
FBI fules. Suggested Dean's written report be 
accompanied by affidavits. Dean suggested 11ntimely · 
release of written report might prejudice rights of 
innocent people, Discuued poBBibi~ity of getting 

-z-
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Dan\ t., inte1•vhw Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman, Thn President •uggeated Dean should / 
possib~y go to Camp David to write his report, t/ 

President had made a note on a press survey containing 
an article alleging White House involvement for follow
"P (Dean possibly has copy 0£ this), Dean again oug• 
ges!ed they bring out 1968 bugging and President 
said Kleindienst had advised against it. Several 
names were discussed as possibly subject to attack: 
Colson, Haldeman, Ebrlichman, Mitchell and Dean 
himself, The President asked Dean point-blank if 
he knew about thn planned break-in in advance, Dean 
said no, there there was no actual White House lnvol• 
vement regardl<rns of appearances except possibly 
Strachan, Dean told President Magruder pushed 
Liddy hard but that Haldeman was not involved, 
The President wanted Haldeman, Ehrlichman and 
Dean to talk to the Committee and Doan resisted. 
Dean told the President o{ the Ellsberg break-in but))'-' 
that it had nothing to do with Watergate, 

i, (MaTch 19: Ervin had been on Face the Nation and 
accused Dean of hiding behind executive privilege,) 

lt waa decided Dean would send a letter or sworn 
statement to the Judiciary Committee al\lwering 
certain questions. 

(Republican leadership had been in that day,) 
Dean discussed Mitch!'ll's problems with the grand 
jury, Vesco and the Gurney press conference. 
The President and Moore agreed that the whole 
investigation should be made public and that a state
ment should be released immediately after the sen
tencing of the defendants. Dean suggested that !'ach 
member of the f;rvin Committee be challenged lo 
invite an FBI investigation o{ his own Senate ca1npaign. 
The President called Dean that night and Dean Raid 
that there was ''not a scintilla of evidence•• to indi
cate White House involvement and Dean suagested 
ho give the Preaident a more ,in-depth briefing on 
what had transpired, 
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Dean gave the President his theory of what had 
happened, He still said no prior June 17 White 
House l<nowledge, that Magruder probably knew, 
that Mitchell possibly knew, that Strachan probably 
knew, that Haldeman had possibly seen the fruits of 
the wiretaps through Strachan, that Ehrlichman was 
vulnerable because of his approval of Kalmbach's 
fund raising efforts. Colson had made the call to 
Magruder, He stated Hunt was trying to blackmail 
Ehrlichman about Hunt's prior plumber activities 
unless he was paid what ultimately might amount 
to $1 million. The President said how could it 
possibly be paid, "What makes you think he would 
be satisfied with that?", stated it was blackmail, 
that it was wrong, that it would not work, that the 
truth would come out anyway. Dean had said that a 
Cuban group could possibly be used to transfer the 
payment.s. Dean said Colson had talked tQ.Jlunt _ 
about executive clemency., He spoke of Haldeman's 
return of the $350,000. He said that Haldeman and 
Ehrlichman possibly had no legal guilt with regard 
to the money matters. Dean said nothing of his 
role with regard to the cover-up money. He said 
nothing about his difcussions with Magruder helping 
him prepare for the grand jury, He said nothing of 
his instructions to Caulfield to offer executive 
clemency, 

This information was gone over twice, the last 
time in Haldeman's presence. 

Later that afternoon it was tentatively decided that 
everyone would go to _the grand jury, however, Dean 
wanted immunity. Haldeman suggested that they 
write the whole thing out and release it from the 
White House. Ehrlichman said there should be no 
executive privilege claim and that no one should ask 
for immunity. The President told them to discuss 
these matters with Mitchell. 

Mitchell suggests they go before the Ervin Committee, 
that they not use executive privilege but that first 
it should all be put down on paper 

.4 •. 
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The President called Dean and told him to go to 
Camp David. Later that aiternoon he called Dean 
at Camp David to check on his progress. 

(March 30: After it became obvious Dean would 
write no report, the President directed Ehrlichman 
to investigate. 

On April 14 Ehrlichrnan reported possible Mitchell, 
Magruder and Dea~ involvernent. The President 
called Kleindienst, who followed up. (Up until now 
the President had assumed Dean was getting much 
of his inforr.nation h·om the Justice Department.) 
Kleindienst and PetP.:rsen focused in on possible 
involvement of Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Strachan. 

On April 15 Petersen submitted a memo on Ehrlich
man, Haldeman and Strachan. They also found out 
about Gray's destruction of documents.) 

Dean along with almost everybody else was called 
in that day. The President told Dean that he must 
go before the grand jury without immunity. 

The President asks Dean to resign. Had two 
drafts prepared for Dean's signature. Dean 
demanded Haldeman and Ehrlichman resign also. 

(Petersen aRked the P1·esident to hold off on firing 
Dean until they could get him before the grand jury. 

On April 17 the President released his statement 
saying that no White House staffers would receive 
immunity. 

On ApJ"il 19 Dean said he. wm1ld not be a scapegoat. 

On April 27 PeteJ"sen told the President there is no 
use trying to g"t Dean to go before the grand jury, 
that he was dernanding itnn1unity. 

On April 30 the Pr,,sident made hie speech concerning 
Haldeman's and l:~hrlichman 1s resignations and Dean's 
firing. ) 

-5-
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MAY :t:t, 19'/3 

Ofiice of ~e White Houae Pren Secretary 

8-,rh;t, ;t if 

···········~·-···········-----------------··--·········-~·-······· 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

Allegations surrounding the Watergate affair have so escalated that l feel 
a further statement from the President is required at this time, 

A climate of sensationalism has developed in which even second.or 
third•hand hearsay chars•• are headlined aa fact and repeated as fact, 

Important national aecurity operations which themselvee had no connection 
with Watergate have become entangled in the case, --

As a. result, some national security in.formation has already been made 
public through court orders, through the subpoenaing of documents and 
through testimony witneases have given in judicial and Congressional 
proceedings, Other sensitive documents are now threatened with disclosure, 
Continued silence about those operations would compromise rather than 
protect them, and would also serve to perpetuate a grossly distorted view •• 
which recent partial disclosures have aiven •• of the nature and purpose 
of those operation•, 

The purpoae of this statement is threefold: 

• • Fi rat, to set forth the facta about my own relationship to the 
Watergate matter, 

• • Second, to place in some perspective some of the more sensa• 
tional • • and inaccurate -- of the charges that have filled the headlines in 
recent days, and also some of tho matter& that are currently being di•· 
cuued in Senate teatimony and elsewhere, 

•• Third, to draw the diatinctim between national security operations 
3nd the Watergate case, To put the other matters in perspective, it will 
be nece oa•ry to describe the national aecurity operation• tirot, 

ln citing theae national security matter•, it is not my Intention to place a 
national security "cover" on Watergate, but rather to separate them out 

· lrom Watergate •• and at the aame time to explain the context in which cer• 
taln action, took place that were later miscon1trued or misused, 

Long before the Watergate break•in, three important national security 
ope rations took place which have 1ub1equently become entangled in the 
Watergate caae, 

•• The first operation, begun in 1969, was a pre>gram 0£ wiretaps. 
All were legal, under the authorities then existing, They were undertaken 
to find and atop aerlous national security leaks, 

... The second operation waa a reassessment, which I ordered in 1r110. 
of the adequacy of internal security measures, This resulted in a plan and 
a directive to strengthen our intelligence operations, They were protested i>y 
Mr, Hoover, and aa iL result of hie protest they were not put into effect, 

•• The third operation was the establishment, in 1971, of a Special 
lnveetiga.tiona Unit in the White House. Its primary mission was to plug lr;1kn 

0£ vital security information. I also directed this group to prepare an accur.110 
history or certain crucial national security matters which occurred under prio1· 

.Administrations, on which the Oovernment•a records were incomplete. 

Here is the bacql'OUIMI of theae three eecwity ~ .. imilated in my 
. Admini•tratlon,, 

(MOA\11:) 
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1969 Wiretaps 

By mid-1969, my Administration had begun a number of highly sensitive 
foreign policy initiatives. They were aimed at ending the war in Vietnam, 
achieving a settlement in the Middle East, limiting nuelea.z arnls, and 
establishing new relationships among the great powers, These involved 
highly secret diplomacy, 'Ibey were closely interrelated, Leaks of 
secret information about any one could e.ndanger all. 

Exactly that happened, News accounts appeared in 1969, which were 
obviously based on leaka •• soma of them extenoive and detailed •• by 
people having acceu to the moat highly claaaUied oecurUy materiala, 

There was no way to carry forward these diplomatic initiatives 
unless further leaks could be prevented, Thie required finding the 
source of the leaka. 

In order to do thio, a special program of wiretaps was instituted in 
mid-1969 and terminated in February, 1971, Fewer than 20 taps, of 
varying duration, were involved, They produced important leads that 
made it possible to tighten the security of highly sensitive materials. 
I authorized this entire program. Each individual tap was undertaken 
in accordance with procedure& legal at the time and in accord with 
long- standing precedent. 

The persons who were subject to these wiretaps were determined 
through coordination among the Director of the FBI, my Assistant 
for National Security Affairs, and the Attorney General, 'Ihoae 
wiretapped were selected on the baais 0£ access to the information 

, leaked, material in security £ilea, and evidence that developed ao 
the inquiry proceeded, 

Information thus obtained was made available to senior officials 
re eponsible {or national security matter a in. order to curtail further 
leaka, 

The 1970 Intolligonce Plan 

In the spring and summer of 1970, another security problem reached 
critical proportions, In March a wave of bombings and explosions 
otruck college campuses and cities, There were 400 bomb threat. In 
one 24-hour period in New York City. Rioting and violence on college 
campuses reached a new peak after the Cambodian operation and the 
tragedies at Kent State and Jackoon State, The 1969-70 school year 
brought nearly 1800 campus demonstrations, and nearly 250 cases of 
arson on campus. Many colleges closed, Gun battles between guenUla• 
style groups and police were takin~ place. Some of the disruptive 
activities were receiving foreign support. 

Complicating the task of maintaining security was the fact that, in 1966, 
certain types of undercover FBI operations that had been conducted for 
many years had been suspended, This also had substantially imp,.ircd 
our ability to collect foreign intelligence information. At the same time, 
the relationships between the FBI and other intelligence agencies had been 
deteriorating, By May, 1970, FBI Director Hoover shut oil bis agency'• 
liaison with the CIA altogether. 

On June 5, 1970, I met with the Director of the FBI (Mr, Hoover), the 
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (Mr. Richard Helms), the 
Di nctor o! the Defense Intelligence Agency (General Donald V, Bonnett) 
and the Director of the National Security Agency (Admiral Noel Gayler), 
We discussed the urgent need for better intelligence operations, I 
appoint"d Director Hoover a8 chairman of an interagenc:y c:ommittee to 
prt1paYe 1r•c0Tru\"111nda.t\ona. 

/Ml'llllr,\ 
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On June 25, the committee submitted a report which included specific 
options £or expanded intelligence operations, a.nd on July Zl the agencies 
were notified by memorandum of · the options approved, After reconsideration, 
however, prompted by the opposition of Director Hoover, the agencies wore 
notified five days later, on July 2.8, that the approval had been rescinded. 
Thi, options initially approved had included resumptien :.of certain intellig•mce 
operations which had been suspended in 1966, These in turn had included 
authorization I.or surreptitious entry -- breaking and entering, in ellect .... 
on specified categoriea of targets in specified situations related to national 
secutity, 

Because the approval wao withdrawn before it had been implemented, tho 
net re oult wa • that the plan for expanded intelligence &ctivitie a never went 
into effect, 

The documents spellinr- .his 1970 ·plan are extremely sensitive, They 
include - .. and are basea "pon -- aasesementa of certain foreign intellincnce 
capabilities and procedures, which of course must remain secret. It was 
this unused plan and related documents that John Dean removed from the 
White House and placed in a safe deposit box, giving the keys to Judge 
Sirica, The same plan, still unused, ia being headlined today, 

Coordination among our intelligence agencies continued to fall short,0£ our 
national security needs, In Juiy, 1970, having earlier discontinued the 
FBI' s liaison with the CIA, Director Hoover ended the FBI' s normal 
lisison with all other agencies except the White House, To help remedy 
thia, an Intelligence Evaluation Committee was created in December, 19"/0. 
Its members included representatives of the White House, CIA, FBI, NSA, 
the Departments ol Justice, Treasury, and Defense, and the Secret Service. 

The Intelligence Evaluation Committee and its staff were instructed to 
improve coordination among the intelligence community and to prepare 
evaluations and estimates of domestic intelligence, I understand that its 
activitie a are now under investigation. I did not authorise nor do I have 
any knowledge of any illegal activity by this Committee, U it went beyond 
its charter and did engage in any illegal a<:tivities, it was totally without 
my knowledge or authority, 

The Special Inveatigatio,:.a Unit 

On Sunday, June 13, 1971, The New York Times published the first 
instnllment of what came to be known aa "The Pentagon Papers," Not until 
n few hours bo!ora publication did any responsible Clovernment. official 
know that they bad been stolen, Moat officials did not know they existed. 
No senior o££icial of the Clovernment bad read them or knew with certainty 
what they contained, 

All the Government knew, at first, was that the paper a comprised 47 
volumes and some 7,000 page a; which had been taken from the most 
sensitive files of the Departments 0£ State and Defense and the CIA, covering 
military and diplomatic moves in a war that was still going on, 

Moreover, a majority of the documents published with the first three 
inntallmenta in The Times had not been included in the 47-volume study -
raising serious queationa about what and how much el•• might have been 
taken, 

There was every reaaon to believe this was a-aecurity leak ol unprecedented 
pro~rtione, 

(MORE) 
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It created a situation in which the ability of the Government to carry on 
foreign relations even in the best oi circun)stances could have been severe)y 
compromised, Other governments no longer knew whether they could deal 
with the United States in confidence, Against the background 0£ the delicate 
nogotiations the United States was then involved in on a number of fronts - -
with regard to Vietnam, China, the Middle East, nuclear arms limitations, 
U.S. - Soviet relations, and others -- in which the utmost degree of 
confidentiality wa • vital, it posed a threat so grave as to require extraordinary 
actions. 

Therefore during the week following the Pentagon Papers publication, I 
approved the creation 0£ a Special Inveotigations Unit w.ithin the White Houne .... 
which later came to be known as the "plumbers. 11 This was a small group at 
the White House whose principal purpose was to stop security leaks and to 
investigate other sensitive security matters, I looked to John Ehrlichman for 
the supervision oi this group. 

Egil Krogh, Mr, Ehrlichman's assistant, was put in charge. David Young was 
added to this unit, as were E, Howard Hunt and G, Gordon Liddy. 

The unit operated under extremely tight security rules. Its existence and 
functions were known only to a very few persons at the White House, The•e 
included Messrs. Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Dean. 

At about the time the unit was created, Daniel Ellsberg was identified as the 
person who had given the Pentagon Papers to The NAW York~· I told 
Mr. Krogh that as a matter of fir at priority, the unit should find out all it 
could about Mr. Ellsberg 1 s associates and his motives. Because of the 

. extreme gravity of the situation, and not then knowing what additional national 
secrets Mr. Ellsberg might disclose, I did impress upon Mr, K1·ogh the 
vital importance to the national security of his assignment. I did not author-
ize and had no knowledge of any illegal means to be used to achieve this goal. 

However, because of the emphasis I put on the crucial importance of proted,lng 
the national security, I can undorstand how highly motivatod individual• could 
have felt juotified In enaaallli In apocitlo activhi•• that I would have dioapprovod 
had they been brought to my attention. 

Consequently, as Preaident,· l m11at &nd do aasume responaibility £or such 
actions despite the fact tha.t 1, &t no time &pproved or had knowledge 0£ 
them, o 

I also assigned the unit a number of other investigatory matters, dealing 
in part with compiling an accurate record 0£ events related to the Vietnam 
War, on which the Government's records were inadequate (many previous 
records having been removed with the change of Administrations) and which 
bore directly on the negotiations then in progress, Additional assignments 
included tracing down other national security leaks, including one that 
seriously compromised the U.S. negotiating position in the SALT talks, 

The work of the unit tapered off around the end of 1971. The nature 0£ its 
work was such that it involved matters that, from a national aecurity 
standpoint, were highly aenaitive then a»d remaiA so today, ' 

MORE 
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These intelligence activities had no connection with the break•in of the 
Democratic headquarters, or the aftermath. 

I considered it my responsibility to see that the Watergate investigation clid 
not impinge atlversely upon the national security area, For example, on 
April 18th, 1973, when I learned that Mr, Hunt, a former member of th., 
Special Investigations Unit at the White House, was to be qu<rntione(l 1,1 tl,•i 
U. S, .Attorney, I directed Asoietant Attorney Cionora.l Potcrtton to p111·u,11: 
('l\'<'ry i11s\rn involving '\Vatorgnto but to con.lino his invoetigalion to Wat1:n~.,.t1'. 
4,nd l'('!lnt<,d n\alhiro and to stay out ol national security mattoro. SuhtH::qm.rnUy, 
on Apl'il ZS, 1973, Attorney General l<leindienst informed me that bcc;nwo 
the Government had clear evidence that Mi·. Hunt waa involved in tho braak•in 
o! the o££ice of the psychiatrist who had treated Mr, Ellaberg, he, the 
Attorney General, believed that despite the fact that no evidence had been 
obtained from Hunt's acts, a report should neverthelesa be made to the 
court trying the Ellsberg case, I concurred, and directed that the informa• 
tion be transmitted to Judge Byrne immediately, 

Watc1·gate 

The burglary and bugging of the Democratic National Committee headqu,u-ters 
came ae a complete surprise to me, I had no inkling that any such illegal 
activities had been planned by persons associated.with my campaign; if I 
had known, I would not have permitted it, My immediate reaction wao that 
those guilty should be brought to justice and, with the five burglars them• 
selves already in custody, I assumed that they would be. 

Within o. fow <lnya, hov,ovor, I was advised that there was a posaibility 
of CIA involvement in aorne way. 

It did seem to me possible that, because of the involvement of former CIA 
personnel, and because of some of tlieir apparent associations, the invcoli
gation could load to the uncovering of covert CIA operations totally unrelatotl 
to the Watergate break•in, 

In addition, by this time, the name 0£ Mr. Hunt had surfaced in connection 
with Watergate, and I was alerted to the fact that he had previously been 
a member 0£ the Specl.al lnveeti&:•tion1 Unit in the White HouH, Thorofor,,, 
I was aleo concerned that the Watergate Investigation might well lead to "" 
inquiry into the activities 0£ the Special Investigations Unit itself, 

In this area, I felt it was important to avoid dilcloaure of the details of the 
national security matten with which the group was concerned, I know that 
once the existence 0£ the group became known, it would lead inexorably t.o 
a <liecueeion of these matters, some 0£ which remain, even today, highly 
sensitive. 

I wanted justice done with regard to Watergate; but in the scale of nationnl 
priorities with which I had to deal •• and not at that time having any idea 
ol tho extent of political abuse which Watergate reflected •• I aloo had to 1,., 
cleeply concerned with ensuring that neither the covert operations of the CIA 
nor the operations o( the Special Investigations Unit should be compromin•,tl, 
Therefore, I instructed Mr, Haldeman and Mr, Ehrlichman to ensure th"t 
the investigation of the break-in not expose either an unrelated covert 
oporntion of the CIA or the activities of the White House inve stigatlons unit •• 
and to see that this was personally coordinated between General Waltern, 
the Deputy Director 0£ the CIA, and Mr. Gray of the FBI, It was certainly 
not my intent, nor my wish, that tho investigation 0£ the Watergate break-in 
or of related acts be impeded in any way. 

(MORE) 
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On July 6, 197Z, I telephoned the Acting Director of the FBI, L, Patrick 
Gray, to congratulate him on his oucces•ful handling of tne hijacking 0£ 
a Pacific Southwest Airlines pla.n.e the previous day. During the conver
eation Mr. Gray discussed with me the progress of the Watergate inves• 
1-igation, and I asked him whether he had talked with General Walters. 
Mr. Gray said that he had, and that General Walters had assured him 
that the CIA was not involved. In the discussion., Mr. Gray suggested 
that the matter of Watergate might lead higher, I told him to preso 
ahead with bis investigation, 

It now seems that later, through whatever complex 0£ individual motivu 
and possible misunderstandings, ti;l,ere were apparently wide-ranging 
efforts to limit the investigation or to conceal the possible involvement 
of members 0£ the Administration and the campaign committee, 

I was not aware of any such efforts at the time. Neither, until after I 
began my own investigation, was I aware of any fund ·raising for defcn<lautA 
convicted of the break-in at Democratic headquarter&, much less authoriz" 
any such fund raising, Nor did I authorize any o,ffer of Executive clemency 
for any of the defendants, 

In the weeks and months that followed Watergate, I asked for, and 
received, repeated assurances that Mr. Dean's own investigation (which 
included reviewing files and sitting in on FBI .interviews witn White House 
personnel) had cleared everyone then employed by the White House of 
involvement, 

In summary, then: 

(1) l had no prior knowledge of the Watergate bugging operation, 
or of any illegal surveillance activities for political purposes, 

(Z) Long prior to the l97Z campaign, I did set in motion certain 
internal security measures, including legal wiretaps, which I felt were 
necessary lrom a national security standpoint and, in the climate thca 
prevailing, also necessary from a domestic security standpoint. 

(3) People who had been !nvolv.ed in the national security operations 
later, without my knowledge or approval, undertook illegal activitie • in 
the political campaign of l.9H, 

(4) Elements of the early post-Watergate reports led me to suspect, 
incorrectly, that the CIA had been in some way involved, They also led 
me to surmise, correctly, that since pe1•sons originally recruited for 
covert national security activities had participated in Watergate, an unre• 
stricted investigation of Watergate might lead to and expose those covert 
national security operations. 

(5) 1 sought to prevent the exposure of these covert national security 
activities, while encouraging those conducting the investigation to pursue 
their inquiry into the Watergate itself. I so instructed my stafi, the 
Attorney General and the Acting Director 0£ the FBI, 

(6) I also specifically instructed Mr. Haldeman and Mr, Ehrlichman 
to ensure that the FBI would not carry its investiga~ion into areas that 
might compYomiae these covert national security activities, or those 0£ 
the CIA, 

(7) At no time did I authorize or know about any o££er of Executive 
clemency for the Watergate defendants, Neither did I know until the 
time of my =n.l.o.v.,a\'l.ga.\\.on, of any efforts to provide them w~ funds, 

(MORE) 
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Conclusion 

With hindsight, it ie apparent that I should have i:iven more heed to the . 
warning aignala I received along the way about a Wateri:ate cove .. •up and 
less to the reaaaurancea. 

With hindsiglu, several other tbin31 alao become clear, 

-- With respect to campaign practices, and also with respect to carnpaiun. 
finances, it should now be obvious that no campaign in history has ever 
been subjected to the kind of intensive and searching .inquiry that baa been 
focuoed on tho campaign waged in my behalf in 1972, 

It is clear that unethical, as well aa illegal, activitiea took place in the 
course 0£ that campaign. 

None of these took place with my opecific approval or knowledge, To the 
eldent that I may in any way have contributed to the climate in which they 
took place, I did not intend to; to the extent that I failed to prevent thorn, 
I should have been more vigilant, 

It was to help ensure agai113t any repetition of thi• in the future that laot 
week I proposed the eBtablishmont: of a top-level., bipartisan, indeponcionl 
commission to recommend a comprehensive reform of campaign laws and 
practices, Given the priority I believe it dese1·ves, such reform should 
be pos s!ble before the next Congressional elections in 1974, 

•• It now app<sars that there were persona who may have gone beyond my 
directives, and sought to expand on my efforts to protect the national 
security operations in order to cover up any involvement they or ce1•tain 
oth8r s might have had in Watergate. The extent to which thio is truo, 
and who may have participated and to what degree, are questions that it 
would not be proper to addreae here. The proper forum for settling those 
matters ia in the courts. · 

• • To the e,d:ent that 1 have boen able to determine what probably hnpponotl in 
the tangled couroe of this affair. on tho b=isis of my own recollectiono and 
of tho con£1icting account& and evidence that X have •••11, it would appoar 
thnt ono £actor'at work wa• that at crlUcal polnh v&rloua p•opl,., oach 
with hio own porepectiva and his own reaiponsibilities, saw tho same eituatio1\ 
with different eyes and heard tho same words with dl!ferent ears. What 
might havo seemed inoignificam: to ono seomocl aignificant to another; whnt 
011o•onw in terms of public responsibility, another saw in terms of political 
opportunity; and mixed through it all, I am sure, was a concern 01> the part 
of many that the Watergate sc~ndal ahould not be allowed to get in tbe way 
of what the Administration sought to achieve, 

The truth about Watergate should be brought out •• in an orderly way, 
recognizing that the safeguards of judicial procedure are de eigned to find 
the truth, not to hl.cb the truth. 

With his seloction of Archibald Cox •• who served both Preoident Koru1orly 
and President Johnson ao Solicitor General •• as the spocial euporvioory 
prosecutor for matter.s related to the case, Attorney Cienoral-dosignato 
Richardson has demonstrated his own determination to eee the· truth 
brought out, In thie effort he has my full support, 

Conoidering tho number ol persons involved in this case whose t,,.timony 
might be subject to a claim of Executive privilege, I reco11nize tllllL"'-,;llli).!' 
delinition of tha.t cl.aim.ha.a bocon>e central to the effort to. ari.iYe at the 
truth. • · 

(MOI\E) 
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Accordingly, Executive privilege will not be invoked as to a.ny testimony 
concerning possible criminal conduct or discussions 0£ possible criminal 
conduct, in the matters presently under investigation, including the 
Wntergate affair and the alleged cover-up. 

1 W:-int to emphaoize that this statement is linl.ited to my own recoHcctionu of 
whal· I aaid and <lid .relating to security and to the Watergate., I have llp~cl(j('.;di.y 
avoided any atton1..pt to explain what other parties n1ay have said and done. 
Jvi.y own infornl.ati.on on tho90 other ~attera i.s fragmentary, an<l to soo1e exl nu.l 
c<•ntrAdiotory. Addi.tlonal i.n£ormat1on m•y b• £orthcomins 0£ which X ""'"" 
\H\,'\wnre. It is Aleo my understanding tha.t the informatlon whLch. h.o.e bacin 
convoyed to n1.e has also become available to those prosecuting theae 1na.t:tt) 1·n. 
Under such cil·cumsta.nces, i.t would be prejudiciat and unfair 0£ 1ne to rend 1}J' 

my opinions on the activities of others; those judgments must· be left to the 
judicial process, our best hope for achieving the just re.., lt that we all •e~k • 

Ae n1.orc in£ormation i.s deveLopcd, I have no doubt that more queations wiU. bo 
mised, To the extent that I am able, I shall also seek to set .forth the facts 
as known to me with re&peet to thoae questions. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Exhibit K 

June 19, 1973 

Dear Mr, Dean: 

I am authorized by the President to inform you that the 
President will not invoke executive privilege, and you are 
released from any attorney-client privilege with regard to 
testimony you may give concerning the Watergate break-in, 
efforts to cover it up, or any other matters relevant to the 
inquiry of the Senate Select Committee. 

Insofar as you may have information that is related to national 
security, it is for your counsel to advise you what lawfully may 
be disclosed. The President is not authorizing any release 
of legally protected national security material, 

'1 advised the Senate Select Committee of this yesterday, and 
I am writing you so that you ma.y have direct information a.bout 
this, ,,. · 

Mr, John W, Dean III 
100 Quay Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Sincerely, 

Leonard Garment 
Counsel to the President 

cc: Mr. Samuel Dash, Senate Select Committee 
Mr, Fred Thompson, Senate Select Committee 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

) 
FILED ) 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

__ A_,q_G 9 1972 
) 

) JAMES F. DAVtY' 
) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United states. 

--r 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil 
Action 
No. 

/5;3-73 
MOTION TO REDUCE TIME FOR ANSWER OR RESPONSE 

Plaintiffs in this action hereby, by their attorneys, 

move this Court to shorten the period in which defendant 

Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States, may 

answer or otherwise respond to the complaint herein to 

not more than 20 days from the date of service of the 

summons and complaint. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D. c. 
Of counsel 

Arthur S. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the select Committee 
Washington, D. c. 

Of counsel 

amuel Dash , 
Chief Counsel 11 ' 

(~~~=<;?~~ I Minority Counsel 

R:!!!:6:te~~d,L 
Deputy Counsel 

~ ~ 
~~----__:_ __ 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief counsel 

W~v.S<~, 
Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. c. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as Presiqent 
of the United States 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

)Civil I 
)Action 
)No. ,

1 ) --
i1s7'3-.z3 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO REDUCE TIME FOR ANSWER OR RESPONSE 

Plaintiffs have today sued Richard M. Nixon, President 

of the United States, seeking a declaratory judgment and other 

relief to instruct and compel him to make available certain 

tapes and other materials that are the subject of two lawfully 

!1 issued, but dishonored, subpenas served upon him by the select 
I 
' Committee. 

Despite the fact that the President is sued in both 

11 his personal and official capacities, his counsel assert 

that, under Rule 12 (a), F.R. Civ. P., he has 60 days 

from the date of service of the complaint to answer 

i! 
i' ,! 
1: 

or otherwise respond. * Without conceding this, plaintiffs 

*Rule 12 (a) reads in pertinent part: 
"A defendant shall serve his answer within 20 days after 
service of the summons and complaint upon him, except when 
service is made under Rule 4 (e) and a different time is 
prescribed in the order of court under the Statute of the 
United States or in the statute or rule of court of the state • 
••• The United States or an officer or agency thereof shall 
serve an answer to the complaint or to a cross-claim, ••• 
within 60 days after the service upon the United states 
attorney of the pleading in which the claim is asserted." 
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! 

deem it appropriate to move the court to shorten the President's! 

time to answer from 60 to 20 days -- the time allowed under 

Rule 12 (a) for nongovernmental defendants. 

Resolution of the controversy that is the subject of this 

lawsuit is undisputedly of great moment. The Select Committee, 

pursuant to its authority under s. Res. 60, has issued lawful 

subpenas to the President to obtain certain tapes and other 

materials concerning alleged criminal activities relating to 

the Presidential campaign and election of 1972.* Statements 

by the President and his present and former subordinates 

confirm that certain materials sought -- most particularly the 

tapes of five Presidential conversations with Mr. Dean -- are 

relevant to the Committee's investigation of such alleged-

criminal activities. The Select Committee has urgent and 

imme'diate need to obtain the subpenaed material so that it can 

fully canplete its continuing investigation. Yet, the 

President, invoking certain alleged Presidential powers, 

prerogatives, and privileges, has declined to make available 

I. 

I 
the materials subpenaed, thus presenting a fundamental and I 
historic controversy between the Executive and the Legislative I 
that this Court should decide. 

We submit to the Court that the paramet€rs of the 

Watergate affair must be promptly determined so that the 

uncertainty and divisiveness that is abroad in the nation can 

be ended. The Court, in the present motion, is asked to 

quicken that result. The Federal Rules do not specifically 

provide for reducing the time to answer, but there appears no 

* The President has asserted that he has sole possession, 
custody, and control of the subpenaed materials. 
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doubt that ~his Court can do so. As Professor Charles Alan 

Wright, now the President's Special Counsel, has written in 

his treatise on federal procedure: 

"rA7lthough the federal rules do not expressly 
give the Court power to shor~en the period, it 
probably has inherent power to do so in the face 
of special circumstances." wright,and Miller, 
Federal Practice and Procedure§ 1346, at 529-30 
(1968) 

For this proposition, Professor wright correctly cites 

Studebaker corp. v. Gittlin, 360 F.2d 692 (2nd Cir. 1966).* 

In addition to the national need for prompt determination 

of the present controversy, there are other considerations 

supporting the present request. The 60-day rule was propounded 

in the recognition that it takes a normal complaint against 

the government considerable time to sift through appropriate 

channels. In the usual circumstance, 60 days is needed to 

inform concerned officials of the lawsuit and allow them to 

make determinations as to an appropriate response. ~ 

A.B.A. Washington Institute on Federal Rules (Oct. 8, 1938) 

at 50, 239: cf., Ramsey v. United Mine workers, 27 F.R.D. 423, 

425 (D. Tenn. 1961). 

These factors are not relevant here. This suit runs 

directly against the President. His own counsel have been 

served with the complaint and, apparently, will personally 

handle the case. The President and his counsel have been aware 

that this litigation was imminent since July 26, 1973, when 

the Select Committee in public session voted its instigation. 

Surely, the President's counsel are well advanced in their 

*See also Rule 1, F.R. Civ. P., which provides that these 
Rules "shall be construed to secure the just, speedy, and 
inexpensive determination of every action." 
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preparation for this case and can, without undue difficulty, 

answer or respond to the present complaint within 20 days.* 

In this regard, we ob.serve that the President and his 

counsel have already responded with lengthy papers to the show 

cause order issued by this court upon petition of the Special 

Prosecutor who seeks similar materials in connection with 

p'roceedings before the Grand Jury. The issues in the show 

cause proceeding and the present one are similar (although not j 

identical) and the President's show cause papers demonstrate I 
I 

that his counsel are fully conversant with the basic principles; 

they intend to urge in the case .at bar. 

For the above reasons, plaintiffs' motion to shorten the 

time to answer or otherwise 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene· Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D.C. 
Of Counsel 

Arthur S. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the Select Committee 
Washington, D.C. 

Of Counsel 

granted. 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

(ilhl ~~ 
Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

3-~~ 
James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

~.D-~ 
Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

united states Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Tel. No. 225-0531 

*This litigation is, of course, not one that involves a compli-1 
cated evidentiary dispute where the relevant facts must be i 
ascertained before answer. Here the basic factual situation 
is known--the Select Committee has subpenaed materials rela
ting to alleged criminal activity relevant to its inquiry and 
the President, asserting certain alleged priviLeges, has re
fused to make them available. The basic issues are thus ones 
of law on which the President's position, by now, must be well 
formulated. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 42 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

Ii 
I! RICHARD M. NIXON, 
ii individually and as President of the United States 
;I 

Defendant 

ORDER 

Civil 
Action 
No. ___ _ 

This matter having come before the Court on motion of 

i! 
:1 Plaintiffs in the above-captioned action, it is this 

!{ Day of August, 1973,, 

ORDERED, that defendant Richard M. Nixon, President 

11 of the United States, shall answer or otherwise respond to the 

complaint in this action within 20 days after service of the summons 

11· and complaint upon him. 

II 
1! 

11 

II 
1j 

11 
i 
I 

i! 

United States District Judge 
Chief Judge 

I 

I 
I 
1. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

~ 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

Plainti:l;fs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of The United States. 

Defendant 

STIPULATION RE REDUCTION OF TIME TO ANSWER 
OR RESPOND 

The parties to this action, by their undersigned attorneys, 

hereby,' this 13th day of August, 1973, stipulate -that defendant, 
'1 

Richard
1

M. Nixon, President of The United States, shall answer 

or otherwise respond to the complaint herein on or before.August j 

29, 1973, subject to the right of the defendant President to I. 
apply for an extension of time to answer or respond if necessary. : 

so Ordered: 

Sirica 
Chief J dge, United States 
District Court for the 
District of Columbia 

¢3/'IJ 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief counsel, 
Select committee on 
Presidential Campaign 
Activities 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

Charles Alan Wright 
Special Counsel 
President 

Attorney for Defendant 
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Ho,.orable John J. Sirica 
Chief Judge 
U. S. District Court 
Dis·i;rict of Columbia 
u. s. Court House 
VTashington, D. C. 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRE:stDE:NTIAL CAMPAiGN ACTIV(TIES 

(PU.tSIJ'ANT TO S, RES. GO, Q3D CONGRECS) 

WASHINGTON. D.C. Z05l0 

August 22, 1973 

RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

v. 
RICHARD M. l\TIXON, individually and as President 
of the United States 

Civil Action No. 1593--73 

Dea:r Judge Sirica: 

As your Honor is aware, we filed our complaint in the above 
styled case on August 9, 1973. As stated in paragraph 25 of 
the complaint, the "public interest in, and need for, the swift 
completion of the functions of the Select Committee and the 
unique and critical Constitutional considerations raised by the 
actions of the defendant President warrant expedition of this 
action at all stages and prompt resolution of the dispute. 11 

2.~ecognizing the need for expedition, the plaintiffs filed a 
m.otion to reduce to 20 days the time for answer or response 
to the complaint from the 60 days normally provided a govern
ment officer. The attorneys for the President thereupon 
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Page 2 

s·~:'..?ulated that they would answer or move within 20 days. 
Accordingly, their answer or motion will be filed on or 
before August 29, 1973. 

For the reasons discussed below, we think it proper that 
your Honor consider and decide our case in conjunction 
with the show cause proceeding brought by the Special 
Prosecutor. In that event, the plaintiffs would be prepared 
to file en August 29 a motion for summary judgment that 
woi.::.ld present for consideration the plaintiffs I po3ition on 
the merits of the controversy. Thus, by next Wednesday, 
the issues in this case would be joined on the merits and 
on any other defense that the President may choose to. assert. 

We would be prepared to complete additional briefing and be 
ready for oral argument by Friday, September 7, 1973. In 
view of the fact that the attorneys for the President have 
already briefed, in the show cause proceeding, many issues 
closely similar to those presen:ted in our law suit, and in 
view of the capacity for expedition that the attorneys for the 
President have demonstrated in the show cause proceeding, 
we would hope a!J,d expect that they can comply with the expe-
dited schedule we have suggested. · 

We readily acknowledge the public interest in expediting the 
ultimate resolution of the proceeding brought by the Special 
Prosecutor. We also recognize that yo,.ir Honor expressed 
i::, court this morning your hope to render a decision in the 
Special Prosecutor 1s case within a week. Nevertheless, we 
believe that the public interest would l;>e better served by 
your Honor's deciding these two case3 at the .same time. 
We believe that this conclusion is supported by a consideration 
of the following factors: 

(1) The sole substantive issue in each 
case is that of executive privilege in the 
conte>.1: of the proper relationship of the branches 
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of government within our constitutional system. 
While there are differences in the way that issue 
is presented in the two cases, there is a large 
area of similarity and overlap. The fact that 
your Honor has already become acquainted with 
that issue in the context of the Special Prosecutor's 
proceeding will exp,edite the disposition of our case, 
if your Honor should hear it. 

(2) With all deferences to the quality of the 
briefing and argument by both sides in the Special · 
Prosecutor's case, we believe, in view of the special 
posture in which the executive privilege issue is presented 
in o".lr case, that we would be in a position to enlighten 
certain aspects of that issue. Thus, we believe we 
would be of assistance to your Honor in deciding 
the Special Prosecutor's case as well as our own. 

(3) In view of the closely related subject matters 
of these cases, 'it seems' probable that they will 
eventually be consolidated at some step in the appellate 
process. Given this probability, and considering the 
expedited briefing and argument schedule we believe 
possible in our case, any delay that a consolidated 
determination ofthese cases by your Honor might 
entail in the eventual disposition of the Special 
Prosecutor's proceeding would be nonexistant or 
minimal. 

Thus, while we acknowledge the need. for expedition in the 
Special Prosecutor's case, we submit that the important 
:;:,1.lblic interest that accompanies both proceedings would 
best be served if your Honor were to consider and decide 
o'.lr case and the proceeding brought by the Special Prosecutor 
at the same time. 
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Page 4 

Eve.1 U your Honor should choose to render a decisior, in 
the Special Pros ec1..1.tor1 s case before 0'.1.r own, we believe 
the above considerations show the desirability of your 

:~~',',~;:;/earing and decidin~our ~-c"":?n expedit&·ed ,_/ / 

···"' • · c:::--4 . ,; . ,,,:;,(/ I 
. ~,<A;~--:K--""--.. 

cc: Archfoald Cox 
Charles A. Wright 

C_) Samuel Dash 
Chief Co'J.nsel 
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\VATFRGA lT Sl'FCIAI. l'ROSFC ·1: 110, HJ!!C.T 
United Stare·, [kpart111ent d .lustKc> 

1425 K Street. :'..\\. 
Wa,,hin_e1on. l>.C. 20'l(l5 

August 23, 1973 

Honorable John J. Sirica 
Chief Judge 
United States District Court 

for the District. of Columbia 
United States Court House 
Washington, D. C. 20001 

• 

Re: Senate Select Comrnittce on Presidential 
Campaign Activities v. Richard M, Nixon 
Civil Action No. 1593-73 

and 

In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Issue<l to Richard M. Nixon, or any Scb
ordinate Officer, Official, or Employee 
with Custody or Control of Certain Docu
ments or Objects, Misc. No. 47-73 

Dear Judge Sirica: 

I am in receipt of a copy of a letter from Samuel 
Dash, Chief Counsel, Senate Select Corr.mittee on Presi
dential Campaign Activities, dated August 22, 1973, 
asking you to "consider and decic..e [the Committee's] 
case in conjunction with the show cause proceeding 
brought ~Y the Special Prosecutor." I wish to state my 
opposition to any course that would have the effect of 
delayin~ the disposition of the grand jury's petition 
for enforcement of its subpoena. I oppose the Commit
tee's request for two reasons. First, any delay in 
the grand jury proceeding significantly increases the 
risk that the matter will not be finally resolved be
fore the grand jury's term expires on December 4. 
Second, the grand jury proceeding and the Committee's 
suit are quite distinct. 

Naturally I recognize that the proceeding institu
ted by the Senate Committee raises a nurnber of issues 
of considerable public importance, and thus I see no 
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basis to object to any request that tbe conduct of that 
action be expedited. J!,y objccticn .is simply to the . 
Cornmittee's request that dispcsition of the grand jury's 
petition be tielaycd to await the joindel:· of issue, the 
filing of motions and replies, and the holding of a 
hearing in the Conu.1i ttee' s acti0n. As your Honor in- .. 
dicated from the bench at the conclusion of the hearing 
held yesterday on the grand jury's peti~ion, a ruling 
in our case r.:ay be possible within the next few days. 
It is unquestionably ripe for clecision, since all of the 
relevant leg.:i.l issues have been fully b:defed and argued.· 

By contrast, in the Senate C01nmittcc's suit, the 
w1lite House is not auc~ to respond to tr•,:, Conunittee's 
complc.int until 1~u9ust 29, a dntc by wh::ch your Honor 
suggested the grand jury's petiticn mic(,t be decided. 
In addition, al though there is no way -t~·) predict pre
cisely what form the Wriite House response will take in 
the Senate matter, it is entirely possE:·le, or indeed · 
probc::J:>le, that the response will raise c:'. variety of pro
cedural and jurisdictional objections qi~ite distinct 
from the issues being litigated in conn(s~tion with the 
grand jury's subpoena. Some of the major distinctions 
intiicating that it v:ould be unwarranteC: to delay dis
position oft.he executive privilege claLm in the sub
poena proceeding include possible argum,.:.nts by the 
White House challenging the Con-:.-,.i ttee' s standing to sue 
under Article III or under the Senate R,::solution 
creating the Corrmittee, or contesting tJ-te Court's 
statutory jurisdiction to entertain the matter, or 
pointing to the criminal- contempt statu~es as providing 
the exclusive remedy for testing the validity of a legis
lative subpoena. None of those issues, of course, is 
involved in the grand jury matter and i·.i' raised by the 
White House in the Senate's suit would have to be 
addressed before the underlying merits ,:,ould be rea9hed. 

In addition, as I suggested in my ,oral argument 
and in my briefs, the claim of executiv,i privilege a_s 
against a legislative inquiry raises pe·culiar problems 
under the principle of separation of pm,.rcrs and the 
"political question" doctrine that are ;:1ot involved 
when a court is asked to rule on the pr:::iaucibility of 
evidence in a judicial proceeding, including a grand 
jury investigation. Moreover, the relevant interests 

- 2 -
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which must be weighed when cl claim of executive privilege 
is asserted against Congress are quite different than the 
interests involvE::d in the grand jury proceeding. While 
the Committee refers to its investigation of alleged 
criminal conduct as a basis for overcomina the claim of 
executive privilego, it will surely be op;n to question 
whether that is a proper or sufficient legislative func~, 
tion in this context. Thus, it is apparent that the 
executive privilege issues in the two proceedings are 
quite different. 

Let me reiterate, finally, that my only concern is 
that the grand jury's request for access to information 
necessary for its investigation not be retarded by con
solidatiori with any other proceeding, no matter how 
important or analogous. Nothing in the points I have 
suggested would delay the Corrmittee's interest in a 
prompt resolution of its rights, should the Court hold 
that its complaint is justiciable. But it is fair to 
say, I-think, that there is no corr.parab]e urgency in 
their suit. As your Honor knows, the grand jury that 
has invoked this Court's aid in enforceffient of the sub
poena has been investigating the Katerg,\'ce matter for 
almost 15 months. Its term is to expire barely three 
months from now, at. t.he begilming of December 1973. As 
we stated in our mnin brief, it appears inappropriate 
to ask the grand jury to decide Hhether to indict or not 
to indict the principal figures in the t'!atergate matter 
until the courts have finally determined whether the 
grand jury may have access to the critical evidence 
sought by the subpoena -- and until t~at evidence is 
produced if the grand jury is held entitled to it. 
Since it is clear that this matter will be carried to the 
appellate courts, and since the passage of every day 
brings ihe grand jury closer to its expiration, it,is 
exceedingly important that a decision on its petition 
not be delayed because of the pendency of collateral 
litigation. It would be tragic, I believe, if an avoid
able delay of even a few weeks placed in jeopardy the 
grand jury's ability to secure this evi6ence and to con
sider it before it is discharged upon the completion of 

· its term. 

- 3 -
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I hope you will find these points helpful in pass
ing upon the Conuni ttee' s request. 

cc: Samuel Dash 
Charles Alan Wright 

Sincerely, 

ARCHIBALD COX 
Special Prosecutor 
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THE ~HITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

23 August 1973 

My associates and I have received a copy of the letter to you of 
August 22nd from Samuel Dash regarding Civil Action No. 1593-73, 
~~Committee~ Presidential Campaign Activities v. ..: ·, .. 
Nixon. We think it appropriate for us to comment on the procedural 
suggestions made by Mr. Dash on behalf of the Senate Select Committee. 

In our judgment it would be quite premature to agree now on a procedure 
and schedule to be followed after we respond to the complaint in that 
action at a time when we have not responded and indeed have not finally 
determined what our response will be. 

Even if it were clear how we will respond and what the appropriate 
next step by the Senate Select Committee after it has received our ;\ 1

:• 

response would be, we think that the schedule proposed by Mr. Dash;· .,::-,,/ 
with oral argument nine days after we have responded, is unrealistically),', 
short. We are conscious of the public interest in prompt disposition " ·, 
of these two cases. We believe that we have proceeded expeditiously, 
in the case brought by Mr. Cox and we expect to do the same in the , · 
case brought by the Senate Select Committee. We showed that by 
voluntariJy stipulating to respond to the Committee's suit in 20 days: .. ·. r \\ 
rather than the 60 days provided by the rules (and we had advised, .. /;:';·,I'.,;{': 
cqunsei for the Committee befor«!i their suit was filed that we expe.9t~d.;fii:)J 
to be able to stipulate to that effect, and would advise them definitely ' " · 
within 24 hours after receiving the complaint, but that we could not · 
stipulate, for obvious reasons, before we had seen the complaint). 
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There are some similarities between the central issues in the two ·ca~~s 
but there are also many differences, both on the central issues and on the , , 
serious preliminary questions of jurisdiction and the like that are presented.I 
by the Committee's suit. If the Court is to be properly served by counsels,\\ 
there must be adequate time for briefing by each side, and briefs should . .,. 
follow briefs in the usual fashion, rather than being prepared simultaneously~· 
The matter is further complicated by the fact that on August 29th 1 re1:1unie · 
my teaching duties at The University of Texas and thus must be in Austin··· 
at least Monday through Wednesday of each week. 

When issue is joined in the Committee's suit in a fashion appropriate 
for determination by the Court, we will be ready, as we have been .... ;.,.,.,: ... ·/; 
throughout both of these suits, to cooperate with the Court in working''.::i:i)''.\:' 
out a schedule for briefing and argument that will permit both sides to:: )'t.';,i 
provide the Court with as much light as is possible on the issues the 
case presents. 

Honorable John J. Sirica 
U.S. Court House 
3rd and Con~titution Avenue, N. W. 
Room Z4Z8 
Wasb,ington, D. C. 20001 

cc: Honorable Archibald Cox 
Samuel Dash 

Respectfully, 

CiuJA, a~-6(tJ-: 
Charles Alan Wright · / . . · 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the UNITED 
STATES, 

and 

SAM J, ERVIN, JR,; HOWARD H, BAKER, JR,; 
HERMAN E, TALMADGE; DANIEL I<, INOUYE; 
JOSEPH M, MONTOYA; EDWARD J, GURNEY; 
and LOWELL P, WEICI<ER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M, NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

!!!!!! 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

Richard M, Nixon, answering the complaint filed in 

above-styled cause, states as follows: 

1~ Admits the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraph one of the complaint, but denies that plaintiffs 

acted within their authority in issuing the .subpoenas duces 

tecum to the President of the United States and thereafter 

in instituting this action. 

2. Denies the truth of the allegation contained in 

paragraph two of the complaint. 

3, Admits the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraph three of the complaint, but denies that plaintiffs 

are entitled to investig~te criminal conduct; and further 

denies that plaintiffs are empowered to bring suit against 

the President of the United States. 
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4, Admits the truth of the allegations contained 

in paragraph four of the complaint, but denies that the 

members of the Senate Select Committee are empowered to 

bring suit in their official capacities as members of 

that Committee. 

5. Admits the truth of the allegations contained 

in paragraph five of the complaint, but denies that the 

President of the United States can be sued in his official 

capacity, and further denies that he can be sued individually 

for acts performed in his official capacity. 

6, Denies the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraphs six through ten of the complaint. 

7, Admits the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraph eleven, but denies that plaintiffs are empowered 

to subpoena materials from the President of the United 

States. 

B, Admits the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraphs twelve through fifteen of the complaint, 

9, Admits the truth of the allegation contained in 

paragraph sixteen of the complaint, but denies that any 

court has jurisdiction to quash, modify, or narrow a 

subpoena issued by a Committee of Congress. 

10, Admits the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraph seventeen of the complaint. 

11, Alleges that he is without information or knowledge 

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 

contained in paragraph eighteen of the complaint, and denies 

that he has conceded the relevancy of any "tapes" to plaintiffs' 

investigation. 

12, Denies the truth of the allegations contained in 

paragraphs nineteen through twenty-five of the complaint. 

2 
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In further defense to the complaint, Richard M. Nixon 

states as follows: 

First Defense 

That the complaint fails to state a claim upon which 

relief can be granted. 

Second Defense 

That this Court lacks jurisdiction over the person 

of Richard M. Nixon in this action, either individually 

or as President of the United States. 

Third Defense 

That this Court lacks jurisdiction over the subject 

matter of this action because: 

(a) the matter.in controversy does not exceed the 

sum or·value of ten thousand dollars, exclusive of interest 

and costs, as required by 28 u.s.c. 13311 

(b) this is not an action commenced on behalf of the 

United States within the meaning of 28 u.s.c. 1345, because 

plaintiffs are not expressly authorized to sue on behalf of 

the United States by an Act of Congress; Senate Resolution 

262, 70th Cong,, 1st Seas. (1928) is not sufficient authori

zation to sue, 

(c) Richard M, Nixon owes no duty, either individually 

or as President of the United States, to the plaintiffs 

that affords mandamus jurisdiction within the meaning of 

28 u.s.c. 13611 and 

(d) this matter is not reviewable under 5 u.s.c. 
701-706 or any relevant statute because the plaintiffs 

have not suffered any legal wrong nor have they been 

adversely affected or aggrieved as the result of any 

agency action, 

3 
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Fourth Defense 

That this action presents no justiciable controversy 

as required by Article III of the United States Constitution, 

and 28 u.s.c. 2201 and 2202. 

Fifth Defense 

That plaintiffs lack standing to bring this action. 

Sixth Defense 

That Senate Resolution 60, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973), 

purports to authorize an investigation of alleged criminal 

conduct, and that upon information and belief the investiga

tion by plaintiffs has been, in fact, a criminal investigation 

and trial conducted for ~he purpose of determining whether 

or not criminal acts have been committed and the guilt or 

innocence of individuals, which Resolution and investigation 

e>:ceed the legislative powers granted to the Congress in 

Article I of the Constitution. 

Seventh Defense 

That the subpoenas upon which this action is predicated 

are null and void in that the Senate has not authorized the 

issuance of a subpoena to the President of the United States. 

Eighth Defense 

That plaintiffs have failed, as required by Senate 

Resolution 60, Sec. 3(a) (6), 93rd Cong., 1st Sass. (1973) 

to refer the President's action to the United States Senate 

for appropriate review and action. 

Ninth Defense 

That.the subpoena duces tecum attached as Exhibit D 

to the complaint is so unreasonably broad and oppressive 

as to make compliance impossible. 

4 

34-966 0 • 74 • pt, I • 43 
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Tenth Defense 

That the relief sought by plaintiffs constitutes an 

unconstitutional attempt to interfere with the confidentiality 

of private records of conversations between the President of 

the United States and his closest advisers relating to the 

official duties of the President, 

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the relief prayed for 

should be denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 

LEONARD GARMENT 
J, FRED BUZHARDT 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
DOUGLAS M. PARKER 
ROBERT T, ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR, 
RICHARD A, HAUSER 

Attorneys~ the President 

5 

The White House 
Washington, D,C, 20500 
Telephone Number: 456-1414 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, J. Fred Buzhardt, hereby certify that on this 

29th day of August, 1973, I have served the foregoing 

Answer on counsel for the plaintiffs by causing copies 

thereof to be hand-delivered to the office of 

Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 
Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign 
Activities 

United States Senate 
Washington, o.c. 20510 

J. Fred Buzhardt 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLTfi.K.~FA--------1 

FILG 

SENA TE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

J\UG ? 9 1973 

Civil Action 
No, 1593-73 

Plaintiffs, by their undet'aigned attorneys, hereby move the 

Court, pursuant to Rule 56, F. R. Civ. P., and 28 U.S. C. 12201 to grant 

them summary judgment in this cause and to adjudge and declare .that: 

(1) The two subpenas ~ ~ issued to and served upon 

the defendant President by plaintiff Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities were lawfully issued and served and must therefore 

be complied with by defendant President, 

(2) The defendant President's refusal and failure to comply with 

said subpena11 were unlawful and cannot be justified by resort to any 

asserted Presidential power, prerogative or privilege, or otherwise. 
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The grounds for this motion are more fully set forth in the accompanying 

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment and Statement 

Of Material Facts As To Which There Is No Genuine Issue. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D. C. 
Of Counsel 

Arthur S, Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the Select Committee 
Washington,D, C, 

Of Counsel 

~) 
spectfully submitted 

.. ;,:'/ ?U4-~!c_;~,,.,..,'-"--~ 

Chief Counsel 
Fred D. Thompson 

Minority Counsel 
Rufus Edmisten 

Deputy Counsel 
James Hamilton 

Assistant Chief Counsel 
Richard B. Stewart 

Special Counsel 
Ronald D. Rotunda 

Assistant Counsel 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C, 20510 
Tel, No, 225-0531 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DlSTIUCT COURT 
FOR THE DISTIUCT OF COLUMBIA 

SENA TE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

ORDER 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

This matter having come before the Court on plaintiffs' motion 

for summary judgment pursuant to Rule 56, F. R. Civ. P. and 28 U.S. C. 

112201, and the Court being of the opinion that said motion should be granted, 

it is hereby this __ day of September, 1973, 

ORDERED, that plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment be and 

is granted, and it is further 

ADJUDGED AND DECLARED, that: 

(1) The two subpenas duces tecum issued to and served upon the 

defendant President by plaintiff Select Committee On Presidential 

Campaign Activities were lawfully issued and served and must therefore be 

complied with by defendant President. 
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(Z) The defendant President's refusal and failure to comply with 

said subpenas were unlawful and cannot be justified by resort to any 

asserted Presidential power, prerogative or privilege, or otherwise. 

John J. Sirica 
Chief Judge, United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al., 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

Defendant 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH THERE IS NO GENUINE 
I 

1. The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities :lsaduly authorized and constituted committee of the 

Senate of the United States. It was created by Senate Resolution 

60, 93rd Congress, 1st Session (1973), which was enacted by a 

unanimous vote of the Senate on February 7, 1973. (A copy of 

S. Res. 60 is attached to the complaint herein as Exhibit A.) 

Under s. Res. 60 the Select Committee is empowered to investigate 

and study "illegal, improper or unethical activities" in 

connection with the Presidential campaign and election of 1972 

and to determine the necessity of new legislation "to safeguard 

the electoral proeess by which the President of the United 

States is chosen." The Select Committee is further authorized 

by a standing order of the Senate, Senate Resolution 262, 

70th Congress, 1st Session (May 28, 1928), attached to the 

complaint as Exhibit B, "to bring suit on behalf of and in the 

name of the United States in any, court of competent jurisdiction 

if the committee is of the opinion that the suit is necessary 

to the adequate performance of the powers vested in it or the 

duties imposed on it by the Constitution, resolution of the 

Senate, or other law." 
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2. The duly designated members of the Select Committee are 

Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., of North Carolina (Chairman); 

Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr., of Tennessee (Vice-Chairman); 

Senator Herman E. Talmadge of Georgia; Senator Daniel K. Inouye 

of Hawaii; Senator Joseph M. Montoya of New Mexico; Senator 

Edward J. Gurney of Florida; and Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr., 

of Connecticut. 

3. Section 3 (a) (5) of s. Res. 60, empowers the Select 

Committee 

" ••• to require by subpena or order any 
department, agency, officer, or employee of the 
executive branch of the United States Government, 
or any private person, firm, or corporation, or 
any officer or former officer or employee of any 
political committee or organization to produce 
for its consideration or for use as evidence in 
its investigation and study any books, checks, 
canceled checks, correspondence, communications, 
documents, papers, physical evidence, records, 
recordings, tapes, or materials relating to 
any of the matters or questions it is authorized 
to investigate and study which they or any of 
them may have 1n their custody or under their 
control; • " 

4. On July 16, 1973, Alexander P. Butterfield, former 

Deputy Assistant to defendant Richard M. Nixon, President of the 

United States, testified that certain Presidential conversations, 

both face-to-face and telephonic, had been recorded by 

electronic means and are preserved on tapes. See, e.g., Select 

Committee Transcript, pp. 4144-52 (hereinafter cited ass. Tr.). 

The accuracy of Mr. Butterfield's testimony was later confirmed 

in all pertinent parts by a letter to Chairman Ervin from 

J. Fred Buzhardt, Counsel to the President, dated July 16, 1973. 

S. Tr. 4184. 

5. On July 23, 1973, after informal attempts by the 

Select Committee to obtain certain tapes and other documents 

and materials relating to the Presidential campaign and election 
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of 1972 had failed, the Committee addressed two subpenas ~ 

tecum, signed by its Chairman, to "President Richard M. Nixon, 

The White House, Washington, D. c.," which sought the tape 

recordings of specified conversations and other designated 

materials. Both subpenas were duly served on July 23, 1973. 

The two subpenas, with their proof of service, are attached to 

the complaint as Exhibits C and D. 

6. All tapes and materials subpenaed by the Select 

Committee are, and were at the time the subpena was issued, 

under the sole possession, custody and control of the defendant 

President. However, until around the time of the reYelation 

on July 16, 1973, ofttle existence of the tapes by Mr. Butterfield, 

the subpenaed tapes, were under the immediate possession, 

custody and control of the Chief of the Technical Security 

Division of the Secret Service. s. Tr. 4166, 4182-84. 

7. Both the aforesaid subpenas were returnable on 

July 26, 1973, at 10 a.m. at the Caucus Room {Room 318), Old 

Senate Office Building. Neither on that date nor on any other 

date has the defendant President complied with the subpenas or 

otherwise made available to the Select Committee the materials 

sought by the subpenas. The defendant President's refusal to 

comply with the subpenas was announced in a letter of July 25, 

1973, which was addressed to Chairman Ervin and received by him 

on July 26, 1973. {This letter is appended to the complaint as 

Exhibit E.) In jUstification of his ret'usal to comply with the 

subpenas, the defendant President relied in part on reasons 

stated in letters from him to Chairman Ervin dated July 6 and 

July 23, 1973 {which are appended to the complaintas Exhibits 

F and G). 

8. The defendant President has not moved in this Court or 

any other Court to quash, modify or narrow the scope of either 

subpena. 
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9. Seven individuals -- G. Gordon Liddy, E. Howard Hunt, 

James w. McCord, Bernard L. Barker, Frank A. Sturgis, Virgilio R, 

Gonzales and Eugenio R. Martinez -- have been indicted and 

convicted, by plea or verdict, for their complicity in the 

break-in of the Democratic National Committee Headquarters at 

the Watergate on June 17, 1973. The eight-count indictment 

in their case charged these seven individuals with the crimes of 

conspiracy to commit an offense and to defraud the United States 

(18 u.s.c.S371), second degree burglary (22 D.C. Code~ 1801 (b)), 

illegal interception of wire communications and attempted illegal 

interception of wire and oral communications (18 u.s.c. 

S 2511), and illegal possession of intercepting devices 

(23 D.C. Code 8 543 (a)). Two other individuals, Jeb Stuart 

Magruder and Frederick LaRue, both high officials in the Committee 

to Re-elect the President, have pleaded guilty to criminal infor

mations in lieu of indictment charging them with a conspiracy 

to commit an offense or to defraud the United States. The acts 

listed by one or both of these two informations as part of 

such conspiracy include the preparation and presentation of 

false testimony to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the 

Grand Jury and at trial, the payment of cash funds to the 

seven defendants to ensure their silence, the destruction of 

incriminating records and the misrepresentation that the 

Central Intelligence Agency had an interest in limiting the 

criminal investigation. John Wesley Dean, III, and Herbert Lloyd 

Porter have also admitted their participation in a conspiracy 

to cover up the true facts of the Watergate episode. E.g., 

s. Tr. 1483-85, 2400, 2432, 2463, Testimony before the Sele~t 

Committee, if believed, would tend to implicate yet other 

important former governmental and Committee to Re-elect the 

President officials in a conspiracy to obstruct Justice and 

other illegal conduct, including, e.g., John D, Ehrlichman, 
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H. R. Haldeman, John N. Mitchell, Robert C. Mardian, and 

Herbert W. Kalmbach. See, e.g., s. Tr. 1899-1901, 1907, 1913-14, 

2063-64, 2111-73, 21-83, 2196, 2199-2200, 22u-16, 2253, 2259, 

2260-65, 2267-71, 2272-73, 2299-2300, 3174-78, 3578-79, 4992, 

5018-20, 5031-34. In fact, there:·.is evidence that, if 

·believed, would tend to implicate the defendant President in 

crim!nal conduct. See, e.g., Paras. 11-15 below ands. Tr. 

2621, 2352-53, 2397, 4783-84, 5147-48. There is also testimony 

that would exonerate the President and others who have been 

accused. s. Tr. 3287, 3301-03, 3307-08, 3355-58, 3375-79, 3416-

17, 3322-23, 3332-33, 3342, 3435-40, 3799, 3803, 5419-37, 5465, 

5716, 5721-22, 5784, 6037-6130. 

10. The subpena appended to the complaint as Exhibit C 

directed the defendant President to make available to the 

Select Committee certain specified electronic tapes that 

recorded five personal conversations "between President Nixon 

and John Wesley Dean III, discussing alleged criminal acts 

occurring in connection with the Presidential election of 1972. 11 

LEmphasis adde.!!7 The five conversations occurred on September 15, 

1972; February 28, 1973; March 13, 1973; and March 21, 1973, 

there being two conversations on the last mentioned date. The 

various accounts of the pertinent portions of these conversations 

are summarized in Paras. 11-15 below. 

11. On September 15, 1972, the President met with John 

Dean and H. R. Haldeman from 4:27 p.m. to 6:17 p.m. This 

meeting took place shortly after the indictments of the seven 

original defendants had been issued. Different versions of 

this meeting have emerged. 

(a) The Dean version: When Dean entered the Oval 

Office he found the President and Haldeman "in very 

good sp:l:rits and lfiiy reception was very warm and cordial." 
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The President said that "Bob ••• had kept him posted on 

/J5ean 1iJ handling of the Watergate case." The President 

remarked that Dean "had done a good job" and that he "was 

pleased the case had stopped with Liddy." Dean said that 

while he "had been able to contain the case and assist in 

keeping it out of the White House," he "could make no 

assurances that the day would not come when this matter 

would start to unravel." Dean told the President that 

Committee to Re-elect the President lawyers in the civil 

suit "had been making ex parte contacts with the judge 

handling the case and that the judge was very understanding 

and trying to e.ccomodate their problems," which "pleased" 

the President and caused him to state, "Well, that's 

helpful." Dean testified that, after the meeting, he had 

a "conviction" that the President was aware of the details 

of the cover-up. See, e.g., Exhibit H to the complaint, 

S. Tr. 2229-33, 3166. 

(b) The Haldeman version(prepared after he heard 

the tape of this meeting): "The President knew John Dean 

had been concentrating for a three-month period on the 

investigation for the White House [Ji.n1J I am sure therefore 

that the President thought it would be a good time to give 

Dean a pat on the back." "'I'here was no mood of exuberance" 

but "it was good news ••• there was not any involvement 

by anyone in the White House. This confirmed what Mr. Dean 

had been telling us, and we had been reporting to the 

President over the period of the past three months." The 

President did not say,"'Bob had kept me posted on your 

handling of the Watergate' or anything remotely resembling 

that,:"but instead said, "'Hi, this was quite a day, you've 

got Watergate on the way' or something to that effect" 
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and later did "commend Dean for his handling of the 

whole Watergate matter." Dean said "it had been quite 

a three months. 11 While there was "some discussion about 

Judge Richey hearing the civil case and a comment that he 

would keep Roemer McPhee abreast of what was happening," 

Haldeman recalled no "comment about the Judge trying to 

slow down the suit." Dean indicated "there was apparently 

no information that would be harmful that had not been 

uncovered already." Haldeman disagrees "with the conclusion 

that the President was aware of any type of cover-up" and 

states that "certainly Mr. Dean did not advise him of it 

at the September 15th meeting." See, e.g., Exhibit H to 

the Complaint ands. Tr. 6090-93. 

(c) The White House versions: J. Fred Buzhardt, 

Special Counsel to the President, in his oral briefing to 

Fred Thompson, Select Committee Minority Counsel on the 

contents of the Dean Presidential conversations (see 

Para. 23, ~. and Exhibit J to the complaint): stated 

only that Dean reported on the Watergate indictments. The 

defendant President, in his August 22, 1973. San Clemente 

news conference, stated that Dean, on September 15th, 

declared that "there was not • •a scintilla of 

evidence• indicating that anyone on the White House staff 

was involved in the »1anning of the Watergate break-in." 

(Emphasis added) See Washington ~. August 23m, pp • .Al0-12. 

12. The February 28, 1973, meeting was between Dean and 

the defendant President alone and lasted from 9:12 a.m. to 

10:23 a.m. 

(a) Dean version: Dean told the President that he ( Dean) 

"was also involved in the post-June 17th activities 

regarding Watergate" and described to him why he "had 

legal problems," i.e., he "had been a conduit for many 
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of the decisions that were made and, therefore, coul.d be 

involved in an obstruction of justice." The President 

"woul.d not accept his analysis" and told him he (Dean) 

"had no legal problems." See, e.g., .Exhibit I to the 

complaint, s. Tr. 2317. 

{b) White House versions: According to Buzhardt, 

Dean said there was no White House involvement in Watergate, 

that Maurice Stans was a victim of circumstances and that 

Charles Colson was a lightning rod because of his 

reputation. See Exhibit I to the complaint. The President, 

1n his August 22nd news conference, did not specially 

deal with this meeting but did say that Dean, from 

September 1972 through March 1973 assured him that no one 

1n the White House was involved in th~ "planning" of the 

Watergate break-in. Washington;Post, August 23, 1973, 

p. All. 

13. On March 13, 1973, the defendant President met with 

Dean from 12:02 p.m. to 2 p.m. Mr. Haldeman was present from 

12143 p.m. to 12:55 p.m. 

(a) Dean version: Dean told the President about the 

"money demands being made by the seven convicted defendants 
II After Haldeman came in, Dean told the President 

"that there was no money to pay these individuals to meet 

their demands. He asked how ••• much it woul.d cost." 

Dean estimated "as high as a million dollars or more" and 

the President said '\that was no problem. 11 Dean said the 

principal money demands came from Hunt. The President 

then said "Hunt had been promised Executive clemency," 

that "he had discussed this matter with Ehrlichman" and 

that, to his annoyance, "Colson had also discussed it with 

him.later." The President asked Dean how the money was 

being paid to the defendants. Dean said, "The money was 
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laundered so it could not be traced and then there were 

secret deliveries." See, e.g., Exhibit H to the complaint; 

s.Tr. 2323-25. 

(b) Haldeman has no recollection of the events of 

the March 13th meeting. See Exhibit H to the complaint; 

s. Tr. 6100. 

(c) White House versions: Mr. Buzhardt 1 s reconstruc

tion of this meeting omits all the Dean account presented 

above. According to Buzhardt, the President asked if 

Mitchell and Colson knew of Watergate (presumably beforehand) 

and Dean rep'Lied that there was nothing specific on Colson, 

he didn't know about Mitchell but Gordon Strachan could 

be involved. However, the defendant President, in his 

August 22nd news conference, stated that Dean had assured 

him from September 1972 through March 1973 that there had 

been absolutely no White House involvement in the 

"planning" of Watergate. Washington~. August 23, 1973, 

p. All. 

14. Dean met with the President on the morning of March 21, 

1972,from 10:12 a.m. to 11:55 a.m. The White House log of 

Dean Presidential meetings states that "Mr. Haldeman was also 

present for at least part of the time." See Exhibit I to the 

complaint. 

(a) Dean's version: Dean's purpose in thia meeting 

was to give the President "a full report of all the facts 

that ffifil knew and explain to him what ffi!il believed 

to be the implication of those facts." He began by saying 

"there was a cancer growing in the Pre:!lidency" and that, 

if it were not removed,"the President himself would be 

killed by it." Dean discussed the planning of the 

Watergate affair and its implementation. He discussed the 

January and February planning meetings, and mentioned he 

had informed Haldeman of them and received instructions 
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from him to have nothing to do with the project. He said 

that Colson had put some pre-Watergate pressure on 

Magruder relating to the operation, but that he did not 

have the facts as to the degree of pressure. He said he 

was not sure if Mitchell had prior knowledge of the break-in, 

but had been told that both Mitchell and Haldeman (through 

Strachan) had received wiretap information. Dean then 

recounted "the highlights gg the cover-up." He said that 

he, Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Mitchell and Kalmbach had been 

involved in raising and paying money to the defendants to 

achieve their silence. He said that money demands from 

the defendants, especially Hunt, were increasing and that 

Hunt was threatening to reveal the "seamy things 

he had done for the White House,11 if his requirements were 

not met. Dean told the President that Magruder had 

committed perjury before the Grand Jury with Dean's 

assistance. He stated that more money and more perjury would 

be required "to perpetuate the cover-up." It was not until 

Dean had made this presentation that Haldeman came into the 

President's office. See, e.g., Exhibit H to the complaint; 

S. Tr. 2329-2334. 

(b) Haldeman version (after hearing tape of conversa

tion): Dean said no White House personnel were involved in 

planning of the break-in; Magruder was aware of the 

operation but he was not sure about Mitchell's knowledge. 

Dean was concerned that Colson 1s call to Magruder showed 

White House pressure and that Haldeman through Strachan had 

received the "fruits" of the operation. Dean said he 

made a report to Haldeman after the second planning meeting. 

"Regarding the post-June 17th situation, he indicated concern 

about two problems, money and clemency." He said Colson 

had spoken to Hunt regarding clemency. The President said, 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 44 
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and Dean agreed, that the President could not offer clemency. 

Dean said he, Kalmbach and Haldeman were involved in money 

matters, and gave details of their involvement. He 

reported on Hunt's current 'blackmail threat" that unless 

he received $120 • 000 he would reveal the "' sea.my things' he 

had done for Ehrlichman." Dean said a million dollars 

eventually would be needed. "The President said, 'There 

is no problem in raising a million dollars, we can do that, 

but it would be wrong. 111 The President inquired as to how 

this money could be paid and Dean discussed laundering 

procedures. Haldeman believes Dean is con£using the 

meetings of the 13th and the 21st because there is a 

similarity between Dean's version of the meeting on the 13th 

and Haldeman•s view regarding the events of the 21st. 

See, e.g., Exhibit H to the complaint; s. Tr. 6112-15. 

(c) Buzhardt version: Dean at first said there 

was no White House knowledge of Watergate prior to June 17, 

1972, but then stated that Strachan probably knew and that 

possibly Haldeman,through Strachan, had seen the "fruits" 

of the wiretaps. He said Magruder probably, and Mitchell 

possibly, had prior knowledge. Also, Colson had made a 

call to Magruder relating to the operation. Ehrlichman 

was vulnerable because of his approval of Kalmbach 1s fund

raising efforts. Hunt was trying to blackmail Ehrlichman 

and might ultimately have to be paid a million dollars. 

The President stated that blackmail was wrong, would not 

work and that the truth would come out anyway. Dean saiu 

Colson talked to Hunt regarding executive clemency. He 

said ~ossibly Haldeman, who had been involved in the return 

of $350,000 to the Committee to Re-Elect the President, 

and Ehrlichman had no legal guilt in regard to money matters. 
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He said nothing 1n regard to his role regarding money, 

nor did he discuss his part 1n the Magruder perjury.- See 

Exhibit I to the complaint. 

(d) Defendant President's version at August 22, 1973, 

news conference: Dean was concerned about raising "hush 

money" for the defendants. He said there was an attempt 

to blackmail the White House by one defendant and that, if 

$120,000 was not paid, this defendant would reveal his 

activities in national security matters for which 

Ehrlichman had "particular responsibility." The President 

said the figure Dean mentioned as ultimately needed --

one million dollars -- could be raised but that 11it 1 s 

wrong. It won't work," without executive clemency, which 

he could not give. The President said that getting the 

money to the defendants was also a "problem" that would 

make any payoff plan unworkable. The President gave 

directions "to get this story out." 

15. On the afternoon of March 21st, the President met 

with Dean from 5:20 p.m. to 6:01 p.m. Haldeman was present the 

entire time, Ronald Ziegler from 5:20 p.m. to 5:25 p.m. and 

Ehrlichman from §:25 p.m. to 6:01 p.m. 

(a) Dean version: Dean testified that he told the 

President, with Haldeman and Ehrlichman present, that Dean, 

Haldeman and Ehrlichman "were all indictable for obstruction 

of justice. 11 He said it was not possible to perpetuate the 

cover-up and he would no longer participate in it. See, 

e.g., Exhibit H to the complaint; s. Tr. 2334-35. 

(b) Haldeman version: The meeting dealt with 

questions of the Grand Jury, the Senate Committee and 

executive privilege. Ehrlichman stated he believed 

everyone should go to the Grand Jury; Dean said that would 

be appropriate if they all first obtained immunity. 

Ehrlichman was opposed to this idea. See, e.g., Exhibit H 
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to the complaintJ S. Tr. 6118. 

(c) Ehrlichman 1 s version basically corresponds with 

Haldeman•s, See, e.g., s. Tr. 5716-18, 5650. 

(d) Buzhardt version: It was tentatively decided 

that everyone would go to the Grand Jury, Dean, however, 

wanted immunity. Ehrlichman opposed this and also 

suggested that no one should claim executive privilege. 

Haldeman recommended that the whole affair be reduced to 

paper and the resulting document then released by the White 

House, The President instructed that these matters be 

discussed with Mitchell. See Exhibit I to the complaint, 

16, In regard to tapes of the five foregoing conversations 

and other tapes informally requested by the Select Committee, 

the defendant President, in his letter dated July 23, 1973, to 

Chairman Ervin (Exhibit G to the complaint) stated: 

"The fact is that the tapes would not finally 
settle the central issues before your Committee, 
Before their existence became publicly know, I 
personally listened to a number of them, The 
tapes are entirely consistent with what I know 
to be the truth and what I have stated to be the 
truth, However, as in any verbatim recording of 
informal conversations, they contain comments that 
persons with different perspectives and motivations 
would inevitably interpret in different ways," 

17, The subpena appended to the complaint as Exhibit D 

directed the defendant President to make available to the Select 

Committee documents and other materials "relating directly or 

indirectly to~ attached list of individuals and to their 

activities, participation, responsibilities or involvement in 

any alleged criminal acts related to the Presidential election 

of 1972, 11 (Emphasis added) 

18. Plaintiffs and their counsel have not seen the 

documents subpenaed and therefore cannot identify them with 

specificity, However, testimony before the Select Committee 

suggests certain documents within defendant President's 

possession, custody,. and control that the subpena may cover, 

for example: 
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(a) The notes taken by H. R. Haldeman on yellow 

legal pads during his conversations with the defendant 

President respecting Watergate and related matters. 

Mr. Haldeman testified that the pages on which these notes 

were recorded are, in bulk, less than 1/8 inch in thickness. 

s. Tr. 6054. 

(b) The daily news summaries prepared for the 

defendant President that contain in the margins or otherwise 

his handwritten comments and instructions relating to the 

Watergate affair. s. Tr. 2555. 

(c) The various memoranda concerning the ITT affair 

referred to in a· memorandum from Charles Colson to 

H. R. Haldeman, dated March 30, 1972, that was marked for 

identification before the Select Committee (sees. Tr. 

6655) and is attached to this statement. The White House 

has already turned over an ITT file to the Special 

Prosecutor that may contain one or more of these memoranda 

or other materials that are covered by the Select Committee's 

subpena. 

19. The defendant President has himself revealed and has 

authorized and allowed his aides and subordinates, both present 

and past, to reveal the subject matters and contents of the 

materials sought by the two subpenas, as discussed in paragraphs 

20-24 below. 

20. In his statement of May 22, 1972, the defendant 

President declared: 

"@'xecutive privilege will not be invoked as to 
any testimony concerning possible criminal conduct 
or discussions of possible criminal conduct, in 
the matters presently under investigation, including 
the Watergate affair and the alleged cover-up." 

The defendruit President' entire statement of that date is appended 
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to the complaint as Exhibit J. The testimony before the Select 

Committee from former and present aides and subordinates to 

defendant President relating to the criminal conduct under 

investigation by the Select Committee has been voluminous. 

21. The defendant President's counsel, Leonard Garment, 

stated in a letter of June 19, 1973, to John Wesley Dean III, 

the defendant President's former counsel, that the defendant 

President would invoke neither executive privilege nor the 

attorney-client privilege in regard to Mr. Dean's testimony befor 

the Select Committee. {This letter is attached to the complaint 

as Exhibit K.) 

22. The defendant President, in July 1973, had certain 

tapes, including the tape recording of his conversation with 

Mr. Dean on September 15, 1972, delivered to H. R. Haldeman, a 

private citizen. Mr. Haldeman was asked by the defendant 

President to listen to the September 15th tape in order to assist 

the defendant President in preparing a response to the allegations 

made by Mr. Dean regarding that meeting. The defendant President, 

by his counsel, subsequently advised Mr. Haldeman that he would 

not invoke executive privilege in regard to Mr. Haldeman 1 s 

testimony before the Select Committee concerning the contents 

of the September 15th tape and a portion of the March 21, 1973, 

tape (to which Mr. Haldeman also listened) that recorded the 

discussion between the defendant President and Mr. Dean during 

the time Mr. Haldeman was present. (See letter·of August 10, 

1973, to Chairman Ervin from Frank H. Strickl:er, Haldeman•s 

attorney, which is attached to this statement .• ) 

23. In early June 197~, the White House transmitted to 

the Select Committee a memorandum listing the oral com~unications, 

both face-to-face and telephonic, between the defendant President 

and Mr. Dean in 1972 and 1973. This memorandum also detailed 

the dates and times of these communications and, in the case of 
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face-to-face meetings, the locations of those meetings and the 

other participants, if any. Subsequently, Fred D. Thompson, 

the Select Committee's Minority Counsel, received a telephone 

call from J. Fred Buzhardt, Special Counsel to the President, 

during which Mr. Buzhardt, in considerable detail, gave 

Mr. Thompson his understanding of the contents of certain 

coxmnunications between the defendant President and Mr. Dean. 

Mr. Buzhardt's reconstructions were immediately reduced to a 

memorandum by Mr. Thompson. See Exhibit I to the complaint. 

24. In his San Clemente press conference on August 22, 

1973, defendant President presented his views as to portions 

of the conversations between him and Mr. Dean on September 15, 

1972, and March 21, 1973. His conclusions as to the contents 

of the tapes, found in his July 23rd letter to Chairman Ervin, 

is quoted above at Para. 16. Moreover, his May 22nd statement 

(Exhibit J to the complaint) contains his version of the entire 

Watergate affair. 
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Ex 12.lf I 

March 30. 1972 

l\GC::,tO!tANDUM FOR.a H.n. HALDEMAN 

CHARLES COLSON 
,: : 

FRO~.h 

SUDJI:CT1 ITT 

Th;:re are four point11 in the an.i.lysls you outllned to :\tacGregor and 
mo thi:J mornin!( with which }.i:t.cGre)!:or. Wally John•on and I dh1agree1 

1. t.lltch~ll •. l·::l.!indic:t:it or r.lardlan ,J.:,alin;J with I::a:Jtlaml !Ind 

z. 

:-~ .... cGre3or pro11ur:1:1!>ly d9aling with the other mamb.irs of the 
C-:>mr..ihoe guar::rnt~oe a dlvidod apnroach. One or the other 
h:1s to ~all tho :Jhot:,. .K'lclndlonn~ ha:i already thi:; mornin3 
told ~.iacGre,:or t:ut he, ~tacGreaor, ohould not deal with any 
of lhu other Rcpu!.>licao Senators (Scott, Coolt, etc.) but rather 
!lhould deal only thr::>u~h Hru.,,ka. In tho 1-J.nd of day-to-day 
operi\tloo thl3 lo, tl1at ls simply an untanable arrangement. • 

I know you and the President aro concorned that all oi us are 
t~;:cn away from othar more important mattors. You should be, 
however, equally concllrned that 'Mitchell in the laet 30 daya has 
done little with reapect to tho campai~n and that may be a more 
serious losn than YacGregor 1 e time and mine. 

On the ooe hand. you have the aseessrnent 0£ Kleindien.1t, Mardlaza 
a!l:I t~itchell a:1 to what will happen in the Committee a."'.1.::1 oo the 
~-loor. On the othar h:md, you have tho le!;l11latlv, assoesment 
of! iacGrego.-, Col:ion and Johnson which lo very different. 
(Johnson :1pont fro:n 1968-1970 ;,.e Mlno:-lty Counsol of lhle 
sam<1 Com1nlttee ;:,.nd haa bocn involved in all of tho coniirmation 
bitltlc11 o! thi:1 ,\dminlotration oith0r from the Committee end or 
from the Juetic~ Dc::,artment end. He left the Committee to go to 
Ju3tlc:1 ln 1970. MacGregor spent 10 yoars in Con3ross. I ss:,eot 
;; ;·,~ci;-11 ::!3 :1 !1-!:li:>:" .3-,:,ate -:\:J1l:1ti\nt ;:.:td '} year.J in b·N p::icticc,, 
im,olving cery con:Ji:!orablo c•,ntact ,·,ith the Hill. The Justlcoil te;un 
11lmply has not had ·tho eame cxperlence.) 
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.1\dc-:.ict~,H1-:: __ , ::"":1-:...;,~ j.' ·:: .. ..1 ~::- .. -:=- . ··-~--- ... ·---~-·
and 1 unanimously do not oelimre t,1at :-:ic1n~iccut ..::i:i ::,., ..::i"'-1;:me<i._ 
by Juno l, JClhn'.Jon <loe, not fcr. l Im c.1n hr: c'>'1fi r,-,,,,,J at all .:nd 
on t:1i11 point I :im al least dou::>Uul. I c1,tph:i'.Ji:-:o l:1"t !:1io L1 an 
opinion and a judr;mont call, Lot!I o[ t:-iln~e coulJ happem '.'/ e 
could Get 11 bl3 break in the caee; th<1 mr.di::i coulu turn around 
;tttd become aympathetic to Kldndien:it; t'"' Der.10cr:it• could 
decide that thay aro better ha.ving him in the job titan bo:atin3 
him, Obvlou11ly, t!tero are many unfore11eon poa1Jibilitic11, but 
as 0£ now t:1at is our bee~ ~:J9C:J9mcnt. I w'luld ti1in~ l!1at what• 
-,v:"Jr ,J.,ci:Jlon v·J •:1:i.:<e now 1'.1o•ilJ ilr, '.l:i:.1".ld -::n :~= •-,,oat '.<:now. 

lcdqabl0;1 -- and 1 would add the mollt detached -- .-a9eea11ment 
of our lcft\.lL\ti·.,e pro,pt1ct•. 

Wally John,1011 hae done a dl!t.iile<l analynis of th~ v:irious proced
ur3l moves th:it :!re llkoly to be mndo in C'Jmmi~ae or on tho l"lool'e 
He ls n.:.t ... hootin:J irom the hlp, Iic h:u C'nalyzed it a:1d a Sena!a 
vat" In hl!J jud~m-,nt cannot bl! achieved :...y June I; the D.imocr.lhl 
wlll _?:tl:, l~t i! :o:-:-ie to :i vote H t:1ey have votes t'.> reject Kbln• 
ciic~t, ·v::1.1c;1 i.:; !.i:-!' !~aet c~~i=-:::i~le ou::;oMe. :;".!Hher John~on. 
"·.'~cG:-e~:>:- Q= C-;!:1:,n a•e pre?~=ed t.:> r=~t.!ic! ,;::1~,::1~r ,,·ca <" .. l:t 
!toU t!-te vate3 n~Cl'3:tary to c0nfir~ hic:-1 s,1ou!.J t'rn r.orr.in,,:lon 

lo i~h:t :;et to a vate. 

/~::r3 u:-:-.io~ :.~acG•:!:;".lr, J::,}:.1son 3~d c~lion ar~ cot':",!~t .. th~':1 
i;cttir.., Jcine l ;13 c·--1r a'!~uli::ie a~:.:? r.1~::,elr ;,u:.:; t1ct h:i1"d J,•clsi->~ 
o:.i to~ time ·.•.-;1en it will ba con~i,]er:iJly r.-1:,::,e v.J!:,tilc politi~a\~y 
t\an it j 9 tac.hy. I~leindienat' ,i y,,thdr:iwal ·:rill ti:·~:1 \.Je an ad:n1~:11oa 
of d~feat 'out it will c'.>mtt two n 1ont:l.9 clo.Jor to tno ~lectlon. !n:>ro 
will have ~"'en t,,vo mont~ tr.ore of rancor anJ ;m'..>li:iiity, ~a jUno 
•rtein<lien 3 t will be a hot ; 99 ue for th<> Dc,r.iocratic Convention, 

C" nHrmatlon 0 £ Kl:lindlen.st' o rc?lacement will d.Jo be vastly 
0 o· t l this a3al.o more difficult in June than it would be now. uV ous Y 

l!J oplnion. 
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t!io vtsl?Jlllty ol l!ie l'rT m.atter and. bdMJ, g'aal"anteo11 that 
the c:aiu, wlll ab:, aUve. It ma::, slay aliva i::>. any ovr.nt an.:1 benco 
tb-, kily quaatlo11 cot addrc1uu,d ln y,>u: :uulyisl:1 lo wh2thor poa
d-!ncy or wilhdrn:wal a£ tho :aolodic1121t nominaaon :,e.voa to 
b.::-~.:i.sc, t~ca Dcll"..oc:::it'i, dc!!l:ro to coDtinuc. Tllat is tho hardeel
call to r:i.a:.CO but for t,;o following r~a.sona lt raay b11 tbo moat 
l~;,ortant polnt t::, m:u.e. , . 

! ji 
l';tot!ler !Oclodlonat. i.mcholl nor Mardl;ua kn.ow ol tho polaJw . 
,!::-:i;sr,. I h2v9 coli'!>.,ntel:, not told :•:!aindhtast !ll' '.tl!cliell 
ilinco both m.iy bo rccallad .ia witno&Doo and :',.{ardlaa de>es not 
u:idontand tho:a problqm. Onl:, Fre\i Flolding. my.sol! and E!u-llda
maa baVtt £ally ox:amiDGd all tho •facwnonu and/or informa&ioo 
that~ yot come OQI. A summary ol oom• ol these l• attacbed. 
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Certaln ITT fl\oa ~,hb:b wero not :,breddecl havt'I been turned 
ovi,r to the :lEC: thero w:u, talk yestord:iy i~ Committee 
of 1ubpoenaln3 these lron:a ITT. TheH .mos would undermine 
Crlswolcl•a toatlmo11y th.at be made the clcclslon not to take the 
't.\ppeal to the Sup1'ome Court. Cor:reepondence to Gonnally and 
Peterson ':redltlt tbG d.alay in Juatlca 1 s !Uin;& oC Uu, ap:,eal to 
tho Su?rema Co~rt in the Grlnell caae to direct lnterventloo 
by Pctel'IIOD i\Dlil Connally. A memo :,cnt bl t!io Vic:11 Proslda~ __ _ 

·;, addreaaed "·O.S' Tod",. from Ned Cerrlty tonda to contradict 
loba Mltcbell•s testimony bec:aua lt outllou Mltcholl'a aira .. 
me:it to talk to Mc La.zen following Mltcbell' a meetlng wltb 
Gooeen lt\ .\uqut 1970. 

~-
n would carry 1torno weight 1n that tile memo Wl\lf W!'ltt~n contem
!'Or:inooua with tho mcotinq~ Doth Mitchell and Gene~a luve 
tiuUilad tboy ducua.ad ~c:y only, not thls c;uo,. and tbat · 
i,!ltchell tal:Ced to llO ODO e'bO. , 'f~iJ memo £11r:bor Bta\08 tat 
$hr1lchinan :ia•i,U"ed G•-•ll tilat tile Prcaideat h:id "lnstna4ed'' 
tho J\lstlce D . .,?artment with ns.poct to t:10 b\qaeu ·pollcy. 

.; 

(It ls, 0£ c:ours.,, a;,proprlatc for t!io Preaident to l:latruct the 
.TuaUto Department on pollcy, but in Cui cont".:ct ol faese hearloS•• . 

. . . tl\at r,3veldUon would l;Jy thla case, on the Pr~•l:lent• 11 doorsb!)e) 
· -·/,Tbars le another lnternsl Ry:in to Mcrrl3m memo, wluch.11 ,not 

':'·· An tho handa o, tho 5EC: U folbws the 1?70 A'Jnew meatlDJ ~ . 
. . 11u3i;e11b th.It ~,leln;lienat la the key man to pre:nure 1'.lcLarea. 

· ,, .. im;,l;ring Uaat the -Vlce President would im;,l .,,nent thls a<#O-.. '\ 
·)Wo belie~ th.at·all copies of'th(, have been de11troyed. _).'./ ':c. 

2. Thon ls a :«:,14 to ~faldarnan memo dated Jv.no 30, 1971 wbicb .. 
of course .pr'3.:e-des the date of the ITT :iottleaent,, set!iog .foitb 

. tha $4()0, 000 ar;:-:ingemont witb lTT. Coples were ad:lroued to 
' i(_ ,'.fagrudor, Mltc:hell and 'l'lm.mon.a •. ·Ibls memo put th;e AO Oil\,:; 

}:c~n.ettuc:tivo noth:e at lca,t o£ tho ITT commitment a.~ that tim1ti\ 
/\,.Md bQloro the aett!amcnt,.Ja.cts whicll he ha3f~.eaied und•I' .oath. 

· . . ,). ·,'lo don't~ witat.'ler wo'hav.2 reco-,eired all t!1" c:o:,ioe. U 
'' :~.,};::own, thb W~u\d bi, COR.lllder:ib\y mol'e d:ioagln,J taan l\loneke 18 

· · st.itcment •. ?.!a1rudtn• bell'11VC:J lt is :,oulbla, tna AG trannnl!ted . 
. ht, copy to .:·.1.:lgriader. Magruder doe,n't have tlio copy ha r.oc._.,.,a, 
, be only llas !l X~"'.OX ol tho copy. fa :,bort, Jeepito .i. saarcb tbia 
mumo colllct,ue ¥11& aroWMi a:a.phere:1t 17fi;!!if , 

·i.· ·:, , \: >..... :·.~ ~ -~· '. . ¥ :·jL \ ·>. · ... ;: 
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••.. · ~~j,::· 
" '· :··,,,:.·:.. . 
''TjliluoUce Doi>artmont bu thu• ·r:ut r!lsl:ltod a requHt for thelr 

· !llet; :illhou3b thelr fl1oe were opeaod to Robert Hammond, oao 
· 1.f~.ef Tumor':, dopwl.- and a hold-over wbo l• now a pr.icticlng 
· · :C~mocraU4: lawyer in Y.l ubiQgton. H:\mmond hcd access to oovora\ 

. rnornoa that co11ld bo embar:1ulD1J, Whether he kept t.\em or nol 
.. ts U.!lknl7ml, but it l!i probablo tllat bo recalla them. Ono ls a momo .. : 

ol ,'\?rU 1969 lMm. ,.:t.-ilaclla1ut and McLaren to Ehrlh:hmaD l't•pera-~ 
diu:;; to ~n .th.rllchmao reqaoat with rc•?ed ot tbe :r;atlon:ala lo~ · 

:.> b .. i11J1ag tho cs•• :igal:lJII ITT lo tho £ir1c placo. 'rb.oro la a 
.. ~aeciuent Apd.11?70 memo from Hallio to Mct.ar'a:i etatlng · 
th:1,l ;.:hrU4:hmAo-had cli.:IICU!IIIOQ hi• mootlng wltb Geneon TlitA 
~~" AO. aad euggcotb3 to M:c.t.aron tbat Mltcbell could ilvo 
,.tcl.:u'en "mora 11,od!lod guldnDCe 11• T!\ero h ~no~carmoino · • :: 
oi Jopt•mi»r 1970 !:om E~llchma:a.to t!ie .r\Q reiuring to AA 
•.•u:sd,rala.udlng•• witb Goncoa ;md, com91.lialna of Mc;L:aroo•a 

"·i,ctloiaa. Tboro l,11 a M:iy s. 1971 motr.o-i'rom .Ebrllchman to 
tl:l.• AQ allwll1J1 to cllscu:ioloo., botwec11 the Proulclont and tha 
Aeifu to tho "33raad u~11 onda" lri tbo roaollltlooof tbo .ITT 
d•• and aaldzag. th=:a ;.\C whothoi- ,Ebrllcbm.aDaoulr1 \'fOl'k dlrectlr' 

; .. w\• McLaNQ or th.roU3h l.JltchoU. Tho;o ls o1bo a r::iemo to 
' f th•r ftoaldonl: lsi tho s~m• tlmo porlod. \h k:iow wo havo contr.,f · ,, : 

·: : "tift\.'\o coploa 0£ tbb• but WO G0111l havo control :>i tho oriJlDa.1: . 
E~bmaia ffllUllO to L\e ACi. 'Ihla memo woaW once agaia cOllt.a-·. 
·dtctl.tltcholl's :&iJeti:a<>ny and more lm;,ortaatly dlre~ly i11vobo :h > 
th.'.~r.,i.1c1ni.:- Via '1"1Uen wo haYo abooll&&o aecurity on thla~ie\·: 

. wlflUD,J'iuLlce~ :pravlded tlO co!)l .. Were mAQO withlD Ju•tlce GU ::r. 
'l:r-..ided tbol'e:•res ·.no 'leau. \Ve haN no Wea of ~ dl11triwtlan :ll•.;;. · ~,-k plac•,;lt!'4lil Ju2t1co. · · .,.; '<~ 'H · · · ·. ." r· 
},!*'ffi;m'• toa'1mo~ywill oi n.a~uityll.Tl'Oln dlnct com:acl:WI•? 
JaQ Ciloaeoo. , l cadt t,oUove that aito~ Meniam'.• taaUmoas,, .. , 

-C~\TlUd:hcaUeclu awltua••• ,_ ' · : . : 
J:.;:i·.4-:tl::t·· · .... '.f}·j··- -~t'· . ., 
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LAW OFFICES 

WHITEFORD, Ila.RT, CARMODY & WILSON 

815 FIFTEENTH STREET, NORTHWEST 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2000!5 

..August 10, 1973 

The Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr. 
~irman 

. senate ·Select Coromittee on · 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

TELE~N£ 
caoa) •a8:.04es 

. --.> f;~1~. ~ 
WHIT~~"-'':T "::sR!!!;~:~~~. 

United States Senate .\ -: 

:.e:h~:;:;:, O~~i~~ ~~;~~ing, G308 .. ;iv-;': 
' Dear Senator Ervin: \~\}~ 

After Mr. Haldeman finished his testimony I bad:,,. " ,,if· 

, : :e!:~;~e:n:i:~~::~
0~tt~! !!:s~~~:;:i~;~:t:~

1
~u~: :~st~/{ .. , ''.l~-l 

·, year. Mr. Haldeman has asked me to advise the select Co1111Utte\': :.:;\:\,; 
of the following details. . \:?\ .. :,.i.' ·' i ·..... . ' ; ·,~-:.i 

He believes that on July 10, 1973, he rece.ivedf~·-<; .:\<'_; . 
. · tape machine and the September 15 tape (plus phone call tapes·'·; : . {· i 
. for that day) from Steve Bull, who delivered them to Mr. HaJ.~ipan · 
'' in a case at the residence of Larry Higby. Mr. Bull was on hi• , 
. way bore when delivery was made. Mr. Haldell\iln took them to' hil! .,· u,\.', •· . 

. residence later that evening and played the full tape of ·t~r~~:-'i,-,::r;·\I 
September 15 meeting. He did not play the tel'ephone tapeB>, 'hi·~ .x.,'' 
After listening to the tape, he placed the tapes and the maC!hine -;,,'_.,;· 

in the case. and left same in his closet. .· '..°;\ ~ •, ·,._,\_·.".i1. 

The next morning, July 11, 1973, Steve Bull del,iveredi,~~ ,; 
tapes of the President's meetings with Dean on three other dat;ea;a:):,t,} 
Mr. Haldeman. is not sure what the other dates were. He also , . ;f:-;,·: 

, believes he was given some telephone tapes, :lbr at least s~ of );".)~ 
· the same dates. Mr. Bull delivered these items in a mani1a ,,f.'.:..' 

.; ·•velope to the office Mr. Haldeman was using in the Executivia ·, .:, 
: 'office Building. Mr. Haldeman took those tapes but, as he 

·< 
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WHITB:n>RD, IlAnT, CABM, JY Be W1LsoN 

-•.-
,.. explained during the hearing, be did not listen to any ·of 'ili~~, 

;. '),. .'. :< {. -! ·. 

on July 12, 1973,' Mr. Haldeman put the tapis ''id; :·,' 
the manila envelope into the case with the machine and otb•r·· ·' 

... tapes and returned the whole package to Steve Bull, whO be· ·' , · • ;. 
/', 'thinks piclted up the case at the Executive Office Buildingl ',il)}:,,.,, 

, . ' ~--· ·::·~: ~~.-',i' !;~·~ 
I have discussed this matter with Mr. Frea n;•.;;: '· ,,; 

Thampson, and am following his advice in sending this ietter,, ;,, 
to you with the request that it be incorporated into the · ' 

~:i~!:\!:C:\n~~ you desire a more fonnal submi~~a~;;·.,;si{J; 

\· 

I•~/.:..: 
/~ i,/ 

.::\~l'.'.,· 
·~ '.:C~\ . Bo~. 
•:~.-·.f:i .Hon. 

~'/"_·Hon. 
Bon. 
Bon. 

Bowar«! H. Baker, Jr. 
Herman · E. · Talmadge 
Daniel K. Inouye 
,J"oseph M. Montc,ya 
Edward J. Gurney 
r.owell P. Weicker, Jr~ 

·. ~p; Hon. samuel Dash 
· ,. Hon. Fred D. Thompson 

Respectfully yours, 

Frank B. 
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THE WHITE HOU 

WASHINGTON 

July 30, 1973 

Ex (/3 

This concerns your inquiry as to the extent of the President's 
waiver of executive privilege with regard to the testimony of . 
Mr. Haldeman before the Senate Select Committee on Preside.ntlal 
Campaign Activities. Your inquiry was directed to Mr, Haldeman'• 
knowledge of the contents of tape recordings of cQnversations of 
meetings in the President's office on September 15, 1972 and 
Mar.ch 21, 1973. 

Under the waiver of Executive Privilege stated by the President 
on May 22, 1973, Mr. Haldeman is not constrained.by any claim 
of executive privilege as to conversations at meetings which ··' ·~ 
Mr. Haldeman attended, if such conversations fall within the 
May 22, 1973 guidelines. 

r If asked to testify as to facts which he learned about meetings or 
portions of meetings which he did not attend, but of which he 
learned solely by listening to a t~c;..o.r.ding of such meeting, 
the Presidc·nt has requested that you inform the Committee that 
Mr. Haldeman has been instructed by the President to decline to .. 

l testify to such matters,, and that the President, in so instructing 
\ Mr. Haldeman, is doing so pursuant to the constitutional doctrine 

of separation of powers. · 

. · Sincerely, 

·~~ j 'l < ~ .- ~\ , , .~·'"'-"~ ~ ·1 / 
tk. 'FRED BUZHARDT 
'·special Counsel to the President 

Mr. John Wilson 
Whiteford, Hart,Carmody & Wilson 
815 Fifteenth Street, N. W. 
Washingto~, n .. c. 20005 

I 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

The Select Committee has served upon the defendant President 

two subpenas that seek tape recordings and other material relating to 

alleged criminal activity in connection with the presidential campaign and 

election of 1972. Upon his refusal to honor these subpenas, plaintiffs 

instituted this suit. The present motion seeks summary judgment for 

plaintiffs and a declaration that defendant President's noncompliance with 

the subpenas is unlawful. 

At the outset this cause must be placed in proper perspective. 

This suit does not seek wholesale invasion or" the President's files. It 

does not request a broad ruling that might hereafter serve as a dangerous 

precedent for the conduct of presidential business. Rather, it seeks only 

tapes and materials relating to criminal activity in the presidential 
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campaign and election of 1972. There is no doubt that such criminal 

activity took place. Nine persons stand convicted, by plea or verdict, 

for crimes ranging from burglary to conspiracy to obstruct justice. 

What is in doubt, however, are the exact parameters of this criminality. 

The Select Committee, by unanimous vote of the Senate, has the mandate 

and responsibility to ferret out all the facts regarding the Watergate 

affair, both to aid the Senate in its legislative function and, in that 

connection, to inform the public, which has a right to know the total 

extent of the corruption that has beset our government. The materials 

requested by the subpenas will provide crucial facts that will help lay to 

rest the severe contradictions and inconsiste11cies that, so far, abound.!!' 

The President and his counsel asserted that the tapes.and 

records sought by the Committee are protected by an absolute executive 

privilege. This privilege, they maintain, is fully applicable even if the 

materials sought concern communications by presidential aides to the 

President about criminal activities in which these aides were involved. 

They further assert that the President at all times was engaged in his 

proper, official duties and in no way was personally involved in criminal 

conduct, and that, while the privilege would dissipate if the President 

himself were culpable, this situation does not pertain. 

We will dispute below the proposition that executive privilege 

covers the communications of an innocent President with guilty aides about 

*I The basic facts relevant to this litigation are set forth in the 
accompanying Statement of Material Facts As To Which There Is No 
Genuine Issue. In the interest of brevity, these facts will not be repeated 
here. For examples of such inconsistencies, see Statement, Paras .. 11-15, 
where the various versions of the conversations recorded by the subpenaed 
tapes are discussed. 
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their criminal activities, but our arguments in this regard should not 

obscure a critical circumstance: Unfortunately, the involvement or 

noninvolvement of the Preside~t himself in that congeries of criminal 

activities falling under the general rubric of "Watergate" is very much 

an integral part of the present investigation. That fact is perhaps best 

epitomized by the persistent inquiry of Senator Baker •• "What did the 

President know and when did he know it? 11 John Wesley Dean, m, in 

his sworn testimony before the Select Committee, has accused the 

President of complicity in serious crimes. If Dean be believed, the 

President may be guilty of several crimes, including obstruction of a 

criminal investigation (18 U.S. C. 8 1510), misprision of a felony 

(18 u.s.c. 8 4), conspiracy to commit an offense or to defraud the United 

States (18 u.s.c. § 371), and unlawfully influencing a witness (18 u.s.c. 

§ 1503). And Dean's charges are consistent with other evidence in the 

record th.at bears on the question of presidential involvement (there is, 

of course, also evidence in the record that would exonerate the defendant 

President of such charges) • .!/ In such circumstances, the Committee 

would be derelict if it did not proceed to further examination of the 

President's complicity or lack thereof, no matter how distasteful that 

task maybe. 

We proceed below to demonstrate that (1) this Court has 

both the power and the responsibility to resolve the issues before it, 

(Z) the Select Committee is operating within the proper scope of its 

constitutional investigatory powers, (3) executive privilege does not 

protect the tapes and materials sought by the subpenas, and (4) any 

*/ Concerning presidential involvement in the Watergate matter, see 
Statement, Paras. 9, 11-15. 
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privilege that might have existed regarding the subpenaed materials has 

been waived by the selective breach by the President and his aides of 

their supposed confidentiality, 
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The Court Has the Power and Responsibility to Resolve the Issue 
of Executive Privilege Presented Here. 

In demonstrating that the issue of executive privilege 

presented by this litigation is fully appropriate for judicial resolution, 

it is first helpful to explain why this action is brought in its present 

form. In the usual case, the Committee, in addition to bringing suit, would 

have two other alternative remedies. (1) It could have its subpena enforced 

by the Senate Sergeant at Arms.'!/ (2) It could initiate contempt of 

Congress proceedings under 2 U.S. C. I 192. **I In such circumstances, 

the recipient of the subpena could raise a claim of privilege or other 

defense to the subpena for judicial consideration either by a habeas corpus 

or tort proceeding against the Sergeant at Arms, see Anderson v. Dunn, 

6 Wheat 204 (1821), or in defense of a criminal prosecution. 

But these other procedural alternatives are inappropriate 

methods for the presentation and resolution of the executive privilege 

issue that is the focus of the present suit. It would be unseemly to send 

the Sergeant at Arms to the White House to arrest the President and 

bring him before the bar of the Senate. Moreover, a criminal proceeding 

against the President is a manifestly awkward vehicle for determining 

the serious constitutional question here presented; a civil lawsuit, with 

'!/ The inherent power of each House of Congress to execute its own 
process and punish contempts of its authority was broadly sustained in 
Anderson v. Dunn, 6 Wheat. 204 (1821), See also Jurney v. MacCracken, 
294 U.S. 125 (1935); In Re Chapman, 166 U.S. 661 (1897), 

**/ This statute provides that: "Every person who having been 
summoned as a witness by the authority of either House of Congress 
to give testimony or to produce papers upon any matter under inquiry 
before either House • · •• willfully makes a default ... shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor • ••• 11 
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its flexibility in the moldini! of appropriate relief and its greater 

opportunities for expedition, presents a far more workable solution for 

the speedy determination of the constitutional issue at bar. Compare 

Sanders v, McClellan,150 u.s. App. D.c. 58, 463 F.2d 894 (1972); 

Stamler v. Willis, 415 F. 2d 1365 (7th Cir. 1969), cert. denied sub. nom. 

Ichord v. Stamler, 339 U.S. 929 (1970); and see S. Res, 262 (Exhibit B 

to the Complaint) authorizing suit by the Committee • .!/ It is these 

considerations that have led us to the conclusion that the present action 

seeking declaratory and other relief is the most efficacious course to 

the resolution of the critically important issue before the Court. 

The mere fact that the issue of privilege comes to the Court 

by way of suit by the Committee, rather than in a suit by the subpena's 

recipient or in his defense to a criminal prosecution, cannot affect the 

Court's authority to resolve that issue. Nor is this suit precluded because 

it is directed at the President and asks the Court to resolve conflicting 

claims of executive and legislative power under the Constitution. Indeed, 

in the circumstances presented here, it is the responsibility of the 

judiciary, as the neutral third branch of government, to discharge its 

role "as the ultimate interpreter of the Constitution," Powell v. McCormac , 

395 U.S. 486, 549 (1969), and mark the respective bounds of executive and 

legislative power. 

The Supreme Court has repeatedly entertained and decided 

actions that were in form or substance. constitutional controversies 

between Congress and the executive. For example, United States v. Lovett, 

;;r--Moreover, we note, although by no means accept, the assertion 
-;;f defendant President's counsel that the President may not be 
criminally tried until he is impeached (Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. 
Brief in Opp., pp. 7-8, ZZl a position that would, if accepted, 
foreclose the alternative of the criminal contempt procedures 
embodied in Z u. s. c. 8 192. 
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3Z8 U.S. 303 (1946), decided that a congressional effort to discharge 

designated individuals from government employment by cutting off 

salary appropriations was a constitutionally prohibited bill of attainder. 

The Attorney General, on behalf of the executive, asserted the invalidity 

of Congress' action, while Congress, represented by its own independent 

counsel, urged the contrary. In Myers v. United States, zn U.S. 5Z 

(19Z6), the Court passed on the President's constitutional power to remove 

a government employee from office contrary to congressional statute; the 

President wai represented by the Attorney General, while Congress was 

represented by its own counsel. Congress' constitutional authority to 

limit the President's removal power was also at issue in Humphrey's 

Executor (Rathbun) v. United States, Z95 U.S. 60Z (1935). In The Pocket 

Yeta Case, 219 u. S. 655 (19Z4), the Court considered the validity of a 

pocket veto by the President, who was represented by the Attorney 

General. The House Judiciary Committee was represented by its own 

counsel before the Supreme Court in opposition to the President's 

position. Other cases involving a judicial determination of the 

donstitutional boundaries between congressional and executive powers 

include United States v. Klein, 13 Wall. lZB (1871) (congressional effort 

to curtail presidential pardon) and Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 

343 U.S. 579 (1952.) (presidential seizure of steel mills held unconstitutional 

as invasion of Congress' legislative powers). And recent decisions of this 

Court have reaffirmed that the principle of separation of powers does not 

preclude the Courts from resolving conflicting claims of presidential and 

congressional power.'!f 

*I Kennedyv. Sampson, F.Supp. (D.D.C., C.A. No.1583-7Z, 
August 15, 1973) (Senator's"°7hallenge to-;;;iidity of President's pocket veto); 
Willi1'ms v. Pbi.ltlips. __ F. Supp. __ (D.D.C., C.A.No. 490-73, June 
11, 1973)(Senatorial challenge to validity of presidential appointment of acting 
OEO director without Senate confirmation); ~ocal Z677, Government Employ 
ees, v. Phillips, 358 F. Supp 60 (D. D. C. 1973)(Presidential "phase-out" of 
OEO not authorized by Congress). 
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Moreover, it is established that the Courts have full 

authority to resolve the precise issue presented here -- the validity 

of a claim of executive privilege. In United States v. Burr, 25 Fed. Gas. 

30 (No. 14, 692d) (C. C. D. Va. 1807), Chief Justice Marshall, on circuit, 

issued a subpena duces tecum to President Jefferson. While acknowledging 

that the President might object to production if the materials contained 

military or other "state secrets," the Chief Justice plainly indicated that 

the validity of any presidential claim of privilege would be decided by the 

Court. See 25 Fed. Gas. at 37. More recent decisions affirming the 

power of the judiciary to review executive assertions of evidentiary 

privilege are collected in United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1953), 

where the Supreme Court held that "the court itself must determine 

whether the circumstances are appropriate for the claim of privilege" and 

stressed that "[Judicial control over the evidence in a case cannot be 

abdicated to the caprice of executive officers, 11 345 U. s. at 8, 9-10. !f 

This Court's power to resolve the claim of executive privilege 

presented here is confirmed by two recent decisions of the Court of Appeals 

!f The teaching of ~ and Reynolds was recently reaffirmed in E. P. A. 
v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73 (1973). Mink in part involved a claim under the 
Freedom of Information Act for production of certain documents, relating 
to the underground nuclear explosion at Amchitka Island, Alaska, prepared 
by the "Undersecretaries Committee, " a part of the National Security 
Council, "for transmittal to the President as advice and recommendations. " 
The Court held that while certain portions of the requested material might 
be privileged from discovery by reason of the statutory exemption in the 
Freedom of Information Act for "inter-agency and intra-agency memoran
dums", portions consisting of factual matters would not, and that the 
Courts had the responsibility to determine, by in camera inspection if 
necessary, which materials were privileged an~~t. While Mink 
arose under the Freedom of Information Act, the Court explicitly based 
its analysis on the general law of executive privilege. See 410 U. s. at 
86-89 & JI. 12. 
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for this Circuit. In Committee for Nuclear Responsibility v. Seaborg, 

149 U.S. App. D.C. 385, 463 F. 2d 788 (1971), the Court squarely rejected 

an executive assertion of unreviewable prerogative to withhold information. 

In Seaborg the government asserted a claim identical to that asserted by 

the defendant President here: That the executive, relying solely on its 

own assessment of the public interest, has absolute constitutional discretion 

to decide whether certain materials •• consisting, like the materials 

sought here, of intra-executive communications!/ •• should be disclosed. 

The Court of Appeals flatly rejected the executive claim in language that 

is directly controlling here: 

"In our view, this claim of absolute 
immunity for documents in possession of an 
executive department or agency, upon the bald 
aasertion of its head, is not sound law. 

* * * * * * 
11

• • An essential ingredient of our 
rule of law is the authority of the courts to 
determine whether an executive official or 
agency bas complied with the Constitution and 
with the mandates of Congress which define 
and limit the authority of the executive. Any 
claim to executive absolutism cannot override 
the duty of the court to assure that an official 
has not exceeded his charter or flouted the 
legislative will. 

"• •• Otherwise the head of an executive 
department would have the power on his own say 
so to cover up all evidence of fraud and corruption 
when a federal court or grand jury was investigating 
malfeasance in office, and this is not the law. " 

And in Soucie v, David, 145 u.s. App. D.C. 174, 448 F. 2d 1067 (1971),which 

arose in the context of the Congress' regulation of executive privilege through the 

Freedom oflnformationAct, the Court of Appeals confirmed judicial authority to 

!/ The materials related to the proposed underground nuclear test at 
Amchitka. 
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review an executive assertion of constitutional privilege against the 

congressional command of disclosure: 

''If the Government asserts a constitutional 
privilege No withhold informatio:ii'l • • • the court 
will not thereby be deprived of jurisdiction, for 
the judicial power extends to resolving the questions 
of separation of powers raised by the constitutional 
claim •••• " 448 F. 2.d at 1072. n. ll. 

In support of its conclusion, the Court of Appeals cited Powell v. 

McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), which held that the separation of 

powers principle does not preclude judicial resolution of an issue unless 

the language of the Constitution discloses a ''textually demonstrable consti

tutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department. 11 

395 U.S. at 518, quoting Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 2.17 (1962.). As we 

elaborate at greater length below, seep. 23, inf'r• the Constitution 

does not so much as mention any executive privilege to withhold information 

from Congress. Accordingly, there :can be no claim here that there is a 

''textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue" to the 

executive that would preclude the judiciary from deciding this case. 

Finally, the fact that the claim of executive privilege is 

here asserted by the President and that he is named a party to this 

action does not make the.case inappropriate for judicial resolution. As 

the Supreme Court has made clear in decisions such as Youngstown Sheet 

& Tube Co. v. Sawyer, supra (presidential seizure of steel mills), and 

Humphrey's Executor (Rathbun)v. United States, supra (presidential 

removal power), the conduct of the President is no more immune from 

judicial review than is that of any other executive officer. It is, to be 

sure, the normal practice in litigation to name a subordinate officer as the 

party defendant, even if the conduct sought to be reviewed is in reality the 
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President's, !J But that course was precluded in this case by the 

defendant President's unexplained action in taking personal possession 

of the evidence sought by the Committee, Where, as here, effective 

relief can only be had against the President, he may be named as a 

party,_!!/ Moreover, since the only relief now sought by plaintiffs in 

this action is a declaratory judgment, the question of judicial power to 

enforce a command against the chief executive is not before the Court._!!!/ 

!./ For example, in Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co, v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 
579 (1952), the party defendant was Secretary of Commerce Sawyer, who 
had been directed by President Truman to seize the nation's steel mills. 
But the real issue decided by the Court was whether the President had 
unconstitutionally usurped Congress• lawmaking powers, 

_!!/ See Atlee v, Nixon, 336 F. Supp. 790 (E. D. Pa, 1972); Meyers v. Nixo , 
339 F. Supp, 1388 (S.D.N. Y. 1972); Minnesota Chippewa Tribe v. Carlucci, 
_F. Supp. _(D.D.C., C.A. No. 175-73, April 25, 1973J(subsequently 
rendered moot by presidential compliance). See also United States v. Burr, 
25 Fed, Cas, 30 (No. 14, 692d) (C, C. D, Va. 1807), 
In Mississippi v. Johnson, 4 Wall. 475 (1866), the Supreme Court declined to 
entertain a bill to enjoin the President's implementation of the Reconstruction 
Acts. That decision was, however, based on the nature of the issues involved 
--which the Court found to involve non-justiciable executive discretion-
rather than the identity of the defendant. By contrast, the issue involved 
here---the validity'of a claim of executive privilege to withhold information 
--has regularly been decided by the courts, 

_!!!/ While a declaratory judgment represents an authoritative resolution of 
the legal issues presented, it does not represent a judicial command to the 
parties. The President's assertions, in the show cause proceeding brought 
by the Special Prosecutor, that courts lack the power to enforce judicial 
orders against the chief executive (Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp. 
pp. 5-8, 25-33) are therefore not relevant here, As the Supreme Court 
made clear in Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), where it entered 
a declaratory judgment in a proceeding against certain officers of Congress, 
declaratory relief may be granted "independently of whether other forms of 
relief are appropriate." 395 U.S. at 518. Moreover, we assume that the 
defendant President will act in accordance with the Court's declaration of 
the law whether or not compulsory relief is granted, As the Supreme Court 
stated in Powell v. McCormack, supra, at 486, "it is an 'inadmissible 
suggestion' that action might be taken in disregard of a judicial determination, ' 
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* * * * 
The foregoing discussion fully confirms this Court's authority 

to resolve the question of executive privilege presented in this action. 

Indeed, this case gives rise to an affirmative judicial responsibility to 

settle the conflicting claims of Congress and the Executive. We deal here 

with an exceptional and fully matured controversy between the two branches, 

in which the normal processes of political accommodation have proved 

unavailing. In these circumstances, to deny an authoritative judicial 

resolution of the controversy and leave the Executive and the Congress to 

a trial of strength by self help might lead to near intolerable strains on 

the constitutional fabric.!/ In fact, as the Supreme Court has recently 

observed in an opinion by Mr. Chief Justice Burger, the normal processes 

of political accommodation between executive and legislature can apparently 

function only where the basic contours of their respective constitutional 

powers are settled by the ''neutral authority" of the judiciary: 

"The check-and-balance mechanism, buttressed 
by unfettered debate in an open society with a free 
press, has not encouraged abuses of power or tolerated 
them 1ong when they arose. This may be explained in 
part because the third branch has intervened withneutral 
authority. See, ~. UJ,ited States v. Lovett, 328 U.S. 
303 (1946). 11 United States v. Brewster, 408 U. s. 501, 
523. (1972). 

The present controversy cries out for such intervention. For as Mr. 

Justice Jackson pointed out: "Some arbiter is almost indispensable when 

*/ The theoretical possibility of impeachment provides no answer to 
the present controversy. Quite apart from the practical and political 
difficulties in mounting an impeachment, the unhappy circumstances of 
President Andrew Johnson's impeachment proceeding indicate that impeach
ment should be resorted to with the utmost reluctance when all other alter
natives are closed. Clearly it is preferable to have a constitutional 
controversy between the executive and legislature resolved by the judiciary 
as the neutral third branch rather than have the Congress act as judge in 
its own case through an impeachment proceeding against the President. 
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power ••• is also balanced between different branches, as the legislative 

and the executive • • • • Each unit cannot be left to judge the limits of its 

own power." .!f In such circumstances, "it is the responsibility of 

@ie judiciari7 to act as the ultimate interpreter of the Constitution. " 

Powell v. McCormack, supra, at 549 • 

.!J Jackson, The Struggle For Judicial Supremacy 9 (1941) 
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II. The Evidence Subpenaed Is Vital to Congress' Exercise of 
Its Constitutional Powers. 

Legislative investigations are "an established part of 

representative government." Tenney v. Brandhove, 341 U.S. 367, 

377 (1951). At least since the 1792 investigation by the House of 

Representatives of the St, Clair expedition, Congress has repeatedly 

exercised a comprehensive power to investigate charges of mal-

administration and wrongdt>ing by executive officials. As explained in 

McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135 (1927) -- which sustained a Senate 

investigation of the Justice Department's role in the Teapot Dome 

scandal -- the investigatory power is a necessary component of Congress 1 

lawmaking powers, for without information it is impossible to legislate 

wisely or effecri:ively. But as the Supreme Court also pointed out in 

Watkins v. United States, 354 U. S, 178 (1957), investigation of executive 

wrongdoing serves other values as well: 

"/There is ;J power of the Congress to inquire into and 
plililicize co"";ruption, maladministration or inefficiency 
in agencies of the Government, That was the only kind 
of activity described by Woodrow Wilson in Congressional 
Government where he wrote: 'The informing function of 
Congress should be preferred even to its legislative 
function, ' Id., at 303, From the earliest times in its 
history, the Congress has assiduously performed an 
'informing function' of this Nature." 354 U.S. at 
200, n, 33,;!:/ 

Congress' "inft>rming'function" is a necessary component of 

lawmaking power because it generates needed public support for legisla-

tion. Moreover, legislative scrutiny serves as a potent deterrent to 

official wrongdoing. As Louis D. Brandeis observed, "Sunshine is said 
**I 

to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman:-;;-

;!:/ The Watkins principle was recently reaffirmed by this Court in In Re: 
Application of United States Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities, Misc, No, 70-73, June 12, 1973, File Opin, at 17. 

'!!_/ Brandeis, Other Peoples Money 92 (1914). 
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And when evidence of such wrongdoing is unearthed in circumstances that 

generate doubts as to the executive's capacity to cleanse its own house, 

a thorough, public investigation by Congress can play a vital role in 

restoring public confidence in the self-corrective processes of government. 

In United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41 (1953), the Supreme Court 

termed the congressional informing function "indispensable" and also 

quoted Woodrow Wilson with approval: 

'"It is the proper duty of a representative body 
to loo}< diligently into every affair of government 
and to talk much about what it sees. It is meant 
to be the eyes and the voice, and to embody the 
wisdom and will of its constituents. Unless 
Congress haV,e and use every means of acquaint
ing itself with the acts and the disposition of the 
administrative agents of the government the 
country must be helpless to learn how it is being 
served: and unless Congress both scrutinize these 
things and sift them by every form of discussion, 
the country must remain in embarassing, crippling 
ignorance of the very affairs which it is most im
portant that it should understand and direct. The 
informing function of Congress should be preferred 
even to its legislative function. 1 Wilson, 
Congressional Government, 303." Id. at 43. 

The above principles are most relevant to the work of the Select 

Committee. Created by unanimous vote of the Senate, the Committee is 

*I 
invested with a broad mandate- to get to the bottom of widespread but 

incompletely substantiated suspicions of serious wrongdoing at the highest 

executive levels in connection with the 1972 presidential campaign and 

election and to consider the need for corrective legislation. We believ"' 

that the Committee's work to date (together with the work of this Court 

and of the press) has achieved partial success in laying bare the extent 

of this corruption and restoring a measure of public confidence in our 

constitutional system. But the Committee I s task is unfinished, and the 

..!J. Section 1 (a) of the unanimous Resolution establishing the Committee 
(Exhibit A to the O:implaint) directs it to investigate "the extent, if 
any, to which illegal, im.proper, or unethical activities were engaged in 
by any persons in the presidential election of 1972." 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 46 
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evidence which the Committee se.,ks from defendant President is vital to 

the completion of its work, 

The subpenas issued by the Committee to defendant, which Were 

fully authorized by the Senate, !./ seek evidence whose pertinency and 

importance are obvious. The Committee has received conflicting evidence 

as to the extent of wrongdoing at the pinnacle of government. As already 

noted, there has been evidence tending to show .that the Chief Executive 

himself was engaged in criminal conduct; see p. 3 , supra. There has also 

been evidence tending to exonerate him of such charges. And the extent of 

criminality by other officials is also disputed, The pertinent evidence 

already obtained consists in considerable part of conflicting testimony by 

witnesses regarding their conversations with the President. The Committe 

would face difficult problems in resolving these conflicts if its assessment 

o£ the credibility of the respective witnesses were the sole basis of decision 

Fortunately, the Committee's investigations have revealed the existence of 

documents and tape recordings of Presidential conversations. This neutral 

evidence, bearing directly on the natters in dispute, would prove of 

immense and perhaps decisive value in determining the precise extent of 

malfeasance in the executive branch. 

An informed and accurate determination by the Committee of the 

extent of executive wrongdoing would be of great importance to Congress in 

deciding the need for and the form of corrective legislation respecting the 

cmduct of political campaigns. Most particularly, it would aid in a 

determination whether legislative regulation of executive involvement in 

political campaigns is necessary. The evidence sought is also vital to 

*/ Section 3 (a) (5) of the authorizing resolution (Exhibit A to the Complaint) 
';mpowers the Committee "to require by subpena or order any department, 
agency, officer or employee of the executive branch of the United States 
Government to produce for its consideration or.for use as evidence in it, 
investigation and study any books, checks, cancelled checks, correspond
ence, communications., docuxnents, papers, physical evidence, records, 
recordings, tapes, or materials relating to any of the m.atters or questions 
it is auth.orized to investir.te and study which they or any of them may have 
~n their custody or cont.ro • 11 
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Congress' discharge of its associated informing function. !./ How high 

executive corruption reached, and whether, in particular, the President 

himself was involved, is a great and unresolved public question. The 

evidence sought by the Committee promises to aid in the resolution of that 

great question. So long aa key evidence is withheld, public confidence in th 

self-corrective processes of government will remain at low ebb. **/ 

These considerations demonstrate that the evidence the 

Committee seeks is of great importance to Congress' discharge of its 

constitutional responsibilities. Yet the defendant President has steadfastly 

refused to make this crucial evidence avai1able. This refusal flies in the 

face of the Supreme Court's assertion that: "It is unquestionably the duty 

of all citizens to cooperate with the Congress in its efforts to obtain the fact 

needed for intelligent legislative action. It is their unremitting obligation 

to respond to /£ongressionafi subpoenas." Watkins v. United States, supra, 

at 187. Moreover, the effect of this refusal may be to shield the President's 

associates, or the President himself, from exposure of.wrongdoing. In sue 

circumstances, does the President have the right to disobey the Committee' 

lawfully issued subpenas? That is the question which this Court must 

resolve. 

*I Moreover, the integrity of Congress' own processes is at stake here. 
The conflicts in the testimony of witnesses before the Committee rais" a 
serious question whether perjury has been committed. The neutral evi
dence sought by the Committee would be of vital importance in resolving 
that question and in successfully prosecuting any witness who sought to 
corrupt and obstruct the Committee's process of investigation. 

**/ Even if the Special Prosecutor were to succeed in obtaining the 
President's compliance with the subpena issued by the grand jury, this 
would not obviate the need for compliance with the Committee's subpenas. 
In the first place, even if the grand jury succeeds in obtaining the evidence 
it seeks, there is no assurance that it would be made available to Congress 
or the public. Second, the scope of the Committee's subpenas is broader 
than that of the grand jury's subpena. 
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III. There is no Executive Privilege to Suppress Evidence Relating 
to Executive Criminality 

As the Supreme Court observed in Gravel v, United States, 

408 U, S, 606, 627 (1972), the "so-called executive privilege" has never 

been applied to shield criminal conduct, It would be plainly intolerable 

if anallowed privilege to promote confidentiality of executive communica

tions were extended to the point of permitting executive suppression of 

evidence bearing on criminal wrongdoing by those in high public office, 

If such were the law, an executive official "would have the power on his 

own say so to cover up all evidence of fraud and corruption, 11 Committee 

for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc, v, Seaborg, 149 U, S, A pp D, C, 385, 391, 

463 F, Zd 788, 794 (1971), Accordingly, the defendant President may not 

lawfully assert any executive privilege to suppress evidence that bears 

either on his own possible criminal conduct, or on the possible criminal 

activities of his associates, 

A. The President May Not Invoke Executive Privilege to Suppress 
Evidence Bearing on his Own Possible Criminality 

Counsel for the defendant President have already conceded 

that he may not invoke executive privilege to cloak his own wrongdoing, 

Thus the Reply Brief filed on behalf of the President in the related show 

cause proceeding brought by the Special Prosecutor asserts: 

"It is, of course, true that to 'the extent that the conver
sations [between the President and his aide,U do not 
c.oncern the legitimate affairs of Government and the 
performance of the offical duties and responsibilities 
of the President and his staff' they are not protected 
by executive privilege, 11 :J 

"¢ Misc, No, 47-73, Reply Brief for Resp., p. 11 n,4. The internal 
quotation is from p, Zl of the Memorandum filed by the Special Prosecutor 
in that proceeding, 
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And the "Brief in Opposition" filed on behalf of the President in the same 

proceeding likewise appears to concede that executive privilege may not 

be used to suppress evidence bearing on the President's own criminality._!/ 

However, counsel for the President have contended that this principle is 

inapplicable to the Watergate affair because the only possible wrongdoing 

involved was that of the President's aides: 

"But although remarks made by others 
in conversations with the President may arguably 
be part of a criminal plan on their part, the 
President's participation in these conversations 
was in accordance with his Constitutional duty 
to see that the laws are faithfully executed.**/ 11 

With all respect, this simply begs the very question at is sue --- whether 

the defendant President himself was engaged in unlawful conduct together 

with his associates. As we have shown in our Statement of Material Facts, 

the Committee has already received detailed sworn testimony which, were 

it believed, would tend to implicate the President in the violation of 

several criminal statutes. See Statement, paras. 9, 11-15; p. 3~ , supra • 

Clearly, it can be no part of the President's "Constitutional duty to see that 

the laws are faithfully executedffor the President to obstruct criminal 

investigations, or engage in misprisionof a felony, or unlawfully influence a 

witness, or conspire to commit an offense or to defraud the United States. 

!( See Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp. pp.21-23. At the oral 
argument before the Court, counsel for the President conceded that any 
executive privilege which the President might enjoy would be limited to 
matters relating to the performance of his official duties. Tr. p. 16 

**f Misc. No.47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp., p.23 (emphasis supplied). 
The same unsupported assertion is repeated in Respondent's Reply Brief 
in that proceeding, p. 11 n. 4: 

11 
•••• But surely it was part of the President's official duties 

to satisfy himself that justice was done in the Watergate affair. That others 
may have made remarks to him in the course of his inquiries about this 
matter that were part of a conspiracy on their part to obstruct justice, or 
may have later perjured themselves about what they said in these conversa
tions, does not alter the fact that the President's participation was pursuant 
to his duty to take care that the laws be faithfully executed." (emphasis 
supplied). 
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We hasten to add that the Committee has also received 

evidence that would exonerate the President of any such wrongdoing. 

But the testimonial evidence is conflicting and the President has in 

his possession additional evidence --- tapes and documents --- that 

could be of crucial and perhaps decisive value in resolving the 

conflicting t.estimony before the Committee and developing the true facts 

regarding his involvement. In these circumstances, the principle that the 

President may not invoke executive privilege to suppress evidence bearing 

on his own possible criminality --- a principle already conceded by the 

President's counsel --- is directly applicable. Accordingly, executive 

privilege cannot justify the President's refusal to comply with the 

Committee's subpenas insofar as they demand evidence bearing on his 

own possible criminality.!!' 

This aspect of the executive privilege issue was obscured 

in the show cause proceeding brought by the Special Prosecutor, apparently 

because of doubts as to whether the President could be subjected to criminal 

prosecution before impeachment,**/ and further doubts as to the authority 

of the Special Prosecutor to institute any such prosecution in view of the 

***I President's ultimate control over the conduct of federal prosecutions.--

!!'Since the defendant President has not asserted any privilege against self
incrimination, we put to one side the question whether any such privilege 
might be invoked with respect to the recordings and documents involved here 

**/ Counsel for the President have asserted that the President is liable to 
pr°osecution only after he has been removed from office by impeachment. 
Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp.,pp. 7-8, 22 0 While we challenge the 
validity of that assertion, it plainly has no relevance to a legislative inves
tigation. 

***/ See Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp. pp. 24-25, Resp. Reply , 
Brief pp. 2-8. The Respondent's Brief in Opposition, p. 22, points out that 
the Special Prosecutor has based his claim for the tapes of Presidential 
conversations bn grounds "quite apart from anything they show about the 
involvement or non-involvement of the President. 11 
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But any such doubts have no application here. As we have shown, pp. 14-17, 

supra, the Congress has full, independent constitutional authority in 

connection with its legislative duties to investigate wrongdoing in the 

executive branch. Accordingly, insofar as the Committee's inquiry 

touches on possible criminal conduct of the defendant President, at 

least in circumstances where the Committee has already received serious 

and potentially credible evidence of such criminality, the President may not 

lawfully assert executive privilege to thwart the congressional inquiry. 

B. There is No Executive Privilege to Suppress Evidence of 
Possible Criminal Conduct by the President's Subordinates 

The President has asserted an absolute and unreviewable 

discretion to withhold from the Courts and Congress evidence bearing on 

serious criminal wrongdoing by high executive officials. But, as we have 

already shown, pp.~]O, supra, the Courts have decisiviely rejected the 

claim of absolute privilege. The Court of Appeals for this Circuit has 

flatly said that the "claim of absolute immunity for documents in possession 

of an executive department or agency, upon the bald assertion of its head, 

is not sound law." Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. v. Seaborg, 

149 U.S. App. D.C. 385, 389, 463 F.Zd 788, 792 (1971). In the absence of 

any absolute privilege, then, the burden falls on the defendant President 

to justify judicial approbation of a claim of privilege that would permit 

the executive to suppress and withhold from Congress evidence bearing 

on the possible criminal conduct of executive officials. As we show, 

neither the Constitution, nor precedent, nor considerations of sound 

policy justify such a claim. 

Courts, it is true, have recognized a limited privilege on 

the part of the executive to withhold evidence in the context of litigation 
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involving a private citizen. See United States v. Reynolds, 345 u. s. 

(1953). But, as we will show, even in litigation involving a private 

citizen the limited executive privilege gives way when it is sought 

to be used to suppress evidence of official wrongdoing. Moreover, we 

deal here not with discovery by a private party but with an evidentiary 

demand by Congress. The interest of Congress in obtaining evidence 

is weightier than that of a private litigant or even, we submit, that of 

the grand jury. For however regrettable it might be that a few .guilty 

individuals go unpunished for want of relevant evidence, there is an 

even greater public interest in legislation, should it be required, to 

prevent the subversion of high executive office in the future. There is, 

moreover, a compelling public need for total revelation of the facts of 

the Watergate affair, a need that, most probably, can only be met by 

Congress in the exercise of its associated "informing function. 11 Thus. 

even though the executive may enjoy a limited common law'!! privilege 

in judicial proceedings, it does not follow that it enjoys a similar 

privilege in the context of a congressional inquiry authorized by Article I 

of the Constitution, for "(wJhere the President takes measures incompatibl 

with the expressed or implied will of Congress, his power is at its lowest 

ebb •••• " Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U. s. 579, 637 

(1952) (Jackson, J., .concurring). 

Indeed, there are persuasive arguments, based on history, 

on the Framers' understanding, and on considerations of sound policy, 

that the executive enjoys no constitutional right to withhold any information 

from Congress. See R. Berger, Executive Privilege v. Congressional 

*I See 8 Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2019 at 
175 & n. 44 (1970 ed.), 
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Inquiry, 12 U. C. L.A. L,Rev. 1043, 1288 (1965) ~ But that broad issue 

is not before the Court. We are not concerned here with any 

congressional effort to obtain materials bearing on the deliberation of 

lawful executive policy. We do not deal with a sweeping request for 

personnel files of government employees. The President has not asserted 

in response to the Committee's subpenas that vital military or diplomatic 

secrets are involved, We deal only with a congressional demand for direct

ly relevant evidence concerning possible criminal conduct by executive 

officials in connection with domestic political affairs, Moreover, the 

demand comes in a case where the existence of widespread criminal 

conduct by former executive officials and employees has already been 

substantiated by independent evidence and criminal convictions. In 

these circumstances, at least, there is no executive privilege to withhold 

the crucial evidence from Congress. 

* * * 

The language of the Constitution does not support any 

privilege to suppress evidence of executive wrongdoing. Apart from 

the privilege against self-incrimination, the only evidentiary privilege 

found therein is granted to legislators by Article I.!., There is no mention 

*f As Professor Berger's careful and scholarly study shows, the claim 
by counsel for the President that there is a "long-standing privilege of the 
executive to refuse Congressional demands," Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. 
Brief in Opp. p. 11, is simply not supported by the historical facts. See 
also the Historical Appendix to this memorandum, which reviews portions 
of the historical record that are directly relevant to congressional 
investigation of executive maladministration and wrongdoing. 

**f "[Flor any Speech or Debate in either House, they Lsenators and 
Representative!!7 shall not be questioned in any other Place." U, S, Const. 
Art. I, Sec, 6, cl, 1. 

The only reference to secrecy in the Constitution also occurs in 
Article I: 

"Each House shall keep a Journal of its Proceedings and from time to 
time publish the same, excepting such parts as may in their Judgment 
require Secrecy • ••• 11 U. s. Const. Art. I., Sec. 5, cl. 3. 
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of any executive privilege in the Constitution. Nor can any implied 

privilege be erected on the strength of the President's constitutional 

duty to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully execuud, 11 for such duty 

can hardly justify suppression of evidence of executive lawbreaking • .!/ 

Nor can historical practice justify any privilege to 

suppress evidence of executive -wrongdoing. Whatever the record. may be 

in other areas, the executive has not heretofore asserted any blanket 

privilege to thwart congressional investigations into executive wrongdoing ** 

Thus, in response to a congressional investigation into the disastrous St. 

Clair expedition, President Washington turned over all the pertinent 

documents: 11 not even the ugliest line on the flight of the beaten troops was 

***' eliminated.,...__ And Washington actually welcomed a congressional 

inquiry into alleged Unlawful conduct by Secretary of the Treasury 

Hamilton.****/ 

In a later congressional inquiry into charges of official 

misconduct levied against Secretary of State Daniel Webster, former 

President Tyler was summoned and deposed under oath by a Select 

Committee, former President Adams was also deposed, and the sitting 

President, Polk, disgorged all relevant documents. The details of these 

and numerous other examples of acknowledgement by the executive of the --*'I The express privilege accorded Representatives and Senators under 
the Speech or Debate Clause has recently received a narrow reading by the 
Supte:aie Court. See United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 (197Z); 
Gravel v. United States, 408 u. s. 606 (197Z). In Q!:!Y&, the Court held 
that legislators and their aides must respond to inquiries concerning possi
ble criminal conduct in which they may have engaged in preparing for 
legislative activities. Surely the executive, which enjoys no express 
immunity in the Constitution, cannot assert a broader privilege than 
legislators, who do enjoy such an immunity. 

**/ President Jackson, for example, refused to produce documents relating 
to'" alleged wrongdoing by a former executive official, but only on the ground 
that the congressional investigation was being conducted in camera, thus 
depriving the individual in question of an opportunity for public vindication. 
See R. Berger, Executive Privilege v. Congressional Inquiry, lZ U. C. L.A. 
L. Rev. 1043, 1094-95 (1965). 
***/ 6 Freeman, Biography of Washington 339 (1954). 

****/ See 33 Writings of Washington 95; 3 Annals of Congress 905, 907, 
931-Z, 934 (l 79Z). 
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congressional power of inquiry into official wrongdoing are provided in 

the Historical Appendix attached to this Memorandum. This historical 

review makes clear that executive privilege to suppress evidence of 

criminality cannot be justified by reference to historical practice; in 

fact, the historical practice strongly tends to establish the contrary. 

As Vice President Calhoun long ago conceded, the "conduct of public 

servants is a fair subject of the closest scrutiny "by Congress. 

Deb. 574 (1826). 

3 Cong. 

Considerations of sound policy do not support the privilege 

here asserted by the defendant President.. We concede an executive 

interest in confidentiality to promote frank discussion. But the occasions 

on which it would be necessary to breach that confidentiality in order to 

secure crucial evidence on the extent of eXecutive criminality would, we 

trust, be infrequent. The possibility of occasional inquiry into illegal 

executive activity can surely have little, if any, chilling effect on wholly 

lawful executive deliberations. And a rule exempting unlawful executive 

activity from disclosure would plainly invite intolerable abuses. For such 

a rule would permit "the head of an executive department . , on his own 

say-so to cover up all evidence of fraud and corruption. • • " Committee 

for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. v. Seaborg, 149 U. S, App, D. C. 385, 

391, 463 F. 2d 788, 794 (1971). 

Even in judicial proceedings, where the constitutional interest 

of Congress in obtaining needed information is absent, the courts have 

refused to accept an executive privilege to withhold information where 

official misconduct was involved. One of the earliest cases involving a 

claim of executive privilege in the context of charges of criminal wrong

doing by government officials was United States v. Doheneyand Fall 

(Sup. Ct, Dist. Col. 1926), a prosecution arising out of the Teapot Dome 

Scandal. The Court rejected a formal claim by the Secretary of the Navy 

to suppress testimony concerning conversations between a Navy Captain 
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and a defendant regarding defense installations. The Court held that the 

testimony was relevant to the criminal charges, and that the government's 

interests in confidentiality could be adequately served by deleting the 

identity of a fore!g~ power referred to in the conversation. ~ 

Stenographic Record, 2-3, 2381-2384, 2392 et seg., reprinted in Morgan 

and Maguire, Cases and Materials on Evidence (3d ed. 1951) 405-409. 

~. Rosee v. Chicago Board of Trade, 36 F.R.D. 684, 690 (N.D. 

Ill. 1965) (privilege inapplicable to conspiracy to deprive plaintiff of his 

membership on the Board of Trade); Wood v. Breier 54 F.R.D. 7, 12 

(E. D. Wisc. 1972) ("Even if executive privilege would normally be 

applicable, when the basis of a particular suit arises from the alleged 

misconduct or perversion of power by a government official, as it is 

claimed in the case before me, discovery may well be proper.")!/ 

Moreover, it is clear that comparable evidentiary privileges do 

not apply where there is evidence of criminal conduct. The attorney

client, doctor-patient, and marital privileges are venerated by the law, 

but none applies where the communication is in furtherance of a criminal or 

fraudulent transaction. A. B. Dick Co. v. Marr, 95 F. Supp. 83, 102 

(S. D. N. Y. 1950) (Medina, J.) appeal dismissed, 197 F. 2d 498 (2d Cir.), 

cert. denied, 344 U.S. 878 (1952) (attorney-client privilege); Pollock v. 

United States, 202 F.2d 281, 286 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 345 U.S. 993 

(1953) (attorney-client privilege); Hank v. State, 148 Ind. 238, 240, 46 N. E. 

127, 134 (1897) (doctor-patient privilege); State v. Grinnell, 116 Iowa 596, 88 

N. w. 342 (1901) (doctor-patient privilege); Fraser v. United States, 145 F. 2 
*I Cases arising under state law and considering analogous executive 
privileges reach the same conclusion. Attorney General v. Tufts, 239 
Mass. 458, 491-92, 132 N.E. 322, 326 (1921); Metzler v. United States 
64 F. 2d 203 (9th Cir. 1933) (privilege arising under state statute ). 
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139 (6th Cir. 1944), cert denied sub. nom. Fraser v. Barton, 325 U.S. 

849 (1945) (marital privilege);; Wyatt v. United States, 362 U.S. 525 (1960) 

(marital privilege). 

Even the petit and grand jurors' privilege --- clearly the most 

significant in the workings of the judi~ial process --- must yield in a case 

investigating criminal wrongdoing by a juror. Clark v. United States, 289 

U.S. l (1933); See also United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 

667, 684 (1958); United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 25 ER. D. 485 

(D. N. J. 1960). Thus, although the confidentiality of judicial deliberations 

is central to the judicial process, Fayerweather v. Ritch, 195 U.S. 276, 
*I 

306-07 (1904), it must yield when there is evidence of criminal misconduct. 

Mr. Justice Cardozo, speaking for the Supreme Court in~. put it thus: 

"The privilege takes as its postulate a 
genuine relation, honestly created and 
honestly maintained. If that condition 
is not satisfied, if the relation is merely 
a sham and pretense, the juror may not 
invoke a relation dishonestly assumed as 
a cover and cloak for the concealment 
of the truth." 289 U.S. at 14. 

The principle enunciated by Justice Cardozo in Clark is, we submit, 

directly controlling here. Executive officials, like jurors, have important 

public responsibilities. But, like jurors, they may not use the cloak of 

their official position to suppress evidence of wrongdoing. As Mr. Chief 

Justice Burger asserted on behalf of the Supreme Court in United States 

v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501,521 (1972), "the laws of this country allow no 

**I 
place or employment as a sanctuary for crime ... ,i-

* I See also 8 Wigmore, Evidence sec. 2372, at 7 57-58 (McNaughton rev. ed. 
1962) (on judge's privilege); Unit.,,d States v. Caldwell, 25 Fed. Cas. 238 
(No. 14708) (C. C. D. Pa. 1795) (subpenaes to judges upheld). 

** / The cited passage is a quotation from Lord Manirfield and was directed 
-;I'"an asserted congression:>l privilege,, but the principle is equally 

applicable to the executive. ,•articularly where the executive, unlike the 
Congress, enjoys no grant of privilege in the Constitution. 
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IV. The Selective Disclosures Already Authorized by the President 
Have Destroyed the Foundations of Any Executive Privilege in 
This Case. 

It has been urged by the attorneys for the President that the 

enforcement of subpenas directed to presidential conversations would cause 

"severe and irreparable" damage to the "institution of the Presidency, 11 oli 

the supposition that "once the totality of the confidential nature of the 

recordings is destroyed, no person could ever be assured that his own 

frank and candid comments to the President would not eventually be.made 

public."!/ 

As we have already pointed out, p. 23, supra, this claim is 

greatly overstated, and totally ignores the important public interest in 

detecting and preventing official misconduct. But even under the view of the 

defendant President himself there is no assurance of total confidentiality; 

indeed the President himself has engaged in several serious breaches of that 

confidentiality. The very fact that the defendant President has secretly 

taped the conversations without notifying the participants is a breach of the 

confidence that the defendant President purports to protect. He has, in 

addition, permitted his aides to testify concerning these conversations whose 

confidentiality he now claims to be of critical importance. He has also per

mitted at least one private citizen, H. R. Haldeman, to review tapes of con

versations to which he was not a party in preparation.for Mr. Haldeman'• 

Select Committee testimony. (See S. Ex. ll3, attached to Statement)**/ 

*/ Misc. No. 47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp. 2, 18. See also the defendant 
President's letter of July 6, 1973, to Senato!I.' Ervin, appended as Exhibit F 
to the Complaint in the instant case. 

**/ The conclusion that the defendant knew, at the time he requested 
Haldeman to review the tapes, that Haldeman would testify as to their 
contents is inescapable. (S. Tr. 6091) 
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And the defendant President has given out his own version of so much 

of those conversations as he has deemed in his own interest. For the 

defendant President now to assert a claim of privilege on the basis of 

a supposed need for inviolate confidentiality is, we respectfully submit, 

totally unpersuasive. 

In particular, the defendant President 1 s decision not to invoke 

executive privilege with respect to testimony by aides regarding their 

conversations with the President_!/ is fatal to his belated effort to 

invoke privilege with respect to tape recordings of those same conversa

tions. For if such conversations are not privileged against a testimonial 

description of their contents, how in logic can privilege be as9:erted with 

respect to the 11description 11 contained in the tapes? In the legal sense, 

the tapes have become simply the best and most reliable evidence of non

privileged oral conversations, The Supreme Court has consistently ruled 

that, where it is otherwise proper to testify about oral conversations, taped 

recordings of those conversations are properly admissible as probative 

and corrobative of the truth concerning the testimony, Lopez v. United 

~. 373 U.S. 427, 437-440 (1963); Osborn v, United States, 385 U,S, 

323, 326-330 (1966); United States v, White, 401 U.S. 745 (1971), To 

paraphrase language from Lopez, 373 U,S. at 439, 

"Stri"eped to its essentials, {jhe defendant 
President's/ argument amounts to saying that he has 
a constitutional right to rely on possible flaws in the 
agent's memory, or to challenge the agent's credi
bility without being beset by corrobating evidence that 
is not susceptible of impeachment. For no other 
argument can justify excluding an accurate version of 
a conversation that the agent could testify to from 
memory. 11 

!_/ ~ Exhibit J to the Complaint at p. 8; Exhibit K to the Complaint, 
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We believe these decisions of the Supreme Court compel the conclusion 

that no privilege may be asserted by the defendant President with respect 

to the recordings of conversations where he has disclaimed any privilege 

with respect to testimony concerning those same conversations, 

Moreover, it is i,epugnant to basic principles of fairness to 

allow a person, whomever he may be, to pick and choose among papers, 

or recordings, or even memory and offer only those portions that he 

considers most appropriate, As Mr, Chief Justice Vinson stated the 

basic principle in the context of testimony: "To uphold a claim of 

privilege in this case would open the way to distortion of facts by permitting 

a witness to select any stopping place in the testimony," Rogers v, United 

States 1 340 U,S, 367, 371 (1950) (privilege against self-incrimination), 

But our law has not allowed such unfettered discretion; to the 

eontrary, one who, by selective disclosure, breaches a 

confidence protected by a privilege is held to have forfeited that 

privilege, See generally, Tigar, Foreward: Waiver of Constitutional 

Rights; Disquiet in the Citadel, 84 Harv, L, Rev, 1, 9-10 (1970),!/ 

The fundamental basis of this rule has been long accepted 

in our legal tradition, 11.tr]he moment confidence ceases, privilege 

ceases," Parkhurst v, Lawten, 36 Eng, Rep, 589,596 (Ch, 1819), It 

has been applied in cases dealing with the various traditional privileges, 

E,g,, Connecticut Mutual Life Ins, v, Shields, 18 F,R,D, 448, 451 (S.D.N, 

1955)(attorney-client privilege); Fraser v. United States, 145 F. 2d 139,144 

*I "Voluntary disclosure of any such fact [which may in any degree form a 
link in a chain of evidence against the witnes,u evinces, the argument runs, 
an intention not to rely upon the privilege , • , , The same general rule is 
followed with respect to all testimonial privileges, constitutionally-based or 
.!!2!_, , , , "84 Harv, L, Rev, at 9-10 (emphasis supplied), 
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(6th Cir. 1944), cert. denied ,sub, nom. Fraser v, Barton, 324 U.S. 849 

(1945) (marital privilege); Pereira v. United States, 347 U.S. 1, 6-7 (1954) 

(marital privilege), The same rule of waiver has been held to apply where 

the government, or one of its officials, claims privilege. Fireman's Fund 

Indemnity Co, v, United States, 103 F, Supp, 915 (N, D, Fla.1952~ ~. 

211 F. 2d 273 (5th Cir,), cert denied, 348 U.S. 855 (1954), Cf •. Fleming v, 

Bernardi, 4 F,R. D, 270,272 (N, D. Ohio 1941); Mitchell v, Bass, 252 F, 2d 

513 (8th Cir, 1958). 

United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1-(1953), relied on 

heavily by defendant President in Misc. No. 47-73 (Resp, Brief in Opp. 

pp, 20-21) is not supportive of his position, and in fact underscores the 

need for complete disclosure in the instant case. In Reynolds, a private 

tort action against the government, the government refused to produce 

its official investigation report on the crash of a !;nilitary aircraft while on 

a confidential mission and also refused to produce related statements given 

by surviving crew members. However, the government offered to produce 

for examination the crew members, and to permit them to refresh their 

recollections from their previous statements and to testify as to all matters· 

not classified. 345 u. S. at 3-5, The Court refused to order the production 

of more; weighing plaintiffs' "dubious showing of necessity" for the 

additional material including their refusal to pursue tile "available alterna

tive" of interviewing the crew members, ''which might have given £.therg,7 

the evidence to make out their case without forcing a showdown on the claim 

of privilege" as against the strong showing that the classified material had 

to do with highly secret military electronic equipment, it found for the 

government. Moreover, the Court noted, "there is nothing to suggest that 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 47 
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the electronic equipment, in this case, had any causal connection with 

the accident. 11 The Court therupon concluded: 

"Therefore, it should be possible for respondents 
to adduce the essential facts as to causation with
out resort to material touching upon military 
secrets. Respondents were given a reasonable 
opportunity to do just that, when petitioner 
formally offered to make the surviving crew 
members available for examination. We think 
that offer should have been accepted. 11 345 U.S. at 11. 

Reynolds is factually quite remote. from the present case. 

Here, it is true, the defendant President has permitted various persons to 

testify before the Select Committee. But their testimony, rather than 

clearing up the essential facts as to the involvement in criminal conduct 

of the various people concerned, has been sharply contradictory and less 

than the best evidence at hand.!/ Moreover, the defendant himself ha'.s 

made repeated statements and summations of his version of the events 

which in turn contradict some of the testimony before the Committee. 

Indeed, the defendant President, while summarizing his conclusions based 

on his review of some of the material in his possession, admits that others, 

upon a review of that same material, could reach different conclusions. 

Letter to Senator Ervin of July 23, 1973 (exhibit G attached to the Complaint) 

Moreover, this is not a situation, as in Reynolds, where the material 

withheld arguably has no relevant connection with the inquiry. It is, in 

fact, openly conceded by all persons that the tapes in the defendant 

President's possession are highly relevant. They could obviously be quite 

signficiLnt in clarifying the contradictions regarding the involvement of the 

defendant President, or of his closest associates, in criminal wrongdoing. 

*/ In fact, the President has persisted in withholding the only evidence --
';ecordings and documents --- whose veracity, unlike testimony, is not 
readily subject to challenge. 
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The settled principles of waiver of privilege, largely 

developed in court suits, should apply with special force where information 

is sought by Congress in pursuit of a legitimate legislative purpose. Here 

Congress must deal with a crisis of great importance to our system of 

government. Perhaps its amelioration and the prevention of its reoccur

rence will require far reaching legislation to regulate political campaign 

practices and executive involvement in such campaigns. If Congress were 

kept in ignorance of what has happened and what might happen again in our 

system as it is now constituted, Congress would be seriously hampered in 

discharging its constitutional duties. To accept, in the face of conflicting 

testimony, a single version of what is contained in the papers and tapes --

particularly the version of one who, evidence suggests, may be implicated 

in the very conspiracy that is the subject of the Committee's inquiry --

could well be worse than acting in ignorance. In these circumstances, no 

individual should be permitted to toy with Congress and its decisional 

processes. This, it is respectfully submitted, is the classic situation for 

the application of.a waiver doctrine to whatever prero~ve of silence 

the defendant President might otherwise assert. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the evidence sought by the Committee's 

subpenas is of vital importance to the discharge of Congress' constitutional 

responsibilities. We have also shown that the defendant President has no 

right or privilege to suppress and withhold from Congress evidence bearing 

directly on his possible criminal conduct or that of others in executive 

office. Particularly where the President has authorized testimonial dis

closure of matters under investigation, he cannot lawfully obstruct Congress' 

effort to obtain all relevant evidence and determine the extent of involve

ment in Watergate by the President and other high officials . .!/ 

But the issues presented here transcend the immediate ques

tions of the extent of criminal conduct by various executive officials in this 

matter, important as those questions are. This case also raises the far 

more fundamental issue of the executive's accountability to the Rule of Law. 

'!!./ In these circumstances, the obser..,..tion of Wigmore is highly pertinent: 

"The public (in the words of Lord Hardwicke) 
has a right to every man's evidence. Is there 
any reason why this right should suffer an ex
ception when the desired knowledge is in the 
possession of a person occupying at the moment 
the offioe of chief executive of a state? 

11 There is no reason at all. His temporary 
duties as an official cannot overcome his 
permanent and fundamental duty as a citi
zen and as a debtor to justice. " 
8 Wigmore, Evidence I 2370 {c) ( McNaughton 
rev. ed. 1961) (emphasis in original). See 
also United States v. Bryan 339 U.S. 323, 
33i (1950); Branzburg v. Hayes 408 U.S. 
665, 688 .n. 26 (1972). 
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Involved here is the question whether the President of the 

United States has such;prerogative, right, and privilege as to be answerable 

to no one except in an impeachment proceeding. The defendant President's 

position, bottomed on a claim of naked executive privilege, is that he, and 

he alone, can decide whether to release, to whom, and how much. It is 

his position that he can remain silent entirely or may cull through the 

evidence and release only those matters favorable to his predetermined 

position, retaining that which does not lend support. 

It is also his position that there is no force that can reach him 

as long as he is President--no court nor House of Congress. As long as he 

retains his office, he contends, he is immune from any force of law save as 

his own conscience or interest shall otherwise dictate. He asserts that it 

is only by an impeachment and a conviction thereon that he is answerable, 

even for his own crimes. 

It is resped:fully submitted that such a. claim strikes at the 

very heart of our system of government. For once the President becomes 

so immune by privilege that he cannot be reached by force of law short of 

impeachment, he will become much as the monarch from wh~m our form 

of government constituted a revulsion. 

Moreover, if the position of defendant President were accepted, 

immunity from the Rule of Law and the ordinary processes of government 

would not be limited to the President himself, but could be extended, at 

his sole discretion and pleasure, to every one of the two and one-half 

million officers or employees of the executive branch. This would represent 

an expanse of executive absolutism that ewn the Bourbons might have 

envied. 
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Such claims of executive absolutism were long ago rejected 

by the Framers and those that followed them. Merely by way of illustra

tion is an early decision by one of the great Justices of the Supreme Court 

in the formative years of the nation. Gilchrest v. Collector, 10 Fed. Cas. 

355 (Case No, 5, 420) (C. C. D.S. C. 1808) (Johnson J.) The incident 

involved was trivial compared to Watergate; a collector of customs had 

detained a ship in violation of statute. But the same great principle 

presented here was also involved there, for the executive sought to excuse 

the collector's conduct on the ground that it had been commanded by the 

President, and that the President in turn was not subject to the courts but 

only to impeachment. Justice Johnson flatly rejected the claim that "the 

security of the citizen lies in Lthe President'!!_/ liability to impeachment. " 

10 Fed. Cas. at 365. For to accept such an argument, observed the Jus-

tice, would in practical effect mean: 

"L~Aiat the whole executive department in~ll it.!_ 
ramifications, civil, military, and naval, LwouJ.~/ 
be left absolutely at large, in their conduct to 
individuals . . . • But such is not the genius of 
our constitution. The law assigns everyone his 
duty and his rights; and for enforcing the one and 
maintaining the other, courts of justice are 
instituted." 10 Fed. Gas. at 365. 

* * * 
For the reasons stated above, the Plaintiffs' Motion For 

Summary Judgment should be granted. 
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HISTORICAL APPENDIX 

This Appendix will not retrace the careful study by Professor 

Berger, Executive Privilege v. Congressional Inquiry, 12 U.C.L.A. L. 

lev. 1044, 1288 (1965), which fully refutes the notion that historical 

practice supports a claim of absolute executive privilege to withhold 

information from the Congress. Rather it will aelectively consider 

those historical examples involving charges of criminal wrongdoing and 

corruption in the Executive Branch. When historical analysis is limited 

to such examples it is found that the Executive in fact follows a 

practice of disclosure: Presidents and their closest aides have 

responded to aubpenas; Presidents and former Presidents have submitted 

to depositions; they have appeared under oath before congressional 

commit tees to answer charges of wrongdoing and corruption; they have 

disclosed great volumes of documentary evidence. While the record 

is not uniformly consistent, it tends strongly to show that previous 

Presidents and other high executive officials have generally acknow

ledged a legal duty to respond with pertinent evidence when corruption, 

crime or other wrongdoing is indicated. 

THE ENGLISH TRADITION 

The duty to supply evidence has long been recognized in England, 

from where our common law system derives. As Jeremy Bentham observed: 

"Are men of the first rank and consideration -- are men 
high in office - men whoae time is not leas valuable to 
the public than themselves -- are such men to be forced 
to quit their business, their functions, and what is more 
than all, their pleasure, at the beck of every petty cause? 
Yes, aa far as it is neceaaary, they and everybod,t • • • Were 
the Prince of Wales, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the 
Lord High Chancellor, to be passing by in the same coach, 
while a chimney-sweeper and a barrow-woman were in dispute 
about a halfpennyworth of apples and the chimney-sweeper 
or the barrow-woman were to think proper to call upon them 
for their evidence, could they refuse it? No, most certainly." 
4 The Wot"ks of Jeremy Bentham 320 - 321 (J. Bowring ed. 1843). 
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The Supreme Court has recently quoted this paaaage with approval 

in Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 688 n.26 (1972). 

At common law, only the Monarch of England, and no• oflher person, 

was given sn immunity from testifying, 8 Wigmore • 2371, at 749. ~/ 

Thus, when evidence was needed from the Prince of Wales --- who after

wards became King Edward VII - the Prince was sunmoned, and he teati

f ied about possible cheating st the card table by--the plaintiff. Even 

a commoner from the jlry box was allowed to ask a question of the 

Heir-Apparent. •• I 

TIIE INTENT OF TIIE FRAMERS 

The available evidence of the period surrounding the adoption 

of the Constitution in 1789 indicates that there was no intent by 

the Framers to clot'he the President with the privileges of the English 

King. James WiUon rejected "the Perogatives of the British Monarch 

as a proper guide in defining the Executive powers " 1 Farrand, 

Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, at 65-66 (1911). As Charles 

Pickney affirmed in a Senate Speech of March 5, 1800: 

"L"rhe frameri/ well k- how oppressively the pwwer 
of undefined privileges had been exercised in Great 
Britain, and were determined no such authority should 
ever be exercised here • 

• * * * 

"No privilege of this kind was intended for your 
Executive, nor any except that which I have mentioned 
for your Legislature." 3 Farrand, Records of the 
Federal Convention of 1787, at 384-85 (1911). 

See also 4 Elliot 'a Debates (2d id. 1836), at 108 - 09 (remarks 

of Iredell at the North carolina Ratification Convention) ; 2 Elliot's 

~/ Many argued that even the King was not above the law. See, e.g., 
s. D'Ewes, Journal of all the Parliaments during the l.eign of Queen 
Elizabeth 238 (1682) (Speech of Peter Wentworth in ·1575 )I " •• 
The King ought not llo be under man, but under God and under the 
Law, because the Law maketh him a King •••• " 

**/ 8 Wigmore, I 2371, at 749 n. 2; See Notable British Trial Series, 
The Baccarat Case 3, 75 (Shore ed. 1932); Abinger, Forty years 
at the Bar (1930) , at 84. 
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Debatea (2d ed. 1836), at 480 (remarka of James Wilson). 

This nation1a Preaidenta, from the very first, have until now 

upheld the comaon law tradition that even a President is not above 

PRESIDENT GEORGE WASHIN;TON 

The first example of a congressional inquiry into poaa:lble 

executive lllllfeasance occural:I in 179Z, when the House began an inquiry 

into the failure of the St. Clair Expedition. Tbe House Committee was 

to inquire into "the causes of the failure of the late expedition , 

and • • • to call for such persona. papers • • • as may be necessary 

to assist their inquiries." 3 Annala of Cong. 493 ( 1792) , cited in 

Berger, supra, at 1079 *· 188. Though Washington at a cabinst meeting 

dacided that he had a discretion not to produce the evidence aslled for 

by the House, this unofficial opinion was never COlllllUDicsted to Congress. 

Berger, supra at 1080. More importantly, whatever his private assertion, 

all the St. Clair documents were in fact turned over to the House; "not 

even the ugliest line on the flight of the beaten troops was eliminated." 

6 Freeman, Biography of Washington 339 (19S4} cited in Berger, ~ 

at 1080 n. 19S. The lacretariu of thPTreasury and War appeared in 

person to make explanation. 3 Annals of Cong. 1106 (1792). ~/ One 

contemporary congressional critic of the investigation (W. Smith) 

acknowledged that "£Tl. n any case where it shall appear that the 

Supreme Executive has not done his duty, he should be fully in favor of 

an inquiry." 3 Annals of Cong. 491 (1792), cited in Berger, supra at 1080 

n. 19S. 

!/ Washington instructed his Secretary of War on April 4, 1792: 
''You will lay before the House of Representatives 
such papers from your Department as are requested 
by the emdosed Resolution." 32 TbP. Writings of 
Washington 1S(l9l9). See Berger, .!!!£!!L8t 1080 -
81 -· 19', 197; atld 199. 
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About the •- time, Waahingto..,..,..lcomed a rumored investigation 

of possible wrongdoing by his Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander 

Hamilton. See 33 The Writings of Washington 95 (1940) , Letter to 

Pendleton, Sepcember 23, 1973, cited in Berger, supra at 1081 n. 200. 

J-s Madison, an advocate of the Resolutions charging Hamilton with 

grave derelictions, declared it to be a duty of the Secretary, ."in 

complying with the orders of the House, to inform the House how the 

law had been executed , • • to explain his own conduct." Lee, an 

opponent of the Resolutions, basically agreed. 3 Annals of Cong. 934, 

931 - 32 (1792), cited in Berger, supra at 1081 n. 201. The power to 

investigate official conduct was apparently never lfW!Stioned. Eventually 

Hamilton was exonerated. Berger supra, at 1081 n. 201. 
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PRESIDENT THOMAS .JEFFERSON 

In the now famous case of United States !· Burr, 25 l'ed. 

Cas. 30 {m,... 14692d)(C.C. Va 1807) Chief Justice Marshall, on 

circuit, held that the court had "the right to issue a subpena, 

against the President." Id. at 34-36. Burr's lawyers had sought 

to obtain evidence in the hands of the President relevant to Burr's 

criminal trial. Jefferson objected, but it is clear that he attempted 

fully to comply and in fact did comply with the subpena. . Berger, 

supra, at 1107 & n. 333. 

PRESIDENT JAMES MONROE 

On January 3, 1818, President James Monroe became the 

second President to be served a subpena · while in office. SU111110ned as 

a witness in behalf of the defaadant in the coui,t martial of Dr. 

William Barton, Presicf..;,t Monroe was requested to appear "at the Navy 

Yard in the City of Philadelphia on Wednesday the 14th day of January 

1818 at eleven o'clock in the forenoon.,,~/ In November of 1817 

Dr. Barton had been granted twO interviews w.lth the President to press 

his claim for a position at the Naval hospital at Philadelphia. Dr. 

Barton received his appointment and Dr. Thomas Harris (who had been 

replaced as a result of Barton's appointment:) then brought charges of 

"intrigue and misconduct" against Barton. Barton• s meetings with the 

President were cited as contributing factors. The Judge Advocate 

then issued the sU111110ns to the President.**/ At the President's 

direction, Secretary of State John Quincy Adams sought the opinion 

of Attorney General Wirt as to the proper course the President should 

pursue. A true copy of that unpublished opinion in its entirey 

~ A copy of the summons submitted to President Monroe is in Attorney 
General's Papers: letters received from State Department, Record 
Group 60, National Archives Building. 

**I Richard Rush to the President /-Monroe-/ Nov. 6, 1817, Records 
of the Office of Judge Advocate General (Navy), Record Group 125 
(Records of General Courts Martial& and Courts of Inquiry, Microcopy 
M-272 ., case 2821, National Archives Building. L Hereinafter cited 
as Navy Records_l; F. 1.. jlleadwell, William Paul CriHilln Barton 
(1786-1856), surgeon, United States Navy - a ~ioneer in American 
naval medicine, 46 The Military Surgeon (March 1920) at 260-62. 
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ill attached to this Historical Appendix. The opinion by Wirt is 

especially significant in that it was issued in the early days of 

our Republic; see f!;uar:1'; :w, !l!ie, 5 U.S. (l Cr.) 299, 309 (1803). 

The opinion of the Attorney General states, E,!lli. alia: 

"A subpoena ad testificandum may I think be properly 
awarded to the President of the U. S. My reasons 
for this opinion are stated by the Chief Justice of the 
U. s. in the case of Aaron Burr--Burr's trial vol. 
l page 180 a !S• 

* * * * 
"The return, however, which I would advise is this: 
if the process has been executed on the President in 
the usual form, by an officer or an individual, let the 
person serving it be instructed to make an endorsement 
like this - 'January 1818, executed on the President 
of the U. S. who stated that his official duties would 
not admit of his absence from the seat of government, but 
that he would hold himself ready, at all times, to state, 
in the form of a cleposUion .. and facts, relevant to 
the prosecution, which were within, his knowledge, and 
which might be called for by the court or the party. '"!./ 

President Monroe on the back of the summons stated that his official 

duties would preclude his appearance at tile court martial, but he wouli 

"be ready , ,a, willing to communicate, in th!I for,p, of a deposition any 

informattlon I may possess, relating to the subject matter in question."**/ 

Subsequently, President Monroe submitted answers to the interrogatories 

forwarded to him by the court.***/ 

PRESIDENTS JOHN: 'IYUJl.,IIND JGBII 9YINCY ADAMS 

On April 9, 1846, Daniel Webster was accused by Representative 

Ingersoll in the House of improperly making disbursements from the 

Presidential Secret Service Fund-a fund appropriated by the Congress 

to allow the President to purchase the services of spies and conspir

ators, and for use in clandestine operations in the course of foreign 

relations. Cong. Globe, April 9, 1846, at 636, 638. On April 20, 1846, 

President Polk responded by providing the House with documents and a 

list of the amounts of the various expenditures from the Secret Ser-

vice Fund, but refused to produce docwaentation on the purposes for 

which the funds were used on the ground that the statute creating the 

!./ William Wirt to John Quincy Adams, January 13, 1818, Navy Records. 

**/ President James Monroe to George M. Dallas (on the !tack of sunmons), 
January 21, 1818, Navy Records. 

~ President James Monroe to George M. Dallas, February 14, 1818, llavy 
records. Monroe's answers arrived only after the court dismissed 
the case. William Paul Crillion Barton to Secretary of the Navy, 
Samuel L. Southard, October 4, 1823, Navy Records. 
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fund specifically made such documentation immune from disclosure. 

Cong. Globe 698 (Apr. 20, 1846). Moreover, all of the transactions 

occurted prior to Poll's incumbency, and he questioned his authority 

to disclose materials deemed confidential by his predecessors. Id. 

President Polk's unwilliogness to respond completely to 

the House requests for ioformation led to the creation of two distinct 

select committees to iovestigate the matter. See The Secret Fund 

L-Discussion of charges of misuse of State Department funds by 

Daniel Webster_/, Cong. Globe, April 27, 1846, at 733-35. Polk's 

concern about revealing the confidences of a predecessor President 

was rendered moot because former President Tyler was subpenaed and 

testified before both select committees. See H. R. Rep. No. 684, 29th 

Cong., 1st Seas., (1846) at 8-11; H.R. Rep. No. 686, 29th Cong., 1st 

Sess., (1846) at 22-23. Former President John Quincy Adams filed a 

deposition with one of the select i!ommittees. H.R. Rep. 686, at 28. 

Both former Presidents gave evidence, under oath, about their use of 11 

the secret fund while President and testified about conversation with 

their aides. With the conclusion of the testimony the House had 

secured the ioformation it deemed relevant and the select committee 

investigatiog Daniel Webster reported it was satisfied that he was 

ionocent of IIIIY wrongdoing. See 2 Geo. Curtis, Life.of Daniel Webster 

%13 fl870). See also 4 Richardson, Messages 1111d Papers of the Presidents 

Ulb (Message of President Polk to the House) • 

PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN 

During the civil war, President Lincoln ·appeared before 

the House Judiciary Committee to deny under oath that his wife was a 

co-conspirator with one "Chevalier" Henry Wycoff io a premature release 

("leak") of. the President's forthcoming message to Congress which 

appeared in the New York ~-in December, 1861. The New York 

T!!l!!!!!!., for example, reported on February 14, 1862: 

"President Lincoln today /-the 13th/ voluntarily 
appeared before the House-Judiciary -Co111111ittee and 
gave testimony io the matter of the premature pub
lication in the Herald of a portion of his last 
annual message " New York Tribune, Feb. 14, 
1862, at 1. ---

At least four other contemporary newspapers stated that the President 
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appeared before the Committee. New York Times, Feb. 14, 1862, at 8· 

Philadelphia Inqui,rer, Feb. 14, 1862, at l; New Yorlf·.Herald, Feb. 14, 

1862, at l; Boston Homing l!!!!!!!!!, Feb. 18, 1862, at 4. 

PRESIDENT ULYSSES S. GRANT 

In connection with the so-called whiskey fraud cases 

during Grant' a tenure in the White House, President Grant submitted 

to a criminal deposition to give evidence conceming bis confidential 

secretary, General Orville E. Babcock, who was accused of participation 

in the frauds. See John A. Carpenter, Ulysses s. Grant 152 (1970); 

Grant testified about conversations with Babcock, his confidential 

secretary. New York Times, Feb. 13, 1876, at 1; Feb 14, 1876, at 1. 

Moreover, Grant was once arrested while President for fast driving in 

a horse and buggy. The arresting policeman was profuse in his 

apologies when he recognized the President but the President said: 

"Officer, do your duty." Geo. Stimpson, Nuggets of Knowledge, at S4. 

PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

President Theodore Roosevelt, on two separate occasions 

after leaving the White House, voluntarily testified before Congressional 

investigating committees regarding events during his Presidency. In 

1911, be appeared before a special House eo-ittee to testify about the 

circumstances involved in the questionable acquisition in 1907 of the 

Tennessee Coal & Iron Company by U.S. Steel. House Special Committee 

on the Investigation of the United States Steel Corporation, United 

States Steel Corporation Hearings, 62d Cong. , lat Sess. 1369 ,!!. !!9.- -

(1911). 

In 1912 Roosevelt appeared before a Senate Subcommittee 

investigating the propriety of certain corporate contributions to 

Roosevelt' a 1904 presidential campaign. Senate Committee on Privi

leges and Elections, Campaign Congributions, Hearings, 62d Cong., 1st 

Seas., on s. Res. 79 and s. Res. 386, Oct. 16, 1912, at 177-96; 469-

S27. S~ E. Morison, 7 The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt 602-

2S (19S4). 
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PRESIDENT WARREN G. HARDING 

In April 1922 the United States Senate adopted two 

resolutions which ultimately led to the disclosure of the infamous 

Teapot Dome scandal. One resolution directed the Secretaries of the 

Navy and Interior Departments to "inform the Senate, if not 

r<lncompatible with the public interest," about "all proposed operating 

agreements" upon the Teapot Dome reserve.~./ '.l'he second resolution 

authorized the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys "to investigate 

the entire subject of leases upon naval oil reserves~' and also asked 

that the Secretary of the Interior be directed to send to the Senate 

all the facts about the leasing of Naval Oil Reserves to private 

citizens and corporations.**/ 

In response to the latter resolution, Secretary of the 

Interior Albert Fall forwarded a veritable mountain of materials to 

the Senate Committee on Public Lands and Sur.....,.., ***/ Then appeared 

to be no withholding of information from Congress by the executive 

branch. 

In the concluding remarks of his comprehensive report to the 

President on the Naval Oil Reserves, Secretary Fall states that it is 

his "frank desire that those entitled to know, and the public generally, 

who are, of course so entitled, may have an explanation frankly and 

freely and fully given of the acts, policies, and motives of at least 

one, and speaking for the Secretary of the Navy, of two members of " 

the President's official family.****/ In apparent concurrence, Presi

dent Harding forwarded Secretary Fall's report to the Senate under his 

signature with the following observation: 

!:_I See 62 Cong. Rl!c. 5567-5568 (April 15, 1922). 

**I See 62 Cong. Rec. 5792 (April 21, 1922), 6096-6097 (April 22, 1922). 

***/ See U. S. Congress, Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys. 
Leases upon Naval tlil l'eserves. Hearings, 6 7 C~ng. , 2d Sess. 
3142-3143 (1924). 

****/ Message from the President, etc., S. Doc. No, 210, 67th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 26-27 (1922). 
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I am sure I am correct in construing the impelling purpose 
of the Secretary of the Interior in making to me this report. 
It is not to be construed as a defense of either specific 
acts or the general policies followed in dealing with the 
problems incident to the handling of the naval reserves, but 
is designed to afford that explanation to which the Senate 
is entitled, and which will prove helpful to the country 
generally in appraising the administration of these matters 
of great public concern. I think it is only fair to say 
in this connection that the policy which has been adopted 
by the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of the 
Interior in dealing with these matters was submitted to 
me prior to the adoption thereof, and the policy decided 
upon and the subsequent acts have at all times had my 
entire approval.~ 

PRESIDENT BWIGIIT D. EISENHOWER 

During the congressional investigation of the Dixon-Yates 

affair, the Senate sought to obtain a copy of a controversial memoran

dum by Adophe Wensel!. Power Policy: Dixon-Yates Contract, Hearing, 

on S. Res. 61, Before the Subconnnittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of 

the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. (1955) 

After objections by the President, the Wensel! memoran-

dum was formally presented to the Subcommittee during the course of 

Wensell' s testimony before that body. Hearings at 624. As it developed 

the memorandum was indeed relevant to the contracting procedure being 

investigated by the Senate. See United Saal!as v. Mississippi Valley 

Generating Co., 364 U. s. 520, 525-47 (1961) holding that Wensell, 

by consulting for the Bureau of the Bl'dget while still remaining employed 

by First Boston Corp., had violated 18 u.s.c. 8 434 (prohibition of 

conflict of interest) . 

In connection with another inve~tigation of possible 

corruption in the executive branch, President Eisenhower's closest aide, 

Sherman Adams, testified before a subconnnittee of the House Connnittee 

on Interstate and Fore~gh Commerce when that subconnnittee uncovered 

evidence that Adams had accepted certain gifts from one Bernard Gold

fine, including payment of hotel bills. Adams requested an opportunity 

to set the record straight, and in bis testimony he discussed appropriate 

conversations with Executive officials. Hearing on Investiption of 

Regulatory Commissions and Agencies, Before a Subcommittee of the Rouse 

Conunittee on Interstate and Foreil!I\ Commerce, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., 

3484-89; 3591-93; 3712-27. 

'!!.J Id. at p. 1tr-

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 48 

Adams subsequently resigned amid charges 

~-
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of political corrllPtiOD and favoritism. 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, 
individually and as President of the United States 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN W, STATHIS 

I, Stephen W. Stathis, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

Civil Actim 
No, 1593-73 

1. I am an analyst in American History and American 

National Government, in the Government and General Research Divisim 

of Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, 

Z, The attached document is a true copy of the Opinion 

of Attorney General Wirt, dated January 13, 1818, 

3. The original handwritten manuscript of the Opinion 

may be found in the Records of the Office of Judge Advocate General 

(Navy), Record Group lZS, National Archives Building, 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, 
this J. ~*A, day of August, 1973, 

~ ~ .J:LA<'H'lC,A 
Notary Public, D, c. 

My Commission Expires 

Mi Commis~ion ExE_ires Jui>:. 14,. .1.,,// 

Sa!!;~ 
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OPINION OF ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM WIRT, 
January 13, 1818 

Is the President bound to attend a summons as a 

witness to a courts martial? What return should be 

made on such summons ? 

Washington, Jan. 13th 1818 

Sir. 

I recd this morning your communication of 

yesterday's date enclosing a summons from the judge 

advocate of a naval court martial to be held at 

Phila., tomorrow for the trial of Doct. Barton, 

addressed to the President of the U.S. and desiring 

his attendance as a witness at that court. The summons, 

you inform me is submitted for my opinion, that a 

return may be made such as is proper in this case. 

A subpoena ~ testificandum may I think be 

properly awarded to the President of the U.S. My 

reasons for this opinion are stated by the Chief Justice 

of the U.S. in the case of Aaron Burr--Burr 1s trial 

vol. 1, page 180 & ~ But if the presence of 

the chief magistrate be required at the seat of 

government by his official duties, I think those 

duties paramount to any claim which an individual 

can have upon him, and that his personal attendance 

on the court from which the summons proceeds ought 

to be, and must, of necessity, be dispensed with: 

my reasons for the latter opinion are stated by 

Mr. Jefferson, in a letter to the District 

attorney of Virginia, in the case before mentioned; 

Burr's trial 1. vol. page 255. As this a question 

of great delicacy and importance and one rather 

of constitutional than municipal law, I send the 
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book itself, to which I have referred, for your peru,sal, 

and that of the President, which I earnestly invite 

to the subject that the step which may be taken in 

the case, may not be taken on my opinion only. I 

will add that in the trial of Smith & Ogden in 

New York, a similar summons issued for the head of 

departments; the answer of Mr. Madison and the other 

heads of departments to that summons, will be found 

in page six of the latter trial, which is also sent. 

In this case a motion was made for an attachment 

against the executive officers and the court was 

divided on the question of granting it. In 

Burr's case the opinion of the court was never called 

for on the question of attachment: so that the opinion 

of the federal court, so far as I am informed 

has never been expressed on their power to compel the 

attendance of the President or the officers of the 

executive departments, to give evidence. The power 

of compelling the attendance of the President 

as a witness being therefore, over the question 

one, as before remarked, wholly dependent, for its 

solution, on a sound construction of the constitution, 

and a question, withal, which may, by possibility, 

involve the executive in a collision with the judiciary, 

I am sure I shall stand excused for repeating the 

request that you, Sir, as well as the President, will 

yourselves consider the question, without resting on 

my opinion in a case which can scarcely be considered 
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as exclusively within the province of the lawyer. 

The return, however, which I would advise is 

this: if the process has been executed on the President 

in the usual form, by an officer or an individual, let the 

person serving it be instructed to make an endorsement 

like this -- "January 1818, executed on the President of 

the U.S. who stated that his official duties would not 

admit of his absence from the seat of government, but 

that he would hold himself ready, at all times, 

to state, in the form of a deposition, and facts, relevant 

to the prosecution, which were within his knowledge, and 

which might be called for by the court or the party. 11 

I would farther recommend, ~ abunq_anti ~. that 

this return should be accompanied by a respectful letter 

from the President to the Judge Advocate, taking the grounds 

presented by Mr. Jefferson, in the letter to which I have 

already referred you. - - If the process has not been served on 

the President in the usual form, but sent to him as a letter, 

I would recommend that he should endorse on it an admission 

of its service annexing to that admission a similar statement 

with that which I have before recommended in the case of it having 

been served; and enclosing the process, thus endorsed, in such 

a letter as I have advised. 

It is clearly inferable from the argument of 

the Chief Justice, that he would require the excuse for non

attendance to be on oath, but I can scarely think this necessary 

when the excuse is written on the face of the Constitution 

and founded on the fact that Mr. Monroe is the President 
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of the U.S. and that Congress is now holding one of its 

regular session,, during which his presence is so peculiarly 

necessary at the seat of government. 
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!N THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al., 

v. j Civil Action No. 1593-731== ?ILE 

NO. 4-7-7.
7
3 MISC 

r LED v RICHARD M. NIXON. 

AUG 301$3 
JAMES F. · 

. DAVE'(, C/er#r 
0 RD ER 

Upon consideration of the letter dated August 22, 1973, 

to the Court from Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel fer plaintiffs Senate 

Select Conunittee on Presidential Campaign Activities, et al., filed 

herewith, which letter the Court will treat as a motion to consolidate 

the action herein with Misc. No. 47-73, !n Re Grand Jury Subpoena 

~ .!!!:.!!!!! Issued to Richard M. Nixon, etc., and upon consideration 

of the letters in opposition dated August 23, 1973 and filed herewith, 

from Charles Alan Wright, Counsel for defendant Richard M. Nixon, 

and from Watergat'.:v,Jjl"cial Prosecutor Archibald Cox, it is by the 

Court this , 3())/1<._, day of August, 1973, 

ORDERED that the motion to consolidate be, and the same 

hereby is, denied. 

JAMES F. DAVEY, Clerk, 

B~~~~ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 4, 1973 

Dear Judge Sirica: 

We have filed today a motion requesting an extension of 
time within which to file a written response to the motion. 

· for sununary judgment filed by the Senate Select Conunittee. 
We have requested an extension until September 24, 1973. 
Our need for this additional time is dictated partially by the 
fact that we have been informed that the Court of Appeals 
has decided informally that our appeal from your recent 
decis~.on in Misc. No. 4 7- 73 will be heard on September 11, 

, 1973 and that any new briefs must be filed on or before 
,' ~September 10, 1973. We also will be given the opportunity /r 

to iile a post-argument brief on or before September 14, 197:$,. '; 
,) Since this is not a formal decision by the Court of Appeals, w~ t 

·did not think it appropriate to make it a matter of public record., 
1n the motion. ' 

' ;. 
Respectfully, 

'• Special Counsel to the ]?resident~ 
' ' .~ '· 

J. Fred Buzhardt 

The Honorable John J. Sirica 
United States Courthouse 
Third and Constitution Avenue, NW. 
Room 2428 
Washington, D. C. 20001 

cc: Samuel Dash 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 
CAMPAlGN ACTIVITIES, et al, ) 

) 
Plaintiffs ) · 

) 

) 
~ ) 

) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as ) 
President of the United States, ) 

) 
Defendant ) 

MOTION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

Richard M. Nixon, pursuant to Rule 6(b), Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure, respectfully moves this Court for an extension 

of time within which to respond to plaintiffs' motion for summary 

judgment v.ntil September 24, 1973, or such other time as the Court 

may designate, and as grounds therefor would show as follows: 

1. That plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment was served on 

l\ugust 29, 1973° and under Local Rule l-9(d), a written response is 

required on or before September 10, 1973; 

2. That plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment apparently was 

·prepared without reference to Richard M. Nixon's answer to plaintiffs' 

complaint, which directly challenges the jurisdictional allegations in 

plaintiffs I complaint; 

3. That once challenged, plaintiffs have the burden of proof with 

regard to these jurisdictional allegations, and that to date they have 

failed to even address these issues; 
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4, That until jurisdiction has been established, this Court 

•. should refrain from substantive adjudication of the merits of this 

action, as requested by plaintiffs' motion for swnmary judgment; 

5, That this request is filed within the period of time prescribed 

by Rule 6(b), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and that no previous 

requests have been made; 

6, That an enlargement of time will promote a just and speedy 

adjudi~ation of this action by permitting the parties, one of which is 

involved in an expedited review of a related case, to place the issues· 

bef<fre this Court in an orderly manner. 

WHEREFORE, Richard M. Nixon respectfully moves this Court 

for an extension of time to respond to plaintiffs' motion for sununary 

judgment until September 24, 1973, or such other time as the Court 

deems appropriate, 

Respectfully submitted, 

LEONARD GARMENT 
J. FRED BUZHARDT 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
DOUGLAS M. PARKER 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 
RICHARD A. HAUSER 

Attorneys for the President 

The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 
Telephone Number: 456-1414 

By: _____________ _ 
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GER TIFICA TE OF SERVICE 

I, J. Fred· Buzhardt, hereby certify that true copies 

'of the attached Motion for Enlargement of Time and 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities were hand de-

livered on this day of September 1973 to the -----
office of 

Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 
Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign 
Activities 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

J. Fred Buzhardt 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
• FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENA TE SELE CT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. , 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

,,;.'_ 

ORDER 

Plaintiffs 

Defendant 

) . 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

Civil Actiol\ .c> 
No. 1593-73; 

Upon motion of Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States, 

for enlargement of time, and for good cause shown, it is by this Cour't 

this ___ day of September, 1973, 

ORDERED that said motion is granted; and it is 

FURTHER ORDERED that Richard M. Nixon, shall have up to ~nd 

,including-~-----·' 1973 within which to respond to plaintiffs' 

, motion for summary judgment. 

John J. Sirica 
Chief Judge 

,, 

.. -, f 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENA TE SELE CT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al, 

Plaintiffs 

. v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

Defendant 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73· 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ENLARGEMENT 

OF TIME __ .. 

Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment was filed on August 29, 

1973, and Local Rule l-9(d) requires a written response on or befor~ 

September 10, 1973. However, Rule 6(b), Federal Rules of.Civil 

Procedure, vests this Court with discretionary authority to enlarge 

the period· of time within which Richard M. Nixon must respond. 

Rule 6(b) provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

When by these rules ••• an act is required o-,: 
allowed to be done at or within a specified 
time, the court for cause shown may at any 
time in its discretion ..• order the period en
larged if request therefor is made before the 
expiration of the period originally prescribed .••• 

J;'iled as it was on the same day that Richard M. Nixon's answer, 

was filed, the motion for summary judgment apparently was prepared 

without the benefit of that answer and the defenses that it raised. · Thus 

· the motion for summary judgment fails to address the jurisdictional 

defenses raised by th_e answer. 
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Perhaps plaintiffs would suggest that the Court should decide 

the merits of this case before addressing the jurisdictional questfo~. 

We subntlt that this would not only be inappropriate but an unfortunate 

burden on the Court. 

~t is fundamental that the threshold question in every case is 

whether the District Court has jurisdiction. Roberson v. Harrill, 

393 F. 2d 123, 124 (8th Cir. 1968); Berkowitz v. Philadelphia Chewing 

Gum Corp., 303 F. 2d 585, 588 (3d Cir. 1962); Underwood v. Maloney, 

256 F. 2d 334, 340 (3d Cir.), cert. denied 358 U.S. 864 (1958),' The 

pirrty invoking a court's jurisdiction has the affirmative duty to allege « 

jurisdiction; and if the allegations are properly controverted, 1!,e has 

the burden of establishing such allegations. As put by the Court in 

McNutt v. General Motors Acceptance Corp., 298 U.S. 178, 189 (1935): 

There are conditions which must be met by the party 
who seeks the exercise of jurisdiction in his favor. 
He must allege in his pleading the facts essential to . 
show jurisdiction. If he fails to make the necessary· 
allegations, he has no standing. If he does make them, 
an inquiry into the existence of jurisdiction is obviously, 
for the purpose of determining whether the facts support 
his allegations. In the nature of things, the authorized 
inquiry is primarily directed at the one who claims that 
·the power of the court should be exerted in his behalf. • 
As he i.s seeking relief, subject to this supervision, it 
follows that he must carry throughout the litigation the 
burden of showing that he is properly in court. The 
authority which the statute vests in the court to enforce 
the limitations of its jurisdiction precludes the idea that 
jurisdiction may be maintained by mere averment or that 
the party asserting jurisdiction may be relieved of his 
burden by any formal procedure. If his allegations of . 
jurisdictional facts are challenged by his adversary in' ' 
any appropriate manner, he must support them by 
competent proof. 

See also Gibbs v. Buck , 307 U.S. 56 (1939); KVOS, INC. v. 

Associated Press, 299 U.S. 269 (1935). 
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. . .~\f}, 
·• Th~ import.ince of these principles is underscored by the !ac;~·., ''('-

. _.-_':/~'f .{ I'. 
that courts have recognized their own duty to see that their juris:- ·. 

diction is not exceeded. Thus the Unite? States Supreme Court 

has frequently raised and decided jurisdictional questions on its 

own motion. See, e.g., Mitchell v, Maurer, 293 U.S. 237, 244 

(1934); Louisville & Nashville R.R. v. Mottley, 211 U.S. 149 (1908). 

By filing a motion for summary judgment, plaintiffs have asked 

the Court for an adjudication on the merits. This is premature·,,:· 

.however, when plaintiffs' jurisdictional allegations have been contro-.. 
verted. Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S. 678, 682 (1946). 

Whether the complaint states a cause of action 
on which relief could be granted is a question 
of law and just as issues of fact it must be de
cided after and not before the court has asswned 
jurisdiction over the controversy. 

s.ee also Opelika Nursing Home, Inc. v. Richardson, 448 F. Zd 

658, 667 (5th Cir. 1971). There the Fifth Circuit stated: 

Federal jurisdiction is not so ambidextrous. as to 
permit a district court to dismiss a suit for want 
of jurisdiction with one hand and to decide the 
merits with the other. A federal district court 
concluding lack of jurisdiction should apply its 
brakes, cease and desist the proceedings, and shun··. 
advisory opinions. To do otherwise would be in de- · . 
fiance of its jurisdictional fealty •. Therefore, viewing.; 
Bell's a priori requirement of finding jurisdiction be
fore rendering a final decision on the merits as one of c,· 

the high commands of our jurisprudential system, we 
conclude that the court below, once it held that it had 
no jurisdiction, should have immediately dismissed 
the action. 

We are not suggesting by this motion that the resolution of this· 

case be, delayed or prolonged. Rather we merely suggest that a just 
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,f 

and speedy resolution of this action can only be achieved by a :·~fl 
_.,. 

·t-;f. , . it, 
proper briefing on all issues raised by the pleadings, This cannot· 

~-

' , be accomplished within the tune framework presented by Loca:t'' i. 

Rule l-9(d), 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 49 

Respectfully submitted, 

LEONARD GARMENT 
J. FRED BUZHARDT 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
DOUGLAS M. PARKER 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 
RICHARD A. HAUSER 

By: 
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:rILD SEP 5 1973 

IN THE UNITJiD STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. ) 

) 
Plaintiffs ) 

,) 
) 

v. ) 
) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as ) 
President of the United States ) 

) 
Defendant ) 

MOTION TO EXPiiDITE ARGUMENT 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

Plaintiffs, by their undersigned counsel, hereby move 

the Court to set argument on plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 

Judgment on Wednesday, September 12, 1973. The grounus for this 

motion are set forth in the accompanying Memorandum in Support of 
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Plaintiffs' Motion to Expedite Argtunent and in Opposition to 

Defendant President's Motion for Enlargement of Time. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D.C. 
Of Counsel 

Arthur S. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the Select Comnittee 
Washington, D.c. 

Of Counsel 

submitted, 

'----- Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

Donald Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington,,D.c. 20510 
Tel. No. 225-0531 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE UNITE) STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

This matter having come before the Lourt on plaintiffs' 

Motion to Expedite Argument on their Motion for SU111111ary Judgment, 

and the Court being of the opinion that the expedition motion 

should be granted, it is hereby this ____ day of September, 1973, 

ORDERED that argument on Plaintiffs' Motion for SUllllll8ry 

Judgment be and is expedited and set for September 12, 1973, at 

John J. Sirica, 
Chief Judge, United States 
District Court for the District 
of Columbia 
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. IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITI'EE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al, 

Plaintiffs 

V, 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action 
) No. 1593-73 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PIAINTIFFS 1 

MOTION TO EXP.IDITE ARGUMENT AND IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT PRESIDENT'S 

MOTION FOR ENIARGEMENT OF TIME 

The present action seeks Court determination of plaintiffs 

right to access to certain tapes an·J other materials subpenaed 

from defendant President, On August 29, the defendant President 

filed an Answer to the Complaint pursuant to an expedited schedula 

On the same day plaintiffs filed a Motion for Stmm1ary Judgment 

with supporting papers. Presently there are two motions before 

the Court relating to the timing of this litigation. The 

defendant President seeks an enlargement of time to September 24 

to answer plaintiffs' Motion for Stmm1ary Judgment. Plaintiffs, 

however, request expeditious arg1.UDent of this motion and urge 

that Wednesday, September 12, be designated as the hearing date. 
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The need for expedition of this cause is urgent,'!:.lfor 

there is a compelling public interest in the speedy completion of 

the Committee's investigation. The Committee is required by 

s. Res. 60 to file with the Senate a final report on its investi

gations by February 28, 1974. Accordingly, the Committee would 

prefer to- finish its hearings by the Congressional adjournment, 

which is now scheduled for October 15, 1973. While it is likely 

that the Committee hearings may extend beyond that date, there 

is every indication that its hearings-must be completed by some 

time in November in order to permit adequate time for accomplishing 

the burdensome task of preparing a final report. If the materials 

subpenaed are to be fully useable by the Committee, they must be 

in hand and digested considerably in advance of the hearings' 

termination. As we have pointed out in our Memorandum in Support 

of Motion for S~ry Judgment (pp.15-17) _the materials subpenaed 

would be of vital importance to the Committee in resolving major 

conflicts in testimony and making key findings. 

The Committee's need for expedition is thus equal to 

or even greater than that of the Special Prosecutor. The Special 

P~osecutor, in arguing that his case should be decided promptly 

by this Court and that his case and our case should not be 

'!;./From the beginning plaintiffs have sought expedition of this 
matter. The Complaint, Para. 25, stated that "The public interest 
in, and need for, the swift completion of the functions of the 
Select Committee and the unique and critical Constitutional 
considerations raised.by the actions of the defendant President 
warrant expedition of this action at all stages and prompt resolu
tion of the dispute." With the Complaint, plaintiffs filed a 
motion to shorten the time for answer or other response to 20 days 
and counsel for defendant President stipulated to this accelerated 
schedule. Moreover, in a letter to the Court dated August 22 
from Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel, plaintiffs stated that they 
would be prepared to file all necessary briefs regarding the 
summary judgment motion and be ready for argument thereon by 
September 7, 1973. · 
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simultaneously determined, relied heavily on the fact that the 

current Watergate Grand Jury's term expires in December 1973 

and that consequently the subpenaed tapes were needed before 

that date.'!./ The Conunittee's effective deadline, as we.have just 

observed, is even earlier -- in November. 

There is another significant reason why expedition is 

important to plaintiffs. The Special Prosecutor's suit, which is, 

in the words of the President's counsel, "a related case"**~ 

and whose ultimate resolution may as a practical matter substan

tially affect plaintiffs' rights, is ,,ell on the way to the 

Supreme Court. We are strongly of the view that the Supreme 

Court should hear and decide these two cases, which raise similar 

issues of great national import, at the same time. The interest 

of the Senate of the United States in these issues is at least 

equal in dignity to that of the Special Prosecutor, and plaintiffs 

should accordingly be allowed to participate in briefing and 

argument at the Supreme Court level as a party in order fully to 

present their views on those critical issues. A prompt decision 

by this Court on plaintiffs' action is therefore essential. 

While we appreciate the fact that the President's counsel 

are engaged in the litigation brought by the Special Prosecutor, 

which apparently will be expedited on appeal, we feel that the 

existence of that case provides no excuse for failing to move 

expeditiously in the one·at bar. Surely the President has ample 

legal resources at his command; it has, moreover, been obvious 

!:._/See letter from Archibald Cox to Judge Sirica, August 23, 1973. 

~/Motion for Enlargement of Time, Para. 6. 
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from the beginning that plaintiffs in this suit would seek 

expedition. It would be a grave disservice to the Committee and 

to the Senate of the United States if delay by counsel for 

defendant President were permitted to deprive plaintiffs of a 

timely ruling on this suit. We see no reason why defendant 

President should. not be able to muster adequate legal assistance 

to respond to our Motion for Summary Judgment, raising all 

jurisdictional issues counsel desire, and to be ready for oral 

arg1n11ent on September 12, ti1e date requested in our Motion. We 

note that, both in our case and in the Special Prosecutor's case, 

the President's counsel have demonstrated the capacity to move 

with expedition.~/ They experienced no difficulty in meeting the 

accelerated schedule set by this Court in the Special Prosecutor's 

case, 

We readily acknowledge that there are jurisdictional 

issues raised by the Answer that the Court must resolve before it 

can enter a favorable order in response to our motion for 

Summary Judgment. However, it is completely clear that the 

jurisdictional issues and those on the merits can be heard and 

considered by the Court at the same ti.me; a two-step process, 

where a hearing is first had on jurisdiction and a decision 

rendered on that issue and then issues on the merits are heard 

and decided, is not necessary or even appropriate under the 

Federal Rule 56. 

~/We must quarrel with counsel's assertion that they are not 
suggesting by their motion "that the resolution of this case be 
delayed or prolonged." If their schedule is followed, this case 
will not be heard for at least two weeks after the date we have 
proposed, a delay which, in the present circ1n11stances, would be 
severely disadvantageous to plaintiffs. 
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We will be prepared on Monday, September 10, 1973, to 

file a supplemental memorandl.DD that fully establishes the juris

dictional bases on which this action rests and that addresses any 

other issues raised by the defendant President's Answer not dealt 

with in the Memorandl.DD In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 

already filed. We see no reason why the President's counsel, 

since they have raised jurisdictional issues in their Answer and 

thus must be conversant with their argt.DDents in those regards, 

cannot likewise file a memorandt.DD on that date setting forth 

their jurisdictional contentions, together with their argtm1ents 

on the merits, which they have already extensively treated in 

the context of the Special Prosecutor's proceeding. If this 

course is followed, briefing on all issues will be before the 

Court, a ruling on our Motion for S\lllllllary Judgment will not be 

"premature", and this Court can properly set argtm1ent for 

Wednesday, September 12, the date we request in our expediting 

motion. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D.c. 
Of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
«.;hie£ Con .. ultant to 
the Select Committee 
Washington, D.c. 

Of Counsel 

Respectfully submitted, 

) 

amuel Dash 
Chief Coun .. el 

Fr~d D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Couns~l 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

Dona J,d Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, n.c. 20510 
Tel. No. 225-0531 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAi"!!'AI,:;N ACTIVITIES, et al. 

v. Civil Action No. 1593-73 

RICHARD M. NIXON 

0 RD ER 

FJlED~ 
Sfp 6 1973 

JAMcs F 
. DAVEY. 

• Cler 
Upon consi~eration of the Motion to Expedite Argument 

filed by plaintiff Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities, et al. on September 5, 1973, and the Court having heard 

oral argument, it is by the Court this ~514..t day of September, 

1973, 

ORDERED that the Motion to Expedite be, and the same 

hereby is, denied. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al., 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

ORDER 

Plaintiffs 

Defendant 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

Upon motion of Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States, 

for enla:1ment of time, and for good cause shown, it is by this Court' 

this~ day of September, 1973, 

ORDERED that said motion is granted; and it is 

FURTHER ORDERED that Richard M. Nixon, shall have up to and 

including-¥~, 1973 within which to respond to plaintiffs' 

motion for summary judgment. 
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The Honorable John J. Sirica 
Chief Judge 
u. s. District Court 

SELECT COMMrTTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(l'Ult9UANT TO S. ltU. m. 11D CONOIIES&) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

September 18, 1973 

for the District of Columbia 

Re: Senate Select COlll!llittee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities v. Richard M. Nixon 
C. A. No. 1593•73 

Dear Judge Sirica: 

As your Honor is aware, the President's counsel will 
respond to our motions for summary judgment by September 
24. In order that they, on that date, will be able to 
submit a brief on all the issues in this case and to facili
tate the Court's consideration of these issues, plaintiffs 
are today filing a supplemental memorandum in support of our 
motions for summary judgment that deals with the jurisdic
tional and other technical issues raised by the President in 
his answer. 

We hope that this early filing will allow your Honor 
to set a -hearing date for our motion in the very near future 
91111 ....-etfally ~ dlat Sept: > er 26 • tlen.pated for 
that purpose. If any additional written response is required 
to the papers filed by the President on September 24, we will 
submit such response before the hearing on the 26th, if that 
date is selected for the argument. 

/ 
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Judge Sirica page two 

We would emphasize again our very strong desire for 
expedition in this case so that the issues involved can be 
finally resolved while the Committee's hearings are still 
in progress. / 

cc: Charles A. Wright 

~,#Mt//J4i 
~Samuel Dash 

Chief Counsel 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL F!LED SEP 1 s ,sn 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al ) 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, 

_;_, _______ _ 
) 
) 
) 

JAMES F. DAVEY 
cLEBK 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

individually and as President of the United States 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant 

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUM MARY JUDGMENT 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D. C. 
of Counsel 

Arthur S. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the Select Committee 

of Counsel 

SlUXluel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

J lUXles Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Donald S. Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

WillilUXl T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate· 
Washington, D. C. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

) 

) -
) 
) 
) 

) Civil Action 
) No. 1593-73 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

This Court, by its decision in Misc. No. 47_73.!/has effectively 

resolved many of the focal issues in the present case. Its rulings regarding 

the power of the Court to determine the executive privilege issue and to 

enforce its determinations against the President are particularly significant. 

Thus, the Court has held that the President does not enjoy an absolute dis

cretionary power to withhold relevant evidence but that the final decision 

whether materials are protected by executive privilege rests with the Court, 

not the President. As the Court observed, "the laws of evidence do not excuse 

anyone because of the office he holds. 11 (Op. p. 14). Moreover, the Court, 

separation of powers considerations notwithstanding, has affirmed its 

authority to direct the President to comply with a lawfully issued subpena 

duces tecum, holding that the White House is not a sacrosanct "fourth branch 

of government", immune from all process. (Op. p. 10). Finally, the Court has 

*/In Re Grand Jury Subpoen<1- Duces Tecum Issued to Richard M. Nixon, or An 
Subordinate Officer, Official or Employee with Custody or Control of Certain 
Documents or Objects. 
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established that there is no executive privilege to withhold evidence relating 

to executive criminality, The doctrine cannot be used "as a cloak for serious 

criminal wrongdoing." (Op. p. 19). "If the interest served by 5'h_;iprivilege 

is abused or subverted, the claim of privilege fails. 11 (Op. p. 20). 

These rulings, while made in the context of the Special Prosecu

tor's case, are fully controlling here. If the Court, in the_face of separation 

of powers considerations, may resolve an evidentiary dispute between the 

Grand Jury and the President, the Court may resolve a like dispute between 

the Senate and the President. If the Court has power to enforce the process of 

the ·Grand Jury, surely it is similarly empowered to enforce the Senate's proces 

Moreover, if the Grand Jury is entitled to subpenaed Presidential 

evidence relating to criminal wrongdoing, the Congress should enjoy at least 

an equal right to such evidence, As the Supreme Court asserted in United 

States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331 (1950), the principle that "the public , • 

has a right to every man's evidence" is just as applicable to legislative in

vestigations as to judicial proceedings. The Committee, in fact, presents an 

even stronger case for the materials subpenaed than does the Special Prosecu

tor. We submit that the public interest in determining the extent of mal

feasance in the executive branch and the need for corrective legislation is of 

greater moment to the nation than the indictment and conviction of a few guilty 

*' individuals. - Furthermore, the Committee's request, unlike that of the 

Special Prosecutor, focuses on the President's own possible criminality. It 

is here that the President's claim of privilege is weakest; indeed, as shown 
**I 

(Mem. p. 18), the President's own counsel has conceded that in such circum-

stance the doctrine of executive privilege is inapplicable. 

!/Moreover, where, as here, the President acts in contravention of the 
express will of Congress "his power is at its lowest ebb. 11 Youngstown Sheet 
and Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring). 
As demonstrated in Section II, this memorandum, it is absolutely clear that 
the Senate intended to authorize the Select Committee to subpena documents 
from any executive officer, including the President, 

**/ "Mem. p. __ " refers to the "Memorandum of Points and Authorities In 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgement" filed by the Select Committee on 
August 29, 1973. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 50 
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For these reasons, we submit that the basic issues in this case 

have in substance been resolved by this Court 1s:decision in Misc, No. 47-73. 

In Answer to our Complaint, the defendant President, perhaps in anticipa

tion of the Court's adverse ruling in Misc. 47-73 and its application here, 

concentrated mainly on technical and jurisdictional objections to the present 

suit, rather than on the merits of this litigation, Although_ these 

objections are numerous, they dissipate when subjected to proper analysis. We 

show below that: (1) The Select Committee, in investigating corruption and 

criminality in high executive offie.e, is fully within: its constitutional preroga

tives and in the best tradition of congressional investigations, (2) The Select 

Committee has ample authority to issue the subpenas in question and to 

instigate and conduct this litigation, (3) The Committee has standing to bring 

this lawsuit, and several jurisdictional bases empower this Court to decide 

it. 
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I. Congress in The Discharge of Its Legislative Duties Is Empowered 
to Investigate Unlawful Conduct 

The defendant President's claim that the Committee's inquiry 

constitutes an unconstitutional "criminal investigation and trial" {Answer, 

4. 

Sixth Defense) is utterly without merit. As we have shown {Mero. pp. 14-17), 

Congress, since the beginning of the •.nation, has investigated wrongdoing and 

maladministration by executive officials under its constitutional power to 

determine the need for new legislation and fulfill an associated "informing 

function. 11 The Congress is not ousted of investigatory power simply because 

the executive conduct under scrutiny may be criminal and the defendant 

President's claim to the contrary has been repeatedly rejected by the Supreme 

Court. 

In relevant respects the case at bar is a virtual duplicate of 

McGrain v. Dau hert 273 U.S. 135 (1927). There the Supreme Court 

broadly sustained a Senate inquiry into alleged malfeasance and nonfeasance 

by Attorney General Daugherty in connection with the Teapot Dome scandal.'!:._/ 

The investigation was resisted on grounds essentially identical to those now 

asserted by defendant President. It was claimed that: 

"The investigation is not legislative, but judicial in 
its character; it is an attempt to prosecute, try, and 
determine the guilt or innocence of Harry M. Daugherty. 
Congress has no such power except in impeachment pro
ceedings. 11 !!!_/ 

!'his assertion was flatly rejected by the Supreme Court, which upheld the 

validity of the investigation and ruled that: 

(1)"/T /he power of inquiry--with process to enforce it--is 
an e-;;-ential and appropriate auxiliary to the legislative 
function." 273 U.S. at 174. 

!/ The Attorney General had also been charged with laxity in enforcing the 
antitrust laws. See 65 Cong. Rec. 3299, 3409 (1924). 

**/Argument for appellee, 71 L. Ed. 581. McGrain arose out of the issuance 
by the investigating committee of subpenas to Mally S. Daught:'rty, the 
Attorney General's brother,- to explore Mally·Daugherty's possible involve
ment in alleged wrongdoing by his brother. On Mally Daugherty's failure to 
comply with the subpenas; he was seized by·the Senate Sergeant-at-Arms. He 
then, by way of habeas corpus, challenged the validity of.his detention and, 
with it, the Senate's investigation. The Supreme Court upheld the validity of 
the investigation and detention. 
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(2) The Attorney General's administration of the 
Justice Department was 11rp_/lainly /-;_ subject/ 
on which legislation could be-had and ;.ould b;
materially aided by the information which the in
vestigation was calculated to elicit. 11 273 U.S. at 
177.!/ 

(3) It was not "a valid objection to the investigation 
that it might possibly disclose crime or wrongdoing" 
by the Attorney General. 273 U.S. at 180. 

5. 

What the Supreme Court said in McGrain regarding a legislative investigation 

is controlling here where the Congress, with a view to corrective legislation, 

is investigating alleged wrongdoing by high executive officials. 

In Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929), the Supreme 

Court again rejected the claim that a Senate investigation of the Teapot Dome 

scandal was invalid because it dealt with allegedly unlawful conduct within the 

exclusive province of the judicial system. Congress had previously by Joint 

Resolution directed the President to institute appropriate civil and criminal 

court proceedings with respect to certain oil leases between Sinclair's 

company and the Interior Department. Sinclair asserted that this Resolution 

"had made the.whole matter.a judicial.question which-was. determinable only 

in the Courts. 11 279 U.S. at 290. The Supreme Court repudiated this con

tention, stating that "[i]:t is plain that investigation of the matters involved 

might directly aid in respect of legislative action. 11 The Court continued: 

11 
••• It may be conceded that Congress is 

without authority to compel disclosures for the 
purpose of aiding the prosecution of pending suits 
but the authority of that body, directly or through 
its' committees, to require pertinent disclosures in 
aid of its own constitutional power is not abridged 
because the information sought to be elicited may 
also be of use in such suits." 279 U.S. at 295. 

!_/In response to the argument that the true motive behind the investigation 
was not to consider the need for new legislation but to pillory the Attorney 
General, the Court asserted that a presumption should be indulged that 
"the real object" of such an investigation was to aid Congress in its legisla
tive function. 273 U.S. at 178. For later affirmations of this presumption, 
see Barenblatt v. Vnited States, 360 U.S. 109, 133 (1959); Watkins v. United 
States, 354 U.S. 178, 200 (1967). 
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The teachings of McGrain and Sinclair have been reaffirmed by 

more recent decisions that have repeatedly sustained Congress' power to 

investigate unlawful conduct in connection with its legislative responsibilities. 

Hutcheson v. United States, 369 U.S. 599 (1962) (Senate Select Committee on 

Improper Activities in the Labor or Management Field; investigation of unlaw-

ful use of union funds to influence prosecution); Delaney v. United States, 

199 F. 2d 107 (1st Cir. 1952)(House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Adminis-

tration of the Internal Revenue Laws; Investigation of Corruption by Collector 

of Internal Revenue); United States v. Costello, 198 F. 2d 200 (2d Cir. t cert. 

denied, 344 U. S, 874 (1952) (Senate Special Committee to Investigate 

Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce); United States v. Orman, 207 F. 2d 

148 (3rd Cir. 1953) (same); Sanders v. McClellan, 150 U, S. App. D. C, 58, 

463 F. 2d 894 (1972) (Senate Government Operations Permanent Subcommittee 

I t . t· . . . f . d . l d" d -!/ on nves iga ions; mvestigahon o riots an vio ent isor ers• 

This consistent precedent is controlling here. Moreover, it is 

clear from a policy standpoint that criminal conduct is a legitimate subject of 

legislative concern because the existence of such conduct may well necessi

tate remedial legislation and public revelation of its scope.**/ The need for 

legislative scrutiny is peculiarly acute where wrongdoing by executive 

officials is involved, for in such cases there is a serious danger that the 

.. :/The very existence of the "use immunity" statute for compelled testimony 
before Congress, which th:i:s Court construed in In Re: Aoplication of United 
States Select Committee on :Presidential Campaign Acnv1t1es,, (D. D. C,, Misc. 
No. 70-73, June 12, 1973), recognizes that congressional investigations may 
deal with conduct which may also be the subject of criminal prosecution. And 
this Court's decision in that proceeding appears to assume the validity of the 
Select Committee's investigations into' criminal conduct, 

!!!_/ The subject of the Committee's investigation -- unlawful and improper 
activities by executive officials in connection with the 1972 presidential 
campaign -- is "L-p_ft_ainly L-;_ subjec!f on which legislation could be had and 
would be materially aided by the information which the investigation was 
calculated to elicit. 11 McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U, S. 135, 177 (1927). This 
case is thus wholly unlike Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1881), where 
the Court found that the subject of inquiry -- the conduct of a particular real 
estate pool subject to then-pending bankruptcy proceedings -- could not lead 
to valid legislation. 
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orrective processes of criminal justice themselves will be corrupted or ob

structed. That was precisely what occurred in Teapot Dome -- the laxity of 

ustice Department officials facilitated a "coverup" of criminal activities. The 

enate 1s investigations -- which were fully sustained by the Supreme Court 

·n McGrain and Sinclair -- laid bare the full extent of the wrongdoing and led 

o the appointment of a Special Prosecutor and the prosecution of the 

*I 
rincipal wrongdoers. -

The parallels to this case are obvious. Here, too, the evidence 

shows that certain highly-placed officials obstructed the ~rk of the Justice 

epartment and engaged in a "cover-up". It was through the efforts of the 

Committee, together with the work of this Cou·rt and of the media, -that the 

¢ensive nature of the wrongdoing was first exposed and vigor restored to 

e system of criminal justice. In these circumstances, it is spurious in the 

extreme to claim that the Committee and its members "are L-;:;oy entitled to 

·nvestigate criminal conduct" *"f./ and that all such investigations should have 

***' een left to executive discretion.--

If Teapot Dome and Watergate teach anything, it is "the danger to 

effective and honest conduct of the Government if the legislature's power to 

probe corruption in the executive branchl]!/unduly hampered. 11 Watkins v. 

nited States, 354 U.S. 178, 194-95 (1957). In such cases, legislative inquiry 

· s vitally important not only to consider the need for remedial measures but 

also to unstick the clogged wheels of the criminal justice system. 

/ Attached to this memorandum is an article published by Felix Frankfurter 
the New Republic in May, 1924, in which he gives an overview of the 

congressional investigation of the Teapot Dome scandal and argues for the 
continuance of ~gorous congressional inqlrlries into executive wrongdoing. 

**/Answer Para. 3; See also Sixth Defense. 

***/ It is also anomoloua,in our judgment, for the defendant President to 
suggest that Watergate matters must be left exclusively to the criminal 
·ustice system when he is, at the same time, refusing to give vital evidence 

the Grand Jury. 
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8. 

The Committee has been Fully Autho·rfaed by the Senate to Subpena 
the Defendant President and to Institute Suit in Aid of its Subpena Power. 

In his Answer, the defendant President asserts that the Committee 

as not authorized by the Senate to issue subpenas to him (Seventh Defense). 

e also contends that the Committee, without Senate "review and action", was 

not empowered to instigate this litigation (Eighth Defense). We deal with 

hese contentions in turn and demonstrate that each is with~ut substance. 

A. The Committee's Authority to Subpena the Defendant President. 

In refusing to comply with the Committee's subpenas, the defen

dant President at no point even suggested that the Committee lacked authority 

rom the Senate to subpena him; indeed, in resting his refusal on "the Con-

*.J 
stitutional principle of separation of powers," he impliedly conceded that 

he Committee was invested with the full power of the Senate in this respect. 

It was only many weeks later, after this litigation was initiated, that he 

belatedly claimed a lack of authority to issue the subpenas. This claim is 

~/ 
untimely, and has therefore been waived. Assuming, arguendo, that it 

should be considered, it is untenable. 

The Committee's authority was framed by the Senate in S. Res. 

60 in sweeping terms that allow investigation of the President. The Committee 

is directed to investigate the extent to which "any persons" engaged in 

designated activities in "the presidential election of 1972, or in a.ny related 

campaign ..• conducted by ... any person seeking nomination or election 

*/ Exhibit G to the Complaint, p. 2, incorporated by reference in Exhibit 
E to the Complaint. See also Exhibit F to the Complaint. 

**I The Supreme Court has repeatedly held that asserted defects in the power 
or authority of a congressional committee must be raised before the committee 
where possible; a person who refuses to furnish evidence to a committee on 
other grounds may not assert alleged defects in the committee's authority for 
the first time in subsequent litigation. United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323 
(1950); United States v. Fleischman, 339 U.S. 349 (1950); McPhaul v. United 
States, 364 U.S. 372 (1960). This rule, which was reaffirmed by the Court of 
Appeals for this circuit in Shelton v. United States, 131 U.S. App. D. C. 315, 40 
F. 2d 1292 (1968), controlls here. Its purpose is plain. A person resisting a 
subpena is not permitted to toy with a committee; he must raise before the 
committee any challenge to its authority so that it may have the opportunity to 
consider the objection or remedy itself.· McPhaul v. United States, supra at 
379. 
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as the candidate of any political party for the office of President of the United 

States in such election .•. "S. Res. 60, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. Sec. l (a). 

Since the defendant President is a "person" who sought "nomination" and 

"election" to the "office of President of the United States", the Committee is 

authorized to examine his conduct. This was made clear by Senator Ervin 

in the floor debates preceeding the adoption of S. Res. 60: _"lrhe Resolution_:) 

gives the Select Committee sufficient authority to investigate the presidential 

election of 1972 and !!!Y ... activity of any person seeking nomination or 

election as a candidate ••• for the office of President .•• " 119 Cong. Rec. 

at S 2233 (1973) /_Emphasis supplied_/. 

In aid of its investigatory powers, th.e Committee was also granted 

authority to "require by subpena . , . any . , • officer • of the executive 

branch of the United States Government , , to produce . , • any .•. 

communications, documents.papers . . recordings, tapes, or materials 

relating to any of the matte rs or questions it is authorized to investigate and 
=._/ 

study." S. Res. 60, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. s .. c. 3 (a) (5). This grant in-

eludes authority to subpena materials from the defendant President, for he is 

=._/ The defendant President's contention (Answer, Ninth Defense) that the 
subpena attached to the complaint as Exhibit D is "unreasonably broad and 
oppressive" is insubstantial. That subpena seeks materials relating to the 
involvement of named individuals in alleged criminal acts related to the 1972 
Presidential campaign and election. We would hope that the amount of such 
material would be comparatively limited and that the records relating to 
criminal conduct in the White House are not so numerous that it would be 
"oppressive'' to gather them together. But should their number prove extensiv , 
the subpena is fully valid. In McPhaul v. United States, 364 U. S. 372, 382 
(1960), the S~reme Court upheld a Congressional subpena of similar scope 
stating that''/~/ dequacy or excess in the breadth of the subpena are matters 
variable in relation to the nature, purposes, and scope of the inquiry." Where, 
as here, the Committee's inquiry is "a relatively broad one," the permissible 
scope of materials that could reasonably be sought was necessarily equally 
broad." Id. 

Moreover, because of the defendant President's failure to cooperat 
more fully with the Committee, the plaintiffs do not know precisely what 
materials in the possession or under the control of the defendant President 
might be relevant to the- G:>mmittee's inquiry. In these circumstances, the 
subp~a is frame!! "with all of the particularity the nature of the inquiry and 
he LCommittee''!..f situation would permit." Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. 

Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 210 n. 48 (1946); McPhaul v. United States, supra 
t 383, 
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obviously an "ofi,cer • , • of the executive bran~., of the United States 

Government. " The presidency is an "office''of the government and is 

frequently spoken of as such._!/ The Constitution itself repeatedly refers to 

the "Office of the President." U.S. Const. Art. II, sec. 1, clauses 1, 5, 

7. 

Any possible doubts whether the Senate intended to include the 

President as an "officer" subject to subpena under Sec. ~-{a) (5) are laid 

to rest when S. Res. 60 is considered as a whole. As already shown, the 

Committee was authorized to investigate the defendant President's conduct, 

and it is logical to conclude that the Committee was likewise empowered to 

obtain relevant evidence from him. In addition, the Resolution specifically 

refers at the outset to "the office of President of the United States. 11 Sec. 1 

(a), and that phrase frequently reappears in the te:xt of the Resolution._!!_/ 

Since a congressional resolution, no less than a statute , must be considered 

in its entirety, the reference in Sec. 3 (a) (5) to "officer ••• of the United 

States" must be read in pari materia with the :frequent references elsewhere 

in the Resolution to "office of President of the United States." Such a reading 

confirms the Senate's intent to authorize the Committee to subpena the Presi

dent, if necessary.~/ Furthermore, S. Res. 60 was passed in an atmosphere 

of widespread public doubts regarding the possible invalve:ned: afthe President 

_::Counsel for the President themselves refer to the President as an "officer" 
of the United States. see, ~· transcript of argument before this Court on 
August 22, 1973 in Misc. No. 47-73 at pp. 11, 17. 

*~ee the references to "office of President of the United States" in Secs. 2 
(7), (9), (11) .. 

***.Certainly congressional committees have successfully issued subpenas to 
high executive officials in the past under subpena authority framed in general 
terms. See, e.g., 3 Annals of Cong. 493, 1106 (17.92) (investigation of St. 
Clair expediti~der general authority to send for "persons, papers, and 
records;" "papers and accounts" furnished by Secretaries of Treasury and 
War, who also testified); H. R. Rep. 194, 24th Cong., 2d Sess.; Jrl. of 
Committee 75, 104 (1837) (Committee subpenas issued to Secretary of 
Treasury, who complied); S. Res. 71, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. (1944), Hearings 
before Special Committee Investigating the National Defense Program, 78th 
Cong., 2d Sess., at 10505 et seq. ("Truman Committee" authorized to subpen 
"witnesses" and "documents;" evidentiary subpena issued to Attorney General 
and Secretary of Navy, who complied); P. L. 601, 79th Cong. Ii 134 (a) (1946) 
and Hearings before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of 
Committee on Government Operations, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. at 43 et seq. 
(1955) (Committee authorized to subpena "witnesses" and II correspondence 11 • 

subpena issued to Harold Stassep, Administrator of Foreign Operations 
Administration, who com:elied) See generally 104 Cong. Rec. 3848-50 (1958) 
,(remarks of Rep. Meader), --
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in "Watergate". This hi story gives further support to the contention 

that, with S. Res. 60, the Senate intended to give the Committee power to 

subpena the President. !./ 

B. The Committee's Authority to Institute this Litigation. 

The Committee's authority to bring this litigation is fully 

established by a standing order of the Senate (Senate Resolution 262, 70th 

Cong., 1st Sess. (1928))which provides in pertinent part: 

That • • • any committee of the Senate is hereby authorized 
to bring suit. . . in any court of competent jurisdiction if 
the committee is of the opinion that the suit is necessary 
to the adequate performance of the p:llll'ers vested in it or the 
duties imposed upon it by • • • resolution of the Senate • • • 
Such suit may be brought and prosecuted to final determina
tion irrespective of whether or not the Senate is in session 
at the tune the suit is brought or thereafter."!:!_/ 

his resolution was adopted by unanimous vote of the Senate in response to 

he Supreme Court's decision in Reed v. County Commissioners, 277 U.S. 

76 (1928), which dismissed a o:ivil actionbroughtbyaSenate committee to 

nforce a subpena on the ground that the committee had not been explicitly 

uthorized by the Senate to bring suit. As the legislative history of the 

resolution shows (~ 69 Cong. Rec. 10596 (1928) ), its purpose was to 

I The unusually broad nature of the Committee's powers was explicitly 
acknowledged in the debates preceding the adoption of S. Res. 60. For 
example, Senator Scott, the minority leader observed: 

11 
• • • / S. Res. 60 / is the broadest resolution ever 

introduc;d in the Se~ate, in my recollection .•. " 

"t_:-It contains_/ the widest possible powers to send a hoard 
of officials amongst the executive department--if I can 
paraphrase the Declaration of Independence a little--to 
send a group of staff members . • . to look into all the raw 
files of the Government ..•. " 

"This is a power never before given to anyone in the history 
of our Constitution ••• "ll9 Cong. Rec. at 5 2320 (1973) 
L Emphasis supplie<!_/ 

And Senator Cotton, a senior member of the minority party, declared: 

"There must not be any suspicion allowed to go out to the 
American people that there has been any kind of a whitewash 
or any kind of a cover-up, no matter who may be involved, 
where they may be found, or how high they may be." 119 Cong. 
Rec. at S2323 (1973) L Emphasis supplied.} 

**I S. Res. 262 is found in the Senate Manual at Ii 77 and is attached to 
e Complaint as Exhibit B. 
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remedy the Reed defect and make clear that Senate committees are 

authorized to institute litigation. 

12. 

Contrary to the assertion of defendant President, the Committee 

was not required to seek approval of the entire Senate before instigating 

the present suit. Certainly, such approval is not required by S. Res. 262;":2 

in fact, that resolution explicitly obviates the need for such approval by 

providing that "suit may be brought /j,y a committe':7 irrespective of 

whether or not the Senate is in session at the time the suit is brought. 11 

[Emphasis suppliei!7 S. Res. 60 does empower the plaintiff Committee 

to "make to the Senate any recommendations it deems appropriate" with 

regard to refusals to obey its subpenas, (see Sec. 3 (a) (6) ), but this 

language simply gives the Committee the wholly discretionary option to 

make "recommendations II to the Senat,;;!J and in no way qualifies the 

Committee's unrestricted authority under S. Res. 262 to institute litigation. 

Clearly, the Senate, through S. Res. 262, has del<gated to the plaintiff 

Committee all of the authority which the entire Senate would have to institute 

the present litigation. 

:J. The authority to sue granted by S. Res. 262 was successfully 
employed by the Senate Banking and Currency Committee without seeking 
full Senate approval in In Re the Hearings by the Committee on Banking 
and Currency, 245 F. 2d 667 (7th Cir. 1957). 

**I For example, in view of the decision in Wilson v. United States, 
125 U.S. App. D. C. 153, 369 F. 2d 198 (1966), it is possible that the 
Committee might want full Senate approval before contempt proceedings 
under 2 U. s. C. !1192 are instituted. The Committee would also want 
Senate approval before the Senate Sergeant-at-Arms is sent to arrest 
someone who has refused to obey the Committee's process. 
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m. This Court has Jurisdiction over the Subject Matter of the Suit. 

The Complaint asserts five statutory and constitutional bases of 

jurisdiction for this suit -- 28 U.S. C. §1331, 28 U.S. C. §1345, 28 U.S. C. 

!11361, the judicial review provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, 

5 U.S. C. !i1701-70q and Article III of the Constitution. Each of these provi

sions affords a fully sufficient jurisdictional foundation. It is particularly 

clear that 28 U.S. C. 11331 is apposite here because the only objection to its 

application -- that the jurisdictional amount is not present -- is utterly 

without substance. 

Before turning to these jurisdictional provisions, it is appropriate 

to deal summarily with defendant President's assertion that the Committee 

lacks standing to bring this action (Answer, Fifth Defense). A plaintiff has 

"standing" if he has a "personal stake" in the controversy before the Court. 

Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 732 (1972); Barlow v. Collins, 397 

U.S. 159, 164 (1970); Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962). Here, the 

"personal stake" of the Committee and its members is their interest in 

(1) obtaining evidence necessary to the performance of their legislative and 

informing functions and (2) reaffirming their authority to issue subpenas to 

all relevant officials. It has been repeatedly held that a legislator's stake in 

the discharge of his official responsibilities empowers him to bring suit to 

pn>tect and further those responsibilities. Minnesota State Senate v. Beens, 

406 U.S. l (1972); Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433, 438 (1939); Mitchell v. 

Laird, __ U. S.App. D. C. __ , 476 F. 2d 533 (March 20, 1973); Kennedy v. 

Sampson, (D.D.C., C.A. 1583-72, August 16, 1973); Holtzman v. Richardson, 

(E.D.N. Y., 73-C-537, July 25, 1973), rev 1d on other-grounds, __ F.2d __ 

(2d Cir. 1973); Williams v. Phillips, (D. D. C., C.A. 490-73, June 11, 1973). 

See also Trombetta v. State of Florida, 353 F. Supp. 575 (M. D. Fla. 1973). 
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These rulings are directly applicable here._!/ 

A. 28 U. s. C. §1331 Affords Jurisdiction Because 
the Requisite Jurisdictional Amount is Present 

14. 

Counsel for defendant President contend that federal question 

jurisdiction under 28 U.S. C. !11331 fails because the amount in controversy 

does not exceed $10,000, exclusive of interest and coats. (Answer, Second 

Defense). There is no merit to this claim, as now demonstrated. 

The Supreme Court has ruled that, in determining whether a 

prospective litigant has satisfied the jurisdictional.amount requirement, all 

doubts must be resolved in favor of the plaintiff: 

11 
• • • /f /he suri), clairred by the plaintiff controls if 

the sum is appayently made in good faith. It must 
appear to a legal certainty that the claim is less 
than a jurisdictional amount to justify dismissal." 
St. Paul Mercury Indemnity Co. v. Red Cab Co. 
303 u. s. 283, 288-89 (1938). 

:_/ The decision by this Court in Williams v. Phillips is especially apposite. 
The plaintiffs, members of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee, 
brought their action under 28 U.S. C. ~1331, and alleged that the defendant 
was serving illegally as Acting Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity 
in that he had not been confirmed first by their Committee and later by the 
entire Senate. The Court, citing Mitchell v. Laird, ~· rejected the 
claim that the plaintiffs lackecl standing to bring the action: 

"In this case, a cledaration that the defendant is unlawfully 
serving in office would bear upon the plaintiffs' duties to 
consider appropriations for OEO, or other legislative 
matters affecting OEO or the position of OEO Director. 
Moreover, the service by th, .defendant as Acting Director 
of OEO, rather than Director, does not remove the direct 
injury to plaintiffs' alleged right to pass on the individual 
nominated to be Director. The injury is aggravated if 
anything, because the Acting Director is performing the duties 
of the Director without the advice and consent which the 
plaintiffs would have been able to assert over an individual 
whose name had been submitted to the Senate for confirmation. 11 

See also United States Servicemen 1.sFund v. Eastland (D. C. Cir. No. 24,279 
Aug. 30, 1973), a suit brought under §1331, where the Court held that a third 
party has standing to challenge a congressional subpena directed at records 
relating to him. It follows from this decision that a congressional committee, 
as an immediate party in interest, would have standing to instigate litigation 
to enforce its own subpenas. 
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"Mere difficulty of precise estimation {i,f damagei} in monetary terms" 

or the fact that the damage amount may be somewhat speculative does not 

defeat jurisdiction. l Moore, Fed. Practice, Para. O. 92(5) at 845. See also 

Berk v. Laird, 429 F. 2d 302, 306 (2d Cir. 1970); Columbia Motion Pictures 

Corp. v. Rogers , 81 F. Supp. 580 (S~D.•W. Va. 1944). In an action 

where no damages are claimed, the amount in controversy is measured 

by the''value of the right to be protected or the extent of the injury to be 

prevented." Marquez v. Hardin, 339 F. Supp. 1364, 1370 (N:D; Cal. 1969); 

Tatum v. Laird, 144 U~S. App. D;C. 7Z, 76, 444 F.2d 947, 951, rev'd on 

other grounds, 406 U,'S; 1 (1972); Penn R~R. v. City of Girard, 210 F.2d 

437, 439 (6th Cir. 1954). And where the plaintiff has asserted a 

violation of a constitutional right, "the better and modern view • • • is to 

give the jurisdictional allegations of the complaint a broad and liberal 

interpretation. 11 Fifth Ave. Peace Parade Committee v. Hoover, 327 F. Supp 

238, 241-42 (S.-D.•N. Y. 1971). See also Tatum v. Laird, supra.,; Berk v. 

Laird, supra.; Cortright v. Resor, 325 F. Supp. 791 (S;D,.'N;Y:), rev'd 

on other grounds, 447 F.2d 245 (2d Cir. 1971); United States Servicemen's 

Fund v. Eastland, __ U.S. App. D;C. __ , __ F.2d (Civil No. 24,279 

Aug. 30, 1973) slip op. at 16. 

In the, instant case, the jurisdictional amount requirement is met 

whether viewed from the perspective of (1) the out-of-pocket expenses that 

the Select Committee (and the public) will suffer if the two subpenas are not 

honored, (2) the value of the constitutional rights and duties to investigate 

criminality and corruption in high government office and to propose corrective 

legislation that rest with the Select Committee and its members, or (3) the 

possible injury to defendant President if this suit is successful. 
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(1) Out-of-Pocket Expenses 

The two subpenas the President has rejected seek tape recordings 

of five significant conversations with John Dean and other documents and 

materials relating to the possible criminal involvement of twenty-fhe present 

and former White House officials. If the Committee is denied access to the 

vital materials it has subpenaed, it must seek by other, more difficult, mean , 

including additional investigations and the taking of additional testimony, the 

information that could be easily obtained if these materials were released. 

Furthermore, non-release of the tapes and other materials will make the 

Committee's report-writing and legislative recommendation functions much 

more taxing and expensive. The Committee, to fulfill its responsibilities 

under SJ Res. 60, must reach some conclusions as to the involvement or 

noninvolvement of the President and other high officials in the criminality 

that tainted the 1972 campaign and election. This task would be greatly 

simplified if the subpenaed tapes and materials were made available. But, if 

they are not, long hours must be spent by senators and staff alike sifting 

through the contradictory and inconsistent evidence on hand to reach some 

consensus. The non-availability of the· subpenaed materials may also prolong 

the public hearings because the best, most succinct evidence will not be avail

able for presentation. In addition, without knowing the full extent of admin

istrative corruption, the Committee will be disadvantaged and slowed in 

determining what corrective legislation to recommend to Congress. 

The attached affidavit of Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr. , the 

Committee Chairman, shows that, in his judgment, the expenses to the 

Committee, including the costs of additional staff time for investigation, 

public hearings, report writing and legislative recommendation that will be 

necessitated if the subpenaed tapes and other materials are not produced will 

exceed $10,000. Moreover, the additional costs to the taxpayers and the natio 

for the extra time and effort the senatorial members of the Committee and 
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their individual staffs must spend in the event of non-production may well 

exceed $10, 000. Such costs afford a settled basis on which to rest a finding 

that the jurisdictional amount requirement of 111331 is satisfied. Petroleum 

Exploration Co. v. Public Service Comm 1n, 304 U.S. 209 (1938); Bitterman 

v. Louisville & Nashville R.R., 208 U.S. 205, 224-25 (1907); Federated Mut. 

Implement & Hardware Ins. Co. v. Steinherder, 268 F. 2d 734 (8th Cir. 1959). 

Surely, in light of the pecuniary damage described in Senator Ervin's affidavit, 

it does not appear "to a legal certainty" that plaintiffs have not satisfied this 

standard. St. Paul Mercury Indemnity Co. v. Red Cab Co., supra, at 288-89. 

(2) The Value of Constitutional Rights and Duties 
of the Select Committee and its Members 

As shown above, the Select Committee and its members have 

constitutional rights and duties to investigate criminality and corruption in 

high administrative places and to propose legislation to prevent future rot in 

the Presidential elective process. These constitutional rights and duties, 

which the present lawsuit seeks to protect and fulfill, are fully capable of 

valuation for jurisdictional amount purposes. 

That constitutional rights can be valued for jurisdictional amount 

purposes was recently reaffirmed by the Court of Appeals for the Third 

Circuit in Spock v. David, 469 F. 2d 1047, 1052 (3d Cir. 1972). There the 

E;o.1rt expressly rejected the contention that the "rights of freedom of speech 

and assembly are of such a nature as not to be susceptible of valuation in 

money". S-ee alsG Giles v. Harris, 189 U.S. 475, 485 (1902) (Holmes, J.) 

(held rights asserted by black voters alleging violations of their voting rights 

were, for jurisdictional amount purposes, "capable of estimation in money"); 

Wiley v. Sinkle, 179 U.S. 58, 65 (1900). And, as already noted, where an 

important constitutional issue is raised, the practice of federal courts is to 

construe the jurisdictional amount allegations so as to sustain jurisdiction, 
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particularly where to do otherwise would deny a forum for that issue. As 

one district judge observed: 

ii/Tb.;/ better and modern view in cases 
whe;e the complaint alleges abridgment 
of constitutional rights by federal officials 
is to give the jurisdictional allegations of 
the complaint a broad and liberal interpre
tation. Where, as here, plaintiffs have 
alleged activity which could tend to seriousl,y 
inhibit their rights of assembly and petition, 
I am reluctant to conclude, upon a preliminary 
motion, that such rights are worth less than 
$10, 000 to plaintiffs, Certainly they may be 
difficult of evaluation, but 1 priceless' does not 
necessarily mean'worthlesf/," 
Fifth Ave, Peace Parade Committee v. 
Hoover, 327 F. Supp. 238, 241-42 (S, D. N. 
Y. 1971) 

See also West End Neighborhood Corp. v. 

(D, D. C. 1971); Murray v. Vaughn, 300 F. 

Stans, 312 F. Supp. 1066, 1068 

*I Supp. 688 (D.R. I. 1969). -

The value of the constitutional rights and duties here at issue is at 

least roughly measurable by reference to the sums appropriated for the 

Committee's work. The initial appropriation approved in S, Res. 60 was 

$500, 000; subsequently, on June 25, 1973, the Senate unanimously voted an 

additional $500, 000 for the Committee's work. 119 Cong. Rec. Sll900 ~!973). 

This· Court has held that the jurisdictional amount requirement is met if 

the congressional appropriation for the activity at issue exceeds $10, 000, 

**I I Williams v. Phillips, __ F. Supp. __ (D,D,C. 1973, C.A. No. 490-73).-

=.I This approach to the valuation of constitutional rights is consonant with the 
, purpose of the jurisdictional amount requirement - to keep petty litigation 
'from burdening the federal courts. See S. Rep. No. 1830, 85th Cong., 2d 
: Sess. 4(1958). Cases involving bona fide constitutional rights are hardly petty 
or trivial. 

In Kennedy v, Sampson, and Holtzman v. Richardson., supra, 
. 13, 1he district courts found that the value of the constitutional rights and 
uties of legislators satisfied the jurisdictional amount requirnnent. 

**I It is also appropriate to add that the rights and duties here involved are not 
the sole property of the Committee and its members. Rather, they belong in 
a very real way to the citizenry. The Committee and its members only hold 
these rights and responsibilities in trust for the public they represent, and 
the public is being grievously injured by the continued uncertainty, divisive
ness and crisis in confidence that the President's failure to release the 
materials subpenaed has produced. While it may be difficult to put thisiinjury 
in monetary terms, surely the damage, by any accounting, exceeds $10, 000, 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 51 
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(3) The Value of this Cause to Defendant President 

The value of a favorable determination to a defendant may be 

considered in determining whether the jurisdictional amount requirement is 

'met. Williams v. Phillips, supra, Tatum v. Laird, supra. Most assuredly, 

the worth of a favorable decision to defendant President in this case far ex

ceeds the sum of $10, 000. The tapes and materials subpenaed,,, because of 

the heightened public interest in them, are quite valuable. The depreciation 

in value that would occur if their contents were made public through complianc 

*I 
with the Committee's subpenas would exceed $10, 000. - We trust, more-

over, that it is not untoward to suggest that the outcome of this litigation mean 

far more to the defendant President than the depreciation in value of the tapes 

and records he now holds. If the accuracy of John Dean's account is sub

stantiated in all particulars, the continuance of his Presidency may be in 

jeopardy and he may be subjected to criminal penalties. In these circumstanc 

the outcome of this case is clearly worth more than $10, 000 to defendant 

President. See Williams v. Phillips, s\ipra. 

*/ The Supreme Court has held that, in appropriate circumstances, the value 
-;;fan object in question in a lawsuit can be used in:cdeciding whether the 
jurisdictional amount is present. Mississippi and Missouri R. Co. v. Ward, 
67 u. s. 485 (1852). 
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B. Other Provisions Establish Additional Grounds of Jurisdiction 
Over This Suit 

As demonstrated, there can be no doubt that 28 U.S. C. !! 1331 

gives this Court jurisdiction to consider the subject matter of this suit. 

Even if § 1331 were not available, however, jurisdiction would be fully 

sustainable under the other statutory and constitutional provisions asserted 

in the Complaint. 

(1) 28 U S C !! 1345 and Article m of the Constitution 

Under 28 U.S. C. I 1345, federal district courts are empowered 

to entertain "all civil actions, suits or proceedings commenced by the United 

States .•.. 11 While the right to sue in the name of the United States is 

most commonly exercised by the executive, the Houses of Congress share 

equal dignity under the Constitution and, as such, they are likewise 

entitled to bring suit on behalf of the United States under § 1345, where, as 

here, the national government is involved and that involvement is peculiarly 

the concern of the legislative branch. So much was implicitly suggested by 

the Supreme Court in Reed v. Commissioners, 277 U.S. 376 (1927), where a 

suit to enforce subpenas brought by a Senate Committee under the predecesso 

to !! 1345 was dismissed, but solely on the ground that the Senate had not 

delegated to the Committee its power to institute such a suit. As · shown 

above, this delegational defect was rectified by the adoption of S. Res. 262, 

authorizing Senate committees, including the Committee here, to instigate 

suit in the performance of their duties in the name of and on behalf of the 
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United States. As a result of this delegation, the plaintiff Committee here 

has full authority to sue under Ii 1345. '3:_/ 

Since the passage of S. Res. 262, Senate committees on several 

occasions have resorted to the district courts in aid of their investigatory 

functions. In 1956 the Senate Banking Committee, seeking evidence from an 

imprisoned former bank president and invoking jurisdiction under I 1345, 

successfully applied through its own counsel to a District Court for a writ of 

habeas corpus ad testificandum to secure testimony from the prisoner. See 

In Re Hearings by the Committee on Banking and ·Currency, 245 F. 2d 667 

(7th Cir. 1957) (prisoner's appeal held moot). The same Committee sub

sequently obtained an order from the District Court requiring the United 

States Attorney to release to it certain bank records compiled by the prisoner 

which he had withheld on grounds of grand jury secrecy. In Re Hearings by 

the Committee on Banking and Currency, 19 F.R.D. 410 (N.D. Ill. 1956). 

Moreover, the Committee that appears as plaintiff in this lawsuit in several 

instances has successfully applied through its own counsel to this Court for 

*/ There is no merit in defendant President's assertion, (Answer, Third 
Defense) that authorization by the Senate is insufficient, and that the plaintiff 
Committee must also receive approval from the House (in the guise of a 
statute) before instituting suit under I! 1345. Each House of Congress has 
traditionally enjoyed independent power to issue and enforce its own process 
and punish contempts of its authority(~, McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 
135 (1927) ), authorize monies to support its investigations (.!:..:._g., S. Res. 60, 
93rd Cong., 1st Sess., authorizing fWD!I for the Select Committee), and 
otherwise act independently in exercising its authority and vindicating its 
interests. There is thus no warrant to impose the novel requirement of 
approval from the other House when the action taken by one House to vindi
cate its interests takes the form of litigation to enforce a subpena issued 
under the authority of that House. This principle was recognized by the 
Supreme Court in a state legislative context in Minnesota State Senate v. 
Beens, 406 U.S. 187 (1972), which held that a state Senate might participate 
in litigation involving federal questions without securing the concurrence of 
the House. The same principle applies at the federal level, where the inde
pendent power of each House to manage its own affairs has been accepted 
since the beginning of the nation. See also The Pocket Veto Caseii, 279 U.S. 
655 (1929) (House committee represented before Supreme Court pursuant to 
committee resolution without approval of Senate); United States v. Lovett, 
328 U.S. 303 (1943) and 89Cong. Rec. 10882 (1943) (House committee 
authorized to appoint special counsel to represent United States inGourt of 
Claims; no Senate approval); In Re Hearings by thP. Committee on Banking 
and Currency, 245 F. 2d 667 (7th Cir. 1957) where the Committee applied to 
the courts in connection with its investigation without securing the approval 
of the House. Since S. Res. 262 is simply a delegation to the Select Commit
tee of the independent power that the Senate possesses to enforce its own 
process through litigation, the Select Committee has authority to appear here 
as the United States. 
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issuance of writs of habeas corpus ad testificandum. =.I At no time has 

the Court's exercise of jurisdiction been questioned by either the Court or 

the parties. **/ 

Indeed, both precedent and principle establish that, even without 

l! 1345, the Court would have jurisdiction to entertain this suit under Article 

ID of the Constitution. Under the equitable principles enunciated by the 

Supreme Court·in In re Debs, 158 U.S. 564 (1895), and most recently applied 

in New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (19711 federal 

courts have power under that Article to hear suits brought by the federal 

government to protect the public interest "in respect to matters which by 

the constitution are entrusted to the care of the Nation." In re Debs, supra 

at 586. A statutory grant of jurisdiction for such cases is not necessary.*** 

=.I See generally Misc. No. 70-73 (D. D. C. 1973). 

**/ As these decisions suggest, the Committee's appearance here by its own 
~unsel is not precluded by 28 U.S. C. l! 516, which limits representation of 
the United States to the Attorney General and his subordinates. As the 
history of that provision and the cases decided under it shows, it is a house
keeping statute designed to resolve conflicts between governmental agencies 
and to regulate the relationship between the Attorney General and the various 
United States Attorneys. See, ~· FTC v. Guignon, 390 F. 2d 323 (8th 
Cir. 1968) (FTC enforcement of subpenas); United States v. United States 
District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas, 226 F. 2d 238 (8th Cir. 
1955) (Attorney General's authority to overrule actions of United States 
Attorney). Plainly, 28 U.S. c. ~ 516, which is codified together with other 
provisions dealing with the internal administration of the Justice Department, 
was not intended to deal with representation of the legislative branch. As 
·Shown above, the Houses of Congress have appeared before the judicial 
branch by their own counsel and section 516 and its predecessors have not 
been construed to bar such representation. Moreover, even if 28 U.S. C. 
II 516 were generally applicable to representation of the legislative branch, 
it provides for an exception from its requirements in cases "otherwise 
provided by law." S. Res. 262 explicitly authorizes a committee to appear 
in the name of and on behalf of the United States by its own counsel and, in 
view of the independence traditionally exercised by each House of Congress 
in protecting its interests, this resolution Vl<Xlld qualify as "law" for purposes 
of 28 U.S. C. § 516, and constitute sufficient authorization for the Commit
tee's appearance by its own counsel. We also note that, in a matter such as 
this where the legislature is taking a position opposed to that of the Presi
dent, it would be patently inappropriate for the Committee to be represented 
by the Attorney General or his subordinates. 

*** I District Judge Gerfein, in his opinion in New York Times, noted that 
the government was asserting its right "to protect itself in its vital functions" 
and stated: "There seems little doubt that the Government may ask a Fed
eral District Court for injunctive relief even in the absence of a specific 
statute authorizing such relief." United States v. New York Times Co., 328 
F. Supp. 324, 327 (S.c. N. Y. 1971). 
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In the ~ case, the federal government sought to enjoin a 

Pullman strike that threatened the national interest in the maintenance of inter 

state commerce and transportation of the mails, The Supreme Court held that 

the Federal Courts may entertain actions brought by the federal government: 

" ••• whenever the wrongs complained of are such as affect 
the public at large, and are in respect of matters which by 
the constitution are entrusted to the care of the Nation, and 
concerning which the Nation owes the duty to all the citizens 
of securing to them their common rights, • , , 11 158 U, S, at 568, 

Subsequent to Debs, the federal courts' have recognized that the government, 

without utilizing a specific jurisdictional statute, may sue to protect a variety 

of national interests, ~; New York Times v, United States, supra (consti

tutional authority of the President to protect military and diplomatic secrets); 

~IJ l,(.S. ~o~rc111~s) 
Sanitary District of Chicago v. United States, MIi) ¥, :u J!ll (1, tS)(suit to re-

move obstructions to navigable waters); United States v. Arlington County, 

326 F. 2d 929 (4th Cir, 1964)(protection of servicemen, from improper state 

taxes); United States v. Brand Jewelers Inc., 318 F, Supp. 1293 (S. D, N, Y. 

1970)(violation of due process rights of impecunious debtors by improper ser

vice of process); United States v, Brittain, 319 F,Supp. 1058 (N.D, Ala, 1970) 

(suit to enjoin enforcement of state miscegenation laws against military 

personnel.), 

In the instant case, the Committee is seeking to vindicate the 

national interest in the effective discharge of its constitutional responsi

bilities to investigate executive wrongdoing and consider remedial legislatio~ 

While past cases to enforce vital governmental interests where the 

*/This interest is also protected by Congress' power to enforce its own proces 
(see McGrain v, Daugherty, supra) and by 2 U, S, C, 11192, providing for crimi;,. 
punishment for disobeying congressional process, However, as shown in our 
initial memorandum, pp. 5-6, these remedies are inappropriate and inadequate 
the special circumstance of this case, See further United States Servicemen's 
Fund v, Eastland, supra, The Supreme Court has stated that civil relief to vin 
cate a basic governmental intere.st is appropriate where statutory criminal sa c 
tions''a.re inadequate to ensure [Jt.ijfull effectiveness, 11 Wyandotte Transp, Co, , 
United States, 389 U.S. 191,202 (1967), See also p, 12, n,**/,supra, 

Defendant President appears to agree that a contempt proceeding against hi 
is an inappropriate means to resolve the critical issue of executive privilege, 
In his Petition for Writ of Mandamus to this Court of Appeals,(p.5,p~ra. (c)) co 
tends that this Court's.:ruling in Misc. No, 47-73 should be reviewed by way o 
mandamus because to require him "to refuse to comply with the order of Augu 
29, 1973 and await further action, /would be/ unnecessary and would only 
delay a resolution of this importantand ext;-aordinary case," 
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courts have recognized that a specific jurisdictional statute is not required 

I have involved actions brought by the executive branch, their underlying 

principle fully sustains a like power allowing the Houses of Congress 

to sue to vindicate governmental interests which are, as here, the special 

concern of the legislative branch. The legislative branch is equal in 

constitutional dignity to the executive branch, and has equal right to invcke 

the Article ill jurisdiction of the Federal' Courts to promote and protect 

basic governmental interest. 

(2) 28u.s.c. §1361 

Under 28 U.S. C. Ii 1361, the federal district courts are invested 

,with jurisdiction over "any action in the nature of mandamus to comp.el an 

officer ..• of the United States ... to perform a duty owed to the plain

tiff." The defendant President apparently concedes, as he must, that § 1361 

affords an independent basis of subject matter jurisdiction . .!./ He contends, 

however, that the asserted duty involved here -- the duty of defendant Presi-

dent to respond to evidentiary subpenas -- is not the sort of duty that "affords 

mandamus jurisdiction within the meaning of 28 U.S. C. § 1361." (Answer, 

Third Defense) But this contention is groundless and has already been rejected 

in substance by this Court's decision in the Special Prosecutor's case, as 

now explained. 

j The existence of jurisdiction under § 1361 depends on the nature 
I 
lof the duty which the defendant official assertedly owes the plaintiff. This 

section is applicable if the asserted duty is "ministerial" in character, and 

not "discretionary." E.g., Roberts, Treasurer v. United States, 176 U.S. 

221, 231 (1900); Kendall v. United States ex rel. .Stokes, 37 U.S. (12 Peters) 

834, 839 (1838). This Court has already held that the duty of 

See National Association of Government Employees v. White, 135 U.S. 
pp. D. C. 290, 418 F. 2d 1126 (1969); Richardson v. United States, 465 F. 
d 844, 849-51 (3d Cir. 1972). Section 1361 represents a statutory codifica
ion and extension to all federal district courts of the common law power 
ong enjoyed by this Court to issue mandatory relief against government 

officials. See Kendall v. United States ex rel. Stokes, 37 U.S. (12 Peters) 
524 (1838); Byse and Fiocca, Section 1361 '.)f the Mandamus and Venue Act 
f 1962, and Judicial Review of Federal Administrative Action, 81 Harv. L. 
ev. 308 119671. See further. Marburv v. Madison. 5 U.S. 11 Cranch) 137 11803 
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defendant President to respond to a laviul evidentiary subpena is not 

"discretionary" but "ministerial": 

"Discretionary duties and acts are not in issue here. The 
grand jury does not ask that the Court command or forbid the 
performance of any discretionary functions. The questions 
here concern the obligations of the President to provide 
evidence, something more akin to a ministerial duty if in
deed it concerns official duties at all." In re Grand Jury 
Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued to Richard M. Nixon, Op. at 
10, n. 21. 

25. 

While the Court's ruling was in the context of a grand jury subpena, 

the duty to respond to evidentiary subpenas is not altered where the subpena 

in question is issued by the legislature. As the Supreme Court pointed out 

in United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331-32 (1950), the principle that 

"the public ... is entitled to every man's evidence" is just as applicable 

to legislative inquiries as to judicial proceedings. Moreover, "CCl.!J.! 
unquestionably the duty of all citizens to cooperate with Congress in its 

efforts to obtain the facts needed for intelligent legislative action. It is their 

unremitting obligation to respond to [congression~/ subpenas." Watkins v. 

United States, 354 U, S, 178, 187 (1957). [E:nphasis supplie<[/_!/ 

Because the defendant President owes a legal duty to plaintiffs 

that is "ministerial" in character, the instant case is appropriate for the 

mandamus remedy and subject matter jurisdiction exists under 28 U. S, C. 

"!!_/ The defendant President has asserted a privilege to disobey both grand 
jury and legislative subpenas, but this assertion raises a question concerning 
the merits rather than the Court's jurisdiction to resolve the issue. Where 
the complaint alleges a non-frivolous claim of official duty, the Court should 
take jurisdiction under ! 1361 and then determine whether the duty asserted is 
indeed owed to plaintiffs. Cf. Richardson v. United States, 465 F. 2d 844, 
850 (3d Cir. 1972). 

** / In addition, ~1361 jurisdiction vests here under the established principle 
that ~re a federal officer violates the constitutional rights of a party, that 
party may bring a civil action under ~1361 asserting the failure of the officer 
to fulfill a duty ow,d to that party. Cf. Natl. Assn. of Government Workers v. 
White, 135 U, S. App. D. C. 290,. 293, 418 F. 2d 1126, 1129 (1969); Kauffman v. 
Secretary of the Air Force, 135 U.S. App. D. C. 1, 4-5, 415 F. 2d 991, 994 
(1969), cert. denied, 396 U. S. 1013 (1970). Here, as shown above, the 
Committee and its members have the constitutional right to investigate execu
the wongdoing and amsider remedial legislation, and, in that connection, to 
issue evidentiary subpenas. See McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135 (1927). 
The asserted violation of this right by the President--whose duty to respect 
these rights is embodied in the constitutional admonition that he "take Care 
that the LaYSbe faithfully executed, "(U. S. Const., Art. II, sec. 3) -
fnrn;,:h"" an additional reas:,n for iurisdiction under ~1361. (fn. continued) 
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(3) The Administrative Procedure Act 

Jurisdiction is also afforded by the provisions of the Administra-

tive Procedure Act (APA) providing for judicial review of administrative 

action, 5 U.S. C. H 701-706. The defendant President challenges APA 

jurisdiction on the ground that plaintiffs "have not suffered any legal wrong 

nor .•• been adversely affected or aggrieved as the result of any agency 

action." (Answer, Third Defense). This contention is etroneous. 

First, the President is an "agency" for purposes of the APA. This 

Court so held in Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Conally; 337 F. Supp. 737, 

761 (D. D. C. 1971) (three judge court) and we know of no authority to the 

contrary. As stated by Judge Leventhal in his opinion for the Court, the APA 

explicitly defines "Agency" for purposes of its jurisdictional provisions as 

"each authority of the Government of the United States, whether or not it is 
' 

within or subject to review by another agency, " and specifically excludes 

from this definition the Congress, the federal courts, "the government of the 

territories or possession of the United States," "the government of the 

District of Columbia," and other bodies. The President is not excluded from 

the "agency" definition. The statutory "care taken to make express exclusion 

of 'Congress and the courts' " persuaded the Court in Amalgamated that in

clusion of the President was intended in the sweeping definition of "agency. ".:!'._ 

See also Soucie v. David, 145 U.S. App. D. C. 174, 448 F. 2d 1067 (1971). 

The basic premise of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters decision · 

that the President's actions are subject to judicial review just like the actions 

(continued from preceeding page) 
The fact that plaintiffs at this juncture seek only declaratory relief does 

not preclude the Court's exercise of !11361 jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is estab
lished by a well-pleaded assertion of the defendant President's duty to plain-, 
tiffs. Once such a colorable claim for jurisdiction under §1361 has been made 
the Court has flexibility in granting relief, and may in appropriate circum- j 
stances issue only a declaratory judgment. See Burnett v. Tolson, 474 F. 2 
877, 883 (4th Cir., 1973); 3 Davis, Admin. Law Treatise 1123. 09; Byse and 
Fiocca, supra at 319. Cf. Miguel v. McCarl, 291 U.S. 442 (1934); Houston v. 
Ormes, 253 U.S. 469 (1920); Richardson v. United States, 465 F. 2d at 
855. 

!/ The Court in Amalgamated Meat Cutters also relied on the conclusion of 
leading commentators that the President is an "agency" for purposes of the 
APA, citing Davis, Administrative Arbitrariness: A Postscript, 114 U. of Pa 
L. Rev. 823, 832 (1966); Jaffee, The Right to Judicial Review, 71 Harv. L. 
Rev. 401, 769, 778, 781 (1958); Berger, Administrative Arbitrariness: A 
Svnth.,sis. 78 Yal" L . .T. %5. 997 /1969\. 
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of subordinate executive officials. This premise was strongly reinforced by 

this Court's decision in the Special Prosecutor's case, which held that the 

White House is not a "fourth branch of government" (Op. p. 10) and that 

presidential action is subject to judicial review. 

Moreover, the Committee and its members fully satisfy the stnllng 

requirements of Section 702 of the APA, whichpr~vides that "[a/ person 

suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or 

aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of· a relevant statute, is entitled 

to judicial review thereof. 11 Traditionally, a·plaintiff has had to show that 

the defendant has violated plaintiff's asserted "legal right" in order to satisfy 

this provision. See Jaffee, Judicial Review of Administrative Action. p. 528l1Jlc 

cases discussed ther'1!!in. Plaintiffs here have a legal right to issue subpenas 

and secure their enforcement. See, ~, McGrain v. Daugherty, supra, 

(1927); Watkins v. United States, supra, (1935); In Re Hearings by the Commilte, 

on Banking and Currency, supra, (19 F. R. D. at 410, ) Since the plaintiffs 

assert that defendant President's refusal to obey their subpenas is unlawful,, 

and that their legal rights have therefore been violated, the requirements of 

*' 1702 are fully met. -

!./ We note in passing that clearly the Committee and its members could 
establish standing within the meaning of section 702under the more modern 
and less restrictive injury in fact standard. The plaintiffs have suffered "an 
injury to a cognizable interest" -- their constitutional investigatory and legis
lative rights-- and "the interest sought to be protected is arguably within the 
zone of interests to be protected or regulated by the statute or constitutional 
guarantee in question". Association of Data Processing v; Camp, 397 U.S. 

150, 153_{1970); See Sierra Club v. Mortori. 405 U.S. 728; 734-35 (1972). 
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CONCLUSION 

As observed at the beginning of this memorandum, many of the 

basic issues in this case were, in substance, decided in plaintiffs' favor by 

this Court's decision in the Special Prosecutor's case. This memorandum 

has therefore dealt mainly with the technical and jurisdictional objections 

the defendant President has raised to avoid an adverse decision on the merits 

We have shown that these objections are unfounded. The Committee has 

full power to investigate criminality in the executive realm, to issue subpena 

to all executive officials and to sue to enforce its process. This Court has 

several secure jurisdictional bases that permit it to hear this suit. Plaintiffs 

motion for summary judgement should be granted. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT CC!4MITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITDS, et al. 

Plaintif:fs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF SENATOR SAM J. ERVIN, JR. 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

Sam J. Ervin, Jr. , being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

(1) I am a member of the United states senate and the Chairman 

of the Senate Select Committee on.Presidential campaign Activities. I 

make this af:fidavit in support of plaintiffs' claims in the ahove-captioned 

action that the jurisdictional amount requirements of 28 u.s.c. § 1331 are 

fully met. 

(2) The defendant Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States, 

has refused to honor two subpenas duces ~ submitted to him by the Select 

Committee that call for the production of evidence vital to the exercise of 

the Committee's functions. The two subpenas seek certain tape recordings 

of comrersations between the President and John Wesley Dean, III, and certain 

other materials and records, all of which relate to alleged criminal activi

ties in connection with the Presidential campaign and election of 1972. 

(3) As hereinafter explained, the out-of-pocket expenses to the 

Select Committee that will result fran defendant President's failure to 

produce the materials subpenaed will exceed $10,000, exclusive of interest 

and costs. Moreover, as also explained, this failure to produce will impose 
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additional costs on the public and taxpayers that will, standing alone, 

exceed $10,000, exclusive of interests and costs. 

(4) If the subpenaed materials are not produced, the staff of the 

Camnittee, in order to meet its investigatory responsibilities, must attempt 

by other, more difficult means to reconstruct their contents. ~s task 

will demand extensive further imrestigation and interrogfl.tions. The 

defendant President's failure to produce also may well result in prolonging 

the public hearings because the best, most succinct evidence will not be 

available for presentation. 

(5) If the five tape recordings of Dean-Presidential meetings are 

not made available, it will be necessary to interrogate others who may have 

heard these tapes to determine what they remember as to their contents. 

In public testimony, the Camnittee has established that at least one sub

ordinate of the President (H. R. Jill.ldeman) has listened to several of these 

tapes. Similarly, if the other materials and records called for are not 

produced, it will be necessary to interrogate numerous individuals who either 

(1) have had access to them and thus have knowledge of their contents, or 

(2) may have knowledge otherwise acquired of the alleged criminal activities 

to which the subpenaed materials and records relate. It will also be 

necessary to serve additional subpenas upon these individuals and to examine 

the records thereby produced. 

(6) Certain of the materials and records subpenaed relate to 

alleged criminal activities in the areas of political espionage and 

sabotage and campaign financing, which are now heavily under investigation 

by the Committee's staff and about which full hearings are yet to be had. 

For example, among the materials covered by the subpenas are certain 

documents relating to the handling of the ITT affair, the existence of 

which is referred to in evidence already presented to the Committee. Pro

duction of these and other documents subpenaed could greatly reduce investi

gatory time and effort and also diminish the number of days required for 

public hearings on espionage, sabotage and campaign contributions. 

(7) The failure to produce the materials subpenaed will necessitate 

consideEable additional staff time and effort in fulfilling the Camnittee's 

report writing and legislation reccmunending functions. The Ccmunittee, under 
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S, Res. 6o, has been charged with the responsibility to inform the public 

of the tull extent of criminality and corruption in high executive places 

during the course of the 1972 Presidential campaign and election. The 

staff's task in recamnending conclusions to the Committee in this regard 

will be much more burdensane and time consuming if the materials subpenaed 

are not produced. For exampl.e, with the Dean-Presidential. tapes in hand, 

it would be much easier to determine the extent of Presidential involvement 

in the Watergate affair, Moreov-er, without a tull awareness of the nature 

of the criminal. conduct in the 1972 Presidential campaign and el.ection and 

the identities of those that participated in it,· the staff will be handi

capped and slowed in formulating legislative recamnendations to submit to 

the Canmittee. 

(8) The Select Committee has been appropriated $1,000,000 for its 

operations. The cost of recording and printing a single day's hearings is 

approximately $700, Staff sal.aries per day amount to approximately $4,500, 

It should be noted that the staff of the Committee is essentially employed 

on a temporary basis and that staff members will only be retained as long 

as their services are required. Travel and per diem costs for staff and 

witnesses are substantial and depend on the extent of investigation and 

public hearings required. Thus, if only several. extra days of tull staff 

time are spent in investigation, public hearings, report writing and 

legislative recanmendations, the additional out-of-pocket costs to the 

Committee will exceed $10,000. While it is not possible to estimate extra 

staff costs with canplete precision, it is my best judgment that the 

increased staff costs necessitated by non-production of the subpenaed 

materials will, in fact, exceed $10,000. 

(9) Additional.ly, if the subpenaed materials are not made avail.able, 

the members of the Committee and their staffs working on Watergate 

matters will have to spend many additional. hours in investigatory activities, 

publ.ic hearings, writing reports and recamnending legislation. 
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The costs of this extra. time and effort to the public and the taxpayers, 

standing a.lone, may well exceed the sum of $10,000. 

Sam J. Ervin, Jr. 
United States Senator 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, 
this /7~ day of September, 1973. 

Notary Public, D.C. 
My Commission expires 

L f/ llfr-z!! 
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The New Republic, June 23, 1973 

Hands Off th~ Investigation· 

by Felix Frankfurter 
ln MIIY 1924, when hi wrote the following article for 
The New Republic. Feliz Frankfurter was a professor 
of Imo at H~roard. Senators Thtn,uu; Walsh and Burton 
K. Wheeler, both Democrats, were €onducting hearings 
on bn"bery and other fomu; of illegal activity in the admin
istration of President Harding, who had died just as the. 
scandal was breaking, and been succeeded by his Vice 
President, CAivin Coolidge. The generic nam, for the 
Harding admmistralion scandals cam, to be .Teapot Dom,,, 
although a number of not ru,cessan1y connectell scandals 
were actva11y in11olued. Sinclair and Doheny . were ml 
men who were charged with obtaining leases on public 
lands through bribery. Harry Daugherty had been Hard
ing's aJtoruy geru,ral and was also charged with com,p
tion. Criminal prosecutions -were in the offing as these 
Senate hearings were being conducted. - THE EoJToJtS 

So grave were the first disclosures made by the Walsh 
and Wheeler inv~stigations 1:hat the immediate 
response ol the country was profound humiliation. 
Only the recently disavowed organ of the Republican 

National Committee ventured brazenly to attack th, 
exposers and minimize the exposure. But, as the effec 
of the impact of these disclosures wore off, partly be
cause of the very extent of the revelations, public 
preoccupation with private worries ;md bewilder· 
ment over the variety of complicated issues were ex· 
.ploited by various powerful forces, from a variety o: 
motives ranging from the lowest to moral confusion 
all with a view todisaeditinginvestigationand aJTest· 
ing its further progress. The gathering forces agains 

· the investigations and the investigators reached theiJ 
culminating reinforcement in the support of a Presi· 
dent who, while professing a .desire to vindicate the 
law, assumes that law and order are bounded by the 
Penal Code, -and helpe<I to create an atmosphere iJ 
which "necessary investigation could not thrive. . 

Emboldened by the successful offensive agains 
the pending investigations in Washington. ·variow 
suggestions are afloat with a view to curbing futun 
Walsh and Wheeler investigations. Professing. --D 

course, that wrong-doing. impropriety and unwhole-
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some standards in public life .nould be exposed, 
cities, who have nothing to say for the astounding 
corruption and corrupting soil that have been brought 
to light, seek to divert attention and shackle the future 
by suggesting restrictions in the-procedure of future 
congressional investigations., 

A proper.judgment of the Walsh and Wheeler in
vestigations involV.es a consideration of 1) the situa
tion which ronfronted them, 2) their accomplishments, 
3) their alleged abuses. Only-after such consideration 
can we properly assess 4) the pertinence of any formal 
~hange in the procedure of congressional investigation. 

· 1) Situation . confronting Walsh and Wheeler. When 
the Harding administration began -in fact preceding 
it-the air· was fqll of indications o! the sinister in
fluences that were lo prevail and were prevailing in 

. the conduct o! some of the vital departments of the 
governmenL Around Fall and Daugherty suspicions 
steadily clustered. Washington was thick with talk, 
and not the talk of irresponsibles. As time went on· 
the intimations DeCame more and. more outspokeR; 
but every influence of authority, of powerful social 
connections, of the press, the whole milieu of of
ficialdom in Washington was on the side of those in 
power and against disclosure and truth-telling. More 
than that, when things could no longer be stemmed 
and an investigation of Daugherty's administration 
was entered upon by a House Committee, the forces 
of wrong-doing rendered such an investigation abor
tive and futile, and thereby served to discredit further 
accusations and their investigation. 

For nearly two years the efforts to uncover wrong
doing in the diSposal of our public domain were 
hampered by ~ery conceivable obstruction on the 
part of those in office and those influential out of 
office; involving members of the President's official 
entourage, and including perjury before a Senate 
committee on the part of one of the closest friends of 
the late President and one on dose terms with the 
present Executive. The vast investigatorial agencies 
of the government not only failed to cooperate with 
the efforts lo unearth wrong-doing; they positiyely 
sought to frustrate congressional activity. 

Governmental machinery, prestige, wealth, agen
cies of publicity-all were for covering up things. 
No one who has not had some experience of the power 
the government can exert is able lo realize the tre
mendous pressure against which Walsh and Wheeler 
were rontending. Both the hostile resources and the 
inertia that they had lo overcome were incredible. The 
odds that they thus encountered must be felt and not , 
merely intellectually admitted and lightly dismissed. 

2) Accomplishmmls of Walsh and Whultr. These are 
beyond question: the bills filed by the government 
against the Sinclair and Doheny leases are based upon 
the findings of the Walsh committee, ~ely, ror
ruption and conspiracy rendered possible through 
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Secretary Fall's Jrruption and Secretary Denby's 
guileless incompetence; the disgrace of, and pending 
grand jury inquiry into, a recent member of the Cab
inet-Fall; the resignation of another member through 
incompetence-Denby; the dismissal of a third mem- , 
ber-the attorney general-because of an enveloping, 
malodorous ·atmosphere. · 

It is safe lo say that never in the history of this 
country have congressional investigations had to con-,· 
tend with such powerful odds, never have they so· 
quickly revealed ·wrong-doing, incompetence and 
low public standards on such a wide scale, and never . 
have such investigations resulted so effectively · in 
compelling correction thro,:,gh the dismissal of derelict 
officials. All this, it must be remembered again and 
again, was done by Congr~ss against obstructing ex-
ecutive departments and, to put it mildly, unassisted 
by a President, who, unlike Roosevelt, is not a crusader 
against wrong-doing. 

3) Alleged Abuses. One would like to have a bill of 
partirulars ·of these alleged abuses. Objection is fre
quently taken against irrelevant, unfili and unsub
stantial charges and to the character of some of the 
witnesses. It is not easy to be patient with such ~ 
attitude. What were the irrelevant charges before the 
Walsh committee, and what were the improprieties 
in pursuing those charges? Certainly Senator Walsh 
has established all the charges surrounding the oil 
leases up to the hilL Objections are made lo the testi
mony centering around alleged pre-nomination and 
pre-election affairs in 1920. Surely it was relevant lo 
ascertain whether interests were on the lookout to 
put into the Department of the Interior a man who, 
honestly or dishonestly, held one attitude rathe; than 
another toward our natural resources. Necessarily 
much of this was hearsay and gossip. Nevertheless 
there emerged definitely the fact that ijake] Hamon 
[multimillionaire from Oklahoma] spent a huge sum 
of money for campaign purposes. H these aren't "'leads" 
properly to ·be pursued, then we had better frankly 
admit that the power of congressional investigation 
is a sham, and not an effective instrument for ventilat
ing issues. 

What are the specific objections lo be made against 
the hearings conducted by Senator Wheeler?-Of course 
the character of the wibtesses in many instances was 
disreputable. It isof the essence of the whole Daugherty 
affair that the attorney general of the United States 
was involved in questionable 'association with dis
-reputable characters. It is naively suggested as lo 
these individuals, that "they are not competent wit
nesses. But they are exhibits.~ It is diffirult, at best, 
to get witnesses to talk. This oiticism is familiar lo 
everyone who has ever had anything to _do with aim

. inal prosecutions, namely, an attempt to divert at
tention from the misconduct of the defendant lo the 
character of the witnesses against him. Of course ·the 
~aracter of a witness is a relevant item. H by the 
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"Vitnesses that Senator Wheeler~ Juced he was able 
to furnish a '1iving demonstration of the atmosphere 
which prevailed in and around the Attorney General 
of the United States." how possibly could that con
dusion have been demonstrated except in the way in 
which Senator Wheeler demonstrated it? Eminent 

- lawyers might have done it a little differently- but 
the chances are ve,y strong that they wouldn't have 
done it at alL lt requires pertinacity and high indif
ference to the winds that blow to drive through the 
ol>stades that faced Senator Wheeler. The performance 

' of such a man in such a -situation cannot be finely 
weighed, by a distant onlooker after the event, _on an 
apothecary's scale.· f . . . 

4) Rnrisio• of Procedure of Congressional Investiga- ·. 
lions. Nothing · in the experience ·of the Walsh and 
Wheeler investigations reveals the need of changing 
the process or confining the limits of congressional 
investigations. The . proper scope and methods of 
procedun: appropriate to congressional investigations 
depend on the concepti9n of the part they play in 
enabling Congress to discharge its .basic duties. This 
has been nowhere better expressed than by Woodrow 
Wilson in his Congressional, Government: · 

It is the proper duty of a representative body to look 
diligently into every affair of government and to talk 
much about what it sees. It is meant to be the eyes and 
the voice. and to embody the wisdom and will• of its 
constituents. Unless Congress have and use every means 
of acquainting itself with the acts and the disposition 
of the administrative agents of the government, the coun
try must be helpless to learn how it is being served; and 
unless Congress both scrutinize these things and sift 
them by every form of discussion, the country must ·re
main in embarrassing, crippling ignorance of the very 
affairs whidl it is most important that it· should under
stand arid direct. 'J1'1e informing function of Congress 
should _be preferred even to its legis]ative function. 

Undoubtedly the names of people who ha_ve done 
nothing aiminaI or wrong; or nothing even offend
ing taste perhaps; havebeen mentioned in connection 
with these investigations. The question is not whether 
people's feelings here and there may be hurt, or names 
"dragged through the mud.'' as it is called. The real 
issue is whether the danger of abuses and the actual 
harm done are so clear and substantial that the grave 
risks of fettering free congressional inquiry are to be 
incuned by artificial and technical limitations upon 
inquiry. Any quanti~tive and quali.tative judgment 
of what Walsh and Wheeler were up against. what' 
they produced and how they produced it, leaves the 
experienced and disinterested mind, duly regardful 
of the investigating duties of Congress, wholly with
out justification for changing congressional procedure. 

It must be remembered that our rules of evidence 
are but tools for ascertaining the truth, and that these 
tools vary with the nature of the issues and the nature 
fJf the bibunal seeking facts. Specifically the system 
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of rules of evid• . used in trials before juries "are 
mainly aimed at guarding the jury from the over
weening effect of certain kinds of evidence." That 
system, as pointed out by Wigmore. "is not applicable 
by historical precedent, or by sound practical policy" 
to "inquiries of fact determinable by administrative 
ltj)>unals.'' Still less is it applicable to inquiries by 
congressional cominittee.s. , . 

. It must be remembered that in various fields there 
is no legal protection against harm due to unfettered 
speech. The only safeguards are those secured by 
social and moral pressure. Thus the immunities. en
joyed by judges and legislators for anything said•by 
them as judges and as ·legislators are founded on deep 
experience. So· also the abuses of the printing press 
are not sought to be corrected by legal restriction or 
censorship in advance because the ·remedy is worse 
~an the disease. For the same reason congressional 
inquiry ought not to be fettered by advance rigidities, 
because in the light of experience there can be no 
reasonable doubt that such curtailment would make 
effective investigation almost impossible. 

Our criminal procedure has been constantly under 
fire by the legal profession, from Chief Justice Taft 
down, because of its self-defeating technicalities. In 
a report ~ the American Bar Association1 vigorous 
demand has recently been made_ for the liberalizatio,;· 
of rules of evidence and procedure in criminal cases. 
Taken in connection with the proposal to curb the 
investigating powers of Congress, what is urged. in 
effect, is Iha\ we abandon the technial limitations 
that have been established to protect men from being 
sent to jail too readily, but introduce them into a 
field where they have never been resorted to and 
where they are wholly out of place, namely, in the 
exercise of the informing function of Congress. 

A good deal must be left to the standards that Con
gress imposes upon itself and its committees; a good 
deal must be left to the duty of newspapers to report 
fairly and not sensationally, and to interpret wisely; 
a good deal must be left to the good sense of people. 

In conclusion there is no substantial basis for ait
icismof the investigations conducted by Senator Walsh 
and Senator Wheeler. Whatever inconveniences may 
have resulted are inseparable incidents of an essential 
exertion of goveinmental power 1 and to talk about 
these incidents is io deflect attention from wrong-do-
ing and its sources. · 

The procedure of congressional investigation should 
remain as it is. No limitations should be imposed by 
congressional legislation or standing rules. The power 
of investigation should be left untrammelled, and the 
methods ~d forms of each.investigation,should be 
left for determination _of Congress and its committees. 
"as each situation arises. The safeguards against abuse. 
and folly are to be looked for in the forces of respon
sibility that are operating from within Congress, and 
are generated from without, I 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
name and in the name 
STATES, 

ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 
suing in its own) 
of the UNITED ) 

and 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR. J HOWARD H. BAKER, JR. J 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYEJ 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYAJ EDWARD J. GURNEYJ 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) . 
) 
) 

BRIEF OF RICHARD M. NIXON 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

This matter is before the Court on plaintiffs' Motion 

for Sununary Judgment. As pointed out previously in the 

President's Motion for an Enlargement of Time to Respond, 

this Motion for Sununary Judgment was filed within hours 

after the filing of the President• s Answer to plaintiffs' 

Complaint and apparently without regard to certain of the 

allegations in that Answer upon which the plaintiffs have 

the burden. Subsequently, plaintiffs responded with a 

Supplemental Memorandum addressing these allegations. As 

a result, the matter is now ripe for adjudication. This 

Brief will deal with all the issues raised by the pleadings 

and by the plaintiffs in the order that we feel will be most 

helpful to the Court for resolution of this unprecedented 

and important matter. 
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I. Introductory Statement 

By their Motion for SUIIUllary Judgment, plaintiffs 

ask this co.urt to enter an order in .the nature .of a 

declaratory judgment pursuant to 28 u.s.c. S 2201 

_ that two subpoenas duces tecum issued and served on 

-the President must be complied .with by lµm, not

withstanding the fact that the President has interpo·sed 

a claim of privilege as to the materials covered by 

the subpoenas. 

At the outset we should point out .. that the. 

President does not question the right and duty of the· 

Congress _to conduct inve~tigations and he does not 

seek to thwart the investigation of the Senate Select 

Committee by refusing tocOlilply with the subpoenas in 

question. Nor does h~ object to the legitimate aspects 

of this particular investigation. 1 In his letter to 

the Chairman of the Committee on July 6, 1973, the 

President stated that he respected the responsibilities 

of the Committee and indicated that he was willing to 

cooperate with it within the bounds of the·constitutional 

rights and powers of the Presidency. There has in fact 

been considerable cooperation on behalf of the President 

in the COmmittee's investigation. All of this coopera

tion, however, has been voluntary and it is the view 

of the President that it should remain voluntary if our 

constitutional traditions are to remain intact and 

inviolate. 

This tradition has been well-described by Professor 

Corwin in his detailed analysis of the office of the 

Presidency. 

1 See Part VI below. 

- 2 -
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In the many years that have rolled LY since 
Jefferson's presidency there have been many 
hundreds of congressional investigations. But 
I know of no instance in which a head of a 
department has testified before a congressional 
commi.ttee in response to a subpoena or held 
in contempt for refusal to testify. All 
appearances by these high officials seem to 
have been voluntary. 

Corwin, !,h! President:~ and~ 1787-1957 

113 (4th rev. ed. 1957). He restates his view at page 116. 

In short, no one questions, or can question, the 
constitutional right of the houses to inform 
themselves through committees of inquiry on 
subjects that fall within their legislative 
competence and to hold in contempt recalcitrant 
witnesses before such committees, and undoubtedly 
the question of employee loyalty is such a sub
ject. On the other hand, this prerogative of - --
Congress has always been regar9ed as limited 

- by the· right of the President to have his subor• 
dinates refuse to testify either in court or 
before a committee of Congress concerning matters 
of confidence between them and himself. Are, 
then, communications to the President or to 
officials authorized by him to receive them 
concerning the loyalty of federal executive 
personnel such matters of confidence? The 
question must undoubtedly be answered in the 
affirmative. 

The Committee violated this time-honored tradition 

when it issued the subpoenas in the face of the President's 

full explanation on July 23, 1973, of the reasons why he 

had determined that it would not be in the public interest 

to disclose the information that the Committee had re

quested. 

Now the Committee urges this Court to violate another 

time-honored Constitutional tradition -- that is, to hold 

that the President can be subjected to compulsory process 

by the Judiciary. Again, Professor Corwin's comments are 

appropriate. Subsequent to his discussion of Marbury v. 

Madison, 1 Cranch (5 U.S.) 137 (1803), he states: 

- 3 -
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In addition to his duty to the laws, a supplemental 
basis of the President's power to do this is the 
principle of his own inununity to judicial process. 

~. at 112. Corwin is referring to ·Attorney General 

Lincoln's objecting to answering certain questions, 

the answers to which would have involved disclosure 

_of confidential information. 

Despite the importance of these .two· grave issues, 

and despite the respective rights of the parties, this 

Court must first determine whether a civil action for 

declaratory judgment is the proper method for their 

resolution and whether the plaintiffs are properly in 

Court. By our submission, they are no~. 

Plaintiffs seek to invoke the jurisdiction of the 

Court by way of the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 u.s.c. 

SS 2201, 2202. Before dealing with the specifics as to 

why they cannot make use of that Act, a few comments on 

xts history may be helpful to the Court. Article III, § 2, 

of the Constitution allows a federal court to act only in 

cases and controversies. Prior. to 1933, the Supreme Court 

had grave doubts about whether an action for a declaratory 

judgment was a "case or controversy" within the juris

diction of the federal courts. See, e.g. Liberty 

Warehouse Co. v. Grannis, 273 u.s. 73 (1927)1 Willing 

v. Chicago Auditorium Association, 277 U.S. 274 (1928.). 

In 1933, the Supreme Court resolved its doubts. Nashville, c. 

& St. L. Ry. Co. v. Wallace, 288 U.S. 249 (1933). This 

was followed inunediately in 1934 by the adoption of the 

Declaratory Judgment Act, now 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201, 2202. 

- 4 -
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There are three things of importance to note with 

regard to the Act. First, and of critical importance 

in this matter, is that the Act and Civil Rule 57, which 

sets forth the procedures for its operation, are not 

jurisdictional. They are procedural only,~ Life 

Insurance £2• of Hartford, Connecticut v. Haworth, 

300 u.s. 227, 240 (1937), and do not constitute an 

enlargement of the jurisdiction of the federal courts. 

Skelly Oil Co. v. Phillips Petroleum co., 339 u.s. 667, 

671 (1950). Thus there must be an independent basis 

for jurisdiction, under statutes equally applicable 

to action_s for .. coercive relief, before a federal court 

may entertain a declaratory judgment action. See, e.g., 

Continental~~~ £2. v. ~, 303 F.2d 

214 (D.C.Cir. 1962). 

Second,. it must be established that there is an 

"actual controversy" of a justiciable nature as both 

the Constitution and the statute require. The classic 

statement of the Constitutional and statutory requirement 

in this respect is by Chief Justice Hughes in~ Life 

Insurance Company of Hartford, Connecticut v. Haworth. 

A "controversy" in this sense must be one that 
is appropriate for judicial determination. * * * 
A justiciable controversy is thus distinguished 
from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical 
or abstract character; from one that is academic 
or moot. ***The controversy must be definite 
and concrete, touching the legal relations of 
parties having adverse legal interests. * * * 
It must be a real and substantial controversy 
admitting of specific relief through a decree 
of a conclusive character, as distinguished 
from an opinion advising what the law would be 
upon a hypothetical state of facts. * * * 
Where there is such a concrete case admitting 
of an immediate and definitive determination 
of the legal rights of the parties in an 
adversary proceeding upon the fact·s alleged, 
the judicial function may be appropriately 
exercised although the adjudication of the 

- 5 -
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rights of the litigants may not require the 
award of process or the payment of damages. 
***And as it is not essential to the exer
cise of the judicial power that an injunction 
be sought, allegations that irreparable injury 
is threatened are not required. 

300 u.s. at 240-241. Although the massive generalities 

of the~ case are quoted and requoted in later decisions, 

they are something less than a sure guide to decision.· 

"The considerations, while catholic, are not concrete.• 

Mccahill v. Borough of !2!. Chapel, 438 F.2d 213, 215 

(3rd Cir. 1971). A better.perception-was stated for 

the Court by Justice Murphy in a later case. 

The difference between an abstract question 
and a •controversy• contemplated by the 
Declaratory Judgment Act is necessarily one 
of degree, and it would be difficult, if 
it would be possible, to fashion a precise 
test for determining in every case whether 
there is such a controversy·. Basically, 
the question in each case is whether the 
facts alleged, under all the circumstances, 
show that there is a substantial controversy, 
between parties having adverse legal interests, 
of sufficient :immediacy and reality to warrant 
the issuance of a declaratory ~udgment. 

Maryland Casualty~- v. Pacific Coal! Oil Co., 312 

u.s. 270, 273 (1941). 

Finally, the Supreme Court has -indicated a special 

reluctance to have important issues of public law~ and 

particularly those that are of Constitutional dimension -

resolved bY declaratory judgments. "Caution is appropriate 

against the subtle tendency to decide public issues free 

from the safeguards of critical scrutiny of the facts, 

through use of a declaratory swmnary judgment.• ~ 

v. Peoples~~ Lakewood Village, California, 333 U.S. 

426, 434 (1948). See also~ v. Hargrave, 401 u.s. 476 

(1971): ~~commission 2f ~ v. Wycoff Co., 

344 U.S. 237, 243 (1952): Dickson, Declaratory Remedies 

- 6 -
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~ Constitutional Change, 24 Vand.L.Rev. 257, 286-287 

(1971). 

Viewed in the light of these three critical require

ments, it will be demonstrated that plaintiffs' attempt 

to utilize the Declaratory Judgment Act to resolve this 

matter is misconceived. 

II. Jurisdiction Is A Threshold Question 

It is fundamental.that the threshold question in 

every case is whether the district court has jurisdiction. 

Roberson v. ~. 393 F.2d 123, 124 (8th Cir. 1968); 

Berkowitz v. Philadelphia Chewing~ Corp., 303 F.2d 

·505, 588 (3d cir. 19Ei2J; Underwood v. Maloney, 256 F.2d 

334, 340 (3d Cir.), ~ ~ 358 U.S. 8.64 (1958). 

The party invoking a court's jurisdiction has the 

affirmative duty to allege jurisdiction; and if the 

allegations are properly controverted, he has the burden 

of establishing such allegations. As put by the Court· in 

~ v. ~~Acceptance Corp., 298 U.S. 178, 

189 (1936): 

They are conditions which must be met by the 
party who seeks the exercise of jurisdiction in 
his favor. He must allege in his pleading the 
facts essential to show jurisdiction. If he 
fails to make the necessary allegations he has 
no standing. If he does make them, an inquiry 
into the existence of jurisdiction is obviously 
for the purpose of determining whether the facts 
support his allegations. In the nature of things, 
the authorized inquiry is primarily directed to 
the one who claims that the power of the court 
should be exerted in his behalf. As he is seeking 
relief subject to this supervision, it follows 
that he must carry throughout the litigation the 
burden of showing that he is properly in court. 
The authority which the statute vests in the court 
to enforce the limitations of its jurisdiction 
precludes the idea that jurisdiction may be main
tained by mere averment or that the party asserting 
jurisdiction may be relieved of his burden by any 
formal procedure. If his allegations of juris
dictional facts are challenged by his adversary 
in any appropriate manner, he must support them 
by competent .proof. 

- 7 -
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See also~ v. ~, 307 U.S. 66 (1939); KVOS, Inc. 

v. Associated~, 299 U.S. 269 (1936). 

The importance of these principles is underscored 

by the fact that courts have recognized their own duty 

to see that their jurisdiction is not exceeded. Thus, 

the United States Supreme court has frequently raised 

and decided jurisdictional questions on its own motion. 

See, e.g., Mitchell v. ~, 293 U.S. 237, 244 (1934); 

Louisville!_ Nashville R.R. v. Mottley, 211 U.S. 149 (1908). 

By his Answer, the President has controverted each of 

the plaintiff's jurisdictional allegations. Thus contro

verted, the jurisdictional ~llegations"becQJDe the primary 

quest:i,ons before the Court. As was said in Bell v. ~, 

327 U.S. 678, 682 (1946): 

Whether the complaint states a cause of action 
on which relief could be granted is a question 
of law and just as issues of fact it must be 
decided after and not before the Court has 
assumed jurisdiction over the controversy. 

See also Opelika Nursing~,.!!!£:_ v. Richardson, 448 F.2d 

658 (5th Cir. 1971). There the Fifth Circuit stated: 

Federal jurisdiction is not so ambidextrous as 
to permit a district court to dismiss a suit for 
want of jurisdiction with one hand and to decide 
the merits with the othe:r:. "A federal district 
court concluding lack of jurisdiction should 
apply its brakes, cease and desist the proceed
ings, and shun advisory opinions. To do otherwise 
would be in defiance of its jurisdictional fealty:. 
Therefore, viewing Bell's a priori requirement 
of finding jurisdiction before rendering a final 
decision on the merits as one of the high commands 
of our jurisprudential system, we conclude that 
the court below, once it held that it had no 
jurisdiction, should have immediately dismissed 
the action. 

448 F.2d at 667. 

Before discussing the specific defects in plaintiff's 

statutory jurisdictional allegations, it is appropriate to 

dispose of their suggestion that they may invoke the 

jurisdiction of this Court directly under Article III, 

- 8 -
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§ 2 of the Constitution. (Supp. Memo. 22-24) .2 We 

call the court's attention to the following statement 

in~ v. McCormick, 395 u.s. 486, 512-513 (1969). 

In Baker v. Carr***we noted that a federal 
district cour~acks jurisdiction over the 
subject matter (1) if the cause does not •arise 
under" the Federal Constitution, laws, or 
treaties (or fall within one of the other 
enumerated categories of Art. III); or (2) if 
it is not a •case or controversy• within the 
meaning of that phrase in Art. III; or (3) if 
the cause is not one described by any jurisdic
tional statute. 

The Supreme Court in~ had reference to the discussion 

of subject matter jurisdiction in~ v. ~, 369 U.S. 

186, 198-199 (1962). This principle has been recently 

reaffirmed-by the Distr:i:ct of Colwnbia Circuit in United 

~ Servicemen's Fund v. Eastland, ~~.-F.2d 

(No. 24,279 August 30, 1973). 

As the quotation from~ indicates, entry into 

}he federal court is like opening a safe deposit box, 

where two separate keys are required. For the federal 

courtroom door, the two essential keys are that the case 

be within the judicial power of the United States, as 

defined in Article III,§ 2, of the Constitution, Hodgson 

v. Bowerbank, 5 Cranch (9 U.S.) 303 (1809), and 

that it be within a statutory grant of jurisdiction by 

the Congress, Cary v. ~. 3 How. (44 U.S.) 236, 245 

(1845). See Wright,~~§§ 8, 10, (2d ed. 1970). 

In this case the plaintiffs lack either key. We shall 

discuss first the Constitutional barrier to jurisdiction 

over the case before pointing out why they are not within 

any of the statutory grants of jurisdiction. 

2 All of the cases to which plaintiffs refer for this 
propostion are cases brought by the United States. 
There is an indep~ndent statutory base for these 
cases in 28 u.s.c. § 1345. As we shall demonstrate, 
this is not a case brought by the United States 
because plaintiffs are not authorized to bring suit 
on behalf of the United States. See pp. 27-30 below. 
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III. This Matter Does Not Present A 
Justiciable Case or Controversy within 
the Meaning of Article III, § 2, 

of the Constitution 

In making the motion authorizing this suit, Senator 

Baker of Tennessee implored the Committee staff to place 

a justiciable issue before the courts. (S.Tr. 5502). We 

respectfully submit that they have failed to do so. 

The suggestion that the proper manner to resolve the 

heretofore unresolved question of executive privilege as 

it applies to Congress by way of a declaratory judgment is 

not novel. See Berger, Executive Privilege v. ·congressional 

Inquiry, 12 UCLA L. Rev. 1044, 1287-1289 (1965). The 

suggestion, however, flies in the face of the role of the 

courts in our Constitutional system of government. For 

this is, quite simply, a dispute between the Congress and 

the President, and to use the words of Justice Douglas, 

"federal courts do not sit as an ombudsman refereeing 

disputes between the other two branches." Gravel v. 

United~' 408 U.S. 606, 640 (1972) (Douglas, J. 

dissenting). 

The concept of justiciability as it has evolved 

through our Constitutional history is well-described by 

the Supreme Court in Flast v. Cohen, 392 u. s. 83 (1968). 

The jurisdiction of federal courts is defined 
and limited by Article III of the Constitution. 
In terms relevant to the question for decision 
in this case, the judicial power of federal 
courts is constitutionally restricted to "cases• 
and "controversies.• As is so often the situation 
in constitutional adjudication, those two words 
have an iceberg quality, containing beneath their 
surface simplicity submerged complexities which 
go to the very heart of our constitutional form 
of government. Embodied in the words "cases• and 
"controversies• are two complementary but some
what different limitations. In part those words 
limit the business of federal courts to questions 
presented in an adversary context and in a form 
historically viewed as capable of resolution 
through the judicial process. And in part those 
words define the role assigned to the judiciary 
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in a tripartite allocation of power to answer 
that the federal courts will not intrude into 
areas committed to the other branches of govern
ment. Justiciability is the term of art employed 
to give expression to this dual limitation placed 
upon federal courts by the case-and-controversy 
doctrine. 

Justiciability is itself a concept of uncertain 
meaning and scope. Its reach is illustrated by 
the various grounds upon which questions sought 
to be adjudicated in federal courts have been 
held not to be justiciable. Thus, no justiciable 
controversy is presented when the parties seek 
adjudication of only a political question, when 
the parties are asking for an advisory opinion, 
when the question sought to be adjudicated has 
been mooted by subsequent developments, and when 
there is no standing to maintain the action. 
Yet it remains true that "(j]usticiability is 
••• not a legal concept with a fixed conterit or 
susceptible of scientific verification. Its 
ulitization is_the resultant of many subtle 
pressures .•• " Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 508 
(1961) - ---

392 U.S. at 94-95 -(footnotes omitted). 

This matter raises problems of justiciability, 

primarily because it calls for adjudication of a political 
, 
question. 

In Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch (5 U.S.) 137, 164-166 

(1803), Chief Justice Marshall expressed the view that 

the courts will not entertain political questions even 

though such questions may involve actual controversies. 

This rule was found to have particular force with regard 

to the Office of President. 

By the Constitution of the United States, the 
President is invested with certain important 
political powers, in the excerise of which m, 
is to use his own discretion, and is -account
able only to his country in his political 
character, and to his own conscience. To aid 
him in the performance of these duties, he is 
authorized to appoint certain officers, who 
act by his authority and in conformity with 
his orders. 

In such cases, their acts are his acts; and 
whatever opinion may be entertained of the 
manner in which executive discretion may be 
used, still there exists, and can exist, no 
power to control that discretion. The subjects 
are political: they respect the nation, not 
individual rights, and being entrusted to the 
executive, the decision of the executive is 
conclusive. 

1 Cranch at 165-166. 
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Since that early statement by Justice Marshall in 

Marbury v. ~' the courts have struggled to establish 

criteria that would enable them to identify and uniformly 

deal with political questions. Such criteria have bElen 

evasive. In~ v. ~, 307 u.s. 433, 454-55 (1939), 

the Court noted that a political question may be identified 

by evaluating "the appropriateness under our system of 

government of attributing finality to the action of the 

political departments and also the lack of satisfactory 

criteria for judicial determination***." 

It was not until~ v. ~' 369 U.S. 186 (1962), 

however, -that the Court finally succeed~d in isolating 

and articulating a workable set of criteria for identifying 

an issue that presents a political question. The Court 

said: 

Prominent on the surface of any case held to 
involve a political question is found a textually 
demonstrable constitutional cOllllllitment of the 
issue to a coordinate political department; or 
standards for resolving it; or the impossibility 
of deciding without an initial policy determination 
of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion; or 
the impossibility of a court's undertaking inde
pendent resolution without expressing lack of 
the respect due coordinate branches of government; 
or an unusual need for unquestioning adherence to 
a political decision already made; or the poten
tiality of embarrassment from multifarious 
pronouncements by various departments on one 
question. 

369 u. s. at 217. 

It is submitted that this matter, involving as it 

does a request by the Legislative Branch that this Court 

overrule a formal and legitimate invocation of executive 

privilege, poses a nonjusticiable political question of 

such magnitude that literally every single formulation 

or criterion established in Baker v. ~ is inextricably 

a part of the issue presented. 
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This matter involves a "textually demonstrable 

constitutional commibnent of the issue to a coordinate 

branch." The doctrine of executive privilege has pre

cisely identifiable constitutional sources. The power 

herein asserted by the President is conferred by the 

provisions of Article II, §§ 1, 2, and 3. 

The§ l grant of "executive power• solely to the 

President is the most obvious and demonstrable source 

for·the heretofore unchallenged right df the President 

to invoke executive privilege whenever the President 

deems it appropriate.· Such an exercise of executive 

power is entirely consistent.with the unbroken tradition-. 

of executive independence from legislative and judicial 

interference. As the Court noted in Myers v. United 

States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926): 

Montesquieu's view that the maintenance 
of independence as between the legislative, 
executive and the Judicial branches was a 
security for the people had their [the 
Framer's] full approval***. Accordingly 
the Constitution was so framed as to vest 
in the Congress all legislative powers 
therein granted, to vest in the President 
the executive power, and to vest in one 
Supreme Court and such inferior courts 
as Congress might establish, the judicial 
power. From this division on principle, 
the reasonable construction of the Con
stitution must be that the branches should 
be kept separate in all cases in which 
they were not expressly blended, and the 
Constitution should be expounded to blend 
them no more than it affirmatively requires. 

272 U.S. at 116. 

That the President's right to invoke executive privilege 

is a unique and unreviewable exercise of the executive 

power is apparent when examined in the context of§§ 2 

and 3. 

The first paragraph of S 2 expressly grants to the 

President the right to require, in writing, the opinions 

of his principal executive officers on any subject. It 
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is this clear constitutional cOlllllli.tment to the President 

of the right to request and receive advice from his 

closest advisers which Justice Jackson characterized as 

an enumerated executive power that "would seem to be 

· inherent in the Executive if anything is.• Youngstown 

·sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 641 n. 9 (1952) 

(concurring opinion). Equally significant is the fact 

that this "inherent• power to seek and receive advice is 

among those grants of power in S 2 that is conferred on 

the President exclusive of any review by the Senate or 

House. In this respect, it is a Constitutional power 

as exclusive to the President as his untrammeled power 

to grant pardons. ~ ~ ~, 4 Wall. (71 U.S.) 333, 

380 (1866). It furnishes the clea_r and compelling basis 

for the doctrine of executive privilege, a doctrine that 

not even the Senate Committee would deny exists. 

What the Senate Committee does not comprehend, al

though obvious to the Founding Fathers, is that the power 

to seek and receive advice would be a useless and empty 

power if the President could not keep his own counsel, 

free from the review or scrutiny of the courts or the 

Congress. The very manner in which this inherent S 2 

grant was made independent of Congressional interference 

bears witness to the intent of the Framers of the 

Constitution to preserve inviolate the confidentiality 

of the Executive Branch. 

Whenever the essential confidentiality is threatened, 

as it is here, the Constitutional power to seek and receive 

advice becomes meaningless. That this clause granti~g to 

the President the power to require advice and opinions from 

his advisers would be meaningless without the contingent 

right to safeguard the confidentiality of those communi

cations should be beyond dispute. As Justice Jackson 
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noted in his concurring opinion in Youngstown Sheet 

and Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952): 

* **because the President does not enjoy 
unmentioned powers does not mean that the 
mentioned ones should be narrowed by a nig
gardly construction. Some clauses could be 
made almost unworkable, as well as immutable, 
by refusal to indulge some latitude of 
interpretation for changing times. I have 
heretofore, and do now, give to the enumerated 
powers the scope and elasticity afforded by 
what seem to be reasonable, practical impli
cations instead of the rigidity dictated by 
doctrinaire textualism. 

343 U.S. a~ 640. 

Section 3 of Article II contains two further "textually 

demonstrable" commitments of the issue at stake in this 

case to the President. The President, by that section, 

is charged "from time to time [to] give to the Congress 

Information of the State of the Union***." This vests 

in the President, not in the subpoena power of a Senate 

sommittee, the power to determine when and what information 

he will provide to Congress.3 The same section imposes on 

the President the duty to "take Care that the Laws be faith

fully executed." As the President has clearly and forcefully 

maintained, the meetings and the conversations that the 

Senate Committee seeks to make public were participated 

in by the President pursuant to this Constitutional mandate. 

The performance of this executive duty cannot be brought 

under legal compulsion. Mississippi v. ~, 4 Wall. 

*71 U.S.) 475 (1866). 

3 As former President Taft put it: 

The President is required by the Constitution 
from time to time to give to Congress informa
tion on the state of the Union, and to recom
mend for its consideration such measures as 
he shall judge necessary and expedient, but 
this does not enable Congress or either House 
of Congress to elicit from him confidential 
information which he has acquired for the 
purpose of enabling him to discharge his 
constitutional duties, if he does not deem 
the disclosure of such information prudent 
or in the public interest. 

Taft, Our Chief Magistrate and His~ 129 (1916). 
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It is possible that any or all of these great powers 

may be abused, but for this the Constitution has provided 

its own remedy. As a unanimous Court, speaking through 

Chief Justice Taft, said of a similar power in~ parts 

· Grossman, 267 U.S. 87 ·(1925): 

Our Constitution confers this discretion on 
the highest officer in the nation in confidence 
that he will not abuse it***· 

Exceptional cases like this, if to be imagined 
at all, would suggest a resort to impeachment 
rather than to a narrow and strained construc
tion of the general powers of the President. 

267 U.S. at 121. 

The Senate Committee in reality is asking this Court 

to substitute its judgment for that of the President in 

an area over which the President has exclusive and un

reviewable power -- the invocation of executive privilege. 

Such a privilege, inherent as we have demonstrated in the 

Constitutional grant of executive power, is a matter for 
I 

Presidential judgment alone. The standards and circum

stances that mandate its use _are a function of Presidential 

judgments. Such judgments cannot be second-guessed and 

overruled at the caprice of the Senate Committee. Nor can 

they be evaluated and reviewed by any discernible criteria 

traditionally utilized by the courts in resolving 

Constitutional disputes between individuals. The cases 

cited by the Committee in its Motion for Summary Judgment 

are not even remotely similar to the instant case, involving 

as they do controversies resolvable by judicial interpretation 

of a statute or the Constitution. Cf. Powell v. McCormi<:k, 

395 U.S. 486 (1969): United States v. ~, 328 U.S. 303 

(1946)1 Humphrey's Executor v. ~ ~, 295 U.S. 602 

(1935). Thus b# virtue of its request that the Court 

substitute its judgment for the President's, the Committee 

would force this Court to make •an initial policy determi

nation of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion.• This 
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is a compelling indicia of a political question articulated 

in~ v. ~-

Even if this Court could somehow acquire the perspective 

of the Executive Branch and its chief officer, which is the 

perspective from which an invocation of executive privilege 

is made, the separation of powers inherent in our Constitutional 

scheme would preclude any review of that initial policy 

decision. The President's reasons for invoking his privilege 

in this case have been explained clearly to the Senate 

Committee. Those reasons are firmly anchored.in rights 

and duties exclusively Presidential. They are a direct 

function of the President's quties to preserve the_atmo-

sphere of confidentiality so essential to the proper 

performance of the Executive's decision-making powers 

and to safeguard from general disclosure matters of national 

security. It is submitted that in this former duty, just 

'as in the area of the conduct of foreign relations, the 

President is "accountable in the excercise of (his) discretion 

only to the people of this country.• Drinan v. Nixon, 

~~- F. Supp.~~- (Civil No. 73-1424-T, D. Mass., 

Aug. 8, 1973). 

The matter of executive privilege, involving as it 

does subtle and exclusively Presidential judgments, is an 

area of decision-making where there are "considerations 

of policy, considerations of extreme magnitude, and 

certainly, entirely incompetent to the examination and 

decision of a court of justice.• ~ v. Hylton, 3 Dall. 

(3 U.S.) 199, 260 (1796). It is this very "lack of judicially 

discoverable and manageable standards" for resolving the 

issue that further highlights the nonjusticiability of 

the question. It is respectfully submitted that this 

obvious absence of standards for review of the President's 
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invocation of privilege is apparent upon analysis of the 

Court's task in any in~ proceeding. As Professor 

Black so clearly explains, 

The reason for maintenance of confidentiality 
may not, and sometimes will not, appear on the 
face of the submitted material but may lie in 
its context, outside the record. The President, 
in attempting to persuade the judge of the 
necessity for confidentiality, would thus 
often be forced to reveal more and more 
material beyond what had been subpoenaed, 
with no assurance that any of this material 
would remain confidential. 

Black, Letter to the Editor, N.Y. Times, September 6, 1973, p. 34. 

Thus the Court is asked to make an initial policy 

determination that the President has improperly or mis

takenly invoked executive privilege; Suen a determination 

by a court is Constitutionally impermissable and violates 

the most basic tenets of the separation of powers. More

over it is a determination beyond judicial abilities since 

the Court simply cannot substitute its judgment for that 

of the President. The impossibility of judicial r~solution 

is underscored by the ancillary problem of the absence of 

standards for resolving the question. The teachings of 

Baker v. ·· ~ are clear and compelling and require , 

recognition of these indicia of nonjusticiability. 

In Powell v. McCormick, 395 U.S. 486, 548-549 (1969), 

the Court determined that it could resolve the question 

presented without creating •a potentially embarrassing 

confrontation between coordinate branches• of the govern

ment because the resolution of the question of Representative 

Powell's right to be seated in Congress required no more 

than that the Court exercise its traditional role as inter

preter of the Constitution. The decision required an 

interpretation of congressional powers under Article 1, 

s 5, the type of interpretative function traditionally the 
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responsibility of the Judicial Branch. The instant case 

cannot be so easily resolved. Contrary to the facts in 

Powell, there is no dispute in this case as to the 

President's Constitutional power to invoke executive privilege. 

Many courts have so held and the Senate Committee itself 

recognizes the existence of an executive privilege. The 

Senate Conunittee, however, asks this Court to rule that 

the Legislative Branch has the responsibility and power to 

review the propriety of executive utilization of it. Such 

a legislative power does not exist, and for 1:1:lis Court to 

hold to the contrary would be the most patent expression of 

"lack of respect_due -a-_coordinate- branch of government.•_ 

Again, the teachings of Baker v. Carr obtain and tne·-true 

nature of the political question presented is made manifest. 

In Committee for Nuclear Responsibility,!!!£• v. Seaborg 

463 F.2d 788, 792 (D.C. Cir. 1971), a case upon which the 
I , 

Committee relies, the court clearly recognized that the 

government has an interest in avoiding disclosure of docu

ments "which reflect intra-executive advisory opinions 

and recommendations whose confidentiality contributes 

substantially to the effectiveness of government decision

making processes.• In Seaborg, the court considered only 

a claim of privilege by an "executive department or agency• 

and thus, despite the Committee's view that it controls 

here, Seaborg cannot be read as authoritative on the issue 

of a direct, personal claim of privilege by the Chief 

Executive. 

What the Senate Committee requests here is for the 

Court to order the President to give up materials that the 

President claims are privileged. No court has ever done so. 

"The fact that no such application was ever before made in 

any case indicates the general judgment of the profession 

that no such application should be entertained." Mississippi 

v. Johnson, 4 Wall, (71 U.S.) 475, 500 (1866). 
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It is submitted that the question before this Court 

poses the dilemma inherent in any nonjusticiable political 

question. The Court is being asked to resolve a direct 

clash of power between two branches of government. To 

resolve the confrontation the Court must necessarily declare 

that one power is greater than its counterpart and thus 

violate the very essence of separation of powers among the 

co-equal branches. In this situation Mississippi v. Johnson 

is again instructive. 

If the President refused obedience, it.is 
needless to observe that the court is with
out power to enforce its process. If, on 
the other hand, the President complies with 
the order of the court and refuses to execute 
the acts of Congress, is it not clear that 
a collision may occur between the executive 
and legislative departments of the government? 

4 Wall. at 500-501. This case presents the same danger present 

in Mississippi v. Johnson, for if the Court denies the 

President's right to invoke executive privilege and orders 

production, there is no power to compel it. Nothing could 

more clearly demonstrate "lack of respect due a coordinate 

branch of government," and nothing could more explicitly 

demonstrate the nonjusticiable nature of the present matter. 

The Presidential decision to invoke executive privilege 

is by definition a political decision. It is a function of 

the President's position as Chief Executive. It involves, 

as we have demonstrated, a complex blend of policy, per

spective, and knowledge uniquely the province of the 

President and Executive Branch. Neither the courts nor 

Congress can vouchsafe themselves the elements of knowledge 

and perspective necessary to examine and review such a 

decision. If the exclusive executive power conferred upon 

the President in Article II is to remain a meaningful 

. constitutional allocation, neither the court nor Congress 

can look behind this political decision already made by 

the President. 
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The Senate Connnittee invites this Court to create a 

Constitutional confrontation destructive of the separation 

of powers. It is submitted, with respect, that such an 

invitation must be declined. The atmosphere of Constitutional 

confrontation must be dissolved by this Court's "unquestioning 

·adherence to the political decision already made." The 

unusual need for such adherence is further indicative of 

the nonjusticiable nature of the question presented. 

Should this Court even consider issuance of the mandate 

requested by the Senate Connnittee, there should be an imme

diate recognition of its effect. If this Court declares 

in the instant controversy that Congress has.the power to 

ask a court to review a direct, personal Presidential 

invocation of executive privilege, the trend is established 

for such declarations·by all 400 district court judges. 

Baker v. Carr held that the potential for "embarrassment 
, 
from multifarious pronouncements" on a single controversy 

is, in and of itself, reason for the judiciary to avoid 

resolution of a question and to declare that question 

nonjusticiable. 

It is submitted that this Committee's challenge to 

the invocation of executive privilege is merely the first 

such challenge to executive power and confidentiality 

that will occur if this Court issues the judgment requested. 

For this reason, as well as existence of all the other 

indicia of a political question that adhere in this matter, 

the Court must hold the matter before it to be nonjusticiable. 

IV·. This Case Does Not Come Within Any 
Statutory Grant of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction 

In paragraphs 6 to 9 of the Complaint, the Senate 

Committee seeks to invoke four different and wholly inde

pendent statutes as basis for jurisdiction of this case. 
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But there is no strength in numbers, and invocation of 

four inapplicable statutes does not redeem the failure to 

cite even one statute that does apply. 

A. 28 U.S.C. S 1331 

28 u.s.c. S 1331 grants to the district courts jurisdiction 

over all "civil actions wherein the matter in controversy 

exceeds the sum or va~ue of $10,000, exclusive of interest 

and costs, and arises under the Constitution, laws, or 

treaties of the United States.• We agree that this is a 

"federal question• in the sense that, if it is_justiciable 

at all, it.does raise an issue of the respective rights of 

the President and.Congress and of the.power of the courts 

to mediate between them. we do, however, take issue with 

the bald assertion in paragraph 6 of the Complaint- that the 

"matter in controvers~• exceeds the sum of $10,000, exclusive 

of costs, nor do we think that the failure to show how this 

is so in the Complaint has been remedied by the discussion in 

the Supplemental Memorandum or the Affidavit of Senator Ervin 

appended thereto. 

From the earliest days of the Republic, the jurisdiction 

of the federal courts has depended, with regard to most 

classes of cases, upon a certain minimum amount in contro

versy. Since 1958, the amount has been $10,000, exclusive 

of interest and costs. This is not a technicality, but a 

jurisdictional prerequisite. See United~ v. Sayward, 

160 U.S. 493, 497 (1895): Fishback v. Western Union 

Telegraph £2_., 161 U.S. 96 (1896): !!2!!_ v. Indiana 

Manufacturing £2_., 176 U.S. 68, 73 (1900). As stated in 

Giancana v. Johnson, 335 F.2d 366, 368 (7th Cir. 1964): 

Courts may not treat as a mere technicality 
the jurisdictional amount essential to the 
"federal question• jurisdiction, even in this 
case where there is an allegedly unwarranted 
invasion of ••• privacy. The showing of that 
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essential is not a mere matter of form, but 
is a necessary element. Congress in§ 1331 
expressed the "federal question" jurisdiction 
in plain words. The district courts and 
suitors are bound by the words expressed. 
Congress could have withheld the jurisdiction 
entirely, as it did from 1789 to 1875. Or it 
could have given jurisdiction over suits arising 
"under the constitution, laws or treaties of 
the U.S." simply. But it limited the juris
diction by including the element of the sum 
or value of the matter in controversy, and 
the congressional will is that unless that 
sum or value is shown there is no "federal 
question" presented and no jurisdiction. 

The Fourth Circuit addressed this issue in~ v. Farrow, 

472 F.2d 952, (4th Cir. 1973), stating: 

The plaintiffs complain, however, that dismissal 
of their federal action on jurisdictional grounds 
will leave them remediless, since state courts 
are closed to them in actions against federal 
officials. * * * But whether there is a state 
remedy or not provides no warrant for the courts 
to extend "federal question" jurisdiction beyond 
the limits fixed by Congress. The authority 
"to control lower federal court jurisdiction" 
is specifically vested in Congress under Article 
III of the Constitution. Accordingly, in deter
mining the boundaries of "federal question" 
jurisdiction, courts must look to the Congres
sional enactment fixing that jurisdiction, not 
to the Constitution, remembering as Justice 
Frankfurter bluntly put it in Romero v. 
International Term. Co. (1959) 358 U.S. 354, 379, 
79 S.Ct. 468, 484, 3 L.Ed.2d 368 that in such 
inquiry "[I]t is a statute, not a Constitution, 
we are expounding." Actually, from 1789 to 1875 
federal courts exercised no "federal question" 
jurisdiction, and this was true whether there was 
a state remedy available or not, simply because 
there was no statutory authority for such 
jurisdiction. And when Congress did provide 
statutory authority for just jurisdiction, 
" ••• it limited the jurisdiction by including 
the element of the sum or value of the matter 
in controversy, ••• " and this limitation as to 
amount in controversy "is not a mere matter of 
form, but is a necessary element." 

472 F.2d at 955 (footnotes omitted). 

For jurisdiction to lie under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, the 

right or thing in controversy must be capable of valuation 

in monetary terms. As put by the court in Kheel v. Port of 

New York Authority,'457 F.2d 46, (2d Cir. 1972): 

The federal courts cannot take cognizance under 
section 1331 of cases in which the rights are 
not capable of valuation in monetary terms. 
And the jurisdictional test is applicable to 
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that amount that flows directly and with a fair 
degree of probability from the litigation, not 
from collateral or speculative sources. 

457 F.2d at 49. 

The rule that a claim not measurable in dollars and cents 

fails to meet the jurisdictional test of amount in contro

yersy was announced as early as Barry v. Mercein, 5 How. 

(46 U.S.) 103 (1847), and has been frequently reiterated 

and applied by lower courts, e.g., ~ v. ~. 472 

F.2d 952, 954 (4th Cir. 1973); Goldsmith v. Sutherland, 

426 F.2d 1395, 1397 (6th Cir.),~- denied 400 U.S. 960 

(1970); Rapoport v. Rapoport, 416 F.2d 41, 43 (9th Cir. 1969), 

~- denied 397 U.S. 915 (1970); 1 Moore, Federal Practice 

1 0.92[5] (2d ed. 1960); 1 Barron & Holtzoff, Federal 

Practice and Procedure§ 24, at 107-108 (Wright ed. 1960). 

The suggestion, based on the affidavit of Senator Ervin, 

that hearing the tapes is worth more than $10,000 to the 

Committee because, if it is denied access to them, it will 

cost the Committee more than $10,000 to obtain the information 

it needs in other ways, is irrelevant in determing whether 

the requisite amount is in controversy, as the total inap

positeness of the only cases cited in that portion of the 

argument (Supp. Memo. 17) demonstrate. Those cases hold 

only that in a challenge to a regulatory statute or order 

the cost of complying with the statute or order is the 

amount in controversy, a proposition that no one would 

deny. But it is the "value of the object" of the suit 

that measures what it is in controversy, Mississippi! 

Missouri~- ~- Co. v. Ward, 2 Black (67 U.S.) 485 (1862), 

and the object of this suit is production of the tapes. 

Plaintiffs have cited no case in which the cost of 

achieving the object by alternative means if the suit 
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fails has been regarded as the amount in· controversy -

and they have not done so because there is no such case. 

Instead, the law is well settled that side effects of 

a decision, even when they clearly will result from stare 

decisis or collateral estoppel, will not be considered. 

E.g., Town of Elgin v. Marshall, 106 U.S. 578 (1882); 

Healy v. Ratta 292 U.S. 263 (1934) .4 

It is true that a divided panel of the Third Circuit, 

Spock v. David, 469 F.2d 1047 (3d Cir. 1972), and a very 

few district court cases (Supp. Memo •. 18) have held that 

Constitutional rights are an exception to the principle 

that a claim not measurable in dollars fails to meet the 

statutory requirement -- and have apparently assumed that 

all Constitutional rights, or at least those based on the 

Constitutional provisions involved in those cases, are worth 

in excess of $10,000. Much could be said for rewriting the 

~tatute to remove the amount in controvers~ requirement in 

cases in which Constitutional rights are asserted against 

federal officers, but Congress, though it has had legislation 

to this effect pending several times, has failed to do so. 

4 For interesting recent applications of these rules, 
see Quinault Tribe of Indians v. Gallagher, 368 F.2d 
648 (9th Cir.~) cert. denied 387 U.S. 907 (1967), and 
Kola v. Breier, 312 F. Sup~(E.D. Wis. 1970). In 
~first of these cases the amount in controversy was 
held insufficient in a suit to prevent a state from 
asserting jurisdiction over an Indian reservation, even 
though if the plaintiff tribe lost the suit it would no 
longer get federal payments for law enforcement over the 
reservation. In the Kola case the court dismissed a 
suit for a declaration that a newspaper was not obscene, 
holding that it could not take into account the claim 
by the newspaper that, absent such a declaration, a state 
prosecution for obscenity would cause it to lose more 
than $10,000 in advertising and sales. 

The suggestion (Supp. Memo. 19) that the tapes have 
a monetary value to the President in excess of $10,000 
does not need to be dignified with a response. 
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The notion that it is for the courts to fill in a 

jurisdictional gap that they wish Congress had not 

created has been rejected by the majority of the courts. 

E.g., Goldsmith v. Sutherland, 426 F.2d 1395 (6th Cir.), 

~· denied 400 U.S. 960 (1970). The Fourth Circuit, 

which had before it the opinion of the divided .Third 

Circuit, expressly refused to follow it. It dismissed, 

for want of the requisite amount, a suit asserting First 

Amendment rights, and said: "Though a few decisions have 

held contrariwise, a like conclusion has been reached 

in a majority of the decisions of Circuit Courts of Appeals.• 

McGaw v. Farrow, 472 F.2d 952, 954 (4th Cir. 1973). And it 

added the useful reminder that if this is indeed an unfor

tunate gap in federal jurisdiction, "it can only be filled 

in by Congress and not by judicial legislation." 472 F.2d 

at 955. 

The Fourth Circuit is clearly right when it 

observes that the rule it applied is not only the 

majority rule -- indeed the almost-universal rule 

but that it seems to have been reaffirmed very recently 

by the Supreme Court in Lynch v. Household Finance Corp., 

405 U.S. 538 (1972). Lynch held that personal rights 

as well as property rights may be enforced against state 

officials under 28 U.S.C. § 1343, which requires no 

amount in controversy, but it specifically noted that 

in suits against federal officials, which lie only 

under§ 1331 rather than§ 1343, "it is necessary to 

satisfy the amount-in-controversy requirement for 

federal jurisdiction." 405 U.S. at 547. See also 

Oestereich v. Selective Service System Local Board No. 11, 

393 u.s. 233, 239 (1968). 

Since the right asserted by the Senate here is not 

capable of being valued in money, this suit cannot lie 

under 28 u.s:c. § 1331. 
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B. 28 U.S.C. § 1345 

Plaintiffs also seek to invoke jurisdiction under 

28 u.s.c. § 1345. That statute provides: 

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, 
the district courts shall have original jurisdiction 
of all civil actions, suits or proceedings commenced 
by the United States, or by any agency or officer 
thereof expressly authorized to sue by Act of 
Congre~s. 

In order for suit to be maintained under§ 1345, 

plaintiffs must demonstrate that this suit was "commenced 

by the United States" or that it was commenced by an "agency 

or officer thereof expressly authorized to sue by Act of 

Congress." This plaintiffs have failed to do. 

It is clear that this suit was not_ "commenced by_ 

the United States." The authority for conducting and 

supervising litigation in which the United States is a 

party, or is interested, is reserved to officers of the 

,Department of Justice under the direction of the Attorney 

General, 28 u.S.C. § 516, and is specifically delegated 

to the United States Attorney for the district in which 

the action arose, 28 U.S.C. § 547(2). This requirement 

was recognized by the Supreme Court as early as 1868 in 

the Confiscation~, 7 Wall. 

where the court stated that the 

(74 U.S.) 454, 457 (1868), 

settled rule is that those courts [district 
and circuit courts] will not recognize any 
suit, civil or criminal, as regularly before 
them, if prosecuted in the name and for the 
benefit of the United States, unless the same 
is represented by the district attorney***. 

Consequently, this suit, if maintainable at all under 

28 u.s.c. § 1345, must be brought in the name of the 

United States and by the United States Attorney for the 

District of Columbia. Neither of these requirements 

have been met here. 
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Moreover, it is equally clear that this action was 

not commenced by an "agency or officer thereof expressly 

authorized to sue by Act of Congress." For purposes of 

S 1345, the term "agency" is defined in 28 U.S.C. § 451 

to include 

any department, independent establishment, 
commission, administration, authority, board 
or bureau of the United States or any corpora
tion in which the United States has a proprietary 
interest***. 

It is instructive to note that in the 1948 revision of 

the Judicial Code, the Reviser's Note to§ 1345 says, 

in part: 

Word 'agency' was inserted in order that this 
section shall apply to actions by agencies of 
the Government and to conform with special acts 
authorizing such actions. (see definitive 
section 451 of this title.) 

Thus, it was expressly contemplated that§ 451 would 

control in interpreting§ 1345. See also ALI, Study of 

the Divison of Jurisdiction between State and Federal Courts, 

256 (Off •. Dr. 1969) • "Agency" is also defined under the 

Administrative Procedure Act, 5 u.s.c. § 551(1) (a), and 

the Congress is specifically excluded from that definition. 

The only arguable authority for maintaining this 

suit under§ 1345 is s. Res. 262, 70th Cong. 1st Sess. 

(1928). That resolution provides in part: 

any committee of the Senate is hereby authorized 
to bring suit on behalf of and in the name of the 
United States in any court of competent jurisdiction 
if the committee is of the opinion that the suit 
is necessary to the adequate performance of the 
powers invested in it or the duties imposed upon 
it by the Constitution, resolution of the Senate, 
or other law. 

As plaintiffs note, this resolution was adopted because 

of the decision in Reed v. County Commissioners, 277 U.S. 

376 (1928), which held that a resolution creating a special 

Senate Committee to investigate certain election activities 
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and conferring on it "all powers of procedure with respect 

to the subject matter" of the resolution did not give the 

committee authority to bring suit. 277 U.S. at 389. The 

plaintiffs in Reed had argued that jurisdiction existed 

under 28 U.S.C. § 41 (the predecessor of 28 U.S.C. § 1345) 

which provided that district courts had original jurisdic

tion "of all suits of a civil nature, at common law or in 

equity, brought by the United States, or by an officer 

thereof authorized by law to sue***." After the plaintiffs' 

contention was rejected in Reed, the Senate sought to 

prevent such a result in the future by adopting Senate 

Resolution 262, which purports to authorize conunittees to 

bring suit. 

Whether a Senate resolution could constitute sufficient 

authorization to sue is questionable under Reed, since that 

opinion contains dicta to the,effect that the Senate acting 

alone may not be able to give that authority. 277 U.S. 

at 388. But any doubt that may have existed under the 

Reed holding was laid to rest by the enactment of 28 

U.S.C. § 1345, which specifically requires express 

authorization by an Act of Congress.5 In view of this 

more recent expression of legislative intent, it is 

clear that Senate Resolution 262 -- which is surely not 

an "Act of Congress" -- is insufficient. 

The two cases cited by plaintiffs arising out of 

activities of the Committee on Banking and Currency 

5 Plaintiffs' construction of the President's Third 
Defense is in error. We do not suggest that the 
Senate must have permission of the House to sue. 
Rather our argument is that if the Senate, or one 
of its Conunittees, is permitted to institute a 
suit, it must find some statutory basis for juris
diction, and this particular jurisdictional statute 
requires an "Act of Congress." 
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(Supp. Memo. 21) are not authority to the contrary since 

no jurisdictional issue was raised or noticed by the 

courts. And the cases for the proposition that the 

government may sue to protect a wide variety of national 

interests (Supp. Memo. 22-23) are wholly off point. 

Those cases go to the standing of the United States to 

assert claims of particular kinds. There was no problem 

of jurisdiction in any of them, since suit was by the 

United States, and jurisdiction was granted by S 1345 

or its predecessor. 

Simply stated, plaintiffs are not empowered by Act 

of Congress to sue and cannot invoke the jurisdiction of 

this Court under 28 u.s.c. S 1345. 

c. 28 u.s.c. S 1361 

Plaintiffs claim jurisdiction under 28 u.s.c. § 1361, which 

grants "original jurisdiction of any action in the nature 
, 
of mandamus to compel an officer or employee of the United 

States or any agency thereof to perform a duty owed to the 

President." In support of their jurisdictional allegation, 

plaintiffs allege in paragraph 19 of the Complaint that 

the President's refusal to produce the materials sought by 

the subpoenas was "in breach of his legal duty to respond 

to and to comply with such subpoenas.• The Complaint· is 

devoid of any other facts defining the nature of the duty 

allegedly owed the plaintiffs. 

The purpose of 28 u.s.c. S 1361 was to facilitate 

review by federal courts of administrative actions, not 

to create new causes of action against the United States 

Government. 2 U.S. Code Cong. & Adm. News 2785 (1962). 

Thus for jurisdiction to lie under 28 u.s.c. S 1361, 

plaintiffs must demonstrate that the traditional criteria 
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for a mandamus proceeding have been satisfied. 6 ~ 

v. Farrow, 472 F.2d 952, 956 (4th Cir.· 1973). In Prarie 

Band ~ Potawatomie Tribe of Indians v. Udall, 355 F. 2d 

364, 367 (10th Cir.), cert. denied 385 U.S. 831 (1966), 

it was stated that 

See 

Before such a writ may issue, it must appear that 
the claim is clear and certain and the duty of the 
officer involved must be ministerial, plainly de
fined, and peremptory. Huddleston v. Dwyer, 10 
Cir. 145 F.2d 311. The duty sought to-ile""exercised 
must be a positive command and so plainly prescribed 
as to be free from doubt. Wilbur v. United States 
ex rel. Kadrie, 281 U.S. 20~S.Ct. 320, 74 
L.Ed 809. 

also McGaw v. Farrow, 472 F.2d.952, 956 (4th Cir. 1973); 

Jarrett v. Resor, 426 F.2d 213, 216 (9th Cir. 1970); .United 

States v. Walker, 409 F.2d 477, 481 (9th Cir. 1969); 

Carter v. Seamans, 411 F.2d 767, 773 (5th Cir. 1969). 

Plaintiffs admit, as they must, that for jurisdiction 

to lie under 28 u.s.c. § 1361, they must show that the 

President owes a ministerial duty to the Senate Select 

Committee to furnish the evidence in question (Supp. Memo. 

24-25). In support of this proposition they place sole 

reliance on the holding in this Court in the related case 

that the President's duty to turn over evidence to a grand 

jury was ministerial in nature. 

We would first point out that we disagree with this 

holding by the Court in the grand jury proceeding, which 

is presently on appeal. In addition, it will be demon

strated in Point VII that disclosure by the President to 

6 It is no mere happenstance that the statute uses 
the phrase "in the nature of mandamus." This 
language was added at the insistence of the De
partment of Justice, and finally agreed to by 
those who were pressing for the legislation only 
because they feared a veto if those words were 
~eleted. See Jacoby,~ Effect~~ Changes 
~ the Law of "Nonstatutory"Judicial ~' 53 
Geo.L.J. 19, 21-23 (1964). Thus, the restriction of 
the statute.to traditional concepts of mandamus was 
quite deliberate. 
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Congress is discretionary with the President, based on 

his view of what the public interest permits. The 

suggestion that he is under a ministerial duty, enforcible 

by mandamus, to disclose to Congress anything and every

thing a committee may demand is wholly without precedent 

in our history, and has been authoritatively refuted 

many times. Surely it cannot be contended that this 

imaginary duty is "so plainly prescribed as to be free 

from doubt." 

The reliance on Watkins v. United States,. 354 U.S. 

178, 187 (1957), and United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 

323, 331-332 (1950), is misplaced. (Supp. Memo. 2-7). 

These cases do not support the proposition that a Congres

sional committee has the status of a grand jury. In fact, 

Watkins clearly states that Congress is not a "law enforce

ment or trial agency." 

D. 5 U.S.C. § 701 

As their fourth and final basis for federal jurisdiction, 

plaintiffs rely upon the 

§§ 701 et seq., claiming 

Administrative Procedure Act, 5 u.s.c.··\ 

to have suffered a "legal wrong" as 

the result of Presidential action for which no adequate review 

proceeding is otherwise available. Section 702 of the Act 

provides that 

A person suffering legal wrong because 
of agency action, or adversely affected 
or aggrieved by agency action within the 
meaning of a relevant statute, is entitled 
to judicial review thereof. 

"The terms used in this section are terms of art," Kansas City 

Power & Light Co. v. McKay, 225 F.2d 924, 932 (D.C. Cir.), 

cert. denied 350 U.S. 884 (1955) and since the essential 

elements of judicial review -- "agency action" and a "legal 

wrong" -- are lacking here, the plaintiffs are not entitled 
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to judicial review and their jurisdictional claim under the 

Administrative Procedure Act must fail. 

Not even under the most contorted interpretation of the 

Administrative Procedure Act could the President's refusal 

to produce the items sought by the subpoenas be considered 

"agency action,• the essence of which is adjudication and 

rule-making. Professor Davis has suggested that when the 

President, a governor, or a municipal governing body exercises 

a power of adjudication or rule-making, he or it is to that 

extent an administrative agency, 1 Davis, Administrative 

Law Treatise, § 1.01 at 1-2 (1958), but plaintiffs' reliance 

on Amalgamated Meat Cutters~ Butcher Workmen v. Connally, 

337 F.Supp. 737, 761 (D.D.C. 1971) for the proposition that 

the President is an "agency" under the facts of this case is 

clearly misplaced. 7 "Rule-making" means "agency process for 

formulating, amending, or repealing a rule" and "[a]djudication• 

'means "agency process for the formulation of an order." 

5 u.s.c. § 551(5), (7). Plaintiffs have not alleged any 

conduct on the part of the President that would fall into 

either category; moreover, the definition of •agency action" 

"the whole or a part of an agency rule, order, license, 

7 The extravagant reading the Senate Committee gives to 
the Amalgamated Meat Cutters case (Supp. Memo. 26-27) 
overlooks the express statement by the court in that 
case that "we need not consider whether an action for 
judicjal review can be brought against the President 
~ nomine.• 337 F.Supp. at 761. It overlooks also 
Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1073 n. 17 (D.C. Cir. 
1971), in which the Court of Appeals for the District 
of Columbia Circuit expressly left open whether the 
President is subject to the Administrative Procedure 
Act. Aside from the general principle, discussed at 
pp. 46-49 below, that statutory language that does not 
refer in terms to the President should not be held to 
apply to him, it is hard to imagine that a statute that 
excludes from its operations even the governments of the 
territories and the Mayor of the District of Columbia 
should be held to have included, in its bland and neutral 
language, the President of the United States. 
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sanction, relief or the equivalent or denial thereof, or the 

failure to act," 5 U.S.C. § 551(13) -- would preclude such a 

conclusion. 

Judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act 

is limited to persons who have suffered a legal wrong. Legal 

wrong "means that something more than mere adverse personal 

effect must be shown -- that is, that the adverse effect must 

be an illegal effect," S. Rep. No. 752, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. 

'(1945) at p. 26, and the legal wrong must be one that the 

courts and statutes have recognized as constituting a ground 

for judicial review. Attorney General's Manual on the 

Administrative Procedure Act 96 (1947.) As stated in~ 

City Power & Light Co. v. McKay, 225 F.2d 924, 932 (D.C. Cir.), 

cert. denied 350 U.S. 884 (1955), judicial review "is provided 

for the benefit of those "whose legal rights have been violated." 

The plaintiffs have not pointed to any legal right that has 

been violated and that would entitle them to judicial review. 

Moreover, it is widely held that the Administrative 

Procedure Act is not an independent basis for federal juris

diction. See, e.g., Arizona State Dept. of Public Welfare 

v. Dept. of Health, Education, ~ ~. 449 F.2d 456, 464 

(9th Cir. 1971), cert. denied 405 U.S. 919 (1972); Zimmerman 

v. United~ Government, 422 F.2d 326, 330-331 (3d Cir.), 

~- denied 399 U.S. 9l.l (1970); Twin Cities Chippewa Tribal 

Council v. Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, 370 F.2d 529, 532 (8th Cir. 

1967); Chournos v. United States, 335 F.2d 918, 919 (10th Cir. 

1964); Local 542, International Union of Operating Engineers v. 

N.L.R.B., 328 F.2d 850, 854 (3d Cir.),~ denied 379 U.S. 

826 (1964); ~ Gustavsson Contracting co. v. Floete, 278 F.2d 

912, 914 (2d Cir.),~- denied 364 U.S. 894 (1960). 
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That is the rule repeatedly followed in this Circuit, 

and for an excellent reason. Section lO(b) of the Administrative 

Procedure Act -- now 5 u.s.c. § 703 -- allows suit in "any 

court of competent jurisdiction" and thus, as the Court of 

Appeals very early said, "can therefore hardly be argued to 

extend the jurisdiction of any court to cases not otherwise 

within its competence." Almour v. Pace, 193 F.2d 699, 701 n. 5 

(D.C. Cir. 1951). Again in Kansas City Power! Light Co. v. 

McKay, 225 F.2d 924, 932-933 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied 350 U.S. 

884 (1955), the court of Appeals said: 

Section lO(b) of the Administrative Procedure 
Act does not help appellants. The reference in 
that section to "any ·court of competent jurisdic
tion" does not of itself establish the_ jurisdiction 
of the Federal courts over an action not otherwise 
cognizable by them. 

To the same effect, see Pan American World Airways, Inc. 

v. C.A.B., 392 F.2d 483, 494 (D.C. Cir. 1968). 8 

Thus the Administrative Procedure Act serves the plaintiffs 

no better than do§§ 1331, 1345, or 1361 of the Judicial Code. 

The simple fact is that Congress has never empowered the 

district courts to hear a suit of the kind plaintiffs are 

bringing. 

V. This Court Lacks In Personarn Jurisdiction 

Plaintiffs allege in paragraph 5 o~ the Complaint that 

Richard M. Nixon is sued in both his official and individual 

capacity, but it is clear from the remaining allegations in 

the Complaint that the acts complained of -- the refusal to 

comply with the subpoenas -- were acts performed in his 

official capacity as President of the United States. 

8 There is no Supreme Court decision to the contrary. 
Although Justice Brennan, in his concurring opinion in 
Rusk v. Cort, 369 U.S. 367, 380 (1962), makes a passing 
reference to the Declaratory Judgment Act and the Ad
ministrative Procedure Act as "general grants of juris
diction," he must have intended some other nuance of the 
term "jurisdiction," since it is well established that 
the Declaratory Judgment Act is not a grant of juris
diction. Zimmerman v. United States, 422 F.2d 326, 
331 n. 7 (3d Cir.), cert. denied 399 U.S. 911 (1970). 
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A suggestion that a President of the United States may 

be sued, either officially or individually, to remedy official 

discretionary acts raises, of course, a fundamental question 

of separation of powers. Much has been said about separation 

of powers in the "political question" discussion in Part III 

of the brief and will not be repeated here. It is suf

ficient to touch briefly on the question to show that courts 

have viewed the separation of powers as a barrier to juris

diction over the person of the President. 

The recent case of National Association of Internal 

~ Employees v. Nixon, 349 F.Supp. 18 (D.o.c. 1972), 

appeal docketed No. 72-1929, o.c. Cir., is the most recent 

example of a case where a court dismissed an action against 

the Presiden.t on the basis of separation of powers. The 

court stated: 

The fundamental doctrine of separation-of-powers 
dictates this result, and it has been settled 
since the case of State of Mississippi v. Johnson, 
4 Wall. (71 U.S.) 4'751"1866). In that case the 
Supreme Court commented on the impropriety of judicial 
interference with executive functions as follows: 

The impropriety of such interference will be 
clearly seen upon considerations of its possible 
consequences. 

Suppose the bill filed and the 
for allowed. If the President 
it is needless to observe that 
power to enforce its process. 

349 F.Supp. at 21-22. 

injunction prayed 
refuse obedience, 
the court is without 
71 u.s. at 501. 

The court also relied on Trimble v. Johnston, 173 F.Supp. 

651 (D.D.C. 1959), where Judge Holtzoff noted: 

It is no part of the judicial function to supervise 
or control the business of the executive or legislative 
departments of the Government. Otherwise the judiciary, 
instead of being one of the three co-ordinate branches, 
would be supreme over the other two. We would then 
have a government by the courts, instead of by the 
Congress and the President. Manifestly the Founding 
Fathers did not contemplate such a result. 
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173 F.Supp. at 653. See also Reese v. Nixon, 347 F.Supp. 314, 

316 (C.D. c~l. 1972); ean Francisco Redevelop~t Agency v. 

Nixon, 329 F.Supp. 672 (N.D. Cal. 1971). 

Two courts have entertained the thought that a suit may 

be brought against the President. See Meyers v. Nixon, 

339 F.Supp. 1388, 1399 (S.D.N.Y. 1972); ~ v. Nixon, 336 

F.Supp. 790, 791 (E.D.Pa. 1972). In both cases, the courts found 

other grounds for decision, and despite their dicta, which is 

not persuasive, they are not authority for plaintiffs in this 

case. 

The suit is against the President of the United States, 

not against some lower go~errunent officer._ As former Presi

dent -- and later Chief Justice -- Taft wrote: 

The Supreme Court seems to make a broad distinction 
between issuing process against the President and 
against his subordinates under laws requiring the specific 
performance of a definite act. I cannot think that the 
Court would ever issue a mandamus to compel the President 
to perform even an act purely ministerial, though it has 
often issued such a writ against one of his subordinates. 
The Supreme Court has a number of times intimated that the 
President's office is of such a high character, that 
officially he is beyond the compulsory process of the 
Court. 

Taft, Our Chief Magistrate and His Powers 132 (1916). 

VI. Plaintiffs Have Exceeded Their Legislative 
Authority Under Both the Constitution and Their 

Enabling Resolution 

The nature of the assault upon the Presidency by the 

Senate Select Committee and the gravity of the Constitutional 

confrontation that it has provoked require this Court to ex

amine carefully the authority of the Committee. That authority 

must be closely measured against both the Constitutional 

limitations of the legislative branch and limitations found 

in the delegation of authority to the Committee by the Senate. 

A. Constitutional Limits 

The power of the Congress to conduct investigations is 
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inherent in the legislative process and is broad. Congress 

cannot legislate wisely or effectively in the absence of in

formation respecting the conditions which the legislation is 

intended to affect or change. Therefore the power of inquiry 

is a necessary and appropriate attribute of the power to 

legislate. McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 175 (1927). 

However, this power of inquiry is not unlimited. Watkins 

v. United~, 354 u.s. 178, 187 (1956); United States v. 

Rwnely, 345 U.S. 41, 58 (1953) (Douglas, J., concurring); 

Marshall v. Gordon, 243 U.S. 521 (1917); Kilbourn v. Thompson, 

103 u.s. 168 (1880). 

The Senate Select Committee has -asserted a broad mandate 

to "get to the bottom of widespread but incompletely substantiated 

suspi9ions of wrongdoing at the highest executive levels." 

(Memo. 15). In this action the movants have subpoenaed tape 

recordings and other materials in an effort to resolve the 

conflicting testimony adduced at the Senate hearings and thus 

determine "the precise extent of malfeasance in the executive 

branch." (Memo. 16). This inquiry is not germane to the 

committee's legislative purpose, and indeed constitutes a 

usurpation of those duties exclusively vested in the executive 

and the judiciary. 

The Senate Select Committee was established to investigate 

and study the extent to which illegal, improper, or unethical 

activities existed in the Presidential election·of 1972 and 

related events, and to "determine whether in its judgment any 

occurrences*** revealed*** indicate the necessity or 

desirability of the enactment of new congressional legislation 

to safeguard the electoral process by which the President of 

the United States is chosen.·• S. Res. 60, 93rd Congress, 1st 

Sess. (1973). Accordingly, the Committee's mandate was to 
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identify illegal, improper, or unethical activities and 

recommend corrective legislation, not to resolve the conflicts 

in the evidence and adjudicate questions of guilt or innocence. 

Such an inquiry is not germane to the Committee's legislative 

purpose, and is outside its charge. Clearly the movants can 

honor their legislative mandate without access to the tapes. 9 

Most significantly the Senate Select Committee has con

ducted, and in this action is endeavoring to continue to conduct, 

a criminal investigation and trial. The Committee is seeking 

to ferret out all the facts, resolve all the.conflicts in the 

evidence, and determine the guilt or innocence of all the al

leged participants. The C~ittee has apparently conceived its 

primary mission as one of determining culpability on the part 

of the President. "What did the President know and when did 

he know it." See, e.g., S. Tr. 2096, 3999. This theme 

runs throughout the Committee's hearing and legal papers. 

Thus it has been stated: 

9 It should be noted that at least one member of the 
Committee, although joining in the present action, has 
acknowledged that production of the tapes is not es
sential to the legislative functions of the Committee. 
The Washington Post of September 10, 1973, p. A2, re
ported the following statement of Senator Daniel K. 
Inouye: 

"I think we can proceed and file an adequate report 
without the tapes," said Inouye, a member of the Senate 
Watergate Committee. 

"As far as I am concerned personally," he said on 
NBC's "Meet the Press" program, this is where the 
difference between a legislative proceeding and a 
judicial proceeding comes in. If this were a criminal 
matter, I would say that the tapes are absolutely 
necessary .. " 

He was asked, "You personally don't care then who is 
telling the truth?" 

"It is not our business to decide the guilt or inno
cence of any part," Inouye responded. 
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Unfortunately, the involvement or noninvolvement of 
the President himself in that congeries of criminal 
activities falling under the general rubric of "Water
gate" is very much an integral part of the present 
investigation. That fact is perhaps best epitomized by 
the persistent inquiry of Senator Baker -- "What did 
the President know and when did he know it?" John Wesley 
Dean, III, in his sworn testimony before the Select 
Committee, has accused the President of complicity in 
serious crimes. If Dean be believed the President may 
be guilty of several crimes, including obstruction of 
a criminal investigation*** misprision of a felony*** 
conspiracy to commit an offense or to defraud the 
United States*** and unlawfully influencing a witness***. 
And Dean's charges are consistent with other evidence 
in the record that bears on the question of presidential 
involvement (there is, of course, also evidence in the 
record that would exonerate the defendant President of 
such charges). In such circumstances, the Committee 
would be derelict if it did not proceed to further 
examination of the President's complicity or lack 
thereof, no matter how distasteful that task may be. 
(Memo. 3). 

[T]he Committee's request, unlike that of the Special 
Prosecutor, focuses on the President's own possible 
criminality. (Supp. Memo. 2). 

For example, with the Dean-Presidential tapes in 
hand, it would be much easier to determine the extent 
of Presidential involvement in the Watergate affair. 
(Affidavit of Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., p. 3). 

However, Congress is not a law enforcement or trial agency. 

These are functions of the Executive and Judicial depart

ments of the government. No inquiry is an end in itself; 

it must be related to, and in futherance of, a legitimate 

task of the Congress. The investigation conducted by the 

Committee is in excess of the power conferred on Congress 

by the Constitution and the movants have no lawful authority 

to subpoena the tapes. 

In a similar situation the Supreme Court in Kilbourn 

v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880), determined that the House 

of Representatives had exceeded its authority in directing 

one of its committees to investigate the circumstances 

surrounding the bankruptcy of Jay Cooke and Company, in 

which the United States had deposited funds. The com

mittee became particularly interested in a private real 

estate pool that was a part of the financial structure 
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and jailed Kilbourn for refusing to answer certain 

questions about the pool and to produce certain books and 

papers. The Court found that the subject matter of the 

inquiry was "in its nature clearly judicial," 103 U.S. at 

192, not legislative, and the House was exceeding the 

limit of its own constitutional authority.lo Accordingly 

the committee had no lawful authority to require Kilbourn 

to testify as a witness or produce papers. 

It is unquestionably the duty of all citizens to 

cooperate with Congress in its efforts to obta.in the facts 

needed for intelligent legislative action and all citizens 

unremitting obligation to respond to subpoenas. However, 

this duty adheres only with respect to matters within the 

province of proper investigation. Watkins v. United~. 

354 U.S. 178, 187-188 (1956). Here the Committee is acting 

in excess of the power conferred on Congress by the 

Constitution. 

10 The Court in Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880) 
observed that: 

It is believed to be one of the chief merits of the 
American system of written constitutional law, that 
all the powers intrusted to government, whether 
State or national, are divided into the three grand 
departments, the executive, the legislative, and 
the judicial. That the functions appropriate to 
each of these branches of government shall be vested 
in a separate body of public servants, and that the 
perfection of the system requires that the lines 
which separate and divide these departments shall be 
broadly and clearly defined. It is also essential 
to the successful working of this system that the 
persons intrusted with power in any one of these 
branches shall not be permitted to encroach upon the 
powers confided to the others, but that each shall by 
the law of its creation be limited to the exercise 
of the powers appropriate to its own department and 
no other. 

103 U.S. at 190-191. 
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The fundamental holding of Kilbourn was not impaired 

by the subsequent cases of McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 

135 (1927), and Sinclair v. United~. 279 U.S. 263 

(1929), so heavily relied upon by the Committee. In both 

cases the Supreme Court expressly acknowledged the require

ments that Congressional inquiries be related to a proper 

legislative purpose. In McGrain, the Supreme Court found 

th.at an inquiry into the conduct of the office of Attorney 

General reflected legitimate legislative concerns and 

upheld a subpoena of the brother of the former Attorney 

General. Pointing ·out that the office of Attorney General 

was "subject to regulation by Congressional legislation,• 

and that the "only legitimate object the Senate could have 

in ordering the investigation was to aid it in legislating," 

the Court concluded that, in view of the subject matter, it 

would presume that legislation was the real object of the 

investigation. 273 u.s. at 178. Similarly, in Sinclair, 

the Court found that an inquiry into oil leases was properly 

related to Congressional authority over public lands and 

rejected, on the basis of the record, the factual argument 

that the investigation was not in aid of legislation. 

The Supreme Court has quite understandably and wisely 

sought to avoid the Constitutional trauma inherent in a 

holding that Congress had exceeded its authority. But 

Kilbourn, and the concept that a legislative purpose is an 

indispensable prerequisite for a valid inquiry, are the 

framework in which the Court has found other grounds for 

declining to enforce Congressional subpoenas. Subsequent 

cases have indicated tbat the "presumption• indulged by tbe 

Court in McGrain may be overcome if the connection with a 

proper legislative purpose becomes too tenuous. And the 
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Supreme Court has shown particular concern where Congres

sional inquiries have threatened to encroach upon other 

important Constitutional rights. See Watkins v. United 

~. 354 u.s. 178 (1956); United~ v. Rumely, 

345 U.S. 41 (1953). 

In United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41 (1953), where 

it was argued that the inquiry trespassed upon the First 

Amendment, the Court said: 

Whenever constitutional limits upon the investigative 
power of Congress have to be drawn by this Court, it 
ought only to be done after Congress has demonstrated 
its full awareness of what is at stake by unequivocally 
authorizing an inquiry of dubious limits. 

345 U.S. at 46. The Court went on to_hold_that questions put 

to the defendant exceeded the bounds of the resolution by the 

House of Representatives creating the Committee -- notwith

standing the subsequent ratification of the Committee's 

action by the House. 

In Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178 (1957), the 

Supreme Court affirmed that: 

No inquiry is an end in itself; it must be related 
to, and in furtherance of, a legitimate task of the 
Congress. Investigations conducted solely for the 
personal aggrandizement of the investigators or to 
"punish" those investigated are indefensible. 

354 U.S. at 187. The Court cited Kilbourn for the proposition 

that an investigation unrelated to legislative purpose would be 

"beyond the powers conferred upon the Congress in the 

Constitution" and Rumely for the proposition that "the 

mere semblance of legislative purpose would not justify 

an inquiry in the face of the Bill of Rights." 354 U.S. at 

198. The Court held that the House Resolution in question 

was so broad that the defendant could not fairly determine 

whether the questions put to him were pertinent to the 

Committee's inquiry. 
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In this case, as in Rumely and Watkins, there is 

a collision between the Congressional pursuit of information 

and an important Constitutional right. In.Rumely and 

Watkins the Supreme Court was concerned with the impact 

of Congressional investigations upon First Amendment 

freedoms. Here the 'investigation directly challenges the 

Presidency. The importance of confidentiality to the 

Office of the President, and the implications of seeking 

to impose judicial control upon the conduct of that office, 

are treated elsewhere in this brief. Certainly the preserva

tion of the ability of Presidents to function is no less 

crucial to our.~onstitutional system than the vindication 

of First Amendment rights. 

~ is important too for the flat and famous statement 

in which the Court said: "We have no doubt that there is 

no congressional power to expose for the sake of exposure." 

345 u.s. at 200. 11 Of course the Senate is authorized to 

investigate campaign practices to see if legislation is 

needed in that area. But every time a member of the 

Committee speaks of the importance of "who said, what to 

whom• or "what the President knew and when," and everytime 

the Committee's briefwriters harp, as they do so 

11 In Watkins the Court also pointed with envy to 
England, where investigations of this kind are 
entrusted to royal commissions, removed from the 
turbulent forces of politics and partisan con
siderations. "Seldom, if ever, have these com
missions been given the authority to compel the 
testimony of witnesses or the production of 
documents.• Nevertheless, they have, as the 
Court noted, enjoyed "success in fulfilling 
their fact-finding missions without resort to 
coercive tactics***·" 354 u.s. at 191-192. 
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repeatedly, on "the President's own possible criminality" 

(Supp. Memo. 2), they make it manifest that what they 

are interested in here is "to expose for the sake of 

exposure." 

B. The Enabling Resolution 

Quite aside from the fact that the Senate Committee 

has exceeded its legislative authority, it has also exceeded 

the bounds of Senate Resolution 60. There is no language 

in Senate Resolution 60 that can fairly be read as author

izing the issuance of a subpoena to the President. 

The Select Committee contends that the President was 

encompassed within the authorization to subpoena an 

"officer" of the executive branch. (Supp. Memo. 10). However, 

since no committee of Congress has ever subpoenaed a 

President, could any member of the Senate suppose that a 

, grant of general subpoena power was intended to authorize 

this wholly unprecedented action? As Professor Charles L. 

Black stated: 

Perhaps a lexicographically programmed computer 
might print out the judgment that the President 
is an "officer• or "employee" of the executive 
branch. But that is not the way we construe 
statutes. Is it not perfectly plain that such 
language is entirely inapt, as a matter of 
usage, to designate the President of the United 
States. 

Cong. Rec. E5321 (daily ed. Aug. 1, 1973). 

There are three points here that merit attention, 

and that converge to indicate that Senate Resolution 60 

cannot be read as authorizing a subpoena to the President 

of the United States. 
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First, it is well established in the context of 

legislative investigations that the authority of the 

investigating committee is to be construed in a way that 

will avoid Constitutional questions if this is possible. 

United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41 (1953). 

Second, when constitutional rights are at stake, the 

legislative body that authorized the inquiry must make it 

unmistakably clear that it wants the particular information 

that is being sought. Watkins v. United ~. 354 U.S. 

178 (1957), is again much in point: 

Protected freedoms should not be placed in danger 
in the absence of a clear determination by the 
House or the Senate that a particular inquiry is 
justified by a specific legislative need. 

* * * 
The reason no court can make this critical judgment 
is that the House of Representatives itself has 
never made it. Only the legislative assembly 
initiating an investigation can assay the relative 
necessity of specific disclosures. 

354 U.S. at 205, 206. 

That was the point also of Chief Justice Warren's 

opinion in the companion case of Sweezy v. ~ Hampshire, 

354 U.S. 234 (1957). The New Hampshire Legislature had 

set up the Attorney General as a one-man committee of the 

legislature to investigate subversion, under a very broad 

and vague resolution. 

The Attorney General has been given such a sweeping 
and uncertain mandate that it is his decision which 
picks out the subjects that will be pursued, what 
witnesses will be summoned and what questions will 
be asked. In this circumstance, it cannot be stated 
authoritatively that the legislature asked the 
Attorney General to gather the kind of facts com
prised in the subjects upon which petitioner was 
interrogated. 

354 U.S. at 253. 

Finally, there is a settled and sensible rule in 

construing general language, which was articulated by the 

Court in United States v. United Mine ~ of America, 
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330 u.s. 258, (1947). 12 The Court th.ere held that the 

general language of the Norris-LaGuardia Act did not 

apply when an injunction was sought by the United States, 

since the statute did not in terms apply to suits by the 

United States. Chief Justice Vinson said for the Court, 

at 272-273: 

There is an old and well-known rule that statutes 
which in general terms divest pre-existing rights 
or privileges will not be applied to the sovereign 
without express words to that effect. It has been 
stated, in cases in which there were extraneous 
and affirmative reasons for believing th.It the 
sovereign should also be deemed subject to a restric
tive statute, that this rule was a rule of construc
tion only. Though that may be true, the rule has been 
invoked successfully in cases so closely similar to 
the present one, and the statement of the rule in 
those cases has been so explicit, that we are inclined 
to give it much weight here. 

(footnotes omitted). 

We are not suggesting that the President is a sovereign, 

,but his unique position in our Constitutional system is 

such that a similar principle surely should apply, and a 

Senate resolution should not be construed to deprive the 

President of a privilege he has always had without explicit 

12 For other applications of the proposition so well 
stated in the Mine Workers case, see: F.P.C. v. 
Tuscarora Indiaii°"'Nation, 362 U.S. 99, 120 (1960); 
Leiter MineraI's"v. United States, 352 u.s. 220, 
224-226 (1957)1 United Stateii""""v7 Wittek, 337 U.S. 
346, 358-359 (1949)1 United States v. Wyoming, 331 
U.S. 440, 449 (1947); United States v. Stevenson, 
215 u.s. 190 (1909)1 United s~v. American Bell 
Telephone Co., 159 u.s:-sTB,~55 (l895)1 Lewis 
v. United States, 92 U.S. 618, 622 (1875)1 United 
Stateii""""v7 Herron, 20 Wall~ (87 U.S.) 251, 26J""lTii73)1 
Dollar Saving( Bank v. United States, 19 Wall. (86 U.S.) 
227, 238-239 1873). ~~- -~~ 
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language to that effect in the resolution. 13 

Given the long history in which neither House of 

Congress has ever subpoenaed a President of the United 

States, it is beyond belief that any member of the Senate, 

when voting to authorize the Select Committee to direct 

subpoenas to an "officer,• had any thought that he was 

voting to empower th.e Committee to take the unprecedented 

and unauthorized action that has led to the present 

litigation. 

This point is merely further emphasized·by the failure 

of the Committee to follow the procedure provided by 

Resolution 60 in the event of noncompliance with a subpoena. 

In such a case, S J(a) (6) of the Resolution specifically 

authorizes the Committee to make appropriate reco111111endations 

to the full Senate. The Committee attempts to characterize 

that section as merely providing a "wholly discretionary 

option" to the Committee. (Supp. Memo. 12). Once again, the 

comments of Professor Black are instructive as to the 

significance of§ J(a) (6): 

l.3 

Does not this language (at the very least when 
applied to such an utterly unique and politically 
charged question as a "willful failure or refusal" 

In Dollar ~i;in~j Bank v. United States, 19 Wall 
(86o:s:T , 9--rI"a'73) 'Elie'supreme Court s~ted: 

It is a familiar principle that the King is not 
bound by any act of Parliament unless he be named 
therein by special and particular words. The 
most general words that can be devised***affect 
not him in the least, if they may tend to restrain 
or diminish any of his rights and interests***The 
rule thus settled respecting the British Crown is 
equally applicable to this government***It may 
be considered as settled that so much of the royal 
prerogatives as belonged to the King in his capacity 
of parens patriai, or universal trustee, enters as 
much into our po itical state as it does***into the 
principles of the British Constitution. 
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of the President himself) designate the exclusive 
procedure to be followed by the COllllllittee? Is it 
not reasonable to infer from it a direction by 
the Senate that the matter of possible contempt 
be brought back to the whole Senate, for resolution 
upon action? Is the expressed power to "make 
reconunendations" not an implied exclusion of 
independent action by the COllllllittee? 

Cong. Rec. E5321 (daily ed. Aug. 1, 1973) (emphasis 

in original) • 

Heretofore no cOllllllittee of Congress has asked the 

courts to enforce a subpoena for it. Section 3(a) (6) of 

s. Res. 60 indicates that the Senate contemplated that 

usua_l procedures would be followed, and that the Senate 

itself would be advised, if there were a question of non

compliance with a subpoena, rather than that the COllllllittee 

would go off on a frolic and detour of its own. Here, as 

in Reed v. County COllllllissioners, 277 U.S. 376 (1928): 

In the absence of some definite indication of that 
purpose, the Senate may not reasonably be held to 
have intended to depart from its established usage. 

Authority to exert the powers of the Senate to 
compel production of evidence differs widely 
from authority to invoke judicial power for that 
purpose. 

277 U.S. at 389. 

The COllllllittee lacks authority to bring this suit, both 

because it is an attempt to expose for the sake of exposure, 

and thus beyond the legitimate legislative functions of 

the COllllllittee, and because the Senate has not authorized 

the Committee to subpoena or to sue a President. 

VII. The President Bas the Power to Withhold Information 
From Congress the Disclosure of Which Be Determines 
to be Contrary to the Public Interest 

Plantiffs have asked this Court to enforce subpoenas 

purportedly issued to obtain information they claim is 

relevant to their investigation. The President has refused 
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on the ground that he has determined disclosure would be 

contrary to the public interest. His stated reason is the 

importance of maintaining confidential conmunications 

between the President and his closest advisers. This Court 

has recognized the importance of this confidentiality in 

its opinion in Misc. No. 47-73. Opinion at 5 & n. 8. We 

reassert the importance of that principle here,
14 

but before 

dealing with it in detail it is necessary to discuss the basis 

for plaintiffs' claim for the right to information and the 

basis for the President's refusal to furnish it. 

A. Basis for Executive Privilege 

Plaintiffs refer in their "Historical Appendix" to a 

series of instances where Presidents and their aides have 

cooperated with Congressional requests for information. 

Their analysis includes instances where either testimony 

or documents were furnished to Congress by the Executive 

on a voluntary basis. We do not doubt the accuracy of the 

analysis, but wish only to point out that it is confined to 

voluntary disclosures. Plaintiffs have not cited any 

authority, either historical or legal, for the proposition 

that a President can be compelled to furnish information 

to the Congress. There is good reason for this. There 

14 As his Ninth Defense to plaintiffs' Complaint, the 
President asserted that the subpoena attached as 
Exhibit D to plaintiffs' Complaint was so unreasonably 
broad and oppressive as to make compliance impossible. 
This should be obvious from the face of the subpoena 
itself. It specifies no time period and demands a 
wide variety of records relating to 25 persons on a 
number of different subjects. Compliance would re
quire a complete review of virtually all records in 
the White House. If the Court dismisses this matter 
for want of jurisdiction or sustains the President's 
claim of privilege, there will be no need to pursue 
this issue. However, if it would be helpful to the 
Court in reaching its decision appropriate affidavits 
will be filed to sustain the Presiden·t' s position on 
this issue. 
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is no such authority. 
15 

There are, however, many instances where Presidents 

have refused to furnish information to Congress and, in 

each case, the refusal has been accepted. 

The frequently exercised, long-standing freedom of 

the executive to refuse demands by Congress for the 

production of docu.;1uments does not require extended 

discussion. 16 Under the Continental Congress, the relation

ship between legislature and executive had been modeled 

on the British system. The executive departments were, 

in effect, answerable to the legislature, and could be 

called on for an accounting. A resolution of the Continental 

Congress creating the Department of Foreign Affairs, whose 

head was appointed by and held office at the pleasure of 

Congress, provided: 

15 The only legal authorities upon which plaintiffs 
rely are demands for information in connection 
with legal proceedings. There the considerations 
are quite different, as this Court has recognized 
in its opinion in Misc. No. 47-73. Opinion at 6 n. 
11. See also the quotation from Professor Corwin 
set out at p. 3 above. 

16 The Senate Committee suggests that the President 
has somehow waived the privilege he now invokes by 
virtue of allowing his aides to testify and by per
mitting H. R. Haldeman to review several of the 
tapes. (Memo. 28-33). Such a suggestion hardly 
merits connnent beyond the observation that United 
States v. Reynolds, 345 u.s. 1, 11 (1953) specifically 
holds to the contrary. The Connnittee's feeble attempt 
to distinguish that case (Motion for Summary Judgement 
at 31-32) is unpersuasive. As Alexander Bickel has 
decisively observed, "Far from being waived, the 
privilege, it seems to me, is as much exercised when 
information is released as when it is withheld." 
Sickel, Wretched Tapes (cont.), N.Y. Times, 
August 15, 1973, p. 33. ~~ 
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That the books, records and other papers of the 
United States, that relate to this department, 
be committed to his custody, to which, and all 
other papers of his office, any member of 
Congress shall have access: provided that no 
copy shall be taken of matters of a secret 
nature without the special leave of Congress. 

This was completely changed by the Constitution in 

establishing the three independent branches. See Wolkinson, 

Demands of Congressional Committees for Executive Papers, 

10 Fed. Bar J. 319, 328-330 (1949). 

Since then there has arisen an often asserted, much 

discussed, and well recognized privilege of th~ President 

to deny Congress access to documents whenever either the 

President or the head of a department has deemed it in the 

public inte~est to do so. From the administration of 

Washington to the present, Presidents have repeatedly 

asserted the privilege, and, when forced to a showdown, 

Congress has always yielded and ceased to press its 

demands. 17 A recent instance was the refusal of President 

Truman to turn over to the House Committee on Un-American 

17 The following is a partial list of examples of suc
cessful assertions of the privilege, comprising 
partly assertions by the President and partly 
assertions by department heads: 

President Date Type of Information 
Refused 

Washington 1796 Instructions to u. s. 
Minister concerning 
Jay Treaty. 

Jefferson 1807 Confidential informa-
tion and letters re-
lating to Burr's 
conspiracy. 

Monroe 1825 Documents relating to 
conduct of naval 
officers. 

Jackson 1833 Copy of paper read by 
President to heads of 
Departments relating 
to removal of bank 
deposits. 

1835 Copies of charges 
against removed public 
official. 

List of all appointments 
made without Senate's 
consent between 1829 
and 1836, and those 
receiving salaries 
without holding office. 
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Activities files relating to the federal employee loyalty 

program. Directive of March 13, 1948, 13 Fed. Reg. 1359 

(1948). 

President Date 

Tyler 1842 

Tyler 1843 

Polk 1846 

Fillmore 1852 

Buchanan 1860 

Lincoln 1861 

Grant 1876 

Hayes 1877 

Cleveland 1886 

Theodore Roosevelt 1909 

- 53 -

Type of Information 
Refused 

Names of members of 26th 
and 27th Congress who 
have applied for office. 

Colonel Hitchcock's report 
to the War Department 
dealing with alleged 
frauds practiced on 
Indians, and his views 
of personal characters 
of Indian delegates. 

Evidence of payments 
made through State 
Department on Presi
dent's certificates, 
by prior administration. 

Official information 
concerning proposition 
made by King of Sand
wich Islands to transfer 
Islands to U.S. 

Message to Protest to 
House against Resolution 
to investigate attempts 
by Executive to influ
ence legislation. 

Dispatches of Major 
Anderson to the War 
Department concerning 
defense of Fort Sumter. 

Information concerning 
executive acts per
formed away from 
Capitol. 

secretary of Treasury 
refused to answer 
questions and to 
produce papers con
cerning reasons for 
nomination of Theodore 
Roosevelt as Collector 
of Port of New York. 

Documents relating to 
suspension and removal 
of 650 Federal officials. 

Attorney General's reasons 
for failure to prosecute 
U.S. Steel Corporation. 

Documents of Bureau of 
Corporations, Department 
of commerce. 
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Reference to the unbroken record of successful assertions 

of privilege in practice is particularly significant in this 

area of separation of powers. In the construction of any 

clause of the Constitution uninterrupted usage continuing 

from the early days of the Constitution would be significant. 

President Date 

Coolidge 1924 

Hoover 1930 

1932 

Franklin D. Roosevelt 1941 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1944 

Truman 1945 

1947 

Type of Information 
Refused 

List of companies in 
which Secretary of 
Treasury Mellon was 
interested. 

Telegrams and letters 
leading up to London 
Naval Treaty. 

Testi,mony and documents 
concerning investiga
tion made in Tr~asury 
Department. 

Federal Bureau of Investi
gation reports. 

Director, Bureau of 
Budget, refused to 
testify and to pro
duce files. 

Chairman, Federal Com
munications Comm., and 
Board of War Communica
tions refused records. 

General Counsel, Federal 
Communications Commis
sion, refused to pro
duce records. 

Secretaries of War and 
Navy refused to fur
nish documents, and 
permission for Anny and 
Naval officers to 
testify. 

J. Edgar Hoover refused 
to give testimony and 
to produce President's 
directive. 

Issued directions to heads 
of executive departments 
to permit officers and 
employees to give infor
mation to Pearl Harbor 
Committee, but the 
President's directive 
did not include any 
files or written material. 

Civil Service Commission 
records concerning 
applicants for positions. 

See Wolkinson, ~ of Congressional Committees 
for Executive Papers, lli"""Fed. Bar J. 103, 147 (1949). 

More recent examples are described in Kramer & Marcuse, 
Executive Privilege -- A Study of the Period 1953-1960, 
29 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 623 (part 1) and 827 (part 2) (1961). 
See also Younger, Congressional Investivations: A s; 5~y 
in the Separation of Powers, 20 Univ. Pitt. L. Rev. ·mm. ---
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Both officers, lawmakers and citizens naturally 
adjust themselves to any long-continued action of 
the Executive Department -- on the presumption 
that unauthorized acts would not have been allowed 
to be so often repeated as to crystallize into a 
regular practice. That presumption is not reason
ing in a circle but the basis of a wise and quieting 
rule that in determining the meaning of a statute 
or the existence of a power, weight shall be given 
to the usage itself -- even when the validity of 
the practice is the subject of investigation. 

~ ~ v. Midwest Oil 2£., 236 u.s. 459, 472-

473 (1915); ~ ~ v. MacDaniel, 7 Pet. (7 U.S.) 

1, 13-14 (1833). Here, moreover, because the doctrine of 

separation of powers is not contained in express language 

in the Constitution,~ parte Grossman, 267 u.s. 87, 119 

(1925), and because the functioning of our Government 

depends so largely upon limits on the powers of each 

branch derived from practical adjustments based on a fair 

regard by each for the necessities of the others, we think 

:hat the historic usage is especially meaningful. "Even 

constitutional power, when the text is doubtful, may be 

established by usage." Inland Waterways ~- v. Young, 

309 u.s. 517, 525 (1940). 

These successful executive assertions of privilege 

against Congress have frequently been acknowledged by 

Congress itself. See-, e.g., H.Rep. No. 1595, 80th Cong., 

2d Sess., (1948), at 2-3,7. Even in the heat of contest 

m~ers of Congress have recognized the wisdom of acceding 

to the Constitutional principles here asserted. 

During the administration of President Hayes, for 

example, the House Judiciary Committee, under the chair

manship of Benjamin F. Butler, pointed out that all 

resolutions directed to the President relating to the 

production of records properly would contain the clause 

"if in his judgment not inconsistent with the public 
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interest." H.Rep. No. 141, 45th Cong., 3rd Sess., 

(1879), at 3. And the Committee continued, id. at 3 

and 4: 

***whenever the President has returned (as 
sometimes he has) that, in his judgment, it 
was not consistent with the public interest 
to give the House such information, no further 
proceedings have ever been taken to compel the 
production of such information. Indeed, upon 
principle, it would seem that this must be so. The 
Executive is as independent of either house of 
Congress as either house of Congress is independent 
of him, and they cannot call for the records of 
his action or the action of his officers against 
his consent, any more than he can call for any of 
the journals and records of the House or Senate. 

The decision as to whether there should be compliance with 

a particular request was the Executive's, the committee 

stated: 

Somebody must judge upon this point. It clearly 
cannot be the House or its committee, because they 
cannot know the importance of having the doings 
of the executive department kept secret. The head 
of the executive department, therefore, must be the 
judge in such case and decide it upon his own 
responsibility t6 the people, and to the House, 
upon a case of impeachment brought against him for 
so doing, if his acts are causeless, malicious, 
willfully wrong, or to the detriment of the public 
interests. 

There are many other instances of Congressional recog

nition of the executive privilege, vis-a-vis Congress, 

including one which gave rise to a great Congressional 

debate, occupying the Senate for almost two weeks, during 

President Cleveland's first administration. 17 Cong. 

Rec. 2211-2814 (1886). See sen. Misc. Doc., Vol. 7, 52d 

Cong., 2d Sess. (1886), at 235-2431 8 Richardson, Messages 

and Papers of the Presidents 375-383 (1886)1 17 Cong. Rec. 

4095 (1886). In the course of this debate many past 

examples of executive refusals to produce papers demanded 

by Congress were discussed. See, e.g., 17 Cong. 
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Rec. 2622-2623 (1886). 18 

Particularly illuminating is Congress's reaction to 

the President's Directive of March 13, 1948, Fed. Reg. 

1359 (1948), relating to the loyalty program. At that 

time, a joint resolution was intrO!'luced, H.J. Res. 342, 

80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948) purporting to direct all 

executive departments and agencies to make available to 

Congressional committees any information deemed necessary 

to the committees for the performance of their work. 

The resolution was opposed on the ground that it was 

unconstitutional. A strong minority report was filed in 

the House, which stated in part: 

The majority report recognizes that this issue 
between the executive and the legislative branch 
is not a new one, but has been raised periodically 
over the entire history of our Government and 
without regard to the political affiliations of 
the respective Presidents or the political com
plexions of the Congresses whose authority in 
this regard the Presidents challenged. There 
can be no disputing this fact. There have been 
made from time to time over the period of our 
country's history requests and demands upon the 
executive branch of our Government by the Congress 
or its committees seeking information, to reveal 
which, in the opinion·of the executive branch, 
would have been inconsistent with its duties in 
this regard. On such occasions the executive 
branch, as a matter of history, as a matter of 
tradition, and as a matter of constitutional 
prerogative, has declined to comply with such 
requests or demands. over the years, President 
after President has asserted his prerogative in 
this respect. By now it is well established 
that under our tripartite form of government 
neither the legislative nor the judicial branches 
may question the Executive with respect to matters 
within his province and as to which he, the 
Executive, determines that response to the 
questions would be contrary to the public interest. 

H. Rep. No. 1595, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948), at 7. 

The·resolution was ultimately passed by the House but died 

18 This debate ended with the approval by the Senate, 
in a vote on party lines, of resolutions condemning 
the President and the Attorney General. No result 
came from the resolutions. See 17 Cong. Rec. 2813-
2814 (1886). 
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in the Senate Committee on Expenditures in the Executive 

Departments. 

A more recent instance was the Congressional reaction 

to President Kennedy'$ refusal to disclose the names of 

Defense Department speech reviewers. Committee on Armed 

Services, U.S. Senate, Military Cold war Escalation and 

Speech Review Policies, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962), 

at 338, 369-370, 508-509, 725, 730-731. The 

Senate Subco11111ittee, speaking through Senator Stennis, 

conceded: 

We now come face to face and are in direct conflict 
with the established doctrine of separation of 
pow_ers -• __ * * 

I know of no case where the Court has ever made 
the Senate or the House surrender records from 
its files, or where the Executive has made the 
Legislative Branch surrender records from its 
files -- and I do not think either one of them 
could. So the rule works three ways. Each is 
supreme within its field, and each is responsible 
within its field. 

Id. at 512. 

During the hearings on the nomination of the Honorable 

Abe Fortas to be Chief JustiC'e of the United States, Senator 

Ervin began to question the nominee about his participation 

in discussions with President Johnson that led to an order 

sending federal troops into Detroit. Senator Ervin then 

said, however: n1 will not insist upon your answer, because 

it is a prerogative of communications in the executive branch 

of the Government.n Hearings before the Committee on the 

Judiciary, U. s. Senate, Nominations of~~ and 

Homer Thornberry, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1968), at 124. The 

question was not answered. At a later point, in response 

to a different question from Senator Ervin, Justice Fortas 

answered: 
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Senator, I will not go into any conversations, either 
to affirm them or to deny them, that I have had with 
the President. I ask you please to understand that, 
and please to excuse me. I know how easy it is to say 
no, the President did not say something to me. But 
the question is "What did he say?" would follow, and 
so on. I must ask you to indulge me to this extent. 
I have endeavored Senator, and Mr. Chairman, to err, 
if I erred, on the side of frankness and candor with 
this committee. But I think that it is my duty to 
observe certain limits, and one of those limits is 
any conversation, either affirmance or denial, that 
I may have had with the President of the United States. 

Id. at 167-168. Later in the hearings, Senator McClellan 

said to the nominee: 

I am not quarrelling with your position that you 
cannot say and do not want to say what conversations 
you may have had with the President. I respect that 
position if you wish to take it. 

~- at 225. At no point in.the hearings did any Senator 

disagree with these views of Senator Ervin, Justice Fortas, 

and Senator McClellan. 

During the hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee 

relating to the nomination of Mr. Richard G. Kleindienst as 

Attorney General, Mr. Peter Flanigan, Special Assistant to the 

President, was invited to appear and testify about ITT matters. 

The Counsel to the President responded by pointing out that 

under the doctrine of separation of powers and long established 

historical precedents, members of the President's immediate 

staff do not appear and testify before Congressional Committees 

with respect to the performance of their duties. Thereafter, 

the Senate Judiciary Committee adopted a resolution on April 18, 

1972, in which it was agreed that Mr. Flanigan "is·not required 

to testify to any knowledge based on confidential communications 

between him and the President or between him and other aides 

of the President." Thereafter, a Presidential Assistant ap

peared and testified to the matters agreed to. Hearings 

before the Committee on the Judiciary, U. S. Senate, 
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Nomination of Richard§_. Kleindienst, of Arizona, to be 

Attorney~- 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. (1972), at 1630-1631. 

B. The Need for Confidentiality 

There has long been general recognition that high 

officers in every branch of government cannot function 

effectively unless they are able to preserve the confi

dentiality of their communications with their intimate 

advisers. In Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink, 

410 U.S. 73, 87 (1973), the Court quoted with approval 

the statement of Justice Reed, sitting by designation in 

the Court of Claims, in Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical~

v. United States, 157 F.Supp. 939, 946 (Ct.Cl. 1958): 

There ·ts a public policy involved in this claim of 
privilege for this advisory opinion -- the policy 
of open, frank discussion between subordinate and 
chief concerning administrative action. 

Discussions of this kind are regarded as privileged 

~for the benefit of the public, not of executives who 

may happen to then hold office,• id. at 944, since it 

is the _public that is served when those who represent it 

are able to make important decisions with the wisdom that 

only open and frank discussion can provide. Judge Robinson 

has spelled out this point more fully: 

This privilege, as do all evidentiary privileges, 
effects an adjustment between important but com
peting interests. There is, on the one hand, the 
public concern in revelations facilitating the just 
resolution of legal disputes, and, on the other, 
occasional but compelling public needs for confi
dentiality. In s·triking the balance in favor of 
nondisclosure of intra-governmental advisory and 
deliberative connnunications, the privilege sub
serves a preponderating policy of frank expression 
and discussion among those upon whom rests the 
responsibility for making the determinations that 
enable government to operate, and thus achieves an 
objective akin to those attained by other privileges 
more ancient and connnonplace in character. Nowhere 
is the public interest more vitally involved than 
in the fidelity of the sovereign's decision and 
policymaking resources. 
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~ ~ Stiftung v. ~ !:_ !:_ ~ Zeiss, ~. 40 F.R.D. 

318, 324-325 (o.o.c. 1966), affirmed 2!l !!!!!. opinion~ 

384 F.2d 979, ~- denied 389 U.S. 952 (1967). See also 

5 u.s.c. § 552(b) (5) i Rogers, ~Right!£~ Government 

Business~!!!!!. Viewpoint 2!_ the Government Official, 

40 Marq.L.Rev. 83, 89 (1956). 

This case concerns the ability of the President to 

enjoy confidentiality in carrying out his official duties. 

But this important privilege is not one that is available 

only to assist the functioning of the President, or the 

Executive Branch generally. As Judge Wilkey recently wrote, 

"the privilege against- disclosure of the decision-making 

process is a tripartite privilege, because precisely the 

same privilege in conducting certain aspects of public 

business exists for the legislative and judicial branches 

as well as for the executive.• Soucie v. ~, 448 F.2d 

1067, 1080 (1971) (concurring opinion). 

Although Professor Arthur Selwyn Miller and a 

collaborator have recently argued to the contrary, Miller 

& Sastri, Secrecy !!!!9. !!!!!. Supreme~: Q!l ~ Need for 

Piercing the~ Velour Curtain, 22 Buff. L. Rev. 799 (1973), 

it has always been recognized that judges must be able to 

confer with their colleagues, and with their law clerks, 

in circumstances of absolute confidentiality. Justice 

Brennan has written that Supreme Court conferences are held 

in "·absolute secrecy" for "obvious reasons." Brennan, 

Working!!_ Justice, in~ Autobiography of!!!!!. Supreme 

~ 300 (Westin ed. 1963). Justice Frankfurter had said 

that the "secrecy that envelops the Court's work" is 

"essential to the effective functioning of the Court." 

Frankfurter,~-~~. 104 U.Pa.L.Rev. 311, 313 

(1955). And only two years ago Chief Justice Burger 

analogized the confidentiality of the Court to that of 

the Executive, and said: 

No statute gives this Court express power to establish 
and enforce the utmost security measures for the 
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secrecy of our deliberations and records. Yet I have 
little doubt as to the inherent power of the Court 
to protect the confidentiality of its internal opera
tions by whatever judicial measures may be required. 

~ ~ !!!!!!.! ~- v. ~ ~' 403 u.s. 713, 752 n. 3 

(1971) (Burger, C.J. dissenting). 

The Judiciary works in conditions of confidentiality 

and it claims a privilege against giving testimony about 

the official conduct of judges. Statement of the Judges, 

14 F.R.D. 335 (N.D.Cal. 1953). See also the letter of 

Justice Tom c. Clark, refusing to respond to a subpoena 

to appear before the House Un-American Activities Conunittee, 

on the ground that the "complete independence of the judi

ciary is necessary to the proper administration of justice.• 

N. Y. Times, Nov. 14, 1953, p. 9. 

A similar need for confidentiality, and an insistence 

that it cannot be breached by other branches of govermnent, 

applies in the Legislative Branch. Neither a Member of 

Congress nor his legislative aides can be compelled to 

disclose communications between the Member and his aides 

relating to any legislative act of the Member. Gravel v. 

~ ~' 408 U.S. 606, 629 (1972). It is immaterial 

that these communications might show criminal acts. 408 u.s. 

at 615. These aspects of the Gravel decision reflect in 

large part acceptance by the Court of the arguments pre

sented by Senator Ervin and seven other Senators on behalf 

of the Senate as~ curiae in that case. As reprinted 

in the Congressional Record, the amicus brief argued in part: 

To isolate a Senator so that he cannot call upon the 
advice, counsel and knowledge of his personal 
assistants is to stop him from functioning as an 
independent legislator. If an aide must fear that 
the advice he offers, the knowledge he has, and the 
assistance he gives··.to his Senator may be called 
into question by the Executive, then he is likely to 
refrain from acting on those very occasions when the 
issues are the most controversial and when the Senator 
is most in need of assistance. 

* * • 
The Congressional privilege based.upon an express 
Constitutional provision to encourage the £re$ ex
change of ideas and information can hardly be less 
extensive than the Execuuive privilege which' has .1,0 
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not express statutory or· con:sU.tutional basis· and 
whose sole purpose is secrecy. Yet the Executive 
privilege has been extended to the activities of 
persons whose relationship to the President is far 
more remote than the relationship of an aide to 
a Senator. 

The need for protecting the confidential relationships 
between the President and his aides, as the Government 
has asserted in defending the Executive privilege, is 
pari ~assh applicable to the need for protecting the 
relations ip between Senators and their aides. 

Cong. Rec. S5856, S5857 (daily ed. April 11, 1972). 

Again it is the long established practice of each 

House of Congress to regard its own private papers as 

privileged. No court subpoena is complied with by the 

Congress or_ its committees without a vote of the House 

concerned to turn over the documents. Soucie v. David, 

448 F.2d 1067, 1081-1082 (1971). This practice is 

insisted on in Congress even when the result may be to 

deny relevant evidence in a criminal proceeding either 

'to the prosecution or to the accused person. 19 

19 See, e.g., 108 Cong. Rec. 3626 (1962), showing Senate 
adoption of a resolution permitting staff members 
and former staff members of a Senate Committee to 
appear and to testify in a criminal proceeding against 
James Hoffa but forbidding them from taking any docu
ments or records in the custody of the Senate and 
from testifying about information that they gained 
while employed in the Senate. In explaining the 
resolution to the Senate, Senator McClellan said in 
part: "The Senate recognizes it has certain privileges 
as a separate and distinct branch of Government, which 
it wishes to protect.• Id. at 3627. 

On July 16, 1970, counsel for 1st Lt. William L. 
Calley, Jr., moved in his court~martial proceeding 
for production of testimony concerning the My Lai 
incident that had been presented to a subcommittee 
of the House Committee on Arm,.ad Services in executive 
session. Lt. Calley claimed that this testimony. s.+,· 
would be exculpatory of him and would help him es
tablish his defense in the court-martial. The sub
committee Chairman, Rep. F. Edward Hebert, refused 
to make the testimony available, advising· defense·., 
counsel on July 17, 1970, that Congress is: •an 
independent brantjl of the Government, ·separate from 
but equal to the Executive .and Judicia-1 brancpes,·' 
and that accordingly.only Congress.can dil!"ectthe, 
disclosure of legislative records. ·He concluded from 
this that the material requested by the defense was 
not within the rule of Bhady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 
(1963), nor subject tote requirements of the Jencks 

Act, 18 u.s.c. S 3580~ Subsequently !,be-military, •·rn· s,· 
court issued a flubpoeiia .to the ,Clerk of Ebs•:.Bou~ .o£ 
Representatives •. The Speaker .laid.:this-,,befors.:"'8·.,_,,, ,:;1;:,,;:2 
House on November·.17 ·, ,l.970, · 116 ,Coqg:;;•:Bec·,·'.33652.-r ~-•r.r;,as1:,s 
(1970), but to date the House has taken no action 
nor given any indication that it will supply the 
information sought. 
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These considerations of public poliby are particu

larly compelling when applied to Presidential conununica

tions with his advisers. 

Inseparable from the modern Presidency, indeed 
essential to its effective operation, is a whole 
train of officers and offices that serve him as 
eyes, ears, arms, mouth, and brain. 

Rossiter, The American Presidency 97 (1956). Nor is it 

only those who are part of his staff with whom the President 

must be able to talk. Be must be able to confer with 

foreign leaders and with representatives of every element 

in American public. Be must be free to look for advice 

to anyone whose advice he trusts, whether in or out of 

government. The late Dean Acheson and former Justice 

Abe Fortas are merely recent and conspicuous examples 

of persons who were consulted by Presidents on critical 

public issues at times that they held no public office. 

~The President is, as he should be, entirely free, * * * 

like all who preceded him, to take counsel with private 

citizens." ~. at 103. 

For the Presidency to work effectively and for the 

President to get candid advice from those to whom he turns 

it is absolutely essential that he be able to protect the 

confidentiality of these communications. As stated by 

the President on July 6, 1973, in his letter to Senator ... 

Sam J. Ervin: 

No President could function if the private papers of 
his office, prepared by his personal staff, were open 
to public scrutiny. Formulation of sound public 
policy requires that the President and his personal 
staff be able to communicate among themselves in 
complete candor, and that their tentative judgments, 
their exploration of alternatives, and their frank 
comments on issues and personalities at home and 
abroad remain confidential. 

This has been the position of every President in our 

history, and it has been specifically stated by President 
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Nixon's inunediate predecessors., .r,ir,iting his memoirs in 

1955, President Truman explained that he had found it 

necessary to omit certain material, and said: •some of 

this material cannot be made available for many years, 

perhaps for many generations." l Truman,~ x (1955) • 

President Eisenhower stated the point with force on July 6, 

1955, in connection with the Dixon-Yates controversy: 

But when it comes to the conversations that take place 
between any responsible official and his ad~isers or 
exchange of little, mere little slips of this or . 
that, expressing personal opinions on th~ most.con~i
dential basis, those are not subject to investigation 
by anybody, and if they are, will wreck the Government. 

There is no business that could be run if there would 
be exposed every single thought that an adviser might 
have, because in the process of reaching an agreed 
position, there are many, many conflicting opinions to 
be brought together. And if any conunander is going to 
get the free, unprejudiced opinions of his subordinates, 
he had better protect what t.~ey have to say to him on 
a confidential basis. 

Public Papers of Presidents of the United~ Dwight 

'D. Eisenhower 1955 674 (1959). -- ' 
Congress itself recognized the high degree of confi

dentiality that must attach to Presidential papers for many 

years when it enacted the Presidential Libraries Act of 1955, 

Pub. L. 84-373, 69 Stat. 695 (1955), now codified in 44 

U.S.C. §§ 2107, 2108. That statute encourages Presidents 

to give their papers to a Presidential library, and provides 

that papers, documents, and other historical materials so 

given "are subject to restrictions as to their availability 

and use stated in writing by the donors or depositors***· 

The restrictions shall be respected for the period stated, 

or until revoked or terminated by the donors or depositors 

or by persons legally qualified to act on their behalf,• 

44 u.s.c. § 2108(c); Nichols v. United States, 460,.F.2d 

671 (10th Cir. 1972). Since that Act was passed the gifts· 
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of'Presidential papers of Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, 

and Johnson have all specified that "materials containing 

statements made by or to• the President are to be kept "in 

confidence" and are to be held under seal and not revealed 

to anyone except the donors or archival personnel until 

"the passage of time or other circwnstances no longer 

require such materials being kept under restriction.• 

Letter of April 13, 1960, from President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower to the Administrator of General Services1 

Agreement of Feb. 25, 1965, between Mrs. Jacqueline B. 

Kennedy and the United States1 Letter of Aug. 13, 1965, 

from President.Lyndon B. Johnson to the Administrator of 

General Services. In addition, the letters from President 

Eisenhower and from President Johnson specifically prohibit 

disclosure to "public officials" and state, as the reason 

for these restrictions, that "the President of the United 

States is the recipient of many confidences from others, 

and*** the inviolability of such confidence is essential 

to the functioning of the constitutional office of the 

Presidency***·" 

The need to preserve the confidentiality of the oval 

Office has been recognized from without as well as by those 

who have borne the burdens of service there. What Justice 

Stewart, who was joined by Justice White, said in his con

curring opinion in~~~ £2• v. Uni:t;,ed ™• 
403 u.s. 713, 727 (1971), has great force: 

And within our own executive departments, the develop
ment of considered and intelligent.international 
policies would be impossible if those charged with 
their formulation ·could not communicate with each 
other freely, _frankly, and in confidence. * * * 

* * * [I)t is clear to me that it is the constitutional 
duty of the Executive - as a matter Qt. sovereign 
prerogative and not·a:s a: nlatt.19%'. of law·as the courts 
know law - . thrb~gh the, promul:gation and enforcement 
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of executive regulations, tt>cpri>tect the confiden
tiality necessary to carry out its responsibilities 
in the fields of international relations and national 
defense. 

403 U.S. at 728, 729-730. 

Of course international relations and national defense 

have very special claims to secrecy, but the importance 

of the President being able to speak with his advisers 

"freely, frankly, and in confidence" is not confined to 

those matters. It is just as essential that the President 

be able to talk openly with his advisers about domestic 

issues as about military or foreign affairs. The wisdom 

that free discussion provides is as vital in fighting 

inflation, in choosing Supreme Court Justices, in deciding 

whether to veto a large spending bill, and in the myriad 

other important decisions that the President must make in 

his roles as Chief of State, Chief Executive, and Chief 

Legislator as it is when he is acting as Chief Diplomat or 

as Commander in Chief. Any other view would fragment the 

executive power vested in him and would assume that some 

of his Constitutional responsibilites are more important 

than others. It is true that the President has more sub

stantive freedom to act in foreign and Jaj.litary affairs 

then he does in domestic affairs, but his need for candid 

advice is no different in the one situation than in the other. 20 

20 There are serious weaknesses·in the assumption, 
popular among liberals who happen at the moment 
not to be thinking about Senator McCarthy, that 
public policy ought to draw a sharp distinction 
between "military and diplomatic secrets" on tlie 
one hand and all other types of official informa
tion on the other, giving Congress free access to 
the latter. In the first place, the line is by 
no means easy to draw, even when the best of faith 
is used * * *. More fundamentally, however, the 
executive's interest ii}. the privacy of certai_lL 
other types of information is not. less than its 
interest in preserving its milit~y ;m.d diplomi:ttic 
secrets. One obvious example is the data, derog
atory or otherwise, in the security files of in
dividuals. Another, perhaps still more important, 
is the record of deliberations incidental to the 
making of policy decisions. 

Bishop, The Executive's Right of Privacy: An 
Unreso1vecr-const1tut1ona!'"Qiiestfon, 66 Yale-r;. J. 
477, 488 (1957). 
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Former Justice Fortas, who advised President Johnson 

on both foreign and domestic matters, has said that a 

President must have "confidence that he can have advisers 

to whan he can trust his inmost thoughts. A President 

has to have this, just as a citizen can go to a doctor or 

a lawyer, a priest or a psychiatrist, to discuss his 

problems, without fear of disclosure of his confidences." 

Fortas, ~Presidency~!. have ~ It, In Hughes, The 

Living Presidency 335 (1973). 21 

All that we have said on this point was succinctly put 

by a distinguished Constitutional lawyer, Charles L. 

Black, Jr., who has recently observed that refusal to 

disclose communications of the kind involved in this liti

gation is not only the President's lawful privilege, but 

It is hard for me to see how any person of cOllUDOn 
sense could think that those consultative and 
decisional processes that are the essence of the 
Presidency could be carried on to any good effect, if 
every participant spoke or wrote in continual awareness 
that at any moment any Congressional committee, or any 
prosecutor working with a grand jury, could at will 
command the production of the verbatim record of every 
word written or spoken. 

21 This need has been perceived also by political 
scientists. 

Although some of President Truman's "cronies" 
were poorly equipped for this service, their 
indiscretions did not destroy a President's 
need for personal adviser• s * * * . There can be 
no doubt that men like House and Hopkins perform 
an essential function. Ideally, they are both 
intimates of the President and ~rts in public 
affairs. But perhaps their most significant 
contributions are made as presidential intimates. 
The President needs to discuss with a sympathetic 
person ideas and plans that are still in an 
amorphous state and to gain some respite from the 
cares of office by talking over trivial matters 
that interest him or by chatting about men of 
affairs, with the confidence that his remarks will 
not go beyond the room. 

Carr, Bernstein, Morrison, Snyder, & McLean1 American 
Democracy in Theory and Practlce 609-610 (b56J. 
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Black, Mr. Nixon, the Tapes and coounon Sense, N. Y. Times, 

Aug. 3, 1973, p. 31. See also the fuller expression of 

Professor Black's view in Cong. Rec. E5320-E5322 (daily ed. 

August 1, 1973). 

What we have said in this portion of the brief 

is frequently put on the basis of separation of powers. 

Yet it is probable that the point we have made goes beyond 

the separation of powers arguments and rests on a proposi

tion even more fundamental. Even though no separation of 

powers issue would be involved, we suggest that it would 

be as inadmissible for one federal court to inquire into 

discussions between a judge of another federal .court and 

his law clerk as it would be if the inquiry were to come 

from a committee of congress. Similarly, we cannot conceive 

that one Congressional committee could require production 

of the private papers of another Congressional committee 

any more than a court could require these. What is really 

at stake is the ability of Constitutional officers of 

government to perform their duties under conditions that 

will make it possible for them to function to the best of 

their ability. For this goal to be achieved, the ability 

to preserve the confidentiality of communications with 

close advisers is absolutely essential. 

VIII. Conclusion 

One noteworthy characted;;tici of !;be J>laintiffs' argument 

is its candor. Few words are minced in delineating the central, 

purpose of this proceeding: to discover evidence fro111 .. tlie 1 ,x 

President's records, indeed from his own private conversations, 

that might establish Presidential complicity in the coounission 

of serious crimes. Objections to legislative inquiry into the 
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innocence or guilt of individuals are.fOrmidable in any case. 

There is, we submit, a categorical bar to compulsory process 

designed to elicit evidence of criminal conduct on the part 

of the President of the United States, for he is answerable 

in only one Constitutional proceeding. That proceeding re

quires the deliberate action of the whole Congress under the 

Impeachment Clause, not the filing of a discretionary suit by 

a Select Committee of the Senate under a general enabling 

resolution. 

In the related litigation to compel production of certain 

of the Presidential recordings, the argument of the Special 

Prosecuto~ and the relief granted by this Court both acknowledged 

and were at pains in attempting to preserve the right of 

confidentiality upon which the functioning of the Presidency 

crucially depends. We do not believe the decision in that 

case can stand because we do not believe the President's 

iesponsibility and power to make Presidential judgments can 

be vested in the Judiciary, no matter how limited or verbally 

hedged the infringement of power may be. 

This case, however, involves much greater steps toward 

dissolution of the lines that separate the co-equal branches 

of our Constitutional system. It is a commentary on the in

fectious spirit of· Watergate that the pending action, deriving 

whatever strength it has from this Court's earlier decision, 

threatens such a rapid reduction in an historically protected 

area of Presidential power. The most damaging of the con

sequences that we warn against in the related litigation would 

be, quite literally, upon us if the relief sought by the plain

tiffs in this case were to be granted and sustained. 

But if the plaintiffs' arguments are a conunentary on the 

spirit of Watergate, the limits on this proceeding are a com

mentary on the inherent wisdom of the rules governing the 

jurisdiction of federal courts. For as previously noted by 
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the Court, the question of jurisdiction is indeed •a most 

important question in this case.• (Tr. Hearing of Sept. 6, 

1973, p. 11) And as shown by this submission the plaintiffs 

must overcome a_number of jurisdictional objections if they are 

to obtain the requested relief. They must establish: 

(a} That the matter is a justiciable case or controversy 

and not essentially a political question: 

(b) That the claim falls within a specific statutory 

grant of subject matter jurisdictioni 

(c) That the court has in personam jurisdiction over 

the President: 

(d) - -That the Camnittee is -performing a vaJid ~egislative 

function in subpoenaing tape recordings of confidential Presi

dential conversationsi and 

(e) That the Committee is not exceeding the scope of its 

authority under Senate Resolution 60. 

It is obvious, but bears emphasis, that the failure of 

plaintiffs to meet any one of these jurisdictional objections 

is fatal to their cl:-aim. Far from discharging the cumulative 

burden of answering each and every one of these objections, 

plaintiffs have failed to satisfactorily answer any of them. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, judgment should be 

entered on behalf of the President. 

Of Counsel 

RICHARD A. HAUSER 
K. GREGORY HAYNES 
PAUL S. TRIBLE, JR. 
GEORGE P. WILLIAMS 

Respectfully submitted, 

LEONARD GARMENT 
J. FRED BUZHARDT 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
DOUGLAS M. PARKER 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 

Attorneys for~ President 

The White House 
Wash:ington, D.C. 20500 ', 
Telephone Number: 456-1414 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT GOUR T 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. 

Plaintiffs 

v. Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

RICHARD M, NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

PLAINTIFFS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOUON FOR SUMMARY 

JUDGMENT 

This memorandum responds, with as much brevity as is possible, 

to defendant President's Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for 

Summary Judgment. We detail below the specific areas where we take 

issue with the President,but a few initial observations are in order. 

First, the President does not dispute any of the facts set forth 

in plaintiffs' statement Of Miterial Facts J\s To 'Ahich There ls No Genuine 

Issue. Accordingly, these facts are established for the purposes of this 

motion and, no factual dispute appearing, the case is ripe for summary 

judgment. ~Rule 56 (e), F.R~ Civ, P, and Local Rule 1-9 (g). 

Second, the President's Brief almost totally ignores this Court's 

ruling in Misc. No, 47-73 which, as formerly noted (Supp. Mem, 1-2)~/ 

effectively resolves many of the fundamental issues in the present case, 

Likewise largely ignored is plaintiffs' central contention that executive 

privilege cannot be used to suppress evidence that bears on the President's 

* I Supp. Mem. refers to "Supplementary Memorandum in Support of 
Pl;intiff's Motion for Summary Judgment" filed by the Select Committee 
on September 18, i973. 
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own criminality, a proposition the President's counsel cannot dispute and 

have elsewhere conceded. Further, the Brief in Opposition nearly 

overlooks plaintiffs' argument that the President has completely waived 

any claim of confidentiality he may have had regarding the materials under 

subpena. 

Instead, the President's counsel focus mainly on technical and 

jurisdictional objections to this suit in order to avoid an adverse decision 

on the merits. These objections are without merit and fail to meet our 

previous showing (Supp. Mem.) that the merits of this case are properly 

before the court and must be decided in the Committee's favor. 
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I. The Committee's Suit is Fully Justiciable 

The Brief in Opposition argues at length (pp. 10-21) that the 

Committee's suit is nonjusticiable because courts are impotent to pass on 

the issue of executive privilege. Stripped of rhetoric, this argument 

rests on the bald assertion by the President of an "exclusive and unre-

viewable power" to invoke such privilege (Br. 16). That assertion 

ignores the controlling decisions of the Supreme Court and the Court of 

Appeals for this Circuit, as well as this Court's ruling in Misc. No. 47-73. 

If it were indeed true that the President enjoyed the 11 exclusive 

and unreviewable power" of executive privilege which he claims, there 

would be considerable merit in the argument that the present suit is 
*_/ 

nonjusticiable. But as we have already shown (Mem. 8-10), the law 

is otherwise. Thus in Reynolds v. United States, 345 U.S. 1 (1953), the 

Supreme Court held that the "court itself must determine whether the 

circumstances are appropriate for the claim of L-executivi} privilege, 11 

because "judicial control" over evidence "cannot be abdicated to the 

caprice of executive officers." 345 U.S. at 8, 9-10. This principle was 

reiterated by the Court of Appeals for this Circuit in Committee for Nuclea 

Responsibility v. Seaborg, 149 U.S. App. D.C. 385, 388-89, 463 F. 2d 

788, 791-92, (1971), which flatly rejected the claim of absolute executive 

privilege to withhold communications to the President. In its decision 

in Misc. No. 4 7- 73, this Court recognized and reaffirmed the power 

of the Judiciary to pass on claims of executive privilege, holding that 

the "availability of evidence including the validity and scope of privileges, 

is a judicial decision 11 and that "Executive fiat is not the mode of 

** I 
resolution." (Op. 5, 6.) -

* /''Mem. 11 refers to the 11 Memorandum of Points and Authorities -in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgmenf'filed by the Select Committee 
on August 29, 1973. 

~/ "Op. "refers to Opinio:Q, Misc. No. 47-73. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. I - 57 
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Following this Co:irt's adverse ruling in Misc. No. 47-73, counsel 

for defendant President have scoured the text of the Constitution in a 

belated effort to prop up their discredited claim of unreviewable executive 

privilege. Invoking the test of Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 519 

(1969), their Brief asserts that a "textually demonstrable commitment" to 

the Executive of unreviewable privilege may be found in the constitutional 

provisions requiring the President to take "Care that the Laws be 

faithfully executed " and to give "Congress Information of the State of the 

Union, 11 and in the provisions vesting "executive power II in the President 

and empowering him to require the "Opinion in writing of the principal 

Officer in each of the executive Departments" on official matters (Br. 15, 
!_I 

13). 

These provisions fall far short of meeting the exacting test of a 

"textually demonstrable c?mmitment of the issue to a coordinate political 

department 11 which~ held is necessary to insulate a matter from 
:=._I 

judicial review. No:ie of these provisions so much as mentions 

secrecy, or invests the President with an evidentiary privilege similar 

to that accorded Congress under the Speech and Debate Clause. It is 

fatuous to argue for example, that a provision requiring the President 

!/ Each of these arguments would apply equally to the Special Prosecutor's 
case, yet defendant President does not explain why they are asserted 
solely as a bar to the Committee's suit. Moreover, these efforts to show 
a 11textually demonstrable commitment" of unreviewable prerogative to the 
Executive Branch are inconsistent with the subsequent admission in their 
Brief (p. 55) that "the doctrine of separation of powers is not contained in 
express language in the Constitution." ("Br. "refers to "Brief of 
Richard M,-Nixonio.Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for SummaryJ;,dg;,er{t 11 

filed by the defendant President on September 24, 1973.) -

** I In Powell , the Court refused to find that the constitutional provision 
~aking each House "the Judge of the ••• Qualification of its own Members" 
constitutes a 11 textually demonstrable commitment" to each House of 
power to exclude members for official misconduct. 
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to furnish Congress information on the State of the Union is authority 
:':.I 

to withhold information from Congress, or that the President's 

duty faithfullyto e')ie<autle the laws empowers him to suppress evidence of 

Executive lawbreaking. Such arguments amount to nothing more than a 

last-ditch grasping at verbal straws. In the face of controlling decisions 

such as Reynolds and Soucie v. David, 448 F. 2d 1067 (1971), as well as 

this Court's decision in Misc. No. 47-73, they are unavailing. The 

Constitution neither explicitly nor implicitly vests the President with an 
..=_I 

unreviewable prerogative of executive privilege. 

~/ See R. Berger, Executive Privilege v. Congressional Inquiry, 12 
U. C. L. A. L. Rev. 1044, 1076-77 (1965). 

':!:!./ As Powell makes clear, the existence of a 11textually demonstrable com
mitment to a coordinate branch" is the central factor in determining 
whether a controversy such as this is nonjusticiable. While the Brief 
in Opposition also relies on other features of the "political question 11 

doctrine in an effort to bar this suit, Powell casts doubt cin the relevance 
of these other considerations if a "textually demonstrabale" commitment 
is lacking. Moreover, Powell also demonstrates that these other features 
are not present here. ---

It is asserted (Br. 18, 16) that the present suit is nonjusticiable 
becasue it may create 11a potentially embarassing confrontation between 
coordinate branches, 11 and involves an 11initial policy determination of a 
kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion." But, as in~: 

11 
/ Decision of the present cas~ would require no more than 

aii interpretation of the Constit-;;tion. Such a determination 
falls within the traditional role accorded courts to interpret 
the law, and does not involve a 'lack of the respect to r'L7 
co- ordinate r branch-, of government, nor does it-involve 
an initial policy determination of a kind clearly for non-judicial 
discretion. ' Baker v, Carr, 369 U. S. 186, at 217. Our 
system of government requires that federal courts on occasion 
interpret the Constitution in a manner at variance with the 
construction given the document by another branch. The 
alleged conflict that such an adjudication may cause cannot 
justify the courts' avoiding their constitutional responsibility .. 11 

395 U. S. at 548-549. 

It is also asserted that the issue at bar raises the possibility of 
11multifarious pronoucements 11 by various departments on the same 
question (Br. in 21), but, as Powell teaches, this possibility cannot 
arise because "it is the responsibility of rthe judiciary r to act 

as the ultimate interpreter of the Constitution. Marbury v-: Madison, 
l Cranch, 137 (1803) 395 U. S. at 549, 
( Footnote continued on the following page.) 
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The Brief in Opposition also contends (p. 20) that the Court is 

impotent to decide this controversy because it involves a "clash of power 

between two branches of government" and that to 11 resolve the confrontation 

the Court must necessarily declare that one power is greater than its 

counterpart. 11 Again, this argument simply disregards and is flatly 

contradicted by the controlling authorities discussed in our Memorandum 

{pp. 6-7), as well as this Court's decision in Misc. No. 47-73. 

Thus, in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 

(1952), the Supreme Court held that the President's seizure of the nation's 

steel mills unconstitutionally invaded the legislative powers of Congress. 

In Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926) and United States v. Lovett, 

328 U.S. 303 (1946), the Court accepted the Executive's contention that 

Congress had exceeded its constitutional powers. See also, Humphrey's 

Executor (Rathbun) v. United States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935), (congressional 

statute held to bar asserted constitutional removal power of President); 

The Pocket Veto Case, 219 U. s. 655 (1924) (congressional challenge to 

constitutionality of pocket veto rejected). Each of these cases involved 

a 11clash of power between two branches of government 11 yet in each of them 

the Supreme qourt displayed no hesitation in declaring that ''one power" was 

11greater than its co~~terpart" with respect to the matter in controversy. 

·.- • (Footnote'"cohtinued from preceeding page.) 
·c~ntrary to defendant's assertion (Br. 17), there are "judicially 

discernible and manageable standards 11 for resolving the present controver- 1 

sy. As Reynolds, Soucie, and the other authorities cited in our initial 
memorandum (pp. 8-10, 21-27) demonstrate, the courts have long passed on 
claims of executive privilege and developed standards to assess their valid
ity. 

Finally, it is asserted (Br. 19-20) that the present controversy is 
nonjusticiable because the courts lack physical power to enforce process 
against the President. In Misc. No. 47-73 this Court properly rejected 
this extraordinary claim. Moreover, the President's contentions on this 
score ignore the fact that the Committee at this juncture seeks only a 
declaratory judgment. Powell demonstrates that a declaratory judgment 
is a wholly proper form ~ef in circumstances such as this, and we do 
not understand the Brief in Opposition's learned but inconclusive disc'ussion 
of declaratory judgment principles (pp. 4-7) to argue otherwise. 
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In Misc, No, 47-73 this Court likewise dealt with and resolved a "clash 

of power between two branches of government"--a clash between the Presi

dent as a representative of the Executive Branch and the Grand Jury as a 

representative of the Judicial Branch, In all of these cases, the Court 

was ei.mply discharging its proper responsibility as the "ultimate inter

preter of the Constitution." Powell v, McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), 

The same responsibility empowers and indeed obligates the Court to hear 

this case. 

The defendant President's arguments regarding justiciability 

appear ultimately to be based on a theory of a "water-tight" division of 

functions between the respective branches. But as this Court pointed out in 

Misc. No, 47-73 (Op. ll), the intention of the Framers was otherwise, In 

the circumstances of this case, it is also appropriate to recall the words 

of Mr. Justice Brandeis: 

"The doctrine of separation of powers was adopted by the 
Convention of 1787, not to promote efficiency but to preclude 
the exercise of arbitrary power. The purpose was not to avoid 
friction, but, by means of the inevitable. fTiction incident to the 
distribution of the governmental powers among*t~ree 
departments, to save the people from autocracy,-/ 

The President has stated that (Br, 16), the only possible alter-

native to judicial resolution of this controversy is an impeachment pro

ceeding. But, as this Court asserted in Misc. No. 47-73, impeachment 

11 is not so designed that it can function as a deterrent in any but the most 

excessive cases" and that in many situations 11impeachment is not a 

reasonable solution" (Op. 6 n. 9). As a practical matter, if impeachment 

were the sole safeguard against Executive abuses of power, the Executive 

would enjoy broad license to violate the law. Decisions such as 

!./ Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 293 (1926) (Brandeis, J., 
dissenting) 
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Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, supra, demonstrate that the 

principle of our Constitution is otherwise. The President, like all 

other executive officers, is subject to the rule of law as applied by the 

courts. In this Court 1 s words, the President is not a sacrosanct "fourth 

branch of government" (Misc. 47-73, Op. 10). Accordingly, this 
*_/ 

controversy is fully justiciable. 

*/ This Court's decision in Misc. No. 47-73 fully disposes of defendant 
President's claim (Br. 35-37) that the courts lack jurisdiction to entertain 
any proceeding brought against the President in his official capacity. The 
cases cited i;,_ the Brief in Opposition do not support an absolute immunity 
of the President from suit, but merely hold that the courts should not 
entertain frivolous· actions against the President or interfere with the 
President's exercise of discretionary powers. This Court held in Misc. 
No. 47-73 that the President's obligation to respond to a lawfully issued 
subpena does not involve any "discretionary functions" and is "something 
more akin to a ministerial duty if it concerns official duties at all. " (Op. 
10.) This conclusion is a complete answer to defendant President's re
liance on the decision in Marbury v. Madison (Br. 11), which merely 
suggests that courts are without power to interfere with the President's 
discretionary "political'' responsibilities,.and also casts doubt on the 
claim (Br;' 35) that official presidential duties are involved here. 
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II. The Committee, in Investigating and Exposing Criminality in the 
Executive Branch, Is Acting Fully within its Powers under the 
Constitution and its Enabling Resolution. 

The defendant President contends that the Committee's investigative 

and litigative activities go beyond the bounds allowed by the Constitution 

and S. Res. 60. This claim is demonstrably erroneous and must be 

rejected. 

A. Constitutional Requirements 

The President admits that " L-C/he power of the Congress to conduct 

investigations is inherent in the legislative process and is broad" (Br. 38), 

and that "the Senate is authorized to investigate campaign practices to see 

if legislation is needed in that area." (Br. 44). But he contends (Br. 37-45) 

that the Committee 1 s investigation is unconstitutional because, in seeking 

to ascertain all relevant facts, it is conducting a criminal trial, usurping 

judicial power, and acting without a valid legislative purpose. We need not 

repeat all that was said in our Supplemental Memorandum (pp. 4- 7) 

respecting the right of congressional committees to investigate criminal 

conduct, particularly in the executive branch. A few comments as to the 

Committee's legislative purpose are nonetheless in order. 

First, as held in McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 178 (1927), 

and subsequen~ Supreme Court decisions, !_/ there is a presumption that a 

congressional committee is acting with a valid legislative purpose. This 

presumption is not dispelled by the fact that this Committee has been 

diligent and scrupulous in exploring the full extent of the executive cor-

ruption which it is authorized to investigate for purposes of considering the 

need for corrective legislation. 

Second, significant legislative goals are served by the Committee's 

efforts to determine the involvement of the President and his subordinates 

"!./ Barenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109, 133 (1959};,., Watkins v. United 
States, 354 U. S. 178, 200 (1957). 
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in the Watergate affair. If the President was involved in criminality 

relating to the 1972 campaign and election, drastic legislative remedies 

may be appropriate. The Committee, for example, might recommend that 

presidential tenure be limited to one term and that the participation of the 

President in the campaign to choose his successor be restricted. If the 

President was involved in illegalities respecting the ITT affair!_/ or other 

campaign financing schemes that have surfaced, the Committee might 

recommend a radically new campaign financing system that would rule out 

private contributions and provide that support for presidential campaigns 

come solely from public monies. In light of these and other examples that 

could be furnished, it is erroneous to contend that the Committee does not 

have any valid legislative ends in view, and it is even more erroneous to 

assert that the presumption to that effect has been overcome. It would 

simply be folly to proceed to the enactment of far- reaching legislation in 

the crucial area of presipential campaigns without knowing all the key facts-;-

There is another legislative purpose fulfilled by thorough investiga

tion. To be enacted, a bill--expecially one that may suggest drastic 

revisions in the conduct of presidential campaigns- -needs widespread 

public support. Such support can best be gained by revealing to the public 

the extent of corruption in the last presidential campaign and election. 

When this factor is considered along with the Committee's legislative 

mission and the recognition that Congress has a duty to inform the public 

of corruption in high administrative places, the President's claim that the 

!./ See the Colson to Haldeman memorandum dated March 30, 1972, 
attached to Plaintiffs' Statement of Material Facts As To Which There 
Is No Genuine Issue. 

**/ Concerning the importance of the materials subpenaed to the Commit
tee1s investigation, see the affidavit of Senator Ervin attached to our 
Supplemental Memorandum. 
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Committee is attempting "to expose for the sake of exposure 1
' becomes 

*I untenable. See Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 200 (1957).-

Thus, as was the case regarding the congressional committees 

investigating the Teapot Dome scandal, whose activities were sustained 

in McGrain v. Daugherty, supra and Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 

203 (1929), the plaintiff committee is performing legitimate legislative 

functions. In no way is it conducting a criminal trial or otherwise 

**I trampling on the preserve of the judiciary. 

B. The Enabling Resolution 

The President's assertion that the Committee's resolution gives it 

no power to subpena or sue him likewise evaporates when subjected to 

even casual scrutiny.***/ 

The President contends that "it is beyond belief that any member of 

!_/ Watkins condemned such conduct regarding the investigation of a 
private individual. It is not clear that Congress lacks power to expose 
executive corruption solely for the sake of exposure; indeed, Watkins 
suggests that such activity is proper. But the Court need not decide 
this issue because the Committee's investigation here plainly serves 
other valid legislative purposes. See further Barenblatt v. United 
States, suora at 132, 133, which indicates that the 11motives 11 of 
congressmen in investigatory proceedings may not be dissected to 
determine the existence of a valid legislative purpose. 

Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880), relied on heavily by 
plaintiffs (Br. 40-41) also involved an investigation into private conduct. 
It is not convincing to suggest that Kilbourn, which, for lack of proper 
legislative purpose, condemned an investigation into a private real estate 
pool, is controlling where the investigation under consideration concern 
a presidential election, a subject that is indisputedly the subject of 
proper legislative concern. 

**/ We believe this Court has already recognized that the Committee is 
engaged in constitutional activity. During argument in Misc. No. 70-73 
on May 16, 1973, as to whether G. Gordon Liddy would be compelled to 
testify under a grant of immunity, the Court (Tr. at p. 13) made the 
following observation: 

"Here he /-Liddy-/ is asked to come before a duly 
constituted Comntlttee of the Senate which is conducting 
an investigation and one of the principal purposes of that 
investigation as I understand it is to find out what occurred 
in this situation, this matter, and if necessary recommend 
remedial legislation to the Congress to correct any evil 
that they might uncover. That is usually the purpose of 
every investigation of that Committee." 

***/ We will not repeat in detail our contention (Supp. Mem. 8) that the 
President has waived his right to clailn that the Committee lacks 
authority under S. Res. 60 to subpena him, but we do note that his · 
Brief failed to deal with our a-rgument in this regard. 
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the Senate, when voting to authorize the Select Committee to direct 

subpenas to an 'officer', had any thought that he was voting to empower 

the committee to take the unprecedented and unauthorized action that has 

led to the present litigation." (Br. 48). Yet such hyperbole cannot obscure 

the fact that S. Res. 60 was specifically passed to allow the Committee to 

investigate the 1972 presidential campaign and election and the conduct of 

the candidates therein--one of whom was the defendant President--and was 

enacted in an atmosphere of widespread speculation regarding the Presi

dent's own involvement in Watergate. It would thus be blinking reality to 

read S. Res. 60--which hardly could be drawn in broader language--to 

exclude the issuance of subpenas to one of the principal persons being 

. . d */ 1nvest1gate . -

In addition, as previously shown (Supp. Mem. pp. 9-11), the 

legislative history of S. Res. 60 demonstrates that subpenas to the Pres-

ident were envisioned. Senator Scott, for example, observed that S. Res, 

60 embodied 11the widest possible power 11 to secure evidence from the 

executive. 119 Cong. Rec. atS2320 (1973). This history does not square 

with the President's claims that presidential subpenas were wholly foreign 

to the thoughts of the unanimous Senate that passed S. Res. 60. 

Moreover, the Senate, by unanimously voting an additki.aal appropri

ation of $500,000 to the Committee just two days after the subpenas were 

issued to the President, registered its tacit approval of the Committee's 

*I The President's counsel fail to meet our point that, since S. Res. 60 
-;pecifically and repeatedly refers to "the office of the President of the 
United States" (e.g. § 1 (a) ), the language in § 3 (a) (5) allowing subpenas 
to any 11officer -;--:-: of the executive branch" must be interpreted to 
authorize subpenas to the President. 
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subpenas. Berk v. Laird, 429 F 2d. 302, 305 (2d Cir. 1970); See 

Shelton v. United States 133 U. S. Apf .. D. C. 315, 404 F. 2 d 12 92 
(1968). :!.I 

The claun that the Co,rnmittee must seek authority from the Senate 

to sue to enforce its subpenas is of the flimsiest fabric. Section 3 (a) (6) 

of S. Res. 60 emp0wers the Committee to "make to the Senate any 

recommendations it deems appropriate" in respect to the willful failure or 

refusal of any person to comply with its subpenas, *'*/ thus giving it total 

discretion whether or not to seek Senate approval before instituting 

litigation. Try as they may, the President's counsel cannot contort 

the words of this section to require full Senate approval for litigation. The 

discretionary nature of this section is in complete accord with the pro

visions of S. Res. 262, which give this Committee full authority to sue to 

enforce its subpenas without referral of the matter to the full Senate; there 

is no ground to read any part of S. Res. 60 as denigrating the unrestricted 

***I authority to sue found in S. Res. 262. --

=.I The subpena attachedto the complaint as exhibit D is narrowly circum
scribed, rather than overbroad, as defendant President contends (Br. 50) 
It calls only for materials that relate to the criminal activitfes of twenty
five named individuals in connection with the 1972 presidential campaign 
and election. It thus embodies a practical time liinitation and refers to 
a narrow subject matter. The assertion (Br. 50) that it relates to "a 
number of different subjects'' and 11would require a complete review of 
virtually all records in the White House" is either very overblown or 
very disturbing. Also, as noted (Supp. Mem. 9n. ), the subpena '.s as 
precise as it can be in the circtun.stances and is valid even if it requires 
substantial production. We are confident that counsel for the parties 
can arrive. at a reasonable solution for compliance with the subpena if 
this Court ·determines it must be honored. 

**/ As noted (Supp. Mern,12) the Committee might, for example, desire to 
make recommendations to the full Senate if cruninal contempt proceed
ings were contemplated. 

***/ Counsel for the President err in contending (Br. 49), tt:at "/_h_/eretofore 
no Committee of Congress has asked the courts to enforce a subpena for 
it. 11 That is precisely what occurred in Reed v. County Commissioners 
277 U.S. 376 (1928), which provoked the .passage of S. Res. 262, and 
in In Re Hearings by the Committee on Banking and Currency, 19 F. R. D. 
410 (N. D. Ill. 1956). In neither instance did the committee seek Senate 
approval to instigate suit. 
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III. The Court Has Jurisdiction Over This Controversy 

The Brief in Opposition objects to each of the statutory and constitutional 

bases of jurisdiction upon which plaintiffs rest this action. To dismiss this 

suit for want of jurisdiction, the Court must find that~ of these 

jurisdictional provisions is applicable, but the President's coun19el, we 

! 
believe, have failed to demonstrate that~ one of these jurisdi~tional bases 

is inapposite. 

I 1331. The Brief in Opposition addresses the question of jurisdictional 

amount in a grudging spirit that is at odds with the law. As we have 

pointed out (Supp. Mem. 14), it is settled that once a good faith assertion 

has been made that a claim involves the requisite jurisdictional amount, 

"LiJ t must appear to a legal certainty that the claim is less than a 

jurisdictional amount to justify dismissal. 11 St. Paul Mercury Indemnity 

Co. v, _Red Cab Co., 303 U.S. 283, 288-289 (1938). 

The attempt to dismiss plaintiffs' claim of jurisdictional amount as a 

"bald assertion" (Br. 22) is without merit. Chairman Ervin's affidavit 

carefully details the direct monetary value to the Committee of compliance 

with its subpenas. The Brief in Opposition makes no effort whatever to 

contradict the various factual assertions in this affidavit, which must 

therefore be accepted as true. The attempt to brush aside the costs to the 

Committee of noncompliance with its subpenas as incidental and immaterial 

(Br. 24) is likewise unavaili!lg. The costs to the Committee of noncompliance 

with its subpenas are simply the mirror image of the costs of compliance 

with assertedly invalid governmental orders, and it is settled that such costs 

may satisfy the jurisdictional amount requirement (Supp. Mem. 17) . .llif 

i§y contrast, the cases cited by the defend;r.nt President on this score (Br. 25 
deal only with the assertion of collateral economic effects from denial of the 
claim such as, in the Elgin v. Marshall and Healy v. Ratta cases, the effect 
of a judgment upon other litigation, and not with the direct costs to the 
plaintiff of carrying out, as in the present case, prescribed responsibilities. 
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In the words of Kheel v. New York Port Authority, 457 F. 2d 46, 49 (2d Cir. 

1972), relied upon by the President (Br. 23-24), the additional cost to the 

Committee "flows directly and with a fair degree of probability" from the 

outcome of this litigation. 

Moreover, the Brief in Opposition fails to deal with the consistent 

decisional precedent (Supp. Mem. 18 n. *) holding that the official duties 

and rights of legislators are susceptible of monetary valuation and provide 

a completely adequate basis for establishing the jurisdictional amount. We 

have cited several cases where legislators' rights and duties have been held to 

be of sufficient worth to satisfy the jurisdictional amount requirements; the 

President's counsel are unable to cite a single decision where a court has 

rejected a legislator's action on the ground that the requisite jurisdictional 

amount was missing.~/ 

§ 1345 The Brief in Opposition appears to misunderstand both our claim 

to jurisdiction under § 1345 and the requirements of that provision. 

Section 1345 provides as follows: 

"Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, the 
district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions, 
suits or proceedings commenced by the United States, or 
by any agency or officer thereof expressly authorized to sue by 
Act of Congress. 

As the placement of the comma after the words "United States" indicates, this 

section distinguishes two classes of plaintiffs: the "United States" and "any 

agency or officer thereof expressly authorized to sue by Act of Congress." 

iDefendant President dismisses the third predicate we have suggested for 
meeting the jurisdictional amount requirement -- the ttdefendant's viewpoint 11 

approach -- with the statement that "it need not be dignified with a response." 
(Br. 25, n. 4). But our position in this regard is supported not only by the 
authorities cited in our Supplemental Memorandum but also by the Court of 
Appeals decision in Ronzio v. Denver & Rio Grande Western R., 116 F. 2d 
604 (10th Cir. 1940). See also Wright, Law of Federal Courts,118-119 (2d ed. 
1970l where the author observes that the "desirable rule" allows consideratio 
of the worth of the suit to the defendant in the jurisdictional amount determina 
tion because "the purpose of a jurisdictional amount, to keep trivial cases 
away from the court, is satisfied where the case is worth a large sum to 
either party." We also note that the President's counsel do not dispute that 
the outcome of this case is of considerable importance to the President. 
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As made clear in our Supplemental Memorandum (pp. 20-21), the 

Committee, as the duly authorized agent of the Senate, brings this suit in 

the name of and on behalf of the United States.!/ Since the requirement of 

authorization by Act of Congress does not apply to suits by the United States, 

there is no merit in defendant President's contention that an Act of Congress 

is required to authorize this action. *<# 

There is likewise no merit in defendant President's claim that 28 U.S. C. 

8 516 requires a congressional litigant to be represented by the Justice 

Department. The statute is an executive housekeeping provision designed to 

govern relations between the various executive agencies, the United States 

Attorneys, and the Attorney General (Supp. Mem. 22 n. **), and has never 

been held to apply to congressional litigation. As Assistant Attorney General 

Peters en recently acknowledged in a September 11, 1973, letter to 

Representative !chord (attached h~reto as an exhibit): 

"While there is no statutory authority for the representation 
of Congressional committees by the Department of Justice. such 
representation has, of course, been traditional. However, as 
you are also aware, there is substantial precedent for Congress 1 

hiring private counsel, particularly in cases where the 
legal is sues to be explored by the litigation raises the possibility 
of conflict with the positions taken by the Department of Justice 
or other parts of the executive b:i:anch in other litigation. 11 Exhibit, p. 3. 

Article III The Brief in Opposition (pp. 10-21) challenges jurisdiction 

under Article ID of the Constitution, asserting that the decisions we have 

cited for the government's authority to sue under that Article are all cases 

where the courts predicated jurisdiction on a statutory basis, 28 U.S. C. 

~ 1345. But the President's aounsel misread thesl' decisions, especially 

laintiffs do not seek to bring suit as an "agency or officer" of the United 
~tates. 

· **I See United States v. Shanks, ss; F. 2d 924 (10th Cir. 1967); Uaite<J States v. 

!
Fabric Garment, Inc., 366 F. 2d 530 (2d Cir. 1966); United States v. Desert 
Gold Mining Co., 433 F. 2d 713 (9th Cir. 1970). 
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In re Debs, 158 U.S. 564 (1895), and 'lhe New York Times Co. v. United 

States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971) which indicate a jurisdictional base in Article ID 

independent of any statutory provision. We refer the Court to our previous 

discussion of these decisions (Supp. Mem. 22). 

§ 1361 .We agree with the President's counsel (Br. 31 · ) that for 

jurisdiction to lie under 28 u. S. C. § 1361 there must be a colorable claim 

of ministerial duty owed by the President. However, this Court ruled in 

Misc. 47-73 that the President's duty to comply with a proper subpena is 

ministerial in character (Op. p. 10, n. 21). While that ruling was made in 

the context of a grand jury subpena, we have shown (Mem. 17; Supp. Mem. 

6-7) that the duty to comply with congressional subpenas is at least equally 

compelling. Theplaintiffs have certainly made a colorable(and, we 

believe, irrefutabl~ claim that the defendant President owes a ministerial 

duty to produce the evidence demanded, and ~ 1361 therefore affords 

jurisdiction. 

Administrative Procedure Act Three points should be stressed with 

respect to the President's challenge .to the ;:!,.intiffs' jurisdiction under 

the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). 

First, this•Circuit has held in Independent Broker-Dealers Trade 

Association v. SEC, 142 U.S. App. D. C. 383, 442 F. 2d 132, cert. 

denied, 404 U.S. 828 (1972), that the APA embodies an independent 

conferral of federal jurisdiction, and thus has effectively overruled its 

earlier rulings inAlmourv. Pace: 90 U.S. App. D.C. 63, 193 F.2d 699 

(1951) and Kansas City Power & Light Co. v. McKay, 96 U.S. App. D. C. 273, 

281-282, 225 F. 2d 924, 932-933 (1955) upon which the Brief in Opposition 

relies heavily (p. 34). !_/ 

:[While the circuits are split over the issue, there are strong dicta in 
several Supreme Court decisions, particularly Rusk v. Cort, 3 69 U.S. 367 
(1962) and.Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136 (1967), which 
support· the position taken by this Circuit in the Independent Broker-Dealers 

case. (Footnote continued on following page. ) 
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Second, "agency action" for purposes of jurisdiction under the APA is 

not, as suggested in the Brief in Opposition (p. 33 ), limited to rulemaking 

and adjudication in the traditional sense. As the decisional law makes clear, 

other forms of executive conduct are also subject to APA review. ~ 

Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971). The APA 

itself defines "agency action 11 to include -- in addition to a 11rule 11 

or "order 11 
-- the "denial" of "relief" or "the equivalent . .. thereo~" and 

the "failure to act."!/ These latter terms aptly describe the President's 

failure to turn over the evidence which the Committee has demanded. **f 

Since the President should be regarded as an "agency" for APA purposes~ 

it follows that the APA affords jurisdiction over this action. 

Third, the Committee has a legal right to have lawful subpenas obeyed. 

~ Watkins v. U.S., 354 U.S. 178, 187 (1957), has therefore suffered 

"legal wrong" by reason of the President's refusal to comply,and accordingly 

has standing to seek judicial review of the validity of the President's actions. 

(Footnote continued from preceding page.) 

In presenting the positions of the various Circuits, the Brief in Oppositio 
has also cited a Second Circuit ruling, Ove Gustavson Contracting Co. v. 
Floete, 278 F. 2d 912 (2d Cir. 1960), which is no longer the law in that Circuit. 
See Rettinger v. FTC, 392 F. 2d 454 (2d Cir. 1968); Citizens Committee for 
Hudeon Valley v. Volpe, 425 F. 2d 97 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,400 U.S. 949 
(1970). 

*f'f..A/gency action' includes the whole or a part of an agency rule, order, 
license, san.ction, relief°, or the equivai"ent or denial therein, or failure to 
act." 5 U.S. C. § 551 (13). 

~ fact, the term "adjudication, 11 as defined by the APA, could well apply 
to the President's action. See 5 U.S. C. I 551 (6 and 7). 

***fAs already pointed out (Supp. Mem. 26), it is the better and emerging view 
that the President is an "agency" for APA purposes. As Judge Leventhal 
stated in Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Connally, 337 F. Supp. 737, 761 

(D.D.C. 1971) (thre&-judge court): 

"The leading students of the APA, whose analyses are often 
cited by the Sut;>reme Court, and who on some matters are in 
conflict with each other, seem to be in agreement that the term 
'agency' in the APA includes the President - a conclusion 
fortified by the care taken to make express exclusion of 
'Congress' and 'the courts. 111 

Judge Leventhal cited the following authorities in supp_ort of this conclusion: 
R. Berger, Administrative Arbitrariness - A Synthesis, 78 Ya.le L.J. 965, 
997 (1%9); K. Davis, Administrative Arbitrariness - A Postcr1pt, 114 U. of 
Pa. L. -'.Rev. 823, 832 (1966); L. Jaffee, The Right to Judicial Review, 71 
Harv. L. Rev. 401, 769, 778, 781 (1958) • .!!! at 761, n. 43. 
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IV The President Is Not Privileged to Disobey the Committee's Subpenas 

In dealing with the merits of this controversy, the Brief in 

Opposition engages in a wide-ranging discussion of the generalized 

need for confidentiality in government. This discussion is largely 

beside the point, al most wholly ignoring the narrow thrust of the 

Committee's subpenas and the fact that they are directed at possible 

criminal misconduct by executive officials. 

Counsel for defendant President at no point challenge the Committee's 

assertion that the President enjoys no privilege to withhold evidence 

relating to his own criminality. As we have shown (Mem., pp. 18, 19 ), 

the defendant President has already conceded this point, and this 

concession was reiterated in the Court of Appeals proceeding on the 

!I 
Special Prosecutor 1s case. The President has sought to avoid the 

impact of that concession in this case by contending that the Committee 

lacks authority to investigate presidential misconduct, but we have also 

shown (pp. 19 -21 supra ) this contention to be without merit. Accord

ingly, the President is required to respond to the Committee's subpenas 
*'*I 

insofar as they bear on his own possible wrongdoing. 

As we have shown (Mem. pp. 21-27), there is likewise no 

executive privilege to withhold evidence relating to criminal wrongdoing 

by presidential subordinates. There is no si:ibstance in the President's 

effort to avoid this showing by reference to a supposed "unbroken 

record of successful assertions" of executive privilege against Congress 

(Mem., p. 54). As Professor Berger has established with painstaking 

care, see R.· Berger, Congressional Inquiry vs. Executive Privilege, 

!J Brief of Petitioner in No. 73 - 1962, at 69-71. 

**/We trust the Court will recognize that the reference to the President's 
-;;;'n possible criminality·is not recklessly made. There is certainly much 
evidence that would exonerate the President, but, as demonstrated in our 
Statement of Material Facts, there is sufficient evidence to establish a 
prima facie case that the President was engaged in criminal conduct. In 
such circumstances, executive.privilege cannot be used to suppress 
evidence.that would tend to prove or disprove this prima facie case. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 58 
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12 U;C;L.A; L;• Rev. 1043 (1965). this claim rests on a gross distortion 

of the historical record. In many significant instances the President 

has yielded to Congressional demands for information. See Berger, 

supra. at 1078 et seq. In other instances, the Congress has yielded. 

* I 
The general historical record is at best mixed and ambiguous-;- and 

will not support the President's blanket claim of absolute discretion 

to withhold any and all information from Congress. 

Moreover, if analysis is confined to the precise issue in controversy 

here -- the Congress' right to evidence bearing on possible executive 

criminality where a threshold showing of wrongdoing has already been 

made out -- the historical record decidedly favors the Congress. As 

demonstrated in our Historical Appendix, the executive has, in such 
*"4 

cases, repeatedly obeyed congressional supenas and demands for 

information. The Brief in Opposition fails to document any contrary 

examples, and also fails to adduce any instances where Congress 

allegedly "acknowledged" (Br. 55) an executive right to withhold infor-

mation in such circumstances. 

The argument that legislators and judges, along with Presidents, 

have a need for confidentiality (Br. 60-71) likewise ignores the narrow 

scope of the issue presented here. The Com.rnittee has never asserted 

that the President is not entitled to a large measure of privacy in 

communicating with his aides. It has not sought to mount a wholesale 

* I The Brief in Opposition (p. 50) dismisses the frequent examples of 
~ecutive capitulation to congressional demands for evidence as instances 
of "voluntary' compliance. But the instances where Congress has failed to 
press evidentiary demands in the face of executive refusals might likewise 
be described as "voluntary. 11 Moreover, as Professor Berger shows, it 
is simply not true, as claimed by defendant President (Br. 52), that where 
matters have been "forced to a showdown," Congress "has always yielded. 11 

**/ In regard to the claim advanced in the B;tef in Opposition (pp. 2-3) 
that no cabinet head has ever testified before a congressional committee 
in response to a subpena, see historical evidence marshalled in our 
Supplemental Memorandum (p. 10, n. ***), which demonstrates that 
cabinet heads, through testimony and otherwise, have responded to con-
gre s sionional s ubpenas. 
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,:, / 
invasion of executive confidentiality. The Committee simply 

asserts an absence of any privilege to suppress evidence of possible 

executive criminality where a threshold showing of wrongdoing has been 

made out. The defendant President concedes (Br. 60) that executive 

privilege exists 11for the benefit of the public, not of the executive •. 11 

As we have shown (Mem., p. 9, 18~~. ), the courts have concluded 

that executive pri!rilege to suppress evidence of executive wrongdoing 

would plainly invite abuse, is not in the public interest, and ought not 

to be recognized. In Misc. 47-73, this Court specifically held that 

executive privilege cannot be 11invoked as a cloak for serious criminal 

wrongdoing." (Op., p. 19) 

The privileges enjoyed by the judicial and legislative branches are 

likewise vulnerable when criminality is involved. In Clark v. United States 

2.89 U!S. 1 (1933), the Supreme Court held that the jurors' privilege of 

secrecy fails when wrongdoing is involved, while this Court's decision 

in Misc. 4 7- 73 observed {Op., p. 2.1): 

"A Court would expect that if the privacy of its 
deliberations .•. were ever used to foster 
criminal conduct or to develop evidence of criminal 
wrongdoing, any privilege might be barred and 
privacy breached. 11 

Even the legislator's privilege, grounded constitutionally on the 

specific language of the Speech or Debate Clause, does not offer a blanket 

shield to charges of criminal misconduct. In Gravel v. United States, 

408 u:s. 606 (1972.), the Court held that Senator Gravel's assistant 

could be compelled to tesitfy about publication of the Pentagon Papers, 

which the Senator hitn!elf had read on the Senate floor. The Court went 

on to state that even the Senator could be interrogated by a grand jury 

*/ It should also be stressed that defendant President has made no claim 
that the materials sought by the Committee involve military or foreign 
;-elations secrets. 
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concerning the sources of information which he relied on in performing 

* I 
his legislative duties if criminal conduct were indicated. 408 U.S. at 62Z-:-

In United States v. Brewster, 408 u.s: 501 (1972), a Senator's conviction 

for making a floor speech in return for a bribe was upheld on the ground 

that L-t-:./aking a bribe is, obviously, no part of the legislative process 

or function." 408 U.'S: at 526. In view of these authorities, it is hardly 

tolerable for the Executive, who enjoys no constitutional grant of 

**f 
immunity, to assert a privilege which is denied to legislators and the 

judicial branch. 

Finally, we must reiterate that the selective disclosure authorized 

by the defendant President has destroyed any claim of confidentiality in 

this case. As already explained (Mem •. , pp. 28-33) the defendant 

President may not toy with the Select Committee by picking and choosing 

among tapes, papers, and memory, and only allowing revelation of those 

portions he apparently feels most beneficial to disclose. As also ex

plained (Mem., pp. 29-30) the controlling Supreme Court decisions in 

Lopez v. United States. 373 U~S; 427 (1963) and Osborn v. United States, 

385 u.s~ 323 (1966) preclude the assertion of privilege with respect to 

recordings of conversations where the asserted privilege has been waived 

with respect-to testimony regarding such conversations. For defendant 

President to have withheld all evidence, although unjustified, would be 

more defensible than allowing him to tailor the facts by choosing the most 

convenient stopping place in the evidence while still claiming publicly 

* / Contrary to the President's assertion (Br. 62), Gravel does not 
provide a blanket immunity for communications between legislators and 
aides. Such protection extends only to legitimate "legislative acts," 
(33 L Ed at 603- 408 U;S: at 626) and~ makes clear that 
criminal activities are not within the''sphere of legitimate legislative 

activity." 408 U. s. at 624 

** / For a discussion of the Framer's refusal to grant privileges to 
the Executive, see this Court's decision in Misc. 47-73, Op., pp. 3-5. 
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* / 
that he has not waived executive privilege-;-

All evidentiary privileges express important social interests in 

confidentiality. Yet all are wahed by partial disclosure. The President 

has failed to explain what it is that sets apart the privilege which he 

asserts and enables him to present a one-sided version of the evidence 

to a tribunal which is constitutionally entitled to the full facts regarding 

possible wrongdoing by the President and his associates • 

.!.._L. The serious weakness of the President's position re the waiver 
issue is illustrated by his sole, misconceived reliance (Br. p. 51) on 
United States v. Reynolds, 345 U;s: 1 (1953), to establish the non
waivable nature of executive privilege despite the fact that Reynolds did 
not even discuss the concept of waiver and was fully distinguished in our 
initial memorandum {pp. 31-32). 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above and in plaintiffs other memoranda, 

plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. 
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September ll, 1973 

?:onorable P..iehard B • .Ichord, Clu1.irman 
COilllr.ittee on Znternal Secuirty 

of the United States Tiouse of Representatives 
l-:nshington, n. c. 

Re I tlnl ted S1;a tea se-rvice."1teJ1 '• Fun~ et al v. 
Jamee o. Eastland, et al. 
~os. 24,2791 24,412 and 71-2034 
OSCA for the District of Columbia Circuit 

Dear Chalz:man Ichorch 

As yo\'lr staff was orally info:riaea on August 30, 1973, 
the Court_i>f Appeals, on that date, lssue4,lu opinion an4 
judgn,ent iD the above cited case. Thia caae is,. of_course, 
a oORpanion case to similar cases·· filed a9ainst your Cce
mlttee by .t:he Progressive Labar Party,·the National Peace 
Action Coa.lition·ana the Peoples coalition for Peace ancl 
Justice and all of these cases were consolil!lated ror appeal, 
t.'lougb t:he jad9JDe11t in the cases 1nvolvin9 your Colllllitte has 
not yet beell i.ssue4 •. '.":. ~ 

, 
As you ere _are, ·in each of t:Mse cases, the Departr.ient 

of Justice in representin~ your OOmmittee and the Senate 
SUhoo!mrJ.ttee strongly relied upon the doctrine of aepara-
tion of powers e.nl! the Speech and Dobate clause in ar~g, 
inter alia, that the courts lacked subject l'.latter juris
dictfon of the litigation bccnuse there uere no parties 
properly before the court as to whCll!I effective relief could 
be fashioned, that, in any event, even if the courts -re 
asSU!\\ed to have subjectl!lllt.ter jurisdiction, the cases 
should be he1d t:o be llOD-jwaticiahle because of .the respect 
due a ooordinzit:e branch of· t:M Govermaent and because of t:he neea to aw,icl a -COnatitutiona1 aonfrontation between bfo · 
coorclinat:e branches of t:he .Governl!lent.. 

· ffe bave fmtber ·contanaed that: the defend.ants, !ncl.ud
ing the Congressional defandant:s .and· the l!leJlbers of their 
st:a.ff, ._re ilm!iune fra11 11111t •.. :tn the case lmPolvia9 the _ ·- . 
Senate IIUbccxra!d'ttee, we alao raised t:ho privilege of t:ha 
Congress over !ta reoorda and papers - a defense to the 
attempted deposition of the SUbccllllllttee aounsel. 
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Copies of the c,·inio,: cf thf, co='!: tf :-.l';;c?.l:: !·"!v? 
l...:,cn furnish-:,:} to yo'.!.r staff. In this ciecision, t!'lo Coi:.rt 
of hppel\ls has hal,: that the cas~s are ,-'!thin the j=isdic
tion of t.~o Courts, that th~y do present jur.ticiable issues, 
that the Congresi::ional cJefcnr1ants • including both the 
Senators and House :ner'...!:crs thenticlvCf:, are not i=une from 
suit, and that the. Senators and !fouse Members •hould not 
have been disr.-.issed from the suits by t.'tie District Col!rt. 

Moreover, t!u>ugh not deciding the point, the Court of 
Appeals also directs the trial court to, on remand, 
reconsidor the sustaining of the Senate's claim of privilege 
as to the records and docu."11e11ts of the Senate. 'This claiiu 
was made after t:he senate passed a resolution ordering staff 
counsel to testify only concerning matters in the public 
record and prohibiting cou.,ael frQII! producing any informa
tion frcm the files of the Sonat~. 

A petition for a writ of certiorari in t:he case invol
ving the .Senate Subcornl:d ttee would have to be file!! in the 
Supreme Court· by ?1ovember 28, 1973. Since the panel .in the 
court of Appeals included a judge sitting by designation 
from another circait and the two judges frOl!I the District 
of COlumbia circuit split on the <iecision, a petition for 
rehearing en bane may be considered appropriate, particu
larly sincetlieDistrict of Columbia i8 the only jurisdiction 
in vhich this type of suit may be brought. '?he date for 
petition for rehearing would normally expire on Sept&-:iber 13, 
1973, but we are requesting an extension of ti."11E! to file such 
a petition for a thirty day period to And including October 13, 
1973. A sir.dlar request will be made to e:r.tend the period 
for rehearing in the casos involving your C0!'!'1:dttee. 

The purpose of this letter is to.solicit your views on 
the question of whether or not thc-se cases should be further 
appealed, eithor by the filing of a petition for a writ of 
certiorari in the SUpreJ'lle Court, or by the filing for a 
petition for rehearing vith a suggestion of en bane rehearing 
with the circuit court. :rt ia also to request that you 
consider this question in light of the legal issues involved 
in these cases and the possible conflict of the legal argu
ments advanced with the legal position that may be taken by the 
Senate Com'!littee on campaign Activities in its civil suit 
attempting ~.obtain the production of the Presidenti.al tapes. 

It is also requested that, if you desire to further 
pursue these F.att.ers on appeal, consideration be given to 
whether or not you wish to obtain the services of private 
counsel to represent you further, particularly in light of 
the litigation now being pursued by t:he Special Prosecutor 
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also concerning the Presidential tnpes. ~"bile there i~ 
no statutory authority for the representation of Congressional 
cor.irnittees by the Department of Justice such representation has, 
of course, been traditional. However, as you are also aware, 
there is substantial precedent for Congress• hiring private 
counsel, particularly in cases where the legal issues to be 
explored by the litigation raises the possibility of conflict 
with the positions taken by the Department of Justice or 
other parts of the executive branch in other litigation. 

We would appreciate receiving your views on these 
matters and any instructions you may have concerning further 
action by the Department of Justice on the Committ- • s or 
Bouse•• behalf as soon as is possible •. 

Respectfully, 

Beru:y E. Petersen 
Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

cc1 Honorable Sl!lll J. Ervin, ·Jr., Chairman 
Senate Conmittee on Presidential Cl"..mpaign Activities 

United States Senate. 
Washington, D. c. 

Mr. Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 
Senate ~ttee on Presidential Campaign Activities 
Washington, D. c. 

Mr. a. Charles wright 
Counsel to the President 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N W 
Washington, D. C. 

1-lr. Archibald Cox 
Special Prosecutor, Watergate Prosecution Force 
1425 lt Street, Ji w 
Washington, D •• -e. 

Honorable James o. Eastland, Chai.%man 
SubcomClittee on :tnternal Secui.rty of the 

Col!eittee of the Judiciary of the United States Senate 
Washington, D. c. 
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_ On Behalf of the Plafotl ffs: 

. -&lllm!I. D.ASB . 
.1'1IBS IW11UOB 
l"8AI.D .1).... R<mDl>A • 

. DCBAU> BmUllS 

. WILLLII! T. MAT.NJII. 

0a Behalf of_ t:he_ Defevtant:: 

CURI ES .AI.Am. W&IGBI' , . -
LBOBABD CARMERP . - ,. 

DOmI.AS H.. PAUEll 
TBClfAS p. HAlll'l1S 

;.; ao.BJ!E+. ~ ~-

' -~ ,-
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.l .! ..2 £ .! .! ~ l .!.i .! 

DI caarr: Are ,- naq, llr. DubT 

·,, · --··· ~'i.t:'',,:,~·~· ~ic'~·~ ~fsi('•',it.:ii.i.~'"-' 
,._ • .':~ -i~-t·, ··-
Chief CciaaNl for the S..te 8e1ec:& ec-1.ttee OD PrNidatid 

Caapatp .lcd.-.ii~:t .'?be~~-~ ~·s.· ~'w.ct 
Caaittee ma ~ld~id~ip' .lct:~•f.tt..~l~,·kt.~b~•F;!i· 

,.· .. ·,~··•et''··•n '•ltb.tl·<' ,~ .•. ,.:.~~r--... !;.!.:, -·.· 1 c'f'···~ ••. ··+i-1,, 
~ llbriaia, ~ CI..U .lctia .... 1593-7;a. v..... · ",. ,... ' · ""'-

·:}' :~., • . .,.,• •''·"!· ,. ··1-"".> ~ : -.~ . ,-~•· .. :PC t"~ "~~ -. 

Va are t..r., Tom: Baaor, aa the Plalntlffa' aotiai far 

~ .Judp~ -c,;. the. ~1abat: u' fihd ~~· Dedar~~c ~;t 

.;.t. ,: 

. . 1 • : . . . ' ~ ,;_ :._ ,:"-

Briefly, 1 t:bink t:be facU are .. 11 bolla Chat OD · 

.1u1y 23, 1973 the Seate Se~t ~lttee afblr-~ ~
wte of t:be CcaalttN actually done 1D public aualon, ,roted to 

und two subpoenu to the Pruldeot of tbe IJDitecl States far 
# , • ., • • • • •• 

fbe specific tapes, COIWeraatlou or recordings OD e1ectronlc 
, s-. ' ~ ~ ~ ·< · ~ -·· ~ ·"' · ~ ,. ;. ~ r • 4:·, ~.l.1 '· · -;..-;;, ~ 

tape, aa4 ame clocuunta retatea to apeclfled perioas. · All of 
• • 11 •; .,.-:.· ... \ \ ·-~-:.-: ""'),f :·. ~-" ",\'· f 

the aubpoeau -the bto'
1

nbpoenaa- ·..,t the aattera subpoen ... 

were clearl7lDllicat:ed u relatlag to crfaiaal actbitlea •lch 
• . ,. .· f ~- ' (" .· ,,·. • . . '. . 

were part of the laveat:lgation under the Senate Jtesolatlaia 60 

.... ion DOiie' 

- .. • • /( • f • • "- '• T • "le t • 1 (i • • .. r 

!be aubpoenu were required~ Your Bonor ;·· because the 
. . ~ \ · , - , ~ .. c: ~~ t.\'..l r-,~r.:~,r;f i ·:~;,.""~ .. 

Camit
0
tee through its wn iqvutfgatlYe process 8DII its ~ 

- _,, f ~:,,, 4 , .. .- _.-. ,:·+·t·.··":--·.4·,., ..... .t, ... _,t:,~-·~ 

public bearlnga -· acrou· lnfomatloa'tbrougb'tfie ~t:laony of 
~ :..· ; ., ' ~ ,_,, 

... ¥ ,, ~- •• - ,, 

. ~ .. . ~ ' .. 
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llr. Butterfield that - an-going recording bad take place 

dar1ac tbe period n1ftallt to tbe ·c-tttee'• ~ of can

~1- tbat ... atzwl:, ~ to tbe iaNat!ptla 

of tbe C...Utee. 

'Ille c-1.ttee bad ..._.. tbe uatfam:, of •ariou 

...... • apeciall:, llr. .1olm Dua ... bad hatlf1ad to apeclfic 

coawcutlcma w1tla tbe traw.at 1D tbe Otral office 1D llb1cb 

be allepd that be bad lafomed tbe Presidaat a earl:, u Sept:aber 

is. lffl of •ariou actbitiea on Id.a part tbat tbe Preaidmt 

at lent iadL:ahd 1malf1ec1ge of Cbue activitiea lfh1cb llr. Dea 

atated to tbe O...itt• left hta with tbe conviction tbat tbe 

Pruidellt ... full:, nan of tbe cove-up activit:, tbat wu going 

OD. 

There vu other teatJaon:, before the Camaittee -Kr. 

Baldaa'• teattaoa:,, llr. Ebrliclaan'• teatmon:, which would 

interpret the coveraatloD of Septeber 1S and alao other coaver

aatiou of Pebraar:, 28th ad llarch U• lfarcb 21at u aaaevbat 

differmtl:, t:bma llr. Dea teatlfiad to • 

.And 1lbm the C:C-itt. 1eamed for the fint ttae, 

u a .. ttar of fact, it did aot 11:NU:, hn• to tr:, to weigh 

tbeH diacrepaDc:iea baaed on credibllit:, of the wit:aeaa .. , or 

maber of the witnea ... , that in fact exact recordinp of thua 

"£7 coaveraatiou tbet wen be1Qg teatlfiad to before the 

Caaittee ad witbill the ~ of the resolution of the 

Caaittee that there were IIIICb, recordings, aad perhaps algbt: ba 
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t:be alttaate witnaa for t:be C.-ittee, t:be C.-itue Hllgbt . 
to dtt:a1a tileae ~ fint IJ7 coaparatioD w1tb t:be heaw.t' • 

office, :lt faile4 to accmpU.ah tllia _. ftu117 - ncp1ni 

to -- .-poau. 
l t:hl.Dk it 1a alao well lmCIIIIII t:be l'nalAlmt r.,DDII• 

1>7 refaalag to boaor t:be a-, oePN claalag BDcat:be pri'ri.lep 

_. nparat;ioD ~ powera llb1cla ill a .... -aaatea wlt:h bf.a 

kecatlff~o 

t'ba C:C-it:tee bellff• t:hat lt 1a aamtlal, Year 

Bonor, cbat tbua tapu be attained or tba iafomatlon daat 

appears OD tba tapu be attained b7 tba C.-it:tee ill order to 

carr,. oat ita aandate. 

'DB CODU': Does tba Caaitt• coatead :lt 1a aeceaHr7 

to liatm to tbue tapu for t:be purpoaa of writf.Dg an adequate 

report 1D tbia caaat 

111.. DASB: I would 1D:a to ea,. for tba parpoaa of 

writing. fall report. 

'DB comr: Ka7 I ask a question ca:t:hatT 

I want to preface •7 raaru, of course, that _,. tfae 

I ask a qaeatioD doula't 1.a41cate boll l • going to ra1e la t:H.a 

case, I• afapl7 aeeldag iafomatiOD haa botb aidea. 

OD page 39 of ,oar brief, tba brief OD behalf of ~ 

President filed by bis counnl, COUDN1 notes a atataeat aada 

b7 Saaator Danial L Inouye, one of the Plaintiff• ill t:bf.a cue, 

on IIBC' • Keet the Presa laat aont:b. aJa atateHQt caa 111 
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respoue to a qautioll pond 1,y llr •. Carl Stam wb1cb wu u 

fono.. _. l • qaot1ag fna tbe t:ramcr1pt: 

.... Sfllll: 'Iba llldCe ....... - • delay Sa 

nspaD111ng to ,aar Cmaittee•a nite for tbe Pruldmtld 

apes -Id.as it alaNt certa1D that tbe Cmaittee w111 not 

pt accesa to tbou tapes before tbe _. of tbe bearf.D&a 

.... if it w1aa its figbt 1a c:oarc. Does St: ... ..., 

diffareace• and voa1AI tbe Cmaittee couider poaaibly 

poatpoa1ng 11:a report to tba fall S..te until each ttae 

u tbe tapea .. tter 1a ruobedT 

"saacll IDJD: Aa &r u I• concerned peraoaa117, 

thia 1a where tba tliffenace betwem a legialatbe and• 

judicial proceeding caae 111. U this were a crlainal 

.. tter I 110111.cl NJ' tba tapes an absolutely aeces .. , ad 

uamtial. But Sa oar cue 1 think ve can proceed and 

.1.ew. 

file aa adequate report without tba tapes." 

Tb1a aubject 1IU again aiaed later ill tba .... iater-

"HI.. STIIUI: Senator• I • pau1ecl b7 your previaJa 

reapm1N to .. that it IIIDU1.ml1 t IIHe auch difference whether 

yoa get those tapes or not. Rot ODl.7 1a that iDconsiatat . 
• 

with tba poaitioa ,our CM11awyen are taking ill tba coarta 

but also take for aaaple Kr. Dean. a central figure 1D 

tbe .. teer llbo bas raised eaae .,., aer1oaa cluu:gea.. 1 

doll•t lmlt of UJ' wa7 of .. tabliabing whether he told tba 
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tratb or aot acept tbNe ~. Doesn•t it ••Uer to yea 

111 :,om- f1Da1 nparc wbatbar ,- •taltUala .._ la .. ,, .... 

the tratbT 

"SBlll'J:Ca DODD: l uW Cid.a w W7 ,-.cmaJ. ,rS.. 

gatlea ad • cria1aa1 cue. Ia a crfa1Da1 cue i& ~ 

be abao1.at:e11 aHDtlal. l would ~ the tapa N .... 

naltule. Bat for the parpoae of tb1a ~ttee 1 • 

cert:a111 the Caaltcee report can be aada. 

"la STBU: 'foa penoaaUJ e1GD•t care vbo la tellf.Dg 

the mathT 

"SD&Tal IJDJD: Becauae it 18 not our baai.neaa to 

declcle the guilt or lanocence of any partJ' 9 tb1a 18 •1 

.. 1 ... " 

Jlol, 9 18 ,om: poaltlon bare 1ncoaa1atent 9 Nr. Daah.-wtth 

the poa1t1Ga taltaa bJ SeDator IDoa,eT 

n. DAS&: Well 9 not eaapletelJ. 1 th1ak daere are 

two tbinga I IIOUlAl Ub to aay to Senator Inouye'• reapoaae to 

Kr. Steru'a 111tenS... 

limber 1 9 1 th1Dk be did •pbaalze be waa apreulag 

a peraonal v1 .. and aot the Smate' •• I think the Senate Na 

mumfaoua 111 ita ,rote an4 1ta effort to obta111 the apea and 

1D 1ta clata that it abaolute11 Deeds the tapu ta order 

to not vr1te an adequate report but to write a full report 111 

accordance with ita aandate. 
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dwl me u alApaa. a 1 tbink be .Ud .. the l.pecial Pnanntor 

......... Nfan tile eo.c ........ ..,. la Ilia kiaf ~ 

• c:o.rc bu ...- ardend tbe Pnaidelle to cam ower atar1a1 

wbare B:qcst,,e prbUep bu beaa auerced. Md be na117 

ignores. etraDpl7. tbat 'loar 11cmor. tld.a eoart. bu ~ 

aucb aa order iD tile ·recant; cue broagbt 'by tile Special PrONCUtar 

for tbe ... tapn u .. aubpoeaaed • 

.Judicial review of Bucati'ff pri'Vilege qwticm la 

rul17 not new u daoutrahd ill tbe a.,no1u cue. and judicial 

mi .. of confrontaticlm betlfeen tbe Coa&r•• and Eseclltiw ia 

aot a rarity. 

the steel aeizure caae; the Heyen c:aae. tbe Lovett case. all 

caau where conflicts where tbe iuae of executive pri.vilege 

have risen. 

What in effect tbe PJ:ea1-t•a coauel Neka to 4~ 
I 

especially iD c:uea llhere the President bi•aelf la -* ilwol,red• 

ia thb ... Eucuti'ff Branch aatten and aot tbe Pru:l.cleat;. 

1 think '!oar Honor ..U •tatecl in .,oar oplaicm in tbe 

cue before you that was brought 'by the Specia1 Prosecutor. Toa 

indicated that t. be Presidaat:'• poaitioa WClald aet up rull7 a 

foarth branch of govenaent and distinguiabed tbe Prdda:at frca 

his out-reach which are the 'fflJ:T people who operate for Ida • 

.U 8 •tter of ~. tbe 'loanptOIID Sheet; and Tube 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 59 
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CDllpaDJ caH reall:, ... • cue where t:be Court: dealt: with what t:be 

Pseaf.cleat: dom 1D aeia:lD& t:be amel aU1a ewo tbolWI t:be par

d.clllar penoa ......... s-,.r. t:be Secntary •f ~. 

!BB c:oun: Talking about: absolute privilege DDW9 

correct? 

a. DASH: Tal.JdD& about: t:be abaolata prlvilep iaaae. 

'DIB c:oun: I.et: - ult ,oa daia. <lwi.oaaly :,oa caa 

... I'• reading &om t:beM quaat:iona. I caa't :remeaber all t:beH 

tblDga and I write tbea out:. I'• aot: t:ryiDg t:o trap eit:ber aide. 

11ow. iD coaaectfoD witb daia 9 doesn't: tbe Ooagnaa 

claia the •- aort of abaolat:e privilege for it:a papers u the 

Preaident claiaa here? Suppoae t:be attorney general subpoenaed 

papen froa a certain coagnaaional coad.t:tee or aeaat:or. or 

talllber •f the 11oaae. aad :refaaed t:o boaor t:be aubpoena. they 

wouldn't boaor t:be subpoena aa:,. 1IOll1.d you uy t:be at:torne:, 

general wuld come t:e the coart for help 1D enforcing the aub

poeu. t:be court could properly iaaae a declaratDry juclgment or 

injunction againat: tbea? 

JI&. D&SB: Yea 9 I do. 

m CODRT: Diatf.nguiab t:be DD. You ...... you know. 

I haven't: ruled fiD&lly on anything iD t:be deciaion I rendered. 

I ailllply haw gone u far aa aaying I have takeD t:be middle of the 

road approach and I can't possibly determine t:be queat:ion of ,;.· ·• 
./t:)J. 

privilege until I bear t:be tapes• if I -,,.r bear tbea. <'. ·.~i• 
a. DlSII: '!bat 1a correct. Your Bonor 9 and I think 

Your Honor baa mled 9 t.owe-r. OD t:be key iaataa daat alao govern 
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Pruideot bu u abaolate ~la det.emf.Md.oD of aacad.w 

privilege; aad ~. llbetber or DOC tbia court'• proces8 estead8 

to the Pxeddeat. I •aggeat tbat ia•ae 1a DO dUfexent tbaa the 

Coagmaa. Whuever Congreaa'• ezecatiw privilege 1a 1a nvta.able 

b7 the court under Powell vs NcQnaack deciaioaa aad all deciat.u 

of the court sa:,s executlw privilege iasue 1a a -tter tbac la 

determined b7 the court aad w IIOu1.d not usert aa absolute 

power la the Cong%8aa to bold that would DOt be •ubject to court 

review. And I tblak that our position 1a DO dlffexent tbaD the 

Encutlve'• position. 

lllow we submit that the court bu onl:, mceatl:, held that 

lD tbla area as ra1es have indicated and - are on famf.U.ar 

terrltor:, lD resolving the controvera:, lmrolved lD thia c .... 

'!be controven:,. Your Honor• 1a fall:, -tcm. and ripe for 

judicial zesolatioD on our •tioD for • .-r:, judgaenc. 'l'be 

defendant bu not coaaoverted an:, of the item set forth la 

our statement of -tierl.al facts u to wJllcb there 1a no genab• 

J.uae as 11e set forth la the •tlna for s.-r:, jadgaant. All 

lasues of defense have been full:, briefed aad are befon Yoar 

Honor. and I tblak we are ripe for a decf.aioD. 

, 'l'be -jor questions oo the -r1ts as I have just 

indicated• have alrud:, been decided b:, the court. alt:boagb 

Your Honor baa reserved the questioa whether or 111>t la thia par

ticular case wf.tb regar4 to tbeae tapea• and oar case it wolt.d 
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have to be 1a regud to ewa the 4-nta - baa aaked 1D oar 

aecoad ae,oeu. 'lb-. 1a - bacati,,. pd.Yllep. and I a'bolll 

atata here then 1a • iaaaa bet:weea the huldeK aad the 

ao-ittee OD the exiataDce of becad.ft prlvllep. I IIOllld .. 7 

w could pnbaltly agree wi.tb ao-tldrda of the Preddaat'• brief. 

then be Nta oat 1a bZNd outli• the Bmcutl,,. prlvllep wblcb 

be need• 1a o:rder t:o carry oat bu coud.taclonal datie•• or 

atatatory datiea. 

Senator Ervla 9 Olaf.mu of the eo-lttee. bu bequeatly 

atated that be concurs and agnea there muat be - Execud.w 

privllege mere the Preaideat maat be 1D a podtloa CD be abla 

to withhold certain -cerlala lo ozder to preaerve confidentiality. 

We are here not on tbe broad usm • we axe not uking 

thu Court to declare a 'broad ozder on Executive privilege. We 

are here to talk about a very aanow caH and .. aak that u the 

Special Proaecator asked tbe Court to aake a deteraluatloa 

whether or not Executi'IM prlvllege 1.aam la pzoperl:, raised here 

and it 1a for tbe Court u Your Boaor ~. to detezaiaa that 

la••• and here mat we are ukiag for 1a DOI: all the papen of 

the Preaideat. We are DOI: uk1D& far a napage tbxougb the 

Preaident'• paper•• the apectte t:battbe Preaident'• couaael 

raiaea u be did la the prior cue -fDar blllldred separata 

dlatrlct courts coa1ag 1a and all aaltea beiag drawa to pt tbe 

Prut.dent'• paper• 1a am:eal, 
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'l'BI. coon: Let - uk JOU cbia qaeatioa: tbe fuDc:tioD 

of :,oar coad.ttee la eatiftl7 dlffueat tbaD tbe faactioa •f tbe 

grand Jury. w bow that. You baw a leglalatiw flmctioa. 

a. :DASH: Yu. I aaggeat. Yoar Honor. 1.t la aot ODJ.7 

different but I aa7 equal if aot - illportaat 1.D tbla cua be

cause I woal4 auggeat to Your Honor - -

'DIE COOB.T: -now. do JOU know of an, other case iD al• 

a>at two hundred :,ears of blator:, of our goverameat 11hen tbe 

.- approach baa been made• where a person. aa7 • baa beeD aub

poenaed to appear before the comd.ttee to prodace certain recods 

and mfuaal baa been made? The usual way to obtain nllef OD tba 

part of the Comaittee ia either by gett:1 ng the sergeant-of-ania 

to arrest the paraoD --of course :,ou never entertai.Ded that idea. 

fliea :,ou have Title 2. Section 192 of the United States Code 

whereby :,OU tara the -tter O"Nr to tba United States Attorney• 

Depart:aent of .Justice• to bring auita by way of pxosecatiDD. 

You di.du' t select that. Bow ia thia the first tu. t:bia aven• 

baa been trled • tbla app:roacb baa bee~ tried by wa:, of declarator:, 

judgment? 

Ill. JlASR: Yea. 

THE COURT: All :,oa are aakiD& for la a ruling OD tbe 

legality. 

Ill! :DASH: On the legalit:,. And I think tbe.uaiqueaeH 

and why we are iD thla position la ao~ the reaponaibility of the 

Colllldttee but the President pat aa in tbla position. 
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e. obtala the t:apu .&OIi die people .... ud tbell at the tla w 

1earDed of tbelr ed.atence. 

Aa a •tmr of &ct. the tape• ud tbue documaata 

•n actually not la the eJ11Claalve poa ... aloa of the Prealdeat. 

Mr. Butterfield matlfied anclar oath befare the o.dttee that 

the Secnt Serv1ce bad theta 8Dd they .. n •iDtalned aDCI pGHHHd 

by tbea. Bat lt la oDly wea we aouabt to obtaiD tbe• that t:be 

Pxealdeat took excluab• coatnl over tbell la a aeuse. using 

u early aD&l.o17. pat bf.aself 1a the acboolboase door. Aud be 

preaented the confroatatloa. Odlaarlly we would have aubpoeuaed 

au official subordluate to the heal.dent aod then the proper 

route would have been either a reco11111endatl on for citation for 

contempt llhicb we come the crlalual route referrlig to the 

prosecutor or the extraordillary way of our COIIIIIOD law powers to 

prosecum oorael,,.. through the aergeant•of-aras. 

'DIE COOI.T: lltat you are aayiDg 1a effect ia this: 

if the Prealdeat bad aot personally tabu poaaessioD of these 

tapes• U they were aot vitbia hia actual or consttucd99 poaaeH

ion at the present ti.a. the Coiaittee would have probably pro

ceeded by vay of ukiDg for an inclictaent under Title 2. Sectiou 

192, if some BUbordluam bad poasesaiou of the tapes? 
·. ",,-.<".,_:· 

. '·,. "··(~~. 

Nl. DUR: Yu. Aa I aay. we an pot ill this posit!oa 

becauae of the President's action~ I think the Court can clearly 
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aadentaDd that when the Pnaldeat blaaelf aow ba• placed bl.11-

••lf u tbe peraoa wbo .. t be confnac:.d OD t:hia t.aa. tbat: it 

would be uaseeal1 of coane to 11H 0tr-=-a law powers tbmap 

the Nrgeaot-of-araa with the Pre•ldeat: ef the thdad Statu. 

but we alao believe it would be uueeel.1 t:o refer the Pnaldeat 

for criminal indictment:. As a matter of fact: we -Y 111>1: be able 

to because takiog the President's counsel'• owa po•lt:ioa that: 

the President: cannot be indicted under that: particular statute 

which pro,,idu for a mudemeanor ualess be la iapeacbed. Sit 

you hue to go the impuch-nt route befoxe you cau even refer 

to the prosecutor for ladicc-nt. 'lbenfoxe. reall1 there ... _ 

DO viable procedure for the Ooaait:tee. A very agl1 coafrontatloa 

would have been pxeseated if we bad gone the crlmlaal route. or 

the serg-nt-of-a'l'IU route; and very frankly. where the President: 
DOW 

himself/baa asserted exclust,,. coatml• tbe declaratory judgmat 

route really what w axe t:alltiog about: ls lepllt, of bis cld.11 

of executive privilege and it seems to • that claf.a 40Ull!t call 

for extrem legal poaitloas and we o~t t:o take what 1a a seaaib~ 

position that a civil suite such as thla allows this Court: t:o 

rule upon it as it did in the Special Prosecutor'• c:aae. 

By the •1 • under i>o.11 ,,. Hi:Oormack lt ls not: lllport:

aat wetber or not lf you can rule oa legality or action_ ---~r 
. 1&~.Jtt,/ 

your coaaand can be enforced against the President.-Aa ~~,{;: 
-. / <'f;,c 

stated lt la perfectly juatictabi. ~ do tba~ evea lf the ultlaate 

question 1a whether the Court: caa enfozce it. 
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So .. nmlte Toar IIDaft• that evea tboagb l:bu la aa 

unusual cue lt la tba fint t1ae lt bu ner happened and I dd.mk 

we have to meat fir•t eYeDta with firat procedure•. 'lbat dou 

not cbaage the po•tme of tbla cue. Aud whether or not tbla 

case comu before Tour IIDaft DD a civil law aait or comes before 

Tour Honor H tba legality of a crlal.na1 prosecution• tba ia•ue 

la the aame aad • •ugge•t that lt 1a ready for maolutlon. 

!'be •Jor question on tba •rlta. •• I indicated, bave 

been tried by tbla Q)urt de•plta defendant'• couaael lgoorlng 

of the raU.og la bu brief. It •Y be that counsel baa tbia 

Court'• oplaloa OD appeal, bat tbia C>urt'a oplalon still 1a a 

ruling. a very haportaat ruliq biatoricall:,. £ad we suggest 

that wbea we an before thia Court and arguing before you, that 

order la a precedent and we rel:, on lt. 

THE comr.r: Excuae the laterruptioo. 

You •ntion the ruling 1a on appeal. it 1a true. I 

think the Cocaittee filed an amlcua carae brief la the Court of 

Appeals, cornet? 

Ill. DASH: Ye•. 

t'llB C<XJ'lT: It did not argue tbe qm•tion involved. 

Was there aay aaner fi1ed by tbe Pre•ldeat '• counsel to the 

-1cua brief? 

Ill • .DASB: '!be President'• counsel opposed ou.r filing 
. -~ •. . 

tbe amlcaa brief; tbe Special Pro~~ did not oppose our filing 

tbe -1cua brief but opposed oar ;;i argument.- 'Die Court: 
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. 
aewrtbele•• accepted lt ner the PnaldeDt' • objectloc. It •• 

a abort brlaf aid llbat w nall:, dJd la diet cue la Nllll ap to 

the Court of Appeal.a oar brlaf bafon you oa oar mtloa for 

•~Y judpeot. 

DB coon: I wa piag to ask you that. So tbe Qturt 

mitted to fl le you amicua brief. setting fortb substaatlally 
I 

the ..- question you am ralaiag today? • 

!&. DA.SB: Y••• but w an not befon the Oturt of Appeal1 
and the oxder aDd judgaient of the Court of Appeala wlll not affect 

ua,aDd we wen thue -first of all the reason w filed the ad.cua 1 

brl.ef, Your Honor. waa we felt when the Court of Appeala, since 

there waa ao much rush to get the case xesolved, aince tbe Court 

.of Appeala had it before it, when it would make lta decision it 

should understand tbat ita jndgmeot vu not just passing apoa 

the Special Prosecutor's laauu but the fall spectrum of issues 

should be known. 

THE COURT: '1'bat ts what I ~ in lllnd, the O,urt of 

Appeals could in effect, if it desired to do so, recognf.M the 

points you have raised? 

Mrl. n&SB: It would be unlikely. Your Boaor. 

THE COOR.T: You don't know, them is no wa:, of :telling. 
. _.t-r it~:\; .. ,-. 

Hl. D.\Slh As amicua our onl:, right vu to argtili'.~. 
-. ~~ft1. ;1,.-,;:-, 

sense, or present t:be arguments to support Mr., Coz's posit~r 

We could not argue our position in an ad.cua case. And the uams 
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1M raue. Your 119DOX• ._.. wall.7 DDt befon t:be CDart tull:,. 

'ID COlm: lt coald. for euaple. if it 1MD1*1 to do ao. 

bariJg ill Id.ad 11:a powr and rl.gbta. illdicate b7 -t"of dicta what 

lt thiDb about cert.ab polDta you ral.ae. 

a. DASII: It -1. aDcl 1t •7 be helpful to Your Boaor. 

Kf.gbt be helpful to Your Booor u to bow Your Honor rules. I 

don't like to predict what the Court of Appeals would do. 

the claim of Ezecutive privilege that la made here. 

aDcl I thl.Dk Your Honor bas ncoguized this in the opinion• cannot 

sllUU possibla criaioal cooduct an,-,re tbao tbe oth!r privileges 

do. And I tbl.Dk all privileges whf.ch are recognized b7 law yield 

where the facts sought to be withheld are necessary to resolve 

questions of criminality. 

I think the President through his counsel raisea u 

o .. of the important, or bilO major issues that tbe7 raise and 

then soi. sabaidiaT7 issues, and that la judiciab~t7 wbicb la 

another word for triabilit:, of the case before the Court uoder 

Article J, Sectioa 2. aud Jariadiction. 

'ff.•T7 franltl:,. we subid: tbat t:be Select CDaw«CCN's 

COlllplaint pi:eaents a full:, judiciable action for the Court, 

putting aside the defeDdant's challenge to our 1.uveatigation unde1 

our xesolutioa aad autborit:, to issue the sabpoeoa to the Preside, 

the Select eo-ittee baa subpoenaed certain tapes and 

docuaeats nlating to criadnal activity in tbe posseHion of the 
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President. The President refused to honor these subpoenas on 

the ground of Executive privilege. We seek through this complaint 

for declaratory judgment through the Court of the right of the 

Committee to obtain the materials subpoenaed. 

The Supreme Court has held in United States vs Reynolds 

which this Court has cited in its opinion. and the Committee 

for Nuclear Responsibility vs §_eaborg, and this Court has held• 

that the Court does have responsibility to resolving these issues 

of Executive privilege. 

In Reynolds you remember the issue was whether or not 

the persons who were seeki_i1g some special information, reports, 

and dealt with sorne secrets involving a new airplane which crashed, 

the govern,Jont did proffer certain w:i.tncsscs but the pm ffer was 

not accepted. 

In our case we had witnesses come forward. Of course 

that is the uniqueness of our case because the very existence 

of those witnesses creates a problem and need for the tapes. 

Although Reynolds clearly supports this Court's position that 

it is a court's decision not the Executive's absolute power of 

decision.· Reynolds in that case found there was no right of the 

plaintiffs to get the reports. 

Here we ar.e not asking for military secrets or national 

security reports. As a matter of fact, we are asking for the 

other side of the coin of the conversations we heard. We have 

heard the testimony. All we want is that same conversation which 
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was recorded. And it seems to us, and I will get to this very 

shortly under our waiver claim, that if we have heard the testi• 

mony I see no reason ltly we shouldn't be able to actually hear 

that same conversation that has been recorded. 

Now, a proceeding under the Declaratory Judgment Act, 

and I think I have gone into this in answering your questions 

are especially appropriate in this case for reasons I have given 

you, we do not want to seek because the President is placing 

himself in a pos:f.::ion of confrontation, the criminal route --

the reason the criminal route, Your Honor, is not a good one in 

this case. In fact, it would actually be a very poor procedure 

for us if we had it, it was probable to get the President indicted 

under the staL ,te before he is impeached, the criminal route is 

a lengthy one. One would have to refer that, to the prosecutor, 

would have to go to a grand jury, would have to be an indictment 

in a criminal case and our committee has a short life. We must 

file under our resolution our report by February 28, 1974, and 

I don I t believe a criminal case cs, uld be really resolved and 

disposed of, taking appeals and everything else by that time. 

Where basically the issue is Executive privilege a 

civil law suite is more expeditious and permits a m')re workable 

solutfon to the controvc.:rsy and this is exactly, by tbe way, 

the procedure followed in Powell vs }~Cormack, where a very 

knotty issue was presented before the court, where the question 
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of the right of Congress. or the House of Representatives to 

deterume the qualifications of its own members. And here the 

Court didn't flinch from resolving that issue. It said it could 

interpret Constitutional provisions and it did file a declaratoJY 

judgment and in Powell the Court said this was a very useful 

procedure and it was useful especially because it may be dealing 

with an area where the order of the Court couldn't be ultimately 

enforced but actual legality of the .position could be determined. 

On the question of whether the order of the Court 

could be enforced or not I ~ouldlike to follow Your Honor's 

position in the opinion that we ought to expect that the President 

will in tre last analysis when final court decisions are made, 

obey the final Court clecisions I and he in fact has indicated that 

he will. 

The llllltter is justiciable despite tl1e fact the President 

is the named defeodant as was made clear by Chief Justice Marshal 

in United States vs Burr, andllDre recent in the steel seizure 

case where in fact it mis the Presic{ent's ruling in seizing the 

steel mills that were in effect. And this Court has held in the 

Specinl Prosecutor's caae that it has the power to act in a 

case essentially the snma as ours which is broueht against the 

Prcs:f.dcnt. 

The Select Committee would have had it differently 

as I indicated. We would have preferred to have proce.eded 
J .·; 

against a subordinate. This WD.S t-0ken away fl.um us actually by 
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the decision of th', President in his very sudden seizure of the 

exclusive control of the tapes and documents and forcing us really 

to proceed against him. 

Defendant's counsel has presented• Your Honor. what we 

consider a labored, if not tortured argument that our case is 

not justiciable for trial before the Court. In essence he claims 

that our complaint presents a political question which cannot be 

decided by this Court. Actually if you t.1.ke the judiciability 

argument that the President makes in his brief it is in effect 

an argument contrary to this Court's rule because it is based 

on what he considers to be an absolute unreviewable Executive 

right to determine Executive privilege. Therefore, if :ftis so 

it is a political qllestion co1na1itteed demonstrnbly by the Consti

tution to the President and therefore this Court can't review it. 

We submit, Your Honor, there is really nothing in the Constitutior 

that supports them. There is no demonstrable cor,,:;iittment to this 

issue to the Executive Branch. He reaches out for definition 

cfa political question set forth in Baker vs Carr and later re

stated in Powell vs McCormack, and he seeks to identify this so

called bextua11y demonstrable colIIDlitment to the Executive, and 

what he comes up with is the fact that the Constitution does 

vest in the President executive power. We agree with that. 

The Constitution does provide that the President may 

require w1citten opinions from his subordinates, and we would.-
, - : . . . 

agree wi~ that. The President does have the power and the duty 
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to give an annual State of the Union report to the Congress. 

They suggest that is the only time the President can give. infor

mation• that since it is an annual state of the union message it 

is by Constitutional requirement of his message rather than by 

subpoena and the infomation is obtained from the President. 

We suggest that is a distortion of that provision and certainly 

not a \text:uaUy demonstrable commitment. And also the President 

is required to enforce. to. take steps to enforce the law. We 

not only agree with that but feel it is inconsistent with his 

duties to take steps to enforce the laws by standing in the way 

of enforcing of the laws by Special Prosecutor or our seeking 

of the tapes for the purpose of mcl<ing legislative recommendations 

for criminal statutes. 

And just briefly in response to Your Honor's question 

which I began to more fully to respond to. on the difference 

between the Special Prosecutor's responsibility and our responsi

bility it certainly is a difference. The Special Prosecutor is 

a prosecutor and he is proceeding before the grandjury and ulti-
. there 

mately if the grand jury finds probable cause/will be an indictment 

in a criminal case and it is his duty to determine whether or 

not there is proof beyond a reasonable doubt for a conviction. 

Our responsibilities. Your Honor. is coordinate. It 

is certainly not inferior to the duty of the prosecutor to proceed 

by criminal prosecution. The position of the Senate Select 

Committee under its mandate. is to first fully investigate the 

; 
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facts. and the President doesn't disagree with our power in that. 

And to come up with legislative recommendations for reform. 

Your Honor. this particular case in the crisis that has 

confronted the country dad to what in essence was a breakdown. 

corruption of the electoral process. we submit that the duty of 

the Select Committee in carrying out its responsibilities may 

even be greater actually if you are looking at a priority for 

this point ·-I was going to say in this point in time. I better 

watch my vocabulary. But as a matter of priority it is perhaps 

more important that our committee will forward its work because 

although it isimportant that people who have engaged in wrong

doing be brought to the bar of justice and be convicted• but it 

is much more important if a state of fact existed which had 

corrupted the electoral process which can actually endanger our 

free society, then it is the Congress that after id,;;ntifying these 

facts come forward for legislative recommendations which might 

prevent this from ever happening again. And I think we look to 

that as a very essential and important duty of the Congress. 

That also leads again to my response to Senator Inouye's 

statement that the only way we can do this effectively is by 

getting all the facts and making a full report, end nlso having 

public support for what we do. 

This Court has stated in its opinion as it reviewed 

the Constitutional history that the fact that the President is 

a named party it does not prevent this from being a j~sticiable 
·'·. ,. 

case. You in your opinion reviewed the Constitutional history 
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and found as a matter of fact that there is no special privilege 

for the executive that was ever provided even though there is 

a limited one for the legislative. Whatever executive privilege 

a president has does not come from a fexftia1iy demonstrable 

commitment. 

I think your own interpretation of the constitutional 

history shows there is none, there is no textua-tly demonstrable 

commitment. It is implied, it is there, whatever executive 

privilege the courts recognize we recognize. It is there to help 

him carry out his constitutional duties and that is why it is 

for this court to determine whether or not he has in individual 

cases~ 

Defendant's counsel overlooked the distinction the 

Supreme Court made in Baker vs Carr between a political question 

which the Court said the Court shouldn't get into, in political 

cases. 

· There are many cases where courts get involved in where 

it may be called political cases because it involves the Congress, 

or the Executive Branch. The fact there is a political issue 

does not make it a political question and in Baker vs ~rr the 

Court said the Court cannot reject as a.no law suite a bonafide 

controversy as to ,;hether some action denominated "political" 

exceeds constitutional authority. And the Court emphasized the 

oecessity for a discriminating inquiry into precise facts of 

each case. And I suggest, Your Honor, that is exactly what the 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 60 
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counsel for the President has not done here. There has beeo 

no discriminating inquiry on precise facts. The brief we have 

here is a very broad brief of justiciability issues on executive 

privilege generally but nothing that addresses itself to what we 

are talking about here in the Select Committee's request for the 

tapes. 

We are not,, as I have indicated,, asking for any ruling 

by this Court that the President doesn't have Executive privUege. 

He certainly does. We are saying that in a particular situation 

where we have identified the tapes by the tape, by the minutes 

of the conversation where we have already by testimony indicated 

what was talked about during that period of time,, and that we 

have made a prima facie case by the way of }Ir. Dean's testimony 

of possible criminality on the part of the President that Executive 

privilege clearly can~~t be stated here. 

It is that narrow ruling that we ask for,, and no 

broc1de:r: one. And we ask Your Honor to recognize that as the 

only thing we are asking the Court to do in this case. 

Counsel for defendant ignored these facts and only 

discussed the very broad issues which we agree with. We would 

sort of say amen to practically everything he says in the brief 

on these issues. 

This is a very narrow case as I indicated."' It is oot 

like,, by the way,, the Mississippi vs Johnson,,· whew the President 

there was exercising a discretionary power of his office whether 
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or not. or bow he was going to carry out the Reconstruction Act. 

It is clear where the President is acting on a discretionary area 

within his office no court sb'!uld intervene and tel1 b 1m how to 

exercise Executive discretion. 

But as Your Honor stated in your opinion that response 

to a subpoena where there is no Executive privilege is in a sense 

a ministerial act and not discretionary act and we are notdealing 

with anything like Mississippi vs .Johnso·a. 

Finally. counsel for the President's argument on 

justic1 . .abi1ity depends completely on the plain as I've indicated 

that Executive privilege is an unreviewable• absolute power of 

the President and so far as this Court is a> nceroed th is Court 

has rejected that argument. 

Now on the question of jurisdiction. mich is the 

second main branch of the President•s challenge to our case; ~ 

submit that we have jurisdiction to bring this suite clearly 

under 28 u.s.c. 1331• granting this Court original jurisdiction 

of all civi_l actions wherein the matter in f:ontroversy exceeds 

the SUIII of $10.000 exclusive of interest and costs. and arises 

under the Constitution laws or treaties of the United States. 

Now the only attack that the President's counsel makes 

on our claf.111 for jurisdiction here is the amount in controversy 
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TRI COUB.T: Excuse me. Isn't it true that your position 

regarding the jurisdictional amount under 1331 which you just 

.mentioned, is a claim not measurable in dollars and cents can 

nevertheless meet the $10 1000 minimum is a minority view as far 

as decided cases are concerned? 

MR. DASH: Well, on the one it is not measurable, I 

would say :,es and it deals with the question of important Consti• 

tutiooal rights as will be treated as meeting the amount in contro· 

veray. But we are ·not relying just on that,· Your Honor, we think 

it is measurable. 

We think and as a matter of fact have set forth in our 

affidavit of Senator Ervin, and by the way, there are cases 

that support that whole area. The President says that the issue 

is what is the value of our getting the tapes? Well• the value 

of the tapes on the other side of the coin is what direct cost 

to the Colllllittee come from our not getting the tapes. Here we 

are reaching the point. We are seeking to find all the facts 

in the case and we are confronted with the discrepancies that 

we do find between Mr. Dean's testimony md the. others. And 

without the tapes, to follow our mandate to ~t to all the 

issues that we do under the resolution. this will take -·if we 

had the tapes now• by the way, and I th~nk Senator Ervin said 

this frequently, we actually can terminate Qllf_hearings much 

sooner and wrtte our report ~uch s~~ner., ·. ~[f~Eis not the 
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are terminated, ·and we have reported, Your Honor,publicly, that 

we intend to terminate these heaxings fairly soon S> me time in 

November. But if we haven't: got these· matters resolved, the 

staff instead of being screened down to a small staff that can 

now write a report, will have to keep all of its investigators, 

or at· least a substantial number of them, its lawyers, in order 

to continue the investigative process to resolve discrepancies 

we may still have executive sessions where one senator will sit. 

and the cost of this, and we have actually audited it out, or 

counted it out in the affidavit what it costs us a day to operate 

and what it costs if we go on to extended public hear ings and if 

you put that into effect, the unavailability of the tapes to as 

to carry out our mandate in effect can be measured in an amount 

of money more than $10 9000. 

THE C(XJRT: Do you have any precedent to ehat7 Do you 

know of any other federal case precisely on that point, whether 

you can use Section 1331 on the facts? 

MR. DASH: Them are a number of cases I think in our 

supplemental brief, I think on page 11. Your Honor. 

Bitterman vs Louisville-Nashville Railroad, and 

Federal U1tual ImpU.111ent and Hardware Insurance Company which 

was an Eighth Circuit case and Bitterman was a Supreme Court case. 
·'. ··,:·:-).tr.~ - . 

These cases dealt with, for i~tance, ,~, Feda'a1:ed &tual Implimer. 
·. . .. :~:-.-:_~·;;{: ~ 
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and Hal:dware Insurance case involved and insurance company seeking 
&om 

to enjoin one of its former agents/acting in a particular terri-

tory. The failure of its getting that particular relief would 

mean the cost it would have to engage io to police that agent. 

In the railroad case there is a saite to enjoin the railroad 

fro111 spewing ashes all over the c011111unity. Even though an action 

by the court coming earlier would DJeaD that it wouldn't cost 

$10.000 because the ashes would not create that kind of dalllage. 

The fact an on-going aituation 9 if the ashes were continuing. 

would cause the community the expense and tte refom a dimct 

flowing cost from the failure to get relief 1s really measurable 

in money. And I think we have not sought to speculate even.by 

affidavit of the Chairman we have given you figures what it cost 

us and we have 1ndicated 9 although we don't have .to indicate to 

you how lllllllY specific days it mf.ght 9 would clearly say on the 

basis of running this investigation it would be way over $10.000. 

We really think this 1s not a new issue before the 

Court. but it is a really proper method of determining the &1110unt 

of controversy. 

In addition. Your Honor. we point out and counsel says 

they will not dignify the argument that the worth of the tapes 

to the defendant: is a matter that can be considered. We cite 

some cases to that area and P» fessor Wright in his_. own treatise 

actually states what the cost to the defePilant might be 1n the 

outcome of the suibl, 1s a ~thod · of measuring 11;. And I think 
,; " . 
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here to the President we have raised the quetion of what the 

tax value may be actually involved in the Presidential documents. 

tf in fact these tapes do reflect what Mr. Dean has testified 

to 9and it is very unfortunate they do, and we sincerely state 

to the Court we hope the resolution of this case will not show 

Pxesidentlal involveuient. If they did• what. the value to the 

President in this c~se 4ii te%111s of his present position and in 

response to an accusation it certainly would exceed *10,000. 

and we cite cases in our brief which indicate that is a legitimate 

method of determining amo11nt in controversy. 

We cite, by the way. a number of others. Out of an 

excess of caution. Your Honor. we have cited our jurisdictional 

powers manda111Us9 under our right to sue in the name of the United 

States which we believe we have tl-e Administrative Procedures 

Act, we cite those not just make way~ we believe they are valid 

basis for jurisdiction and I think we · fully briefe4 those, and 
. ._ ·~ 

the President bas briefed them and they ar.-e before Your Honor 

and I wouldn't want to take Your Honor's time unless you have 

specific questions. But what we really rest on primarily la 

1331 and we believe we make it and I don't know of a case where 

an issue of this kind bas come before a court. although we are 

unique in nature. 

THE COORT: I'm glad you mention tbatt You are xeally 

relying primarily oo Section. 1331 og tlua' question of jurisdiction? 
• • -~ a • 

Mlt. DASH: Yes. . . 
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'l'Hi COURT: You made some argument in your brief re

gariog Article'3 of the Constitution. 

Mil. DASH: Yes. Under the resolution of the Senate 

which authorizes us to sue in the name of the United Sta tea we 

feel we do have jUTisdiction under 1345 and under Article 3 

where there is no statutory basis, and the United States is 

bringing an action under the Constitution and laws of the United 

States. And also this Court's very ruling ·or in its statement 

we are dealing with an administerial act not • discretionary 

one we believe brings us under the mandamus area although we are 

not at this point asking this Court to pass upon whether or not 

a writ of mandamus should issue, it is a declaratory judgment 

we want. We also believe there is sufficient dicta lo the cases 

to indicate that .the President is au agency and can come under 

the Administrative Procedures Act. 

As I have ind~ted• we believe that we baw·very 

strong jurisdictional basis in 1331. 

Now. what I would like to get to. now is the Committee'• 

authority becauae as another branch of the argument the. President; 

lll{lkes agalnst·our position. through his counsel has indicated 

the Committee bas exceeded its authority under the Constitution, 

under legislative powers of the Constlt:t:t: ion• and under its 

resolution. 

Under the Constitution, Your Honor. may I submit that 

there is no disagreement: between the President'• counsel and us 
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as to the Constitutional powers of Congress to conduct legislative 

inquiries for the purpose of legislation. 

I think its position is that we have got enough evidence 

already. Io other woxds. if you established the pattern of 

criminality what more do you need in order to write a report and 

come up with recommendations. I think be ignores the fact of 

what kind of committee we are. We are. by the way. called the 

Watergate Coomittee so often they forget we are the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities. And that is the 

thrust of our committee and the fact is that the Presidential 

campaign is involved. the President involved. and candidates for 

the presidency are iuvol'ved, and the resolution is a broad one. 

The resolution calls for an investigation of what 

candidates for the presidency did in 1972 and Mr. Nixon was a_ 

candidate for president although incurabent president. and what 

others did• criminally. improperly. or unethically. And• Your 

Honor, what in a sense the President is arguing is that we should 

do a factual inquiry but not too much. In other words,- go so 

far and stop~ Doo9 t try and find out who really di it, it is 

not your business. When you really try to find out mo really 

did ,it you are exposing for exposure sake. And I submit. Your 

Honor• in the Teapot Dome, case the Select Coolmittee in a very 

unique situation similar to oursi the scandal that was taking 

place in the country,' the inquiry was what was the guilt of the 
' . .. "t~" - ~· ' •, 
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attorney general. And the President accepts this oa the groWld 

that Conp:ess has jurisdiction to legislate on tht: office of the 

attorney general. What he ignores is that we are aot claiming 

that our legislative purpose is based on what we ~ill be able to 

legislate ..,1th regaxd to the President himself and presidential 

duties. Be again forgets that this is a Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities and the Congress does have the 

power to legislate on presidential elections. on presidential 

campaign practices. and that bas to deal with candidates for 

the presidency, and it may be an incU1Ubent president who may be 

a candidate • 

.And the legislation that will come forwaxd fmm our 

investigation may well deal with restrictions and limitations 

on candidates for the presidency during an election. And I_ thiok 

" it is fairly clear and aa I said before. we would hope this would 

not be the outcome of the investigation, but if it were to be 

established that the criminality of the President existed• this 

would call for drastic legislation that as I think tbe tena of the 

Special Prosecutor bas the right of going that far. It would 

call for drastic legislation. And we would have to establish 

thatjust as in other coamittees --the McClellaD Coamittee on 

improper labor activities-- what union leaders did, how far did 

it go? It was very important for the Get:ermination of what was 

the extent of legislation if these were just und.;rliogs~ You can 
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take care of that perhaps with existing laws on the books already 

or some minor amendment. But if you really can show that the 

process bas been interrupted so much then perhaps we need a re

working of our electoral process. 

And if we bad to do that. I would like to make a second 

point the President's counsel ignores. That you cannot get a 

drastic change in the laws on election for president unless you 

have full public support. And it is our responsibility to take 

this investigation as far as we can take it aod to prove who in 

fact was involved• if in fact the President was involved, then 

certainly the public support for drastic legisla~on would be 

insured. And it seems to me that is a i:esponsibility and that 

is why this is not a question of our exceeding our authority. 

Our authority is to legislate, it is to legislate in presidential 

campaign activities aod we are acting within that constitutional 

authority. 

' Now the President indf.cal:es that our resolution may 

oot permit us to carry out this responsibility-;·-anc1 prilllarily 

he is referring to the issue of whether or not our resolution 

authorizes !-18 to subpoena the President. 

Again. I must repeat, he ignores the name of our 

collllllittee and our committee mandate and resolution. This again 

is the Select Co111111ittee on Presidential Campaign Activities. 

The President is in the center of this cOllll!littee's focus• not 

the President as the Presiden.t• but the President as a candidate . . ~-
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for the presidency. And as Senator Ervin• and we quote in the 

motion for swmaary judgment the language of Senator Ervin in 

legislative history just before the resol¢ ion was adopted• be 

stated to the Senate: that this resolution would call for the 

investigating whether any candidate for the presidency did anything 

wrong. 

Senator Scott• to quote his language, says: this is 

probably the broadest resolud. on ever adopted by any house of 

congress and would permit the COIIJllittee and its staff to go into 

the Executive Branch to ferret out the facts. And he is not 

making that statement by way of criticism but by way of defining 

the resolution and asking for certain amendments to get equal 

representation aiuong Democrats and Republicans. 

'l'herefore. Your Honor. under the resolution \i'e deal with 

the President in the resolution. As a matter of fact I can wad 

this very quickly because I think it may be important. 

Section l(a) of the resolution says: 

"There is hereby established a select coamittee of'·. 

the Senate which may be called for convenience of 

expression, the Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities• to conduct an inves~igation 

aDd study of the extent. if any, to which illegal, 

improper, unethical activities were engaged 1n by ·:i·· 

any person acting individually or 1n combination with 
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. others in the presidential election of 1972 • or 

any related campaign. or candidates conducted by 

or on behalf of any person seeking nomination." 

And I would like to emphasize ''by any person seeking 

nomination". And President Nixon was a person seeking nomination. 

Your Honor• it goes on in a very broad way and we submit the 

subpoena power of the COllllllittee in the msolution clearly indi

cates that the officesof the Executive Branch, including, and 

would reach the President. 

We submit that the quest;ion of whether or mt the 

resolution• Section 3(a} (6) which says the committees have power 

to go back to the Senate to seek remedies to enforce a situation 

wbexe a person doesn't honor a subpoena goes back to what you and 

I were talking about earlier which would be the traditional method 

of going back to the Senate for a contempt procedure. But clearly 

under the 1928 resolution we have cited wllich came after the 

Reed case. the Senate authorized all its cOlll!llittees to go into 

court fo enforce its rights and it is a discretionary power in 

the committee to go back to the Senate.Under the resolution 

we have the right to do this on our own. 

'lbe merits, as I have indicated earlier, in large have 
' 

been resolved by Your Hom r. Ve suggest even thotg h this DOW is 

a matter between the legislative of the Congress and the Executive 

there is no distinction. b,etween that kind of issue on executive 
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privilege as Your Honor ruled• and between the grand jury ancl 

Executive. Here again we tum to the Court as arbit:or of 

executive privilege as Reynolds and Powell vs McQn:mack bas 

incl1cate4 the Court should engage in. 

I just want to encl by one very short reference to the 

question of waiver which the President's counsel almost ignores 

except perhaps for a footnote. 

In tbis particular .case he makes quite a point of the 

need for the President and confidentiality. Executive privilege 

is to pnserve the confident:1al.ity the President must have with 

people be IDU&t confer with •. Again we agree that generally that 

is why executive privilege exists. But actually it is a farce. 

We talk about confidentiality in this particular case. What 

confidentiality remains after the President by letter t:o Mr. 

Dean am to the Committee waived executive privilege and attorney• 

client privilege when Mr. Dean was called before the Committee 

to testify to the very conversation. He authorized Mr. J>ean to 

tell· this cOGlllittee everytbq that Mr •. Dean talked to him about 

on the day w asked for these tapes and then Mr. Haldeman was 

given, • .,_ of the tapes aDcl was authorized by the President to 

come before the Committee and testify to at least some of the 

tapes. And the President himself in public statel!lents bas given 

bis version of the tapes~ and be also bas given his version of 

the tapes to his ~unset 1n wd.tten' fom~. 
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So we·bave bad so many versions of these conversations 

what confidentiality remains? What is to be protected? What 

secrets xemain there? Although we have beaxd in one of the tapes 
(" 

in the argument the Presiclent's counsel made in Mr. Cox's case, 

Isa very, very important military aec.ret. 

You,; Honor, Z think if that exists that cao be excised. 

We don't seek military secrets. We seek the conversations re

Forded of the testimony we have already _beaxd. 

And we submit, Your Honor, that oo tbe issue of confid

entiality t:he President has wally no standing here before this 

Court. 

'thank you. 

THE .com T: Mr. lJright, so I won't have to interrupt 

you during the middle of your argument. we will take a fifteen 

. minute recess and you can go right through with your argument. 

MR. 'HB.IGRT: 'that will be perfectly qreeable 1 Your 

Honor. 

(Recessed at 11:00 ..... ) 
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AFTER KID-MC1Unle RECESS -- 11: 2S a .m. 

TBB COURT: Mr. Wright. 

HR. WRIGHT: May it please the Court: having had the 

privilege of association for many years with Hr. Dash and work 

with the American Law Institute, I waa not surprised at all by 

the very fair., balanced and lucid statement of this case that 

he made. lleverthelesa, it seems to me the argument is but an

other manifestation of the infectious spirit of Watergate in 

which I have spoken to this Court before, that the end justifies 

the means, "dann constitutional distinctions, full speed ahead." 

The most eminent --I think that is a fair character

ization of legal historians we've bad in this country, was 

Charles Warren. 

In 1930 in Volune 10 of the Boston University Law 

Review he wrote an article entitled "Presidential Declarations 

of Independence." It is a lengthy and canprehensive review of 

the nunber -of times the presidents through our history from 

Washington on have bad to take fim and very frequently unpopular 

steps in order to preserve the independence of the presidential 

office against attempts by the congress to encroach. 

Mr. Warren concluded that article with this paragraph 

that- ~-think is quite relevant to the case: 

· "Whenever any branch of the goverment exceeds the 

limits of t be grants made to by the Constitution, 

it to that extent ceases to represent the people 
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and assunes arbitrary power. Defense by the 

Executive of his constitutional powers becanes 

in very truth therefore, defense of popular rights, 

defense of power which the people granted to him." 

It was in that sense President Cleveland spoke of his 

duties to the people not to relinquish any of the powers of his 

great office. It was in that sense President Buchanan stated 

the people have rights and pre~ogatives in the execution of his 

office by the President which every President is under duty to 

see, shalt never be violated in his person but passed to bis 

successors unimpaired by adoption of the dangerous prec_edents, -·~" -
in lllaintaining bis rights against the trespassing congress the 

President defends not himself but the popular gover[lllent, he 

represents not himself but the people. 

It is in that spirit that President Hixon in this 

case takes what is deaonstrabty an unpopular position of in

sisting on the confidentiality of his office. 

Before we get to the merits of this case and the ob

vious distinctions in my mind between 'this case and the case which• 

I had the privilege of appearing before Your Honor a month or 

more ago, a;'(di~tinction incidentally I believe the Court itself 

.drew very clearly in footnote 11 of its opinion in which it said 

the views there stated are not necessarily representative of 

being accurate with.regard to presidential refusals t~ respond 

to congressional demands for infoxmation. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 61 
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Before going to the merits, as tempting as they are, 

it seems to me we have to consider the extraordinarily fcn:midable 

jurisdictional obstacles that lie in the way of this unprecedente,, 

suite. 

Prior to the canmencement of this action it was widely 

reported in the press that Hr. Dash aud Senator Ervin had met 

with two distinguished academicians, ·Professor Bickle and Profess, 

Kur1an4.aad they bad been advised by ,X,ofessor Bickle at least. 

the only .way the Senate could bring a suite was to get a special 

act of Congress authorized. They apparently concluded the 

contrary aud we shall demonstrate that they would have been betteJ 

advised to follow Professor Bickle's advice. 

First with regard to the nonjusticiability of the case 

because it is a political question. There is a great temptation 

to suppose the political question doctrine is if not dead at 

least shrunken to very tiny dflllenaions since Powell v McCormack • . 
1 must confess 1 had taken that view myself. 

The Supreme Court taught use forcefully only last .Tune 

we were wrong i n the case of Gillian ·'V Horgan. 93 Supreme Court 
I 

2440., in which t be Court in facts that are far removed fraa 

o~ present facts, the_:Court:welit out _of its way in holding 

a particular matter nonjusticiable to criticize the Sixth 

Circuit because the Sixt:h Circuit usGd the phrase d:lminiahed 

vitality of the political question doctrine. The Supreme Court 

said that phrase was inappropriate. inaccurate, the doctrine is 

still of full vitality. 
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To me this case iscplinf:ssaentislly a political question. 

We have here for the first time that I know of in our history 

a suite in which one branch o f govermient • or a representative 

group of one branch of the government is suing another branch 

of the governDent. And if that does not represent a nonjusticiable 

political question I do not know what does. 

The cas«:s that my friend Mr. Dash cites. he cites them 

both at pages 6 and 7 of his memo and the same cases again at 

pages 6 and 7 of. his reply memo, are all distinguiahable, they 

were all cases in which individuals or corporations were claiming 

that their rights had been violated -Youngstown Sheet & ~e 

said there was no right to seize the steel milts. Hunphrey's 

Executor said there was no right to fire me decedant frcm his 

position; Lovett the sane thing;· Congressman Powell claimed 

the House had no right to exclude him; Pocket Vetoe cases, the 

Indian Tribes were cla1ming that we have a right to take advantage 

of benefits Congress tried to give us ~ this case and which 

the President exercised the pocket veto. 

So they were all cases in which the court11BS adjudi

cating as courts traditionally do on a claim of individual rights. 

During the course of nonjudication courts frequently are called 

upon to decide consti~utional questions but they are not precedent 

I submit, for a case like this in which one branch is confronting 

directly another,,branch and canes to the third branch and say, 

you please be the referee. We think that this i, what t~e 
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political question doctrine prohibits. We challenge the -

statutory jurisdiction of t be court as well. 

Mr. Dash has indicated that bis principal reliance 

for statutC>r1 jurisdiction is on Section 1331, so I will reserve 

that for the mauent anddeal with other claims of jurisdiction 

because I think they can be disposed of rather quickly. 

There is first an assertion 111 the supplemental memo 

at pages 22 and 23 and again in the reply memo at pages 16 and 

17 that no statutory grant of jurisdiction is necessary but 

suite can be brought directly under Article 3 itself. If that 

is so a long line of Supreme Court cases going back at least 

as far as Oury vs Curtis in 184S and as recently as Powell vs 

McConnack in 1969 are wrong. The Supreme Court has always said 

Congress controls jurisdiction, you cannot sue under Article 3 

alone. The two cases relied on by my friend In re Debs and 

New York T:bnes vs United States were not to the contrary, they 

were each cases brought by the United States and ever since 

Section 9 of the Judiciary Act of September 24, 1789 there bas 

been statutory authority for jurisdiction for all suites ccmmencec 

by the lJ!lited States. So that arguement I think requires no 

consideration. 

With regard to Section 144S they expressly disclafm 

that they caue under the clause granting jurisdiction to a suite 

brouht by an agency or officer authorized by act of Congress to 

sue. They say no, that w~ are suing in the rune of and on behalf 
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of the-United States. Welt. that they can't do because an act 

of Congress. Section 516 says who may authorize suites in the 

1181lle of and on behalf of the United States and it is the A11Drney 
.t: 

General of the Uiiitecf$tates and the Attorney General atone. 

There is no c1a:1m here.the Attorney General baa authorized this 

suite or baa brought this suite. 

The suggestion that any group. whether it be private 

citizen. aenators. the Select Canmittee. can come into a court 

and say we are the United States and we are going to sue in the 

name of the United States. is a strange contention indeed. 

Senator Ervin seems to be saying to us ,"L'etat, c'est mo~ 

a remarkable position for h:1m to take. 

With regard to Section 1361• the quick answer to that 

is that it applies only to ministerial duties. The cases we 

cite at page 31 of our brief show that the ministerial duties 

can be c<mpelled by mandamus are only those where the officer 

is under .a positive canmand and so plainly prescribed as to be 

free fraa doubt. 
/ 

How that can hardly be contended to be the case here. 

It seens to me the logical :implication of the position that you 

can mandamus a president to proi:tuce.papers to a congr~slona1 

committee would have to be that the President has no discretion 

in the matter at all• that there is no executive privilege. 

If any element of presidential discretion is recognized then this. 

cannot be the kind of ministerial duty that is caopelled und~r 

Section 1361. 
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Finally, the Achinistrative Procedures Act, i must 

say that their reply memo at page 17 ga'Ve me a start. We ha'Ve 

cited three decisions of t be Court of Appeals fran the District 

of Coll.lllbia 1n our brief at pagd 3S to the effect the Achinis

trative Procedures Act is not an independent grant of jurisdiction 

that is in accordance with majority rules throughout the country. 

But in the reply meao my friend said the Independent Brokers 

case, 442 F .2d in this circuit held it is an independent grant 

of jurisdictloll. Hy first reaction was one of irritation with 

my associates to when I delegate the responsibility to shepberd

u;e all the cases they cite because I wondered how we could have 

missed this most recent case. That faded when I read the 

Indepepdent· Brokers case and found it did not cite any of the 

three preceding cases fran this circuit on point. That seaned 

odd, seemed unlikel7 the Court of Appeals would o'Verrule three 

of its prior decisi~s without even the courtesy of a passing 

mention. Then reading fully the Independent Brokers case seemed 

to me clear .Judge Leventhal was not talking to subject matter 

of jurisdiction at all but 1n the sense we are here, but the . 
1ssue.1n Independent Brokers was whether 1nfoma1 action of the 

SEC in merely writing a letter was the kind of action re"Viewable 

or a secondary issue was if so, was it within the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the Court of .Appeals to re"View7 

Subject matrer of jurisdiction existed as the canplaint 

plainly alleges .under Section 1331 because this is a case arising 
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under Constitutional laws of the United States where more than 

$10,000 is in controversy. So the jurisdictional issue decided 

in Independent Brokers, I think, can no way be fairly read as 

overruling the tb+ee explicit statements by the Court of Appeals 

that the APA is not an independent grant of jurisdiction. 

We cane back then to Section 1331. On Section 1331 

the key issue is whether more than $10,000 i.s in controversy. 

As I understood Kr. Dasb's argunent he recognizes majority, 

indeed, virtually the universal rule is that a right that cannot 

be valued in dollars and cents cannot satisfy the anount in 

controversy. And he is absol~tety correct when he a· ays that 

in my book I espoused the point of view you look to either 

plaintiffs or defendant, that is right, that is what I hope 

to be the law and I submit that neither frcm the point of 

view of the ~nate Select Camaittee nor point of view of the 

President can the value of these tapes be valued in dollars and 

cents. 

The lenate wants to get the tapes in order to hear them, 

not to sell them, not to publish a book about them. 'Iha defendant 

wants to preserve the tapes in order to preserve the confidentialit 

of bis office, not to take a tax deduction by giving them to 

the General ~ervices Adainistration. 

So if we accept what I understand to have been the 

law at least since_ 1862 in, MiasiBSippi-Kissouri Railroad vs lfa,rd, 

that the mountain controversy is the value of the object of~ 

suite. 
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I submit we have here a case which the value of the 

object is not quantifiable, it cannot be given any dollar value. 

I believe the cases that Hr. Dash referred to in his .argunent 

that he cites at page 17 in the supplemental memo are all adequate: 

distinguished at pages 24 and 25 of our brief on the grounds 

that these are cases in which the direct legal effect of the 

judgment would have involved more dollars to the parties than 

the statute required. 

The second of cases he cites, for example, Bittuman 

vs Louisville-Nashville Railroad, it 1 s in Volune 207 u.s. and 

· not 208 U.S. as cited in the brief, and was a suite by the rail

road to prevent ticket agents from reselling tickets. The rail

road sold tickets ana .said these are nontransferable. Agents 

were buying the tickets up and selling tickets themselves and 

this was ~tting into the railroad's business. There was a clear 

financial loss to the railroad as the Supreme Court stated, far 

in excess of Juriadictional anount • 

• The other cases are cases in which either tax statute 

or regulatory statute 1a challenged as unconstitutional and 

' amount in ~ontroversy ia said to b! the anount that is directty 

requirrt by canpliance with the judgment. 

But I do not know of any case --Mr. Dash has cited 

no case-- in which it bas been said that we can measure the 

mountain controversy not by value o f the object of the suit but 

by alternative means we might have to go to if the suit«: .. should 
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be UDBucceasful. That essentially is what I think his argt.ment 

is that it would cost the Camnitteemore than $10,000 to finish 

its report if it doesn't have the tapes anounts to. I think 

there is no authority for that. There is a lot of authority 

that you may not consider side effects, collateral effects of 

the decision in detemining the anount in con t roversy. It is 

only the direct legal effect of the judgment that is to be ta~ 

into account. 

Particularly instructive on this point, I think, 

Judge Sirica, is the case of .fl~U7 vs litta, a Supreme Court 

ca_se:cited at page 25, I think, of our brief. That was a challe: 
;.-, --· - . -

to a tax that the state of New Baapahire :Imposed OD hawkers. 

people who went around selling merchandise from door to door 1 

in which the Supreme Court held the anount was not in controva: • 

because the only thing that could be regarded in controversy WO\ 

be anount of tax. The mount of tax you bad to pay to be a 

hawker was $~0 and at that t:lme the statute provided $3,000 

and so if you took into account all the years litigation might 

extend it could not amount to the required BUil. The canpany ha 

shown that it bad tried to avoid the effect of this tax by con

dlcting its business in a different way• that instead of sending 

,its hawkers in actually to make the sale, sent its hawkers in 

to show the sample and the goods would be shipped fran out of 

state and the hawkers would not be subject to the tax. ~ i 
- , I 

when it tri,ed to do its business that way it operated f ta bus4 
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at a very substantial loss. The Supreme Court said you can't 

take that i nto account, that 1s not what this suite 1s about, 

it is sanething else. All involved here is the challenge to 

the tax itself and not thee £feet it might have on you if you 

have to do your business in sane other way. 

There 1s also an interesting discussion in Healey vs 

Rider and sane of the other earlier Supreme Court cases that it 

said in a suite challenging the ..tasuif the anount of the tax 

itself is less than the anount the statute requires, it doea 

not matter the penalty for nonpa,ment of the tax would be more 

than the anount the statute requires, but if you lose the suite 

don't pay the tax and then you get fined more than $10,000 for 

it that is a collateral effect. 

So we do not think the affidavit of Senator Ervin· 

as to t ht cost the Callllittee may or may not incur if they lose 

this case helps them in tems of jurisdiction now, although 

Kr. Dash didn't refer to it in arguaent I think in the interest 

of .canpleteness I should say that at page 18 of. his supplemental 

memo he cites two 1mreported District Court cases: Kennedy vs 

SamsOll in this district, and Holtzman vs Schlessinger in the 

Eastern District of New York, for the proposition, and I quote 

h:lm: "The value of the constitutional rights and duties of 

legisl.4tors satisfied the jurisdictional amount required." 

I am very perplexed by the citation of these cases 

for this proposition. In JCennedy vs Sanson, in.the 29 page 
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opinion of the Court ther6 is no discussion of jurisdict~nal 

amount. In the s:lssues~raised in the motion to dismiss there is 

no listing of mount in controversy as be,ing an issue in the 

case at all, so it certainly held nothing on the subject and 

indeed, Kennedy vs Samson see:ns to me to have been a typical 

13611case and required the administrator of General Services 

to perfoJ.'lll administerial duty of publishing a law. 

The c ase of Holtzman vs Schlessinger, ~~ed by 

the Second Circuit, did discuss jurisdictional anount but said 

nothing about value in the constitutional rights and responsi

bilities of legislators. It said we can look to the defendant's 

point of view and it said £ran defendant's point of view the 

bcmbing in -Cambodia is costing many millions of dollars, thereforE 

much more than the $10,000 that the statute requires. 

So I do not think that either of those cases support 

the pr<>P,osition for which they are advanced. 

Even if the constitutional statutory barriers to juris

diction of this Court could be overcaae we would then have to 

consider whetlun' or no( the Senate Canmittee has authority to . 
bring the suite. .And there again, I take a different view frcm 

that expr~sed by mv friend. 

,We have developed at length and I will expound in 

detail here on the point that a congressional camnittee, though 

it has very broad investigative powers and the aid of legislative 

processes has no power to expose for the sake of exposure, Thi t 
/ 
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I think 1a vuy relevant to the passage that you, Hr. C2lief Judge 

read to Hr. Dash early in the argument from Senator Inouye'• 

appearance on Meet the Press, in which he said yes• if this were 

. a crfminal investigation we would need the tapes. but for 

legislative investigation we don't need the tapes in order to 

write our report. 

1 received too late -to include in our brief the trans

cript of a discussion that Senator Gurney bad on September 16 

on the prograa "Capitol Cloakroaa" -- I have an extra copy of 

the transcript that 1 wi11 provide for the Court's use.· and 

11\)ologize. Hr. Dash. they just brought me the transcript this 

morning and I do not have a copy for your use. (Handed copy to 

the Court~. 

'the relevant discussion appears at pages 7 and 8. 

Leslie Stahl asked Senator Gurney: 

"Senator. if we can turn to the question of presidential 

tapes 9 do )'Oil think they are essential to the investigation 

that the Senate is fOnducting? 

"SENA't0ll GURNEY: Bo. Ro, 1· don't. What is our duty 

anyway? Our duty of course was to charter • • • 11 
, there 

are certain words intelligible --

"to look into facts and circunstances of Watergate that· 

the presidential election of 1972, 1 should say, and 

report to the Senate and recaumend legislation we thought 

was necessa;y in order to fmprove our political canpaigns. 
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Row getting the presidential tapes really has nothing 

to do with that charter at all. It does have acme

thing to do with who said what. on what day the 

President met with John Dean or scmebody else and it 

really doesn't have anything to do with what our charter 

is or interfere with our ability to make recanmendatl. ons 

to the Senate to :Improve canpaigns. 

"MISS-ST.AHL: Well, then you.think;you can fully write 

your final report without the tapes, is that correct? 

"SENATOR. GUBNEY: We can, indeed. 

"STRASSm: This test:lmony would. relate :to what is 

cOlllllOllly called the cover-up. Are you saying this 

is ·not part of the Ca:nmittee's juristf.ction7 

"SENATOR GURNEY: In answer to the previous question. 

of course that was did we need the tapes in order to 

write our report I said no 1 we didn~t •. The tapes 

~ld shed light ontbe Watergate affair, that 1a true. 

but that is really not what our charter is and that 

is to write our report and make recanmeadations to 

the Senate." 

' THE COURT: Let me interrupt you a second. 1 was 

about to ask Mr. Dash this question: whether or not be could 

tell me 1 and I thought this would not be a fair question because 

it is not a matter of record. now you. have the opinion of Senator· 

Gurney; 1 don't ,know how the other members of the Senate ~igbt 
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feel and I don't know whether Hr. Dash knows either.- We have 

at least two menbera that we know b ow they feel about tbia . 

. particular matter. All right. 

HR. WB.IGlll': We do . indeed. 

And I think. Hr. Chief .Judge. that Hr. Dash'• arg1.111ent 

today s:lmply underscores our argment that the purpose of this 

proceeding is cr:lminal rather than legislative. Because if I 

understood Mr. Dash correctly be said that he would agree with 

two-thirds of our brief, that he and the Camnittee recognized 

it waa a very broad executive privilege ·but it 1s only because 

_ there has been pr:lma facie showing of cr:lminal conduct the 

-~,,. pri'Vilege must yield and they must be allowed to get 
. ~ ' :.;''. 

~hat. 'that seems to me very odd for the Senate to say, "Yes, 

we recognize the President is not under enforceable duty to 

mm over papers to us until there is a pr:lma · facie showing we 

may be able to expose cr:lminal conduct by looking at these papers.' 

'l'bat sounds to me like traditionally the work of grand juries 

rather than work of Senate camnittees • 

. We think that the authority of the Camnittee to pursue 

the in'Vestigation by bringing this action ia even more in doubt 
enabling 

under the/resolution that created the Caimittee. 

I will not repeat what we have said at that point at 

pages 4S to 49 of our brief, but a general resolution that 

authorizes a CCJ11Rittee, to subpoena an officer, agent, or_ enployee 

of the United States is. not in canmon parlance read as meaning 
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you can subpoena the President of the United States when no 

subpoenas every before issued fraa a Senate ccmmittee to a 

President of the United States the Senate must have understood 

this resolution as merely giving the canmittees powers they 

always have bad and not giving the camdttee power tso. extra

ordinarily unprecedented as this one would be. 

U I heard Mr. Dash correctly. he seemed to concede 

even the privilege of Congress to preserve confidential papers 

and not turn tbs over is not an absolute one. that the Court 

could caapel a congreadonal camnittee to give its confidential 

papers. 

We cited sane authorities at page 63 of our brief th!: 

show the unvarying practice of both houses of Congress has been 
even 

that this is not so. that/in criminal investigations they wi11 

not prodQCe papers that one or the other house possesses either 

at the request of the prosecution or at the request of the defense 

unless the particular bouse·in Congress consents. It regards 

itself as being the judge and never recognized judicial authority 

to canpel it to produce, so I t Ink the Senators who unanimously 

_voted !or Senate asot1:1t1on 60 might also be surprised to learn 
. . 

not only they for the first time in history said you may subpoena 

the President of the United States, but also they have set in 

motion a proposition that was going to mean the Senate itself 

is no longer the judge of which of its papers it will produce 

in response to subpoenas. 
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_For all those reasons, .Judge Sirica, we subnit that 

this court lacks jurisdiction of the case. Necessaril:,, I • 

now going to go into discussion of the merits of the case, but 

I do believe that the proper disposition of the case, if our 

view of it is right, is that the Court dismisses for want of juris

diction and does not discuss the merits, that if the Court bas 

no jurisdiction an:, discussion of the merits on·the part of 

the Court would be contrar:, to the usual wa:, that the courts 

perfom. 

THI COtllT: Let us pause a manent here. 

Asslllling, t:hat,:;ltdecide;ngfccours8'jethat the Court 

should find t~e1'e is no jurisdiction in this particular instance 

here, that of com:se would e nd the matter, you wouldn't have 

to get to the merits. If the Court decided the Court did have 

jurisdiction then we'd have to consider the merits. 

MB.. WRIGBr: Correct, sir. 

THI COURT: A 'Very, 'Ver:, fmportant question in this 

case as you realize, M:t. Dash and everybody realizes, is the so-

called question ~f waiver. 

:~ "Row. when the President of the United States authorized. 

Mr. Dean and Mr. Ehrlichnan, I believe, and Mr. Haldeman to 

go before th'e Canmittee and not clafm any privilege and testify 

openly and freely which apprentl:, the:y did, I take it because 

you have not answered Mr. Dash's statement of material facts at 

the beginning of bis motion for -Sumnar:, .Judgment, you don't ,uarre1 

with those statements, at least :you don't admit the:, are the 
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truth, but at least you haven't filed any opposition? 

MR. WRIGR?z That is correct; 

THE COURT: So we start off on that premise. 

The question in my mind is this, and probably millions 

of other persona I minds I when the President of the United States 

authorized, which ha did, I understand, Hr. Dean, Hr. Ehrlich, 

Mr. Ba1deaan and whoever else· might be im,otved, to go before 

the Select Canmittee and testify truthfully to what they knew 

about this matter• did not he -and this ia the answer I • 

looking for fraa you and Mr. Dash- didn't he in effect waive 

any privilege that might have existed, or is he in a position 

today through you as counsel, to clam that ha can pick and 

choose in other words and select certain things and say this 

is privileged and the other thing is not p rivilegedf 

Thia is· one of the things that was in my mind when I 

was writing the opinion. I couldn't decide the question unless 

I could hear the tapes to decide that. This is a very interesting 

and very !mportant quution, Mr. Wright, and you know it and 

everybody else knows it, at the t!me be waived the privilege, 

at least the public didn't know about the fact that be had been 

recording these conversations in bis office, that is correct, 

isn't it, at that tflmef 

MR. WRIGJrl: Absolutely, yes, sir. 

THE COUB.T: . I would 1 ike to bear your argunent on 

the question of whether or not he waived any right to claim 

ab~ol~~e p~~~lege und-=·· ~~e~~ir~s~-~~lli~c:a~~ 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt. 1 - 62 
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KR. WRIGRr: We believe that he did n ot. Mr. Chief 

Judge. I m trying to locate the page in our brief in which we 

touch briefl:,' on that• We believe there is no waiver for several 
"'--"\...,; 

reasons. 

In the first place, what the President authorized was 

not for these witnesses to go forth and tell ever,.thing the7 

knew about presidential conversations. Their authorit7 was 

much more limited than that. The President said he would not 

invoke executive privilege with regard to discussions in his 

presence of criminal conduct or charges of possible criminal 

cond~ct arising out of_ the Watergate affair. 

So the testimon7 bas been limited to a ver7 specific 

matter on which the President concluded that the public interest 

suggested that the testimon7 ought to be permitted. 

Row the tapes of course are not so Umited. The tapes 

cover discussions of man7 different matters, man7 of thea wholl7 

irrelevant to the very limited scope of testimony that President 

Nixon .f.a aware of. 

Second• it is our contention that allowing disclosure 

of sane infoimation b7 a President_ is not a waiver of things 

that the President concludes in the public interest cannot be 

disclosed. that t be President honors executive privilege as 

Professor Bickel says in the passage quoted on page 51 of our 

brief. that executive i>~Vilege is honored as much when disclosure 

is made as when disclo~~e is refused. Indeed, th~ presuapti?D 
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must be, I would think~ in favor of disclosure. '1'be President 

would want to respond to the fullest extent possible to requests 

fran courts and fraa · congressicnal camnitteea to produce infoxmatim 

Secrecy is not the nom in laetican governnent • it must be the 

exception and it must be for the Pres_ident to draw the tine on 

whet the public lnt:erest pemita and what it does not. And we 

think in United States vs Reynolds ta exactly in point on that 

where the United States said we will not produce these contanporary 

atat81lenta the witnesses made· but we will allow the witnesses 

now to go before you. you can take their deposition. 

, Any tawJer -knws in a personal injury case you would 

much rather have the contemporaneous atatenents of witnesses 

than later testflllony. But the Court instead of holding that 

the offer to make the witnesses now available to testify was a 

waiver specifically referred to at page 11 of .34S U.S. as a 

reason for upho1ding the goverrment' a claimthat it was privileged 

and did not have to produce material for in camera inspection. 

We think that is an absolutely controlling precedent with 

regard to ~he cla:lm. of waiver. We have not discussed waiver 

at length in our brief because we thought the waiver contention 

is so insubstantial. 

In bis reply meno at page 7 Mr. Dash picks up a phrase 

the Court used in its opinion when we were here before and says 

that our conception of separation of powers mainly is one of a 

watertight allocation of power. If we ·gave that :lm.pressior(tf· 
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the Court when we were here before it was certainly ay undoing 

and I did not intend to do it. 

It fl perfectly apparent tha~ the systen of checks and 

balances set up by the founders does provide more than one branch 

of govert111ent has a role with regard to many duties. Congress 

makes laws that the President can veto; Congress can override 

bis veto. A president is subject to fmpeacbnent. tried by the 

Senate. presided over by the Chief ;J1i1Jtice; 'treaties are made 

by tl.e President and consented_to by the Senate. Sane exanples 

in which the Constitution very deliberately says we want the 

.canbined . action by more than one branch of the gove1"111lent. 

But the rule of construction that I think has to 
Chief 

apply was what/Justice Taft announced in Harders case, 272 u.s. 

52 at page 116. After discussing- at very considerable length 

the mpp~~·. ~t the franers attach to the separation of 

_powers and their dedication to the views of minuscule on that, 

the court~ through Qiief .Justice Taft said: "the reasonable 

construction of the Constitution must be that the branches must 

be kept separate in all cases in which they were not expressly 

blended and the Constitution should be expounded to blend then 

no more than it affb:matively requires." 

That we think.is the right approach. yet there is 

sane blending but you don't broaden the blending to the extent 

the Constitution hasn't expressly blended, you leave them al~ne. 
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The main argunent on the merits of course is fraa 

historical practice, that this is simply sanetbing that has 

never been done before. At page 3 of our brief we have the quo

tation fraa Professor Curland, a very distinguished scholar of 
( .. 

the Presidenc:y and all of our history, so far as he is aware, 

hundreds of times presidents have refused to rely on info:mation 

given to congreaaicaal COllllitteea and no department bead has 

ever been held to respond to a subpoena.or held 1n contempt for 

failure to do so. 

Now since history is important 1n this case it is 
I 

necessar:y that the Court have a very careful understanding what 

history 1a and -

THE· COURT: -1 think 1 have read enough about ~hlstoey 

to have that understanding. 

Mil. WR.IGm: Well, l want to caution Your Honor against 

sane historical arguaenta tlBt Mr. Daah'a associates made 1n 

his brief that seemed to me might be misleading. 

Apparentl:y the sole source of 1117 friend's brief on 

historical issues is the lengthy article by Raul Barger which 

is cited fifteen times 1n their brief. They refer to it as a 

careful awl scbolarl:y discussion; they refer again to the fact 

that Professor Berger takes painstaking.care. 

Now Professor Berger is a scholar of repute; he baa 

written widely. provocatively and 1 read hilll with great interest. 

but 1 feel bound to say to the Court that Professor Burger is a . 
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man who once he has adopted a point of view does his best to 

fit the evidence to support his thesis and I do not regard a 
made 

statement of history/on authority of Professor Berger as one 

that can be accepted unless the_underlying documentation supports 

that. 

Let me cite two instances of that to the Court. One 

involves an instance we discussed when Mr. Cox and I were. here 

before. That was the fanous subpoena fron Chief .Justice Marshal 

to Thanas .Jefferson· in t~ Burr case. And Mr. Cox in his argu

ment said ult~tely President .Jefferson fully complied. 'fl!at 

surprised me at the tfme. I was familiar with Professor Berger's 

article,. I knew that he said .Jefferson fully conplied. Hy 

general> underatandingcthough is .Jefferson had not fully canplied, 

so in my rebuttal I said lregarded history as inconclusive. 

Xn their historical appendix. at page S my friend 

asserts that President .Jefferson fu11y canplied, and citing the 

Bargar article and the Berger article does day he, President 

.Jefferson, fully caaplied •. 

Since we were here before I have had an opportJinit:y 

to ~ine all the original records and I a DOif in the position 

to assert categorically to the Court that it is not true that 

Thanas .Jefferson fully conplied. Bis great biographer, indeed 

idolater• Deveridge -not his,. but Marshal's biographer-

would certainly love to record such a triunph as .Jefferson 
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S18 to 522, Voluae 38ot Beverege'a life with Marshal, Beverage 

rather wistfully says that .Jeffersonmver did canply and Marshal 

let the matter drop. 

What happened finally was this: the docunentation can 

be found in Volune 9 of Ford's-writings of Thanas .Jefferson'at 

pages 63 and 64. 

Ultimately Jefferson took the letter in question, he 

cut out certain passages of it, ~ sent the edited version of 

the letter to the Court with the certificate in which be said 

the anitted portiona were, and I quote: "Passages entirely 

confidential given for iay information in the discharge of my 

executive functions and which my duties and public interest 

forbid me to make public. I have therefore, given above a 

correct_ copy of th~se parts which I ought to pe:mit to be made 

public." 

That is certainly not full canpliance. It seems 

to me precisely what President Hixon is doing in this case and 

this goes squar~ly againat the waiver argunent. .Jefferson pro

duced wha~ he thought- the public interest allowed to be produced. 

Be decided for ~Jmself what the public interest did not allow 

to be produced and he exercised that. 

One other historical instance at page 24, second 

footnote of the original brief of the Senate Ccmnittee, again 
' 

citing Professor Berger'a:.article: 
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"President Jackson, for example, refused to pro

duce docunents relatf.ng to alleged wroag..dof.ng by fOJ.'lllff 

executive official but only on the ground that the 

Congressional investigation was beiQS conduted 1n caaera 

thus depriving the individual in question an opportunity , . 

for public vindication." 

I happen to have before 111e the message of President 

.Jackson, February 10, 183S, as appears in Richardson's Messages 

and Papers of President•, Voluae 31-32. There is a three-page 

letter vbich appears in print. President .Jackson first at sane 

length sa:,a this is another demand for inf01'lllation the Senate 

1a always aald.Qg upon me that 'l think encroaches llpOQ the 

constitutional powers of the Executive, their continued repetition 

encroaches upon me as representative and trustee of the American 

people, the painful duty of resisting to theutmost any further 

oa. the rf&hta of t be Executive, .and be said if you don't tilce 

the. fact x aa not giving you the papers vbat :,ou ought to. do 1a 

:Impeach me. Then after that lengthy discussion there are eactty 

two sentences in which be· 11811:ea refer-- to the fact that 

the p apera would be considered 1a ezecutive session, but then 

be returns to his other reason. Besides cmpliance with the 

present resolution in all probability would subject the.conduct 

_and motives of the President in the case of Mr. Fitz to. the 

review of t be Senate not sitting as judges on mpeacment{t. 
etc., etc. 
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So the statement that .Jackson refused canpliance 

only on tli'e ground the papers would be bearcl in canera ls amply 
, . . : ~ -

a very distorted reading of Pres.J,dent .Jackson's statement. 
4~ • 

I think that the historical practice has been aa 

Professor Corwin desc:rlbed it in the passage I already averted 
' '-1, 

to in page 3 of our brlef!-1 think that.the historical practice 

has been as President Trmian described it in his letter of 

Bovaaber 12 • 1~_53 when he refused to respond to the subpoena 

of the Unlaerlcan Activities Camni.ttee. Be said: In doing so 

I aa carrying out the provisions of the Constitution of the 
.~~. 

United States and following .allong line of .precedents camaenclng 

with George WaahingtOD b1m.self in 1796.; Since his day Presidents 
• ! 

Jefferson, Monroe, _.Jackson, Ty~er, _Pope, Filmore; Buchanan, 

Lincoln, Grant, Bays, Cleveland, Theodore Roosevelt, Coolidge, 

Hoover, and Franklin D. lloosevelt have dec11ned to respond to 

subpoenas for demands for infoxmation of various kinds for the 

Congress.· Be refers to the doctrine of aeparatim of powers, 

and be said: the doctrine would be shattered and the President• . 
contrary to our fundaaental theory of constitutional govtpmaent 

\ .. 

would beccme a mere am of the Legislative Branch of goverment 
. ' 

if he would feel during bis term of office his every act ,a;f.gbe 

be 'subject to official inquiry and possible distortion through 

political purposes. 

That is the historical practice. The Bouse of. Repre

sentatives acquiesced in that, President Trunan refused to . dg. 
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as Congress has acquiesced over and over again when Presidents 

have refused info1'1118tion, and we have given a nmber of instances 

of those 1n our brief. We cited even to Senator Ervin.adto 

Senator McClellan acquiescing in .Justice Fortas' view 1n hla 

hearings that ha cannot testify about.conversations that ha 

helcl with the President. 

There la a S'1ggestion at page 20 of the reply DlflllO 

that t ha instances in which this has happened have not been 

instances in which poss:lhle cr:lminal conduct was involved and 

this for sane reason makes a difference. And I simply say this 

is not true. Without going wer every exanple of a long line 

of examples we cite 1n the footnote at pages S2 to 54 of our 

brief Presidm1t Monroe 1n 1825 refused to giYe information relative 

to charges_ pf c rllninal conduct of a naval officer. President 

.Jackson 1n the letter· I just referred to involving Mr. Fitz in 

183S -it was poaa:lhle cr:lminal charges. President ".fy1er in 

1848. President Buchanan 1n 1860, all involving charges of 

crime• charges which reached high 1n the Executive Department. 

President '1'ruaan lmualf 1n 19S3 when he and .Justice 

Clark refused to appear before the Bouse Un-klerican ActiYities 

Canmittee were being asked to testify about a charge that t lay, 

,ltile they were President and Attorney Generals had knowingly 

prcmoted a person they knew to be a Ccmmunist spy to a high and 

critical position 1n govermnent. 
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I am certain the conduct of that would violate a great 

many statutes in the criminal code. So the precedent that a 

President can refuse to.produce material to Congress even though 

possible criminal conduct is 1 nvolved is, 1 think, perfectly 

well established. 

We have cit~ in our brief at pages SS several of the 

cases --MidWest Oil case; Inland Waterways case that indicate 

on constituti~t questions of this sort this historical practice 

is itself saaething of great blportance and we didn't cite in 

our brief what the other side has cited for a different point 

in their brief, the Pocket Vetoe case in 1929. It seemed to me 

to have a p~rticularl:, lucid statenent of the contlD ling principal 

'lhat 1s at 279 U.S. 6SS, quotation at 688 and 689. The Court 

said: 

· "The views we have expressed as to. construction and 

effect of constitutional provision here 1n question 

are confixmed by the practical construction given 

to it by the.President through a long course of 

:,ears in which Congress has acquiesced. Long settled _,,,,,... . 

and established practice is a consideration of great 

weight in a proper interpretation of constitutional 

provisions of this character." 

Hr. Chief .Judge, we respectfully submit that in this 

case the Court ought honor the long established practice of 

Presidents acquiesced in by Congress over and over again rather 
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than being caught up in the spirit of Watergate and setting 

precedents that would be very danaging to the Presidency. 

THE COUB.'1': Thank you. Mr. Wright. Mr. Dash, do you 

wish to repl:,T 

MB.. DASH: Briefly• Your Honor. 

l can't resist the reference that apparently we had 

cited Professor Berger but we have cited at least what he bas 

written in articles. Hy friend has cited Professor Black as he 

baa given statements to the New York Tfmes and we hear now 

that be has sme hearsay information that Professor Bickel may 

have told Senator Ervin and me at a meeting and l suggested that 

kind of newspaper statements or hearsay statenenta of a professor 

that may have met with a Senator really is not precedent ,and 

there is so much of his references to Professor Black's New York 

Tfmea statenenta that I just feel there really isn•t controlling. 

I should say in our reference to Professor Berger's 

statment around Jefferson. we do not say on page S of our 

Motion for SUllll8r:, .Judgment appendiz that /efferson fully 

ccmplied. A proper and correct reading of what was said ia that 

it ia clear that be attmpted to fully comply.and that he did 

canpl:, with the subpoena. 

So there was no statement that he fully canplied. 

It was an attempt • 

. Also. I think it ia important to start right off 

briefly in this r'ai,17 that the historical background is a mixed 
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bag, and sane cases it is true there may be sCllle cr:lmina1f.ty 

of sane other people where they didn't ~omply. Other cases they 

did. 1 think f.t ts_~~bed bag• 1 don't think we can rely on 

that. 

We have a unique situation here, Your Honor. Thia f.a 

the ff.rat time f.n 411 these cases where the President himself 

may be involved. 1n fact we state and we d m't have any denial 

on the part of the President's counsel that a pr:lma facie case 

baa in fact been made out of presidential involvement. .And in 

that situati90 there is no special presidential right to protect. 

We don't question the executive privilege powers of 

the President. All these issues and att these statements that 

Mr. Wright lµss talked about i n tems of presidents not wanting 

to give up their powers, I said we agree with all that, but 

certainly this cannot exist, assertion of executive privilege 

where ~ President personally f.a involved. 1n that particula: 

case he is using executive privilege as a shield for hf.a ae~ 

protection rather than protection of the presidency or executive 

privilege. 

Now reference has been made to Senator Gurney, and let 

me say this was the unan:lmous vote of the entire Senate to bring 

this suite for these tapes. Off-the-record statements to reporter 

by Senators I think are canpletely irrelevant. Senator Gurney 

received this brief and approved it at executive camaittee, be 

and all the Senators unanim~~ly approved my being here today to 
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argue these positions before Your Honor 1 or I wouldn't be here. 

The:, have the power to tel1 me not to cane here and the:, could 

withdraw their position. As recentl7 as yesterday the Caomittee 
.i 

met and reaffbmed its position before this Ccmm.ittee 11 and again 

I suggest that references and off-the-cuff references .by Senators 

as to clo we need these tapes. really are to again dispel the view 

that without the tapes we just fall apart. Frankly. we need the 

tapes alll;l let me really read the only statanent that counts, 

and that is in the affidavit of Senator Ervin under ~th 1 and 

I read his paragraph 2 of his affidavit: 

''Defendant llf.chard H. Hixon• President of the United 

States has refused to honor two subpoena duces tecml 

subnitted to h:fm b:, the Senate Select Cam:aittee 

that calls for production of evidence vital to the 

exercise of the Ccmm.ittee's function."· 

Thia is the <2laixman of the Cmmittee and before 

signing this be_hacl the approval of the unanimous vote of the 

Cc:maittee. so I don't think there $.&,an:, ~tion how the Senate 

Caumittee mmbers feel. 

I suggest. Your llonor 11 even though this ma:, be sane-

what unusual. tb:9t it is a Congressional camnittee that is bringing 

this action against the Executive it doesn't change the- issue 

on judiciabilit:,. Counsel for the President indicates that 

usually the cases we have cited have been.~orporations or private 
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.. 
individuals-where these issues have arisen. F~ankly, it doesn't 

matter who brings the suite. I don't see why a Ca:omittee of 

the Congress cannot bring a suite to enforce its subpoenas for 

declaratory judgment if it is a justiciable -!~sueionAnd the 

question that Powell vs McCormack and David vs Soucie is the 

definitton·on a political question is whether or not there ls 

a tt:e'Ktwltly- dEmonstrable camnitment and here we say here there 

is none, executive privilege ls not a t:e;j:luaf}y:· danonstrable 

camnitment to the Presld~t and since Your Honor bas ruled• 

and I think other courts have ruled, that is reviewed by the 

courts, why can't a camnittee cane into court also as a Forporatio 

presldent·or anybody else. 

Again, he la confusing a political case perhaps with 

a political question. We suggest that is not so. 

Be makes a reference again to our use of the Independent 
- . 

Brokers case as now being the rule in the Second Ciruit with 

regard to our use of the Administr~tive ~ Act jurisdicti• 

That · in itself provldea jurisdiction~_ And he indicates _that theri 

was no reference to the earlier cas~. That of course, the fact 

that a later decision doesn't refer to earlier cases does not· 

mean that its latest decision does not overrule those cases. 

But also what they ~aid in that particular case I read directly: 

"We sustain the jurisdiction in the District Court on the_ ground 

this agency ~olvment constitutes agency action within, t~e 

meaning of the APA, and 4lternatively by reference to the Court' E 
. '::::. ' .. " '-.,~';. ·-.?: 
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general equity.jurisdiction." So there wer two basis for j~ts-
•.._ ..... ;-_, 

diction. Surely there was another base. But as an alternative 

basis for jurisdict:l,on they found that the APA is an independent 

basis for jurisdiction. Therefore. I subdt • Your Honor. that 

it does. 

Bow. I had answered Your Honor'•. question as to whether 

it was minority or majority view on 1331• whether it is a minorit: 
i 

view concerning the amount in controvercy where you can't place 

_a dollar mount on it and whit I was conceding. Your Honor,_ , 

was it is fraa the minority view if you can't place a dollar: 

alllount _then autanat1ca11y the Court will treat .in a cotUtltutional, 

rights case as meeting the amount in controversy. But it 1a 

the majority view. Your Honor• we cite the Spock case and sane 

other cases which say that you can consider where constitutional , 

Jights are im,o1ved. you can consider them for the question of 

the aaount in controversy. 

Bow just one or two other points that :I think it 
. i 

should be emphasized too that the question here of the 8XJition: 

to the Executi·-1e Privilege lute where cr:lmtnality 1a involved bal 
• I 

been deeply conceded by the President's counsel and he doesn't 
! 

raise it. What he again argues and presses before this Court 

he says it is the Watergate atmosphere. 

I have to stress, Your Honor, that again. the unan:lmou 

vote of the Senate was to create a Senate Select Ccmmitt~e on 
'• .... -

Presidential CampaignJ.ctivities and the ~esident's couns_el; 
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treats lightly the responsibility.~of the mandate. There ia no 

. . 

exposure for exposure'• UQ. The President• even though he 

holds the highest executive position in the land, and deserves 

the highest respect of all Americans. still ia a citizen under 

the law and in the area of presidential capaign activities where 

he is a candidate for the presidency, he cmes within the legis

lative jurisdiction of the Congress and it is in this particy.Jar 

area that we are investigating. And as I have indicated,where 

a pr:lma facie case baa in fact been made out by a witness under 

oath before a camnittee of,,cr:lminality of the President• then 

it is the responsibi.li::y cf our cC111Dittee tDtake the facts 

and findings for perhaps drastic legislation and I don't -see . 

how the President'• counsel can ignore that because the very 

heart and future of our daaocratic electoral process depends 

on whether or not there can be auch a corruption of a electoral 

process as we have seen in the past; and therefore, it ma7 call 

for the Canmittee to make such reca1111endationa and the Camaittee 

can only make these recaumendatims if it finds these facts and 

it must pursue it as far as it can and it bas the jurisdiction 

to do so. 

1 will not take the t:lme of the Court to take on a 

ntmber of other issues which were raised by Mr. Wright. 1 think 

all of these argunenta have been fully presented to_ Your Honor• 

have been fully briefed, and ~- think the matter is ripe f~_r -

resolution. -.. 

34-966 0- 74 - pt, 1 - 63 
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Ve do ask Your Bonar to resolve these matters as

quickly as can be even though we have filed an amicus in the 

Court of Appeals,the Court of App~ls cannot reso1ve our issues 

of jurisdiction, and we d o present a different case because 

whereas the Special Prosecutor was not relying ~r:lmarily as we 

do and directly on tha involvement of tha President hfm.self 

because he has a particular prob1Sll in 'texms of how far he can 

go in texms of prosecution. The legislative process can look 

into that matter for detemi.niog what legislation it should draft 

even though it cannot obviously prosecute the President, and 

therefore we need the resolution of this case as early as possible 

even if the Court of Appeals has not yet _resolved it. 

• COURT: The Court desires to consider this matter 

further before rendering a decision, and will therefore take 

the matter under advisaent for the tfm.e being. 

Both counsel ought to be congratulated on the excellent 

presentati_orlS made this morning and in the -.atittelt briefs. 

The Court deeply appreciates the assistance of counsel 

on both sides. . _ ... 

If there is nothing further the Court will now adjourn. 

* * * (12:25 p.m.} 
CERTD'lcATE 

It is certified the foregoing is the official 
_-transcript of proceedings i~M__ 

· ~Ql<LAS SOKAL 
Official Reporter 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE:DISTRICT 01'. COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in.its own 
name and in the name of the United States, 

and 

·sAM J. ERVIN, JR.; HOWARD H. BAKER, JR.; 
IIBRMAN E: •. TALMADGE; DANIEL K. INOUYE; 
JOSEPH H. H:>NTOt:A; EDWAIU> J. GUBNBY; 
and LOWELL P. WEICDB., JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the S81lab! Select Committee on 
Preaidelltial Campaign Activities, 

Plaintiffs, 

l 
] 
J 
] 
l 
l 
l 
] 
J 
] 
J 
] 
l 
] 
] 
J 

FIL E.D 
ocri 71873 

JAMES F. DAV£V C · . ,, . lerk 

v. ] Civil Action.No. 1593-73 

li.ICIWU) M. NUON, individually and aa 
President of the United States, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

J 
] 
] 
] 
l 

'this matter having come before the Court on plaintiffs' 

Motion for s-ry Judgment, and the Court having considered the 

-randa and arguments of counsel, and the Court having concluded 

~or the reaaons·atated.in the attached opinion that it~~~ 

jurisdiction over this matter, it is.by the Court this 

day of October, 1973, 

ORDERED that this action be, and the same hereby is, 

dismissed with prejudice. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
"FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATB SELECT COMMITTEE ON.PRESIDENnAL 
CAMPAl<.N ACnVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the United States, 

and 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR,; HOWAIU> H, BAKER, JR.; 
REBMAN E. TALMADGE; DANIEL K, INOUYE; 
JOSEPH M. l«>NTOYA; EDWABD J, GURNEY; and 
LOWELLP, WEICKER, JR., as United States 

· Senators who are members of the Senate 
Select Committee on Pres1dent1al Campaign 
Activities, 

Plaintiffs, 

V, 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
·President of the United States, 

Defendant. 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

The Court presently has before it a motion for summary 

judgment filed by plaintiffs, Plaintiffs are the Senate Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, established by 

Senate Resolution 60, 93rd Congress, lat Session (1973), and the 

seven United States Senators who compose the Select Collllllittee. 

Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States, is defendant, 

The action is styled "Complaint for declaratory judgment, mandatory 

injunction and mandamus." 

Facts concerning the origin of this action are not con

troverted. The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 

Activities (Select Committee) became a duly authorized and ·con

stituted colllllittee of the United States Senate on February 7, 

1973, "empowered to investigate and study 'illegal, improper or 

unethical activities' in connection with the Presidential campaign 

and election of 1972.and to determine the necessity-of new 
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legislation 'to safeguard the electoral process by whic.h the 
1/ 

President of .the.United States is chosen,'"~ In the course 

of its investigatory procedures, the Select Collllldttee heard one 

Alexander P. Butterfield,.formerly a Deputy Assistant to the 

defendant, Mr, Butterfield testified that the President had 

electronically recorded conversations occurring in various of 

his offices during a period of time that included the campaign 

and election of 1972, This testimony was later confirmed by 
2/ 

Presidential counsel, J, Fred Buzhardt.~ 

Upon learning that alJIODg these recorded conferences 

were a series which they regarded as highly relevant to their 

investigation, plaintiffs commenced informal efforts to secure 

the pertinent tape recordings as well as various written documents. 

Plaintiffs were and remain convinced that the recorded account 

of these presidential conversations, together with written White 

House documents alluded to by witnesses at their hearings, would 

undoubtedly contain information having an important bearing on 

their investigation and would probably resolve critical conflicts 

in the testimony of several key witnesses. 

When informal attempts proved unsuccessful, the Select 

Comillittee directed two subpoenas ·~ ·~ to the defendant 

President. Both were served on July 23, 1973, and together with 

proof of service, are attached as exhibits to the complaint herein • 

..J:. "Statement of Material Facts as to which there 
is no Genuine Issue" filed by plaintiffs on August 29, 1973, at 
1. Counsel for the defendant President acknowledged in Court on 
October 4, 1973, that defendant takes no issue with plaintiffs' 
statement. 

_2/. Id. at 2, 

- 2 -
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The first required .production of the tape recordings of five 

meetings which were in each instance attended by .the defendant 

President and then White·House counsel, John W. Dean, III. 

Other persons had also been present during some of these con

ferences. As noted in the subpoena, the meetings occurred on 

September 1s; 1972, February 28, 1973, March 13, 1973, and 

March 21, 1973, with two meetings on the last mentioned date. 

The second subpoena sought documents and other materials "relating 

directly or indirectly to [an] attached list of [25] individuals 

and to their activities, participation, responsibilities or 

involvement in any alleged criJDinal acts related to the Presi

dential election of 1972." Defendant filed no objection to 

either subpoena or to service thereof, although in a subsequent 

filing counsel have characterized the second subpoena as 

oppressive. Defendant's sole ~.consisted of a letter 

to.Select Collllllittee Chairman Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., ex

pressing the President's intention not to comply with the subpoenas 

and the reasons for his decision. The President's letter is 

also appended to the complaint herein as an exhibit. It is under

stood that although the subpoenaed tape recordings had previously 

been in the custody of others,at the time the subpoenas were 

issued, and at present, they are within the sole possession, 
3/ 

custody and control of the defendant President.~ 

Plaintiffs next proceeded to file with the Court the 

present civil action. They deliberately chose not to attempt 

an adjudic~tion of the matter by resort to a contempt proceeding 

under Title 2, U.S.C. § 192, or via Congress.ional common-law 

powers which permit the Sergeant at Arms to forcibly secure 

attendance of the offending party.· 'Either method, plaintiffs 

. .2/ Id. at 3. 

3 
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state, would here be inappropriate and unseemly, On the day 

defendant filed his answer to the complaint, plaintiffs sub

mitted a motion for sUllllllSry judgment; A response to the motion 

and other memoranda were subsequently filed, and the matter came 

on for oral argument on October 4, 1973. In their subsequent 

pleadings and at oral argument,. plaintiffs have emphasized that 

portion of the complaint which seeks a declaratory judgment. 

It is argued that such judgment include the following statements: 

(1) That the two subpoenas·were law-

fully issued and served by plaintiffs and must 

be complied with by defendant President; 

·c2) That defendant President may not refuse 

compliance on the basis of separation of powers, 

executive privilege, Presidential prerogative 

or otherwise; 

(3) That defendant President by his action 

to date has breached the confidentiality of the 

materials subpoenaed and waived any privilege 

that might have applied to them. 

The prayer for a 1ll81\datory injunction and/or relief by 

way of mandamus has been referred to the Court's discretion and 

otherwise ignored by plaintiffs, 

The case presents a battery of issues including juris

diction, justiciability, invocation of the declaratory judgment 

statute, executive privilege, waiver of privilege, validity of 

the Select COllllllittee's investigation, and authority of the Select 
' 

Committee to subpoena and bring suit·against the President. 

Because of its ruling, the Court has found it necessary to con

sider only one question, that being whether the Court has juris-

diction to decide the case. The Court has concluded, for the 

4 -
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reasons outlined below, tha.t it lacks such jurisdiction, and the 

action is therefore dismissed with prejudice. 

I. 

The Court has recently decided another case involving 
4/ 

some of the same tape recordings that are here at issue.~ As 

its caption indicates, that matter concerned a subpoena duces !.!!.£!:!!!. 

issued to the President by a grand jury. It was .there ruled that 

compliance with the subpoena could be judicially required as to 

unprivileged matter and that the Court was empowered to determine 

the applicability of any privilege. The case is presently the 

subject of appellate review. 

This present case, by contrast, is a civil complaint, 

and in such actions particularly, jurisdiction is a threshold 

issue. Some elementary principles perhaps need restating here. 

For the federal courts, jurisdiction is not automatic and cannot 

be presumed. Thus, the presumption in each instance is that a 

federal court lacks jurisdiction until it can be shown that a 

specific grant of jurisdiction applies. Federal courts may 

exercise only that judicial power provided by the Constitution 

in Article III and conferred by Congress. All other judicial 

power or jurisdiction is reserved to the states. And although 

plaintiffs may urge otherwise, it seems settled that federal 

courts may assume only that portion of the Article III judicial 
5/ 

power which Congress, by statute, entrusts to them.~ Simply 

4/ In Re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued to 
Richard M.Nixon, etc., 360 F. Supp. 1 (D.D.C. 1973). 

5/ The Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals for 
this Circuit have affirmed that jurisdiction fails "if the cause 
is not one described by any jurisdictional statute." Powell v. 
McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 512-513 (1969) citing Baker v. Carr, 
369 U.S. 186, 198-199 (1962). See also, Cary v. Curtis, 3 How. 
(continued to next page) ~--~-

5 
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stated, Congress may impart as much or as little of the judicial 

power as it deems appropria.te and the Judiciary ljlay not thereafter 

on its own motion recur to the Article III storehouse for addi

tional jurisdiction, When it comes to jurisdiction of the federal 

courts, truly, to paraphrase the scripture, the Congress giveth, 
6/ 

and the Congress taketh away.- Finally, the principle is firmly 

established that jurisdictional requirements cannot be waived. 

II. 

Plaintiffs have cited four statutory bases any end 

all of which, according to their submission, grant jurisdiction 

here. Before proceeding to analyze these provisions, however, 

it should be noted that the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 2201 end 2202, and Rule 57 ~f the Federal Rules of Civil Pro

cedure do not themselves confer jurisdiction. These statutes, 

as defendant points out, are procedural only and do not constitute 

the.jurisdictional statute necessary to consideration of a specific 
7/ 

declaratory judgment action.-

5/ (continued) (44 U.S.) 236, 245 (1845) and United States 
Servicemen's Fund v. Eastland, F,2d · (No, 24,279 August 
30, 1973) (D.C, Cir. 1973). Reference toArticle III,§· 2 alone 
is insufficient. 

For the contrary proposition plaintiffs cite six 
decisions: New York Times Co, v. U.S., 403 U.S. 713 (1971); 
Sanitary District of Chicago v. U.S., 266 U.S. 405 (1925); In 
Re Debs, 158 U.S. 564 (1895); U.S. v. Arlington County, 326 
F.2d 929 (4th Cir, 1964); U.S. v. Brand Jewelers, Inc., 318 
F, Supp. 1293 (S,D,N,Y, 1970); and U.S. v, Brittain, 319 F, 
Supp, 1058 (N.D. Ala. ·1970), None of these cases, however, 
holds.that the government or anyone else may.invoke jurisdiction 
of the federal courts without·utilizing a specific jurisdictional 
statute; Each were initially brought by the United States and 
jurisdiction apparently invoked under 28 U,S,C. § 1345, or its 
predecessor, an independent statutory base applicable to the 
government, 

..!!.J Job i:21 (The Holy Bible) 

7/ See, Skelly Oil Co. v, Phillips Petroleum Co., 
339 U.S. 667, 6~(1950) and Aetna Life Ins. Co, v. Haworth, 
300 u.s. 227, 249 (1937). 

6 
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A 

One of the four statutory bases of jurisdiction cited 

by plaintiffs is 28 U,S,C. § 1345 which reads: 

§ 1345. United States as plaintiff 

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, 
the district courts shall have original juris
diction of all civil actions, suits or proceed
ings. commenced by the United States, or by any 
agency or officer thereof expressly authorized 
to sue by Act of Congress, . 

Plaintiffs hare disclaimed any attempt to classify themselves 

as. an "agency ·~.r officer" within the meaning of this section, 

Rather they purp~rt to bring suit in the name of the United 

States. Reference; however, to common practice and related 

statutory provisions belies the soundness of such a claim. 

Title 28 U,S,C, § 516, in language similar to that of§ 1345, 

reserves to the Attorney General and Department of Justice 

authority to litigate as United States, 

§ 516, Conduct of Litigation reserved 
to Department of Justice 

Except as otherwise authorized by law, the 
conduct of litigation in which the United 
States, an agency, or officer thereof is 
a party, or is interested, and securing 
evidence therefor, is reserved to officers 
of the Department of Justice, under the 
direction of the Attorney General. 

While this section does not require a congressional litigant 

to be represented by the Justice Department, it does deny such 

a litigant the right to sue as the United States when jurisdiction 
8/ 

derives from§ 1345.~ The practice has never been otherwise 

~ Cf,, Confiscation Cases, 7 Wall (74 U.S.) 454, · 
457 (1868), It may be argued that Senate Resolution 262, 70th 
Congress, 1st Session (1928) permits the Select Committee to 
sue in the name of the United States here despite the provisions 
of§ 516, Resolution 262 states in pertinent part: 

[A]ny committee of the Senate is hereby 
authorized to bring suit on behalf of and 

(continued to next page) 
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9/ 
and the two cases cited by plaintiffs do not so hold.~ Section 

1345 is simply inapplicable here. 

_!/ (continued) 

in the name of the United States. in any 
court of competent jurisdiction if the 
committee is· of the opinion that the suit 
1s necessary to the adequate performance of 
the powers invested in it or the duties 
imposed upon it •• , • 

It occurs to the Court that there are at least three responses 
which answer this claim, First, insofar as the Senate Resolution 
i~ inconsistent with ·the provisions of§ 516, it would appear 
that the statute, enacted by both Houses of Congress, should 
control over the Resolution of one House, Second; any exception 
to§ 516 must be one "authorized by law." Although the question 
has never been specifically litigated, it seems apparent that 
"law" 1n § 516 would not include a legislative action of the 
sort represented bys. Res. 262. The term "law" doe11 not normally 
encompass within its definition "resolution," and all recognized 
exceptions to§ 516, such as 10 u.s.c. § 1037, are statute laws 
enacted by both Houses. In addition, the Supreme Court has hinted 

·that authorization of legislative committees to sue as the United 
States under§ 1345 may require a specific statutory enactment, 
The Court in.Reed v. County Commissioners, 277 ·u.s. 376 (1928), 
did not reach the question of whether a Senate committee could 
act as the United States under 28 u.s.c. § 41 (predecessor to 
28 u.s.c. § 1345), because "even if it be assumed that the 
Senate alone may give that authority," it had not even attempted 
to do so. 277 U.S. at 388 (emphasis added), 

Third, and most importantly, the language and historical 
setting of S. Res .• 262 exact the conclusion that it was intended, 
not to confer jurisdiction, but to. ensure standing in lawsuits.· 
Both parties agree that the Senate adopted s. Res, 262 in response 
to the Supreme Court decision in Reed. As just noted, the Reed 
Court did not reach the issue of statutory jurisdiction because 
it found that the Senate Special Committee lacked standing, 277 
U.S. at 388. S, Res, 262 was intended to correct that defect, 
and thus it authorized committees to sue "in any court of com
petent jurisdiction." This language traditionally means courts 
that already have jurisdiction, that are presently competent to 
consider the case, pursuant to some independent statutory pro
vision. It does not itself serve to bestow jurisdiction, 

9/ Plaintiffs cited In Re Hearings by the Committee 
on BSI?king"""and Currency, 245 F.2d 667 (7th Cir. 1957) and In Re 
Hearings by the Committee on Banking and Currency, 19 F.R.D. 410 
(N,D, Ill, 1956). 

8 
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B 

A second statute called to the Court's attention is 

28 U,S,C, § 1361, That statute provides: 

§ 1361, Action to compel an officer of the 
United States to perform his duty. 

The district courts shall have original juris
diction of any action in the nature of a 
mandamus to compel an officer or employee 
of the United States or any agency thereof 
to perform a duty owed to the plaintiff, 

In attempting to meet the terms of§ 1361, plaintiffs 

impute to the defendant President a "legal duty to respond to 

and to comply with, • , [Select·Committee] subpoenas," As 

defendant indicates, however, the traditional criteria for man-
10/ 

damus proceedings apply here- and only a "ministerial, plainly 

defined and peremptory" duty may properly be the subject of such 

proceedings. 

Before such a writ may issue, it must 
appear that the claim is clear and certain 
and the duty of the officer involved must 
be ministerial, plainly defined, and 
peremptory. Huddleston v. Dwyer, 10 
Cir. 145 F,2d 311, The duty sought to 
be exercised must be a positive counnand 
and so plainly prescribed as to be free 
from doubt. Wilbur v. United States ex 
rel. Kadrie, 281 U.S. 206, 50 S,Ct. 320, 
74 L,Ed, 809, 11/ 

These criteria have not been satisfied, 

After reading cases that·have considered applications 

for mandamus, the .. Court cannot in good conscience hold that any 

duty defendant.may·have as President is "plainly defined and 

10/ See, Senate Report No, 1992, 87th Cong,, 2nd 
Sess. pp. 2-4 (1962). 28 u.s.c. § 1361 did not creaiea new or 
distinct cause of action. 

" 11/ Prairie Band of Potawatomie Tribe of Indians v, 
Udall, 35S°"i'.2d 364, 367 (10th Cir.)~- denied 385 U,S; 831 
(1966), 

9 
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12/ 
peremptory" as that phrase has been interpreted,- Mandamus 

properly issues to enforce such duties as that of a government 

officer to issue a driver's or marriage license when all licens

ing requirements are met or that of a military official to con

fer an honorable discharge where the law so provides. In every 

case, official duties are involved, No analogous obligation 

appears here, Regardless of whatever duty the President may 

owe the Select Committee as a citizen with evidence in his 

possession, it is not "free from doubt" that his official 

responsibilities require compliance. There is nothing in the 

Constitution, for example, that makes it an official duty of 
13/ 

.Presidents to comply with Congress'ional subpoenas.-

A fair reading of§ 1361 cannot sustain jurisdiction 

here. 

12/ See e.g., Harmon v. Brucker, 355 U,S, 579 (1958); 
McGaw v, Farrow, 472 F.2d 952 (4th Cir. 1973); Spock v. David, 
467 F.2d 1047 (3rd Cir, 1972}; United States v, Walker, 409 F,2d 
477 (9th Cir, 1969); Greffanti v, Hershey, 296 F, Supp, 553 (S,D, 
N,Y, 1969); Switzerland Co. V, Udall, 225 F. Supp, 812 (W,D,N,C, 
1964) aff'd. 337 F,2d 56 (4th Cir, 1964) cert, denied 380 U,S, 
914 (1965). --· --

13/ Plaintiffs misread the prior opinion of this Court 
when they think they find a declaration therein that Presidents 
have a duty, ministerial in nature, to comply with subpoenas, 
The Court rather stated that defendant's obligation to produce 
unprivileged evidence was "more akin to a ministerial duty" than 
to a discretions-ry one-, "if indeecfit concerns official duties 
at all," In Re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued·to Richard 
M, Nixon, etc., 360 F, Supp, l, 8 n,21 (D,D,C, 1973), (emphasis 
added), In sustaining the Court's position in·that case, the 
Court of Appeals for this Circuit characterized the responsibility 
of·the President to produce evidence as one of the "routine legal 
obligations that confine all ·citizens." Nixon v. Sirica, __ 
F.2d (No, 73-1962 October 12, 1973) (D,C, Cir, 1973), at 
page 18 slip opinion. 

10 
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C 

As a third statutory basis of jurisdiction, plaintiffs 

cite the.Administrative ·Procedure Act, 5 u.s.c, §§ 701-706, 

There is some question whether the President is an "agency" for 
14/ 15/ 

purposes of the Act,- whether "agency action" is involved here,-

14/ Plaintiffs cite Amalgamated Meat Cutters & Butcher 
Workmen v.""connally, 337 F. Supp. 737 (D.D.C. 1971), the decision 
of a three judge court.written by Circuit Judge Leventhal, as 
definitively establishing that the President is an "agency" for 
purposes of the statute. As the Court reads that decision, how
ever, and as defendant suggests, that issue was specifically left 
open. The opinion does include the following statement cited by 
plaintiffs: 

The leading students of the APA, whose 
analyses are often cited by the Supreme Court, 
and who on some matters-··are· in conflict with 
each other, seem to be in agreement that 
the term "agency" in the APA includes the 
President -- s conclusion fortified by the 
care taken to make e.xpress exclusion of 
"Congress" and "the Courts." 337 F. Supp. 
at 761 (footnote omitted). 

Nevertheless, in the next sentence the court writes: 

But we need not consider whether an action 
for judicial review can be brought against 
the President eo nomine. 337 F. Supp, at 
761. ---

The Court of Appeals in this Circuit has also left open this 
question. ~. Soucie v, David, 448 F.2d 1967, 1073 n.17 (D;C, 
Cir. 1971). Defendant further notes, "it is·hard to imagine that 
a statute that excludes from its operations even the governments 
of the territories and the Mayor of the District of Columbia 
should be held to have included, in its-bland and neutral language, 
the President of the United States." Brief in Opposition at·33 
n, 7. 

15/ "Agency action" is defined by the statute as "the 
whole or a""i,art of any agency rule, order, license, sanction, 
relief or the equivalent or denial thereof, or the failure to 
act." 5 U.S.C. § 551 (13). Plaintiffs cite this language a.s 
aptly describing "the President's failure to turn over the evidence 
which the Committee has demanded. **/" "**/ In fact, the 
term 'adjudication' as defined by the APA, could well apply to 
the President's action, See 5 U,S.C, § 551 (6 and 7)." Reply 
Memorandum at 18; Defendant interprets the same definition as 
applicable only to the "rule-making" and "formulation of orders" 
functions of agencies, categories into which his actions do not 
fall. Brief in Opposition at 33, 34. 

11 
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and whether plaintiffs have suffered a "legal wrong" within the 
16/ 

meaning of these provisions,~ A final resolution of these pro-

blelllS, however, is unnecessary here since the rule in this Cir

cuit precludes use of this Act altogether as an independent basis 
17/ 

of jurisdiction.~ The Administrative Procedure Act does not 

confer jurisdiction where an action is not otherwise cognizable 

by the federal courts, Plaintiffs have urged that although this 

was once the rule in the District of Columbia, the.Independent· 

Broker-Dealers I Trade Association v·. SEC case at 442 F, 2d 132 

(D,C, Cir. 1971), ~· denied 404 U.S. 828 (1972) has effectively 

overruled the earlier position, The Court does not so read 

16/ 5 U,S,C, § 702 provides: 

A person suffering legal wrong because 
of agency action or adversely affected or 
aggrieved by agency·action within the mean
ing of a relevant statute, is entitled to 
judicial review thereof, 

The plaintiffs claim a legal right of the Collllllittee to have its 
lawful subpoenas obeyed by the President and cite principally 
Watkins v. U.S., 354 U.S. 178 (1957) and McGrain v, Daugherty, 
273 U.S. 135 (1927), Supplemental Memorandum at 27; Reply Memo
randum at 18, 19, Defendant maintains that although plaintiffs 
may have cited an adverse effect, they have not pointed to an 
illegal effect recognized by law, He cites Senate Report No, 
752, 79th Congress, 1st Session (1945) at 26, and Kansas City 
Power & Light Co, v, McKay, 225 F,2d 924 (D,C, Cir,)~· ~ 
350 U.S. 884 (1955), Brief in Opposition at 34. 

17/ See Pan American World Airways, Inc. v, CAB, 392 
F.2d 483, 494 (D.C. Cir. 1968); Kansas City Power & Light Co. v. 
McKay, 225 F.2d 924, 932-933 (D,C, Cir,) cert, denied 350 U.S. 
884 (1955); Almour v. Pace, 193 F,2d 699, 701 n-:---s-To.c. Cir. 1951). 
Such is the rule in other circuits as- well. See, .!!J!..:., Arizona 
State Dept, of Public Welfare v. Dept. of Health, Education and 
Welfare, 449 F.2d 456, 464 (9th Cir, 1971), cert. denied 405 U.S. 
919 (1972); Zimmerman v, United States Gove:rnment, 422 F.2d 326, 
330-331 (3rd Cir.), cert, denied 399 U,S, 911 {1970); Twin Cities 
Chippewa Tribal Council V,ltinnesota Chippewa Tribe, 370 F,'2d 529, 
532 (8th Cir, 1967); Choumos-v, United States, 335 F,2d 918,919 
(10th Cir. 1964); Local 542, International Union of Operating 
Engineers. v. NLRB; 328 F,2d 850, 854 (3rd Cir,),~;~ 
379 u.s. 826 (1964); Ove Gustavsson Contracting Co, v. Floete, 
278 F,2d 912, 914 (2d Cir,),.£!!!.• denied 364 U.S. 894 (1960), 

- 12 -
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Independent Broker-.Dealers. Plaintiffs there enjoyed an inde

pendent basis for jurisdiction in 28 U,S.C. § 1331, and the 

ruling concerned not whether the APA itself affords jurisdiction 

but whether the S.EC's informal act was reviewable and whether 

any such review might be had in the District Court. The Court 

held that an SEC letter to the/New York Stock Exchange request

ing that the Exchange prohibit "customer-directed give-ups" 

constituted judicially reviewable·"agency action," The Court 

agrees with defendant's counsel that it is hardly probable the 

Court of Appeals would overrule its prior decisions without any 

reference to them. 

The Court concludes that the Administrative Procedure 

Act cannot serve to grant jurisdiction here, 

D 

Plaintiffs have placed principal reliance for purposes 

of jurisdiction on 28 U.S,C, § 1331, That statute, often termed 

the "federal question" jurisdiction statute, provides in pertinent 

part as follows: 

§ 1331. Federal question; amount in 
controversy; costs 

(a) The district courts shall.have original 
jurisdiction of all civil actions wherein 
the.matter in controversy exceeds the sum 
or value of $10,000 exclusive of interest 
and costs, and arises under the Constitution, 
laws or treaties of the United States, 

Unlike the statutes heretofore discussed, this provision includes 

a monetary sum or value as an incident of jurisdiction, the 

$10,000 jurisdictional amount. Although the amount has varied 

over the years, defendant is correct in his assertion that whatever 

13 
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18/ 
the sum, it is s jurisdictional prerequisite.~ The satisfaction 

of a minimum amount-in-controversy is nots technicality;~ 

a requirement imposed by Congress which the·courts may not dispense 

with at their pleasure. 

While some decisions have held to the contrary, most 

notably Spock v. David, 469 F.2d 1047 (3rd Cir, 1972), it is the 

near-universal view that a right or matter in controversy must be 

capable of valuation in dollars and cents to sustain jurisdiction 
19/ 

under§ 1331.~ To the Court, this constitutes not only the 

majority but the more realistic analysis of the amount-in-controversy 

requirement. Where it desires to award jurisdiction over cases 

involving important rights without regard to a monetary valuation, 

the Congress is capable of excluding such restrictions; witness, 

for example, the civil rights and elective franchise statute at 

28 U.S.C. § 1343. Thus, where.Congress has required a jurisdictional 

sum, it would seem unwarranted for a court to presume that the 
20/ 

limitation was unintentional.~ 

The question therefore become whether a quantifiable 

amount-in-controversy, of sufficient value to satisfy the statutory 

18/ ~. ~' Holt v, Indiana Mfg, Co,, 176 U,S, 68 
(1900) and U,S, v, Sayward, 160 U,S, 493 (1895). 

19/ ~.~.Barry v, Mercein, 5 How, (46 U.S.) 103 
(1847); McGaw v, Farrow, 472 F.2d 952 (4th Cir, 1973); Kheel v. 
Port of New York Authority, 457 F,2d 46 (2nd Cir, 1972); Goldsmith 
v, Sutherland, 426 F,2d 1395 (6th Cir,) cert, denied 400 U.S. 960 
(1970); Rosado v. Wyman, 414 F.2d 170 (2nd Cir, 1969), reversed on 
other·grounds 397 U,S, 397 (1970); Rapoport v, Rapoport, 416 F.2d 
41 (9th Cir, 1969) cert, denied 397 U,S, 915 (1970); Giancana v. 
Johnson, 335 F.2d 366 (7t~ 1964) ~· denied 379 U.S. 1001 
(1965). 

20/ Defendant states that Congress has had before it 
several times legislation "rewriting the statute to remove the 
amount in controversy requirement in cases in which constitutional 
rights are .asserted against federal officers," but has each time 
failed to enact it. Brief in Opposition at 25, 

14 
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minimum, exists here. The parties agree, and it is well settled 

that in determining the amount-in-controversy, reference to either 

party's situation is appropriate. Where the c:ase is worth at 

least $10,000 to the defendant, the requirement is satisfied 

just as fully as where a plaintiff can demonstrate the $10,000 

value or sum. 

Computations measure the "value of the object" of the 

suit, Mississippi & Missouri R.R. Co. v. Ward, 2 Black (67 U.S.) 

485 (1862), that is the 1110netary value of objects at issue or 

direct·monetary impact of an adjudication, The object here could 

be describe4 as either the tapes and documents themselves or as 

access to the information contained therein. Since intrinsically, 

the tape recordings and documents do not approach a $10,000 value, 

we look instead to the value of a disposition either granting or 

denying the declaratory jud~t and other relief sought. 

Plaintiffs suggest several possible analyses by which 

existence of the required minimum value may be established. It 

appears to the Court, however, that none of these proposals suffice. 

First, in an affidavit of the Select Collllllittee Chairman appended 

to their Supplemental Memorandum, plaintiffs calculate the expenaes 

they will incur if compelled to secure from other sources the infor

mation contained in the subpoenaed materials. Though the Court does 

not dispute this assessment, it nevertheless cannot accept such 

indirect costs as the amount-in-controversy. Alternative means of 

achieving the object of a suit or collateral results of a judgment 

are not proper1y considered in computing the jurisdictional minimum 
21/ 

under§ 1331.~ The cost of added Committee work to ferret out 

21/ ~. !.:.i.:..• Healy v. Ratta, 292 U.S. 263 (1934); 
Lion Bonding & Surety Co. v. Karatz, 262 U.S. 77 (1923); Town of 
Elgin v. Marshall, 106 U.S. 578 (1882); Quinalt Tribe of Indians v. 
Gallagher, 368 F.2d 648 (9th Cir. 1966) ~· denied 387 U.S. 907 
(1967). (footnote continued to next page) 
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the desired information is quite clearly the cost of an alterna

tive procedure. Nor is the Select Committee's appropriation of 

a valid measure. The decision in Williams v. Phillips,~~ F. 

Supp.~~ (D,D.C. 1973, C.A, No. 490-73), the only authority 

cited for this proposition, contains no such holding, Plaintiffs 

have not attempted to quantify the direct impace of a judicial 

decision, and indeed, it appears to the Court that such an 

appraisal is impossible from either party's viewpoint, 

Second is a suggestion that the rights and responsibilities 

of legislators exceed the $10,000 minimum, The restriction to a 

dollars and 'cents evaluation of the matter in controversy, however, 

logically precludes an assumption that the value of such a right 

can satisfy§ 1331, The value of the right or duty must be 
22/ 

quantifiable,~ There must be some financial gain or loss 

21/ (continued) 
For the contrary proposition plaintiffs cite Petroleum 

Exploration Co. v, Public Service Commission, 304 U.S. 209 (1938); 
Bitterman v, Louisville & Nashville R.R·,, 207 U,S, 205, 224-25 
(1907); and Federated Mutual Implement & Hardware Ins, Co. v. 
Steinherder, 268 F.2d 734 (8th Cir, 1959), In each of these in
stances, however, parties stood to suffer monetary losses in ex-
cess of the jurisdictional amount as the direct result of a judgment, 
In Petroleum Exploration it· was the expen~ine corporation 
would incur if forced to appear and· give information pursuant to 
an order of the Kentucky Public Service Col:l!llission, In Bitterman, 
it was a railroad's financial loss if ticket sales by brokers were 
not enjoined, The Federated Mut1JSl·case concerned losses that would 
befall an insurance company if a former sales agent were not re
strained from competing in the insurance business for two years. 

22/ Plaintiffs urge that Kennedy v, Sampson, (D,D,C,, 
C.A. 1583-72, August 16, 1973) and Holtzman v. Richardson (E,D,N.Y., 
73-C-537, July 25, 1973) reversed F.2d (2nd Cir, 1973) 
found that the constitutional rights and duties of legislators 
met the monetary requirement of·§ 1331, This conclusion, however, 
seems inaccurate, Kennedy did not discuss jurisdiction but was 
apparently a§ 1361 case (performance of a ministerial duty), 
In Holtzman, the object of the controversy from defendants' view
point (bombing in Cambodia) far exceeded the $10,000 jurisdictional 
sum. As plaintiffs note, a court in this district has apparently 
ruled that the inherent value of a constitutional right to vote 
"must be equal ·to any amount set for jurisdictional purposes." 

(continued to next page) 
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associated directly with sustaining, rejecting or declaring the 

right, The Supreme Court has only recently reminded. us that in 

suits against federal ofUcials under I 1331, "it is necessary to 

satisfy the amount-in-controversy requirement for federal juris

diction," Lynch v. Household Finance Corp., 405 U,S, 538, 547 

(1972), Any direct financial consequence to rights or duties is 

not apparent in this. case, 

Finally, regarding value from defendant's viewpoint, 

the Court cannot find any basis on which to assign a dollar value 

to the matter in controversy. Just as the constitutional obliga

tions of legislators, defendant's interest, whatever.it may be 

termed, is incapable of such an appraisal, Each of plaintiff's 

assertions, then, regarding the amount-in-controversy are legally 

inadequate, and finding no possible valuation of the matter which 

satisfies the $10,000 minimum, the Court cannot assert jurisdic

tion by virtue of§ 1331, 

No jurisdictional statute known to the Court, including 

the four which plaintiffs name, warrants an assumption of juris

diction, and the Court is therefore left with no alternative 

here but to dismiss the action, 

22/ {continued) West End Neighborhood Corporation v. 
Stans, 312"°"¥, Supp, 1066, 1068 (D,D.C. 1970), This Court, however, 
cannot justify a conclusion that the Stans decision represents the 
law in this or any Circuit with the possible exception of the· Third, 
and accordingly, with due respect, cannot regard that precedent, 

To say that constitutional rights are incapable of a 
monetary assessment is not to say that they are petty or worthless. 
All persons realize, or should realize, that their value is unsur
passed. Such value, however, is simply not the type intended to 
satisfy the monetary restrictions of I 1331. Other statutes may 
grant jurisdiction in some.of these cases, but §1331 does not, 

17 
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III. 

Because of its conclusion and disposition, the Court 

does not reach the problem of justiciability or the merits of 

the case. Any comment on these matters therefore is inappropriate, 

and·the Court does not proffer its views. 

The Court has here been requested to invoke a jurisdic-. 

tion which only Congress can grant but which Congress has heretofore 

withheld. Whether such jurisdiction ought to be conferred is the 

prerogative of the Congress. Plaintiffs, of course, are free to 

pursue whatever remedy they now deem appropriate, but the Court 

cannot, consistent with law and the constitutional principles that 

reserve to Congress the conferral of jurisdiction, validate the 

present course. 

October 17, 1973 
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IN THE UNITm> STATES Dio.1fRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMB .r---------1 

FILED -

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) OCT 1. 9 19'13 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al ) 

v. 

RICHAII> M. NIXON• 

Plaintiffs ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JAMES F. DA\7:,;Y 
CLERK 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

individually and as President of the 
United States 

) 
) 

Defendant ) 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

Notice is hereby given that the above named plaintiffs 

hereby appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia from this Court's Order of October 17, 

-1973, that'denied plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment 

and dismissed this action with 

October 19, 1973 
amuel Dash 

Chief Counsel 
Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.c. 20510 
(202) 225-0531 
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lT!IE UNITED STATES COURT OF\APFEALS FJ 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the UNITED 
STATES, 

and 

SAM J, ERVIN, JR,, HOWARD H, BAKER, JR,, 
HERMAN E, TALMADGE, DANIEL K, INOUYE, 
JOSEPH M, MONTOYA, EDWARD J, GURNEY; 
and LOWELL P, WEICKER, JR,, as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Appellants 

v. 

RICHARD M, NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Appellee 

RECEIVED 

OCT 231973 
CLERK OF THE UNITED 

STATES C00RT Of A~ 

No. 1533 'i'~ 
-;z..:z-~i'6 

MOTION FOR EXPEDITED BRIEFING AND ARGUMENT SCHEDULE AND 
SUGGESTION FOR HEARING EN BANC 

Appellants hereby move this Court to set an expedited 

briefing and argument schedule as follows: 

(1) The parties, on Monday, October 29, 1973, shall 

file in this Court the briefs filed in this case in the 

District Court plus any _supplemental briefs they desire 
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that take into account the ruling of the District Court 

in this cause and this Court's opinion of October 12, 

1973, in Nos. 73-1962, 73-1967, and 73-1989 (the Special 

Prosecutor cases). 

(2) Argument shall be held on all issues in the 

present litigation on Friday, November 2, 1973. 

Appellants also respectfully suggest that the hearing in 

this matter be en bane. Our position in these regards is 

explained below. 

The basic facts in this case (with an important 

exception noted _below) are well-known and thus need be 

presented only in outline form. On July 16, 1973, 

Alexander P. Butterfield, a former Deputy Assistant to 

the President, testified before the Select Committee 

that certain Presidential conversations had been recorded 

by electronic means. On July 23, after its informal efforts 

to _secure the tape recordings of certain Presidential 

conversations and other materials relevant to its 

investigations had failed, the Select Committee served 

subpenas upon appellee ~resident that called for recordings 

of five conversations b.etween him and Jdrn Wesley Dean III, 

and that also sought certain other materials relating to 
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alleged criminal activities connected with the 1972 

presidential campaign and election. Upon the failure 

of the President to honor these subpenas, the appellants, 

on August 9, instituted this suit and, subsequently, on 

August 29, filed a motion for summary judgment, This 

motion was denied by the District Court on October 17 

and the case dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. On 

October 19, appellants filed their notice of appeal and 

docketed the record below in this Court • .::/ 

*l While this is not the place to argue the jurisdictional 
issues in depth, we do note that Judge Sirica•s extraordinary 
ruling that a Senate Committee and its members have no 
right to come into the Courts of the United States on 
these matters of_ great national importance simply will not 
withstand analysis. For example, the District Court's 
ruling (slip opinion pp. 16, 17) that constitutional 
rights (here the rights of senators to investigate and 
legislate) cannot be valued for jurisdictional amount 
purposes is clearl~ contrary to prevailing law. E.g.{ 
Giles v. Harris, 189 u.s. 475, 485 (1902) (Holmes, J.J; 
Spock v. David, 469 F.2d 1047, 1052 (3rd Cir. 1972); 
Williams v. Phillips, __ F. Supp. __ (D.D.C, 1973, 
No. 490-73); Fifth Ave. Peace Parade Committee v. Hoover, 
327 F. Supp. 238, 241-42 (s.D.N.Y. 1971); West End 
Neighborhood Corp. v. Stans, 312 F. Supp. 1066, 1068 
(D.D.C, 1971). To give another illustration, the 
holding (slip opinionpp. 11-13) that the Administrative 
Procedure Act, 5 U,S,C, §§ 701-706, does not provide 
an independent jurisdictional basis is contrary to this 
Court's opinion in Independent Broker-Dealers Trade 
Association v. SEC 142 U.S. App. D. c. 383, 442 F.2d 
132, cert denied 4o4 U.S. 828 Q..972); see also Rettinger v. 
FTC, 392 F.2d 454 (2d Cir, 1968); Citizens Committee for 
Hudson Valley v. Volpe, 425 F,2d 97 (2d Cir.) cert denied 
400 U.S. 949 (1970); Abbot Laboratories v, Gardner, 387 
U,S, 136 (1967); Rusk v. Cort, 369 U,S, 367 (1962), 
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There has been some confusion in the press as to 

the results of a meeting of October 19 among the President, 

two of his counsel, and Senators Ervin and Baker of the 

Select Committee. It has been suggested in the press 

that a "compromise" of this lawsuit was reached whereby 

appellants would forego this litigation in exchange for 

"summaries" of certain tapes. This is not correct. While 

the President has unilaterally offered the Committee 

"summaries" of certain tape recordings, there'. was no ten

tative commitment by Senators Ervin and Baker that, as a 

quid pro .!E£, this lawsuit would be withdrawn. To the 

contrary, it was understood that the Committee could pursue 
'!.I 

its lawsuit. Senator Ervin, the Committee's Chairman, 

has instructed counsel to file this motion for expedition 

and otherwise to proceed with this appeal. 

We need hardly stress that this case is of great moment 

to the nation. The President is withholding materials that 

appellants urgently and vitally need to fulfill their legi

timate legislative functions. The public interest in production 

of the subpenaed materials to the Committee is now signifi

cantly escalated after the dramatic events of this past 

weekend that saw the Special Prosecutor and the Deputy Attorney 

General fired and the Attorney General 

!J There Is, moreover, apparently a dispute as to the character 
of th~ documentation offered by the President. 
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resign.y 

From the beginnings of this suit we have sought 

prompt resolution of this controversy and urged expedition 

in its handling -- a request that has in part been 

honored by appellee and thecourt below.~ The necessity 

for expedition becomes more apparent as each day passes. 

The Committee, pursuant to its establishing resolution,***/ 

must complete its task by February 28, 1974. Thus the 

Committee must not only finish its hearings by February 28 

but also, by that date, must submit its final report, 

including its legislative reconunendations for safeguarding 

the processes by which this nation elects its President. 

Because of these time pressures, we anticipate that the 

Committee's hearings will be concluded in a few weeks. 

If the materials subpenaed are to be fully considered by 

the Committee, they must be promptly made available. 

Moreover, the unfortunate firing of the Special Prosecutor 

has served to deepen the crisis of confidence in this 

¥J It remains to be seen whether these events have 
'frustrated this Court's ruling in the Special Prosecutor's 
cases, but no executive dismissals could rob a ruling 
in favor of the Conunittee of its effectiveness for the 
Congress is an equal branch of government not controlled 
by executive fiat. 

**/ For example, we mo;ed the District Court to shorten the 
'E:me for answer from 60 to 20 days, a result the appellee 
subsequently agreed to by stipulation. 
***/ Senate Resolution 60, 93rd Congress, 1st session (1973). 
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country, thus making all the more urgent a ruling in this 

case that would assist in exposing all aspects of the 

Watergate affair to public view. 

It is these considerations that have led us to 

request the expedited schedule set forth above. Because 

all issues in this case were fully briefed in the District 

Court, we suggest.;in the interest of time, that the briefs 

below be filed in this Court on next Monday together with 

any supplemental briefs the parties may desire to submit 

discussing Judge Sirica 1s ruling or this Court's decision 

in the Special Prosecutor's cases. We also request that 

the Court, at this juncture, hear and determine all issues, 

jurisdictional and otherwise, in this case.~ If this 

course is not followed, it may be impossible finally to 

resolve this case before the Committee's mandate expires 

in February. 

We respectfully submit that the suggested course 

imposes no undue hardship on the parties or the Court. 

There are no factual issues in this case, the appellee 

haying failed to dispute any of the assertions set forth 

9 ·our appeal from the District Court's d;l.smissal of this 
action with prejudice brings all issues in the litigat;Lon 
before this Court. It ;ls not unusual for an Appellate 
Court, where considerations of judicial economy or other 
public interest demand, to decide other ;Lssues than those 
directly ruled on by a lower court. E.g. NRDC v. Morton 
148 U.S. App • .11.C. 5, 10-11, 458 F.2d 827, 832-33 (1972). 
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Ln our Statement Of MateriaJ. Facts As ~o Which There Is 

io Genuine Issue. The issues are thus ones of law that 

1a.ve been extensively briefed in the Court below, many of 

ahich were not reached by Judge Sirica and do not 

~eed to be briefed again. Moreover, because of the 

SpeciaJ. Prosecutor•s cases, this Court is quite familiar 

~1th certain of the important issues in our cause and, 

in fact, has aJ.ready resolved a number of them. We are 

prepared to file a supplementaJ. brief regarding Judge 

Sirica 1 s opinion and this Court•s ruling in the Special 

Prosecutor's cases on next Monday and are confident that 

the President 1 s counsel, who have shown capacity for 

expedition in the past, can do likewise.~ We submit 

that the public~need to get the Watergate matter behind 

it once and for aJ.l -- a need the President himself has 

emphasized -- fully justifies whatever burden this 

expedited briefing and argument schedule may p~esent. 

*/ This Court required expedition in the SpeciaJ. 
P"rosecutor 1s cases and appellee's counsel were able 
to meet the schedule established. 
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Finally, we suggest that tlrl.s matter, as were the 

Special Prosecutor's cases, be heard~ bane. It is only 

appropriate that a matter of such momentous import to 

the executive, the Congress, and the nation be considered 

by the entire bench. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D. C. 
Of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
Clrl.ef Consultant 

to the Select Committee 
Of Counsel 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Cl:lief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

Donald S. Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Waslrl.ngton, D. c. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for Appellants 
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THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

ENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the UNITED STATES, 

and 

;AM J. ERVIN, JR., HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYE, 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, EDWARD J. GURNEY, 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities. 

. Appellants, 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

Appellee. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

No. 1593-73 

MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
EXPEDITED BRIEFING AND ARGUMENT SCHEDULE 

This memorandum is submitted in behalf of Appellee, President 

Richard M. Nixon, in response to Appellants' Motion for Expedited 

Briefing and Argument Schedule and Suggestion for Hearing En Banc. 
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Appellee concurs in the request by Appellants that the briefing 

and argument schedule be expedited. It is, however, our view that the 

schedule proposed by Appellants would, in requiring simultaneous briefs 

on October 29, 1973, deprive this Court of the full exposition of the issues 

that a case of this importance deserves. We believe that, as shown by 

recent experience in the related case brought by the Special Prosecutor, 

the filing of simultaneous briefs, on an overly accelerated schedule, 

prevents the narrowing and definition of issues prior to oral argument 

that is desirable in a case of this importance. 

Accordingly, we would propose an expedited schedule as follows: 

Appellants' brief to be .filed on October 29, 1973; 

Appellee 1s brief to be filed November 5, 1973; 

Appellants' reply brief, if desired, on November 7, 1973; 

Oral argument November 9, 1973. 

It is our intention in this case, as in the case brought by the Special 

Prosecutor, to file not merely a supplemental brief, but a self-contained 

brief to relieve the Court of the burden of having to refer to the briefs 

below. 

We are mindful of the desire of the Senate Select Committee 

for expedition and indeed have previously sought to accommodate its 

- z -
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desire where, and to the extent, possible. Indeed it is equally the wish 

of the President that the issues presented by this case be resolved as 

quickly as possible. However, the desire by both parties for expedition 

should not prevent the adoption of an orderly briefing schedule that will 

enable counsel for both parties to be of the greatest possible assistance 

to the Court. 

In this connection, we would point out that while there is some 

similarity in the material sought to be produced, the legal issues presented 

by this case are, as reflected by the decision below, quite different from 

those presented in the case brought by the Special Prosecutor. In addition 

to the matter of jurisdiction on which the District Court reached its 

decision, the present case raises issues of justiciability and the authority 

of the Senate Select Committee and the propriety of its inquiry, as well 

as distinct questions of separation of powers that would require the most 

careful consideration by this Court if it should go beyond the grounds 

relied upon by the District Court in dismissing the action. 

For the foregoing reasons, we suggest a briefing and argument 

schedule as outlined above, and also concur in the suggestion of the 

Senate Select Committee that this case be heard~ bane. 

The White House 
Washington, D. C. 
Telephone Number: 

October 24, 1973 

20500 
456-1414 

Respectfully submitted, 

CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
J. FRED BUZHARDT 
LEONARD GARMENT 
DOUGLAS M. PARKER 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 

Attorneys for the President 

- 3 -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Douglas M. Parker certify that a copy of this memorandum 

was served upon Chief Counsel for Appellants, Samuel Dash, Esq., 

by delivery of a copy to the offices of the Senate Select Committee 

on Presidential Campaign Activities, on October 24, 1973. 

3) fL ~~~1J.& 
Do~s M. Parker 

- 4 -
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THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIR ECE\VED 

OCT 261973 

THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR \ 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL )) CLE.RI\ 0~ 1HE. uru1ED 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its ).,,.A°""'"mllff'QfAWEAI.S_ 
own name and in the name of the ~·"'~~ ~ 
UNITED STATES, I 

SAM 

and 

J. ERVIN, JR., HCN ARD H. BAKER, JR., 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYE, 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, EDWARD J. GURNEY, 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of the 
Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

Appellants 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Appellee 

WITHDRAWAL OF MOTION TO EXPEDITE 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 73-2086 

Appellants h~reby withdraw their previously filed motion 

to expedite these proceedings and indicate their willingnes~ to 

be gdverned by the normal time schedules provided for by the 

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and the General Rules of 

this Court. 

Since the motion to expedite was filed, several significant 

events have occurred. Continued strong public concern over the 

dismissal of the Special Prosecutor has been expressed and the 
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President has now stated he will comply with Court orders 

relating to the tapes and records subp~naed by the Special 

Prosecutor. The President, however, still refuses to comply 

with the Select Committee's subpenas and has withdrawn his 

offer to make available to the Committee, through senator 

Stennis, cer·tain information contained on the tapes the 

Committee has subpenaed. 

Legislative activity has also considerably increased. The 

Senate JUdiciary Committee will hold hearings next week to 

examine the dismissal of the special Prosecutor and consider 

the need for legislation reestablishing that office. NUmerous 

Congressional leaders of varying political persuasions have 

voiced support for a new Special Prosecutor and legislation 

to that end will be introduced. 

Because of the renewed public and legislative interest 

in the Watergate affair and because there is now no 

independent Special Prosecutor to conduct the extensive 

investigations required, it is all the more important / 

that appellants carry out the investigative mandate imposed on 

them; by a .unanimous Senate and not be cdiverted by technical 

or jurisdictionald,ject1ons from securing the tapes and records 

they seek. The appellants remain confident that the jurisdictional 

bases they have·asserted afford fully sufficient grounds 
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to allow the Federal Courts to hear this suit. However, the 

Select Conunittee's Chainnan, in order to remove any doubt 

on this issue and to resolve it as expeditously as possible, 

has decided to introduce legislation in the Congress on 

Monday, October 29, that·will provide that a Federal District 

Court has original jurisdiction to entertain suit by a duly 

authorized Congressional Committee to achieve compliance with 

subpenas issued in the furtherance of its legislative 

functions. We anticipate, in view of the manifest public 

concern over the Watergate affair, that Senator Ervin's 

bill will quickly become law and thus the jurisdictional 

issue resolved more promptly than if the matter were left 

solely to litigation. 

Because this legislative remedy will be .sought, it seems 

appropriate that no immediate action be taken on the present 

appeal. The Court should not be required to spend time and 

effort on jurisdictional issues when the jurisdictional co~tro

versy(may be promptly resolved by legislation. 

we expect that Senator Ervin's legislative effort will be 

concluded by the end of the time period prescribed by the 

applicable rules for filing the appellants' brief. When this 

effort is concluded, we will ·submit to the court our view as 

to what action it should take. If the matter is not resolved 
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within the time period referred to above, we will also make 

an appropriate submission to the Court in accordance with 

the Court's rules. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D.C. 
Of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
Chief Consultant 

to the Select 
Co111111ittee 

Of Counsel 

Fred Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

Donalds. Burris 
Assistant counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

United States senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for Appellants 
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THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its 
own name and in the name of the 
UNITED STATES, 

and 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR., HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYE, 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, EDWARD J. GURNEY, 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as united 
States Senators who are members of the 
Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

Appellants 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Appellee 

United States Court of Appeals 
for the District of Col1111bia Circuit 

FILED NOV 1 91973 
) 

HUGHE. KLINE 
) CLERK. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) No. 73-2086 

-) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE BRIEF OF APPELANTS 

Appellants hereby move this Court to extend the time in 

which they may file their Brief of.--Appellants or other appropriate 

pleading_until and including January 4, 1974. The grounds for 

this motion are set forth below. 

suit was dismissed by the District Court 

1/-;1'· 73 

r 
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(Sirica, J.) on October 17, 1973, for lack of jurisdiction. 

On October 19, appellants noted their appeal and docketed 

the record below in this Court. Appellants initially sought 

to expedite briefing and argument on this matter.but, after 

legislation giving the District Court jurisdiction to hear 

the Select committee's suit was introduced by Senator Ervin, 

appellants, recognizing that the Court should not be required 

to consider jurisdictional issues while legislation that would 

remove the controversy was pending, withdrew their expedition 

request. Moreover, it was appellants' view that legislation 

would prove the most expeditious course for resolving the 

jurisdictional issue. 

The Senate, by voice vote, passed a jurisdictional bill 
*/ 

on November 9, 1973.- The House, however, has not finally 

:] Th~Senate also, on November 7, passed Resolution No. 194, which 
establispes b~yond doubt that the Committee was and is authorized 
by the Senate to subpena and sue the President to obtain information 
needed for its investigation. The Resolution also recognizes that 
appellants, in subpenaing and suing the P.resident, were and are actin, 
with valid legislative purposes and. seeking information vital to 
the fulfillment of their legitimate legislative functions. 
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acted on the bill. 'l'he proposed legislation is now before the 

House Judiciary Committee and, by present estimates, will not 

be reported out of that committee until next week. 

While we anticipate prompt House passage of this legislation, 

it is now apparent that the bill will not become law before 

November 28, the date the Brief of Appellants is due, and most 

likely will not receive final approval until mid-December. 

Consequently, appellants consider it appropriate to ask the Court 

for an extension of time until January 4, 1974, to file their brief 

or other appropriate pleading. Despite the fact that this extension 

of time is necessitated, we still believe that the legislative 

course we are pursuing will ultimately provide the most expeditious 

means to resolve the jurisdictional issue. 

As soon as this legislative effort is completed, we will so 

advise the court and submit our views as to what action the Court, 

in accordance with its rules, should then t~ke. 

. ~---/ . d 

~dj 
Samuel Dash . :::f~ 
Fred 'l'hompson 
Minority counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy counsel 

James Hamil ton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant counsel 
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THE UNITED STA.TES COURT OF APPEALS FOIRECEIVED 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUI 

DEC 181973 
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL CLER 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing 1n its own STATES 
name and 1n the name of the UNITED STATES, ---

and 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR., HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYE, JOSEPH M. 
MONTOYA, EDWARD J. GURNEY, and LOWELL P. WEICKER, 
JR., as United States Senators who are members 
of the Senate Select Committee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities, 

Appellants 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

Appellee 

THE UNITED 
(\!=' SPPEALS 

No. 73-20f 

l«>TION FOR EXPEDITED BRIEFING AND ARGUMENT SCHEDULE 
AND SUGGESTION FOR HEARING EN BANC 

Appellants hereby move this Court to set an expedited 

briefing and argument schedule for this case as follows: 

(1) The appellants, by January 4, 1974, shall file 

their Brief of Appellant on all issues 1n this case. 

(2) The appellee President, by January,11, 1974, 

shall file his Brief of Appellee on all issues 1n this 

case. 
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(3) The appellants, if they so desire, shall file 

their Reply Brief by January 15, 1974. 

(4) Argument shall be held on all issues in the 

present litigation_9_n January 16, 1974. 

Appellants aibo respectfully suggest that the 
i 

hearing in this matter be~ bane. Our positions in these 

regards are explained below. 
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This case in presently on appeal from a ruling by 

the Uni.ted States District Court for the District of 

Columbia (Sirica, J.) that, on October 17, dismissed 

this action for lack of jurisdiction. The present mo~ion 

seeks establishment of an expedited briefing and argument 
' 

schedule for all issues in this case. 

The appellants previously asked this Court to hold 

this case 1n abeyance while a bill to give the District 

Court jurisdiction over the present suit was considered 

by Congress. It was appellants! view that a legislative 

solution would provide the most expeditious means for 

resolution of the jurisdictional controversy even though 

they remained convinced that the jurisdictional bases 

they urged below were fully sufficient. Congress has 

now passed a law giving the District Court jurisdiction 

over this case that is codified as 18 u.s.c.lD.364.~ 

We are aware that one possible response to this 

statute would be for the Court to remand this case to 

the District Court for consideration of its effect herein 

!/ This section became law after midnight, Tuesday 
morni.ng, December 18, upon the President's failure to 
sign the bill within ten days after its transmittal to him. 
A copy of this statute is attached to this memorandum. 
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and determination of the other issues in this case. We 

submit, however, that this is not the appropriate course 

in the present situation. The Select Committee's mandate 

expires on February 28, 1974, at which time it will cease 

to exist. More immediately, the Committee will begin its 

final set of hearings around January 21. The Committee, 

therefore, has urgent need to have all the issues in this 

lawsuit promptly resolved in order that it can obtain 

the materials subpenaed for use in its hearings. There 

is also the pressing necessity for public revelation of 

all Watergate facts, a result the Special Prosecutor will 

~ot immediately further because the materials he receives 

will presently go only to the grand jury, not to the 

general public.~ 

Our submission, therefore, is that the Court should 

decline to remand this matter to the lower court where a 

proforma amendment of the complaint would be all that is 

*/ Relevant In this regard is the Supreme Court's observation 
rn Watkins v. United States, 354 u.s. 178, 200 (1957): 

"£"There is aJ power of the Congress to inquire into 
and publicize corruption, maladministration or inefficiency 
in agencies of the Government. That is the only kind 
of activity described by Woodrow Wilson in Congressional 
Government when he wrote: 'The informing function of 
Congress should be preferred even to its legislative 
function.' Id., at 303. From the earliest times in 
its history, the Congress has assisouslr, performed 
an 'informing function' of this nature.' 
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necessary to reso1ve the juris<lictiona1 issue!J and shou1d 

instead proceed to the reso1ution of a11 issues in this 

case. To do so wou1d be but an app1ication of two we11-

sett1ed princip1es of appe11ant ~ractice: First, that 

an Appea1s Court decides cases on the basis of the 1aw as 

it exists when the case reaches the appe11ate 1eve1. ~, 

United States v. A1abama, 362 u.s. 602 (1960), De Rodu1fa v. 

United States, 149 u.s. App. D.C. 154, 164-65, 

461 F.2d 1246, 1250-51 (1972), cert. denied 409 u.s. 
949 (1972). Second, that an Appea1s Court, where 

considerations of judicia1 economy or other pub1ic interest 

demand, w111 decide other issues .than those direct1y 

ru1ed on by a 1ower court.~ ~, NRDC v. Morton, 

148 U.S. App. D.C. 5, 10-11, 458 F.2d 827, 832-33 (1972). 

!/ Ru1e 15, F.R.Civ.P.r, provides that, even after a 
comp1aint is answered, '1eave f:to amend it__7 sha11 be 
free1y given when justice so requires." The Courts have 
demonstrated considerab1y 1ibera11ty in a11owing amendment 
under this section and severa1 decisions have a11owed 
amendment after dismissa1 for a jurisdictiona1 defect 
to correct the jurisdictiona1 shortcoming. E.g., Christenss~ 
v. Hogda1, 91 U.S. App. D.C. 251, 199 F.2d 402 (1952); 
Ek1und v. Mora, 410 F.2d 731 (5th Cir. 1969). 

!!:/ The issues in this case are so1e1y ones of 1aw. 
Appe11ee does not dispute any assertion set forth in 
appe11ants• Statement of Materia1 Facts As To Which 
There Is No Genuine Issue. 
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Recent events have also great1y s1mp1ified the 

reso1ution of certain nonjurisdictional issues in this 

case. The new statute, in addition to estab1ishing 

jurisdiction, also provides that the Committee has 

standing to sue in its own name and in the name of the 

United States to enforce its subpenas and may prosecute 

its action by attorneys of its designation, thus vitiating 

appe11ee•s c1aims be1ow that appe11ants 1ack standing to 

bring this action and that suits brought in the name of 

the United States must be prosecuted by the Attorney 

General or his subordinates. 

Moreover, on November 7, 1973, the Senate enacted 

Senate Reso1ution 194, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (Nov. 7, 1973} 

(attached hereto}, which effective1y answers several other 

contentions raised by appe11ee in the District Court. 

s. Res. 194 estab1ishes beyond doubt that the Committee 

was and is authorized by the Senate to subpena and sue 

the President to obtain information needed for its 

investigation. The Reso1ution also affirms that the 

Committee, in subpenaing and suing the President, was and 

is acting with valid 1egis1ative purposes and seeking infor

mation vital to the :t'ul.fi1J:ment of its 1egitimate 1egislative 

functions. Appe11ee•s c1aims that the Senate had not 

empowered the Committee to subpena and sue the President 
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and that the Committee's hearings constitute a criminal 

trial that usurps the functions of the judiciary, while 

always quite dubious,.!/ are now stripped of any semblance 

of validity. 

The remaining issues for decision are those going 
I 

to the meri~s of this litigation and to justiciability. 

But these issues were 1n large part dealt with by this 

Court in the Special Prosecutor's cases, Nos. 73-1962, 

73-1967, and 73-1989. !:!/ It will thus not be, we submit, 

an undue hardship on this Court to resolve these issues 

without benefit of further District Court exposition. 

Before the decision to introduce a jurisdictional 

bill was reached, appellants asked this Court for an 

expedited briefing and argument schedule for this appeal. 

Appellee agreed at that time that an expedited schedule 

was needed 1n order that this important case be promptly 

!/ It has long been established, for example, that it is 
entirely proper for a Congressional committee to investigate 
criminality in the executive branch. E.g., McGrain v. 
Daugherty, 273 u.s. 135 (1927); Sinclair v. United States, 
279 u.s. 263 {1929). 

**/ Note further that 18 u.s.c. e 1364 provides that the 
'11'j)j_strict Court shall have jurisdiction to enter any such 
judgment or decree" in a civil action brought against the 
President under this section 11to enforce obedience to any 
subpena or order" issued by the Senate Select Committee. 
This provision 1n particular, and the statute generally, 
constitute a determination by Congress, not vetoed by 
the President, that this case is fully justiciable. 
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resolved.:!/ Also, appellee did not then contest our 

request that all issues in this case be considered on 

the present appeal by this Court. 

We are confident, in view of appellee's public state-
I 

ments regarding his desire to disclose all relevant 1 

Watergate facts, that appellee will still agree that 

this matter be handled on an expedited basis and not 

object to our suggestion thaL all issues be decided 

at this time. Certainly, with the passage of 18 u.s.c. 

§ 1364 ands. Res. 194, the issues in this case have 

been greatly simplified, thus making full judicial 

disposition at this stage even more practical. 

If'.,however, the Court does not agree with the 

procedures we here urge, we would request that it promptly 

remand this case to the District Court so that Court may 

quickly decide all issues in this case. 

Appellee also previously agreed to our former 

suggestion that hearing on this matter be ~ bane. We 

renew this suggestion, being of the continuing view that 

~ Appellants were also able to meet the expedited 
riefing and argument schedule in the Special Prosecutor's 

cases that this Court there deemed necessary. As noted, 
similiar considerations of urgency pervade the present 
matter. 

34-q66 0 - 74 - pt. I - 66 
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a case of this importance to the Executive, the Congress, 

and the Nation should be decided bi':the full bench • 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D. c. 
Of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
Chief Consultant 

to the Select 
Committee 

Of Counsel 

.,,..- ,/ 

Fred Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

Donalds. Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for Appellants 
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-lincQ!-third O:ongrts.s of the iinitcd ~tatr.s of 5!mcrirn 
AT THE FIRST SESSION 

Begun. and held at the City of Washington on Wednesday, the third day of January, 
one thousand nine hundred and set:enty-three 

To confer jurisdiction upon the dliitriet court of the United States of certain 
civil actiomJ brought by tbe Senate Select Committee on Presidential campaign 
Activities, and for other purposes. 

Be it enMted by the Senate and How,e of Representatives of the 
[' ,,ited States of America in Congress @sembled, That (a) the District 
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia shall have 
original jurisdiction, without regard to the sum or value of the matter 
in controversy, of any civil action heretofore or hereafter brought by 
the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 
which was created on February 7, 1973, by Senate Resolution Num
bered 60, to enforce or secure a declaration concerning the validity 
of any subpoena or order heretofore or hereafter issued by said 
Committee to the President or the Vice President or.any other officer 
of the United States or any officer or employee of any department or 
agency of the United States to procure the production before the said 
Committee of any information, documents, taped recordin115, or other 
materials relevant to matters the said Committee is autnorized to 
inn,atigate, and the said District Court shall ham jurisdiction to enter 
any such judgment or decree in any such ch·il action as ma.y be neces
sary or appropriate to enforce obedience to any such subpoena. or 
order. . 

(b) The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activ,i
tie5 shall have authority to prosecute in its own name or in the name 
of the 17nited States in the District Court of the United States for the 
District of .Columbia any civil action heretofore or hereafter brought 
by said Committee to enforce or secure a. declaration concerning the 
rnlidity of any subpoena or order heretofore or hereafter issued by 
said Committee to the President or Vice President or any other officer 
of the United States or ariy officer or employee of any department of 
the United States to procure the production before the said Committee 
of any information, documents, taped recordings, or other materials 
relevant to the matters the Committee is authorized to investigate, and 
pray the said District Court to enter such judgment or decree in said 
ci,il action as may be necessary or appropriate to enforce any such 
subpoena or order. 

( c) The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activi
ties may be represented by such attorneys as it may designate in any 
action prosecuted by said Committee under this AcL 

Speal.:er of the H <tuse of Representatives. 
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930 CONGRESS s RES 194 1ST SESSION 
• 4! 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

NOVEMBER 2, 1973 

Mr. ERVIN (for himself, Mr. Il.\KER, Mr. GuRNEY, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. MoNTOY.\, 
Mr. TALMADGE, and Mr. vVEICKt:R) submitted the following resolution; 
which was ordered to be placed on the calendar 

NovE~fBER 7,1973 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Relating to S. Res. 60. 

I Resolved, That-

2 SECTION 1. By S. Res. 60, Ninety-third Congress, first 

3 session ( 1973) , section 3 (a) ( 5) , the Select Committee on 

4 Presidential Campaign Activities was and is empowered to 

5 issue subpenas for documents, tapes, and other material to 

6 any officer of the executive branch of the United States Gov-

7 ernment. In view of the fact that the President of the United 

8 States is, as recognized by S. Res. GO, an officer of the 

9 United States, and was a candid:nte for the office of President 

10 in 1972 and is therefore a person whose activities the select 

11 committee is authorized by S. Res. 60 to investigate, it is 

V 
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1 the sense of the Senate that the select committee's issuance 

2 on July 23, 1973, of two subpenas duces tecum to the Pres-

3 ident for the production of tapes and other materials was 

4 and is fully authorized by S. Res. 60. Moreover, the Senate 

5 hereby approves and ratifies the committee's issuance of 

6 these subpenas. 

7 SEC. 2. On August 9, 1973, the select committee and its 

8 members instituted suit against the President of the United 

9 States in the United States District Court for the District of 

10 Columbia to achieve compliance with the two subpenas ref-

11 erenced in section 1 above, and since that time, in both the 

12 district court and the United States Court of Appeals for the 

13 District of Columbia Circuit, have actively pursued this litiga-

14 tion. It is the sense of the Senate that the initiation and pur-

15 suit of this litigation by the select committee and its members 

16 was and is fully authorized by applicable custom and law, 

17 including the provisions of S. Res. 262, Seventieth Congress, 

18 first session (1928). In view of the entirely discretionary 

19 provisions of section •3 ( a) ( 6) of S. Res. 60, it is further 

20 the sense of the Senate that the initiation of this lawsuit did 

21 not require the prior approval of the Senate. Moreover, the 

22 Senate hereby approves and ratifies the actions of the select 

23 committee in instituting and pursuing the aforesaid litigation. 

24 SEC. 3. The ~elect committee and its members, by issuing 

25 subpenas to the President and instituting and pursuing litiga-
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1 tion to achieve compliance with those subpenas, were and 

2 are acting to determine the extent of possible illegal, im-

3 proper, or unethical conduct in connection with the Pres-

4 idential campaign and election of 1972 by officers or 

5 employees of the executive branch of the United States Gov-

6 ernment or other persons. It is the sense of the Senate that, 

7 in so doing, the select committee and its members were and 

8 are engaged in the furtherance of valid legislative purposes, 

9 to wit, a determination of the need for and scope of corrective 

10 legislation to safeguard the processes by which_ the President 

11 of the United States is elected and, in that connection, the 

12 informing of the public of the extent of illegal, improper, or 

13 unethical activities that occurred in connection with the 

14 Presidential campaign and election of 1972 and the involve-

15 ment of offic.ers or employees of the executive branch or 

16 others therein. It is further the sense of the Senate that the 

17 materials sought by the committee's subpenas are of vital 

18 importance in determining the extent of such involvement 

19 and in determining the need for and scope of corrective 

20 legislation. 
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93D CONGRESS s RES 194 1ST SESSION • • 

RESOLUTION 
Relating to S. Res. 60. 

By Mr. ERVIN, Mr. BAKER, Mr. GuRNEY, Mr. 
INoUYE, Mr. MONTOYA, Mr. TALMADGE, and 
Mr. WEicKER 

NOVEMBER 2, 1973 

Ordered to be placed on the calendar 

NovEMllEB 7, 1973 

Considered and agreed to 
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THE UNITED STA'I'ES COURT OF APPEAL/; FOR 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCU:':'.r 

SENATE SELECT COMMI'I'TEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAI. CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
suing in its own name and in the name of 
the UNITED STATES, 

and 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR., HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., ) 
HERMl,N E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYE, ) 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, EDWARD J. GURNEY, ) 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United States ) 
Senators who are members of the Senate Select ) 
Committee on Presidential Campaign,Activit3.es, ) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

~ellants 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

Appellee 
.. .. 

RESPONSE OF APPELLEE TO MOTION FOR EXPEDITED 

No. 73··2086 

.. . .. ~. ~ 

BRIEFING AND ARGUMENT SCHEDULE" 

On October 17, 1973, the District Cou~t 'dismissed the 

present action for want of jurisdiction •. on October 19th the 

plaintiffs filed a notice of appeal. 

'.rhe events that followed this simple beginning are of i;-;:

portance in assessing the present motion of appellants. On 
. a· 

October 23rd appellants moved for an expedited briefing 2nd 

argument schedule. On October 24th we filed our resp0nse, i:1 

which we did not cbject to expedited treatrient of tl-.e cas~, 
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but proposed a schedule we considered more satisfactory than 

that suggested by appellants. On October 25th appellants 

filed with this Court a document withdrawing their request 

of two days before for an expedited appeal, and specifically 

represented to this Court that by that action they wished 

to "indicate their willingness to be governed by the normal 

time schedule provided for by the Federal Rules of Appellate 

Procedure and the general rules of this Court." 

But on December 19th, having taken advantage of the 

normal time schedule for appeals so that they might accom

plish legislative legerdemain that they hope will change the 

rules of the game, they come once again to this Court with a 

new motion for expedited briefing and argument schedule. 

The appellants have taken full advantage of the normal 

time schedule for appeals. Their appeal was docketed with 

this Court on November 26th, two days before the latest day 

permitted by FRAP ll(a). They propose that their brief be 

filed by January 4th, the last business day before it would 

be due in any event under FRAP 31(a) • 1 

1. Ordinarily the last day for filing of their brief would 
be January 5th, but since that is a Saturday they would, 
under FRAP 27(a), be permitted to file on Monday, 
January 7th. 

- 2 -
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Thus the situation is that the appellants have 

in substance used for their own purposes all of the 

time the rules make available to litigants on appeal, 

but, despite their formal representation to this 

Court of their "willingne~s to be governed by the 

normal time schedule," they now propose that appellees 

be allowed seven days, rather than the 30 days provided 

by FRAP 3l(a), for the preparation and filing of our 

brief and they presume to tell this Court when it 

should hear their appeal. This is a strange way for 

a litigant to deal with a court. 

In October, when appellants considered this a 

matter of great urgency, we indicated our willingness 

to cooperate with them and to proceed under a schedule 

that would have required us to prepare our brief in a 

time frame that would have imposed great burdens upon 

us. But the sense of urgency the appellants felt on 

October 23rd had apparently vanished by October 25th. 

They were perfectly prepared to tolerate two months of 

delay to serve their own purposes. Now that they have 

done this, they once again regard the case as urgent 

and ask appellee and this Court to inconvenience 

themselves to accom~odate the appellants. 

-3-
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For appellee it would be more than merely an incon

venience. We anticipate that a Brief of Appellee "on all 

issues in this case," as called for by appellants' motion, 

would be a very lengthy docuµi.ent. It would be difficult 

under any circumstances toprepare such a brief in the seven 
I 

days that appellants propqse we be allowed. Circumstances 

have changed significantly since October, when we were 

willing -- though even then it would be difficult -- to 

prepare a major brief in a case of great importance in so 

short a time. The principal responsibility for this brief, 

as with all briefs filed on behalf of the President in this 

case and the related case brought by the Special Prosecutor, 

will be on Messrs. Wright and Marinis. In October Mr. Marinis 

was working in Washington full time. He has since returned 

to his law firm in Houston, and though he remains available 

as a consultant to assist on the brief, it will require 

more time to write the brief without his fulltime service. 

In addition, Mr. Wright is committed to attending a meeting 

of a subcommittee of the Committee on Court Administration 

of the Judicial Conference of the United States on January 

7th and 8th, and thus would not be able to work on the brief 

on two of the seven days that appellants propose appellee be 

allowed. 

This chain of events and these circumstances should in 

-4-
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themselves be enough to cause this Court to deny the 

December 19th motion and to allow appellee "to be governed 

by the normal time schedule," as appellants have been. But 

there is more. 

To hear this appeal at all, much less on a time schedule 

that allows the normal time to one party but less than one

quarter the normal time to the other, would make a travesty 

of efficient judicial administration. It would require the 

parties to brief and argue all of the issues in the case, 

and it would require this Court patiently to consider and 

hear those arguments, when it is likely that many of those 

issues need never be decided. 

The present appeal would bring to this Court all of the 

issues that were argued before Judge· Sirica. These issues 

some going to jurisdiction and others to the merits are 

very numerous. But this appeal would also now include a 

new and very difficult issue. At the outset both parties 

and the Court would have to consider what effect, if any, 

the Act of December 18th has on a case that was dismissed 

for want of jurisdiction by the District Court long before 

the statute was enacted. Can a Court of Appeals reverse a 

District Court if the District Court correctly determined 

that it lacked jurisdiction and subsequently, while the 

case is in the Court of Appeals, a statute is enacted that 

purports to grant to the District Court jurisdiction of such 

-s-
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a case? That is in itself a very complex question, on which 

the precedents are scanty. There is a body of law, dating 

back to the case of United States v. Schooner Peggy, 1 Cranch 

(5 U.S.) 103 (1801), on the effect of a change in the sub- ... 

stantive law while a case is still pendente lite. Therr is 

also a good deal of law, o·f which Ex Parte .Mccardle, 7 Wall. 

(74 U.S.) 506 (1858), is the best known example, on the ef

fect of a repeal of jurisdiction while a case is on appeal. 

See de Rodulfa v. United 9tates,. 149 U.S. App. D.C. 154, 

461 F. 2d 1240, 1251 n. 56 (D.C. Cir. 1972). But this Court 

would have to write on an essentially clean slate in de

ciding whether Congress can confer jurisdiction retroactively. 

It would be an interesting issue to argue -- but both 

sides would also have to argue all of the other issues 

without knowing how the Court would resolve this matter of 

a retroactive grant of jurisdiction. If the Court should 

decide that the Act of December 18th is applicable to the 

present suit, all of our argument on the jurisdictional is

sues that were decisive in the District Court would be a 

waste of breath. If the Court should rule that the new 

statute is not applicable to the present case, and if it 

should find that the District Court was right in holding 

that on October 17th there was no jurisdiction of such a 

case, any argument going to the merits would be superfluous. 

In arldition, this Court's consideration of those difficult 

-6-
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jurisdictional questions would be good for this day and train 

only, since inevitably the Senate corrunittee would commence 

a new action relying on the new statute. 

Finally, if this Court should hold that there is juris

diction of this case -- either because it considers the Act 
I 

of December 18th to be applicable or because it finds that 

the District Court erred in holding in October that it had 

no jurisdiction of such a case -- this Court would have to 

sit as a court of first instance on the merits of the case. 

Because Judge Sirica held that he had no jurisdiction, he 

quite properly did not reach the merits of the case. Thus, 

wholly aside from the obvious differences that may apply to 

a demand on the President by a Senate committee and a demand 

on the President by a grand jury, there has been no adjudica

tion of whether "the uniquely powerful showing" of need that 

influenced a majority of this Court in Nixon v. Sirica, 

No. 73-1962 (D.C. Cir., Oct. 12, 1973), has been made in the 

present case. That is the kind of issue that should be de

termined in the first instance by the District Court, subject 

to review in this appellate tribunal, rather than having this 

Court act as a court of original jurisdiction. 

Appellants obviously have doubts -- well-justified as 

we have endeavored to show whether this Court will wish 

to act on the present case in the posture it has now assumed. 

They propose as an alternative that this Court "promptly 

-7-
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remand this case to the District Court so that Court may 

quickly decide all issues in this case." Clearly such a 

procedure would be preferable to hearing the present appeal 

on all issues, though appellants do not cite -- and we are 

not ourselves aware of -- any authority for a remand at the 

instance of an appellant so that he can amend his complaint 

and strengthen his case. The more orderly procedure, we 

submit, would be for appellants to dismiss the present appeal 

and to conunence a new action in the District Court that 

would be addressed to those issues, and only those issues, 

that are presently relevant. 

Of Counsel 

RICHARD A. HAUSER 
K. GREGORY HAYNES 
GEORGE P. WILLIAMS 

Respectfully submitted, 

CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
2500 Red River St, 
Austin, Texas 78705 

LEONARD GARMENT 
J. FRED BUZHARDT 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 

The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 
First City National Bank Bldg. 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Attorneys~ the President 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 26th day of December, 

1973, a true copy of the foregoing Response of Appell_~e to 

.Motion for Expedited Briefing and Argument Schedule was 

hand delivered to the offices of the Chief Counsel of the 

Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities 

in the New Senate Office Building. 

--4~~ .P ~-~-~ 
GEORGE P. WILLIAMS 
'l'h~ White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Attorney for Appellee 
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THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR 
THE DISTRlCT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

SENA TE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own name 
and in the name of the UNITED STATES, 

and 

SAM J. ERVIN, JR., HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE, DANIEL K. INOUYE, 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, EDWARD J. GURNEY, and 
LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United States 
Senators who are members of the Senate Select 
Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 

f,.ppellants 

v. 

RlCHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, 

Appellee 

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 

No. 73-2086 

EXPEDITED BRIEFING AND ARGUMENT SCHEDULE 
AND SUGGESTION FOR HEAR{NG EN BANC 

Appellants, from the beginning in both the District Court and 

this Court, have sought to have this case resolved in the most expedi-

tious inanner. Our request to hold the present appeal in abeyance 

pending passage of a jurisdictional statute was to further this end--it 

was our belief that the legislative route would, in the long run, 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, I - 67 
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provide the quickest means for settlement of the jurisdictional issues 

in this controversy.':!_/ The present request for expedition is thus 

wholly consistent with our previous actions in this case. 

Appellee 1s opposition to this request would have the evident 

effect of delaying resolution of this cas~ beyond February 28, 1974, 
I 

the date the Select Committee, under S. Res. 60, ceases to exist. 

This fact is most apparent in appellee's suggestion that appellants 

should dismiss the present appeal and commence a new action in the 

District Court where appellee would have 60 days to answer a new 

complaint and other opportunities to postpone final judgment until 

the Committee's life expires. And, of course, the inevitable appeal 

that would follow a District Court decision would consume even more 

time. 

As previously submitted, we believe the sch'edule we have 

urged would impose no undue hardship on the parties or the Court. 

Surely appellee, with the great resources at his co1nmand, can 

arrange for expeditious preparation of a brief on issues which his 

counsel are fully familiar with and have briefed several tirnes. 

And, we respectfully submit, this Court will be able to handle all 

issues in this case on an expedited basis without undue difficulties, 

j_/ It is exceedingly difficult for the President to dismiss the 
new judsdictional statute as "legislative lcgerdcrrnain" since he 
failed to veto it and allowed it to become law, 
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The jurisdiction of the Federal Courts over this controversy 

has been established beyond any question through the enactment of 

Public Law 93-190, which is now codified as 18 U.S.C. § 1364. That 

statute, which applies to "any civil action heretofore ••• brought" 

by the Committee, was clearly intended to confer jurisdiction over 

this case. And there is no doubt as to Congress' constitutional 

power to accomplish that result. Congress has wide discretion in 

regulating the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts. See C. Wright, 

Law of Federal Courts § 10 (1970 ed.). Specifically, Congress may 

take away the jurisdiction of Federal Courts over pending cases. 

E.g., Ex Parte McCardle, 7 Wall (74 U.S.) 506 (1858); De Rodulfa v. 

United States, 149 U.S. App. D.C. 154, 461 F.2d 1246 (1972), and 

cases there discussed. A fortio!i, Congress may extend federal 

jurisdiction to pending cases. The Supreme Court so held in United 

States v. Alabama, 362 U.S. 602 (1960), cited at page 5 of our 

Motion. There the Court ruled that the Civil Rights Act of 1960 

operated to confer federal jurisdiction over a suit that had been dis

missed by the District Court prior to passage of the Act, stating 

that "(u)nder familiar principles, the case must be decided on the 

basis of law now controlling .•• 11 362 U.S. at 604. Appellee 

cites no contrary authority:_/ and we know of none. There is 

:_/ Indeed, all of the authorities cited by appellee (p. 6) sus

tain the power of Congress to enact legislation applicable to pending 
cases. 
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accordingly no question as to the Federal Courts' jurisdiction over this 

controversy. 

Moreover, the remaining threshold issues in this case- -those 

relating to standing and the Committee's right to subpena and sue 

the President and to investigate wrong<i_oing in the executive branch-

have been greatly simplified by the plssage of 18 U. S.C. § 1364 and 

S. Res. 194. 

In these circumstances, and given the urgent need for prompt 

resolution of this controversy, this Court s·hould now proceed to 

decide the major issues of justiciability and the merits. By virtue 

of its decision in Nixon v. Sirica, this court is already conversant 

with these issues. We have no doubt that the Court, on the basis 

of the undisputed facts in this case':!_/, can conclude that, as in the 

Special Prosecutor's cases, thei·e is a "uniquely powerful showing" 

of need that demands adjudication in appellants' favor. 

It is thus our conclusion that the appropriate course is for 

the Court to deal with all issues in this case on an expedited basis. 

Appellee suggests no good reason why the time-consuming process 

of remand, District Court decision, and subsequent appeal should be 

*/ There are no factual issues in this case, appellee having 
failed to contest any of the assertions set forth in the District 
Court in appellants' State of Material Facts As To Which There 
Is No Genuine Issue. 
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pursued, and there is none. Appellan~.s' motion ior an expedited 

briefing and argument schedule should be granted.::_/ 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gre·ssman 
Jerome A. Barron 

,Washington:, D. C. 
Of Counsel 

· Arthur S~ Miller·. 
· Chief Consuitant to 

. the Select.Committee 
Of Counsel 

<;:c0d~.v~ 
Samuel Dash 
Chief Counsel 

. l1'red Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
. Depu.ty CQunsel .· 

,.Tames. Hamilton 
Assistant -Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
, S~ecial Counsel 

· ;Ronald,_ D. Rotunda 
· Assistant Courisel 

Donald S. · Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
· .·Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
• · W'a.shington, D. C. 20510 

·-:T.eJ.ep.~one Number 225-0531' 

A'l:l:orneys for Appellants 

=.,/ Appellee has failed to deal_ with our request that this appeal 
be·heard en bane and we thus assume that he,. _as previously, has no- · 
objection to this suggestion if. the Court decides to retain and decide 
this· case. 
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; _··-ilmf:eb sfaf~s <!!nurf nf l\.pp.tuhi 
. FOR THe: DISTRICT OF C0l.UM91 A CIRCUll'. 

No. 13-2qe6 September :r erm, 1973 
Civii Action 1593-73 

Senate Select COill!!li ttee on Presidential ~, 

:~=~f !;~ ~t!~!t!:~ ~;i~:e i~ni~:d 
0

:~ates: United States Court oi Ail~:als 
et at • , for the Oi,\ric! of Cclurr.b:J Ci;cu,, 

i Appellants 
v. 

Richard M. Nixon, Individually and as 
President of the United States, 

FILED DEC 2 81973 
HUGH E. KLINE 
. cl.ERK 

Before: Bazelon, Chief Judge: Wright, McGowan, Leventhal, Robinson, 
MacKinnon and Wilkey, Circuit Jµdges 

/ 

on consideration of appellants' motion for expedited briefing 
and argument schedule and suggestion for hearing ,!!!bane and of 
the responsive pleadings filed with respect thereto, it is 

ORDERED by the Court, .!.!! bane, that this case is .·remanded to the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia for further 
proceedings in light of Pub. L. No. 93-190, tQ be codified as 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1364. 

The Clerk is directed to issue a certified copy of this order to 
the District Court forthwith. 
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UNITED ,STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FCR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESiilENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
ACTIVITIES, SUING IN ITS OWN. 
NAME AND IN THE NAhE OF THE 
UNITED STATEu, ET AL, 

Plaintiffs, 

VS 

: 
RICHARD M, NIXON, INDIVIDUALLY: 
AND PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION NO, 1593-73 

Q li !1. ! fl. 
The above captioned case is reassigned from ~hief Judge 

John J, Sirica to Judge Gerhard A, Gesell for all purposes, 

January,7, 1974 

A TRUE COPY 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMB,,1,A~~--~~~~-. 

SENATE -SELECT COMMITTEE-{)N-PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et a1., 

Plaintif:fs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President o:f the United States, 

De:fendant 

FILED 

JAMES l'. DAYEY 
CLl!llK 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

PLAINTIFFS I MEMORANDUM ON REMAND 

The Court o:f Appeals has now remanded this case to this 

Court for consideration o:f the e:f:fect o:f PUblic Law 93-190 

(to be codi:fied as 18 u.s.c. § 1364), which gives this Court 

jurisdiction over the present controversy and also establishes 

plainti:f:fs 1 standing to sue in the Select Committee's own name 

and in the name o:f the United States.~ 

In addition to the enactment o:f this statute, which became 

law on December 19, 1973, upon the President's :failure to sign 

it within ten days o:f transmitta1 to him, there are severa1 other 

signi:ficant events affecting this lawsuit that have occurred 

since this matter was last briefed before this Court. The Senate, 

on November 7, 1973, unanimously enacted Senate Resolution 194, 

93rd Cong., 1st Seas., which speaks to the Select Committee's 

authority to subpena and sue the President and to investigate 

wrongdoing in the executive branch. The Court o:f Appeals, on 

!J The Court of Appeals order states that "this case is 
remanded to the United States District Court for further 
proceedings in lifiht of Pub· •. L. No. 93-190, to be codified as 
18 u.s.c. I 1364. . 
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October 12, 1973, decided Nixon v. Sirica, Nos. 73-1962, 73-1967, 

73-1989, a decision highly relevant to the questions of justicia

bility and the merits in this litigation. Also, the President, 

in compliance with Court order and voluntarily, _has turned over 

to this Court and the Special Prosecutor certain of the tapes 

and documents sought by this suit, an action which significantly 

affects his claims of confidentiality regarding those materials. 

The ramifications of these various events to the present 

proceeding are the subject of this memorandum • .!/ 

I. All Threshold Questions Must Be Resolved in Plaintiffs' Favor 

The President has raised certain technical and jurisdictional 

objections to the maintenance of this suit. None of these 

objections, particularly in view of the recent actions by the 

full Congress and the Senate, will withstand analysis, 

A. The District Court Has Jurisdiction Over This Lawsuit 

Upon this Court's dismissal of this action for want of 

jurisdiction, Chairman Ervin introduced a bill in Congress to 

provide jurisdiction over this litigation in the belief that the 

legislative route would be the most expeditious course for 

resolution of that particular controversy.~ The Congress has 

now enacted, and the President failed to veto, P,L, 93'-190, which 

provides unquestionable jurisdictional foundation for this acticn. 

* This memorandum supports our Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
on August 29, 1973, which, after the Court of Appeals remand, is 
still pending. 

** Senator Ervin's action in this regard was consistent with 
this Court's observation in its October 17 opinion in this case 
(File Opinion 5-6, 18) that Congressional action could provide 
jurisdiction in this case. 
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Subsection (a) of this statute provides: 

"The District Court of the United States for the 
District of Columbia shall have original Jurisdiction, 
without regard to the sum or value of the matter in 
controversy, of e;n;r-civil ·action heretofor!!" or- here
after brought by the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities, which was created on 
February 7, 1973, by Senate Resolution Numbered 60, to 
enforce or secure a declaration concerning the 
validity of any subpoena·or order heretofore or 
hereafter issued by said Committee to the President 
or the Vice President or any other officer of the 
United States or any officer or employee of any 
department or agency of the United States to procure 
the production before the said Committee of any 
information, documents, taped recordings, or other 
materials relevant to matters the said Committee is 
authorized to investigate, and the said District Court 
shall have Jurisdiction to enter any such Judgment or 
decree in any such civil action as may be necessary or 
appropriate to enforce obediance to any such subpoena 
or order." 

This statute, which applies to "any civil action heretofore 

• brought" by the Committee, was clearly intended to confer 

Jurisdiction in this case. There is no doubt as to Congress• 

constitutional power to accomplish that result for Congress has 

wide discretion in regulating the Jurisdiction of the Federal 

Courts. See C. Wright, Law of Federal Courts§ 10 (1970 ed.). 

Congress may take away the Jurisdiction of Federal Courts over 

pending cases. E.g., Ex Parte Mccardle, 7 Wall (74 u.s.) 506 
(1868); de Rodulfa v. United States, 149 u.s. App. D.c. 154, 461 

F.2d 1240 (1972), and cases there discussed; see also, Crozier v. 

Krupp, 224 u.s. 290 (1912). And, a fortiori, Congress may extend 

federal jurisdiction to pending cases. The Supreme Court so held 

in United States v. Alabama, 362 u.s. 602 (1960)(per curiam), 

where it ruled that the Civil Rights Act of 1960 operated to 

confer federal Jurisdiction over a suit that had been disnd.ssed by 

the District Court prior to passage of the Act, stating that 

"(u)nder familiar principles, the case must be decided on the 

basis of law now controlling •••• " 362 U.S. at 6o4. See also, 
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In Re Mon~en, 74 F,2d 411 (7th Cir, 1935), The 

basic doctrine that an appeal is governed by the law in existence 

at the time of the appeal has been established at least since 

_t_he. _S11pre.me Court•.s~dec:ts.1on .. 1n..Un1.t.ed. S.tates....v._ The.. S.chooner 

Peggy, l Cranch (5 U,S,) 103 (l&ll) (Marshall, J,), See, e,g,, 

Hamm v, Rockhill, 379 U,S, 306, 312-13 (1968); Carpenter v, 

Wabash R.y. Co,, 309 U,S, 23, 26-27 (1940), 

The original Complaint in this case has now been properly 

amended by leave of Court and without objection of defendant to 

include an allegation that jurisdiction rests on the new 

statute, and the Court has informed defendant that, pursuant to 

F.R.Civ,P, 15, he must answer within ten days,!;/' The Court 

allowance of amendment is, of course, perfectly consistent with 

the Court of Appeals• remand order that returned this case "for 

further proceedings in light of Pub,L, No, 93-190, 11 There is 

thus no need.for plaintiffs to file a new lawsuit where, we trust, 

the issue of retroactivity would not even be raised by defendant 

and this Court has both the power and responsibility, on the 

basis of the new statute, the Court of Appeals 1s remand and the 

amended Complaint, to rule that jurisdictional requirements in 

this case are fulfilled. 

!/ These rulings were by Sirica, c. J, 
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B. Plaintiffs Have Standing to Bring This Action 

Subsection (b) of P.L. 93-190 declares that: 

11The-Senate--Si:l:ect Committee-oh P-resi:dentiaI 
Campaign Activities shall have authority to prosecute 
in its own name or in the name of the United States in 
the District Court of the United States for the Distric 
of Columbia any civil action heretofore or hereafter 
brought by said Committee to enforce or secure a · 
declaration concerning the validity ot any subpoena 
or order heretof'ore or hereafter issued by said 
Committee to the President or Vice President or any 
other officer of the United States or any officer or 
employee of any department of the United States to pllXure 
the production before the said Committee of any 
information, documents, taped recordings, or other 
materials relevant to the matters the Comm1ttee is 
authorized to investigate, and pray the said District 
Court to enter such judgment or decree in said civil 
action as may be necessary or appropriate to enforce 
any such subpoena or order." 

This provision also makes clear that it is to apply to actions 

brought by the Committee prior to its enactment. Thus there is 

no longer any question as to plaintiff~ standing to bring this 

action.y 

It is also now estabiished by P,L. 93-190 that plaintiffs 

may prosecute this action in the name of the United States by 

the attorneys of their choice. Subsection (c) states: 
11The Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities may be represented by such 
attorneys as it may designate in any action prosecuted 
by said Committee under this Act." 

This provision eliminates defendant's claim, with which this 

Court apparently agreed (File Opinion pp. 7-8), that suits 

*I It was always certain, however, as pointed out at p. 13 of our 
S°upplemental Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, that plaintiffs' stake in the discharge of 
their official responsibilities invested them with standing to 
bring this action under applicable legal principles as they existe 

efore the passage of this statute. 
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brought in the name of the United States must, under 28 u.s.c. 

I 516, be prosecuted by the Attorney General or his subordi

nates. :!J 

c. The Committee, Under s. Res. 60 ands. ·Res. ·194, Has 

and Had Full Authority to Subpena the President 

The President has contended that the Committee, under 

s. Res. 60, lacked authority to issue subpenas ·to him. 

Plaintiffs, on the other hand, have asserted that it is plain 

from the language of s. Res. 60 and the context of its passage 

that thb Resolution authorizes subpenas to the President. 

As previously observed, s. Res. 60 empowers the Committee 

to investigate the extent of the President's own possible 

involvement in unethical, illegal, or improper conduct in the 

presidential campaign and· election of 1972 and was, in fact, 

passed in an atmosphere of widespread public concern regarding 

the possible participation of the President himself in certain 

aspects of the Watergate affair. ~ s. Res. 60, Sec. l (a) 

and 119 Cong. Rec. at S2233 (1973) (remarks of Senator Ervin). 

Moreover, Sec. 3 (a) (5) of s. Res. 60 authorizes the Committee 

to issue subpenas ~ tecum to "any ••• officer ••• of 

the executive branch of the United States Government," a term 

which obviously includes the President.~ Thus it has always 

been apparent to plaintiffs that subpenas to the President were 

authorized. 

!:/ Section 516 provides for prosecution of suits brought in the 
name of the United States by the Attorney General or his 
subordinates "f:eJxcept as otherwise authorized by law." The 
prosecution of the present suit by attorneys of the Committee's 
designation is now, under the terms of§ 516, "authorized by law," 
i.e., the provisions of P.L. 93-190. 

**/ Both s. Res. 60 and the United States Constitution 
tli'.e "office of the President." See s. Res. 60, Secs. l 
2 (7), 2 (9), 2 (11) and U. s. Const. Art. II, Sec. l, 
Clauses l, 5, 7. 

refer to 
(a), 
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The :t'ul.l Senate has now unanimously affirmed plaintiffs' 

view. On November 7, 1973, it enacted s. Res. 194, which 

provides in Section 1: 

.. s·essi~~cf 97~f, .. s~~tr~kn~rt~f5t
9

t~r~~~~c~i~~!mi ttee -
on Presidential Campaign Activities was and is 
empowered to issue subpenas for documents, tapes, and 
other material to any officer of the executive branch 
of the United States Government. In view of the fact 
that the President of the United States is, as 
recognized bys. Res. 60, an officer of the United 
States, and was a candidate for the office of 
President in 1972 and is therefore a person whose 
activities the select eommittee is authorized by 
s. Res. 60 to investigate, it is the sense of the 
Senate that the select committee's issuance on 
July 23, 1973, of two subpenas duces tecum to the 
President for the production of tapes and other 
materials was and is :t'ul.ly authorized bys. Res. 60. 
Moreover, the Senate hereby approves and ratifies the 
committee's issuance of these subpenas." 

This Resolution exposes defendant's statement that "it is 

beyond belief that any member of the Senate" in enacting 

s. Res. 60 "had any thought that he was voting to empower the 

Committee to take the unprecedented and unauthorized action that 

has led to the present litigation"!'/' as the hyperbole it 

alweys was. The Senate has now put its imprimatur on plaintiffs' 

reading of s. Res. 60 and fully ratified its action in subpenaing 
the President~, 

*7 Brief of Richard M. Nixon In Oppositi~n to Plaintiffs' Motion 
F'or Summary Judgement, p. 48 (hereinafter cited as "Br.") 
**/ In Barenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109, 118-20 (1959), 
tne.Supreme Court found that a Resolution of the House of 
Representatives raising the status of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee to that of a standing Committee served, 
along with other House resblutions and actions, to validate past 
actions by the Committee and to define the scope of its 
authority under its enabling resolution. The Court there said 
(p. 119): 

"Just as legislation is often given meaning by the 
gloss of legislative reports, administrative interpreta 
tion and long usage, so the proper meaning of an 
authorization to a congressional committee is not to 
be derived alone from its abstract.terms unrelated to 
the definite context furnished them by the course of 
congressional actions." 

In FHE Oil Co. v. Commissioner of Internal Reven~e. 150 F.2d 857, 
858 (5th Cir. 1945) (per curiam), the Court stated that a 
legislative resolution "@s an expression of opinion on a point 
of law • •• would of course be entitled to most respectful 
consideration by the courts •••• " See further, Shelton v. 
United States, 131 U.S. App. D.C. 315, 320, 4o4 F.2d 1292, 1296 
(1968) cert. denied, 393 u.s. 1024 (1969). Cf. Red Lion 
Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 380-81 (1970) where 
the Supreme Court said that "subsequent legislation declaring the 
intent of an earlier statute is entitled to great weight in 
statutory constructton." 
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D. Plaintiffs Were Authorized to Bring This Action Against 

the President 

s. Res. 194 also provides a complete answer to defendant's 

assertion that this suit was not authorized because plaintiffs 

did not receive prior Senate approval for its instigation 

pursuant to s. Res. 60, Sec. 3 (a) (6), wtrl.ch empowers the 

Committee to "make to the Senate any recommendations it deems 

appropriate" respecting noncompliance with its subpenas. 

Section 2 of s. Res. 194 declares: 

"on August 9, 3,973, the select committee and its 
members instituted suit against the President of the 
United States in the United States District Court for 
the District of Columbia to achieve compliance with 
the two subpenas referenced in section l above, and 
since that time, in both the district court and the 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit, have actively pursued this litigation 
It is the sense of the Senate that the initiation 
and pursuit of this litigation by the select committee 
and its members was and is fully authorized by 
applicable custom and law, including the provisions 
of s. Res. 262, Seventieth Congress, first session 
(1928). In view of the entirely discretionary 
provisions of section 3 (a) (6) of s. Res. 60, it is 
further the sense of the Senate that the initiation of 
this lawsuit did not require the prior approval of the 
Senate. Moreover, the Senate hereby approves and 
ratifies the actions of the select committee in 
instituting and pursuing the aforesaid litigation." 

In view of this approval and ratification by the Senate of 

the Cammi ttee • s action :In suing the President• defendant's claim 

of no authority, while always extremely dubious, is now totally 

untenable. 

E. The Committee, in Subpenaing and Suing the President, 

Is Acting with Valid Legislative Purposes 

The President has recognized that the "power of the Congress 

to conduct investigations is inherent in the legislative process 

and is broad" (Br. 38) and that "the Senate is authorized to 

investigate campaign practices to see if legislation is needed 

in that area" (Br. 44). But he has contended that the 
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Committee's :l.nvestigation is unconstitutiona1 because the 

Committee is usurping judicia1 power, conducting a crim1na1 

tria1 and acting without Va1id 1egis1ative purpose. 

We have previousl.y demonstrated to the Court why. these 

assertions are unsupportab1e. As a1ready observed, it is we11 

sett1ed that the Congress, as it has s:l.nce the beg:l.nn1ng of the 

Nation, may investigate wrongdoing and mal.adm1nistration by 

executive officia1s pursuant to its constitutiona1 responsibi1it:les 
I to determine the need for 1egis1~~ion and :l.nform the pub1ic of 

executive misconduct. Perhaps the c1earest expression of this 

power is found in the Teapot Dome cases where the Supreme court 

sustained broad Senate inquiries into crim1na1 conduct in the 

executive branch. McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 u.s~ 135 (1927); 

Sinc1air v. United States, 279 u.s. 263 (1929). 

We have a1ready informed the Court of the re1ation of the 

Committee's investigations to 1egis1ative recommendations now 

under consideration. If, for examp1e, it is conc1uded that 

the President and his c1osest subordinates were invo1ved in 

serious wrongdoing re1ating to the 1972 presidentia1 campaign 

and e1ection, far-reaching 1egis1ative remedies may be necessary. 

In such circumstance, the Committee might recommend that 

presidentia1 tenure be 1im1ted to one term and that the 

participation of the president in the campaign to choose his 

successor be drastica1l.y 11m1ted 1 or the Committee lil1ght 

propose a radica1l.y new campaign financing system that wou1d 

severe1y curtai1 the amount of private monies that cou1d be 

contributed. ·It wou1d be fo1l.y to proceed to the enactment of 

such far-reaching 1egis1ation without knowing if the abuse has 

been great enough· to warrant it. But it wou1d be equa1l.y 

foo1ish to refrain from needed 1egis1ation if such serious abuse 

of the e1ection process did occur -- what the Committee is 

attempting to discover by this suit. 

We have a1so pointed out that l'Jevel.ation of the extent of 
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executive wrongdoing to the public is necessary in order to gain 

public support for any legislation the Comrn:!.ttee may propose. 

And we have noted that the Committee has a constitutional 

responsibility to inform the public of the extent of the 

corruption in the executive branch in connection with the most 

recent presidential campaign and election. The Supreme Court, 

in both Watkins v. United States, .354 u.s. 178, 200, n.33 (1957) 

and United States v. Rumely, 345 U,S, 41, 43 (1953) has affirmed 

the power and responsibility of Congress to inquire into and 

publicize wrongdoing in the executive branch and has, in fact, 

proclaimed that the "informing function" of Congress "should be 

preferred even to its legislative function. 11 It is through the 

"informing :tllnCtion" that public confidence in ttle integrity of 

governmental processes can best be restored, The re~elation of 

governmental corruption aJ.so serves as a deterrent to future 

malfeasance ,y 

*/ See also, Delaney v. United States, 199 F.2d 107, 114-15.
Tlst Cir, 1952); Silverthorne v. United States, 400 F,2d 627, 
633-34 (9th Cir, 1968); In Re: Application of United States 
Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 
Misc, No, 70-73 (D,D,C, June 12, 1973), File Opin, at 17. See 
further the discussion in section III, this memorandum, 

The President has accused the Committee of attempting "to 
expose for the sake of exposure," conduct he says is condemned 
by Watkins. See 354 u.s, 178, 200. But that case indicates 
that exposure for the sake of exposure is impermissible only 
where ~rivate affairs are involved, As suggested by the 
follow ng passage from that opinion (at p, 187), it is perfectly 
proper to expose corruption in the absence of immediate 
legislative intendment (which, of course, the Committee has) when 
the misconduct revealed is that of public officials in the 
exeuctive branch: 

" •• , • The power of the Congress to conduct 
investigations is inherent in the legislative process. 
That power is broad, It encompasses inquiries ::.r • .
concerning the administration of existing laws as 
well as ro osed or ossib needed statutes. 'I1; 

cu es surveys o de ec s our soc , economic 
or political system for the purpose of enabling the 
Congress to remedy them. It compreh~nds probes into 
departments of the Federal Government to expose 
corruption, inefficiencl or waste, But, broad as is 
this power of inquiry, tis not unlimited. There is 
no general authority to expose the private affairs of 
individuals without justification in terms of the 
functions of the Congress." (emphasis added) 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 68 
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Were there any doubt that the Committee has been and is 

acting with va1id legislative purpose in subpenaing and suing 

the President, it has been removed by the Senate through 

• Res-, 194-, Secti-oR-~- thi.s-Resoluti~states-: 

"The select committee and its members, by issuing 
subpenas to the President and .instituting and pursuing 
litigation to achieve compliance with those subpenas, 
were and are acting to determine the extent or possible 
illega1, improper, or unethica1 conduct in connection 
with the Presidentia1 campaign and election or 1972 by 
officers or employees or the executive branch or the 
United States Government or other persons, It is the 
sense or the Senate that, in so doing, 1he select 
committee and its members were and are engaged in the 
furtherance or valid legislative purposes, to wit, a 
determination or the need ror and scope or corrective 
legislation to safeguard the processes by which the 
President or the United States is elected and,in that 
connection, the informing or the public or the extent 
or illegal, improper, or unethica1 activities that 
occurred in connection with the Presidentia1 campaign 
and election or 1972 andthe involvement or officers 
or employees or the executive branch or others therein, 
It is further the sense or the Senate that the 
materials sought by the comm1ttee•s subpenas are or 
vital importance in determining the extent or such 
involvement and 1n determining the need ror and scope 
or corrective legislation. 

In view or this statement or approbation by the unanimous 

Senate, it is exceedingly difficult ror defendant to continue 

to asser.t that the Committee proceeds without va1id legislative 

purpose, It is even more difficult ror him to overcome the 

presumption that a legislative comm1ttee is acting with 

legitimate legislative purpose, ·This presumption has been 

repeatedly recognized by the Supreme Court(~, McGrain v, 

Daugherty, supra, 273 U,S, at 178; Barenblatt v, United states, 

supra, 360 U,S, at 133; Watkins v, United States, supra, 354 U,S, 

at 200), and defendant has adduced no facts that would negate it, 
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II. The Court Has the Power and Responsibility to Resolve 

This Controversy 

The Court of Appeals in Nixon v. Sirica concluded that the 

- --Feaerat c-ou-rt,rnave -1:utt -power-tu-decta.,-the-legal-validi ty of 

a presidential assertion of executive privilege in. response to 

evidentiary subpenas issued by a coordinate branch. The Court 

held that the President is not, by virtue of his office, immune 

from judicial process, for the "Constitution makes no mention 

of special presidential immunities." (p. 17). The Court also 

ruled that the President's mere assertion of privilege does 

conclude_ the judiciary, for such privilege as he enjoys is 

neither absolute nor unreviewable. The issue of executive 

privilege is fully justiciable, for "/wlhenever a privilege is 

asserted •• it is the courts that determine the validity 

of the assertion and the scope of the privilege." {p. 25). 

These rulings, while made in the context of subpenas issued 

by the grand jury, are fully applicable here. There is no 

warrant in the Constitution for erecting a presidential immunity 

from judicial process simply because the plaintiffs are a duly 

authorized congressional committee and its members rather than 

the Special Prosecutor representing the grand jury.~ Nor is 

there any basis for concluding that a presidential assertion 

of privilege becomes unreviewable when made against the 

legislature. The Supreme court has stated that the principle 

that "the public has a right to every man's evidence" is just 

as applicable to legislative investigations as to judicial 

*/ As the Court stated in Nixon v. Sirica (p. 12), the fact 
that the courts may not have physical power tj enforce a 
judgment against the President does not deprive them of 
authority to pa_ss upon the legal validity of a presidential 
claim of privilege. Moreover, plaintiffs in this suit seek 
only a declaratory judgment at this juncture so that the 
question of judicial power to enforce a command against the 
Chief Executive is not now before the court. 
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proceedings. united States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331 (1950). 

This right of the public would be wholly subverted if the 

executive could, by its own say-so, disregard any and all 

legislative inquitie.s. __ AJLtba__cour1:__of__AppeaJ.s_point.ed __au t in 

Nixon v. Sirica; 

"If the claim of absolute privilege was 
recognized, its mere invocation by the President 
or his surrogates could deny access to all 
documents in all the Executive departments to 
all citizens and their representatives, including 
Congress •••• Support for this kind of mischief 
simply cannot be spun from incantation of the 
doctrine of _separation of powers." (p. 27). 
(emphasis added) 

As this quotation indicates, Nixon v. Sirica also makes 

clear that the principle of separation of powers does not· 

preclude the courts from adjudicating a controversy between two 

coordinate branches of government concerning an otherwise 

justiciable issue of privilege. The coordinate branches 

involved here are the executive and the legislative. Nixon v_ 

Sirica likewise involved a controversy between coordinate 

branches -- the President as a representative of the executive 

branch and the Special Prosecutor as a representative of the 

grand jury and hence the judicial branch. But, as there stated: 

"tfhis circumstanci7 does not make the task of 
resolving the conflicting claims any less judicial 
in nature. Throughout our history there have 
frequently been conflicts between independent 
organs of the federal government •••• When such 
conflicts arise in justiciable cases, our 
constitutional system provides a means for 
resolving them -- one Supreme Court." (p. 26) .y 

*/ These statements are supported by the Supreme Court's analys s 
in Powell v. McCormick, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), which held that the 
refusal of the House of Representatives to seat a member was 
reviewable by the judiciary. Powell states that, as a general 
rule, the judiciary has the du~decide otherwise justiciable 
issues unless the Constitution contains a "textually demonstrabl 
commitment" of that issue to a coordinate branch. 395 U.S. at 519 
Since the Constitution contains no "textually demonstrable 
commitment" to a coordinate branch of the issue of executive 
privilege, the judiciary bears the responsibility for resolving 
that issue. 
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This ruling is equally applicable to the present dispute. 

The teaching of Nixon v. Sirica that the courts have 

the responsibility to resolve otherwise justiciable controversie 

between coordinate-branches- or governmenr--=· ·n,-1:uny cofifirmed 

by precedents involving controversies between the executive 

and the legislative. For example, in United States v. Lovett 

328 U.S. 303 (1946), the Supreme Court decided that a congres~ 

sional effort to discharge designated individuals from govern

ment employment by cutting off salary appropriations was a 

constitutionally prohibited bill of attainder. In Myers v. 

United States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926), the court passed on the 

President's constitutional power to remove a government employee 

from office contrary to congressional statute. Congress' 

constitutional authority to limit the President's removal power 

was also at issue in Humphrey's Executor (Rathbun) v. United 

States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935)._:/ 

* * * * * 

While these decisions fully confirm the Court's authority 

and responsibility to resolve the legislative-executive 

controversy involved here, the judiciary understandably might 

!_I Other relevant Supreme court cases in this vein include 
the Pocket Veto case, 279 U.S. 655 (1924), (validity of a 
pocket veto by the President); United states v. Klein, 
13 Wall. (80 U.S.) 128 (1871) (congressional effort to curtail 
presidential pardon); Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 
343 U.S. 579 (1952) (presidential seizure of steel mills held 
unconstitutional as invasion of Congress' legislative powers). 
And recent decisions of this Court have reaffirmed that the 
principle of separation of powers does not preclude the courts 
from resolving conflicting claims of presidential and 
congressional power. Kennedy v. Sampson, F.Supp. (D.D.C., C.A. 
No. 1583-72, August 15, 1973) (Senator's challengi,to validity 
of President's pocket veto); Williams v. Phillips. 360 F.Supp. 
1363 (D.D.C., 1973) (Senatorial challenge to validity of 
l'residential appointment of acting OEO director without Senate 
confirmation);Local 2677, Government Employees v. Phillips, 
358 F.Supp. 60 (D.D.C. 1973) (Presidential "phase-out" of OEO 
not authorized by Congress). 
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be reluctant to become continuously involved in legislative

executive struggles over disclosure by the executive of 

information to Congress. But decision of the present controvers 

would not ne~.ess;,..r.:i..lY. b_e _a 2!'""f'~d.<'>nt J9r _such continuing 

involvement, for it is distinguished by several special features 

First, this controversy is fully ripened and the normal 

processes of political accomodation between Congress and the 

executive have been exhausted. The Committee's demand for the 

materials it seeks has been approved by the entire Senate in 

S.Res 194. Moreover, the public importance of the Committee's 

efforts has also been acknowledged by the entire Congress 

through the passage of Public Law 93-190. That statute not only 

provides the Court with jurisdiction to hear the controversy 

but empowers the Court to enter any "suc;:h judg:ement or decree ••• 

as may be necessary or appropriate to enforce obedience" to the 

subpenas involved here. Public Law 93-190 therefore represents 

a determination by Congress, not vetoed by the President, that 

th~ present controversy is fully justiciable and should be 
resolved by .the courts. It is thus plain that we 

do not have here an ordinary controversy between the executive 

and a congressional committee seeking information from it, but 

one where the Senate through resolution and the full Congress 

by statute have approved the maintenance of this suit. These 

unique factors might work to diminish the precedential value of 

a decision herein that this case is justiciable. 

Another distinguishing factor of great significance is 

that this case concerns a congressional investigation of allega

tions of serious wrongdoing by high officials. As previously 
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noted, such investigations are necessary not only to consider 

the need for corrective legislation but also to inform the 

public, provide a deterrent against future wrongdoing, and 

processes, These important functions would be subverted if 

high executive officials could decline, on claim of privilege, 

to produce needed information to Congress with the assurance 

that the courts would refuse to resolve the controversy. 

In normal cases, the congress has means other than civil 

litigation to vindicate its investigatory authority. The 

Committee in an ordinary case could seek enforcement of its 

subpena by the Senate Sergeant-at-Arms, or it could, pursuant 

to 2 U.s.c.§192, initiate contempt of Congress proceedings. 

But where a high executive official is involved, particularly 

the President, these usual methods of vindicating Congress' 

authority are not appropriate.~ 

Additional remedies are available to Congress where a 

subordinate executive official resists investigation of a 

program for which he is responsible. In such a case, Congress 

might properly terminate authorization for the program or 

reduce its funding on the premise that Congress should not 

support programs if denied the information necessary to 

::J !t would obviously be unseemly to send the Sergeant-at-Arms 
to the White House to arrest the President and bring him before 
the bar of the Senate or to initiate statutory contempt 
procedures against him. We take it that the President would 
agree with this.assesBDent for, in his Petition for Writ of 
Mandamus (p. 5) in Ni~on v. Sirica, he stated that "to refuse 
to comply with /this Court' s7 order of August 29, 1973, and 
await further action L_would-b~ unnecessary and would only 
delay resolution" of that case. Moreover, a criminal proceed
ing against the President is a manifestly awkward vehicle for 
determining the serious constitutional question here presented. 
We note, although by no means accept, the assertion of defend
ant President's counsel, that the President may not be crimi~ 
nally tried until he is impeached, a position that would, if 
adop~ed , fOJ:eclose the criminal contempt procedures embodied in 
2 u.s.c. § 192. 
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evaluate their content and implementation. But where, as here, 

it is the President who resists disclosure and the investigation 

does not relate to a pa_rticular governmental program, a feasible 

remedy of this sort is not available. 

Nor is impeachment an adequate remedy for the problem of 

executive resistance to legislative investigations. Impeachment 

is a lengthy, difficult process and is a drastic step posing 

serious hazards to the well-befng of the body politic. As this 

Court stated in its decision in the Special Prosecutor's case, 

impeachment ".is not so designed that it can function as a 

deterrent in any but the most excessive cases" and in 

many situations "impeachment is not a reasonable solution." 

(pp. 6,9) And, as the Court of Appeals ruled in Nixon v. sirica, 

"the Impeachment clause ffioes noy imply immunity from routine 

court processes." (p. 18) Obviously a court proceeding is a 

far preferable means of resolving a dispute over the legal 

validity of a claim of executive privilege. 

Thus where legislative investigations of possible wrong

doing by the President or high executive officials are involved, 

other processes for vindicating congressional authority in the 

face of executive recalcitrance are either not available or not 

appropriate, and a judicial proceeding is the means best suited 

for resolving the legal issue of executive privilege. Also, 

as the Court of Appeals observed in NiXon v. Sirica (pp. 25-26, 

n. 70) the judiciary passes on legislative assertions of 

privilege in opposition to investigations or prosecutions 

initiated by the executive. ~. Gravel v. United States, 

408 U.S. 606 (1972)i United states v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 

(1972). It·would thus be inequitable as well as unreasonable 

to deny the legislative branch reciprocal access to the courts 
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to resolve the validity of asserted executive privileges. If 

the courts were to refuse to decide such cases, the Congress 

would be forced to choose between the emasculation of its power 

to ·investigate ·executive wrongdoing or .. the ·11se ··<>£ -proveca-tiv,;, 

sanctions against the President in a trial of strength that 

would threaten near intolerable stress on the constitutional 

fabric. But such dilemmas need not be faced under our system 

of government where "it is the responsibility of Lfhe 

judicia~ to act as the ultimate interpreter of the Constitu

tion." Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. at 549. 

The courts' responsibility in cases such as the present 

also has a vital ameliorating function for, as the Supreme 

Court has recently noted, the normal processes of political 

accomodation between the executive and the legislative apparent! 

work only where the basic contours of their respective 

constitutional powers are settled by the "neutral authority" of 

the judiciary: 

"The check-and-balance mechanism, buttressed by 
unfettered debate in an open society with a free 
press, has not encouraged abuses of power or 
tolerated them long when they arose. This may 
be explained in part because the third branch has 
intervened with neutral authority. See,~. 
United States v. Lovett, 328 U.S. 303 (1946)." 
United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 523. 
(1972) (Berger, c. J. ):!:./ 

The present controversy cries out for such intervention. 

*/ Mr. Justice Jackson has written that "Nome arbiter is 
almost indispensable when power • • •• is also balanced 
between different branches, as the legislative and the 
executive •••• Each unit .cannot be left to judge the 
limits of its own power." Jackson, The Struggle For Judicial 
Supremacy (1941) at p. 9. The wisdom of his observation 
has a unique relevance to the present case. 
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III. The President Is Not Privileged to Suppress the Evidence 

Sought ty the Committee 

In Nixon v. Sirica, the Court of A1peals held that 

"application of Executive privilege depends on a weighing of 

the public interest protected by the privilege against the 

public interests that would be served by disclosure in a 

particular case." (p. 28)(footnote omitted) That test, of 

course, was formulated in the context of a grand jury subpena. 

Where it is the Congress, the e·1ected representatives of the 

people, that seeks information, there .are powerful arguments 

against recognizing any constitutional privilege on the part 

of the executive to suppress pertinent evidence.~ But 

these arguments need not be addressed in this case for under 

the balancing test articulated in Nixon v. Sirica the Committee 

is entitled to the evidence sought by this litigation. 

The public interests in disclosure of the evidence sought 

here are powerful and pervasive. Where wrongdoing in the 

highest executive offices ha,s possibly occurred, it is vital 

that Congress be able to consider intelligently the need for 

corrective legislation to prevent its reoccurrence. As explaine 

in McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135 (1927)--which sustained a 

Senate investigation of the Justice Department's role in the 

Teapot Dome scandal--the investigatory power is essential to the 

law-making function, for without information it is impossible 

to legislate wisely or effectively.~ And, as the Supreme 

~ See Berger, Executive Privilege v. Congressional Inquiry, 
12 u-:C:-L.A. L. Rev. 1044, 1288 (1965). As pointed out in 
Nixon v. Sirica, the failure of the Constitution to so much as 
mention any executive privilege stands in stark contrast to the 
specific, limited grant of privilege to the legislative. "This 
silence cannot be ascribed to oversight." (p. 17) 

**/ See also Sine.lair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929). 
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Court also pointed out in Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 

178 (1957), investigation of executive wrongdoing serves other 

values as well: 

-
117'Ttrere--:ti,a7 puwerof-tino eongre-s-s- to- :tnqu±re
into and publicize corruption, maladministration 
or inefficiency in agencies of the Government. 
That was the only kind of activity described 
by Woodrow Wilson in Congressional Government 
where he wrote: 'The informing function of 
Congress should be preferred even to its 
legislative function.' Id., at 303. From 
the earliest times in its history; the Congress 
has assiduously performed an 'informing function' 
of this nature." 354 U.S. at 200, n. 33. V 

The above principles completely sustain the Committee's 

efforts to obtain the information sought here. Created by 

unanimous vote of the Senate, the Committee is charged with 

investigating allegations of serious wrongdoing at the highest 

executive levels in connection with the 1972 presidential 

campaign and election and is instructed to consider the need 
; 

for corrective legislation. The evidence which the Committee 

seeks from defendant President is vital to the completion of 

its work. 

*/ These principles were recently reaffirmed by this Court 
in In Re: Application of United States Senate Select Committee 
on Presidential Campaign Activities, Misc. No. 70-73, June 12, 
1973, File Opin. at 17. In United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 
41 (1953) 1 the Supreme Court termed the congressional informing 
function 'indispensable" and also quoted Woodrow Wilson with 
approval: 

111 It is the proper duty of a representative 
body to look diligently into every affair 
of government and to talk much about what 
it sees. It is meant to be the eyes and 
the voice, and to embody the wisdom and will 
of its constituents. Unless Congress have 
and use every means of acquainting itself 
with the acts and the disposition of the 
administrative agents of the government the 
country must be helpless to learn how it 
is being served; and unless Congress both 
scrutinize these things and sift them by 
every form of discussion, the country must 
remain in embarassing, crippling ignorance 
of the very affairs which it is most 
important that it should understand and 
direct. The informing function of Congress 
should be preferred even to its legislative 
function.' Wilson, Congressional Government, 
303." Id. at 43. 
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The Committee has received conflicting evidence as to the 

extent of wrongdoing at the pinnacle of government, much of it 

through testimony authorized by the President himself. As the 

Statement of Material Facts As_To_Which There Is No Genuine 

Issue demonstrates, there has been serious, potentially credible 

evidence presented to the Committee tending to show that the 

Chief.Executive himself was engaged in wrongdoing. See paras. 

9, 11-15. There has also been evidence tending to exonerate 

him of such charges. And the extent of wrongdo_ing by other 

officials is also the subject of sharply conflicting evidence 

received by the Committee. The pertinent evidence already 

obtained consists in considerable part of conflicting testimony 

by witnesses regarding their conversations with the President. 

The Committee would face difficult_ problems_in resolving these 

conflicts if its assessment of the credibility of the respective 

witnesses were the sole basis of decision. But the Committee's 

investigations have revealed the existence of documents and 

tape recordings of Presidential conversations that it has now 

subpenaed. This evidence, bearing directly on the matters in 

dispute, would prove of immense and perhaps decisive value in 

determining the precise extent of malfeasance in the executive 

branch. 

An informed and accurate determination by the Committee of 

the precise extent of executive wrongdoing would be of great 

importance to Congress in deciding the need for and the form 

of corrective legislation respecting the conduct of political 

campaigns. Most particularly, it would aid in a determination 

whether legislative regulation of presidential involvement in 

political campaigns is necessary. Moreover, revelation of the 

extent of the corruption in the executive branch would help 

engender the public support needed for basic reforms in our 

electoral system. If Presidential involvement were shown, there 

might arise a strong public mandate for thoroughgoing reforms; 

if no Presidential involvement were revealed, the ~~blic might 
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be satisfied that lesser measures were adequate. The evid.ence 

sought is also important in other ways to Congress• discharge 

of its "informing function." So long as the executive is 

allowed to resist~fuII olsclosure- of-evTdehce-oearing on its 

own wrongdoing, public confidence in the self-corrective 

processes of government will remain at low ebb. Public 

revelation of all Watergate facts is also needed to deter 

repetition in the future of wrongdoing by governmental 

officials. Y 
It is not merely the plaintiff Committee which has 

concluded that the evidence sought here is vital to Congres5. 

By the adoption of S. Res. 194, the entire Senate has unanimousl 

endorsed the Committee's efforts to obtain such evidence. The 

Resolution states that the Senate "approves_ and ratifies the 

committee's issuance" of the subpenas involved here, and also 

"approves and ratifies" the Committee's institution of this 

litigation to achieve compliance with these subpenas. The 

·Resolution further provides that: 

"The select committee and its members, by 
issuing subpenas to the President and 
instituting andpirsuing litigation to 
achieve compliance with those subpenas, 
were and are acting to determine the extent 
of possible illegal, improper, or unethical 
conduct in connection with the Presidential 
campaign and election of 1972 by officers 
or employees of the executive branch of the 
United States Government or other persons. 
It is the sense of the Senate that, in so 
doing, the select committee and its members 
were and are engaged in the furtherance of 
valid legislative purposes, to wit, a 

~ Release of materials to the Special Prosecutor will not 
necessarily fulfill an "informing function" because there is 
no assurance that such materials will be made available to 
Congress or the public. Moreover, as noted by the Court of 
Appeals in Nixon v. Sirica (p. 6), the integrity of Congress' 
own processes is at stake here, for the conflicts in the 
testimony of witnesses before the Committee raise a serious 
question whether perjury has been committed. The evidence 
sought by the Committee would be of vital importance in resolv
ing that question. 
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determination of the need for and scope of 
corrective legislation to safeguard the 
processes by which the President of the 
United States is elected and, in that 
connection, the informing of the public 
of the extent or· illegal, improper, or 

-unettiicaractrv1t1es that occurred in 
connection with the Presidential campaign 
and election of.1972 and the involvement 
of officers or employees of the executive 
branch or others therein. It is further 
the sense of the Senate that the materials 
sought by the committee's subpenas are 
of vital importance in determining the 
extent of such involvement and in deter
mining the need for and s~o,Pe of 
corrective legislation." y 

In addition, the entire Congress has enacted Public Law 93-190, 

empowering the Committee to maintain and the Courts to entertain 

litigation to enforce the subpenas previously issued by "said 

Committee to the President." Under the circumstances, the 

statute represents a Congressional recognition of the public 

importance of the materials sought; it is, moreover, certainly 

arguable that a Congress that did not support the Committee's 

efforts to achieve the materials subpenaed would not have 

passed a statute that aids it in doing so.'!.!./ In assessing the 

public interests in disclosure, these actions by the elected 

representatives of the people are, we submit, entitled to 

great deference. Whatever legitimate interest the executive 

may have in withholding information must inevitably shrink in 

the face of such action, for "where the President takes measures 

incompatible with the expressed or implied will of Congress, his 

power is at its lowest ebb,. Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. 

v. Sawyer, 343 u.s. 579, 637 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring) 

*/ Senator Ervin, in his affidavit to this Court, (attached to 
the Supplemental Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs' Motion 
For Summary Judgment) has also described the evidence sought 
by the subienas as "vital to the exercise of the Committee's 
functions. See para. (2). 

**/ The Senate, of course, is supportive, as demonstrated by r. Res. 194. 
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(emphasis added). If, in the face of this Congressional action, 

the courts were to hold that the executive may suppress evidence 

relating to official wrongdoing, the power of the legislature 

-to- i-n-.s-ti..ga-te .such -wrongdoing .would be.-ef'fec.ti.veJ.y_ destrayed •. 

In these circumstances, we believe that the public interest 

in disclosure to Congress is at least as great as the public 

interest in disclosure to the Special Prosecutor.~ 

On the other hand, there is no public ·interest in permitting 

the executive to suppress evidence that may relate to executive 

wrongdoing. In normal circumstances, there is a legitimate 

public interest in preserving the confidentiality of certain 

executive deliberations in. order to promote full and frank 

discussion. But where possible criminal conduct of the Presid<nt 

or his close associates is involved, this interest in confiden

tiality is overwhelmed by the public interest in preventing 

the concealment of official wrongdoing. 

As the Supreme Court observed in Gravel v. United States, 

408 U.S. 606, 627 (1972), the "so-called executive privilege" 

has never been applied to shield wrongdoing. It would be 

plainly intolerable if a privilege to promote confidentiality 

of executive communications were extended to the point of 

permitting executive suppression of evidence bearing on criminal 

wrongdoing by those in high public office. As pointed out by 

the Court of Appeals in Nixon v. Sirica (p. 7), quoting 

Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. v. Seaborg, 149 U.S. 

App. D.C. 385, 391, 463 F. 2d 788, 794 (1971), if such were the 

law, an executive official "would have the power on his own 

say so to cover up all evidence of fraud and corruption. 11 

*/ Indeed, we respectfully submit that the interest of Congress 
In obtaining evidence is weightier than that of the grand jury. 
For however regrettable it might be if a few guilty individuals 
were to go unpunished for want of relevant evidence, there is 

an even greater public interest in legislation, should it be 
required, to prevent the subversion of high executive office in 
the future. There is, moreover, a compelling public need for 
total revelation of all the facts of the Watergate affair, a 
need that, most ~robably, can only be met by Congress in the 
exercise of its informing function." 
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ColUlsel for the defendant President have already conceded 

that he may not invoke executive privilege to cloak his own 

possible wrongdoing. The Reply Brief filed on behalf of the 

Pres-ident i-fl.--tMs-----eottrl-1:n-the--Spee±a;l: -Prosecu-tor•·s- ca-se 

asserts: 

"It is, of course, true that to 'the extent 
that the conversations {""between the President 
and his aides 7 do not concern the legitimate 
affairs of Government and the performance of 
the official duties and responsibilities of 
the President and his staff' they are not 
protected by executive privilege." 

And other pleadings filed on behalf of the President in that 

proceeding likewise appear to concede that executive privilege 

may not be used to suppress evidence bearing on the President's 

own wrongdoing.~ This concession is fully applicable here. 

As noted, (p.21 , infra) the Committee has already received 

serious, potentially credible evidence which, if believed, 

would tend to implicate the President in serious wrongdoing. 

The President has in his possession additional evidence--tapes 

and documents--that could be of crucial and perhaps decisive 

value in resolving the conflicting evidence before the Committee 

and developing the true facts. In these circumstances, the 

principle that an executive official may not invoke privilege 

to suppress evidence bearing on his own possible wrongdoing--

a principle already conceded by the President's colUlsel--is 

directly applicable. 

Nor do we perceive a public interest in permitting the 

President to suppress evidence relating to possible wrongdoing 

by his closest associates. On the one hand, the possibility 

of inquiry into illegal executive activity can have little, if 

!J See Misc; No. 47-73, Resp. Brief in Opp. pp. 21-23. At the 
oral argument beforethis-Court in the S:pecial Prosecutor's case, 
colUlsel for the President conceded that e.ny executive privilege 
which the President might enjoy would be limited to matters 
relating to the performance of his official duties. Tr. p. 16. 
Certainly, materials relating to criminal activities in con
nection with the 1972 presidential campaign and election would 
not concern "official duties." 
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any, chilling effect on wholly lawful executive deliberations. 

On the other hand, permitting executive officials to suppress 

such evidence could invite abuses. A President is bound to his 

close associates-try- strong--ties-o:r-mutua;:t se1f-interest as well 

as friendship. Revelation of wrongdoing on their part would 

almost certainly redound to the President's own political 

disadvantage. In such a situation, a President with the best 

of intentions may be all too prone to rationalize a claim of 

privilege in terms of a supposed "public interest" in sup

pression that is wholly insubstantial. At worst, the executive 

in such a situation could "on his own say so cover up all 

evidence of fraud and corruption." Nixon v, Sirica, p. 30. 

The courts have been fully aware of the potential hazards 

in a privilege to suppress eviden~e relating to official mis

conduct, and have accordingly refused to create such privileges. 

As pointed out by Mr. Chief Justice Burger on behalf of the 

Surpeme Court in United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 521 

(1972): "L'.TJhe laws of this country allow no place or employ

ment as a sanctuary for crime •••• " One of the earliest cases 

involving a claim of executive privilege in the context of 

charges of criminal wrongdoing by government officials was 

United States v. Doheney and Fall (Sup. Ct. Dist. Col. 1926), 

a prosecution arising out of the Teapot Dome Scandal. The 

Court there rejected a formal claim by the Secretary of the 

Navy to suppress testimony concerning conversations between a 

Navy captain and a defendant regarding defense installations. 

The Court held that the testimony was relevant to the criminal 

charges, and that the government's interests in confidentiality 

could adequately be served by deleting the identity of a 

foreign power referred to in the conversation. Stenographic 

Record, 2-3, 2381-2384, 2392 et seq., reprinted in Morgan and 

34-966 0- 74 - pt. 1 - 69 
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Maguire, Cases and Materials on Evidence (3d ed. 1951) 405-409. 

See also, Rosee. v. Chicago Board of Trade, 36 F.R.D. 684, 690 

(N.D. Ill. 1965); Wood v. Breier, 54 F.R.D. 7, 12 (E.D. Wisc. 

1972). V 
The absence of any public interest in permitting presi

dential suppression of evidence relating to official misconduct 

is reinforced in the present case by the President's refusal to 

invoke executive privilege regarding testimony by executive 

officials before the Committee and elsewhere "concerning 

possible criminal conduct or discussions of possible criminal 

conduct."~ Our Statement of Material Facts, paras. 20-24 

*/ Cases arising under state law and considering analogous 
executive privileges reach the same conclusion. Attorney General 
v. Tufts, 239 Mass. 458, 491-92, 132 N.E. 322, 326 (1921); 
Metzler v. United States, 64 F. 2d 203 (9th Cir. 1933)(privilege 
arising under state statute). The privilege enjoyed by the 
judicial and legislative branches are likewise vulnerable when 
criminality is involved. Thus the petit and grand jurors' 
privilege--clearly the most significant in the workings of the 
judicial process--must yield in a case investigating criminal 
wrongdoing by a juror. Clark v. United States, 289 U.S. 1 
(1933); See also, United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 356 
u.s. 667, 684 {1958); United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 
25 F.R.D. 495 (D.N.J. 1960). Even the legislator's privilege, 
grounded constitutionally on the specific j_anguage of the 
Speech and Debate G1ause, does not offer a blanket shield to 
charges of criminal misconduct. In Gravel v. United States, 408 
U.S. 606 (1972), the Court held that Senator Gravel's assistant 
could be compelled to testify about publication of the Pentagon 
Papers, which the Senator himself had read on the Senate floor. 
The Court went on to state that even the Senator could be 
interrogated by a grand jury concerning the sources of infor
mation he relied on in performing his legislative duties if 
criminal conduct were indicated. 408 u.s. at 622 · In United 
States v. Brewster, 408 u.s. 501 (1972), a Senator's conviction 
for making a floor speech in return for a bribe was upheld on 
the ground that "r(.Jaking a bribe is, obviously, no part of 
the legislative process or function." 408 U.S. at 526. In view 
of these authorities, it is hardly tolerable for the executive, 
who enjoys no constitutional grant of immunity, to assert a 
privilege which is denied to legislators and the judicial 
branch. Moreover, as remarked in our Memorandum Of Points And 
Authorities In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment (pp. 26-7) 
comparable evidentiary privileges, such as the attorney-client 
privilege, do not apply where there is evidence of criminal 
conduct. 

~ The language is from the President's May 22, 1973, state
ment on Watergate. The President's action in this regard was 
wholly consistent with historical practice. Whatever the record 
may be in other areas, the executive apparently has not, prior 
to this litigation, asserted any blanket privilege to thwart 
congressional investigations into executive wrongdoing and, as 
detailed in the Historical Appendix to our Memorandum Of Points 
And Authorities In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment, has 
frequently cooperated with legislative investigations into 
executive malfeasance. 
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details the President's statements regarding his disinclination 

to invoke executive privilege and the extent of evidence 

already given to the Committee and otherwise revealed regarding 

the subject matters of the material under subpena at the time 

the present motion for summary judgment was filed. These 

facts do not need repetition here, but we would point out that 

since that date numerous tapes and documents covered by our 

two subpenas have been turned over to the Court and the Special 

Prosecutor, some in compliance with the grand jury subpena, 

some voluntarily. For example, tapes of four conversations 

subpenaed by the Committee have been released by the President 

to the Court in compliance with the grand jury subpena, along 

with related documents, and certain White House files have now, 

it appears, been opened to the Special Prosecutor. The Court has 

listened to the four conversations involved and ruled on whatever 

"particularized claim: of privilege were asserted by the 

P· ,sident. See Order dated December 19, 1973. It is highly 

significant that as to three conversations -- those on March 13 

and 21 -- the President asserted no "particularized claim" of 

executive privilege and raised no such claim as to the "Watergate" 

portion of the September 15 tape. See the President's Analysis, 

Index and Particularized Claims of Executive Privilege For 

Subpoenaed Materials at pp. 14, 17, 18, 19 in Misc. No. 47-73. 

As indicated by the Court of Appeals in Nixon v. Sirica, 

these actions have great significance for a judicial assessment 

of the public interest in disclosure of executive tapes and 

documents relating to the same subject matter as the evidence 

whose revelation ha.a been permitted by the President: 
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"Our conclusion that the general confidenti-' . 
ality privilege must recede before the grand 
jury's showing of need, is established by the 
unique circumstances that made this showing 
possible. In his public statemen 7 of M~y.22, 
1973 the President said: •Executive privilege 
wi11' not b·e invoked as to any testimony con
cerning possible criminal conduct or discussions 
of possible criminal conduct, in the matters 
presently under investigation, including t~~ 
Watergate affair and the alleged cover-up. --"!. 
We think that this statement and its consequences. 
may properly be considered as at least one factor· 
in striking the balance in this case. Indeed, 
it affects the weight we give to factors on 
both sides of the scale. On the one hand, the 

President·• s action presumably reflects a 
judgment by him that the interest in the 
confidentiality of White House discussions 
in general is outweighed by such matters 
as the public interest, stressed by the 
Special Prosecutor, in the integrity of 
the level of the Executive Branch closest 
to the President, and the public interest 
in the integrity of the electoral process--
an interest stressed in such cases as Civil 
Service Commission v. National AssociatToi'i'""" 
of Letter Carriers and United States v. 
United Automobile Workers •••• 

"At the same time, the public testimony 
given consequent to the President's decision 
substantially diminishes the interest in 
maintaining the confidentiality of conversations 
pertinent to Watergate. The simple fact is 
that the conversations are no longer confi
dential. Where it is proper to testify about 
oral conversations, taped recordings of those 
conversations are admissible as probative and 
corroborative of the truth concerning the 
testimony. There is no 'constitutional right 
to rely on possible flaws in the /witness's/ 
memory. * * * ("""N_:/o other argument can -
justify exclud'fng an accurate version of a 
conversation that the /"""witness 7 could 
testify to from memory:-• In short, we see no 
justification, on confidentiality grounds, 
for depriving the grand jury of the best 
evidence of the conversations available." 
(p. 31-32) (footnotes omitted) 

These considerations are directly controlling here, for the 

President's May 22 statement related to testimony before the 

plaintiff Committee just as much as to testimony before the 

grand jury, and, in fact, much of the testimony that resulted 

from this statement was presented to the Commi'ttee, as the 
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Court of Appeals noted in Nixon v. Sirica ( p. 6). Hence the sta1e

ment represents a Presidential. recognition of thepubUc intereft 

in legislative access to evidence relating to official mis

conduct. And, by the same token, the President's asserted 

interests in confidentiality have been sharply eroded by the 

disclosures that have already been made to the Committee and 

elsewhere with his permission. As in Nixon v. Sirica, both of 

these factors weigh strongly in favor of disclosures here. 

Moreover, there are additional reasons in this case for 

not allowing the President to pick and choose among the 

evidence in this case to be disclosed. We su~~ ~hat 

it would be highly unf~ir to the Committee ~d the Congress, 

as well as the public they represent, to permit the President to 

toy with the investigatory process by withholding the best 

evidence available on matters as to which he has already 

permitted testimony. To paraphrase language from the decision 

in Lopez v. United States, 373 U.S. 427, 439 (1963) relied upon 

by the Court of Appeals in Nixon v. Sirica (p. 32): 

"Stripped to its essentials, rthe defendant 
President's 7 argument amounts to saying 
that he has-a constitutional right to rely 
on possible flaws in the agent's memory, or 
to challenge the agent's credibility without 
being beset by corroborating evidence that is 
not susceptible of impeachment. For no 
other argument can justify excluding an 
accurate version of a conversation that 
the agent could testify to from memory." 

As Mr. Chief Justice Vinson stated,the basic principle 

against permitting selective disclosure in the context of 

testimony: "To uphold a claim of privilege in this case would 

open the way to distortion of facts by permitting a witness to 

select any stopping place in the testimony." Rogers v. United 

States, 340 U.S. 367, 371 (1950). Accordingly, it has been the 

settled policy of our law that one who, by selective disclosure, 

breaches a confidence protected by a privilege is held to have 

forfeited that privilege. '!:.f This policy is full.y applicable 

here. 

*/Seethe discussion in our Memorandum Of Points And Authorit:ies 
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment at pp. 30-1. 
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CONCLUSION 

The foregoing discussion demonstrates that application to 

this case of the balancing test enunciated in Nixon v. Sirica 

fully vindicates Congress• right to the evidence sought by the 

Committee. There is a strong public interest in effective 

legislative investigation of executive wrongdoing. The 

Committee has determined that the evidence it seeks here is 

necessary for the effective discharge of its investigatory 

and other legislative responsibilities, and that determination 

has been specifically reaffirmed by a unanimous Senate. The 

public importance of the controversy has been recognized by the 

entire Congress through the enactment of P.L. 93-190, a law 

that arguably would not have been passed had not the full 

Congress been supportive of the Committee's efforts to obtain 

the materials under subpena. And the President has acknowledged 

the public interest in disclosure to Congress by permitting 

testimony and the revelation of evidence on the very matters 

involved in the Committee's subpenas. These several consider

ations combine to make for a "uniquely powerful showing" of 

public interest in disclosure. Nixon v. Sirica, p. 30 

On the other hand, there is no public interest in permittin 

suppression of evidence relating to official misconduct. The 

normal interest in confidentiality vanishes when it becomes a 

cloak for possible wrongdoing, and it would be against the public 

interest to recognize a privilege whereby executive officials 

could suppress evidence relating to possible wrongdoing by 

themselves or their closest associates. Moreover, by permitting 

testimony and the disclosure of evidence relating to the very 

matters on which the Committee now seeks tapes and documents, 

the President has effectively dissipated whatever lingering 

public interest in confidentiality there might otherwise be in 

this case. To permit the President to pickand choose among the 

evidence offered to the Committee, withholding the best, is not 
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only wholly unjustified, but represents a serious disservice 

to the legislature, the public, and to the integrity and 

accuracy of the investigatory process. The public interest 

in thi.s case calls overwhelmingly for disclosure. 

Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment should be granted. 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

Washington, D.C. 
of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the Select Committee 

of Counsel 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

J·ames Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

Donald S. Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBI'fr"~~~~~~~~~ 

JA~? 1974 
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al~ 

FILED 
) 

) 
) 
) 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

JAMES F. DAVEY 
CLERK 

)--------__J 
Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

RICHARD M. NIXON, 

) 
) 
) 
) 

individually and as President of the 
States/ 

United) 
) 
) 
) Defendant 

AMENDMENT TO COMPLAINT 

The Complaint herein, filed on August 9, 1973., is hereby 

amended, with leave of Court_yArd without objection of defendant, 

as follows: 

1. On page 4 of the Complaint, immediately preceding paragraph 

10, the following paragraph is inserted: 

"9a. The jurisdiction of this Court further rests 

on Public Law 39-190, codified as 18 u.s.c. 

±J Sirica, C. J. 

8 1364, which became law on December 19, 1973, 

and which grants this Court 'original 

jurisdiction, without regard to the sum 

or value of the matter in controversy, of 

any civil action heretofore or hereafter 

brought by the Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign Activities ••• to 

enforce or secure a declaration concerning 

the validity of any subpoena ••• heretofore 

or hereafter issued by said Committee to the 

President ••• to procure the production 

before the said Committee of any information, 

documents, taped recordings, o~ other 

materials relevant to matters the said 
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Committee is authorized to investigat:, and 

Lfhi_il Committee shall have jurisdiction to 

enter _"'cnY such judgment or decree in any such 

civil action as may be necessar~ or appropriate 

to enforce obedience to any such subpoena or 

order.' This statute also establishes the 

Select committee's authority to sue in its 

own name and in the name of the United States 

and to prosecute this action by the 

attorneys of its choice. A copy of P.L. 93-

190 is appended hereto and made a part of 

this complaint by reference. 

2. on page 7 of the Complaint, immediately preceding the 

heading "Cause of Action," the following paragraph is inserted: 

"lBa. On November 7, 1973, the Senate passed Senate 

Resolution 194, 93d Cong. 1st Sess., which 

approved and ratified the committee's actions 

in subpenaing and suing the President and 

stated that it is the sense of the Senate 

that the Committee, in so doing, was and is 

acting with valid legislative purposes and 

seeking information vital to the fulfillment 

of its legitimate legislative functions. 

A copy of s.Res 194 is appended hereto and 

made a part of t~omPJ-aint by reference." 

espectfu1ly submitted, 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy counsel 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
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Washington, D. C. 
Of Counsel 
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Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

Donalds. Burris 
Assista-nt Counsel 

William T. Mayton 
Assistant Counsel 

United states Senate 
Washington, D. c. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for plaintiffs 
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PUGUC LAW 9 3 -1 9 0 

tineQ!·third O:ongrcs.s of the <Rnitcd ffe5tetts of 2lmgin, 
AT THE FIRST SESSION 

Begun and held at the City ,ff Washingu,n on Weanesilay, the third day of January, 
one thousand nine hundred and set:enty-three 

2ln £!ct 
To confer jurlsdiction'upon the dh,trlct coo.rt of the United States of certain 

clnl actions brought by the Senate Select Com.mlttee on Presidential Campaign 
.!.ctil"itiea, 1lDd for otherpurposes. 

Be it enacted by the .Sen.ate and H ou8e of Representative, of the . 
[' nited Sta.tu of Am,irica in O ongres• assembled, That (a) the District 
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia shall have 
original jurisdiction, without regard to the sum or rnlue of the matter 
in controversy, of any civil action heretofore or hereafter brought by 
the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 
which was created on February 7, 1973, by Senate Resolution Num
bered 60, to enforce or secure a declaration concerning the validity 
of any subpoena. or order heretofore or hereafter issued by said 
Committee to the President or the Vice President orany other officer 
of the United States or any officer or employee of any department or 
agency of the United States to procure the production before the said 

~~~~\~e:1~::!t 1~!0~~!:, tt:c~:t~~!~itt:i:1t~ri~h:! 
inn~st.igate, and the said District Court shall haYe jurisdiction to enter 
any such judgment or decree in anT such ciTil acUon as may be necer 
sarr or appropriate to enforce otiedience to any such subpoena or 
order. . 

(b) The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activi
ties shall have authority to pro5eCute in its ow.ii name or in the name 
of the United States in the District Conrt of the United States for the 
District of Colnmbia any civil action heretofo~ or hereafter bronght 
by s.~id Committee to enforce or secure a declaration concerning the 
..-alidity of any subpoena or order heretofore or hereafter issued by 
said Committee to the President or Vice President or any other officer 
of the United States or any officer or employee of any department of 
the United States to procure the production before the said Committee 
of any information, docum•nts, taped recordings, or other materials 
relenint to the matters the Committee is authorized to investigate, and 
pray the said District Court to enter such judgment or decree in said 
ciru action as may be necessa,y or appropriate to enforce any such 
subpoena. or order. 

( c) The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activi
fa~ tnay be represente~ by su~ attorneys as. it ma.y d•S1gnate in any 
acnon prosecuted by said Co=ttee nnderthis AcL 

Speol<e, oj the H ou,e of Repre,,entati'Dea. 
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93n CONGRESS s RES 194 1ST SESSION . ~ :\ 
J 

IN 'fHE S.ENATE OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES 

NOVEMBER 2, 1973 

. Mr. Env1N (for himself, Mr. BAKER, Mr. GuRNEY, Mr. IxouYE, Mr. MONTOYA, 
Mr. TALMADGE, and Mr. 1VEICKER) submitted the following resolution; 
which was ordered to be placed on the calendar. 

NoVI.,rnER 7, 1973 
. . . 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Relating to S. Res. 60. 

1 Resolved, That-

2 SECTION 1. By S. Res. 60, Ninety-third Congress, first 

3 session ( 1973) , section 3 (a) ( 5) , the Select Committee on 

4 Presidential Campaign Activities was and is empowered to 

· 5 issue subpenas for documents, tape~, a~d other material to 

6 any officer of the executive 'branch of the United States Gov-

7 ernment. In view of the fact that' the President of the United 

8 States is, as recognized by S. Res. 60, an officer of the 

9 United States, and was a candidate for the office of President 

10 in 1972 and is therefore a person whose activities the select 

11 committee is authorized by S. Res. 60 to investigate, it is 

V 
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1 the sense of the Senate that the select committee's issuance 

2 on July 23, 1973, of two subpenas duces tecum to the Pres-

3 ident Jpr the production of tapes and other materials was 

4 a~a1s fully a~thorized by S. Res. 60. Moreover, the Senate 

5 htreby approves and ratifies the committee's issuance of 

6 these. subpenas. 

7 SEC. 2. On August 9, 1973, the select committee and its 

s ~~mbe;s in~tituted suit 'ag~inst' the Presid!c)nt · of the .. united 

9 States in the United States District Court for the District of 

10 Columbia to achieve compliance with the two subpenas ref-

11 erenced in section 1 above, and since that time, in both the 

12 district court and 'the United States Qourt of Appeals for the . ' . 

13 District of Columbia Circuit, have actively pursued this litiga-

14 tion. It is the sense of the Senate that the initiation and pur- · 

15 suit of this litigation by the select commit.tee and its members 

; 16 was. and is fully authorized by applicable custom and law, 

17 including the provisions of S. Res. 262, Seventieth Congress, 

18 first session ( 192_8). In. view of the entirely discretionary 

19 . provisions· of s~ction '3 ( a) ( 6) of S. Res'. 60, it is further 

20 the sense of the Senate that the initiation of this lawsuit did 

.21 not require the prior ~pproval of the Senate. Moreover, the 

22 . _Senate hereby approves and ratifies the actions of the select 

23 committee in instituting and pursuing the aforesaid litigation. 

24 · S:oo. 3. The select committee and its members, by issuing 

25 subpenas to the President and instituting and pursuing litiga-
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1 tion to achieve compliance with those subpenas, were and 

2 are acting to determine the extent of possible illegal, im-

3 proper, or unethical conduct in connection with the Pres-

4 idential campaign and election of 1972 by officers or 

5 employees of the executive branch of the United States Gov-

6 ernment or other persons. It is the sense of the Senate that, 

7 in so doing, the select committee tmd its members were and 

s are en~~ged in the fmtherance of valid legislative purposes, 

9 . _to wit, a cTet~rmination of the need for and scope of corrective 

10 C legislat1~n-t; saf e~iard the processes by which the President 
>~\:: :::::." :-:: 

Ii of _the JJ~}ted S!afes}{ elected and, in that connection, the 

"'" 12 inforn1ing of the~ p';blii of the extent of illegal, improper, or 
.. 

13 unethical activities that occurred in connection with the 

14 .Presidential campaign 1.1nd election of 1972 and the involve-

15 ~nent of_ officers ~~ employees of the executive branch or 

16 others therein. It is further the sense of the Senate that the 

17 materials sought by the committee's subpenas are of vital 

18 importance in determining the extent of such involvement 

19 and in determining the need for and scope of corrective 

20 legislation. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR 'rHE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA· 

SENATE SELECT.COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al., 

Plaintift's 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President o:r the United States, 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 . 

Defendant 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, James Hamilton, do hereby certit'y that on January 7, 

19'l4, I served copies o:r the attached Plaintift's 1 Memorandum On 

Remand and.Amendment .to Complaint upon defendant President by 

having said copies hand-delivered to the oft'ices o:r his counsel 

1n the Executive Ot't'ice Building, Pennsylvania Avenue, 

Washington, D. c. 

James Halton 
Assistant Chief" Counsel 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Attorney t'or Plaintift's 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT C6URT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
AMPAIGN ACTIVIT~ES, et al., 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

!CHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
resident of the United States, 

Defendant 

Civil Action 
No. 1593-73 

This matter having come before the Court on plaintiffs' 

request for expedited handling of the issues herein, it is 

hereby this day of January, 1974, 

ORDERED that: 

(1) Plaintiffs shall file their Amendment To Complaint and 

Memorandum On Remand on or by Monday, January 7, 1974. 

(2) Defendant shall file his Answer to the Amendment To 

Complaint and his response to Plaintiffs' Memorandum On Remand 

on or by Thursday, January 17, 1974. 

John J. Sirica, Chief Judge 
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f'.ILED 1/10/74 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
ET AL., 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and 
as,President of the United States, 

Defendant. 

0 R D E R 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 1593-73 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

This matter having come before the Court on 

plaintiffs' request for expedited handling of the issues 

herein, it is hereby 

ORDERED that plaintiffs shall file their 

Amendment to the Complaint and Memorandum on Remand on 

or by January 7, 1974; and it is further 

ORDERED that defendant shall file his Answer 

to the Amendment to the Complaint and his response to 

plaintiffs' Memorandum on Remand on or by January 17, 1974, 

said dates having been set by Chief Judge Sirica prior to 

transfer of the file to the undersigned. 

-~~~4 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

January 9, 1974. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 70 
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BY RAm> 

The K=orab1e Gerba.rd A. Guell. 
muted States District J'Udge 
Ullited Sta.tea Court House 
comt1~ Avenue am 
Johzl Marshall Place- N.W • 

.~D.C.. 

Dear Judge Gesell: 

The Cattl."f;. haa requested that we suppJ,y it with the relevrmt 
legisl..Atin J:ds1.c:ley' or Public Lav 93-190. Thia history is attached 
along with tl1&t or Sena.to ResoJut1on 194,. 93d Cong.,. 1st Sesa.,. 
(Ncmmibe:r' 1,. l9T3). In ordei- to assist the Court in understanding 
the progression at the bill and resol1ttion through Congress,. we 
present bel.olr 21 briet guide to the legj slative history of both 
prorldona. 

Both s. Res. 194 and the original version of P.L. 93•190 were 
irrtroduced in the Senate on llovel!ll;>er 2 11 1973 (see Tab A).. The 
initial. jurisdiction&l. bW.. which 'W8.8 designated s. 2641 and ~..s 
attached at '.L'ab B,. was far broader than the bill that eventuallJ' 
became law. The first bill. wuld have provided jttrlsdiction far 
suits to enfarce cangressicnal stlbpenaa issued to the President 
or other ott'1cers and employees of the executive branch by either 
Hou.ae ot Congr-ess,. an,y committee or subcamdttee of either House 
or s:rq joim. eamld.ttee of Congress. The bill also would have 
provided stansUng far the appropriate plaintiffs and all.owed them 
to prosecute their actions by the attorneys of their choice ( a.s 
does the present statute respecting the Select Comittee) • 

. The bill. wa:s accompanied by oral. and 'Wrltten sta.tement3 by 
Senator Ervin {Tab A),. Sena.tar Ervin made clea.r that the statute,. 
despite its broad scope,. was int:roduced 1n respoose to Judge 
Sirica'a riling or October 17, 1973,. that distllissed. this suit far 
le.ck ot ;tarisdiction. He emphasized that a civil renedy to reso:Lve 
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the CO!ltrav'ers;y- was needed because it would not be appropriate to 
initiate criminal. contem¢ proceedings or use the Senate's self'
hel.p procedures against the President. At Senator Ervin's request, 
the blli was placed cm the cal.enda:' far consideration on TUe~, 
NOV'efl:lber 6. 

s. Rea. l.94 was also ~ed. by oral and written statement.a 
by- Senator E:niD (Tab A). It ia a~ :f'ran. his statements-as 
from the text of' the reaollltion-tl:lat its purpose was to aid in re
solving ceriaiJi issues raiaed in tbis law suit, i.e., the scope of' 
the Ccmai.ttee 'a autharl.~ to subpem. and sue the President and in
vestiga.te 'lill"Ol)6doing in the execu:tive branch. The :resolution wa.s 
al.BG placed on the ceJenda.r tar consideration en Tueadal', November 6. 

The reao.l.u:t1on was a.ctuall;v called up for ccmsideration on 
Wednesdaf', ~ 7 (see Tab c). Upon ita readiDfb it wa unam.
mows.1.T pas.aed b7 the seiat.e. 

S. 2641 WU introduced. in the Howse OD liol\!!lllber 8, 1973, by 
CaDgreasma Preyer and other.a. The bill was innediatel.7 ~erred 
to the HClule Camdttee CD the ~ (Tah D) • · 

On Novl:aliber 9, a "S\lbstitute amendment" to s. 2641, 11:bicb la.tez, 
became P .I.. 93-190, waa introduced by Senator ErY1n in the Senate 
(see Tab E). The aubati:bxte am.endmea.t, which, of' ~., was l:illlited 
to suita brought by the Sel.ec:t. Camm.:f..tee, passed the Senate that 
same dq. The new bill was subati.tuted. by Seziatar- E:niD on the sus,
gest.ion af s~ ~ who viewed the initial bill as OV"erb:rcad. 
Hruska, howver, opposed even the S".mst:i.tute amendment, ela:Jm1ng 
that it would. cast the judicial. b:rsneb "in the role of umpjre or 
:re:f:n-ee between Congress and the executi.ve in disputes wer the p:ro.. 
dueticn ~ docullenta and evidence n. s •. 20].3l.. Senator Hruska did 

_ express hia. view that narroring the bill to deal :with .the. unique 
eom;r~ presented by the Select Camittee•a subpenaa was a. 
"prude= step". s. 20l3L 

In several respects, the bill as passed is broader than the 
original. bill.. Most ~ • it provides that the District
Court "shall have jul:'i.sdictimt to ~ an:, Buch Juda7nent or decree 
in arr:, such civil action aa may be necessar:, er a.ppropr:!.ate to en
f'~ obedience to aey- • • • aubPoQ!t,tt issued by, the Canmittee. 

'fhe Sena.ta subaUtute amen<'1ment was considered and passed by 
the House on December 3 (Tab F), after hfflng been presented by 
Congressman K.e.stemeier. !'he substitute ~t had previous.1,1' 
been reported out o.:f' the House Ccmni:ttee on the Judieiaz"Y' withoiit 
disaem. on 1lavember 26 (Tab G). On the floor Congressman Railsback 
recognized that prorl.sion for e. civil re:nedy wu necessa.?7 becauae 
other mei;hods or en:f'o:rcillg a subpena against the President would be 
'\mseemJ.3'". H. 1o485. Mr. Ka.stemeier on the i"1oor and the J"Jdi.
ciar., CCDnit.tee Report both stated tha1. the bill 11will leave unre
solved sq issue or justicie.blli.v". This is., o.:f' course, correct, 
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far only this court can determine ii' this controversy is justiciable. 
But this statute, which provides that the Court bas jurisdiction ''to 
enter any ••• judgment or decree ••• necessary en- appropriate to 
enforce obedience to a1JY /ftamdtteiJ subpoena" does serve as a con
gressi.cma.l exJ.)ression of opinion t.bat this controversy is judiciable, 
especia.l.J;r when juxtaposed with the President's contention that the 
case is not justiciable because he is inmune i'ran Court process. It 
is plain 1'rall the statemem;a o:t the bill's supparter.s-Ervin, 
Kastemeier, Railsback, Rodfoo-9lld its opponents-Hruska.f McCJ.or)', 
Brooks-that they all recognized that implicit in the bill's passa&e 
was the view t.bat this Court should decide the present controversy. 

Also sign1i'icaixt is the remark of Congressman Rodino who, in 
support of the bill, observed that "concJ.usion o:t the Watergate 
investigation is critical to the restoratio.u ot our people's confi
dence in the Federal Governmem.". H. lo486. This statement is but 
another a.tt1mation of the impartance of Congress' "inf arming 
functio.u" .o a subject dealt with in depth in our memorandl1m. 

JH:slk 
Encl.oau:r:es 

cc: J. Fred Buzhardt (w/enc.) 

Sincere~ yours,, 

Senate SeJ.ec't Canmittee on 
Presidential Cam~ Activities 

Attorney far Pla.inti.tts 
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1~ i,mproper or unethlcal acttvt. thd · I ask unanimous consent to have print-, 
occurred ln connection with the presidential ed. In the RECORD a statement prepared 
campaign and etecuon ot 19~ and the Jn.. by me explatnlng the nature and purpo,;e 
=~~~~:e:~c:m:r!~r:ml:;:!e~ ~~ t~r:: of the resolution. for the Information of 
ther tbe sense of the Senate that the mate• the Senate. " . , 
rials sought by the Comm1ttee's subpena.s a.re The PRESIDING OFFICER. Wlthou( 

SENA~ ESOLUTION 194-SUBMIS: ~n~1
~

1s~::~:~:m~n:~~~:~:~~:; ·obJ.1,t1:~~;!!:~~:::!"TOa Eans. - , 
SION OP A RESOLUTION REL.AT- the need. for and SC.Ope of coriectlve leglsla· 'Ibe Resolution before the Senate ts ln• 
ING TO SENATE RESOLUTION 60 tlon. ti.oded to aid tn resolving certain questions 
(Ordered to be placed on the eaten- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ~a!!~t~~

8
e:~t::!ed.-conc~rning the Select: 

_dau ERVIN. Mr. President, .I send t.o ~~~iion to. :the unanlmous-CO~)pt re- It states that It ls the sense of the Senate 

the desk a resolution -and ask for tts Mr. GRIFFIN. I would have to reserve !.!_~t h':1,,9 a~=~~ 5:~~!tn::t!eaPr:ld!:: 
tmmedhte consideration. I do this ln be- the right to object beCause I do not knoW , who is an "offlcw" or the United states amen
half 0 ( all the members of the Senate what the resolution 1s or its fundamental able to subpena under sec. S(a) (5) ot s. 
Select Committee on Presidential Cam- purpose. · , - RP,. 60. to obtain certain Lntormatlon relat
p.1ign Activities. Mr."ERVIN. Mr. President, the resolu- 1ng to possible llnproper. Wegal. or unethical 

The assistant legislative clerk read the tlon is to make It plain that the Senate conduct in connection with hts candidacy for 
resolution by title. Select Committee in .bringing a suit ln the Presldency 1n 1912. It further states that 

The resolution cs. Res. 194> ls as the District Court of the Vnlted States ::i;.~~u~~p~o;:;a::~ ~~::~::a_co~-
fo~:s':~:ed That, , . ~ !~l~e~~~a~ ~rt~!~e:~~ tapes th!t~~1::e~ a~; 1:1:::;,~e w~~i!:dti;;! 

SECTION t. By s. Res. 60, 93d Cong.; 1st Mr. GRIFFIN. May I JJ:lquire of the tullJ' empowered by applicable custom and 
Sess. (1973), Sec. 3 (a) (5). tbe Se!eet Com- distinguished Senator from North Caro- law. tncludlng' a .. Res. 262, 70th Cong .. 1st; 
mlttee on Presidential Campaigit Actlvltles Una, does he really expect the inatter to_ Sess. {1928)~ to sue to enforce the Commit
was and ls empowered to Issue subpenas for be considered and voted on this morn- tee's subpenas and that the Senate approve 

·~:;~:~~et:;:~~~~eo~~=~:a!;r;:~ ~1~ lng, or is it acceptable to the Senator- ·:1:h~a:i1f:J!:. ~.ftla~lon and.~_pr~cu~tou. 

::te:r~~;=~~:t\h1;1 ~
1
!-:1w:r ~~=~:Ct~h:! co~~~f~~~\~e w:!~~u;~kn u;ean~:~: Se~~

1ih!! s::!es 0:,1:!i!!t':e t~:~:: :e1.: 
recognized by s. Res. 60, an officer of the upon the calendar, and that it be called bers. in r;ubpenatng alld bringing a civil ac
Onited States, and was a candidate for the UP Tuesday morning, if that does not tlon to entorce Its subpen,.5, were and a.re 
office of President 1n 1972 and ts there- interfere with the program. . : ·.. a,ctlng In furtherance ot valid legislative pur-

-- tore a person whose activities the Select Mr. GRIFFIN. I suppose It would be pose&-& determination of the need for and • 
committee is authorized by s. Res. 60 to in~ called up ln the normal course at that scope_ ot correctlvlll leglsla~on relating to 
:~!t~':~t l~~!;\~:e~.se ~ai:! ~:~~lyti;~ time would it not if we could have it presidential campaigns and,: In that :regard. 

1913, of two subpena.s ducu tecum to the called 1.p under th~ same circumstances.- =~~~~~8;1
funt: ~~;f;!1~d~:: :::;: 1;! 

President for the production of tapes and The Senate Is not coming In on Tu~day. and election. It also states that It ts the sense 
other materlals was and is fully authorlzed necessarily. · ' ' of the Senate that tbe lnfcrmatton sought Is 
by s. Res.· 60. Moreo,·er, the Senate herebf Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President. vital to the perfortnfU!ce of the Committee's 
approves and ratifies the Committee's lssu-, Iwasgoingtoreserv:etherighttoobJect ru,n.ctfons.-·. _.. -~.· ' ... ~ ... •. ·. -
ance of thefe subpena.s. simply to state that It Is not certain· tha\ Tb.fl memben of tl:lo Committee are rllu, 

SEC. 2. On August 9, 1973, the Select the Senate will t:e in on Tuesday. The confident Jhat they have complete authority 
COmmlttce and its members Instituted suit Senate wiil come in on Monday - - to pursue the activities rererred to In thla 

~!a:~:t ti~;te:~st~t:~t ~:t:~~ ~~dr:rtat~ Mr. ERVIN. _Th~re 1;1aY be so~e ob- - !:::1~~~:-1:g~!a~:-!'e ~i~!~s! ~~ ~~'::t:~ 
~~!~~tc!b~f t:.~ll~~~~~nt:

5 
~~!~:~~~~m 11:t~:: ~~!~~~~~/~~~~~~~ng it Monday. I ask tlon, however, removes altdoubta. 

t!:m 1 a'}o\·e, nnd "since tbat time, In both Mr. GRIFFIN. But to have it go on the 
the District Court and the United States calendar--~ INTRODUCTION OF S. 2641. A 
Court or Appeals for the District of Columbta Mr. lGRVIN. I ask unanimous consent BILL -TO CONFER JURISDICTION 
c_;r.:uit, h<i.ve actively_ pursued this llttga- that the resolulion be placed upon the UPON THE DISTRICT COURTS 
:r\~~i",~,~:: :~~ ~eunr~~r :~~hS~nl~~g!~ 1~~ t~; calendar, ~nd that Jt not be called up be- OVER CER'I'AIN CIVIL ACTIONS 
the Select Committee and Its members was fore Tuesday mormng. BROUGHT BY CONGRESS 

:~~ ;::~ 1i~c~~;~1:~;~~~ 1;;C:::~~~~b~~ c;s~~ ob~~l:n~ES~~G OFFICER. Is there Mr~ ERVIN. I send forward a bill and 
262, 70th Cong. 1st Sess. (1928l. In view of Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I shall ask for it.s immediate consideration. I 
the entirely discretionary provisions or Sec• not object to that. I realize that many might state th8.t this bill ls Introduced 
tion 3 {a) (6)° of s. Res. 60, tt b further the of my colleagues, perhaps, will think that 1n behalf of every member of the Senate 
sense of the Senate that the tntuatlon of this matter should go to 8 commltttee. Select Committee on Presidential Cam-

~~~~ ~r~;ui~e d~~n:~. r;f~~~:~e~~euf:1:n?~ and we should have some hearings on 11;. paign Activities. 
hereby 1.J:1 ro\·cs and r:'l.tlfies the actions of and that would be a preferable way to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 
tl:e ~( - t r,r:iinlttce In lnstttuttng and pur• legislate. But, on the other ham1. the will be stated by title. 
su!ng the a~o:e~ tid llttgauon. - Sena.tor from North Carolina,. under the The assistant legislatiVe clerk read as 

sre. s. The Select Committee and its parliamentary situation. ls clearly able, follows: - ' 
members. by issuing subpena.s to the Prest- through this procedure, to ask unanl- A blll {S. 2641) 'to confer Jurlsdictlon upon 
dent and '1nst1tutfng, and pursuing Uttga• mous consent for lmmedtate eonsidera- the Dlstrlct Courts or ihe United States.over 
Uoi:t to achieve compllance with those sub• tlon to get It to the caJendu without It certain civil acttona brought by the Congreq, 
pena.s, were and are acting to determine the going to a committee and if he wants to and for <!.tber purposeL · 
ntent or possible Ulegal. improper or un- take that route he is ~ertalnly within his Mr. ERVIN. The J)urpose of the blll ls 
~\~1~~f~ c~~~c; 1;: c:~~~~0'::i:r t~:'2~; rights, and the only thing we ~re doing. to make clear that the U.S. District Court 
o~":.Cers or employets of. the etecutive branch here by unanimous C<?nsent ls to avoid for the District of Co1umbia will have 
o! the United States Government or othei:-- the parliamentary steps that would be jurisdiction of .suits brought by author
persnns. rt ls the sense or the Senate that. tn necessary. - · lzed congressional conunittees to enforce 
so doing, the Select Committee and Us mem- - The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without subpenas. The necessity tor It ls oc
bera were and are engaged 1n the further- obJeetion. lt ls so ordered. casloned by the fact that Judge Strlca,, 
~~~r::i~n~;t\1:n

1
~~is::;1o:e~~:S:~dtosc;~t, 0~ Mr. ERVIN. I make this re~uest be- under his ruling on the 17th of this 

=:~~;\~fc~1
~~~n~s;;::r:r~~:~~~:c1 ~:~ser!!:~tt:f ~:h:ss=b: :~;;:~t_. ::t::e a aiuIJi:r;:~:!!y :~1r\~! 

Str,,t-es Is ekcted and, tn that connection. the now pending, and may come up an7 day. members of the select COmmlttee to en
informing of the P'l;lbllc or the ~nt of n- in the ~ircuit .court._ force subpeo.a,s ~hich we. had Issued to 

r--

l_! 
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the President caJling for the producUOn use or these processes may be lna.pproprtate, 

of tapes for September 15, 1972; Febru· :;!:~Z11
!:e 

0~n~~fv:~::.v:e•: :~,:u!~': 

thete will now be a period for the 
transaction of routine momlng business 
of not to exceed 30 minutes. with state
men~ therein Umlted to 3 minutes. 

QUORUM CAilo 

ar, 28. 1973; March 13, 1973; and m:iy be a quicker w;.y of enror~tng subpenw 
March 21, 1973, h<:ld that the, District than either ot these other two process:!:9. use 
court of the District of Columbia had no - ot s~lt-help procedures and the statuf.oly 
iurisdictlon to pass upon the merits or contempt power can result In a court deter• 
~eme"rits of the subpena, and he pointed ·mlm.tlon of the n.lkUty o1' a congresston~ 
t.Ut the fact that the committee had not subpena, so there Is notht~g novel In turn• Mr. ROBERTC. BYRD. Mr. President. 
pursued either of the two remedies that :~r:er the question of ~a1tdtt7 ~ the I suggest the absence of a quorum. 
\\ ould ordinarily have been available in The bill appUes' to sult.s seeking to enforce The PR~SIDING OFFICER <Mr. KEN-
this connection. One of these remed1~s 1s subpenas ror '"information, documents a.nd. NEDY) • The clerk will call the rolL. 
to seek to prosecute In the crimu:aJ other m9.terlals." The tapes and documents . - 'Ihe legislaUve cle.rk proceded_ to call 
courts of the district for contempt of the Commltt~e seeka would be covered. The the roll. ' ·• , - • ·. · 
the Senate the person who refused to us~ of the phrase "'Information, document.a Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask unan--' 
obeY the subpena. ~ ' and oth~r m!lterlals" Jndtcaie. th!lt It ls not lmous consent that· the order for the 

Manifestly', the· committee did not necessuy that the subpenas sees: evidence quorum call be resclndedt 
think lt would be appropriate to try to that would be ad:·.lss!l.ble tn a Judicial pro- The PRESIDING O:F'FICER (Mr. 
r,r.::isecute the President of the United ceedlng. The bill ls llm1ted. to subpenaa to"' NUNN). Without objection,, it ls so 
states in the courts for contempt of the :=~so!!'dn:r~;;;'it:~;:::t:e;~!~ ordered.. ' .... -
::,..--,nat.e, and therefore did not make a lndhidua11. . ,· · _ =· . - ::-
r~commendation to that effect. The at.her The _bill ls Jurlsd.totlonal; It deals wtth the APPOINTMENT OF' A SPECIAL 

~:e
11
t~~~~i;,i:e<1f'ts~lf~o;e;!n~hb~~:t ~; g~~t;~t!b:,o~:c!u~::t: f:!r~

0s~t~';n!! :- ·· - PROSF.CUTOR ~ , - · 
oi!endlngpart 7• - : · • ~a1nst executive omc1a.1a and tn no_ ~a, -. ·Mr. ERVIN.'Mr. President. V1het1-th_e • 

we did not think that this would be touches on the merits or those suits. . · nomination of E111ot Richardson to be 

a~ppropriate r1~1~; bill Is to -~a~e ~J11~ ~::o~~~t':~:i;:e;p~l~to '!1!~--::~:n:~ reer~~~alth': ~~~!:~l:d o~tat1: 
clc!ar et~~rr~:eofstric\ Court or th~ Dis- :!:::;:!. committees, as well .as s:~~dtn~ J_udictary, Mr. Richardson made a spe- :· 
trlct of Columbia shall have jurlsd1c.t1on. The bill also Provides that the Houses and c1fl.c agreement with the Smate Judiciary 
or a civil action to enforce a subper.a d.1- their eonur.tttees bav.~ 8hndfng to prosecute Commit~e. As I understand it, Mr. Rtch:
rccted to the President. the Vice Prest- a suit otthls type. • . · .. . ardson assured the Judiciary Committee 
dent, or any other officer of the Federal And the bill provides _that the Houses and that he had been authorlied by the PreEI- · 
Governmen~ by a congressional com.. their committees may employ attorneya of dent_ to appoint a special prosecutor ~ · 
mittee Where the committee ls see~lng !~~~ ~!:!: ~afu~i::::e~vi~~!::i;~ have charge of the prosecution of crlm-

:~ ~~i~e~f:::f:J
1
r~e ~~~~t:i::1

1:l::~ ~~
5

·~~;:
1
:r-5~~e w~~1~Jr~~~4!. ~~~~u: :::e:~:oe~!~ls:~::tc~f1!~t!!e~;~~~! 

f 110rized to make. brought and prosecuted by the Attorney oen- Watergate affair. As I understand it, Mr. 
I sincerely hope that when this mat- eral and bis subordinates. are Inapplicable Richardson's agreement with the com

\ c"!r ls considered on lts merits, every to litigation Initiated under this bUL mlttee pledged that the special prosecu
:,!ember o! the Senate and every Mem- It Is anticipated that tbls section will ~ tor would not be discharged except !or 
ber of the Co0-8!ess who thinks tt ls tline seldom used. In most cases where the Con• gross Improprieties. 
for the Congress of the United States gress seeka Information from the necutlve Pursuant to that agreement, Mr. Rich-~-. 
to quit playing second fld~le to the White !:~c~,P~:e~;f~f~~~1~ =~~~~!ti~1::. ardson was confirmed as Att-0rney Gen-
House will support fhis bill cral of the United Slat.es. He appointed 

I ask unanimous consent that the bill Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Prc~ldcnt, I merely Archibald Cox, an outstanding teacher 
be placed upon the calendar, and that it want to a~d, following that last unanl· or law, who had served with rare dis
not be caned up for comidcratlon prior mous-conscnt ngrecment, that the same tlnctJon as .solicitor General of the 
to Tuesday or next week. explanation in terms of the rcsponsibill- United States, to act as special prose-

The PRESIDING on-~1cER (Mr. Kt:N• ty of the leaderships on this side would cutor. 
!,t:ov>. Is there objection to the bill be- apply to the bill ns t-0 the resolution From such Information as I have on 
ing placed on the calenda·r. and not con· which the Senn tor from North Carolina the subject. Mr. Cox was summarily dls
:-Hkrcd before Tuesday? The Chair hears ofTeicd enrller. · charged, not for gross improprieties, but 
none, and it is so ordered. I see no partkular reason !or having sJmply because he undertook to p~rform 

Mr. EH.VIN. Mr. President, I also ask him present it and hllve it objected to his duty as special prosecutor in a cou
unanimous consent to have printed tn today, and then come back In on Mon- ragcous and Intelligent manner. 
the RECORD a statement prepared by me day, which he couJd do, have It o1Iered. I have grave misgivings about taking 
explaining the nature and purpose of the and then have It objected to again,, 1n 'any power out of the hands of the execn-. 
bill, for the information of Senators. which case it would co on the calendar tlve department of Govern·ment, but 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without automatically under our rules. '"' there ls an old proverb which says. "It 
objection, it ls so ordered. by!:ssht~os~!~c~~~~~:~1;! ~~~s~~!e ';: you fool me one time, it ls your fault, but 

The ~-r~t~~~:;e B;es;;: ~";:nds to go rlght to the calendar rather than to ~1!;1! fdol m~ µi~. s~~ond time, it 
15 

Judge strlca's ruling on October 17 that the commtttcee. and It seems to me that. Now, we are assured that Mr. Jaworski, 
oistrlct court has no JurlsdtcUon to hea.r the rights of Senators are protected to who ls a most eminent lawyer and a fine 
the Select committee's suit seeking enforce- the same degree as they would be other- gentleman. will have fndepClldence. We,_ 
ment ol Its two subpena.s. The committee wlse. were given the same assurance In respect 
believes that the Court bas Jurisdiction Ira Mr. ERVIN. I thank the Senator tram to Mr. Cox. No spee!al prosecutor can 
~~a~f;epar::a;~ainth:P~~~~i.::8 t~~

1
: 1~\·er~: Michigan. truly enjoy independence ill the· dJa .. 

ino~·es any doubt that lt.s sutt la properlJ I wou1d point out that he has reserved. charge of his _duties If he ls subject. to 
btfore the cm,rt. This bUI wm also permit on behalf of any Member of the Senate. removal by either the. Department of 
the Cvnmlttee to resolve _the Jurlsdk:Uonal the right to make a motion; to rerer the Justice or the White House. · 
1, i,ue m ,:e promptly than Uthe matter were resolution or the blll when a motion to I am not concerned by the argument 
trrt solely to I1t1gat1on.- call up either of them ls made. that an effort to obtatn congi-esslonal 

But the ".lUl bas a broader usefulness be- Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator. action to insure the Independence of a 
ca.u~e it will allow suit against any officer or special prosecutor will delay matters. 
t'mpJoyee 01' the executive branch to test the TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE The Department of Justice ha.s had 
;~;~:1~!s 

0
: : 0~~:,rii:,:v~~:~.t~i.~~e~:!~ _MORNING BUSINESS jurlsdicUon of the Watergate affair since 

dte, available to the congress to enforoe It.I the morning of the 17th of June 1972. 
subpenas are Its Implied self-help prooedurea The PRESIDING· OFFICER <Mr. During that ttme, Justice h~ been travel ... 
a.nd the st.s.tutory con·te_mpt power, but the KEl,,--mDy), Under the previous order. lng on leaden feet. . -
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s. --------·----···---·---·---·-·------------· 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

ErtVIN of North Carolina 

-----------------------------------

introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on --------

A BILL 
'I'o confer jurisdiction upon the District Courts of the United 

States over certain civil clctions brought by the Congress, and 

for other purposes. 
{Insert title ot bill here) 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of 

AmericainCongtessassembled, that (a) Chapter 85 of Title 28, United 

States Code, is amen-led -oy adding at the end thereof the following 

new section: 

·~ 1364. Congressional actions. 

"(a) The District Court for the District of Columbia 

shall have original jurisdiction, without regard to the sum or

value of the matter in ~ontroversy, over any civil action brought 

by either House of Congress, any CoP.1Illittee of such House, or any 

Joint Committe_e of Congress, to enforce or secure a declaration 

concerning the validity of any subpena or order issued by such 

House or Committee, or by any Subcommittee of such ComrniLtee, to 

any officer, including the President and Vicu-P,esi,!ent, or any 

employee of the executive branch of the UniLei States Government 

to secure the production of information, 

materials. 

•'::ts, or other 

B 
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"(b) Either House of Congress, any Committee of such 

House authorized by such House to brine suit, or any Joint 

Committee of Cong1·ess authorized by Congress to bring suit, in 

addition to any otlwr available remedies, may commence and 

p1·osecute a civil action under subsection (a) in its own name or 

in the name of' the United States in the District Court for the 

Di3 tric t of Colu•nbia to enforce or secure a declaration concerning 

the ·;alidi ty of any subpena or order issued by such House or 

Committee, or by any Subcommittee of such Committee, against 

any c:ni'icer, including the President and Vice-President, or any 

e11ployee of the executive branch of the United States Government 

to secure the pro1uction of information, documents, or other 

materials. 

"(c) Any House or Committee commencing or prosecuting 

an action pursuant to this section ,nay be represented in such 

action by such attorneys as it may clesignate. 11 

(b) The analysis of such chapter 85 is amended by adding at the 

end thereof the following new term: 

111361/. Congressional actions. 11 
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PETITIONS, ETC. 
Under clause 1 of rule xxn, Petitions . 

,,.!"i,i papers were lald ·on the Clerk's desk 
awl referred as follows;. 

350. BJ the SPEAKER: Petition or Y1srael 
~·'<;ha,yabu. Speaker of the Knesset, Tel AviY, 
Ilirael, reI.aUve to treatment of prlsonel'B ot 
w.ir by Egypt and Sjria_; to the Commtttee on 
f',Jrclgn Aff'a\ra.~ .; ~ 

'.351. Also, pettiion of .Jam~ t. Dllla.rd., st.. . 
l\lbtm.s, N~T.; rela.Utt! to redress of grleV&ncea;· • 

to t:1e_-~-~r:t~~-~~ J~td~-~ -~ -~-t~-~~;} 

0 
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.. (b) The &nate Select Com~lttee on tlon. the court did not reach the prob• Instead of .solving the signal Jurtsdlc-

::1:;1~~l~ Cpar:~: ~:t~:tt:.:b:1e:'m!a: lem of justiciabllity or the merits of the tional problem faced by the Select Com-

~s;;t ~~:i ~f :: ::~:= ::::::: !~~ ::: car.have been advised that the intent :~~~ ~ ~eroio~rw~g~~r ~~:i: -
Dlslrlct of Columbia any ctvll action h£'reto• of the sponsors of the .subject bill as orig- between Congress and the executive tn 
!ore or here~fter brought by said Committee inally introduced is to grant only such dlsput.e.s over Ule production of docu
to enforce or secure a. declaration c.oncerning Jurlsdictlon as is n,.;ctlcd to require a. ments and information. In so doing, tt ' 
the va.lidity of any subpoena or order here- production of the t1.pes requested. It flies In the face or the role of the courts 
tofore or hereafter Issued by said eomm.1ttee would seem, however, that the Sl)onsors In our constitutional system of govern-
or Vlce.Pres!dent or any other officer of the have gone far beyond their stated pur- ment.. . ,. . . . . . 
~~~t~~P~f!.C:nto;~~e 0~:~~;a~1%e:~ pose and stlggest ll bn,,J.d gritnt of Ju- Such a significant incursion into tra.-
cure the production before the said com- rlsdlction to the U.S. Dil;trict Court for ditional Jurisdictional bOundarles may.: 
mit~.ee or any information. documents, taped the District of Columl:Jia which could on]y emphasize the u1Umate constitu-

~rdlngs, or other materials relevant to serve as a foundation for substantial lit- tional obstacle blocking the success of 
tbe matters the committee ls authorized to igation in this and oth,:;r drcumstances. £my congressional suit against the Pres
lnv&<;tigate, 11.nd pray the satd District Court The proposed legislutlon as originally ident. That obstacle Is the article m, 
to enter such Judgment or decree In said introduced would empower Congress or section 2 requirement that the Federal 
civil action as may be necessary or appro-- congressional commilt.ees to petitioii the COurts enterta.ln only justiciable cases 
pr!.(!) to~n;o~n:~ 8~~:;b~;!~~~d~~ District Court for the District of Colum- and COntroversles. This constitutional 
presidential campaign Activities may be rep• bia for enfoI'Cement of congressional sub- barrier preve~ts the courts trom refer..'. 
resented by such attorneys as tt may desig- penas or orders requldng: production of ee'Ing dispu_tes between the other two 
nate In any actlon prosecuted by said com- information. documc11ts, or other mate- branches. It cannot be avoided or erased 
mtttee under this Act," rials whi~h are in the cu:,tody of any of- by congressional actiOI\! Congress can-

Mr. EftVIN. Mr. President, z should fleer or empl~yee of the executive branch, not legislatively compel the courts to de
like to state that I am introducing this• including the President or Vice President. cide a basically nonjusticiable tssue. · 

~~~~~
1::~n:1r:~11r~~~:~!':}~;::f~~ ~e!~!f~!~,~:;·he

1 SC~e: :: ri:~ =:=a~~!;}~:u:nS:!~· 
mittee on Presidential Campaign Activi- bill to the select 'committee was a pru- by the select committee•s jurisdictional 
ties~ 

1 
' dent step. However, e"cn as amended, I dilemma:, inight best·be lltn1ted to re-

The priginal bill was rather broad, in am concerned that this bill would con- solving that sI)eeiflc problem. The 
that it attempted t:o give every congre.s- fer original Jurisdiction o,;er such suits amendment offered by.the distinguished 
sional committee the pOwer to bring suit&. to the District Court for the District of Senator from North caroUna <Mr. Ea.-

At the suggestion of the distinguished Columbia and thereby eltminat.e the vm) ls a step in that direction the bill as 
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. HausKA), I longstanding Jurisdictional amount re- originally introduced -~ould go far be· 
decided that the or18"inal bill was too quirement of 28 U.S.C, 1331.-· yond suc};l a modest tit,proach by open-_ 
broad and. I drew up this substitute In addition to ·authorizing suits for 1ng a wh9le ne~ field of Federal jurls! 
amendment to conform to his sugges- enforcement of such ;,nbpena.s and or- · diction. It ls ,not_ difficuJt to envisJon a 
tion; that ts, that the bill be :restricted dcrs, the bill also pUtf<orts to author- Yirlual flood of conuessionat suits 
t.o the Senate Select Committee on Presl- ire suits "to secure J\ dedaratlon con- agl:IJnst - myriad executive officials and 
dential Campaign Activities. That is the cernlng ~e validity" o! such subpenas employees over the Production of infor
purpose of the substitute amendment. and orders._ nus latter authorization. mation and documentation in the cus-

The amendment ls necessary because a1thotigh nebulous, uppe·.us to contem- tody of the executive branch. 
Judge Sirica held that the District court plate suits for declaratory judgment 'I'here are Other matters on which I 
of the District of Columbia had no Juris- similar to the recent actiun filed by the wish to comment. Specific phrases and 
diet.ion to entertain the original suit of Senate Select Conunitke on Campaign terms cry out for clarification. Foremost 
the select committee. The substitute Practices. among these ls the proposal's use of the 
amC'ndment is to cure this defect 1n This proposal, generated by the COm- term "order." In authorizing Congress 
jurisdiction. mittee's unsuccessful suit for produc.. and its committees to petition the courts 

Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, the bill in tion of Presidential tapes and .-docu- for enforcement of· "orders," in addition 
its original form WSS' very broad and ments, does, in its pre1;;ent form, pfesent to subpenas, the proposal becomes dau
rnught to establish a vast area of new ~rlous problems of a legal, and prac- gerously ambiguous. Nowhere is "order .. 
Ft•dpral jurisdiction, the bill as atn~nded tical nature; . ~lhcofiunledd ·beI!dethfineedtermand!scotonfinbeed utosedsp' ei~ 
wonld restrict Us scope to the senate ;en its suit for decl.1.r:1iory judgment. " 
Select Cmf,n,lttee on Presidential cam- the select. committee e.::11~ciflcally dis- ciflc areas of congressional power. 
pa.ign activities. r believe thls to be a avowed any intent or ,1'.:3ire to· seek a The language authortzing'suits "to se
wisc step. - "wholesale lnVaslot1 of the President's ~urea declaration concerning the valid-

Even as to the modified proposal; how~ files'.'' Furthermore, the Select Commit- tty of any subpena or order" is also ob
ever, I suggest, Mr. President, that this tee cautioned that Uiis particular case scure. It appears to authorize the Con
klnd of step flies tn the face of the "must be placed in p:.·,';)er perspectlva" r,:ress to seek an "advisory opinion" from 
rote of the courts in our constitutional Such a cautious apr,,c:,J.ch Is-even more the courts, an exercise in which courts 
1-:rstcm of Government, therefore, r would appropriate in analy,;\n.;,; tile instant leg- have never indulged. 
like to take this opportunity to offer islative proposal Before taking action of such a ftmd~ 
scme v..ords of caution with respect to· Congress has always h:,d the power to mental ~ture. I would caution my col
this b11l which was introduced by my· enforce its own subpem,s. Such enforce- leaguis to consider the advisrtbility of 
distinguished colleague from North Car- ment may be compelled by the Sergeant proceeding in s. more deliberate manner, 
oHna (Mr:ERVnf). of Anns for the Secat.::i or the House. ut.ilizing the ~itfonal committee pro-

On October 17, 1973, Chief Judge John Tliere ls, additionally, 5t:o.tutory enforce- c,)5ses of the Congress. 

the81;lit~ ii: ofao~·!·b~i~~~~~e~~~~ f~! ::!spo;:fe!~fe~f 
2c;:. :;{~·ss1

~;. ::i~~ ev~~v~~ :.~a~tC:et~~~ ~i~::t ~i:; 
actic,J1 commenced by the Select Com- meanor. 'i<ersion of the bill will be coni;,rressionally 
mittcc on Pre~idential Campaig[l Activl- For the first time in history, however, approved. The suggCsted approach which 
tie.<> to enforce its subpenas directed to Congress ls being al;k,_,ct to determine narrows the scope of this bill should sat~ 
the P1e!-.ldrnt of the United States and that these enforcement powers are tn- .Ls!y or gratify the demands of the· times. 
reque,,tmg a turrlover of certain tape adequate. This dissatL:;faction has re~ Any general statute of broad appUcation 
recordir.gs be dismissed with prejudice. sulted from an unprcct:(kntcd clash be- should be preserveq for future complete 

The b:=isis of the court's dismissal of tween Congress and tbe C'h1ef Executive legislative processing. 
this actien was a finding by the court in the context of a sp0;::U'ic case-the In such process!ng, the precedrnts In 
tliat thue '1-as no jurisdictional statute "Watergate case." Thi."> "ca.se" undoubt- case law, and in congressional. proce
Upon "hkh the action could be groundl'd. edly will generate 3: v:i1:foty of legish1ti\·e dures, e.s well as the more profound and 
Bceau~e of its conclusions and disposi- reforms. This proposal is 1,1erely the first. fundamental'· constitutional comldera· 
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tlons and requirements can be fully which makes what prevtousty was clear seem a declaration concetnlng the vaUdtt1 of an 7 
presented and studied. Indications of the doubtful, and before which even well set-· subpoena or order"' ts also obBCUre. n appears 
reaches and the gravity thereof can read- tied principles of law will bend." to authorize the Congress to seek an "ad· 
l]y be perceived by a i-eadlng of Judge . Holmes, J., dissenting In Northern Securf- vlsory oplnlo~ .. trom the courts, an exercise 
Silica's Order and Opinion filed October !~ g:04~·. Un,fted States, 193 UB. 197, 400- ~ ~t;:::, ~~ ~~:tr;:~~S::~i::: , 
17, 1973, tn Civil Action No. 1593-73, the Given the extraordinary cJ!mate which has posslbtllty of such an unfortunate lnterpre
suit brought by the Senate Select Com- genera~ this legislation, every efl'ort should tatlon, the obvious tntent of Its drafters to 
mlttee pn Presidential Campaign Activt- be made to restrict the proposal's appllca- authorize suit tor declaratory Judgment un
ties; and also by a reading of a staff blltty to the unique circumstances surround- der 28 use 2201 and 2202 Should be cleAl'IJ 
Jegal memorandum which I now submit Ing the quest tor Presidential doctlments by and defl.~ltely stated. 

Mr p e id t I ask unanimous con the Senate Select Commltt.ee on Campaign CONCLUSION ~ 
sent tha\ ~h~~ documents be printed 1~ ::~!~ce! ~~~!!~:;.a~t!~ proposed bill For 184 years It has been unnecessa.ry for 
the RECORD at- this point. Instead or solving the stgnal Jurisdictional any congressional commtttee to tlle suit 

There being ne objection, the docu- problem raced by the Ervin Committee the against the Preslden~ In an 'attempt to ob· 
ments wel'e ordered to be printed in the proposal casts the Judicial branch m' the tain Presidential documents. We do not ad· · 
}l:ECORD, as follows: , role or umpire or referee between Congress mlt the necessity tor such action now. That· 
A MEMORANDUM RE A BILL To CoNFEB JURlS- and the Executh-e In every dispute over pro- such a suit t least has been fl.led, and dis- -

DICTION UPON THE DISTRICT CoURTS OF THE ductton or document and Information by th& missed bf a .<!ral court for lack of Jurlsdlc
UNIT£D STATES Ovra CERTAIN CIVIL ACTIONS executive branch. Ju 80 doing, It files In the tton. la ll forceful reminder of the unprece• 
BaouGHT BY THB CoNGREss. AND FOR OTHER face or the role or the courts In our constttu- dented nature of such a legal action and 
PURPOSES tlonal system or government. To use th& the politic~ climate which generated It. U 
The proposed leglslatlon would empower words ot Justice Douglas "federal courts legislative reform ls necessary to allow such 

CougN?ss or Congressional Committee& to do not sit as an OJ!lbudsm~n refereeing dis·' a suit. It Should therefore be & ret_orm which 
petition the Dtstrict Court tor the Dlstric1i putes beh.-een the· other two brancbea.. 18 taUored to ~e need and not & sweeping 
of Columbia tor enforcement of Congresston- GraseJ Y. United Statea, 408 U.S. 606, 640 exp~nslon or revision of the JudtctaI role In 

~:o:u:r~:~or%~~ri:~r~·~~::.g,c:r~::; !!:!!~t (~:~~":io!· :~ss:!tJ~t~!~~uj~:. our~::i~~:=·sh~uld ·be 1~1~ ~ the 
materials" which are ln the custody ot any tlonal boundaries may ollly emphasize the speclfle ne~ of the Ervin Committee and 

~~~~~i~g et'::t~:ld~rnt! ~~!:"i!:!:1:::fc1~' :!1
~~ssCoC:~~~u!:°s8!:i!~1:~~ltb~<;!~ . :!:U!,~~ d:~;1:! a::r~~~~~ie:n~n ~:: 

;rr~~i~!:g~;:re s~~ts~l! c::1:i: ~~i~:~ ;~~ ~!~~::~~:: t~bas:at~: ~!d!1::i ~:= :lea ~~~!:t_l~nsCo~gr~.
0~!~~is:s;~;:; 

Court for the Dlstrlct of Columbia and ellml- entertain only Justiciable cases and con- and the Constitution. 

::C:nt :!~uir!::~t:?:~sc J1~~
1
:~lctlonal !~':t~~rs!:~ ~

1
:ts ~: 0s!t!!;~~~ie1~~rr~~P~:; 'rrn the U.S. District Oourt tor the District; . 

tn addition to authorizing suits for en• between the other two branches;" It <'.annot of OOlumbla,, Clvll Action No. 1593-73]. 
forcement of such subpoenas ancl "orders," be avolded. or e.rased by congiesslonal ae- OB.DEi. ' 
the Bill also purports to authorize suJts '"to Uon. See llfissfssippf v. Johnson, 4 Wall. (71 Senate Select Committee on Presidential• 
secure a declaration coneernJng tbe validity'" U.S.) 475• 500-501 (I866). Congr('s.s cannot Campa.Igo Activities, 'suing tn Its own name 

:~t~~z:~\~1;t~~~:h~~:h"o::~i:u~
1:;;!~ ~!,~!ii~·e~~n~J:~~:la~~! :~~ -rii°u:~~:~n~ :! 1

~. ~~:,m;r~ :C.~~t~~ ~~ ~ 
~e:rl(~e:g~te 2~~~~/o:e:.;c1:::~ Jiu::; :~;n~~1;P

0 

'

1 
c~n~!t J~,;~d~~n~J\~St:!:~ !~r:~. BM!:i;::1g~=:e~~a:~!~: !°« 

recent action flled by the Senate Select Com- blhty dllt:._ facing the F.rvln Committee. Lowell P. Welcker, Jr., as United States Sen
mittee on Campaign Practices. . · · Moreover, by expanding Jurlsdletlon SO rad!• a.tors who are members of the Sen&te Select 

Titls proposal generated by the Ervin Com- Cally, the Justlclablllty problems a.waiting Committee on Presidential campaign Actlvl
mlttee's unsuc~essful suit .tor production ot future congressional !mils of tbls nature may tles, Plaintiffs versus Richard M. Nixon, indl• 

it:e:i:e~~~l:~o!~.:t~r:~~td:~:iesn;~::;~ ~~ be:::tr~~~d~~iimate Constitutional barr18r ;i!~.lyDe~!da8!t. President of the Unit~ 
a legal and practical nature In mind, any legislation, generated by the This matter having come before the Court 

In Its suit for declarato;y Judgment the ErvIn Committee's Jurisdictional dilemm&, on plaintiffs" Motloii tor Summary Judgnu;ut. 
Ervin Committee specifically disavowed' any should be limited to .resohlng that speclHe and the Court having considered the memo-

:~~n~f 
0
{h:e:~e~l~n~\~s:·.w~;~e~;:t::: &:;~!:1~u~

11
: r~~~!~:;~P:~:~~~e~Y 8:!n{: ~:~~ :a~ng'"!,':~d~ ~~r~t!~a~da:: 

that its case "must be placed In proper per- a whole new field of federal Jurisdiction. It ed In the attached opinion tha\ It laclis Jurls
specttve" • Such a cautions approach ls even ts not difficult to envision a virtual Oood dictlon over this matter, It la by the Oowt 
inore aPproprlate In analyzing the Instant of congreSslonal suits against myriad execu- this 17th day of October, 1973, Ordered that 

le~o
1
i;~~~~/1~~~o:~~'~ys had the power to en- ~!: o~c:~

1
:0:;:t::pi:~:e~=~~!!~~~u: ::.!e~\~~~h 1;~ej!!:1!e same hereby ls, dts: 

force lt.s uwn subpoenas Such enforcement the custody ot the executive branch, ;)°oHN J. ~IRICA, Chief Judge. 

~=y t:: ~~~:;le! bfu:h:ro:e~e~~O:-s::~ pa~t~e:;::: :ar:n:e::ac1i~::::e~fai1!s 11: (In the U.S. District Court tor the Dlstrlci'"" 

fi~::j
11

~ ~~~r!°!n1~:;1~;e~;:w!!· u~:; ~~~~!~g: ubJiq\~!
8
stt~~~~~tviace~8i,;c!. 61~! of Columbia, c~:i;n No. 1593-73) 

2 USC 192 which makes. contempt of con- Senate committee signal the need for such 
gr('.<;S a ml~demeanor. For the first time In unprecedente<1 a prop~? In apparent Sena.te Seleot Committee OI). Presidential 
hi:.tory however Congress Is being asked to chagrin over Judge Slrlca s rullng tha-t the Campaign Activities, suing In tts own name 
determine ti.at these enforcement powers are federal courts lack Jurisdiction t-0 entertain and In ·the name of the United. Sta.tea, a.ud 

~:~~~t!~a~~;;~edd::;::s~f!~
0

~~:~r:s,g~ ::~!!"s:r~
1
~:;eal;:~p:!t P:::~~!i 1~!~1!!!;: ~~ :.-VT1:i~~e~=l :: 1':!~; :·: 

gress and the Chief Executive In the context revision of long-standing Jurisdictional seph M. Montoya; Edward J. Gurney; and 
of a specific case----the "Watergate case." bounda.rles. Such ha.sty action ts both unwise Lowell P. Welcker, Jr., as United States Sen-

The Watergate •'case" undoubtedly Will and unnecessary. The proposal should .be ators who a.re members of the Senate Select 
gcne,rate a variety or legislative reforms. This redrafted to tlmlt Jts appllcabltlty to the re- Committee on Presidential campaign Actlvi• 
Jl ,.,..,,al ts merely the ftrst It Is Important qutrements or the ErvIn Committee. ties, Plalntlfra, versus Ric-hard H. Nixon, lndl· ~ 
ti.,.;·efore to recall the admo;ittlon by Justice Aside trom the proposal's imprudent and Vldually and as President of the UrUted. 
Holmes: unnecesasry breadth, there are speciflc States, Defendant. · 

"'Great ca<;es Uke hard cases make bad phrases and terms which cry out tor clarl• The Court presently has betore. lt a motion 
IaW. For grer.t' cases are caned great not ficatlon. Foremost among'these ls the pro• for summary Judgment filedt by plaintiffs. 
by reason or their real Importance In ;hap- posal'S use of the term "order." In author- Plalnturs are the Senate Select Committee 
Ing the law of the future but beca\ise of tzlng Congress and Its committees to petition on Presidential Campaign Activities, estab
eome accident ot lmmedta'te overwhelming the courts for enforcement ot "orders," In llshed by Senate Resolution 60, 93rd eon
lntere<,t which appeals to the teeltngs and addition to subpoenas, the proposal becomes gress, 1st Session (1973), and tbe seven 
distorts the Judgment. These Immediate In- dangerously ambiguous. Nowhere ls "order.. United States Senatore who compose the ~ 
tere1,ls c:..:erclse a kind of hydraulic pressure defined. It the term Is to be used~and its lect Committee. Richard M. Nixon, President 

necessity ls doubt!Ul-lt should be defined of the United Sta.too, Is defendant. The action 
• "M:(·morandum in SuppOrt of Motion tor :::a.'1d1:o~e:~~~!~~~::rclfl.c areas of ts styled "Complaint tor declaratory Judg- . 

Summary Judgment," at page 1. The lnnguage authorizing suit "to secure :~~: manda.tory Injunction and manda-
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Facts concerning the origin or this aetlon platnttffs subll11tted a mOtlon !or summary 

are not controverted.. Toe Senate Select Com- - Judgment. A respons«I" to the motion and 
mlttee on Presidential Oa.mpat_gn Actlvlttea other memoranda w:erfl subsequently filed. 
(Select committee) became a duly author- and the matter came on tor oral a.rgument
lzed and constituted committee ot the United on October 4, 1978. In their subsequent 
states Senate on February 7, 1973, "empow• pleadings and at oral argument, pI8.intLfl's 
ered to Investigate and study 'Ulegal, Im- have emphasized that portion or the com
proper or unethical a.cttvltles' in connection Jll&lnt which seeks a declaratory Judgment. 
with the Presidential ca.mpaign and election It ls iv-gued tllat such Judgment include the 
o! 1972 and to determine the necessity of following statements: 
new legislation 'to safeguard. the electoral (1) T'bat the two subpoenaa were lawfully 
process by Which the President Of the United Issued and served by plalnt.tffs and must be 
states 1.s chosen.'" 1 In the-course of Its tn- complied With by defendant President; 
~·estlgatory procedures, the Select Commtttee (2) That defendant President may not 
heard one A1exandeaaP. Butterfield, formerly refuse compliance on the basis of separation 
a Deputy Assistant to the defendant. Mr. of powers, executive privilege, Presidential 
Butterfield testified that the President had prerogative or otherwise: 
electronically recorded converSa.tlons occur- (3) That defendant President by bis ac
ring In various of hls offices during a per1od tlon (o date has breached the confidentiality 
of time that Included. t,he campaign and of the materials subpoenaed and waived f>DY 
election or 1972. 'This testimony wa.s lat.er privilege that might have applied to them. 
confirmed by Presidential counsel, J. Fred The prayer for a mandatory 1.njunctlon 
Buzhardt.• and/or relief by way of mandamus has.been 

Upon learning thii.t &!Dong these recorded referred to the Court's discretion and other-
eonferences were a series which they regarded wise ignored by plalntltrs, · 
as highly relevant to their lnvestlgatton. f The case presents a b·attery .of iss\les tn.,. 
plaintiffs commenced informal efforts to se- eluding jurisdiction. Justlciabtllty, lnvoca
cure the pertinen.t tape reoordtngs as well as tlon ol the declaratory Judgment statut.e,, 
various written documents. Plaintiffs were · executive prtvllege; waiver of privilege, valtd
and remain conv1nced that the re~njled ac- jty c;,t the select Comm! tt.ee's 1nvcstlgat1~ 
count of these presidential conversations, and authorlty ot the Select Cornmitt.ee to 
together wlth written White Rouse d~- subpoena and bring suit against the Pre&l
ments alluded to by witnesses at their hear- dent. Becau~e of its ruling, the Court has 
ings, would undoubtedly conta.111 tnforma.- found lt necessary to consider only one ques
tion having an important bearing on their tion. that being whether the Court has Jur_ls
lnvestlgatlon and would probably resolve diction to decide the case, The Court hlls 
critical conflicts ln_ the testimony of several concluded, tor the reasons outlined below, 
key witnesses. . that it lacks_ such Jurisdiction, lWd the ac-

When informal attempts proved ullsuccess- ~ion 1s therefore dlsml.ssed with _p:reJudlce. 
fut, the Select Committee directed two sub- :r 
poenas duces tecum to the defendant Prest- The Court ha.s recently decided another 
dent. Both were served on July 23, 1973, and case involving some of the same tape record
together with proof of service, are attached ing.s that are here at h5ne.' As its caption 
as exhibits to the complaint herein. lndi~ates, that matter concerned a subpoena 

The first required prodution of the tape duces tecum !sued to the President by' a. 
recordings or five meetings which were In grand Jury. It was there ruled that com.;
each Instance attended by the defendant plian<;:e with the subpoena could be Judi· 
President and then White Rouse counsel, clally required as to unprivileged matter and 
John W. Dean, III. Other persons had also that the court was empowered to determine 
been present during some of these confer.- the appUcab\llty of any privllcge. The case Is 

;~~=\t:~~~-~~n s!~~:::roefs~· 1t: 7;,m;:i: presently the subject or appellate review. 
run.ry 28, 1973, March 13, 1973 , and March This present case, by lxmtest, 1s a civil 
21, 1973, with two meetings on the last men- complaint, and in such uctlons particularly, 
tloned date. The second subpoena. sought doc- jurisdiction ls a. threshvJd Issue. some ele
uments and other mat.ertals ''relating di- mentary principles perhaps need restating 

r;;vy!I;:,,;;~~li~~:~~d tow1
:::J1ra:~1~7i'eJ,~ar~ =~~u:!u!:: :~e~~n~t~=:~

1
~:. 

ti('ipatlon, responsibilities or involvement In the presumptlOn in ea.ch instance ls that a 
any alleged criminal acts related to the federal court lacks Jurisdiction until 1t can 
Presidential election of 1972 ... Defendant be shown that a specific grant of Jurisdiction 
filed no objection to eith!:'r subpoena or to applies. Federal court$ may exercise only 
service thereof, although in a subsequent that Judicial power proYltlNI by the Const!• 
fillng counsel have characterized the second tutlon In Article ll and conferred by Con
subpoena as oppressive. Defendant's sole re- gre.ss. All other JudictaJ powers or lurisdictlon 
sponse consisted of a letter to 8elect Com- ls reserved to-the states. And although p1a1n
mlttee Chalrma.n Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., tltrs. may urge otherwl1>e, it seems settled 
expres~lng the President's int.entlon not to, that_ federal courts may assume only that 

:~?:l% d:~~io!.e~:b~~:::: 1;!"~reisas::! :~~~~o~~r:~: b:s;~;~t:,1!n~
1!fo fu~:.~ 

appended to the complaint herein as lW ex- ~~m!1r1:~:~~· tii~nri~:1~tto:~a= r: :e~ 
biblt. It 1s understoOd that although th& appropriate and the Judtdary may not there
subpoenaed tape recordings had previously aft.er on 1 is own motion re-cur to tl:!e Article 
been tn the custody of others, at th& time m storehouso for addlttonal. .Jurisdiction. 
the subpoenas were issued, and a.t present, When lt comes to Jurisdiction of the federal 
they are within the sole possession, custody courts, truly, to paraphrase, the scripture, 
and control of the defendant President.• the congress giveth, and the Congress taketh 

Plaintiffs next proceeded to file wtlh the away.s Finally, the principle is firmly estab
Court the present civil action. They dellb- Ushed that jurlsdictlona.J requJremen"t4 C'..an
erately chose not to attempt an adjudication not be waived. 
of the matter by resort to a contempt pro- u 

~~~~:~e~s~~!~r !i~~;~-~!-Ci,:w
1
:· ~hf: Plaintiffs have Cited f<n1r st-atutory bases 

permit the Sergeant at Arms to forcibly any and all of whleh, aoo.mUng to their sub
sccure, attendance ot th& offending party. mission, grant Jurisdiction here. Before pro
F:ither method, plaintiffs state would here ceeding to analyze these provisions, however, 
be inappropriate and unseemly'. On the day it should be noted that the Declaratory 

defendant filed hts answer to the complaint, ::~~~t ;,c~t 2:h!7·~~~ler:l 2i~;n~ ~l~ti 
Footnotes at end of a.rt:lcle. 

Procedure do not themsdve.s oonfer Juris· 
diction. These statutes, as dc.fenda.nt P(?lnts 

out, are procedural only atid do not constt• 
tute the Jurtsdlctional eta.tu~ necessary to 
conslderatlon or a. specific decla.J'atory Judg
ment action.' 

One ot the four statutory bases of JurlsdJc
tlon cited by plaintiffs is 28 U.S.C. I 1346 
which reads: 

f 1345. United States as plaintiff 
Except as otherwise provided by Act ot: Con- . 

gteSt, the district courts shall have original , 
jurls~lctlon 9f all civil actions, suits or pro- , 
ceedings commenced by the United States, OI' 
by any agency or officer thereof expressly 
aut~orized to sue by Act or Congress. .. ' 

,Plalptiffs have discl~med any att.empt to 
classify themselves as an "agency or officer" 
within the meaning of this section. Rather 
they purport_ to bring suit In the name of the 
U'nlted States, Reterence, however, to com
mon practice and related statutory provisions 
beltes the soundness of such a claim. Tttle 
28 U.S.C. f 516, In language similar to that 
of f 1345, reserves to the Attorney General 
and Department o! Justice authority to Utt
gate as United States. .. _ 

f 516. Conduct of Litigation reserved to De-. 
p_artment ot Justice -

Except as .otherwise authorized by taw, th9 
conduct of Utlgation 1n Which. the United 
States, an agency, or officer thereof Is a party, 
or ls Interested, and securing evidence there'
fOl', ls reserved to officers of. the Department -
of Justice, under the direction of the At
torney General. 

While this section does not require a con
gressional litigant to be represented by the 
Justice Department. tt does deny such a liti
gant the right to. sue as the United States 
when jurisdiction dertvei, from f 1345.• Toe, 
practice has been otherwise and the two cases 
cited by plall1tfi'rs do not so hold.• Section 
1345 ls sl.mply tmappllca_ble here. 

A second statute ca.lied to the Court's at-
~~d!~~n ls ~~ U.S.~, § 1361. That statute pro-

f 1361. Action to compel an officer of the 
United States to perform hls duty. · 

The district courts shall have original Juris
diction of any action In the nature o! a. man
damus to compel an officer or employee of 
the United States or any agency thcreo! to 
perform. a duty owed to the Plaintiff. 

In attempting to meet the terms or § 1361, · 
plaintiffs impute to the defendant President 
a "legal duty to respond to and to comply 
with ... (Select Committee) subpoenas." 
As defendant indicates, however, the tradl· 
tional criteria for mandamus proceedings ap· 
py here 111 and only a "mtnlsterial, plainly de
fined and peremptory" duty may properly 
be the subject of such proceedings, 

Before such a writ may lssue, It must ap
pear that the claim ls clear and certain and 
the duty or the officer involved must be min• 
Jsterial, plainly defined! and peremptory. -
Huddleston v. Dwyer, 10 Ctr. 145 F.2d 311. 
The duty sought to be ex:erc.lsed mu.st be a 
positive command and so plainly prescribed 
as to be free from doubt. Wi,Jbur v. United 
States ez rd. Kadrle, 281 U.S. 206, 50 S. Ct. 
320, 74 L.Ed. 809.U 

These criteria have not been satisfied. 
Atter reading cases that have considered 

applications for mandamus, the Court can
not 1n good conscience hold that any duty 
def1c;ndant may have as President ls "plainly 
defined and peremptory" as that phrase has 
been ini-erpreted.a Mandamus properly is
sues to enforee such duties as that ot a gov
ernment officer to Ls.sue a driver's or marriage 
1 icense when all llcenslng requirements are 
met or that of a. military offl.clal to confer 
an honorable discharge where the law so pro
vides. In every case, official d\lttes are tn
\'Olved, No analogous obllgation appears here.~ 
Regardless of whatever duty the President 
may owe the Select Committee as a citizen 
with evidence 1n his possession, it 1s nM 
"free from doubt" that bis ojflcfal respons1bll-
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ltles require compttanc.e. '1'1\ere ta nothing In 
the Constltutlon, for example. that makes lt 
an ofllclal duty or President.a to complJ with 
Congressional subpoenas,u 

A fair reading of 11361 cannot sustain 
Jurl.sdlctlon here. 

C 

· p1:::.~~r:i~ si~t~Zi~~~i~~~v!uri!r~:\'.::; 
- Act, 5 u.sc. U 701-706. There ts some ques

tion whether the President ls an "agency"' 
for purposes of the Act.,. whether "ag~ncy 
action·• ta Involved here,u and whether 
plaintiffs have suffered a. "legal wrong" with
In the meanlng of tr.ese provlslo!lS.'• A final 
resolution or these problems, however, Is un
necessary here since the rule In thl.s Clrcurt 
precludes use of this Act altogether as a.n 
Independent basis or Jurlsdtctton. 11 The Ad
ministrative Procedure Act does not confer 
jurls1tctlon where an action Is not otherwise 
eo;;nl7.able by the federal courts. Plaintiffs 
ha\·e urged that although this was once the 
rule In the Di.strict ot Columbia, the Inde
pe11dent Broker-Dealers' Trade Assocfation 11. 
SEO case at 442 P. 2d 132 (D.C. Ctr. 1971), 
cert. denied 40-l U.S. 828 (1972) has effec
tively overruled the earlier putltlon. The 
Court does not so read Independent Broker
Dealers. Plaintiffs there enjoyed an Inde
pendent basis for Jurisdiction ln 28 U .S.C. 
f 1331, and the rullng concerned not whether 
the APA Itself affords Jurisdiction but wheth
er the sEc·s Informal act was revlewable and 
whether any such review might be had 1n 
the District Court. The Court held that an 
SEC letter to the New York Stock Exchange 
requesting that the Exchange·prohlbit "cus
tomer-directed give ups'" constituted Judl
clally revlewable "agency action." The Court 

~~~~~; ;r1~~a:1:f~~~a~~~r:oo~n~lp:~:tw~tu1: 
overrule Its prior decisions without any ref
erence to them. 

The Court concludes . that the Admlnls• 
tratlve Procedure Act 'cannot serve to grant 
Jurl'>dlctlon here. 

D 

Platntlfl's have placed principal rel~ce tor 
purposes of jur!sdlctlon on 28 U .s.c. f 1331. 
That statute, often termed the "federal ques
tion" Jurisdiction statute, provides In pertt
n<"·lt part as follows: 

§ 1331. Federal question; amount in con
troversy; costs 

(a) The district courts shall lla\·e original 
Jurisdiction o! ell civll actions wherein the 
matter in controversy exceeds the sum or 
,·atue of $10,000 exclusive of Interest e.nd 
•'•nls, and arises under the Constltutlon, 
Ju.v.s or trc ."\.ties or the United States. 

Unl1ke the st.3tutes heretofore. discussed, 
this provlston Includes a monetary sum or 
value as an lnclde~t or Jur1sdlctton. the 
$10,000 Jurisdictional amount. Although the 
!\mount has varied over the years, det'endant 
ls correct In his as.;crtlon that what.ever the 
.,inn, tt Is a Jurisdictional prerequisite.• 
Toe satl:,,Li,dlon or a rnlnlmum amount-In .. 
controversy Is not a technicality; it ts 4 
requirement imposed by Congress which the 
courts mav not dispense with at their 
pleasure. 

While some decisions have held to tho 
contrnry, most notably Spock v. Dautd, 469 
F'. 2d 1047 (3rd Cir. 1972), It ls the near
unh en,al view that a right or matter tn con
trover:,y must be capable of valuation ln 
dollars and cents to sustain Jurisdiction un
under § 1331." To the Co~t. thla constitutes 
not only the majority but the more realistic 
analysis or the amount-In-controversy re .. _ 
qulrement. Where It desires to award Jurls
dlcUon over cases Involving Important rights 
wltho1-t regard to a monetary valuation, the 
Congrr.,s ls r::ar>able of excluding such re
strtctlom1; witness, for example, the clvtl 
rights and elective franchise statute at 28 
U .S.C. l 1343. Th us, where Congress has re-

qutred a Jurisdictional sum, It would seem 
unwarranted for a court to presupie that 
the Um1tat1on was unlnt:entlon.s.l.• 

The question therefore becomes whether JU 

:ci::t!:a:~e ~m:e,1:~~n~~n::;~;~~ of~: tb:e~~ o;c!~ =~clr:~: ~O: :~::!lo!; 

:u~l~~~tl:reth~e fnar~:'te~:in:°~ =::tu~! :e:e z!~!1:s o~::r:is Ai:_! 

name, warranta an assumption ot jurtsd1c
tton, and the Court ls therefore left With no 
alternative here but to dlsmlss the actJoD. 

:~~.:t~~~~~~i!ov~rs:pp~~~;!~~ t:er:l~~ appropriate, and the Co~ does Dot pro!Jer 

::~ t~t:~~::~:~t 1!1
5°~:~: Jt~t :r;~~; lts ~~~urt has here been requested to m-

as where a plaintiff ca.n demonstrate the Voke a Jurtsdlcttop which only Congress can 
$10,000 value or sum. · grant but which Congress has heretofore 

Computations measure the "value of the Withheld. Whether such Jurtsdlctfon ought; 
object" of the suit, Missfssippf & Misscniri to he conferred ls the prerogative of the con
R.R. Co. v. ward, 2 Black (6T U.S.) 485 gress. Plalntlf!'s, Qt course, are tree to pursue 

!:6~;u~h~~ 1~1~':t rn::i~~~~yva:~;!t o:Jec,:: ;::~:r ~~~d!:::!~to~!e~:::p~ofh~~ 
aOJudlcatlon. The object here could be de- and the constitutional principles that reserve 
scribed as elther the tapes and documents to Congress the conferral of Jurisdiction. 
themselves ~r a.s access to the Information valldate the present course, 
contained therein. Since Intrinsically, the - JOHN J. Smri:A, Chfe/ Judge. 
tn.pe recordings and documents do not ap• October 17, 1973. 
proach a $10,000 value, v;e look Instead to the FOOTNOTES 

value of a disposition either granting OI' 1 '"Statement of Material Facts as to wblch 
denylrig the declaratory Judgment a.net other there ta no Genuine Issue" filed by platntura 
relief sought.· on August; 29, 1973, at 1. Counsel !or the de-

Plaintiffs suggest several possible analyses Cendant President acknowledged 1n Court Oil
by which existence of the required mlntmum Oct.ober 4., 1973, that defendant takes no Issue 
value may be established. It appearS" to the With plaintiffs" statement. 
Court, however, that none of these proposata •Id.at. 2._ 
sum~. First, In an affidavit of the Seleci I Id. at 3. 

~~~!~!~ ~~~~;::~::!~;=t~st~~1;,t; ~~~ ~~~:!!~ :~~e':.~3'::~::~ 
the expenses they wlll Incur lt compelled to 1 (DD.C. 1973), 
secure from other sources the tntonnatlon • The Supreme Court and the Court of Ap ... 
contain~ ln the subpoenaed materlals. peats tor this Circuit have affirmed that Jur1S
Though the Court' does not dispute this a.a- diction falls "if the cause ts not one described. 
sessment, lt nevertheless cannot accept such by any Jurtsdlcttonal statute." Powell v. Mc
indirect costs a.s the amount-In-controversy. Cormack, 395 U.S. 486, 512-513 (1969) Citing 
Alternatives means of achieving the object ol Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 196-199 (1962). 
a suit or collateral results of a Judgment are See also, Cary v. Curt.ls, 3 How. (44 US.) 
not properly considered In computing the 236, 245 (1845) and United States Servlce
JuMsdictlonal mtntmum under I 1331.21 'I'h8 men's Fund v. East.land, - P. 24 - (No. 
cost o! added Committee work to ferret out 24,279 August 30, 1973) (D.C. Cir. 1973). 
the desired information ls quite clearly the Reference to Article m, I 2 alone ta 1nsum.
cost or ~ alternative procedure. Nor 1s the cien.t. 
Select Committee's appropriation of a valid For the contrary proposltlon plalntltTs cite 
measure. The decision ln Williams v. Phillfps. six decisions: New York Times Co. v. U.S .. 
-F. Supp. - (D.D.0.1973, C. A. No. 490- 403U.B.713 (1971); SanltaryDlstrictofChl• 
73), the only authority cited !or this prop- cago v. U.S., 266 U.S. 405 (1925); In Re Qebs,, 
osltton. contains no such holding. Platntlffs 158U.S.564 (1895); U.S.v.ArllngtonCounty, 
have not attempted to quantify the direct 326 P.2d 929 (4th Cir. 1964); U.S. v. Brand 
Impact of a Judicial decision, and Indeed, it. Jewelers, Inc., 318 P. Supp. 1293 (S.D.N.Y. 
appears to the Court that such an appraisal 1970); and U.S. v. Brittain, 319 F. Supp. 1058 
ts Impossible from either party's viewpoint. (N.D. Ala. 1970). None of these cases, how-

Second is a suggestion that the rlght_s and ever, holds that the government or anyone 
responsibilities ()!legislators exceed the $10,• else may Invoke Jurisdiction of the federal 
000 minimum. The restriction to a dollars COurts without utllizlng a specific Jurlsdlc
and cents evaluation of the matter In con- _ttonal statute. Each were lnltlally brought by 
troversy, however, Iog:lcally precludes an as- the United States and Jurisdiction appar
sumptlon that the value or such a rlght can ently invoked under 28 U.S.C. § 1346, or its 
satisfy f 1331. The value of the right or duty predecessor, an Independent statutory base 
must be quantHlable.u There inust be some applicable to the governmenL · 
financ1al gain or loss associated directly with . •Job i:21 (The Holy Btble)-
sustalnlng, reJectlng or declaring the rtghL 'Su, Skelly Oll Co. v. Phllllpa Petroleum 
Tlie Supreme Court has only recent.Ir re- co., 339 U.S. 667, 671 (1950) and Aetna Life 
minded us that insults against federal om- Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227,249 (1937) • 
clals under § 1331, "It ls necessary to satisfJ' 1 CJ .. Confiscation cases, 7 Wall (74 U.S.) 
the a.mount-ID-controversy requirement. tor 4M. 4.67 (1868). It may be argued that Sen· 
federal Jurlsdlctlon." Lynch 11. Household Ff• ate Resolution 262, 70th congress. lat Ses
nance Corp., 405 U.S. 538,547 (1972). Any di• slon (1928) permits the Select. Committ:ee 
rect financial consequence to rights or duties to sue In the name of the United States here 
ts not apparent ln this case. despite the provisions ot f 516. Resolution 

Finally, regarding value from defendant's 262 states to pertinent part: 
viewpoint, the Court cannot find anr basis [AJny committee of the Senate ts hereby 
on· which to assign a dollar value to the mat- authorized to bMng suit. on behalf of and 
ter ln controversy. Just as the constitutional In the name ot the United States In allJ' 
obligations of leglslators, defendant's Inter- court. of competent Jurtsdlction lt the com
est, whatever it may be termed, ts Incapable mlttee ts ot the oplnlon that the suit ts nee
of such an appraisal. Each of the plalntlff"s essary to the adequate performance of the 
assertions, then, regarding the amount-In- powers Invested 1n lt or the duties imposed 
controversy are legally Inadequate, and find• upon it., •• 
Ing no possible valuation of the matter It occurs to the Court. that there are at; 
which satlsftes the Jl0,000 minimum, the aeast three responses which answer this 
Court cannot assert Jurisdiction by virtue claim. First, insofar as the Senate Resolu
ot f 1331. tlon IS Inconsistent With the provisions of 

No Jurisdictional s~atute known to the § 516, It would appear that the statute, en
Court, Including the !our which pla.lntlfra acted by both Houses of Congress,, shoul4 
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control over the Resolution of one House. ~ue WM specUleattY left open. The opin- 11'.s. 68-(1900) and U.S . .,. Sayward, 160 U.S. 
second, any exceptt~n to f 516 must be one ion 4oea Include the following statement 493 (1896). I ,.1 
"autbortzed by la.w. Although the question cited by plalntl~s: • • see. e.g •• Barry v. Mercein, & How. (46 
bas never been speclfically Jltlgated. lt seems The lead.Ing students of the APA, whose V.S.) 103 (1847): McGaw v. l,l!arrow 4'12 P.2d. 
apparent that '"law" in f 616 would not fn- analyses are often cited by the Supreme 962 (4th Cir. 1973): Kb.eel "· Pori of New 
cJude a legislative action of the sort repre .. _ court, and who on some matters are·ID con- York Authority, 467'P.2d 46 (2nd Cir. 1972); 
sented by S. Res. 262. The term ''law" doea fflct with each other, seem to be ln agreement Goldsmith v. Sutherland. 426 F 2d 1396 (6th 
not normally enoompass within its definition that the term "agen'~ In the APA tneludes ctr) cert. denied 400 US. 960 (1970)· Rosado 
.. resolution," and au recognized exceptlom the President-a conclusion fort1fl.ed. by the--- v. Wyman, 414 F.2d 170 (2nd Cir. 1969), re
to 1 516, such as 10 U.S.C. 11037, are statute care taken ~ make express exclusion of~ tiersed on other grounds 397 U.S. 897 (1970); 
Jaws enacted by both Houses: In ad.dttlon. .. Congress" and "the court.a." 33'1 P. Supp. a.t :Rapoport v. Rapoport, 416 F.2d 41 (9th Cir. 
the supreme Court has hinted that author!- '761 (footnote omitted).- , . 1969) cert. denied 397 U.S. 916 (1970); Otan
zatlon ot legislative CQmmlttees to sue as Nevertheless, in the next sentenci!the court cana v. Johnson, 335 F.2d 366 (7t1i Cir. 1964)" 
the United States under 11346 may require wrttes: , . cert.denfed3'79UB.1001 (1966). 

:::C!~~~a:fytoci=s!i~:~.~~ ~:.\~ ;1:nu\!e J:'i'c:!ft ~~erca':ihe,:e~~8:i be~oi::t
0:!~~,~=~~!:~:8;r!1!1~a: 

(19~8), dd not reach the question ot whether aga.lnst the Presid.enteo no-mine. 337P. Supp. the statute to remove the amoun; In con
a Senate committee could a.ct as the United at 761. . _ troversy requirement In_ cases in which con
States under 28 U.S.C.' I 41 (predecessor to The Court ot Appeals in this ClrCult ~ stltutlonal rights a.re a.sserted against federal 
28 U.S.C. i 1346), because "even iJ it be aa- also left open th,S, question. See; Boucle v. officers." but bas each time falled to enact 
sumed.that the Senate alone may give that Davld, 448 P. 2d 1"967, 1078 n. l'I (D.O. Cir. lt.Briet1n0pP9Sltlonat2S. 
authority," it had not even attempted to do 1971). Defenda.ni further notes, "lt ls bard , :nsee~ e:.g'? Healy v. Ra.tta, 292 U.S. 263 
so. 277 U.S. at_388 (Italic adde(J). . · to Imagine that a statute that excludes fri>m (1934); Llqn Bonding & Surety Co. v. Karatz, 

Third, and m~t m:.porta.ntly, the. Ian- 1ts· operatio~ even the govermnent.s ot the 262 U.S. 77 (1923): Town of Elgin v. Marshall, 
guage and historical .setting of S. Res. 262. territories and the Ma.yoi: ot the District ot 106 U.S. 678 (1882); Quina.lt Tribe of Indians 
exact the conclusion that tt was Intended, Columbia should be held to ha.ve Included, v. Gallagher, 368 F. 2d 648 (9th Clr. 1966) 
not to confer Jurisdiction, b?t to ensure. tn tts bland and neutral language, the~- cert. denied, 387 U.S. 907 (1967). . 
standing 1n lawsuits. Both parties agree. dent ot the United states. 0 Brief In opposI- For the contrary propostlon ptalnturs cite 
that the Senate adopted B. Res. 2~ 1n re.: tlonat33p.7. , , , . ,; Petroleum Exploration 09. v. Public Service 
sponse to the Supreme Court decision In ;tG"Agency action" is defined by the statute Commission, 304 U.S. 209 (1938); Bitterman 
Reed. As Just noted, the Reel! Court did not aa "the whole or a. part of" any agency rule, v. LoulsvUle. & Nashville R~ .• 207 U.S. 206_. 
reach the issue of statutory Jurisdiction be- order, Ucense, sanction, relief or the equiva- 224-36 (1907); and Federated Mutual Imple
cause It found that the Senate ~peclal Com- lent or denial thereof, or the failure to act/' ment & Hardware Ins. Co. v. Steinherder, 268 
mJttee lacked standing. 277 UB. at 388. B. & UB.C. 1561 (13). Pia.inti.ifs cite tbla tan- P. 2d 734 (6th Ctr. _1969). In e_acb of these 
Res. 262 was intended to correct that detect, gua.ge as aptly describing "the President's instances, however, parties stood to suffer 
and thus tt authorized committees to sue !allure to turn over the evidence whleh the monetary tosses In excess of the Jurl.sdictionat 
"ln any· court of competent jurisdiction." committee has demailded. ••" "•• Int.Ct, amount as the direct result of a Judgment. 
Thls language tradlUonallJ mean:s courts the term 'adjudication' 88 defined by -the In Petroleum Exploration lt was the expense 
tha.t already have Jurisdiction, that are APA, could well apply to the President's ac- a Maine corporation would incur 11 forced to 
presently competent to consider the case, tton. see 6 u.s.o. 1661 (ti a.nd 7)." Reply appear and give information pursuant to an 
pursuant.to some Independent statutory pro- Memorandum at 18. Defendant interprets the order of the Kentucky Public Service Com~ 
vision. It does not Itself serve to bestow same deflnltton as appltcable only to the mission. In Bitterman, it was a railroad's 
Jurlsdictton. "rule-maklng" and "formulation or-orders•• fine.nclal toss lf ticket sales by brokers were 

c;:::~~':8
o!

1~n~~~ an~e~:n::. :: ~u:=:ns0
~ 0~~~ci!ri. :r~~~e:p=:u':

1:.1: :!C::J~n:o~·sesn:~a:~~~~!e:ef!~~':!ns~ 
F. 2d 667 (7th Ctr. 1967) and In Re Hearings 33 34 ance company 1t a former sales agent were 
by the Committee on Banking and eurrency, · ie 5 1J.s.c 1 702 provides: not restrained from competing in the lnsur-
19 F.R.D. 410 (ND. Ill. 1956). A person~ suffering legal wrong because of ance business for two years. 

10 See, Senate ~port No .. 1992, 87th Cong., agency action or adversely affected or ag- ~Plaintiffs urge that Kennedy v. S'.1.mpson 
2nd Sess. pp. 2--4 (1962). 28 U.S.C. 11361 did grieved by a.gency8.ction within the meaning (D.D.C., CA, 1583-72, .August 16, 1973} and 
not create a new or distinct cause of action. of a relevant statute, 1s entitled _to Judiclal Holtzman v. Richardson (E.D.N.Y., 73-C-537, 

n Prairie Zand of Pota.watomle Tribe ot review thereof. July 26, 1973) reversed, -:P. 2d- (2nd Cir. 
Indians v. Udall, 355, F. 2d. 364, (10th Cir.) The plaintiffs claim a legal right Ot the 1973) found tha.t the constitutional rights 
cert. denied 385 U.S. 831 (1966). -._ committee to have Its lawtuI subJ)cienas and duties ot legislators met the monetary 

,: See e.g., Harmon v. Brucker, ~56 U.S. 579 obeyed by the President &nd clt:e prlnelpally requirement of 11331. This con~tuston, how
(1958); McOaw v. Parrow, 472 P. 2d. 952 {4th Watkins v. u.s .. 354 u.s. 178 (l 95'1)' and Mc- ever, seems inaccurate. Kennedy dld not 
Cir. 1973); Spock v. David, 467 F.2d 1047 Grain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 136 (1927). discuss jurisdiction but wa.s apparently a, 
(,3td Cir. ~972); United States v. Walker, 409 ·Supl)Iementa.1 Memorandum at 27, Reply f 1361 ease (P:rformance of a ministerial 
r 2d 477 19th Cir. 1969);Greffa.nt1 v. Hershey Memorandum at 18 19. Defendant matnta.lna duty). In Holt ... man, the object ot the con~ 
:.ma r'. S11pp. 553 (8.D. N.Y. 1969); Switzer- that· although plahlurrs may have Cited an trovers:, from defendants' viewpoint (bomb
Iand Co. v. Udall, 225 P. Supp. 812 (W.D.N.C. adverse effect- they·ha.ve not pointed to an Ing ln C&mbodla) tar exceeded the $10,000 
1904) ajj"d, 337 F. 2d 66 (4th Ctr. 1964) cert. _lllegal effect' recognized by Ja.w He cites Jurlsdiction sum. As plaintiffs note, a court 
denied3SOU.S.914 (1966). · Senate Report No. 762, 7Qtb Co~gress, _}st· In this district has apparently ruied that I 

11 Plaintiffs misread the prior opinion of· Session (1945) at 26, and Kansas City Power the lnhe.~nt value of a constitutional right 

~~~~a;~~~! ;!~~lnt~~t t~!1~!!~! ::v~ : !;i~~ncitz v351;;C:.:~s:!5 c~is~f.2ir<feicbl c~~ :r j~t;'tsd:'ti~~e Pe!~lse':- any a~ount sei 
duty, ministerial in nature, to comp!y with position at 34. , West End Neighborhood Corporation v. 
subp0,:~1111.s. The Court rather stated that de- n&e Pan American World Airways Inc Stans, 312 F. Supp. 1068 (D.D.C. 1970). Thia 
frl!(lant's obligation to produce unprivileged v CAB 892 P2d 483 494 (DO Cir j968 ,: Court., however, cannot Justify a conclusion 
evidence was "more akfn to a mlntstertal Kansas'01tyP~wer&LtghtCo·v· McKay 225 th&t the Stans decl_slon represents the law 
duty" than to a discretionary one, "i/ indeed P.2d 924, 932-933 (D.C. Cir.) ~. denied 360 in this or any Ctrcult with the possible 
it concerns otftclal dutfea at Clll." In Re Grand U.S. 884 ·(1965): AJmour v. Pace, 193 F .2d t\99, exception of the Third, and accordingly, with 
Jury Subpoena Duces _ Tecum Issue~ to 701 n. 5 (D.O. Ctr. 1961). Such is the rule In due respect, cannot regard that precedent. 
Richard M. Nixon, etc., 360 P. Supp. 1, 8 n.21 other circuit.a a.swell, See. e.g., Arizona state To sa.y tha.t constitutional rights are lnca
(D.D.C. 1973). (emphasts·added). In sustain- Dept. of Publtc Welfare v. Dept. ot Health, pable ot a monetary assessment ls not to say 
Ing the Court's position In that case, the Education and Welfare, 449 F.2d 456, ,w4 (9th that they are petty or worthless. All persons 
Court o! Appeals for this Circuit character- Cir. 1971),.cert. denied 405 UB. 919 (1972); zealize, or should realize, that their value 1s 
lied the responsibility of the President to Zimmerman v. United states Government, unsurpassed. Such value, however, is simply 
produce evidence as one of the "routine legal. 422 F .2d 326, 33Q--331 (3rd Clr.), cert. denied not the type )ntended to satisfy the mone
obllgatlons that confine all citizens." Nixon 399 U.S. 911 (1970); Twin Ctties Chippewa tary restrictions ot § 1331. Other statutes 
v. Sirlca,--F. 2d-- -(No. 73-1962 October 12, Tribal council v, Minnesota Chppewa Tribe, may grant jurisdlctton I~ some ot these cases, 
1973) (D.C. Cir.1973), at page 18 slip optniori. 370 F.2d 629, 632 "(8th Cir. 1967); Chournoa but § 1331 does not. 

& ~l~~~~;1
~o~it~1:::

1
~~':!~~;;tF~~~~;. is:)~~~ia;:: ~!~~a~l:~~ 9~~1~!i

0
~~ g:~ . The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

737 (D.D.c. 19!1), the decl.sion of a three- ere.ting Engineers v. NLRB, 328 F.2d 850, 854 tlon is on agreeing to the substitute 
J•nl~c court \\ntten by Circuit Judge Leven- (3rd Cil'.), cert. denfed 379 u.s. 826 (1964 ); amen~ent of the Senator from North 
thal, ru, d,:,flnltfrety establishing that the ove Gustavsson Contracting eo. v. Floete , Carolina. 
President Is an "agency' for purposes ot the 278 F.2d 912, 914 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 364 The substitute amendment was 
~tatute. As the Court reads that decision, U.S. 894 (1960). agreed to. 
however. and as defendaut suggests, that usee, e.g .• Holt v. Indiana Mtg. Co., 176 ThePRESIDINGOFFICER.Theques- -

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, 1 - 71 
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tlon II on the en-em and third previous order, the Chair nc~ the to drop remaining emigration controls 
reading or the bllL dlstingulshed Senator from ArkansM and grant civil liberties to It.a citizens. 

Tbe bill cs: 2641> was ordered to be CMr. Fut.aB.rcHT) for not to exceed 15 Perhaps the Jackson approach will 
engrossed for a third read!Dg, WM read minutes. work, but If It should fall to bring the 
the third time and paased, aa fC)llows: - desired result.a, the congressional ma-s..... DIITENTE AND l'flE MIDDLE EAST Jori ties whlcb have Insisted upon IIDklng_ 

Be u enacted '7 U..s 8fflCte and Bame o/ equal trade treatment with internal re-
Repre&entaNou of u... umw Statu of Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President- as forms wtthln,the SoVlet Union may w1sb 
America .t:11 COJ&Fffl a.,aem.bld~ That (a) the Middle East crisis contlnues, lt.s con.. to reconsider their atUtude toward 

:: ~::~ ~~b':!9 ~t;!:!~~ =~:~~c ~\~:!~ 1;:1:;e: ~::::;~tnterven~on In Soviet 1n .. 
Jurisdiction. without regard to the •:;:n or has been the acute fuel shortage neces- My own view 1s that the best-and 
;t,~uea:i!18h::-cxe1n«~=!brou::_{. sltatlng the emergency measures cal1e4 most-we Can do to advance the cause 
b the Senate Beteot Committee'" on Prest,• for by the President In his speech of of liberties within the Soviet. Union la 
d.~U&t campaign Actlvlttea, which waa ere,, November '1. The energy crisis ls by no to build an lntema~onal atmosphere or 
ated on Februar, ,, 1m, bJ Senate Resotu- means solely the result of the partial climate of security and confidence 
tlon Nuinbel'ed 80, to enforce or secure• dee- and selective Arab boycott: even the through trade, Investment, cultural ex
taratlon concerning the valtdlt7 of any aub-- Canadians have chosen this moment to change. frequent political contacts and 

t:e:i;r !=.:=i:!':eor =::;r !:9':! ~~~ st~rli'::Uth:-0 :•· oil~== above all., arms control These ar6 also 

~~:S:~\ror .!;' om':rer or ~l~t: C&nada than. from any other foreign :: !:!ew:i c::e d~3~:=:e~nd 
any department or agencr of the Untte4 country. Increased costs and short.ages Whether· or not the Soviet-American, 
states to procure the production. bef91'8 the of ~uel will Inevitably result not onl7 In encounter of October 24 and 25 qualifies 
said committee of aD1 lnformatlOJl,, docu- discomfort f~ most Americans and as the "most difficult crlsls"' since the 
~~tta:4 ma~ :U. oth:rn:i*:eria:! ~~~:c:iai;: :==. :: a':8: Cuban mlsslle cris!s of 1962 aa President 
authorized to Investigate, and Ule satd dla- shortages . of other petroleum-based Nixon said. it was serious enough to 
trtct court shall have Jurtsdlctlou to enter goods, ·shortages which will accelerate point up the surpassing Importance of 
any such JudgDlen\ or decree In &!lJ" such Inflation. SovJ.et-Amerlcan cooperation In matters 
clvU action u may J>e necessary or -.PP~- · The Middle East war has also provided of world peace, and also to Point up the 
ate to enforce,obedlence ~, IUlJ such sul>- grist for the mill of our redouble cold interest of all nations 1n the resolution poe; rii '::t'e Select ~ittee on .Pres- warriors. who have seized thts occasion to once and for all of the Arab-Israel con-1&!:!u.i ~ampatgn. Aettvltles Shall have au- attack . cooi>eratlon wit!>, the Soviet flict which brought the great po~rs to 
thorlty to prosecute·tn lts own name OI' 1n Union.. . , , the c~ of late. October. Th'! tempta
the name of the United states In the Dbtrlcl 'Ibis ·morning lt was reported that· the tions to recrimlnatlon are strong: Prest
Court of the United. States for the District ct Pentagon will request a $3·bllllon to $(- dent Nixon may have overreacted with 

~~°:»':u:t{ ;;n ;:d"~:~°: °!n~= billion Increase in _the miUtary budget. :1:e~l~:.r!n~e:e ::~~~!d~d ~Ji':! 
or secure a declaration concerning the va- The administration had already re- Joint Soviet·American sponsorsh1p of the 
~::!~ an.!uS:~n:a: :::.to:eth°! l!es=:~~~=o~al ~lllion t.o pay United Nations e~ergenc7 force 'to su-
Preslden~ or Vice President or any other Assaults upon the merits of d~tente pervise the truce. 
omcer of the united States or·any omcer or with the Soviet Union are not only In- It Is also being widely contended that 
employee of any department of the United. flammatory but terile. They are terlle the mere threat of _unilateral Soviet mJU-

:::::e~1!J:i~~th::rr:1nrU:~1:e~0i;O:: be<;ause the de~ct.ors seentto a!sume ~esin~~:~~n':ss U:.~ ~i:: ~ 
~:::~t~e~tiie°" ~t=:~ ::»~e~l1'!~~=tl~:~';>~i~~~~~:: we to conclude that a cold war siance 
thorlzed to Investigate. and pray the said fact the only altemallve 1s the cold war would have served us better? Would the 
dtatrlct court to enter such Judgment or with Its endless polemics. the ruinous Soviets have shown greater restl'ai1_1t 
decree ln said ct..-n action as mar be neces- arms race, and perlocllc trips to the nu- and good faith lf our, relations we1·e stiµ 
sary or appropriate to enforce any such sub• etear brlnk. It may well be granted that· frozen ~ in Stalins time? It seems 
poena or order. Soviet-American cooJ)Cratlon In the cur- hl!--rdty likely. Instead of dismantling the 

(c) The senat.e Select Oomm!ttee on Prest- rent Middle East crisis has been less than detente, the logical hnpllcatton of the ::::::::l b~~i:~1!:tor~!~ 1!'.~t ~Y ::Si";:!:; might have been desired, but does it fol- crl.sis, of late. October is the need to 
In any action prosecuted. by aa.ld committee low that we would be better off if there st1 engU1en Soviet-American cooperation. 
under this Act. - had been no cooperation at all? The The fact that detente Is fragile does 

burden of proof has been placed on the not mean that lt 1s futll~. Quite ~he con
Mr. ERVIN. I _move to reconsider the wrong side. Instead of bottling the ad- trary: every time the two great nuclear 

vote by whlc~ s. 2641. as ame11;ded. waa vocates of detente to an exacting If not powers come to a point of confronta
passed by the Senate. . impossible, standard the . det~tors Uon. the necessity of detente ls reln

Mr. :MANSFIEID. Mr. President. I ought to be required io show that they forced. What the detractors cannot-seem 
move to lay that motion on the table. have something bette'r to offer. to get through their heads is that there 

The m~tion to_ lay. on the tabJe ~ I doubt that theY can. although It ap- Is no alternative except endless conflict. 
agreed to. ~. pears that they shall have their chance. We and the Russians have to get along 

The Utle was amended so aa to read: Bowing to poliUca.1 reality. the admlnfs- with each other, because in matters of 
To confer Jurisdiction upon the Dlstrlc\ tratlon hea abandoned for the time being .-world peace. neither can get along with

Court; Of the Unttecl statee ot certain clV1l Its effort to secure equal trade treatment out the other. 
actions brought bJ t.be Senate Se1ec, Com- for the soviet Union. It did ·so t.o avoid I underline that by reiterating the ex
:'~~~or 0:t!~1!:;::!. C&mpalgo. Acttvlt~ a prospective congressional vote on the tstence of nuclear warfare. the nuclear 

Jackson amendment, which would make arms about which we have talked so 
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I ask both equal trade treatment and ordinary much In this body. 

unanimous consent that the Secretary of commercial credits contingent upon free Perhaps there has been some mlstm
the Senate be authorlzed to make tech- emigration from the Soviet Union-a derstandlng of the meaning of detente. 
nical and clerical corrections ln the en- blatant intrusion upon internal Soviet It does not mean that the two super
grossment of S. 2641. as amended and affairs. The result is that. for the time powers have come to see everything eye 
passed In the Senate toda,.. being at least, Soviet trade wilt continue to eye; on the contrary, we remain poliU-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to be discriminated against, and we shall cal rivals with inlmical political systems. 
objection, it Is so ordered. · now see how the Jackson approach works Detente, 1n Its essence, Is an agreement 

ORDER OF BUSJNESS 

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem
pore. At this time, tn accordance with the 

for our nat-ional Interest. We shall see not to let these differences explode into 
specifically. whether continued trade dis- nuclear war. We may hope t.o mitigate 
crlmlnation provides leverage for Soviet- our ideological differences thrOugh time 
American cooperation In the Middle East. and human contact, but we dare not force 
and whether It will induce the Russians the pac~ lest we undercut the purpose of 
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!he ieglUmate claims of those V.'ho ·op- the Vice President or any other officer ot the the· suit could be based .Judge Slrlca 
.,o ed setting a.side any area and those ~::~:::i:!:: :;,1 ag°!'nC: : e:!!1~:i: stated in his Opinion: 
w favored a smaller preserve. States to procure the production before ~· The Court bu here been requested to 

e uniqueness of the Big Thicket can satd Committee or any 1nrormatl011. docu• :;.:~e :Jt~1
1~lon ~~ ODJ?aa°°:rr::r:: 

~;: ~a= a~~::/o~!~ r. ::.. :~'::iti:~a4e~~!~1:1"c:=1t:!~r~~~ wltbhekl. -- .. : " . - ~ : 
of th House pictures shov.1.ng ~ re- tliorlzed to lq,vestlgate, :an':1, ~he said Dlstrtd; S. 2041 would provide the necessary 
marka le character of the area; - Court shall. have Jurlsd.tctlon to enter any Jurisdiction to the d~trtct courl _ 

The gentleman from Tex .<Mr. sut:h Judtment or c!ecree ln .. anj ·s~ch_clvtl Asrespectstheprocedurechosenby·the 
Ku.EN) as been extremely e ective In action as may be necessaey-or appropriate to.· select committee, Judge Sirlca observed 
the Inte or Committee In adv ncing the enforce obedience 1'..° an7 auc1:1 subpoena or ·that t:J,ie · select committee deliberately 
Big 'J1).ic et.proposal and I person~ -0 ~:)·ni; Senate·~ 1~ ~inmit~-~n Pr~. chose not to attempt an adjudication of 

:~~ :JJ; ::ih~ f:fve~e tio~tl~~ ~ !t~:: ~a;~~J~:v::~!nhal~a!:1t~or•~; !~~t=d1:·J::~ t°n1~~=~e: 
gard. . tbe n1¥l3C o1 tbe United states tn the District Section 192, or via. congressional common 

The .sam ls true for tr. Su:ELM:A.N, Court. of the .United States for the District law powers which permit the Sergeant a~ 
v,ho is also a member f the·1:nterlor of Columbia an:, ctvU action heretofore or Armstorctblyto_securea~tendanceo~the 
Commi~tee a d who I~ a ong those most ~;;:t0~rs!1'i~g!td~t:!~ 1~%1:!t;:1!; ;:; offending party, and that the select com
responsible f brlng1 about the final validity o1 ally subpoena or order Jleretofore · mittee declared that elther method would 
bill that obta ned th backing of the or hereafter -Issued bj, 88.td Committee to· _be "l,napproprla~·~ and "unseemly.•_ 
commltteE(and hopef 17.1~-l?_~.g': _b_J' ~the President or _Vlci:_Pr~lde~,.-~ any 9th·~ . In dlsmlssing the select committee•, 
the House tod •. · -' .. --~ ·>:--· ;· -~.-.. officer ot tho United St.at.ea or any offlc.er or suit for.lack of Jurisdiction. Judge Sirica 

The SPEAK pr tempare CM:r. Mc-_ employee or_ any department of the Unlted · potrited OQ.t that in Ught of this ~ of .,_ 

!~~~!;f :e ~!esg io e':iac:in /!':nm;!~ :_i:-4kll C<?i:!~eO:h!~~=:~::,e!or;O:~ JurisdicUon be di~d not reach the problem 

Carolina~ Uh. TA oa> that the House ;.:~:v~tui.:,e<' tJ!":C::~~ ~eo~~~~~ :!r~':1~1~:'"1s0~i!:i:jtsto~n~t! t:; 
suspend the rules d pass the bill H.R. authorized t.o_tnvestlgate,,and pray t.b~.sald enactment of S:.2641 will supply.lacking 
11548 .-. ·· - · - · District 9Curt _ to enter sue~ Judgment or Jurisdiction b~t It wlll leav.t unresolved . 

Th~ · qu~Uon · as taken: and.:.....:.two.... decree in aald clvU. a,ctton as may ~ n~' ani lssUe ~ of Justicfabillty or any_ Issue 
!~:~ul~v:~./ s=e :;v:d~~~m :z:n: .. ::=~i_:~~~.-~·(!f-~ "on~:~~·int;~~~~~;:· ;~;1;·~~ : . 
was passed. · · · · · de~~\ai~ea:';:~ ~:~~~~: ;::!: _btoade!' ~ scope ~h,n the measure" .that 

A motion to sented. by such attoineya as it maJ designate passed the Senate ~d is now before U.S. 

table:. _ !i11n:1! t~:1:1!lro~u~,~-~~1~: ~~~lttfe ~~:a;:1ei:o~rbrl~g~~S:~8! 

· The SPEAKER. Is a Sec~nd dema~ded? . ·:!1~in-:~:ftt! Ul~ur~!!. ~~ 
a s~~~~LORY. Mr~ Speaker. I demand sUtute introduced by Senator. Eavnt at 

~e SPEAKER. Without objection, a ::r~~esi:,;0
: 11°~:!in~t;: ;a~e~e~~ 

second wut be considered a.s ordered. committee,. whlch restric:L,s the appllca-
There was no objection. Uon of the _bill to subpenas a~d orders 
Mr. KASTEr,_'MEIER. Mr. Speaker, I of the select committee.. 

;;
1
~~. mysel! such time a.s I may con· Altho\lgh the select committee may 

The purpose or s. 2s41 1s to comer r~~tft4~y !e~T;:~li~;:: &~n~~1:t~;~g~ 
upon the U.S. District Court for the Dis· jurisdiction be resolved now by legisla.
triet of Columbia Jurisdiction over civil tion needed t-0 enable the select commtt
actions brought by the Senate select tee to obtain information related to its 

CONFERRING JURISDICTION ON committee on Presidential campaign ac- lnvestlgation. For the same reason. the 
U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR DIS· tivlties to enforce-or secure a declara• Committee on the Judiciary does not at 
TRIGT OF ··coLUM.BIA OF CER- tion concerning the validity of-any sub- this time make any recommendation con- . 
TAIN CIVIL ACTIONS BROUGHT pena or order issued by the select colll- cernlng -H.R. 11189. a bfil identical to 
~Y SE;NATE SELECT COMMITTEE mittee to the President. Vice President or S. / 2641 as introduced. The committee ~~n:i~r:rENTIAL CAMPAIGN ft~erFe~realo~cer:orot:productft~~ does ·not wish to sustain the delay that 

Mr. KASTEN™EIER.
. Mr. Speaker, 1 f~no:tfo~ ~~e != comm~t~m: give: enLeacttment of a tbroTheaderbbllliU c~!fe~ e1n~L 

authorization to prosecute such actions me repea ; -
~~~;:tewbr1;

1sf;~1~e;~~ ~~~:r~~ f~J~~ to enforce~r s~e a declaration con- :;;,~:~t ~)' ~e ~~c~o=t~e;o:!~ 
tion upon the dlstrict"court of the United cerning the validity of-such subpenaa forcement of it., subpenas or adJudica
f:tates of certain civil actions brough\ and orders heretofore or hereafter ls· tton Of their validity and It authorizes 
Ly the Senate Select Committee on Pres- sued by it. and may be represented by the committee to sue for such enforce
' ·ential Campaign Activities. and for· such attorneys as 'It may designate III ment or adjudication. Tha.t'ls all the 

< .,Th,er.purpCler05k ... read ·•· s fo1·1·ows.· . . a~-~:r .:~ek~:"ec1 '"by ·~n:~r bill does. . 
ERVIN. Chairman· of the Senate Select Here Is what the bfil does not do: 

8 · 2641 Committee on Presidential Campaign Ac- It does not appl7 'to any committee 
Be u enacted bv th.e senate and House of ttvitles on November 2, 1973, and was co- other than the Ervin committee. -

Representatit.'e.t of the United State., o/ sponsored by all the committee mem- It does not deal with Judlciability or ~'::::1~: ~:i:t:ef~:s{:n~~dS~t!: !~ :_: bers. It passed the Senate in am~nded other issue.s on the merits... 
mstrlct ot Columbia shall have original form on November 9. 1973. ~: ~= ~~!;~i;""&i~n:nate and by 

~.~~~:1~;1~~-~ ~~~:: ::g::t:vet~;, s;:fm an~ Oc~ie:e:,1t:~~~ J~d::c.:::n 1::.c:fJ~·a ';,~ the Judiciary Conunlttee without dls-
clvD action heretofore or hereafter brought the U.S. District Court for the District .sentlng voice.: - ----· 
by the Sena~e Select Committee On Prest- of Columbia dismissed an action brought Mr. Speaker. I urge favoi-able eon-
~;:1~~ ~:;;;:;; 7~c;~;~,l~sj ;:!:1:e ~soC:-:: by the select committee to enforce its sideration of S. 2641 •. - . 
tion Numbered 60, to enforce or secure a subpemis requesting certain tai.,e record· Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, will the 
declaration concerning the valldlty of any lngs which were in the possession of the gcnt1emanyieJd? 
subpoena or order heretofore or hereafter President. The dismissal followed a find· Mr. KASTENMEIER. I· yield to the 
!,sued by said C-Ornmittee to u,e President or Ing that there is no statute upon which gentleman from Iowa. , 

F 
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Mr. GR.OSS. Mr. Speaker. the author-·: I bel;eve this cheek seryes ,: valid puro · obey the subp~a can be r;pulred lo be 

n, that this would give lo the senate pose. We are bclnc askM to"forego this contained In close PBlodT 5Y the Serge-
,eld · commlit.ee, when would Iha& cheek and vest unpreeedentcd authority -..,1 al Arlllo; · . · . · .. . · ; 
e,qme? Would 11 - with the explra- In the.senate select cornmlit.ee .. I would second. He can be committed lo & 
Ilea at the committee, or Is there any . like lo seriousb: caution the House common Jail In the District of Columbia: 

~~ n w~ expire' ac::~=: ~ut...:i:=::t.otAhe e>r~nl. He can bekepl b;lhe Sergean\. 
- lb• expiration at tlie committee. we Congress -ulcl enforce Its own prcc- al Arms In close co_nflnemenl In_ the are 1o14 Iba& the commlit.ee 1s due_ to ess. The senate select comm=! made 1111ardrocm of the ca_ pllol Pol~ . · 
e,qmePebru&1728,19H •... , .·. · _:. noaltempllo·bTlousees edpro- ·Cohfinemenl under the common law 

Mr GROSS. Mr s k .. · I thank the cedures foe enfoeclnir co !aPce, but procedure. as one can Imagine, has not 
aenllemim. .• , . , pea •• : .. < . Instead Is asking .,. 'lo place tfiii cpurl In been used extensively. Thal m"'!ns that 
· Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Speaker, 1 yield . this difficult and-unwanted posltldit. I am It _has become more co111mon lo utUlzo 
m,seJt such time as I ma,. consume. referring to refereeing a dispute be.tween the .sUtutory provisions. contatned In 

Mr. Speaker, 1 had ·considered. oppos- the executive and 1effs1a.tlve branches f!_f · title 2, under section 192. · · • 
mg this Jegislatlon. I certalnl7 want to Ute Oovernme~l. ·.· · . · . . · . Now, here Is what happens, here Is 
question. the wisdom of tts enactment;__ To permit the court to function ln such the procedure, when we use section 192, 
The greet Interest and excitement !1>!fh a ·capacity raises In my mlnd,a sertoua '\Vhlch. • we must. remember, deals with 
surrounds the senate waterirate eom-_ :;:;t1;;ttlo.:'u!:'~t1~1~.~~lo~i. !~=~l_llPt_.~nlT'._a~ not crl~lnal . ~~ ~-c ~r=:.::.. the Federal courl'i Jurisdiction be nm- . n Is required that !he particular com-v-- net and tted. to ·•ca.s:es ~ controverstea.••. This mlttee Involved will certify to the Presl!:.u1~ ~ ~t!":;,':!rt. _. . question Involves a complicated speclaltl' · dent of the $mate or the Speaker of the 

Speak call atlen of Federal Jurisdiction.· I would like lo House, If they are not In session, or lo ·a:f'to the !~~f = Preslden~· ·'polrit out th~t he~r_lngs on th1s bill were _the_body_ as a whole If In session that_ 
- haft; ·been · su.bpeiiaed and. have been-_ n9t held in the other~ _n~r we~ .. he~- somebody. has retused to _obey on~ of lts 

· serve(. with aubpenu and sub bigs held In this bo<ly. . .· . · . . . , ·. . subpenas. - . . . · . . 
• -:duoes· tecum -~ alDce the u::n:: ~nally, Mr. Speaker, I fall to ·under- Then theS.Pea'lceror·.th_ePresldeiitpro- . 

· · w...hlnirlon tfees f the stand the urireney of this legislation, tern Is required lo certif:, lo a U.S. at-· ·=..In the t!f..~t 0Tru• when the Senate seleet committee baa· tomeythequestlonofconlempt.,c . -,·.' 

• man's Iott.er to a_commlit.ee of coiiirresa-. ~~~ ;=. ::O~h~~s~ th~,:at!~·i:,~to:,r:: 4 =· ~:=-·='ll::::: ~~ ~~ ·accounts. the select commlttee_lJlOT be Jury should return.an Indictment, then, 

8Ul>penas duces lecum had been lssUed. 
00:«':. =· "ii:~~!t question the tl!!'k~,!l~'!,:a~tbt;.~"4 

1~J!'°" ..! 
lo Presidents Washlnirton, Jefferson.· need for enactment of this legislation.· the 'Fresldent · of the United stales, the 
Monroe, Jackson, Tyler, Pol)<, Fillmore. and I question, also, the wisdom 'of our Chief Executive of the United Slates, 
Buchanan, Uncoln, Grant, Hayes, Cleve- taking any aucb °"tlon. · . .. · . .. abould be found iru!Uy, It_ Is required ' 
land,, Theodore - Roosevelt, Coolldire, . · <Mr. McCLORY asked and was. lllven under section · 192 that he would be 
_Hoover, imd Fraoklln D. Roosevelt, with- permission 1(1 revise and extend his re- punished b:, a, line of not more than 

-· out the need for MT such legislation as marks.> . .·. . . · . • $1,000 nor Jess thali $100, and thal he 
~ ~ve here to<t&r•. _ The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the be Imprisoned In a common Jail for not 
... ':fbe. Congress has always had ample gentleman fl'OIJ.l. Wisconsin CMr. KASTEN"- Jess than t mOnth nor more than 13 
Power to enforce Its own subpenas, MEIER) desire to yield- ttmee months · 
and as the gentle~an on the other side Mr. KASTENMEIER. Not at this time, Mr. McCLORY. Will the gCntJeman 
of the aisle who sponsors this JegtsJatton. Mr. Speaker. yield to me? 
has brought out. we certainly have that Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Speaker. I yield Mr, RAILSBACK. Let me finish the 
authority right now, and thta enforce.- 5 minutes to the gentleman from Illinois theme of this first. 
ment can be compeD~ by the Sergeant (Mr. RAILSBACK). . The idea ts that In the case of the 
at Arms through our common law au- Mr. _RAILSB~CK. Mr. Speaker, I rise President of the united Sfutcs the Sen .. 
~b' or thorugh secUons 192 and 194. lnsupportot_S. 2641,.whlchconfersJurls- a~ select conunittee. comprised of all 
title 2, united ~tat.es ~~ diction upon the Di~trict Court of the Members. including Republicans and 

I raise two prlmar:, questions regard.. United States for the District of CoI.i1m- Democrats, thought It. would be unseemly 
Inc this Jeclslatlon. One ls that II ls prob- bla over certs In civil actions brought bl'. lo subject the President of the Unfle<I 
ably unhecess&17 because' the Seriate."the senate select.Commlit.ee on Pres!- Stalest& Iha& kind of' an 'a1temaUve, 
Watergate Committee has deferred lts dentlal Campaign Activities. I am ad- and I am Inclined to agree with thc,m. 
further activities and Probabb' wll1 not vised that the i;>epartment of Justice has I now yield to the gentleman from 
reeonvene unto they get l;ogether lo write no obJectlo~ lo this bllL · Dllnols. · · 
a report: andcJearly,ltfsunprecedented. · Frankly. I had &0me questions about Mr. McCLORY. I thank the gentle ... 
It woeks contrary lo the role of the Judi- this bill when I first heard about It, but I man for yielding. _ · · · 

. ctar:, In our oonstltutlonal system. th!~ lliere Is a valid reason for I'- · · I would like lo ask this: It seems lo 
. This lellslatlon places unfeit.ered dis• . Presenlly Conirress .hM t:wo methods of me since that the exlstlnir legislation In• 

cretlon In four Members of the other forclnir compliance. with Its subpenas: , volves a criminal prcceedlug and pur
bod,' lo Issue any iubpenaa or orden. One Is Its Inherent common law author- ports to charge the President with tlte 
whleb It believes necessary for tta In• tty: the other ls Its statutory authority commission of a -crime. as would be re
vest1gative purpose and to direct sub- under title 2. United States Code. sec-' quired under the" existing statute and 
penaa to· the President. the Vice Presl· tlons 192 through 194. It ls signlftcant pursuant to the actions that have been 
denl and other officers ot the United that both methods are forms of criminal Initiated by the senate select committee. 
Stalesastheyseeflt. -. · .. . contempt-,md I _emphasize the word thlsHouseshouldbeassumlnir·Jurlsdlc• 
· AS1 understand the existing provisions •crtmJna.t. • . .. . . · .. · . . tlon. Indeed, the entire action of the 
ot t.lUe 2 of the United States COde. 8. 2641 provides a third remedy. which Senate select committee teems to be 
sect.Iona 192 and UM:, and as we an tnoir. · 111. civil In nature and ver:, limited In its directed against the President of the 
the full House and senete·have con- ·application - · · · UnltedStates. : ... · • , 
slstently considered and occaslonalb' Right now Congress has the common In other words. . It seems to me that 
debated at great length measures author... Jaw power to conduct Its own trial of our tlouse Ju dietary Committee•s Inquiry 
lztnc tlle Speaker of the House or the the contempt of witnesses before its com- Into the question as to whether or not 
President pro tempore of the Senate to ~lttees. A per§on adjudged In contempt imJ?eachable offenses have been charged 
certlf7 contempt proceedtnp -to the of Congress under this Pl'OCcdure may, against the PresJdenf establishes that 
proper U.S. attorney for action by the under an order of the particular House the propc·r forum ls tl\e Hou~ of Repre .. 
,rand Ju17. Under this procedure, each lnvoh;ed. be subjected to one of three sentati\·es. 
body Is perm:tt'ed to screen the activities things: , · If v, ,, 1..,i1·~1:t thfs legislation, It \·est.s 
ofconunlttees. · - First. The lndh"ldual who rnfused to Curt.her ':'utlwdty in t'1e Senate :::r-l~ct 
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-•.commltte& to assume this role and to' o.;ht'to exercise t1ie· authorlt.y It haa JudlclaeyComm!Ueewlthoutbearlngso, 

.usurp our authority to· Investigate the under the constitutional autbodt7 lot extensive consideration. . _ · 
\'arlous charges against Uie President lmpeachmeht. t\nd not to surrender this_, The Joint Committee on Congressional. 
and ehtbles them to go forward \\1th tllls 1\mction to this select committee of the Operations. of which I am vice chairman.· 
acUvltf. ~ .think thal .Is quite· lnappro~ Senalo to tzy th~ President before - has been conducting a detailed study of 
priate: .- · _ ,.. : _ have undertaken our lnvestlgatk>D.. _to Utrgation affecting the congress. lnc]ud .. •'t.: 
tle~: 0s:~~J11e time _of the !':11-: ·:=~~1!:~~~1~,;:~bse°:~_or_~. ~a:1:Ut;5=: :r~=~~~al~~b--

Mr. McCLORY. I yield the genUeinan:,. <Mr. McCLORY Jl.Sked ahd was given·- Many of us on the 'committee have 
2 additional minute& __ . · · ·· permlssf_on ' to 're~. and extend -~ · , been concerned over the Increasing tend-

)!£• RAD.SBACK. Let me respond. I remarks.) :: > ·: ~ ..... _ ·.t .::~ ;-c: ~-·----~-·_'ency oi: the courts to entertain litigation 
maf nqt agree with all of the acUvltles Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker; I Involving 'the Judlcl&I revl•w of leglsla,.. 
of the select conunittee. but let us .not. have no further requests for ·tlnie.·: ·, ' - .tlve detj&Ons..-;,·.-f .::.r..,:: ... ··-_':., .;.._, ~- .~ .:· 
deceive ow-seh·es; they did subpena cer.. J.(r. RODINO. Mr. Speaker. I rise 1n s. 2641 lnvites the courts to enter leg!s ... -
taln docwnen~ and requested certaln ln- support of S. 2641. What this bill does 11 ·1at1veareas.byacoD.lressionatcomm.ittee 

... formation. h1cluding tapes. Those were, ~ give the Seilate and its Belect,~ater .. seeking a decision of the court passlni 
not_ turned over voluntarily by the Prest~·- gate CO~ittee their d~ in court. U the on the validity of a congressional sub
dent of the United. States. The~ or.;· situaUon .were reversed and a _House se.. peDf\. n also establishes the precedent· 
dered that they had to be producyd hi. lei,t Co_mmlttee. were being frustrated In': of pvlng standing 'w rue to a senate 
the ease.. or the Special Prosecutor. but a.s ~e enforcement of Its s1ibpenas because · committee and authorlzln&' It to employ 
far as the Senate select comm.lttee 1s con- of the alleged lack of a duly authortad 1ts own counsel to commence a civil 
cerned ~t said they did .pot have !urls .. · -an~ a~proprlate forum for,aetermlnaUo!l- action either In pie name ol. the: co111 ... 
dlcUon to demand that the7 be pro-, of their validity, I am sure we. would all. m.Ittee or the name of the United states.-

.·du~~ -~k~-li ~-~ -iiia~•·ui: ti,_de~ •. !;~rt!t\i:~:~~et::_ui~: .. s~~~-~t-. o~; th:!~ 1~~:: 7~[~::!::· -
Vices used now for getting the Preolden\. c As I understand·lt.·Judge Slrlca In the to concede the superiority nf the Judicial . 
to turn over documents, if he sbould~Dlstric:I; Court dlsuilssed the Watergate branch In becomlnil a BllPPllcant before 

• ,:efuse to do so, provides for criminal Commlttee's suit.to en{!)ice ,or determine It. Thia ·1s In den,gat.lon of the autonomy 
contempt. Let me make It clear Iha~ t.h)s the v;illdlf;J of Ifs. sul!penlls. lii so dotng· .and lndepenclence of lhe legislative 
bill provldCS for civil contempt. That· Judge S~ca declined to decide 8. whole· branch.and ls an undesirable precedent.· 
Js one of the purposes of this bllL host of ~u~.·lnclud~.such:!ssues u_·-.:-.Bo~fll:eHOllSeandtheSe~~possesa· 

Co~1it~';~~~-~e:~:is~=a~ i:e~=~~·:e::~~:r::e~~thot-~:~~e-s!at~c~~;:::. 
any limitation Wlder existing law .lnso-. a statute granting JurlsdicUon to th~ Actlvt~es.Conunlttee did issue and serve:' 
!a.r M our h1qulcy is concerned. would it!- court asconcluslve._"l'.he decW.on ~pend-:. a subpena on the"'Presldent for the'}>ro-·: 

, hi:·!t~!A~~U:\~; :qlu~~wiaw; :.C-2~~tP!:ui\ ~=:u~:,ac=:'~=--= '!n~~=e:i~ ~==;· 
widerstand tt. you have only these two adjudication by . supp]yln,g. ~ ~khll. of the l:"reside;Dt. The proper Proceed.int 
deVices. both of which are criminal in Jurisdiction. The rn.ea.sure em))OWe.ts the to enforce a subpena aga1nst a recaJct .. 
nature. · · . · . U.S. District Court for the District 9f tran\ witness· ls on order ot the Senate 

Mr •. McCLORY. And they would be ColwpbJa to entertain actions. to enforce to the Seraeant..at·Arms. In this case, to· 
available~ US? _ ·or validate \Vatergate Committee sub- · apprehend any person defying the order 

Mr. RAILSBACK. Yes-; except that l'i>U penas ~nd authorizes the committee to of the Senate and to bring him be_fore tlle · 
llave to go to the U.S. attorney, and then use that court to litigate U1e enforcement bar of the.Senate to show cause why he 
1t Koes to a grand jury process and trial and enforcE>abUity of its subpenas. should not be held in contempt of the' 
U that trial should hold agains~ the- TI1e urgency of perfecting the au~hor- Congress. , 
President of the United Stat.es, he has to ity of the select committee ls ·evident. An altemallve method of eµforcement 
be confined in Jail for l month under 'I11e committee cannot p~rform its lnves• is to proceed under title 2 United Stat.es 
that Statute. ~·bich the ~mmittee does __ tigative function If it cannot enforce it.s Code sec. 192, by referring the proceed
not want to go through. ·._ • _. ..subpenas. Enactment of S. 2641 is needed ing~ ln\'olving the contempt to the U.S. 

Mr, McCLORY. Mr. Spei,ker. I yield to remove the threshold obstacle to a de· Attorney for prosecuUou as a mi!o,:::~ 
myself such time as I may Consume. termination of the substanUve issues meanor. '11le latter p1veecUlng wo,tld 

Mr. Speaker. there seems to be a pcjpu• which Judge Sirlca declined to decide. _ _seem-to be impractical because the 1· s. 
lar demand for.Jegislat~on to enlarge the Pursuant and conclusion of the Water~ Attorney and Lhe Departme~t of Just ice 

. authority and ex,pand the activities of gate lnvesygat.lon_ ls critical to the resto- woul~ be reques~ to proceed agamst 
the Senate Watergate committee. The ration of pur peopJers confidence 1n the their s-uperior~ the PresJdent. ~ 
questlon 1n my mind ls whether they are Federal Government.· n Is Wltlilnkable ~t ls probable that It would be diflkult 
1mplng:lng Upon the rightful role of the . that the Senate select Committee should to achieve a consensus of the Senate to 
.House of Representatives in COl1llection be denied a determination of the enforce-- proceed J.n the. abrupt f!lshlon suggcrted 
with their present inquiry. The excuses· abtuty of lt.lJ &ubpenas simpJy because -first. namely •.. the apprehension of the 
they give for not exercising the Subpena Congress has failed to provide a forliiil.. · ~tumacloua of6clal. 'l1)la · contempt 
power already granted by statute is that We .should enact S; 2641 at on~ · · ·. po_wer of the Senate was last employed 
the.t regard the existing remedies as un- Mr. BROOKS. Mr. __ Speaker. I do not in 1935 ln Jurney v. McCTiicken,. 294 U.S. 
seemly. It appears to me that they may Intend to oppose the motion. but I have 125. · . ~ · 
indeed be unseemly. b!lt. that· does not misgivings concerning this _legislation _ "Ihe question n~cessarily arises whd 
seem to me to Justify some extraordinary which would authorize the Senate Select -Would happen. even if this bill becomes 
temporacy remedy Just because of the Committee on Presid~nUal Campaign.- law over &J>residentlal veto. I( the Prest• 
popularity of the activities of this com... Activities to commence a civil acUon In dent should choose to disregard a·-d:edar .. 
mittee which have been publiclud so the U.S. District Court for the District atocy' Judgment of the District Courl If 
much on television and 1D the press. · of Columbia for the enforcement of lta · he declines to comply with a Senate sub-

I iegard It as a bad precedent for us .subpena for the production of certain pena,, why should he do otherwise with 
to capitulate on constitutional issues- materials. Including tapes. of conversa.. respect to a declaratory Judgment of a 
and on matters of principle when such tions. 1!1, the possession of. the President. district Judge? ~ . 
c~umstances exist. 'Ihe Senate ~m- The measure Involves" certat,n baste The foregoing ~-ketchy discussion, a& 
m1ttee has statut-ory remedies at the constitutional problems which were not thi& point, sen·es only to indicate these .. 
present time. and if they afe not sull.- given adequate consideration either in nous constitutional problems uiiderlying 
cient and the charges against the Pres!- the Senate, where the bill .WJIS amended the bill which deserve penetrating study 
dent are so serious as to require sub-_ and adopted without being referred f,o by the congress. · 
penas duces .tecum against the Pres!· co_nunittee. or hereJn the House. .,,.here .'Qle SPEAKER. 'lbe question ts 011 
it seems to me tllat the ~ouse It.sell. the bill was fa\'orably reported by our the ...,motion offered b7° the sent.leman 
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f;.,,,, 'wis.on, 'n <Mr. KAsnlnlEIEa) that at a nominal cost. This expectation la, deleted dwinr reconslci~ra"uon, but the 
the House S1Jllpend the rules and pass the ' consistent with the way the Headstart fee schedule was retained and attached 
Senate bills. 2641. . • .,. . program haa been run In the pest, and to the Headstart prop-am. , · · ·. 

Th9 questirin was taken: ancl (twb. I anticlpat.ed the Hcadstart Pro.£fflM to The pursuaot application of the fee 
thirds having voted tn favor thereof) the expand t.o Include mo~ ot·the near poor. schedule has sparked a sizable contfo. .. 
rule, were suspended. and the Senatrlill Wha.t has happened Is that those prevf.. v~y among those who felt It t.o lie an 

~passed. - ~.. . • ' ::: ~1::!o~:l~~oro ~e::;. !1:i'~~~:i=~n!ec~~-~i::a: 
... . and they are being forced·to drop out be- He.lulstan.· . : · ~ · 

. . ol!:NERAL LEA VB cause they are unable to pay these fees: Sl,i'ce · tlie participation of the non-
. · ... · · - · The committee has been advised by, IN poor )o. the Headstart prorram has beea 

-~· KASTENlanl d'E~ ~~t ,;;~":;,.! Office of Child Development that ·t,hel" , l)mlt¢· io lO percent of all J)!'l'tlclpant1i 
_.. un mous consen · . has been an Increase In admlnlstraUVe'. Onb'·a S;Dlall~mlnorlty of those·enrolled 
~re1:'1:': ~:!~a:~~'!nS::.!1'!! problems slnce the Introduction of t1'6, . , In th~ ·program are affected by the lees. 
the Senate bill. s. 2641; Just passed. -· ::::1z:iere=.ti~ !~~t;~~i;;, · =·~=~ta:S c:~r: ~~:: 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. fMr. Mc· other programs· ·the lee schedule hU · tlon between the participants on opposite 
PALL). Is there .objection to the requ~ caused friction between the PQOr anct the sides of the povert.y line. 
of the gentle~ from Wisconsin! 0 • • • ' near poor JlD.d the ~t of collecting t.be · There are strong Indications that no~· 

Thc!'re w;aanoobJectlon.. : :. -:;. ·r. · fees are actual17 ~arareater than therees - PoOr parent.a whose children 'Yet:e prevt-
'----·-·-· :.~.":"''/·.,,. : - being collected.·.-··,: : .... ·. • - oust:, ellgfble for the program ·are now 

POSTPONEMENT OP ·HEADSTART. • . Therefore. Mr: Speaker, this bill accom- hesitant to el)l"OII their children In Head· 
FEE SCHEDULB : •... : -, - pllshes two worthwhile goala. First, It start because of a fee which they eon-

- - .... · ,· · - : . ~ : · . postpones the fee schedule until the Con• . sider to be exorbitant. Consequently, 
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker. t move gress has an op()Ort.unlty to hold some. there has been an estimated 50 percent

to snspend the nllea and pass the bill additional hearings In light or the experl- dropoff In ·111e enroltinent 'o( chlldrea 
(H.R.11440 toP.()Stpone the-lmp1emen- ence We gained: and second. It restores fromnonpoorfamllles.Atthlspolet.~·.,. ta= ~~ !::':at.ai!J;!.s;:11edu1e.: ·· ::r:i::_ram .to. Jta .to~~r. su~ssful t~:co=-~~ n;!~1:fti ~ 
.. :.· •;.~ ~· . H.R. tHU: ·· .· n ls my Judgment that the 8ecret&r7 gram enrollmen,:a sltuatl\Hl which runs 

·ae··;, ~ml bJ' the Senate ,tn4 Rowe oJ . of Health. Education., and Welfare sho.uld" counter: to t1ie goals of Headstarl. : · _ 
BeprneataHNS o/ tP&e United Stata o/ Immediately Inform all Headsta.d pro ... , ~Aside from the moblema which the.fee; 
Amerfca tn. con,,-ui auembled, That the lasl grarna .that the f'egulatl<»>:& of August schedule has ~ted .tor some part1c1 ... 
eentence o1 sectton .222(11.) (1) ot the Be. 1973 which Imposed the fee schedule ·are · panfi. the value of the schedule· to the 
nomlc Opportunttr Aot ot 1984 Is amended dU.e to be r~lnded and he .should cease program U:.sett has also proved question:. 

:. ~:e::i::i~~~ 8:7ee~S:~\:e: r.: :::1:: ~~--:~s~es=~= ~~e:=·~et~~~s~i:ui:a:e ~'. 
:;:,_~ u~e! thta ~pb'"untu 1°! t. the tee schedule was In effect. •. · · · .. . . : the cost of admlnlstertng the fee sched-

. · - . ·· Mr. Speaker, I know of no objection tb ute has proven to be greater than the fees 
The SPE~ _pro tern.pore. Is ,.sec- the postponement ·or the ·tee.schedule. It conected. Because of the dllftcuJttes they. 

ond demandedP will make the program work better and have encountered, It has been reported, 
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. will bring about more participation. that several Headstart units have aban .. 

Speaker, I demand a second. Mr. STEIGER. of Wisconsin. Mr. doned their efforts to colJect the fees en:. 
The SPEAKER pro tempote, Without Speaker, I yleld myself such time as I tlrely. . . 

objection. a second will be considered as may consume. . '11le objective or the f('e schedule to 
ordered. <Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin asked and create extra funding ror local HeadstaR 

~~ was no objection. i~d fbe:r:~b~ion to re,ise and ex_.. ~:!t~~ts,~~~~:: r:!.:rel~~~e;:!u1?~ 
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield Mr. STEIGER of Wlsco~n. Mr. who are nonetheless above the &lated· 

IDY~ S minutes. Speaker. let me make· sure that It Is poverty tine to remove thelr children 

~~ask,:l ':te:«"ih:1
: :O~ :t !8't!t~tt1~~1:,l1~.!° J::: {[:;:' !rel!°fe~:u'i~r~~!,:ptlc:; 

~.> · · · · . · , . . ' . ·. · ' , .start. fee scl!,edule In no .way should be coqnterproducUve. · . 
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speakes=, I would taken or read as ()pposlUon per se to the · This set of conditions recommends· a 

like to take this opportunity to ftrst.. concept of a fee schedule. Rather, It ls an postponement of the. fee schedule· unta 
congratulate our cot1eague from CaJ[.. effort to glve both the Congress and the· an extensive j"ev1ew of the inerlts and 
fomfa (AtrotrsTVS P. HAwKms>, chair- administration more time In which t.o drawbacks of thH concept and Its effects 
man of the Equal Opportunities Subcorn- more carefully calculate exactly what the on the Headstarl program can be com• 
mlttee for his very prompt and respon- effect Is going to be when we establish Pleted. H.R. 11«1 will at1ow the Educa
slve action to deal with the problem ol this kind or fee schedule. · - ·· tlon and Labor Committee to undertake 
the Headstart fee schedule. 'Ibe blll waa I think the bm ta a rood one and It thl.s task. , · • - ., · : · · · · ·. 
reported from the committee naanl- 'oughttobesupported.. · .: .. Mr. S-1ter. I reserve the balance of 
mously-b7 voice vote.and haa at.rung bl· "Mr. Speaker. considerable concern my time. ·' ·· -· ~;::'= ua today ,a ffl>' simple. ~.:"1m~~n:'a~; l;,~ H";3.~~ su:-ii!e~~~~=~ J.::~ 
Upon enactment the Secretary of Health. Schedule. Instituted In Aurust of this tlnrulshed gentleman Crom Washington 
Education and Welfare Is dJrected to year. 'I1le schedule Imposes & monthly fe8 (Mr. MEEDS) Who baa put In a great deal,. 

:'e°~~~or~1=:l.'='1~"~:/i :.!~..:.1:! !'::"..!'::""'moo:: 1 of ;:;_t ~ ~ed of !~~V:~ven 
Juty 1. 197J. · • · · , above the deflned })overty level or u.a20: permission to revise and extend _ hl.s 

The Economic Opportunity Ac' The concept of the ree schedule waa remarks.> 
Amendments of 19'12 required the Sec• orlrfnally propooed within the contexl Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Speaker. I~ be
ret.arJ' of Health, Education. and Wet-." of the comprehensive chlld development came aware of the problems f:nherent ln 
fare to establish a schedule of fees for bUl as a means of .,.opening the tegfsla• the Headstart fee schedule .lmptementa .. 
the Headstart program. It was my Jude~ tlon to children of all backgrounds. That tlon when a number of concerned, Indian 
meat that this ree schedule would have proposal waa Incorporated Into the Equal parent croups <:0ntacted me.. ., . • · 
resulted In allowing those Camlllea who Opportunity Act Amendments or 1972. The problems or lmplemenlatlon belnr 
excee4 t.he Income limitation of the act. Following the Presidential veto of the dted. for all Headstart proarams are par .. 
to ~ ~ ~ Headsta~ PJ"(Jlr&D'! bUt,. the child d~velop?'lent section was tlcutarty acute for those operated on and 
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93D CoNGltESS l HOl.Jt.,~ OF REPRESENTATIVES j REPORT 
JstSesaion f l No. 93-661 

CONI<'ERRING JURISDICTION ON THE U.S. DISTUICT COUR'l' I<'Olt 'l'HE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA OF CERTAIN CIVIL ACTIONS BROUGHT 
BY THE SENATE SELEC'.f COMl\IIT'l'EE 0~ PRESIDEN'l'IAL CAM
PAIGN ACTIVITIES 

NOVEMBER 26, 1973.-Committed to the Commlttee of the Whole House on the 

State of the Union and ordered to be printed 

Mr. KASTENMEIER, from the Committee on the J udiciaty, 
submitted the following 

REPORT 
[To accompany S. 2641] 

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill (S. 
2641) to confer juris9-iction 11pon the district court of the United 
States of certain civil actions brou~ht by the Senate Select Committee 
on Presidential Campaign Activities, ·and for other purposes, having 
considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment 
and recommend that the bill do pass. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of S. 2641 is to confer upon the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia Jurisdiction over civil actions 
brought by the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign 
Activities to enforce or secure a declaration concerning the validity of 
any subpoena or order issued by the Select Committee to the Presi
dent or other Federal officer for the production of in.formation relevant 
to the Committee's function. The Select Committee is given authority 
to prosecute such actions to enforce or secure a declaration concern
ing the validity of such subpoenas and orders heretofore or hereafter 
issued by it, and may be re:presented by such attorneys as it may desig
nate in any action under this Act. 

STATEMENT 

S. 2641 was introduced by Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Chairman of 
the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities on 
November 2, 19'73 and was cosponsored by all the Committee members. 
It passed the Senate in amended form on November 9, 19'73. 
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The legislation is needed beC'ause, on October 17, 1973, the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia dismissed an action brought 
by the Select Comny.ttee to enforce its subpoenas requesting certain 
tape recordings which were in the possession of the President. The dis
missal .followed a finding that there is no statute upon which the suit 
could be based. Judge John J. Siri<'a stated in his opinion, "The Court 
has here been requested to invoke a jurisdiction which only Congress 
can grant but which Congress has heretofore withheld." S. 2641 w9uld 
provide the necessary jurisdiction to the District Court. .: 

AB respects the procedure chosen by the Select _C,pmmittee, Judge 
Sirica observed thd.t the Select Committee deliberal'elachose not to 
attempt an adjudication of the matter by resort to a conlelnpt proceed
ing under Title 2, U.S.C. § 192, or via congressional common law pow
ers which permit the Ser~ant at Arms forcibly to secure attendance of 
the ofl'endm~ part!:, and that the Select Committee declared that either 
method woUid be' inappropriate" and "unseemly." . · 

In dismissing the Select Committee's suit for lack of jurisdiction, 
Judge Sirica pointed out that in li~ht of this lack of jurisdwtion he did 
not reach the problem of justiciability or the merits of the case before 
him. It is imP.ortant to note that the same is true of S. 2641. Enactment 
of the bill will suppl_y lacking jurisdiction but it will leave unresolved 
any issue of justiciability or any issue on the merits. 

AB originally introduced, S. 2641 was broader in scope than the 
pending measure that passed the Senate. It would have given every 
congressional committee power to bring comparable suits. The present 
measure results from an amendment in the nature of a substitute in
troduced by Senator Ervin at the suggestion of Senator Hruska and 
approved by all members of the Select Committee, which restricts the 
application of the bill to subpoena and orders of the Select Committee. 

We are advised that the Select Committee must respond to the 
Court of Appeals by November 28, 1973 in its appeal of the ruling 
of the District Court. 1V' e are of the view that although the Select Com
mittee may eventually prevail in the pending litigation, it is desirable 
that the question of jurisdiction be resolYed now by legislation needed 
to enable the Select Committee to obtain information related to its in
vestigation. For the same reason, the Committee on the Judiciary does 
not at this time make any recomml'ndation concerning R.R. 11189, a 
bill identical to S. 2641 as introduced. The Committee does not wish to 
undergo the delay that enactment of a broader bill might entail. 

The Committee recommends enactment of S. 2641. 

COST TO THE UNITED STATES 

No cost to the United States is entaiJed by the eanctment of S. 2641. 

NO RECORD VOTE 

The legislation was ordered reported at a meeting of the C-0mmit
tee on the Judiciary held on November 26, 1973. No record vote was 
taken during the Committee's deliberations. l\Iotion to report S. 2641 
favorably to the House without amendment was passed without dissent. 

0 
H.R. 661 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own 
name and in the name of the UNITED 
STATES, 

and 

SAM J, ERVIN, JR,; HOWARD H. BAKER, JR.; 
HER."'lAN E. TALMADGE; DANIEL K. INOUYE; 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA; EDWARD J, GURNEY; 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

Defendant 

AMENDED ANSWER 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

Richard M. Nixon, answering the amended complaint filed 

in the above-styled cause, states as follows: 

1, Admits the allegations contained in paragraph one of the 

complaint, but denies that plaintiffs acted within their authority 

in issuing the subpoenas duces tecum to the President of the 

United States and thereafter in instituting this action. 

2. Denies the allegation contained in paragraph two of 

the complaint. 

3, Admits the allegations contained in paragraph three 

of the complaint, but denies that plaintiffs are entitled to 

investigate criminal conduct; and further denies that plaintiffs 

are empowered to bring suit against the President of the 

United States. 
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4. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph four 

of the complaint. 

5. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph five 

of the complaint, but denies that the President of the United 

States can be sued in his official capacity; and further 

denies that he can be sued individually for acts performed 

in his official capacity. 

6. Denies the allegations contained in paragraphs six 

through nine of the complaint. 

7. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph nine 

"a" that Public Law 39-190 ostensibly confers jurisdiction 

upon this court but denies that the subject matter is 

justiciable. 

8. Denies the allegations contained in paragraph ten 

of the complaint. 

9. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph eleven, 

but denies that plaintiffs are empowered to subpoena materials 

from the President of the United States. 

10. Admits the allegations contained in paragraphs twelve 

through fifteen of the complaint. 

11. Admits the allegation contained in paragraph sixteen 

of the complaint, but denies that any court has jurisdiction 

to quash, modify, or narrow a subpoena issued by a Committee 

of Congress. 

12. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph 

seventeen of the complaint. 

13. Alleges that he is without information or knowledge 

sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations contained 

in paragraph eighteen of the complaint, and denies that he 

has conceded the relevancy of any "tapes" to plaintiffs' 

investigation. 
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14. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph 

eighteen "a" of the complaint. 

15. Denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 

nineteen through twenty-five of the complaint. 

In further defense to the complaint, Richard M. Nixon 

states as follows: 

First Defense 

That the complaint fails to state a claim upon which 

relief can be granted. 

Second Defense 

That this Court lacks jurisdiction over the person of 

Richard M. Nixon in this action, either individually or as 

President of the United States. 

Third Defense 

That this action presents no justiciable controversy as 

required by Article III of the United States Constitution, and 

28 u.s.c. 2201 and 2202. 

Fourth Defense 

That Senate Resolution 60, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973), 

purports to authorize an investigation of alleged criminal 

conduct, and that upon information and belief the investigation 

by plaintiffs has been, in fact, a criminal investigation and 

trial conducted for the purpose of determining whether or 

not criminal acts have been committed and the guilt or 

innocence of individuals, which Resolution and investigation 

exceed the legislative powers granted to the Congress in 

Article I of the Constitution. 
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Fifth Defense 

That the subpoena duces tecum attached as Exhibit D 

to the complaint is so unreasonably broad and oppressive 

as to make compliance impossible. 

Sixth Defense 

That the relief sought by plaintiffs constitutes an 

unconstitutional attempt to interfere with the confidentiality 

of private records of conversations between the President of 

the United States and his closest advisers relating to the 

official duties of the President. 

Seventh Defense 

That it is both common knowledge in the community and capable 

of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose 

accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned, and thus may be judicially 

noticed by this Court, that the Senate Select Committee served 

three additional subpoenas, sixty-eight pages in length and re

turnable January 4, 1974, calling on the President to produce 

hundreds of tapes and documents. When considered in conjunction 

with the subpoenas which are the subject of the instant litigation, 

it is clear that such a massive invasion of the White House con

stitutes "wholesale public access to Executive deliberations and 

documents" tending to "cripple the Executive as a co-equal branch." 

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the relief prayed for 

should be denied. 

Of Counsel 

RICHARD A HAUSER 
K. GREGORY HAYNES 
GEOR3E P. WILLIAMS 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. FRED BUZHARDT 
JAMES D. ST. CLAIR 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 

Attorneys for the President 

The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 
Telephone Number: .456-1414 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 

SAM 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own) 
name and in the name of the UNITED ) 
STATES, ) 

and 

J. ERVIN, JR,; HOWARD H. BAKER, JR.; 
HERMAN E, TALMADGE; DANIEL K. INOUYE; 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA; EDWARD J, GURNEY; 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

) 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant 

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MEMORANDUM ON REMAND 

Of Counsel 

RICHARD A. HAUSER 
K. GREGORY HAYNES 
GEORGE P. WILLIAMS 

J. FRED BUZHARDT 
JAMES D. ST. CLAIR 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
ROBERT T, ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR, 

Attorneys~~ President 

The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 
Telephone Number: 456-1414 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) 

SAM 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, suing in its own) 
name and in the name of the UNITED ) 
STATES, ·) 

and 

J. ERVIN, JR.; HOWARD H. BAKER, JR,; 
HERMAN E. TALMADGE; DANIEL K. INOUYE; 
JOSEPH M. MONTOYA; EDWARD J. GURNEY; 
and LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., as United 
States Senators who are members of 
the Senate Select Committee on 
Presidential Campaign Activities 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant 

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MEMORANDUM ON REMAND 

Civil Action No. 1593-7: 

This action was originally filed by plaintiffs on 

August 9, 19_7 3. Richard M. Nixon answered on August 29 , 

1973, and plaintiffs immediately filed a motion for 

summary judgment. The matter was fully briefed and 

submitted to this Court, Chief Judge John J. Sirica 

presiding, on October,4, 1973. After full consideration, 

the Court dismissed plaintiffs' complaint and this action 

for failure to allege a statutory grant of subject matter 

jurisdiction. The Court properly failed to rule on the 

other issues raised by Richard M. Nixon's answer, most 

importantly on whether Richard M. Nixon, as President of 

the United States, has a right under the·constitution to 

withhold information from the Congress when he determines 

the disclosure to be contrary to the public interest. 
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This Court's order was entered on October 17, 1973. 

Plaintiffs inunediately filed notice of appeal and, at 

least initially, sought to have the matter treated ex

peditiously by the Court of Appeals. Plaintiffs 

subsequently withdrew their request for expeditious 

treatment in order to pursue the alternative course of 

seeking legislation.to cure the jurisdictional defect of 

their original complaint. This legislation was subse

quently passed in the form of Public Law 93-190. 

On December 28, 1973, the Court of Appeals remanded 

this case to this Court "for further proceedings in light 

of Public Law 93-190 to be codified as 28 u.s.c. § 1364." 

On January 7, 1974, plaintiffs amended their complaint to 

include a juri~dictional allegation under Public Law 

93-190. This remand and the amendment to plaintiffs' 

complaint places this matter before the court on 

plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment. 

The decision of this Court _on October 17 is the law 

of the case and establishes that jurisdiction is lacking 

under any of the bases relied on in the original complaint. 

The amended complaint adds a further claim of jurisdiction 

under Public Law 93-190. We have very serious doubts 

about the constitutionality of that statute. Although 

Congress has broad powers over the jurisdiction of the 

United States courts, it cannot make a political question 

justiciable nor can it alter the constitutional separation 

of powers. Those doubts about the constitutionality of the 

statute, however, relate so closely to our arguments on the 

merits that we shall develop them in that context and assume 

arguendo that _this Court has jurisdiction of the subject 

matter under Public Law 93-J9P if the case is justiciable 

at all. 
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I. Introductory Statement 

By their motion for summary judgment, plaintiffs ask 

this Court to enter an order in the nature of a declaratory 

judgment pursuant to 28 u.s.c. § 2201 that two subpoenas 

duces tecurn issued and served on the President must be 

complied with notwithstanding the fact that the President 

has interposed a claim of privilege as to materials covered 

by the subpoenas. 

As we have stated in previous submissions, the President 

does not question the right and duty of the Congress to 

conduct investigations and he does not seek to thwart the 

investigation of the Senate Select Committee by refusing 

to comply with the subpoenas in question. In· his letter 

of July 6, 1973~ to the Chairman of the Committee, the 

President stated that he respected the responsibilities 

of the Committee and indicated that he was willing to 

cooperate with it within the bounds of the constitutional 

rights and powers of the Presidency. There has in fact 

been considerable cooperation on behalf of the President 

with the Committee's investigation. All of this coopera-

tion, however, has been voluntary and it is the view of the 

President that it should remain voluntary if our constitutional 

traditions are to remain intact. It is for this reason, and 

this reason alone, that the President continues to resist the 

efforts of the Senate Select Committee to coerce disclosure 

of information the President deems contrary to the public 

interest. 

The constitutional traditions to which the President 

refers have been well described by Professor Corwin in his 

detailed analysis of the Presidency. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 72 
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In the many years that have rolled by since Jefferson's 
presidency there have been many hundreds of congres
sional investigations. But I know of no instance in 
which a head of a department has testified before a 
congressional committee in response to a subpoena or 
been held in contempt for refusal to testify. All 
appearances by these high officials seem to have 
been voluntary. 

Corwin, The President: Office~ Powers 1787-1957 113 (4th 

rev. ed. 1957). He restates his view at page 116: 

In short, no one questions, or can question, the 
constitutional right of the houses to inform 
themselves through committees of inquiry on sub
jects that fall within their legislative competence 
and to hold in contempt recalcitrant witnesses 
before such committees, and undoubtedly the question 
of employee loyalty is such a subject. On the other 
hand, this prerogative of Congress has always been 
regarded as limited by the right of the President to 
have his subordinates refuse to testify either in 
court or before a committee of Congress concerning 
matters of confidence between them and himself. 
Are, then,-communications to the President or to 
officials authorized by him to receive them con
cerning the loyalty of federal executive personnel 
such matters of confidence? The question must 
undoubtedly be answered in the affirmative. 

The Committee violated this time-honored tradition when 

it issued the subpoenas in the face of the President's full 

explanation on July 23, 1973, of the reasons why he had 

determined that it would not be in the public interest to 

disclose the information that the Committee had requested. 

Now the Committee urges this Court to violate another 

time-honored constitutional tradition -- that is, to embroil 

the Judiciary in what is essentially a confrontation between 

the Executive and Legislative Branches of this Government. 

As our original submission reflects, the defects in 

plaintiffs' complaint were several. Plaintiffs have attempted 

to cure the most basic defect, the want of a statutory grant 

of jurisdiction, by reliance on Public Law 93-190. Public 

Law 93-190 is not, however, the end of plaintiffs' jurisdic

tional problems. 
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Article III, S 2 of the Constitution allows a federal 

court to act only in cases and controversies. By this 

terminology, the Constitution means an "actual controversy" 

of a justiciable nature. The classic statement of this 

constitutional requirement is by Chief Justice Hughes in 

~ Life Insurance Company of Hartfor~, Connecticut 

v. ~' 300 U.S. 227 (1937). 

A "controversy" in this sense must be one that 
is appropriate for judicial determination. 
*** A justiciable controversy is thus distin
guished from a difference or dispute of a 
hypothetical or abstract character; from one 
that is academic or moot. ·*** The controversy 
must be definite and concrete, touching the 
legal relations of parties having adverse legal 
interests. *** It must be a real and substan
tial controversy admitting of specific relief 
through a decree of a conclusive character, as 
distinguished from an opinion advising what 
the law wou1d be upon a hypothetical state of 
facts. *** Where there is such a concrete 
case admitting of an immediate and definitive 
determination of the legal rights of the 
parties in an adversary proceeding upon the 
facts alleged, the judicial function may be 
appropriately exercised although the adjudi
cation of the rights of the litigants may not 
require the award of process or the payment 
of damages. *** And as it is not essential 
to the exercise of the judicial power that an 
injunction be sought, allegations that irre
parable injury is threatened are not required. 

300 u.s. at 240-241. Although the massive generalities of 

the~ case are quoted and requoted in later decisions, 

they are something less than a sure guide to decision. 

"The considerations, while catholic, are not concrete." 

Mccahill v: Borough of~ Chapel, 438 F.2d 213, 215 

(3rd Cir. 1971). A better perception was stated for the 

Court by Justice Murphy in a later case. 

The difference between an abstract question and 
a "controversy" *** is necessarily one of degree, 
and it would be difficult, if it would be possible, 
to fashion a precise test for determining in every 
case whether there is such~ controversy. Basically, 
the question in each case is whether the- facts 
alleged, under all the circumstances, show that 
there is a substantial controversy, between parties 
having adverse legal interests, of sufficient im
mediacy and reality to warrant the issuance of a 
declaratory judgment. 
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Maryland.Casualty Co. v. Pacific Coal~ Q!l Co., 312 U.S. 

270, 273 (1941). 

The President does not suggest that there is no 

controversy between the Conunittee and his office. He does 

suggest, however, that the controversy that exists, involving 

as it does a confrontation between two !,eparate and co-equal 

branches of this Government, is inappropriate for judicial 

resolution by way of declaratory judgment. Resolution by 

this method would require this Court to interject itself 

between these two branches -- a role courts have understandably 

gone to great lengths to avoid. In the words of Justice Douglas, 

"the federal courts do not sit as an ombudsman refereeing 

disputes between the other two branches." Gravel v. United ~, // 

408 U.S. 606, 640 (1972) (Douglas, J. ~:ssen~irig)) 

II. This Matter Does Not Pr~- A-- ,, 
Justiciable Case or Controversy 

within the Meaning of 
Article III, § 2 1 of the Constitution 

The~~~ of Public Law 93-190, upon which 

plaintiffs rely to overcome the jurisdictional obstacles 

to this unprecedented action, cannot be invoked to render 

this suit a justiciable controversy; for 28 u.s.c. § 1364 

is merely a statutory grant of jurisdiction, and, thus, 

satisfies only one of the jurisdictional requirements set 

down by the Supreme Court in Powell v. McCormick, 395 U.S. 

486, 512-513 (1969). 

In Baker v. Carr*** we noted that a federal district 
couri:Tacks jurisdiction over the subject matter (1) 
if the cause does not "arise under" the Federal 
Constitution, laws, or treaties (or fall within one 
of the other enumerated categories of Art. III); or 
(2) if it is not a "case or controversy" within the 

meaning of that phrase in Art. III; or (3) if the 
cause is not one described by any jurisdictional 
statute. 
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The Supreme Court in~ had reference to the discussion 

of subject matter jurisdiction in~ v. ~. 369 U.S. 

186, 198-199 (1962). This principle has been recently 

reaffirmed by the District of Colwnbia Circuit in United~ 

Servicemen's~ v. Eastland, (No. 24,279 August 30, 1973). 

As the quotation from~ indicates, entry into the 

federal court is like opening a safe deposit box, where two 

separate keys are required. For the federal courtroom door, 

the two essential keys are that the case be within the judi

cial power of the United States, as defined in Article III, 

§ 2, of the Constitution, Hodgson v. Bowerbank, 5 Cranch 

(9 u.s.)· 303 (J.809), and that it be within a statutory grant 

of jurisdiction by the Congress, Cary v. ~. 3 How. 

(44 U.S.) 236, 245 (1845). See Wright, ~ ~ §§ 8, 

10 (2d ed. 1970). Public Law 93-190 satisfies only this 

second requirement. To be properly in court they must also, 

to use the words of Senator Baker, "place a justiciable 

issue before the courts" (S. Tr. 5502) Hearings Before the 

Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the 

U.S. Senate, 93rd Congress, 1st Sess., bk. 7, at 2660 (1972). 

This they have failed to do. 

The concept of justiciability as it has evolved through 

our constitutional history is well-described by the Supreme 

Court in~ v. ~. 392 U.S. 83 (1968). 

The jurisdiction of federal courts is defined 
and limited by Article III of the Constitution. 
In terms relevant to the question for decision 
in this case, the judicial power of federal 
courts ;is constitutionally restricted to "cases" 
and "controversies." As is so often the situa
tion in constitutional adjudication, those two 
words have an iceberg quality, containing 
beneath their surface simplicity submerged 
complexities which go to the very heart of our 
constitutional form of government. Embodied 
in the words "cases" and "controversies" are 
two complementary but somewhat different 
limitations. In part those words limit the 
business of federal courts to questions 
presented in an adversary context and in a 
form historically viewed as capable of reso
lution through the judicial process. And in 
part those words define the role assigned to 
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the judiciary in a tripartite allocation of 
power to answer that the federal courts will 
not intrude into areas committed to the other 
branches of government. Justiciability is 
the term of art employed to give expression 
to this dual limitation placed upon federal 
courts by the case-and-controversy doctrine. 

Justiciability is itself a concept of uncertain 
meaning and scope. Its reach is illustrated by 
the various grounds upon which questions sought 
to be adjudicated in federal courts have been 
held not to be justiciable. Thus, no justiciable 
controversy is presented when the parties seek 
adjudication of only a political question, when 
the parties are asking for an advisory opinion, 
when the question sought to be adjudicated has 
been mooted by subsequent developments, and 
when there is no standing to maintain the action. 
Yet it remains true that "(j)usticiability is 
***not a legal concept with a fixed content or 
susceptible of scientific verification. Its 
utilization is the resultant of many subtle 
pressures***" Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 
508 (1961). 

392 U.S. at 94-95 (footnotes omitted). 

This matter raises problems of justiciability, 

primarily because it calls for adjudication of a political 

question. 

In Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch (5 U.S.) 137, 164-166 

(1803), Chief Justice Marshall expressed the view that the 

courts will not entertain political questions even though 

such questions may involve actual controversies. This rule 

was found to have particular force with regard to the 

Office of President. 

By the Constitution of the United States, the 
President is invested with certain important 
political powers, in the exercise of which he 
is to use his own discretion, and is account
able only to h1s country in his political 
character, and to his own conscience. To aid 
him in the performance of these duties, he is 
authorized to appoint certain officers, who 
act by his authority and in conformity with 
his orders. 
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In such cases, their acts are his acts; and 
whatever opinion may be entertained of the 
manner in which executive discretion may be 
used, still there exists, and can exist, no 
power to control that discretion. The sub-

. jects are political: they respect the nation, 
not individual rights, and being entrusted to 
the executive, the decision of the executive 
is conclusive. 

1 Cranch at 165-166. 

Since that early statement by Justice Marshall in 

Marbury v. Madison, the courts have struggled to establish 

criteria that would enable them to identify and uniformly 

deal with political questions. Such criteria have been 

evasive. In~ v. ~, 307 U.S. 433, 454-55 (1939), 

the Court noted that a political question may be identified 

by evaluating "the appropriateness under our system of 

government of attributing finality to the action of the 

political departments and also the lack of satisfactory 

criteria for judicial determination***." 

It was not until~ v. ~, supra, however, 

that the Court finally succeeded in isolating and articu

lating a workable set of criteria for identifying an issue 

that presents a political question. The Court said: 

Prominent on the surface of any case held to 
involve a political question is found a text
ually demonstrable constitutional commitment 
of the issue to a coordinate political depart
ment; or a lack of judicially discoverable and 
manageable standards for resolving it; or the 
impossibility of deciding without an initial 
policy determination of a kind clearly for non.
judicial discretion; or the "impossibility of a 
court's undertaking independent resolution without 
expressing lack of the respect due coordinate 
branches of government; or an unusual need for 
unquestioning adherence to a political decision 
already made; or the potentiality of embarrass
ment from multifarious pronouncements by 
various departments on one question. 

369 u.s. at 217. 

It is submitted that this matter, involving as it does a 

request by the Legislative Branch that this Court overrule a 

formal and legitimate invocation of executive privilege, 

poses a nonjusticiable political question of such magnitude 

that literally every single formulation or criterion established 

in~ v. ~ is inextricably a part of the issue presented. 
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Plaintiffs, however, have chosen to ignore~ v. 

~, insisting only that there exists no "textually 

demonstrable constitutional commitment" of executive 

privilege to the President. Despite this bald conten

tion, it is clear that the Constitution does embody such 

a "textually demonstrable" commitment. Indeed, Professor 

Dash has stated that the plaintiffs "don't question the 

executive privilege power of the President,"
1 

but only 

challenge what they consider to be an abuse in its in

vocation.2 Such a concession to the Constitutional basis 

for executive privilege is significant and is clearly 

mandated by the provisions of Article II, §§ 1, 2 and 3.
3 

l Transcript of Proceedings October 4, 1973 at 68 
(hereinafter "Transcript"). 

2 This 11 abuse, 11 as articulated by Professor Dash, is 
that this is an "assertion of executive privilege 
where the President personally is involved. In that 
particular case he is using executive privilege as a 
shield for his self-protection rather than protection 
of the presidency or executive privilege." (Transcript 
at 68). Such a distinction or "abuse" is no longer 
even an arguable position since the President has dis
closed to the grand jury the tapes which are the sub
ject of this suit. This is not to say, however, that 
the President now or ever has conceeded that his formal 
and personal invocation of executive privilege is re
viewable by the courts. The disclosure of the tapes 
to the grand jury, however, is a forceful refutation 
of the charge that the President is attempting to 
"hide behind" a claim of executive privilege. 

3 The textually demonstrable commitments are con-
contained in the§ l grant of "execu,;ive power" solely 
to the President; and§ 2 grant to the President of 
the right to require, free from any Senate review, 
advice from his principal executive officers; and 
the§ 3 charges that the President deliver a State 
of the Union message and "take care that the laws 
be faithfully executed." 

In addition, these explicit grants of power carry 
other powers along with them. The Supreme Court 
has stated: 

It is true, that such a power, if it exists, 
must be derived from implication, and the 
genius and spirit of our institutions are 
hostile to the exercise of implied powers. 
Had the faculties of man been competent to 
the framing of a system of government which 
would have left nothing to implication, .it 
cannot be doubted that the effort would have 
been made by the framers of the Constitution. 
But what is the fact? There ,is not in·· the 
whole of that admirable instrument a grant 
of powers which does not draw after it others, 
not expressed, but vital to their exercise; 
not substantive and independent, indeed, but 
auxillary and subordinaate. 

Anderson v. Dunn, 6 Wh<·at (19 U.S.), 204, 225-226 (1821). 
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Equally significant is the curious refusal by the 

plaintiffs even to consider the applicability of the other 

five indicia of a political question articulated in Baker 

v. Carr. 

I: 
1 

,, } 

This failure undoubtedly results from plaintiffs' 

misplaced reliance on the decision of the United States 

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Nixon v. 

Sirica (Nos. 73-1962, 73-1967, 73-1989, Oct. 12, 1973). \ 

Admittedly, the Court of Appeals held the courts have the 

power to review a claim of Presidential privilege over 

matters subpoenaed by a grand jury. The Court of Appeals 

went to great lengths to emphasize "the narrow contours 

of the problem" with which it was faced and the fact that 

the decision was strictly limited to the "entirely unique 

circumstances of the case." Indeed, the exception prom

ulagated there depends entirely upon "the grand jury 

showing that the evidence is directly relevant to its 

decisions." 

.'7' :\"' .,,,• 

Grand juries have traditionally been viewed as arms 

of the courts and courts are uniquely qualified to pass 

judgment on the needs of a grand jury. That was not the 

issue before the Court of Appeals in~ v. Sirica. 

Rather the issue was whether in determining the rieeds of 

the grand jury a court could compel the President of the 

United States to produce evidence he claimed was privileged 

for in camera inspection. 

The Court of Appeals found that in these unique circum

stances the courts had such a power and to protect the 

integrity of the grand jury were bound to exercise it. This 

finding, however, does not, as plaintiffs appear to suggest, 

impose a similar obligation on this Court. For here the 

circumstances are quite different. The Committee has made 

the political decision, albeit under color of law, to make 

an unprecedented demand on the President. The President 

J 
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has considered the demand and made the political deter

mination that compliance would be contrary to the public 

interest. The Committee has asked this Court to referee 

this dispute and to do so the Court must substitute its 

political judgment for both that of the President and the 

Committee and determine which of two co-equal branches 

of government should prevail. 

The Court should decline this invitation. Acceptance 

could require this Court to substitute its judgment for that 

of the President in an area over which the President histor

ically has exclusive and unreviewable power -- the invoca

tion of executive privilege against the congress. Such a 

privilege, inherent as it is in the constitutional grant 

of executive power, is a matter for Presidential judgment 

alone. The standards and circumstances that mandate its use 

are a function of Presidential judgment. Such judgments 

cannot be second-guessed and overruled at the caprice of 

the Senate Committee. Nor can they be evaluated and review-

ed by any discernible criteria traditionally utilized by the 

courts in resolving constitutional disputes between individuals. 4 

4 This distinction has been repeatedly noted by commen-
tators, e.g., Douglas, Anatom~ of Liberty 77 (1963); 
Younger, Congressional Investigations and Executive 
Secrecy: ~ Study l:!!. the Separation of Powers, 20 u. 
Pitts.L.Rev. 755, 776(1959). A very recent commentator 
puts it this way: "The status of the party asserting 
the claim is obviously critical, as is the status of 
the entity against whom the claim is pressed. Putting 
aside all the difficulties involved in suing the Presi
dent, eo nomine, there is an obvious difference between 
a cla~b~ordinate branch and a claim by a private 
person that the allegedly unconstitutional usurpation 
also has caused him tangible injury. Apart from the 
greater ability of Congress to protect its jurisdiction 
by political means, it seems incongruous for Congress 
to request the courts to determine the extent and 
adequacy of congressional support of presidential action 
in an area of concurrent power." Erchnmeyer, The 
Separation~~: ~Essay~ the Vitality of~ 
Constitutional Idea, 52 Ore. L.Rev. 211, 232 (1973). 
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The cases cited by the Committee in its Motion for Summary 

Judgment are not even remotely similar to the instant case, 

involving as they do controversies resolvable by judicial 

interpretation of a statute or the Constitution. Cf. Powell 

v. McCormick, 395 U.S. 486 (1969); United States v. Lovett, 

328 U.S. 303 (1946); Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 

295 U.S. 602 (1935). These were. all cases in which the 

court was adjudicating, as courts traditionally do, a 

claim of individual rights. This is a compelling indicia 

of a political question as articulated in~ v. ~-

The matter of executive privilege against congressional 

demands, involving as it does subtle and exclusively 

Presidential judgments, is an area of decision-making 

where there are "considerations of policy, considerations 

of extreme magnitude, and certainly, entirely incompetent 

to the examination and decision of a court of justice," 

Ware v. Hylton, 3 Dall. (3 U.S.) 199, 260 (1796). It is 

this very "lack of judicially discoverable and manageable 

standards" for resolving the issue that further highlights 

the nonjusticiability of the question. It is respectfully 

submitted that this obvious absence of standards for re-

view of the President's invocation of privilege is apparent 

upon analysis of the court's task in any in~ proceeding. 

As Professor Black ,,so clearly explains, 

The reason for maintenanc~ of confidentiality 
may not, and sometimes will not, appear on the 
face of the submitted material but may lie in 
its context, outside the record. The President, 
in attempting to persuade the judge of the 
necessity for confidentiality, would thus 
often be forced to reveal more and more 
material beyond what had been subpoenaed, 
with no assurance that any of this material 
would remain confidential. 

Black, Letter to the Editor, N. Y. Times, September 6, 1973, 

p. 34. 
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Thus the Court is asked to make an initial policy 

determination that the President has improperly or mis

takenly invoked executive privilege against the Congress. 

Such a determination by a court is constitutionally im

permissible and violates the most basic tenets of the 

separation of powers. Moreover it is a determination 

beyond judicial abilities since the·court simply cannot 

substitute its judgment for that of the President. The 

impossibility of judicial resolution is·underscored by 

the ancillary problem of the absence of standards for 

resolving the question. The teachings of~ v. ~ 

are clear and compelling and require recognition of these 

indicia of nonjusticiability. 

In~ v. McCormick, supra at, 548-549 (1969), 

the court determined that it could resolve the question 

presented without creating "a potentially embarrassing 

confrontation between coordinate branches" of the govern

ment because the resolution of the question of Representative 

Powell's right to be seated in Congress required no more 

than that the Court exercise its traditional role as inter

preter of the Constitution. The decision required an inter

pretation of congressional powers under Article 1, § 5, the 

type of interpretative function traditionally the respon

sibility of the Judicial Branch. The instant case cannot 

be so easily resolved. Contrary to the facts in~, 

there is no dispute in this case as to the President's 

constitutional power to invoke executive privilege. Many 

courts have so held and the Senate committee itself recog

nizes the existence of an executive privilege. The Senate 

Committee, however, asks this Court to rule that the Legis

lative Branch has the responsibility and power to review 

the propriety of executive utilization of the privilege. 

such a legislative power does not exist, and for this Court 

to hold to the contrary would be the most patent expression 
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of "lack of respect due a coordinate branch of government." 

Again, the teachings of Baker v. ~ apply and the true 

nature of the political question presented is made manifest. 

In Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. v. 

Seaborg 463 F. 2d 788, 792 (D.C. Cir. 1971), a case upon 

which the Committee relies, the court clearly recogniz!3d 

that the government has an interest in avoiding disclosure 

of documents "which reflect intra-executive advisory 

opinions and recommendations whose confidentiality con

tributes substantially to the effectiveness of government 

decision-making processes." In Seaborg, the court con

sidered only a claim of privilege by an "executive depart

ment or agency" and thus, despite the Committee's view 

that it controls here, Seaborg cannot be read as authorita

tive on the issue of a direct, personal claim of privilege 

by the Chief Executive. 

It is submitted that the question before this Court 

poses the dilemma inherent in any nonjusticiable policital 

question. The Court is being asked to resolve a direct 

clash of power between two branches of government. To 

resolve the confrontation the Court must necessarily 

declare that one power is greater than its counterpart 

and thus violate the very essence of separation of 

powers among the co-equa_l branches. Nothing could more 

clearly demonstrate "lack of respect due a coordinate 

branch of government," and nothing could more explicitly 

demonstrate the nonjusticiable nature of the present 

matter. 

The Presidential decision to invoke executive 

privilege is by definition a political decision. It 

is a function of the President's position as Chief 

Executive. It involves, as we have demonstrated, a 
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complex blend of policy, perspective, and knowledge 

uniquely within the province of the President and 

Executive Branch. Neither the courts nor Congress can 

vouchsafe themselves the elements of knowledge and 

perspective necessary to examine and review such a 

decision. If the exclusive executive power conferred 

upon the President in Article II is to remain a meaning

ful constitutional allocation, neither the Court nor 

Congress can look behind this political decision already 

made by the President. 

The Senate Committee invites this Court to create 

a constitutional confrontation destructive of the 

separation of powers. It is submitted, with respect, 

that such an invitation must be declined. The 

atmosphere of constitutional confrontation must be 

dissolved by this Court's "unquestioning adherence 

to the political decision already made." The unusual 

need for such adherence is further indicative of the 

nonjusticiable nature of the question presented. 

It is submitted that this Committee's challenge 

to the invocation of executive privilege is merely the 

first such challenge that will occur if this Court issues 

the judgment requested. Recent events make it clear 

that the plaintiffs seek a favorable ruling in order to 

open the door to a wholesale invasion of executive 

confidentiality. On October 4, 1973, Professor Dash 

stated that: 

We are not, as I have indicated, asking for any 
ruling by this Court that the President doesn't 
have executive privilege. He certainly does. 
We are saying that in a particular situation 
where we have identified the tapes by the tape, 
by the minutes of the conversation, where we 
already have by testimony indicated what was 
talked about during that period of time, and 
that we have made a prima facie case***of 
possible criminality on the part of the President, 
that executive privilege clearly cannot be 
stated here. 
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Transcript at 25. It is obvious that plaintiffs are 

no longer content to confine themselves to a narrow, 

well-defined challenge to executive privilege. Indeed, 

the three most recent subpoenas calling for Presidential 

documents present requests so broad, so unprecedented, 

as to make impossible the formulation of any "judicially 

discoverable standards for resolving" a claim of execu

tive privilege. The inevitable result will be this 

Court's participation with the Committee in what could 

become, in the words of the Court of Appeals, "wholesale 

public access to Executive deliberations and documents" 

that "would cripple the Executive as a co-equal branch." 

Nixon v. Sirica, supra at 26-27. 

For these reasons, as well as the existence of all 

other indicia of a political question that adhere in 

this matter, the Court must hold the matter before it 

to be nonjusticiable. 

III. Plaintiffs Have Exceeded 
Their Legislative Authority 

Under the Constitution 

A. Constitutional Limits 

The power of the Congress to conduct investigations 

is inherent in the legislative process and is broad. 

Congress cannot legislate wisely or effectively in the 

absence of information respectinq the conditions which 

the legislation is intended to affect or change. There

fore the power of inquiry is a necessary and appropriate 

attribute of the power to legislate. McGrain v. Daugherty, 

273 U.S. 135, 175 (1927). However, this power of inquiry 

is not unlimited. Watkins v. United~' 354 U.S. 178, 

187 (1956); United States v. Rurnely 345 U.S. 41, 58 

(1953) (Douglas, J., concurring); Marshall v. Gordon, 243 

U.S. 521 (1917); Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880). 
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The Senate Select Committee has asserted a broad 

mandate to "get to the bottom of widespread but incom

pletely substanitated suspicions of wrongdoing at the 

highest executive levels," Memorandum in Support of 

Motion for Summary Judgement (hereinafter "Memo,") at 15. 

In this action the movants have subpoenaed tape recordings 

and other materials in an effort to resolve the conflicting 

testimony adduced at the Senate hearings and thus determine 

"the precise extent of malfeasance in the executive branch." 

Memo. at 16. This inquiry is not germane to the Conunittee's 

legislative purpose, and indeed constitutes a usurpation 

of those duties exclusively vested in the Executive and 

the Judiciary. 

The Senate Select Conunittee was established to 

investigate and study the extent to which illegal, 

improper, or unethical activities existed in the 

Presidential election of 1972 and related events, and 

to "determine whether in its judgment any occurrences 

***revealed*** indicate the necessity or desirability 

of the enactment of new congressional legislation to 

safeguard the electoral process by which the President 

of the United States is chosen." s, Res. 60, 93rd Congress, 

1st Sess. (1973). Accordingly, the Cormnittee's mandate 

was to identify illegal, improper, or unethical activities 

and recommend corrective legislation, not to resolve the 

conflicts in the evidence and adjudicate questions of 

guilt or innocence. Such an inquiry is not germane to 

the Committee's legislative purpose, and is outside 

its charge. Clearly the movants can honor their 

legislative mandate without access to th~ tapes.5 

5 It should be noted that at least two members of 
the Committee, although joining in the present 
action, have acknowledged that production of the 
tapes is not essential to the legislative functions 
of the Committee. The Washington Post of September 10, 
1973, p. A2, reported the following statement by 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye: 
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However, Congress is not a law enforcement or trial agency, 

"I think we can proceed and file an adequate report 
without the tapes," said Inouye, a menber of the 
Senate Watergate Committee. 

"As far as I am concerned personally,." he said on 
NBC's "Meet the Press" program, "this is where the 
difference between a legislative proceeding and a 
judicial proceeding comes in. If this were a 
criminal matter, I would say that the tapes are 
absolutely necessary and essential. But in our 
case I think we can proceed and file an adequate 
report without the tapes." 

He was asked, "You personally don't care then who 
is telling the truth?" 

"Because it is not our business to decide the guilt 
or innocence of any party this is my view." Inouye 
responded. 

Senator Inouye was further asked, "Doesn't it matter 
to you in your final report whether you established 
who is telling the truth?" 

He responded, "I said this was my personal view and 
this makes a difference between a legislative inves
tigation and a criminal case. In a criminal case it 
would be absolutely essential, I would say the tapes 
be made available. But for the purpose of this com
mittee I am certain the Committee report can be made, " 

Senator Gurney stated the following views when he was 
interviewed on Capitol Cloak Room on Sept. 16, 1973: 

"Senator, if we can turn to the question of presi
dential tapes, do you think they are essential to 
the investigation that the Senate is conducting? 

"SENATOR GURNEY: No, No, I don't. What is our duty 
anyway? Our duty of course was to charter, •. ", there 
are certain words unintelligible -- "to look into facts 
and circumstances of Watergate that the presidential 
election of 1972, I should say, and report to the Senate 
and recommend legislation we thought was necessary in 
order to improve our political campaigns. Now getting 
the presidential tapes really has nothing to do with 
that charter at all. It poes have something to do with 
who said what, on what day the President met with John 
Dean or somebody else and it really doesn't have anything 
to do with what our charter is or interfere with our 
ability to make recommendations to the Senate to improve 
campaigns. 

"MISS STAHL: Well, then you think you can fully write 
your final report without the tapes, is that correct? 

"SENATOR GURNEY: We can, indeed. 

"MR. STRASSER: This testimony would relate to what is 
commonly called the cover-up. Are you saying this is 
not part of the Committee's jurisdiction? 

"SENATOR GURNEY: In answer to the previous question, of 
course that was did we need the tapes in order to write 
our report I said no, we didn't. The tapes would shed 
light on the Watergate affair, that is true, but that is 
really not what our charter is and that is to write our 
report and make recommendations to the Senate." 

See Transcript at 4-6. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. I - 73 
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These are functions of the Executive and Judicial d8part

ments of the government. No inquiry is an end in itself; 

it must be related to, and in furtherance of, a legitimate 

task of the Congress. Here the Senate Committee has indi

cated that it needs the subpoenaed materials so that it 

can determine whether perjury has been committed. See 

footnote, Plaintiffs' Memorandum on Remand at 22. Deter

mining whether a crime has been committed manifestly is 

outside the constitutional powers enumerated for the 

Congress. If the Committee has received conflicting 

testimony that it believes may involve perjury, the matter 

should be referred to the Department of Justice for appro

priate legal action under the provisions of the criminal 

code (18 u.s.c. §§ 1621-1623). Unfortunately, the Committee 

insists upon performing these law enforcement and guilt 

adjudicating functions itself, activity that clearly 

exceeds its constitutional authority. 

In a similar situation the Supreme Court in Kilbourn 

v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880), detennined that the 

House of Representatives had exceeded its authority in 

directing one of its committees to investigate the cir

cumstances surrounding the bankruptcy of Jay Cooke and 

Company, in which the United States had deposited funds. 

The committee became particularly interested in a private 

real estate pool that was part of the financial structure 

and jailed Kilbourn for refusing to answer certain questions 

about the pool and to produce certain books and papers. 

The Court found that the subject matter of the inquiry 

was "in its nature clearly judicial," 103 U.S. at 192, 

not legislative, and the House was exceeding the limit 
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of its own constitutional authority. 6 Accordingly the 

committee had no lawful authprity to require Kilbourn to 

testify as a witness or produce papers. 

It is unquestionably the duty of all citizens to 

cooperate with Congress in its efforts to obtain the facts 

needed for intelligent legislative action and all citizens 

unremitting obligation to responp. to subpoenas. However, 

this duty adheres only with respect to matters within the 

province of proper investigation. Watkins v. ~ States, 

354 U.S. 178, 187-188 (1956). Here this Committee is acting 

in excess of the power conferred on Congress by the 

Constitution. 

The fundamental holding of Kilbourn was not impaired 

by the subsequent cases of McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 

135 (1927), and Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263 

(1929), so heavily relied upon the Committee. In both 

cases the Supreme Court expressly acknowledged the require

ments that congressional inquiries be related to a proper 

legislative purpose. In McGrain, the Supreme Court found 

that an inquiry into the conduct of the office of Attorney 

General reflected legitimate legislative concerns and 

upheld a subpoena of the brother of the former Attorney 

General. Pointing out that the office of Attorney General 

6 The Court in Kilbourn v. ~hompson, observed that: 

It is believed to be one of the chief merits of the 
American system of written constitutional law, that 
all the powers intrusted to government, whether 
State or national, are divided into the three grand 
departments, the executive, the legislative, and 
the judicial. That the functions appropriate to 
each of these branches of government shall be vested 
in a separate body of public servants, and that the 
perfection of the system requires that the lines 
which separate and divide these departments shall be 
broadly and clearly defined. It is also essential 
to the successful working of this system that the 
persons intrusted with power in any one of these 
branches shall not be permitted to encroach upon the 
powers confided to the others, but that each shall by 
the law of its creation be limited to the exercise of 
the powers appropriate to its own department and no other. 

102 U.S. at 190-191. 
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was "subject to regulation by Congressional legislation," 

and that the "only legitimate object the Senate could have 

in ordering the investigation was to aid it in legislating," 

the Court concluded that, in view of the subject matter, it 

would presume that legislation was the real object of the 

investigation. 273 U.S. at 178. Similarly, in Sinclair, 

the Court found _that an inquiry into oil leases was properly 

related to congressional authority over public lands and 

rejected, on the basis of the record, the factual argu-

ment that the investigation was not in aid of legislation. 

The Supreme Court has quite understandably and 

wisely sought to avoid the constitutional trauma inherent 

in a holding that Congress had exceeded its authority. 

But Kilbourn,·and the concept that a legislative purpose 

is an indispensable prerequisite for a valid inquiry, 

are the framework in which the Court has found other 

grounds for declining to enforce congressional subpoenas·. 

Subsequent cases have indicated that the "presumption" 

indulged by the Court in McGrain may be overcome if 

the connection with a proper legislative purpose becomes 

too tenuous. And the Supreme Court has shown particular 

concern where congressional inquiries have threatened 

to encroach upon other important constitutional rights, 

See Watkins v. United States, supra; United States v. 

Rumely, 345 U.S. 41 (1953). 
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In United~ v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41 (1953), where 

it was argued that the inquiry trespassed upon the First 

Amendment, the Court said: 

Whenever constitutional limits upon the investi
gative power of Congress have to be drawn by this 
Court, it ought only to be done after Congress has 
demonstrated its full awareness of what is at stake 
by unequivocally authorizing an inquiry of dubious 
limits. · 

345 U.S. at 46. The Court went on to hold that questions 

put to the defendant exceeded the bounds of the resolution 

by the House of Representatives creating the commiteee 

notwithstanding the subsequent ratification of the 

committee's action by the House. 

In~ v. United~, 354 U.S. 178 (1957), the 

Supreme Court af~irmed that: 

No inquiry is an end in itself; it must be related 
to, and in furtherance of, a legitimate task of the 
Congress. Investigations conducted solely for the 
personal aggrandizement of the investigators or to 
"punish" those investigated are indefensible. · 

354 U.S. at 187. The Court cited Kilbourn for the prop

osition that an investigation unrelated to legislative 

purpose would be "beyond the powers conferred upon the 

Congress in the Constitution" and Rumely for the prop

osition that "the mere semblance of legislative purpose 

would not justify an inquiry in the face of the Bill of 

Rights." 354 U.S. at 198. The court held that the House 

Resolution in question was so broad that the defendant 

could not fairly determine whether the questions put to 

him were pertinent to the committee's inquiry. 

In this case, as in Rumely and~, there is 

a collision between the congressional pursuit of infor

mation and an important Constitutional right. In Rumely 

and Watkins the Supreme Court was concerned with the 

impact of congressional investigations upon First 

Amendment freedoms. Here the investigation directly 
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challenges the Presidency. The importance of confiden

tiality to the Office of the President, and the 

implications of seeking to impose· ·judicial control upon 

the conduct of that office, are treated elsewhere in 

this memorandum. Certainly the preservation of the ability 

of Presidents to function is no less crucial to our 

Constitutional system that the vindication of First 

Amendment righto. 

~ is important too for the flat and famous 

statement in whl.ch the Court said: "We have no doubt 

that there is no congressional power to expose for the 

sake of exposure." 345 U.S. at 200.7 Of course the 

Senate is authorized to investigate campaign practices 

to see if legislation is needed in that area. But 

every time a member of the Committee speaks of the 

importance of "who said what to whom" or "what the 

President knew and when," and everytime the·plantiffs' 

briefwriters harp, as they do so repeatedly, on "the 

President's own possible criminality," Supplementary 

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 

Judgement at 2, they make it manifest that what they 

are interested in here is "to expose for the sake of 

exposure." 

The plaintiffs can take no comfort in the ruling in 

~ v. ~. because a careful reading of that decision 

reveals that .the court emphasized the "narrow contours 

of the problem" and the fact that the decision was limited 

7 In Watkins the Court also pointed with envy to 
England, where investigations of this kind are 
entrusted to royal commissions, removed from the 
turbulent forces of politics and partisan con
siderations. "Seldom, if ever, have these com
missions been given the authority to compel the 
testimony of witnesses or the production of. 
documents." Nevertheless, they have, as the 
Court noted, enjoyed "success in fulfilling 
their fact-finding missions without resort to 
coercive tactics * * *." 354 u.s. at 191-192. 
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to the "entirely unique circumstances of the case." 

Nixon v. Siric~ supra at 4. Indeed, the exception to 

the principle of executive privilege carved out there 

depends entirely upon "the grand jury showing that the 

evidence is directly relevant to its decisions." ~ 

v. Sirica, supra a~ 34. Obviously, if a grand jury is 

considering indicting for perjury when contradictory 

statements were made by different persons, it must 

ascertain who was not truthful in order to indict the 

proper person. It could be argued that the grand jury 

may have been completely precluded from returning any 

perjury indictments if it did not have access to the 

tapes. 

The Senate·committee does not find itself in an 

analogous situation. Its primary function -- the pro

posing of legislation -- is not completely precluded 

because there is some conflict in the testimony given 

before the Committee. However, it is argued that the 

subpoenas in question (and supposedly the most recent 

subpoenas that demand access to hundreds of tapes, 

documents, notes, memoranda, etc.) must be complied 

with in order that the Congress' "informing function" 

can be accomplished. 

It is submitted that the Committee has not been 

unduly frustrated in carrying out its informing function. 

The President has permitted many of his closest aides 

and advisors to give public testimony without claiming 

privilege. The Committee has had voluminous documents 

submitted as evidence. There are about 10,000 pages of 

testimony that have been given under oath. The Special 

Prosecutor has taken guilty pleas in a number of instances 
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and advises that further indictments will be forthcoming. 

The story of Watergate is unfolding, but it should do so 

in an. orderly manner. As the President stated in his 

letter of January 4, 1974, to the Chairman of the Senate 

Select committee: 

As you are aware, substantial numbers of materials 
have been provided to the Office of the Special 
Prosecutor for possible use with grand juries. 
With respect to whatever portions of the materials 
covered by your subpoena may be relevant to matters 
now subject to grand jury investigation, and 
potentially, criminal trials, disclosures to you, 
and through you to the public, could seriously 
impair the ability of the Office of the Special 
Prosecutor to complete its investigations and 
successfully prosecute the criminal cases which 
may arise from the grand juries. 

There are strong reasons why the most private con

versations and documents of the President should not be 

disclosed. If any of these items should be released to 

any extent, at least it should be under the auspices of 

the grand jury and its traditional cloak of secrecy. 

The public disclosure of conversations and memoranda 

that were always intended to be private has a tendency 

to degrade and ridicule the Presidency by transforming 

heretofore private and personal discussions into cocktail 

party entertainment. 

IV. The President Has the Power to Withhold Information 
from Congress the Disclosure of Which He Determines to Be 

Contrary to the Public Interest 

Plaintiffs' reliance on the Court of Appeals decision 

in Nixon v. Sirica to support its contention that Congress 

may force disclosure of the President's confidential con

versations and documents is not only misplaced, but is 

significantly demonstrative of the extraordinary request 

it makes of the Court. Plaintiffs admit that~ v. ~ 

was decided in ·the context of a grand jury subpoena. They 

recognize that the President has already disclosed to the 
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grand jury the evidence at issue here. Nevertheless these 

plaintiffs accuse Richard M. Nixon of suppressing evidence 

and ask this Court to rule that a congressional committee 

may completely disregard a claim of executive privilege 

by purporting to investigate "executive wrongdoing." Such 

an accusation is irresponsible. Such a claim of power is 

historically and constitutionally unsupportable. As the 

Court of Appeals clearly stated in its opinion in Nixon v. 

Sirica, "We recognize this great public interest, and agree 

with the District Court that such conversations are pre

sumptively privileged." Id. at 30. 

The President has refused disclosure to this Committee 

because he has determined that such disclosure would be 

contrary to the public interest. The President, even more 

so than the members of this Congressional Committee, is 

the elected representative of all people. Therefore, the 

President owes a duty to the people to maintain the 

constitutional integrity of the office he occupies. 

Whenever any branch of the Government exceeds the 
limits of the grant made to it by the Constitution, 
it, to that extent, ceases to represent the people 
and assumes arbitrary power. Defense by the 
Executive of his Constitutional powers becomes, in 
very truth, therefore, defense of popular rights -
defense of power which the people granted to him. 
It was in that sense that President Cleveland spoke 
of his duty to the people not to relinquish any of 
the powers of his great office. It was in that 
sense that President Buchanan stated the people 
have 'rights and prerogatives' in the execution 
of his office by the President which every President 
is under a duty to see 'shall never be violated in 
his person' but 'pass to his successors unimpaired 
by the adoption of a dangerous precedent.' In 
maintaining his rights against a trespassing 
Congress, the President defends not himself but 
popular Government; he represents net himself but 
the People. 

Warren, ~ential Declarations £f. Independence, 10 Bos. 

u. L. Rev. 1, 35 (1930). 

Maintenance of executive confidentiality as provided 

by the constitutional separation of powers has been recognized 

by this Court in its opinion in Misc. No. 47-73, Opinion at 

5, 7-8; and by the Court of Appeals in~ v. Sirica, 

supra at 30. 
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We reassert the importance of that principle here, 8 

but before dealing with it in detail it is necessary to 

discuss the basis for plaintiffs' claim of the right to 

information and the basis for the President's refusal to 

furnish it. 

A. Basis for Executive Privilege. 

Plaintiffs refer in a previously submitted "Historical 

Appendix" to a series of instances where Presidents and 

their aides have cooperated with Congressional requests for 

information. Their analysis includes instances where either 

testimony or documents were furnished to Congress by the 

Executive on a voluntary basis. Although plaintiffs' uses 

8 As his Ninth Defense to plaintiffs' original 
complaint, .the President asserted that the subpoena 
attached as Exhibit D to plaintiffs' Complaint was 
so unreasonably broad and oppressive as to make 
compliance impossible. This should be obvious from 
the face of the subpoena itself. It specifies no time 
period and demands a wide variety of records relating 
to 25 persons on a number of different subjects. 
Compliance would require a complete review of virtually 
all records in the White House. Needless to say, there 
await for future litigation three additional subpoenas 
of such extraordinary breadth that it is inaccurate to 
characterize the~ merely as overbroad and oppressive. 
If it would be helpful to the court in considering 
what we believe is the apparent overbreadth of the 
pending demands, both in the instant case and future 
cases, appropriate affidavits will be filed to sustain 
the President's position on this issue. 
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of history must be relied on with the utmost caution, 9 it is 

of course true that this President, like all of his predeces

sors, has often made voluntary disclosures of information 

sought by Congress. Plaintiffs have not cited any authority, 

either historical or legal, for the proposition that a 

President can be compelled to furnish information to the 

Congress. There is good.reason for this. There is no such 

authority. 

·' .. 
9 In their original papers, including the "Historical 

Appendix," plaintiffs' sole reliance for history is on 
an article by Raoul Berger, which they cite 15 times. 
Professor Berger is a reputable scholar and a provoca-
tive analyst but he is not always accurate in his 
statement of history. Thus at page 5 of the "Historical 
Appendix" plaintiffs cite the Berger article for the 
propositiop that President Jefferson "fully complied" 
with the subpoena issued against him in the Burr litiga
tion. This is simply not true. The facts ar<efully 
developed by Judge Wilkey at pages 41-55 of his dissent 
in Nixon v. Sirica. They show that ultimately Jefferson 
sent""ac:opy of the letter with a certificate reciting 
that he had omitted "some passages entirely confidential, 
given for my information in the discharge of my executive 
functions,· and which my duties and the public interest 
forbid me to make public." 9 Ford, Writings of 1'homas 
Jefferson 64 (1898). See also 3 Beveridge, Life of 
~ Marshall 518-522 (1919). ~~ ~ 

Again in a footnote at page 24 of their original brief, 
plaintiffs cite the Berger article for the following 
proposition: "President Jackson, for example, refused 
to produce documents relating to wrongdoing by a former 
executive official, but only on the ground that the 
congressional investigation was being conducted in 
camera, thus depriving the individual in question""of 
anopportunity for public vindication." President 
Jackson's message of February 10, 1835, referred to by 
plaintiffs, appears at 3 Ri.chardson, Messages and 
Pa£ers ~ the Presidents, 1789-1897 132 (1897)-.~The 
latter occupies three printed pages. The bulk of it 
discusses the fact that the demand encroaches on the 
constitutional powers of the Executive and that if 
Congress does not like what the President is doing it 
should impeach him. After a lengthy discussion of this 
paint there are two sentences in which Jackson refers to 
the fact ·that the papers would be considered in executive 
session. Following that he states again his original 
objection to the demand. Thus the statement by plaintiffs 
that he refused compliance only on the ground that the 
hearing was being conducted in camera is a gross distortion 
of the historical fact. ~ ~~~ 
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There are, however, many instances where Presidents 

have refused to furnish information to Congress and, in 

each case, the refusal has been accepted. 

The frequently exercised, long-standing freedom of 

the Executive to refuse demands by Congress for the product

ion of documents does not require extended discussion. 10 Under 

the Continental Congress, the relationship between Legislature 

and Executive.had been modeled on the British system. The 

executive departments were, in effect, answerable to the 

Legislature, and could be called on for an accounting. A 

resolution of the Continental Congress creating the Depart

ment of Foreign Affairs, whose head was appointed by and 

held office at the pleasure of Congress, provided: 

That the books, records and other papers of the United 
States, that relate to this department be committed to 
his custody, to which, and all other papers of his 
office, any member of Congress shall have access: 
provided that no copy shall be taken of matters of a 
secret nature without the special leave of Congress. 

10 It seems ironic indeed that the plaintiffs suggest 
··on one hand that their investigation has been "emasculated" 

by Presidential refusals to disclose inforl\\ation and on 
the other hand urge that the extent of Presidential 
disclosure constitutes a waiv~oth arguments are 
equally unsupported. The President voluntarily has 
allowed unprecedented access to the testimony and 
memoranda of top assistants. However such cooperation 

··hardly amounts to a waiver of all executive privilege. 
United States v. Reynolds, 345 u. s. 1, 11 (1953) holds 
specifically to the contrary. As Alexander Bickel has 
decisively observed, "Far from being waived, the privilege, 
it seems to me, is as much exercised when information is 
released as when it is withheld." Bickel, Wretched 
Tapes ~. N. Y. Times, August 15, p. 33. 
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This was completely changed by the Constitution in 

establishing the three independent branches. See Wolkinson, 

~~Congressional Committees for Executive Papers, 

10 Fed. Bar J. 319, 328-330 (1949). 

Since then there has arisen an often asserted, much 

discussed, and well recognized privilege of the President 

to deny Congress ·access to documents whenever either the 

President or the head of a department has deemed it in the 

public interest to do so. From the administration of 

Washington to the present, Presidents have repeatedly 

asserted the privilege, and, when forced to a showdown, 

Congress has always yielded and ceased to press its 

demands .• 1 1 A recent instance was the refusal of President 

Truman to turn ayer to the House Committee on Un-American 

Activities files relating to the federal employee loyalty 

program. Directive of March 13, 1948, 13 Fed. Reg. 1359 

(1948). 

11 The following. is a partial list of examples of suc-
cessful assertions of the privilege, comprising partly 
assertions by the President and partly assertions by 
department heads: 

President Date 

Washington 1796 

Jefferson 1807 

Monroe 1825 

Jackson 1833 

1835 

Type of Information 
Refused 

Instructions to u. s. 
Minister concerning 
Jay Treaty. 

Confidential informa
tion and letters re
lating to Burr's 
conspiracy. 

Documents relating to 
conduct of naval 
officers. 

Copy of paper read by 
President to heads of 
Departments relating 
to removal of bank 
deposits. 

Copies of charges 
against removed public 
official. 

List of all appointments 
made without Senate's 
consent between 1829 
and 1836, and those 
receiving salaries 
without holding office. 
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President Truman was persistent in his refusals to 

the House Committee on Un-American Activities. In 1953, 

President Date 

Tyler 1842 

1843 

Polk 1846 

Fillmore 1852 

Buchanan 1860 

Lincoln 1861 

Grant 1876 

Hayes 1877 

Cleveland 1886 

Theodore Roosevelt 1909 

Coolidge 1924 

Type of Information 
Refused 

Names of members of 26th 
and 27th Congress who 
have applied for office. 

Colonel Hitchcock's report 
to the War Department 
dealing with alleged 
frauds practiced on 
Indians, and his views 
of personal characters 
of Indian delegates. 

Evidence of payments 
made through State 
Department on Presi
dent's certificates, 
by prior administration. 

Official information 
concerning proposition 
made by King of Sand
wich Islands to transfer 
to U.S. 

Message to Protest to 
House against Resolution 
to investigate attempts 
by ~xecutive to influ
ence legislation. 

Dispatches of Major 
Anderson to the war 
Department concerning 
defense of Fort Sumter. 

Information concerning 
executive acts per
formed away from 
Capitol. 

Secretary of Treasury 
refused to answer 
questions and to 
produce papers con
cerning reasons for 
nomination of Theodore 
Roosevelt as Collector 
of Port of New York. 

Documents relating to 
suspension and removal 
of 650 Federal officials. 

Attorney General's reasons 
for failure to prosecute 
U. s. Steel Corporation. 

Documents of Bureau of 
Corporations, Department 
of Commerce. 

List of companies in 
which Secretary of 
Treasury Mellon was 
interested. 
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after he left the White House, he refused to honor a 

subpoena of the Committee that he appear and give testi

mony on charges that he and then Attorney General Tom C. 

President Date 

Hoover 1930 

1932 

Franklin D •. Roosevelt 1941 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1944 

Truman 1945 

1947 

Type of Information 
Refused 

Telegrams and letters 
leading up to London 
Naval Treaty. 

Testimony and documents 
concerning investiga
tion made in Treasury 
Department. 

Federal Bureau of Investi
gation reports. 

Director, Bureau of 
Budget, refused to 
testify and to pro
duce files. 

Chairman, Federal Com
munications Comm., and 
Board of War Communica
tions refused records. 

General Counsel, Federal 
Communications Commis

·sion, refused to pro
duce records. 

Secretaries of War and 
Navy ·refused to fur
nish docmnents, and 
permission for Army 
and Naval officers to 
testify. 

J. Edgar Hoover refused 
to give testimony and 
to produce President's 
directive. 

Issued directions to heads 
of executive departments 
to permit officers and 
employees to give infor
mation to Pearl Harbor 
Committee, but the 
President's directive 
did not include any 
files or written material. 

Civil Service Comrnission 
records concerning 
applicants for positions. 

See Wolkinson, Demands of Congressional Committees for 
Executive Papers, 10 Fecf:" Bar J. 103, 147 (1949). ~-

More recent examples are described in Kramer & Marcuse, 
Executive Privilege -- A Study of the Period 1953-1960, 29 
Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 623 (part 1) and 827 (part 2) (1961). 
See also Younger, Congressional Investications: ~ Study i'2 
~Separation~~, 20 Univ. Pitt. L. Rev. 755 (1959). 
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Clark knowingly promoted an enemy agent. President Truman 

stated: 

I am carrying out the provisions of the Constitution 
of the United States; and am following a long line of 
precedents, commencing with George Washington himself 
in 1796. Since his day, Presidents Jefferson, Monroe, 
Jackson, Tyler, Polk, Fillmore, Buchanan, Lincoln, 
Grant, Hayes, Cleveland, Theodore Roosevelt, Coolidge, 
Hoover, and Franklin D. Roosevelt have declined to 
respond to subpoenas or demands for information of 
various kinds from Congress. 
*** 
The doctrine would be shattered, and the President, 
contrary to our fundamental theory of constitutional 
government, would become a mere arm of the Legislative 
Branch of the government if he would feel during his 
term of office that his every act might be subject to 
official inquiry and possible distortion for political 
purposes. 

N. Y. Times, November 13, 1953, p. 13. Following receipt 

of the strongly worded letter from President Truman, the 

committee declined to press the matter further. 

Reference to this unbroken record of successful asser

tions of privilege in practice is particularly significant.in 

illustrating the constitutionally implied separation of 

powers. In the construction of any clause of the Constitution 

uninterrupted usage continuing from the early days of the 

Constitution would be of great weight. 

Both officers, lawmakers and citizens naturally adjust 
themselves to any long-continued action of the Executive 
Department -- on the presumption that unauthorized acts 
would not have been allowed to be so often repeated as 
to crystallize into a regular practice.- That presumption 
is not reasoning in a circle but the basis of a wise and 
quieting rule that in determining the meaning of a 
statute or the existence of.a power, weight shall be 
given to the usage itself -- even when the validity 
of the practice is the subject of investigation. 

United States v. "Midwest Oil Co., 236 u. S. 459, 472-473 (1915); 

United~ v. MacDaniel, 7 Pet. (7 U.S.) 1, 13-14 (1833). 

Here, moreover,_ because the doctrine of separation of powers 

is not contained in express language in the Constitution, 

~ parte Grossman, 267 U.S. 87, 119 (1925), and because the 

functioning of our Government depends so largely upon limits 

on the powers of each branch derived from practical adjust

ments based on a fair regard by each for the necessities 

of the others, we think that the historic usage is especially 

meaningful. "Even constitutional power, when the text is 
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doubtful, may be established by usage." ~ Waterways Corp. 

v. Young, 309 U.S. 517, 525 (1940). In the Pocket Veto Case, 

279 U.S. 655 (1929), the Court reviewed the legality of a 

Presidential pocket veto of a bill that would have allowed 

certain Indian tribes to sue in the Court of Claims. In 

upholding the President's exercise of that power the Court 

stated: 

The views which we have expressed as to the construction 
and effect of the constitutional provision here in 
question are confirmed by the practical construction 
that has been given to it by the Presidents through 
a long course of years, in which Congress has acquiesced. 
Long settled and established practice is a consideration 
of great weight in a proper interpretation of constitu
tional provisions of this character. 

279 U.S. at 688-689. 

These successful executive assertions of privilege 

against Congress have frequently been acknowledged by 

Congress itself. A typical example of this Congressional 

acknowledgment occurred during the Senate hearings on 

President Truman's dismissal of General MacArthur. 

Military Situation in the Far~' Hearings before the 

Committee on Armed Services and the Committee on Foreign 

Relations, U.S. Senate, 82nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1951), at 

763, 765. General Omar Bradley was questioned ab.out a 

meeting with the President, George Marshall, and Dean 

Acheson. Gen. Bradley replied, "Senator, at that time 

I was in a position of a confidential advisor to the 

President. I do not feel at liberty to publicize what 

any of us said at that time." Chairman Richard Russell 

was quick to recognize the necessity for such confiden

tiality and upheld the claim of privilege stating: 

I know that in my opinion any conversation with 
respect to any of my actions that I might have, 
any conference I might have with my administra
tive assistant in my office I think should be 
protected, .and it is my own view, and I so rule, 
that any matter that transpired in the private 
conversation between the President and the Chief 
of Staff as to detail can be protected by the 
witness ii he so desires, and if General Bradley 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 74 
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relies upon that relationship, so far as the 
Chair is concerned, though I regret very much 
that the issue was raised and I am compelled 
to pass on it, I would rule that he be protected. 

Hearings at 765. The Chairman's decision upholding the 

claim of privilege subsequently was ratified after 

extensive debate for several days by a Committee vote 

of 18-8. Hearings at 872. See also, e.g. H.Rep. No. 

1595, 80th Cong., 2nd Sess., (1948r at 2-3, 7. Even 

in the heat of contest members of Congress have 

recognized the wisdom of acceding to the constitutional 

principles here asserted by the President. 

During the administration of President Hayes, for 

example, the House Judiciary Committee, under the chair

manship of Benjamin F. Butler, pointed out that all 

resolutions directed to the President relating to the 

production of records properly would contain the clause 

"if in his judgment not inconsistent with the public 

interest." H.Rep. No. 141, 45th Cong., 3rd Sess., 

(1879), at 3. And the Committee continued, !_!!. at 3 

and 4: 

***whenever the President has returned (as 
sometimes he has) that, in his judgment, it 
was not consistent with the public interest 
to give the House such information, no further 
proceedings have ever been taken to compel the 
production of such information. Indeed, upon 
principle, it would seem that this must be so. 
The Executive is as independent of either house 
of Congress as either house of Congress is 
independent of him, and they cannot call for 
the records of his action or the action of 
his officers against his consent, any more 
than he can call for any of the journals and 
records of the House or Senate. 

The decision as to whether there should be compliance with 

a particular request was the Executive's, the committee 

stated: 

Somebody must judge upon this point. It clearly 
cannot be the House or its committee, because 
they cannot know the importance of having the 
doings of the executive department kept secret. 
The head of the executive department, therefore, 
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During the hearings on the nomination of the Honorable 

Abe Fortas to be Chief Justice of the United States, Senator 

Ervin began to question the nominee about his participation 

in discussions with President Johnson that led to an order 

sending federal troops into Detroit. Senator Ervin then 

said, however: "I will not insist upon your answer, because 

it is a prerogative of communicatio.ns in the executive branch 

of the Government." Hearings before the Committee on the 

Judiciary, u.s. Senate, Nominations £f ~~and 

~ Thornberry, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1968), at 124. The 

question was not answered. At a later point, in response 

to a different question from Senator Ervin, Justice Fortas 

answered: 

Senator, I will not go into any c~nversations, either 
to affirm them or to deny them, that I have had with 
the President. I ask you please to understand that, 
and please to excuse me. I know how easy it is to 
say no, the President did not say something to me. 
But the question is "What did he say?" would follow, 
and so on. I must ask you to indulge me to this 
extent. .I have endeavored Sena tor, and Mr. Chairman, 
to err, if I erred, on the side of frankness and 
candor with this committee. But I think that it 
is my duty to observe certain limits, and one of 
those limits is any conversation, either affirmance 
or denial, that I may have had with the President 
of the United States. 

!§_. at 167-168. Later in the hearings, Senator McClellan 

said to the nominee: 

I am not quarrelling with your position that you 
cannot say and do not want to say what conversa
tions you may have had with the President. I 
respect that position if you 'wish to take it. 

!§_. at 225. At no point in the hearings did any Senator 

disagree with these views of Senator Ervin, Justice Fortas, 

and Senator McClellan. 

During the hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee 

relating to the nomination of Mr. Richard G. Kleindienst as 

Attorney General, Mr, Peter Flanigan, Special Assistant to 

the President, was invited to appear and testify about ITT 

matters. The Counsel to the President responded by pointing 

out that under the doctrine of separation of powers and long 
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must be the judge in such case and decide it 
upon his own responsibility to the people, and 
to the House, upon a case of inpeachment 
brought against him for so doing, if his acts 
are causeless, malicious, willfully wrong, or 
to the detriment of the public interests. 

There are many other instances of Congressional recog

nition of the executive privilege, vis-a-vis Congress, 

including one which gave rise to a great congressional 

debate, occupying the Senate for almost two weeks, during 

President Cleveland's first administration. 17 Cong. 

Rec. 2211-2814 (1886). See Sen. Misc. Doc., Vol. 7, 52d 

Cong., 2d Sess. (1886), at 235-243; 8 Richardson, Messages 

and Papers of the Presidents 375-383 (1886); 17 Cong. Rec. 

4095 (1886). In the course of this debate many past 

examples of executive refusals to produce papers demanded 

by Congress were discussed. See, e.g., 17 Cong. 

Rec. 2622-2623 (1886) • 12 

A more recent instance was the congressional reaction 

to President Kennedy's refusal to disclose the names of 

Defense Department speech reviewers. Committee on Armed 

Services, U.S. Senate, Military Cold War Escalation~ 

Speech Review Policies, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962), 

at 338, 369-370, 508-509, 725, 730-731. The Senate 

Subcommittee, speaking through Senator Stennis, conceded: 

We now come face to face and are in direct 
conflict with the established doctrine of 
separation of powers***, 

I know of no case where the Court has ever 
made the Senate or the House surrender records 
from its files, or where the Executive has 
made the Legislative Branch surrender records 
from its files -- and I do not think either 
one of them could. So the rule works three 
ways. Each is supreme within its field, and 
each is responsible within its field. 

Id. at 512. 

12 This debate ended with the approval by the Senate, 
in a vote on party lines, of resolutions condemning 
the President and the Attorney General. No result 
came from the resolutions. See 17 Cong. Rec. 2813-
2814 (1886). 
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established historical precedents, members of the President's 

immediate staff do not appear and testify before congressional 

corrunittees with respect to the performance of their duties. 

Thereafter, the Senate Judiciary Committee adopted a resolution 

on April 18, 1972, in which it was agreed that Mr. Flanigan 

"is not required to testify to any knowledge based on confi

dential communications between him and the President or between 

him and other aides of the President." Thereafter, a 

Presidential Assistant appeared and testified to the matters 

agreed to. Hearings before the Committee on the Judiciary, 

U.S. Senate, Nomination£!_ Richard Q• Kleindienst, of~. 

to be Att'orney ~- 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. (1972), at 

1630-1631. 

B. The Need for Confidentiality. 

There has long been general recognition that high 

officers in every branch of government cannot function 

effec.tively unless they are able to preserve the confiden

tiality of their communications with their intimate advisers. 

This recognition extends even to plaintiffs in this case. 

Professor Dash has stated that "We are not, as I have 

indicated, asking for any ruling by this Court that the 

President doesn't have Executive Privilege. He certainly 

does." Transcript at 25. Professor Dash also advised this 

Court that: 

Senator Ervin, Chairman of the Committee, has 
frequently stated that he concurs and agrees 
there must be an Executive Privilege where the 
President must be in a position to be able to 
withhold certain materials in order to preserve 
confidentiality. (emphasis supplied) 

Transcript at 11. Such a recognition by plaintiffs is no 

more than awareness of both the practical necessity and 

judicial approbation of executive confidentiality. 

In Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73, 

87 (1973), the Court quoted with approval the statement of 

Justice Reed, sitting by designation' in the Court of Claims, 
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in~ Aluminum! Chemical Corp. v. United~. 

157 F.Supp. 939, 946 (Ct.Cl. 1958): 

There is a public policy involved in this claim of 
privilege for this advisory opinion -- the policy 
of open, frank discussion between subordinate and 
chief concerning administrative action. 

Discussions of this kind are regarded as privileged "for the 

benefit of· the· public, not of executives who may happen to 

then hold office," Id. at 944, since it is the public that 

is served when those who represent it are able to make 

important decisions with the wisdom that only open and frank 

discussion can provide. Judge Robinson has spelled out this 

point more fully: 

This privilege, as do all evidentiary privileges, 
affects an adjustment between important but competing 
interests. There is, on the one hand, the public 
concern in revelations facilitating the just resolu
tion of legal disputes, and, on the other, occasional 
but compelling public needs for confidentiality. In 
striking the balance in favor of nondisclosure of 
intra-governmental advisory and deliberative com
munications, the privilege subserves a preponderating 
policy of frank expression and discussion among those 
upon whom rests the responsiblity for making the 
determinations that enable government to operate, and 
thus achieves an objective akin to those attained 
by other privileges more ancient and commonplace in 
character. Nowhere is the public interest more 
vitally involved than in the fidelity of the 
sovereign's decision and policymaking resources. 

Carl Zeiss Stiftung v. ~- !•~-~Zeiss, Jena, 40 F.R.D. 318, 

324-325 (D.D.C. 1966), affirmed~ the opinion~ 384 F.2d 

979, ~- denied 389 u.s. 952 (1967). See also 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552(b) (5); Rogers,~ Right~~ Government Business 

~~Viewpoint of the Government Official, 40 Marq.L.Rev. 

83, 89 (1956). 

This case concerns the ability of the President to enjoy 

confidentiality in carrying out his official duties. But this 

important privilege is not one that is available only to assist 

the functioning of the President, or the Executive Branch 

generally. As Judge Wilkey recently wrote, "the privilege 

against disclosure of the decision-making process is a 

tripartite privilege, because precisely the same privilege 

in conducting certain aspects of public business exists for the 
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legislative and judicial branches as well as for the executive." 

Soucie v. ~' 448 F.2d 1067, 1080 (1971) (concurring opinion). 

Although Professor Arthur Selwyn Miller and a collaborator 

have recently argued to the contrary, Miller & Sastri, Secrecy 

~ the Supreme Court: ~The~ for Piercing the~~ 

Curtain, 22 Buff. L. Rev. 799 (1973), it has always been 

recognized that judges must be able to confer with their 

colleagues, and with their law clerks, in circumstances of 

absolute confidentiality. Justice Brennan has written that 

Supreme Court conferences are held in "absolute secrecy" for 

"obvious· reasons." Brennan, Working~ Justice, in~ 

Autobiography£.~~ Supreme Court 300 (Westin ed. 1963). 

Justice Frankfurter had said that the "secrecy that envelops 

the Court's work'' is "essential to the effective functioning 

of the Court." Frankfurter, Mr. Justice~' 104 U.Pa.L.Rev. 

311, 313 (1955). And only two years ago Chief Justice Burger 

analogized the confidentiality of the Court to that of the 

Executive, and said: 

No statute gives this Court express power to 
establish and enforce the utmost security 
measures for the secrecy of our deliberations 
and records. Yet I have little doubt as to 
the inherent power of the Court to protect 
the confidentiality of its internal opera
tions by whatever judicial measures may be 
required. 

~ York Times ££· v. United ~' 403 U.S. 713, 752 n. 3 

(1971) (Burger, C.J. dissenting). In the recent contempt \_/ 

proceeding arising out of the trial of the Chicago Seven, 

Judge Gignoux refused to allow the defense even to call as 

a witness a person who had been law clerk to Judge Hoffman 

at the time of the original trial, on the ground that every

thing that a law clerk knows about his judge is privileged. 

The Judiciary works in conditions of confidentiality 

and it claims a pri.vilege against giving testimony about 

the official conduct.of judges. Statement of the Judges, 
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14 F.R.D. 335 (N.D.Cal. 1953). See also the letter of 

Justice Tom c. Clark, refusing to respond to a subpoena 

to appear before the House Un-American Activities Committee, 

on the ground that the "complete independence of the judi

ciary is necessary to the proper administration of justice." 

N. Y. Times, Nev. 14, 1953, p. 9. 

A similar need for confidentiality, and an insistence 

that it cannot be breached by other branches of government, 

applies in the Legislative Branch. Neither a member of 

Congress nor his legislative aides can be compelled to 

disclose communications between the member and his aides 

relating to any legislative act of the member. ~ v. 

United~, 408 u.s. 606, 629 (1972). It is immaterial 

that these communications might show criminal acts. 408 u.s. 

at 615. These aspects of the~ decision reflect in 

large part acceptance by the Court of the arguments presented 

by Senator Ervin and seven other Senators on behalf of the 

Senate as amicus curiae in that case. As reprinted in the 

Congressional Record, the amicus brief.argued in part: 

To isolate a Senator so that he cannot call upon 
the advice, counsel and knowledge of his personal 
assistants is to stop him from functioning as an 
independent legislator. If an aide must fear that 
the advice he offers, the knowledge he has, and 
the assistance he gives to his Senator may be 
called into question by the Executive, then he is 
likely to refrain from acting on those very occa
sions when the issues are the most controversial 
and when the Senator is most in need of assistance. 

* * * 
The Congressional privilege based upon an express 
Constitutional provision to encourage the free 
exchange of ideas and information can hardly be 
less extensive than the Executive privilege which 
has not express statutory or Constitutional basis 
and whose sole purpose is secrecy. Yet the 
Executive .privilege has been extended to the 
activities of persons whose relationship to the 
President is far more remote than the relation
ship of an aide to a Senator. 

The need for protecting the confidential relation
ships between the President and his aides, as the 
Government has asserted in defending the Executive 
privilege, is pari passu applicable to the need 
for protecting the relationship between Senators 
and their aides. 

Cong. Rec. S5856, 55857 (daily ed. April 11, 1972). 
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Again it is the long established practice of each 

House of Congress to regard its own private papers as 

privileged. No court subpoena is complied with by the 

Congress or its committees without a vote of the House 

concerned to turn over the documents. ~ v. ~, 

448 F.2d 1067, 1081-1082 (1971). This practice is 

insisted on in Congress even when the result may be to 

deny relevant evidence in a ·criminal proceeding either 

to the prosecution or to the accused person. 1 3 

13 See, e.g., 108 Cong. Rec. 3626 (1962), showing Senate 
adoption of a resolution permitting staff members 
and former staff members of a Senate Committee to 
appea~ and to testify in a criminal proceeding against 
James Hoffa but forbidding them from taking any docu
ments or records in the custody of the Senate and 
from testifying about information that they gained 
while employed in the Senate. In explaining the 
resolution to the Senate, Senator M.cClellan said in 
part: "The Senate recognizes it has certain privileges 
as a separate and distinct branch of Government, which 
it wishes to protect." Id. at 3627. 

On July 16, 1970, counsel for 1st Lt. William L. 
Calley, Jr., moved in his court-marial proceeding 
for production of testimony concerning the My Lai 
incident that had been presented to a subcommittee 
of the House Committee on Armed Services in executive 
session. Lt. Calley claimed that this testimony 
would be exculpatory of him and would help him es
tablish his defense in the court-martial. The sub
committee Chairman, Rep. F. Edward Hebert, refused 
to make the testimony available, advising defense 
counsel on July 17, 1970, that Congress is "an 
independent branch of the Government, separate from 
_but eql!al to the Executive and Judicial branches," 
and that accordingly only Congress. can direct the 
disclosure of legislative records. He concluded 
from this that the material"requested by the defense 
was not within the rule of Brady v. Maryland, 
373 U.S. 83 (1963), nor subject to the requirements 
of the Jencks Act, 18 u.s.c. § 3500. Subsequently 
the military court issued a subpoena to the Clerk 
of the House of Representatives. The Speaker laid 
this before the House .on November 17, 1970, 116 
Cong. Rec. 37652 (1970), but to date the House has 
taken no action nor given any indication that it 
will supply the information sought. 

,. ,., 

/ 
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Plaintiffs nonetheless argue that neither Congressmen 

nor grand or petit jurors enjoy privilege to "suppress 

evidence relating to official misconduct." Memorandum on 

Remand at 26-27. This argument and its reliance on United~ 

v. Gravel, supra, United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 

521 (1972), and Clark v. United States, 289 U.S. 1 (1933), 

simply is not applicable to this case. None of the cases 

cited by plaintiffs, including Gravel,. Brewster, and Clark, 

involve congressional requests for evidence. They all 

were cases in which a grand jury investigation of alleged 

misconduct overcame historically recognized claims of 

confidentiality. Those decisions were based, as was the 

decision in Nixon v. Sirica, on the traditional role of 

the grand jurJ in investigating criminal activity. Here 

all evidence being sought by this committee has been 

delivered voluntarily to the grand jury by the President. 

There is no "suppression of evidence" by the President. 

There is no frustration of any law enforcement activity 

or judicial proceeding. There is, however, a determination 

by the President that these plaintiffs not be allowed to 

undercut the independence and integrity of the executive 

branch. 

These plaintiffs cannot claim to require these 

confidential materials in order to indict or accuse guilty 

persons. That is the role of a grand jury, and properly 

so, since it is incomprehensible that formal claims of 

executive privilege would be overruled each time a 

congressional committee decided to investigate imagined 

"executive wrongdoing". 

These considerations of 1public policy are particularly 

compelling when applied to Presidential communications 

with his advisers. 
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Inseparable from the modern Presidency, indeed 
essential to its effective operation, is a 
whole train of officers and offices that serve 
him as eyes, ears, anns, mouth, and brain. 

Rossiter, The American Presidency 97 (1956). Nor is it 

only those who are part of his staff with who~ the 

President must be able to talk. He must be able to 

confer with foreign leaders and with representatives of 

every element in American public. He must be free to 

look for advice to anyone whose advice he trusts, whether 

in or out of government. The late Dean Acheson and 

former Justice Abe Fortas are merely recent and con

spicuous examples of persons who were consulted by 

Presidents on critical public issues at times that they 

held no public office. "The President is, as he should 

be, entirely free, * **like all who preceded him, to 

take counsel with private citizens." Id. at 103. 

For the Presidency to work effectively and for the 

President to get candid advice from those to whom he 

turns it is absolutely essential that he be able to 

protect the .confidentiality of these communications. 

As stated by the President on July 6, 1973, in his 

letter to Senator Sam J. Ervin: 

No President could function if the private papers 
of his office, prepared by his personal staff, 
were open to public scrutiny. Formulation of 
sound public policy requires that the President 
and his personal staff be able to communicate 
among themselves in complete candor, and that 
their tentative judgments, their exploration 
of alternatives, and their frank comments on 
issues and personalities at home and abroad 
remain confidential. 

This has been the position of every President in 

our history, and it has been specifically stated by 

President Nixon's immediate predecessors. Writing his 

memoirs in 1955, President Truman explained that he had 

found it necessary to omit certain material, and said: 

"Some of this material cannot be made available for 
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many years, perhaps for many generations." 1 Truman, 

14 
Memoirs x (1955). President Eisenhower stated the 

point with force on July 6, 1955, in connection with 

the Dixon-Yates controversy: 

But when it comes to the conversations that take 
place between any responsible official and his 
advisers or exchange of little, mere little slips 
of this or that, expressing personal opinions on 
the most confidential basis, those are not subject 
to investigation by anybody, and if they are, will 
wreck the Government. 

There is no business that could be run if there 
would be exposed every single thought that an 
adviser might have, because in the process of 
reaching an agreed position, there are many, 
many conflicting opinions to be brought together. 
And if any commander is going to get the free, 
unprejudiced opinions of his subordinates, he 
had better protect what they have to say to him 
on a confidential basis. 

Public Papers of Presidents of the United States: Dwight 

D. Eisenhower 1955 674 (1959). 

Congress itself recognized the high degree of 

confidentiality that must attach to Presidential papers 

for many years when it enacted the Presidential Libraries 

Act of 1955, Pub. L. 84-373, 69 Stat. 695 (1955), now 

codified in 44 u.s.c. §§ 2107, 2108. That statute 

encourages Presidents to give their papers to a 

Presidential library, and provides that papers, documents, 

and other historical materials so given "are subject to 

14 President Truman's strong feelings concerning the 
necessity for confidentiality were discussed by his 
daughter in a recent biography: 

Lately some historians have criticized Dad because 
he has refused to open his confidential files. But 
Dad is not acting out of selfish motives. From the 
day he left office he was conscious that he still 
had heavy responsibilities as an ex-president. Dur
ing his White House years a president gets advice 
from hundreds of people. He wants it to be good 
advice. He wants men to say exactly what they think, 
to tell exactly what they know about a situation or 
a subject. A President can only get this kind of 
honesty if the man who is giving the advice knows 
what he s,ys is absolutely confidential, and will 
not be published for a reasonable number of years 
after the president leaves the White House. 

Truman, Harry~. Truman 562 (1973). 
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restrictions as to their availability and use stated in 

writing by the donors or depositors***. The restric

tions shall be respected for the period stated, or until 

revoked or terminated by the donors or depositors or by 

persons legally qualified to act on their behalf." 44 

U.S.C. S 2108 (cl;~ v. United States, 460 F.2d 

671 (10th Cir. 1972). Since that Act was passed the gifts 

of Presidential papers of Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, 

and Johnson have all specified that "materials containing 

statements made by or to" the President are to be kept "in 

confidence" and are to be held under seal and not revealed 

to anyone except the donors or archival personnel until 

"the passage of time or other circumstances no longer 

require such materials being kept under restriction." 

Letter of April 13, 1960, from President Dwight D. Eisenhower 

to .the Administrator of General Services; Agreement of 

Feb. 25, 1965, between Mrs. Jacqueline B. Kennedy and the 

United States; Letter of Aug. 13, 1965, from President 

Lyndon B. Johnson to the Administrator of General Services. 

In addition, the letters from President Eisenhower and 

from President Johnson specifically prohibit disclosure 

to "public officials" and state, as the reason for these 

restrictions, that "the President of the United States is 

the recipient of many confidences from others, and* * * 
the inviolability of such confidence is essential to the 

functioning of the constitutional office of the Presidency 

* * *." 

The need to preserve the confidentiality of the Oval 

Office has been recognized from without as well as by those 

who have borne the burdens of service there. What Justice 

Stewart, who was joined by Justice White, said in his con

curring opinion in New York Times co. v. United States, 

403 U.S. 713, 727 (1971), has great force: 
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And within our own executive departments, the develop
ment of considered and intelligent international 
policies would be impossible if those charged with 
their formulation could not communicate with each 
other freely, frankly, and in confidence. * * * 

* * * [I)t is clear to me that it is the constitutional 
duty of the Executive -- as a· matter of sovereign 
prerogative and not as a matter of law as the courts 
know law -- through the promulgation and enforcement 
of executive regulations, to protect the confiden
tiality necessary to carry out its responsibilities 
in the fields of international relations and national 
defense. 

403 U.S. at 728, 729-730. 

Other justices of the Supreme Court have expressed 

their views on congressional assults on Presidential 

confidentiality. Justice Douglas has written: "In 

defending himself against investigation by Congress every 

President has acted rightfully. In refusing to be inves

tigated by Congress he defends popular sovereignty and 

the separation of powers." Douglas, Anatomy of Liberty 

72 (1963). Justice Douglas also is cognizant of the long 

tradition of Presidential refusals to yield to congressional 

demands for information: 

Each President -- from Washington to Kennedy -- has 
deemed it to be in his prerogative not to disclose 
certain information to the legislative branch. Taft 
defended that principle, saying a President can keep 
information confidential 'if he does not deem the 
disclosure of such information prudent or in the public 
interest.' Certainly much information must be kept 
secret; at least, the President might so believe. 
Defense items, the operations of diplomatic missions, 
the communications with our embassies or legations -
these are sensitive matters. Moreover, employees of 
the executive branch are in a chain of command leading 
up to the President. If any of them can be summoned 
and interrogated as to how he advised his superior, 
what memoranda he wrote, what conversation he has 
had, a disruptive influence would be injected into 
the executive branch. Then the employee would look 
to Congress and not have undivided loyalty to his 
superior in the executive branch. 

Douglas at 74-75. 

Prior to his appointment to the Court Justice Rehnquist 

was an Assistant Attorney General in the Department of Justice. 
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As head of the Department's Office of Legal Counsel he 

spoke out strongly in support of the necessity for 

Presidential confidentiality before the Senate Judiciary 

Committee: 

Finally, in the area of Executive decisionmaking, 
it has been generally recognized that the President 
must be free to receive from his advisers absolutely 
impartial and disinterested advice, and that those 
advisers may well tend to hedge or blur the sub
stance of their opinions if they feel that they 
will shortly be second-guessed by Congress, by 
the press, or by the public at large, or that the 
President might be embarrassed if he had to explain 
why he did not follow their recommendations. Again, 
the aim is not for secrecy of the end product --
the ultimate Presidential decision is and ought to 
be a subject of the fullest discussion and debate, 
for which the President must assume undivided 
responsibility. But few would doubt that the 
Presidential decision will be a sounder one if 
the President is able to call upon his advisers 
for comp~etely candid and frequently conflicting 
advice with respect to a given question. 

Executive Privilege: The Withholding of Information~ 

the Executive, Hearing before the Subcommittee on 

Separation of Powers of the Committee on the Judiciary, 

U. S. Senate, 92nd Congress, 1st Session (1971) at 424-25. 

Of course international relations and national defense 

have very special claims to secrecy, but the importance of 

the.President being able to speak with his advisers "freely, 

frankly, and in confidence" is not confined to those matters. 

It is just as essential that the President be able to talk 

openly with his advisers about domestic issues as about 

military or foreign affairs. The wisdom that free dis

cussion provides is,as vital in fighting inflation, in 

choosing Supreme Court Justices, in deciding whether to 

veto a large spending bill, and in the myriad other 

important decisions that the President must make in his 

roles as Chief of State, Chief Executive, and Chief 

Legislator as it is when he is acting as Chief Diplomat 

or as Commander-in-Chief. Any other view would fragment 

the executive power vested in him and would assume that 

some of his constitutional responsibilities are more 

important than others. It is true that the President has 
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more substantive freedom to act in foreign and military 

affairs than he does in domestic affairs, but his need 

for candid advice is no different in the one situation 

than in the other.ls 

Former Justice Fortas, who advised President Johnson 

on both foreign and domestic matters, has said that a 

President must have "confidence that he can have advisers 

to whom he can trust his inmost thoughts. A President 

has to have this, just as a citizen can go to a doctor 

or a lawyer, a priest or a psychiatrist, to discuss his 

problems, without fear of disclosure of his confidences." 
/ 

Fortas, !]'he Presidency As !_ ~ Seen It, _,In Hughes, ~ 

Living Presidency 335 (1973) .16 

15 There are serious weaknesses in the assumption, 
popular among liberals who happen at the moment not 
to be thinking about Senator McCarthy, that 
public policy ought to draw a sharp distinction 
between "military and diplomatic secrets" on 
the one hand and all other types of official 
information on the other, giving Congress free 
access to the latter. In the first place, the 
line is by no means easy to draw, even when the 
best of faith is used***. More fundamentally, 
however, the executive's interest in the privacy 
of certain other types of information is not less 
than its interest in preserving its military and 
diplomatic secrets. One obvious.example is the 
data, derogatory or otherwise, in the security 
files of individuals. Another, perhaps still 
more important, is the record of deliberations 
incidental to the making of policy decision. 

Bishop, The Executive's Right of Privacy: An Unresolved 
Constitutional Question,~ale ~77,~88 (1957). 

16 This need has been perceived also by political scientists. 

Although some of President Truman's "cronies" were 
poorly equipped for this service, their indiscretions 
did not destroy a President's need for personal 
adviser's***· There can be no doubt that men like 
House and Hopkins perform an essential function. 
Ideally, they are both intimates of the President and 
experts in public affairs. But perhaps their most 
significant contributions are made as presidential 
intimates. The President needs to discuss with a 
sympathetic person ideas and plans that are still in 
an amorphous state and to gain some respite from the 
cares of office by talking over trivial matters that 
intere$t him or by chatting about men of affairs, 
with the confidence that his remarks will not go 
beyond the room. 

Carr, Bernstein, Morrison, Snyder, & McLean, American 
Democracy in Theory and Practice 609-610 (1956). 
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'All that we have said on this point was succinctly 

put by a distinguished constitutional lawyer, Charles L. 

Black, Jr., who has recently observed that refusal to 

disclose communications of the kind involved in· this 

litigation is not only the President's lawful privilege, 

but 

It is hard for me to see how any person of common 
sense could think that those consultative and 
decisional processes that are the essence of the 
Presidency could be carried on to any good effect, 
if every participant spoke or wrote in continual 
awareness that at any moment any Congressional 
committee, or any prosecutor working with a grand 
jury, could at will command the production of the 
verbatim record of every word written or spoken. 

Black, Mr. Nixon, the Tapes and Common Sense, N. Y. Times, 

Aug. 3, 1973, p. 31. See also the fuller expression of 

Professor Black's view in Cong .. Rec. E5320-E5322 (daily ed. 

August 1, 1973). 

What we have said in this portion of the brief is 

frequently put on the basis of separation of powers. 

Yet it is probable that the point we have made goes 

beyond the separation of powers arguments and rests on 

a proposition even more fundamental. Even though no 

sep~ration of powers issue would be involved, we suggest 

that it would be as inappropriate for one federal court 

to inquire into discussions between a judge of another 

federal court and his law clerk as it would be if the. 

inquiry were to come from a committee of Congress. 

Similarly, we cannot conceive that one congressional 

committee could require production of the private papers 

of another congressional committee any more than a court 

could require these . .What is really at stake is the 

ability of constitutional officers of government to 

perform their duties under conditions that will make 

it possible for them to function to the best of their 

ability. For this goal to be achieved, the ability to 

preserve the confidentiality of communications with close 

advisers is absolutely essential. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt, 1 - 75 
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CONCLUSION 

This litigation places the Judiciary in the 

unfortunate posture of being requested to settle a 

dispute between two of the coordinate branches of 

government. As set forth previously, it has been 

shown that this is a classic example of a political 

question, which is clearly inappropriate for judicial 

resolution. For this reason the case should be dis

missed, because the subject matter is nonjusticiable. 

Furthermore, the plaintiffs have asserted that the 

subpoenaed mate~ial is needed to determine whether 

perjury has been committed. Pursuing this objective 

is more the proper role of the Executive and Judicial 

branches than the Legislative, because· it is between 

the former two that the law enforcement function of 

the Constitution is divided. 

Finally, in response to the subpoenas of the Senate 

Comm~ttee, the President has interposed a valid claim of 

executive privilege. It is obvious that the President 

must be able to seek advice freely from his advisors in 

order to function satisfactorily. He must know that 

they can speak freely to him without fear of being sum

moned before some tribunal and forced to detail their 

conversations with him. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, judgment should 

be entered on behalf of the President. 

Of Counsel -----
RICHARD A. HAUSER 
K. GREGORY HAYNES 
GEORGE P. WILLIAMS 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. FRED BUZHARDT 
JAMES D. ST. CLAIR 
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT 
ROBERT T. ANDREWS 
THOMAS P. MARINIS, JR. 

Attorneys for the President 

The l'lhite House 
Washington, D.C. 
Telephone Number: 

20500 
456-1414 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIAr-~~~~~~~-I 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al, , 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

CHARD M. NIXON, individually and as 
President of the United States, · 

Defendant 

: 

FILED . JAN 2 1 197 4 _ 

JAUS F, DAVEY 
CLERK 

i Civil Action 
I No. 1593-73 

REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PIAINfIFFS' 
MEMORANDUM ON REMAND 

Several things need initially be said ·about defendant's latest 

First, defendant no longer seriously contends. 'that Pub. 

w 93-i90 does not prov:ide a valid statutory.basis for jurisdic

ion in this case (Response, p. -2), Second, defendan1; has 

ffeotively dropped his claim that the Select Committee was not 

uthorized by the :f'ull Senate to subpena and sue the President 

poili tion wholly untenable after the passage of S. Res.. 194. 

nstead, defendant essentially focuses on the issue~ of justici

bility, plaintiffs' legislative authority, and the merits of this 

ontl!Qversy, but his, contenti6ns in these regards are essentially 
i 

epetitious ot his prior arguments to thil Oou.rt in t~s case and 

is wisuccess:f'ul arguments to this Court and the Court of Appeals 

N~on v. Sirica. Strangely, his contentions sB$f11 to miss the 

mport of the significant events that- have occurred pince this 

atter was last briefed before this Court -- most ~rticularly, the 

ourt ot Appeals' decision in Nixon v. Sirica and ~e unanimous 

passage ot s. Res. 194. While we are hesitant to burden the 

Courfl with additional briefing, it appears necessa:11y to bring 

"this case ·b~ck to prope.r perspective with. a few br1.~f ~emarks, 
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I. This Case Is FullY Justiciable. 

Defendant's major claim respecting justiciability is that the 

Court should decline to decide this case because it involves a 

olitical question:under the tests enunciated in Baker v. Carr,. 

69 u.s.' 186 (1962) and Powell v. McCormack, 395 u.s. 486 (1969). 

e have ·not ignored these cases, .as defendant contends '(pp. 10, 11) 

ut instead have demonstrated that, as to every aspect of the 

Baker/Powell test, his position is untenable.'!;/ ·we do not 

propose to repeat those arguments in detail he~_. but a :!'ew 

additional comments are in order. 

The Select Committee's decision to subpena the .President was 

ot a "political decision" as defendant claims (p. 11). Rather, it 

s a unanimous decision·by a bipartisan committee that, to :t'ul:!'111 

mandate under s. Res. 60, subpenas to the President were 

Sec. 1 (a) or that Resolution,. unanimously passed, 

the Committee "to conduct an inve·stigation and study o'f, 

he extent ••• to which :j.llegal, improper, or unetnical activities 

ere e_ngaged in by ~ persons ••• in the presidential election of 

1972.' or in any related campaign or canvass ••• " (emphasis added). 

at the Committee was fulfilling its lawful responsibilities unde 

• Res. 60 by subpenaing the President has been a:!'firm~d by a 

anifllOUS Senate in s. Res. 1.94.~ The assertion that the decision 

subpena the President was.a political one is a ~ere ipse dixit. 

o state 1t does not make it so, particularly where. unoontestable 

* ee Plainti fs 1 Rep].y Memorandum In Support of'Motion For 
ummai'y Judgment, pp, 4-e. We there contend that there is no 

"textually demonstrable commitment" to the President by the 
Constitution of an unreviewable executive privilege to withhold 
evidence, a proposition firmly established by Nixon v. Sirica 
that serves as a lethal blow to defendant's claim of non
justiciability in this case. We have never conceded that the 
Constitution provides the Executive with an unreviewable privilege 
as defendant suggests (pp. 10, 14). We have noted the Courts' 
recognition that the Executive in certain circumstances has the 
right to keep materials confidential. This princl.ple does not 
pertain when there is a prima facie case of criminality agaiQst 
the President and his close associates and the evidence sought 
relates to that possiple criminality. (See section III,~) 

* It is curious .but significant that there is absolutely no 
ent on of s. Res. 194 in defendant'l!I entire 52-page brief.-
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acts prove the contrary.~ 

Plaintiffs, of course, rely on Nixon v. Sirica for the 
I 

rinciple\ that Courts have the power to review a claim of executive 

rivilege. Defendant attempts to undercut this reliance by 

ointing out that this case involved a grand jury subpena (p. 11). 

But surely that. decision has application beyond the confines of 

its immediate facts, as demonstrated by the following passage 

from the Court's opinion. (p. 27). 

"If the claim of absolute privilege was recognized, 
its mere invocation by the President or his surrogates 
could deny access to all documents in all the Executive 
departments to all citizens and their representatives, 
including Congress, the courts as well as grand juries, 
state governments, state officials and all state 
subdivisions. The Freedom of Information Act_could 
become nothing more than a legislative statement of 
unenforceable rights. Support for this kind of mischief 
simply cannot be spun from incantation of the doctrine 
of separation of powers." (emphasis added).~ 

There is no reason whY this Court should pronounce itself 

l~nfirm to rule on a claim of privilege asserted against the 

Longress. The Supreme Court has said that the principle that 

l"the public has a right to every man's evidence" is just as 

applicable to legislative investigations as to judicial proceedings 

United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331 (1950) thus 

indicating that a claim for evidence should not be unreview

able just because it is the Congress that asserts it.***/ 

The President now says his decision to dishonor the subpenas 
as political. We would have thought, upon reading his letters of 

refusal attached to our Complaint, that his noncompliance was based 
n supposed legal principles. In any event, the President cannot 

remove this case from the Court's jurisdiction by the mere assertion 
that his decision to reject the subpenas was a political one. 

*/ Judge Wilkey in his dissent (p. 20) observed that "the 
ongressi.onal demand for Executive papers (tapes) is 'logically 

indistinguishabl~ from the demand on the Executive by Judicial 
subpoena, i.e., both test the Constitutional separation of pm-1ers 
asis of Executive privilege". And he recognized (p. 7lf 

fn 176) that the "impact of the Courts• decision" would 'extend" 
to the present suit. 

~ Judge MacKinnon, concurring in part and dissenting in part in 
.-ixon v. Sirica,has recognized (p. 15) that a "Congressional 
isubpoena

11 
••• carries at least as much weight as a judicial 

,rubpoena • 
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II 
• The courts have recogni.zed their power to rule on claims of 

executive privilege in.suits for evidence brought by private partie -; 

See United States v, Reynolds 345 U,S. 1 (1953) and Cm,unittee for 

uclear Responsibility, Inc, v. Seabor~, 149 U.S. App. D,C, 385, 

463 F. 2d 788, ( 1971), which were relied on by the Court in Nixon_ 

v. Sirica.~ One would suppose that the Congress, whose right as 

the representative of the people to information must be greater 

than that of a private party, would have at least have equal status 

efore the Court. Moreover, the Courts have found authority to 

rule on claims of privilege asserted by the legislature against the 

executive~ a task coDsiderably more troublesome than the one here 

ecause of the specific provisions of the Speech and Debate Clause. 

v. United States, 408 U.S. 606, 627 (1972);**/ Uni_!s,Q 

tates v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 (1972). It would thus be both 

reasonable and unjust for the Court to decline to rule where, 

' s here, the legislature seeks material from the executive,***/ 

The Courts are thus accustomed to ruling on claims of privilege 

nd, by the appUcation of established legal standards -- i.e., 

the balancing test enlll1ciated in Nixon v. Sirica -- this Court can 

likewise do so in the present case.****/ 

See also, Soucie v. David, 144 u.s. App. D.C. 144; 149, n. li, 
F,2d 1057, 1072, n. 11 (1971), 

*/ Defendant at p. 6 cites Justice Douglas' dissent in Gravel 
for the one proposition that the Courts should not referee ctisvutes 

etween the two other branches~ but his views in this respect were 
rejected by the majority of the Court that felt the case should be 
decided. 

*~/ We know of no case holding that the Courts must relinquish 
their traditional role as the arbiter of claims of privilege where 
there is an assertion of executive privilege against the Congress. 

****! The application of the balancing test in the present case 
is simplified because the Court now presumably has access to much 
of the material sought by the two subpenas here involved since 
this material has been turned over to the grand jury in response 
to its subpena or voluntarily. (The statements in the Response 
at pp. 10, 44 that all evidence herein sought has been turned 
over voluntarily to----=uie grand jury are, of course, counterfactual. 
It is significarit that, in regards to the "Watergate" material 
in fbur conversations we have subpenaed, the President raised no 
"particularized claim" of privilege in the Special Prosecutor's 
case after the Court of Appeals entered its order rejecting the 
President's broad assertion of an unreviewable executive privilege 
Considering the Committee's need for this material, elsewhere 
detailed, the application of the balancing test to this material 
will thus be a simple exercise. 
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Defendant suggests (p. 15) that this case is not justiciable 

because it involves a clash of power between two branches of 

government. But such a claim is decimated by reference to the 

Court of Appeals' decision in Nixon v. Sirica (p. 26) where the 

Court said that the fact that there is a conflict between 

coordinate branches of government 

" ••• does not make the task of resolving the conflicting 
claims any less judicial in nature. Throughout our 
history, there have frequently been conflicts between 
independent organs of the federal government, as well 
as between the state and federal governments. When 
such conflicts arise in justiciable cases, our 
constitutional system provides a means for resolving 
them--one Supreme Court. To leave the proper scope 
and application of Executive privilege to the 
President's sole discretiona would represent a 
mixing, rather than a separation, of Executive and 
Judicial functions. A breach in the separation of 
powers must be explicitly authorized by the Consti
tution, or be shown necessary to the harmonious 
operation of 'workable governmen~.' Neither condition 
is met here." 

We have previously cited numerous cases where the Courts have 

resolved controversies between coordinate branches of government. 

(See, e.g., Plaintiffs' Memorandum On Remand, p. 14). We add to 

that list this Court's recent decision in Nader v. Bork (C.A. 

No. 19511-73, November 11, 1973). 

This case, therefore, is justidiable. It is, in fact, just 

the type of controversy that should be resolved by the ameliorat

ing "neutral authority" of the judiciary (United States v. 

Brewster, supra, at 523) under its "responsibility ••• to act as the 

ultimate interpretor of the Constitution. 11 {Powell v. McCormack, 

supra, at 549). Although this case is unique, it does not ask the 

Court to perform tasks foreign to it for which it has no standards, 

for the Courts in other contexts are accustomed to ruling on 

claims of executive privilege and deciding the validity of Con

gressional demands for evidence (e.g., in contempt cases). 

What defendant has essentially done in his brief is to replay 

his old arguments respecting an unreviewable executive privilege 

that were unsuccessful in Nixon v. Sirica. They should be 

likewise unavailing here.~ 
The our, of course, is only being asked to rule on the valid

·ty of the two subpenas issued on July 23, 19'(3. The most recent 
subpenas served by the Committee are not in issue here and may 

ever be the subject of litigation. If litigation does result, it 
ill involve only a limited number of the items sought by those 

lsubpenas. We have previously dealt with defendRnt 1 s claim that the 
!second subpcna served on him on July 23, 19'(3, was overbroad and 
~ill not repeat our refuLation 0£' that ar;sertjon he1·e. fkc 
w3uppl(3tnentc..i.ry Mc1nu1·c.u1clum p. 13, fn. !,/• 
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II. Plaintiffs Have Not Exceeded Their Legislative Authority 

Defendant's assertions that plaintiffs have gone beyond 
\ 

constitutional restrictions on their ~egislative authority are 

not totally clear. In his Amended Answer, par. 3, he "denies 

that plaintiffs are entitled to investigate criminal conduct." 

But in his Response (p. 18), he seems to assert that it is 

permissible "to identify" illegal conduct, but improper to 

explore its extent. Either contention is erroneous. 

It is conclusively established that Congress may investigate_ 

criminal conduct. See McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135 {1927)_v' 

Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929) and the other 

cases cited at p. 6, our Supplementary Memorandum. We know of 

no case holding that a Congressional investigation into criminal 

conduct must cease once the conduct has been merely 11identified," 

and we are confident there is none because such a ruling would 

debilitate Congressional investigations. It is significant 

that S. Res. 60 instructs the Committee "to conduct an investi

gation and study of the extent ••• to which illegal, improper, 

or unethical activities" occurred in the 1972 presidential 

campaign ~nd election. (emphasis added) 

' In fcilJowing this mandate, the Committee fulfills two vital 

legislative purposes. The first is the law-making function. 

Although the Committee as a whole has 'not yet considered or 

expressed itself on legislative recommendations, there are 

certain possible recommendations that may turn on the deter

mination whether the President or his closest associates were 

involved in criminal conduct in the 1972 campaign. In such 

circumstances, it is possible that the Committee might consider 

a recommendation to limit presidential tenure to one term with 

restrictions on the President 1 s participation in the campaign to 

choose his successor, or might proffer a dra~,tic campaign 

finance bill severely curtailing the contribution of private 
I 

monies. It is possible that the Committee might consider sug-

gesting the establishment of a permanent special prosecutor 1 

y In McGrain this court sustained a Congressional inve,,tigation 
upon the-determination that the administration of the Justice 
Department was a proper subject for legislation. It did not 
consider it necessary to engage in a minute examinat:ton of the 
evidence sought by the subpena in question, which had been 
issued to the Attorne:~ General's brother., to ascertain wheth,3r 
obtaining this evidence was critical for the enactment of 
legislation. 
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immune frum presidential removal, to prosecute election-related 

offenses. This special prosecutor might, by legislation, be 

given autqnatic access to all campaign and executive materials 

relating t~ the campaign. The General Accounting Office might 

also be provided similar access to such materials- for auditing 

purposes. Or the Committee might undertake a review of certain 

federal criminal laws such as those concerning obstruction of 

justice and misprison of felony to ascertain whether they are 

adequate to deal with campaign conduct by executive officials.~ 

We could expand on these examples but perceive no need to do 

so. For the point is that, in the words of McGrain (p. 177), 

presidential elections are "f""pJlainly [""a subjectJ on which 

legislation could be had and would be materially aided by the 

information which the investigation was calculated to elicit," 

i.e., information respectin~ the possible participation in 

illegal acts by the President and his closest associates.~ 

The second legislative purpose the Committee is seeking to 

fulfill is its informing function. The Supreme Court has called 

the informing function "indispensable, 11 and observed that it 

"should be preferred even to" Congress' law-making function. 

~~ Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 200, n. 33 (1957); 
United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 43 (1953). ~ Defendant's 
!] It is, of course, obvious that the other two major bodies 
investigating "Watergate"--the grand jury and the House 
Judiciary Committee--have no similar law-making mission. 

**/ This case is thus clearl? distinguishable from Kilbourn v. 
Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1880) where the Court, for lack of proper 
legislative purpose, condemned an investigation into a private 
real estate pool, because here we have a subject under study 
concerning which legislation can and may-result. The President, 
in fact, concedes (p. 24) that presidential campaigns are valid 
subjects for legislation. 

Defendant makes much of our assertion that we desire to 
determine if perjury was committed before the Committee, suggest
ing that this is evidence that we are conducting a criminal trial 
See Response, pp. 20, 52. Two points need be made to this. First 
a legislative committee not concerned about the integrity of its 
own procedures would, at best, be foolish. Second, we hardly lay 
much stress on this point, dealing with it in a footnote in 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum On Remand, p. 22, and defendant's heaVY 
focus on it demonstrates the paucity of his argument that the 
Committee proceeds without valid legislative purpose. 

~ The-informing function is most valuable when used to-reveal 
governmental corruption. In fact, Watkins indicates that Congress 
can hold hearings to reveal government wrongdoing even if it has 
no immediate legislative intendment--which the Committee, of 
course, does have. As the Court there said: "The public is, of 
course, entitled to be informed concerning the workings of its 
government." In ruling that "private" affairs could not be 
exposed 11for the sake of exposure," the Court specifically 
indicated that it was, in that op1nion, "not concerned with the 
power or the Congress to inquire into and E..':!.b..J1.ci~e corruption, 
maladmi.nistratlon or inefficienc:y in ... Government. 11 See 
354 U.S. at 200. (emph .sis added) 
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acknowledgement of the informing function is grudging and he 

claims that the Committee "has r\Ot been unduly frustrated in 

carrying out" this responsibilit~ (p. 25). But it is just 

because defendant has not voluntarily provided the Committee 

with the best evidence available in order for it to fulfill its 

legislative missions that the Committee has been forced to subpen 

and sue the President.:/' 

Perhaps the most startling aspect of defendant's brief is 

that he totally lgnores s. Res. 194. This resolution specifically 

states that it is the sense of the Senate that the Committee, in 

seeking the materials here involved, is acting with valid legis

lative purposes. Arguably, the full Congress is of that view 

else it would not have passed a statute giving jurisdiction for 

a suit to obtain this information. These Congressional deter

minations are entitled to great weight. See Plaintiffs' Memo

randum on Remand, pp. 6-11. In light of these enactments and 

the discussion above regarding the Committee's law-making and 

informing functions, it is nigh impossible for the President to 

surmount the well-recognized presumption that a legislative 

committee is acting with valid legislative purposes.·'!!:/ The 

Court should conclude that the Committee acts within its consti

tutional legislative authority. 

*/ It is possible that evidence submitted to the Special Prose
cutor will never become public. The Special Prosecutor has 
recently speculated that all Watergate-related cases may be 
resolved by guilty pleas, a result that might seal material 
obtained by him from public scrutiny. See Washington Post p. A6, 
Col. 3-4, January 19, 1974. 

'!!:/. See, e.g., McGrain v. Daugherty, ~upra, at 178; Watkins v. 
United States, suprj, at 200; Barenblatt v. United States, 360 
u.s. 109, 133 (1959 • 
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III. The Evidence Sought By The Committee May Not Be Suppressed 

Defendan~'s defense on the merits is written almost as if 
i 

Nixon v. Siri~a had never been decided. After contending 

(pp. 26~7) that our re1iance on that case is misp1aced because 

it concerned a grand- jury subpena, the case is not significant1y 

dea1t with again. The ba1ancing test promu1gated in that case 

for determining whether a c1aim of executive privilege wi11 be 

a.J.1owed is not even mentioned. Instead, defendant treats the 

Court to a generalized, 1argely irre1evant, and partia11y inac

curate discussion of the need for an executive privi1ege and the 

supposed history of its app1ication. ~ 

Nixon v. Sirica estab1ishes the ba1ancing test as the 

standard for reso1ution of al1 c1aims of executive privilege 

regard1ess against whom they·are asserted. (Seep. 28). We 

perceive no intimation in the 1anguage of that opinion that a 

different standard is applicab1e where a grand jury subpena is 

not invo1ved; to the contrary, the opinion re1ies heavi1y on 

non-grand jury cases such as Committee For Nuclear Responsibi1ity 

v. Seaborg, supra. It is, however, not surprising that defendant 

attempts to avoid the balancing test for under it his c1aim of 

privi1ege is il1-fated. 

Compe11ing factors weigh for disc1osure of the materia1s 

here sought. The Committee has urgent need for the materia1s 

~ This discussion is 1arge1y irre1evant because there is no rea 
~spute here that executive confidentia1ity, in many circumstances 

shou1d be protected. It is inaccurate in several respects. As · 
the Historica1 Appendix to our initial Memorandum shows, Presi
dents have often given Congress information requested by it, 
particu1ar1y where executive wrongdoing was under investigation. 
Whi1e they have a1so often refused to de1iver information, there 
is no uniform usage or practice that wou1d tEni to estab1ish a 
Constitutiona1 P.rincip1e of abso1ute executive privi1ege. (See 
Response, pp. 34-5). Moreover·. it is simp1y not true that- our 
Historica1 Appendix re1ies so1e1y on Prof. Berger as defendant 
asserts (p. 29), as a cursory review of that document wil1 
estab1ish. It is a1so not correct, as the quote at p. 4 suggests 
that no heads of executive departments have ever responded to 
Congressiona1 subpenas. See, e,g., our Supp1ementary Memorandum, 
p. 10, fn. ~. 
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subpenaed to ful.fill its 1.aw-making and informing funct,ions. Y 
A unanimous Senate has stated ins. Res. 1.94 that the ll\8-terial. 

subpenaed is "vital." to enabl.e the Committee to fulfil.1.\its 

val.id 1.egislative obligations'!!:/ and it is arguable that the 

full. Congress, by passage of P.L. 93-1.90 which aids the Committee 

in achieving the materials subpenaed, is al.so of that view. The·· 

President, himsel.f, has acknowl.edged the importance of the mater! 

subpenaed by permitting vol.uminous testimony on the same subject 

matters. 

There are, however, no significant factors that weigh in favor 

f suppression. While there is a general. need to preserve preside 

ial. confidential.ity as to official. duties, no privilege is al.1.owab e 

o shield possible criminal. conduct by the President.~ The same 

s true respecting the possibl.e ~riminality of his associates. 

This _is not ,a case where evidence is sought 11to investigate 

imagined I executive wrongjloing • '.' See Response p. 44 ( emphasis 

added). As we have heretofore asserted, and defendant's counsel 

?<} Judge Macklnnon, in.his opinion in Nixon v. Sirica, observed 
\P• 1.5): 

"f:AJ congres~ional. subpoena issued for the pur
pose of obtain:l,ng facts upon which to legislate 
carries at 1.east as much weight as a judicial 
subpoena issued for the purpose of obtaining 
evidence of criminal offenses. The only dif
ferences between these two types of subpoenas 
occur in the subject matter to which the subpoena 
power may be directed. Congressional. subpoenas 
seek information in aid of the power to 1.egislate 
for the; entire nation while judicial. subpoenas 
seek information in aid of the ppwer to adjudicate 
controversies between individual 1.itigants in a 
single civil or criminal case. A Grand jury 
subpoena seeks facts to determine whether there 
is probable cause that a criminal law has been 
violated by a few people in a particular instance. 
A congressional. subpoena seeks fa«ts which become 
the basis for 1.egisl.ation that directly affects 
over 200 mil.lion peopl.e. Thus, both congressional 
and judicial subpoenas serve vital. interests, and 
one interest is no more vital. than the other." 

**/ This official. declaration by the unanimous Senate outweighs 
the random remarks by Senators Inouye and Gurney, both of whom 
introduced the Resol.ution (see Respons~ p. 1.9). _ Senator Inouye's 
statement was that the Committee could w:rite an "adequate" report 
if the material.a subpenaed were not produced. The Committee, 
however, desires to present a report of exceptionally high 
standard containing solid 1.egisl.ative recommendations. The nation 
deserves no 1.ess in the critical. area of election reform. 
***/ Defendant concedes this point of law, See Plaintiffs' 
J.remorandum On Remand, p. 25, 
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not denied, the evidence be:fore the Coi:nmiittee presents a prima 

:facie case that the President himself ha!\ been involved in 

criminal conduct, See Plainti:f:fs 1 Reply ¥emorandum In Support 

O:f Motion For Summary Judgment, p, 19, There is also, :for 

example, a prima :facie case that Haldeman, Ehrlichman and 

Mitchell, three o:f the President's closest advisors, committed 

crimes, And John Dean, whose conversations with the President 

are the subject o:f certain tape recordings here sought, has 

already pleaded guilty to a conspiracy to obstruct Justice, In 

such circumstances, executive privilege cannot be invoked to 

suppress information bearing on possible criminality,~ 

Moreover, by permitting testimony and the revelation o:f 

evidence respecting the subject matters o:f certain materials 

under subpena, the President has severely diminished any sup

posed public interest in keeping this material confidential, 

See Nixon v, Sirica, pp, 31-2, As the Court o:f Appeals said 

respecting the tapes under subpena: "The simple :fact is that the 

conversations are no lo er con:fidential, 11 (emphasis added) This 

statement is all the more trenchant today regarding the materials ow 

turned over ~o the grand Jury, '!:::J It is also significant that, 

as to some such materials--including the "Watergate" ·portions o:f 

four ,conversations subpenaed by this Committee--the defendant 

raised no "particularized clai!n" o:f privilege a:fter his broad 

'!./ Because of the nature o:f the subject matter under investi-

§~~~i!tc;!e~~~~:~~~e:f~~iftf;n~~~h;0P;~~i~~~tt~~tenjoy 
confidentiality in carrying out his o:f:ficial duties" (p, 40), 
It is also di:f:ficult to accept the statement (p. 51) that 
"Lw_]hat is really at stake is the ability o:f constitutional 
o:f:ficers o:f government to perform their duties under conditions 
that will make it possible :for them to :function to the best 
o:f their ability," A decision :for plainti:f:fs in this case would 
in no way hinder the :future legitimate exercise o:f o:f:ficial 
duties by executive personnel, 

**/ Defendant in his brie:f to the Court o:f Appeals in Nixon v, 
s!'rica, recognized at p, 63 that when these materials were 
released to the·grand Jury "all confidentiality would be ended." 
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claim of ~osolute, unreviewable pri~1ege was rejected.~ 

Finally, there is no public interest 1n allowing the 

President to toy with the Committee and the public by revealing 

what information he desires, mil.ere Jifu.holds the best evidence. 

His claim of cooperation at pp. 25-6 should not obscure the fact 

that ne intends to leave the Committee plagued by the contradic

tions that remain after the testimony before it by his present 

and former aides. This action is contrary to our fundamental 

notions of fairness and, if allowed to succeed, can only result 

in a distorted version of the facts. 

Conclusion 

Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment should be granted. 

: Sherman Cohn 
'Eugene Gressman 
'Jerome A. Barron 
Washington, D.C. 

Of Counsel 

Arthurs. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 

the Select Committee 
Of Counsel 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

I 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assis'"..art; Counsel 

Donalds. Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Telephone Number 225-0531 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

~efendant does not deal in his brief with our arguments 
respecting his diminished interest in ma.intaining the confi
dentiality of the materials under subpena except in a footnote 
on p. 30 where he employs his shopworn arguments based on United 
States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. l (1953) and the views of Prof. 
Alexander Bickel. His position in this regard, however, has been 
thoroughly discredited by the Court of Appeals decision in !{ixon 
v. Sirica. 
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James Hamilton ' 
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United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
SUING IN ITS OWN NAME AND IN THE 
NAME OF THE UNITED STATES, ET AL., 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, INDIVIDUALLY AND 
AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. -

0 RD ER 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 1593-73 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

On consideration of the President's objections to 

the attached subpoena duces tecum issued by the Senate Select 

Committee on ~uly 23, 1973, the Court has concluded that the 

demand therein for all conceivable types of documents, recordings 

and photographs relating directly or indirectly to the activities, 

participation, responsibilities or involvement of 25 named 

individuals in any allegedly criminal acts relating to the 1972 

Presidential campaign is too vague and conclusory to permit a 

meaningful response, overlooks the restraints of specificity 

and reasonableness which derive from the Fourth Amendment and 

is ·_wholly inappropriate given the stringent requirements 

·applicable where a claim of executive privilege has been raised. 

~ v. Sirica, Nos. 73-1962, 73-1967, 73-1989, at 28-33 

(D.C. Cir. Oct. 12, 1973). · See also McPhaul v. United States, 

364 u.s.· ~72, 382-83 (1960); Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. 

Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 208-09 (1946); ~ v. City of Seattle, 

387 U.S. 541, 544 (196.7); In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum, 

203 F. Supp. 575, S77-79 (S.D.N.Y. 1961)., and cases cited thHein. 

The subpoena is accordingly lUashed and the Committee's pray,.·r 

. for its enforcement denied. 

SO ORDERED. 

.Tanuarv 25. 1974. 

34-966 0 - 74 - pt. 1 - 76 

~-I A--:'~e?R. 
~ATES DIST'' . CT JUDGE 

'\ 
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Exhibit D 

'• . 159:J-73 
UNITED STATE~ OF AMERICA 

CO;NOREss OF THE UNITED s;ATEsEII!U:.E~D 

SUBPOENA DUCES TEC UM AUG 91973 

DAMES E. DAVEYt Clerk 

T_o: · President Richard M.; Nixon, The White House, Washington, D. C. 

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED 

to make available to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
·".l._ 

PRESIDE1'TTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the Senate ;,f the United 

States, on Thursday, J"uly 26, 1973, at 10:00 o 1clol~a. m., at their . . . 
committee room, 318, Old Senate Office Buildi~g, the following: 

Any and all records·, 'or ·cop.Les of reco~ds including but not . 
limi~d to, documents, logs, records, memoranda, correspondence, 

news summaries, datebooks, notebooks, photograph;s, recordings o.:

other materials relating directly or indire.ctly to the attached. list of 
... ·'l-

indivilluals and to 'their ac:ti vi.ties, participation, responsibilities or 

involvement in any alleged criminal a_cts related :.o the Preside.ntial 
,t 

election of 1972 which the Committee is authorized to investigate pursuar,t 

to Senate:Resolution 6.0 including but not limited to, the break-ins of the 

· Democrati~ Nationai C:ommittee offices on or about May 27, 1972 and on 

or about J"une 17, 1972, the surveillance, electronic or otherwis·e of ?aid 

offices, and eiforts made to conceal informatio.n or ,t~ gl·ant executive 

,. .. . 
clemency, pardons or immunity and paymen!s. mad'e ·to the defendan!s 

I 

and/or their attorneys relating to the above stated mat-ters. 

'I 
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\' 1.': 

.... ' i;:~ \::...J-I J. ·-

., 

He re of fa il not, al! you will answer your defiw.t ur.der the , 

··::r ~~·~ ': ·~· o;: :::s·~ ~~:~ ~ r l l tv~Jl,l Jo{ 

to sert.e and retu:rn; 

r 

·,· 
··,'."· 

Given under my hand, by order of the 

committee, this 23rd day of July, in 

'the yea;- 9£ our Lord one thousand r.ine 

hundred a~d seventy-t~;ee 

:-,: , ....... 

Chairman~ Senate Select Contmit'..:ee c~• 
Presidential Campaign Activites. 
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. '-Buchanan, Pah·ick J.: 

Butterfield, Alexander P.: 

Campbell, John 

Caulfield, Jack 

Chapin, Dwight 

Colson, Charles 

Daa.n, .John 

Eh:rlichma.n, John 

Fielding, Fred 

. 
Haldeman, H.· Robert 

Higby, · Larry 

Howard, Richard 

Hunt, Eti Howard 

Kehrli, Bruce 

Krogh·, Egil 

Liddy,· G • .,, Gordon 

lvfagruder, Jeb Stuart 

l 

.. 

~ ... 

'. ,.· 
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Y.itchell, John 

Moore, Richard A. 

Shumway, DeVan 
' . 

Strachan, Gordon 

Tim1nons, William 

Young, David: 

Ziegle:i.-, Ron . . 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .. 
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
SUING IN ITS OWN NAME AND IN THE 
NAME OF THE UNITED . STATES, ET AL. , 

Plain ti ff s, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, INDIVIDUALLY ) 
AND AIS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,~ 

Defendant. ) 

ORDER 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

The Court, upon consideration of the briefs, pleadings \ 

and other papers filed with regard to the attached subpoena duces 

tecum issued by the Senate Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities for the production of five specifically 

designated tape recordings of presidential conversations, finds 

that the President's claim of executive privilege, set forth 

generally in three letters to the Chairman of the Select Committee 

dated July 6, 23 and 25, 1973, is too general and not sufficiently 

contemporaneous to enable the Court to determine the effect of 

that claim under the doctrine of Nixon v. Sirica, Nos. 73-1962, 

73-1967, 73-1989, at 28-33 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 12, 1973), decided 

subsequent to the letteIS and initial proceedings in this case. 

Accordingly, the Court respectfully requests that the President 

submit, through counsel, on or before February 6, 1974, a 

particularized statement addressed to specific portions of the 

subpoenaed tape recordings indicating whether he still wishes 

to invoke executive privilege, as to these tapes and, wit·. regard 

to those portions as to which the privilege is still asserted, 

if any, the factual ground or grom1ds for his determination that 
\ 
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-2-

disclosure to th~ Select Committee would not be in the public 

intere~t. This statement must be signed by the President, 

for only he can invoke the privilege at issue, United States 

v. Burr, 25 Fed. ca·s. 187 (Case No. 14,694), 192 (1807), and 

will be made part of the public record in this case. If the 

President so desi}es, the Court will also review, in~ 

and ex parte, transcripts of any tape recordings referred to 

in the President's statement and will take them into 

conside~ation in determining the sufficiency of the privilege 

claimed, provided that such transcripts are submitted with 

the requested statement. 

SO ORDERED. 

~ ~-.P ft.. ;%:,u,Lp 
ITED. STATES DIS.TRICT JUDGE 

January 25, 1974. 
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'· ' 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Exhiba c 

1593-73 
CONGRESS OF ·THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
. E::t :'.'.UI.EYO 

AUG 91973 .i 

:JAMES F. DAVEYi Cieri< 
To: President Richard M. Nixon, The White House, Washi.ngtor,, D. C. ---

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COM!vfANDED 

to make available to the SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the S~;;.._te of the Uni.tea 

States, on Thursday, .Tuly 26, 1973, at 10:00 o'clock a. m., at thei:.: ) ~··> 
committee room, 318, Old Senate Office Building, "the following: 

Any and all original electr'onic tapes and recorded telephone 

messages of the below listed conversations or oral communications, 
. ', 

teiephonic or personal, between President Nixori and John Wesley 

Dean ,III, discussing alleged criminal acts occuring in connection with 

the Presidential election of 1972 which the Committee i.s authorized to 
~ -· 

investigate pursuant to Senate Resolution 60 including but not limited to 

foe break-ins at the Democratic National Committee offices on or abou·;; 

May 27, 1972, and on or about June 17, 1972, and any efforts made to 

conceal information or to grant executive clemency, pardons or immunity 

and payments made to the defendants and/or their _ati;orneys relating to t:1.e 

above incidents at the dates and times of the attached list of conversations: 

.,. 

\ 
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r1 •. <1: ·. 
i .... l .-.. ;:.... , .... · 
.. :. - l - l ' ·- ,_ '_) 

. -- ---'---·- .. - - -~---···-·····-··-·· ----. 

'•\ -~. 

September 15, 1972 ' (pe:.sonal) 5:27 p."m, to 6:17 p,·m, 

~bruary 28, 1973 (personal) 9:12 a.m. to 10:23 ... m. 

March 1~; 1973 

March 21,.· 1973 

,. 
(personal) 12:42 p. m. to 2:00 ;;>. m, 

(personal) 10~12 a, m." _to 11:55 a, m 0 

and 5:20 p;m,' to 6:01 p. m. " 

Her e of fail not, as you will answer y"our d,efault under the 

pa.ins and penalties in such cases made and provided, . . ,:,.....--"" 

J?iif v S L. E:d t//1; .<:, -f-e ,J,,/1::v~,Q Y 1~ I r·h/1,f ,~ 
. ' J' 

To 

to serve and retuxn, 

.. 
·--~ .. . .... 

;~'>. 
. ·t· 

Given under my hand, by order of the 

.committee, this 23~d day of July, in the 

. year of oux Lord one thousand nine hundred 

·. ~?d seventy-three,;: 

Chairman, Senate Select Commit'.:ee on 
Presidential Campaign Acti.vi.tas 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
SUING IN ITS OWN NAME AND IN THE 
NAME OF THE UNITED STATES, ET AL., 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXON, INDIVIDUALLY AND 
AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. 

0 RD ER 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

_) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

The Court respectfully requests the Watergate 

Special Prosecutor to file with the Court and serve upon 

all parties, by February 6, 1974, a statement concerning the 

effect, if any, that compliance with the attached subpoena 

issued by the Senate Se~ect Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities-would, in his opinion, be likely to 
-

have upon pending criminal cases or imminent indictments 

under his supervision. 

SO ORDERED. 

~~~.4.~~ 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

January 25, 1974. 
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Exhibit C 
\ 
' 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 159:1-73 
CONGRESS OF ·THE UNITED STATES 

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
E-,~JT'"'F:'i\Tf"'\' 

~<L .. =.~1-Jl..~ 

AUG 91973 

!JAMES F. DAVEY1 Cieri{ 
To: President Richard M. Nixon, The White Hous~, Washingtor,, D. c. ---

Pursuant to lawful authority, YOU ARE HEREBY COMlV.ANDED 

to make available to the SENA TE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES of the S~,:,~te of the United 

States, on Thursday, July 26, 1973, at 10:00 o'c;ilock a. m., at their 
; ·,··:.. 

.': 
committee room, 318, Old Senate Office Building, the :following: 

Any and all originc1;l electronic tapes and re.corded telephone 

messages of the below listed conversations or oral communications, 

teiephonic or personal, between President Nixon and John Wesley 

Dean.III, discussing alleged criminal acts occuring in connection with 

the Presidentia} election of 1972 whic_l,i. the Committee is authorized to 

investigate pursuant to Senate Resolution 60 including but not limited to 

the break-ins at the Democratic National Committee offices on or about 

May 27, 1972, and on or ~bout June 17, 1972, and any efforts mad'a to 

conceal ~nformation or to grant executive clemency. pardons or immunity· 

and payments made to the defe.ndants and/or thel.r .attorneys relatir,g to t},e 

above incidents at the dates and times of the attached list of conversations: 

\ 
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- . - . ... _,---. _______ ,:. ____ --·---- --·--------- -

'·\ -~. 

Septembe;i:, 15, 1972 

~ruary 28, 1973 
I 

{pe::.-sona.l) 5:27 p."m.. to 6:17 p."m. 

{pe::.-sonal) 9:12 a.;m. to 10:23 a.m. 

March 13; 1973 
· I . . 

Ma.rch 21, · 1973 I - . 
{pe::.-sonal) 12:42 p;m. to 2:00 p.; m. 

{personal) 10:12 a. m.' _to ll:55 a. m. 

and 5:20·p.m. ·to 6:01 p.;m.; ,, 

Her e of fail not, as you wi.µ ans.;..er your d_efa-ult unde:::- the 

pains and penalties in such cases made and provtded. 

f0ifv S L. Fd r!//i s-1-e ;}%~~RY l~ 
.· . /' 

To 

to s er:ve and return. 

.. 
···~!;,... .,,._ 

. Given under my hand, by orde:::- of the 

.committee, this 23.:d day of July, in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred . . 

. , ·. '. ~~d seventy-three,.: 

Chairman, Senate Select Commit::ee o,. 
Presidential Campaign Activitas 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
ACTIVITIES, SUING IN ITS 
OWN NAME AND IN THE NAME OF 
THE UNITED STATES, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiffs, ) 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, INDIVIDU-) 
ALLY AND AS PRESIDENT OF THE) 
UNITED STATES, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

Civil Action No. 1593-73 

MEMORANDUM OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR 

The Special Prosecutor submits this memorandum pursuant 

to the order of the Court on January 25, 1974, requesting 

that the Special Prosecutor file with the Court and serve 

upon the parties "a statement concerning the effect, if any, 

that compliance with the [subpoena of the Senate Select Com

mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities for five record

ings of Presidential conversations] would, in his opinion, 

be likely to have upon pending criminal cases or imminent 

indictments under his supervision." 

BACKGROUND 

The grand jury empanelled in the District of Columbia 

on June 5, 1972, has been investigating the so-called Water

gate break-in and cover-up for more than nineteen months. 

This ihvestigation already has resulted in pleas of guilty 

by three persons -- John W. Dean III, Frederick LaRue and 

Jeb Stuart Magruder -- to one-count informations charging a 
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conspiracy to obstruct justice and defraud the United States 

in violation of 18 u.s.c. 371. A fourth person -- Herbert 

Porter -- has pleaded guilty to making false statements to 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation in connection with the 

Watergate investigation 1 in violation of 18 u.s.c. 1001. And 

a fifth -- Dwight Chapin -- is now awaiting trial in this 

Court on four counts of making false statements to the June 

1972 Grand Jury, in violation of 18 u.s.c. 1623. 

The Special Prosecutor expects that the June 1972 Grand 

Jury will complete its investigation and return any indict

ments prior to March 1974. Based upon the public testimony 

of those individuals who have pleaded guilty, as well as 

other testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Presi

dential Campaign Activities, it is only reasonable to assume, 

as the Court implicitly recognizes in its Order, that indict-

ments in fact will be forthcoming. 
Y 

In this regard, we should advise the Court that four of 

the. recordings subject to the Senate Select Committee sub

poena have been played before the grand jury. The grand'jury 

received these recordings pursuant to its own subpoena duces 

~ enforced by Chief Judge Sirica in an order upheld by 

the Court of Appeals. ~ v. ~. No. 73-1962 (D.C. 

Cir. October 12, 1973). These recordings will be important 

Y The Special Prosecutor, who is charged with investi
gating "allegations involving the President, members of the 
White House staff, or Presidential appointees" (Order of the 
Attorney General No. 551-731 November 2, 1973), also has been 
presenting evidence to the grand juries empanelled on August 
13, 1973, and January 7, 1974. In addition to the indictment 
of Egil Krogh, Jr., for false statements (subsequently dis
missed when Mr. Krogh pleaded guilty to a civil rights con
spiracy) and the indictment of Dwight Chapin mentioned above, 
it is expected that these grand juries also will return in
dictments in the near future. 

- 2 -
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and material evidence at any future trials resulting from 

the grand jury's investigations, a factor that must be taken 

into account in assessing the effect of compliance with the 

Senate Select Committee subpoena. 

STATEMENT 

The Supreme Court has described the right to a fair 

trial as "the most fundamental of all freedoms" which "must 

be maintained at all costs." ~ v. ~, 381 u.s. 532, 

540 (1965). The Special Prosecutor, consistent with his 

obligation to ensure the integrity of the criminal process 

and afford all defendants a fair trial, repeatedly has sought 

to prevent or minimize improper, unwarranted or inflammatory 

pre-trial publicity.~ It is thus incumbent on the Special 

Prosecutor to inform the Court that, in his judgment, com

pli!Olce with the Senate Select Committee subpoena and subse

quent airing of the recordings during hearings of the Commit

tee1would increase the risk that those indicted could contend 

~ For example, when the Senate Select Committee sought 
to immunize witnesses Dean and Magruder to obtain their testi
mony, the Special Prosecutor asked the Court to impose con
ditions on the grant of immunity, suggesting that the Court 
might require the exclusion of the broadcast media when the 
witnesses testified or might require that the witnesses testify 
in executive session. See "Memorandum on Behalf of the Special 
Prosecutor on Application for Orders Conferring Immunity", 
Application of United States Senate Select Committee on Presi
dential Campaign Activities, 361 F. Supp. 1270 (D.D.C. l973). 
Similarly, the Special Prosecutor opposed the request of the· 
D~cratic Nation.al Committee for access to grand jury mate
rials and investigatory files in connection with its civil 
action arising out of the Watergate break-in, and suggested 
the sealing of any depositions taken of key Watergate figures. 
See "Response of the United States to the Motion of Plaintiffs 
for the Production and Inspection of Grand Jury Minutes and for 
the Production and Inspection of Documents and for Leave to 
Depose Persons in Prison", Democratic National Committee v. 
~. Civ. No. 1233-72 (D.D.C.). 

In addition, the Special Prosecutor has asked that the 
Senate Select Committee defer filing any fact-finding report 
until after the pertinent indictments and trials. 

- 3 -
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with more force than presently available that widespread pre

trial publicity prevents the Government from empanelling an 

unbiased jury for the trial of the offenses charged, particu

larly if compliance comes while the defendants are actually 
y 

un~er indictment. See,~-~-, Delaney v. united States, 199 

F.2d 107 (1st Cir. 1952). 

But the existence of pre-trial publicity, even wide

spread publicity, does not support, ipso~, a claim of 

prejudicial publicity or require the trial court to take 

remedial action such as granting a continuance or change of 

venue. The courts "are not concerned with the fact of pub

licity but with the assessment of its nature." Silverthorne 

v. United States, 400 F.2d 627, 631 (9th Cir. 1968), cert. 

denied, 400 U.S. 1022 (1971). At this time it is impossible 

to assess the precise impact of such publicity on forthcoming 

trials, but the following factors should be considered: 

First, the degree of publicity generated if there is 

compliance with the subpoena will depend on how the Senate 

Select Committee uses the recording~. If the Court holds 

that the Senate Select Committee subpoena is valid and en

forceable, it might be appropriate for the Court to consider 

imposing reasonable conditions on the use of the recordings 

or securing voluntary assurance that such restraint will be 

observed. The Supreme Court has directed trial courts to 

take all necessary action to "protect their processes from 

prejudicial outside interferences" which pre-trial publicity 

~ As indicated above, the Special Prosecutor expects 
that 1ncictments will be returned during February. Even if 
this Court enforces the Senate ·select Committee's subpoena, 
it can be expected that the Court's order will be stayed 
pending appeals, perhaps through the Supreme Court. Thus it 
appears unrealistic to expect a final order, and compliance 
therewith, prior to the return of indictments. 

. -
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may inject into criminal proceedings. Sheppard v. Maxwell, 

384 U.S. 333, 363 (1966). Since the Senate Select Conunittee 

has invoked this Court's jurisdiction to enforce its subpoena, 

the Court may have discretion -- subject only to limitations 

of the separation of powers -- to protect fundamental consti-

tutional interests. Cf. Krippendorf v. Hyde, 110 U.S. 276, ../ 

283 (1884). On the separation of powers issue, see generally 

Doe v. McMillan, 93 s. Ct. 2018 (1973); Powell v. McCormack, 

395 U.S. 486 (1969). But cf. Application of United States 

Senate Select Conunittee on Presidential Campaian Activities, 

supra. 

Second, any publicity stenuning from compliance with the 

subpoenas would add only marginally to previous publicity. 

In addition, the publicity, as all prior publicity, will be 

largely factual. It must be remembered, the issue presented 

to the courts is not whether a prospective juror is ignorant 

of the allegations surrounding a prosecution, or even whether 

he may have some impression about them, but whether "the 

juror can lay aside his impression or opinion and render a 

verdict based on the evidence presented in court." Irvin v. 

~, 366 U.S. 717, 723 (1961). Compare Sheppard v. Maxwell, 

supra; _Rideau v. Louisiana., 373 u.s. 723 (1963). 

Third, the material being sought by the Senate Select 

Committee is of a unique kind. The publicity that already 

has been generated about Watergate has involved frequently 

conflicting versions of what was said at particular meetings 

in the White House. Naturally, that dispute has been of 

considerable public interest and concern and all of the 

participants have presented publicly their versions of what 

transpired, either in sworn testimony or in press releases 

or news conferences. As the Court of Appeals has held with 

- 5 -

../ 
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respect to the subpoenaed tapes, however, the tapes constitute 

"the best evidence of the conversations available." Nixon v. 

Sirica, supra (slip op. at 32). See also United States v. 

White, 401 U.S. 745, 753 (1971). 

We are confident that notwithstanding prior publicity, 

if jurors are selected with the care required by the decisions 

in this Circuit, all defendants will receive a fair and prompt 

trial. Against this background, the Special Prosecutor can 

say no more than that compliance with the subpoena might pro

vide prospective defendants with one more.discrete incident 

to cite in support of a ciaim of prejudicial pre-trial pub

licity. Accordingly, we take no position on whether the 

Court, if the Senate Select Committee subpoena is otherwise 

enforceable, should consider the danger of prejudicial pre-

trial publicity a decisive factor. 
y 

Finally, if the Court decides to direct compliance with 

the Committee's subpoena, the Special Prosecutor suggests 

that compliance be limited specifically to delivery of copies, 

and not the original recordings.~ As indicated above, the 

4/ In Nixon v. Sirica, supra, the court of appeals held 
that the President's generalizedc:laim of executive privilege 
is not absolute and "depends on a weighing of the public inter
est protected by the privilege against the public interests 
that would be served by disclosure in a particular case" (slip 
op. at 28). There, the court held that the privilege "must fail 
in the face of the uniquely powerful showing made by the Special 
Prosecutor in this case" (slip op. at 30). This "uniquely 
powerful showing" was based on the "vital function" of the 
grand jury. Thus, the grand jury's subpoena was enforced be
cause of the paramount public interest in the full and fair 
investigation of allegations of criminal misconduct by high 
government officials (slip op. at 31). Clearly, the effect that 
compliance with another subpoena would have on the integrity of 
this same investigation must be taken into account in determin
ing whether the public interest lies in sustaining or overruling 
a claim of privilege in a different con·text. 

~ Four of the original recordings, which were subpoenaed 
by the grand jury, are now in the custody of the District Court, 
pursuant to the request of Chief Judge Sirica. The White House 
apparently retains custody of the fifth, the recording of the 
meeting on February 28, 1973, which was not subpoenaed by the 
grand jury. 

- 6 -
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Special Prosecutor intends to introduce these recordings in 

evidence at any future trials and, thus, it is essential to 

maintain, insofar as possible, the authenticity and integrity 

of the original recordings. Delivery of the originals, at a 

minimum, would create evidentiary problems, including proof 

of the chain of custody. Also, since each reel of tape in

cludes six hours of recording, far more than those portions 

subject to the subpoena, delivery of the original would neces

sitate excising all non-subpoenaed portions from the original. 

This would create obvious evidentiary problems. Exact copies 

of the subpoenaed portions, on the other hand, would satisfy 

fully the needs of the Senate Select Committee. 

The foregoing statement is filed for whatever assistance 

it may furnish to the Court. 

Respectfully submitted. 

~~ 

DATED: February 6 , 19 7 4 

PHILIP A;~LACOVARA 
Counsel to the Special 

Prosecutor 

PETER M. KREINDLER 
Executive Assistant to 

the Special Prosecutor 

Watergate Special Prosecution Force 
1425 K Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

Attorneys for the United States 

- 7 -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

l, Peter M. Kreindler, certify that a copy of the 

foregoing Memorandum Of The Special Prosecutor was hand 

delivered on this 6th day of February, 1974, to the 

following: 

James D. St. Clair, Esq. 
Special Counsel to the 

President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Samuel Dash, Esq. 
Chief Counsel 
United States Senate 
Select Committee on Presidential 

Campaign Activities 
Washington, D. C. 

PETER M. KREINDLER 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

February 6, 1974 

Dear Judge Gesell: 

Re Senate Select Committee et al. v. Nixon 
Civil Action No. 1593-73 

I enclose herewith the President's response to your order of 
January 25, 1974, in the above entitled proceeding. 

I have received a copy of the memorandum of the Special 
Prosecutor in which he states that four of the recordings 
described in the Senate Select Committee subpoena were 
received pursuant to the Special Prosecutor's subpoena. 

I believe your Honor should also be aware that the fifth 
recording was requested of White House Counsel by the 
Special Prosecutor and was furnished him for the purpose 
submitting the same to the Grand Jury. 

Honorable Gerhard Gesell 
United States Courthouse 
Washington, D. C. 20001 

CC: Honorable Leon Jaworski 

ames D. St. Clair 
Special Counsel 

to the President 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

Dear Judge Gesell: 

WASHINGTON 

February 6, 1974 

I have been advised by Special Counsel td the 
President of the order issued by you on January 
25, 1974, in which you solicited my personal re
sponse with reference to five specified taped· 
conversations. 

As indicated in the various briefs, pleadings and 
other papers filed in this proceeding, it is my 
belief that the issue before this Court constitutes 
a non-justiciable political question. 

Nevertheless, out of respect for this Court, but 
without in any way departing from my view that the 
issues presented here are inappropriate for reso
lution by the Judicial Branch, I have made a 
determination that the entirety of the five re
cordings of Presidential conversations described 
on the subpoena issued by the Senate Select Com
mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities contains 
privileged communications, the disclosure of which 
would not be in the national interest. 

I am taking this position for two primary reasons. 
First, the Senate Select Committee has made known 
its intention to make these materials public. Un
like the secret use of four out of five of these 
conversations before the grand jury, the publication 
of all of these tapes to the world at large would 
seriously infringe upon the principle of confi
dentiality, which is vital to the performance of 
my Constitutional responsibilities as President. 

Second, it is incumbent upon me to be sensitive 
to the possible adverse effects upon ongoing and 
forthcoming criminal proceedings should the con
tents of these subpoenaed conversations be made 
public at an inappropriate time. The dangers 
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connected with excessive pre-trial publicity are as 
well-known to this Court as they are to me. Conse
quently, my Constitutional mandate to see that the 
laws are faithfully executed requires my prohibiting 
the disclosure of any of these materials at this 
time and in this forum. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Gerhard A. Gesell 
Judge 
u. S. District Court 

for the District of Columbia 
Washington, D.C. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

\ 
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 0~ PRESIDENT~L 
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et al. \, 

Plaintiffs , 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action 

v. 

RICHARD M. NIXQN, individually and as 
President of the United State,s 

, Defehoant 

) ,__.;.;N.;.o.;.; . ...;1;;.:5:.;;;9~3-_7._.3'-'.--, 
) 
) -,--

~ FILED FEB • ? 1974 
) __________________ ) 

JAMES F. DAVEY 
Cl.ERK 

PLAINTIFFS' OBSERVATIONS ON 
-, PRESIDENT'S LETTER AND THE 
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR'S MEMORANDUM 

I. The ,Presid'ent' s' Letter 

In its order of January 25, 1974, the Court, being of 

the view that the President's claim of executive privilege was 

"too genera,1 11
, respectfully requested the President to "submit 

••• a particularized statement addressed to specific portions 

of the subpoenaed tape recordings indicating ••. with regard 

to those po'rtions as to which the privilege is still asserted, 

••• the factual ground or P:rounds for his determination that 

disclosure to the Select Committee could not ~e in the public 

interest". The Preside11t has failed to nresent the "particu

larized statement" called for by that order. Instead, he relies 

primarily on the generalized claim that disclosure of the 

five conversations under subpena would not be in the national 

interest. 

To support this generalized claim the President makes 

two points, neither of which is persuasive. First, he says 

that '1publication of all these tapes to the world at large 

would seriously infringe upon the principle of confidentiality, 

, which is vital to the performance of my Constitutional 

resp<:nsibilities as President" • This statement hardly . 
qualifies as'a "particularized statement" as to why disclosure 
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-2-

is not in the public interest and, .in any event, 
1
is highly 

suspect because the President has already allowed his pre·sent 

and former aides to breach repeatedly the supposed confi

dentiality.of these conversations. The President, himself, 

has publicly commented on the: content's ·or certain of these 

conversations and, just recently. has allow~·d. his aides to 

show. purported transcripts of certain conversations under 
., •, ·-~ ~-:~);("~-~.::.~·,:,i, ... ,',"'; _-,<,_ 

subpena to: Senator Scott who apparently was free to comment 

publicly on their contents. as hein fact has done.v 
. · .. -.. . .. ':.;:'.' ,., 

Thus •• >the 'import ,f,~,t~:r,;~i:rif,~i,IJ\!r:~~ertion is that it is 

1it~ih~,./;;t!{tiri~l interest" to withhold the best evidence while 
···, 

he permits inferior accounts of the contents of the tapes to 

emerge. We quarrel with this concept 'or the "national interest" 

and instead submit that informing the public of the contents 

of the tapes is in the public interest for the people have a 

right to know if their government has been corrupted.**/ 

Secondly, the President puts forth his concern as to 

the "dangers" of excessive pretrial publicity as a reason 

for asserting executive privilege •. There is; of course, some 

question whether this concern pres~nts .a valid ground for

invoking executive privilege since· "L-!Jhis privilege Lfi/ 

intend~d· -t'c>protect the effectiveness of the executive 
•;' -· .,. __ , 

decision-making powers" (Nixon v. Sirica, p. 29), rather than 

to safeguard criminal trials. In any event, this assertion 

is both belated and unconvincing now that the President and 

. his present and former aides, with his permission, have 

spread voluminous evidence regarding the conversations at 

*/See,~. Washington Post,.Feb. 2, 1974, p. A-15, 
col. I-~ As the Court of Appeals said in Nixon v. Sirica 
(p. 32): "The simple fact is that the conversations are no 
longer confidential". 

**/As the President must realize, turning the· tapes 
over""t"o the Special Prosecutor may result in their contents' 
being publicly revealed at trial. Thus the distinction the 
President attempts to make between'revelation to a grand 
jury, whose proceedings are in sec:r;-et·, and disclosure to the 
Committee, whose hearings are frequently open, rests on· 
flimsy grounds. 
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issue on the public record. It is noteworthy that the Presi

dent's statement on pretrial publicity is considerably 

stronger than the Special Prosecutor's, who is specifically 

entrusted with the Watergate prosecutions and takes no position 

as to whether the Court should consider the possibility of 

pretrial publicity as a decisive factor in its decision 

whether compliance with the subpena is iri order. In fact, 

the Special P,rosecutor affirmatively states that he is confi

dent that fair trials respecting the Watergate affair will be 

had. 

The President, therefore, has submitted no "particularized 

reason" why the Watergate portions of the tapes subpenaed 

should not be produced. Moreover, he raised no "particularized 

reason" for executive privilege in the Grand ·Jury proceeding 

as to the four conversations there involved that are also 

under subpena here.~/ Accordingly, under the balancing test 

promulgated in Nixon v. Sirica, the judgment of the Court must 

be in plaintiffs' favor.**/ 

II. The Special Prosecutor's Statement 

The essense of the Special Prosecutor's response to the 

Court's January 25, 1974 order Js contained in the following 

paragraph: 

"We are confident that notwithstanding prior 
publicity, if ju1•01•s are selected wi.th the care 

*/Mr. St. Clair, the President's Counsel, asserts in his 
February 6 letter to the Court that the February 28 tape was 
submitted to the Special Prosecutor for Grand Jury purposes, 
thereby apparently indicating that, as to that tape, the Presi
dent also made no particularized claim of privilege in the 
Grand Jury context. 

**/Respecting the President's repeated assertion that 
thiscase involves a "political question" and is thus non
justiciable, we respectfully refer the Court to our Court of 
Appeals recent decision in National Treasury Employees Union 
v. Nixon (D.C. Cir. No. 72-1929, Jan. 25, 1974), where a 
similar claim by the President in defense of a suit against 
him was rejected. 
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required by the decisions in this Circuit, all de
fendants will receive a fair and prompt trial. 
Against this background, the Special Prosecutor 
can say no more than that complianbe with the 
subpoena might provide prospective[defendants 
with one more discrete incident to cite in 
support of a claim of prejudicial pre-trial 
publicity. Accordingly,_ we take no position 
on whether the Court, if the Senate Select 
Committee subpoena is otherwise enforceable, 
should consider the danger of prejudicial pre
trial publicity a decisive factor." 

The Special Prosecutor has candidly recognized that, in 

addition to f Court's powers_to achieve fair trials,:/ there 

are several other factors that minimize the possibility of 

prejudice respecting any future trials i_f the Court orders 

compliance with the subpena at issue. Thus he suggests 

(p. 4) that any possible impact would be reduced if the 

Committee uses the subpenaed material judiciously. We repre

sent to the Court that the Committee, ever cognizant of the 

need for fair trials, will voluntarily impose the necessary 

restrictions on itself as to the employment of this material. 

The Committee recently postponed scheduled hearings because 

of the proximity of the Mitchell/Stans trial in New York City 

and similar self-restraint will be shown in the future.**/ 

The Sp.ecial Prosecutor has stated (p, 5-6) that "any public

ity stemming from compliance witp the ·subpenas would add only 

'!}As Judge Sirica said in Ap_nlication of United States_ 
Senate Select Committee on fresidential Campaign Activities, 
361:F. Suop. 1270, 1280 (D.D.C. 1973), a Court has a well
stocked arsenal of measures designed to preserve the integrity 
of Proceedings and the rights of individuals". The existence 
of a "well-stocked arsenal" provides additional support for 
Justice Harlan's observation that a "legislative investigation 
need not grind to a halt whenever response to its inquiries 
might potentially be harmful to a witness in some distinct 
proceeding ••• or when crime or wrongdoing is disclosedll. 
Hut_cheson v. United States, 369 U.S. 599, 618, (1962) (Harlan, 
J. concurring). See .. also, Delaney v. United States_, 199 Fed. 
2d 107 (1st Cir. 1952). · · · · 

**/Because the Committee will handle the material it re
ceives in judicious fashion, we see no reason for the Court to 
impose restraints as to how such materials may be used--a 
course that, in any event, would be of doubtful validity in 
view of separation of powers and comity considerations,~. 
Application of United States Senate Select Committee on Presi
dentlaf Campaign Activities, 36f F, Supp, ·1270·, 1280 (D.D.C; 
1973);" Sanders v. McClillan, 150 U.S. App. ,D.C. 58, 463 F.2d 
894 (1972). . 
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marginally to previous publicity" and has also noted the Court 

of Appeals' ruling that the tapes constitute "the best evidence 

of the conversations available". Nixon v. Sirica (p. 32). In 

this vein, we suggest to the Court that, because this "best. 

evidence" would put speculation to rest as to what is on the 

tapes, the volume of publicity respecting the tapes would 

actually be r,educed by revelation of their contents.~ 

There are yet other factors that would minimize the. 

possible pretrial impact of producing the tapes to the Select 

Committee. It may be possible that many or all the 

Watergate cases will be res.olved by guilty pleas. In such 

circumstances, any possible prejudice resulting from playing 

the tapes would be limited or non-existent.**/ Moreover, the 

tapes may be played in the Impeachment proceedings (if' the 

House Judiciary Committee is successful in obtaining them) 

or--if there are separate trials--at the first trial of a major 

White House figure. Any trials following those events would 

not be effected to any greater degree by production to the 

Committee of the materials subpenaed. 

In any event, it is not clear what future prosecutions 

~ight be prejudiced by playing the tapes or how they might be 

prejudiced. The Special Prosecutor forthrightly recognizes 

this (p. 4), stating "L~yt this time it is impossible to 

!./We note, in this regard, the current, widely publi
cized dispute between the Special Prosecutor's office, on the 
one hand, and Mr. St. Clair, the President's Counsel, and 
Sen. Scott, on the other, as to the contents of the President
Dean conversations on September 15, 1972, February 28, 197.3, 
and March 13, 1973--all of which are involved in this lawsuit. 
(See,~. Washington Post, Feb. 2, 1974, p. A-15, col. 1-4; 
Washington Star-News, Feb •. 5, 1974, p. A-2, col. 2-5.) 

**/It is significant that guilty pleas have been obtained 
from Dean, Magruder, Porter, LaRue and Segretti even though 
they t~stifi~d before the Committee and thus the facts of their 

·activities were extensively publicized. 

i 
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assess the precise impact of such publicity on forthcoming 

trials".V Surely, some vague, possible pretrial impact 

that may never occur does not outweigh the vital need of the 

Committee to achieve the tapes in question so it may fulfill 

its law-makin~ and informing 

Sherman Cohn 
Eugene Gressman 
Jerome A. Barron 

'Washington, D.C. 
or Counsel 

Arthur S. Miller 
Chief Consultant to 
the Select Committee 
Washington, D.C. 

or Counsel 

·ue . as 
Chief Counsel 

Fred D. Thompson 
Minority Counsel 

Rufus Edmisten 
Deputy Counsel 

James Ramilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Richard B. Stewart 
Special Counsel 

Ronald D. Rotunda 
Assistant Counsel 

Donald S, Burris 
Assistant Counsel 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Tel. No. 225-0531 
Attorneys ror Plaintiffs 

*/The most the Special Prosecutor would say (p. 3-4) is 
that ~airing the recordings ••• would increase the risk 
that .those indicted could contend with more force than 
presently available that widespread pre-trial publicity pre
vents the Government from empanelling an unbiased jury for 
the trial of the of'fenses charged". This statement could 
hardly be more cautious and guarded. And, as previously 
noted, the Special Prosecutor also stated (p. 6) that he 
is "confident that notwithstanding prior publicity, if jurors 
are selected with the care required by the decisions in this 
Circuit, all def'endants will receive a f'air and prompt trial". 

**/We accept the Special Prosecutor's suggestion that the 
Committee be supplied with only the copies or the five tapes 
it seeks, provided that it can verify their accuracy by 
comparing them with the originals in the Court's possession. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

i 
I, James Hamilton, do hereby certify that on the 7th' 

of February, 1974, I served copies of the attached Plaintiffs' 

Observations on the President's Letter and the Special 

Prosecutor's M~morandum upon the defendant President and 

upon the Special Prosecutor by having said copies hand

delivered to the office of the President's Counsel in the 
I 

Executive Office Buildin~, Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, 

D.C. and to the offices of the Special Prosecutor at 1425 

K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 

34-966 0 - 7 4 - pt, I - 78 

James Hamilton '--
Assistant Chief Counsel 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRTC.T COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
ET AL., 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

RICHARD M. NL~ON, individually 
and as President of the United 
States, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action Ne. 1:93-7: 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

The Senate Select Committee on Presidential Cauipaign 

Activities desires access to five tape recordings made by the 

President of conversations between himself and John Wesley 

Dean, III, then Counsel to the President. These tapes are 

relevant to the Connnittee's functions and are identified by date 

and time. The Committee duly served a subpoena duces tecum on 

the President demanding production of those portions of the 

taped conversations which deal with "alleged criminal acts 

occurring in connection with the Presidential election of 1972."~ 

The President refused to comply. Deeming the Senate's own 

enforcement procedures inappropriate, the Committee sought 

judicial enforcement of the subpoena, but the Court (Sirica, J.) 

ruled that it lacked jurisdiction. At the instance of the 

Committee, Congress then passed a Joint Resolution placing special 

jurisdiction in this Court to enforce the Committee's subpoenas, 

and accordingly the issues are again presented for juniciaJ 

consideration. The Committee seeks a declaratory judgment 

clarifying its rights and an affirmative injunction directing 

compliance wi~h the subpoena. 

The Committee has moved for summary.judgment end 

the President, through his coi..1sel, resists and asks for disrr.lss~.l. 

-:.1 The c, ,ittee original!:· issued two subpo,mas duces tecUu1, 
Sut enfor: ·:1ent of the seco,. · subpoena was denied by this Court 
on January :'.5, 1974. 
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On the basis of the voluminous papers before the Court and a 

transcript of the oral argument before Judge Sirica during 

earlier proceedings in this case, the Court has determined 

that no further hearings are required and the case is ripe for 

resolution. 

The President at the outset contends that the issue 

before the Court "constitutes a non-justiciable political 

question," but the decision of the United States Court of 

Appeals.for the District of Columbia· Circuit sitting en bane 
487 F.2d 700 

in Nixon v. Sirica, Nos. 73-1962, 73-1967, 73-1989/(D.C. Cir. 

Oct. 12,. 197_3), is squarely to the contrary and no extended 

discussion is required. The reasoning of that Court involving 

a grand jury subpoena is equally applicable to the subpoena of 

a congressional committee. Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962), 

establishes the. tests for determining the existence of a 

;,political question," and application of these tests leaves no 

doubt that. the issues presented in the instant controversy are 

justiciable. See id. at 217. See also Powell v. McCormack, 

395 U.S. 486, 518-50 (1969). 

Given this determination, it becomes the duty of 

the Court to weigh the public interests protected by the 

President's claim of privilege against the public interests 

that would be served by disclosure to the Committee in this 

particular instance. Nixon v. Sirica, supra, at 716-18. This is 

a difficult but necessary task. The circumstances are unique 

in our constitutional history. To aid the final determination, 

the Court requested the Watergate Special Prosecutor to indicate 

what effect, if any, public disclosure of the subpoenaed tapes 

by the Committee at this juncture would have on his 

responsibilities in carrying forward criminal prose~utions. 

The Court also requested the President to particularize and to 

update his claim of privilege as it relates to the f· tapes, 

since substantial time and many events have inten•e, ~ince 

the original issuance of the subpoena. The, Presick ~; response 

is atta.ohed. The Committee has also elaborateC: ·'-'>°'' its need 

for the tapes in recently filed papers. The Com carefuliy 
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weighed these conflicting assertions of public interest in the 

light of the respective requirements of the parties. 

It has not been demonstrated to the Court's 

satisfaction that the Committee has a· pressing need for the 

subpoenaed tapes or that further public hearings before the 

Committee concerning the content of those tapes will at this time 

serve the public interest. Conversely, the Court rejects the 

President's assertion that the public interest is best served 

by a blanket, unreviewable claim of confidenti~lity over all 

Presidential communications, ~ Nixon v. Sirica, supra, at 719-20, 

and the President's unwillingness to submit the tapes for the 

Court's in~ ex parte inspection or in any other fashion 

to particularize his claim of executive privilege precludes 

judicial recognition of that privilege on confidentiality 

grounds. Cf. United States v. Burr, 25 Fed. Cas. 187 (Case No. 

14,694). 192 (1807). 

On the other hand, both the President and the 

Special Prosecutor have advanced another factor bearing upon the 

public interest which the Court finds to be of critical 

importance -- the need to safeguard pending criminal prosecutions 

from the possibly prejudicial effect of pretrial publicity. 

At this juncture in the so-called Watergate 

controversy, ·it is the responsibility of all three branches of 

the Federal Government to insure that pertinent facts are brought 

to light, that indictments are fairly and promptly tried, and 

that any accusations involving the conduct of the President or 

others are considered in a dignified manner and dealt with in 

accordance with established constitutional processes. The 

President, the Congress and the Courts each have a mutual and 

concurrent obligation to preserve the integrity of the criminal 

trials arising out of Watergate. Th~ public has been subjected 

to a mass of information that is both conflicting and uncertain 

in its implications. Clearly the public interest der.,, .<ls that the 
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charges and. courrtercltarges engendered be promptly resolved by 

our established judicial processes. Thus the Court is 

compelled ·to weigh the effect that disclosure of the subpoenaed 

portions of these tapes might have upon criminal trials scheduled 

or soon to be scheduled on the calendar of this Court. 

Three grand juries are now engaged on matters 

under the Special Prosecutor's jurisdiction. A number of 

indictments and informations have already been filed and more 

are expected by the end of this month. The ca~es will be 

promptly scheduled for trial. The first trial is set for April 1, 

with pretrial hearings later this month, at which Mr. Dean will 

testify. The Special Prosecutor has indicated to the Court his 

intention of introducing at least four of the five subpoenaed 

tapes into evidence'at some of the trials. All five tapes are 

now in his possession, and at least· four have been played before 

a grand jury. 

No one can doubt that, should the President be 

forced to comply with the subpoena, public disclosure of these 

tapes would immediately generate considerable pu~licity. While 

it is impossible, as the Special Prosecutor points out, to 

assess the precise impact of such publicity on the forthcoming 

judicial proceedings, the risk exists that it would bolster 

contentions that unbiased juries cannot be impaneled for trial. 

This is, moreover, in.the nature of a test case and should the 

Cmmnittee prevail, numerous additional demands might well be 

made.~/ 

The President has a constitutional mandate to see 

that the laws are faithfully executed and should therefore 

quite properly be concerned with the dangers inherent in excessive 

pretrial publicity. That the President himself may be under 

suspicion does not alter this fact, for he no less than any 

other citizen is entitled to fair treatment and the presumption 

*/ A sweeping subpoena seeking some 500 items has apparently 
Deen served on the President more recently, but it has not 
been brought into this litigation. 
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of innocence. The public interest does not require that the 

President should be forced to provide evidence, already in 

the hands of an active and independent prosecution force, to 

a Senate committee in order to furnish fuel for further hearings 

which cannot, by their very nature, provide the procedural 

safeguards and adversary format essential to fact finding in 

the criminal justice system. Congressional demands, if they 

be forthcoming, for tapes in furtherance of the more .juridical 

constitutional process of impeachment would pr~sent wholly 

different considerations. But short of this, the public 

interest requires at this stage of affairs that priority be 

given to the requirements of orderly and fair judicial 

administration. 

The Court wishes to emphasize the special 

circumstances of this particular case which support this 

conclusion. The five tapes at issue are sought principally· 

for the light that they might shed on the President's own 

alleged involvement.in the Watergate coverup. "[A)llegations 

involving the President" are among those specifically assigned 

to the Special Prosecutor for investigation and, if appropriate, 

for prosecution. The President has, however reluctantly, now 

provided the Special Prosecutor with all of the information he 

requires with regard to the five conversations at issue. The 

tapes themselves have been delivered to the grand juries; all 

the President's aides participating in the conversations have 

been permitted to testify under oath concerning the 

conversations, and the President has invoked neither his Fifth 

Amendment nor his attorney-client privilege with regard to any 

of the conversations· or related materials he has furnished. 

To suggest that at this juncture the public interest requires 

pretrial disclosure of these tapes either to the Con-· : ttee or 

to the public is to imply that the judicial process has not been 

or will not be effective in this matter. All of the evidence 

at hand is to the contrary. 
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The Conunittee's role as a "Grand Inquest" into 

governmental misconduct is limited, for it may only proceed in 

aid of Congress' legislative function. The Conunittee has, of 

course, ably served that function over the last several months, 

but surely the time has come to question whether it is in the 

public interest for the criminal investigative aspects of its 

work to go forward in the blazing atmosphere of ex parte 

publicity directed to issues that are inunediately and intimately 

related to pending criminal proceedings. The Committee itself 

must judge whether or not it should continue along these lines 

of inquiry, but the Court, when its equity jurisdiction is 

invoked, can and should exercise its discretion not to enforce 

a subpoena which would exacerbate the pretrial publicity in 

areas that are specifically identified with pending criminal 

charges. 

The Court recognizes that any effort to balance 

conflicting claims as to what is in the public interest can 

provide only an uncertain result, for ours is a country that 

thrives and benefits from factional disagreements as to what 

is best for everyone. In assigning priority to the integrity 

of criminal justice, the Court believes that it has given 

proper weight to what is a dominant and pervasive theme in 

our culture. To be sure, the truth can only emerge from full 

disclosure. A country's quality is best measured by the 

integrity of its judicial processes. Experience and tradition 

teach that facts surrounding allegations of criminal conduct 

should be developed in an ·orderly fashion during adversary 

proceedings before neutral fact finders, so that not only the 

truth but the whole truth emerges and the rights of those 

involved are fully protected. 

Accordingly, the Court declares that, while the 

controversy presented is justiciable, the Select Connnittee has 

not established by a preponderance of the evidence that it is 
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entitled at this particular time to an injunction directing 

the President to comply with its subpoena for the five tape 

recordings. The application of the President's counsel for 

dismissal of the complaint is granted, and the complaint is 

dismissed without prejudice. 

SO ORDERED. 

February 8, 1974. 
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THE "'HITE llOl'SE 

WASHJ:-.;GTO~ 

February 6, 1974 

Dear Judge Gesell: 

I have been advised by Special Counsel to the 
President of the order issued by you on January 
25, 1974, in which you solicited my personal re
sponse with reference to five specified taped 
conversations. 

• 
As indicated in the various briefs, pleadings and 
other papers filed in this proceeding, it is my 
belief that the issue before this Court constitutes 
a non-justiciable political question. 

Nevertheless, out of respect for this Court, but 
without in any way departing from my view that the 
issues presented here are inappropriate for reso
lution by the Judicial Branch, I have made a 
determination that the entirety of the five re
cordings of Presidential conversations described 
on the subpoena issued by the Senate Select Com
mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities contains 
privileged communications, the disclosure of which 
would not be in the national interest. 

I am taking this position for two primary reasons. 
First, the Senate Select Committee has made known 
its intention to make these materials public. Un
like the secret use of four out of five of these 
conversations before the grand jury, the publication 
of all. of these tapes to the world at large would 
s~riously infringe upon the principle of confi
dentiality, which is vital to the performance of 
my Constitutional responsibilities as President. 

Second, it is incumbent upon me to be sensitive 
to the possible adverse effects upon ongoing and 
forthcoming criminal proceedings shou:1.d the con
tents of these subpoenaed conversations be made 
public at an inappropriate time. The dangers 
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connected with excessive pre-trial publicity are as 
well-known to this Court as they are to me. Conse
quently, my Constitutional mandate to see tha_t the 
laws are faithfully executed requires my prohibiting 
the disclosure of any of these materials at this 
time and in this forum. 

Sincere~y, 

The Honorable Gerhard A. Gesell 
Judge 
U. s. District Court 

for the District of Columbia 
Washington, D.C. 

• 

-2-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ) FILED 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, et ai. ) FEB 2 O 1974 
) 

Plaintiffs ) 
JAMES F. DAVEY ) CLERK >, 

) 

'v. 
) 
) Civil Action 
) No. 1593-73 
) 
) 

RICHARD M. NIXON, ) 
individually and as President of the ) 
United States ) 

) 
Defendant ) 

) 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

Notice is given that the above named plaintiffs, this 

20th day of February, 1974, hereby appeal to the United States 

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit from this 

Court's Order of February 8, 1974, that denied plaintiffs' 

Motion for Summary Judgment and dismissed the complaint without 

prejudice. / C) ~~,1{if 
Chief Counsel 
Senate Select Committee on 

Presidential Campaign 
Activities 

United States Senate 
Washington, D,C. 20510 
(202) 225-0531 
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